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yield per acre, and feeding value. BRUNNING'S
"Standard Quality" Lucerne is Triple-machine dressed,

has an average growth of 98 per cent. Entirely free

from dodder and other harmful weeds.

DON'T SOW Inferior Lucerne Seed—BUY THE BEST
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SUNLIGHT
OIL-CAKE

A Better Result.

MR. SHANAHAN. of Coleraine. writes:—

Dear Sirs,

I am enclosing cheque for Oil-Cake. It took me
a long time before I could get the cows to eat it, but

they got to like it by degrees, and the result is entirely

satisfactory. I really do not know of a substance that

could give a better result. I regret very much that I

did not have it earlier, and I feel sure I would have

doubled my supply of cream. One of my cows was

nearly dry, and was not giving more than a pint of

milk per day. Now she is giving \h gallons. Certainly

some of the result is due to the increased supply of

grass, but from the time [ got her to eat the Oil-Cake

she steadily improved and is continuing on the

improve.
Y'ours faithfully,

(Signed) JOHN SHANAHAN.

For Post Free Book

—

"Science in the Dairy"
By L. A. SAUNDERS.

Late Editor "Australian Field,"

Write to Lever Brothers Ltd., Box 2510,

G.P.O., Melbourne.

junlicht
Oilcake
Guaranteed Pure.

See that the name "Sunlight'

branded on every cake.

PAMPHLETS
New Series

Obtainable from the Director of

Agriculture, Melbourne,

Free on Application.

1. SILO CONSTRUCTION.

2. HINTS FOR NEW SETTLERS. T. A. J. SmUh.
3. APPLE GROWING FOR EXPORT.

P. J, Carmody.,

5. CIDER MAKING. J. Knight.

7. CITRUS FRUIT CULTURE. E. E. PeteotU

8. BUILDING HINTS FOR SETTLERS.
A. S. Kenyan, C.E., and othtri.

9. TOBACCO CULTURE. T.A.J. SmUh.
10. SILOS AND SIUGE. G. H. F. Baker.

11. THE BEET SUGAR INDUSTRY AND CLOSER
SETTLEMENT. H. T. Easterby.

12. WORMS IN SHEEP.
S. S. Cameron, D.V.Se., M.R.C.VS.

13. CHEESE MAKING (Cheddar). C. S. Sawers.

14. FARM BLACKSMITHING. Q. Baxter.

15. BROOM FIBRE INDUSTRY. T. A. J. SmUh.
16. THE PIG INDUSTRY. R. T. Archer.

19. LIME IN AGRICULTURE.
Dr. S. S. Cameron and othtri,

20. NUMERICAL SYSTEM OF PACKING APPLES.
E. Meeking.

21. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS
—1912-13. W. A. N. Robertson, B.V.Sc.

ZZ. WHEAT AND ITS CULTIVATION.
A. E. V. Richardson, M.A., BJSe.

23. HINTS ON PACKING AND FORWARDING
FRUIT FOR EXPORT. J. O. Turner.

24. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS
—19 13 - 14. W.A.N. Robertson, B.V.Se.

25. SUCCESSFUL POULTRY KEEPING, ETC.
A. Hart.

26. TOMATO CULTURE IN VICTORIA. S. A. Cock.

27. SUMMER FODDER CROPS.
Temple A. J. Smith.

29. THE BEE-KEEPING INDUSTRY IN VICTORIA.
F. R. Beuhne.

30. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS
— 1914-15. H'. A. N. Robertson, B. V.Sc.

32. CITRUS CULTURE IN VICTORIA. S. A. Cock.

33. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS
1915-16. W. A. y. Robertson, B.V.Sc.

34. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS
1916-17. W. A. y. Robertson, B.V.Sc.

35. SUMMER BUD. or YEMA GRAFT OF THE VINE
F. lie Castella.

36. EVAPORATION OF APPLES.

39. POTATO CULTURE. J. T. Rainsay.

Also Leaflets on Foul Brood of Bees, Transferring:

Bees, Feeding Cows for Milk Production, Sulphit-

ine, Some Vintage Considerations, Spring; Frosts,

Cut Worms, Insect Pests of tlie Potato, Fruit

Tree Diseases and their Treatmert.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

FRIESIAN DAIRY CATTLE

Bull Calves from the recently introduce*

Cattle from the famous high-yielding New
are now available as follows :

—

Dropped 1918. Dam.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

^^ 1
NOW AVAILABLE

[^^

Handbook of Potato Diseases in

Australia— and theirTreatment
BY D. McALPINE.

GOVERNMENT VEGETABLE PATHOLOGIST.

With Appendicei by

W. Laidlaw. B.Sc. (Biologix),

on Eel Worma:
and

C. French, Jnt. (GoTcrnmenl
Entomolositt), on

Insect Pests of the
Potato.

235 Pue* (Goth). 58 Full Plate*. Prira E^ / Portage: Commonwealth. 2d.: New Zealand, M.
176 Illu.trationi. T TICC, «-»/ British and Foreign. 1/4.

Application! accompanied by Postal Note or Cheque, covering Price and Postage, to be forwarded to Tbe Director at

Agrlcultare, Melbourne, Victoria. Remittances from beyond the Commonwealth to be made by Post Office Order.

WORKS ON VITICULTURE
(Translated from the French by R. Dubois

and W. Percy IVilkirtson.J

WINE-MAKING IN HOT CLIMATES. By L. Roos. Cloth, la.

Postage: C, IJd. ; N.Z., 5d. ; B. & F., lOd.

FIRST STEPS IN AMPELOGRAPHY. By Marcel Mazade. Cloth, la.

Paper, 6d. Postage: C, ^d. ; N.Z., 2d. ; B. & F., 4d.

TRENCHING AND SUB-SOILING FOR AMERICAN VINES.
Paper, 9d. Postage ; C, Id. ; N.Z., 3d. ; B. & F., 6d.

NE"W METHODS OF GRAFTING AND BUDDING AS APPLIED
TO RECONSTITUTION 'WITH AMERICAN VINES. Paper, 6d.

Postage: C, Id.; N.Z., 2d.; B. & F., 4d.

AMERICAN VINES : THEIR ADAPTATION, CULTURE,
GRAFTING, AND PROPAGATION. By P. Viala and L. Ravaz.

Cloth, 2s. Paper, Is. Postage: C, l^d. ; N.Z., 5d. ; B. & F., lOd.

STUDIES ON WINE STERILIZING MACHINES. By U. Gayon.
Paper, 9d. Postage: C, ^d. ; N.Z., 2d. ; B. & F., 4d.

MANUAL OF MODERN VITICULTURE: RECONSTITUTION
WITH AMERICAN VINES. By G. Foex. Paper, 9d. Postage

:

C, Id. ; N.Z., 4d. ; B. & F., 8d.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

PUBLICATIONS
By D. McAlpine, Government Vegetable Pathologist. ——^———^—

FU

ft FU

L

RUSTS OF AUSTRALIA. 5s. Postage: C, 2d.: N.Z.. 8d.: B. & F.. Is. 4d.

SMUTS OF AUSTRALIA. 4s. Postage: C. 2id.: N.Z.. 9d. ; B. & F., Is. 6d.

FUNGUS DISEASES OF CITRUS TREES IN AUSTRALIA. 2s. Postage: C. Id.. N.Z..
3d.; B. & P., 6d.

FUNGUS DISEASES OF STONE FRUIT TREES IN AUSTRALIA. 2s. 6d. Postage: C. lid.:
N.Z.. 5d. : B. & P., lOd.

SYSTEMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF AUSTRALIAN FUNGI. 3s. Postage: C, 2d.: N.Z.,
8d. : B. & P.. Is. 4d.

ApplioatioTiB aecompanUd by Poital Not4 or Chequt eovtring price and postage to he forwarded to

^E DIRECTOR OF AGRICULTURE, MELBOURNE, VICTORIA
Remittances from beyond th4 Commonwealth to be made by Poet Office Order.
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BILLABONG Centrifugal

also made with
End Suction

PUMPS
For raising large quantities of Water
for Irrigation and other purposes.

This Centrifugal Pump embodies many
notable features—a result of our long

experience in Pump manufacture. It

is made at our Melbourne Works of

good quality materials and by expert

: : : Pump Engineers : : :

The efficiency of our pumps taken under actual test is 75J per cent. This, we

consider, for a stock line of pump, altogether above the average.

Specifications
and Prices
on Application

Expert
Advice
Free

Makers of Windmills, Pumps, Troughs, Pluming, &c., &c.

Melbourne and Sydney

PARSONS BROS. & CO.
Propy. Ltd.

OATMEAL, SPLIT PEAS, and

PEARL BARLEY MILLERS
and'CORNINA MANUFACTURERS

ARE-

BUYERS of OATS, PEAS,

BARLEY, and MAIZE.

SEND SAMPLES OF YOUR
GRAIN TO US.

BOX 53,

G.P.O., MELBOURNE.
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Our Farm

Pump Engine
Lifts water 500 feet and
pumps it a mile at a

cost of a little over one
penny an hour. It is

thoroughly reliable, self-

contained, and ready for

instant use. Drives
Milking Machines,

Separators, Spraying Outfits ; cuts chaff, saws

light wood, &c. No platforms to build, no belt

troubles, no shafts, arms, or pump jack needed.

Can be attached to pumps in three minutes. No
mechanical knowledge to fix—can be operated

by a boy. Needs "very little attention. A
really efficient engine.

Price—£10 down—Balance as yon earn

'Challenge"

Windmills
Are all steel

constructed, heavily gal-

vanized, rust proof. Over
5,000 users can speak of the satisfaction they

have given. One man has 117 at work.

Provided with an efficient syphon oiling

•ystem. Crank shaft is forged from one piece

of steel, sensitive governor gives complete con-

trol in all winds. Internal gears run without

Doise, all bearings are reversible, giving double

service, perfect adjustment, flexible steel band

brake. Owing to early ordering we can supply

some windmills at less than the present cost

of the raw materials. Big stocks—low prices.

Prompt Deliveries
Mills from 6 ft. to 14 ft. in atock.

Also towers of all heights.

Send for General Catalogue giving illustrations,
descriptions and prices of engines, implennents,
agricultural machinery and farm tools

LANGWILL BROS. & DAVIES
Pty. Ltd.

Agents (or Tangye Oil, Steam, and Gas Engines, Pomps and Machinery

110-114 Sturt St., South Melbourne

Dip Famine Rumor Unfounded
Many flock owners may have been scared because of rumors of a " Dip Famine"

—

but such a possibility is without any foundation. A shortage of imported dips need

have no effect on dip supplies whatever, for Australia now produces in

POWDER SHEEP DIP
AN ARSENICAL DIP OF THE HIGHEST POSSIBLE QUALITY-
chemically and physically equal to the best dip hitherto imported—and which

CAN BE SUPPLIED TO MEET ALL AUSTRALASIA'S NEEDS
' Vallo' dipped flocks are already speaking eloquently as to the reliability

of this compound—proving by their wool yield, wool quality, and all-

round improved conditions that 'Vallo* Powder Sheep Dip is not only
effective, but longest lasting in its destructive action againit Ticks, Lice,

and other sheep infesting vermin ; reduces Fly Strike to a miniroura,

and makes a sheep clean and impervious to contagion from 'dipping'
to next shearing.

Manufactured by A. VICTOR LEGGO & CO., Arsenic Mines.
Southern Cross, W.A., and Queensland ; Works,Yarraville and Bendigo ;

Head Office, 497-503 Collins Street, Melbourne.

Dittributors for Victoria and Tatmania—
A. VICTOR LEGGO & CO., Melbourne
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The Farmer's Jack
Made for lifting heaviest farm waggons, drays, lorries, vans,

gigs, buggies, &c. Made of wrought iron and best quality

tubing. No. 1 Capacity—2 tons, weight, 18 lbs. Can

be extended from 18 to 29 inches. Price, 25/-

/HS^Phersons)
w^"^"^ Proprietary Limited ^ -^

554-88 Collins Street, MELBOURNE
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Bonedust, Superphosphate,
And Other High-Grade Fertilizers. Poultry Bone Grit, Meat Meal, Cattle Lick

DELIVERED AT RAILWAY STATION, FOOTSCRAY, OR ON WHARF, MELBOURNE

BONEDUST :: :: ::

MANUFACTURERJ. COCKBILL,
OFFICE: 407 POST OFFICE PLACE, MELBOURNE

BONES BOUGHT. CONSIGN TO ME, FOOTSCRAY. Telephone 2098.

LINES FOR THE FARMER!
RUBEROID
FOR ROOFS OF COTTAGES,

STABLES, SHEDS, &C.

INDELIBLO COLD
WATER PAINT

FOR ALL. OUTSIDE PAINTING

Wholesale
Agents

:

— IN ALL CALCIMO COLOURS
-FOR INSIDE PLASTERED WALLS-

Obtainable
from all

Storekeepers

BROOKS, ROBINSON & CO. Ltd.

'Phone
7419

Central The Australasian Mutual Insupanee

Society ltd.
400-2 Collins St.,

MELBOURNE.

Live Stock
Insured

at Lowest Current Rates

obtainable in Australia.

OTHER DEPARTMENTS OF BUSINESS.
Fire, Marine, Fidelity Gnarantee, Plate

Gla*(, Pertoaal Accideat and Sickness,

Eaviarers' Liabilitr, Workmen's Compen-
Mtian. Pablic Risk. Motar Car, and Bnrclarr.

INSURE WITH THIS SOCIETY, AND RECOMMEND IT TO YOUR NEIGHBOURS
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Nine Years
Practical Tests

The Renowned

"BLUE BELL"
Arsenate o/^Lead

Secure your orders at once.

F. W. PRELL & CO., 31 Queen St., Melbourne

SOLE VICTORIAN AGENTS

LESLIE SALT LICKS
NEW FOOD FOR SHEEP, COWS, AND HORSES

Leslie Salt Licks which supersede rock salt are composed of pure sterilized

salt, tog'ether with lime, a small proportion of Epsom salts, and other
scientifically blended ingredients. They are the finest conditioner and
animal medicine known, and will do more to prevent disease than any
medical treatment. 2/- per block ; or 22/6 per case of 12 blocks (plus

freitrht to country centres). Order from saddler, produce merchant, black-

smith, butter factory, general store, or any of the following agents :

—

Gippsland and Northern Selling and Ins. Co. Ltd., Melb. ; James McEwan
.>^Bnd Co. Pty. Ltd., Melb. ; Price, Griffiths & Co., Melb. ; J. Bartram & Son
"^Pty.Ltd., Melb. ; Lyall&Son, Nth. Melb. (fcGeelong; New Zealand Loan and

Mercantile Co. Ltd., Collins & King-sts., Melb.; or Alex. Mair & Co.,' Melb.

"THE BEST is CHEAPEST—ALWAYS !
"

LYSAGHT'S
CORRUGATED ROOFING IRON

Obtainable from all leading Ironmongers, Storekeepers, and
Timber Merchants throughout Australia.

"Australia's
WAGON

"

Hildyard Steel Wheel Wagons at

the Front. They are now fitted

with twin roller bearings, 33 per

cent, saved in draft. More durable
than ever. Less wear and tear.

No boxes to crack. We guarantee

them. The rollers run in oil in dustproof races. They are now perfection, and we can supply to

carry all weights as usual for wool, wheat, or farm. Ordinary axles supplied if preferred.

J J Gnrdan (Ardlethan) says:--" The 5 ton, S6 in. and iO in. dia. wheel wagon you supplied me
runs splendid. J am putting SO bags of wheat on 2 horses. That proves its light draught."

S«nd for
Catalog Now HILDYARD WAGON WORKS, !^L~B^<;;j;f~.E,VIC.
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Seed Wheat&Seed Oats Cleaners &Graders
FOR HAND OR POWER

It will pay you to Clean and Grade your Seed
Wheat. Our No. 18 Catalogue, sent Post Free

on request, will explain the Reason Why.

MADE IN AUSTRALIA

SCHUMACHER Mill Furnishing Works Pty. Ltd.

PORT MELBOURNE

Fig. 233. Ornsmenul
Handgate. 4 ft blgb

Fig. 211 Ornamental Fig. 188b OrnamenUl
Handgate- 4 ft. high Handgate. 4 ft- high

CYCLONE PTY. LTD. 45» SWANSTON STRBBT
MILBOURNB
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DOOKIE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
Provides Special Facilities for Practical and Scientific Agricultural Education

Notable Agriculturists say that this College offers the best
agricultural education and practical training in the world

THE COLLEGE YEAR COMMENCES IN MARCH STUDENTS MAY BE ENROLLED AT ANY TIME

Alternative Courses—
(a) Diploma Course

(b) One Year's Course.

Three Tears.

Total Feet—

£25/-/- per annum.

The college contains modern and well equipped laboratory and lecture hall, single bedrooms, recreation and
sports grounds.

0( the 3,913 acres of farm land at Dookie, 1,000 acres were put under crop by students last season; and champion
prizes were won for sheep and pigs at the last Royal Agricultural Society's Show.

FARM SUBJECTS.—Agriculture, Animal Husbandry, Poultry, Fruit Growing,
Butter and Cheese Factory Management, Building Construction for Farmers.

EACH BRANCH UNDER SPECIALLY TRAINED EXPERTS

LONGERENONG AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
SESSIONS COMMENCE MARCH AND SEPTEMBER

This College is specially adapted for Junior Students from 14 years of age

AREA OF FARM, 2,336 ACRES
MAIN BRANCHES OF FARM WORK.—Grain Growing, Fat Lamb Raising, Dairying,

Irrigation of Fodder Crops, Fruit, &c.

Total Fees—£25 per annum.

Full particulars obtainable from T. J. PURVIS, Esq., Secretary, Council of Agricultural Education,
Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, or the Principals of the Colleges.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE

VETERINARY SCHOOL
Complete Courses of Instruction are conducted in all Subjects for the Degree of

Bachelor of Veterinary Science (B.V. Sc), and for the License (L.V. Sc).

Veterinary Surgeons possessing the above qualifications are eligible for registration

under the Veterinary Surgeons Act (Victoria) and for Veterinary Appointments in the

Commonwealth and Stale Services and in the Army Veterinary Corps.

For full particulars apply

—

The DIRECTOR. Veterinary School, PARKVILLE, VICTORIA
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The faster you turn the Sharpies, the quicker you finish

skimming ! For instance : If by turning a Sharpies

at 45 revolutions per minute you get through separat-

ing in 15 minutes, you can get through in 10 minutes

by simply increasing the speed to about 55 revolutions.

The Sharpies is the only separator that can be

"hurried"—a mighty handy thing when you are

hurried.

Now consider the time saved in cleaning the Sharpies.

The bowl is the most simple in existence— just one
piece in it, no discs or blades. Simply run a brush

through it once or twice—and cleaning's done !

Furthermore, the Sharpies requires oiling only

once a month—and in only one place. Just

pour a little oil into the enclosed gear case

—

more time saved !

PLES
SUCTION-FEED ^AM SEPARATOK

—the only separator that skims clean at w^idely varying speeds.

—the only separator that delivers cream of unvarymg thickness—all speeds.

—the only separator that you can turn faster and finish skimming quicker.

—the only separator with just one piece in the bowl—no discs, easiest

to clean.

—the only separator with knee-low supply tank and a once-a-month oiling

system.

Remember that all separators lose considerable cream when turned below

speed

—

except Sharpies ! The Sharpies gets all the cream no matter

whether you turn it fast or slow. It saves up to $100 a year more than

other separators. Cordially welcomed by women, owing to its easy turning

and easy cleaning. Over a million Sharpies users, • Write for catalog.

Agents for Victoria—NEWELL & CO., KING ST., MELBOURNE
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NATIONAL TRUSTEES
Executors & Agency Company of Australasia Ltd.

DIRECTORS

:

HON. WALTER MADDEN, Chairman and Managing Director.
EDWARD FITZGERALD. Esq., LL.D. MICHAEL MORNANE, Esq.

HON. DUNCAN E. McBRYDE, M.L.C. HENRY MADDEN. Esq. DAVID HUNTER. Esq

This Company Acta as Executor or Joint Executor of Wilis, Administrator, Trustee ef
Settiements, and Agent for Absentees under Power of Attorney.

MONEY TO LEND ON BROAD ACRES AND FARM LANDS
Offices— 1 13 Queen St. (Corner of Little CoUins-st,), Melbourne

riOOO TREES & STUMPS

GRUBBED OUT"
Thus writes Mr, J, Sutherland, Parwan.

" I am very well pleased with the Grubbers, as they are doin^ very good work. With mine I have
close on 1,000 trees and stumps scrubbed out. I have done all this work myself without fcny assistanc*.

So I consider the Grubber has more than doubly paid for itself."

Full Tl»e "IWONKEY WINCH" will save time, labour and money on
partieulart your land clearinci la always ready, and can be worlced in

fr(yni— the very roushest country and in any class of timber.

TREWHELLA BROS. pty. ltd.. TRENTHAM

VICTORIA PHOSPHATE
Manufactured by the Heathcote Chemical Co. Pty. Ltd.

from a Vidtoriein Deposit.

p
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Registered Tkaue Mark

Works—
CURDIE'S RIVER

Telepkone—Central 2807

"BULLDOG " Burnt& Unbumt
(cSb°o™«.) Agricultural Lime

For Orchards. Crops, and Pastures

Its use is strongly recommended by all experts, and those who have
had practical experience. Any quantity supplied at shortest notice.

For applying to land we recommend onr "Ajax" Lime Spreader

Rates and full particulars from Dhfribulors—

T. CURPHEY Pty. Ltd.
225 Coppin Street, Richmond, Victoria

BURNT LILYDALE LIME
FOR THE LAND

Farmers who have not used Burnt Lime should try it. The action

of Burnt Lime on the land is Immediate. The demand for Building

Lime having slackened owing to the War, Farmers have the opportunity

of getting a supply of the well-known Lilydale Lime.
ANALYSIS go as high as 98% Calcium Oxide.

Apply—

DAVID MITCHELL ESTATE, pJi„. OLIVER'S LANE, MELBOURNE
Worki—Cave Hill. Lilydale. Tel. Lilydale 4. TeL Central 5726.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
MELBOURNE. VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA

NOIV AVAILABLE
BULLETIN 31

BEE-KEEPING IN VICTORIA
Sj; f. r. beuhne,

Government Apiculturist.

Comprising 126 pages, divided into 25 chapters (illustrated)

dealing with various phases of Bee-keeping, and specially

adapted to Australian conditions. Suitably indexed.

Price: ONE SHILLING
Postage: Commonwealth, Id.; New Zealand, 2^d.; British & Foreign, 5d,

Applications, accompanied by Postal Note covering price and postage, to be

forwarded to the Director, Department of Agriculture, Melbourne. Victoria.
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RIGHT PLANTING
BRINGS PROFIT

Deering and McCormick Grain Drills are made in five sizes -9, 11, 13, 15
and 17 coulters—and are interchangeable from disc to hoe, or vice-versa.

If you are growing grain for fun and not for the most profit,

plant your seed any old way. But if you want every pound

of profit you can get, plant your seed right. Use a Deering

or a McCormick Drill. Right planting is more important

than many farmers think. It often means profit where the

other fellow has to take a loss. The local agent who handles

these drills carries the drill best suited to your work. With his

advice you can choose a drill that will plant your seed in your

soil and plant it so that you have a much better chance of

getting a bumper crop than if you planted in some other way.

The arguments for Deering and McCormick drills are far too

many to be told here. The local agent will show you all about

feeds, furrow openers, bearings, attachments, etc. He will give

you reasons for buying his drill you cannot ignore. See him

and talk this over with him, or write us and we will tell you all

about the best drill you can buy.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER CO. OF ADS. PTY. LTD.

543-555 BOURKE STREET, MELBOURNE
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AMERICA AND AUSTRALIA COMPARED.

A lecture comparing agricultural methods in America with those in

Australia, arranged by the Royal Agricultural Society, was delivered

by Mr. A. E. V. Eichardson, M.A., B.Sc, Agricultural Superintendent,,

at the Playhouse, Melbourne, on the 9th December last, to a large

audience, including His Excellency the Governor (Sir Arthur Stanley).

Mr. Eichardson said :—Before dealing with the subject-matter of my
addresSj I would like to review briefly some features of American life

and organization which appeal to the Australian.

No one visiting the United States could fail to be impressed with the

optimism of the Americans—the faith they have in the destiny of their

country, the enthusiasm with which they enter into all national projects-

in peace or in war, and the remarkable organizing power shown in

almost every branch of national activity, and the adaptive ability of
the American people.

My visit synchronized with the period when the American nation

was beginning to exert its full measure of strength in the Allied cause;

when their great testing period came—the mobilization and preparation
of the army—the transportation of that army and its equipment abroad
—and the trial of its manhood in the trenches of France.

The Americans poured the full flood of their resources into the-

Allied reservoir; they provided men, money, munitions, food, and ships

without stint.

Pine work was done in connexion with the production and conserva-

tion of foodstuffs. During the past year America sent 300,000,000
bushels of cereal foodstuffs to the Allies, and at a critical time last

autumn 90,000,000 bushels of wheat, conserved by voluntary rationing-

cn of the American nation, were rushed across the Atlantic to meet the
urgent requirements of the Allies.

'^''
19157,
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Organization is not a very dramatic thing, but it usually precedes

any successful drama in the conduct of a war, and its absence almost
always involves tragedy.

On 6th April, 1917, Congress declared war. On the 9th April an
Inter-State Agricultural Conference met under the presidency of the

Secretary for Agriculture to consider problems in the production and
conservation of food. A State Food Production and Conservation
Board was formed in each of the 48 States of the Union. At the head
of this movement was Hoover, the man whom the nation trusted, and
who wielded power without force, for everything that was done in food
conservation was purely voluntary effort on the part of the nation.

There are only two ways of increasing food supplies—consuming less

and producing more. The consumption of food was enormously reduced
by voluntary rationing and the prevention of waste. The production
of food was stimulated by organizing food production campaigns
in every State guaranteeing the farmer favorable prices for his produce,
and by planting hundreds of thousands of vegetable gardens on un-
occupied lands near the cities. The growing of these vegetable gardens
relieved the railways of the necessity of carrying thousands of tons of

bulky freight, thus releasing engines and cars for the haulage of men
and munitions.

As the combined result of these activities, America was able to send
to Europe, at a most critical time, no less than 90,000,000' bushels of

wheat over and above the exportable surplus which had already been
shipped.

During the last two years the United States has become a great
ship-building nation. The present output approximates 450,000 tons
per month—a 5,000-ton ship every eight hours. Enormous dockyards
have been built on the Pacific and Atlantic coasts and on the Great
Lakes. One dockyard has accommodation for building 50 vessels

simultaneously.
" Independence Day " was celebrated by the launching of 88 vessels,

and the slogan used to speed up construction was to make a splash that

would reach the ears of the Kaiser.

The achievements of the nation were made possible by organization
—selecting great captains of industry, and putting them in charge of

the big national departments, and giving them a free hand. Goethals,

the builder of the Panama Canal, was made Quartermaster-General of

the Army. Hoover, who saved Belgium from starvation in 1916, was
appointed Food Administrator, and Schwab, the head of the Steel Cor-
poration, and who built up a munitions works larger than Krupps at

Essen, Avas placed in charge of the ship-building campaign.

The Growth of Nations in Power and Wealth.

The advance of nations in prosperity and power depends on the

natural resources which they possess, and the ability of the people to

exploit those resources.

The natural resources of the United States are undoubtedly great.

They have magnificent agricultural and timber resources, enormous
deposits of coal, iron, and minerals necessary for industrial purposes,
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and remarkable waterways and lakes whicli greatly facilitate and
cheapen internal transportation.

The wonderful progress in population, wealth, and power is due not

so much to the natural resources, but to the wise and energetic develop-

ment of those resources by the American Government and the American
people. Wealth is created by the exploitation of the resources of nature

by man. The increase in wealth of a nation endowed with great

natural resources depends on three things

—

1. The number of men productively employed;
2. Productive efficiency of the workmen;
3. The character of the leadership of the nation.

The United States has always maintained an open door for immi-
gration. Men have been urgently wanted to open up the country, till

the farms, subdue the forests, harness the rivers, exploit the mineral
wealth, and convert the raw materials of agriculture and mining into

finished manufactures. In the year before the war the great number
of 1,197,892 immigrants landed in the United States, and complaints

of scarcity of labour were never so numerous as during the last five

years.

But more important still than mere numbers of men is the produc-

tive efficiency of the individual workman. Man is a labour-saving

animal. Civilization is based on the use of power, and may be

divided into three ages—the age of man power, the age of animal
power, the age of engine power. The last age began but yesterday.

Man's power may be increased indefinitely by the use of machinery.

The Americans have done more than any nation to enlarge the

productive capacity of their Avorkmen by providing them with the most

powerful and most perfect labour-saving devices of every kind. This

is really one of the causes of America's rapid development in power and

opulence during the last generation. She has drained the world for

ideas, appropriated inventions of other countries, and has developed

and applied labour-saving machinery to her agriculture and to her

industries beyond any other nation.

Comparisons of United States with Australia.

The land surface of Australia and that of the United States are

approximately the same. In point of fact, Australia has the advantage

in size by 691 square miles.

As I reminded many an American audience, the island continent of

Australia was sufficiently large to take the 48 Stat-es of the Union, and

leave a track sufficiently wide to drive a car round the entire edge of

the continent. The area of each country is approximately 3,000,000

square miles.

The population of Australia could, however, be accommodated in their

largest city

—

'New York. The present population of the States is prob-

ably 110,000,000, and this provides a good home market for all forms of

agricultural produce, and has led to the stabilization of prices for pro-

duce.

The rainfall over at least half the United States is over 20 inches,

and is adequate for the requirements of crop production. The heaviest

rainfall is in the east—the Atlantic States—and the amount of fall

l2
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diminishes from the Atlantic Coast to the Rocky Mountains. The
eastern half of the United States is humid, the western half dry.

There is a slightly larger percentage of humid country in the United

States than in Australia. With Australia the rainfall diminishes as

one proceeds from the coast to the interior. A striking difference

between the United States and Australia is that of the middle areas.

The middle west—the centre of the United States—enjoys a good
rainfall, has magnificent river systems, such as the Mississippi and
Missouri, is the centre of a thriving agricultural region, and has nume-
rous large and prosperous towns. The centre of Australia, however, is

arid, and has no great river and lake systems.

The western half of the United States is very dry, and over much
of it the rainfall is insufficient for crop production. Moreover, in

Southern California, Utah, Colorado, and Arizona there are deserts

as barren and inhospitable as any on the globe.

On the whole the soils of the United States are fertile. In the

middle west the wide valley of the Mississippi includes one of the

largest areas of fertile soil in the world. This is the region of the

prairies—almost treeless plains—situated in an area of good rainfall.

One may travel for a thousand miles from St. Louis to the Canadian

border, and see on either side dark fertile soils. The soils are net unlike

those of our Horsham plains. As, however, the greater part of the

rain falls in the summer months, maize is the dominant crop.

Over much of the arid west the rainfall is too small to permit of

profitable crop production without irrigation. This is the region where

irrigation has made tremendous strides.

Droughts often occur in the western half of the United States. At
the time of my visit Southern California had just experienced one of

the worst droughts on record. In the Eocky Mountain States the

Government has advanced a million dollars for supplying distressed

farmers with seed wheat this year.

Texas suffered from a two years' drought. In Southern Alberta and

Saskatchewan the wheat was suffering in 1918 in the same way as our

wheat crops were in 1914. Yet there were no references in bold type

in the press to advertise these untoward events.

I asked a Canadian pressman why no reference has been made in the

press to the drought in the Southern prairies. He remarked that 2,600

settlers trekked across the border from the United States every month,

and they did not wish to interfere with that precious flow of immigration

by advertising their droughts far and wide, and thus injuring their

credit abroad. Droughts, both in Canada and the United States, are

rightly regarded as local incidents in a series of good seasons, and the

people endeavour to mitigate their effects by making provision for con-

servation of fodder and water so as to avoid losses of stock, which are the

most serious results of drought.

The agricultural regions of the United States and Canada cannot

be compared with Australia in regard to climatic advantages. In the

prairies, the Middle "West and the Atlantic States, the winters are in-

tensely cold, the temperatures falling below freezing for several months

of the year, and this involves hardships both on man and beast. Growth

is completely at a standstill, and live stock over the greater part of the
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agricultural belt must be housed and hand-fed for at least four months
of the year.

At Winnipeg, a typical Canadian town, the average winter tempera-

ture is 26 deg. below freezing, and further west the temperatures fall to

.50 and 60 deg. below freezing. ISTothing could be drearier than the

landscape of the Middle West and the prairies of Canada in winter

—

flat, treeless, snow-covered plains.

In the farm homes an artificial heating system has to be installed

to make life tolerable in winter, and costly barns have to be built to

house all forms of stock during the winter months. This climatic

disadvantage has compelled the farmer to provide large reserves of

food for the use of his stock in winter months. The system of hand-

feeding, necessitated by the climate, has proved a blessing in disguise,

for it has led the farmer to appreciate the value of hand feeding, and

to regularly supplement the pastures in summer and autumn by the

liberal use of hay, silage, and concentrates.

Transportation.

One of the most important factors in developing the agriculture of

a country is the provision of an adequate system of transportation.

It has been accepted as an axiom that the prosperity of a country

is closely bound up in the adequacy of its railway communcation.

When good lands are available the surest way of encouraging the settler

is for railways to precede settlement. Instead of deferring the building

of a railway until there is ample prospect of the new line paying interest

on capital from the commencement, the policy in the United States and

Canada has invariably been to precede settlement with developmental

railways. This policy led to the opening up of the immense areas of

prairie lands in Canada, and more than any other factor has led to the

remarkable development of cereal production in Canada during the

past twenty years.

American agriculture has been greatly aided by the railways. The
value of the American railways is considerably more than twice as

much as all the industrial and agricultural machinery of the country

combined.
The freight rates on agricultural production are extremely low, the

average cost of haulage, according to the Inter-State Commission, being

|d. per ton per mile. On this basis the average cost of haulage of aU

produce from our furthest railway station—Mildura—would be 10s. 6d.

per ton.

The American railways, from whatever stand-point they are con-

sidered, are marvels of organization and efficiency. To save cost is an

ever-pressing problem; but it is grappled with and partly solved. The

expenditure of half-a-million is not reckoned with if an ultimate saving

of a million can be effected.

Moreover, the American Railway Companies are enterprising in

their efforts to build up agriculture. California is over 2,000 miles by

rail from the crowded centres of the east. Yet in the fruit season,

peaches, apricots, tomatoes, strawberries, rock melons, and vegetables are

hauled from California to the eastern markets over elevations of 5,000

feet in the Rockies, and across 1,000 miles of desert. The whole train

is preoooled before starting, and carries refrigerated cars which are

regularly iced throughout the journey. This feat might be compared
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with the task of hauling perishable produce by rail from Port Darwin
across the Australian desert to Melbourne.

It is recognised, however, that railways cannot go everywhere, so that

there must be good roads to act as feeders to the railways. Much of the

energy of farmers has been dissipated in heavy haulage. A great deal

of the time and energy spent in hauling wheat over the sandy unmade
roads in the Mallee areas of South Australia and Victoria, or the
haulage of milk and cream over the tracks of Gippsland, could be spent

in increased production on the farm if better roads were available.

Victoria has led the way in systematic road construction by placing
the responsibility for construction and maintenance of main roads in

the hands of a Country Roads Board, and the valuable work done by
the Board has been generally recognised. Much, however, remains to be
done before our country roads are adequate for the needs of Victorian
agriculture.

In the United States the Federal Government has recently interested

itself in the development of good roads. It is admitted that the county
system of road construction has been unsatisfactory. The counties

issued bonds to build roads by contract, but they provided no organiza-

tion to maintain them. The Federal Government now co-operates with
the State Governments in highway construction. The Federal Govern-
ment recently made an appropriation of £17,000,000, spread over five

years, as a subsidy for road construction. It proposes to allocate this

to the States on a £1 for £1 basis

—

One-third of the money on the basis of length of roads.

One-third of the money on the basis of size of State,

One-third of the money on the basis of population.

Each State must, in addition, place its roads under the control of a

State Highway Commission before it can secure Federal funds. The
Bill has had a remarkable effect. Already during the past year more
constructive highway legislation has been put on the statute-book than

at any previous period of the nation's history.

Bulk Handling.

The whole of the cereal harvest east of the Eocky Mountains ia

handled in bulk, as contrasted with the bag system practised here. Not
only wheat, but maize, oats, rye, and flax are handled in bulk.

The great advantages of the bulk handling scheme contrasted with

the bag handling are: (1) saving in bags; (2) saving in labour; (3)

time; and (4) it permits the proper grading of grain according to

quality, and gives a premium to the careful grower.

One has merely to observe the remarkable rapidity with which

cereals are loaded and unloaded at country and terminal elevators to be

convinced that the system must effect a great national saving in man
power, and that if a bulk handling scheme can be installed at a reason-

able cost substantial benefits must accrue to the community. Wheat
is often unloaded from trains at the rate of 10,000 bushels per hour,

and delivered from the terminal elevators to the ship's hold at the rate

of 25,000 bushels per hour.

Nearly 90 per cent, of the farms of America are worked by owners.

In the East 80 acres is the normal size of a farm, in the Middle West

160 acres, and in the West 300 acres is the usual holding. The irriga-

tion blocks vary in size, but usually run from 30 to 50 ticree.
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Diversified Agriculture.

The most striking and impressive feature of American agriculture,

as contrasted with our own, is the extent to which its agriculture is

diversified.

"Wheat is our great staple crop and our export crop. The success
or failure of the wheat crop to a large extent determines the financial

_
condition of the country. But America is neither a one-crop country
nor a one-stock country, but is a land with a great variety of crop
production, and is equally strong in live stock production. Maize,
cotton, hay, wheat, oats, lucerne, harlby, flax, s\igar, tobacco, and fruit

are grown over enormous areas, each type of crop, however, being
confined to the region in which it thrives best.

The eastern half of the United States is humid, the western half

dry. The agriculture of the humid east is based on annual summer
crops. Maize is the principal crop. In the arid west the agriculture

is based on grazing, winter-grown crops, and irrigated summer crops.

Corn, or maize, is America's greatest crop. This is grown because
the soil and climate suit it so Avell. I propose to give the production

of a number of these staple crops in order to give you some idea of

what a country the same size as Australia may produce when it is

fairly on the way towards proper agricultural development. The maize
crop of the United States amounts to 3,000,000,000 bushels.

Suppose this maize were placed in five-ton waggons, and placed end
to end, then the line of waggons would extend for 50,000 miles—or twice

round the globe. Eighty per cent, of this stupendous quantity is fed

to stock. In addition to this 900,000,000 bushels of wheat are annually

produced—nine times as much as we normally produce in Australia.

The oat crop amounts to 1,500,000,000 bushels—more than 100

times the quantity we produce in Australia.

The hay crop of America is immense. Last year it was 85,000,000

tons. This is about 25 times as much hay as is cut in the whole
Commonwealth of Australia.

To visualize this much hay, imagine a stack of hay 7 yards broad

and 7 yards high, stretching from here to London. The stack would be

12,000 miles long. That would represent the amount of hay cut last

spring by the farmers of America. A stack extending from Melbourne
to Adelaide would accommodate the Australian crop.

The cotton crop amounted to 16,000,000 bales. Cotton is one of

the competitors of our Australian wool. The American farmers plucked

by hand from the cotton plants of the South an amount of cotton, ten

times as great as the entire wool clip of Australia.

Irrigation.

Irrigation is extensively practised in the United States. Were it

not for the harnessing of the rivers and their diversion over the arid

soils of the West, it is certain that the Western States would be sparsely

settled, and consist mainly of sheep and cattle ranches, rather than

centres of compact settlement.

Considerably over 4,000,000 acres of land in Western America are

now being irrigated, i.e., more land is placed under irrigation than the

whole area sown in Victoria to wheat, barley, oats and hay.
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The art of irrigation in America was revived by the Mormons who
settled at Salt Lake City in 1847. In the Eocky Mountain States they

say three things conquered the desert—irrigated lucerne, sugar beet,

and Brigham Young.
The most important crops grown under irrigation are— (1) Fruit,

(2) lucerne, (3) sugar beet. The greater part of the irrigated fruit

is grown in California. It is pre-eminently the great fruit State of

America. The climate of California closely resembles northern Vic-

toria—rainfall in winter, with dry summers and clear, sunny skies.

ISTearly 1,000,000 acres of fruit are grown in California, and much
of the produce is hauled over 2,000 miles by rail to market. Yet there

is no form of agriculture which gives such assurance of reasonable

profits as fruit-growing in California.

The one great crop in the irrigated areas is lucerne. Five million

acres have been sown in the United States, all but 200,00i0 acres in the

Western portion.

Lucerne is the great stock feed of the West for cattle, sheep, pigs and
poultry.

On the whole the soils on which lucerne was grown appeared to me
to be more porous than those of our l^orthern irrigation settlements. In
the Imperial Valley, in Southern California, the soil is stiff in character,

and great^er care and skill is needed to get good returns.

Sugar beet is one of America's great staple crops. Three-fourths of

the sugar-beet in the United States is irrigated. From the time when
the pioneers of Utah purchased a sugar-beet factory from France in 1852
and hauled it by ox waggons from St. Louis on the Mississippi to Salt

Lake City in the Rockies—a distance of over 1,000 miles—the industry

has made enormous strides.

Last year the amount of sugar produced was 870,000 tons. Sugar
produced from beets by white labour has been able to compete with
cane sugar grown by black labour in the tropics.

One of the largest beet sugar companies in the world, the Great
Western Sugar Company, erected sixteen factories in the Rocky Moun-
tain States. Sugar beet culture has proved very profitable, both from
the point of view of the farmer and from that of the Sugar Company.

The number of growers for the Great Western has increased from
739 to 5,400 in fourteen years. The dividends paid by the Great
Western Company vary from 25 to 30 per cent, on a capital of

£6,000,000.

I was greatly impressed with the sugar beet industry of America,
and with its possibilities in Victoria. It is unfortunate that the pioneer
sugar beet factory in Australia was established in a relatively dry
portion of Gippsland, where the summer rainfall is insufficient to enable
maximum crops to be grown.

Long experience and numerous trials in the United States have
shown that to get profitable yields of sugar beet in America, rainfall,

or irrigation water, approximating 20 inches, during the growing period
of the crop, is essential. If irrigation facilities were provided at

Maffra, the yields in average and dry seasons would be equal to the
yields in the best years.

The development of irrigation offers a means whereby the productioji
from the soil may be greatly increased.
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After years of contentious discussion, the States of New South
Wales, Victoria, and South Australia, and the Federal Government,
have come to an agreement regarding the utilization of the Murray
waters, and these Governments, acting co-operatively, propos^e spending

£5,000,000 in providing a series of storages, and at the same time, by
means of a system of locks, the river will be rendered navigable for a

distance of over 1,100 miles.

What a remarkable prospect is opened up by a consideration of the

possibilities of the Murray lands ! The settlement at Mildura is an
example of what can be done by the application of irrigation water in

arid districts. Prior to the advent of irrigation Mildura was a sheep

walk, supporting, at most, a few families on the whole area. To-day
the 12,000 included in the settlement support in comfort a population

of 6,000 souls, and the total production of the settlement is £600,000 per

annum. Settlers are prosperous, and the settlement has a high standard

of comfort, and reaps all the social and educational advantages of a

compact and closely-knit community.
It would, perhaps, be extravagant to say that the one and a half

million acres of irrigible land to be opened up in the Murray valley

by the construction of new storages under the Murray Waters Act can

be expected to equal Mildura in out-turn per acre, for Mildura confines

itself to specialized fruits, for which there is but a limited demand at

current prices. But these new lands may be expected to carry immense
numbers of live stock, and will be similar to many of the prosperous

irrigation settlements throughout Australia. Irrigation offers an ideal

method of settling people in smaller areas than would be possible if the

natural rainfall were to be depended on.

Stock.

The live stock industries in the United States have been well deve-

loped. The live stock supported in 1915 were:—Cattle, 60,000,000;

pigs, 68,000,000 ; sheep, 45,000,000.

One striking contrast between American and Australian practice is

the extent to which systematic stock feeding is practised in America.
Here in Australia sheep and cattle are merely grazed on natural pas-

tures. The cultivation of forages for feeding stock is jiractised only

in isolated instances. In the American States, however, the production
of hay, grain and silage for feeding to like stock is regularly practised

throughout the agricultural regions. Hand-feeding of stock at first

necessitated in winter by the rigorous climate has now become the

general practice throughout the year.

In the Western States, where there is a large area of range country,

with a rainfall insufficient for the successful production of cereals, cattle

are grazed on the plains and mountains and shipped to the corn belt to

be fattened for the great packing centres. In the Southern States, the

prevalence of cattle tick has hindered the expansion of the cattle in-

dustry.

In the east and north-eastern portions, the population is denser, and
the pasture and feed pay better for dairying than for raising beef cattle.

The distribution of beef cattle in the United States varies with the

availability of cheap feed and pasture. The greatest number of beef

cattle is found in the western portion of the maize belt. Maize and hay
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are cheapest in the Middle "Western States, and the most profitable use

for these crops is found in feeding and fattening cattle, which can better

bear the cost of transportation than maize or hay.

The greater proportion of the dairy production of the United States

is in the north-east section and the State of Wisconsin. This concentra-

tion is probably due to the proximity of large city markets, the cool

summer climate which favours the production of products of high

quality, and although the cool summer prevents the proper maturity

of maize for grain, it permits its production for silage. Moreover,

the climate of the north-eastern section has made it the most important

hay region, and an assured market for this hay is secured by keeping

dairy cows. The high rainfall, combined with the cool summer, pro-

motes the maintenance of green pastures, which greatly reduces the work
of feeding the cattle.

The Holstein is the predominant breed of dairy cattle in the United

States. In smaller numbers are the Jerseys, Guernseys, and Ayrshires.

The American clearly recognises that the production of milk eco-

nomically depends upon high producing cows and cheap home-grown
feeds. No eifort is spared to get high-producing cows, and during

recent years numerous cow-testing associations have been formed in

every dairy State of the Union.

These coAv-testing associations work in close co-operation with the

Agricultural Colleges and Agricultural Departments. The development

of these cow-testing associations until they include every herd in the

State, is one of the main features in the extension work of the colleges.

One striking feature in dairy farming practice is the extent to which

pasturage is supplemented by hay and concentrated foods. Hand feed-

ing is, of course, compulsory in the Northern States during winter on

account of the low temperatures, but the Americans have carried hand
feeding to an extent which would astonish the average dairy farmer in

Victoria. During the winter, milch cows are fed usually on hay and

silage. The basal ration for a 1,000-lb. cow is 35 lbs. of silage and 15

lbs. of hay (clover, timothy, or lucerne). But the American dairy

farmer and the Experiment Stations have found out by practice and

experimental investigation that, even if cows are fed with an abundance

of clover hay and silage, the maximum yield of milk cannot be obtained

without some grain and concentrates.

Cows like the Holstein, capable of giving 4-6 gallons per day, will

not be able to manufacture these quantities of milk from hay or silage,

because the bulk is too considerable. Consequently grain is fed with

hay and silage usually at the rate of 1 lb. of mixed grain and concen-

trates (bran, maize, oats, oilmeal, gluten feed, brewers' grains) for

every 3-4 lbs. of milk given in excess of 2 gallons per day.

The American farmer certainly knows how to raise cheap pork.

He makes a profit out of pigs, even when prices are low and grain

products high, by making extensive use of rape, lucerne, or clover pas-

tures, and supplementing the grazing with grain rations.

The work of the Experiment Stations shows conclusively that the

growing of pasture crops should go hand in hand with pork production,

lAicerne is the most valuable of all such pastures, because of its high pro-

duction of digestible nutrients, its vigorous growth and heavy yields,

and its soil renovating qualities. The pastures are used for grazing
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throughout the spring and summer. In all cases the grazing is supple-

mented either by maize or maize and tankage (meat meal from the

packing houses). To reduce labour costs to a minimum, the maize
and tankage are supplied in " self feeders/' which provide a continuous

supply of grain and meat meal to the pig, on the principle of the auto-

matic feeders used in poultry houses.

Maize is the principal fattening food for pigs in the United States.

The young pig requires a narrow ration—one part of protein to five

parts of carbohydrates and fat. The grazing on lucerne or clover will

supply the pig with an abundance of the cheapest of all proteins.

As the pig approaches marketable age, it requires a ration of one
part of protein to eight or nine of heat and fat producing ingredients.

Hence maize, which has a nutritive ratio of approximately 1 to 9, makes
an ideal food for fattening.

In Canada, the production of bacon for the English market is a

profitable industry. The Yorkshire, Tamworth, and Berkshire breeds

are used almost universally. The climatic conditions in Canada are

unfavorable for maize, but very favorable for barley production. Hence
the Canadians produce bacon by grazing pigs on clover, rape, and lucerne

pasture, and using barley as the supplementary grain feed. In this

way they are able to compete with the bacon produced from the cheap
maize in the United States.

The extension of the pig industry in Victoria could be greatly assisted

by the more extensive use of pastures for grazing purposes, the more
extensive use of Cape barley as a supplementary grain feed, and by
using the labour-saving " self-feeders " in association with the pastures.

Agricultural Education.

I stated that the advance of nations in prosperity and power de-

pended partly on the natural resources they possessed, and partly on the

ability of the people to exploit those resources.

Progress in the development of the material resources of a nation
depends rather on the trained ability of its leaders than on that of the
rank and file. The Americans, therefore, have promoted higher educa-
tion in all its branches in order to be furnished with a supply of able

scientists, engineers, chemists, organizers and administrators, on whose
.activity the future of the nation largely depends.

The Puritans who founded the American colonies were keenly
interested in national education. The fathers of the Republic believed

that only a well-informed and well-educated nation could be happy,
prosperous and free, and they always acted in accordance with that

conviction. From the earliest days the expenditure of the Americans
on education has been prodigious, and it has been increasing more and
more rapidly in recent years.

Last year the nation spent £122,000,000 on education—twice as

much as Great Britain spent on the Army and IN'avy the year before the

war. The United States spent on education as much as Great Britain
spent prior to the war under the Budget on its Army, Navy, whole Civil

Service, public education, national insurance, and interest and sinking
fund on the National Debt.

The willingness to provide liberally for education, no matter whether
it be elementary, high school education, or the training of the artisan,
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the agriculturist, or the man of commerce, seems to spring from the

conviction that a well rounded and comprehensive system of education,

freely available for all citizens, is essential for the maintenance and well-

being of a Democracy. The Americans also hold that an efficient

system of agricultural education is an absolute necessity for national

progress. They contend that money spent on agricultural education

and development is a wise national investment which is repaid to the

nation many times over in the form of increased national prosperity.

The Americans have the reputation of being a business-like and

practical nation, requiring a dollar's worth of result for every dollar of

expenditure; but on no form of education have the individual States

or the Federal Government spent money so freely as on agricultural

education.

The bill for agricultural education, research, and extension approxi-

mates £12,000,000. This is a large sum to spend on agricultural

education. What, it may be asked, do the Americans expect in return

for this expenditure? Let me briefly set out their objective in agricul-

tural education, and how they propose realizing it.

"What is the aim of agricultural education in the United States?

I asked many of the leading agricultural authorities this question, and

they were all in general agreement upon the fundamental aims. Dr.

Davenport, one of America's foremost agriculturists, put the general

view very clearly. He said that the fundamental purpose of agri-

cultural education is the development of agriculture as a productive

occupation, and of the agricultural people as an important part of the

social and political fabric.

Development is the central thought in educational activity, and the

development of American agriculture to its highest possible limit, both

as a business and as a mode of life, is the purpose for which the colleges

and experiment stations were founded and supported by the public.

The development of agriculture until it shall be profitable, productive,

permanent, until the rural districts are comfortable, and the rural people

are educated—these are the specific aims of American educationists.

Agriculture must be profitable because farming is a business, and the

first and fundamental step in its development is to put it on a paying
basis. The colleges and experimental stations have devoted their main
efforts to increasing the profits of farming. In the past farming was
not a capitalized industry, and failure was almost impossible. But
from now on farming is to be a capitalized occupation, and failure will

be relatively easy, for the new discoveries of science, while they tend to

establish the business on a sounder basis, do not make it easier for

novices and men of low capacity.

It is not enough for America that its agriculture shall be profitable;

it must also be productive. For while America took 300 years to get

a population of 5,000,000 of people, it has increased its population by
over 100,000,000 during the last 90 years.

If population increases during the next 50 years at the same rate as

it has during the past 25 years, then America will have a population
equal to China inside of 50 years. It is the business of agriculture to

learn how to feed this rapidly increasing population, and feed them
well. Unless American agriculture can rise to its task, then within the

life-time of children born to-day, scarcity of labour will be a matter oT
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history, and abundance of cheap food a tale that is told by the grand-

father dozing in his dotage.

America, too, must evolve a permanent agriculture—a thing no coun-

try has yet succeeded in establishing. For no race of people has suc-

ceeded in feeding itself except at the expense of the fertility of their

own or some other country.

The Chinese are often pointed out as a people who have solved the

problem of a permanent agriculture and a permanent food supply, yet

reliable authorities affirm that on the highlands of China there are

regions once peopled, and now abandoned, where for stretches of 10

miles no man lives. China, with its population of 400 to the square

mile, must presently either move, adopt new methods, or starve.

So much for what may be called the business side of agriculture

—

an agriculture reasonably profitable, highly productive, and certainly

permanent. What now on the human side? What is to be the develop-

ment of the farmer as a man to match the development of his business.

as an occupation?

Agriculture is not only a business, but it is a mode of life as well,

and if it is to be successful in the latter, it must afford its devotees the

same comforts of life as are obtainable in other occupations. This has

not hitherto been possible, but its realization is becoming every day more
probable, for one of the distinctive developments in American farm life

is the establishment of comforts and conveniences.

The rural telephone, adequate lighting and water systems, the use

of shelter and ornamental trees, the development of the farm garden,

and the installation of toilet facilities are becoming common features in

the farm homes of America. The farmer has hitherto provided himself

with all sorts of machinery and ingenious mechanical devices to cheapen
production, and make labour easier for himself, his hired help, and even

his animals.

In the meantime the wife is given no real domestic conveniences and
no comfortable home—she lives and scrapes along for the day when tha
family will build its home in town and " have the conveniences."

Many a man has turned his back upon the farm that made his

wealth, and stripped the land of its fertility to build in the town the

home to which the farm was entitled. This tendency had become so

widespread in America as to excite public alarm, and no one topic is

featured in the findings of the Country Life Commission more than the

abandonment of the farm at the stage of house building.

Farming and pioneering started off together, and the life of the

pioneer farmer was hard, not because he was a farmer, but because he
was a pioneer. Nature was unsubdued, men and women were poor,

and life was hard indeed when necessities were counted as luxuries. But
those days are over on real agricultural lands, and farming is coming
into its own; but it will not come fully into its own until farmers learn

to build comfortable houses for themselves and their children, and instal

some of the conveniences that are regarded as essential in every city

home. That is Avhat is meant by saying the country must be comfort-
able.

Finally, the men and women who live upon the land and till the

soil—it is really the nation's soil and not theirs—should be given an
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education which will make them efficient in a business way, and which
will make them good citizens as well.

These, then, are the main objects of agricultural education in

America—the development of agriculture until it shall be profitable,

productive, permanent, until the country districts are comfortable, and
the rural people educated.

Dr. Davenport says that if this development of agriculture were
merely the concern of the farmers we might leave them to provide for

it themselves, or let matters rest as they are. But in the final analysis

the development of agriculture is a public question. The farmers are

interested, of course, and for selfish reasons; but even if they were not
interested the nation should still insist, for public reasons, that agri-

culture be developed to the utmost. Farmers will reap the first advan-
tages of such development, but they can realize no advantages that

are not shared by the whole community.
The development of agriculture, then, is a matter of vital public

concern, and any money spent on such development 'is not an outlay,

but an investment in the safest bank on earth—the soil of the Common-
wealth, and the people on whom the nation must depend for its manage-
ment.

What have been the results of the expenditure of America on agri-

cultural education? Primary production for the fifteen years prior to

the war had been increasing to the value of £90,000,000 annually, and
£90,000,000 per annum extra production is a fine dividend to realize

on the amount spent for agricultural education.

Let me briefly review the forms of agricultural education. Agricul-

tural education, taken in the broadest sense of the term, may be said

to cover all those activities undertaken for the promotion of sound and
profitable agriculture of a country.

These may be classified as (1) instructional work, (2) investigational

work, (3) extension work. By instructional work we mean all the

formal teaching of agriculture from the primary schools to the Univer-
sity.

Instructional Wokk.

The investigational work involves the discovery of new facts and
principles pertaining to agriculture.

By publicity or extension work is meant the conveyance and dissemi-

nation of agricultural information to those who are unable to take

advantage of the formal teaching of the schools and colleges.

The three great institutions are (1) the Agricultural College, (2)
The Experiment Station, (3) the Federal Department of Agriculture.

The agricultural colleges were born in the throes of the Civil "War

—

at a time when the very existence of the nation Avas at stake—when
doubt and pessimism seemed to reign supreme.

They have had a chequered career. At first they attracted no
students. To-day they are crowded. Forty years of failure and
twelve years of dazzling success is the epitome of the history of the

colleges.

Last year 130,000 students were registered in the 53 colleges of
agriculture in the United States, and of these 16,000 were undergoing
a four years' course for the degree of Agricultural Science, It would
take me too long to trace the history of the colleges—but success came
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when the Federal and State Governments began to invest money liberally

in the colleges, and provide them with proper equipment, and high-class

specialists as teachers.

Twenty years ago the students came to the colleges fresh from the

cornfields with no prior training. Now, however, they must have a

high school training before they are allowed to enter the colleges.

The curriculum has gradually developed in such a way as to secure

a unique blend of the vocational and non-vocational in varying pro-

portions, with enough of both to turn out an efficient business man with-

out sacrificing his education as a citizen.

The authorities aim at making a good farmer, but they aim, too,

at making the student a good citizen as well.

Ninety-five per cent, of the students who graduate from the colleges

either go on the land, or take up some form of agricultural work

—

teaching, investigational work, or extension work. Of those who do not

graduate practically all return to the land. In either case failures are

almost unknown.
For those who cannot attend the full courses, short courses extending

from two weeks to two months are held, so that they who desire lo

increase their knowledge of agriculture may do so. These courses are

given by specialists, and thousands of farmers attend them every year.

At Ohio there were over 3,000 farmers in attendance at the College of

Agriculture at the time of my visit.

Domestic Science.

A feature of most American Colleges of Agriculture is the provision

made for the teaching of domestic science and home economics.

Within the college is a group of buildings devoted exclusively to the

training of young women in domestic science.

In the American view, both men and women should be equally

interested in farm life, and if training is necessary for the one it is

equally essential for the other. Consequently regular four-year courses

of instruction are provided for women just as courses in agriculture are

provided for men.

Ninety-five per cent, of the women of America become home-makers
sooner or later in their career (some of them become home-breakers,

too!). For that reason, home-making, with all that it implies, form?*

the principal subject of instruction for women. The object is to teach

the principles underlying the proper administration of the household,

and to study foods, hygiene, nutrition, dietetics, textiles, clothing and

household management.
The equipment is usually very complete. Laboratories are fitted

with gas stoves, and gas, coal, wood and electric ranges. Each girl is

provided with a kitchenette, where her work in cooking is done. A
practice cottage is associated with every course in home economics.

This is usually a six-roomed house, furnished and equipped to accom-

modate five or six students and an instructor in charge. The furnish-

ings are simple and typical of the average American home. The
purpose is to provide an opportunity for students to gain practical

experience in managing a household. The students are responsible for

the planning, preparation, and serving of the meals, marketing and
household accounting, and cleaning and laundering of the household
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linen. Emphasis is laid on the importance of a proper system of

keeping household accounts. Each girl becomos in turn hostess, cook,

waitress, maid, and laundress of the cottage.

A feature of the course is the efforts made to reduce drudgery in the

farm home to a minimum by the use of various types of labour-saving

devices, and by the wise planning of the kitchen and kitchen equipment.

The number of students taking courses in home economics range from
300 to 1,000, according to the size of the college and the number of its

rural population.

It is related that the President of the Cornell University, when a

school of home economics was first mooted, protested on the ground that

it would mean that cooks would have to be admitted to faculty meetings.

But to-day the president is one of the strongest supporters of home
economics.

The old idea that anybody can farm and that anybody can cook and
manage a home has well nigh disappeared, and with it the idea that

farming means ploughing only, and that the activities of the home are

fully represented by the making of hot scones.

The schools of home economics have dignified labour by sending
forth from their halls not merely cooks, but educated women who,
because of their knowledge and skill in the practices and principles of

the arts of the home, are able to use them as a means of expression

for their best endeavours.

The Americans believe that for the young man who takes up farm-
ing an agricultural education is especially necessary. He faces more
difficult problems than any preceding generation of farmers. He must
go on to land many times more valuable than his father first occupied,

and at the same time this land has lost much of its fertility. He must
fight against more destructive insect and fungus pests and animal
diseases than any farmer preceding him. He faces new problems in

management and marketing. He must face these problems not only

with experience, but with science as his ally, and intelligence broadened
by the best education.

In addition to the 53 colleges, agriculture is being taught in 4,000
high schools and 100,000 elementary schools. America began her agri-

cultural instruction in the colleges and universities. "When a supply of

highly-trained teachers of agriculture was available, agricultural edii-

catio7i was extended to the high schools. Then, v/hon the elementary
teachers had received a training in agriculture, the subject was brought
into the elementary schools.

Investigational Wokk—The Experimental Station.

Agricultural investigation and research work is regarded both in

the United States and Canada as a necessary and vital part of any
system of agricultural education, and must form the basis for framing
a sound policy for future agricultural development.

The American Experiment Stations were founded by the Federal
Government in response to a desire for aid in solving problems in

American agriculture, and to perfect methods of improving agricultural

practice. There are 60 of these experiment stations, and the average
expenditure on each is £18,400 per annum.
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Some idea of what a single experiment station has accomplished

during the last century may be obtained by considering the results

obtained at Wisconsin.

It is demonstrable that the added wealth of the State of "Wisconsin

each year, as a result of the activities of the experiment station, is

many times the whole appropriation made by Wisconsin for agricultural

education.

Of the seven tests widely used in dairying, six originated at the

Wisconsin station. The Babcock fat test, invented in 1890,

furnished a simple means of paying for milk on the basis of

quality and for detecting fraud. It saved the factory system of butter-

making from ruin. This test permits of a more careful control of

factory processes than formerly, thus saving more than half of the

fat formerly lost in the skim milk produced in creamery operations.

For Wisconsin alone this amounts annually to a saving of over 1,500,000

lbs. of butter. The greatest service of the Babcock fat test, however,

has been in making possible the improvement of dairy cows by eliminat-

ing unprofitable animals, and thus giving a scientifically accurate

foundation for dairying.

The Wisconsin curd test detects the quality of milk as to taints.

The casein test, invented in 1909, registers the casein content, which is

of importance in determining the proper value of milk for cheese-

making.
Many improvements in dairy processes relating to the pasteurization

of milk, curing of cheese, have originated at this station.

These tests and experiments made at the Experiment Station, which
together form the most important contribution ever made to the science

of dairying, and the work of the Wisconsin Dairy School, have enabled

Wisconsin to gain the first rank among the States of the United States

in the production of both cheese and butter.

Since the Babcock fat test was discovered, the value of the dairy

products of the State has increased from £4,000,000 to £16,000,000 per
annum. It cannot be doubted that a considerable percentage of this

increase has been due to the campaign of investigation and education
which has been carried on by the University.

One of the greatest possible improvements in agricultural produc-
tion is through the substitution of improved seed for scrub varieties.

Beginning about 1898, efforts were made to develop seeds adapted
especially to Wisconsin soil and climatic conditions.

iN'ew varieties of maize, barley, and oats have been evolved at the
station, and have added millions of bushels annually to the yields of

Wisconsin fields.

Wisconsin has now achieved leadership in the production of dairy
products, cheese and butter, among the American States. Despite
many disadvantages, she now occupies first place among the States

" for output of dairy products. That Wisconsin's dairy production has
quadrupled during the last twenty years is due chiefly to the leadership
and work of the dairy school of the experiment station. In addition to

the output of dairy products, Wisconsin's cereal yield is considerable.
Though only two-thirds the size of Victoria, and though the northern
half of the State is mostly poor land in need of drainage, Wisconsin,
besides producing £16,000,000 worth of dairy produce, raises 100,000,000
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bushels of oats, 70,000,000 bushels of maize, and 25,000,000 bushels of

barley.

Extension Work.
The most significant feature in agricultural education in the United

States during recent years is the development of the co-operative exten-

sion or publicity service in each State of the Union.
The object of the extension work is to disseminate as widely as

possible the mass of information which has been accumulated as a

result of the investigations of the experiment stations and agricultural

colleges.

Since the experiment stations were founded, there has been gained

by patient investigation sufficient exact and detailed knowledge of soils,

crops, and farm animals to enable the total wealth from agricultural

production to be greatly augmented if the information could be widely

disseminated and brought home to the last farm and the last farmer.

There are many farmers who regularly secure double and treble

the yields of their neighbours. A wire fence frequently divides the

grower of a 30-40 bushel crop from the grower of a 10-15 bushel crop.

To encourage the many to do what the few are doing is the objective

of the extension or publicity work.

The principal forms of extension work are (1) the County Agent
Scheme, (2) Home Demonstration Agents, (3) Boys and Girls' Clubs.

The experience of the last fourteen years has demonstrated fully

the value of the county agent as a means of bringing to the people on
the farms the results of experience and scientific investigation. Nearly
every one of the 3,000' counties of the United States has a county

agent—a trained agriculturist located in the district—who works in

co-operation with local organizations to advance the agricultural

interests and improve agricultural practice in the county.

Conclusion.

"We have much to learn from America. It is a country of great

natural resources—and a country in which the Government and the

people have shown wise and energetic activity in developing those

resources.

Three great contributing causes for this development stand out in

bold relief. They are:

—

(1) The resources of a country can only be fully exploited by a

large and increasing population. The American Government has, there-

fore, encouraged immigration in every possible way. This immigra-

tion has not lowered the standard of living or reduced wages, because

as fast as new immigrants arrived they were absorbed by the rapidly

growing primary and secondary industries, which have been fostered

in every Avay possible, even by the imposition of a high tariff, until

the industries were able to meet foreign competition.

(2) The productive capacity of the workmen has been increased in

every possible way, but especially by the adoption of labour-saving

machinery and the development of cheap power. Thus the output per

workman has been greatly increased. This applies both to agriculture

and industry. The output of produce per capita is greater than that

of any other nation.

If we look around the world we invariably find that where production

per man is greatest, there, too, are the richest merchants and the richest
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workmen. In India, where individual production is small because little

machinery is used, the classes are poor.

High production alone can raise wages very considerably, and high

wages need not cause dearness. If doubling or trebling of wages is

accompanied by doubling or trebling of production, the commodities

made by high wages need not suffer. Henry Ford has realized the value

of this principle. He pays the highest wages and produces the

cheapest motor cars.

One of the greatest dangers we have to face in Australia is the

spread of the insidious doctrine of slackening of output. Nothing will

bring the community more rapidly to a condition of poverty and
unrest.

The nation is a great co-operative society. Some men must produce
food, some must make boots, and some clothes, &c. If all workers limit

the output they may conceivably raise wages, but there will be little

food, fuel, boots and clothes to go round. On the other hand, if all the

workers produce with the help of the most perfect machinery vast quan-
tities of clothes, fuel, food, the goods will have to be consumed, and
they can only be consumed by the many. High production all round
leads to high consumption all round.

As far as agriculture is concerned, we want to develop production
and cheapen it by better transportation, cheaper freights, better roads,

more extensive use of agricultural machinery, and a higher efficiency

among the great mass of farmers.

(3) The development of leadership. Whatever may be the draw-
backs of American higher education as contrasted with European pro-

totypes, there is no question that it develops great engineers, architects,

chemists, scientists, organizers, leaders, and administrators, on whose
activity the future of the nation largely depends. America during the

last ten years has spent more on higher education than any other nation,

and she is now beginning to reap the benefit in the remarkable develop-

met of her industries and her agriculture.

Australia has undoubtedly great natural resources. "We could un-
doubtedly raise sufficient foodstuffs to support a population equal to

the present population of America. A bold policy of immigration,
developmental railways, improved transportation, liberal land settlement

laws, provision of good roads, extension of irrigation facilities, develop-
ment of water storages, opening up of new markets, development of

minor industries—all these will mightily aid our agriculture—bring
new areas under cultivation, and develop this country. These are

material aids to settlement and profitable production. But something
more is required to make the agriculture of the country permanent, pro-

fitable and productive.

You may increase the agricultural output of a State by all these

methods, and you may temporarily stimulate production by fixing prices,

bonuses, and other artificial aids; but the only way to secure a genuine
and permanent increase in agricultural output is to improve the farming
methods of the country, and apply the teaching of science to its agri-

cultural practice.

That is the clear lesson of experience in all the great agricultural

countries of the world.
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We can treble our production of wheat in Victoria at least double

our output of dairy products, and at the same time maintain our live

stock industries. Iowa, Kansas, Wisconsin have blazed the trail and
suggested the way. But to do this will require greater efficiency on
the part of the man on the land, more complete knowledge of the prin-

ciples underlying agriculture, and a greater perfection in the technical

processes of agriculture.

The degree to which we can progress towards intensified agriculture

depends largely on the personal efficiency of the average farmer, and
the extent to which that efficiency can be increased.

The establishment of a comprehensive system of agricultural educa-

tion must form the basis of any scheme for agricultural development

and agricultural advancement.

The farmers of the future, i.e., the boys and youths of the present

day, must be provided for at the schools, and colleges, and the Univer-

sity. The farmers of the present generation must also be provided for

through the extension or publicity agencies I have described.

Finally a comprehensive system of investigational work must run

parallel with the work of instruction and extension in order to elucidate

new facts, which will form the basis for the future development of agri-

culture.

One important fact must not be overlooked. A long time is required

to realize on all educational work. Some years must elapse before the

full effects of what is done for agricultural education to-day will be

reflected in increased production.

This is the psychological moment for developing our system of agri-

cultural education.

Agriculture is enormously productive, and money expended in its

development is money invested. Every bushel per acre added to Vic-

toria's wheat fields means at least £500,000 extra income to the State.

Every disease and insect and fungus we learn to control saves enor-

mous wealth to the country. Every contribution to our knowledge of

soil management and stock management is of great public benefit.

Great countries have always developed their education systems in

times of adversity. History shows that all great nations have been

stimulated to increased activity in education under the stress of war.

The American Colleges of Agriculture and the United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture were born in the midst of civil war. France,

after the war of 1870, trebled her expenditure on education with what

result we see to-day. When Schkswig Holstein was torn from Den-

mark, the Danes developed their systems of education with such success

that they have become the world's object lesson in agricultural advance-

ment.

Our expenditure on the war has already assumed large and oppres-

sive dimensions. The interest on increasing loans will have to be met

and the loans ultimately redeemed. We must look to increased pro-

duction from the soil to pay for the growing interest charges and the

redemption of the principal.

A long range policy for agricultural education is required—a policy

which will look beyond the immediate present and which will map out

the requirements of the State for the next ten years, and make provision

for its steady accomplishment.
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RED POLL DAIRY CATTLE.

Report on the Departmental Herd, Season 1917=18.

Although the herd records this year do not show any sensational

figures, the average of 7,776 lbs. of milk and 341 lbs. of butter fat cannot

but be regarded as highly satisfactory.

Sickness interfered with the old champion " Muria," nevertheless

she made over 406 lbs. of fat from 7,293 lbs. of milk, testing 5.57,

in 266 days.
" Birdseye," probably the most consistent cow in the herd, again

gave the respectable yield of 8,330 lbs. of milk and 437 lbs. fat. " Birds-

eye " is one of the few cows in the State to average over 400 lbs. of fat

in four successive nine-month testing periods. Her value as a breeder

as well as a yielder is fully demonstrated by the fact that her first

daughter, " Avesia," as a heifer last year gave 340 lbs. butter fat, and
this year, on her second calf, gave over 1,000 gallons of milk and 414 lbs.

butter fat. " Birdseye's " second daughter, " Opticia," heads the list

of heifers for the year under review, with 9,257 lbs. milk, and 410 lbs.

butter fat in 333 days. This heifer has since been forwarded to New
Zealand as one of the exchanges for the Friesian herd, which the

Department acquired from the New Zealand Government. " Birdseye's
"

yearling bull was a winner at the recent Melbourne Royal Show, and,

in acquiring him to head his newly-established Red Poll herd at

Corriedale Park, Wagga, Mr. J. P. Gruthrie gets a remarkable combina-
tion of type, form, size, and hereditary milk-producing capacity.

The family record of " Virginia," dam of " Birdseye," is perhaps
worth reproducing. It is as follows:

—

Virginia.
lbs. lbs.

Milk. Fat.

6,362 (1st calf) 254
5,510 .. 221

6,500 . . 282
8,229 .

.

357
10,252 . . 456

La Perla.
(By Prince of Wales)

(Not tested.)

La Reina
(By Tabacum).

lbs. lbs.

Milk. Fat.

5,070 (1st calf) 261

6,712 . . 344
6,677 . . 319
8,028 . . 378

Birdseye
(By Tabacum).

lbs. lbs.

Milk. Fat.

4,440 (1st calf) 257
6,542 .

.

358
8,522 . . 474
9,146 . . 597
8,330 . . 436

L

Avesia
(Bv Nicotine).

lbs.
^

. lbs.

Milk. Fat.

7,406 (1st calf) 340
10,030 . . 414

Opticia.
(ByNicotine).

lbs. lbs.

Milk. Fat.

9,251 (1st calf) 410

Previous reports emphasized the beautiful dairy form of " Nether-

lana." This year, she heads the herd, with the fine record of 12,722
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lbs. milk and 509 lbs. butter fat. " Mongolia," an ideal tyjDe of dual-

purpose cow, has topped tbe 1,000-gallon mark, making 459 lbs. of fat.

" Cutty," of whom big things are expected, has crept up to third place

on her second calf, Avith 9,849 lbs. of milk and 461 lbs. fat; and during

her current lactation period, has made up to 3 lbs. of butter per day.
" Santa Clara," ex " Cuba," bids fair to eclipse her dam's best record by
yielding 10,182 lbs. milk, which gave a test of 4.64, and yielded 473 lbs.

of fat, on her second calf.

The past season saw the completion of the yields from twenty-one

heifers, having the splendid average of 7,384 lbs. of milk, testing 4.31

per cent., and yielding 319 lbs. fat (364 lbs. commercial butter). The
true test of successful stock breeding is for the owner to produce stock

superior to his original purchases. If the records just mentioned may
be taken as a guide, the Department of Agriculture is deserving of credit

for success in this respect. The first ten heifers have the wonderful

average of 8,698 lbs. of milk, and 376 lbs. of fat. ''Morocco," by
"Ganymede," yielded 10,401 lbs. of milk and 390 lbs. of fat in 365

days, being nearly 3 gallons a day all the year round. " Latakia," a
" Nicotine " heifer ex " Turka," was a week over three years old

when she dropped her first calf, and is consequently mentioned in the

cow class. Her position of seventh, with 9,026 lbs. milk, 4.85 test,

436 lbs. fat, is an excellent performance, and besides her splendid

record, she possesses beauty of form.

When the tables of our most successful dairy sires (all breeds in-

cluded) are written, the name of " Xicotine," the Red Poll sire at the

Werribee Research Farm, will occupy a prominent place. His four-

teen heifers, which came into profit this year, have the fine average of

7,361 lbs. milk, 4.33 test, 320 lbs. fat, and 364 lbs. commercial butter.

Yields of " T^icoxi^yE
'''' Heifers.

Season 1017-18.

Name of Heifer.
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All the members of the herd are in splendid fettle, and it is probably

one of the best conditioned herds in the State.

The British Live Stock Annual for 1918 mentions the great strides

the breed is making in England, more especially on the dairy side.

A very strong Council of Red Polled Cattle Breeders was formed
during Royal Show week, and the Australasian Red Polled Cattle

Breeders' Association, springing, as it has, from the successful efforts

commenced ten years ago by the Department of Agriculture to popu-
larize the breed, has every prospect of a successful future.

YIELDS AND RETURNS OF THE GOVERNMENT HERD OF
RED POLL DAIRY CATTLE.

Season 1910-11.

Cows (2nd Calf).

Bullion .

.

Virginia
Havana
Kentuclcy
Cigarette
Beulah .

.

Average for 6

Days in
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Season 1912-13.

Cows.

• SaBered from eye acoideot for a ooasiderable period.

Heifers.

Name.
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Season 1913-14—continued.

Heifers.

Name.
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Season 1915-16.

Cows.

Name of Cow.
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Season 1916-17.

Cows.

Name of Cow.
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Season 1917-18.

Cows.

Heifers.

Name of Cow.
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APPLE CULTURE IN VICTORIA.

(Continued from page 658, Vol. XVI.)

By J. FarreU, Orchard Supervisor.

Apple Root Borer {Leptops Hopei)— continued.

The trap is made by placing on the stem of the affected tree, say,

9 inches above the ground, a strip of zinc, tin, or other such material

about 6 inches wide and of sufficient length to encircle the butt and

slightly overlap. The material should be cut in such a way as to

form a crinoline when placed on the stem and nailed in position. The
upper rim should fit closely on the bark, and the slope of the cone

may form an angle of about 45 degrees to the vertical or line of the

stem. When the zinc is being cut into the required shape a circular

hole about an inch in diameter is made near the upper edge to act as

an opening close to the bark Avhen the crinoline is in position. A.

canister about 5 inches long and 1| inches in diameter, made of

perforated zinc with a close-fitting lid on top and a light trap-door

at the bottom, is fixed over the aperture. The beetles, both male and
female, on emerging from the ground, climb the stem, but as their

upward movement is impeded by the crinoline they find the aperture

and enter the trap. The beetles should be collected from the traps

every second or third day and destroyed by immersion in boiling water,

or they may be burned. A mode employed by some orchardists to

destroy the captured insects is to simply decapitate them and throw
their bodies on the ground. This method is to be deprecated, because

the impregnated females, which have arrived at the egg-laying stage

prior to being killed, often after death, emit their eggs on the soil.

Weather conditions being favorable, the young grubs hatch freely

from these, and descend to the roots.

The light zinc collars or bands used on the stems during recent

years afford a simpler and less expensive means of preventing the

beetles from climbing up the trees. The collar is about 5 inches

wide, and the ends overlap each other by about 2 inches; it fits closely

on the bark, and is made fast by a nail driven through the overlap

into the stem. Although agile and proficient climbers, the Root
Borer beetles are incapable of surmounting the smooth surface of the

new zinc. Owing to the corrosive influence of the air on the zinc

the surface after a time becomes somewhat rough. A foothold is thus

offered to the insects, but this may be destroyed and a fairly smooth
surface maintained by lightly rubbing the zinc downwards with fine

emery paper, or by painting the surface with whiting, which, especially

when dry, yields to the pubescence of the feet. The beetles, persisting

in their attempts to climb over the bandages, linger around the butts of

the stems, whence they may be collected by hand and destroyed as ex-

plained. The most disastrous results caused by root borer are those

which follow the immediate planting of pest-infested virgin land after

being cleared. At least two years should elapse from the time of clear-

ing such land until planting commences, and it should be cropped in the

interim to insure the pest's eradication.

Generally speaking, when orchards show the first signs of infec-

tion, only a few trees in different parts of the areas are found to be
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attacked. On the presence of the pest being discovered in these parts

the infested trees and those around them should be carefully treated

in the way suggested, in order to prevent the spread of infection, and
obviate the necessity of more extensive and expensive treatment, Avhich

invariably follows early neglect. As this pest is fairly amenable to

treatment under the principles of isolation, much of the devastation

caused in many orchards could have been considerably reduced had the

trouble received more careful attention during the early stages of

infection.

Plate 183.—Emperor Alexander Apple Tree which has been
attacked by root borer.

Plate 183 illustrates the apparent effect on the framework above
ground as a result of the roots being attacked by the borers. The tree

is of the Emperor Alexander variety, and ten years old. The decay-

ing points of the branches indicate that the " die-back " has consider-

ably advanced, and the presence of the borers is further evidenced by

the succulent growths which appear near the base of the leaders.

The maintenance of the naturally high sap pressure is essential to

the production of uniformly strong and healthy growth in every part
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of the branch system. But, when sections of the bark, cambium, and

young wood of the roots beneath them are destroyed by the larvae, the

pressure is probably relieved, as, during the periods of growth, the

wounded parts exude liquid matter. One of the functions of the

root caps and the bark is to maintain the purity of the sap, which

probably becomes contaminated during the process of absorption by
soil acids and possibly deleterious bacteria entering through the

wounds.

Certain varieties, like Rome Beauty, Yates, &c., do not show the

effects of borer for a considerable time, while others, such as Jonathan,

London Pippin, &c., collapse after a relatively short period of infec-

tion. This may be attributed chiefly to the influence of scion on

stock. "When the main roots of the Rome Beauty,. Yates, &c., be-

come so seriously damaged as to prevent sap movement, tufts of

small roots are produced at the points above the wounds, and these

supply much of the necessary nutriment. Occasionally the main roots

of the Jonathan, London Pippin, &e., produce a few fibrous ones in

the manner described, but the influence of these varieties on their

stocks is not sufficient to induce the growth of enough of these

£brous roots to sustain the trees. Although much has been done by
the orchard supervisors and others interested in the suppression of

this pest to clear up its life history, the length of time involved in

the larval stage is still unknown. Its ravaging propensities call for

more effective remedial measures than those at present employed, and

here is a wide field for further investigation and experiment. These
should include fighting the borer with its natural parasite (Perilitus

leptopsi, Viereck), discovered by Mr. H. W. Davey, orchard super-

visor.

"Woolly Aphls (Eriosema lanigera).

Of the apple pests which live by suction there is none more widely

distributed, destructive, and difficult to keep in check than woolly aphis.

Every part of the tree which is not blight-proof is liable to be attacked,

but the roots are noAv protected by the employment of resistant stocks), of

which l^orthern Spy is in most general use. The work of controlling

the blight was much more difficult when non-resistant stocks were used,

because, no matter how free the branch system was kept, the insects on
the roots, as well as weakening the tree, afforded a sure source of con-

tinual infection.

The presence of woolly aphis in an orchard is usually first indicated
by the appearance of a small number of the insects on the soft bark of

the succulent young growths, on the callousing bark of the amputation
marks on the leaders, laterals, and spur growths made by the secateurs

at the last pruning operation, or on the bark wounds of the stems and
main arms caused by swingle-bars, or through the careless handling of
cultivating implements. The matured bark being impenetrable, the

insects insert their probosces in the young soft rind and suck out the

juices on which they live. Usually when the first infection is of a serious

nature, the laterals of the current year's growth are attacked. "Weather
conditions continuing favorable, the insects multiply rapidly, and fprm
colonies on the underneath side of the laterals. When spraying treat-

ment is neglected during the first year of infection, and the colonies of
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insects are allowed to operate undisturbed, the bark cracks at tbe end

of the period of growth.

The Jonathan is one of the varieties most liable to be attacked in

this manner, and Figs. 1 and 2, sections of young laterals, in Plate 184,

depict this condition. Further neglect during the second year induces

the development of abnormal woody excrescences by encouraging

unnatural and excessive sap movement in the affected parts.^ Fig. 3 is

a two-year-old Jonathan lateral, and the longitudinal section of bark

and wood was cut away at (a) to show the development of the protuber-

ance, and thus depict this condition of the specimen.

Plate 184.—Jonathan laterals infested with woolly apMs.

The bark on the irregularly shapen swellings being incapable of

maturing while the insects are present offers them a favorable feeding

ground, and if this condition be allowed to continue for a number of

years, the branches assume the appearance of the section of the Reinette

de Canada tree, which appears in Plate 185. The deep crevices in the

warts afford shelter for many of the insects, and the work of destroying

these by spraying is rendered difficult.
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Owing to tlie apparent inability of many fruit-growers to realize tlie

importance of dealing drastically with pests when first discovered in

ihe orchard, the writer would like to emphasize the desirability of giving

closer attention to this work, and there is no destructive parasite to

which these remarks more fittingly apply than woolly aphis. As the

aphides live by suction, it is impracticable to poison their food in the

same manner as that of the jaw-feeders, but the. former being soft-

bodied, they quickly succumb to the searching influence of caustic liquid

substances brought into contact with them. Many such spray mixtures

Plate 185.—Section of Reinette de Canada tree infested with woolly aphis.

have been employed in the past, but it is unnecessary to discuss here

their relative effectiveness, or otherwise. Suffice to say, that during

recent years experience has taught that these mixtures may safely be

reduced to two kinds—tobacco wash during the period of vegetation, and

red oil emulsion while the trees are in the dormant state. This refers

to the necessary spraying treatment, when the attack is general, but,

when the aphides occupy only comparatively few isolated positions, as

already described, they may be effectively dealt with by painting the

parts with kerosene, or eucalyptus oil, which experiments have proved to

be quicker in action, and even more deadly in effect.

19157.—

2
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The tobacco wash, being a vegetable product, is not injurious to the

foliage, but, being sufficiently caustic in its nature, acts as an efficacious

remedy against the aphides, and for these reasons it is used during the

period of growth. Old leaf tobncco or stems are used at the rate of

about 1 lb. to 3 gallons water. The tobacco is steeped in the water for

,three or four days, then the mixture is violently agitated, and the solu-

tion carefully strained off into the spraying vat. Soap added at the

rate of about 1 lb. to every 20 gallons of the tobacco water increases

its killing powers, makes it more adhesive, and leaves a heavier deterring

residual deposit on the bark. The interstices in which many of the

insects reside, as well as the woolly covering on their bodies, protect

them, and render the application of the solution as a spray under high

pressure essential. By this means the woolly covering is destroyed,

and the insects, smeared with the solution, are washed out of the crevices

and cast on the ground to die. The nozzle should- be specially directed

at the parts where the insects are most plentiful until thoroughly

drenched. If it be found that to complete the eradication of the pest

from the orchard, a second application is necessary, this should not be

neglected.

Of the oils used against woolly aphis during the dormant stage of

the trees, red oil is regarded as the most efficacious. It is sprayed on

the trees in the form of an emulsion, and at strength ranging from
1 in 15 to 1 in 25, and soap is made the combining agent. To make
1 gallon of oil into a stock solution, 1 lb. of hard soap, or its equivalent

of soft soap, is boiled in 2 gallons of water until it is dissolved. Then
the oil is poured in, and the mixture put into the bucket spray-pump

and forced through the nozzle back on itself, until emulsified, when
water may be added to bring the solution to the strength desired.

Should the oil show a tendency to separate, this may be prevented by
adding a little crystallized carbonate of soda solution, and by keeping

the mixture well agitated. Spraying with red oil emulsion may be

commenced as soon as the leaves have fallen, and continued while

occasion demands it; but as the Bordeaux mixture is applied in early

spring, the interim should be as long as possible, so that a comparatively

active residual deposit of the former may not be present to impair the

efficiency of the latter spray.

Trees should hot be sprayed for woolly aphis with red oil, especially

at the ordinary strength, after the leaves appear. This refers more
particularly to those which have become debilitated through being

water-logged, or owing to the attack of root borers, or when they have

become the hosts of fungi, especially Armillaria mellea.

Plate 186, illustrating a Eokewood tree affected by woolly aphis,

and weakened by root borer as well, clearly shows the evil effects of late

spraying. This variety is one most subject to woolly blight, which

largely attacks the fruit spurs. The strong oil emulsion injuriously

affected the young foliage, as well as the extensive areas of tender bark

on the numerous intersticed and developing excrescences. The tree

was sprayed the year before being photographed. The main leaders have

all been killed, but the basal growths, which supervened on root

borer infection, were not injured.

Although Gargoyle and other prepared soluble oils make good insect

destroyers, the most generally satisfactory results are obtained from the
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use of ordinary red spraying oil, when emulsified in the orchard, as

explained.

Lime sulphur makes a good winter wash. A strong solution is

effective against aphis and scale insects, and, hy generally cleaning up
the bark, prepares the trees to receive the first spray for black spot.

Ked Spider {Tetranychus telariu^).

These destructive little spiders, or red mites, as they are commonly
termed, do much damage to apple trees, if permitted, through neglect of

Plate 186.—A Rokewood tree almost killed by a red oil spray alter the foliage

had appeared.

spraying, to infest the foliage. The eggs are comparatively large, and

of a reddish-brown colour, and are deposited in great numbers in shel-

tered positions on the bark during autumn. The insects hatch out when

the weather becomes fairly warm, and as the young leaves expand in

the spring. The larva? are at first of a greenish-brown colour, but

become a brilliant red when the adult stage is reached. Most of the
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insects live under their webbing on tbe back of tbe leaves, but many, in

the different stages of development, infest the upper surface as well.

They make numerous punctures in the epidermis of the loaves, through

which the juice is abstracted by means of their sucking organs. The
trees are thus deprived of much of their nutriment, and many of the

leaf stomata are destroyed; this greatly disorganizes the process of sap

elaboration, and militates against its equitable distribution. As the

season of growth advances, the vitality of the leaves becomes corre-

spondingly impaired, creating a most unfavorable condition for the

maturing apples on the trees, as well as operating against the proper

development of fruit buds for the succeeding year.

The best time to deal with red spider is while it is in the egg stage,

and, as this occurs during the dormant period, red oil emulsion may be

used with good effect. A strong solution may be used at this time,

and the spray can be applied when the leaves have fallen. Tobacco
water and soap solution make an effective spray against the insects on

the leaves. The nozzle requires to be directed upwards when spraying,
• so as to drench the under side of the leaves, where the spiders are usually

most numerous.

San Jose Scale (Aspidiotus perniciosus)

.

In San Jose Scale the fruit-growers have another formidable and
destructive pest, which, since its introduction into Australia, has become
widely distributed. It was probably introduced to this country on
nursery trees, and by this means also it spread through the States of

the Commonwealth and to New Zealand. The careless selection of

buds and scions is also responsible for its appearance in so many parts

of the State, while, in an infested area, birds afford the most likely

means of locomotion from orchard to orchard, and from tree to tree.

The laiwse become numerous on infested trees at the expiration of the

period of latency. At this time probably numbers of these attach

themselves to the bodies of birds visiting the trees, and crawl off on to

the branches of others subsequently visited. The scales, which protect

the insects, being small, circular, flat, and almost the colour of the bark,

are, except to the practised eye, difficult to detect, especially if the

infection be only of recent origin and slight. When the insects appear
on the fruit, however, their identification is simple, as the pink spots

caused by the larvse, and on which the scales rest, indicate their

presence.

The photograph of the ripe London' Pippin apple in Plate 187 illus-

trates this condition, the dark circular spots represent the pink markings,

in the centres of which the young scales appear as grey specks. Similar
colouring of the bark occurs where the scales rest, but the surface of the

coloured part not being as extensive as that on the fruit, it cannot,

except in cases of severe infection, be seen until the scale is removed.
The colouring in the spot begins to appear when the larva inserts its

proboscis in the bark or fruit, as the case may be, and develops while

the sucking out of the juice continues.

Trees or portions of trees badly infested with scale soon assume a

sickly appearance, the bark becomes rough through the action of the

insects, and if it be sliced off its general unhealthiness is suggestive of

sap contamination. Red oil is very effective against San Jose Scale,

yet its eradication from an orchard proves difficult. This is owing to
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tlie rapidity with whicli these insects multiply. If au occasional small
number escape contact with the spray, serious infestation again quickly

follows. The oil emulsion, 1 in 15, may be used as soon as the leaves

have fallen, with a second application later, if necessary. The best

time to spray is while the scales are young, and, by commencing at the

fall, advantage is taken of this condition, and ample time is aSorded
for the satisfactory completion of the work during the dormant period.

In 1909 the writer discovered that about 50 old apple trees in one

corner of a 10-acre orchard in a certain fruit-growing locality were
infested with this scale, the other orchards in the district being free

from the pest. As soon as the leaves had fallen, the whole of the

orchard was sprayed with red oil emulsion, 1 in 15, and the infested

Plate 187.—London Pippin Apple showing San Jose Scale.

trees received a second application at the same strength later. The
following year it was seen that a small number of the scales on the old

trees had survived the spraying ordeal. These were then grubbed out

and burned, and the remainder of the orchard was again sprayed with

the 1 in 15 emulsion. Frequent careful inspections since have failed

to reveal the presence of the scale in this or the other orchards in the

district. When this pest becomes more widely distributed through a

fruit-growing district, however, the greater difficulty experienced in

keeping it within reasonable bounds, or accomplishing its eradication, is

mainly due to the growers' lack of maintaining a uniformly drastic

method of treatment.

(To he continued.)
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STANDARD COWS.

Report for Quarter ended 30th September, 1918.

Of the 96 cows which, completed their term, 91 qualified for certificates

Several cows otherwise due for publication have had to be omitted owing to

failure on the owner's part to honour the understanding to register in their

respective herd books.

Individual returns are as follow :—

W. K. ATKINSON, Swan Hill. (Shorthorn.)

Completed since last report, 5. Certificated, 5.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, Werribee. (Red Poll.)

Completed since last report, 9. Certificated, 8.
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S. CULLIS HILL, Heidelberg. (Jersey.)

Completed since last report, 2. Certificated, 1.

Name of Cow.

;^
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C. G. KNIGHT, "Tarnpirr," Cobram. (Jersey.)

Completed since last report, 6. Certificated, 6.
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C, D. LLOYD, Caulfleld. (Jersey,)

Completed since last report, 1. Certificated, 1.

Name of Cow.
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W. PARBURY, Warburton. (Jersey.)

Completed since last report, 1. Certificated, 1.
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A. H. S. SCHIER, Caldermeade. (Ayrshire.)

Completed since last report, 2. Certificated, 2,
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LONGERENONG AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.

FIFTH ANNUAL FIELD DAY.

Valuable Field Experiments.

(Abridged from the Wimmera Star.)

Despite the unpleasant weatlier conditions which prevailed, there was

a very large gathering of farmers and others interested in agriculture at

the Longerenong Agricultural College on Saturday afternoon, when the

fifth annual field day was held under the auspices of the Horsham
Agricultural Society. The long lines of motor cars drawn up in the

avenue were eloquent testimony to the prosperity of the farmers, of the

fertility of the district plains, and of the progress made in wheat grow-

ing during recent years. Amongst the visitors were the president and

several members of the Kupanyup Agricultural and Pastoral Society,

and farmers from Murtoa, Jung, Vectis, Walmer, Pimpinio, Minyip,

and other parts of the district. The visitors were welcomed at tHe

entrance to the experimental fields by Mr. A. C. Dreverman, the prin-

cipal of the college.

An Instructive Exposition.

The Superintendent of Agriculture (Mr. A. E. V. Eichardson, M.A.,

B.Sc.) then gave an introductory address, in the course of which he ex-

plained the objective of the experimental work, and described some of the

results achieved during the past five years, after which he showed the

visitors the experimental plots, the while he gave explanatory details.

Mr. Eichardson said that the experimental plots were conducted by

the Department of Agriculture, in co-operation with the Council of

Agricultural Education, with the object of finding out the most profit-

able system of crop rotation for wheat in the Wimmera, the kind and

quantity of the various fertilizers which would give most profit,

the best varieties of wheat, barley, and forage crops to sow, the

best rates of seeding, and times of sowing for wheat, and to improve

wheat varieties by selection and cross-breeding, and to raise improved

types of seed for distribution amongst farmers. The essential factors

for the successful growth of wheat had been well worked out for

Wimmera conditions. Still there were many farmers who did not

strictly observe the fundamental principles in the raising of their crops.

In order to make the matter perfectly clear, he proposed to review

briefly these principles, and to show their application to local practice.

The rainfall to date, 11 months, at the college was 14-J inches. It "was

what one would call a dry year. The rainfall was 3 inches short of the

' average, and the spring rains had failed. ISTotwithstanding this, there

were crops in this district w'hich would exceed 30 bushels to the acre,

and the 350 acres of wheat on the college farm would probably

average more than 30 bushels to the acre. This result has been obtained

by the use of moisture-saving fallows. Bare fallowing was the first and

fundamental requisite for the successful cultivation of wheat in a dry

district. This was recognized by the Horsham farmers, for quite 90 per

cent, of the w'heat sown in the Borung county was sown on fallow land.

In marked contrast to this was the county of Weeah, where this year
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90 per cent, of the wheat was sown on stubble land—land which had
borne a wheat crop last year. Despite the fact that the rainfall of

Weeah averaged 3 to 5 inches less than the county of Borung, yet the

amount fallowed in 1917 was but 10 per cent, of the total area sown
in wheat in 1918. This failure to practise fallowing in the north-west

Mallee, was, of course, partly due to the fact that the new Mallee was in

the pioneering stages, and needed more or less continuous cropping to

get rid of the mallee shoots. But in the older settled areas, where normal

farming conditions prevailed, bare fallowing was a necessity for heavy

yields, especially where the rainfall was less than 18 inches. The
second essential was thorough working of the fallows. Horsham
farmers should know the value of thorough working, for there were

probably no wheat districts in the wheat belt of Australia where

thorough working of the fallow was so carefully attended to as in this

area of the Wiramera. Some men were lengthening the period of fal-

lowing by discing up their lands in summer, ploughing them in June or

July, working them through the summer months, and finally sowing

in the following May or June. In other words, there were many who
were working their fallows for fifteen months prior to seeding, in order

to increase the amount of soil-conserved moisture to a maximum. The

third factor in successful wheat-growing was liberal manuring, and on

this point, the results of the experiments for the past five years were of

particular interest. The results of the experiments he^e conclusively

demonstrated that superphosphate was the most profitable of all manures

to apply, and that the quantities used could be largely increased. Mr.

Richardson then showed on a blackboard the yields for the past five

years. These are summ arized in the following table:

—

—
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Consider the first four plots. The application of ^ cwt. of super-

phosphate gave an increase over five years of 6.6 bushels. The value of

this increase at 4s. per bushel for wheat was 26s. 5d. per acre. The
fertilizer cost 2s. 6d. per acre. Hence the net profit over the unmanured
plot was 23s. lid. per acre.

ISTow the application of 1 cwt. of superphosphate, costing 5s., gave

an increase of 7.7 bushels per acre, which was worth 30s. lOd., and the

net profit 25s. lOd. per acre.

Finally, the 2 cwt. of superphosphate gave a 9.3 bushel increase,

which was worth 37s. 2d., and, deducting the cost of the manure, 10s.,

left a net profit of 27s. 2d. per acre over the unmanured plot.

It was thus conclusively demonstrated that heavy dressings of super-

phosphate, even up to 2 cwt., paid. It was most important to note

that these heavier dressings returned to the soil the full amount of

phosphoric acid removed by the grain crop, and added a little to the

fertility of the soil. The heavy dressings not only fed the wheat crop,

and gave the heaviest return the rainfall would allow, but they also fed

the grass which followed the wheat, and so increased the stock-carrying

capacity of the land. Wheat farming, to be profitable, must be carried

out in combination with sheep. The farmer must look to the carrying

capacity of his farm as well as his wheat crop for full profits. Hence,

the heavy manuring not only gave big returns with the wheat crop, but

left sufiicient phosphoric acid to stimulate greatly the stubble grazing,

and thus increase the carrying capacity. The lime content of the

Wimmera soil enabled liberal dressings of fertilizer to be used to

advantage.

The fourth essential to successful cropping was systematic rotation

of crops. They had established a new series of rotation plots this year,

and proposed to make them permanent in character. Eight different

systems of rotation were being practised. These might be called

different systems of farming. Some of the rotations being tested

were :

—

(1) Wheat after wheat continuously.

(2) Wheat after bare fallow.

(3) Wheat, oats, bare fallow.

(4) Wheat, pasture, bare fallow.

(5) Wheat, oats, pease.

(6) Wheat, oats, pasture, bare fallow.

(7) Wheat, rape, barley, pease.

(8) Wheat, barley, pease.

These plots excited great interest, and promised to give information

of a most valuable character to growers on the Horsham plains.

The fifth.essential for success in wheat-growing, said Mr. Eichardson,

was good seed, properly graded, carefully pickled, and sown at the right

time and in the right quantity. A number of tests showing the effects of

early and late sowing and rate of sowing were examined with great

interest by the visiting farmers.

Mr. Eichardson then referred to the remarkable results obtained in

the cultivation of barley at Longerenong. On two occasions in the past

five years yields of 80 bushels had been obtained, and this year, despite
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the dry season, the whole of the barley variety plots promised to yield

over 50 bushels. The advantages of barley were:

—

(1) It made excellent winter grazing for all kinds of stock. A
barley paddock had been heavily grazed this winter with sheep and

cattle, and promised to yield over 40 bushels of grain.

(2) It gave heavy yields of silage. Again the two silos had been

filled from a paddock of barley, which yielded at the rate of 10 tons

per acre.

(3) The grain made excellent food for stock, especially for pigs.

(4) It usually gave 50 to 100 per cent, heavier yield than wheat.

Besides this, barley was an early ripener, and in dry seasons it had

proved more drought-resistant than either wheat or oats.

Mr. Richardson then gave a most interesting demonstration of the

manner in which new barley varieties were produced, and showed how
the different types obtained by cross-breeding inherited the parental

characters in strict accordance with Mendel's law. A number of new
types growing in the field was then inspected. Finally, he said, a num-
ber of new crossbred varieties of wheat were being tested in competition

with older varieties, and the tests had shown the . superiority of certain

of the new crosses. These crosses Avere being further tested, and if the

trials proved as satisfactory as those already conducted a number of

improved new varieties would soon figure on the market.

The farmers then inspected the stud cereal, crossbred, and forage

trials, the new crossbred wheats, the fertilizer, variety,. rate of sowing,

and time of sowing trials, and finally the permanent rotation tests.

It was evident that the greatest interest was aroused by the demon-

strations, for at every point Mr. Richardson was besieged with questions

relating to every phase of cultivation.

The Social Side.

At the conclusion of the demonstration and lecture the visitors were

entertained at afternoon tea by the Principal and Staff in the huge

dining hall of the college. Mr. P. Learmonth, the President of the

Horsham Agricultural Society, occupied the chair.

At the call of the chairman, who said that this was the first public

gathering held in the college building since the cessation of hostilities,

the National Anthem was sung.

Cr. A. E. Dahlenburg, who represented the "Wimmera Shire Council,

moved a cordial vote of thanks to Mr. Richardson, who, all present

would agree, had given a lecture notable for its value and lucidity.

Those who had attended these gatherings year after year must admit

that the college was one of the best public institutions in Victoria.

(Hear, hear.) The experiments conducted at the college had been of

very great value to the farmers. The college might not pay for itself.

That, however, was not a test of its value or efficiency. Twenty years

ago the Wimmera farmer was satisfied if he obtained a return of

10 bushels to the acre; to-day he was not satisfied unless he got ten

bags. (Applause.) In this connexion the work done at the college

had been of very great value. Mr. Dreverman had a splendid staff,

and great praise was due in particular to Mr. Tulloh, the wheat expert.

(Hear, hear.) Mr. Richardson had recently visited America, and

returned with a vast amount of valuable and interesting information.
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There was not a better man for tlie agricultural industry than Mr.
Richardson, whose heart and soul were in his work. (Applause.)

Mr. Richardson thanked the mover of the vote of thanks for his

remarks, and those present for the cordial manner in which they had
supported it. It afforded him very great pleasure, as the representative

of the Department of Agriculture, to be present and hear the cordial

expressions of opinion of favour as far as the experimental plots were
concerned. Cr. Dahlenburg had mentioned a subject of very great

importance to this community and to the country generally when he

indicated the value of the work and training at the college. In the

course of his remarks he incidentally mentioned that he (Mr. Richard-

son) had recently returned from a visit to the United States. There
was almost an unbridgeable guK between Australia and the United
States with respect to the way in which the agricultural industry was
supported and nurtured. The farmers were told every election time

that they were the backbone and spinal cord of the country, yet during

the last ten or fifteen years no serious efforts had been made to develop

the agricultural colleges to the measure that they should be developed.

In America everyone thought in terms of agriculture, and that thought

found expression in the very liberal support of all institutions for the

training of young men in agriculture. The State of Kansas was similar

in its economic and social conditions to Victoria. Its area was
56,000,000 acres, and its rainfall was the same as, or a trifle less than,

that of Victoria. The population was almost identical with that of

Victoria, namely, a little over 1,500,000, and, like Victoria, it had one
congested city. The elevation was about the same, from sea level to

about 5,000 feet above. He did not believe that the soils of Kansas
were any better than those of Victoria. Certainly there were no rich

plains like those of the Wimmera and Western districts. There were,

however, differences in all other respects. Kansas produced annually

180,000,000 bushels of wheat; Victoria produced 30,000,000 bushels.

Kansas produced 170,000,000 bushels of maize as against 1,000,000

bushels grown in Victoria. Kansas had 1,500,000 acres of lucerne, and
she had 4,000,000 cattle, there being only 1,000,000 in Victoria. She
had 3,000,000 pigs, as against Victoria's 250,000. There were some
3,000 students in her agricultural college as against less than 100 in

Victoria. Kansas spent £200,000 a year on her agricultural

college, whereas in Victoria the expenditure was less than

£20,000. Last year the farmers of Victoria brought in £100,000
of wealth per day. Victoria had a big loan bill to face,

and had to find interest and set aside funds in liquidation of the

debt. How could the necessary moneys be found? Certainly not by
manufactures. There was only one way to find the money, and that was
by production from the soil, and if they could not increase the produc-
tion of wheat, stock, and other products, they would have a hard row to

hoe. Increased production represented the key to the discharge of our
liabilities, and one way to insure this was to develop agricultural educa-

tion to the utmost limit. He asked the farmers to see that their

Parliamentary representatives took steps to support the agricultural

colleges, and to see that they adopted the proper attitude towards the

development of the resources of the country. (Applause.) He was
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confident that the quantity of wheat now produced could be trebled or
quadrupled, and dairy produce could be doubled. Some years

ago the State of Wisconsin was thirteenth on the list of

dairy producing States, and now she was first. The unmistakable
lesson was that we must develop our agricultural resources, and
the way to do that was to increase the personal efficiency of the farmer
of to-day, and to look to the young generation who would be the farmers
of the future. If they were given a sound agricultural education all

would go well with the State. Enormous quantites of products which
were not grown at the present time in Victoria could be grown, and the

United States had demonstrated the manner in which this could be
done. Cr. Dahlenburg had mentioned that twenty years ago the farmer
was satisfied with a return of 10 bushels to the acre, while now he was
not satisfied with less than ten bags. They wanted not only ten bags,

but twelve or fifteen, yields which, he was confident, it was possible to

obtain on these fertile plains. All great countries had developed their

systems of agriculture in times of stress, and as instances he quoted
the United States of America, Denmark, and France. In conclusion,

Mr. Richardson asked all present cordially to support any movement
for increased facilities for agricultural education. (Applause.)

Mr. F. J. Sanders moved a vote of thanks to Mr. Dreverman and his

staff for their hospitality. All present had spent a most delightful and
profitable afternoon. (Applause.)

Mr. Dreverman, on behalf of the staff, thanked the mover of the

motion for his appreciatory remarks, and those present for the manner
in which they had been received. As the principal of the college, he

was very much interested to hear the remarks of Mr, Kichardson as

to what was done in America. As far as the Longerenong Agricultural

College was concerned, the net cost, after paying salaries and wages, did

not amount to £500 per annum, (Hear, hear.) Last year the return

from the farm was well over £5,000, the profit being about £2,300 from
2,300 acres of land. The work of the students was divided into educa-

tional and farm work, the latter being under the control of Mr, Munro^
who, during six years, had done wonderfully good work. (Applause.)

About a fortnight ago the institution was described by a section of the

press as one of the ill-fated Government institutions. (Laughter.)

It was gratifying and encouraging to know that the college authorities

had the sympathy and support of the people of the district. He
cordially invited those present to inspect the farm buildings and stock,

and extended an invitation to farmers and others interested to visit the

college at any time. They could be sure of a warm welcome. He was
only too glad to give to inquirers any information at his command.
(Applause.)

The president of the Rupanyup Agricultural and Pastoral Society

remarked that this was his first visit to the college, and those who made
the trip with him were highly pleased with Mr. Richardson's exposition

and with what they had seen. They were certainly rewarded, as the

day had been well spent. He felt sure that next year there would be

many more farmers present from the Rupanyip district. (Applause.)

At the instance of Mr. Richardson the health of the chairman was
cordially honoured.

i
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The Farm.

Great interest was manifested in the farm buildings and equipment.
A number of Ayrshire cattle purchased from prominent Ayrshire
breeders created much favorable comment. The stables, cowshed, wool-
shed, dairy, and the cattle, sheep, and pigs were inspected under the
direction of Mr. Dreverman, principal, and Mr. Munro, farm manager.
The farm crops were looking particularly well, despite the dry season,

and gave promise of averaging over 30 bushels per acre.

THE INFLUENCE OF EGG-LAYING COMPETITIONS.

By A. V. D. Rintoul, Assistant Poultry Expert.

The remarkable development which has taken place during the last

few years in the fecundity of a number of breeds of fowls is undoubtedly
due in a great measure to the popularity of the various egg-laying

contests held throughout the world, and whereas a reputed score of

210 to 220 for one year was, ten or twelve years ago, inclined to be
looked upon as something quite remarkable, it is now practically the

minimum which would entitle a hen to a place in an ordinary breeding

J>en.

For one thing, the competitions have developed to a fairly high

standard the selection of the most likely and best layers—a subject

which will later form the basis of a chapter by itself—and this method
of selection has been year after year applied, not only to the choosing

of the pullets, but, aided by these results, has effected a vast improve-
ment in the matings of the stud flock. Mathematics alone, however,

are worthless in the stud pen, as the breeding hens must possess constitu-

tional vigour, stamina, and some degi'ee of type, even at the expense of a

few eggs in their tally as pullets.

Another noteworthy feature of the competitions, in Australia at

any rate, has been the great popularity of the White Leghorn for a

number of years. Its popularity, however, is mainly due to the

perseverance and skill of a small, but select, band of enthusiastic

pioneers, who paved the way for this variety, as, despite the great

merits of the White Leghorn as a layer, it will be admitted without

question by most fair-minded breeders that had the same perseverance

and ability been devoted to any other of the good laying varieties

equally successful results might have been achieved. This point was
fully recognised by the Department of Agriculture, and, in consequence,

thirty extra pens were erected five years ago for the encouragement of

the heavy breeds, there being at the time a margin of 50 eggs per bird in

favour of the winning White Leghorns over the best Black Orpingtons.

The erection of these heavy breed pens marked a new era in poultry

keeping in Victoria, and the result was a score of 1,562 by Mr. J.

McAllan's Black Orpingtons, followed by those of Mr. L. W. Parker
winning the weight of eggs prize with an average of 2'7.6 ozs. per dozen,

and the Oaklands Poultry Farm Black Orpingtons established a world's
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record winter test over all breeds of 570 eggs for four months for six

birds.

Whilst, however, the laying abilities of the Black Orpington were
so rapidly progressing, a distinct advance was taking place in White
Le2:horns, Mr. J. H. Gill's team scoring 1,667 for the year, and the

following year Mr. W. !N". O'Mnllane's team set up a new world's

record of 1,699 for the year, an average of just over 283 eggs per bird.

This score marked another stage in the progress of the laying com-
petitions, as with an average of 283 eggs per bird for a team it was
fairly certain that at least one bird must have laid 300 or more eggs,

but evidence was lacking as to which was the champion bird of the
team.

Up to this period birds were generally bred from as a team, and the

weak point of this system is fairly obvious. A team may have scored,

say 1,350, for the six birds—ran average of 225 eggs per bird—but the

actual scores, if known, might individually have been 270, 268, 263,

234, 175, 140, and it may have happened that one of the cockerels saved
from this team for subsequent breeding purposes might have been from
the hen producing only 140 eggs, Avith consequent grave damage to the

laying abilities of the progeny.
Young bull calves are sold from the Werribee herd, the price being

determined by the butter fat yield of the dam, i.e., an 800-lb. butter fat

cow's bull calf is worth, say, 800s. (£40), whilst the 500-lb. butter fat

cow's calf is only worth £25. Fecundity, whether in the form of butter

production by the cow or egg production by the hen is transmitted from
the dam through her son to his offspring, hence the son of the low
producing hen is a menace to the poultry industry. Competitions in

egg laying for teams of birds, as teams, have, therefore, now served

their purpose in educating the public up to the high laying abilities of

the various breeds of poultry, and are giving way to more direct

methods of determining the individual laying qualities of each hen.

Trap nesting is to be introduced this year at Burnley. When
Mr. O'Mnllane's team scored 1,699, it was purchased by Mr. E. A.

Lawson for £75, which, although a fair sum of money, was an undoubted
bargain for the plucky purchaser, who subsequently followed this up
by purchasing, for £25 each, two single test hens, which had produced
in an unofficial competition 315 and 313 eggs respectively. There is

no doubt that the unofficial competitions have in the past year or two
become very popular throughout the State, and afford an instructive

comparison in regard to the results obtained under considerable varia-

tions in climatic conditions. At the same time it is only right to utter

a word of warning in this respect, as whilst a w^n at even a small com-

petition may have some influence on stud sales for the fortunate

competitor, there is a growing tendency to pay too much heed to the

actual results, and insufficient attention to the ultimate objective of the

competitions, which is to improve the laying qualities of the flock rather

than to produce an odd one or two, more or less, abnormal birds, in

the hope of securing stud sales for surplus cockerels at high prices. This

is a very insecure foundation for success compared with building up a

good average laying flock. It is a Avell-known maxim that one swallow

does not make a summer, and one hen laying 300 or more eggs does not

by itself make a remunerative flock.
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As a result of the first single test competition at Burnley the world's

record was produced, Mr. C. E. Graham's Black Orpington, Eecord
Queen, actually scoring 335 eggs for the year. An offer of £50 for

this fine hird was refused. Whether this score will ever officially be

exceeded is a question for the future, hut there is no reason why other

breeds, whether light or heavy, should not produce their own 300-egg

representative.

"A PENNY OVER TOP."

To secure a penny over highest market price for eggs generally

seems to be the height of the average poultry farmer's ambition, and
he rarely takes much practical interest in the factors which are respon-

sible for bringing about the market price. As a matter of fact, the

bulk of the highest class of new laid eggs do not reach the so-called

market at all, as they are not consigned to the middlemen, but are sent

direct by the producer to the grocers, hotels, clubs, cafes, and the like.

Consequently, most of the supplies consigned to the " market " are

sent in by country storekeepers who labour under certain disad-

vantages. Firstly, they have virtually to accept all eggs offered to

them at the risk of losing other and more profitable business, which
means that stale eggs, indifferently collected eggs, fertile eggs in hot

weather, &c., are all included, which usually have to be paid for in cash,

no matter how much may be owing for groceries; and, secondly, the

price the storekeeper pays is based entirely on the probable " market

"

returns. Such practices result in an indifferent price being paid for a

more or less indifferent article, a penny or so more being paid for " new
laids," and this forms the basis on which the price is fixed—genuine

auctioneering being conspicuously absent—for the enormous number of

new laid eggs of the best quality. During the past twelve months
Is. 6d. per dozen was being paid in "Wangaratta for new laid eggs on

a Thursday; the metropolitan papers announced on the Friday that the

Melbourne " market '' price was Is. lOd. a dozen, and on the Saturday
Brighton grocers charged 2s. 6d. a dozen retail. Comment is super-

fluous. Another important influence is brought to bear on the market
price by the sale of chilled eggs, which are foisted on the public by
unscrupulous dealers as new laid, unjustly depressing the price at the

time when there is a real scarcity of the genuine article. The bulk of

the year's profits on the egg farm have to be made during March, April,

May, and June; the high cost of feed, interest on capital, depreciation

on buildings and equipment, together with eggs required for hatching,

(Src, leaving little over a bare margin of profit for the rest of the year.

Eggs are cheap during the hatching and rearing season, a time when
expenses are greatest ; consequently, very few can afford to wait for the

money from the sale of eggs which would be involved by chilling and
holding over till the autumn. The result is that this business is almost

entirely in the hands of the speculators and others, who are pecuniarily

interested in depressed prices during the spring, and are able to compete
unfairly against the genuine article. Co-operation is, of course, the

best remedy, and reams of paper have been used to explain how admir-
ably this is done in other countries. Quite so. But it must not be
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forgotten that these countries have everything in their favour, small
areas, and intensive population, as opposed to Australia—a country of

vast areas, sadly under populated—in addition to which the cost of

haulage is much lighter in European countries.

Co-operation, too, is difficult to adequately effect in the case of an
article so generally produced, and so liable to deteriorate, as the new
laid egg. Fruit-growing, for instance, is more a district matter, and
the produce does not deteriorate so rapidly. Co-operation among
fruit-growers is, therefore, more readily brought about. But co-opera-
tion among poultry farmers must come, and fairly quickly. Adelaide
eggs are selling at S^d., Melbourne eggs lid., Sydney eggs Is. 3d., all

at the moment of writing. The time is fast approaching when the

production of eggs in the Commonwealth will considerably exceed the

demand; therefore, to avoid the prospective ruin of a prominent rural

industry, exports must be arranged for. The opportunity is a great

one, because eggs produced in Australia at the cheapest time of the year,

and in best condition, can reach Europe or America when the highest

prices are ruling. Eggs cannot be carried in a fruit chamber. They
require a chamber to themselves, and to secure this a huge co-operative

movement is necessary, so that the space may be secured and fully occu-

pied. This and a thorough investigation of the present system of mar-
keting eggs in Melbourne are imperative to establish the industry on a

sound footing.

The opportunity which now presents itself to the National Utility

Poultry Breeders' Association should be an historical one; producers

should for the moment overlook the question v/hether they can get a

|d. pel dozen more than their neighbours, and, uniting for the common
weal in pooling their supplies, establish a regular export market at

the right time of the year, and radically alter the present " market."

PEA HAY.

The Superintendent of Experiments of the Department of Agricul-

ture in South Australia (Mr. W. J. Spaiford), in reply to the question,

" If a promising crop of peas fails to pod, either through frost or dry

weather, and it is cut whilst green, will it be of any value as hay?" said

that peas, if properly handled, make very fair hay. Most of our culti-

vated plants are at their maximum of growth a short time after flower-

ing, and from a hay point of view, are still very digestible at this stage,

and so it is found that when cut soon after flowering and made into hay,

the maximum amount of digestible foodstuff is secured. Peas are no

different from our other hay crops in this respect, and for the purpose

should be cut shortly after the bulk of the plants has flowered, say, a

fortnight at the outside. In this hay the leaves are of the greatest

value, and in curing care must be taken to see that the leaves are not

allowed to become too dry and brittle. For the best results it should

be cured in a manner similar to that adopted with lucerne, being put

into comparatively small cocks, and only turned in the cool parts of the

day (morning or evening), and stacked it before it becomes too dry.

—

Adelaide Chronicle, 4/1/1919.
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LIST OF FERTILIZERS REGISTERED UNDER THE
ARTIFICIAL FERTILIZERS ACT FOR THE YEAR 1919.

P. Rankin Scott, Chemist for Agricultm^e.

In the Artificial Fertilizers Act, a fertilizer is defined as " any sub-
stance containing nitrogen, phosphoric acid, or potash, manufactured,
produced, or prepared in any manner for the purpose of fertilizing the
soil or supplying nutriment to plants."

Before a manufacturer or importer of any material containing any
or all of the above-mentioned can offer the same for sale in this State he
is bound to register a brand for each fertilizer. Manufacturers and
importers are obliged to submit for registration a brand for each ferti-

lizer they intend offering for sale on or before the 1st day of ISTovember
in each year. At the same time each applicant is required to give a

statement of the percentage composition of the fertilizer in respect of

its nitrogen, phosphoric acid, or potash, showing the forms in which
they occur, and the retail price of the fertilizer. The term " form "

has reference to the combination of the fertilizing constituent with other
constituents, the availability of the fertilizer largely depending on the
combination of the fertilizing element with other elements.

ISTitrogen is obtainable this season in the form of ammonia, blood,

and in bonedust, &c., as bone and flesh, while phosphoric acid is to be
had as water soluble, citrate soluble, and citrate insoluble. Potash is

still unobtainable for fertilizing purposes.

Unit Value.

The procedure for calculating the unit values of the fertilizing

ingredients according to their form of combination is laid down in

section 27 of the Fertilizers Act. Unit values form the basis for
estimating the value of any fertilizer during the year the values remain
in force, and they provide a means of enabling a buyer to purchase at

the most satisfactory prices. The calculation consists simply of multi-
plying the percentage of each ingredient by the price per unit, and
adding together the products. Hereunder are shown in detail the
methods of calculating the value per ton of a bonedust and of a bone
fertilizer :

—

Bonedust.
Per cent.

Nitrogen .

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

. . 3.16

Phosphoric acid .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 20.20

Mechanicul Condition.

Fine bone . . .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 42.00

Coarse bone .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 58.00

The first step is to determine the relative percentages of nitrogen
and phosphoric acid, as fine and coarse bone, and, having done so, to
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multiply these percentages by tJieir unit value, and add together the
products.

Nibrogen . . 3" 16 % x ^Vo = 1*327 % as fine bone

• . 3-16 % X yVV = 1'833 % as coarse bone

Phosphoric acid 20-20 % x ^Vo = 8' 484 % as fine bone

„ 20-20 % X xVo = 11-716 % as coarse bone

Unit Value per
Per cent. Value. tou.

.-. 1-327 X 16/- = £113
1-833 X 14/- =15 9

8-484 X 5/- = 2 2 5

11-716 X 4/3 =299
Value per ton .. £6 19 2

Bone Fertilizer.
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Basic Phosphate.

This fertilizer is of recent introduction, and owes its appearance
on the list of published brands to the shortage of supply of Thomas
Phosphate. It is prepared locally by mixing superphosphate with
sufficient lime to neutralize all the free acid, and convert the super-

phosphate into a less soluble form. Superphosphate so treated contains

its phosphoric acid mainly as citrate soluble, and thus bears some
resemblance to Thomas Phosphate, but differs therefrom, however, in

the degree of fineness of its particles, being much coarser grained. The
finer the particles composing a fertilizer, the more surface will be exposed

to the action of the various agencies in the soil. Superphosphate, when
applied to the soil, undergoes a process of reversion. The phosphoric

acid of the superphosphate is mostly soluble in water. When super-

phosphate is applied to land, the soil water will dissolve the phosphate,

and bathe, within certain limits, the particles of soil it may reach.

Meeting with small particles of lime, iron, and alumina oxides, it

enters into combination with them, and reverts to a less soluble

condition, and is deposited as a thin coating. A more intimate mixture
is obtained with the soil by superphosphate than would be got through
the use of basic phosphate. Further, as this fertilizer is prepared by
mixing lime with superphosphate, it is reasonable to suppose that no
advantage is to be gained by substituting this fertilizer for superphos-

phate on soil containing a fair percentage of lime.

Fertilizers Act 1915.

TABLE OP UNIT VALUES FOR THE YEAR 1919.

Nitrogen, as Ammonia

„ Blood .

.

„ Fine bone, and Bone and Blood

„ Bone and Animal Fertilizers

„ Coarse bone

Phosphoric Acid, as Water Soluble

„ „ Citrate Soluble, and as fine bone

Value per Unit.
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REMINDERS FOR FEBRUARY.
Live Stock.

HoBSES: At grass.—^Supplement dry grass, if possible, with some greenstuflf.

Provide plenty of pure water and shade shelter. In stable.—Supplement hard
feed with some greenstuff, carrots, or the like, and give a bran mash once a week
at least. Avoid over-stimulating foods, such as maize and barley. Give hard
feed in quantities only consistent with work to be performed. Stable should be
well ventilated, and kept clean. When at work, give water at short intervals.
Always water before feeding. Great benefit will result in supplying horses^
more especially young ones running at grass—with a lick. The following one
is recommended:

—

Salt .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . 20 parts
Lime .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . 20 parts
Superphosphate . . . . .

.

. . 10 parts
Sulphate of iron .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 5 parts.

By having troughs constructed that will protect the lick from rain a considerable
saving will be made.

Horses at grass require their feet attended to at frequent intervals, otherwise
deformity of feet and lameness may result.

Cattle.—Provide succulent feed and plenty of clean water easy of access; also

shade and salt lick in trough. Have each cow's milk weighed and tested for butter
fat regularly. Rear heifer calves from those that show profitable results. Give
milk at blood heat to calves. Keep utensils clean or diarrhcea will result. Do
not give too much at a meal for the same reason. Give half-a-cup of limewater
per calf per day in the milk. Let them have a good grass run or lucerne, or

half-a-pound of crushed oats in a trough. Dehorn all dairy calves except those
required for stud or show purposes. Keep bulls away from cows.

Pigs.—Sows about to farrow should be supplied with short bedding in well-

ventilated styes. All pigs should be provided with shade and water to wallow in.

There will be plenty of cheap feed available now, and there is a good margin
between cost of feed and price for fat pigs. Read Bulletin No. 16, May, 1915.

Pigs should be highly profitable animals to feed now.
Sheep.—In the case of very strong cross ewes, rams should not be removed

until well on in this month, for this class, together with most pure ewes of

British blood, are only now coming in season. To breed out this late lambing
tendency, and to procure quality and quantity of wool as well as a good carcass,

use carefully-bred, level-made merino rams. If the right type be not procurable
at reasonable rates, use good Corriedales or Comebacks. Should there be among
the rams any distinctly inferior to the others, keep them back for three weeks.
Remember, narrow inferior rams are invariably the most active workers compared
with sheep of more substance.

Over a good area of the State feed conditions appear adverse. Keep salt

available in all grass paddocks. Arrange for a hospital paddock. Select one
watered by a trough and mix in Glauber salts. Pick out from time to time those
sheep showing signs of impaction, and place " in hospital," removing them again
later as appearances and circumstances direct. The effects of inferior dry feed
and stagnant water are responsible later on for severe losses of both ewes and
lambs, as well as for fly trouble at lambing.

If necessary to feed do not wait until in-lamb ewes are weak before commenc-
ing. Avoid moving good woolled sheep unnecessarily in heat and dust of

summer.
Drench any weaners and young sheep scouring.
Poultry.—Chickens should now be trained to perch ; they will be more healthy.
Provide plenty of green feed and give less grain and meat. Avoid condiments.

Keep water in cool shady spot and renew three times each day. Keep dust bath
damp.

Birds showing symptoms of leg weakness should be given 1 grain of quinine per
day (three months old chickens, i grain) and plenty of milk. ,

Cultivation.

Fakm.—See that haystacks are weatherproof. Cxiltivate stubble and fallow,
and prepare land for winter fodder crops. Get tobacco sheds ready for crop. In
districts where February rains are good, sow rye, barley, vetches, and oats for
early winter feed.
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Orchard.—Spray for codlin moth. Search out and destroy all larvae. Cultivate
the surface where necessary and irrigate where necessary, paying particular atten-

tion to young trees. Fumigate evergreen trees for scale. Continue budding.
Flower Garden.—Cultivate the surface and water tlioroughly during hot

weather. Summer-prune roses by thinning out the weak wood and cutting back
lightly the strong shoots. Thin out and disbud dahlias and chrysanthemums.
Layer carnations. Plant a few bulbs for early blooms. Sow seeds of perennial
and hardy annual plants.

Vegetable Garden.—Continue to plant out seedlings from the seed-beds. Sow
seeds of cabbage, lettuce, cauliflower, peas, turnip, and French beans. Keep all

vacant plots well dug.
Vineyard.—February is the best month for the " Yema " or Summer bud graft

(see journal for February, 1917). Select scion-bearing vines; mark with oil

paint those conspicuous for quality and quantity of fruit, regular setting and
even maturity.

Given suitable climatic conditions, downy mildew may show up in January
or February. If heavy rains fall the vines should again be sprayed with Bor-
deaux mixture.

Sulphur again, if oidium is prevalent, but avoid applying sulphur to wine
grapes too short a time before gathering.

Cellars.—Prepare all plant and casks for the coming vintage. An ounce of

bisulphite of potash, or a couple of fluid ounces of bisulphite of soda solution, to
each bucket of water used to swell press platforms, tubs, &c., will help to keep
it sweet. Keep cellars as cool as possible. Complete all manipulations so as to

avoid handling older wines during vintage.

THE BUDDING OF FRUIT TREES.
Young trees, or old trees that have been previously cut down in pre-

paration for budding, may be worked towards the end of this month.
It is advisable to select dull, cool weather for the operation, so that the

sap may run more freely, and that atmospheric conditions may not have
too drying an effect on the bud. The operation of budding is a very

simple one, and is easily performed. To gain a successful end, the sap

should be flowing freely, so that when the cuts are made the bark should
" lift " or " run " easily, and without any clinging or tearing of the

fibres, and it should separate freely from the wood. The bud selected

should be firm and well matured, and should show no signs of premature
growth whatever. It should be cut from the scion with a shallow cut,

and if any Avood be left in the cutting it should be taken out of the bud.

A smooth, clean spot should be selected on the bark of the stock, and a

T-shaped cut made, the vertical cut being longer than the horizontal

one. The bark at the point where the cuts meet should be raised, and
the bud inserted between the bark and the wood of the stock. The bud
should be gently pressed down into position, and then bound with soft

twine, string, or raffia. If the bud be too long for the cut, the top may
be cut off level by means of a horizontal cut. With practice, it will soon

become possible "to take the buds so that they will need neither cutting

nor trimming.
After two or three weeks the buds should be examined to see if they

have " taken," that is, if the bud has united thoroughly to the stock.

When this occurs, the tie may be cut. If a growth be desired at once,

all wood above the bud may be cut off some short distance above the

bud, so as, to prevent any bark splitting, and consequent loss of the bud,

and so as to throw the bud out at a fair angle. Ultimately this should

be properly trimmed.
If desired, the bud may be left dormant throughout the autumn and

winter till spring. In this case, the branch should not be cut off, but

left on till the usual winter pruning.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES
VICTORIA DOCK

The Stores have a capacity of 743,980 cubic feet

insulated, and are capable of holding 372,000

boxes of butter, or 248,000 cases of fruit,

or 335,000 carcasses of lamb and mutton.

Electric motor power totals 900 H.P.

Produce can be placed on conveyors at any point and mechanically

carried to any chamber in the building, or conveyed from the chambers

direct into the ship's hold.

The Railw^ay Department Goods Sheds
are adjacent to and connected with the Cool Stores by direct lines ; delay

and exposure of produce throu^ shunting in the Spencer-street yards, or

cartage, are thus avoided. The Stores are situated in close proximity to

the Victoria Dock, where vessels drawing up to 30 feet of water can be

berthed ; excellent facilities for the efficient and economical treatment and

shipment of frozen and perishable products are provided.

Expert Orricers are connected with every Branch, so that

any one requiring information regarding the production, preparation, and

shipment of produce can rely upon being promptly supplied with up-to-

date information upon all matters.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES

VICTORIA DOCK ,

f^acillties are provided for producers and smaller exporters of the

various kinds of produce, so that direct shipments on their own account

may be undertaken. The Government ownership and conduct of Cool

Stores places producers in an independent position, and, in addition,

preserves an open channel for the carrying on of the export trade in

perishable products.

The Department of Agriculture will receive,

handle, freeze, store, and ship Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Fruit, Meat,
Poultry, Rabbits and Hares, &c., for producers and exporters.

Produce to the value of over £30,000,000 has been treated

at the Government Cool Stores.

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES, VICTORIA DOCK (Dudley St,)

Telephones

:

Office: 10383 Central. Soperintendent and Engineer-in-Charge : 10382 Central.

SCALE OF CHARGES, ETC.
and further particulars may be obtained upon application to the

Exports Superintendent, Department of Agriculture,

Produce Offices, 605-7 Flinders Street, Melbourne.

Telephone 9380 Central.
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B'
LACK and Green Aphis are more

readily destroyed at this period

of a tree's growth. Do not fear

to use Gargoyle Prepared Red Spraying

Oil. It will never injure the buds of the

most delicate fruit tree, even when
bursting. On the contrary, it invigor-

ates the tree and paves the way for a

tip-top yield.

For the destruction of Aphis, Thrips,

Red Spider, Scale, and all insect

pests, pin your faith to Gargoyle
Prepared Red Spraying Oil.

Orchardists everywhere praise it.

Ask your Storekeeper.

Vacuum Oil Co.

Pty. Ltd.s
SR4

Hi
"Milllliil
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DMmATION
IS ALWAYS THE RESULT OF USING

SPRAYING

™ " " 1^' ™ F.iiP* ^^iiJ — ^i^i^i^ui'^Mn

NEPTUNE SPRAYS
Consist of the folloiving grades—

NEPTUNE RED SPRAYING OIL
Makes a beautiful white emulsion, contains 85% Red
Oil, and will do all that other red spraying oils will

do, and more.

NEPTUNE LIME AND SULPHUR SOLUTION
Is the safest and most powerful fungicide ever dis-

covered. Trees can be sprayed when in full bloom.

ARSENATE OF LEAD "MERCURY" BRAND
Will not scorch the foliage, and won't wash off.

Death to all parasites.

Writt for a Pamphlet giving full information and instructions.

NEPTUNE OIL CO. LTD., iJkSSSuRN^
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Full^Reward
YOUR LABO^^

Obtain the maximum prices and most prompt

returns by consigning all your produce to us.

Agents in all leading towns can be consulted at any

time. • Liberal advances made against consignments.
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School of

Primary Agriculture and Horticulture

BURNLEY GARDENS, BURNLEY
TELEPHONE HAWTHORN 639

The Courses of Instruction at the above Institution

have been thoroughly revised, and the services of

a large staff of expert teachers are now^ available

A. Course in Horticulture

This is a two-years' course in orchard and garden practice

and poultry management for students of both sexes who

are at least 14 years of age. The students attend daily

and spend two-thirds of the time m the orchard and

garden. The training is intended for those who propose

to follow orcharding or gardening as a means of livelihood.

Fee, £5 per year.

B. Part-time Course in Qardening

The class meets on two afternoons a week for instruction

in gardening. Fee, £2 per year.

C. Course in Primary Agricultural Science

This course is intended for boys at school who are

taking the subject for the Public Examination of the

Melbourne University. No fee.

Prospectuses and information concerning the courses may be obtained from

the Department of Agriculture, or- the Principal, at Burnley Gardens,

Burnley. The latter will be glad to see parents and others desiring information.

Classes for 1919 will commence on Tuesday, llth February.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Graded Seed Wheat
1918 DISTRIBUTION

Select Bred Graded Seed of the following varieties

of Wheat will be available for distribution early in

iviaicn,

Special Federation



Maize Products
C4Polly" Feed and Oil Meal

All Cattle and Poultry Like It

"POLLY" BRAND FEED is just Maize, with the germ and the surplus

starch removed, toasted, and made appetising, then dismtegrated into powder,

and put up for ready mixing and immediate use. Is rich m Protein, viz.,

20 per cent, guaranteed.

COWS fed on "Polly" Feed will yield 20 per cent, more milk.

HORSES thrive better on "Polly" Feed because the heavy and indigestible

starch proportion is removed, and the Feed is musc'.e and bone forming.

" POLLY" FEED does not weevil or germinate, and it does not turn rancid

with age.

Maize Products "Oil Meal"
Maize Oil IVIeal is toasted and tasteful, does not germinate or turn

rancid ^vlth age or storage. Ready for use as a mash at a moment's notice.

CALVES thrive on "OIL MEAL" better than any other.

POULTRY of all kinds do better with "OIL MEAL" than with any other.

Pattening Pigs—For fat bacon nothing is more successful for Weight

and Flavour.

Maize Oil Meal differs from our "Polly" Brand Feed in that the

latter is cheaper and produces bone and muscle, whereas Maize Oil Meal

produces Bone, Muscle, Fat, and a Glossy and Beautiful Coat.

Maize Oil Meal" "Polly" Brand Feed
Put up in lOO lb. bags. Every bag guaranteed.

Write for prices and further particulars.

MAIZE PRODUCTS Pty. Ltd.
Office and Works Footscray, Victoria

Telephones: Footscray 367—368



VICTORIAN RAILWAYS

PICTURESQUE VICTORIA

Summer Excursions
The Victorian Railways issue Summer Excursion

Fares to the Seaside, Mountains, Rivers, Lakes,

and Caves, from 1st November till 30th April

MOUNT BUFFALO
Excursion Fares all the year

round

First-Class Special Inclusive

Week Tickets

covering Transport and Accommodation,

at the " Government Chalet," are issued

on Mondays by the 6.15 a.m. train, and

on Fridays by the 4 p.m. Express train,

at £6
Excursionists wishing to travel by motor from
Bright may do so, weather permitting, on payment

at Bright of 5/- extra.

Special Inclusive Week

Excursion Tickets

including Accommodation, &c.

HEALESVILLE
Rail, Coach Drives, &c., £3 3/-

WARBURTON
Rail, Coach Drives, &c., £3 lO/-

BEECHWORTH
Rail, Coach Drives, &c.. £S 5/-

Lakes Entrance & Buchan Caves
including Rail, Boat, Motor Car. and Motor
Launch Transport, Accommodation, Coach

Drives, and Motor Launch Trips, £7

Victorian Government Tourist Bureau
Opposite Town Hall, Collins Street, Melbourne

Full Information supplied In regard to Excursions, Tourist

Resorts, Accommodation, &c. Tickets issued daily

Handbooks, Maps, and Hotel Guides Free on application.

Telephone Nos. 2898
and 2899 Central

GEO. H. SUTTON.
Secretary for Railways.



MINYIP CROP AND FALLOW
Vol XVII. COMPETITION. Part 2.

[Re^stered at the General Post Office, Melbourne, for transmission bj' Post as a Newspaper.]

NORTH EASTERN DISTRICT!

\ JERSEYS.

PRICE THREEPENCE. (Annual Subscription—Victoria, Inter-State, and N,Z., 3/-; British and Foreign, 8/..)



Fanners! Sow BERSEEM CLOVER
Brunning's Genuine 'MESGAWI'

The Sure

Mortgage

Lifter

Special

Leaflet

FREE
to Farmers

Berseem Clover thai yields up to Six Cuttings in a Season is a

Business proposition— Grows in the Winter like Lucerne in the

Summer—Can be pastured, cut for Green Feed, or made into

Hay -Cleanses the land, as the cutting destroys weeds ; Unequalled

as a predecessor to Lucerne, adds Nitrogen and Humus to the soil.

Write To-Day ! Sample and Price on Application

REMEMBER Brunning's are Seed Specialists. Absolutely

nothing but the Best Seed stocked—You are buying from

Experts—Our Advice and Service are at your command.

F. H. BRUNNING Pty. Ltd.

"Everything for the Farm" 64 ELIZABETH ST., MELBOURNE
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SUNLIGHT
OIL-CAKE

" McS^^ --... . .._,.

A Better Result.

MR. SHANAHAN. of Coleraine. writes :-

Dear Sirs,

I am enclosing cheque for Oil-Cake. It took me
a long time before 1 could get the cows to eat it, but

they got to like it by degrees, and the result is entirely

satisfactory. I really do not know of a substance that

could give a better result. I regret very much that I

did not have it earlier, and I feel sure I would have

doubled my supply of cream. One of my cows was

nearly dry, and was not giving more than a pmt of

milk per day. Now she is giving I i gallons. Certainly

some of the result is due to the increased supply of

grass, but from the time [ got her to eat the Oil-Cake

she steadily improved and is continuing on the

improve.
Yours faithfully,

(Signed) JOHN SHANAHAN.

For Post Free Book—

"Science in the Dairy''
By L. A. SAUNDERS.

Late Editor "Australian Field,"

Write to Lever Brothers Ltd., Box 2510,

G.P.O., Melbourne.

SUNLICHt
Oilcake
Guaranteed Pure.

See that the name "Sunlight'

branded on every cake.

PAMPHLETS
New Series

Obtainable from the Director of

Agriculture, Melbourne,

Free on Application.

1. SILO CONSTRUCTION.

2. HINTS FOR NEW SETTLERS. T. A. J. SmUh.

3. APPLE GROWING FOR EXPORT.
P. J. Carmody.

5. CIDER MAKING. J. Knight.

7. CITRUS FRUIT CULTURE. E. E. Pescott.

8. BUILDING HINTS FOR SETTLERS.
A. S. Kenyon, C.E., a7id others,

9. TOBACCO CULTURE. T. A. J. Smith.

10. SILOS AND SILAGE. G. U. F. Baker.

11. THE BEET SUGAR INDUSTRY AND CLOSER
SETTLEMENT. //. T. Eaxterby.

12. WORMS IN SHEEP.
S. S. Cameron, D.V.Sc, M.R.C.V.S.

13. CHEESE MAKING (Cheddar). C. S. Saivers.

14. FARM BLACKSMITHING. O. Baxter.

15. BROOM FIBRE INDUSTRY. T. A. J. Smith.

16. THE PIG INDUSTRY. R. T. Archer.

19. LIME IN AGRICULTURE.
Dr. S. S. Cameron and otheri.

20. NUMERICAL SYSTEM OF PACKING APPLES.
E. Meeking.

21. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS
—1912-13. W. A. X. Robertson, B.V.Sc.

22. WHEAT AND ITS CULTIVATION.
A. E. V. JilchariLson, M.A., B.Sc.

23. HINTS ON PACKING AND FORWARDING
FRUIT FOR EXPORT. J. O. Turner.

24. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS
—1913-14. W. A. X. Rohertnon, B.V.Sc.

25. SUCCESSFUL POULTRY KEEPING, ETC.
A. Bart.

26. TOMATO CULTURE IN VICTORIA. S. A. Cock.

27. SUMMER FODDER CROPS.
Temple A. J. Smith.

29, THE BEE-KEEPING INDUSTRY IN VICTORU.
P. R. Beiihne.

30. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS
-1914-15. If. A. X. Robertson, B.WSc.

32. CITRUS CULTURE IN VICTORIA. S. A. Cock.

33. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS
1915-16. ir. .-1. X. Robfrtsnn, IJ. V.Hc.

34. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS
1916-17. !•' A. X. Robertson, B.V.Sc.

35. SUMMER BUD, or YEMA GRAFT OF THE VINE
F. lie Caxtella.

36. EVAPORATION OF APPLES.

39. POTATO CULTURE. J. T. Ravisay.

Also Leaflets on Foul Brood of Bees, Transferring

Ikes, Feeding Cows for Milk Production, Sulphit-

intc, Some Vintage Considerations, Spring Frosts,

Cut Worms, Insect Pests of the Potato, Fruit

Tree Diseases and their Treatmert.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

FRISIAN DAIRY CATTLE

Bull Calves from the recently

Cattle from the famous high-yielc
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES

. VICTORIA DOCK ,

r acilities are provided for producers and smaller exporters of the

various kinds of produce, so that direct shipments on their own account

may be undertaken. The Government ownership and conduct of Cool

Stores places producers in an independent position, and, m addition,

preserves an open channel for the carrying on of the export trade in

perishable products.

The Department of Agriculture will receive.

handle, freeze, store, and ship Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Fruit, Meat,

Poultry, Rabbits and Hares, &c., for producers and exporters.

Produce to the value of over £30,000,000 has been treated

at the Government Cool Stores.

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES, VICTORIA DOCK (Dudley St.)

Telephones :

Office: 10383 Central. Superintendent and Engineer-in-Charge : 10382 Central.

SCALE OF CHARGES, ETC.

and further particulars may be obtained upon application to the

Exports Superintendent. Department of Agriculture.

Produce Offices. 605-7 Flinders Street. Melbourne.

Telephone 9380 Central.
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BILLABONG Centrifugal
PUMPS

also made with
End Suction

For raising large quantities of Water

for Irrigation and other purposes.

This Centrifugal Pump embodies many

notable features a result of our long

experience in Pump manufacture. It

is made at our Melbourne Works of

good quality materials and by expert

: : : Pump Engineers : : :

The efficiency of our pumps taken under actual test is 75^ per cent. This, we

consider, for a stock line of pump, altogether above the average.

Specifications
and Prices
on Application

Expert
Advice
Free

Makers of Windmills, Pumps, Troughs, Fluming, &c., &c.

Melbourne and Sydney

!•
7 mmmmi.aismssi^a^mmitm •

PARSONS BROS. & CO.
-Propy. Ltd.

OATMEAL, SPLIT PEAS, and

PEARL BARLEY MILLERS
and'CORNINA MANUFACTURERS

ARE

BUYERS of OATS, PEAS,

BARLEY, and MAIZE.

SEND SAMPLES OF YOUR ^^.

GRAIN TO US. ^
BOX 53.

G.P.O.. MELBOURNE.

^ .*
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Our Farm

h Pump Engine
Lifts water 500 feel and

pumps it a mile at a

cost of a little over one
penny an hour. It is

thoroughly reliable, self-

contained, and ready for

instant use. Drives
Milking Machines.

Separators, Spraying Outfits; cuts chaff, saws

light wood, &c. No platforms to build, no belt

troubles, no shafts, arms, or pump jack needed.

Can be attached to pumps in three minutes. No
mechanical knowledge to fix—can be operated

by a boy. Needs very little attention. A
really efficient engine.

Price—£10 down— Balance as you earn

'Challenge"

J^

Windmill
Are all steel

constructed, heavily gal-

vanized, rust proof. Over
5,000 users can speak of the satisfaction they

have given. One man has 117 at work.

Provided with an efficient syphon oiling

system. Crank shaft is forged from one piece

of steel, sensitive governor gives complete con-

trol in all winds. Internal gears run without

Doise, all bearings are reversible, giving double

service. perf<'ct adjustment, flexible steel band
brake. Owing to eaily ordering we can supply

some windmills at less than the present cost

of the raw materials. Big stocks—low prices.

Prompt Deliveries
Mills from 6 ft. to 14 ft. in stock.

Also towers of all heights.

Send for General Catalogue giving illustrations,
descriptions and prices of engines, implements,
agricultural machinery and farm tools

LANGWILL BROS. & DAVIES
Pty. Ltd.

Agentt for Tangye Oil, Steam, and Gas Engines, Pomps and Machinery

110-114 Sturt St., South Melbourne

Dip Famine Rumor Unfounded
Many flock owners may have been scared because of rumors of a "Dip Famine"

—

but such a possibility is without any foundation. A shortage of imported dips need
have no effect on dip supplies whatever, for Australia now produces in

POWDER SHEEP DIP
AN ARSENICAL DIP OF THE HIGHEST POSSIBLE QUALITY-
chemically and physically equal to the best dip hitherto imported—and which

CAN BE SUPPLIED TO MEET ALL AUSTRALASIA'S NEEDS
' Valio' dipped flocks are already speaking eloquently as to the reliability

of this compound— proving by their wool yield, wool quality, and all-

round improved conditions that "Vallo" Powder Sheep Dip is not only
effective, but longest lasting in its destructive action against Ticks, Lice,
and other sheep infesting vermin; reduces Fly Strike to a minimum,
and makes a sheep clean and impervious to contagion from 'dipping'
to next shearing.

Manufactured by A. VICTOR LEGGO & CO.. Arsenic Mines.
Southern Cross, W.A., and Queensland ; Works,Yarraville and Bendigo

;

Head Office, 497-503 Collins Street, Melbourne.

Distributors for Victoria and Tasmania—
A. VICTOR LEGGO & CO., Melbourne
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The Farmer's Jack
Made for lifting heaviest farm waggons, drays, lorries, vans,

gigs, buggies, &c. Made of wrought iron and best quality

tubing. No. 1 Capacity—2 tons, weight. 18 lbs. Can

be extended from 18 to 29 inches. Price, 25/-

MS^Phersons)
w^^^ Proprietary Limited ^ -^

554-88 Collins Street, MELBOURNE

CREDIT FONCIER

Loans on Farms
UP TO TWO-THIRDS OF VALUATION

In sums from £50 to £2,000

At 6 per cent. Interest

and from \\ per cent, in reduction of principal, which pays off the loan

in 21\ years.

Loans granted on Freeholds, or Crown Leaseholds which could be

made freehold at any time on payment of the balance of Crown Rents.

No Charge for Mortgage Deed

Loans may be paid off on any half-yearly pay day, subject to a small

charge if paid off within the first five years, but no penalty after five years.

Forms may be obtained at any Branch of the State Savings Bank, or

by writing to—
The Inspector-General, The State Savings Bank,

ELIZABETH STREET. MELBOURNE.
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Bonedust, Superphosphate,
And Other High-Grade Fertilizers. Poultry Bone Grit, Meat Meal, Cattle Lick

DELIVERED AT RAILWAY STATION, FOOTSCRAY, OR ON WHARF, MELBOURNE

Jl^/^I^I^Ofl I BONEDUST ::

• X^V-^\-^rV.lJlJ-.I-ij MANUFACTURER
OFFICE: 407 POST OFFICE PLACE, MELBOURNE

BONES BOUGHT. CONSIGN TO ME, FOOTSCRAY. Telephone 2098.

LINES FOR THE FARMER!
RUBEROID
FOR ROOFS OF COTTAGES,

STABLES, SHEDS, &C.

INDELIBLO COLD
WATER PAINT

FOR ALL OUTSIDE PAINTING

Wholesale
Agents :

— IN ALL CALCIMO COLOURS
-FOR INSiDE PLASTERED V/ALLS-

Obtainahle
frorn aU

Storekeepers

BROOKS, ROBINSON & CO. Ltd.

c'iE The Auslpalasian Mutual Insupanee

Soeiety Ltd.
400-2 Collins St.,

MELBOURNE.

Live Stock
Insured

at Lowest Current Rates

obtainable in Australia.

OTHER DEPARTMENTS OF BUSINESS.
Fire, Marine, Fidelity Gnaraatee, Plate

Glau, Pertonal Accideot and Sickness,

EaplaTers' Liabilitr, Workmen's Cempen-

sati«B. Fiblic Risk, Meter Car, and Bnrttary.

INSURE WITH THIS SOCIETY, AND RECOMMEND IT TO YOUR NEIGHBOURS
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^^im^
Nine Years

Practical Tests

The Renowned

"BLUE BELL"
Arsenate ofLead

Secure your orders at once.

F. W. PRELL & CO., 31 Queen St., Melbourne

SOLE VICTORIAN AGENTS

A NEW FOOD FOR SHEEP, COWS, AND HORSES
\

Leslie Salt Licks which supersede rock salt are composed of pure sterilized

salt, tosfether with lime, a small proportion of Epsom salts, and other
scientifically blended ingredients. They are the finest conditioner and
animal medicine known, and will do more to prevent disease than any
medical treatment. 2/- per block ; or 22/6 per case of 12 blocks (plus

freight to country centres). Order from saddler, produce merchant, black-

smith, butter factory, general store, or any of the loUowing aprents :

—

Gippsland and Northern Selling and Ins. Co. Ltd., Melb. ; James McEwan
and Co. Pty. Ltd., Melb. ; Price, Griffiths & Co., Melb. ; J. Bartram & Son
Pty.Ltd., Melb. ; Lyall&Son, Nth. Melb. &Geelong ; New Zealand Loan and
Mercantile Co. Ltd., Collins & King-sts., Melb. ; or Alex. Mair & Co., Melb.

"THE BEST is CHEAPEST—ALWAYS !
"

LYSAGHTS
CORRUGATED ROOFING IRON

Obtainable fronn all leading Ironmongers, Storekeepers, and
Timber Merchants throughout Australia.

them. The rollers run in oil in duslproof races. They are

carry all weights as usual for wool, wheat, or farm.

"Australia's

WAGON 55

Hildyard Steel Wheel Wagons at

the Front. rhey are now fitted

with twin roller bearings, 33 per

cent, saved in draft. More durable
than ever. Less wear and tear.

No boxes to crack. We guarantee
now perfection, and we can supply to

Ordinary axles supplied if preferred.

J J Gordan (Ardlethan) says :--"The 5 ton, 36 in. and iO in. dia. wheel wagon you supplied me
runs splendid. I am putting SO bags of wheat on S horses. That proves its light draught."

8«nd for
Catalog Now HILDYARD WAGON WORKS, ;^L~b"<;ur:?v., VIC.
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SeedWheat&Seed Oats Cleaners &Graders
FOR HAND OR POWER

MADE IN AUSTRALIA

SCHUMACHER Mill Furnishing Works Pty. Ltd.

PORT MELBOURNE

^''^^ ^^^^^^^^^^ CATALOGUE

Fig. 233. Ornsmenul
Handgate. 4 ft hlsh

Fig. 211 OrnamenUl Fig 188b OrnamenU)
Handgate 4 ft. high HandRate 4 ft. hiBh

CYCLONE PTY. LTD. 45* SWANSTON STRIBT
MBLBOURNI
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DOOKIE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
Provides Special Facilities for Practical and Scientific Agricultural Education

Notable Agriculturists say that this College offers the best

agricultural education and practical training in the world

THE COLLEGE YEAR COMMENCES IN MARCH STUDENTS MAY BE ENROLLED AT ANY TIME

Alternative Courses—
(a) Diploma Course

(b) One Year's Course.

Thr

Total Fees—

£25/-/- per annum.

The college contains modern and well equipped laboratory and lecture hall, single bedrooms, recreation and
sports grounds.

Of the 5,91 3 acres of farm land at D )okie, 1 ,000 acres were put under crop by students last season; and champion
prizes were won for sheep and pigs at the last Royal Agricultural Society's Show.

FARM SUBJECTS.—Agriculture, Animal Husbandry. Poultry, Fruit Growing.
Butter and Cheese Factory Management, Building Construction for Farmers.

EACH BRANCH UNDER SPECIALLY TRAINED EXPERTS

LONGERENONG AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
SESSIONS COMMENCE MARCH AND SEPTEMBER

This College is specially adapted for Junior Students from 14 years of age

AREA OF FARM, 2,336 ACRES
MAIN BRANCHES OF FARM WORK.—Grain Growing. Fat Lamb Raising, Dairying,

Irrigation of Fodder Crops, Fruit, &c.

Total Fees—£25 per annum.

Full particulars obtainable from T. J. PURVIS. Esq., Secretary, Council of Agricultural Education,

Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, or the Principals of the Colleges.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE

VETERINARY SCHOOL
Complete Courses of Instrucllon are conducted in all Subjects for the Degree of

Bachelor of Veterinary Science (B.V. Sc), and for tfie License (L.V. Sc).

Veterinary Surgeons possessing tfie above qualifications are eligible for registration

under the Veterinary Surgeons Act (Victoria) and for Veterinary Appointments in the

Commonwealth and State Services and in the Army Veterinary Corps.

For full particulars apply

—

The DIRECTOR, Veterinary School, PARKVILLE, VICTORIA
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" This is for you, girls

!

It's the most wonderful separator I ever saw. I just brought it from

Johnson's Hardware Store where they were demonstrating it. You can't

guess what it will do."

"I think I know, father. You told me last week about the loss of

cream in our old separator when I turned it too slow. You timed me
and pretty nen.r sc Ided me when you toaiid I was turning 37 revolutions

instead of 50. This is the separa.or that "ski.us clean at any speed." It's a

SHARPIES
C SUCTION-FEED my
REAM SEPARATOK

"Mary Is a smart girl, mother—she guessed It. We all helped to

test it and it skimmed to a trace when turned as slow as 36 and equally

clean when turned as fast as 55 turns. It simply skimmed faster when
we turned it faster. And the cream remained at 35% thruout the

varying speeds."

"Why, father—then we will know exactly what the cream check
will be each week, wont we?"

"Indeed we will, mother. Now look at the bowl. It's a plain

straight tube with a small ring like a napkin ring in it.

"Goody!— I'll get thru washing up in a jiffy, no discs!"

"Yes, girls, and note the knee-low supply tank, and the automatic
once-a-month oiling—it has any other separator I ever tried, beat a mile.

But then— it's made by the oldest and largest Separator Works in America."

Agents for Victoria—NEWELL & COY., King St., Melbourne
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NATIONAL TRUSTEES
Executors & Agency Company of Australasia Ltd.

DIRECTORS

:

HON. WALTER MADDEN, Chairman and Managing Director.
EDWARD FITZGERALD, Esq., LL.D. MICHAEL MORNANE, Esq.

HON. DUNCAN E. McBRYDE, M.L.C. HENRY MADDEN, Esq. DAVID HUNTER. Esq.

This Company Acts as Executor or Joint Eiiecutor of Wills, Administrator, Trustee of
Settlements, and Agent for Absentees under Power of Attorney.

MONEY TO LEND ON BROAD ACRES AND FARM LANDS

Offices— 1 13 Queen St. (Corner of Litlle Coilins-st.), Melbourne

«MONKEY " rj^^^= "WALLABY " JACKS
For

GRUBBING
TREES
and

STUMPS
and

GENERAL
^- HEAVY
^~ LIFTING

Our complete illustrated catalog is free, if yoa have one use it, if you haven't WRITE US TO-DAT!

TREWHELLA BROS. Pty. Ltd., TRENTHAM

VICTORIA PHOSPHATE
Manufactured by the Hcathcote Chemical Co. Pty. Ltd.

— from a \'idcnan Deposit.

CROP flftOWN AT BRIDOEWATCR WITH "VICTORIA PHOSPHATE."

Orders can now be supplied and Jull information obtained from

Victorian Producers* Co-Operative Compy. Ltd.
AGENTS FOR VICTORIA

S89 TO 605 COLLINS STREET WEST. MELBOURNE
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"BULLDOG" Burnt & Unburnt

(c^rbo^ate) AgricultuFal Lime
For Orchards, Crops, and Pastures

Registerkd Trade Mark

CURDIE'S RIVER

Telephone—Central 2807

Its use is strongly recommended by all experts, and those who have

had practical exptiience. Any quantity supplied at shortest notice.

For applying to land we recommend our "Ajax" Lime Spreader

Rales and full particulars from Distributors—

T. CURPHEY Pty. Ltd.
225 Coppin Street, Richmond, Victoria

BURNT LILYDALE LIME
FOR THE LAND —

Farmers who have not used Burnt Lime should try it. The action

of Burnt Lime on the land is Immediate. The demand (or Building

Lime having slackened owing to the War, Farmers have the opportunity

of getting a supply of the well-known Lilydale Lime.
ANALYSIS go as high as 98% Calcium Oxide.

Apply—

DAVID MITCHELL ESTATE, pj?i„. OLIVER'S LANE, MELBOURNE
Works—Cave Hill. Lilydale. Tel. Lilydale 4. Tel. Central 5726.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
MELBOURNE. VICTORIA. AUSTRALIA
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BEE-KEEPING IN VICTORIA
Si; F. R. BEUHNE,

Government Apiculturist.

Comprising 126 pages, divided into 25 chapters (illustrated)

dealing with various phases of Bee-keeping, and specially

adapted to Australian conditions. Suitably indexed.

Price: ONE SHILLING
Postage : Commonwealth, Id.; New Zealand, 2^d.; British & Foreign, 5d.

Applications, accompanied by Postal Note covering price and postage, to be

forwarded to the Director, Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, Victoria,
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RIGHT PLANTING
BRINGS PROFIT

Deering and McCormick Grain Drills are made in five sizes—9, 11, 13, 15
and 17 coulters—and are interchangeable from disc to hoe, or vice-versa.

If 3-011 are growing grain for fun and not for the most profit,

plant your seed any old way. Bul if you want every pound

of profit you can get, plant }'our seed right. Use a Deering

or a McCormick Drill. Right planting is more important

than many farmers think. It often means profit where the

other fellow has to take a loss. The local agent who handles

these drills carries the drill best suited to your work. With his

advice you can choose a drill that will plant your seed in your

soil and plant it so that you have a much better chance of

getting a bumper crop than if you planted in some other wa^^

The arguments for Deering and McCormick drills are far too

manv to be told here. The local agent will show you all about

feeds, furrow openers, bearings, attachments, etc. He will give

vou reasons for buying his drill you cannot ignore. See him

and talk this over with him, or write us and we will tell you all

about the best drill you can bu3^

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER CO. OF ADS. PTY. LTD.

543-555 BOURKE STREET, MELBOURNE
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MINYIP CROP AND FALLOW COMPETITION.

Report of Mr. H. A. Mullett, B.Ag.Sc, on the 1918 Crop
and Fallow Competition at Minyip.

I have much pleasure in forw^arding you my report as judge of the

Crop and Fallow Competition inaugurated at Minyip this year by your
society.

The Minyip district, possessing as it does, large areas of rich black

friable soil in the heart of the Wimmera wheat belt, impressed me
throughout the trip as one in which a competition should show satis-

factory results.

In this, the report of the initial year, it might not be out of place to

review the objects of the competition, and, further, take a glance at

what has been achieved in other districts where similar work has been in

progress long enough to show definite results.

Objects—" Better Farming, Better Business, Better Living.^'

The aim of a farm competition can be shortly expressed as better

farming, better business, and better living. It seeks first to bring about

that healthy interchange of ideas between the farmers themselves so

necessary for progress—in a word, to help the competitors to help

themselves. But it goes further than that: it seeks, in addition, to put
before each of the competitors personally some of the latest results of

accurate tests in such phases of wheat-growing as manuring, the use of

the best varieties of wheat, information concerning rotation of crops,

fallowing methods, &c., and also to import into the district for trial

any methods of outstanding merit of experienced farmers in similar

districts. Again, it will encourage that competitive spirit among
farmers, which alone can bring out keen thinking, enterprise, and
energy, which, when harnessed to sound knowledge, lines the pocket.

The Crop and Fallow Competition idea does not aim beyond better

farming and better business, but, above all else, we should strive for

212.
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better living, and if we are to encourage that, we must in the future

appeal to the farm competition proper, when the farms themselves, the

farm home and its surroundings, will be considered in addition to crops

and fallow.

RESULTS IJSr THE j^HILL DISTRICT.

It is in encouraging improved farming and business methods, and
particularly in raising the standard of living, that the farm compe-
titions have been so successful in the Nhill district, where they have
been held every year except during 1914 for the past seventeen years.

On the agricultural side, a penisal of the records shows that the

successive competitions have stimulated and maintained a live interest,

first of all in manurial and in cultural problems such as the better work-
ing of the fallows, for instance, in 1903 the judge was pleading for the

introduction of superphosphate, and, later, attention was insistently

directed to the care and attention to seed. Finally, as the result of

air this work, modern scientific knowledge concerning wheat-growing in

the Wimmera has been crystallized under the following heads:—

(1) Early fallowing.

(2) Careful working of the fallow.

(3) Manuring with superphosphate.

(4) Rotation of ci'ops, including oats and use of sheep.

(5) The use of selected graded seed of prolific variety.

The following table, which has been prepared from each judge's
estimate of the yields of the crops exhibited for the past seventeen years
at ISThill, shows that during this period there has been a marked increase
in the average yields of the whole of the competitors; thus, for the five

years, 1903-7, it was 18 bushels, while for the years 1912-7, excluding
the drought, it was no less than 28 bushels per acre, i.e., an increase of

10 bushels per acre. And while it is too much to say that this note-
worthy advance is due solely to the competitions, yet it is certain that
they have in no small measure contributed to it. The average yields
of wheat of the whole of the competitors over the entire period is just

double the average for the district, showing that there is a wide field

for still further improvement :

—

Year.
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Turning from the utilitarian side to the aesthetic, a trip through the

Nhill district cannot fail to convince any one of the high standard

there of the farm homes, each with its fruit trees and vegetable garden

;

all of vsrhich compare more than favorably with surrounding districts.

Farm Home at Nhill, showing a fine Garden.

Another Farm Home at Nhill.

It is easy to recognise that the competitive spirit can be carried into

gardening and home building with no small vigour and with splendid
results. It seems to me then that the farm competition, especially
when the whole farm is judged, is a potent factor in encouraging those
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worthy ideals—'better farming, better business, and, above all, better

living.

The Competition at Minyip, 1918.

The season this year at Minyip was notable for heavy rains in May
and June and for the lack of a good rain in the spring; consequently,

though the total rainfall was 2-^ inches above the average (15 inches),

it was not nearly as efficient as usual. In the south-western Wimmera
twice as much rain fell in October as did at Minyip, which was respon-

sible for splendid crops in the former district.

The Ceops.

Considering the season, it is remarkable that the competing crops

presented such a fine appearance, and it is a tribute to the farming
methods of the district that the yields were so good. In the circum-

stances, it is not surprising that the crops on summer fallow have

turned out best; the extra water so conserved stood to them in time of

stress.

Most of the crops exhibited were somewhat on the thin side, but

being well headed may give heavier yields than their appearance indi-

cated. The thinness was due to bad germinating weather and to the

ravages of flag smut and take all. Flag smut was particularly bad this

year, and it is safe to put down the loss as averaging 5 per cent, in the

crops exhibited. Inquiry showed that both these diseases were worst on

land where care was not taken to grow an occasional crop of oats.

Federation wheat is grown almost exclusively around Minyip, and

it may be said that the type and purity of the whole of the crops leave

much to be desired.

Those who took the precaution to sow at the rate of 65 to 70 lbs. of

seed because of the lateness of the sowing season were well repaid.

Superphosphate was the standard manure used by all competitors, in

dressings ranging from 30 lbs. to 100 lbs., and averaging about 56 lbs.

The Fallows.

The summer fallowing of portion of the farm has gained a firm hold

of the district. The methods of creating and maintaining this fallow

vary. The stubbles are burnt, and the loose friable soil is either

disced, scarified, or ploughed, and is generally left till the ordinary
ploughing time and then worked as an ordinary fallow, giving what is

practically a fifteen months' fallow. The advantages of this practice

are that the work is somewhat better distributed, especially if a good
ploughing is first given, that weeds are encouraged to germinate, thus

clearing the land, and, lastly, that the summer soil cracks, so charac-

teristic of the Wimmera, are filled, and a surface mulch created which
is invaluable for conserving moisture, as was strikingly illustrated this

year.

A disadvantage of the summer fallow is that if the soil does not

break up cloddy there is a tendency for it to blow.

For winter fallows the practice obtaining in the Wimmera is

followed, and as many as seven workings are given.
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The Rotations.

The rotation followed is mainly wheat, oats, grass, and fallow—the

ordijiary Wimmera rotation. An average of five farms showed that

—

1 acre in every 3 was sown to wheat.

1 acre in every 10 was sown to oats.

1 acre in every 3.4 was sown to grass.

1 acre in every 3.3 was sown in fallow.

Seeing that one-third of the farm at any one time is in grass, and
seeing that the herbage which follows the cereal crop comes as a result

of chance, it is evident that could a suitable plant for temporary pasture

be discovered, it would, if sown, prove the means of considerably

enhancing returns.

The Judging.

The prizes are awarded on points (enumerated below) calculated

to encourage good farming. In the crop section, points are alloted,

in addition to those for yield, for freedom from disease, absence of

weeds, and purity and trueness to type of the variety of wheat shown,
and for the level, even character of the crop.

It should be noted that the figures for apparent yield are assessed

at the day of judging, and can take no account of the subsequent history

of the crop. In the fallow the main consideration is the conservation

of moisture, so this is tested by digging; and since the loose soil on top

assists in retaining that moisture, points are awarded for effective

mulch. Additional points are also allowed for freedom from weeds
and judgment displayed in cultivation.

The Results.

Crops.

Name.
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scarified and drilled in tlie first week in June. It will be seen that

the land had seven workings. The Federation seed was sown at the

rate of 65-70 lbs. per acre, with 56 lbs. superphosphate.

Messrs. W. and T. Mackenzie's winning crop of Federation.

Mr. A. A. Lutze's Crop of Huff's Imperial.

This crop was characterized by a fine table-top appearance, and was

dense and regular throughout. At the time of judging it was still green

and sappy, consequently, there was some risk of hot drying winds

causing premature ripening.
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Mr. R. J. Hemphill showed a crop of Federation considerably

shorter in appearance than that of Mr. Mackenzie, but it was thick,

even, and well headed, and should yield well. It was sown on summer
fallow after wheat. The wheat stubbles were burnt and the land

ploughed in March ; it was ploughed and harrowed in July and August,
and subsequently scarified and harrowed again six weeks before seed

time and allowed to stand. It was then cultivated and received two
subsequent harrowings before drilling. The crop was sown in May at

the rate of 75 lbs. seed, with 62 lbs. superphosphate per acre.

Mr. Coutts' crop was also on summer fallow, which received the fol-

lowing treatment. The land previously sown to wheat had the stubble

burnt ; it was then ploughed light in February and March and harrowed,

ploughed wet in July and August and given two strokes of the harrows.
Subsequently it was worked partly with scarifier and partly with the

drag harrows in October. In November it was given a stroke with the

light harrows. In April and May, after the first rain, it was scarified

up, and again in front of the drill in June. It was harrowed after the

drill.

The Federation wheat was sown in June at the rate of 70 lbs. per
acre, with 100 lbs. superphosphate. Mr. Coutts stated that he was using
the heavier dressing as the result of experience at the subsidy plots at

his brother's Warracknabeal property, and that he was satisfied with it

himself.

The remaining crops, with the exception of a j)ortion of Mr, Olney's,

were on ordinary fallow. Mr. Lutze burned the wheat stubbles in

May, scarified to 3 inches at the end of July, and harrowed imme-
diately afterwards. The paddock was scarified in September, and
spring-toothed in October. In the following February it was har-
rowed after rain; it was then spring-toothed at the end of May prior to

seeding. The crop was not sown until the first week in July, owing to

unfaA^orable conditions.

The varieties exhibited by this competitor were Federation wheat and
a variety selected from Federation known as Huff's Imperial. Mr.
Lutze generally sows only 45 lbs. of seed if in May,, but up to a bushel
for later sowing. Between 60 and 70 lbs. of super, were used. The
crop was thin but well headed.

Fallows.

Name.
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Mr. A. A. Lutze exhibited a splendid piece of fallow, showing plenty

of moisture, and it was very effectively mulched; there was 2^ inches

of mulch on top of a firmly consolidated seed bed. Mr. Lutze, in

common with most of the other competitors, lost marks under the

head, " Judgment in cultivation "—that is to say, the same keen
attention had not been paid to the red ground as the black, and the

evenness of the work of the cultivating implements left something to

be desired. Portion of this fallow was scarified in August after

the wheat stubbles were burnt. It was then harrowed and scarified,

again. Another paddock was ploughed in August instead of being

scarified.

Messrs. Brown Brothers showed an excellent piece of fallow from the

point of view of mulch, cultivation, and absence from weeds. The

Testing tlie Fallow of Messrs. Brown Bros.

mulch was 2^ to 3 inches deep, regular, underlying soil firmly con-

solidated, but somewhat deficient in moisture, especially as it was a

summer fallow.

The fallow was worked in the following manner : "Wheat stubbles

burnt and scarified in March and the field ploughed during July and
August. In September it was scarified and harrowed again, and had
not been touched from that time until the day of judging. It is in-

tended to work the fallow after there has been sufficient rain to form a

skin on the fallow. Messrs. Brown Brothers, who exhibited no crop,

stated that their seeding practice was 70 lbs. Federation wheat with
90 lbs. super.

Mr. Hemphill's fallow was mainly a summer fallow, and showed
splendid moisture content, but the mulch was too rough in places; there
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was a skin on it, but it was deep, and this was what had rendered it

effective up to date, though it would dry out rapidly during the summer
unless worked further.

Mr. Krelle showed good moisture and mulch, but lost points through
not i^aying attention to the red ground.

Mr. Coutts showed a very creditable fallow indeed, but the mulch
was too shallow, with consequent deficiency in moisture.

Fallow 1918—Crop 1919.

Name.
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For other i>oints we as yet must look to general experience for guid-

ance. In the matter of the working of the fallows, the main point to aim

at is consen^ation of moisture, and especially on the hlack soils, a consoli-

dated seed bed. Moisture can only be retained with an effective mulch,

which should be about 2^ inches (U'ep, and not allowed to form a skin

after rain. While maintaining tlie mulch, the ground should not be

worked to the original depth of the ploughing, or a crumbly, hollow seed

bed may result. It should be remembered that a working after rain is

worth at least a bushel of wheat; sometimes it may not pay to get that

bushel, but generally it will.

On the question of manuring, very definite evidence has been

secured over a period of five years for the black soils of the Wimmera at

Longerenong College. There it has been conclusively shown that

A paddock of rye grass at Minyip.

1 cwt., and even heavier dressings of superphosphate are the most

profitable on the average for all years. After paying for the extra

manure out of the increased crop, 1 cwt. of super, returned a profit of

3s. 6d. per acre more than did the ^ cwt. This fact has been corro-

borated at each of the other State farms.
The seed at Minyip stands in need of improvement, and it is safe

to say that the use of selected, pedigreed seed would, on the average, add
to present yields from one to two bags to the acre. At Longerenong
the selected Federation has, over a period of five years, beaten the

Federation, from which it was derived, by a yearly average of 6

bushels per acre. At Minyip groat faith is placed in Federation, but
farmers there should not be unmindful of varieties such as Penny,
Currawa, and Yandilla King. These have been well tried and will be
found suited for early sowing and to rival Federation in yield.
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The rotation system followed at Minyip leaves much to be desired.

There is a tendency to take oflF crop after crop of wheat without an in-

tervening oat crop. The result is inevitably depressed wheat yields,

and a high percentage of take-all and flag smut; and in this connexion

it was noticeable that those farmers who were growing the greatest pro-

portion of oats were able to maintain the greatest number of sheep.

Some farms were carrying only half a sheep to the acre on the grass

part of the farm, while others are able to cany up to 1\ sheep to the

acre.

The use of sheep on the wheat farm is fundamental to profit-making;

the sheep side of the business is equally important with the wheat, yet

there were those in the district who rented their grazing to others.

Seeing that about one-third of most of the Minyip farms at any one
time is clothed with a light chance crop of natural grass, and on the

average will not support two sheep to 3 acres unless it happens to be
dirty with wild oats, it is evident that, could a suitable plant for sowing
with the cereal crop before the paddock is " turned out " be discovered,

it would prove the means of considerably enhancing sheep returns.

That is to say, we need a good temporary pasture.

A number of the farmers at Mbill have had satisfactory results by
sowing ^ lb. of the King Island Mellilot with the preceding cereal crop.

One advantage of this plant is that there is no trouble in eradicating

it when the paddock is again broken up.

Further, in view of the fact that a special variety of rye grass, which
Professor Ewart has tentatively pronounced to be loUum subulatum—
a native of Southern Europe, not previously recorded for Victoria, has

been acclimatized in the Minyip district, and is doing remarkably well

there, it is possible that this grass, either with Mellilotis or subterranean
clover (half a pound to the acre of the latter), is what is actually required.

It is true that the rye grass renders ploughing somewhat more difficult,

and that there is a tendency for it to overrun the succeeding wheat crop,

but possibly it can be so managed as to avoid these faults. The main
desideratum, however, is autumn feed, and here the practice of running
the drill over the stubbles and seeding 20-30 lbs. of Algerian oats without
manure or other preparation, or some modification of that practice, may
be useful if tried.

And lastly, it must not be forgotten that the results in farming
depend largely on the judgment displayed in doing each operation at the

right time, and that the profit is largely detennined by the efficiency with
which the available labour is used.

Feed the horses well; prevent sore shoulders by attention to collars;

avoid too great an overlap of cultivating implements, and unnecessary
stops and turns. Use large implements; make up teams well and
eliminate slow movers. Overhaul implements in winter. Keep a

reasonable stock of duplicates. All these and a thousand and one other

things need to be looked to, but they reduce costs.

In conclusion, I would like to wish the society every success in its

undertaking, and to thank the competitors for their hosi3itality and
unfailing courtesy in answering questions, the president, Mr. Smith,
Mr. Johnson, and the secretary, Mr. Heckle, for their able assistance,

and the owners of motor cars whose kindness materially contributed to

the efficiency and comfort of the judging.
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PEAR GROWING IN VICTORIA.

History and Evolution of the Pear.

By E. Wallis, Orchard Supervisor.

Botanically considered, tlie pear is closely allied to the apple, being

classed under tiie Pomese section of tlie very extensive order Roseacae

or Rose family. It is indigenous to the United Kingdom and to parts

of Europe and Asia.

Although a fruit of great antiquity, having been grown by the

Greeks and the Romans early in their history, it was not until the

seventeenth century that any marked improvement in the quality of

the pear was made. In fact, the credit belongs to the horticulturists

of the last century for the greatest quality improvement which has

resulted in the present high standard of perfection of the pear. It

may be said that there is no fruit except the apple which provides so

great a range in the selection of varieties by which every taste may be

gratified as the pear, the flavour of which varies almost to the same

extent as the perfume of flowers. Yet, high though this standard

undoubtedly is, the possibilities of hybridization are by no means

exhausted. We have a regular succession of good quality pears after

"Williams Bon Chretien ripens, but the quality of most of the earlier

ripening varieties is very poor. There is, therefore, room for experi-

ments in the raising of satisfactory early varieties to take the place

of some now grown and which might be permitted to go out of cultiva-

tion without any loss to the pear-growing industry.

When we take a luscious pear such as Williams Bon Chretien, with

its finely textured flesh and juicy, melting, and highly flavoured quali-

ties, it is hard to realize that such a pear has been evolved from a

fruit harsh, woody, and quite unpalatable. Such, however, is the case,

and although we cannot make an actual comparison with the fruits as

mentioned, a reference to Plate ]^o. 1 will show the great change that

has been wrought in the natui*e of the wood. Pig. a indicates the

thorny nature of pear wood in its natural state, while even a casual

glance at Fig. b will show the fruitful appearance of the buds on a

piece of wood taken from a Williams Bon Chretien tree.

Some splended varieties, such as Bartlett (known here as Williams
Bon Chretien), Broompark, Howell, and others, are of either British

or American origin, while a Victorian horticulturist—the late J. C.
Cole—was successful in raising some good varieties, including two of

high class—^Hadame Cole and Winter Cole—from that splendid pear
Winter N'elis. But it is principally to Belgian and French horticul-

turists that credit must be given for raising the greatest number, includ-
ing Beurre Bosc and Josephine, the former being raised by Professor
Van Mens, who is said to have made the improvement of the pear his
life-work.

In addition to P. Communis, there is also the Chines© variety, known
as the Sand Pear (P. Sinensis), which although of low grade as an
edible fruit, has been crossed with the more refined European varieties
with good results.

_
For instance, Kieifer, a good camung and culinary

vaTdety, with distinct pineapple flavour, was obtained in this way, as
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were varieties sucli as De La Chine, Garber's Hybrid, Japanese Golden
Eusset, Le Conte, Madame Siebold, and ISTasliir, but the quality of

tbese pears is generally poor.

Plate No. 1.

Fig. a shows a twig from a pear

tree growing in its natural state;

Fig. b a lateral from a Williams Bon
Chretien tree.

The title sand pear can be
rightly appreciated by a glance
at the specimen illustrated in

Plate 2, its skin being covered
with a russet which much re-

sembles sand in appearance, and
which is a contrast to the
smoother skin of the European
pear.

With Kieffer and other varie-

ties of sand pear type, the sand-
like characteristic is not so

marked as in the parent, but
still it is in evidence in a lesser

degree as are the other undesir-

able qualities of texture, coarse-

ness, and lack of juiciness.

Although Belgium and France
may claim to be the home of the

pear, it is becoming more ap-

parent each year that the climate

of Victoria is highly suitable for

4ts perfect production. Varie-

ties raised in the countries

named when grown in this State

reproduce all their finest quality

characteristics, which is evidenced

by the favour found and tigh

prices obtained in England and
Europe from time to time for

Victorian-grown pears.

Prospects of Pear Growing.

The growing of pears before

the advent of the cool storage

syst-em was anything but profit-

able from the grower's point of

view. This was due to the in-

ability of growers to keep their

pears—especially the early varie-

ties — from ripening, and thus

causing the market to become
glutted. Consequently very poor

prices were obtained, which were

not in any way commensurate

with the labour and trouble of

production and marketing. With
cool storage, however, such un-

desirable conditions have been

changed, and it is now possible

for the pear-grower to regulate
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tlie supply according to tlie deinand, and tlie business has been placed

on a secure foundation. Even some of the worst " keepers " in the

ordinary sense, such as Howell, are first class storing varieties, if proper
attention be paid to time of picking, handling, and temperature while
in store. Thus, instead of pears being obtainable for only a few months
the market is well supplied during the greater part of the year, which
must necessarily increase the popularity and consumption of the fruit.

Although the local trade for dessert and culinary varieties is con-

siderable, there are other markets which will provide an increasing

Plate No. 2.—Chinese Sand Pear.

demand in future years. These may be termed (a) factory, {h) Inter-

State export, (c) overseas export. The factory demand for canning
purposes is certainly limited to a few varieties, which fulfil the strict

requirements of that business, but through this outlet growers are

enabled to dispose of large quantities of Williams Bon Chretien, Kieffer,

and Vicar of Winkfield at payable prices, thus relieving the ordinary
market for dessert and culinary use. The business of pear canning
has now become well established, and should prove a splendid and
increasing asset to the pear-growing industry.
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Tlie attention given to peaT-diying in Victoria has in the past been

very scant compared with such fruits as apples and plums, the pre-

servation of Avhich by drying has increased out of all proportion to

pears. The output of dried pears in the season 1906-7 was 8,077 lbs.,

while in 1915-16 it had increased to 22,224 lbs., whereas the quantities

of apples dried during the same years were 42,113 lbs. and 290,258 lbs.

respectively. Therefore, while the pear will probably not become as

popular as the apple for the purpose of drying, there is great room for

develop^ment, and no doubt these possibilities will be considered by pear-

growers in the future.

Plate No. 3.—A European Variety—Glen Morceau.

The sending of pears to the northern States has become an important
factor with Victorian growers, who are thus able to place their fruit

in Sydney, Brisbane, and other populous centres at highly remunerative
prices when in Melbourne much lower prices obtain. By attention to

these Inter-State trade requirements, such as quality, variety, time of

sending, &c., there are doubtless large profits to be made.

It is, however, to the overseas export trade that one looks with every

confidence to the most profitable aspect of pear-growing in this State.
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Inspired by the high prices obtained in England and Europe from time

to time for choice varieties landed in good condition, growers have con-

siderably increased their areas under pears during the last few years.

In the season 1910-11 the estiniuted number of pear trees in bearing

in Victoria was 364,638, and in 1913-14 the number had increased to

445,276, or over 22 per cent. The increase in apple trees during the

same period was 10.828 per cent., or just about half of the increase

credited to pears. Thus it would appear that growers are awakening
to the possibilities of the pear industry in this State.

The export trade has, of course, been interrupted during the last

few years owing to the war, but now that hostilities have ceased, there

Plate No. 3a.—Another European Variety—Doyenne du Cornice.

is every prospect of the old trade being revived in the near future

under probably better carrying conditions than have obtained in the

past, and which are more essential to the pear than other fruit, such

as the apple, owing to the delicate texture of the former. There is little

doubt that, when more attention is paid to handling, pre-cooling, proper

temperature, &c., growers will be able to send even the quick-ripening

and delicate Williams Bon Chretien variety overseas, with every con-

fidence of its arriving at its destination in good, sound condition, which

is absolutely essential to success in any phase of fruit marketing. As
showing what can be done in this i-espect, it will be remembered that a
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large shipment of Williams Bon Chretien pears (3,833 cases in all)

was sent to England by the steamer Somerset in February, 1911, all

the necessary conditions as to pro-cooling, &c., being adopted. The
fruit arrived in London in first class condition, and was sold on the

29th March, realizing as high as 19s. per case, with an average of 13s.

Plate No. 5.—Beurre Bosc.

(Pyriform.—TajxTing to stem with hollowed sides.)

In contrast to this successful result, there were shipments of pears,

hardier in their nature, sent in Other steamers the same season, and
which arrived in an over-ripe condition, and consequently the prices

were anything but payable. This shows the necessity for uniformity in

regard to all the details connected with the exportation business, and
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also that if these are properly attended to there is little doubt that

success will be achieved.

The following table shows the average prices obtained in England

and Europe for six of the best export varieties of pears and the same
number of apples during the export seasons of 1909-10-11 :

—

Pears.

Variety.
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ever, considerable deviations from what is termed tlie normal shape of
the pear, taking normal to mean the true pyrifonn. Plates Nos. 5, 6,

7, and 8 illustrate some of the best known, varieties of the p^ar, and
show the shapes the fruit commonly takes.

M 3

2, ^ P

These, together with oval and obovate, are the principal forms of

pears, but often it is necessary to use compound terms, such as roundish

obovate, &c., in order to correctly describe a particular variety. In
addition, pears of one variety may vary much from their true shape,

owing to different causes. Thus a pear that is cross-pollinated is
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generally larger at tlie basal end than one which is the result of self-

pollination.

Pears borne on young, vigorous, or heavily-pruned trees are apt to

be coarse, and deviate from true shape. Pear scab, frost, &;c., also have
a direct influence on shape of fruit, often causing distortions.

Hardiness of the Pear Tree.

One of the most prominent features of the pear tree is its power
of resistance to adverse growing conditions, such as bad drainage, harsh

Plate No. 7.—Williams Bon Chretien.

(Obtuse pyriform, broad at base, tapering bluntly towards stem.)

soil conditions, drought, and even general neglect. It is not unusual
for old pear trees to grow, and even thrive, under conditions of the

most unfavorable kind—conditions which have long since brought about
the untimely death of apple and other trees. In fact, pear trees are

often seen growing vigorously in the back yards of city dwellings,
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amongst the grime and smoke so detrimental to most other trees.

Plate 9 depicts sucli a tree—an old Jargonelle—planted over forty

years ago, whicli is still growing, and fruits annually in a narrow yard
off Equitable-place, Melbourne.

Plate 9.

An old Jargonelle Pear Tree growing in a yard in the heart of Melbourne.

The resistance of the pear tree to root borer is also worthy of note.

In the Diamond Creek district, wheTe mixed varieties of fruit are ex-

tensively grown, large areas of trees are grubbed out each year owing
to the effects of root borer, but very few pear trees have to be removed
for this reason.

(To he continued.)
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JERSEYS IN THE DRIER DISTRICTS.

By J. S. McFadzean, Senior Dairy Inspector.

On account of its somewhat warmer climate the north-eastern district

of Victoria is considered by many people to be much better suited for

sheep grazing than for dairying. But as the country becomes more
closely settled, and the holdings smaller in area, grazing will no longer

be profitable, and, consequently, wherever there is land suitable for

cultivation, this occupation must inevitably be replaced b.y dairy farm-
ing. One acre of land properly cultivated will produce more than
enough fodder to keep a cow in full milk the year through ; whereas
there are only a few picked localities in the whole State where a cow to

the acre can be kept in milk for even five months of the year on grazing
alone. One acre of cultivation for each cow in most dairy herds will

enable the owner to get an average yearly return from them of fully

£10 per head in cream alone ; and with the sales from pigs and calves

this will be increased by a further 30 per cent.

The man who attempts to run a dairy farm without making adequate
provLsion for a full supply of fodder for'his stock is joining the already
over-crowded ranks of the struggling dairymen—that great army of men
who will not cultivate land, who keep all sorts of cheap cows in their

herds, and who look upon weighing and testing each cow's milk as a

useless idea instead of, as it is, one of the essentials in profitable dairy
farm work. If all dairy farmers could only be brought to realize that

in milk production a constant supply of green food is more essential

for the cows than walking exercise, they might cultivate a few of the
many acres their cattle now wander over in search of food. In dairy-

farm work each acre cultivated for green fodder will produce more milk
than 10 acres of grazing.

One of the results of the Government herd-testing work has been to

bring into prominence the dairy herd of Mr. J. D. Read, of Springhurst,
in the Wangaratta district. For some fourteen years Mr. Read has

been breeding pure Jersey stock for cream production, and has been a
constant supplier to the local butter factory. When the departmental
scheme was inaugurated in 1912, this Springhurst herd was one of the

first to be entered for competition, and the cows and heifers have showu
that the north-eastern Jerseys can establish good records. During the

year ended 30th June last, sixteen Springhurst cows and seven heifers

gained their certificates—their average production for the 273 days'

test being 622 gallons of milk of 5.5 test, and 346 lbs. of butter fat per
head. Further, on the last day of the test the 23 head gave over 27
gallons of milk, showing that they were likely to add considerably to

their average butter-fat yield before being dried off for the season.

This average of 346 lbs. of fat per cow is just about double the average
obtained from the best of the Gippsland herds; in fact, if only the best

half of these herds were taken, their production would not nearly
average half of that of these Springhurst Jerseys.

Mr. Read has altogether some 1,400 acres of land in his farm, but of

this, 900 acres are kept for sheep grazing, while the balance is used by
the dairy stock. At the beginning of October last the number of pure-

bred Jersey cattle here was 73 head, viz., 2 stud bulls, 38 cows and
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heifers, 23 youBg heifers, and 10 young bulls. An average of 150 pigs are

fattened per year, and at this date the progeny of 20 -brood sows and a

Large Yorkshire boar were turning the skim milk from the dairy into

good pork.

Tulip—A Springhurst Jersey.
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of Springliurst. Fed by springs, this creek usually provides sufficient

extra water to keep a fair-sized vegetable garden in such a flourishing

condition that it produces more than sufficient vegetables for house-

hold requirements.

The illustrations of the milking stock on page 89 show that these

Springhurst Jerseys, besides being heavy producers under dry climatic

conditions, are also a well-groAvn typical lot of cattle ; and it is by using

bulls from such stock that the general dairy cow production of the State

will most easily be improved.

Still further north, and 11 miles east from "Wodonga in the Upper
Murray country, Mr. T. Bidgood has established a very nice stud of

Jersey cattle on his dairy farm at Staghorn Flat. Here on a 300-acre

farm, 70 acres of which are cultivated, Mr. Bidgood runs a herd of 28

cross-bred dairy cows, the average production of which is being steadily

improved by the use of Jersey bulls.

Some of Mr. Read's young stock.

It is five years since the foundation of Mr. Bidgood's stud was laid on

Jerseys purchased from Miss Robinson's Highfield stud and Mr. G.
Chirnside's Werribee Park stud; and there are now on the farm 23 pure-

bred Jerseys of all ages. That a beginning was made on right lines is

demonstrated by the performance of Mr. Bidgood's two entries in last

vear's herd test, his cow " Bluebell 2nd " giving 374 lbs. of butter fat,

and the heifer "Miss Twilight" 301 lbs. of butter fat in the 273 days'

test; and on the last day of this term they gave 12 lbs. and 15 lbs. of

milk respectively.

, Mr. Bidgood has been dairying at Staghorn Flat and sending cream
to the Kiewa butter factory for over fifteen years. The farm land is

partly on the hill; but the cultivated portion is on the creek fiat across

the road from the homestead, and may be seen in the background of

the photograph reproduced on page 91. This photograph will give

an idea of the type of Mr. Bidgood's newly-formed stud, and show that

its owner has an eye for Jersey shape as well as thoughts for heavy
cream production.
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Of these two north-eastern dairy herds, one contains nothing but

pedigreed Jersey stock, and the other is each year showing an increased

quantity of Jersey blood, the larger framed cattle being replaced by
heavy butter-fat producers. There are very few herds of crossbred

cattle which give an average of 200 lbs. of butter fat per cow per year,

while the general run of Jersey herds will average over 300 lbs. per

head—or £5 per head in favour of the pure dairy stock. Under noi-mal

conditions no raiser of veal can compare in profits with the man who
keeps only good dairy stock. Butter fat is always more profitable

than veal, and is much more easily handled; and each year of her

milking the Jersey cow brings in a profit to her owner which will far

overbalance her lighter '' beef-body " value when she is finally passed

out of the herd for age.

As it .takes fully 100 lbs. of butter-fat per year to pay for the

grazing and milking of any cow, it is only the quantity above this 100

Mr. Bidgood's Jersey Stud.

lbs. that the dairy farmer gets his profit from. Since the Government
herd tests have demonstrated what breeds and strains of dairy cattle are

the heavy butter-fat producers, quite a number of farmers have made use

of the information thus obtained. The Jersey Breeders' Club has

issued a booklet containing full particulars of the tests and yields of

milk and butter-fat of the certificated cows and heifers of this breed

during the past six years of the departmental tests. As well as giving

the quarterly reports of the several competitors, this journal* publishes

every September the names and performances of all cows of all

breeds that gain their certificates during the previous year. These

reports show that in all these pure dairy breeds there are high-producing

cattle which dairy fanners should know moi-e about. The information

is published for them regularly by the Department, and is invariably

given prominence to by all weekly newspapers dealing with rural

• Jourmil of Agriculture, 3s. per annum, posted montlily.
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matters. Can any farmer read these items and not realize that thej talk

money to liim? The cost of feeding a poor producing cow and a good
one is about the same; but the difference between the value of the yields

of the average cow which does not give 150 lbs of butter-fat per year and

Jerseys at the Wangaratta Agricultural High School Farm.

Lucerne at the Wangaratta Agricultural High School rarm.

the average Jersey which gives over 300 lbs., represents much hard cash.

No one who owns a herd bred up from stock giving 300 lbs. and
over of butter-fat in the season, and who grows enough fodder to keep
them well supplied with green feed or silage the year round, will ever

be heard complaining that " dairy farming does not pay."
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FEEDING-THE BASIS OF PROFIT.

By W. J. Y'uUl , Dairy Supervisor.

In spite of all that tlie Department of Agriculture has done to demon-

strate the advantages of scientific dairying, and the results of the

application of common-sense principles, as practised by successful

daiiytnen, it is surprising to find how many dairy farmers simply " milk

tho gi-ass," and give no thought to the problem, " How much feed is

required to get the maximum return from a dairy cow?"

To the dairy farmer who buys the bulk of his milking stock, the

difference between success and failure rests solely on the question of

feed.

The Government system of herd-testing has clearly shown that, in

all the well-known breeds, there are cows of exceptional merit, but

probably none of these would give big yields of milk and butter fat

if they had to forage for themselves on Gippsland hills each winter.

Good feeding is the basis of good milk production in any breed of cattle.

No cow can produce to her limit unless she receives a continuous and

full supply of nutritious and palatable food. In some places, good

returns have been recorded from pasture feeding alone, but these are

from exceptionally favoured farms, and are seldom met with.

In many districts, the pastures are now failing to carry as many
head of stock as they formerly did. They are degenerating through over-

stocking, and, unless they are built up again with top-dressings of

artificial manures, the farms will only be able to maintain their present

carrying capacity by an increase in the growing of fodder crops to

supplement the grazing. More especially is this true of rabbit-infested

areas and land that is continually overstocked.

On many dairy farms the grazing areas are much overtaxed during

the milking season, and no extra feeding provision is made for winter,

except, possibly, by growing a few tons of hay, which is doled out to

the cows to keep them alive until the grass revives again. Consequently,

every spring, large numbers of dairy cattle come into milk while in a

weakened and debilitated coudition.

Some farmers study their cows a little by drying them off early in

the autumn, thus giving them a chance to improve somewhat in condi-

tion before winter sets in. Each spring, however, showr how few really

do improve unless they are wintered in a sheltered and well-grassed

paddock, and usually the need of better treatment soon tells its own tale.

Many cows experience such hardship during the winter months,

and their constitutions are so undermined by insufiicient nourishment
and the tax on the system caused by carrying and nurturing the calf,

that half of the spring season is past before they get into a normal
conditions, and come properly into milk, while some even never properly

recover. Many farmers do not have a milking season of more than
six months in each year at the best, and of this, several weeks are wasted
while the cows are recovering from the effects of insufficient feed during
the previous months. Especially is it true of those places where the

haystack is conspicuous only by its absence, and silage, or even a

paddock of early green feed, a thing unknown.
It certainly does not pay to underfeed, and overstocking, which

results in underfeeding, is the last word in bad management. A case
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came under notice recently of a fanner who milked twenty-six cows on
a farm somewhat understocked, yet his cash return for the year was
within a few pounds of that of his neighbour, who had milked forty-

eight head on a very much overstocked farm. The smaller herd had
sufficient feed all the time, while the other, prohably, only had enough
during the flush of the spring. Tn the latter case, nearly twice as much
work was done by the owner for a no greater cash return; or really

for less, if the money invested in the extra land and cattle is taken
into consideration.

How many cows are there in Victoria at present capable of producing
250 lbs. of butter fat per annum, but which are making less than 150 lbs.

per year, owing to insufficient feeding? What sane farmer would get

two horses to do a one-horse job, or buy a four-horse power engine when
one of half its power would do his work? On the other hand, how
many dairy farmers are milking and finding paddock room for a large

herd of cows, and getting no more return from them than half the

number would produce if properly fed? The low average return of

less than 150 lb. per cow shows there must be' very many farmers
working their herds on this principle. When dairy herds are to be

found averaging less than £6 a head per year, with butter fat averaging-

Is. 4d. per lb., is it any wonder that the cry is heard, '' Dairying does'nt

pay." However, the trouble does not lie with the cow, but rather, in

the majority of caes, the cause arises from insujficient feeding. Illus-

trating this is a case in which two dairymen bought a line of heifer,

and divided them equally; yet, with one man, the year's return was
about 50 per cent, more than that of the other, the only apparent reason

being that one lot of cattle had sufficient feed whilst the other had not.

The old comparison which likens a dairy cow to a machine is too

often lost sight of, and especially is it forgotten that the cow machine
requires a certain amount of raw material for her upkeep before she

can produce profitably. Put into figures, it means that about 60 per

cent, of her full daily feed requirements (which is, roughly, about 1 lb.

of feed per 10 lb. of body weight) goes for her bodily sustenance, and
only such surplus as may be supplied to her above this is available for

the production of milk. This is the reason why, on overstocked farms,

production of milk eases off, or even stops altogether, as soon as the

flush of the spring grazing is passed. Dairy farmers who are good
feeders are rarely ever without a reserve fodder supply, and conse-

quently droughts have not the same serious menace to them as to

those whose stock are always more or less underfed. Such of their cows
as fail to give satisfactory results require but little " topping off " for

the meat market, while the man who is an indifferent or careless feeder

rarely has anything other than store cattle.

Again, it is only the owner of well fed cows who can truly estimate

each cow's dairy value. The scales and Babcock tester only tell what
a cow is doing, and not what she can do, for any shortage of feed will

at once set a limit to her producing capability. An under-fed herd

may possibly yield a good return in a particularly favorable season;

but even then the calves dropped will not be healthy, and losses from
impaction, redwater, cripples, and kindred ailments, will probably make
big inroads on his profits.
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Tlie consistently good feeder will, however, give a satisfactory return

always, and a striking example of this is to be found at the farm of

Mr. Stephen Rowe, of Mt. Eccles. Mr. Rowe was at one time a well-

known wood chopper ; but he is now more generally known as an up-to-

date dairy farmer. Mr. Rowe hand-feeds almost all the year, as cir-

cumstances require, and his monetary returns for the last few years

speak volumes for the quality of cattle kept on this farm, the system of

feeding, and his farming methods generally.

His good management will be better appreciated when it is mentioned

that his farm is situated high up on some of the roughest of South Gipps-

land hill country. The home block on which Mr. Rowe is dairying consists

of 106 acres; but another 14-acre paddock is rented for cultivation, to

supplement the comparatively small ploughed area on his own property.

The young stock and dry cows are usually run on another more distant

block during the best months of the year; but, at the time of my visit,

these were being hand fed with the milking herd. The home block is

cleared, and has been sown with the usual grass mixture of cocksfoot,

rye, and clover. It is also securely netted against rabbits, which
swarm on many farms in this part of Gippsland, and are a serious

hindrance to the dairying industry. Many cases are known where, this

year (1918) over 1,000 rabbits have been trapped or poisoned on
holding of 100 acres or thereabouts. If the average estimate of 40

rabbits eating as much grass as one cow is correct, these places are

greatly overstocked with rabbits alone, without considering the destruc-

tive and soiling influence they have on the pasture grasses.

Mr. Rowe is a strong advocate of the Jersey breed of cattle for

dairying, and the stock on his farm are of strong robust type. When
his farm was inspected early in August last, the herd was coming into

profit, and all the cows being in splendid fresh condition, they were
milking well. They are fed night and morning at the stalls with as

much as they will eat of steamed oaten and wheaten chaff. Mr. Rowe
sows 2 bushels of Algerian oats and one of Warden wheat to the acre,

and finds that the wheat does remarkably well in j)laces which are

rather too damp for oats.

A Watt engine supplies the motor power for the chaff-cutting and
milk-separating work. The method of heating the feed for the cows
is simple, but effective. The chaff is raked direct from the cutter into

a shallow concrete pit, and into this a large copper of boiling water is

thoroughly mixed. The pit is then covered with bags, and the feed left

standing some hours so that it may be effectively steamed, and the

grain softened. Such warm, steamed feed of good mixed chaff is itself

a fairly good ration, but a few lbs. of bran per cow each day would
make it an ideal one to use with green grazing. For summer feeding,

Japanese Millet is the crop principally grown.
Mr. Rowe intends working into pedigreed dairy stock, and has

already purchased the nucleus of what should ultimately be a really

good milking herd. At the head of this is Mystery 8th of Melrose,

a bull bred by the well-known breeder and dairyman, Mr. Wm. Wood-
mason, of Malvern. The three pedigreed cows are all entered for the

Government herd test this year, and much is expected of them. Tiddle-

winks II. of Holmswood, a Jersey with an unbeaten show-ring record
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as a two and three-year old heifer (securing three championships last

season) has commenced her first herd-test trial. As a heifer, Mr. Eowe
was unable to dry her oif until within two weeks of her second calving;

and, as a consequence, althuogh yielding over 30 lbs. of milk a day now,

she might otherwise have been giving better results. Even as it is,

she will no doubt be well up on the list of heavy producers.

Another fine cow is Lass's Favourite, by Lotina's Larkspur's Twylish

out of Canterbury Lass's Favourite. This cow has to her credit 246

lbs. of butter fat in the nine months' term of the Government test on

her first calf, and this without any special feeding.

Larkspur's Claribelle 6th, by the same bull as the preceding cow,

but out of Claribelle 6th (whose sire was that fine bull, Optician) was
allotted a third prize in the Royal Agricultural Show, while her two-

year old son won wherever shown last year. She is a fine type of a

dairy cow, and has given 405 lbs. of butter fat in the Government test

of 273 days.

It will be at once recognised that Mr. Eowe has a sound foundation

laid for his future herd in this pure-bred dairy stud. "With stock of

his own breeding, during 1917, the thirty-four cows on the farm,

including six two-year-old heifers, averaged £18 per head for butter

fat sold. For the year just ended, the returns for thirty-four head,

including eight two-year-old heifers, were just £18 per head, including

sales of pigs and calves.

Mr. Rowe's farm is in no way different in class of land from
thousands of acres of Gippsland hill country. The reason of his success

rests on good management, a good type of cow, and plentiful feeding,

of which latter the oaten and wheaten hay, chaffed with green feed,

in summer forms the basis. Wherever successful dairymen, such as

Mr. Rowe, are found, in every instance good management, and particu-

larly a good system of feeding, will prove to be the main factors on

which success has been built.

One of the main uses of a small plot of lucerne on a farm is as a

medicine to stock being fed on dry foods, and for this purpose it will

probably give best results if supplied as a small daily ration, but is very-

useful if only given periodically, providing the space of time between

supplies is not too long. Lucerne is very rich in nitrogenous food

materials, and as a consequence has a very narrow nutritive ratio,

meaning, that as a food for livestock it is unnecessarily rich in digestible

protein, and to make full use of this fodder it should always be fed in

admixture with foods containing less protein. The stems of the plant

being comparatively fine, it is readily eaten by livestock, and for the

same reason can be cured as hay without being in any way objectionable.

The crop can be manufactured into and stored as ensilage, but on the

whole must be considered as being too valuable a crop for this purpose.

All farm livestock do well on lucerne, either in the green state or as

hay, but because of its high protein content it is an exceptionally good

milk producer.

—

Journal of Agriculture of South Australia.
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AGEING OF HORSES.

By R. W. Johnstone, B.V.Sc. Veterinary Inspector.

The age of a horse can be told with some degree of certainty by the

appearance of its front or incisor teeth. Two complete sets of these

appear, viz., temporary milk or foal teeth and then the permanent or

horse teeth. There are six incisors in each jaw in both the temporary
and permanent sets, and they are spoken of as central, lateral, and
comer teeth on each side of the mouth. In the male a tusk appears in

the space between the incisors and molars when the animal reaches
maturity, i.e., when he is five years old. All horses have six molars or

back teeth on each side of both the upper and lower jaws; the first,

second, and third are both temporary and permanent ; the- fourth, fifth,

and sixth permanent only.

Temporary incisors are small, white, and have a distinct neck and a

short fang or root which practically disappears as the permanent teeth

develop underneath. Permanent incisors differ in that they are

broader and browner and have no distinct neck, while the fang or root is

long and strong.

For the purposes of description, incisor teeth may be divided into

the following parts :

—

(1) The table or wearing surface.—'The part which bites the food
or meets its fellow on the opposite jaw.

(2) The mark.—A depression in or near the centre of the table.

The inner surface, which is blackened by contact with food, is lined

with enamel, which stands up on the surface as a distinct, easily

felt ring. In the new tooth the mark is broad and deep, but with
age and wear it becomes shallower and narrower, and finally dis-

appears altogether.

(3) The neck is where the tooth enters the gum.
(4) The crown is that portion of the tooth above the gum.
(5) The fang is that part within the jaw. It is hollow, and its

cavity—the fang hole—contains nerves and blood vessels which
sensitize and nourish the tooth. As the tooth grows up, the fang
hole becomes filled with calcareous material, which is lighter in

colour than the surrounding portions of the tooth, and when the

tooth wears to the level originally occupied by the fang hole, the

calcareous material appears as a white line in front of the mark on
the table of the tooth.

Horses teeth differ from those of most other animals in that they
continue to grow and wear away throughout life. This continual

growth and wear cause the variations which enable us to arrive at the
animal's approximate age.

At birth a foal has two central temporary incisor teeth in each jaw.

At about two months the lateral temporary incisors are cut.

At from six to eight months the corner temporary incisors are cut.

At one year the whole of the temporary incisors are in wear—the

corners on the front edge only.

At two years and six months the central permanent incisors are cut.

212.—

2
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At three years the fronts of the central incisors are in wear (see

Plate I.).

At three years and six months the lateral permanent incisors appear

(see Plate II.).

Plate I.—At three years old.

Plate II.—At the age of three years and six months.

At four years the fronts of the lateral incisors come into wear (see

Plate IIa.).

At four years and six months the comer permanent incisors may he

seen (see Plate III.).
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Plate Ila.—At four years old.

Plate III.—At four years and six montlis.

2z
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At five years the fronts of the corner incisors come into wear (see

Plates IV. and v.).

At six years the corner teetli (Plate VI.) are in full wear over their

whole surface. The marks are broad, but those of the centrals are

Plate IV.

Plate V.—At five years old.

narrower and show more wear than those of the laterals and the laterals

more than those of the corners. The tables or wearing surfaces are

broad; those of the centrals showing perhaps a tendency to become

triangular. With the mouth closed, and looked at from the side, the
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teetli are upright and meet each other squarely; the upper corner teeth
projecting slightly beyond the lower corners at the posterior edge.
From six years onwards the changes are as follow:—The marks get

rounder and smaller, and when the horse is about ten years' old may

Plate VI.—At six years old.

Plate VII.—At seven years of age.

disappear from the central teeth; on some teeth, however, they persist
for much longer periods.

At seven years the corner incisors indicate a considerable amount
of wear and the upper corner incisor shows a distinct notch or small
rounded projection at the posterior edg^ (see Plate VII.).
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Plate VIII.—At ten years,

o indicates groove at the side of the upper corner incisor

Plate IX.—Fifteen years.

h indicates groove reaching half-way down
the corner incisor.

Plate X.—Twenty years.

Groove extends whole length of the
corner incisor.
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At about eight years a transverse white line—the filled fang hole

—

makes its appearance in front of the mark on the central teeth. In the

succeeding year it appear in the lateral incisors, and in the year fol-

lowing in the corners. With increasing age it becomes a spot rather

than a line, and as the mark disappears it occupies the centre of the

table. With increasing age the shape of the table gradually changes

from broad oval to triangular, the back of the tooth forming the apex
of the triangle, and the teeth become longer and project forwards,

meeting each other at an angle instead of perpendicularly as in youth.

^
Plate XI.—At twenty-five years groove has

grown down from tlie gum, leaving the upper

part of the tooth smooth.

Plate XII.—^At thirty years the groove disappears.

At ten years, Galvayne's mark—a groove on the outside of the
upper corner mcisor-^makes its appearance (see Plate VIII.).

At eleven years it is the size of a grain of wheat, and as the tooth
grows

_
down more of the groove appears, the length exposed giving

some indication of the age.

At fifteen years Galvayne's mark is haK-way down (see Plate IX.).

At twenty years it reaches the bottom (see Plate X.).

At twenty-five years it is half-grown out (see Plate XI).

At thirty it disappears (see Plate XII.).
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COPPER FUNGICIDES FOR VINE DISEASES.

By F. de Castella, Government Viticulturist.

(Continued from page 737, Vol. XVI.)

Copper 5oda or Burgundy Mixture.

After Bordeaux mixture, copper soda is the most popular and widely

used of copper fungicides. With Victorian orchardists and potato-

growers it is held in high esteem, no douht owing to the considerable

freedom from nozzle troubles which its use insures. As has been shown
above ,however, in other respects, Bordeaux presents several advantages
over it'" which outweigh this freedom, and if it be carefully prepared and
properly strained the tendency to clog is so small as to be of little prac-

tical importance. So far as actual protection of the vine from fungus
diseases, there seems to be less diiference than might be expected; both
are excellent fungicides, as has been proved by long experience in the

vineyards, and more recently by the carefully conducted experiments
of Professor Ravaz at the Montpellier School, France.

Victorian orchardists usually favour the 6-8-50 formula. In other

words, 6 lbs. copper sulphate, 8 lbs. washing soda, and 50 gallons water.

For viticultural purposes, this formula is too weak to provide the requi-

site degree of protection. As has been shown in connexion with Bor-
deaux mixture, anything less than 2 per cent, of copper sulphate is in-

sufficient to combat vine fungi with certainty. It will be noted that

copper soda, according to the 6-8-50 formula, only contains 1.2 per cent,

of copper sulphate.

Our potato-growers employ a stronger formula, viz., 2-2^-10, which
constitutes a 2 per cent, mixture, and one which is, therefore, of the

strength usually regarded as necessary for the spraying of vines.} This
proportion of soda, however, is in excess of what is now deemed desirable

by leading French authorities, as will be seen below.

Evolution of Copper Soda.

Copper soda, or, as it is called in France, Bouillie hourguignonne (liter-

ally Burgundy pap), was first proposed by Professor G. Masson, of the
Beaune (Burgiuidy) Viticultural School. The method of preparation
he then recommended, but which has since been abandoned as alto-

gether faulty in the light of more recent knowledge, was as follows:

—

" Dissolve in a boiler the required quantity of copper sulphate (2 kilos)

in 5 or 6 litres of water, and, while the sulphate solution is still hot,

add the soda crystals (3 kilos) in small quantities at a time, stirring

briskly the while with a wooden stick. When the crystals are com-
pletely dissolved, dilute the mixture with water to 10 litres."J

Modifications were soon introduced. Already, in 1893, Viala, in

Maladies de la Vigne, writes concerning copper soda as follows :—
"Bouillie hourgxiignonne and Bouillie herrichwine.—M. Masson and

M. Patrigeon have proposed the substitution of commercial carbonates of

* Its main advantages are greater adhorence, less tendonry to Ijiirn the foliage, less depressins
action on vegetation generally, and slower deterioration after mixing, especially in hot weather.
Another advantage of Bcirdeanx is its suitability for the addition of casein to increase spreading power

;

this substance can only be added to an alkaline mixture, and, as will be shown below, alkaline copper
Soda is not to be recommended.

t See McAlpine, Journal of Agriculture, Victoria, February, 1911, p. 126, and Ramsay, Journ'd of
Agriculture, Victoria, August, 1014, p. 499

t M. Masson, ! Progr^g et Vitiale, 1887, p. 513.
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soda or potash, especially the latter, for the lime of Bordeaux mixture.

The pouring of soda carbonate crystals previously dissolved in water into

a solution of copper sulphate results in the formation of sulphate of

soda and copper hydrocarbonate, which is a colloidal copper compound,

very adherent to the leaves. In the experiment of M. Aime Girard, the

cupro-sodic mixture, or Bouillie hourguignonne, or copper hydrocar-

bonate, Bouillie has proved one of the most adherent, a fact which has

been noted in the vineyards. . . . Bouillie hourguignonne does not

clog or obstruct spray pumps to such an extent as Bordeaux mixture,

but it has not proved superior to it in its effects. The addition of treacle,

according to M. Michel Perret, increases its adherence. The best

formula is as follows :

—

Copper sulphate (dissolved in 10 litres (2.2 gals.) water, 2 kilos

(4.4 lbs.).

Soda carbonate crystals (dissolved in 10 litres water), 3 kilos

(6.6 lbs.).

Water, SO litres (17^ gallons).

First dissolve the copper sulphate in water, hot if possible, and pour into

this solution the solution of the soda crystals, complete the mixture by
adding the water."

Further improvements were subsequently made. As is now well

known, there is considerable advantage, so far as the fineness of the

precipitate is concerned, in mixing dilute instead of concentrated solu-

tions. The method of preparing copper soda most usually followed in

French vineyards of recent years has been as follows :

—

" On the one part a solution is made of the quantity of sulphate of

copper needed for a hectolitre (22 gallons) of spray mixture in 90 litres

of water (about 20 gallons). On the other part, the requisite quantity
of soda carbonate is dissolved in 10 litres of water (about 2 gallons).

The second solution is poured into the first with brisk stirring. In this

way a pale-blue mixture is obtained."*

Anhydrous soda carbonate has of recent years been largely substi-

tuted for the soda carbonate crystals ordinary washing soda). In
France, the former is generally known as Solvay carbonate, and is much
the same as what is known here as soda ash, though the percentage of

pure soda carbonate in the two is not identical.

As the carbonate of soda usually employed is anhydrous and of constant
strength ( Solvay carbonate of soda ) , the quantity of this salt necessary to
saturate to the desired measure the solution of copper sulphate can in practice
be fixed, and this is a great advantage of Bouillie hourguignonne.

In other words, with copper soda the ingredients can be weighed
instead of it being necessary to check with test papers, as in the case of

Bordeairx mixture.

Chemistry of Copper Soda.

Copper sulphate, being an acid salt, burns the green tissues of the

vine unless it be in solution so dilute as to provide insufficient protection.

This acidity must be neutralized for the double purpose of avoiding

damage to foliage, &c., and of leaving a sufiicient " reserve of copper "

to insure adequate protection, and for a sufficient length of time. In the

case of Bordeaux, this harmful acidity is neutralized with lime ; in that

* L. Ravaz, in La Mildiou. 1914, p. 143. According to the usual French fonnula this would mean,
for 1 hectolitre (22 gallons), 2 kilos, (nearly 4} lbs) copper sulphate, and 3 kilos (just over 6^ lbs.)

washing soda.
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of copper soda, carbonate of soda is the alkaline substance employed.

It might at first sight appear that this substitution of soda for lime

would be of little consequence, provided a sufficiency be used to achieve

the right degree of neutrality. As a matter of fact, this change of

alkali has very far-reaching effects on the composition of the resulting

fungicide mixture.

The complexity of the reactions which occur in the making of Bor-

deaux mixture has already been pointed out;* the chemistry of copper

soda is, however, even more complicated, the range of different com-

pounds which may make their appearance being greater. These vary,

not only according to the relative quantities of soda and copper sulphate

which interact, but also, and to a very considerable extent, according to

the order in which they are mixed, the concentration of the solution,

and the speed with which the actual mixing is effected.

For a good many years after its first introduction, copper soda was
mixed in a rather haphazard manner, little being known concerning its

chemistry. At the Viticultural Congress held in 1914 at Lyons
(France), Dr. H. Fonzes-Diacon, Professor at the University of Mont-
pellier, read a paper on Copper Soda, the following extracts from which
will give some idea of the complexity of the question, and the reasons for

certain alterations recommended in the preparation of the mixture.
• The following formula is often used to explain the action of soda

carbonate on copper sulphate when the quantities of each are those

necessary for complete neutralization :

—

CuSO,, + .:f^a, COs = Na^SO^ + Cu CO3
Copper Soda Soda Copper

Sulphate. Carbonate. Sulphate. Carbonate.
In reality the light-blue gelatinous precipitate formed in the above reaction

is not neutral copper carbonate, CuCOg, but a hydrocarbonate, resulting from
the partial dissociation of the former with liberation of carbonic acid, and answer-
ing to the formula CuCOg, CuO, 2H2O.

2CUCO3 + 2H,0 = CuCOg, CuO, 2HoO + COj.
The carbonic acid gas thus literated partly remains in solution, dissolving a
little copper carbonate forming a bicarbonate which subsequently decomposes
slowly on exposure to air.

So far as the quantities of the two salts which interact in the case of a
neutral mixture, the equation enables us to calculate that 1 kilog. of crystallized

copper sulphate will be entirely precipitated by 425.7 grms. of pure anhydrous
soda carbonate.

In reality, though this is what happens when sulphate of copper, dissolved in

water, is poured into carbonate of soda solution, the reaction is no longer at all

the same when the operation is effected in the reverse order ( soda into copper )

.

In the first case (copper into soda) the liquid retains its alkaline

reaction until the whole of the copper sulphate has been added, when it

suddenly changes to acid. In the case of soda into copper, instead of

a sudden change from an acid to an alkaline condition, we have, as also

occurs with Bordeaux mixture, a neutral or intermediate stage. There
is, in other words, a considerable difference between the quantity of soda
needed to bring about cessation of acidity and that required to cause the

first signs of alkalinity.

Let us take, for example, 10 lbs. of copper sulphate (the quantity
necessary to make 50 gallons of 2 per cent, spray mixture) and dissolve

this in, say, 40 gallons of water. If we progressively add to this, soda
carbonate in solution, we shall find that when the quantity of this salt

• See Journal for October, 1918, p. 594.
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is equal to 3.1927 lbs. of pure anhydrous soda carbonate, the mixture is

no longer acid—it ceases to redden blue litmus paper. It will, however,

be necessary to continue the addition of soda until 4.257 lbs. of pure

carbonate has been added before the first signs of alkalinity appear.

. The explanation of this curious difference is to be found in the fact

that when copper sulphate is added to soda carbonate solution, the latter

salt being in excess until the close of the reaction, the whole of the

copper is precipitated as blue hydrocarbonate, the respective quantities

of copper sulphate and of pure soda carbonate necessary for complete

neutralization being 10 lbs. and 4.257 lbs., in accordance with the formula

first quoted above.

In the second case (soda into copper), copper sulphate is in excess,

and the copper is no longer precipitated as hydrocarbonate, but in the

form of basic sulphates. In connexion with Bordeaux mixture,* a whole

series of basic sulphates was enumerated. Fonzes-Diacon points out,

as a result of his investigations, that in the case of copper soda made
by pouring the soda solution into the copper, " one of these basic sul-

phates is readily formed; it is the one answering to the formula

CuSO,, 3CuO, 4H,0, which may also be written 4CuO, SO., 4H2O, for

which reason it is known as tetracupric sulphate. The following formula

explains the reaction "

—

4CuS0,, .5H,0 + SNa^COa = .SNa.SO^ + CUSO4, 3CuO, 4H3O + SCOp.

Copper Soda Soda Soda Tetracupric Carbonic

Crystals. Carbonate. Sulphate. Sulphate. Acid.

According to this formula, 10 lbs. of crystallized copper sulphate

would be completely precipitated in the form of blue tetracupric sulphate

when 3.1927 lbs. of pure anhydrous soda carbonate have been used, say,

for convenience' sake, 3.2 lbs. of soda carbonate.

If the addition of soda carbonate be continued, this salt will react on the in-

soluble basic sulphate previously formed, decomposing it so as to give at the end
of the reaction blue hydrocarbonate as in the first case (copper into soda), as is

explained by the following equation:

—

CuSO , 3CuO, 4H 0, Na CO ,
CO , Na SO , 2(CuC0 , CuO, 2H 0).

4' ' 2 ' 2 n' 2' 2 4' ^ 3' ' 2 '

It is only after the completion of this reaction that the excess of soda carbonate

will manifest its presence by reddening phenolphthalein paper.

In reality, the total precipitation of the copper sulphate in the form of tetra-

cupric sulphate is a somewhat theoretical conception; in actual practice, the

precipitate formed at the commencement of the reaction quite answers this com-
position, but with the diminishing concentration of the copper sulphate solu-

tion, a little hydrocarbonate of copper makes its appearance, the proportion of

which increases towards the end of the reaction.

To resume, in the case of copper into soda, the precipitate consists

entirely of copper hydrocarbonate, whereas, in the case of soda into

copper, we have two distinct precipitates, viz., tetracupric sulphate, if

the soda be in the proportion of 3.2 lbs. for 10 lbs. of copper sulphate,

and copper hydrocarbonate if the quantity of soda carbonate be increased

to 4.257 lbs.

"With intermediate quantities of soda carbonate, the precipitate would
consist of a mixture of basic sulphates and copper hydrocarbonate, one

or other of which predominating according as the quantity of soda car-

bonate more nearly approaches the lower or the upper limit mentioned

above. Although the most important basic sulphate seems to be the tetra-

cupric, sulphates of higher basicity are no doubt also present in the

See Journal for October, 1918, page 595.
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precipitate in varying quantities once the proportion of soda exceeds

3.2 lbs. for 10 lbs. copper sul]>hiite. Even with the mininiuni of soda

required for neutrality the precipitate will not consist entirely of basic

sulphate. There will always be a certain proportion of copper hydro-

carbonate formed.

The respective strengths of the solutions of copper sulphate and soda

carbonate influence to a considerable extent the nature of the precipitate.

Let us consider the smaller quantity of soda, viz., 3.2 lbs. for 10 lbs.

copper sulphate. If each of these be dissolved in 25 gallons of water,

and the soda solution carefully stirred into that of copper, the precipitate

formed will consist of about 60 per cent, of tetracupric sulphate.

If the copper sulphate be dissolved in 45 gallons of water, and the

soda in 5 gallons, and the latter slowly stirred into the first, the precipi-

tate will only contain 50 per cent, of basic sulphate.

If, on the other hand, the copper sulphate be dissolved in 5 gallons of

water, and the soda carbonate in 45 gallons, the latter solution being

slowly stirred into the former, the precipitate will consist of 75 per cent.

of tetracupric sulphate.

Though the bulk of the copper is contained in the precipitate, irre-

spective of the procedure followed, the supernatant liquid also contains

copper in solution. If the proportion of soda to copper sulphate be 3.2

to 10, or under, this dissolved copper will be mainly present in the form
of tetracupric sulphate in carbonic solution ; it may amount to the

equivalent of 100 grms. of crystallized copper sulphate per hectolitre of

1 kilog. mixture fO.l per cent.). On spraying, the carbonic acid

evaporates, leaving the basic sulphate on the tissues of the vine.

If the proportion of soda carbonate be increased to 4.257 lbs. for

10 lbs. of copper sulphate, a curious difference in the composition of the

supernatant liquid will be found, according to the manner of mixing,

whether this be wholesale and sudden or slow and gradual, though in

both cases soda be poured into copper. In the first case, the carbonic

acid gas which is suddenly liberated dissolves some of the copper hydro-

carbonate. In the second, the carbonic acid is almost entirely liberated

during mixing, and the supernatant liquid Avill contain but little bi-

carbonate of copper in solution.

Sufficient has been said to show how complex the chemistry of copper

soda really is. Space will not permit of dealing with the intricate question

of the copper carbonates. Those interested will find full information on
the subject in the paper by Spencer U. Pickering, which appears in the

Transactions of the Chemical Society, 1909, and which is reproduced as

an appendix to the 11th report of the Woburn Experimental Fruit

Farm.
Acid, Neutral or Alkaline.

Like Bordeaux, copper soda may present either of the above reactions.

Always taking 10 lbs. of bluestone for 50 gallons of mixture (the 2 per

cent, spray), and pouring soda solution into copper, it will be acid with

less than 3.2 lbs. of pure anhydrous soda carbonate. It will be neutral

if the quantity of soda be between the limits of 3.2 lbs. and 4.25 lbs. If

more than 4.25 lbs, pure soda be used, it will be alkaline.

Acid copper soda consists mainly of tetracupric sulphate, Avith a

slight quantity of free copper sulphate in solution. If neutral, it con-

sists of a mixture of tetracupric sulphate and copper carbonate; the
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nearer one keeps to the lower limit of 3.2 lbs. of soda, the higher the

proportion of tetracupric sulphate. Alkaline copper soda consists mainly
of copper hydrocarbonate. In all three there will be also sodium sul-

phate. As this salt is inactive, its presence may be ignored. The respec-

tive values of the different types of copper soda are intimately bound up
with the fungicide and other qualities of the two leading constituents,

viz., tetracupric sulphate and copper hydrocarbonate. The weight of

evidence is entirely in favour of the former, which, under the action of

the ammonia, but more particularly of the carbonic acid present in the

air, gradually gives up small quantities of soluble copper; it is to these

that the protection , of the vine from fungus contamination is due.

According to most authorities, tetracupric sulphate combines in. a high
degree the desiderata of considerable stability and durability of action.

One of the chief faults of copper hydrocarbonate is its liability to

burn the tissues of the vine ; damage to foliage is, in fact, nearly always
due to copper carbonate in one of its forms. It is, in fact, for this reason

that copper soda is more severe on the tissues of the vine than Bordeaux
mixture.

Malachite Deterioration.

The transformation of copper hydrocarbonate into malachite is one
of the chief defects of alkaline copper soda.

. . . a change of more or less sudden nature eventually occurs. The blue, bulky
precipitate of SCuOj, CO5, changing into malachite 2CuO, CUj, which is green
and dense, settles very quickly and occupies but a small volume, being therefore
very unsuitable as a spray material. At the same time, nearly all the copper
which was dissolved in the liquid becomes converted into malachite also, so tiiat

this liquid retains only such quantities as can be accounted for by the solubility
of the malachite itself, and this amounts to only 0.001 to 0.006 per cent., depend-
ing on the degree to which the liquid is saturated with carbon dioxide.*

This change to malachite, which is really a dehydration, is promoted
in several ways. It is favoured by high temperature, and usually com-
mences at about 86 degrees F., a temperature which often prevails when
spraying is in progress in Northern Victoria. It is also facilitated by
the addition of a small quantity of previously formed malachite, which
acts as a starter, hence the recommendation often made to keep all

vessels used in the making of copper soda scrupulously clean.

This change is also most rapid in an alkaline medium, an argument
which has frequently been advanced in text-books against alkaline or

basic copper soda.

The Different Forms of Soda.

In the foregoing remarks on the chemical aspect of the question, the

quantities of soda mentioned refer to chemically pure anhydrous soda
carbonate, in other words, I^aaCOg of 100 per cent, purity, and not to

washing soda, though this last is the form commonly used in the orchard
and potato field, f

Washing soda is, however, a most undesirable form for the purpose,
owing to the variability of its content of pure soda carbonate. When
pure and freshly prepared, it answers to the formula

—

Na CO , lOH O,
2 3 2 '

in other words, it contains 37.04 per cent, of pure anhydrous soda car-

bonate and 62.96 per cent, of water of crystallization. The large crystals

• Eleventh report of the Wobiirn Experimental Fruit Farm (1910), p. 89.
+ The well-known 6-8-50 formula means 61bs. l)hiestone; 81bs washing soda ; and 50 gallons of water.
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eaaily effloresce, or lose water, on exposure to dry air, so that, even if free

from impurities, the water content is far from constant. As explained

by Chancrin :

—

" This carbonate may contain 20 per cent., 30 per cent., and even

40 per cent, of water; freshly prepared, it can contain up to 180

parts of water for 106 of dry carbonate (63 per cent, water and
37 per cent, dry carbonate).

It is even not uncommon to find adulterated commercial carbonate

containing 20 to 22 per cent, of sodium sulphate, which is incapable

of neutralizing acidity."*

If pure, freshly prepared washing soda, containing 37 per cent, of

dry carbonate, be employed, the quantities required to bring about cessa-

tion of acidity and commencement of alkalinity—the soda solution being

poured into the copper—will be, respectively, 8.6 and 11.5 lbs. for 10 lbs,

of copper sulphate. The equivalent quantities of the two substances

will perhaps be better understood from the following table (caustic soda

has been included, as this substance will be referred to presently) :—

r^lw^.*^ Pwre Fresh Ciustic

100% pTity. ^"^'""S ^°''^- ^°'^*'^-

lbs. lbs. lbs.

Cessation of acidity .' . .. 3.2 .. 8.6 .. 2.4

First signs of alkalinity . . . . 4.25 . . 11.5 . . 3.2

It is thus evident that the quantity of washing soda used according to

the 6-8-50 formula is considerably in excess of even the higher figure

(first signs of alkalinity) stated above. Instead of 11-^ lbs. for 10 lbs.

copper sulphate, 13^ lbs. washing soda would be required. If the washing
soda be anything like pure, there would be an excess of soda, entailing

undesirable consequences as exj^lained above. If, as is often the case in

this dry climate, the washing soda has lost part of its water of crystal-

lization, the excess of soda carbonate would be even more considerable.

If washing soda be used, it would be well to ascertain its content of

pure dry carbonate; a simple calculation will then determine the quan-

tity to be employed for 10 lbs. bluestone.

Solvay Soda Carbonate.—This is the form currently used in France
for the preparation of copper soda. It is anhydrous, and contains 90 per

cent, pure soda carbonate, hence all that is necessary is to employ 11 per

cent, more than the quantity stated above for pure anhydrous carbonate.

Solvay soda, not being obtainable in the Commonwealth, need only

receive passing mention, in order to explain the above quotations, in

which its use is referred to.

Soda Ash.—This substance, which is now obtainable in Melbourne, is

really the most convenient and reliable form of soda for use in con-

nexion with spray mixtures. Though commercially known as " 58 per

cent, heavy soda ash," it is an anhydrous soda carbonate of slightly

over 99 per cent, purity. Its purity is thus sufficiently high to enable it

to be used in the theoretical quantities stated above.

Caustic soda may also be employed, but since it contains no car-

bonate, the resulting spray would no longer be a Burgundy mixture.

Caustic soda is a hydroxide; its composition being very similar to that

of quicklime, the reactions taking place would be more similar to those

characteristic of Bordeaux mixture than copper soda. Concerning what

* E. Chunciin—VUiciillure Moderne (1908), p. 299.
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we may term " copper caustic soda " spray mixture, Professor Eavaz
writes recently as follows, in answer to a correspondent :—

*

" It would seem that ' copper caustic soda ' should be as effica-

cious as spray mixtures made with lime or soda carbonate. When
prepared in the usual manner, i.e., dilute soda into copper sulphate

solution, on reaching neutrality, a fine blue mixture results, which
recalls Bordeaux mixture. The precipitate is different. It consists

of copper hydrate, not in vesicular form, but presenting the aspect

of a fine-grained gelatinous mass, similar to copper soda precipitate.

It is therefore highly probable that such a mixture should give very

satisfactory results.

As regards foliage damage, this seems to be nil, or almost nil.

Vines treated with this mixture remain intact, whilst control plots

treated with copper soda showed the usual amount of scalding.

This applies to a neutral mixture. . . . It is to be feared

that distinctly alkaline mixtures would not be free from risk to

vegetation on account of the free caustic soda present. . . .

Trials may be made with such a mixture, but trials only.''

Professor Ravaz significantly concludes :

—

" It is always imprudent to risk one's crop in connexion with a

novelty."

The equivalence of caustic soda and pure soda carbonate is shown in

the table on page 110. According to this, 3 lbs. should be the proper

quantity for 10 lbs. of bluestone. To be on the safe side, it would be

well to check the reaction with phenolphthalein paper, adding a small

quantity of bluestone solution, previously withdravna, after neutraliza-

tion has been effected, as has been explained in connexion with
Bordeaux mixture.

Practical Directions.

The following method of preparing copper soda is based on the

researches of Professor Fonzes-Diacon ; it is the one which will probably

be found most satisfactory. It is as follows, for 50 gallons of spray

mixture :

—

A. Dissolve 10 lbs. bluestone in 20 gallons of water, place this in the

60-gallon hogshead, with one head removed, in which the mixture is

to be made. JSTeedless to remark, a stock solution of bluestone, such as

was recommended in connexion with Bordeaux, will be found very

convenient.

B. Dissolve 3^ lbs. of soda ash in 30 gallons of water
;
pour the soda

solution into the copper in a thin stream, with very thorough stirring.

C. If washing soda be used instead of soda ash, and this be pure and
fresh (37 per cent, purity), the quantity required would be 9 lbs. Dis-

solve this in 30 gallons of water, and mix as described in the prsceding

paragraph.
The resulting 50 gallons of spray mixture should be applied imme-

diately. It must not be kept from one day to the next.

It will be observed that the quantities above mentioned are not in

absolute agreement with the figures mentioned in connexion with the

* Progres Agricole, 7th April, 1918, p. 315.
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chemical aspect of the question. The explanation is to be found in the

following extract from an article by Professor Fonzes-Diacon :—

*

This salt (sodium carbonate), being very soluble in water, as opposed to lime
which is only very slightly so, its reaction on the copper sulphate is immediate; for

these reasons it would appear that one might employ the theoretical quantity
of dry soda carbonate giving the maximum of tetracupric sulphate, that is, 680
grms. for 2 kilogs. of copper sulphate (.3.2 lbs. for 10 lbs. of copper sulphate; but
it is well to slightly force the theoretical dose, in order to compensate certain

secondarj'^ reactions, due to the liberation of carbonic acid gas, and it is for this

reason tlaat I have indicated the doses of 750 and 800 grms. of solvay carbonate
of soda (equivalent to 3.33 lbs. and 3.6 lbs. pure soda carbonate for 10 lbs. blue-

stone) as giving spray mixtures rich in tetracupric sulphate, but more or less

slightly acid. . . . These acid boniUies hourguignonnes, of which the fungicide
action is, according to M. Ravaz, as energetic as that of Bordeaux mixture, are
thus of more constant composition, and their preparation presents somewhat less

difficulty.

Summary.

From the foregoing it will be seen that copper soda, as usually pre-

pared by our orchardists and j)otato-growers, presents several serious

defects. Unless the washing soda used be very impure, the precipitate

will inevitably contain its copper in the carbonate form. This, it is true,

possesses considerable fungicide power, as is evidenced by the protection

hitherto afforded by the copper soda sprays used in the orchard and field.

Nevertheless, there are sound reasons for prefei-ring a copper soda spray
containing its copper mainly in the form of basic sulphate; the advan-

tages being greater stability, less scalding of foliage, and higher fungi-

cide power. Such a spray is obtained by following the practical direc-

tions given above, which entail the use of considerably less soda than is

usually recommended.

It may further be explained that if too little soda carbonate be

used the mixture will be acid, and will scald the foliage by the excess

of copper sulphate it contains. Since soda carbonate does not burn the

foliage, it would at first sight appear that an excess of soda would be
of no consequence. As a matter of fact, copper soda is more severe on
the foliage if alkaline than if it be acid. The explanation of this seem-
ing contradiction is as follows. In the case of alkaline copper soda,

leaf injury is not due to excessive soda, but to the presence of copper
carbonate. The class of mixture which causes least leaf damage is,

therefore, that which contains the maximum of tetracupric sulphate.

Another serious drawback to the use of too much soda is the liability

to malachite deterioration, as has been explained.

It is thus evident that copper soda differs radically from Bordeaux
mixture, in connexion with which an excess of lime does not present any
undesirable features.

The substitution of soda ash for washing soda constitutes a consider-

able improvement; being of constant composition, the requisite quantity

can be accurately determined by weighing. This is not so with washing
soda, owing to the variability of its pure soda content.

• ProgreM Agrieole, 2nd May, 1915, dealing with copper soda.
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THE CULTIVATION OF CHICORY.

By J. W. Audas, F.L.8., F.R.M.S. (Assistant, National

Herbarium, Melbourne).

Chicory (C'ichorium. intyhvs) is a well-known perennial plant

belonging to the Compositse, and is indigenous to Europe, Northern

Africa, and South Western Asia. There are several varieties in culti-

\ vation, most of them being valued for their roots, but some are also

\ cultivated as fodder crops. The Brunswick, Silesian, Madgesburg,

yElite and White-Loof are the commonest; the Brunswick and Madges-

\)urg are largely grown for the roots. A cross between the Brunswick

\nd Silesian is said to have been particularly successful in South

vfrica. The Magdesburg is longer in the root, and i? rather harder

\liit than the Brunswick.

\ The roots are chiefly used as a substitute for, or an admixture in,

coee, and they can be dressed and boiled for culinary purposes. The
le^es, particularly when grown in dark, warm places, are useful for

sails, and medicinal use may also be made of the fresh roots.

Upplies of chicory roots are obtainable chiefly from Europe. Owing
to Ach diminished supplies from France and Belgium since the pre-

sent var and the greatly enhanced prices obtainable, the growing of

chicoV should prove a profitable crop for cultivation by Victorian
farme^ Prior to the war the price of Belgium Chicory was £7 5s.

per toif^o.b Antwerp. At present Dutch Chicory, f.o.b. Dutch ports,

is quott at £16 per ton for the dried roots. The wholesale price of
manufa:\j2.g(j chicory was £27 per ton, while now it is £45, and the
price is tn rising.

Chico^ has been cultivated successfully in Victoria, but very little

appears \\)q grown for commercial purposes at the present time,
although ^j-e ^g a market waiting, if a steady and sufficient supply
were availie. Owing to the frequent flooding of the Mitchell Eiver
flats, m ^ipland, the growing of chicory around Bairnsdale has become
unprontabie,^(j ^^q chief centres in Victoria for its production at pre-
sent are Freii island, Phillip Island, and Hastings. Nearer the metro-
polis, chicoryw.Q-^jj^g

jg carried on by Chinese. The average annual
yield for the ^g ig about 600 tons.

As a larm.Qp
j^g gj^fef advantages are its adaptability to dry,

poor soils, its j^gj. Qf producing several cuttings of green food per
annum when oi established, its perennial character and easy culti-

vation. A nrst
yp q£ leaves, could be cut in the autumn and after-

wards three or ip^grops per annum would be obtainable. As a root
crop the cultivatio^£ ^-j^g plant is not more troublesome than the grow-
ing of beets, pai^^g^

or carrots, and frequently 6 to 8 tons of
fresh roots are obt^|^|g

^^^, ^^^^_

Jtrep.^jq^ and Cultivation of Soil.

To produce good
^^^ ^^^p ploughing and cultivation of the soil

are essential. \}^^\g and subsoiling to a depth of at least 9
inches should be done

^^^^^^^^ ^^^ j^^^ ^^-^^ l^^. ^^^^-^ ^^^ ^^^^
for winter fallow. In^

^p^-^^g -j.
gj^^^i^j ^^ thoroughly harrowed,

and deeply cultivated,
^g ^^ g^^ -^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ j^^^^ condition, and
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allow of the fullest growth possible to the root, which readily goes

down, rendering the plant more or less drought-resistant.

While thriving on most soils, chicory is best adapted to sandy loams

permitting of deep cultivation. Clay soils are apt to pack together,

rendering the lifting of the crop very difficult, and to adhere to the

roots. Chicory prefers a soil containing lime, and thrives on some-

what brackish soils. Ground too rich in nitrogenous matter may pro-

duce too much leaf and top at the expense of the root, and land on

which there is stagnant water will not give good results. Soils too

wet for ordinary farm crops are also too wet for chicory, hindering

Chicory Plant in blossom.

early growth and preventing proper ripening ® roots. On the

other hand, soils too dry to produce some farr^'^P.^^^^^o^^ "'liga-

tion may raise a crop of chicory, but soils too<^
^"'^^ ^^^ yield good

marketable roots. j.

Chicory may be grown after or before \,
ordinary crops, and

either with or without irrigation, though naf/^ the former method

gives the best yields. Stubble lands should b®^^
and deeply ploughed.

It is not advisable to grow chicory on tb'™? , ^^^^ indefinitely, as

the yield and quality are sure to suffer.
"''°^^^' therefore, he desir-

able to grow this crop in rotation with'®^^' ^^^^ ^» ™aize, peas,
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beans, onions, millet, flax, pumpkins, sunflowers, pasture grasses and
clovers.

Seed Sowing.

The seed must not be sown until the soil has been brought to the
best possible condition, and weather is favorable. Probably Sep-
tember and October will be found the most suitable time for sowing.
The seed should be sown in drills about 1 inch deep, and from 12
to 18 inches apart. "When the plants are an inch or more in height

I they should be carefully thinned out in the drills—one plant being left

Chicory Roots.

to about every 6 mCg—g^^^ ^^g ^^q^ ^g ^gg(jg appear hoeing should
commence. Alter <\ivation must be practised, both to keep the
crop free from weeds ,^ ^j^g surface soil loose. For this work the
hand hoe is generally Iferred. The hoeing should be quite shallow
—only deep enough to u ^he weed seedlings and loosen the surface.
As the seeds take some ty

q^. g^e weeks to sprout, it is necessary that
the land should be very y^ otherwise weeds—particularly chickweed
—are liable to over-top, 0, ther the young plants.
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Only the best seed should be used, preferably that which has been

grown for root production. It should give germination of about 85

per cent.—about 2 lbs. per acre being required. The crop requires

five or six months to mature under favorable conditions.

Digging.

The crop commences to ripen in March, the harvest extending from

then till May. A common mistake is to dig the roots too early or too

late. The proper time for lifting them is when they break across

with a short fracture, and are full of milky juice. They should not be

permitted to become dry and fibrous, or the chicory will be gritty ant'

tasteless. Another sign of the approach of harvest time is the yello"^

ing of the lower leaves of the plants. The work of lifting the roo^

should be carried out in dry weather, so that the roots may be kpt

clean. The method of lifting is usually to run a light plough furrw

along each row, thus exposing the roots, which may then be taken n_P

with strong forks. The tops should be cut off, but not too low-if

cut too low " bleeding " is likely to ensue. After the roots have 'Sen

thoroughly washed by revolving root-washing machines, if pof^^le,

their preparation for the market will be completed.

Prepakation of the Root.

To dry the roots it is necessary to cut them into the thinneslpossible

slices, after which they are slowly dried in kilns, having revolv^g floors

and automatic turners. The chicory is then passed through si'^g? sort-

ing, and sifting machines, after which it is passed through tl roasters,

then on to the nibbling machines, then through the grinding r^ls? thence

through wire and silk dressers, and finally it is packed into 'idered air-

tight canisters.

There is a good demand for the dried roots in Melbourn'i^d the other

capital cities, and now that the havoc caused by the wa^^s partially

suspended cultivation in France and Belgium, it would se"^ that there is

a golden opportunity for Victorian farmers to enter upo^'^^cor}^ culture

and retain a business which should be a lucrative one.

In the grounds surrounding Brightlingsea Hall, in t ^oimty of Essex,

England, are a number of fine eucalyptus trees; tl® ^^^ ^- coccifera,

E. gunnii, and E. ernigera. Some of the specimer^^P"^^ *^® railway

station are between 20 and 30 feet in height, and/'^^"! a few hundred

yards of the sea. A little distance away are tree-'^ i^et m height and

18 inches in diameter; these are holding their c^ ^^ ^^^^ mixed woods

of beech, elm, larch, Scots and Austrian pinr where the grey-green

tops of the eucalypts peep out above the darl^^^^^ foliage of the in-

digenous trees. The trees Avere raised from^^d sown m 1886, and

sent from Tasmania to Mr. John Bateman.^o sowed the seed in a

sheltered garden bed. The resultant plants ^"^^^^.^'^s seeded, and the

seeds have been distributed throughout the <rounding country, as well

as supplying the Kew Gardens.
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THE PASSION VINE LONGICORN BEETLE.

{Monohammus fistulator.)

C. French, jun.. Gorernment Entomologist.

The Passion Vine Longiconi Beetle {Monohammus fistulator) is

fairly common in many part-s of Victoria, including Gippsland,

Emerald, Dandenong Ranges, Warburton, and Wandin districts. It is

usually found feeding on the Dogwood or Common-Cotton-Wood
(Cassinia aculeata) and the Shrubby Everlasting (Helichrysum

ferrugineum) during the summer months. As far as I can say, this

insect has not been known to breed in any trees in Victoria, but the

probability is that it breeds in either of the two above-mentioned trees.

There is always a danger of this insect, like many other of our

insects, turning its attention to cultivated plants, such as passion fruit

vines, owing to its native food plants having been destroyed.

The following particulars of the larva and the pupa as well as the

g'eneral description of the beetle are taken from an article by Mr. W.
W. Froggatt, F.L.S., G-ovemmont Entomologist of ISTew South Wales,

Avhich appeared in the Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales for

January last:

—

Description of Larva.

The larva is shining dull white in colour, with the head dark

chocolate brown, furnished with stout black jaws. Length,

1^ inches. The first tJioracic segment is large, flattened on the

dorsal surface, marked on the sides with light brown, the central

portion finely granulated with minute reddish dots; the second and
third thoracic, and the following abdominal segments, except the

eighth and ninth, deeply constricted, and each bearing an elongate

oval patch of raised warts, forming four rounded ridges on the

upper surface, with a corresponding patch on the under side,

which is formed of two lines swelling into a rounded lobe at the

extremities; the last two (eighth and ninth) segments rounded with-

out any markings. Some larvse, evidently in a much later stage,

which did ipupate, and were either undeveloped or in an unhealthy

condition, were much darker coloured and more flattened and
flanged along the sides than the typical form.

Description of Pupa,

The pupa is dull white, flattened and broad across the centre;

the head small, turned down in front, with scattered reddish hairs

on the face; the antennae thickened and turned downward. The
dorsal surface of the thoracic segments are flattened; the first two
small, clothed with

,
a double patch of stiff reddish hrown hairs.

The first six abdominal segments are ornamented with similar

patches of hairs; on ';he seventh the hairs form a narrow transverse

band; the anal segm' ut slightly cleft at the tip.

General Description of Beetle.

The beetle has a gro\indwork of pitchy brown colour, but the

whole insect is so thicklj^ covered with a yellowish grey pubescence
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EMZ

The Passion Vine Longicorn Beetle (Monohamrmis fistulator)

.

1. Larva of beetle. 2. Pupa. 3. Dorsal view of beetle. 4. Showing damage
caused to a stem of a passion vine by the larvte.
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that the dark ground tints are only visible through the numher of

fine punctures in the upper surface. These impressed black pits

form patches on the head and thorax, but are thickly and somewhat
irregularly scattered all over the slightly crenulated wing covers.

Average length, 1 inch, but sometimes a third longer.

It would be well for growers of passion fruit in Victoria to keep a

look-out for the beetles, and, if found on the vines, these should be

sprayed with tar-impregnated water in order to prevent the insects

depositing eggs there.

Formula fok Tae-impregnated Water.

Boil 1 lb. of coal tar in 2 gallons of water, and, while hot, add
from 50 to 100 gallons of water. Strain well before using.

The illustration of the beetle on page 118 is from the Agricultural

Gazette of New South Wales for last month.

POULTRY FARMING FOR RETURNED SOLDIERS.

A. V. D. Rintoul, Assistant Poultry Expert.

"What part the poultry industry will play in the repatriation of

returned soldiers is a point that admits discussion from several aspects.

Firstly, there are the able-bodied men who desire to take up the industry

as their sole means of support; secondly, the able-bodied who wish to

keep poultry as a profitable side-line ; thirdly, the partially-incapacitated,

who require, apart from occupation, some addition to their pension;

and, lastly, those who have suffered one of the great tragedies of the war

—

loss of sight—and who, perhaps, are temperamentally unsuited to the

drudgery of purely mechanical work, such as basket-making, &c.

For those who desire to make a living from poultry farming, the most
important point is to secure such training as is absolutely essential for

their ultimate success, failing which training, disappointment for the

men concerned, and losses to the State, are likely to be considerable.

The system of training which was adopted by the Repatriation Depart-
ment over a year ago is sound and practical. The prospective poultry-

farmer is recommended to take not less than six months, and preferably

a year's, training, on a recognised poultry farm, either in such suburban
area or country district as may be most congenial to him.

Whatever pension the man may be entitled to is made up to £2 2s. a

week on the following basis :—The poultry-farmer—who has to be ap-

proved—^ays 10s. a week to commence with for the light labour, and
the pension is then made up to the remaining 32s. a week; 15s. a week
is paid by the soldier for his board and lodging, so that he has 27s. a

week clear spending-money during the training period. Should the
trainee have reason to be dissatisfied with the conditions, he can, of

course, transfer to another poultry farm, or terminate the training alto-

gether at his option. Od the issue of a certificate by the poultry-farmer
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to the effect that the returned mau shows sufficient progress to be able to

conduct a poultry farm on his own account, his case is dealt with by the

Lands Purchase Board and the Repatriation Department. This system,

although not yet taken much advantage of, undoubtedly has considerable

merit, in that the soldier may have the opportunity of training in a

district of his own choice; he sees the business run by those dependent
on the industry for a living, under somewhat similar conditions to those

which are likely shortly to exist for him, and the enormous expense of

establishing a " centralized " Government poultry farm with the neces-

sary staff is therel^y avoided. At the same time, however, an excellent

plant has been provided at Mont Park for those soldiers undergoing
curative treatment, fourteen of whom are now being trained in poultry

keeping by ex-Corporal J. Macdonald, who had a thorough training at

Wyuna, and subsequently at Burnley.

As it is not possible for any beginner to erect the necessary buildings,

purchase stud birds and equipment, and then hatch and rear sufficient

birds to put the farm in a paying position right away with such a com-

paratively small capital as £100 or so, small grants are being dis-

couraged, and the training period strongly urged. The ultimate result

will be, probably, that comparatively few soldiers will embark ex-

clusively in the poultry business, but those that do will have a reason-

able prospect of success, which is a far better state of affairs than rush-

ing a number of untrained or only partly-trained men with insufficient

capital into a business ivhere experience and perseverance are necessary

to insure success.

For those who wish to run a limited number of birds as a side-line

either to mixed farming or in conjunction with some business, the Nes"

plan is to start with a very few really good birds, and gradually and care-

fully build up a payable flock. There are, fortunately, quite a number
of i^atriotic breeders who are prepared either to give outright, or else

charge merely a nominal sum for some of their very best stock.

This also applies to those who wish, in a small way, to supplement

their j)ension by keeping a select flock. These, too, may have, should

they so desire, assistance from a Departmental expert in selecting their

best birds for breeding purposes, and culling out the unprofitable ones,

besides advice at all times on any matters that may crop up. All that

is required is a letter to the Director of Agriculture asking for an

advisory visit, and stating for what purpose. One hundred birds, if well

cared for, should show 10s. a week profit on commercial eggs.

For the totally blind, it is hardly to be expected that a business which
requires such close personal observation as poultiy-keeping undoubtedly

demands is likely to prove highly remunerative, but, at the same time,

healthful outdoor interest is provided, and, by careful work, in a small

way, on correct lines, an acceptable addition to the pension can be

earned.

In conclusion, it may be emphasized that returned men desiring advice

regarding the prospects of poultry-farming, or on any branch of the

industry, will at all times be welcomed if they call upon the poultry

experts of the Department of Agriculture. If it be inconvenient for

them to call personally, any inquiries made by letter will be promptly

replied to.
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AN INGENIOUS FASTENING FOR A COW-BAIL.

By M. Thomas, Dairy Supervisor.

The accompanying sketch shows an ingenious method for closing and

opening a cow-bail with only one rope.

This clever device was made, and is being used, by Mr. Daniel

Hanrahan, blacksmith, of Sebastopol.

\?

The sketch shows the bail open, and ready for the cow to enter.

By pulling the rope at the rear of bail, the bail post is dra^vn up, and
fastens in the niche of the head-piece as shown at B (dotted lines).

By pulling the rope tighter the bail post passes the small iron tongue

in the head-piece, when the spring at the bottom of the bail will return
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it to its former position, as shown at A, thus doing away with a

complicated set of ropes seen in so many cow-bails.

The measurements of the bail are as follows :—Width, 4 ft. 6 in.

;

height, 6 ft. 6 in. ; head-piece, 2 ft. 3 in. x 2 in. ; bail post, 4 ft. 6 in.,

3 in. X 2 in. The small iron tongue working the bail is let in so that

the sharp point reaches just below the niche in the head-piece, and in this

way the bail post is prevented from catching in the head-piece on its

return from opening the bails, after being pulled past the sharp point

of the tongue by tightening the rope.

THE AUSTRALIAN CLIMATE.

ITS EFFECT IN CONTROLLING SETTLEMENT.

Under the title of The Australian Environment the Commonwealth

Advisory Council of Science and Industry has just published a memoir

by Dr. Griffith Taylor, physiographer in the Commonwealth Meteoro-

logical Bureau. The research has been carried out at the Bureau of

Meteorology, and was recently awarded the Syme Prize by the Univer-

sity of Melbourne.

The frontispiece is a solar-control model, which shows (by a

sliding card crossing a map of Australia) the way in which the sun's

movement determines the actual rainfall, storms, winds, temperatures,

and pressures in each month of the year.

A map showing where the rains are reliable and where they are

erratic is as important to the settler as the more usual seasonal and

annual rain maps. Perth is shown to have the most reliable and Onslow

(W.A.) the least reliable rainfall in Australia.

The regions of uniform rainfall are also charted, and determine

where the but too few valuable timber forests occur. Vegetation maps
correlate the areas of sand and spinifex, of mallee, grasslands, &c., with

the rainfall and temperature controls.

Wew methods of comparing Australian climates and Australian

agricultural areas with those of foreign countries, are described in the

chapter dealing with climographs and hythergraphs.

In the third part of the memoir Australia is considered in fifteen

divisions. Each is illustrated by a coloured plate showing the contours

and the distribution of rainfall. Many of these contour maps have not

been published previously, and will be found of value in most develop-

mental problems.

In each division, the topography, drainage, vegetation, settlement,

health, the season and origin of the rains, are considered in detail and
correlated.

The rain origins are considered quantitatively, and several thousand
weather maps have been tabulated in the process. JJ^Tearly 100 of these

maps are reproduced in the memoir.
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The Northern Territory is discussed at length. Its elevation above
sea level is disappointing. Its climatic analogies (i.e., Mozambique,
Siam, Northern Brazil, &c.) are not favorable for close white settle-

ment. Its natural line of entry is via, Queensland rather than from
Adelaide.

The arid region of South Australia and its peculiar geological evolu-

tion is described. The Flinders Range has risen across the tertiary

rivers and dammed back the salt lakes. The undeveloped inland country
is thought to have a rainfall of only six to eight inches, and the Mus-
grave Ranges have probably but little effect on the rainfall. The Trans-
Australian railway and " Goyder's (Wheat) Line " are dealt with in

early sections.

In Queensland the peculiar course of the rivers—^which rise in a low
recent divide and flow to the sea through high ranges—is explained by
relief diagrams. The special features of the Atherton Plateau (the

most valuable region available for tropical settlement) are emphasised.
On its eastern flank no less than fourteen feet of rain are recorded as

the average yearly record.

The New England Plateau is shown to be the largest in Australia,

and the value of its waterfalls and gorges (nearly 3,000 feet deep) for
hydro-electric power is indicated. The softwood scrubs on the eastern

slopes still contain much valuable timber.

In the sections on New South Wales a discussion of the general

irrigation problem shows that only about one acre in Australia in every
thousand (requiring water) has been reclaimed. The writer is not
sanguine that this proportion can ever be greatly bettered.

The unique gorges of the Blue Mountains, and the long rift valleys

around Canberra, are illustrated by relief diagrams which show that

they are due to a late uplift of our eastern coastlands. A similar bird's-

eye view of the Victorian highlands show that they have originated in

the uneven elevation of chunks of the earth's crust. The bearing on
communications is obvious.

The climate of Canberra is contrasted very favorably with that of

Sydney, and shown to resemble Melbourne in its absence of muggy
weather.

Two sketches show how Port Phillip, the Yarra, Goulburn, and
their tributaries have evolved in a much troubled portion of the earth.

Victoria is characterized by six belts of vegetation, whose distribution

is determined primarily by rainfall, but also by the geology.

In Tasmania reference is made to the evidence of the ice age which
has moulded the highlands. The resemblance between the floras of

Patagonia and Tasmania is indicated; and the characteristic pines and
beeches are shown to be distributed only where the rainfall exceeds 50

inches.

The work is illustrated by 183 maps and diagrams, and constitutes

the first memoir published by the Advisory Council of Science and
Industry. It will be supplied on application to the secretary of the

Advisory Council, 314 Albert-street, East Melbourne, on receipt of 5s.

An atlas containing the coloured contour and rainfall maps referred to

above can be supplied separately for Is. 6d.
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VICTORIAN RAINFALL.

Fourth Quarter, Year 1918.

(Supplied by H. A. Hunt, Commonwealth Meteorologist.)

1

i
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Victorian Rainfall—continued.
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dam at foaling, or soon afterwards. As the foal grows older day by
day the quantity of milk may be increased, and whole milk used later,

and the number of feeds decreased till, according to his thrift, he is

doing well with six feeds a day, and then with four. If he has done
well and is coming along satisfactorily, at the end of three weeks he
should be drinking his milk and lime water out of a bucket, the sugar
being eliminated at that age, but continuing the use of lime water with
the milk. It is as well not to let him have all the milk he wants. If at

first he starts scouring, stop the milk and give him 2 oz. of castor oil,

and let him drink the sugar and lime water in plain water instead of

milk. If, later, after he has become accustomed to the milk, he begins

to scour, always stop the milk, substitute warm water and give castor

oil in doses determined by the size and age of the foal. Keep fresh

water so that he may drink at will, and watch closely for signs of

scouring. It is a sure sign of indigestion, and castor oil is the best

remedy. As soon as posisible encourage the foal to eat such solid food
as oatmeal, crushed oats, bran, a little oil meal, and clover hay. When
he is a month old he will begin to nibble at grain, sometimes earlier. At
first give him oatmeal—a mere trifle to commence on, and gradually

increase the quantity as his appetite grows, and when six weeks old add
a trifle of bran to the ration. At two months old some sweet skim-milk
may be substituted for the new milk, and at three months the new milk
may be discontinued, and the youngster given about all the sweet

separator milk he will drink three times a day. By that time he will

be eating quite a bit of oats and bran, and he should have all the bruised

grain and bran—proportion of one-fifth bran by weight—he will clean

up. Let him have grass as soon as he will nibble it. Never offer him
sour milk, nor milk from uncleanly utensils. Pet and coddle him all

you can. Let him run in a safe enclosure with some company—even

a friendly calf will answer the purpose well enough. Let him run free,

and bear with him in his mischievous fun. He is only larking, and
intends no harm. It is no miracle-working wonder that is required to

rear a motherless foal successfully; jusc—as we said before—infinite

patience.

—

Otago Witness, ISTew Zealand.

ORCHARD AND GARDEN NOTES.

E. E. Pescott, F.L.S., Pomologist.

The Orchard.

Young Trees.

Young trees of the Citrus family should now be making a good,
thrifty growth. The foliage should be glossy, and its general appearance
a bright green and healthy one. Occasional light waterings, as well as

mulching of grass, or of well-rotted manure, will be helpful to the trees.

Young deciduous fruit trees will also benefit by having a grass or

manure mulch; and, if it has not previously been attended to, junneces-
sary growths in the centre of the tree and on the main leaders should be
removed.
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Fumigation.

Evergreen trees, including those of the citrus family, that are infested

with scale, should now be sprayed or fumigated to rid the trees of this

pest. For spraying, a weak red oil emulsion, lime and sulphur

spray, or resin wash will be found useful. The most successful

method, however, of dealing with the scale pest is by fumigation. The
ttees should be closely enveloped in an airtight sheet or tent, and hydro-

cyanic gas generated inside. The chemicals for generating the gas, as

well as the fumes of the gas itself, are excessively dangerous, and great

care is necessary in their manipulation. A wooden, enamel, or earthen-

ware vessel is placed inside the tent, the vessel containing a mixture of

4 fluid ounces of sulphuric ^cid, and 12 fluid ounces of water, the acid

being placed in the vessel first. Four ounces of cyanide of potassium is

then quickly dropped into the vessel, the tent closed down at once, and

the bottom of the tent all round covered with soil tio prevent any of the

gas escaping. The operator must take care that not the slightest portion

of the fumes is breathed. Fumigation should be carried out at night-

time or on a cloudy day, if the foliage of the trees be thoroughly dry.

Vegetable Garden.

Celery crops will now be a prominent feature in the vegetable section.

The seed may be sown from January to March, and succession plantings

should be carried out occasionally during those months. The growth of

celery should be quick ; a fair supply of water and a good rich, loose soil

are helpful to its growth.

Ample water will now be required in the vegetable garden. The sur-

face should be kept well hoed, and mulchings of manure given wherever

possible.

Cabbage, carrot, turnip, radish, lettuce, peas, cauliflower, &c., seeds

may now all be sown, and young plants from any seed beds planted out.

Flower Garden.

Constant watering and hoeing will now be required for successful

gardening. Cannas will require manuring ; the old flowering stem

should be removed to make way for the new growths. Dahlias and

chrysanthemums will need a great deal of attention, staking the growths

as they develop, disbudding, thinning out weak shoots, and removing

unnecessary growths. The dahlias should receive a good soaking of

water during the hot weather, and liquid manure or quick acting ferti-

lizers given when the flower buds are developing. When chrysanthemum
buds are very small, liquid manure should be applied. Roses may now
be summer pruned ; all weak growths should be removed, and the strong

ones shortened to a fairly good bud. The plants should then receive

occasional waterings with liquid manure, and be kept well supplied with

water.

All flowering trees and shrubs that have finished blooming should be

pruned, the flowering growths removed, and, unless the seed is required,

all seed heads cut off.

Cuttings of pelargoniums, zonale and regal, may now be planted, and

delphinium spikes that have finished flowering cut down to make way for

new growth, the plant being watered and manured. Seeds of perennial

and hardy annual plants, especially winter-flowering sweet peas, Iceland

poppies, stocks, and pansies, may now be sown, and a few bulbs for

earlv flowering planted. The beds should be well manured and deeply

worked in anticipation of planting the main crop of bulbs.
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REMINDERS FOR MARCH.
Live Stock.

Horses.—Feed as advised last month. Those in poor condition should be
" fed up " in anticipation of winter.

Should hordes not be feeding well and salivating, examine mouth for grass
seeds. Horses running at grass are frequently affected by them. The fseeds

should be removed, and a mild mouth wash used. A very weak solution of
Condy's Fluid will answer the purpose.

Grass seeds also cause blindness if not removed from the eye, and the
inflammation reduced by bathing the eye with boracic solution. A teaspoonful
of boracic acid to a pint of boiling water is the correct strength for the pur-
pose. Should a scum remain over the eye inject into the eye every other day
a small quantity of the following solution:—Sulphate of zinc, 4 grains; water,
1 pint.

Cattle.—Cows in milk should have plenty of succulent fodder and water
easy of access. When cows in milk have to be fed on chaff it should be soaked
with about half its bulk in water from 12 to 24 hours and the necessary con-

centrates mixed in at time of feeding. This soaking will soften the grain in the
chaff, preventing its loss in the dropping, and is the nearest substitute for the
succulence so necessary. Algerian oats should be sown on suitable land for grazing
off in the winter. Sow a mixture of oats, rye, and tares or peas for winter fodder
or to fill silos. Only exceptional cows and those required for town milk supply
should be served between now and July. Within the next two or three months
is the best time for cows to calve, as they will pay to feed through the winter
and give the best returns for the season, and be dried off when the grass is

dry and scarce. Calves should be given lucerne hay or crushed oats where
grass is not available.

Pigs.—Sows about to farrow should be provided with short bedding in well-

ventilated sties. See that the pigs have shade, and water to wallow in. There
should be plenty of cheap feed now, and pigs should be highly profitable.

Sheep.—All ewes should be kept strong for lambing. Crutch round taila

and lessen accumulation of discharge, and consequent attraction to the fly pest

at lambing time. Clear wool from round udders and teats and thereby save
many a lamb in bad weather; especially is this necessary in the case of young
ewes of the Merino and Lincoln crosses. Clear wool from eyes also. In crunching
ewes wlion close to lambing lay them over carefully, grasp by the thigh low
down, not by the flank as is generally done. Pure British breeds of ewes and
very coarse cross-breds may still be only coming in season; rams should be left

mated to make sure. Clean excessive wool and stains from ewes, and burr and
stains from rams to ensure service. Peserve good paddocks, if autumn be
favorable, for ewes with early-born lambs. Where possible, castrate the rana

lambs immediately. Good prices will be available for this class again this

winter.

PouLTEY.—Cull out the drones and get rid of surplus cockerels. Keep
forward pullets well fed—eggs are rising in value. Repairs to houses should
be done this month. Thoroughly cleanse all houses and pens. Spray ground
and houses with a 5 per cent, solution of crude carbolic acid. This will act as
a safeguard against chicken pox; burn all refuse and old feathers. Provide a
liberal supply of green food. For each moulting hen, add a teapsoonful of
linseed to the morning mash. Use tonic in mash, which should be kept in cool

shady spot.

Cultivation.

Fabm.—Work fallow where possible for autumn sowing of cereals. Sow
winter fodder crops, such as rye, barley, and vetches. Prepare land for lucerne

plots for autumn seeding. Make silage of maize and other crops for winter use.

Orchard.—Prepare new land for planting; plough deeply and subsoil; leave
surface rough. Plant out strawberries after first rain. Plant. crops for green
manure. Continue to fight the Codlin Moth.

Vegetable Garden.—Prepare ground for winter crops. Plant out seedlings
in moist soil. Sow cabbage, cauliflower, lettuce, early peas, swede turnip, beet,

carrot, radish, and early onions.

Flower Garden.—Cultivate and water. Feed dahlias, chrysanthemums, and
roses. Plant out shrubs, trees, and all kinds of bul,bs. Sow hardy annuals.
Plant geranium and pelargonium cuttings. Spray for Aphis, Red Spider, and
Mildew.
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School of

Primary Agriculture and Horticulture

"^^^^^

BURNLEY GARDENS, BURNLEY
TELEPHONE HAWTHORN 639

The Courses of Instruction at the above Institution

have been thoroughly revised, and the services of

a large staff of expert teachers are nov^ available

A. Course in Horticulture

This is a two-years' course in orchard and garden practice

and poultry management for students of both sexes who

are at least 14 years of age. The students attend daily

and spend two-thirds of the time in the orchard and

garden. The training is intended for those who propose

to follow orcharding or gardening as a means of livelihood.

Fee, £5 per year.

B. Part-time Course in Qardening

The class meets on two afternoons a week for instruction

in gardening. Fee, £2 per year.

C. Course in Primary Agricultural Science

This course is intended for boys at school who are

taking the subject for the Public Examination of the

Melbourne University. No fee.

Prospectuses and information concerning the courses may be obtained from

the Department of Agriculture, or the Principal, at Burnley Gardens,

Burnley. The latter will be glad to see parents and others desiring information.

The Commencement of Classes for 1919 has

been deferred owing to the Influenza outbreak.

The School will be re-opened on the same date as Metropolitan

Public Schools.
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UFIRST IN AUSTRALIA"

MEGGITT Ltd.'

Ha* EstablUhed

Linseed Oil Meal
Itself as

"THE STANDARD OF QUALITY
Commence Feedins: with this nutritious fodder and compare i MriscEDoumi

results. Pamphlet instructing how to feed, mailed free.
^^—>^^

Fall Particulars from Agents, or

MEGGITT LIMITED, 26 King Street, SYDNEY
"The Boy on Bag

Works : PARRAMATTA guarantees quality."

The Pioneer Linseed Oil & Linseed Oil Meal Manufacturers of Sth. Hemisphere
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>buR FruitCrop?
the'

I
''HE uncertainties of fruitgrowing are due to the

prevalence of disease and pests and to the vagaries of

the weather. Why not guard against these ?

Gargoyle Prepared Red Spraying Oil will destroy the insect

pests. It will assist the action of the fungicides, cover and
-= protect them against severe weather. It will invigorate the

trees and cause them to blossom early before the thrips

and the hot winds arrive. It will make you more sure of

your fruit crop.

Gargoyle Prepared Red Spraying Oil is the proved destroyer of Aphis, Scale,

Red Spider, and other sucking insects

If not obtainable from your storekeeper, write direct to us. It's made in

Australia. Look for the Red Gargoyle on the container.

S I

Vacuum Oil Company
Proprietary Limited

tQtr=-'^^''^

PreparedRed SprayingOil
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NEPTUNE SPRAYS
Consist of the following grades—

NEPTUNE RED SPRAYING OIL
Makes a beautiful white emulsion, contains 85% Red
Oil, and will do all that other red spraying oils will

do, and more.

NEPTUNE LIME AND SULPHUR SOLUTION
Is the safest and most powerful fungicide ever dis-

covered. Trees can be sprayed when in full bloom.

ARSENATE OF LEAD "MERCURY" BRAND
Will not scorch the foliage, and won't wash off.

Death to all parasites.

Writt for a Pamphlet giving full information and instructions.

NEPTUNE OIL CO. LTD., ;U°e2^S^"b?7e
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Full^Reward
YOUR LAEOK
rmsmrr k r

Obtain the maximum prices and most prompt

returns by consigning all your produce to us.

Agents in all leading towns can be consulted at any

time. Liberal advances made against consignments.

NOie REMOVRLTO ^
LRRCCR PREMISES - m

MBRKETt COLLINS S'J

MELBOURNE-
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Graded Seed Wheat
1918 DISTRIBUTION

Select Bred Graded Seed of the following varieties

of Wheat will be available for distribution early in

iviaicn,

Special Federation



Maize Products
46 Polly'' Feed and Oil Meal

All Cattle and Poultry Like It

"POLLY" BRAND FEED is just Maize, with the germ and the surplus

starch removed, toasted, and made appetising, then dismtegrated into powder

and put up for ready mixing and immediate use. Is rich in Protein, viz.,

20 per cent, guaranteed.

COWS fed on "Polly" Feed will yield 20 per cent, more milk.

HORSES thrive better on "Polly" Feed because the heavy and indigestible

starch proportion is removed, and the Feed is muscle and bone forming.

" POLLY " FEED does not weevil or germinate, and it does not turn rancid

with age.

Maize Products "Oil Meal"
IVlciize Oil IVleal is toasted and tasteful, does not germinate or turn

rancid with age or storage. Ready for use as a mash at a moment's notice.

CALVES thrive on "OIL MEAL" better than any other.

POULTRY of all kinds do better with "OIL MEAL" than with any other.

Fattening Pigs—For fat bacon nothing is more successful for Weight

and Flavour.

Maize Oil Meal differs from our "Polly" Brand Feed in that the

latter is cheaper and produces bone and muscle, whereas Maize Oil Meal

produces Bone, Muscle, Fat, and a Glossy and Beautiful Coat.

Maize Oil Meal " "Polly" Brand Feed
Put up in lOO lb. bags. Every beig guaranteed.

Write for prices and further particulars.

MAIZE PRODUCTS Pty. Ltd.
Office and Works Footscray, Victoria

Telephones : Footscray 367—368



VICTORIAN RAILWAYS

PICTURESQUE VICTORIA

Summer Excursions
The Victorian Railways issue Summer Excursion

Fares to the Seaside, Mountains, Rivers, Lakes,

and Caves, from 1st November till 30th April

MOUNT BUFFALO
Excursion Fares all the year

round

First-Class Special Inclusive

Week Tickets

covering Transport and Accommodation,

at the " Government Chalet," are issued

on Mondays by the 6.15 a.m. train, and

on Fridays by the 4 p.m. Express train,

at £6
Excursionists wishing to travel by motor from
Bright may do so, weather permitting, on payment

at Bright of 5/- extra.

Special Inclusive Week

Excursion Tickets

including Accommodation, &c.

HEALESVILLE
Rail, Coach Drives, &c., £3 3/-

WARBURTON
Rail, Coach Drives, &c., £.3 lO/-

BEECHWORTH
Rail, Coach Drives, &c., £5 S/-

Lakes Entrance & Buchan Caves
including l^ail. Boat, Motor Car, and Motor
Launch Transport, Accommodation, Coach

Drives, and Motor Launch Trips, £7

Victorian Government Tourist Bureau
Opposite Town Hall, Collins Street, Melbourne

Full Information supplied in regard to Excursions, Tourist

Resorts, Accommodation, &c. Tickets issued daily

Handbooks, Maps, and Hotel Guides Free on application.

Telephone Nos. 2898
and 2899 Central

GEO. H. SUTTON.
Secretary for Railways.



Vol. XVII. NHILL FARM COMPETITIONS. Parts.
[Registered at the General Post Office, Melbourne, for transmission by Post as a Newspaper.]

PRICE THREEPENCE. (Annual Subscription—Victoria, Inter-State, and N.Z., 3/-; British and Foreign, 6/-.)



Farmers! Ensure Permanent Pasture

,,~--^LOOK HERE!!
Ttiis is Important

Brunning^s Grass

Seeds
SPECIALLY RE-CLEANED

sow

Grasses & Clovers

Gel the Biggest Return from your Land The Best Seeds are the Cheapest—
Brunning's Famous Grasses & Clovers are the Fmest in the World Rehable

Seeds are essential for permanent Pasture. Having installed the latest up-to-

date cleanmg machinery, the quality of Brunning's Grass and Clover Seeds

will be even higher than m the past. The following can be sown separate

or in mixtures— Rye Grass, Prairie, Paspalum, Dilitatum, Timothy Grass;

also White Clover. Alsike, Berseem, and Cowgrass. Write To-day !

FULL PARTICULARS AND SAMPLES ON APPLICATION

Sow A FOUR PURPOSE CROP
Abundant Winter Green Feed assured can be cut and (ed or grazed. Brunning's

Pour Purpose Crops are also valuable for Cleansing the land, adding Humus and

Nitroi^en to the Soil. SPECIAL LEAFLET NOW READY

F. H. BRUNNING Pty. Ltd.

64 ELIZABETH STREET ''Victoria Seed House" MELBOURNE
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SUNLIGHT
OIL-CAKE

A Better Result.

MR. SHANAHAN. of Coleraine. writes:—

Dear Sirs,

I am enclosing cheque (or Oil-Cake. It took me

a long time before 1 could get the cows to eat it, but

ihey got to like it by degrees, and the result is entirely

satisfactory. I really do not know of a substance that

could give a better result. 1 regret very much that 1

did not have it earlier, and I feel sure I would have

doubled my supply of cream. One of my cows was

nearly dry, and was not giving more than a pint of

milk per day. Now she is giving I i gallons. Certainly

some of the result is due lo the increased supply of

grass, but from the time I got her to eat the Oil-Cake

she steadily improved and is continuing on the

improve.
, , , „

Yours faithfully,

(Signed) JOHN SHANAHAN.

For Post Free Book

—

"Science in the Dairy"
By L. A. SAUNDERS,

Late Editor "Australian Field,"

Write to Lever Brothers Ltd., Box 2510,

G.P.O., Melbourne.

sunlight
Oilcake
Guaranteed Pure.

See that the name "Sunlight" ia

branded on every cake.

PAMPHLETS
New Series

Obtainable from the Director of

Agriculture, Melbourne,

Free on Application.

1. SILO CONSTRUCTION.

2. HINTS FOR NEW SETTLERS. T. A. J. Smith.

3. APPLE CROWING FOR EXPORT.
P. ./. Carinoily.

5. CIDER MAKING. J- Knl^jhl.

7. CITRUS FRUIT CULTURE. E. E. I'tscotl.

8. BUILDING HINTS FOR SETTLERS.
.1. .?. Kelt licit. C.E., rtJKf othr".

9. TOBACCO CULTURE. '/'. A. J. Sittith.

10. SILOS AND SILAGE, i-. II. F. Ikikcr.

11. THE BEET SUGAR INDUSTRY AND CLOSER
SETTLEMENT. //. T. Etinterbf/.

12. WORMS IN SHEEP.
.V. ,s'. Cititieroit. D.V.Sc, M.Ii.C.V.S.

13. CHEESE MAKING (Chedaar). 0. .9. Sawerg.

14. FARM BLACKSMITHING. O. Ili.vtti:

15. BROOM FIBRE INDUSTRY. T. A. J. Smith.

16. THE PIG INDUSTRY. A'. T. Arrhci:

19. LIME IN AGRICULTURE.
Dr. S. S. Cntiteron and othcrn.

20. NUMERICAL SYSTEM OF PACKING APPLES.
E. Mirk-iitii.

21. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS
— 1912-13. ir. A. y. Hohrti.'.-ott, Jl.V.Si:

22. WHEAT AND ITS CULTIVATION.
.1. /;. r. i{i,-h'u:Ls„ii. M.A.. B.Sc.

24. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS
-1913-14. If. A. .V. J!„hni.son. B. V.Sr.

26. TOMATO CULTURE IN VICTORIA, .s. A. Cork:

27. SUMMER FODDER CROPS.
Trmplc A. J. Stnith.

30. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS
1914-15. ir. ,1. .V. /,'..,'«-,/.vo(/. /,'.r.,sv.

32. CITRUS CULTURE IN VICTORIA. >'. A. Citrh.

33. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS
-1915-16. II'. .1. -Y. r.ulH'f(.'<„„, n.V.Sf.

34. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS
-1916-17. II'. .1. -V. l;,.h,rt.K„,i, n.V.Sc.

35. SUMMER BUD, or YEMA GRAFT OP THE VINE
F. ,lr Ct.^/, 11,1.

36. EVAPORATION OF APPLES.

39. POTATO CULTURE. ./. T. Kammy.

Also Leaflets on Foul Brood of Bees, Transferring

r.tes, Feeding: Cows for Milk Piodiiction, Sulphit-

in^', Some Vinta'.;e Oonsldi rations, Sprinj,' Frosts,

Cut Worms, Insect Fe.^ts of the Potato, Fruit

Tree Diseases and tVieir Treatment.
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JERSEY BUTTER^^BULLS^^
Applj'—

C. GORDON LYON, "Banyule," Heidelberg, Victoria

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

YEAR BOOK OF AGRICULTURE
FOR 190S

448 Pages 200 Illustrations 2 Coloured Plates

Cloth, 3s. 6d.; paper, Zs. 6d. ^^T^.^r-'^'^lV^r.^rd'^^^^^^

/

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

To Intending Citrus Growers
LIMITED NUMBERS OF

CITRUS TREES
ARE OBTAINABLE FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

THE VARIETIES ARE WASHINGTON NAVELS, VALENCIA LATE, EUREKA, and LISBON

Price, &G per Hundred
f.o.r. at WAHGUNYAH. —

An amount of 10s. for each hundred ordered is to accompany applications, and the balance, £5 10s.

for each hundred, is to be paid when consignees give directions to have consignments forwarded.

A charge of 2'd per hundred will be made for packing unless the casings be returned.

Applications must be made on the official order forms, which may be obtainedfrom The Director,

Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, or from the Citrus Nursery, Wahgunyah,

Full particulars concerning the distribution, explaining the conditions which must be complied with by applicants,

are obtainable on application to

THE DIRECTOR OF AGRICULTURE, MELBOURNE
^

.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

POULTRY FOR SETTLERS

Cockerels and Pullets
Bred from the following matings

WYUNA WHITE LEGHORNS -DISTINCT STRAINS

No. 1 Pure Cosh—World's Record Strain -£220
,, 2 From Tested Hens, Record 269 to

282, mated to a Cockerel from a 275

Hen £2 2

„ 3 Pure Moritz - - - - £l I

,, 4 Pure Subiaco - - - - £l 1

,, 5 From Tested Hens, 240 and upwards £110

Orders may now be booked from the Poultry Pens

at the Wyuna Farm for delivery from March, 1919

RHODE ISLAND RED COCKERELS
£1 : 1 : O £2 : 2 : O

A limited number bred from Tested Hens

Note.—W. N. O'MuUane's Champion Burnley Pen (19I4-19I5). which

established the still unbeaten world's record of 1,699 eggs, was the progeny

of a hen hatched from a Wyuna sitting. This pen recently realized £.75
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BILLABONG" Centrifugal
PUMPS

also made with
End Suction

For raising large quantities of Water
for Irrigation and other purposes.

This Centrifugal Pump embodies many
notable features— a result of our long

experience in Pump manufacture. It

13 made at our Melbourne Works of

good quality materials and by expert

: : : Pump Engineers : : :

The efficiency of our pumps taken under actual tesl is 75J per cent. This, we

consider, for a stock line of pump, altogether above the average.

Specifications
and Prices
on Application

IsonI

Expert
Advice
Free

Makers of Windmills, Pumps, Troughs, Fluming, &c., &c.

Melbourne and Sydney

PARSONS BROS. & CO.
-Propy. Ltd.-

OATMEAL, SPLIT PEAS, and

PEARL BARLEY MILLERS
and"CORN INA* MANUFACTURERS

ARE

BUYERS of OATS, PEAS,

BARLEY, and MAIZE.

GRAIN TO US. t
BOX 53.

G.P.O.. MELBOURNE.

4.
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3 Our Farm

Pump Engine
Lifts water 500 feet and

pumps it a mile at a

cost of a little over one
penny an hour. It is

thoroughly reliable, self-

contained, and ready for

instant use. Drives

MilLing Machines,
Separators, Spraying Outfits; cuts chaff, saws

light wood, &c. No platforms to build, no belt

troubles, no shafts, arms, or pump jacic needed.

Can be attached to pumps in three minutes. No
mechanical knowledge to 6x—can be operated

by a boy. Needs very little attention. A
really efficient engine.

Price—£ 1 down—Balance as you earn

'Challenge"

Windmills
Are all steel

constructed, heavily gal-

vanized, rust proof. Over

5,000 users can speak of the satisfaction they

have given. One roan has I 1 7 »t work.

Provided with an efficient syphon oiling

system. Crank shaft is forged from one piece

of steel, sensitive governor gives complete con-

trol in all winds. Internal gears run without

noise, all beatings are reversible, giving double

service, perfect adjustment, flexible steel band

brake. Owing to early ordering we can supply

some windmills at less than the present cost

of the raw materials. Big slocks—low prices.

Prompt Deliveries
Mills from 6 ft. to 14 ft. in stock.

Also towers of all heights.

Send for General Catalogue giving illustrations,

descriptions and prices of engines, implements,
agricultural machinery and farm tools

LANGWILL BROS. & DAVIES
Pty. Ltd.

Aeentt for Tangye Oil, Steam, and Gas Engines, Pumps and Machinery

110-114 Sturt St., South Melbourne

Dip Famine Rumor Unfounded
Many flock owners may have been scared because of rumors of a "Dip Famine"

—

but such a possibility is without any foundation. A shortage of imported dips need

have no effect on dip supplies whatever, for Australia now produces \o

POWDER SHEEP DIP
AN ARSENICAL DIP OF THE HIGHEST POSSIBLE QUALITY-
chemically and physically equal to the best dip hitherto imported—and which

CAN BE SUPPLIED TO MEET ALL AUSTRALASIA'S NEEDS

' Vallo' dipped flocki are already speaking eloquently as to the reliability

of this compound—proving by their wool yield, wool quality, and all-

round improved conditions that "Vallo* Powder Sheep Dip is not only

effective, but longest lasting in its destructive action against Ticks, Lice,

and other sheep infesting vermin ; reduces Fly Strike to a minimum,
and makes a sheep clean and impervious to contagion from 'dipping'

to next shearing.

Manufactured by A. VICTOR LEGGO & CO.. Arsenic Mines,

Southern Cross W. A., and Queensland ; Works, Yarraville and Bendigo ;

Head Office, 497-503 Collins Street, Melbourne.

Distributors for Victoria and Tatmania—
A. VICTOR LEGGO & CO., Melbourne
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Getting Ready for a Rainy Day
Too many men on the land are con-

tent, when tanks and dams bubble

over in wet weather, to let the water

stream away anywhere and waste.

Be prepared for a dry spell

Start a Scoop working now.

A McPherson Earth Scoop
is made of hardened steel, same width back and

front, with cutting edge well sharpened. Complete
with Steel Runners, Stout Steel Bail and Swivel,

and Detachable Handles. T>w'\fP 7 O '

-

Capacity, 7 cubic feel.
'

M^PITcrsorV|)
W"^ Proprietary Ltd

582 Collins St., Melbourne

CREDIT FONCIER

I

Loans on Farms
UP TO TWO-THIRDS OF VALUATION

In sums from £50 to £2,000

At 6 per cent. Interest

and from \\ per cent, in reduction of principal, which pays off the loan

in 27J years.

Loans granted on Freeholds, or Crown Leaseholds which could be

made freehold at any time on payment of the balance of Crown Rents.

No Charge for Mortgage Deed

Loans may be paid off on any half-yearly pay day, subject to a small

charge if paid off within the first five years, but no penalty after five years.

Forms may be obtained at any Branch of the State Savings Bank, or

by writing to

—

The Inspector-General, The State Savings Bank,
ELIZABETH STREET. MELBOURNE,
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Bonedust, Superphosphate,
And Other High-Grade Fertilizers. Poultry Bone Grit, Meat Meal, Cattle Lick

DELIVERED AT RAILWAY STATION, FOOTSCRAY, OR ON WHARF, MELBOURNE

BONEDUST :: :: ::

MANUFACTURERJ. COCKBILL,
OFFICE: 407 POST OFFICE PLACE, MELBOURNE

BONES BOUGHT. CONSIGN TO ME. FOOTSCRAY. Telephone 2098.

LINES FOR THE FARMER!
RUBEROID
FOR ROOFS OF COTTAGES,

STABLES. SHEDS, ac.

INDELIBLO COLD
WATER PAINT

FOR ALL OUTSIDE PAINTING

Wholesale
Agents .•—

IN ALL CALCIMO COLOURS
-FOR INSIDE PLASTERED WALLS-

Obtainable
from all

Storekeepers

BROOKS, ROBINSON & CO. Ltd.

'Phon
7419

CentralI The Australasian Mutual Insuranee

Society Ltd.
400-2 Collins St.,

MELBOURNE.

Live Stock
Insured

at Lowest Current Rates

obtainable in Australia.

OTHER DEPARTMENTS OF BUSINESS.

Fire, Marine, Fidelity Gaarantee, Plate

Glau, Penenal Accident and Sickness,

EapleTcrs' Liability, Worlunen'i Corapen-

Mti«B. Pablic Risk, Motar Car, and Bnrclary.

INSURE WITH THIS SOCIETY, AND RECOMMEND IT TO YOUR NEIGHBOURSJ
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Nine Years
Practical Tests

7^e Renowned

"BLUE BELL"
Arsenate ofLead

Secure your orders at once.

F. W. PRELL & CO., 31 Queen St., Melbourne

SOLE VICTORIAN AGENTS

NEW FOOD FOR SHEEP, COWS, AND HORSES
Leslie Salt Licks which supersede rock salt are composed of pure sterilized

salt, tosjether with lime, a small proportion of Epsom salts, and other
scientifically blended ing^redients. They are the finest conditioner and
animal medicine known, and will do more to prevent disease than any
medical treatment. 2/- per block ; or 22/6 per case of 12 blocks (plus

freisrht to country centres). Order from saddler, produce merchant, black-

smith, butter factory, general store, or any of the following agents :

—

Oippsland and Northern Selling and Ins. Co. Ltd., Melb. ; James McEwan
C^^and Co. Pty. Ltd., Melb. ; Price, Griffiths & Co., Melb. ; J. Bartram & Son
"^'Pty.Ltd., Melb. ; Lyall&Son, Nth. Melb. ifeGeelong ; New Zealand Loan and

Mercantile Oo. Ltd., Collins & King-sts., Melb. ; or Alex. Mair & Co., Melb.

"THE BEST is CHEAPEST—ALWAYS !
"

LYSAGHTS
CORRUGATED ROOFING IRON

Obtainable from all leading Ironmongers, Storekeepers, ana
Timber Merchants throughout Australia.

"Australia's

WAGON 99

Hildyard Steel Wheel Wagons at

the Front. They are now fitted

with twin roller bearings, 33 per

cent, saved in draft. More durable
than ever. Less wear and tear.

No boxes to crack. We guarantee
them. The rollers run in oil in dustproof races. They are now perfection, and we can supply to

carry all weiwhis as usual for wool, wheat, or farm. Ordinary axles supplied if preferred.

J J Gordan (Ardlethan) says :••" The i ton, SS in. and iO in. dia. wheel tvagon you supplied me
runs splendid. I am putting SO bags of wheat on t horses. That proves its light draught."

S«nd for
Catalog Now HILDYARD WAGON WORKS, I^L^b^^Iur^^vk
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Seed Wheat &Seed Oats Cleaners &Graders
FOR HAND OR POWER

MADE IN AUSTRALIA

SCHUMACHER Mill Furnishing Works Pty. Ltd.

PORT MELBOURNE

wft wm

Fig. 233. Ornamenul Fig. 211 OraamenUl Fig. 188b OmamenUl
Handffate. 4 ft high Handgate- 4 ft. high Handgatt. 4 ft. high

CYCLONE PTY. LTD. 4B« SWAN9TON •TRBBT
MILBOURNB
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DOOKIE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
Provides Special Facilities for Practical and Scientific Agricultural Education

Notable Agriculturists say that this College offers the best
agricultural education and practical training in the world

THE COLLEGE TEAR COMMENCES IN MARCH STUDENTS MAY BE ENROLLED AT ANY TIME

Alternative Courses—
(a) Diploma Course

(b) One Year's Course.

Three Years.

Total Fees —

£25/-/- per annum.

The college contains modern anri well equipped laboratory and lecture hall, single bedrooms, recreation and
sports grounds.

Of the 5,913 acres of (arm land at Dookie, 1,000 acres were put under crop by students last season; and champion
prizes were won for sheep and pigs at the last Royal Agricultural Society's Show.

FARM SUBJECTS.—Agriculture, Animal Husbandry, Poultry, Fruit GrowinK,
Butter and Cheese Factory Management, Building Construction for Farmers.

EACH BRANCH UNDER SPECIALLY TRAINED EXPERTS

LONGERENONG AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
SESSIONS COMMExNCE MARCH AND SEPTEMBER

This College is specially adapted for Junior Students from 14 years of age

AREA OF FARM, 2.336 ACRES
MAIN BRANCHES OF FARM WORK.—Grain Growing, Fat Lamb Raising, Dairying,

Irrigation of Fodder Crops, Fruit, &c.

Total Fees—£35 per annum.

Full particulars obtainable from T. J. PURVIS, Esq., Secretary, Council of Agricultural Education,

Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, or the Principals of the Colleges.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE

VETERINARY SCHOOL
Complete Courses of Instruction are conducted in all Subjects for the Degree of

Bachelor of Veterinary Science (B.V. Sc), and for the License (L.V. Sc).

Veterinary Surgeons possessing the above qualifications are eligible for registration

under the Veterinary Surgeons Act (Victoria) and for Veterinary Appointments in the

Commonwealth and Slate Services and in the Army Veterinary Corps.

For full particulars apply

—

The DIRECTOR, Veterinary School. PARKVILLE, VICTORIA
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" This is for you, girls

!

It'8 the most wonderful separator I ever saw. I just brought It from

Johnson's Hardware Store where they were demonstrating it. You can't

guess what it will do."

"I think I know, father. You told me last week about the loss of

cream in our old separator when I turned it too slow. You timed me
and pretty near scolded me when you found I was turning 37 revolutions

instead of 50. This is the separator that "skims clean at any speed." It's a

SHARPIES
C

SUCTION-FEED ^^REAM SEPARATOK
"Mary Is a smart girl, mother—she guessed It. We all helped to

test it and it skimmed to a trace when turned as slow as 36 and equally

clean when turned as fast as 55 turns. It simply skimmed faster when
we turned it faster. And the cream remained at 35 Vo thruout the

varying speeds."

"Why, father—then we will know exactly what the cream check
will be each week, wont we?"

"Indeed we will, mother. Now look at the bowl. It's a plain

straight tube with a small ring like a napkin ring in it.

" Goody I— I'll get thru washing up in a jiffy, no discs!"

"Yes, girls, and note the knee-low supply tank, and the automatic

once-a-month oiling—it has any other separator I ever tried, beat a mile.

But then—it's made by the oldest and largest Separator Works in America."

Agents for Victoria—NEWELL & COY., King St., Melbourne
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NATIONAL TRUSTEES
Executors & Agency Company of Australasia Ltd.

DIRECTORS

:

HON. WALTER MADDEN, Chairman and Managing Director.
EDWARD FITZGERALD. Esq., LL.D. MICHAEL MORNANE. Esq.

HON. DUNCAN E. McBRYDE, M.L.C. HENRY MADDEN, Esq. DAVID HUNTER. E«q.

This Company Acts as Executor or Joint Executor of Wills, Administrator, Trustee of
Settten^ents, and Agent for Absentees under Power of Attorney.

MONEY TO LEND ON BROAD ACRES AND FARM LANDS

Offices— 1 13 Queen St. (Corner of Little Coilins-st.), Melbourne

riOOO TREES & STUMPS

GRUBBED OUT"
Thus writes Mr. J. Sutherland, Parwan.

"
I am very well pleased with the Grubbers, as tbey are doinij very ^ood \\-ork. With mine I have

close on l.OuO trees ami stumps frrubhed out. I have done al tins work myself without any assistance.

So I consider the Grubber has more than doubly paid for itself."

Full The "MONKEY WINCH" will save time, labour and money on
particulars your land clearing, is always ready, and can be worked in

from,— the very roughest country and in any class of timber.

TREWHELLA BROS. pty. ltd., TRENTHAM

=^

VICTORIA PHOSPHATE
Manufactured by the Heathcote Chemical Co. Pty. Ltd.

from a Vidtorian Deposit.

^jV^

CROP OttOWN AT BRIDOEWATER WITH "VICTORIA PHOSPHATE."

Orden can now be supplied and full information obtained frum

Victorian Producers' Co-Operative Compy. Ltd.
AGENTS FOR VICTORIA

589 TO 605 COLLINS STREET WEST, MELBOURNE
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NOXIOUS WEEDS
Farmers! don't let the weeds get a 1^ mortgage on your land

The most Effective, Safest and Cheapest method
of ERADICATINC WEED PESTS is by using

=== Arsenious .

Chloride Preparations
Manufactured by CACTUS ESTATES LTD.

Applied by means of an Atomizer or Spray Pump

Recommended by the Department of Agriculture of Victoria

We have hundreds of restimonials from satisfied clients

Full particulars /^ A/^TITQ FQT A TF" Q I TT\ ®^ QUEEN ST..
from V^/W^ i wO HikD 1 t\. i xLtij 1^ i *-J »^ MELBOURNE

"BULLDOG" Burnt & Unburnt

(carbonate) AgricultuFal Limc
For Orchards. Crops, and Pastures

Its use is stroiitrly recommended by all experts, and those who have

had practical experience. Any quantity supplied at shortest notice.

For applying to land we recommend our "Ajax " Lime Spreader

ID Trade Mark

W0Tk>

Rboisterfd Trade Mark „ , j r „ , i t r,- . l ,Katei and full particulars from Utstrtbulon

cuRDiE's RIVER T, CLJRi HE X * ty. Ltd.
Telephone—Central 2807 22S Coppin Street, Richmond, Victoria

BURNT LILYDALE LIME
FOR THE LAND

Farmers who have not used Burnt Lime should try it. The action

of Burnt Lime on the land is Immediate. The demand for Building

Lime having slackened owing to the War, Farmers have the opportunity

of getting a supply of the well-known Lilydale Lime.
ANALYSIS go as high as 98% Calcium Oxide.

Apply—

DAVID MITCHELL ESTATE, pJi.. OLIVER'S LANE, MELBOURNE
Work<—Cave Hill. Ulydale. Tel. Lilydale 4. TeL Central 5726.
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Internationai farm machines are ably designed by experts, conscientiously built by skilled

-workmen, thoroughly inspected, and finally placed on the market with the claim that they

will give good and satisfactory service. The trials and tests of many decades have amply

praved their worth and secured the goodwill of the farmer to the International line.

INTERNATIONAL CULTIVATORS

The International cultivator is

made for tearing up extremely

hard ground for summer fallow-

ing, killing obnoxious weeds,

aerating the soil in the spring of the year, and other work

of this character. It can be worked in all kinds and conditions

of soil and is the type of cultivator best adapted to kill out

weed pests. The presstire adjtistments and depth regulation

•of the International cultivator particularl}- adapt this implement

for this purpose. Sizes and special equipment available to

suit all possible requirements. Write for pamphlet.

INTERNATIONAL DRILLS

Soil conditions determine to a

large extent the type of drill

to use. vSo in ])urcha.sing a

drill the farmer should select the one kind l)cst adapted to his

soil. International drills arc made in types and sizes to meet

.all manner of soil conditions and can be furnished with almost

.any equipment desired. Ask for particulars.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER CO. OF AUS. PTY. LTD.

543-555 BOURKE STREET, MELBOURNE
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NHILL FARM COMPETITIONS, I IMS.

Report by the Judge, Mr. H. A. Mullett, B. Ag.Sc,
Science Field Officer.

General Impressions.

After devoting a crowded week to the inspection of nunierous wheat

crops and fallows, and after an analysis of the farming methods of the

community, one leaves the Nliill district impressed with the skill of

t/hose farmers whose yields for the past five years (inchiding one of

drought) have averaged between eight and nine bags to the acre. That
impression is all the more firmly esta'blished by the inspection of several

crops this year that will yield nearer 40 bushels to the acre than the

figure already mentioned—and this on a rainfall of 14 inches, i.e., 2

iijcbes iTnder the average.

Inquiry shows that these results cannot be wholly ascribed to any
one cause, but rather, .are the cumulatiA^e effect of the faithful carrying
out of a number of important details. !N'ot only has careful attention

been given to each of the scientific factors that are essential to success,

viz., preparation and maintenance of the fallow, .attention to manuring,
the use of improved seed-wheat, a systematic rotation of crops, including
oats, and also the keeping of sheep, but, in addition, marked energy,

determination, and judgment has been displayed in executing each of
the farming operations in the right way, at the right time. The
successful men are thus those Avho, in addition to being possessed of
sound agricultural knowledge, are not content to drift along with cur-
rent weather conditions, but have adopted a robust fighting ipolicy of
"bending" the seasons to fJieir will.

2197.
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Methods of Increasing Carrying Capacity Specially Important
AT Present.

Amon^ the economic changes caused by the war, none has given the

primary producer more concern than those adjustments necessary in

the regular farming systems as a result of the relatively greater increase

in the value of sheep products as compared with those of the cereals.

Professor Perkins, writing in the Journal of Agriculture of South Aus-

tralia recently, showed that while wheat has increased 25 per cent iii

price and costs 9d. per bushel extra to produce now, as compared with

a ten year pre-war period, wool has increased 61 per cent, in value,

without a correspondiHg increase in the cost of production. The popular

adjustment is to reduce the area cultivated; but many farmers, in order to

utilize their horses, which are not saleable at present, except at a heavy

loss, have been obliged to continue their usual cropping. It is certain

that while the present conditions continue, methods of increasing the

carrying capacity of a farm are of more than passing interest to primary
producers, especially those who are forced by existing circumstances to

maintain their holdings under cultivation.

As a result of my recent and previous visits to the Wimmera, I am
strongly imbued with the idea that this improvement is feasible, and

may be effected by putting to better use that part of the farm now
allowed to take care of itself. Two ways suggest themselves—one is

the improvement of the present pasture by the sowing of a temporary
pasture suited to the conditions brought about by the preceding cereal

crop; the other is that greater use might be made of oats, barley, or

another plant as a catch crop for early feed.

If there is another impression, it comes from viewing the successful

efforts of several advanced agriculturists in what are usually termed
the side-lines. The methods and results of these men prove at fault the

general conception of the Wimmera as a one-erop, one-stock country.

The District.

For the information of those outside the district, who may be

unfamiliar with the Wimmera, undoubtedly one of the most fertile

wheat provinces in Australia, it should be stated that Nhill is situated

at a distance of about 30 miles from the Soutli Australian border, on

the main railway line connecting Melbourne with Adelaide. From the

most northerly part of those broad fertile black plains, which stretol)

easterly from Murtoa, Horsham, Natimuk, Dimboola, in the general
direction of Rupanyup, Minyip, and Warracknabeal, a narrow irregular

tongue of the same class of soil, with Nhill at its centre, extends westerly
toward the border. To the north and south of this tongue, which is

never more than 25 miles wide, and is often but a few miles across, lies

a sandy desert area covered with stunted mallee. Between the fertile

area and the desert country is what is known as fringe country, where the

box and bull-oak trees of the black soils intermingle with the mallee
scrub. The light, friable black loams of the fringe gradually change to a

red or grey sandy loam wholly covered with mallee. Both these soils

grow exc(dlent crops of wheat.
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The contour of the whole country is, in general, undulating; the

rising ground is often of a red clayey nature, somewhat deficient in

lime as compared with the 'black soils, and ratJier difficult to work,

except where it contains a high proportion of sand; but the majority
of the land comprises extensive areas of rich black soil. It is friable

and possesses a characteristic quality of being workable almost at any
time of the year. Occasional swamps are met with.

The rainfall at Nhill averages 16.59 inches. The stock carrying
capacity of the land in the district is about two sheep to three acres.

The area was originally thrown open for selection in 320 acre lots,

but to-day farms of this size are rarely &Q&a. The areas range from 640
acres to several thousands of acres. The average size of ten farms
inspected was close on 1,500 acres.

The Farming METiioos

—

-General Rotation Practised.

With the type of farming as practised at present it is general to

regard wheat (after fallow) as the cash crop. The sowing of a portion

p ^,

^r Y Y Y • >
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of larger size, say, of 2,240 acres, i.e., an aggregation of seven of tlie

original Wocks, a fairly typical instance of the cropping system followed

is each year to sow about 470 acres of cereals, of which, say, 320 would

be Avheat, and 150 oats, while 820 acres would be fallowed. On the

rest, supplemented 'by the stubbles, &e., but Avithout any special effort

to improve the (piality or quantity of the natural feed, from 1,000 to

1.400 sheep would be carried.

An analysis of the farming systems of rlic ton tyj)ical farms pre-

viously referred to as ipossessing an average of 1.500 acres shows that

on this average farm—
1 acre in every 5.7 is annually sown to wheat,

1 acre in. every 5.8 is annually fallowed,

1 acre in every 14.5 is annually sown to oats.

The remaining 812 acres are under natural grass, and on it, j-oughly,

500 sheep are maintained. Two of these farms contain some mallee

land, lience the number of shec]) is probahly somewhat on the low side.

Some of the Lines of Future Progress.

Though the almost uniform dependence on the system of farming
mentioned, together AAnith the erops named, is most striking, the results

achieved by certain individual farmers are definite enough to point

the way in which ])rogress may be made in the future.

.Vtte>;ti()>' to tue Fallows.

From a wheat-growing point of view, the special attributes of the

most successful men and the points to which they find detailed attention

necessary have already been referred to. The same men regularly

obtain maximum yields, but among the rank and file there is plenty ot

room for improvement.

Perhaps the direction in which the majority can easily effect refoiiu

is in the maintenance of the fallows; there is a tendency to trust too

much to the sheep to keep the fallow in order, which is frequently per-

mitted to set down for months, and a bare minimum of cultivation is

given.

It is certain that this method, while it can be followed on large

holdings with (benefit to the sheep and with economy of labour, is not

the one that gives the maximum yields of wheat. On smaller farms,

where the unit of plant is sufficient to cultivate the fallow as often as

may he desirable, the greatest net profit can only be realized when the

whole of the necessary work is done and the maximum yield secured.

An example, amoug a number of othei-s, of a large farm, where

considerable attention is ])aid to cultivation of the fallow, is that oi

Mr. C. F. H. Reichelt, at Woorak West. This farm of 1,300 acres is

on the " fringe " country, and also contains some mallee land. A
paddock of black soil, on which the winning crop this year Avas grown,

received the folloAving treatment:—It was ploughed in June and July,

and cross^harrowed after a rain. It was spring-toothed in September

and subsequently cross-harrowed. In October, it was cultivated Avith «

cultivating-scarifier, and then harrowed. In Feibiuary, after 120 points

of rain, it. was spring-toothed. Portion was again spring-toothed in

April after being sown Avitji ;i cultivator di'ill.
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All instance of a 640-a<'re farm, where the maxiiiium of working is

^iven, is that of Mr. Collins, at Woorak. At this farm it was found

possible with a one-man plant, to give 90 acres of summer fallow ten

necessary workings, and 116 acres of winter fallow received six opera-

tions up to seed time. In addifirm. 50 acrc'^ of oats wore sown, and the

usual farm routine maintained.

The Fse of Pedigkee Seed Wiie.vt a>d Ixcreaseo Qiaxtities ok

Maxure.

The use of selected seed from the Seed Stations is becoming general

throughout the district, but there are still many who do not take the

trouble to secure the enhanced returns that it has been demonstrated this

.seed produces. The average quantity of manure applied is in the vicinity

of 56 lbs., thougli a gradual increase is noticeable as a result of the

tests at Longerenong and Warracknabeal. At both these centres it has

been demonstrated that the ap])lication of 1 cwt. of superphospliate has

given an increased return of 3s. 6d. per acre over and above the cost

of the manure as compared witli a half cwt. Tbis figure is the average

of five years' results, including a drought year.

Diversified AcjRicrLTURE.

There are those Avho have realized that wheat and sheep are not

the only activities that pay for skilled and systematic attention. Some
have found that there are payable crops besides wheat and oats, and
some know that there are temporary pastures that will support more
sheep to the acre than natural grass and wild oats. Again, stock other

than sheep, receiving but a minimum of attention, but handled in the

right way, have yielded good financial returns.

It is by the partial utilization of existing plant and labour along one
or other of these lines, together with the consequential adjustment of

existing activities (and extensive changes are not advocated),- that the

biggest net profits per acre are being realized in the Wimmera to-day.

In a general way, in spite of the fact of the relatively favorable

))rice of sheep ])roducts as compared to wheat, it is not a case of " wheat
versus sheep," but rather the efficient production of more wheat and
more oats and more sheep, and of any other crops or stock that m^y
suit the special cases. Barley is a crop with which a few are achieving

success. Linseed is one that could be tried in the future. Handsome
returns are being secured by a few by careful management of pigs or

poultry. Of course, a fundamental requisite of any of these activities is

that they shall be capable of being Avorked with a minimum of labour.

Some of the foregoing contentions are well supported by systematic

information that has been secured from a number of farmers of

the district as to their average gross returns from each department

of the farm for the ipast five years. The figures are most instructive,

and show that the gross returns over the whole farm range from £1

per acre to over £2. per acre. Of course, the larger the farm the smaller

the gross returns per acre; but the greatest differences between indivi-

dual cases are to be found in the returns from the various departments
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of similar farms. These differences can be closely correlated with the

individual methods of the farmers. For instance, there are those who

have obtained an average gross return of £6 per acre for each acre

under wheat, as against those with the same plant and labour realizing

only £3 per acre. The reasons have already been referred to. The

same differences are observable between the returns obtained for oats,

tlie usual practice for seeding which is to sow it on a stubble, with little

preparation or manure. The average return from oats is little better

than £1 per acre, but there are some who have averaged over £3 per

acre, though the oats were also sown on stubble. In this latter case

the crop was given reasonable treatment. It is, perhaps, worthy of

note that it is the opinion of several of the farmers that it will pay

much better to grow it on fallow.

Instances of Increased Eeturns from Tmpkovkd Temporary
Pastures.

The returns from sheep exhibit the same differences. The higher

returns are partly due to the better class of sheep kept, but are mainly

the result of attention to the provision of sheep feed. The great period

of feed scarcity in the Wimmera is in the autumn, and to alleviate

the shortage Messrs. Crouch Bros., of Kaniva, find it profitable to sow a

small quantity of oats on stubbles immediately after harvest. The
operation is accomplished with a minimum of cost and preparation.

About half a bushel of oats is simply drilled on the burnt stubbles with-

out manure or other preparation, and yet it is stated that the feed

carrying capacity is doubled at a cost of not more than 4s. iper acre.

The oats is sown dry, and there has never been a failure. The crop
is wholly sacrificed to the sheep. There are others, such as Mr. Chris.

Dahlenberg, of Nhill, who endeavour, with marked success, to increase

the feed in the paddocks being thrown out to grass. The plan followed

is to sow with the cereal crop and, therefore without extra labour, half

a pound 'of melilotus imrviflo7-a, and sometimes a few pounds of Italian

rye grass are added. The result in feed pays handsomely for the

trouble, and when the paddock is ultimately broken up the soil is

enriched by the ploughing under of the leguminous residues.

In November the vn-iter visited the Minyip district, and was afforded

the opportunity of inspecting two paddocks, each several hundred acres

in extent, upon which a variety of rye grass, apparently differing from

either the Italian or English variety, had established itself. One of these

paddocks had been heavily stocked up till October, and was then shut

up for seed. On it there was a dense crop of the grass, probably aver-

aging 15 inches high. The grass, which at that stage possesses a

characteristic purplish-red stem, at any rate on the black soils at Min-

yip, was seeding heavily, and it was stated that an extremely payable

yield of seed had been obtained the year before by shutting it up and

stripping it. Another paddock of 196 acres, belonging to Messr?.

Barnes and Young, was being grazed by sheep. On it 300 ewes had been

lambed down, and a truck of the best lambs topped the market at 32s. 6d.,

while the rest were sold as freezers at £1 per head. Owing to a second

mating, a second lot of 100 lambs were grazed in the paddock, which was
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i'till carrying tlie whole of the ewes, yet there was plenty of feed—and
that after six months' continuous feeding. It is estimated that a good
paddock of this grass will lamb down a sheep and a half to the acre in an
average year. A Mr. F. Franklin is stated to have planted some twenty

years ago the seed of this grass, but where it was obtained is not at pre-

sent known. Other seed was jilanted by Messrs. McDougall seventeen

years ago, and the grass has now spread over hundreds of acres in this

district alone, and has been rep''>rted in other districts, though in these

cases the occurrence may have no connexion with Minyip. At Minyip the

grass grows well on red and black soils, and instances are quoted

where it has thrived on sandy "soils at Jeparit. It re-seeds itself

annually, and the paddocks mentioned have never been re-seeded. The
samples of the grass, when shown to Professor Ewart, were provisionally
stated to be Lolium, suhulatum, a native of Southern Europe, not

liitherto identified in Victoria, and of which the habits are not knowm.

Mr. Geo. Batson's Pigs Grazing on Psase.

The grass was commented on by Mr. Temple A. J. Smith in his

Nhill report three years ago, but was not then known to be a distinct

variety. It is probable that one of the factors that has prevented a
more extensive sowing of the grass is that people in obtaining seed
from seed merchants merely asked for Italian rye. The occurrence of
the grass in isolated patches may he due to stock.

With the methods of cultivation tried so far, it is stated that cereal

crops, planted after the grass-land has been fallowed, are liable to be
choked out by the grass, and therein lies the drawback; but so remarkable
is the bulk and sustaining character of the feed on most of the soils

in the localities mentioned that as a grazing proposition alone it is

worth the immediate, though cautious, attention of Avheat farmers desir-

ing to improve the stock-carrying capacity of their farms.

Instances of Good Results fkom Pigs and Poultky.

The returns under the head of Sundries .show that some farmers
are receiving as much as 5s. per acre over the whole farm, while their

neighbours do not receive 6d., and yet the labour available in the first
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case is no more tliau in the second. An example of what can be done

is to 'be seen at the farm of Mr. George B^atson, NhlU. Besides the sowing

of considerahle areas of wheat and oats, and attention to numerous

sheep, Mr. Batson finds time to hreed and fatten a considerable number
of pigs. Judging by his interest in the matter and his remarks ^as to

his returns, he is well rewarded for the time and labour expended.

The Berkshire breed is favoured, the large York being found to

scald badly in the summer, and in the winter to require scrubbing befoi-e

being presentable to buyers. Two paddocks, upon which a good dressing

of fannyard manure from the stables is regularly applied, are sown to

dun peas and cape barley respectively. The barley provides early

winter grazing for the young pigs. When that is finished, and the peas

are ri])e, the pigs are turned in to graze them also. The peas and barley

are alternated each year in their respective paddocks, which are

ploughed as soon as possible after being cleaned up; partial fallow is

Some'K)f Mr. C. H. Boediger's Profit-earning White Leghorns.

therefore secured. In addition to the small paddock for forage barley,

a further 15 acres of barley is regularly sown for grain; this is fed off

with sheep until about the middle of August, and yields ranging from

40 to 60 bushels per acre have been obtained since the last drought.

The young pigs, supported at first on the succulent feed, and then

hardened up on the peas, are next shut up and topped off with crushed

barley, fed wet until the last three weeks, when it is fed dry—the water

then ibeing placed in another trough. The pigs fed in this way, if bred

on the place, weigh from 130 to 110 lbs. at six to seven months; the

average price received for them is about 85s.

Another activity which Mr. Batson has slunvn to be profitable is

that of sowing ])eas on fallow for sheep feed. In eight years only one
failure has been experienced; that was at the last drought, when 40

bushels of dun peas were sown on 25 acres, and not a plant came up.

The Yorks'hire Hero variety is preferred when the price is low enoug*!!,

as the white colour enables the sheep to pick them off the soil easily.
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Mr. C. iH. Roedigcr is one of those who conduct their poultry depart-

ment on the right lines. The fowls are not permitted to stray and lay

anywhere, or to roost on the hinder reels. Proper yards are provided,

and a numher of fowls of tested strains have been purchased. Careful

attention is given to culling- unproductive ibirds and to the feeding.

These few activities are quoted as thoroughly tested instances of

successful diversification. To express the matter in a nutshell, although

great improvenients in the future can be achieved by many in the returns

from the wheat crop, perhaps the biggest field lies in that part of the

farm which is at present allowed to take care of itself.

An improved temporary pasture is badly needed for the sheep, while

in the direction of pigs or .poultry, &c., there are iliandsome suppile-

mentary returns awaiting exploitation.

The Competition, 1918.

The Nhill Agricultural and Pastoral Society is to be congratulated

on the successful completion of the 16th competition held since the

inauguration in 1903. That the interest has been well sustained in the

district is evidenced by what is stated to be a record entry of com-
petitors, and that it has spread to other districts is shown by the sprout-

ing up of competitions modelled on the lines of that at JSThill.

The season was distinguished by a wet May, which delayed the pre-

paration of the seed ibed, and 'by a dry September, which severely tested

the crops. It was noticeaible that those croips grown on fallow, where
efforts had been made to conseiwe the maximum of moisture by effective

mulching, stood out by themselves. The lack of rain in September also

interfered with the preparation of many of the pres-ent year's fallow
with the result that, on the whole, they were not so good .as usual.

Results.

No. 1.

—

Best Exhibited Half of Wheat Crop not less than
75 Acres.
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Comments on No, 1.

Mr. Reiclielt's crop was mainly Penny, but a little Federation win-

:4liown. The crop was time to type, dense and level, and will yield

heavily. As a show crop it left nothing to be desired; the only fault

that could be detected was the presence of a little flag smut. The treat-

ment of the fallow on which this crop was grown has been previously

discussed. The sowing was made in May and early June, at the rate

of one bushel to the acre, and with 50 lb. of super. The fact that the

crop had been put in reasonably early, and that the fallow had been

well prepared, stood it in good stead this season. The cultivator-drill,

which performs the work of scarifying and drilling, enabled Mr.

"Reichelt, this year, to concentrate on seeding operations the moment
weather conditions became favorable; but the use of this drill in the

hands of any one less thorough than Mr. Reichelt will not prove an

advantage if it be used to supersede legitimate cultivation. The crop

was not fed off to sheep.

Mr. C. Reichelt's First Prize Crop of Penny.

Llie second and third crops, both of wbich will also yield heavily,

were grown on summer fallow. Mr. Blackwood, the winner of last

year's competition, again showed a very creditalsle crop comprising

Penny, Fedei^ation, and a variety called Leatherhead, which has a taking

appearance, though the head is lax in character. It is tall, said to make

satisfactory hay, besides giving good yields of a dark shotty grain. The

preparation of the fallow on which tJiese crops were grown was as

follows:—In March the land was ploughed to a depth of 5 inches, the

dbject being to completely bury the remains of burnt stulbbles and thus

insure their complete decay and thorough incorporation into the soil.

The harrows were applied immediately after ploughing. At the end

of June and July the paddock was cultivated with a skim plough, from

which the mouldboards had been removed, with the object of cutting

weeds and at the same time stirring the soil to a depth of 2.^ to ^ inches

without disturbing the existing arrangement of tihe soil layers. It was
then harrowed; subsequently during the spring it was twice spring-

toothed while weeds were small. After the first autumn rain it was
given anoljhGr light epring-toothing: it was scarified and drilled in mid-
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May and June at t'lie rate of a bushel of wheat to the acre, with 56 lb.

of superphosphate '(on red ground 80 lb. is applied). The crop was

fed off with sheep, but, owing to heavy rain, was not harrowed after-

wards, as is the usual practice.

Mr. David Jones showed a fine crop, which was remarkably level

and even; it was also very clean under foot. The crop was, however,

not so dense as either of the above-mentioned crops, and lost points as

a result of the presence of flag-smut. It was grown on a small farm
where it is usual to sow equal areas of wheat and oats in rotation.

Additional wheat is sown outside on the share system. Owing to labour

difficulties since the war, the wheat on share has <had to ibe curtailed, and
the growing of oats on the farm temporarily abandoned and wheat sub-

A Crop of Leatherhead at Mr. R. Blackwood's Farm.

stituted. The present crop is sown on a fallow from which, in the

previous year, a 39-bushel crop of wheat was obtained. The land was

ploughed dry in March, then harrowed, grazed with sheep, and scarified

in October. The roughest part was again cultivated, and the whole

scarified up and sown in June with one bushel of select pedigree Federa-

tion wheat and 56 lbs. of manure. This crop was eaten off till the end

of August.
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The renuiiniiig crops were all iirowu on winter fallow, practically none

of which received the same care in preparation as those of the two lead-

ing crops. An interesting case of the value of a light harrowing after the

crop was up, in removing weeds such as poppy, was to be observed in

Mr. Peter Bone's crop, where the diiferenoe between treated and un-

treated strips showed plainly. There was evidence of take-all in most

of the crops, and flag-smut was particularly bad this year. Ball-smut

was noticed in two of the crops. Flag-smut, so prevalent in this and

other districts this year, has resulted in considerable loss, which may
be put down as averaging quite .") per cent., though it often passed

unnoticed, the thinning of the cro]) being put down to dry conditions.

Flag-smut is due to a fungus wliioli lives on the wJieat flag, and is

cai)able of iiersisting over the seasons on the straw. It cannot live on

oats. The treatment is to thoroughly burn the stubbles of badly infected

crops, and care should Ibe taken not to feed infected hay to horses while

working u[) the land, as the spores or seeds of the fungus may pass

through them unharmed.
The treatment for ball-smut is too Avell kiiouii to need comment; its

presence usually arises through not pickling In a definite way; the

strength of the pickle is guessed at; it should he made up by weight.

The time of inunorsion may not be carefully checked, seed in which

smut balls are unnoticed may not be immersed in the pickle, or sufficient

care may not ibe taken to skim off the smut balls, which are almost

sure to cause reinfection if allowed to remain. The standard strengths

of pickle are

—

Bluestone, li lbs. to 10 gallons of water, immersed 3 to 5 minutes.

Formalin, 1 lb. to 45 gallons of Avater, with tlie same time of

immersion.

Xo. 2.

—

Mallee Crop xot less than 100 Acres.

Xanic.
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withei'od away so naturally as to still preserve its shape, indicating
that the crop had come to maturity under perfect conditions. The soil

oil which the crop stood was a fria,ble black loam, and though
eligible under present rules in this class, was decidedly better than that
on which the rest of t.he cro])s exhibited in this section were grown, a
fact which opens up the question of the apparent desirability of allow-
ing the judge discretionary poAvers of handicapping certain classes of

Mr. C. H. Roediger's Winning Mallee Crop of Penny, Yandilla King, and.
Federation.

Mr. J. Collins' Crop of Federation.

soils. Mr. Eoediger's paddock was given the following treatment:

—

After several oat crops it was ploughed in winter and harrowed; it was
scarified in the spring and again in the autumn. The paddock was
drilled in June and harrowed afterwards. Federation and Yandilla
King were sown at the rate of one 'bushel per acre, but the Penny was
sown 10 lbs. heavier, as this A^nriety has a tendency to come up' thin.
Eighty lbs. of superphosphate were used.

Messrs. D. R. McKenzie and B. Petchell showed a good crop of
Federation wheat, level in character, but not ^o thick as could he desired.
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There was aJbsence of disease, but wild oats was prevalent; the previous

crop was oats. The fallow was scarified in October, which is later than

usual, owing to the wet. Subsequently it was scarified at the end of

March, and again before seeding; the sowing was made during the last

week in May, at the rate of a bushel to the acre, with 70 lbs. of super-

jyhosphate.

None of the remaining crops was so heavy, owing to a variety of

causes. In one case it was due to a late sowing, in another to the com-

bined effects of a deficiency of labour and an attempt to sow a large

area.

No. 5.

—

^Best Wheat Crop geown on Fallow Land, Fallow Judged

1917, AND Crop grown on the Fallow 1918. Crop Points and
Fallow Points to be Added Together.

Niinif.
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Comments on No. 3.

The rainfall received at Nhill this season since wanter was a con-

siderable divergence from the nonual, thus

—
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Xo. 6.—FoK THE Highest AiicujEGATE of Points awaijded to-

Tlie whole of a farmer's fallow, 101 S.

The whole of the crop, 1919.

The whole of the fallow, 1910.

The whole of the crop, 1920.

Xaini'.
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APPLE CULTURE IN VICTORIA.
(Continued from J)aye ol .)

Bij J. FarrcII, Orchard Supervisor.

Sak Jose Scale (Aspidiotus perniciosus)—continued.

Good results Iiave been obtained from crude petroleum emulsion,

1 ill 8 and 1 in 10, against apple bark scale, woolly aphis, and red

spider, and being much cheaper than red oil, it is a popular spray

for this purpose. The freedom Avith which the emulsified condition of

this oil is formed and maintained also assists in popularizing this

spray. Its effectiveness against San Jose scale, however, is hardly

conqiarable with that of good red spraying oil.

Although lime-sulphur is essentially a fungicide, its effectiveness in

destroying red mite, aphis, and scale insects is favorably spoken of by

persons who have used it, but the writer's experience is that oil sprays

are much better. At the same time, Mr. G. M. Fletcher, Orchard

Sui)ervisor, in charge of the Goulburn Valley district, reports that

satisfactory results followed the treatment of San Jose scale with lime-

sulphnr during the last spraying season.

Hydrocyanic Gas Treatment of Scale Insects.

When the eradication of San Jose scale or other like pest from an
orchard or from a district is being contemplated, it should be recog-

nised that hydrocyanic acid gas is the most effective and reliable agent

at present known by which this object may be achieved. This gas

being generated from sulphuric acid, cyanide of potassium, and water,

is most destructive to insects within the range of its influence.

F'umigation as a means of destroying citrus pests has been fairly

extensively employed, but the gas treatment of those infesting deciduous

trees is limited. The tree to be fumigated is enclosed in a tent or

sheet made of strong unbleached calico or other suitable material. Then
the approximate cubical content of the tent, which is usually irregular

in .shape, is found by multiplying its mean height by the square of its

mean diameter. When fumigating a number of trees of one variety,

the same age, and growing under similar conditions, it is only necessary to

take the measurements of one, and adopt the cubical content calculated

as described as a standard, for under the system of modern i^runing

th(> trees will be uniform in size and shape. When the covering is put
over the tree, earth should be placed on the bottom edge of the tent

material, so as to prevent the escape of gas during, the process of

fumigation.

The amounts and proportions of gas-producing chemicals required
for any given space may vary somewhat, but these can be regulated
according to circumstances. One fluid ounce of sulphuric acid, 3 fluid

ounces of water, and 1 ounce of cyanide of potassium may, however, be
regarded as a fair approximation of the quantities necessary to suffi-

ciently pollute each 150 cubic feet of air space and destroy scale insects

M^thin a period of 45 miiiutes. A glazed earthenware vessel is used
in which to generate the gas. The water is first placed in this, then the
sulphuric acid is jioured in and the vessel placed under the tent. A
small opening is provided under the tent through which the hand is

admitt<^d, and the cyanide is carefully dropped into the acid and water
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solution. Gas generation quickly follows, and after a period of about

45 minutes the tent may be removed to the next tree to be treated.
^

The results of the action of the gas on the insects may be determined

in about seven days after its application. If the scales be violently

disarranged, numerous mummified recumbent forms will be revealed;

if eggs be present, they will have become discoloured and shrivelled.

Mr. A. A. Hammond, Orchard Supervisor, in charge of the Don-

caster district, in his article on " Fumigation for the Destruction of

Scale Insects,"* gives interesting details, including fumigation tables,

&c.

Mr. S. A. Cock, Orchard Supervisor, in charge of the Bendigo and

Northern district, in his " Citrus Culture in Victoria,"! deals with

hydrocyanic gas fumigation, and also gives dosage, tables, &c.

The articles mentioned ai'e written mostly in connexion with citrus

fumigation, but the main principles governing this are similar to those

involved in the like treatment of deciduous trees.

Apple Bark Scale (Mytilaspis -pomorum).

These small mussel-shaped scales so much resemble the bark to

which they attach themselves that, except when present in great num-

bers, they are difficult to detect. This pest, which is confined mostly

to the cooler districts of the State, like the San Jose scale, was probably

introduced into this country on nursery trees. If spraying treatment

be neglected, the insects quickly increase in numbers, and become a

menace. This is evinced by the annual rapid multiplications of scales,

which in winter contain great numbers of eggs. The young hatch

out in spring and crawl over the bark until they find suitable parts on

which to settle. Then they commence sucking the juice of the tree, and

construct their protecting scales. The fruit is frequently made the

host of many, resulting from later incubation.

While in the egg stage is also the best time to begin operations

against this pest, and by the use of crude petroleum emulsion 1 in 8.

or red oil 1 in 15, it may be quickly subdued. The eggs are produced

under the female scales during autumn, therefore the infested trees

should be sprayed as soon as the leaves drop, and again during winter

if necessary. When dealing with scale insects, the need for a second

or subsequent spray may be determined by ascertaining the condition

of the treated insects or eggs, as the case may be. An ordinary pocket

lens is employed in the examination, and, generally speaking, when the

eggs present a dry, shrivelled appearance, and the scales are easily

detached from the bark, the spray has been effective. The contents,

whether insects or eggs, of the scales on which the spray is effective

will, normal weather conditions prevailing, have dried up in about

fourteen days. Then the effectiveness of the spraying ordeal may be

calculated on the amount of moisture appearing on the surface of a given

area of scale-infested bark after the blade of a pocket knife has been

carefully pressed over it.

Thrips (Thrips tohaci).

These comparatively long, tiny insects, although only large enough
to be visible to the naked eye, do, when the weather conditions favour

• Journal of Agriculture, Victoria, Jnne, 1912.

t Bulletin No 32 (new series). Department of Agriculture, Victoria.
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them, considerable damage to the flowers of fruit trees. lu fact, the

crop yields from the late-blooming apples during recent years have

been regulated largely according to the severity of the thrips' visita-

tion. If the weather be dry and warm during October, when the apple

trees are in bloom, much damage is done, but comparatively low tem-

peratures, with frequent intermittent showers at this time, practically

control this pest.

During the blooming period of the 1918 season, frost was responsible

for considerable damage to the early-flowering varieties. While the

late sorts were blooming, many showers fell, but as these were alter-

nately followed by relatively long periods of comparative warmth and
calm, almost complete destruction of the blooms by thrips ensued. The
attack was so viruleiit that the London Pippin and Rome Beauty crop is,

in proportion to the area under these varieties, probably one of the

lightest on record for the State.

J^atural expansion of the petals, to gradually admit sunlight and air

to the sexual organs of the flowers, in order to secure their healthy

development and facilitate pollination, is a condition essential to suc-

cessful fruitsetting. The adult forms of the thrips, now so well known
to fruit-growers, are proficient fliers and very active. The greatest

damage is caused to the vital organs of the blooms before the time of

opening. The adult insects gain admission to the flowers by wriggling

through small openings between the petals some time before their

general expansion commences. On entering the immatured flowers, the

insects attack the embryonic forms of the stigmas and anthers by suck-

ing their juice, thereby causing these organs to shrivel up. The petals,

in consequence of their inner surface being attacked in like manner,
prematurely wither and turn brown. Being weakened in this manner,
and because of the presence of a slight sticky secretion consequent on
the flowers having been made the habitation of the insects, the petals

are rendered incapable of expanding. When this condition is reached,

rapid reproduction takes place, and large numbers of thrips in the

different stages of their existence may be found inside the flowers.

Luckily the first two or three weeks in October are usually suffi-

ciently cool and wet to control the thrips and afford the early-blooming
varieties, which include the vast majority of those under cultivation,

favorable conditions for setting.

The thrips being very active and sensitive to agitation, quickly

evacuate their positions around the bloom buds on being disturbed by
rain, which destroys many of the early-matured insects, and prevents

others ascending to higher positions on the trees. When these gain
admission to the closed flowers, however, the case is different, as then

no amount of agitation will dislodge them. In dealing with thrips, it

is realized that, because of the great numbers in which they appear,
and the rapidity with which they multiply, the sprays used against
them should be destructive and act as a deterrent as well. Tobacco
water, benzol emulsion, coal-tar water, &c., have given fairly good
results on limited areas, but to satisfactorily cope with this pest in

large commercial orchards is a difficult proposition.
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Spraying with fungicides for these lowly forms of phint life, which

parasitically attack the trees, the fruit, or both, is another phase of

orchard management which annually- demands timely and prompt
attention. It is safe to state that never during the history of commer-
cial fruit-groAving has the war against these diseases been more scien-

tifically and energetically waged than at the present time. It is plain,

nevertheless, that the unsatisfactory results, which, owing to the vary-

ing climatic and other conditions, sometimes follow even the most care-

ful spraying, denote that complete mastery over fungus diseases is

difficult to attain. lender ordinary soil conditions, these fungi vegetate

most luxni'iantly, and fructify most prolifically in the shelter of dense

foliage, if the leaves be somewhat moist and the weather moderately

warm. But sunlight and fresh air, ISTature's two great disinfectants,

when admitted by scientific pruning to all ])arts of the branch syst-ems

of the trees, assist materialh' in subduing fungi. Much difficulty is

experienced in dealing with fungi under the humid atmospheric condi-

tions which usually obtain on tiat, deep, rich, luoist siltations, and

especially when the orchards are situated in secluded valleys.

As well as the special conditions favouring the develoi)nient of

fungi just mentioned, it may be further stated that certain diseases are

more prevalent in some districts than in others. Moist weather con-

ditions during the vegetative periods favour their development, and
some varieties of trees are more liable to infection than others. Al-

though spraying is general and thoroughly executed when the setting

of a medium to heavy fruit crop is anticipated, some growers do not

spray when the_ prospects of a light crop are apparent. In the interests

of fruit-growing generally, it may be mentioned that spasmodical spray-

ing efforts cannot be regarded as satisfactory, because, during the term
of the growers' inaction, the diseases are allowed to re-establish them-

selves. When the foliage is liable to be attacked as well as the fruit,

the former should be protected by spraying. Careful apple-growers

spray young trees such as Yates, which is subject to black s])ot, prior to

its arriving at the bearing age in order to maintain a maximum of

healthy leafage, which promotes vigorous growth.

In writing up the subjects connected with fruit-growing, and parti-

cularly those relating to pests and diseases, it is difficult, owing to the

many indispensable technical terms involved, to treat these mattei's Avith

the degree of clarity and simplicity desired by the orchardists. Super-
visors, however, when visiting growers not versed in the official phrase-

ology of the departmental ])ublications, will endeavour to explain away
the apparent complexities and difficulties which confront orchardists.

Because a wet spring encourages the growth of fungi, when much dam-
age is done to fruit tre<'S, some growers argue that the injiiry is solely

due to rain, but only persons unacquainted with the parasitic nature

and development of the accompanying destructive agciit would enter-

tain such an erroneous idea.

Bi.Ac'K SroT oi<' THE Appi.E (Venturia inaequalis).

The spores or seeds of this fungus, which, especially in wet seasons,

is a source of great anxiety to aj^ple-growers, were probably introduced
into Australia on the first imported trees. Speaking generally, the
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districts of Victoria best suited for apple culture are also the most

favorable for the growth of black spot. Prior to the more general use

of Bordeaux mixture, copper-soda, and lime-sulphur, the damage caused

to fruit, as well as the losses which resulted from the injury done by

black spot to the foliage were enormous. Since the growers have more
extensively practised spraying with fungicides, however, losses from
these causes have been very considerably reduced.

It is now generally recognised that two forms of spores are involved

in the perpetuation of black spot—the conidial form produced during

the fusicladium stage on the surface of the leaf or fruit on spore-bearers

which pass through the epidermis during the vegetative period, and the

ascospores, the perfect form, which are contained in sacs or asci and

protected by a case or perithecium in the old leaf in the soil during

winter.

Plate 189.

Fig. 1. Rome Beauty leaf suffering from early infection. Fig. 2. An old Jonathan
leaf carrying winter spores of black spot.

That the fruit is liable to be attacked at any time during its deve-

lopment when the weather conditions favour the growth of black spot is

illustrated by the reproduced photographs in Plate 188, which depict three

stages of the affected fruit. The leaves also may become spotted at any

time under similar conditions. Fig. 1 shows four varieties of apples

about three weeks old; (a) is Anna Elizabeth, (&) London Pippin, (c)

Rome Beauty, and (d) Irish Peach. These four varieties do not appear

in the full-bloom stage at the same time, and specimens fairly uniform

in age and size were desired for illustration. Therefore Anna Elizabeth

and Irish Peach, produced from late blooms, were selected with London
Pippin and Rome Beauty from early flowers of these varieties. It will

be observed that the little apples are badly attacked with the spot, and
that the Irish Peach has already commenced to crack. The condition

of the fruit, as shown ^at this stage, is known as " early infection." The
London Pippin apple, in Fig. 2, was infected when it had almost
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attained full size. The cvacking and contortion, so pronounced in this

Bpecimen, are due to the force of contraction in the diseased part operat-

ing against the force of expansion in the healthy portion. This condi-

tion at the stage mentioned is termed " mid-season attack." Even at

the end of the ripening period, when fully matured on the trees, or later

when stored in the ordinary manner, the fruit is liable to he infected.

The ripe London Pippin apple, illustrated in Fig. 3, depicts this condi-

tion, which is called " late spotting."

The illustrations in Plate 189 show the condition of leaves carrying

the spring and winter forms of spores respectively. Fig. 1 is a Rome
Beauty leaf suffering from early infection, and showing dense clusters

of black spores on its upper surface. Fig. 2 is an old Jonathan leaf

taken from the soil in winter. In this stage it contains the perithecia

which protect the asci, in each of which eiglit ascospores mature later.

On the return of spring, the ripe spores beeome liberated, and many,

finding a lodgment on the young moist leaves or fruit, germinate by

sending out spore-tubes which penetrate the hosts, probably entering

through the stomata or breathing pores in the epidermis. Having passed

through the cuticle, the spore-tube develops into a mycelium or root

system, which destroys the cells immediately beneath the epidermis

through which the spore-bearers soon emerge, and fusicladium spores are

liberated on the surface. When the mycelium in a diseased spot has

extended by radiation to its maximum, this part bulges upward some-
what from the plane of the leaf's surface. As the spots multiply and
extend, the leaf dries out, and puckering continues until the parasite,

having exhausted the nutriment of its host, is unable in this stage to

further vegetate and fructify. Then the leaf, having lost its vitality,

falls, and the mycelium changes to the stage capable of reproducing
the ascospores.

The illustrations appearing in Plate 190* are highly-magnified

sections of a diseased apple and leaf, shown natural size in Plate 188 and
Fig. 1 of Plate 189, as well as the spores, &c.

The highly-enlarged section of the perithecium in Plate 191, Fig. 1.

and the more highly-magnified asci. Figs. 2 and 3, containing the asco-

spores, were taken in early spring from a leaf in the condition of that

appearing in Plate 189, Fig. 2. Fig. 4 shows two germinating asco-

spores.

When the early-produced leaves of the varieties more liable to early

infection and sensitive to attack, such as Yates and Jonathan, become
badly affected, they fall prematurely. The leaves subsequently produced,

even when apparently free from this disease, are usually of a stunted

character. The five Jonathan leaves in Plate 192 illustrate this condi-

tion. They were taken from the point of a lateral after those lower
down were destroyed by black spot. They are natural size, and depict,

in the various stages of development, leaves which would have grown at

least twice as large had not the earlier foliage been destroyed compara-
tively early in the growing season. It is evident that trees allowed to

become partially defoliated in this manner cannot thrive, owing partly

to insufficient healthy leafage to carry on the necessary sap elaboration,

&c., and partly to the dry, warm conditions set up in the soil around

• Reproduced from a plate in Mr. T>. McAlpine's report on BLack Spot, and Spraying, Blilletin No. 17
nepartment of Agriculture (Victoria).
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Plate 190.

Black spot fungus (see explanation opposite page).
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Fig.

Fig.

Fig.

Flo-.

Fig.

Fiir.

Explanation of Plate 190.

1. Section througli the mid-rilj of an apple-leaf, showing the dark
clusters of spore-bearers, or conidiophores of the fungus
Fusiclaclium dcnrh-itkinn. arranged round tlie margin

2. Part of the same section more highly magnified, and showing the

appearance of the individual spore-l)earers

o. Section through a young spot on an apple fruit, showing the
production of spores on the surface

4. Section through a well-develojjed spot on an apple fruit, show-
ing the dense mass of spore-bearers, which is colourless at

the base, but quite black at the top, with a few spores still

attached

5. Group of .spores from a -^pot on an apple leaf

X
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the trees due to the want of the natural shelter afforded by the foliage

to the root areas.

Preventive Measures and Remedial Treatment.

It is becoming generally recognised that the early appearance of

black spot is due to the ripe ascospores finding a lodgment on the young
leaves and fruit. It is also conceded that the most practicable and
effective preventive measure is to plough in the old leaves as soon as

they have fallen, and thus obviate the production of the ascospores by
the rotting of the leaves in the soil during winter. A cover crop of field

peas for green manure sown about the time of plon>>liing in the leaves

also assists in suppressing the disease. In seasons favorable to its deve-

lopment, the spot begins to appear at the fruit-setting. In order that

the soil may not be disturbed just prior to or at this period, the time

of sowing should be arranged so as to enable the peas to arrive at the

full-bloom stage, and be fit to plough under after the fruit has set.

Plate 192—Jonathan leaves showing development, etc.

The conservation of soil moisture by the maintenance of a fine sur-

face, earth mulch, particularly where irrigation is not practised, is essen-

tial to the growth of the trees. Mr. H. M. Nicholls, Vegetable Patho-

logist, Tasmania, advocates leaving the ground undisturbed from the

beginning of October to the middle of November at least, and, in the

opinion of the writer, he supports this principle with sound scientific

deductions. It should be understood, however, that, while the cooler

weather experienced in the island State permits of a cessation of culti-

vation, the warmer climatic conditions prevailing on the mainland often

necessitate intensive cultural operations at this time. This remark has

special reference to orchards <,u light soils, and occupying ex]>osed

positions.

Bordeaux Mixture.

When as many as possible of the winter spores have been destroyed

in the manner described and consistent with the principles involved, the

remedial treatment of spraying with fungicides to arrest the develop-

ment of germinating spores, which survive the preventive measures,

should receive consideration. When the weather is comparatively dry
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conti^nJ T^t f .r 'P?/'^? ^"' e^^-l^i?fectiOn, the spot is easilycon ti oiled. But, if the weather be wet at this stage, and humid atmo-sphonc conditions supervene, without a breeze to temper the humidity

Plate 193- Shows two stages of the Rome Beauty blossom.

the power of infectivity is increased, and this add. to the orchardists^
discomfiture. Ihe leading fungicides in use are Bordeaux mixture and
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lime sulphur, and tlic-se have been applied with vavying results; but those

obtained from the use of the former have, in the opinion of the writer,

ber-n, on the whole, the more generally satisfactory. Owing mostly to

the weather conditions which largely govern the growth of black spot,

it is_ difficult to determine year after year the correct time, or when the

bloom is in the jiroper stage to receive the first spray. Various results

rnny folloAv the a])plication of a spray mixture used at the same strength

in the same orchard during a series of years on blooms having arrived

at a like stage of development. The irregularities in the results obtained,

a])art from the influence of tlie weather conditions i)revailiug at the time

of spraying, are largely due to the number of ascospores present and the

variation in the time of their liberation from the asci. It is evident that

certain obscure influences retard, while others facilitate, the rii)ening

of the spores, and it is reasonable to conclude that spraying should

commence as soon as the ripe stage is reached.

Some of our apple-growers spray twice to cope with the early infec-

tion. Plate 193 shoAvs two stages of the Kome Beauty blossom, and

those applying Bordeaux mixture mostly use the 6-4-40 strength about

the time the blossom is in the condition of Fig. 1, and a 6-4-50 spray

when the Fig. 2 stage is reached, or a little later. The majority of

growers, however, only spray once—at the time when the blos-

soms show pink, just before the petals begin to open, using, as

a rule, the 6-4-50 strength. In order to obtain the best results from
Bordeaux, it is essential that the mixture should be properly made.

This is to insure, through using the proper proportions and by careful

mixing- to facilitate, the necessary chemical changes between the blue-

stone and the lime, the proditction of a fungicide which, Avhile capable

of destroying the spores of the fungus, will not injure either the foliage

or the fruit. The 6-4-50 formula, which consists of 6 lbs. sulphate of

copper (bluostone), 4 lbs. of calcium oxide (quicklime), and 50 gallons

water, is now practically regarded as a standard, it being necessary only

to reduce or increase the quantity of Avater to obtain a stronger or

weaker mixture.

In preparing Bordeaux mixture in small orchards, three barrels—t:ao

of 25 gallons capacity each and one of 50 gallons—are required, but

vessels for use in large plantations may be Avhatever size is necessai'y,

but they should be of like proportions to each other. To prepare the

mixture from the above formula, nearly fill one of the 25-gallon barrels

Avith fresh water, then place the 6 lbs. of bluestone in an old sugar-bag,

and suspend the same just beloAv the surface. Bluestone is easily soluble

in cold Avater, but it will dissoh^e much more rapidly if the water be first

heated. Then slake 4 lbs. fresh lime in a bucket, applying the Avater

sloAvly at first, and, when the solution is in a fit condition, carefully

strain >ame olf into the other 25-gallon barrel and add sufficient Avater

to fill the container. When quite cool, both the bluestone and milk of

lime solution, after each has been thoroughly stirred, should be poured
evenly from ^tAv^o taps fixed near the bottoms of the barrels, through a

strainer into the 50-gallon receptacle, or into the spraying vat. During
this time, and Avhile the spray is being applied to the trees, the mixtui'e

should be kept Avell agitated. Fortunately, since the introduction of

motor spray pumps, which are fitted Avith jioAverfnl agitators, this

condition of the mixture is easilv maintained.
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The spores, which are more easily destroyed during The germinating
stage, mostly attack the upper surface of a]tple leaves. The spray may
be applied with considerable force, and the operation should be con-

tinued until the tree is thoroitghly drenched. Owing to the caustic

nature of the Bordeaux, the aseospores on the leaves before spraying

commenced are rendered harmless, the development of fusicladium is

arrested, and the deposit, while effective, acts as a preventive against

spores finding a lodgment on the leaves or on the fruit sttbsequently. In

dealing with later visitations of this disease, Avhich often occurs in com-

paratively wet seasons, the strength of the mixture may be reduced to,

say, 6-4-SO, or even weaker, Avhen treating varieties Avhose fruits have

tender rind. In fact, most growers, because of the tendency of tlie

Bordeaux mixture to cause russeting of the Jonathan, use lime sulphur

exclusively on this variety. The ferrocyanide test will enable the

orchardist to determine whether the Bordeaux, when- made ready for

use, contains sufficient lime, and thus reduces the chances of injuring tlie

young leaves and flower buds. To make the test, dissolve 1 oz. ferro-

cyanide of potassium in a little water, and keep same in a bottle; add a

few drops of this to a small quantity of the mixture placed in a glass

to be tested. Should Ijrownish discolouration occur, tlien the mixture

lacks sufficient lime, and milk of lime should be added until no dis-

colouration is apparent.

(To he eontiiuied.)

POULTRY MANURE.
This manure is rich in plant food, and if properly dried and stored

in old sacks or casks it is said to be worth about four times as much as

farmyard manure, and Avhere there are a number of fowls kept it forms

a considerable item in their yield. Since the advent of the motor car,

stable manure is becoming scarcer every- year, and it behoves all who keep
fowls to save the manure. It should always be methodically saved by the

small poultry-keeper as well, for a little concentrated manure for special

uses is a very handy thing |^o have about a garden. It should never be

used fresh, owing to its burning tendency, and its value is about double

when it has been allowed to dry in the air. Once dry, it is best stored in

a barrel, mixing in a little soot as the barrel is being filled up, and if not

Avanted for immediate use, a covering of dry soil should be placed on top.

The manure is always more potent when it is spread on the soil, and for

that reason should be stored in a dry shed. Som.etimes a slight smell is

noticeable when the manure is stored loosely, but if equal parts of

manure and dry soil are mixed together little or no smell is noticed. An
excellent liquid manure can be made by mixing some of the contents of

the barrel with an equal quantity of soot, putting it in a piece of sacking

and soaking it in water. for a few days. About an ounce of dry manure
and an ounce of soot are usually sufficient for a gallon of water, but

experiments should be made each for himself as to the suitable strength

for the plants in question, starting with a weak solution, and strengthen-

ing it if it seems advisable in later applications, but the above propor-

tions are suitable for the majority of vegetables.—Auchland WeeMij Xews.
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r -RESULTS OF WHEAT VARIETY AND MANURIAL
TRIALS, SEASON 1918-19.

The results of the Wheat Variety Tests and Manurial Trials at the

Longerenong Agricultural College, and the tests conducted at Warrackna-

beal and in the new Mallee area during the 1918-19 season are now

available.

1. Wheat Varieties at Longerenong.

Twelve varieties of wheat were tested in the half-acre plots, which

were fertilized with superphosphate at the rate of 1 cwt. per acre. The

rainfall for the year was 14.75 inches, of which 6 inches fell durirtg the

growing period of the crop.

The results were as follow : -

Yields of Half-acre Pi-ots.

bush. lbs.

Xew Crossbred, Gallipoli

Selection Federation
New Crossbred, Federation x Bobs
New Crossbred, Graham
Major
New Crossbred, Redilla

College Eclipse
Yandilla King
Minister

' Dart's Imperial
Bunyip
Glencope ( shed badly

)

These results demonstrate that, by the liberal application of fer-

tilizers ou well-worked fallows, high yields of wheat may be obtained,

even in a relatively dry season. Both the total rainfall and the rainfall

during the growing period of the crop were much below the average.

Despite this, however, yields of 40 bushels per acre were obtained.

The new crossbred wheats have given highly satisfactory results,

particularly Gallipoli^—^a crossbred of Clubhead on Yandilla King

—

which gave 42 bushels per acre.

Selected Federation produced over 40 bushels per acre, showing that

the yielding capacity of this justly popular variety may be maintained

at a high level by selection.

The Longerenong College authorities sowed eight varieties of wheat

on an area of 342 acres. From this area 4.140 bags were taken—an

.iverage of 36 bushels 33 lbs. per acre.

The returns from these bulk areas were as follow:

—

bus

New Crossbred, Gallipoli .40 5 per acre.

Selected Federation
Major
New Crossbred, Grabani
College Eclipse
Yandilla King
Dart's Imperial
Bunyip

41
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• The order of yield in the hulk areas was approximately the same as

that from the experimental plots, showing that the latter are just as

reliable in indicating the differences of yield of wheat varieties as the

large areas, and that, consequently, there is no necessity to appeal to the

large areas to secure accurate information.

The yields form a striking testimony to the fertility of the wheat-

growing areas of the Wimmera when liberally fertilized and well

worked.

2. Permanent Manurial Tests at Longerenong.

The design of the tests, of which duplicates exist at the Kesearch

Farm, Werribee; at the State Experimental Farm, Rutherglen; and at

G. C. Coutts' farm, at Warracknabeal, enables accurate information to

be secured of both the immediate and the ultimate effect on the yields of

wheat of annual applications of a number of typical fertilizers.

The returns from each plot art partly the result of the soil itself,

and partly the result of the manure applied; but the inclusion in the

series of several plots to which no manure is applied enables the true

effect of each fertilizer to be readily obtained.

It is, therefore, possible, by charging the cost of the manure applied

against the value of the increased crop, to draw up a balance-sheet

setting forth the net profit per acre resulting from the use of each

manure.

The plots have now been maintained for six years, and the informa-

tion already secured is of interest to wheat farmers, particularly to

those situated on the black soils of the Wimmera.

The plots are sown with Federation wheat at the rate of 60 lbs. to

the acre on well-prepared fallow.

In the following table are given the results obtained from the vari-

ously-treated plots for the 1918 season, as well as the average yield

during the six years the plots have been in existence :

—
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The results of tlie six years' test deuLOustrate the striking value on

these soils of phosphatic mainiros of the water-soluble type. Superphos-

phate appears to stand alone.

Xo other manure, either by itself or in combination with super-

phosphate, has succeeded in producing as high an average return as

superphosphate. Indeed, the whole of the manures other than [dios-

phatic appear to have either 'no effect at all, <>r even to depress the

yields somewhat.
The real test is, of course, the net profit per acre obtained in each

case after deducting the cost of the manurial application.

Table showing "Net Profit per Acre obtained fkojc Heavy and
Light Dressings of Phosphatic Mamkes.

Average Results for Six Years.
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Ciieck plots, on which no manure was applied, are also provided, as

is the case at the other centres, so that the usual balance-sheet, in which
the net profit per acre per annum that has resulted as the direct effect of

using each manure, and after deducting the cost of the application, is

available.

The plots are sown each j-ear on well-prepared fallow, with 60 lbs.

of Federation wheat, and manures according to the following list:

—

Results fob 1918, and the Average, 1912-1918.

(1) No mamire
(2) l'

cwt. siiperphosphittf

(3) 1 cwt. superphosphate

(4) 1^ cwt. superphospliate

(5) ^ cwt. superphosphate an<l J- cwt. basic slag

(6) 1 cwt. basic slag

(7) 1 cwt. superphosphate, 10 cwt. lime

(8) 1 cwt. superphosphate, 40 lbs. nitrate of soda

(9) 1 cwt. superphosphate, 40 lbs. nitrate of soda, and 40
lbs. sulphate of potash

Average Yield
per acre.

13-6
20-1
21-7
22-8
21-5
19-8
21-5
20-7

Here, as in the case of Longerenong, the striking response of the

soils to phosphatic fertilizers, and to them alone, will be noticed. No
combination of other manures with superphosiphate has increased the

yield; indeed, some have actually depres.sed it. Of the phosphatic

manures the water soluble type, i.e., superphosphate, stands unbeaten.

Steadily increasing yields resulted with each increase in the amount
of superphosphate up to the highest amount tried, viz., 1^ cwt.

The attached balance-sheet shows whether it has been profita<ble to

make these increases:

—

COMPARISOX OF [JiTeT PrOFIT PER AcRE OBTAINED BY THE USE OF LiGHT
AND Heavy Dressings of Phosphates.

Average Results for the Seven Years 1912-19.
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being added to that profit, -nliile a still further ^ cwt. led to another

]s. lO^d. per acre being received.

From these figures it can be readily deduced that, had the dre.ssiiig

of superphosphate usually supplied in the district, viz., 56 lbs., been in-

(a-eased to 1^ cwt. for the period under discussion, for each 100 acres ol

wheat an extra profit of £202 lis. 2d. would have been realized.

Taking into account the.se re.'^ults, and those from other centres, the

evidence iu favour of increasing the usual amount of superphosphate

applied to wheat up to at least 1 cwt. to the acre is overwhelming.

4, Wheat Manurial Tests in the New Mallee Areas.

Manurial trials under the control of the Department of AgricnUure

have been in progress during the past three years at the farms of Messrs.

W. H. Pickering, Ouyeii; H. F. Hecht, Cowangie; and P. G. Stewart,

M.L.A., Carwarp. These centres are reasonably typical of the area, and
the results so far obtained demonstrate that the amount of superphos-

phate usually applied in the district may be profitably increased. The
experiments, however, indicate that, unlike the AVimmera, where dress-

ings of 1 cwt.. and over of this manure have been found profitable, in

the Mallee the maximum amount that can be profitably used is not more
than 60 lbs., though a steady increase in yield lias been maintained with
increasing dressings up to 90 lbs.

At Cowangie and Carwarj^ the plots are sown on fallow land, while

at Ouyen they are on stubble. Forty-five pounds per acre of Federation
seed was used. So far, superphosphate in varying rates is the only

manure that has been tried.

Hereunder are .shown the average yields at the three centres for the

1918 season, as well as for the period 1916-18 :

—
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It is thus seen that, while the use of 30 lbs. of superphosphate has

resulted, on this basis, in a net profit per acre of 13s. Id. as a direct result

of using the manure, a further dressing of 30 lbs. has given an addi-

tional net profit of 3s. od. In other words, the use of this extra quantity,

besides paying for itself and inducing heavier feed as a residual effeo:r

on the stubbles, more tbnn pays for the rent of the land on which the

crop was grown.

THE FLAX INDUSTRY.

The 1918 flax crop purchased by the Commonwealth Flax Committee
at the guaranteed price of £5 per ton for crop of specified standard, is

now being delivered to the mills. The mills at Drouin are in full swing,

while those at Dalmore and Buln Buln will very shortly be in operation.

With regard to the 1919 crop, for which £6 per ton has been guaranteed

by the Commonwealth Government for crop of standard quality, the Flax

Committee is desirous of last year's area under flax being considerably in-

creased, and will be glad to get into touch with farmers in suitable locali-

ties, either individually or through local unions and societies, with a view

to the cultivation of this crop in their districts. The Flax Committee con-

sists of Dr. Cameron, Director of Agriculture in Victoria (chairman)
;

Mr. A. E. V. Richardson, Agricultural Superintendent; and Mr. J. E.

Robilliard, of the Victorian Department of Agriculture; Mr. A. C.

Dov/ns, cordage manufacturer, Brunswick; and Mr. E. Tl. Morton,
farmer, Drouin, who represents the interests of the growers on the

Committee. The Committee is having the seed care+'ully selected for

rhis year's sowing, and intending growers may rely on clean, first-

quality seed being supplied. The price of the seed has been fijced at

12s. 6d. per bushel at mill or on rails, Drouin, and applications for

seed requirements should be made to Mr. R, B. Ward, secretary to the

Flax Committee, 51 Spring-street, Melbourne, who will supply any
further information desired. Experience has proved that the best time

for sowing flax is from the middle of April to the middle of May, though
this may be varied somewhat according to the locality and situation,

but early seeding is advisable in order to have the plants well established

before the winter.

A samjjle of the fibre flax on view at the office of the Director of

Agriculture fui'nishes ample evidence of the suitability of Moe Swamp
for tlie production of flax. In the sheaf, the flax was appraised at £1

above the Commonwealth guaranteed price of £5. The sample is 4 feet

high, showing beautiful fibre, is well seeded, and is free of weeds.

2^
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TESTS WITH FLAX VARIETIES.

STATE RESEARCH FARM, WERRIBEE.

By George 8. Gordon; Field Officer, State Research Farm, Werrihee.

Flax (Linum), the cultivation of which has been carried on in some
of the older countries for centuries, is to-day one of the most important
** dual purpose " crops. The fibre of the flax plant has a wide range
of usefulness, supplying the raw material from which the finest

linen, as well as strongest cordage, can be manufactured; while the seed

—known as linseed—is one of the most concentrated and fattening of

stock foods. Even when the oil is extracted from the seed, the residue,

linseed cake, is still very valuable for cattle. Linseed oil has many uses,

and supplies one of the chief ingredients of most of the paints for wood-
work, &c.

Though attempts have at times been made to encourage the industry,

the quantity of flax raised is very small. Unfortunately, little or no
systematic endeavour has been made to produce a variety suited to our
climatic and soil conditions, and the average sample of commercial flax

seed obtainable is of a mixed and unreliable character.

The great war has helped to teach us the advisability, if not necessity,

of encouraging new industi'ies which will make us more independent of

outside seiwices, but it is essential that these industries should be estab-

lished on a sound foundation. Just as improved varieties of wheat
have proved to be one of the most, if not the most, economical method
of increasing the wheat yield, and the greater sugar content of improved
varieties of sugar beet has enabled us to successfully compete with cane
sugar grown in the tropics, so improved varieties of flax will assist to

place the flax industry on a sound basis.

Experiments with English Seed.

During the past two years, several varieties of flax have been grown
with encouraging results at the Central Research Farm, Werribee, and,
in view of the increasing interest which is being taken in fibre produc-
tion, the following brief account of the tests will no doubt be of interest.

Experiments have been made with two varieties, the seed of which
was kindly given to the Victorian Department of Agriculture by Mr.
E. "W. Peters, Director of the Queensland Acclimatisation Society at

Lawnton, Queensland. For some years, Mr. Peters was engaged with
Professor Bateson in plant breeding at the John Innes Horticultural
Institute, in England, and the flax seed which he brought with him was
the result of several years' scientific hybridizing and selection. These
selections have been grown alongside '' check " or control plots sown
under similar conditions Avith flax seed obtained from reputable seedsmen
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Plate No. I.

Fig. 1. Commercial Seed Flax. Fig. 2. Noitlicin Lin^^ecd. Fig. ?.. Seleetiou
from 20/4.
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in Victoria. In 1917, the seed was sown in sliort stud rows, 4 link-

:ip;irt, and the results arc shown in the following' table:

—

TABLE No. 1.

Viirii-ty.

Height
I
Yield

of of

Fibre. Seed.
Remarks.

1

.

Commercial seed flax

(Selected for seed)

2. Northern linseed

Selection from 20/4
(Selection for fibre)

inches oz.

21

18

31

10

11

Plants very coarse and consideralily luiiiuOnd

Plants medium coarse and slightl_y hranclied.

Quantity of see I much largar than tliat ob-

tained hom eithei' of the other plots

Plants fine and tall witli little hranchine

De-seeded samples of the plants mentioned in the foregoing tabk-

are illustrated in Plate No. 1.

In 1918, seed from the plots of Northern Linseed and the Selection

from 20 4, was sown on 31st July with another sample of seed obtained
in Victoria as a check plot. The three varieties were sown through the

seed-box of an ordinary 17 hoe, grain, and fertilizer drill/ set at the

lowest speed for wheat (22 lbs. per acre). Each plot was sowii in twci

drills, 7 inches apart, and 5f chains long, with 28-in. spaces between
the plots—the sowing being made on one sweep of the drill, and super-

phosphate distributed at the rate of 120 lbs. per acre, at the same time.

A good germination was obtained, but the spring proved dry, and the

plots were therefore irrigated on 24th October, and again on 20th

xsTovember. The harvest results are recorded in the following table.

and samples of the plants are shown in Plate No. TT.

TABLE TsTo. 11.

Flax Plots, 1918.

-Variety.
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return from the fibre selection known as 20/4; and they would be equally

disgusted with the result from the commercial seed types. If a progres-

.^ive farmer in a disti'ict where flax had uot previously been grown, Avere

to commence with seed of the latter type, he would not be likely to try

the crop a second time, and flax growing would thus receive a serious

set-back, if it were not absolutely damned, in that particular district.

Plate No. II.

1. I'ommercial Seed Flax. 2. Northern Linseed. 3. Selection from 20/4.

(3 lbs. 9 ozs.) (15 lbs. 4 ozs.) (5 lbs.)

(The bags contain the total seed obtained from eacli iiaiticular plot, and
indicate the relative yield from areas of equal size.)

Experiments with American Seed.

During his recent visit to America, Mr. A. E, V. Kichardson, M.A.,

B.fec, Superintendent of Agriculture, Victoria, obtained seed of several

varieties of flax grown in the United States, and, although the spring

was well advanced when the seed was received at Werribee, a small

portion of each variety was sown. Some of these failed to germinate,

and it should be remembered that those that did were summer-grown
(with the aid of a liberal water supply), and that better results will

probably be obtained when a sowing is made earlier in tJie year. These
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varieties have not yet been thrashed, hul ;ivaiL'il)le particuhirs are

recorded in the tahle hereunder, and llic i)i'oduee is illustrated iii

Plate Xo. III.

Table Xo. III.
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enconragiug, uiid afford an example of an opportunity where—byextending the work—there appears to be a great possibility (if not
probability) of science assisting the industry and increasing production.
Work of this nature requires such patience, perseverance, keen observa-
tion, and attention to detail, lio^dos entailing a large amount of work,

Plate No. III.

Fig. 1. Commercial Seed Flax. Fi.-. 2. Northern Linseed. Fio-.

Fig. 4. Whu- Blossom.
Alberta.

that it IS quite outside the scope of the average grower with the respon-
sibility of making a commercial success of his farm; but it is hoped
that the experiments at the Research Farm during the coming season
will provide data that will be a guide to present and prospective growers.
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Plate No. IV.

Fig. 1. Commeifiiil Seed Flax, 11117. Fig- -i- ConniuTiial Seed Flax, I'.HA.

Fif;-. 3. Northern Linsi-ed. lOlS. Fig. 4. Solot'tion from 20/4. 1918.

(Two roprescntativt' plants of each varioty.i
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GREEN MANURIAL CROPS AND "TAKE ALL."

Ophioboh(s (jraminis (Sacc),

Charles C. ]irittlebanl\ Plant Pathologist.

During t*he past season tlie disease " Take all " or " White-lieads,"

Ophioholus graminis, Sacc., lias developed to a more or less serious

extent in all tlie green manurial plots at the State Researeli Farm,

Werribec.

For u number of years (1913-18) wheat has been used every alter-

nate year in rotation wit)li various green manurial crops. On one

half of the plots the green crops have been ploughed in, and on the

other half they have been fed off. In each series of plots one section

is given up to bare fallow and wheat every other year. During 1918 the

plots sown with wheat developed " Take all " badly.

All attempt has been made to ascertain the effect of the various

green crops upon the percentage of disease present. It should, how-

ever, be clearly understood that the results obtained relate to one season

•only, and will possibly be far from the aetuaj results when the investi-

gations are carried over a series of years.

What is "Take all."

Some years ago there was some doubt as to the cause of " Take all,"

but this was cleared up by Mr. D. MeAlpine in Bulletin I^o. 9, " Take
all and white-he-ads in "VVlieat," issued by the Department of Agricul-

ture, Victoria. In this Bulletin it is clearly shown that the cause is due
"to the fungus, Ophioholus graminis, Sacc. Of all fungus diseases affect-

ing wheat " Take all" is the most destnictive, and the actual loss caused

by it is far greater than hy any other single disease, Rust included, or

perhaps by a combination of all known fungus diseases affecting wheat
in Victoria.

Rust when present in epidemic form causes more widespread loss

for the one season, but fortunately it appears only once in a series of

years, while " Take all " is always with us, destroying a few plants here,

thousands thei'e, and nearly the entire crop in other jdaces.

Possible Coivditions favouring " Take all."

As TO conditions favorable to the disease or its control very little

is known. In fact, it is not known whether the fungus favours an acid

or an alkaline soil, or one rich in organic matter.

In regard to the alkalinity of the soil, some very suggestive facts

have been recorded from the Permanent Test Plots, at the Research
Farm, Werribee. These plots are twenty in number, and four of them
have been dressed with lime in combination with other fertilizers every
alternate year since 1913. In each and every plot Avhere lime has been
used " Take all " is present to a far greater extent than in any of the

•others. The manurial treatment of the four plots to which lime was
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applied, as well as tlie percentage of " Take all " present, is sliown in tlie-

following table:

—

Plot.
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Individual Plots Compared.

Taking the bare fallow plots, one would at least expect that they

would approach each other closely in the numher of diseased plants

present. Yet one (Plot 20) hore 15 per cent., while another (Plot 15)

bore only 10 per cent, of diseased plants. The foniier :plot appears

to have heen very wet in the early part of the season, and this may
have, to some extent, rendered the plants more liable to attack.

Pease ploughed in (Plot 13) gave 15 per cent. "Take all," and

pease fed off (Plot 18) 10 per cent. Where pease have been used the

disease is less, and the crops better ; in fact, the disease was less and the

crops slightly better than on the bare fallows.

On the plot where rape was ploughed in (Plot 11), "Take all"

equalled 15 per cent., and where rape was fed off (Plot 16) there was
12 per cent. " Take all." A considerable difference in the apparent

bulk of the crops was noticeable, Plot 16 having, to all appearances, a

far better yield. In my judgment, it was the best crop in the whole

series.

Barley ploughed in (Plot 12) gave the highest record of disease of

the whole lot, viz., 60 per cent. " Take all." Barley fed off (Plot 17)

had 25 per cent. "Take all" present. Even the combined average for

the two plots shows the highest record for " Take all " in the whole

series. Barley has been recorded in Victoria as the host of OphioholuS
jgrayninis, Sacc, and possibly the alternation of wheat and barley for

the past six years has in great measure infected the soil. Where the

whole plant has been ploughed under, the infection is highest, while, on
the other hand, where the barley has been eaten down the disease was
-35 per cent. less. Why this is so one cannot say with observations

extending over one season only.

. Where rye-vetches were ploughed in (Plot 14), "Take all" showed
^5 per cent., and rye and vetches fed off (Plot 19), 56 per cent. These
plots are not comparable on account of the variation in combination.

So far as one can gather from the one season's observations, pease,

either fed off or ploughed in, seem to give the cleanest crop, so far as
" Take all " is concerned. Bare fallow follows next in order ; and, on
the whole, I think that no better system of cultivation has yet been
devised than wheat after good, well-worked, clean fallow. If the rota-

tion be wheat alternating with fallow, it is better to burn the stubble

of the previous crop. By doing so, a great many fungus diseases are
partly killed out, especially " Flag smut," Urocystis tritici Koern
and " Take all," Ophioholus graminis, Saec.

Hosts of " Take atjl."

The hosts upon which the "Take all" fungus has been recorded

are

—

1. Wheat Triticum vulgare Vill.

2. Oats Arena saliva. L.

3. Barley Tlordeum vnlgare. L.

4. Barley grass Hordeum murinum. L.

5. " Soft Brome " grass Bromus mollis. L.

6. " Spear grass " Bromus sterilis. L.

7. "Wheat grass" Agrojjf/ron scabritm. Beauv.
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Rainfall at Wekkibee.

Water-logging aud drying out of the soil tends to the development of
•' Take all," and the weather conditions last season were such as to

encourage its spread. The rainfall at the State Research Farm for

1918 was as follows:

—

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

l^ovember

December

Total

Inches.

.50

.70

3.80

.74

2.12

1.69

1.82

2.90

2.21

2.10

.38

1.00

19.96

It will therefore be seen that during the wheat-growing period the
rainfall was favorable except during the month of November.

CORRECTION.

BOTTLING OF FRUIT.

In Miss Knight's article on the Bottling of Fruit for Home Use,
published in the Journal of Agriculture for December last, in describing
an old way of preserving fruit, a passage read (pages 724-5) :

—

" The fruit should bo ... . packed into jars and each filled

with cold syrup, and the lid put tightly on."

The use of the word " tightly " was due to a typographical error, and
should have been printed lightly.
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CLOSER SETTLEMENT STUDIES.

A Miniature Dairy Farm.

Roht. 0. Lorimer, Dairy Supervisor.

From time to time details have been published showing that, with

proper management, dairy farming is a profitable undertaking. Con-

firmation of this is afforded by the excellent results obtained by Mr.
Ewen Wanliss, of !Nanneela South, in the Rochester irrigation settle-

ment, from his little Jersey herd of five eows. For the year ended 30th

.Tune last they gave a total return of £14-1—an average of £28 I63. per

cow. This return represents the value of cream supplied to the Roches-

ter Co-operative Butter Factory (paid for at the rate of Is. 4d. per lb.

of butter fat), plus the value of milk and 'butter used in the household.

In the total of £144 mentioned nothing has been allowed for the value

of pigs, partly reared on the surplus separator milk, nor for calves which
for the first fortnight after their birth were fed on new milk, and then

for another fortnight on half new and half skim milk, before being ftnl

on separator milk alone.

When Mr. Wanliss settled at J>J^anneela it was his intention to engage
in dairying on a big scale, but the failure of the water supply in 1914-15

compelled him to sell his cows, and since then he has devoted most of

his energies to sheep, which have given very satisfactory results, with
less labour and worry than cows would have entailed. However, he
obtained a few pure Jerseys from Mr. Russell, of Langiwilli, near
Skiptou.

Although these cattle are pure-bred, unfortunately their pedigrees

are not obtainable, owing to the death of the original owner, otherwise

they would be tested under the " Government Herd Test," which Mi-.

Wanliss considers of inestimable value to the dairy fanner, and he
only mates his cows with a bull from a tested cow. It is very unfor-
tunate that many owners fail to register the pedigrees of their high-class

pure stock, for a consequence is that the full value of the progeny may
be lost to purchasers.

The bull in use at Langiwilli was Brighton Prince, by Brighton
King (imp.), dam Starbright. Mr. Wanliss' bulls have all been selected

from Mr. C. Gordon Lyon's Banyule herd, the one at present in use being-

King Parrot, by Mabel's Chief (imp.), from Parrakeet.

Parrakeet's record is as follows :

—

Year.
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day's record:—Tulip, 43 lbs., 4.2 per cent, test, equals 1.8 lb. fat.

Diamond, 29 lbs., 4.8 per cent, test, equals 1.39 lb. fat. Barrios, 35 lbs.,

5.1 per cent, test, equals 1.78 lb. fat. Pearl, 42 lbs., 4.4 per cent, test,

equals 1.84 lb. fat. Ruby (first calf heifer), 30 lbs. milk, 5.1 per cent,

test, equals 1.53 lb. fat. The highest daily yield of milk from each

cow was respectively, 65 lbs., 43 lbs., 45 lbs., 50 lbs., 34 lb.s. Mr. "Wauliss

Pearl."

" Moonstone."

is keeping individual records during the present year, and when these

particulars were obtained two heifers on first oalf were giving the fol-

lowing results:—Emerald (under two years old), 31 lbs. milk, 6 pei*

cent, test, equals 1.86 lb. fat; Topaz, 45 lbs., 4.3 per cent, test, equals

1.93, or nearly 2 lbs. a day. Although these cows have been carefully

bred to produce heavy yields, their owner attributes the good returns

mainly to careful management and feeding. Great attention is paid to

regularity in milking, careful milking, and tkorouigh stri})ping.
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Mr. Wanliss is a firm believer in variety of feed for cows, and all

the feed required is raised on the farm. The followiug crops grown in

season have given the best results:—Oats, Japanese millet, lucerne,

imphee. Oats and millet are grazed, and sometimes lucerne, but the

last-named is generally made into hay. Tmphee is regarded as a very

valuaible fodder, and is cut and carted out to cows. It is much relished

by the stock, and has the advantage of being available in late summer
and autumn, when there is usually a shortage of other feed. Here, as

in many other places, lucerne is one of the best crops, and ensilage made
from it has proved excellent, and is generally sought after by the cattle.

Like most farmers grazing stock on irrigated lucerne, Mr. Wanliss

has to watch his cows closely for blowing, but has found that a dose of

raw linseed oil will reduce the gas in a few minutes.

It has not been found necessary to rug or house the eows, as it has

teen noticed that Avhen well fed, cold and rough weather has had very

little effect on the yield of milk.
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TRAP NESTING.

\V. ('. Unf/g. (rorti)unent Fa)')n, Wijana.

A poultry fanner bivi'diiig for prolific egg production cannot attain

his object unless lie knows exactly what return is being obtained from
individual birds. Single penning is undoubtedly the most accurate

method of finding this out, but the high cost of building material is

a bar to 'a great many poultry breeders erecting the required number
of pens.

The most economical way to ascertain the best layers in a flock is

to trap-nest pullets for the first twelve months, and any birds not

showing a .'Satisfaetory tally can then be culled out. By using trap-nests

the breeder is enabled to identify the good laj-er, the bad layer, the

hen that lays the tinted egg, the badly shaped egg, the thin-shelled egg.

Set of Trap Nests.—Centre nest shows position of curtain when hen is on nest.

tlie small egg, or the double-yoke egg, and the hen that eats her egg.

The illustrations on pages 178 and 179. show sets of trap-nests used for

the egg-laying competitions at lUirnley, and which can be recommended
because they can be cheaply and easily made by any one handy with a

hammer aiid saAV. Such trap-nests have been in use at the Wyuna State

Fanu for the past four years, and have proved highly satisfactory. Sets

of four nests are used for pens of 6 birds. If constructed as illustrated,

plenty of ventilation is assured even on the hottest day, and the roof

projecting a few inches protects the nests from the weather.

It is advisable to place the nests in the yards a week or two before

the birds start laying. The blind should be hung up and the bob-Avirc

sufficiently bent to allow tin; birds to go in and out; this will give tlii'in

confidence. On the day of commencing the testing, bend wires back

to original position and set trap in the ordinai'y way: Lnstanccs of

pullets laying outsid<; sometimes occui", but, if the offender be caught

and ))laced in the nest once or twice, there is not likely to be any further
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trouble. It lias been found that every two bours is sufficient to visit

the trap-nests, but it is advisable to place them in the yards in such

a position that they can be readily seen by the attendant whilst engaged
in his ordinaiy duties. These trap-nests are invaluable in the breeding

pen for the"* identification of the eggs laid by previously tested hens.

The egg ean be marked with the hen's number at the time it is laid.

It can be hatched separately and the chicken branded; if a cockei-el,

it will assuredly command a better price coming from a tested hen; if

a pullet, it may be tested, and the result .should be of value to the

breeder in mating his birds during the following year.
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Method of Constructing.

Lay two pieces of the -i-ft. 10-in. on bencli 15 inches apart, nail

on two pieces of 2-ft. 1-in., one at each end, then nail on three of

the 1-ft. 3-in. pieces at equal distances, as in Fig. I.; this will form the

f/C. I BACK

FIG 1 FRONT HERO. TIN

F/C4

l'4-%l\

r>o:^

f/G3 ELEVATION SECTION

Plan of a set of four trap-nests.

back. Lay the other two pieces of 4-ft. 10-iu on bench 15 inches apart,

nail on the two pieces of 2-ft. 4-in., one at each end, and nail on the

other three pieces of 1-ft. 3-in. at equal distances, as in Fig. II.; this

will form the front. Take the two pieces of 1-ft. 4-in and nail on to
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back at the top aud on to the front 3 inches fi'om the top; then nail

on the two pieces of 1-ft. 10-in., allowing 6 inches to project in front

to carry the step (Fig. III.). Then nail on the five pieces of

1-ft. l^-in. at equal distances, as shown in Fig. III., A, B, C. D. E.

To these pieces the kerosene tin.s, which will form the nests, will be
nailed. Cut kerosene tins along dotted lines (Fig. IV.). Remove the

small piece at the end dotted round, and cut down 2 inches on each
side where indicated by dotted lines. Then cut right down dotted line

along top and bend upwards; fit tins into^frame and tack sides on to

A, B, C, D, E, Fig. III. The piece of tin which has been cut down
2 inches in the front should be bent over the piece of timber marked
X in Fig. III. and tacked down. Fix on trap-nest fronts with hinge.3.

Then take six pieces of 4-in. x ^-in. rough lining 5 ft. 3 in. long and
nail together with the three pieces of 2-in. x 1-in. 1 ft. 11 in. long; nail

this on to nest. frame, and cover with ruberoid or other wateTjJroof

covering; this roof overlapping gives protection from the weather. The
remaining piece of 5-ft. 3-in. lining is for the step.

MARKETING EGGS.

A. V. D. Rintoul, Assistant Poultry Expert.

The mid-February prices for eggs, fixed by the selling agencies in
Melbourne, were from lOd. per dozen " ordinary " lots, up to Is. 3d. for
suburban new laid, the market report being as follows :

—

Eggs.—Guaranteed lines of lien eggs are in keen demand and light supply.
Ordinary lots are offered freely, and meet with a poor reception. Ordinary are
quoted at lOd. to lid., private lots Is. to Is. Id., and new-laid Is. 2d. to Ig. 3d.
Duck eggs are worth from lOd. to Is. Id., according to quality.— (Argus, 14th
February, 1919.)

It will be seen from the above that whereas there is a short supply and a
keen demand for eggs—fit to eat—at Is. 3d., w^hat are termed " ordinary
lots " only met " with a poor reception," and were " offered freely

"

at lOd.

The " ordinary " egg, therefore, as at present consigned to Mel-
bourne is not in its best condition, and some explanation of the circum-
stances and suggestions for remedy are obviously necessary.

At the present prices of feed-stuffs, lOd. per dozen is not sufficient

to pay for the food consumed by all the birds on the farm, and, therefore^
allows no margin at all for other expenses, or profit. Whilst the .sub-

urban poultry-farmers have their own negligenee to thank for the barely
payable price of Is. 3d. (they could quickly remedy the present " market

"~

if they took the obvious course), the up-country farmers are actually^
losing money.
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In hot woathor, eggs slioiild bo collected twice a day, and kept in a

cool place until marketed, which should take place twice a week. At
present many are satisfied to gather them occasionally, not always

troubling to even hand them over to the storekeeper each time his cart

calls. He, in his turn, does not bustle himself to hurry the eggs off to

the market, but allows them to accumulate till he has a consignment
'' wiu'tli while " sending to town. As a result, these country eggs arrive

in Melbourne often two to three weeks old, and at times are dear enough
even at the miserable price they bring.

It is occasionally stated Avith pride that the poultry industry of

Victoria is worth over £2,000,000 a year to the State. Seeing that there

are 4,000,000 birds in the State, it should be a source of shame to admit

that, in spite of the various world's records that are put up by Vic-

torian birds, the average production is only 10s. a bird. Proper care in

marketing and a radical alteration of the present " market " should

mean 50 per cent, better returns—another £1,000,000 to the State.

For the benefit of the country districts, the following recommendations
are made:

—

Eggs should be marketed unfertile. Roosters are only useful to

fertilizs eggs for hatching, they do not increase egg-production, and

should be removed immediately after the breeding season.

An abundance of clear, cool drinking Avater should be available for

the layers—the egg is two-thirds water, therefore a supply of water is

essential. Where water is scarce, renew the supply, hoAvevcr small,

several times a day in warm weather.

The water should always be kept in the shade.

Water too dirty for the birds will still help to grow a little green

feed.

ISTests should always be kept clean, for if the\' are dirty and ver-

minous the birds will lay elsewhere, and some eggs are sure to be lost.

Collect eggs twice a day in the warm weather.

Store the eggs in a cool place prior to despatch.

Pack eggs for market in odourless cardboard fillers. Musty chaff

does not improve the flavour, so add only clean fresh chaff.

Always market twice a week.

Keep the small eggs foi domestic consumption; evenly-graded eggs

always command the best price.

Get the cases to the station half-an-hour before the train is duo to

start, otherwise they may be too late, and miss the market.

A satisfied customer is the best advertisement.
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THE AUSTRALIAN FLORA FROM AN ORNAMENTAL
ASPECT.

Edward J<J. Pescolt. F.L.S., F.B.Il.S., Gorernment Pomologist.

Introduction.

The urgency of tree uiiJ shrub planting is becoming more and more
apparent, especially in the areas away from the cities and towns, where
for years the aesthetic aspect of farm and country life has been much
neglected. The necessity for tree planting was previously urged in this

Journal,^ and there is no need here to cover that ground again; it is

too well known.
No doubt there are many trees and shrubs suitable for culture in

all climates and soils, plants of diverse foliage and general character,

so that the choice for the intending grower is practically unlimited.

But it must be agreed that the natural flora of any country is the

one most suited to the natural conditions of that country; that is,

conditions under which little or no artificial means of culture, such

as abundance of water and manure, are available.

Very considerable prominence is now being given to the cultivation

of the Australian endemic flora, and it is to encourage tliis patriotic

sentiment that the following notes have been compiled.

It has been repeatedly stated that the character and colouring of

the native trees are very monotonous. Sugh a statement could be made
only by one who has not looked at them with a seeing eye. The
gums are wonderfully variable in colouration—of greens, dark and light,

of blue-greens, and of browns—and when the young growth comes, the

purple, pink, and red colourings of the tips are magnificent. Indeed,

the variations of colour that are apparent in the native flora form one
of its great charms.

Our gum trees are universally known, and it is probably true that

they are more appreciated by many people living in foreign countries

than by Australians.

Qum Trees.

The eucalypts, or gum trees, as they are more familiarly knowji,

form the chief Australian tree flora, and it has been computed that there

are over 200 species, ranging in height from low shrubby trees to giant

forest trees, perhaps the tallest trees in the world.

Gum trees for cultural purposes may be placed in two classes

—

those grown purely for their floral beauty, and those which are classed

as ornamental trees.

Of those grown for the beauty of their blossom, the most popular and
also the most beautiful is the scarlet-flowered gum of Western Australia,

hJucalyptus ficifolia. This is generally considered to be a small tree,

of low-growing habit, but occasionally fine large specimens are found
in favorable situations. One of these is to be seen at T^arre Warren,
in Victoria, in the garden of Mr. G. W. Ivobinson. This tree, wliich

is considerably over fifty years old, has three main stems, each averaging-

over 5 feet in circumference, while the trunk itself measures nearly

*"A Plea for Tree Planting and Tree Preservation," I>y .T. M. P, id, T.S O.. Siirvoyor-Gener;il.
.Iwru'il of Agriculture. A'ictnria. Vol. 4, page 705, Dee., 190f<.
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14 feet in circumference. The sproiul of the boughs is over 50 feet, and

the height of the tree over 30 feet. To see a tree like this, in full,

bloom, covered with its masses of rich scarlet flowers, is a sight never

to be forgotten. The typical colour of Eucalyptus fcifolia is scarlet;

but, as a result of cultivation and hybridization, it is now found in

Red Gum

—

Eucalyptus rofttrata.

rshades of pink, crimson, scarlet, and orange. The flowers, being carried

in big trusses, the stems brightly coloured, and the loaves large and

shiny, the tree presents a very gorgeous spectacle during the blossoming

rseason.

Another flowering gum very like this one is Eucahjptus calophi/lla,

the red flowering gum of West Australia. This has a more upright
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growth than the former, which is more spreading in habit.

CaJopliylla normally has large trusses of fine, white flowers; but its

variety Bosea, with its canopy of bright rose pink flowers, is a

A\onderful sight in summer. These two gums, as is the case

A\ith most species, are resentful of the use of stable manure,

unless it is very old and well rotted. Even then, the application should

be a light one. If it be necessary to hasten on the growth of Eucalypts,

cow manure is by far the best of animal manures, while bonedust is

useful among prepared fertilizers. Leaf mould, or some new soil, is

always helpful.

Some of these flowering gums are very susceptible to attacks of

frost when young. As they become three or four years old, the whole

growth seems to become indurated or hardened. Consequently, in a

cold or frosty locality, it would be well to shield the young plants with

hessian or similar material in winter, and especially during frosty

weather.

Eucalyptus leucoxylon rosea, the rose-flowered yellow gum, is a well-

known flowering gum, which hlossoms well in the winter time. The
tree is tall and pyramidal, and very shapely, while the blossoms come
in great profusion. The normal type of this " ironbark " has white

flowers, but the- rose-flowered form usually has blooms of a deep rose

pink, and sometimes of shades varying from pale rose to deep crimson.

This tree is being successfully grown as a street tree in many localities.

Eucalyptus sideroxylon pallens, the red ironbark, has pale pink
flowers, and very pale glaucous leaves.

Eucalyptus erythonema (conoidea), the Mount Lindsay gum, is a

fine, deep red flowering species, but the habit of the tree is rather

sparse and weak. Perhaps if pruned and trimmed it niay assume a

more attractive form.

jThe same may be said of Eucalyptus torquota, the Coolgardie
Avhite gum, which has beautiful deep crimson blossoms, the buds and
seed vessels being queerly corrugated.

Eucalyptus phoenicea, the fiery gum, is a small-sized tree, with
long and narrow foliage. The flowers are carried in a dense truss, are

fairly large, with orange or vscarlet stamens.

In Brown's Forest Flora of South Australia, a fine coloured illus-

tration is given of Eucalyptus Lansdowneana, a deep red-flowered

and rather dwarf tree, growing in that State. So far, it has not been
noticed in cultivation; but it appears to be a very decorative species.

Four species of Eucalypts possess fine, large, individual flowers, all

of good colour. In each of them, the blossom is a couple of inches

across. The most notable one is Eucalyptus macrocarpa, the large-

fruited gum. It is a shrubby species, of which the stems and the

large thick leaves are covered all over with a whitish mealy vestiture.

The large, bright crimson flowers are very striking, and the whole
plant is exceedingly handsome. Coming from West Australia, as,

indeed, do most of our showy Eucalypts, it would require a warm and
dry situation, if planted in the cooler climates of the Commonwealth.

Eucalyptus pyriformis, the Ooldea Mallee, has a large flower, and
the fruit or seed vessel is even larger than that of macrocarpa. Here,
again, is a shrubby species with rich yellow or crimson flowers, carried

two or three together. I'lie Umivcs of pyriformis are bright green.
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Eucalyjytu.s miniuta, the veraiillion-flowered gum, groAvs to be a

tall tree, Avith pale-greon foliage. The seed vessels are large and um-
shaj)ed, while the flowers are usually of a rich orange colour, and
several grow together, forming a large cluster.

Willow Gum

—

Hiirnhiptus salir/na.

Eucalyptus tetraptera, the four-wing fruited gum, has queer elon-

gated four-sided seed vessels, with large, solitary red-stamened flowers.

This is a shrubby species from West Australia, having thick green

leaves. Eucalyptus ptychocarpa, the eight-rib fniited gum, also a

large-flowered and large-fruited form from T^orth Australia, has
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rich scarlet floAvers. The seed vessels of this species have six or eight

prominent ridges on the sides. This is a rare plant.

Eucalyptus erythrocorys, the red t-ap gum, is a very striking

and unique species. It i^ a tall, shrubby tree, with long green

leaves. The flower buds are nearly 1 inch across, and the

cap, which acts as the protecting lid to the bud, and which

is known as the operculum, is rich scarlet in colour, with

two ridged lines, forming a cross, on the surface. When the oper-

culum is forced off by the expanding flower, this latter appears in a

very deep yellow colour. There are frequently two or three flowers in

a cluster. Another yellow-flowered species is Eucalyptus Prcssiana.

Again, this is a shrubby form, with broad, short, green or greyish-green

foliage. The fllaments of the flower are a pure rich yellow. The
blooms are borne in clusters of two or three, and, like those of erythro-

corys, are fairly large.

Eucalyptus Lehmanni, Lehmann's gum, is an interesting species,

and one fairl}^ well known. It is a low tree, with clustered greenish-

yellow flowers, a single cluster often being as large as one's clenched

fist. The five to eight buds are large, grow close together, and point

out in difterent directions, each one being about half the size of a little

finger, and an inch long. When the flowers are ready to expand, the

filaments force off the cap, which is somewhat like a long thimble.

Eucalyptus cornuta, the '' Yate " tree of West Australia, has clustered

buds and blossoms very like Lehmanni, 'but much smaller. Sometimes
the flowers are white, and at other times a rich yellow.

One of the finest white-flowered species is Eucalyptus cosmophylla,

the handsome leaf gum, which is common on the Mount Lofty Range,

near Adelaide. Its white flowers are conspicuous and abundant in

April-May, and the foliage, as its speciflc name suggests, is very

beautiful. This species is only of shrubby height, and it flowers when
quite young.

{To he continued.)

PLANTING AND RECONSTITUTION OF VINEYARDS.

Conditions Governingr the Distribution of Phylloxepa-Resistant Vine
Rootling-s and Cutting's.

The conditions subject to which Victorian vine-growers may purchase
phylloxera-resistant vine cuttings and rootlings (grafted or ungrafted)

have been drawn up for the current year, and copies of same will shortly

be available on application.

Beyond the necessary alterations of dates (substitution of 1919 for

1918, &c.), the conditions are much the same as for la<t season. There
is no alteration in price.
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The time within which applications will be received remains as it was
last year, as will be seen below. Applicants are required to finally

decide, when filling in their application forms, as to their stock and scion

requirements: no amendment can be permitted later.

It will suflBce here to explain that resistant vines are supplied to in-

tending planters in any of the following forms, and at the prices stated;

packing e.xtra in the case of consignments forwarded by rail:^

—

Resistant rootlings, grafted with scions previously supplied by
applicants, at per 1,000, £6.

Resistant rootlings, ungrafted, at per 1,000, £1 10s.

Resistant cuttings, at per 1,000, 15s.

Application Forms.

No application will be entertained unless made on the forms supplied
for the purpose, which are obtainable from the Director, Department
of Agriculture, Melbourne, or from the Principal, Viticultural College,

Rutherglen.

Separate forms are provided for («) Grafted Rootlings (6) Ungrafted
Rootlings and Cuttings. Applications must be filled in on the proper
forms.

Each applicant for forms will be supplied with a copy of the de-

tailed conditions governing the distribution of phylloxera-resistant vine

rootlings and cuttings.

Applicants are earnestly requested to thoroughly familiarize them-
selves with these. They are warned that under no circumstances can
any departure he permitted from the regulations governinrj the dis-

tribution as detailed therein, nor can any request for special considera-

tion he entertained.

Dates before which applications must be made.

For Grafted Rootlings (1920 distribution, June to August inclu-

sive), applications will be received until 30th June next. CFor the

1919 distribution the time for receiving applications closed on 30tli June,

1918, and present applicants cannot be supplied until 1920.)

For Ungrafted Rootlings, to be distributed from July to August
inclusive, 1919, applications will be received until 31st July, 1919.

For Cuttings (see conditions), applications will be received until 30th
June, 1919.

Supplying Clean Districts.

The nur.series in which grafted rootlings are raised being situated

in phylloxeratcd districts, these cannot be supplied to growers in clean

districts. To do so would be manifestly unfair to owners of existing

vineyards in such districts.

A limited number of clean resistant cuttings are, however, available,

and these can be supplied to applicants from clean districts.
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ORCHARD AND GARDEN NOTES.

E. E. Pescott, F.L.S., Pomolof/ist.

The Orchard.

Green Manures.

If a cover crop of leguminous plants is required for green manuring

a start at planting may now be made. This can be done only when all

the fruit has been gathered from the trees. An early crop is a distinct

advantage. The cover crop should make a good growth before the winter

sets in, as the plants make very little headway in the cold weather,

and they require to be ploughed in as soon as the ground is dry enough
in early spring. It will thus be seen that it is necessary to get a good

autumn growth, as dense as possible, and one which will adequately

cover the surface before Avinter.

Cultivation.

Should the weather remain hot and dry it will be very necessary to

give the land surface a good stirring, so as to conserve water supplies.

Where fruit crops have been gathered a start may be made late in

the month with the autumn ploughing; whatever ploughing is done

filiould be left as rough as possible.

Pests.

No codlin moth-affected or diseased fruit of any kind should be left

on the ground after the crop has been gathered. These should all be

destroyed by boiling.

All rust-affected foliage and fruit of plum and peach trees, as well

as all other stone fruits that have been attacked by this and other

fungus diseases, such as shot-hole, &c., should be burned if possible.

This will minimize the possibility of future attacks.

Vegetable Garden.

Autumn weeds must be kept out of the kitchen garden. These

rapidly grow, and remain as robbers right through until the spring

time.

The section should be well dug over for planting winter crops.

Before digging a light sprinkling of bonedust and a good top dressing of

stable manure should be spread on the surface. These may then be

dug in, as they provide humus for the soil. Large plots should be

avoided in winter ; where such occur a path should be run down the

centre. This will provide more efficient drainage. The beds, too, may
be more raised than in the summer time.

Early onions may be planted out in the beds, and, if not already

done, onion seed should be planted at once.

All classes of seedlings may be planted out, and seeds of lettuce,

early peas, beet, carrots, radish, cabbage, cauliflower, and swede turnip

may be sown.
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Asparagus beds should be cleaned up and cut down as soon as the
berries begin to colour. Celery rows should be kept earthed up;
rhubarb beds should be given a dressing of manure to encourage the

coming winter crop, and new rhubarb plantations may now be
established.

Flower Garden.

All classes of spring-flowering bulbs may now be planted. In bulb
planting the bulbs should not come in contact with any manure. The
manure should, some time previously, have been dug well in, and mixed
with the soil, and all heat should have disappeared. If manure is

required it should be placed below the bulb, so that the roots may
ultimately penetrate to it. Bulbs thrive in sandy soils, and where the
soil is heavy a little sand may be added to advantage. Bulbs should
not be planted too deeply; the depth to plant is generally regulated by
the size of the bulb. Such bulbs as freesias rnay be covered with onlv
an inch of soil, while larger bulbs may be somewhat deeper.

The increasing prevalence of both bulb mite and rhizoetinia fungus
in attacking bulbs makes it a matter of urgency that all bulb gardens
and plots should be well dressed with lime before the bulbs are planted.

The lime should be dug into the soil; and after the bulbs have been
planted, a top-dressing should also be given. Each dressing need not

exceed 2 ozs. per square yard.

Dahlias and chrysanthemums may be fed with liquid manure, or

mulched with stable or poultry manure. In any case the feeding should
not be too strong nor too frequent, and it should always be withheld
before the flowers come.

All hardy annual, biennial, and perennial seeds may now be
planted. Among these are dianthus, cand3rtuft, sweet peas, Iceland
poppies, anemone, ranunculus, stock, wallflower, columbine, foxglove,

phlox, penstemon, pansy, gaillardia, &c.

Wherever aphis and red spider occur the plants should be sprayed
with benzole emulsion, nicotine, pestend, or soaperine, or some other
preventive in order to protect the coming flowers. Mildew attacks on
the rose should be warded off by the use of sulphur. The sulphur may
be either dusted on the plant or it may be scattered on the ground
around and under the plant.

March is one of the best months for transplanting evergreen plant«
of all classes, trees, shrubs, and palms. The roots of the transplanted
plants should be disturbed as little as possible, while the roots of those
transplanted from pots should be well uncoiled and set out before
planting.

The soil is now warm, and the roots will quickly take hold and grow.
They are thus established for the winter, and will give little or no
trouble in the subsequent summer heat and dryness.

In preparing the soil for ]>lanting the trees care should be taken not
to dig small holes. A small hole is simply a " pot hole," in which the
winter water accumulates, and as a result the young tree roots are rotted.

A large hole should be dug; or better still, the whole planting area
should be well cultivated all over, and the plants or trees then set out
in this cultivated area.
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REMINDERS FOR flPRlU.

LIVE stock;
Horses.—Those stabled should be fed liberally. Food of a more stimulating

nature can now be given to get them well over the '

' changing coat '

' season.

Those doing fast or heavy work should be clipped; if not wholly, then trace-

high. The legs should not be clipped. Those not rugged on coming into the

stable at night sweating freely should be wiped down and in half-an-hour 's

time rugged or covered with bags until the coat is dry. Yearling colts if

vigorous and well grown may be castrated. Weaned foals should have a

little crushed oats daily, if available. Horses to be turned out during winter

should not be clipped. Their mouths and feet should be examined and attended
to where necessary.

Cattle.—As tlie nights become colder the dairy cows should be rugged. The
rugs should be removed in day-time when the shade temperature reaches 60

degrees. If new grass is plentiful, give a ration of hay or straw, whole or

chaffed, to counteract the purging effects of young grass. It will be found
profitable to give a few pounds of bran, crushed oats or poUymeal in addition to

other feed, to all cows giving a fair quantity of milk. Read article by Mr. B. A.

Barr, " Food Values and Rations," in Journal for September, 1916. Algerian

oats should be sown on suitable land for grazing off in the winter. Sow a

mixture of oats, rye, and tares or peas for winter fodder or to fill silos. Only
exceptional cows or those required for city milk supply should be served between
now and July. Within the next two or three months is the best time for cows
to calve, as they will pay to feed through the winter, give the best returns for

the season, and be dry when the feed is dry and at its worst. Calves should
have lucerne hay or crushed oats when grass is not plentiful. Take care tliat

salt lick previovisly recommended is available. One or two pounds of linseed

cake or meal given daily should be found beneficial. In addition to its feed value,

the oil in the cake or meal will eonuteract the efl'ect of dry feed, which is liable

to cause impaction.

Pigs.—Sows not already served should be put to the boar. Supply all pigs

with plenty of bedding, and see that sties are warm and well ventilated. Supply
sows liberally with grain. Castrate young boars as early as possible. Pigs
should be highly profitable now, as pork is very dear. Rape, barley (especially

skinless), oats, itc. may be sown for grazing during winter.

Sheep.—Merino and fine cross ewes, if mated early, will lamb from now
on. Those in lamb to the larger British breeds of rams i-an lie expected to

give a certain amount of trouble in lambing.
Close attention should be given morning and evening to save every

lamb possible, and any ewes that may lie cast. If the ewes are well-

wool led sorts, they will need crutching for fly, at the same time clear

wool from around teats, and away from the eyes also. If the ewes are

attentive mothers any lambs that are found dead after these precautions, apart
from weather conditions, foxes, &c,, are just as well gone. Give purgative
drenches at first sight of ewes appearing ill in any way. Give warm salad

oil to any lambs that are dull in appearance. Ewes after difficult parturition

or retention of after-birth can often be saved by flushing out with ^ oz, Ljsol to
3 pints warm water. Reserve fresh pasture, or better still, sow a mixed green
crop to turn ewes into later on, but not while carrying the lambs, this is too often

injurious. On fine mornings when attending ewes, if feed is plentiful and ewes
strong castrate as many ram lambs as possible, they are easily caught when two
or three days old. Place them between the feet on the ground, no holder is

necessary. In districts where conditions make second dipping a necessity, see

that it is done before the weather becomes too unsettled.

Poultry.—Do not feed maize this month—soft food aids moult; add a

teaspoonfnl of linseed to each bird's ration once daily. The more exercise the
hens get the better they moult. Add to drinking water one packet of Epsom
salts to twenty birds. Keep a sharp look out for chicken pox. Forward pullets

should now be in their winter quarters, \\ith plenty of scratching litter, and fed

liberally—including ration of animal food. Grit, shell, and charcoal should
alwavs be available.
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CULTIVATION.
Farm.—Dig potatoes as they mature. Cart out and spread stable manure.

Finish preparation of land for main cereal crops. Sow Chou Moellier seed in
beds for transplanting. Sow the following mixture per acre for green feed
during the winter months for the dairy herd :—IJ bushels, Oats; ^ bushel,
Cape Barley; i bushel, Tick Beans; ^ bushel, Pease. Sow Giant Drum-
head Cabbage for transplanting (1 lb. sufficient for 1 acre, in rows 3 feet
apart); provided the soil is in good friable condition, plants from seed sown
last month should be planted out. Sow wheat and oats according to locality

;

also rape for winter feed or green manuring. Prepare clean seed-bed for
lucerne; and sow Hunter River, Arabian, or Peruvian seed, free from dodder,,
in drills 7 inches apart and at the rate of 12-16 lbs. of seed per acre. Sow
permanent pastures with grasses and clovers.

Orchard.—Prepare land for planting; plough deeply and sub-soil. Plant
legumes for green manure. Plant out strawberries. Clean up Codlin Moth
from trees as soon as all fruit is gathered.

Flower Garden.—Plant out evergreen shrubs, trees, and Australian plants,
divisions of herbaceous plants, seedlings, layers, and rooted cuttings. Feed
chrysanthemums with liquid manure weekly until flowers begin to open. Pre-
pare land for future planting's of roses and shrubs.

Vegetable Garden.—Plant out seedlings from the seed beds. Dig all vacant
spaces roughly. Sow onions for early crop; also peas and broad beans. Clean,
out asparagus beds wherever the seeds are ripening.

Vineyard.—Examine " Yema " grafts to see if strings require cutting. Con-
sideration must be given to manuring; early application is strongly urged. Peas,
&c., for green manuring should be sown as soon as possible.

Cellars.—Cleanliness is emphatically urged. Carefully remove all fer-

mentable refuse—skins, lees, skimmings, &c. Such odds and ends favour
multiplication of Vinegar Flies (Drosophila funeiris). If present destroy
these with formalin or insecticide powders. A little bisulphite or sul-

phurous acid in washing water is recommended; also free use of lime oa.

floors. &c.

TO SAVE TOMATO SEEDS.

It i.s nut ditticuit, says an exiJcrt, to save tomato seeds. Select well

grown, perfectly ripe tomatoes of the type desired from the most hardy
productive plants in the bed. Be sure upon hardiness and cropping,

because those features are likely to be transmitted. When the tomatoes
are fully ripe, from day to day gather tomatoes of good shape from the

selected jilants, and do not be tempted to gather any odd fine fruit from
plants which do not fulfil the conditions mentioned. Place the tomatoes

on a tray or shallow box in the shade, and allow them to became soft.

In fact, they may start to decay, but do not let them go rotten. If they

are in the shade, they will probably dry without rotting, and some people

adopt this method for their supply of seed. It is advisable, when the

tomatoes are soft, to cut them and squeeze out the pulp into water, wash
away all the pulp, and then strain the seed on to muslin, cheesecloth,

or similar material, and i)Ut it in the shade to dry. When dry, place

the seeds in a small tin, label it, and keep them ready for sowing at the

proper time. When the seeds drj- in the tomato they stick together and
are not so easy to handle. Otherwise they are as good as those which
are washed. If the wasliing, however, is done as described, the

seed is not in any way injured. A good plan for Avashing is to use a

small sieve, or to put the pulp in cheesecloth and wash the pulp through
the mesh, leaving the seeds alone inside. I'lie removal of the skin and
hard parts first facilities the cleaning.
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STRAWBERRY CLOVER

Two Great Clovers
STRAWBERRY CLOVER.—A very valuable variety,

producing immense quantities of fattening herbage.

Greatly relished by stock. Very rapid grower, Clean

Seed, 15 - per lb. Roots, 15/- per 1,000; 25/- per bag.

SUBTERRANEAN CLOVER. -Most nutritious herbage

grown. Splendid for grazing ; sows itself when once it gets a

start. Clean Seed, 5/- per lb. ; 4/9 per lb. in 1 4 lb. lots or more.

Western Wolths Rye Grass
A new forage and pasture grass of extraordinary productiveness.

Will thrive well on almost any soil. Can be cut five or six

times during a season. Price, 10/6 per bushel.

LAW, SOMNER Pty. Ltd.
SEED AND PLANT MERCHANTS

139-141 Swanston St., Melbourne
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES
I VICTORIA DOCK

The Stores have a capacity of 743,980 cubic feet

insulated, and are capable of holding 372,000

boxes of butter, or 248,000 cases of fruit,

or 335,000 carcasses of lamb and mutton.

Electric motor power totals 900 H.P.

Produce can be placed on conveyors at any point and mechanically

carried to any chamber m the building, or conveyed from the chambers

direct mto the ship's hold.

The Railway Department Goods Sheds
are adjacent to and connected with the Cool Stores by direct lines ; delay

and exposure of produce through shunting in the Spencer-street yards, or

cartage, are thus avoided. The Stores are situated in close proximity to

the Victoria Dock, where vessels drawing up to 30 feet of water can be

berthed ; excellent facilities for the efficient and economical treatment and

shipment of frozen and perishable products are provided.

Expert Officers are connected with every Branch, so that

any one requiring information regarding the production, preparation, and

shipment of produce can rely upon being promptly supplied with up-to-

date information upon all matters.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES

VICTORIA DOCK ,

Facilities are provided for producers and smaller exporters of the

various kinds of produce, so that direct shipments on their own account

may be undertaken. The Government ownership and conduct of Cool

Stores places producers In an independent position, and, In addition,

preserves an open channel for the carrying on of the export trade In

perishable products.

The Department of Agriculture will receive,

handle, freeze, store, and ship Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Fruit, Meat,

Poultry, Rabbits and Hares, &c., for producers and exporters.

Produce to the value of over £30,000,000 has been treated

at the Government Cool Stores.

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES, VICTORIA DOCK (Dudley St)

Telephones :

Office : 10383 Central. Superiateodent and Engineer-in-Charge : 10382 Ceotral.

SCALE OF CHARGES, ETC.

and further particulars may be obtained upon application to the

Exports Superintendent, Department of Agriculture,

Produce Offices, 605-7 Flinders Street. Melbourne.

Telephone 9380 Central.
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YOUR LABO^

Obtain the maximum prices and most prompt

returns by consigning all your produce to us.

Agents in all leading towns can be consulted at any

time. Liberal advances made against consignments.
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The Pioneer of Linseed Oil and Meal

"The Australian Manufacturer" says:— " Perhaps there is not in the

whole of Australia a more striking and stimulating example of enterprise, grit,

pertinacity and ability, than Meggitt Limited, Oil and Meal Manufacturers, of

26 King Street, Sydney."

Linseed Oil Meal
•' UNRIVALLED IN QUALITY."

Instructing How to Feed, mailed tree.

Full particulars from Agents—Messrs. Harrisons, Ramsay Limited,

666 Bourke Street, MELBOURNE; or

MEGGITT Ltd ^^' P^onttr Imttti Oil & Linseed Oil Meal Manaiactnreri of Australia
' 26 Kins Street, SYDNEY. Worlu—Parramatta. "The Boy on Bag

guarantees quality."

MEGGITT Ltd.'s

Manofactared at Parramatta.

Pamphlet No. 110
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THE successful orchardist owes his position to his use of up-to-date

methods and proved sprays. He tries all, hut holds to that

which gives him sure results. His recommendations, then, are

worth following.

Successful orchardists who have used Gargoyle Prepared Red
Spraying Oil regularly fcr periods up to seventeen ye .rs, bear witness

to its value as an insecticide and its stimulating effect upon the

growth of the trees. You, too, will be successful it you become one

of its users.

Gargoyle Prepa ed Red Spraying Oil is the proved destroyer of

Aphis, Scale, Red Spider, and other sucking insects.

If not obtainable from your s'orekeeper, write direct to us. It's

made in Australia. Look for the Red Gargoyle on the container.

Vacuum Oil Company
Proprietary Limited

S 2

PreparedRed SprayingOil
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NEPTUNE SPRAYS
Consist of the foIIoiVing grades—

NEPTUNE RED SPRAYING OIL
Makes a beautiful white emulsion, contains 85% Red
Oil, and will do all that other red spraying oils will

do, and more.

NEPTUNE LIME AND SULPHUR SOLUTION
It the safest and most powerful fungicide ever dis-

covered. Trees can be sprayed when in full bloom.

ARSENATE OF LEAD "MERCURY" BRAND
Will not scorch the foliage, and won't wash off.

Death to all parasites.

Write for a Pamphlet giving full information and Imtwctions.

NEPTUNE OIL CO. LTD., iS^t'^^^JJi
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A LIGHTING SYSTEM THAT HAS ALL THE ADVANTAGES

OF ELECTRICITY AT ONE-TENTH THE COST OF INSTAL-

LATION, AND ONE-QUARTER THE COST OF UPKEEP.

The Gloria System is the most advanced type of Air Gas

Lightmg, and dispenses with all machinery. All that is neces-

sary is a steel reservoir, hollow inflexible tubmg, and the

separate lamps. There are no parts to wear out and no delicate

devices to adjust. It is so simple, so strong, and so durable that

we GUARANTEE the system for 10 years. Over 8,000 plants

in daily use in Australia. Light direct from fuel, no machinery

whatever. No odour or refuse.

Write for Complete Information and Catalogues.

The Gloria Light Co. of Australasia,

Head Office for Australasia

152 Elizabeth Street, Melbourne

FITTED IN YOUR OWN HOME ON
ONE MONTH'S FREE TRIAL

By Authority: A-LBEht J. ilcuETT, Go7>?rnment Printer, Melbourne.



Maize Products
46Polly" Feed and Oil Meal

All Cattle and Poultry Like It

"POLLY" BRAND FEED is just Maize, with the germ and the surplus

starch removed, toasted, and made appetising, then disintegrated into powder,

and put up for ready mixing and immediate use. Is rich in Protein, viz.,

20 per cent, guaranteed.

COWS fed on "Polly" Feed will yield 20 per cent, more milk.

HORSES thrive better on "Polly" Feed because the heavy and indigestible

starch proportion is removed, and the Feed is muscle and bone forming.

" POLLY " FEED does not weevil or germinate, and it does not turn rancid

with age.

Maize Products "Oil MeaP'
Maize Oil Meal is toasted and tasteful, does not germinate or turn

rancid with age or storage. Ready for use as a mash at a moment's notice.

CALVES thrive on "OIL MEAL" better than any other.

POULTRY of all kinds do better with "OIL MEAL" than with any other.

Fattening Pigs—For fat bacon nothing is more successful for Weight

and Flavour.

Maize Oil Meal differs from our " Polly" Brand Feed in that the

latter is cheaper and produces bone and muscle, whereas Maize Oil Meal

produces Bone, Muscle, Fat, and a Glossy and Beautiful Coat.

Maize Oil Meal" "Polly" Brand Feed
Put up in lOO lb. bags. Every bag guaranteed.

Write for prices and further particulars.

MAIZE PRODUCTS Pty. Ltd.
Office and Works Footscray, Victoria

Telephones : Footscray 367—368



VICTORIAN RAILWAYS

PICTURESQUE VICTORIA

Summer Excursions
The Victorian Railways issue Summer Excursion

Fares to the Seaside, Mountains, Rivers, Lakes,

and Caves, from 1st November till 30th April

MOUNT BUFFALO
Excursion Fares all the year

round

First-Class Special Inclusive

Week Tickets

covering Transport and Accommodation,

at the " Government Chalet," are issued

on Mondays by the 6.15 a.m. train, and

on Fridays by the 4 p.m. Express train,

at £G
Excursionists wishing to travel by motor from
Bright may do so, weather permitting, on payment

at Bright of 5/- e.xtra.

Special Inclusive Week

Excursion Tickets

including Accommodation, &c.

HEALESVILLE
Rail, Coach Drives. &c., £3 3/-

WARBURTON
Rail, Coach Drives, &c., £3 1 O/-

BEECHWORTH
Rail, Coach Drives. &c.. £S S/-

Lakes Entrance & Buchan Caves
including Rail, Boat, Motor Car, and Motor
Launch Transport, Accommodation, Coach

Drives, and Motor Launch Trips. £7

Victorian Government Tourist Bureau
Opposite Town Hall, Collins Street, Melbourne

Full Information supplied in regard to Excursions, Tourist

Resorts, Accommodation, &c. Tickets issued daily

Handbooks, Maps, and Hotel Guides Free on application.

Telephone Nos. 2898
and 2899 Central

GEO. H. SUTTON.
Secretary for Railways.



Vol. XVII. THE FLAX INDUSTRY. Part 4.

[Registered at the General Post Office, Melbonrne, for transmission by Post as a Newstia)ier.

PRICE THREEPENCE. (Annual Subscription—Victoria, Inter-State, and N.Z., 3/-; British and Foreign, 6/^)



Forget the Income Tax on YOUR Farm!

Sow BERSEEM GLOVER

Yields up to SIX Cuttings in a Season !

Brunnlng's Genuine " Mesgavvi" Berseem Clover Grows in Winter like

Lucerne in Summer. You need not worry about Income Tax with a

Crop of Brunning's Berseem behind YOU. Ensures a plentiful supply

of Good Wmter Fodder ; Can be Pastured, Cut for Green Feed,

or made mto Hay ; absolutely the Best Proposition on the Market.

Write To-day. SAMPLE AND PRICE ON APPLICATION.

IT PAYS! Sow the Best RAPE SEED!

Valuable for pasturing Sheep, Cattle, and Pigs ; Can also be cut and fed. Cleanses

the Land and adds Nitrogen to the Soil. Brunning's Special Strain of Broad Leaf

Dwarf Essex Seed is Tested, Machine-dressed, and Pedigreed. Best Results assured.

Vv^RITE FOR SAMPLE NOW !

F. H. BRUNNING Pty. Ltd.

VICTORIA SEED HOUSE,
64 ELIZABETH STREET MELBOURNE.
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COPYRIGHT PROVISIONS AND SUBSCRIPTION RATES.

The Articles in the Journal of the Department of Agriculture of Victoria aie

protected by the provisions of the Copyright Act. Proprietors of newspapers wishing

to republish any matter are at liberty to do so, provided the Journal and author are

liofh acknowledged.

The Journal is issued monthly. The subscription, which is payable in advance

and includes postage, is 3s. per annum for the Commonwealth and New Zealand, and

5s. for the United Kingdom and Foreign Countries. Single copy. Threepence.

.Subscriptions should be forwarded to the Director of Agriculture, Melbourne.
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will be supplied by the latter.
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JERSEY BUTTER^^BULLS^^
AppI}^

—

C. GORDON LYON, "Banyule," Heidelberg, Victoria

rssst

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

YEAR BOOK OF AGRICULTURE
FOR 190S

4-48 Pages 200 Illustrations 2 Coloured Plates

rinfk 1* RA • nan^r 9« RA Postage .- C. doth 2Mcl.. paper 2d.: N.Z.. cloth 9d..
\.ioui, OS. oa.

,
paper, ^s. oa. p,p„ gj. . b. and f.. doth u. 6d.. paper, u. 4d.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

To Intending Citrus Growers
LIMITED NUMBERS OF

CITRUS TREES
ARE OBTAINABLE FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

THE VARIETIES ARE WASHINGTON NAVELS, VALENCIA LATE, EUREKA, and LISBON

Price, £6 per Hundred
f.o.r. at WAHGUNYAH,

An amonnt of lOs. for each hundred ordered is to accompany applications, and the balance, £5 10s.

for each hundred, is to be paid when consignees give directions to have consignments forwarded.

A charge of 2/6 per hundred will be made for packing unless the casings be returned.

Applications must be made on the official orderforms, which may be obtainedfrom The Director,

Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, or from the Citrus Nurtery. Wahgunyah.

Full particulars concerning the distribution, explaining the conditions which must be complied with by applicants.

are obtainable on application to

THE DIRECTOR OF AGRICULTURE. MELBOURNE
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Reliable

Water Supply
Supplement Your

Rain Water Storage

with a continuous supply pumped from bore

hole or river. Furthermore, save power cost

—employ the wind to pump the water to the

house, over to the stock troughs, or' wherever

yoU want it. The " Billabong" Windmill

can be arranged so as to automatically keep

the tank's full. It possesses a combined

governor and speed regulator, unique in

principle and effective in operation. Illus-

trated Catalogue Post free. Write to-day.

John DANKS & SON Pty. Ltd.

Makers of Windmills, Pumps, Troughs, &c.

Melbourne and Sydney

PARSONS BROS. & CO.
-Propy. Ltd.-

OATMEAL, SPLIT PEAS, and

PEARL BARLEY MILLERS
and'CORNINA MANUFACTURERS

ARE

BUYERS of OATS, PEAS,

BARLEY, and MAIZE.

SEND SAMPLES OF YOUR
GRAIN TO US.

BOX 53.

G.P.O.. MELBOURNE.

*-
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Our Farm

Pump Engine
Lifts water 500 feet and
pumps it a mile at a

cost of a little over one
penny an hour. It is

thoroughly reliable, self-

contained, and ready for

instant use. Drives
Milking Machines,

Separators, Spraying Outfits ; cuts chaff, saws
light wood, &c. No platforms to build, no belt

troubles, no shafts, arms, or pump jack needed.
Can be attached to pumps in three minutes. No
mechanical knowledge to fix—can be operated

by a boy. Needs very little attention. A
leally efficient engine.

Price—£10 down—Balance as you earn

'Challenge"

Windmills
Are all steel

constructed, heavily gal-

vanized, rust proof. Over
5,000 users can speak of the satisfaction they

have given. One roan has 117 at work.

Provided wilh an efficient syphon oiling

system. Crank shaft is forged from one piece

of steel, sensitive governor gives complete con-

trol in all winds. Internal gears run without

Doise, all bearings are reversible, giving double

service, perfect adjustment, flexible steel band
brake. Owing to early ordering we can supply

some windmills at less than the present cost

of the raw materials. Big stocks—low prices.

Prompt Deliveries
Mills from 6 ft. to 14 ft. in •tock.

Also towers of all heights.

Send for General Catalogue giving illustrations,
descriptions and prices of engines, implements,
agricultural machinery and farm tools

LANGWILL BROS. & DAVIES
Pty. Ltd.

Agents (or Taagre Oil, Steam, and Gas Engines, Pnmpt and Machinery

110-114 Sturt St., South Melbourne

Dip Famine Rumor Unfounded
Many flock owners may have been scared because of rumors of a "Dip Famine"

—

but tuch a possibility is without any foundation. A shortage of imported dips need
have no effect on dip supplies whatever, for Australia now produces io

POWDER SHEEP DIP
AN ARSENICAL DIP OF THE HIGHEST POSSIBLE QUALITY-
cbemically and physically equal to the best dip hitherto imported—and which

CAN BE SUPPLIED TO MEET ALL AUSTRALASIA'S NEEDS
* Vallo' dipped Socks are already ipeakins eloquently as to the reliability

o( this compound—proving by their wool yield, wool quality, and all-

round improved conditions that 'Vallo* Powder Sbeep Dip is not only
effective, but longest lasting in its destructive action against Ticks, Lice,
and other theep infesting vermin ; reduces Fly Strike to a minimum,
and makes a sheep clean and impervious to contagion (rem 'dipping'
to next shearing.

Manufactured by A. VICTOR LEGGO & CO., Arsenic Mines,
Southern Cross, W.A., and Queensland ; Works,Yarravilleand Bendigo ;

Head OfiBce, 497-503 Collins Street, Melbourne.

Distributors for Victoria and Tasmania—
A. VICTOR LEGGO & CO., Melbourne
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Have You Received
Your

IRON AGE
Book?

If not, send your address, when one will be posted by return mail. It

illustrates and describes over 30 varieties of "IRON AGE" Implements.

HARROWS, CULTIVATORS. PLOUGHS. WHEEL HOES,

SEED AND FERTILIZER DRILLS, ETC.

As Illustrated: "IRON AGE" No. 6 Horse Hoe & Cultivator—Fig. 188

With depth regulator attachment. Wheel and regulator work together, but either may be

adjusted separately. Price—Complete, ^£o S/'-

582-88
Collins St.,

/MS^PRersoriS)
w^"^"^ Proprietary Limited ^ -^

MELBOURNE
Estd. 59 Years.
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Bonedust, Superphosphate,
And Other High-Grade Fertilizers. Poultry Bone Grit, Meat Meal, Cattle Lick

DELIVERED AT RAILWAY STATION, FOOTSCRAY, OR ON WHARF, MELBOURNE

BONEDUST :: :: ::

MANUFACTURERJ. COCKBILL,
OFFICE: 407 POST OFFICE PLACE, MELBOURNE

BONES BOUGHT. CONSIGN TO ME. FOOTSCRAY. Telephone 2098.

LINES FOR THE FARMER!
RUBEROID
FOR ROOFS OF COTTAGES,

STABLES, SHEDS, AC.

INDELIBLO COLD
WATER PAINT

FOR ALU OUTSIDE PAINTING

IVholesale

Agents :

—

IN ALL CALCIMO COLOURS
FOR INSIDE PLASTERED WALLS

Obtainable
from all

Storekeepers

BROOKS, ROBINSON & CO. Ltd.

'Phone
7419

Central The Australasian Mutual Insuranee

Society ltd.
400-2 Collins St.,

MELBOURNE.

Live Stock
Insured

at Lowest Current Rates

obtainable in Australia.

OTHER DEPARTMENTS OF BUSINESS.
Fire, Marine, Fidelity Gaarutee, Plate

Glau, Perianal Accident and Sickaeis,

EavUrert' Liability. WorkaMn't Compen.
•atin. Fnblie Riik, Metar Car, and Borclary,

lii-HISURE WITH THIS SOCIETY, AND RECOMMEND IT TO YOUR NEIGHBOURS
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Nine Years
Practical Tests

The Renowned

"BLUE BELL"
Arsenate o/^Lead

Secure your orders at once.

F. W. PRELL & CO., 31 Queen St., Melbourne

SOLE VICTORIAN AGENTS

LESLIE SAi:^tlEKS
NEW FOOD FOR SHEEP, COWS, AND HORSES

Leslie Salt Licks which supersede rock salt are composed of pure sterilized

salt, tosrether with lime, a small proportion of Epsom salts, and other
scientifically blended ingredients. They are the finest conditioner and
animal medicine known, and will do more to prevent disease than any
medical treatment. 2/- per block ; or 22/6 per case of 12 blocks (plus

freight t.o country centres). Order from saddler, produce merchant, black-

smith, butter factory, g:eneral store, or any of the following agents :

—

Qippsiand and Northern Selling and Ins. Co. Ltd., Melb. ; J.ame8 McEwan

I

.-JAand Co. Pty. Ltd., Melb. ; Price, Griffiths & Co., Melb. ; J. Bartram & Son
' Pty. Ltd., Melb. ; Lyall&Son, Nth. Melb. &Geelong ; New Zealand Loan and
Mercantile Co. Ltd., Collins & King-sts., Melb. ; or Alex. Mair & Co., Melb.

I

"THE BEST is CHEAPEST—ALWAYS !
"

LYSAGHT'S
CORRUGATED ROOFING IRON

Obtainable from all leading Ironmongers, Storekeepers, and
Timber Merchants throughout Australia.

Australia's

WAGON 99

Hildyard Steel Wheel Wagons at

the Front. They are now fitted

with twin roller bearings, 33 per

cent, saved in draft. More durable
than ever. Less wear and tear.

No boxes to crack. We guarantee
them. The rollers run im oil in duitproof races. They are now perfection, and we can supply to

carry all weights as usual for wool, wheat, or farm. Ordinary axles supplied if preferred.

J J Gordan (ArdUthan) »ays:-"The 5 ton, tt in. and iO in. dia. wheel wagon you supplied me
run* splendid. I am putting 60 bags of wheat on t horset. That proves its light draught."

s.„-f.. HILDYARD WAGON WORKS, •'^~^'~°^°~
Cataloe NoMf MELBOURNE, VIC.
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Seed Wheal&Seed Oats Cleaners*Graders
FOR HAND OR POWER

It will pay you to Clean and Grade your Seed
>Vheat. Our No. 18 Catalogue, sent Post Free

on request, will explain the Reason Why.

MADE IN AUSTRAUA

SCHUMACHER Mill Furnishing Works Pty. Ltd.

PORT MELBOURNE

W. & W. 688

METAL FENCES & GATES
MANY STYLES— ONE QUALITY

rr=^£iiJ.

Fig. 201—Cyclone "Z" Gate, 4 ft. high

(Registered Design)

Fig. 39—Cyclone Ornamental Fence.
Style " F " Handsale Fig. 193

THERE IS A CYCLONE FENCE OR GATE SUITABLE FOR EVERY REQUIREMENT

SEND FOR CATALOGUE No. 33

Cyclone Pty. Ltd.
459 Swanston Street, MELBOURNE

Also at Sydney and Adelaide
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES
. VICTORIA DOCK

The Stores have a capacity of 743,980 cubic feet

Insulated, and are capable of holding 372,000

boxes of butter, or 248,000 cases of fruit,

or 335,000 carcasses of lamb and mutton.

Electric motor power totals 900 H.P.

Produce can be placed on conveyors at any point and mechanically

carried to any chamber in the building, or conveyed from the chambers

direct into the ship's hold.

The Railway Department Goods Sheds
are adjacent to and connected with the Cool Stores by direct lines ; delay

and exposure of produce through shunting in the Spencer-street yards, or

cartage, are thus avoided. The Stores are situated in close proximity to

the Victoria Dock, where vessels drawing up to 30 feet of water can be

berthed ; excellent fadlities for the efficient and economical treatment and

shipment of frozen and perishable products are provided.

ELXpert OlllCerS are connected with every Branch, so that

any one requiring information regarding the production, preparation, and

shipment of produce can rely upon being promptly supplied with up-to-

date information upon all matters.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES

VICTORIA DOCK ,

Facilities are provided for producers and smaller exporters of the

various kinds of produce, so that direct shipments on their own account

may be undertaken. The Government ownership and conduct of Cool

Stores places producers in an independent position, and, in addition,

preserves an open chemnel for the carrying on of the export trade in

perishable products.

The Department of Agriculture will receive,

handle, freeze, store, and ship Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Fruit, Meat,

Poultry, Rabbits and Hares, &c., for producers and exporters.

Produce to the value of over £30,000,000 has been treated

at the Government Cool Stores.

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES, VICTORIA DOCK (Dudley St.)

Telephones

:

OHice : 10383 Central. Snperintendent and Engineer-in -Charge : 10382 Central.

SCALE OF CHARGES, ETC.

and further particulars may be obtained upon application to the

Exports Superintendent. Department of Agriculture.

Produce Offices, 605-7 Flinders Street, Melbourne.

Telephone 9380 Central.
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DOOKIE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
Provides Special Facilities for Practical and Scientific Agricultural Education

Notable Asriculturistt tay that thi« College offers the best
agricultural education and practical training in the world

THE COLLEGE TEAR COMMENCES IN MARCH STUDENTS MAY BE ENROLLED AT ANT TIME

Alternative Courses—
(a) Diploma Course

(b) One Year's Course.

Three Years.

Total Fees—

£25/-/- per annum.

The college contains modem and well equipped laboratory and lecture hall, single bedrooms, recreation and
sports grounds.

Of the 5,913 acres of farm land at Dookie, 1 ,000 acres were put under crop by students last season; and champion
prizes were won for sheep and pigs at the last Royal Agricultural Society's Show.

FARM SUBJECTS.—Agriculture, Animal Husbandry, Poultry, Fruit Growing,
Butter and Cheese Factory Management, Building Construction for Farmers.

EACH BRANCH UNDER SPECIALLY TRAINED EXPERTS

LONGERENONG AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
SESSIONS COMMENCE MARCH AND SEPTEMBER

This College is specially adapted for Junior Students from 14 years of age
AREA OF FARM. 2,336 ACRES

MAIN BRANCHES OF FARM WORK.—Grain Growing, Fat Lamb Raising, Dairying,
Irrigation of Fodder Crops, Fruit, &c.

Total Fees—£25 per annum.

Full particulars obtainable from T. J. PURVIS, Esq., Secretary, Council of Agricultural Education,
Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, or the Principals of the Colleges.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE

VETERINARY SCHOOL
Complete Courses of Instruction are conducted in all Subjects for the Degree of

Bachelor of Veterinary Science (B.V. Sc), and for the License (L.V. Sc).

Veterinary Surgeons possessing the above qualifications are eligible for registration

under the Veterinary Surgeons Act (Victoria) and for Veterinary Appointments in the

Commonwealth and State Services and in the Army Veterinary Corps.

For full particulars apply

—

The DIRECTOR, Veterinary School. PARKVILLE, VICTORIA
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"This is for you, girls!
It's the most wonderful separator I ever saw. I just brought It from

Johnson's Hardware Store where they were demonstrating it. You can't

guess what it will do."

"I think I know, father. You told me last week about the loss of

cream in our old separator when I turned it too slow. You timed me
and pretty near scolded me when you found I was turning 37 revolutions

instead of 60. This is the separator that "skims clean at any speed." It's a

SHARPIES
C SUCTION-FEED m^
REAM SEPARATOR

"Mary Is a smart girl, mother—she guessed It. We all helped to

test It and it skimmed to a trace when turned as slow as 36 and equally

clean when turned as fast as 55 turns. It simply skimmed faster when
we turned it faster. And the cream remained at 35% thruout the

varying speeds."

"Why, father—then we will know exactly what the cream check
will be each week, wont we?"

"Indeed we will, mother. Now look at the bowl. It's a plain

straight tube with a small ring like a napkin ring in it.

"Goody!— I'll get thru washing up in a jiffy, no discs!"

"Yes, girls, and note the knee-low supply tank, and the automatic
once-a-month oiling—it has any other separator I ever tried, beat a mile.

But then—it's made by the oldest and largest Separator Works in America."

Agents for Victoria—NEWELL & COY., King St., Melbourne
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NATIONAL TRUSTEES
Executors & Agency Company of Australasia Ltd.-

DIRECTORS

:

HON. WALTER MADDEN, Chairman and Managing Director.

EDWARD FITZGERALD. Esq., LL.D. MICHAEL MORNANE, Esq.

HON. DUNCAN E. McBRYDE, M.L.C. HENRY MADDEN, Esq. DAVID HUNTER. E«q.

This Company Acts as EKecutor or Joint Executor of Wills, Administrator, Trustee 9f
Settlements, and Agent for Absentees under Power of Attorney.

MONEY TO LEND ON BROAD ACRES AND FARM LANDS

Offices— 113 Queen St. (Corner of Little Co!lins-st.), Melbourne

am

«MONKEY " =^^1°= "WALLABY " JACKS
For

GRUBBING
TREES
and

STUMPS
and

GENERAL
HEAVY
LIFTING

Cor complete illnttrated catalog is free, if yoB have one use it, if yon haven't WRITE US TO-DAT!

TREWHELLA BROS. Pty. Ltd., TRENTHAM

VICTORIA PHOSPHATE
Manufactured by the Heathcote Chemical Co. Pty. Ltd.

from a Vidlorian Deposit.

CROP CmOWN AT BRIDQEWATER WITH "VICTORIA PHOSPHATE."

Orders can now he supplied and full information obtained from

Victorian Producers' Co-Operative Compy. Ltd.
AGENTS FOR VICTORIA

589 TO 605 COLLINS STREET WEST, MELBOURNE
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NOXIOUS WEEDS
Farmers ! don't let the weeds get a 1 ^ mortgage on your land

The most Effective, Safest and Cheapest method
of ERADICATING WEED PESTS is by using

=== Arsenious =—=
Chloride Preparations
Manufactured by CACTUS ESTATES LTD.
Applied by means of an Atomizer or Spray Pump

Recommended by the Department of Agriculture of Victoria

We have hundreds of Testimonials from satisRed clients

Fuuparucuu. CACTUS ESTATES LTD., 60 QUEEN ST..

MELBOURNE

"BULLDOG" Burnt & Unburnt

(c°;b"".1e) Agricultural Lime
For Orchards, Crops, and Pastures

Its use is strongly recommended by all experts, and those who have

had practical experience. Any quantity supplied at shortest notice.

For applying to land we recommend onr "Ajax" Lime Spreader

Rates and full particulara from Dialributon—

cuRDiE's RIVER X. CURPHEY Pty, Litd.
TelepfaoDc—Central 2807 22S Coppln Street, Richmond, Victoria

Begisterfd Trade Mark

Work.

BURNTULYDALE LIME
FOR THE LAND

Farmers who have not used Burnt Lime should Iry it. The action

of Burnt Lime on the land is Immediate. The demand (or Building

Lime having slackened owing to the War, Farmers have the opportunity

of getting a supply of the well-known Lilydale Lime.
ANALYSIS go as high as 98% Calcium Oxide.

Apply—

DAVID MITCHELL ESTATE, p„/i.. OLIVER'S LANE, MELBOURNE
Works—Cave Hill. Lilydale. Tel. Lilydale 4. Tel. Central 5726.
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DEVELOPED IN AOSTRAIIA
International No. 90 series adjustable-beam mouldboard ploughs

and International adjustable - cut stump jump mouldboard

ploughs were developed in Australia to suit Australian

conditions and are made in Canada at the largest and best

equipped plough works in the British Empire.

INTERNATIONAL NO. 90 SERIES

Adjustable - Beam Mouldboard Plough.

The International No. 90 series ploughs

are made in 2, 3, and 4-furrow sizes, and
can be adjusted to cut from 6 to 9^ -inch

furrows. The frame of straight I-beam
sections of high carbon steel supplies an excellent means of using the

screw adjustment, as the holes provided for this, being in the channels of

the I-beams, do not weaken the beams, as is the case with the ordinary

oblong sections used on other ploughs. Long easy turn mouldboards and
standard D-foot shares are used. All levers are strong and easy to operate,

and are so placed as to make it convenient for the operator to get on and
off the plough on the land side. The governor, or cut-off lever, makes it

possible to take any width of cut with the front furrow and has such

control of the front wheel that if it is desired the front furrow may be cut

out entirely. Another feature of interest is the automatic locking device

on the swivel land wheel which allows the plough to make a very short

turn without sliding any wheel, whether the turn is made to the right or

to the left. Write for pamphlet and study these ploughs in detail.

INTERNATIONAL ADJUSTABLE-CUT
STUMP JUMP MOULDBOARD PLOUGH.

The International stump jump mould-

board plough embodies features that are

exclusively International. It is the only

plough of the stump jump type that can

be adjusted to cut different widths of furrows. It is the only plough

possessing yielding springs that allow the jump beams to yield sideways

when ploughing around an obstruction, and thus eliminate the risk of

bending the jump beams, and relieve the horses of unnecessary strain.

The International stump jump mouldboard plough is itself light but

strong ; but such of its parts as are required to stand heavy strains are

made heavy and strong. It will do its work much more easily than other

ploughs for the reason that the International yielding springs act like a

safety valve on a boiler ; they offer relief when under pressure or

dangerous strain. Write for pamphlet.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER CO. OF AUS. PTY. LTD.

543-555 BOURKE STREET, MELBOURNE
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GOROKE CROP AND FALLOW COMPETITION. IIMS.

Report by the Judge, Mr. H. A. Mullett, B. Ag.Sc,
Science Field Officer.

General Impressions.

The Goroke di.sti'ict is decidedly out of the ordiuaiy as regards soil

types and rainfall, and in its agriculture may be said to be still iu the
pioneering stage.

The efforts of the Society to promote interest in and. investigation
into local agricultural problems, such as wheat-growing, are, therefore,

worthy of the whoh'-hearted support, not only of the farmers of the
district, but also of those interested in the large tracts of similar country-

in the west of Victoria.

To achieve the best results, it is necessary for the investigations to bo
continued from year to year, and for the competitors to look further
ahead than the prize ; the mere pot-hunting spirit cannot be too strongly
deprecated.

The success of the competition depends largely on the interest and
co-operation of the competitors. Just to that degree in whicli they
preserve an open mind, keep accurate records of the various farming
oi^erations, and enter the com])etition, not so much to win a prize as to

test a particular style of farming, so will they derive benefit.

The scattered nature of the exhibits, the variable soil types, and the
failure of some of the com]ietitors who exhibited fallow last year to show
the crop grown on that fallow, are points which have limited the value
of comparisons of methods and results. The number of cases of a
particular sort Avas thus too limited to enable accurate generalizations
to be made.

The difficulties which beset this class of work in a district such as
Goroke, and the leasons Avhy actual experimental tests must be made the

3911.
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final test, are best iinder.-^tood by a consideration of the soils and tlie

annual rainfall.

The Rainfall.

The average rainfall at Goroke for a period of eighteen years is

20.36 inches—an amount -which, for wheat on ordinary soils, if rightly

distributed, is usually considered satisfactory. When, however, the

average monthly distribution is examined, it is found that 16.87 inches

fall in the period April to November inclusive, i.e., over 3^ inches

greater than that received for a similar period at Nhill, in the Wimmera.
The April and May precipitation is similar in botb places, but between

2 and 3 inches a month are received at Goroke in the period June to

October, which is, roughly, an inch a month heavier than at ISThill. On
reasonably porous soils this would be ideal; at Goroke it is often an

embarrassment. A comparison of the average rainfall at the following

centres, viz. : Goroke, Eutherglen, and jSThill, shows that there is a close

resemblance between the monthly precipitation of the two first-mentioned

places. On similar classes of soils, the results of successful experience

at Rutherglen might be worth considering at Goroke.

Table showing average yearly distribution of Rainfall for

Goroke. Rutherglen, and N^hill.
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growth of a more mature plant. These soils are markedly deficient in
organic matter and in i^hosphoric acid. On them the growing of wheat
is treated as a catch crop, and often the ultimate aim is just grass
improvement. The land is cleared, ploughed, left fallow till seed time,
and sown to wheat or oats. Perhaps two crops are obtained in this way
before the paddock is allowed to rest in grass for an indefinite period.

The sandy soils referred to as occurring adjacent to sand-hills do
not puddle down like the silty soils, but in a wet year may become water-

Typical Goroke Country.

logged because of the impervious nature of the clay subsoil. In a dry
year the crops " hang out " over long stretches. The rich sand hum-
mocks are easily worked, and are capable of growing splendid crops.

The heavy clay soils are somewhat difiicult to manage until they
become levelled with cultivation. They will stand frequent cropping,
and do not puddle as does the silty type. Under pres^mt methods soils
of the heavy class, and those related to them, are apt to become very
foul with wild oats and thistles.

1 z
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Deductions that can be made by a considkkation ok Local
Peculiarities.

The differences of opinion that exist among farmers in the district as

to the best way of growing a crop of wheat on the various soils were

referred to hist year. The methods of the successful entrants of this

yeai-'s competition do not throw a great deal of light on the subject, for

the reasons already mentioned. Until further local experience, or.

One of the numerous lakes.

One of the rich sand hummocks.

better still, acrual field tests, <h'monstrate in each case Avliich are the best

methods, we arc forced to regard as correct those local farming practices

which satisfy such g<'neral priiu'iples as can be deduced from a con-

sideration of the special soil and climatic features of the district. Any
method that might thus suggest it>clf must, of course, take into account

rlie fact tliar wool-iirowinc' is :it iircsciil the chief industry of the district.
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WjIEAT-(iRO\VING ON THE SiLTY SoiLS.

Tt lias already been remarked that on the silty soils the effeot of th(?

puddling is serious alike to germination and growth. Puddling is

accentuated by frequent cultivation, and it, therefore, follows that this

working should be reduced to a minimum; but it is quite possible that

to do away with it altogether, as is the general tendency at present, has

other disadvantages. Two that may be mentioned arise primarily from
the complete lack of moisture in the fallow during the summer months,

which the ])resent practice has been proved to bring about. The first

of the two is that, in the absence of water, certain vital soil functions,

such as nitrate formation, do not proceed, and the second is that the

seeding time is then necessarily dependent on the incidence of the

autumn rainfall, which is generally light and uncertain. Dry sowing is

to be deprecated on these soils, as a heavy rain after seeding will set the

loose soil down like a cement, and the grain is, perhaps, partially or

totally destroyed.

From these considerations, in the absence of practical tests, it would
appear that possibly at least two cultivations should be given at two
critical periods during the year, preferably with an implement that will

leave as nubby a surface as possible The conservation of a reasonable

amount of moisture would jjermit of advantage being taken of mid-April

rains, even though light, ro sow the crop with the certainty that it would
continue to do well. On these soils it might be well to use the cultivator-

drill, in this way doing away with one cultural operation, and, there-

fore, avoiding uunecess:iry pulverizing of the ground. If late maturing
varieties of wheat, such as Yandilla King and Penny, are sown thu.s

early, there is a much better chance of their resisting the usual wet
winter experienced, and, further, of the young crop actually reducing

the puddling which is lai'gely brought about by the beating action of

the rain on the bare soil. The effect of a young erop in sheltering the

surface is considerable. Furthermore, a crop well established is much
better able to resist excessive wet than germinating grain. Mid-April
sowing is most successful at Rutherglen.

If the crop becomes too forward, as is likely in a favorable year, it

may be eaten oif. In other years this would not be necessary. Seeing
that the packed surface is so deleterious to the growing crop, a good
harrowing of the crop after it is well up should prove an advantage.
This practice on a somewhat similar, though heavier, soil at Tfutliprglen

Experiment Station has proved payable.

On such land, seeing that the germination is likely to be low, heavier
dressings of seed than are usual in the wheat districts Avill probably
prove profitable. Possibly 60 lbs. would be the best amount with whicli
to start the April sowing, progressively increasing the quantity up to
Ij bushels to the acre as the season advances.

It seems to be pretty well established that dressings of superphos-
phate, in the vicinity of 1 cwt. to the acre, are the most payable on this
class of soil. The residual effect of these heavy dressings of manure
on the grass is most im])ovtant.

It should be noted thiit n dcfi-ieney of organic matter in the soil is

the root of the whole trouble. Anv well-thought-out system of farming
will aim at gradually reli(n-ini>- that. Wheat stubbles should be
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incorporated whenever possible; the same object will be served, and sheep

feed iprovided, by the sawing of such forages as Melilotu.s with the last

cereal crop prior to leaving the paddock out.

Wheat-gkowing on the Heavier Soils.

On the heavier soils the problems are of a different nature. As a

result of present methods, wild oats and other weeds rapidly obtain a

hold on the best land. Serious losses from this cause occur annually.

They may be prevented by adopting methods in the treatment of the

fallow that will encourage the weeds to germinate, and thus facilitate

their removal. Little or no gennination of rubbish will take place on
a rough, dry fallow.

On the heavy soils the sowing of wheat should, therefore, be deferred

until the autumn rains have caused a satisfactory germination of the

weeds, which may then be removed by cultivation.

Lamb-marking Time at ••Mortat.''

(The jjroduction of merino wool is Goroke's stable industry.)

There is no doubt that this soil will stand, and should get a good
working after summer rains, with the object of conserving water and of

maintaining a satisfactory tilth. The mulch should be, if possible, at

least 2| inches deep. Where crab-holes interfere with the management
of the paddock, it will probably pay to replace the harrows on one

occasion each year with a grader, thus gradually levelling the paddock.

The Provision of Sheep Feed.

Seeing that the ultimate object of much of the cultivation carried

out at Goroke is sheep feed, the present method of depending wholly on
grass that may chance to take root in the stubbles is one that it may be
possible to improve upon. Successful attempts have been made in the

Wimmera and elsewhere in the wheat belt in laying down temporary
pastures by sowing a few pounds of grass or other seed with the preced-

ing cereal crop.
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Reference was made to these practices in a recent report to tlie Nhill

Agricultural and Pastoral Society. Melilotus parviflora, the King
Island Melilot, was one of the plants referred to. Isolated specimens

were noticed in some of the crops on the heavy soils at Goroke, showing

that the plant will grow there.

If it can be grown on the lighter soils, it would furnish a valuable

means of increasing their fertility, and, at the same time, provide useful

grazing. It is possible that it may pay to sow a few pounds of rye-grass

in a similar manner. Particularly is that variety of rye-grass, recently

tentatively identified as Lolium subulatum, worth a trial, though it

should be closely watched and checked if it spreads.

Suggestions.

x^otwithstanding the desirability of improving the present methods

of cultivation, wool growing is likely to remain the main consideration

in the lighter soils of the Goroke country—on these soils sheep feed

is the ultimate aim of most of the cultivation. It would seem,

therefore, that the future advancement of the district is largely

bound up in such improvements as can be effected in the present

pastures. That being so, in addition to the stimulation of interest in

the cultivation of wheat, the Society would be well repaid by directing

some of its efforts towards encouraging farmers to test any methods of

grass improvement that seem feasible. Some of these methods have

already been mentioned. Another is the top-dressing of the natural

pasture with superphosphate. The success of this practice has been

demonstrated at the Putherglen Experiment Farm, where, under some-

what similar conditions, annual dressings of ^ cwt. of superphosphate

have been shown to double the carrying capacity of virgin land.

Results, Crop and Fallow Competitions, 1918.

I.

—

Best Fifty Acres of Crop on Heavy Soil.

The heavy winter rainfall rendered the whole of the crops very

uneven. It was, therefore, diificult to gauge the yields accurately; but

as all competitors suffered the same disability in this respect, it is pro-

bable that the comparisons made are reasonably fair:

—

Name.
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COMMKXTS.

The winiiin,!:!; cvo]^ Avns of the Penny variety, and was sown on a very

fertile bank of friable black loam. The seeding was made in May at

the rate of one bushel to the acre, with 60 lbs. of sni)er])hosphate. This

»'rop was not grown on fallow. The stul)b]es of the preceding wheat

crop were burnt, and the land disked in January. Subsequently it was

scarified in Marcli, and harrowed. The bank is evidently very rich to

stand this trtMtnient. The ei'O]) was tall and clean. There was evidence

of takeall.

Crop of Penny Wheat on heavy clay soil at Mr. C. D. Block's.

The cro]) oxhibited by Mr. II. V. Block consisted of two varieties

—

Penny and Federation. Both were very true to ty])e. The yield of the

crop was materially decreased by the presence of crah-holes. The pad-

dock had been out to grass for five or six j^ears. It was fallowed in

September, during the summer it was spring-toothed twice, and once

again before the drill. It was drilled on 1st Jiane with 49 lbs. of seed

and 60 lbs. super. It was fed off to sheep. The crop Avas on the thin

side.

Mr. Tully showed the varieties, Federation, Penny, and Major.

With the exception of Major, thes<^; were good samples. The fallow
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had received no working other than at plonghinc; and seeding time. It

was, however, new gronnd, and a heavy black hank at the lower end
contributed largely to the yield. The 50 acres shown were not grown on
the same 50 acres exhibited as fallow last year. The crop was eaten
oft" with sheep. N^o particulars of rate of seeding or nuinure used are

available.

Mr. H. Perry's cro]) of Federation was grown partly on heavy crab-

holey ground, and partly on a rich black friable bank. It was virgin

ground, and had been Avorked well. The crab-holes caused a serious loss

in the yield; but the crop was exceedingly heavy on the bank, and this

contributed largely to the total yield. The crop was sown from 23rd
April to the second week in June, the black bank being sown last. A
bushel of seed was sown, with 100 lbs. superphosphate.

The crops of Messrs. Delaney and Robertson Avere sown with a com-
bined cultivator and drill—24th May to 24th June. Penny and Federa-
tion were the varieties. Sixty pounds of seed were used, and 90 lbs.

Heavy crop of Algerian oats on a sand hummock at Mr. Lees'.

super. The working given was as follows:—Ploughed, August and
September; harrowed and cultivated before haiwest. Fields were spring-

toothed in February, and prior to seeding were again spring-toothed.

Both of these crops were very foul with wild oats, a fact which
caused them to be rank and somewhat spindly, and will materially

detract from what would have otherwise been high yields. . ,

II.

—

Best Fifty Ackes of Crop on Light Soil.

Xaino.
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Mr. Ougli showed a crop of Federation wlieat. It was sown just

after a heavy fall of rain in April. Forty-five pounds of seed and 50 lbs.

superphosphate are stated to have been used. The Federation wheat

was badly mixed with strangers. The land was virgin soil,, and was

merely ploughed during the previous September and left rough during

the summer until worked up just prior to seeding. The result was a

typical instance of what can be done on this class of soil with a minimum
of working when the seed is sown at the right time. The crop was

lightly fed off, and was somewhat on the thin side, as might be expected

from the light seeding.

It is easy to understand what instructive results could have been

gleaned from this paddock were it an experiment field, Avhen portion could

be worked once or twice after rain during the summer, and some of it

sown a month later than was actually the case, and the various results

compared.

Messrs. Caldow's crop was Purple Straw. This was sown on the

1st May, mostly dry, with 70 lbs. of manure. The germination must

have been very poor, as the crop was exceedingly thin.

The fallow on which it was grown was ploughed in July. Subse-

quently half of it was scarified in spring, and the other half scarified

just before cropping, the whole being harrowed just before seeding.

III.

—

Best Fifty Acres of Crop Grown on 1917 Fallow,
Heavy Soil.
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continued. Fifty-two pounds of seed was sown Avitli 100 lbs. super-

phosphate.

The yield of Mr. C. Walters' crop of Purple Straw had been greatly

reduced by crab-holes. The fallow, which was new ground, had been

treated as foUoavs :—It was ploughed in August, September, and October,

and then harrowed. Considerable difficulty was experienced in carrying

out these operations as a result of the crab-holes. When seen last

March it had set hard, and the harrows had just scratched the surface.

Subsequently, j^rior to seeding, it was disked, spring-toothed, and
harrowed. The paddock was sown mid-May to June with 1-J bushels

of seed and 93 lbs. of manure to the acre, and was harrowed after seed-

ing. The portion of the crop sown earliest Avas the better.

Comfortable homestead at Goroke.

lY.

—

Best Fifty Acres of Crop Grown on 1917 Fallow,
Light Soil.
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The following, who oxhibited fallow last year, did Jiot coinpete:

—

M. Kiely, C. D. Block, J. Cameron, A. Richards.

Mr. Patching's crop of Federation had been sown on old ground,

portion of Avliich was somewhat low-lying. The fallow had been treated

as follows:—Ploughed in July and August, it was spring-toothed in

October and again in February. The paddock wa-? sown dry on the

ITith April, just before a fall of li inches of rain. Portion, which

<:ame up before the rain, eventually died out. One and a quarter bushels

of seed were sown, together with 112 lbs. of manure. The crop had

been greatly thinned out in patches by Avater. The type of seed w^as

good. Wild oats and drake were present, and take-all was noticed.

Mr. J. Burton's crop of Federation Avas sown on new fallowed

ground,' which had been treated as folloAVs :—Ploughed in May with

Shearer stump-jump ; in October it w^as spring-toothed. It received no

additional working except a harrowing before and after the drill. Seed

at the rate of 11 bushels to the acre was soavii on 6th May after 2' inches

of rain. Further heavy rains followed tw^o days after seeding was com-

pleted, and this probably accounts for the relative thinness of the crop,

notwithstanding the heavy seeding. One hundred pounds of superphos-

phate was used. The sample of Federation was mixed. Some drake

was present in the crop, but no wild oats.

Mr. T. Ough's crop and methods have been previously discussed. As

compared with Mr. Burton's crop, it strikingly demonstrates the value of

April sowing,

Fallows

.

Heavy Soils.

I.

—

Highest Aggregate obtained by adding the Points obtained

FROM Fifty Acres of Fallow (1918) to those for the Crop
(1919) Grown on that Fallow.

Name.
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side and somewhat too shallow. There was a c'omi)lete absence of weeds.
The paddock was ploughed about the middle of September, and subse-

quently cultivated with a spring-toothed cultivator.

Mr. S. Cross exhibited a splendid black flat, which is occasionally
subject to inundation. It was deficient in moisture as a result of a

late mulching. An excellent mulch had, however, recently been placed
on it. The paddock was ploughed in October, s})riiig-toothed in Novem-
ber, and then harrowed.

Mr. J. Delaney's fallow, which showed many crab-holes, had a good
surface, but the mulch was too thin and patchy to be pit>perly effective.

The paddock was ploughed, spring-toothed, and then disk-cultivated.

The paddock exhibited by Mr. J. Molloy was the same as that
sho^vn last year. Mr. Molloy was unable to get it broken down in

time to sow. It was ploughed in the winter of 1917, and then left

rough. It Avas re-ploughed in October, 1918. Subsequently it grew a

great quantity of trefoil and weeds, which were turned under with a

Shearer cultivating scarifier just prior to the inspection. The soil

showed the highest moisture content of any, as might be expected, but it

wants further working down to effect consolidation, break clods, and
establish an effective mulch. The soil appears to be very rich.

Mr. Cummins' fallow was deficient in moisture, having been mulched
rather late. The paddock was ploughed in August and September, and
then harrowed, and w^as disked in November.

The paddock shown by Mr. Lees had merely been ploughed. It was
very deficient in moisture, and there was no loose soil on top.

Light Soils.

II.

—

For the Highest Ag(5regate obtaii^ed by adding the Points
OBTAINED FOR FiFTY AcKES OF FaLLOW (1918) TO THOSE FOR THE
Crop (1919) Grown on that Fallow.

Name.
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a A^ery retentive clay subsoil. The appearance of such a fallow might
be highly satisfactory, yet it is obvious that in a wet year, through water-

logging, the crop might become a total failure.

It was decided not to take the type of soil or its previous history

into account. The effect of these will be evident in the crop next year,

and, consequently, be indicated in the final points.

Mr. Lowe's paddock showed a fair moisture content, and was nicely

mulched. It had been ploughed in September, and subsequently spring-

toothed.

The mulch on Mr. F. 0. Robertson's exhibit was deep, but rather

on the fine side. The fallow had been disk-ploughed in March, subse-

quently spring-toothed, and then disk-cultivated.

Mr. E. Cross' jjaddock was ploughed in September, then harrowed
and left. The clay subsoil was very moist. The paddock had been

This garden, like others in the district, is situated on a sand hill, and is

irrigated from an adjacent lake.

cropped several times previously in what chanced to be wet years.

Comparative failure resulted.

The mulch on Mr. Block's fallow was too rough, and there was a

heavy skin. Weeds Avere present. The ploughing was done in August;
in September it was spring-toothed. It was intended to work the pad-

dock again, but shearing intervened.

Messrs. Caldow Bros, had merely ploughed the block and left it.

In conclusion, I have to rhank the President, Mr. F. O. Robertson,

and the Secretary, Mr. Vorwerg, for the arrangements which facilitated

the work of judging, and also those farmers and others whose home-
steads were visited, for their hospitality.

Most of the competitors were present at the judging this year, and
all of them showed a praiseAvorthy spirit of co-operation in answering
questions.
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PEAR GROWING IX VICTORIA.

(Continued from page 8G.)

By E. Wallis, Orchard Supervisor.

Apple and Pear Growing in Root Borer Infested Ground.

In plate ^o. 10 there is sliown a Jonatlian apple tree on the left,

bearing some fruit near tops of leaders. These have been cut hard, as

they were showing signs of dying back owing to root borer. The next

tree is a Williams pear tree, and although growing under the same con-

ditions, shows no sign of die-back—in fact, it appears to be doing well.

Plate No. 10.—Pear Tree in a Greensborough Orchard which is growing

vigorously, though an apple tree within a few yards is stunted and dying

at the top.

This is typical of many instances where rows of pear trees are apparently

unaffected whilst the apple trees on either side of them are dying out

as a result of the ravages of this pest.

These facts are not mentioned to encourage the growing of pears

under adverse conditions, but rather to show by way of contrast the

hardy nature of the pear as compared with the apple and other fruits.

The pear like all other fruits requires the most favorable general con-

ditions if good results are desired. The knowledge of the pear tree's

comparative immunity from one of the worst orchard pests should,

however, be borne in mind by prospective planters in soils possibly

favorable to the root borer.

Although not immune from the effects of frost, the pear, when com-
pared with other early-blooming fruits, is far more resistant. The frost
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of 15tli October, 1915, will long be reiiiembered as one of the most severe

frost visitations ever experienced in this State—the greater part of tlie

fruit crop, including apples, being destroyed. In many cases, how-

ever, the pear, even when gi-owing on low situations, resisted the frost

fairly well, and the fruit, though frosted and the pips destroyed.,

developed and attained a very fair size.

Plate Xo. 11 shows pears curiously distorted owing to the frost

referred to.

In the specimen shown in plate Xo. 12 will be noticed distinct rings

of russet caused by frost, which is rather common after a severe frost,

and is known as frost-ring.

Plate No. 11.—Pears, distorted and pipless, as the result of frost.

Yields of Pear Trees.

Owing to the natural liardiness of the pear tree and its resistance-

to adverse growing and fi'u it-setting conditions, one would naturally

expect the average crops over a number of seasons to he larger than

from other fruits of a less liardy nature. Such expectations are borne

out by the reported yield of pear trees compared with that of apple

trees during vears 1910-11 and 1913-14. Fn t1ie former season the
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yield of pear trees in Victoria was estimated at 1.76 bushels per tree,

aud in tlie latter at 1.07, an average crop of 1.415 busliels per tree,

as against an average yield from the apples during these seasons of 1.09

bushels, a diiference of .325 bushels per tree in favour of the pear.

It is found by referring to data of pear yields in other States, and
also in America, that the average yield per tree in these places does not

compare favorably with those of Victoria. In the writer's opinion, this

is due not only to the suitability of climate, &c., in this State, but also

to the adaptation of scientific methods in pruning, cross-fertilization,

spraying, &c., as advocated by the Orcliard Supervision Branch of rhe

Victorian Department of Agriculture.

Soil and Situation for Best Results.

Experience is always a good guide, but especial]}^ so in the many
complex details of orchard work. When orchards were first established

in this State, the pioneers had no data to guide them in the work of

planting. Thus indiscriminate planting in regard to varieties, suitable

Plate No. 12.—Pears affected with frost ring.

soil, and situation, was the rule. Many old-established orchards bear
witness to this fact by the pear trees being located in soil more suited

to other kinds of fruit and vice versa.

With varieties' it did not appear to matter much in the early days of

fruit-growing in this State how many were planted, for it seems that

the growers who planted -the greatest number succeeded best in the

business. It is, how^ever, different in tliese days, when the grower has
to move with the times, and instead of planting large numbers of

varieties has to confine his attention to a few which are most profitable

according to the markets he intends to supply. In the choice of situa-

tions and soil conditions most suitable for pear trees there has been
much to learn ; but the acquirement of this knowledge has been facili-

tated by the mistakes made in original plantings. Although the pear is

fairly cosmopolitan in its soil requirements, it is necessary to give due
consideration to those conditions under which this fruit will produce
the best results, even to the studying of the likes and dislikes of a
particular variety.
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Fortunately it often happens that, in choosing the hest location for

the pear in an orchard of mixed fruits where the soil diifers in quality,

soil is selected which would not he at all suitable for such trees as the

apple; in fact, may even prove fatal to their existence in a few years.

Thus by such systematic planting we not only provide the conditions

best suited to the needs of the pear, but also for the other kinds of fruit

to be planted. Of course, if the orchard is to be established in a locality

where the soil is of a unifonn quality and the surface fairly level, no
discrimination in the choice of soil or situation will be possible, but in

undulating country the soil conditions often vary considerably, even

in an area only a few acres in extent.

This difference in land is usually very marked in country of a

Silurian character, where on hillsides the soil is generally of a shaly

nature, poor in quality and lacking in humus, but as a rule on a

southerly exposure the soil is deeper and contains more humus than

ou northerly aspects, exposed to the drying effects of north winds.

On the flats adjoining these hills the soil is generally of a heavy
alluvial character, fairly deep and rich in humus owing to the washings
and decay of organic matter from the hillsides.

As far as soil conditioiis only are concerned this heavy alluviihl ground
or even any heavy soil except that of a basaltic nature is suitable for pear-

growing. In fact if the area to be planted with mixed fruits is of vary-

ing quality, the harshest soil, which would probably be quite unsuitable

for such trees as the apple, may be selected as the situation for pears,

the other fruits being placed in the more friable soil. Probably the

pear will do well, even under such conditions, and the less hardy fruits,

by being placed in the more kindly soil, Avill be enabled to produce
maximum results Avhich would not be at all possible if the positions

were reversed.

There are, however, certain limitations to the planting of the whole
area of pears in such situations on low-lying ground. The old maxim
against putting all our eggs in one basket is to be borne in mind. It is

now recognised that the majority of varieties of pears is subject to

attack from the parasitic fungus known as pear scab if planted in low-

lying and protected situations, but if the same varieties are planted in

high exposed positions, they are to some extent guaranteed immunity
from this disease. There are varieties which are not, as a rule, badly
aifected with this fungus, even when planted in positions unfavorable
to other pears. Amongst the varieties which enjoy comparative freedom
from attack are Kieffer (and all the sand pear type), Howell, Broom-
park, Winter Cole, Winter Nelis, and Black Achan. Such knowledge
should prove of value in assisting the planter to place his varieties in

the most favorable situations.

Another factor to be considered is the influence of soil conditions
upon the fertility of pear trees. In the case of Kieffer, for instance,

if this variety be planted in deep rich soil the tendency is to promote
excessive growth at the expense of the fruitfulness of the tree. This
may to some extent explain the old adage, " Plant pears for your
heirs," as it is easy to understand that without the aid of modem
scientific treatment of trees in regard to cross-fertilization and pruning
such trees may remain unproductive for many years. The planting of

a strong^growing variety in poor soil has a steadying effect upon the
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growth of tree, thus promoting its early fruitfulness. This is a

varietal and not a general characteristic, for other varieties, such as

Winter Nelis, require the deep rich soil in order to do their best. In

the rich soil of Bacchus Marsh flats this variety, usually a shy bearer,

bears heavy crops of large-sized fruit.

Plate No. 13 shows a row of this variety at Diamond Creek, running-

down a hillside of poor shaly soil to a flat of heavy, deep, rich alluvial

soil, in which a few trees only are situated. The trees in the good soil

fruit well, but those in the poorer soil yield only very poor crops.

The remarks already made apply chiefly to fruit-growing districts

of a silurian nature, but owing to the adaptability of the pear to varied

conditions of soil, &c., the grower in a locality where the soil is of

granitic origin or is of a loamy nature will find his trees do well under

such conditions. The pear tree will also adapt itself to almost any of

the climatic conditions of our State, whether it be those of the hot inland

irrigation districts or the cool mountainous or humid coastal conditions.

Plate No. 14.—A Victorian Cool Store.

Of course, the northern districts have a distinct advantage over the

southern parts of the State in regard to time of ripening of early

varieties, such as "Williams Bon Chretien, which is generally placed on

the Melbourne market three weeks before those from the southern dis-

trict are ready. Thus high prices are obtained before the bulk of the

crops of this variety has ripened. This aspect of pear-growing should

commend itself to growers in northern districts, and even earlier

varieties, such as Clapp's Favourite, might be grown with advantage.

Locality and Marketing Facilities.

There are many ideal sites for pear growing in Victoria combining

both perfect soil and asjx^ct conditions, but, owing to their geographical

situation, they are not suitable for commercial fruit growing. It is

lecognised more each year that the difficulties of transporting fruit t)

market, both over long distance and hilly roads, means increased cost

of production, and, in addition, the grower is handicapped in placing his

fruit on the market in perfect condition—^two important factors creating

profit leakage.

It is therefore essential, in order to be successful in the business of

commercial pear growing, for the prospective grower to choose a locality
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for his orcliard as near as possible to a local market; if far removed

from tlie metropolis, it should be within reasonable distance of a direct

railway line to Melbourne or the capitals of the other States, thus

enabling the fruit intended for Melbourne market, Inter-State, or over-

seas trade, to be transported without any unnecessary difficulty.
_

As a rule, the main orcharding districts of Victoria are so situated,

and, by choosing one of these for pear growing, the grower who is_ new

at the business will have the advantage of the experience of established

growers in many phases of the work.

The addition also of a cool store adjacent or within a reasonable

distance of the orchard, is a great acquisition to any fruit-growing centre,

as it enables the grower to place his pears in the store in a fresh and

sound condition—an essential for the successful storage of fruit, particu-

larly pears. If the store be so remote from the orchard as to necessitate

transportation by rail, there is great risk of the pears being damaged
in transit, and be the cause of their failing to keep well after being

placed in the cool store.

Plate No. 15.—Unloading Fruit at Cool Store.

Preparation of Land for Planting.

Clearing the Land.—Clearing the land of native timber is done by
ring-barking trees, allowing them to die, and then grubbing them root

and stump from the ground. Sometimes the timber is removed from
the land whilst in its green state, but as this method impoverishes the

soil, the former method should, where possible, be adopted. Whatever
way the clearing is done, great care needs to be exercised in the removal
of all native roots from soil, as these are the natural host of the root

fungus (Armillaria mellea) which, if not destroyed, quickly establishes

itself on young fruit trees to their immediate detriment and subsequent
death.

Soil and Subsoil Preparation.—The surface soil may be rich in all

the essential food requirements for the welfare of the young pear trees,

and also may be in a perfect physical condition, but this is not sufficient

to insure success in profitable pear growing unless the subsoil be given
proper preliminary treatment.
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Sometimes tlie surface soil and the subsoil are practically alike in

their composition, as in the case of the majority of alluvial soils, but, a>

a rule, it will be found that the surface and subsoil differ materially.

Often a light sandy loam is found overlying a compact clay subsoil

which requires not only stirring with the subsoil plough, but artificial

drainage in addition, in order to bring about and maintain its proper

Plate No. 16.

Fig. 1 shows how the ]iar(l])an prevents development of roots.

Fig. 2 shows free root development.

physical condition. Without proper drainage, such a subsoil will, after

being stirred, settle down again into its original compact condition.

The ideal subsoil should be of a fairly open texture, but not too

open, for where it is of a loose gravelly or sandy nature, it will usually

be found that the surface soil dries out quickly, despite the attention

given to it by cultivation, &c.
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Thus it is necessary, when establishing the root-bed for trees, to see

rhat both the surface and the subsoil are in a proper physical condition,

which is far more important than their mere richness in plant food, as

any deficiency in this respect can be easily remedied subsequently.

Method of Breaking up the Soil.—During winter, owing to seasonal

rains and the slow evaporation of moisture, the soil is in a suitable condi-

tion for the deep primary ploughing and subsoiling. The land should

be broken up deeply according to the depth of the surface soil. A depth

of 5 or 6 inches will probably be sufficient, but it may be necessary to

plough deeper if the depth of the surface soil requires it.

Occasionally, a hard substratum, commonly known as hardpan, will

be found to exist, and unless it be broken up, will prove an impenetrable

barrier to the roots of fruit trees, debarring them from entering the sub-

soil, thus causing superficial root ramification and consequent partial

starvation of trees, as shown in plate No. 16. With proper soil prepara-

tion, this obstruction to growth of trees is removed.

After the work of primary ploughing is completed, attention should

be given to subsoiling of land. If a proper subsoil plough is available,

this implement should be used, as it does the work in a more satisfactory

way than the improvised implement often used for the purpose—an
ordinary single-furrow plough with the mouldboard removed. The
latter, however, may be used, but the deep stirring of subsoil will thus

be necessarily limited as compared with the work of a subsoil plough.

Care is required in the work of subsoiling not to bring any of the
sour soil to the surface, the ideal method being to stir it well and deeply,
and allow it to remain in its natural position.

Sometimes it will be found, especially in places where the soil is of
a shaly nature, that the rock is very near the surface. "Where such is

the case, the only method of dealing with it is by blasting. The use of
gelignite in small quantities (generally one plug to each hole) is effective
in fracturing the rock sufficiently to allow of the escape of surplus water.
Such formations usually exist on hillsides, and the work should be done
along the slope of the land, a charge being placed in each hole about
6 to 8 feet apart in the rows, so that the fracture may extend from hole
to hole, and thus prevent pockets for water being formed which would
be doing more harm than good to the trees. The rows should be 20 feet
apart.

If the land to be planted is in a virgin state, it is not advisable to
plant the trees the year that the ground is broken up. This is often
done, but generally to the detriment of young trees. Such land is, as
a rule, naturally sour, and often harsh and lumpy, and if not turned up
and exposed to the ameliorating influence of atmospheric agency, sun-
light, &c., will not prove suitable to produce a thrifty growth in the
young trees. Not only would the growth of trees be adversely affected,
but the work of thorough soil preparation, if attempted subsequently,
would be difficult to perform, owing to the presence of trees in the soil.

To plant young trees in sour, unprepared soil is, in most instances,
a case of " More haste, less speed," for if the trees were planted twelve
months later in soil ameliorated and physically and chemically improved
by weathering and working, they would more than make up by their
vigour the time lost in jilanting.
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By allowing the ground, aftei- being deeply ploughed and suhsoiled

in the winter to remain in this condition till late in the following autumn,

it will be found that not only has the soil become ameliorated and

enriched, but even refractory soils will be far more amenable to treat-

ment in the process of fining them down into a good state of tilth. This

desirable soil condition is necessary for the free root ramification of

trees when planted, so that they may become firmly established, and

allow the delicate young rootlets- to abstract the necessary plant food

for the development of trees, and subsequently, when they arrive at a

bearing age, to enable them to withstand the heavy drain upon them

caused through continual cropping.

About May or June, the land lying in rough fallow should be evened

down by the use of a cultivator, ploughed again in the opposite direction,

harrowed, and, if necessary re-harrowed, in order to bring about a fine

soil condition for the reception of young trees.

(To be continued.)

AN ENGLISH OPINION OF AUSTRALIAN WHEAT.
The following extract from Mllllny (Liverpool, England), of 4th

January, will interest our wheat-growers:

—

" Australians say their bread is the best in the world, and we have

frequently sampled its .bread made here from an all-Australian grist,

which left nothing to be desired in the way of flavour, colour, pile, and

yield. We do not say that all Australian wheat is equally good, but

there is not another white wheat in the world possessing better all-round

bread qualities. This is saying a lot for any wheat—white, red, or

yellow—but Australian has other virtues besides those of good bread-

making. To the miller it is ' one of the best.'

" It will stand more abuse and treatment than most white wheats.

The miller is not afraid of wetting it as 'he is with the Oalifornian and
Blue Stem, or any white wheats, outside Indian. And after he has

washed it he is not troubled about grinding it. We have seen it carry

6 per cent, moisture and mill into semolina. Its bran will always fetch

a superior price, and because of the pale, creamy tint it Avill stand more
sf-raping with less colour degradation to the flour than red wheat will.

''Besides this, the ofl'als have a 'bouquet' that makes them appetiz-

ing to cattle. We have at home harvested over 11,000,000 quarters of

n'heat, and some of it is spoiling through dampness. Four weeks in a

sack, or two in a deep bin, is as much an average quality home-grown
will stand without making a mill-owmer uneasy, and tlio hitter's only

practical remedy is to mix it with a dry wheat.

"If the miller could get. the An^trnlian wheat over, and if he had

silo room, British farmers could dismantle their stacks and thresh to

their 'hearts' content. Given the conditions stated, which arc plenty of

dry (Australian) wheat, plenty of bin room, and enough ]irice induce-

ment, the miller could store away any quantity of British wheat, and

the British wheat would be materially raised in value to tlie grower,

and the resultant mixture be of higher value to tlie consumer—in fact,

the nation would be a gainer nil round."
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Il.-KE8Ui;rS OF WHEAT VARIETY AND MANURIAL
TRIALS, SEASON UUSll).

J 11 addition to tlio results of variety and nianurial trials Avith wheat
l)ublished in the ]\Iareh issue of the Joiii-nal. the results of further

experiments, including comparative tests of new crossbred wheats
against selected standard varieties, rate of seeding tests, &c., are now
available.

Longerenong Experiment Field.

Selection Tests, 1918.

The seed was sown, on 12th June, on well-worked fallow, at the rate

of one bushel to the acre, and with 1 cwt. sui)erphosphate. Six inches of

rain fell during the growing period of the crop.

Results.

Bnslii la per .loic.

New Crossbred, C4allipuli .. .. .. .. ..4.5*8

Federatioa (selected) .. .. .. .. .. 41"1

Federation .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 38"2

Major .. .. .. .. .. .. ..38-1
New Crossbred, Foderatioa X Y. Kin ii (1:?) .. .. .. SS'l

New Crossbred, Bobs x Federation (740) .

.

.

.

. . 35"6

New Crossbred, Bobs x Federation (8) . . . . .

.

. . 34*8

New Crossbred. Grraham .. .. .. .. .. 34"6

Yandilla Kincr .. .. .. .. .. ..34-6
New Crossbred, 196f A i; .. .. .. .. .. 34"."»

New Crossbred, lOGnB . . . . . . .

.

. . 34'3

Colleoe Eclipse .. .. .. .. .. .. 34"3

New Crossbred, Redilla .. .. .. .. .. 33'8

New Crossbred, Stanley X Y. King .. .. .. .. 33'0

Currawa . . . . .

.

. . . .

.

. . 32 ' 6

New Crossbred, Stanley \- Bobs (78a) .. .. .. ..31-7
Dart's .. .. .. .. .. .. ..31-1
Minister .. .. .. .. .. .. ..29 4

New Crossbred, Thewx Ciub (.1042) .. .. .. ..23-4
Mac's White .. .. .. .. .. .. 22-9

The heavy yield of the new ci-ossbred, Gallipoli, and the enhanced
yield of Federation, as a result of .systematic selection, are the most
striking features. The officer in charge of the plots, Mr. I. Tulloh.

reports that Major, Eedilla, and Minister Avere affected by the dry
weather in early spring. An excellent example of the relatively high
yielding power of barley as compared with Avheat, when both are soAvn

on well-worked fallow in the Wimmera, is afforded by comparing the

above tests with adjacent plots of .selected barleys. These results are

typical of those obtained for a number of years past.
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Results from Selected Barley Plots, T918.
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In view of these results, the tendency of numbers of Wimmera
farmers, particularly at Minyip, to increase the quantity of wheat sown
up to 75 lbs. per acre is evidently a movement in the right direction.

The effect of varying times of sowing on the relative yielding capacity

of representative early mid-season and late ^\^heats has also been tested.

Results, 1918.

The Early Sowing was made 3Ist May, and the Late Sowing, 10th July.

Variety.
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Results, 1918

—

Carwarp.

Plots sown on fiilldv.ed land. 8th May. 191S. 15 Ib^*- seed and 00 lbs. superphosphate.

Iiii-hi'ls per acre.

Ciirrawa .. .. .. .. .. .. .. IS'l

New Crc.Ksbrcd, GalliiM,)! .. .. .. .. .. IT'O

Penny . . * . . . . . . . . . . 1 (i :?

Dai't's Impel ial .. .. .. .. . . 1.1'4

-Minister . . . . . . . . . . .

.

. . I'j-i

Mac's White .

.

. . 13 • S

Major . . .

.

. . . . 13'7

Gluyas .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 13-3

Yandilla Kinsi .. .. .. .. .. 13-0

New Crossbred (400fi) .. .. .. .. ..12-2
Federation (acclimatised) . . . . . . . . . . 12' 1

New Crossbred. Graham .

.

. . .

.

. . . .
12"''i

Federation (Longerenong seed) .. .. .. ..11*8
Federation (Ruthcrglen seed) .. .. .. ... ..11'6

Barley Varieties.

Sown on fallowed land, Sth May, oo lbs. seed, ()0 llis. superphosphate.

Biisliols per acre.

Oregon barley .. .. .. .. -. .. 34 1

Cape iiarley .

.

. . . . .

.

. . . . 3')" 4

The experiineiiter at Carwavp, Mr. P. G. Stewart, M.J...V., in forward-

ing the results, makes the folloAving comments:—"The outsianding

feature of the plots this year has heen the comparative failure of Federa-

tion wheat; this has been the case each year for the past three seasons,

and evidently it is not the most suitable variety for the light saudy soils

such as are found at C^arwarp. Federation is unsuitable here for other

reasons ; for instance, it does not gro\v high enough to clear the mallee

shoots at stripping time, and the straw does not burn as well as most other

varieties.
'^ I consider that Currawa, Dart's Imperial, Penny, or Mac's White

are better varieties than Federation on this newer Mallee country.

Currawa has proved a good wheat in both the heavy and light soils of

the Carwarp district. The .^ame can be said of Penny. In very sandv
land Dart's Imperial holds its own against other varieties; it is, however,

liable to ' burn off ' on the heavier land.

"Major seemed more afl'ected by the dry spring this year than The

other varieties,

" Of the new varieties, the new cross-bred, Gallipoli, showed con-

siderable promise, Avhile Minister .should also })rove a good wheat, and
it weighs exceptionally well.

" I had some difficulty in making a clean sample with the barley."

The contention of Mr. Stewart that Currawa, Mac's White, Dart's

Imperial, and Penny are better than Federation for Carwai-]) is borne
out by the following table, which is a summary of the yields at the

Carwarp plots since their inception three years ago.

Tables showing the average yields of wlieat at Carwarp, 1916-18

—

Bnslii'ls per norf.

Currawa
Mac's White
Dart's Imperial .

.

. . .

.

. .
\

Penny
Yandilla Kin<.

OInyas
Federation

IS- t

17-S

17-fi

lO-.-)

ir»-9

14!)
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Results at Cowangie, 1918.

Plots sown on fallowed land, 45 lbs. seed and 60 jbs. superphosphate.

Bushels pir aorf.

New Cros.sbred. Wheat (No. 4006) .. .. .. ..25-8
Penny . . . . .

.

. . .

.

. . . .
25 '

6

Federation (Rutherglen seed) .. .. .. .. .. 24"

6

Federation (Longerenong seed) .. .. .. 24*3

New Crossbred, Gallipoli .. .. .. .. 24*1

Gluyas .... .. .. .. .. .. 241
Federation (acclimatised seed) .. .. .. .. 22"9

Major .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 22-8

Dart's Imperial .. .. .. .. .. ..22*7
Minister .. .. .. .. .. .. ..22-7
New Crossbred. Graham .. .. . . 22'5

YandillaKina: .. .. .. .. .. ..22-2
Currawa . . . . .

.

. . . . . . 21 • 3

Mae's White .. .. .. .. ..21-2

The soil on which these phjts are situated is a relatively fertile red

loam, cousequeiitly the yields are good, notwithstanding the dry sprinp;.

The experimenter at Cowangie, Mr. H. F. Hecht, in his report

remarks that, as expected, the early and midsummer wheats, on the

whole, did best this year at his farm. Of the four new varieties tried.

Crossbred 4006 gave the highest yield. It is very early, but has a rather

weak straw. Gallipoli turned out very nineh better than its appearance

in the field had indicated, while Minister, though it felt the effects of the

dry spring, is a wheat which stands up well.

The results over the past four years show that, contrary to the experi-

ence at Carwarp and Ouyen, Federation has more than held its own.

The next best varieties in order of yield are Penny, Dart's, and Currawa
respectively.

The following table gives the average yields at Cowangie for the past

four years, 1915-1918:—

Federation . .

Penny
Dart's

Currawa
Major
Yandilla Kins

lids per acre.

2S-3
25-9
24-7
25-5
23-4
22-8

Ouyen Experiments.

The variety trials, unfortunately, lapsed at Ouyenlast year, but the

following table expresses the average results for the three previous years.

It will be noted that, as at Carwarp, Federation has not done so well as

several other varieties.

At Ouyen, the plots have been sown on stubble land each year, with

45 lbs. seed and 60 lbs. of superphosphate.

Table showing average results at Ouven for three vears, 191.'*

and 1917—

Dart's Imperial
Yandilla Yi^mi

Currawa
Gluyas
Federation . .

Biislii-N piT aorr.

21-2
21-2
20-6
20-1

10 .-.
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THE FLAX INDUSTRY.

J. Rohilliarcl, Senior Inspector, Farin Products.

Flax has been grown to a limited extent in this State, chiefly in

Gippsland, for many years past, and though encouragement in the

form of a bonus was given to growers by the State Government some
years ago, and recently by the Commonwealth Government, the indus-

try has not made the progress it merited, or that was anticipated.

The experience gained, however, has clearly proved that, given

proper conditions, flax will grow well in many parts of the State, and
in normal seasons give satisfactory yields of both seed and fibre.

There is a local demand, which may be greatly increased, for a

considerable quantity of both products, which, up to the present, has

been only partially supplied. Should the area under flax be so increased

as to' produce more fibre than is required for home consumption, there

exists a practically unlimited market in the United Kingdom at prices

which at present rates should prove remunerative.

Prior to the war Russia produced about 80 per cent, of the world's

requirements of flax fibre, the export of which was, of course, stopped

at the outbreak of war; and with that portion of the Russian country

where the crop was largely grown falling into enemy hands, the indus-

try, if not temporarily stopped, must have received a very severe check,

and owing to present conditions it is unlikely that Russia will for quite

a long time be in a position to produce quantities equal to her fonner
output. Belgium and the North of France also exported a fairly large

proportion, but they, too, will probably not be in a position to produce
normal quantities for a considerable period. The very great shortage

has naturally caused a rapid increase in flax values, recently reaching

high figures; present prices may not be maintained, but, taking all

things into consideration, it is only reasonable to suppose that flax

will for several years hence command fairly high prices. Then should

not Victorian farmers in suitable localities give flax cultivation their

serioias consideration?

ISTot being able to obtain their supply of flax from the customary
sources, the British Government were forced to look for it elsewhere,

and about twelve months ago arranged to purchase, at a satisfactory

figure, the fibre produced from all flax grown in Australia during the

last year. This enabled the Commonwealth Government to guarantee
growers £5 per ton for unthreshed flax of a given standard. A com-
mittee was appointed to encourage its cultivation, and their efforts

resulted in about 1,500 acres being sown, the product of which is now
being treated.

The Commonwealth Government is now guaranteeing the growers
£6 per ton for all fibre flax of standard quality grown this year. The
standard quality means well-groMTi, unthreshed flax, appraised by the

committee as of average quality, of average length in sheaf of 30 inches,

well seeded, free from disease, weeds, and foreign matter, properly

harvested, property tied, and delivered in good order and condition to

the nearest scutch mill.
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Flax Cultivation.

(Linuni Usitatissimum.)

It is commonly stated that it is impossible to iproducc a good grade

of flax fibre without sacrificing the seed. This, however, is a mis-

conception, and European authorities are now advocating the produc-

tion of both from the same crop. This practice has been followed in

Victoria, and where the climatic conditions are suitable the resulting

fibre is found to be of satisfactory quality, and compares xcry favorably

with that grown in other countries.

Climatic Conditions.

The successful growing of a crop from which hoth fibre and seed

may be profitably obtained requires an annual rainfall of from 26

inches upwards, with a reasonable proportion distributed throughout

the growing period and preferably with frequent showers in spring;

though if seed only he the object, it may be successfully grown in dis-

tricts having a somewhat lesser rainfall.

Soil.

Flax will grow on a Avide range of soils, but a warm, reasonably free

soil is required, in a good state of fertility, well drained and free from
Aveeds. It is, therefore, rather difficult to name any particular class of

land as really the best. A very good soil, however, is a chocolate or

rich and fairly deep loam overlying a well-drained clay subsoil, while

extremes of clay, light sand, wet, or poor land of any description should

be avoided.

As a further guide to suitable soil, situation, and climatic con-

ditions, it may be stated that, generally speaking, flax will probably

give satisfactory returns on land that is capable of producing a heavy

crop of oaten hay.

Preparation of 5eed Bed.

The land should be clean, or as nearly as possible free from all

kinds of weeds, but more especially strong or tall-growing ones, such as

wild turnip, dock, thistle, &c. If they appear after growth has com-
menced they must be cut out at the most suitable period, for weeds not

only occupy space that should be growing flax, but cause considerable

trouble and loss in the treatment of the fibre.

It is very necessary that the soil should be well worked, thoroughly

pulverized to a fine tilth, and made as level as practicahle, thus ensuring

an even depth when sowing, a more uniform growth of ]ilants, greater

ease in harvesting, and permitting the crop to be cut lower than would
otherwise be the case, resulting in a heavier yield and longer fibre.

Varieties.

Several varieties are cultivated commercially, some of which ai'e

grown for seed purposes only and considered unsuitable for fibre, while

others are grown for fibre, or, for the dual purpose of both fibre and
seed.

Some years ago ahout half-a-dozen varieties, including both blue

and white flowering sorts, were introduced and tested, but it is stated
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that neither proved as suitable for the production of fibre and seed
as that introduced many years ago, and from which satisfactory yields

have been obtained; consequently the former varieties have been
discarded and the latter retained and is the only one at present grown
in this State for commercial purposes and recommended for cultivation.

It is interesting to note, however, that during the past year experi-

ments in the matter of seed selection have been made at the Werribee
Research Farm, a short account of which, with illustrations, appeared
in last month's journal. The experiments at Werribee will, no doubt, be
carried out on a larger scale during the coming season, and it is hoiped

that more suitable or better yielding kinds may be obtained.

Cutting Flax Crop at Mr. E. R. Morton's.

Seeding.

Victorian experience covering a number of years has shown that,

under normal conditions, the best time for sowing is during the latter

part of April or the first week in May; (but in very late districts or

moist situations the time may be varied somewhat fo suit local con-

ditions. J^evertheless, early sowing is strongly recomm3nded, the object

being to have strong, well-rooted, and firmly-established plants hefore

depth of winter, which would be ready to make rapid growth with the

approach of warmer weather. Early sowing is likely to produce a tall

crop and consequently long fibre, and in the event of caterpillars being
plentiful, the bolls or seed, of which they are very fond, should be so

far matured that the pest will leave it for more succulent food. A
fibre crop requires to be sown thickly, so as to insure tall stalks with

feAV 'branches, and for this purpose from 56 to 60 lbs. of seed per acre

is recommended, though some growers sow up to 65 lbs. The seed

should preferably he sown broadcast, and this can be done with an
ordinary drill, by lifting the tubes and allowing the seed to fall on a

board and scatter.

3911.-2
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The quantity of seed mentioned can be readily .•^own by itself, and.

therefore, should not be first mixed Avith manure, as if left for a time

before sowing, the seed is liable to injury.

If a crop of seed only (no^ fibre) is aimed at, a sowing of from
20 to 30 lbs. per acre, according to local conditions, should be sufficient,

as this would allow the plants plenty of room for growfh and branching.

Manures.

On this subject, also, there is much room for experimental work,

which in all probability will be carried out, as far as possible, this

season in several centres, and it is hoped that useful data will be

secured for next year's operations. For the present, however, it may fee

stated that bone or bone and super, in equal proportions give good
results, and is usually applied rather more freely than for a cereal

crop, for, as previously stated, it is desiraltle that the young plants

should in every way be helped to make good growth before winter.

flax Crop of Messrs. Orr Bros., of Dabnore.

Harvesting.

The best time for harvesting is when most of the bolls have

turned brown, though some of the lower ones may yet be more or less

green. A further guide is that the stems at this stage usually, but

not necessarily, begin to turn yellow, and the lower leaves to drop oif.

though, if in a moist situation, the plants ma}^ not lose their foliage

so early.

Flax can readily be cut with a reaper and binder, but the machine
must be in good working order; plain knives are best, and require to be

well sharpened ; an old, well-worn machine with blunt blades would
proibably give a lot of trouble. Sheaves should be small, well butted,

and tied rather nearer the hcnd than otherwise, the bands having a

tendency to slip down.
Long narrow stooks are best, and .«hould 'be stacked as soon as ready,

as standing in the paddock longer 'than necessary causes loss.
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In the Drouiu and Warragul districts a yield of from 2 to 2{ tons
per acre is considered good, though 2^ tons is not uncommon, while
anything above that is exceptional.

Flax Threshing at Messrs. Wolff Bros., Drouin.

Flax at the Buln Buln Mill spread for Retting.

22
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Flax Mills.

Two flax sciitcliing- mills (those of Messrs. Wolfl:" Bros., of Droiihi.

and F. C. Jencke, of Longwarry South) have been working for many
years past, treating the material grown in these districts. During the

past season Messrs. Wolft' Bros, have found it necessary to increase

the capacity of their plant considerably, and two co-operative mill>

have been started—one at Buln Buln and the other at Dalmore, each

to treat the flax grown in their vicinity.

Processing Flax.

The first process to which flax is submitted is that of "threshing''

or " boll crushing " ; this is accomplished by the aid of a flax thresher as

shown in the illustration, the operator standing opposite the end of

the shafting and holding the sheaf by the butt, with the head spread out

fan-like, allows it to pass between the revolving rollers, thus crushing

the bolls and liberating the seed, which is then conveyed by an endless

belt in a chute to the winnower and cleaned.

"Picking up" and stacking retted straw at Messrs. Wolri Bros.

Retting,

Retting is done in one of tAvo ways, known respectively as water

retting and dew retting.

In Belgium, where the highest grade of fibre is produced, the flax

is retted by placing it in crates and steeping for a given period in

the river Lys, a slow-flowing stream, wdiose waters are peculiarly suitable

for the purpose.

In Ireland and other ^places the flax is placed on end in pits of

4 or 5 feet in depth, and varying in length and width to suit require-

ments, then weighted down to prevent floating, and covered with water

until sufficiently retted.

The method practised in this State is "dew retting ";_ this is accom-

plished by spreading the threshed straw in a thin layer in long rows a
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few iuclies apart on a grass paddock, the heads of all straw lying in

the same direction.

Though itermed " dew retting," the dew, rain, and sunshine all play
a part in the process. The length of time the straw is left out varies

considerably, hut is usually five or six weeks, according to weather
conditions. To insure even retting the flax has to be turned once or

twice during that time. This is readily done by commencing with the
outside row, and pushing the end of a long slender rod under the straw
just below the heads to a distance of 3 or 4 feet, then lifting the straw
and turning it right over with the heads pointing the opposite direc-

tion, the second row being turned so as to lay on the ground from which
the first has been removed.

Flax Breaking.

The success or otherwise of a scutch mill depends largely on the
straw being correctly retted, for both under- or over-retting mean much
loss of time and material. Retting is a process of decomposition,
which must proceed far enough to destroy the gummy matter
holding the fibre to the woody portion so as to allow the latter to be
fairly readily, but not too easily, beaten from the former. If
allowed to go beyond this stage, the woody material could be more
easily bnished off, but the fibre would lose strength, and, if left long
enough, become valueless.

When sufiiciently retted the straw is picked up, tied in bundles, and,
if not quite dry enough, stood in stooks and then stacked until ready for

rhe breaker.
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As mucli of the retting as possible must be done in autumn and tlie

balance in spring, the months of June and July being avoided. Spread-

ing should be commenced as soon as practicable after threshing; but,

as it is necessary to have fine weather to dry the straw when " picking

up," it should be continued after, say, the end of March, so that it may
be gathered in by the middle of May; even earlier would be better, for

after that the weather is usually very broken, and diying the straw

would be rendered exceedingly difficult, and if not dried and stacked

when ready much loss may result.

Flax Scutching.

Breaking.

The breaker consists of several pairs of fluted rollers, the upper

ones being pressed against the lower ones with springs. The flax is

separated into small bundles of about as much as can he grasped in

one hand, then spread in a thin layer the full width of the rollers and
allowed to pass between them to tlie opposite end; the woody portion is

thns broken into short leiigtlis known as " shoves."

Scutching.

From the bi-caker the flax is passed to the first scutcher, where it is

roughly dressed. The operator holds a handful by one end in his left

hand, and with his right spreads and guides it to the 'beaters, running

at about 300 revolutions per minute, and when roughly cleaned passes

it to the second scutcher, which, in a similar manner, finishes the cleaning

process. The only remaining operation is bundling and baling, and when
these are completed, the flax will he ready for marketing.
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TOMATO DISEASES.

Bi/ C. C. Brittlehank, Plant Pathologist.

1.

The tomato industry in Victoria has, within the past ten to fifteen

years, greatly increased, and it would be interesting to know the area

under and returns from this crop, but no records have been kept.

As might be expected, when such a crop has been grown continuously

in certain areas, and under forced conditions, diseases have become estab-

lished, which claim a greater or less percentage of the yield. Thirty

years ago (1886) paddocks of 30 or 40 acres of tomato plants were
practically free from disease. Since then, however, several diseases

have developed, and the object of this article is to describe briefly their

appearance and the methods of control, so far as they are known at the

present time.

The following diseases of tomato plants are found in Victoria :

—

Alternaria solani, E. et M.—" Leaf mould," or " Target spot."

Septoria lycopersici, Speg.
—

" Leaf spot," " Eust," " Leaf blight."

Fusarium solani (Mart), Sacc.
—"Wilt," "Sleepy disease."

Sclerotinia—" Sclerotium disease."

Rhizoctonia solani, Keuhn—" Root rot."

Phytophthora infestaus, De Bry

—

" Irish potato blight."

Bacillus solanacearum, E. F. Smith—" Brown rot," " Wilt."

A New Tomato Disease—" Spotted Wilt."

To the list above must be added a disease which has, within the last

three years, appeared in tomato plants. The origin of this disease, as

well as how and whence it was introduced, is, .so far, unknown. Unfor-
tunately, up to the present time no causal organism has been isolated,

and consequently no method of control has been devised. However, it is

the intention of the Science Branch of the Department of Agriculture

t(j carry out experiments during the coming year, with the object of

endeavouring to ascertain the cause of the disease and the method of

controlling it.

A feature of this new tomato disease is that its most virulent period

is during the prevalence of swarms of " Canaiy flies," or " Jassids."

During the season just ended it was noted that as the Jassids decreased
in numbers the disease waned, and the later plants were only slightly

aliected, while in many cases they have recovered to a great extent, but
odd plants are still developing the disease. jSTumbers of early plants,

which became diseased about January, have recovered also. As this

disease is the most serious that the tomato grower has to contend against,

and has been the cause of heavy losses in recent seasons, I shall deal with
it first. It is well to have a common name for every tomato disease, and
I propose that of " Spotted Wilt " for this latest one, from the spotting
and subsequent wilting of the attacked plants.

Spotted Wilt was first observed during the 1915-16 season, when the

injury was slight owing to the restricted area over which the disease had
spread and to the comparatively small number of plants affected. In
the folloAving year the number of diseased plants had increased to an
alarming extent. The present season (1918-19) has, to say the least,

been disastrous, and fully 50 per cent, of suburban garden plants have
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been destroyed, in the country districts the disease has made consider-

able progress, and diseased plants have been found in nearly all parts of

Victoria.

Symptoms of the Disease.

The affected plants usually show the earliest evidence of attack on

the young terminal leaves, from which it spreads rapidly to the lower

leaA^es,

Affected leaves at first show a slight discoloration on the surface,

and later numerous distinct blackish, or brownish, spots develop on their

upper surfaces, sometimes, though not often, appearing also on the

under side. If a leaf be held up to the light the spots will be seen dis-

tinctly as a pattern between the main veins. They may, however, be

confluent when the whole leaf, with the exception of the main veins, is

opaque.

A more critical examination disclosed the fact that the veins in some

cases, as well as the mesophyll of the leaf, are also discoloured. Some-
times one-half of the veins are black or brown along some part of their

length, and the other part clear or semi-transparent. Sections show that

the vascular bundles are affected, but the injury to the leaf is almost

always confined to the upper cells only.

The remarkable feature of the disease is the rapidity of its action.

Plants, apparently healthy, develop within a few hours slight spotting of

the leaves, and completely wilt from the tops downward in about 24 to

30 hours. Occasionally affected plants may last for several days, but in

the majority of cases wilting and death take place rapidly.

Spotting is not confined to the leaves, but occurs on petioles and

stem, appearing either as minute spots or thin brownish black lines or

streaks, varying from 5 to 8 m.m. long by 1 to 5 m.m. broad.

On the stem and petioles the spotting is entirely superficial, and
restricted to the outermost cortical and epidermal cells. The fruit is

affected also, and the spots vary from a few to a number so great as to

become confluent. The spots are of different size and shape, varying
chiefly from circular to oblong, sunken or superficial, and in colour

from brown to brownish black. In severe cases the tissue beneath

the spots is injured and discoloured for a considerable depth into the

flesh of the fruit. Diseased fruits, as a rule, fall, and those remaining
on the plant do not ripen, or only redden in part, and are quite unfit for

market. As a rule, however, affected plants fail to produce fruit, except

in those cases where the plants have been affected late in the season. Very
young fruits when affected turn brown, shrivel, and fall.

If the stem of the affected plants be split or cut through, no dis-

coloration will be observed. The pith in parts is normal, and in others

dry, shrunken, and cracked, forming numerous partitions, Avith spaces

between, leaving sections of the stem more or less hollow. The disease

does not affect the root system, which is usually of normal development,

and in no way discoloured, and showing no signs of attack, either by
fungi or nematodes. Careful microscopical examination has, so far,

failed to reveal either fungi or bacteria within the plant tissue, and
cultural methods have also failed to produce any organism.

Strong, vigorous, and luxuriant plants seem, on the whole, to be more
subject to attack, but thrifty and unthrifty are liable to infection.
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Dwarf varieties appear to be best able to resist attacks, the later planted

bushes are not so seriously aflFected.

Experimental Work.

A number of experiments have been carried out in various ways with
the sap expressed from diseased leaves ; others with fragments of diseased

leaves inserted in both stem and leaf. Portions of badly affected plants

have been placed on the terminal shoots of healthy plants, and kept

. under bell jars at temperatures varying from 30 deg. to 40 deg. C, and
in air having a heavy moisture content. A number of diseased terminal

leaves and stems were crushed to pulp, water was added, and the com-
bination filtered, and the filtrate mixed with soil in which young plants

were growing; diseased leaves were crushed, and the pulp placed in the

crowns of terminal shoots, some of which were pricked with a sterile

needle, and sap from diseased leaves sprayed over young plants. All
the plants, with the exception of two, were kept under bell jars, and
under conditions which were most favorable for the development of
either fungi or bacteria. 'No disease developed in any of the plants, and
the checks both under and out of the bell jars remained clean.

The experiments and examination having failed to discover any
causal organism, specimens of diseased plants were forwarded to Dr.
Bull, Government Bacteriologist, and he also was unable to find any
organism connected with the trouble. Thus the several investigations
have thrown no light on the nature of the disease. Though the appear-
ance of affected plants to the naked eye, the symptoms, rapid develop-
ment of the discoloured areas, wilting and death of plants have all the
characteristics of a bacterial disease rather than one of a physiological
nature, fungi and bacteria are not present, or, at any rate, have not
been isolated.

The Disease in Other Countries.

Looking up literature dealing with diseases aifectiug the tomato in
various countries, I find that in the United States of America there is a
disease which so closely resembles the one under notice that in all

jirobability they are identical.

Professor Selby (Bulletin 73, Ohio Agricultural Exp. Station) gives
tlie following description :—" An obscure disease of greenhouse tomatoes
caused much anxiety at the station in the spring of 1895. Specimens of
the same trouble have been received for examination ; it also reappeared
in 1896. This trouble shows itself as a general blighting of the plants
attacked, and exhibits much of the same symptoms as winter blight,
described in Bulletin 43 of the Experiment Station of Cornell University.
In the present case the younger leaves showed earliest indications of the
disease, and had a drooping appearance, with the leaflet turned inwards
at the margins, and occasional dead areas. The attacked leaves soon die,

and hang from the more or less drooping leaf stock. The thriftiest and
most vigorous plants were apparently as commonly attacked as the
others; the later plantings suffered most. The stems and leaf stalks of
the affected plants showed blackened, elongated spots upon them. In
the house where the trouble prevailed the green fruits were marked with
dark-brown irregular spots of varying diameter, . . . For this
blight no cause is at present assigned, and no organisms were found
associated with it."
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Later Investigations in the United States of America.

Hereunder are a few extracts from Pliytopatliology, vol. 6, No. 2,

p. 162, 1916, " Investigation of a Troublesome Disease in Winter

Tomatoes," by J. C. Howitt and E. E. Stone, giving results of examina-

tions into the cause of tbe same mysterious disease :

—

" In 1914, tomato plants were forwarded which showed a marked

diseased condition of the leaves, stems, and fruit. Ten per cent, of the

plants in the house were attacked. The disease appeared in the same

house the following year. In August, 1915, the disease was observed

in field tomatoes in two localities."

" Specimens showing symptoms of the disease were forwarded to

Professor A. D. Selby for examination. These Avere examined by Mr.

A. S. Orcut, who reported as follows :
—

' Upon examining the tomato

material, and conferring with Professor Selby, it is our opinion that this

is the same trouble which was reported from this section in 1896.' "

" The same disease apparently also occurs in the vicinity of Phila-

delphia. In January, 1915, diseased plants were forwarded to Messrs.

Howitt and Stone by Professor C. K. Orton, Plant Pathologist, Pennsyl-

vania State College. These, when carefully examined, were found to

have spots and lesions on the stems, leaves and fruits characteristic of

the disease as it occurs in Ontario."

Symptoms of the Disease.

" The disease affects leaves, stems, and fruits. Aifected leaves show
distinct brown and blackened areas scattered between the layer veins.

These are angular, or somewhat diamond-shaped, and are usually so

numerous and close together that a distinct pattern is seen when aifected

leaves are held up to the light. An examination with a hand lens reveals

the fact that discoloration is not confined to the mesophyll of the leaf,

but extends to the secondary veins of the vascular bundles, is clearly

evident. Aifected leaves do not develop normally. They at first appear
somewhat stunted, and, as the disease progresses, droop, and finally

wither and die. In most cases observed the disease appeared to start on
the upper younger leaves, and gradually work downward to the older

leaves. On the stems of affected plants brown lesions are usually seen.

These vary in size from 1 to 3 cm. long, and almost half as wide."

Attempts to Discover tub Causal Organisms.
'' When the diseased plants were received, a superficial examination

disclosed the blackening and browning of the vascular bundles of the
leaves. This symptom suggested that the trouble might be brown rot
of t-omato caused by Bacillus solanacearum, E.F.S. Microscopic
examinations were made, but no fungus or bacteria were found associated
with the lesions on leaves, stems, or fruit.

" Dilution plate cultures were made, but nothing Avas found to which
the disease could be attributed. Fearing that in some way our technique
might be at fault, specimens of diseased plants were submitted for
examination to Dr. E. F. Smith, Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington,
D.C. ; Professor A. D. Selby, Agricultural Experiment Station, Wooster,
Ohio; Dr. E. A. Bessey, Michigan Agricultural College; and Professor
D, Jones, of the Bact<^riological Department of Ontario Agricultural
College.
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" All these gentlemeu kindly examined the material supplied, and

reported the result. 'None of them found any organism capable of

prndueing the disease."

Experimental Work.
" Experiments were performed to determine if the origin of the

disease was in the soil. These experiments, while by no means conclusive,

suggests that the origin of the disease may be in the soil."

Summary.
" 1. This disease is Avidespread, and may result in serious loss,

'' 2. Little is known as to the cause of the disease.

" 3. Eepeated microscopical examinations and plate '^julture tests

with various media have failed to disclose a causal organism.
" 4. Inoculation experiments have given negative results.

" 5. The position and nature of the leaves, and the fact that the

disease fails to develop further in affected fruits when these are removed

from the plants and ]>laced in a moist chamber, indicates that this is a

so-called physiological trouble.
" 6. The experiments with hydrocyanic acid gas indicate that fumi-

gation does not cause the disease.

" 7. Experiments on sterilized soil seem to indicate that the origin

of the disease is in some way connected with the soil, but as no causal

organism has been formed it would seem that the disease might be due to

some chemical or physical deficiency in the soil, which is apparently

overcome by sterilization.

" 8. This account of tlie disease is published with the object of agaiii

calling attention of plant pathologists to it, with the hope of stimulating

discussion and research regarding its cause and control."

This disease in tomato plants which has been under investigation by

American plant pathologists is, I think, identical with the one which I

have named Spotted Wilt. The appearance, symptoms, and failure to

obtain any causal organism agree. Further, the disease differs from all

known tomato troubles caused by fungi, bacteria, or nematodes. The
disease is a serious one, and threatens the tomato industry, probably to a

far greater extent than all the other diseases which have found a place

here.

Practically the whole of the paper used in Australia at present is

imported, and a considerable number of investigations and inquiries

have been made with a view to finding some suitable raw material^ in

Australia from which paper can be manufactured in large quantities.

The importance of this matter, and the possibilities of establishing the

industry of Australia, can be gauged by the fact that the annual imports

of paper into Australia are valued at no less than £1,800,000.

The whole question has received the attention of the Commonwealth

Institute of Science and Industry, which has issued a Bulletin giving

the results of some investigations of much interest and importance which

have been carried out by the Institute.

Copies of the Bulletin may be obtained free on application to the

Secretary, Institute of Science and Industry, 314 Albert-street, East

Melbourne.
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STANDARD TEST COWS.

Report for Quarter ending 31st December, 1918,

Eighty-one cows completed the term, of whicli imm])"r 74 quilifi

Certificates.

vTin following are the individual records :

—

W. K. ATKINSON, Swan Hill. (Shorthorn.)

Completed since last report, 1 . Certificated, 1

.

d I'.-

1
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, Werribee. (Red Poll.)

Completed since last report. 12. Certificated, 9.

Name of Cow.

Birdseye

•Crimea
Persica
Scotia .

.

La Belle France
La Plata
Briar .

.

Empire
Santa Clara

^
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S. CULLIS HILL, Lower Plenty, Heidelberg. (Jersey.)

Completed since last report, 2. Certificated, 1.
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MEIER BROS., Box Hill. (Jersey.)

Completed since last report, 1. Certificated, 1.
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0. J, SYME, Macedon.

Completed since last report, 3.

(Friesian.)

Certificated, 3.

Name of Cow.
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J. D. READ, Springhurst. (Jersey.)

Completed since last report, 8. Certificated,
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THE AUSTRALIAN FLORA FROM AN ORNAMENTAL
ASPECT.

(Continued from page 187.)

Ediiard E. Fescott, F.L.S., F.R.H .S., Government Pomologist.

Gum Trees

—

continued.

jSTow that the use of eucalyptus foliage, or " gum leaves " as they

are familiarly called, has become so universal for in-door decoration

purposes, it is well to mention certain species, of which cosmophylla is

one, which have handsome and decorative foliage. As is well known,
eucalypts have, at different stages, two types of foliage. The foliage

of the young plant in the seedling and " sucker " stage is known as

juvenile foliage, and it is usually far more decorative in appearance
than the mature or adult foliage. Very often, the juvenile foliage is

broad and roundish, while the adult foliage is narrow and long. The
broad, round leaves are the more sought after, particularly when they

bear that mealy vestiture which gives them a silvery-grey appearance.

Some eucalypts retain this silvery-grey or glaucous appearance even on

the adult foliage. Such a species is Eucalyptus tetragona, the -mealy

gum, which is really a tall shrub, growing to slightly over 20 feet.

So far back as 1827, this species was grown in England as a conserva-

tory pot i^lant, under the name of Eudesmia tetragona. The broad

leaves, and the stems, too, are very mealy in appearance, due to the

whitish waxy bloom with which they are covered. The white flowers,

too, are very beautiful. It is also known as Eucalytus pleurocarpa.

Eucalyptus cordata, the white peppermint, as well as Eucalyptus
pulverulenta, the silver leaf stringy bark, also possesses this meali-

ness of foliage and stems, and the roundish leaves, which are

usually in pairs, opposite to each other, are very decorative. Such a

type of foliage is in appearance like the juvenile foliage of some species.

The following species, Gunnii, the Cider gum; populifoiia, the poplar
leaf gum; gamophyUa, the joined leaf gum; polyanthemos, the red box;
and others, all have this type of foliage. The apple gum. Eucalyptus
Stuartiana, too, has it in its juvenile stage of growth. The young
foliage of the blue gum. Eucalyptus globulus, is also very decorative on
account of this characteristic, and for the first three or four years the

young tree is very decorative in any shrubbery. Later on the tree is

very straggly, and quite unornamental. On account of the beauty of

its juvenile foliage, this species is largely grown as a conservatory pot

plant in the northern hemisphere.

Eucalyptus alpina, the Grampians gum, a species found only in the

Grampians, in Victoria, has a fine shrubby habit, with rich, glossy,

green leaves, and good white flowers. This has been successfully grown
as a fine lawn specimen.

For decorative trees in large gardens. Eucalyptus viaculata, the

spotted gum, may take pride of place. It is one of our most shapely

gums, with very good glossy foliage, having a wonderfully blotched

and mottled bark. About the end of the year, the old bark flakes off

in irregular patches, disclosing colourations of +>rown, cream, and pure
white. This characteristic of blotched and mottled bark is also

noticeable in the valuable timber tree, the river red gum. Eucalyptus
rostrata. This is one of the most ornamental of gums, and is to be

found in almost all parts of the Commonwealth.
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Many of the gums have clear white or bluish-white bark, which
makes them stand out in a very striking manner among dark foliage.

Such is the lemon-scented gum, Eucalyptus citriodora, whose leaves,

when bruised, emit a delicious lemon-citron odour. It is a poor
specimen tree, but, in association with dark and closer-foliaged trees,

it is very handsome.

Mahogany Gum—Eucalyptus botrj/ouies.

Similarly, Eucalyptus saligna, the willow leaf gum, a more shapely
tree, stands out well in the tree garden. Eucalyptus cinerea, the
silver stringy bark, too, with its whitish-brown trunk, and glaucous
decorative foliage, is a fine shapely tree, and one of the most magnificent
of gums. Eucalyptus viminalis, the Manna gum, and Eucalyptus
ruhida, the candle bark gum, also appear as finely white-barked gums.
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Ill some of the glens in tlie Mount Lofty Range, in South Australia,

and at Ilealesville and Gippsland, in Victoria, groups of these '' White
"'

guins create a magnificent jiicture in the forest scenery.

Among the dwarf gums possessing the decorative bark, the fSnow

gum, Eucalyptus coriacea (pauciflora) , is, perhaps, the finest. A native

of the snow-topped mountains, yet it grows well in the lower and warmer
situations in the State. The group illustrated shows its dwarf
cliaracter, for the trees are over thirty years old.

One of the fastest-growing of gums is the Mahogany Gum, of Gipps-

land, EucalyptiLS totryoides. It is a decorative tree, and has been

known to grow at the rate of a foot a month for twelve months in a

very happy situation. The tree illustrated, which looks like a forest

veteran, is about twenty-eight years old. Eucalyptus radiata, the river

Avhite gum, is another decorative type, having a fine drooping habit. The
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Karri, Eucalyptus diversicolor, and the Jarrali, Eucalyptus marginata,
thrive well in cultivation, as also does that fine tree, the Brisbane
Stringybark, Eucalyptus siderophloia. Another very ornamental tree

is the Bloodwood, Eucalyptus corymhosa. Indeed, it may be said that

any of the eucalypts will succeed as a cultivated plant.

The gum tree most popularly grown, especially for shade, is

Eucalyptus corynocalyx ( cladocalyx) , the Sugar Gum. It is a quick

grower, and apt to grow tall, leaving the lower growths unfurnished.

In Horsliani, Victoria, there are magnificent avenues of sugar gums

Blossom of Brisbane Stringybark—Eucalijptus siderophloia.

planted as street trees. The sugar gum has very brittle wood, and the
long sprawling limbs often snap off under stress of a wind storm. It

is also subject to the boring larvae of certain beetles and moths.
Eucalypts may all be trimmed or pruned into shape. Indeed,

many of the quick-growing ones, like the sugar gum, may be cut hard
back to the trunk, leaving only the bare stem standing. The pruning
should be done in early spring, so that the subsequent tender growths will

not be injiired or burned by frost.

(To he continued.')
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AN ECONOMIC PLANT.

THE JERUSALEM ARTICHOKE.

By J. W. Audas, F.L.S., F.R.M.8., Assistant, National Herbarium,
Melbourne.

The Jerusalem artichoke (Helianthus tuherosus), a phiut of the

natural order Compositse, is a native of North America. It is a

hardy perennial herb with rod-like stems 6 to 8 feet in height, and
many subcordate petioled leaves and clustered tuberous roots. There
are several varieties, which are distinguished by the colour of the

tubers—red, white, and yellow—^and by the shape of the leaves, which
are either narrow or broad. Tiie tubers (rhizomes) are used as a

vegetable principally during the winter, sometimes as a dish, but more
generally for flavouring purposes. They are considered both w^holesome

and nutritious, and may be given to invalids when abstinence from

other vegetable food is necessary. Before the potato became plentiful

they were widely used in Europe, and they are still in great demand
there for flavouring soups.

Jerusalem artichokes or topinambour are extensively cultivated in

France for distilling purposes (as are potatoes and beet roots), yielding

as much as 7 to 9 per cent of absolute alcohol. According to Payen.

the average analysis of the tubers of Jerusalem artichokes is as

follows :

—

Water .. .. .. •• •• 76.04

Glucose and crystallizable sugar . .
14.70i

1. Inulin ./ .. . . . . 1.86iXlUlill

Cellulose
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apart, allowing from 18 inches to 2 feet between the tubers in the lines.

About 4 bushels will plant an acre. Artichokes may, with considerahle

advantage, be grown in rotation with maize.

When the plants are well above the soil they will keep in check
any ordinary farm weeds, and very little cultivation will be required.

Ten to twelve tons of tubers are considered an average crop. More

Jerusalem Artichoke

—

Helianthus tuierosus, L.

attention is now being paid to the cultivation of Jerusalem artichokes,

as they are known to be good pig feed, and they are usually harvested

by turning the animals into the field. The tubers will keep in the

ground all the v/inter, and usually enough of them are left by the pigs

to produce a new crop. An important element in their value for the

feeding of swine is their availability during the entire winter and
spring and the fact that their harvesting costs nothing. Though
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artichokes are but little affected by frost, they do not stand storing in

pits and silos, like beet root and potatoes.
This plant has of late years grown into favour as a marketable crop.

and the demand seems to be increasing. Considering its very easy
culture, it is fairly remunerative.

The following are the peculiar advantages of the Jerusalem arti-

choke over other fodder plants capable of being grown in this State:

—

_
(1) It does not require to be planted every year; (2) it will

yield more to the acre than potatoes; (3) it does not require har-
vesting; (4) it stands frost well; (5) it increases the yield of dairy
cows to an extraordinary degree, and improves the quality of the
milk; (6) it is one of the cheapest and healthiest pig foods raised,

and is also an excellent food for cattle, sheep, and horses; and,
finall.y, (7) it is highly important, because no insect, blight, or rust

attacks it.

NEXT SEASON'S WHEAT CROP.

Commonwealth Government's Guarantee.

In announcing that the Commonwealth Grovernment was willing

to continue the Wheat Pool and guarantee 4s. 4d. per bushel for the
1919-20 harvest, the Acting Prime Minister (Mr. Watt) made the

following statement :

—

" Conflicting views have recently been placed before the Govern-
ment in regard to the control of the wheat industry. The Federal
Farmers' Organization has urged the continuance of the pool under con-

ditions practically identical with those already arranged, the only
variation of moment recommended being in regard to the constitution

of the State Boards and the method of appointment by certain States

of representatives upon the Central Board. On the other hand, repre-

sentations have been made by traders that the purchase and sale of

wheat by merchants and traders should be permitted at the end of the

present season. The Government was also asked for a definite declara-

tion of policy in resipect to the general resumiption of trade under normal
conditions.

"No other trade presents such difficulties to an early restoration of

pre-war conditions as the wheat business. The Government is not

anxious to prolong indefinitely its responsibility, either of management
or finance of wheat. It wishes to get out of the business as soon as it

can do so safely. A general survey, ho^^'ever, shows that this cannot be

done until the shipping and marketing positions become clearer. If

we allow for loss through wastage, and for inferiority for sales already

made to the British Government and other buyers, for antiicipaied

further overseas sales and local consumption during the .year, we hav<'

an exportable surplus of about 2,500,000 tons of f.a.q. Wheat to dispose

of.

" The Prime Minister has been aurliorized to offer 2,000,000 tons

to the British Wheat Commission at 5s. per bushel. To this no definite

reply has yet been received, but recent indications do not inspire great

hope. An announcement by the British Food Controller mnde it

appear as though 500,000 tons of wheat belonging to the Briti-^h Wheat
Commission in Australia Avould still be uushipped on 31st August, 1919.
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According to later news, tlie Imperial Government is doubtful if the

whole of its purchase will be lifted hy the end of 1919. The position

then will be, assuming that no sale is made to the Inaperial Govern-

ment, that by the end of the year we may expect to have 2,500,000 tons

of f.a.q. wheat and considerable holdings of inferior wheat, with a new
crop of, perhaps, 2,500,000 tons coming in. In these circumstances the

resumption of normal trading would be impossible. Merchants could

not make purchases on advances against the new harvest on a scale

satisfactory to growers.
" As custodians of large quantities of wheat purchased by the Im-

perial Government, and having regard to our responsibilities to tax-

payers and wheat growers, we should see that there is a systematic

realization of our stocks. To reduce deterioration to a minimum, we
should see that the oldest wheat is shipped first. We should not onlv

eliminate competition to sell our wheat, ibut we should also avoid that

competition for tonnage which would be so disa-strous and result in

such increased freight charges if indulged in by the Imperial Govern-

ment, the Australian Wheat Board, and the merchants.
" This competition cannot be eliminated, and this systematic reali-

zation cannot be effected, unless the pooling scheme is continued for-

another year.

Question of Guarantees.

" The Federal Farmers' Organization has also asked for a

guaranteed return from the 1919-20 harvest, and in this request has

the support of the Victorian Chamber of Agriculture and of the Royal

Agricultural Society of Victoria. In view of the present financial out-

look, this question of guarantee is of vital concern to the taxpayer,

\v*hose interests are ajpt to be ignored. Demands are made that we
should emulate the example of America, and give such a guarantee

as will practically compel heavy contributions from i-evenue. It should

not be overlooked that the purpose of the Am*erican guarantee was to

insure an ample supply of foodstuff's to the AUieb. TnTow that the

shipping position lias eased, America must face her losses, and it is not

at all unlikely that her g-uarantee will result in a deficiency of hundreds

of millions of pounds. The policy of the American Government will

exert a powerful influence on overseas markets. If weather conditions

prove favorahle, she may have a yield of 1,200,000,000 bushels. If

acute competition arises with other producing countries we may see a

period of low ijjrices. This may not be an unmixed evil for the Aus-

tralian wheat grower, as it would mean a diminished area under crop

the following year in America. But it would be a serious matter for the

Australian taxpayer, whose credit had heen pledged to afford encourage-

ment to the wheat grower.
" The Government, however, is prepared, 'proviided the States are

willing to co-operate, to offer a guarantee for the coming year of 4s. 4d.

per bushel, less freight from point of delivery to the port of export. To
some growers, this guarantee may be disaippointing, but to the enlight-

ened majority it will (]3rove acceptable. The Wheat Board's indebted-

ness is now over £20,000,000, and though the overdraft appears to

have reached its apex its rapid diminution cannot be expected. If our

Avheat is unsold for twelve months, our interest hill will amount to
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nearly 3d. per bushel, and, in addition, charges for upkeep and deteriora-

tion are inevitable. This is usually overlooked by those who suggest
that the most profitable way to realize is to postpone the realization

indefinitely.

" It is the intention of the Commonwealth Government to consult

the States immediately to ascertain if they will fall in with the pro-

posals for the continuance -of the pooling system and of the guarantee.

We have every rea-son to believe the States will accept these proposals,

and so assure wheat growers, if not of a highly remunerative, yet of a

profitable, return from their labours."

STALLION PARADES.

TIME TABLE, 1919.

(Subject to slight alteration if necessar\\)

Date.
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Stallion Parades, Time Table—continued.

Date.

NORTH-EASTERN
No. 1.

Monday, July 2iS

Tuesday, July 29 .

Wednesday, July 30 .

,

Thursday, July 31 ..

Friday, August 1

WIMMERA No. 2.

Tuesday, August o .

.

Wednesday, August 6

Thursday, August 7 . .

Thursday, August 7 .

.

Friday, August 8

MALLEE No. 2.

Tuesday, August 6 .

.

Wednesday, August 6
Thursday, August 7 .

.

WIMMERA No. 3.

Monday, August 11..
Tuesday, August 12 .

.

Wednesday, August 13

Thursday, August 14

Thursday, August 14

Friday, August 15 .

.

GOULBURN
VALLEY No. 1.

Monday, August 11..
Tuesday, August 12 . .

Wednesday, August 13

Wednesday, August 13

Wednesday, August 13

Thursday, August 14

Friday, August 15 .

.

MALLEE No. 3.

Tuesday, August 19 .

.

Tuesday, August 19 .

.

Wednesday, August 20
Thursday, August 21

Friday, August 22 .

.

Place.

Tungamah
Yarrawonga
Rutherglen
Myrtleford .

Benalla

Hopetoun
Warrackna-

beal

Beulah
Minyip
Mnrtoa

Swan Hill

Kerang
Pyramid

Beaufort

Kaniva
NhiU
Rainbow
Jeparit
Dimboola

Heathcote
Kyabrara
Tatura
Echuea
Rochester
Elmore
Cohuna

Quambatook
Boort
Charlton
Sea Lake
Wycheproof

Time.

3 p.m.
3 p.m.

3 p.m.

3 p.m.

1 1 a.m.

3 p.m.
3 p.m.

10 a.m.

3.30 p.m.
2 p.m.

3 p.m.
3 p.m.
11 a.m.

2 p.m.
2 p.m.
3 p.m.
12 noon
4 p.m.
11 a.m.

2 p.m.
2 p.m.

10 a.m.
2.30 p.m.
4.30 p.m
11 a.m.
11 a.m.

10 a.m. .

.

12 55 p.m.
2 p.m.
3 p.m.
11.50 a.m.

Officer Arrives. Officer Departs.

1.21p.m.
10.5 p.m. (28th)

1.53 p.m.
2.59 p.m,

10.17 a.m.

9.55 p.m. (4th)

9.50 a.m. (.5th)

9.15 p.m. (6th)

3.18 p.m.

12.30 p.m.

6.25 p.m. (4th)

12.29 p.m.

7.10 a.m.

12.27 p.m.
2.28 a.m.

1.22 a.m.
11.40 a.m.

4 p.m.
Driving (14th)

11.41a.m.
12.52 p.m.
5.41 p.m. (12th)

2.5 p.m.
4.25 p.m.
9.40 a.m.

5.10 p.m. (14th)

6 33 p.m. (18th)

12.55 p.m.
4.7 p.m. (19th)..

9.25 p.m. (20th)

11.40 a.m.

'J.3i p.m.
7.20 a.m. (30th)

7.50 a.m. (3l8t)

7.12 a.m. (1st

Aug.)
5.40 p.m.

7 a.m. (6th)

7.50 p.m.

11.55 a.m.

11.43 a.m. (8th)

3.32 p.m.

10.50 a.m. (6th)

6 a.m. (7th)

2.26 p.m.

8.35 p.m.

12.42 a.m. (13th)

132 a.m. (14th)

2.50 p.m.
5 p.m. (driving)

2.18 p.m.

6.27 p.m.
4.25 p.m.
11.44 a.m.
3.45 p.m.
9.3 a.m. (14th)

1.40 p.m.
12.30 p.m.

11.31 a.m.

1.35 p.m.
4.27 p.m.
8 20 a.m. (22nd
12.30 p.m.
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Stallion Parades, Time Table—continued.

Date

NORTH-EASTERN
No. 2.

Monday, August 18 .

.

Tuesday, August 19..
Thursday, August 21

Friday, August 22 .

.

Friday, August 22 .

.

COULBURX
VALLEY No. 2.

Monday, August 25 .

.

Tuesday, August 2 i .

.

Wednesday, August 27
Wednesday, August 27

Thursday, August 28
Friday, August 29 .

.

CENTRAL No. 2.

Monday, August 2.5 . .

Tuesday, August 26 .

.

Tuesday, August 26 . .

Wednesday, August 27
Thursday, ^August 28
Thursday. August 28
Friday, August 29 . .

Saturday. August 30

WESTERN
DISTRICT No. 1.

Monday, Sept. 1

Tuesday, Sept. 2
Tuesday, Sept. 2
Wednesday, Sept. 3 .

Wednesday, Sept. 3 .

Thursday, Sept. 4 .

Thursday, Sept. 4 .

CENTRAL No. 3.

Monday, Sept. 1

Monday, Sept. 1

Tuesday, Sept. 2

Tuesday. Sept. 2
Wednesday. Sept. 3

.

Thursday, Sept. 4 .

Friday, Sept. 5

GIPPSLAND No. L

Monday, Sept. 8

Tuesday, Sept. 9
Tuesday. Sept. 9
Wednesday, Sept. 10
Thursday, Sept. 1 1 .

Thursday, Sept. I 1 .

Friday, Sept. 12

Tallangatta

Corryong
Wangaratta
Euroa
Seymour

Dookie
Cobram
Numurkah
Nathalia
Shepparton
Murchison

Mansfield

Yea
Alexandra
Kilmore
Ballan
Melton
Bacchus
Marsh

Werribee

Colac

Camperdown
Terang
Warmambool
Koroit
Port Fairy .

.

Penshurst .

.

Castlemaine
Kyneton
Maryborough
Chines

Smeaton
Daylesford .

.

Ballarat

Bunyip
Morwell
Traralgon
Sale

Trafalgar

Warragul
Dandenong

Time. Officer Arrives. | OflScer Departs.

4.40 p.m.

3.30 p.m.
2 p.m.
10 a.m.

2 p.m.

2 p.m.
2 p.m.
11 a.m.

2 p.m.
2 p.m.
1 1 a.m.

2 p.m.
9.30 a.ra

2 p.m.
10 a.m.

10 a.m.

2 p.m.
11 a.m.

12 noon

3 p.m.
11 a.m.

3 p.m.
11 a.m.

3 p.m.
11 a.m.

4 p.m.

10 a m,
l.SOp.m,
11 a.m.

2 p.m.
2 p.m.
2 p.m.

2 p.m.

10 a.m.
10 a.m.

3 p.m.
2 p.m.
1

1

a.m.

3 p.m.
11 a.m.

4.38 p.m.
3.30 p.m.
9.34 a.m.

6.33 p.m. (21st)

12.11 a.m.

12.40 p.m.
1.57 p.m.
4.38 p.m. (26th)

1.37 p.m.
5.40 p.m. (27th)

7.15 p.m. (28th)

2 p.m.
6.33 p.m. (25th)

12.25 p.m.
10 p.m. (2Gth) ..

10 a.m.
1.31 p.m.
5 31 p.m. (28th)

11.47 a.m.

10.41 a.m.
9.36 p.m. (1st) ..

12.44 p.m.
11 32 p.m. (2nd)
2.45 p.m.
12 52 a.m.
Driving

9.30 am.
1.11pm.
5 58 p.m. (1st)

1 43 p.m.

Driving
7.17 p.m. (3rd)

6 36 p.m. (4th).

9..56 a.m.

8.49 p.m. (8th) .

12.20 p.m.
10.20 p.m. (9th)

6 51 p.m. (10th)

2 50 p.m.
9.32 p.m. (Uth)

5 a.m. (19th)

7 a.m. (20th)

4.37 p.m.
11.12 a.m.
8. 15 p.m.

4.10 p.m.
3.10 p.m.
12.45 p.m.
3 26 p.m.
6 p.m.
7.3 p.m.

3.30 p.m.
10.33 a m.
4.40 p.m.
9.45 p m.
12.2 p.m.
5.13 pm.
12 59 p.m

1.16 p.m.

8.30 p.m.
12.14 p.m.
10 27 p.m.
2.17 p.m.
12.22 a m. (4th)

1.27 p.m.
7.47 a.m. (5th)

12.25 p.m.
3.12 p.m.
12.55 p.m.
7.:!6 p.m.
Driving
3.25 p.m.
7.10 p m.

6 31 p m.
11 57 a.m.

9.15 p.m.
4.11 p.m.
2.8 pni.

7 50 p m.
1.38 pm.
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Stallion Parades, Time Table—continued.

Date.
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ORCHARD AND GARDEN NOTES.

E. E. Pescott, F.L.S., Pomologist.

The Orchard.

As soon as the fruit is off the trees, the land should be well ploughed
and left in a rough condition until the spring ploughing. Tf not
already done, and the orchard conditions demand it, there is still time
to put in a leguminous crop for green manuring purposes. But this

should be done as early as possible, so as to give the crop a chance to
make some good early growth. Soils deficient in lime or in organic
matter are always benefited by a crop of green manures. Where stable
manure is unprocurable, the green manure crop is the only means of
adding organic matter to the soil.

Pests and Diseases.

All second-hand and old cases should be thoroughly ovej-hauled.
It is preferable to do this work now, instead of leaving it till spring,
when the rush of other duties will certainly prevent it being carried
out. The cases, if not bad enough to be destroyed by fire, should be
dipped for some time in boiling water. And this is not only for the
killing of the codlin larvae, but also to destroy larvae or eggs of any
scale or aphis, and also any spores of fungus diseases that may have
found lodgment therein.

As soon as the trees have shed their foliage they may be sprayed with
red oil emulsion for woolly aphis, peach aphis, and the bryobia mite.
And this should be done before pruning, so that in handling and carry-
ing the prunings the pests will not be spread about the orchard to infect
the clean portions.

Premature Flowering of Fruit Trees.

As a result of the extremes of seasons we have just experienced, many
fruit trees are now flowering in different parts of the State. The long-

continued hot dry weather of the end of last year and the beginning
of this year caused the fruit buds to harden and mature. In addition
the trees lost quite a large amount of foliage. Then the rains and cool
weather suddenly came, causing what might be termed a " false spring."
As a result the trees were given an impetus, they pushed out their
buds; and the flowers developed very freely. Plums were commonly in
flower last month; and many cases of apples, pears, and cherries were
noticed.

Where this has occurred, the fruit should not be allowed to set; it

should be picked off at once, without damaging the fruit spurs or buds.
If allowed to grow on, it would be of no value, as it could not ripen.
But the worse result would be a continued weakening of the trees, which
Avould unsettle them for the subsequent bearing. In any case, it has
rarely been found that the trees which so prematurely flowered bore a

good crop in the next season.

Flower Garden.

Bulbs, tubers, and corms of spring-flowering plants should now all

be planted. As they appear above ground-, they should be protected
from the ravages of snails and slugs, as these pests have a very great
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liking for these succulent growths. ' A good surface dressing of broken

leaf or dust tobacco will effectually deal with these pests. In fact,

the gardener who constantly uses tobacco, either in the leaf, stem, or

dust forms, will very soon be in the happy position that slugs and snails

will cause him no anxiety whatever. Besides, the tobacco has manurial

properties which are also valuable.

Pansy and any other seedlings, also rooted layers and cuttings, may
now be planted out into their permanent positions.

Sowings may also be made of any hardy annuals, such as antirrhinum,

aquilegia, correopsis, Canterbury bell, dianthus, everlastings, foxglove,

gaillardia, hollyhock, larkspur, leptosyne, lobelia, marigold, pansy,

petunia, stock, sweet peas, verbena, wallflower, &c.

Vegetable Garden.

There should now be no untidy or undug beds in the kitchen garden.

The vacant beds should all be well dug over and prepared for th^

planting of vegetables for use in spring. In digging, a top dressing

of manure should be given ; this may be dug in. All weeds, too, may
be forked into the trenches, and covered well with soil as each spit or

length is dug. A dressing of lime is very beneficial at this time of the

year three or four weeks after the manure or weed dressing.

A start should now be made at cleaning out the asparagus beds.

This vegetable is most popular, and yet one rarely met with in ordinary

household gardens. It is supposed to be difficult to grow, but this

supposition is not borne out, as, once established, a bed of asparagus is

one of the most easily managed plots in the whole garden. Depth of

good soil and plenty of manure are all that this plant requires.

In establishing a new bed, it is advisable to see that there is a good
depth of 2 or 3 feet of rich, well-manured soil. If this is not present,

the soil should be dug out to that depth, and thoroughly mixed and
enriched with well-rotted manure before being replaced. A bed deeply

pi'epared, and supplied with ample quantities of manure, should last

without replanting for very many years. The young plants or crowns
should then be planted in trenches, keeping the rows 2 or 3 feet apart.

An asparagus bed requires ample and direct exposure to the full rays

of the sun. The asparagus should not be cut during the first season

after planting ; in fact, it is better to allow it to go uncut for two
seasons. As little foreign weed growth as possible should be allowed
in the beds, but, when they are not producing culinary asparagus, rows
of lettuce, beans, radish, &c., may be grown between the crowns.

Towards the end of April the tops may be cut down, the beds cleaned,

and a good top dressing of stable manure given. Chemical fertilizers,

such as bonedust, sulphate of ammonia, and sulphate of potash, may be

given as a substitute to organic manure. In the past it has been the

custom to annually top-dress the beds with salt. It was supposed that,

as asparagus in its native habitat was usually found in sandy soils near
the sea coast, the plant required salt or a saline soil to produce successful

results. It has latterly been found that salt is not at all essential to

good growth, and that the plant will readily adapt itself and grow well

in soils of not at all a saline character. Where potash has taken the
place of salt, quite improved results followed.
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REMINDERS FOR MAY.
Live Stock.

Horses.—Those stabled can be fed liberally. Those doing fast or heavy work
should be clipped; if not wholly, then trace high. Those not rugged on coming
into the stable at night should be wiped down and in half-an-hour's time rugged
or covered with bags until the coat is dry. Old horses and weaned foals should
be given crushed oats. Grass-fed working horses should be given hay or straw,
if there is no old grass, to counteract tlie purging effects of the 3'oung growth.
Attend to teeth and feet of horses to be turned out for the winter.

Cattle.—Cows, if not housed, should be rugged. Rugs should be removed in

the daytime when the shade temperature reaches 60 degrees. Give a ration of

hay or straw, whole or chaffed, to counteract the purging effects of young grass.

Cows about to calve, if over fat, should be put into a paddock in which the feed
is not too abundant. Calves should be kept in warm dry shed. Observe strict

cleanliness in feeding to avoid losses and sickness incidental to calf-rearing.
Pigs.—As recommended in Reminders for April.
Sheep.—Keep in-lamb ewes in strong condition. Best lambing results arc-

obtained when ewes are neither too poor, nor excessively fat. Once the lambs arrive
then the most liberal treatment possible is in the main the most profitable. Ill-

fed ewes are bad mothers, indifferent to the new-born lamb, and rearing them
badly afterwards, particularly very young or very old ewes. Select fine weather
for lamb-marking. Yard lambs over night. Never castrate or tail high-condi-
tioned lambs immediately on being run in and overheated. The risk with large
lambs will be lessened if they are allowed to stay in the yards an hour or two
after castration and the coagulated blood drawn, which in many cases will be
foupd retained in the groin and purse, no matter what method of opening
the purse is used. In tailing never draw tails tight. Projecting bone delays
healing, especially when cutting off with hot blades. Even with the knife leave
enough loose skin to come over and cover the vein and check the usual strong
rush of blood from lambs on well-fed mothers.

Poultry.—Feed animal food to forward pullets, about ^ oz. daily, and equal
parts heavy oats and broken maize at night. Add lucerne chaff to mash daily.
See that fowl houses are free from draughts to avoid colds, also that they are
free from red mites. Use Epsom salts freely to avoid Roup and Chicken
Pox.

Cultivation.
Farm.—Dig main crop potatoes. Push on with ploughing and sowing of

cereal crops, including peas and beans. Green fodder (as for April) may still be
sown. Land for maize, potatoes, and other root crops should be prepared and
manured. Flax may be sown. Transplant Chou Moellier and Giant Drumhead
cabbage plants in rows 3 feet apart. Complete sowing permanent pastures with
grasses and clovers.

Orchard.—Plough, manure; apply lima to orchard lands at rate or 5 or 10
ewt. per acre where soil is sour. Spray trees infested with scale insects. Woolly
Aphis, and Bryobia Mite with red oil or crude petroleum. Clean all rough bark
from trees. Commence pruning early varieties at end of month.

Flower Garden.—Digging, manuring, and pruning; trench and drain where
necessary. Dress the surface with lime. Continue to sow hardy annuals. Bury
all leaves, soft-wood cuttings, and weeds. Continue to plant spring blooming
perennials and other plants. Plant cuttings of carnations and roses.

Vegetable Garden.—Cut down and clean out asparagus beds. Apply manure
and lime dressings. Cultivate deeply. Plant out seedlings and early potatoes;
sow peas, broad beans, carrots, and parsnips.

Vineyard.—Subsoil land for new plantations if not already done. This work
should be carried out as long before planting as is practicable. Vine-growers
are warned against the too common practice of feeding off foliage after vintage.
Any small advantage in the form of stock feed is onlv gained at the cost of a
reduction in the following season's crop, owing to interference with accumulation
of reserves, which continues so long as the leaves remain green. Sheep should
not be allowed into the vineyard until all leaves have changed colour. Early and
deep ploughing is strongly recommended. Manures should be applied as early as
possible. Peas, &c., for green manuring, should be sown without delay, in order
to take advantage of early rains.

Cellars.—Rack or fill up (preferably the former) dry wines as soon as a lighted
match, introduced at bung hole, is no longer extinguished. Sweet wines should
also be racked and fortified to full strength.
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A New
OAT

"Mortgage

Lifter"

T HIS variety was
originally imported from

America and grown m
South Australia, where results

proved so satisfactory that the original grower

preserved the seed from his first crop and has grown

it with every success during the past few seasons.

This new Oat grows to a height of 6 feet, and has

yielded from 90 to 100 bushels to the acre. It is

also considered a good Hay Oat. A client of ours

stated that he grew "Mortgage Lifter" Oat last

year, and averaged over 50 bushels to the acre,

whereas with other varieties he only averaged 30

bushels to the acre. 10/- bushel; 9/6 per bushel

in sack lots ; 9/- per bushel in 5-sack lots or more.

LAW, SOMNER
Pty. Ltd.

SEED AND PLANT MERCHANTS
139-141 Swanston St.

MELBOURxNE
L.K.W.
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Full^Reward
YOUKLMOK>^

Obtain the maximum prices and most prompt

returns by consigning all your produce to us.

Agents in all leading towns can be consulted at any

time. Liberal advances made against consignments.

Mi
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The Pioneer of Linseed Oil and Meal

"The Australian Manufacturer" says:
— " Perhaps there is not in the

whole of Australia a more striking and stimulating example of enterprise, grit, SK'v'fcs

pertinacity and ability, than Meggitt Limited, Oil and Meal Manufacturers, of

26 King Street, Sydney."

Linseed Oil Meal
" UNRIVALLED IN QUALITY."

Instructing How to Feed, mailed free.

Fall particulars from Agents—Messrs. Harrisons, Ramsay Limited,

666 Bourke Street, MELBOURNE; or

MFPP1TT T td '^'" '''O"'"^ Linseed Oil & Linseed Oil Meal Mannfacturers of AastraliamCUUll I L.1U.
2g Yiirie Street, SYDNEY. Works—Parramatta.

MEGGITT Ltd.'s

Maaafactured at Parramatta.

Pamphlet No. 11

"The Boy on Bag
guarantees quality."
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S". till

REGULAR Spraying is an insurance. The orchardist who sprays one

year and neglects his trees the next cannot hope to keep orchard

insects under contrcl. They will not await his convenience. They
multiply all the time. They can be kept under only by spraying

regularly with Gargoyle Prepared Red Spraying Oil. This will not only

kill the pests, but will invigorate the tree and make it resistant to attacks

of insects rr disease.

Gargoyle Prepared Re 1 Spraying Oil is the proved destroyer of Aphis,

Scale, Red Spider, and other sucking insects.

If not obtainable from your storekeeper, write direct to us. It's made in

Australia. Look for the Red Gargoyle on the container.

Vacuum Oil Company
Proprietary Limited
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Neptune "A" Prepared Spraying Oil

Contains over 85% of a heavy bodied Red Mineral

Oil and is an absolutely deadly insecticide.

Neptune Lime and Sulphur
Is a concentrated Solution, and can be used even

when the trees are in full bloom without harming the

trees.

Berger^s Arsenate of Lead
Will not scorch the trees or wash off, yet deadly

to all parasites.

Spray your trees with Neptune "A" Prepared

Spraying Oil during the winter months, following

it up with Lime and Sulphur and Arsenate

of Lead, and beautiful, clean, spotless fruit will be

the inevitable result.

NEPTUNE OIL CO. Ltd. ZTJ^VJ.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
VICTORIA

JOURNAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 64 pp. Illustrated.

The Journal is issued monthly, and deals with all phases of up-to-date agriculture.

The subscription, which is payable in advance, and includes postage, is 3s. per annum
for the Commonwealth and New Zealand, and 5s. for the United Kingdom and foreign

countries. Single copy, 3d. New volume commences with the January number of

each year.

A limited number of the issues comprising Volumes III. (1905), 8 parts, exclusive

of February, March, April, and May, out of print; IV. (1906), 9 parts, exclusive of

Parts 7, 8, and 9 (July, August, and September) out of print; V. (1907), and VI.
(1908). 12 parts each; VII. (1909). 10 parts, exclusive of Parts 2 and 10 (February

and October) out of print ; and VIII. (1910), 12 parts, are at present in stock, and
will be supplied at the foregoing rates. The parts forming the current volume may also

be obtained. A few bound copies of Volumes VIII. (1910). IX. (1911). II parts,

exclusive of February, X. (1912), 6 parts, exclusive of January, February, March,

July, September, and October, and XI. (1913), II parts, exclusive of June, are at

present available. Price, 5s. per volume. Postage: C, 3jd. ; N.Z., Is. 2d.;

B. & F., 2s. 4d.

YEAR BOOK OF AGRICULTURE FOR 1905. 448 pp., 200 illustrations. 2

coloured plates. Cloth, 3s. 6d. ; paper, 2s. 6d. Postage: C, cloth 22d., paper

2d.; N.Z., cloth 9d., paper 8d. ; B. & F. , cloth Is. 6d. , paper Is. 4d.

AUSTRALIAN FUNGL By Dr. Cooke. £lls. Po^/age ; C. 5d.; N.Z. lOd.

;

B. & F., Is. 8d.

PLAN AND SPECIFICATION OF SHEEP-SHEARING SHED. 2s. 6d.
Postage, Id.

MILK CHARTS (Monthly and Weekly). I/- per dozen, post free; Cabinet, 2/- per

dozen. When ordering, dairy farmers should mention " Monthly " or " Weekly."

By Professor A. J. Ewart, Government Botanist.

WEEDS, POISON PLANTS, AND NATURALIZED ALIENS OF VICTORIA.
2s. 6d. Postage: C^d.; N.Z.,5d.; B. & F.. lOd.

PLANTS INDIGENOUS TO VICTORIA. Vol. II., lOs. Pcs/age .- C, 2d.

;

N.Z..8d.; B. & F., Is. 4d.

By C. French, F.E.S., Government Entomologist.

DESTRUCTIVE INSECTS OF VICTORIA. Parts I.. II., III.,

each. Postage: ParU I. and III.. C. Id.; N.Z.. 3d.; B. & F.,

Il.andlV.. C. Hd.; N.Z..4d.: B. & F.. 8d. each. Part V.
4d.; B.&F., 7d.

IV.. v., 2s. 6d.

6d. each. Parts

. C, Id.; N.Z..

Application, accompanied by Postal Orders or Notes,

must be made to

The Director of Agriculture, Melbourne
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
MELBOURNE. VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA

NOM^ AVAILABLE
m BULLETIN 31 =

BEE-KEEPING IN VICTORIA
Sj; F. R. BEUHNE.
:= Government Apicullurist. M=

Comprising 126 pages, divided into 25 chapters (illustrated)

dealing with various phases of Bee-keeping, and specially

adapted to Australian conditions. Suitably indexed.

Price: ONE SHILLING
Postage : Commonwealth, Id.; New Zealand. 2Ad.; British & Foreign, 5d.

Applications, accompanied by Postal Note covering price and postage, to be

forwarded to the Director, Department of Agriculture. Melbourne, Victoria,

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

NOW AVAILABLE
To Owners of Pedigreed Stock of all kinds

DAIRY FARMERS, AND OTHERS

The Department has compiled a

Stock Breeding Record Book

Comprising Table of Service and Due Dates, Females with Record

of Progeny, Sires with Record of Service, General Service Record,

:: :: Pedigree Charts, and Butter Record for Dairy Stock :: ::

This Book contains 234 pages on stiff paper, and is strongly bound in half leather

P_J__ 1 f\ /(* A limited number available.
rriCe, lU/D postage—Victoria and other States 1/6. New Zealand, 2/8, extra.

Applications accompanied by Poctal Note or Cheque, covering Price and Postage, to be

forwarded to the Director of Agriculture, Melbourne, Victoria.

Remittances from beyond the Commonwealth to be made by Post Office Order.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

^^ 1
NOW AVAILABLE

[
'^^

Handbook of Potato Diseases in

Australia— and theirTreatment
By D. McALPINE.

government vegetable pathologist.

With Appendices by

W. Laidlaw, B.Sc. (Bioiogiit).

on Eel Worms:
and

C. French, Jnr. (GoTernmaal
Entomolositt), OD

Insect Pests of the
Potato.

235 Pasei (Cloth). 58 Full Platei. PrirA ^ /> Pottage: Commonwealth. 2d.; New Zealand, U.;
176 lliuitrations. 1 IICC, «-»/ British and Foreign. 1/4.

Applicationt accompanied by Postal Note or Cheque, covering Price and Postage, to be forwarded to The DtrecUr •!

Agriculture, Melbourne. Victoria, Remittances from beyond the Commonwealth to be made by Pott Office Order.

WORKS ON VITICULTURE
(Translated from the French by R. Dubois

and W. Percy Wilkinson.)

'WINE-MAKING IN HOT CLIMATES. By L. Roos. Clotli, Is.

Postage : C, Ud. ; N.Z., 5d. ; B. & F., lOd.

FIRST STEPS IN AMPELOGRAPHY. By Marcel Mazade. Cloth, Is.

Paper, 6d. Postage: C, ^d. ; N.Z., 2d. ; B. & F., 4d.

TRENCHING AND SUB-SOILING FOR AMERICAN VINES.
Paper, 9d. Postage : C, Id. ; N.Z., 3d. ; B. & F., 6d.

NE'W METHODS OF GRAFTING AND BUDDING AS APPLIED
TO RECONSTITUTION AVITH AMERICAN VINES. Paper, 6d.

Postage : C, Id. ; N.Z., 2d. ; B. & F., 4d.

AMERICAN VINES : THEIR ADAPTATION, CULTURE,
GRAFTING, AND PROPAGATION. By P. Viala and L. Ravaz.

Cloth, 2s. Paper, Is. Postage: C, Hd. ; N.Z., 5d. ; B. & F., lOd.

STUDIES ON WINE STERILIZING MACHINES. By U. Gayon.

Paper, 9d. Postage: C, ^d. ; N.Z., 2d. ; B. & F., 4d.

MANUAL OF MODERN VITICULTURE: RECONSTITUTION
WITH AMERICAN VINES. By G. Foex. Paper, 9d. Postage :

C, Id. ; N.Z., 4d. ; B. & F., 8d.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

PUBLICATIONS
By D. McAlpine, Government Vegelable Pathologist.

RUSTS OF AUSTRALIA. 5s. Postage: C. 2d.; N.Z., 8d.; B. & F.. Is. 4d.

SMUTS OF AUSTRALIA. 4s. Postage: C. 2id.; N.Z., 9d.; B. & F., Is. 6d.

FUNGUS DISEASES OF CITRUS TREES IN AUSTRALIA. 2s. Postage: C, Id. t N.Z.,
3d. : B. & F.. 6d.

FUNGUS DISEASES OF STONE FRUIT TREES IN AUSTRALIA. 2s. 6d. Postage: C, l*d.:

N.Z.. 5d. ; B. & F.. lOd.

SYSTEMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF AUSTRALIAN FUNGI. 3s. Postage: C. 2d.: N.Z..
8d.; B. & F., Is. 4d.

Applicationt accompanitd by Pottal Note or Cht({u* eovering price and postage to bt forwarded to

THE DIRECTOR OF AGRICULTURE, MELBOURNE, VICTORIA
Remittances from beyond the Commonwealth to b* made by Pott Office Order.

By AutLority : Albert J. Moliett, Goyernment Printer, Melbourne.



"POLLY"
BRAND
FEED

MAIZE
OIL
MEAL

ALL THRIVE ON

MAIZE PRODUCTS
"POLLY" BRAND FEED is just maize with the germ and the surplus starch removed,
toasted, and made appetising, then disintegrated into powder and put up ready for mixing and
immediate use. Is rich in Protein, viz., 20 per cent, guaranteed.

COWS fed on " Polly" Feed will yield 20 per cent, more milk.

HORSES thrive better on " Polly" Feed because the heavy and indigestible starch proportion

is removed, and the feed is muscle and bone forming.

"POLLY" FEED does not weevil or germinate, and it does not turn rancid with age.

Maize Products "Oil Meal"
MAIZE OIL MEAL is toasted and tasteful, does not germinate or turn rancid with age or

storage. Ready for use as a mash at a moment's notice.

CALVES thrive on "OIL MEAL" better than any other.

POULTRY of all kinds do better with " OIL MEAL" than with any other.

FATTENING PIGS.—For fat bacon nothing is more successful for weight and flavour.

MAIZE OIL MEAL differs from our " Polly" Brand Feed in that the latter is cheaper and

produces bone and muscle, whereas Maize Oil Meal produces bone, muscle, fat, and a glossy

and beautiful coat.

^* MAIZE OIL MEAL^^ " POLLY ^' BRAND FEED
Put up in 100 lb. bags. Every bag guaranteed.

Write for prices and further particulars-

MAIZE PRODUCTS Pty. Ltd.
FOOTSCRAY, VIC. 'Phone Footscray 367, 368



DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

POULTRY FOR SEHLERS

Cockerels and Pullets
Bred from the following matings

WYUNA WHITE LEGHORNS DISTINCT STRAINS

No



GOVERNMENIT CERTIFICATION
Vol. XVII. OF STALLIONS. Part 5,

[Regfiatered at the General Post Office, Mellioiirne, for transmission by Post as a Newspaper.]

PRICE THREEPENCE. (Annual Subscription—Victoria, Inter-State, and N.Z., 3/-; British and Foreign, 6/>.)



For a Paying
Proposition

YOU CAN'T BEAT

SWEET CLOVER
(Melilotus Alba)

Farmers

!

Sweet Clover has now

become one of the most useful of

Fodder Plants, recognised by Lead

ing Farmers as absolutely essentia

on every Farm. A Splendid Soil

enricher—equal to Lucerne for

Pasture—and a renowned Milk

Producer.

Sow Your Crop NOW!!
Sample and Jul! particulars on

application.

Sow BRUNNING'S PERENNIAL RYE GRASS
AND ENSURE ABUNDANT PASTURE

"Incomparable" Seeds are Unbeatable for Permanent

Pasture. Brunning's Seed is Specially Re-Machine

Dressed, and can be thoroughly relied upon.

F. H. BRUNNING Pty. Ltd.

"Victoria Seed Warehouse," 64 ELIZABETH ST., MELBOURNE
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JERSEY BUTTER^^BULLS^^
Apply-

C. GORDON LYON, "Banyule," Heidelberg, Victoria

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. VICTORIA

YEAR BOOK OF AGRICULTURE
FOR 1905

448 Page* 200 Illustrations 2 Coloured Plates

rintk Q« fiJ . nonA>- 9e RA Poj/age : C, cloth 2 lid., papei 2d. : N.Z.. cloth 9d.,
I^IOIII, OS. Oa. ,

paper, ^S. Oa. p^p^^ Sd. ; B. and F.. doth U. 6d.. paper. U. 4d.

IF you are not using

SKINNER'S COD OIL

CALF MEAL
Your Calves are missing the only true

milk substitute on the market.

SKINNER'S scientifically replaces fat with fat ; tlie others

don't ; and >ou find the difference in the value of the Calf.

PRICES
100-lb. bag, 25s.; 50-lb. bag, 12 9; 25-lb. bag, 6 6

F.O.B. MELBOURNE

VICTORIAN
Distributors LANGWILL BROS.& DAVIES Pty. Ltd.

110 Sturt Street, South Melbourne.
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Reliable

Water Supply
Supplement Your

Rain Water Storage

with a continuous supply pumped from bore

hole or river. Furthermore, save power cost

—employ the wind to pump the water to the

house, over to the stock troughs, or wherever

you want it. The " Billabong" Windmill

can be arranged so as to automatically keep

the tanks full. It possesses a combined

governor and speed regulator, unique in

principle and effective in operation. Illus-

trated Catalogue Post free. Write to-day.

John DANKS & SON Pty. Ltd.

Makers of Windmills, Pumps, Troughs, &c.

Melbourne and Sydney

PARSONS BROS. & CO.
Propy. Ltd.

OATMEAL, SPLIT PEAS, and

PEARL BARLEY MILLERS
and'CORNINA MANUFACTURERS

ARE

BUYERS of OATS, PEAS,

BARLEY, and MAIZE.

SEND SAMPLES OF YOUR
GRAIN TO US. t

BOX 53.

G.P.O.. MELBOURNE.
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Our Farm

> Pump Engine
Lifts water 500 feet and

pumps it a mile at a

cost of a little over one

penny an hour. It is

thoroughly reliable, self-

contained, and ready for

instant use. Drivel

Milking Machines.
Separator!, Spraying Outfits ; cuts chaff, saws

light wood, &c. No platforms to build, no belt

troubles, no shafts, arms, or pump jack needed.

Can be attached to pumps in three minutes. No
mechanical knowledge to fix—can be operated

by a boy. Needs very little attention. A
really efficient engine.

Price—£10 down—Balance a$ yon earn

'Challenge"

Windmills
Are all steel

constructed, heavily gal-

vanized, rust proof. Over
5,000 users can speak of the satisfaction they

have given. One man has 117 at work.

Provided wilh an efficient syphon oiling

system. Crank shaft is forged from one piece

of steel, sensitive governor gives complete con-

trol in all winds. Internal gears run without

noise, all bearings are reversible, giving double

service, perfect adjustment, flexible steel band

brake. Owing to early ordering we can supply

some windmills at less than the present cost

of the raw materials. Big stocks—low prices.

Prompt Deliveries
Mills from 6 ft. to 14 ft. in tteck.

Also towers of all heights.

Send for General Catalogue giving illustrations,
descriptions and prices of engines, implements,
agricultural machinery and farm tools

LANGWILL BROS. & DAVIES
Pty. Ltd.

Aceoti for Tangye Oil, Steam, and Gas Engines, Pnmps and Machinery

110-114 Sturt St., South Melbourne

Sheep Dip Imports
^— Prohibited=^
Mr. Massy Greene (Minister for Trade and Customs) announced in the

Melbourne Press, 25th March, 1919, that, after thorough expert investigation,

the Government has satisfied itself that reliable sheep dipping preparations can

be produced in Australia of right quality and sufficient quantity. Importation

of such is therefore now prohibited. The action of the Government will have

no delnmenlal effect on the pastoral community, as " Vallo" Powder
Sheep Dip is available in quantities to meet
Australia's entire demand, increased plant having been installed

by the manufacturers months ago on an understanding with the Government that

the importation of sheep dips would be

prohibited. "Valio" Powder
Sheep Dip is equal in

every respect to the very
best Dip previously im-
ported, chemically and physically,

as well as in effectiveness.

'Vallo" Powder .Sheep Dip is manu-
(acltired in Australia by

A.VICTORLEGGO&CO.
Arsenic Mines :

Southern Cross and Queensland.

Works : Yarr;ville and Bendigo

;

Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane.

Procurable all Stores.
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"Hints on
Pruning"

Is the title of a little book, contain-

ing a splendid article on How,

When, and Where to Prune, by

E. E. PESCOTT, Esq., F.L.S.,

Pomologisl, Science Branch,

Department of Agriculture, Victoria.

Also gives particulars of the latest pruning

tools and spray pumps we have in stock.

It is Free to All, Send your

address and receive one by return mail.

Proprietary Ltd.

For Farm and Orchard Tools

554-88 Collins St., MELBOURNE

CREDIT FONCIER

V.

Loans on Farms
UP TO TWO-THIRDS OF VALUATION

In sums from £50 to £2,000

At 6 per cent. Interest

and from 1| per cent, in reduction of principal, which pays off the loan

in 27h years.

Loans granted on Freeholds, or Crown Leaseholds which could be

made freehold at any time on payment of the balance of Crown Rents.

No Charge for Mortgage Deed

Loans may be paid off on any half-yearly pay day, subject to a small

charge if paid off within the first five years, but no penalty after five years.

Forms may be obtained at any Branch of the State Savings Bank, or

by writing to

—

The Inspector-General, The State Savings Bank,
ELIZABETH STREET, MELBOURNE.
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Bonedust, Superphosphate,
And Other High-Grade Fertilizers. Poultry Bone Grit, Meat Meal, Cattle Lick

DELIVERED AT RAILWAY STATION, FOOTSCRAY, OR ON WHARF, MELBOURNE

BONEDUST :: :: ::

MANUFACTURERJ. COCKBILL,
OFFICE: 407 POST OFFICE PLACE, MELBOURNE

BONES BOUGHT. CONSIGN TO ME, FOOTSCRAY. Telephone 2098.

<^.'/Mt^^

Nine Years
Practical Tests

The Renowned

"BLUE BELL"
Arsenate o/'Lead

Secure your orders at once.

F. W. PRELL & CO., 31 Queen St., Melbourne

SOLE VICTORIAN AGENTS

'Phone
7419

Central The Australasian Mutual

400-2 Collins St.,

MELBOURNE.

Live Stock
Insured

at Lowest Current Rates

obtainable in Australia.

OTHER DEPARTMENTS OF BUSINESS.

Fire, Marine, Fidelity Gnarantee, Plate

Glass, Personal Accident and Sickness,

EapUyers' Liabilitr, Workaen's Compen>
Mlira. 'ablic Risk, Motor Car, and Borflarr.

Insupanee

Society Ltd.

wm- INSURE WITH THIS SOCIETY, AND RECOMMEND IT TO YOUR NEIGHBOURS
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Seed WheatsSeed Oats Cleaners &Graders
FOR HAND OR POWER

MADE IN AUSTRALIA

SCHUMACHER Mill Furnishing Works Pty. Ltd.

PORT MELBOURNE

W. & W. 638

METAL FENCES & GATES

»i:iCr^!7

Fig. 201—Cyclone "'Z" Gate, 4 ft. high

(Registered Design)

ONE QUALITY

.^.-^f^MNi Lass?Mr
iv.'i-'^iTir

Fig. 39—'Cyclone Ornamental Fence.
Style "F" HandgateFig. 193

THERE IS A CYCLONE FENCE OR GATE SUITABLE FOR EVERY REQUIREMENT

SEND FOR CATALOGUE NO. 33

Cyclone Pty. Ltd.
459 Swanston Street. MELBOURNE

Also al Sydney and Adelaide
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Just One
Piece in it!

The Sharpies Bowl is easy to clean

and hard to hurt. It has no discs!

It's a plain strong tube—simply run

a brush through it, and it's clean.

Sharpies bowls !n use 1 2 or 1 5 years

are still in perfect balance—for there

is nothing in them to get bent and

throw them out of balance. Owing
to Its small diameter the Sharpies ^,

Bowl creates doubled skim-

trting force—because the

milk IS always making a

sharp turn ; thus the cream is extracted

more thoroughly. This bowl is also

remarkably long—milk travels further

while the intense skimming force is

working on it. ,But its greatest

feature is that it will skim clean

regardless of how fast or slow

you turn it.

SHARPIES
SUCTION-FEED my

REAM SEPARATOK
is the only stparator that ':

—slcims clean at widely-varying speeds
—gives the same thickness cream regardless of speed changes
—skims your milk quicker v^hen you turn faster

— has only one piece in the bovtfi —no discs, easy to clean

—has knee-low supply tank and once-a-monlh oiling

Sharpies varies the feed in direct proportion to the
separating force, and thus insures clean skimming at all

speeds—needs no walchng. It's positive protection against

cream loss. .AI! fixed-feed separators lose considerable cream
when turned below speed—and 19 out of 20 people do
turn too slow. -A Sharpies will average 5% more cream
than any other separator just for th;s reason. Write for

catalog to-day.

Newel! & Co., Melbourne
Agents Johri Bridge & Co., Sydney
~ Charles Aitkin & Co.. Perth

Clark & Fauset, Brisbane
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES
. VICTORIA DOCK 1

The Stores have a capacity o{ 743,980 cubic feet

insulated, and are capable of holding 372,000

boxes of butter, or 248,000 cases of fruit,

or 335,000 carcasses of lamb and mutton.

Electric motor power totals 900 H.P.

Produce can be placed on conveyors at any point and mechanically

carried to any chamber in the building, or conveyed from the chambers

direct into the ship's hold.

The Railway Department Goods Sheds
are adjacent to and connected with the Cool Stores by direct Imes ; delay

and exposure of produce through shunting in the Spencer-street yards, or

cartage, are thus avoided. The Stores are situated in close proximity to

the Victoria Dock, where vessels drawing up to 30 feet of water can be

berthed ; excellent facilities for the efficient and economical treatment and

shipment of frozen and perishable products are provided.

Expert Officers are connected with every Branch, so that

any one requiring information regarding the production, preparation, and

shipment of produce can rely upon being promptly supplied with up-to-

date ii.formation upon all matters.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES

, VICTORIA DOCK ,

Facilities are provided for producers and smaller exporters of the

various kinds of produce, so that direct shipments on their own account

may be undertaken. The Gov'ernment ownership and conduct of Cool

Stores places producers m an independent position, and, in addition,

preserves an open channel for the carrymg on of the export trade in

perishable products.

The Department of Agriculture will receive,

handle, freeze, store, and ship Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Fruit, Meat,

Poultry, Rabbits and Hares, &c., for producers and exporters.

Produce to the value of over £30,000,000 has been treated

at the Government Cool Stores.

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES, VICTORIA DOCK (Dudley St.)

Telephones :

Office: 10383 Central. Superintendent and £ngineer-in-Charge : 10382 Central.

SCALE OF CHARGES, ETC.

and further particulars may be obtained upon application to the

Exports Superintendent. Department of Agriculture,

Produce Offices, 605-7 Flinders Street. Melbourne.

Telephone 9380 Central.
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DOOKIE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
Provides Special Facilities for Practical and Scientific Agricultural Education

Notable Agriculturists say that this College offers the best
agricultural education and practical training in the world

THE COLLEGE YEAR COMMENCES IN MARCH STUDENTS MAY BE ENROLLED AT ANY TIME

Alternative Courses—
(a) Diploma Course

(b) One Year's Course.

Three Years.

Total Fee*—

£25/-/- per annum.

The college contains modern and well equipped laboratory and lecture hall, single bedrooms, recreation and
sports grounds.

Of the 5,913 acres of farm land at Dookie, 1,000 acres werf! put under crop by students last season; and champion
prizes were won for sheep and pigs at the last Royal Agricultural Society's Show.

FARM SUBJECTS.—Agriculture, Animal Husbandry, Poultry, Fruit Growing,
Butter and Cheese Factory Management, Building Construction for Farmers.

EACH BRANCH UNDER SPECIALLY TRAINED EXPERTS

LONGERENONG AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
SESSIONS COMMENCE MARCH AND SEPTEMBER

This College is specially adapted for Junior Students from 14 years of age

AREA OF FARM, 2,336 ACRES
MAIN BRANCHES OF FARM WORK.—Grain Growing, Fat Lamb RaisinK. DairyinK.

Irrigation of Fodder Crops, Fruit, &c.

Total Fees—£25 per annum.

Fall particulars obtainable from T. J. PURVIS, Esq., Secretary, Council of Agricultutal Education,
Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, or the Principals of the Colleges.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE

VETERINARY SCHOOL
Complete Courses of Instruction are conducted in all Subjects for the Degtee of

Bachelor of Veterinary Science (B.V. Sc), and for the License (L.V. Sc).

Veterinary Surgeons possessing the above qualifications are eligible for registration

under the Veterinary Surgeons Act (Victoria) and for Veterinary Appointments in the

Commonwealth and Slate Services and in the Army Veterinary Corps.

For full particulars apply

—

The DIRECTOR, Veterinary School, PARKVILLE. VICTORIA
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A LIGHTING SYSTEM THAT HAS ALL THE ADVANTAGES

OF ELECTRICITY AT ONE-TENTH THE COST OF INSTAL-

LATION, AND ONE-QUARTER THE COST OF UPKEEP.

The Gloria System is the most advanced type of Air Gas

Lighting, and dispenses with all machinery. All that is neces-

sary is a steel reservoir, hollow^ inflexible tubing, and the

separate lamps. There are no parts to wear out and no delicate

devices to adjust. It is so simple, so strong, and so durable that

we GUARANTEE the system For 10 years. Over 8,000 plants

in daily use in Australia. Light direct from fuel, no machinery

whatever. No odour or refuse.

Write for Complete Information and Catalogues.

The Gloria Light Co. of Australasia,

Head Office for Australaisia—

152 Elizabeth Street, Melbourne

FITTED IN YOUR OWN HOME ON
ONE MONTH'S FREE TRIAL
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NATIONAL TRUSTEES
Executors & Agency Company of Australasia Ltd.

DIRECTORS

:

HON. WALTER MADDEN. Chairman and Managing Director.
EDWARD FITZGERALD. Esq.. LL.D. MICHAEL MORNANE, Esq.

HON. DUNCAN E. McBRYDE. M.L.C. HENRY MADDEN. Esq. DAVID HUNTER. Esq.

This Company Acts as Executor or Joint Executor of Wills, Administrator, Trustee »i
Settlements, and Agent for Absentees under Power of Attorney.

MONEY TO LEND ON BROAD ACRES AND FARM LANDS
Offices— 1 13 Queen St. (Cornerof Little Collins-st.), Melbourne

Wiiu:h Grubber

"1000 TREES & STUMPS

GRUBBED OUT"
Thus writes Mr. J. Sutherland) Parwran.

" I am very well pleased with the Grubbers, as they are doin^ very good work. With mine I have

close on I.OUO trees and stumps g-rubbed out. I have done all this work myself without any assistanc*.

So I consider the Grubber has more than doubly paid for itself."

full The "MONKEY WINCH" will save time, labour and money on
particularf your land clearing, is always ready, and can bo worked in

/ro7n— the very roughest country and in any class of timber.

TREWHELLA BROS. pty. ltd., TRENTHAM
V5i=

VICTORIA PHOSPHATE
Manufactured by the Heathcote Chemical Co. Pty. Ltd.

from a Vidorian Deposit.

CROP OftOWN AT BRIDGEWATER WITH "VICTORIA PHOSPHATE."

OrJert can now be supplied and full information obtained frum

Victorian Producers* Co-Operative Compy. Ltd.
AGENTS FOR VICTORIA

589 TO 605 COLLINS STREET WEST. MELBOURNE
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NOXIOUS WEEDS
Farmers 1 don't let the weeds get a 1st mortgage on your land

The most Effective, Safest and Cheapest method
of ERADICATING WEED PESTS is by using=— Arsenious
Chloride Preparations
CACTUSENE" A, B, and C Grades

Manufactured by CACTUS ESTATES Ltd.

Applied by means of an Atomizer or Spray Pump

Recommended by the Department of Agriculture of Victoria

We have hundreds of Teslimoniais from satisfied clients

Full particulars p A pYlJC CQTATFS ITD 60 QUEEN ST..
?roin V^/Tl>-' M. \J tu J_ik_/ M. JTk. M. K^Kj Lu Jt »^ »y MELBOURNE

"BULLDOG" Burnt & Unburnt

(cJrbontte) Agricultural Lime
For Orchards, Crops, and Pastures

Its use is strong!}' recommended by all experts, and those wlio have

had practical experience. Anj- quantity supplied at shortest notice.

For applying to land we recommend our "Ajax " Lime Spreader

Trade Mark

Worh-

Reoisterkd Trade Mark „ , , r n ., i r r^. . .t .
Hates and full particulars from Utstnbutors—

cuRDiE's RIVER X. CLJRPHEY Pty. Ltd.
Telephone—Central 2807 22S Coppin Street, Richmond, Victoria

BURNTULYDALE UME
FOR THE LAND

Farmers who have not used Burnt Lime should try it. The action

of Burnt Lime on the land is Immediate. The demand for Building

Lime having slackened owing to the War, Farmers have the opportunity

of getting a supply of the well-known Lilydale Lime.
ANALYSIS go as high as 98% Calcium Oxide.

Apply—

DAVID MITCHELL ESTATE, pJi., OLIVER'S LANE, MELBOURNE
Works—Cave Hill. Lilydale. Tel. Lilydale 4. TeL Central S726.
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DEVELOPED IN AUSTRALIA
International No. 90 series adjustable-bearn mouldboard ploughs

and International adjustable - cut stump jump mouldboard
ploughs were developed in Australia to suit Australian

conditions and are made in Canada at ihe largest and best

equipped plough works in the British Empire.

INTERNATIONAL NO. 90 SERIES
Adjustable - Beam Mouldboard Plough.

The International No. 90 series ploughs
are made in 2, 3, and 4-furrow sizes, and
can be adjusted to cut from 6 to 9 'j -inch

furrows. The frame of straight I-beam
sections of high carbon steel supplies an excellent means of using the
screw adjustment, as the holes provided for this, being in the channels of

the I-beams, do not weaken the beams, as is the case with the ordinary
oblong sections used on other ploughs. Long easy turn mouldboards and
standard D-foot shares are used. All levers are strong and easy to operate,

and are so placed as to make it convenient for the operator to get on and
off the plough on the land side. The governor, or cut-off lever, makes it

possible to take any width of cut with the front furrow and has such
control of the front wheel that if it is desired the front furrow may be cut

out entirely. Another feature of interest is the automatic locking device

on the swivel land wheel which allows the plough to make a very short

turn without sliding any wheel, whether the turn is made to the right or

to the left. Write for pamphlet and study these ploughs in detail.

INTERNATIONAL ADJUSTABLE-CUT
STUMP JUMP MOULDBOARD PLOUGH.

The International stump jump mould-
board plough embodies features that are

exclusively International. It is the only

plough of the stump jump type that can

be adjusted to cut different widths of furrows. It is the only plough

possessing yielding springs that allow the jump beams to yield sideways

when ploughmg around an obstruction, and thas eliminate the risk of

bending the jump beams, and relieve the horses of unnecessary strain.

The International "stump jump mouldboard plough is itself light but

strong ; but such of its parts as are required to stand heavy strains are

made heavy and strong. It will do its work much more easily than other

ploughs for the reason that the International yielding springs act like a

safety valve on a boiler ; they offer relief when under pressure or

dangerous strain. Write for pamphlet.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER CO. OF AUS. PTY. LTD.

543-555 BOURKE STREET, MELBOURNE
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GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS. .

TWELFTH ANNUAL REPORT (SEASON 1918-1919).

By W. A. N. Robertson, B.V.Sc, Chief Veterinary Officer.

When reference was made in my last annual report to the slump in

the price of horses and to the future prospects, it was not thought that

values would depreciate to the extent to which they did during the past

season, when horses were sold at a price which certainly did not pay for

the rearing, nor was it anticipated that the pendulum would commence
to swing back so rapidly. The primary cause of the depression having
ceased to operate, the outlook for those engaged in the horse-breeding

industry has become much more promising.

Gratitude at the termination of the war now fills the hearts of all,

and, with the vista of normal times ahead, more attention will be devoted

to pre-war occupations. Not the least of these will be horse breeding.

The low prices for horses ruling during the past twelve months and over

was certainly disheartening, but during the latter months a decided

improvement was evidenced. There is no reason to anticipate that this

improvement will not be permanent, rather is it to be expected that it

will steadily continue. During the past four years breeding operations^

have been considerably curtailed, and it must be remembered that the

young horses sold last season were the result of matings before the curtail-

ment. Consequently, for some years to come, the young horses available

for distribution will be below normal requirements.

If carefully considered, the' low market values will be seen to be the

natural corollary, accentuated by the uncertain conditions due to war,
of the high prices of 1908-9, when breeding was commenced in au indis-

criminate manner, in the hope of sharing in the high values then ruling.

As the visible supply of young horses for the next few years is below
requirements, a steady hardening of prices is bound to occur, and
breeders will once more turn their attention to this avenue of production.

They will, however, be well advised to reflect that the result of the coming
season's matings will not be marketable for four years, so that if a

5110.
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wild and misdirected rusli to participate in good prices is made, and

breeding from or by inferior horses is practised, such as occurred in the

previous boom, the result will be a glut, and consequent drop in values.

This will first be noticed in the inferior sorts, for horses of good quality

Avill always command fair value. This was observable even during the

past season, good types realizing a price Which, if not profitable, did

jiot carry the loss that occurred with poorer types. Therefore those who

decide to again pay attention to horse raising should remember that the

breeding of the best is the only sound proposition in this as in all other

farming, whilst the worse is merely gambling, and, though with it

a chance success may be secured, loss is bound to occur eventually.

In order to help the breeder to some extent, the Government certifica-

tion of stallions. Avas introduced, and horses not holding such certificates

should be passed by, notwithstanding the temptation of low fees which is

offered. When the Bill for the licensing of stallions becomes law, it will

be of inestimable value to breeders, for the removal of the non-certificated

horse is' essential to the attainment of best results. The present time,

when the number of unsound stallions is small, and their value small, is

opportune for the application of the measure, at the mininium incon-

venience to stallion owners. A cause of much dissatisfaction will be

removed when the Bill is passed, for with the cheap competition of local

non-certificated horses, breeders often do not avail themselves of the

services of superior travelling stallions, whose progeny would make for

all-round improvement.

Examinations and Rejections.

During the past year, 116 parades were arranged for, but these Avere

eventually reduced to 88. This was done with the kindly assistance of

secretaries of agricultural societies and horse-owners, who, appreciating

the difficulties arising from a short staff of examining officers available,

anade arrangements to take horses, if few in number, to distant or more
central parades, or, if it were likely that no horses were coming forward,

cancelled the parade altogether.

For the coming season, the forbearance of breeders and assistance of

all concerned is again asked. By next year it is expected that the full

staff will have returned to duty, and normal conditions will prevail.

At the 88 parades held a total of 2Ql stallions was submitted to

examination, and 38, or 14.5 per cent., were rejected on account of the

presence of one or other of the scheduled hereditary unsoundnesses,

whilst 58, or 22.14 per cent., were rejected as being below a suitable

standard. The number examined was an increase of 30 over the pre-

vious season. The rejections on account of unsoundness show an increase

over those of the previous year. This increase is due to the greater

number of light horses being rejected, 14.66 per cent, being unsound as

against 3.57 per cent, in 1917. As' previously pointed out, the

variation in the percentage rejected from year to year can

only be regarded from a broad aspect, and . no hard and fast

deductions can be made, for when the total number is small it requires

very few rejections to make a big percentage variation. Further, the

disability of being unable to put the unsound sire out of commission

and allowing him to beget progeny for future rejection detracts very

considerably from the value of the annual figures. When the Bill

which has been drafted for the licensing of stallions becomes law, this
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cause of a number of unsound horses coining forward for examination
will be eliminated.

Tlie unsoundness, sidebone, as in previous years, is responsible for
tlie majority of rejections in draught horses.

^
This defect showed an

increase last season from 9.9 per cent, to 16.5 per cent. Eingbone was
not recorded in any of the draughts, but four out of the seventy-five
light horses examined were so affected. ISTo light horse suffering from
ringbone was noticed in 1917.

The following table gives the details of examinations of all horses.
The number rejected under t?he heading " disapproved " shows a slight
fall from 27 per cent, to 22 per cent., while the total number rejected
under all headings was 96 or 36 per cent.,, as against 83 or 35 per 3ent
in 1917:—
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An increase in percentagef rejections is here noted, last season the
figures being 15.38 per cent, for 4-year-olds, 20.0 per cent, for 5-year-
olds, and a total of 18.18 {>er cent, for all ages.

Transferred Certificates.

The following shows the number of certificates presented for transfer

to Victorian certificates:—
New Zealand

New South Wale'<

South Austialia

Tasmania

15

Tutal 19

Examination of Mares.

As in the previous year, the examination of those mares wbich. are

entered in stud-books Av^as continued, and 21 were presented. Of these,

six were found to be unsound, five fi'om sideboue and one from ringbone

—a total of 83.33 per cent.

Only those mares which are entered in, or are eligible for entry in,

a stud-book are permitted to come forward for examination, and owners
would save themselves, the veterinary officers and clerical staff much,
trouble if they would strictly abide by this regulation. N^otification as

to the result of the examination is not given until evidence is produced
that the mare is eligible. If this is not forthcoming, no information
wbatever is given; so that it is useless for owners to bring sueli mares
to parades.

Appeals.

Only one appeal was lodged during the season, and this was in

respect of a light horse AVhich was refused certification on the ground
of disapproval. The Board upheld the appeal, and issued a certificate.

The work of the respective veterinary officers is sho^vn as follows :

—

Name of F.xaniiner.

Mr. R. N. Johnstone, B.V.Sc.
Mr. W. M. Lerew, G.M.V.C.
Mr, R. Griffin, M.R.C.\ .>.

Appeal Board

Number
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SUPPLEMENTARY LIST OF LIFE CERTIFICATED STALLIONS.

Cert.

No.
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Supplementary List of Life Certificated Stallions—continued.

Cert.
No.

Name of Horse. Parade.

LifJHT Horses—continued.

3139
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LrsT OF Terminable Certificated Stallions—cmti.nud.
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List of Certificated Stallions. 26J

List of Terminable Certificated Stallions—continued.

Owner.
Date of
Exami-
nation.

Offlcfr

11882/3
I

Griff Bansor

PONIES.
I Mrs. .T. MacT.ellan . .

|
Royal Show 23.9.18

1
W.M.L.

(Two-year-old Certificates expiring 30th June, 1919.)

DRAUGHTS.
282/2
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LOLIUM SUBULATUM, VIS., "WIMMERA" RYE-GRASS.
A Hardy Species of Rye=Qrass Hitherto Unrecorded in

Victoria, and of Great Promise for Sowing of Pastures

in the Wheat Belt— if Controllable.

By H. A. Mullett, B.Ag.Sc, Science Field Officer.

Increasing the Sheep-carrying Capacity of Land in the
Wheat Belt.

During the present era of high prices for wool and mutton it should

not be difficult to interest the farmers of the wheat belt of this and other

southern States in any feasible method of materially increasing the stock-

carrying capacity of their resting arable lands. Over 4,000,000 sheep

are now carried in the wheat belt of Victoria. They represent one-third

of the total number of sheep in the State. The value of the wool alone

shorn from these sheep amounts annually to several millions sterling ; the

value of the mutton is also considerable. The returns from sheep now
figure so largely on the average wheat farm that to increase the number of

sheep carried to the acre is the keen desire of every fanner.

One of the ways in which this might ba done, if a suitable plant were
available, would be to replace the present natural grass and wild-oat

pastures in the usual rotation systems practised, viz., fallow, wheat, oats,

followed by pasture, or alternatively fallow, wheat, and then pasture,

with some plant of greater productivity.

Numerous plants have been tested- from time to time for this purpose,

but so far the best results obtained, though payable, are not of a high

order. The ordinary cultivated annual grasses do not readily re-establish

themselves under northern climatic conditions, and as annual crops they

do not often repay the high initial cost of their establishment. Thus the

sowing of Italian rye grass after cereals as a temporary pasture—

a

British practice—has no vogue here in the wheat belt. Again, perennial

grasses such as English rye, cocksfoot, &c., and the clovers, do not survive

the long dry summer.
The plant showing greatest promise, so far, is perhaps lucerne, the

well-known summer-growing legume, which owes its drought resistance

to its vigorous tap-root-, but since its growth is dependent on summer
rains, which do not materialize in three seasons out of five, it is, except

in favoured sites, a doubtful succcess. Light sowings of King Island

Mellilot (Melilotus parviflora)—an annual—have proved useful on the

black soils of the Wimmera; but in this case the practice is more note-

worthy for the low cost of the seeding than for the bulk of feed produced.

The ideal plant for temporary pastures, besides being capable of easy

and cheap pro[)agation and of fitting in generally with wheat and sheep
farming, must be regularly higlily productive, and, lastly, it must be
controllable. ,

A New Grass for Temporary Pastures.

The present writer believes that a plant which much more nearly satis-

fies the above conditions than any of the plants previously mentioned, in-

cluding natural pastures, exists in the shape of a certain annual species of

rye grass, known locally as " Italian " rye grass, which has flourished and
persist-ently re-seeded itself on a number of typical Wimmera and Mallee
farms for periods, in several cases, up to and even exceeding a quarter

of a century. Strangely enough it attracted little notice during that time.
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The first reference to the grass appears to be that of Mr. Temple A. J.

Smith {Journal of Agriculture, February, 1916, p. 81), but it was not
identified, nor were its possibilities and distribution fully investigated

until the present survey was undertaken last year.

There have as yet been no accurate comparative tests of any sort made
with the grass, but the verbal testimony so far collected is strikingly

corroborative in affirming its high carrying capacity, and also in testi-

fying to its power of re-establishing itself under the Wimmera and
Mallee conditions. Indeed, one gathers that it is not this feature that

has exercised the ingenuity of those cultivating it, but rather that of its

control. For on this point of control the opinions of farmers who know
the grass are sharply divided. The majority avers that it can be eradi-

cated when necessary by careful fallowing, and refer to the grass in terms
of the greatest enthusiasm as " the best grass ever introduced into the

Wimmera." On the other hand, a few, while aduiitting its high feeding
value, contend that to the hand fide wheat-grower it is a " curse."

The evidence so far collected, however, shows that a number of
growers are deriving substantial feed benefits from the grass, and, at the
same time, maintaining their wheat yields at a high level.

The following is an account of an investigation into the history,

present distribution in Victoria, habits, stock-carrying capacity, methods
of propagation, and control of the grass referred to, so far as can be
gathered by visiting existing stands of the grass, and collating the experi-

ences of the various growers.

Seeing that large parcels of the seed have been sold on the market as

Italian rye-grass, and that accurate experiments to test the most doubtful
point, i.e., the control, will take at least two seasons, it has been thought
advisable to set out impartially the whole of the evidence secured, if only
to fully acquaint those who may have sown or who contemplate sowing
the grass of its vigorous habits. The possible value of the grass to

southern districts is not treated here, because, as yet, sufficient data
on this phase has not been collected.

History and Disteibution.

The present investigation, which was undertaken after seeing near
Minyip a magnificent old stand of the grass some thousands of acres in

extent, demonstrated that it was well established not only at Minyip,
but also in isolated patches throughout the Wimmera and older Mallee,

and, further, that apparently the whole of the sauKples came from one
original source—the farm of Mr. Reuben Light, at Noradjuha, near
Horsham, many years ago.

Excellent stands of the grass were seen on the farms of the follow-

ing :—H. McDougal, Messrs. Barnes and Young, N. McGilp, and others,

Minyip ; J. Dart, Nhill ; A. W. Milbourne and others, Warracknabeal ; W,
McAllister and C. McLennan, Galaquil.

Information has also been received indicating that further old-

established paddocks occur at other centres, including Jeparit and
ISToradjuha. More recently the grass has been introduced to Lara, Bal-

larat, Willaura, &c., where it is stated to be doing well.

The earliest record of the grass, so far, is that furnished by Mr. E.
Light, who states there was an area of the grass on his farm at ISToradjuha

when he took possession of it 32 years ago. It had been planted there

b_y a man named McNichol, the" previous occupier, who had
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hrought it from Europe. The grass flourislied on a paddock with heavy
clay soil, and grew so vigorously that it was soon found impossible on
this one ])articular paddock to got payable crops of wheat. Consequently

it was thrown out and stocked until September each year, and then closed

up for seed, then cut, and afterwards threshed with an ordinary steam
thresher.

This process was repeat-ed for four or five years only, apparently with-

out checking the grass. Among those who secured seed from this source

were Messrs. J. Dart, G. Batson, and S. E. Schnaars, of iSThill; Mr. Mil-

bourne, senior, "Ailsa," Warracknabeal; and Mr. Franklin, Minyip. Pro-

minent in spreading the grass was a Mr. ITrbhans, a contract surveyor,

who had seen it at ^oradjuha, and afterwards spoke of it in terms of high

enthnsiasm to a number of Wimmera and Malice farmers. Mr. Milbourne

A Paddock of " Wimmera " Rye-grass at Minyip.

(Photograph taken mid-November, 1018.)

Tlie paddock had been heavily stocked till end of August, and then closed up
for seed.

secured a bag of seed, for which h(> paid a guinea, and which Mr. TJrbhans
carted overland 50 miles to him. Mr. Milbourne sowed this grass alongside
a number of others he was testing, and it rapidly proved itself superior
to all others tried. This was about 25 years ago. Just before the 1902
drought, Messrs. McDougal, of Minyip, obtained a bag of " perennial "

rye-grass seed from a Melbourne seed merchant, but, although it is an
annual, and resembles the Noradjuha sam])les, its original source is so-

far indefinite. Very probably it came from Noradjuha.
The spread of these original sowings has been in some cases pheno-

menal. For instance, at Messrs. McDougal's, from the original 5-acrc
paddock on which the grass was sown, it has now spread over at least

3,000 acres in a north-easterly direction. At " Ailsa," Warracknab-^al.,
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Lolium subulatum—" Wimmera " Rye-grass.

The grass has a n ost vigorous root system, though the illustration show« but a portiuii
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Lolium perenne

Lolium Italicum.

Lolium suhulatum.

Diagram iUustrating the Botanical Differences between three species of
Rye-grass.

Note the long closely-attached outer glumes and the absence of awns in the case of
the "Wimmera" rye-grass—Lo/mm suhulatum.
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Mr. Milbourne, senior, at first harvested the seed, and then assiduously re-

sowed it, but later he found it necessary to sow it only on the west of his

property—wind storms did the rest. It now covers some thousands of

acres in the vicinity.

That sown by Mr. Franklin has spread over many hundreds of acres

on his property, now in the possession of Messrs. Barnes and Young. In
Mr. Batson's case the spread has not been great, apparently owing to the

heavy stocking received by the small patch sown. It is still present, how-
ever, especially in a lucerne patch, even though it is cut repeatedly, and
Mr. Batson states that of a number of grass plots put in 25 years ago, this

grass and rib grass are the only ones that remain to-day.

There is evidence that the stock an,d domestic water channels, sheep,

and cereal hay have all played their part in the further dissemination of

the grass, and numbers of farmers hearing of it, obtained samples in bags,

of wheat screenings. But, except at I^Toradjuha, it was apparently not

realized that seed could be easily obtained by stripping it, or by the use

of mower and thresher. Apparently no extensive distribution of seed

took place after Mr. Light ceased to thresh it until two years ago, when,
at the suggestion of a Mr. Walters, a 140-acre paddock of the grass at

McDougal's, Minyip, was closed up and part threshed and part stripped,

with highly successful results. Last year almost 2,000 bushels from this.

source were sold as Italian rye grass to seed merchants. This year

probably a similar quantity has been disposed of.

Description of the Grass.

Specimens of the grass—a photo, of which accompanies the text

—

were provisionally identified by Professor Ewart, the Government
Botanist, as Lolium subulatum—a species of rye grass not hitherto re-

corded in Victoria. Professor Hitchcock, of the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, to whom samples were referred by Professor Ewart,
has confirmed this designation.

Lolium subulatum is stated to be a native of Southern Europe, and is

apparently not recorded as of any economic importance there, so that it

is possible that Victorian conditions suit it better than its native habitat.

Professor Ewart points out that the grass resembles Italian rye grass
in being an annual and in possessing the general characteristic of the
lolium or rye-grass family. It, however, differs from Italian rye grass in

that the characteristic awns attached to the flower of that variety are
largely suppressed, and also in possessing a long rigid outer glume
(resembling in this respect Lolium Temulentum (Drake)), which, when .

the plant is mature, holds the seed tightly.

The stems of all young specimens so far examined possess jthe usual
purplish base characteristic of rye grass. As the plant ripens, this colour
extends to the whole of the stem, the effect of which is to give a very
definite appearance indeed to a field of the grass at this stage of ripeness.

The leaf-bud in the young plant appears to be cylindrical and rolled as in

Italian rye.

The root system is fibrous and extremely vigorous, but is not per-

sistent. The grass in the Wimmera and Mallee seeds very freely. The
seed is larger and plumper than average samples of rye-grass, and is

apparently capable of retaining its vitality for several years in the soil,

though this point has yet to be proved. Propagation is by the seed only.
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Samples of " Wimmera " Eye-grass cut for hay at Minyip last year.

The sample on the left hand was cut at the flowering stage. At this time theflowering, glmne ,8 not so tightly attached as when the grass is fully ripeA sample cut at thTs stage i^ shown on the ri^ht.
^
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Habits.

The grass is at home on both the black and on the red Wimmera soils,

though it is stated to do better on the red clays than on the friable black

soils, the yields of seed being generally several bushels heavier on the

red ground than on the black.

While the heaviest growths of all are obtained in loAV-lying crab-

holey country, the bulk of the land referred to in this article is average

Wimmera and Mallee land respectively'.

. At Galaquil and Beulah the grass was found thriving on red Mallee

loam overlying a clay subsoil, while, according to Mr. J. Dart and

others, it does £qually well on very light sandy Mallee soils, provided

there is a clay subsoil. A case was quoted by Mr. Dart where the grass

on the property of S. Schnaars, Woorack West, has arrested the progress

of a drifting sandhill.

According to Mr. A. W. Milbourne, the grass in the course of a few

years completely overran a large bare salt patch on his property, presum-

ably by gradually mulching the edge of the patch, a process which would
prevent further evaporation and at the same time produce a medium for

the germination of the seed.

The period of growth of the grass in the Wimmera and Mallee

is similar to that of the cereals. Growth starts from the seed

with the first autumn rains, and in the average year the plant

may be fed green from April to December, while dry feed is

available during the remainder of the summer and well into the autumn
months. The growth in the spring is remarkably vigorous. The grass

generally flowers about the middle of October, and it evidently pollinates

very freely, since it is stated that clouds of pollen may be seen rolling

away from any good paddock of the grass about that time.

In an average year in the Wimmera (16-inch rainfall) the grass is

stated to grow about 2 feet high, and in good years up to 3 feet. This
year, on a 14-iuch rainfall, it grew about 20-24 inches high.

Mr. II. McDougal, Minyip, and others make excellent hay from the

grass, which, when properly cured, is stated to be preferred by horses

and dairy cows to oaten or wheaten hay. As compared with cereal hay,
there is an immediate response, says Mr. McDougal, in the milk yield

of the dairy cows when supplied with this hay. The samples of grass

hay seen at Mr. McDougal's certainly were most aromatic, and were
sweet to the taste. It is important " to cut the grass just after the

flowering stage, when the grass is turning colour, otherwise it will

become rather hard and coarse. Besides hay, the grass makes capital

ensilage. It proves tough cutting with the binder, and is best cut witu
a mower."

A characteristic property of the grass is to fall down shortly after it

is ripe, and this, together with its propensity of firmly holding the grain,
enables it, in the words of Mr. J. Dart, Nhill, " to make its own hay,"
a phrase which was meant to emphasize the fact that the dried layered
grass is, until bleaclied by autumn rains, still excellent sheep feed,

because the presence of the grain makes the straw both palatable and
nutritious.

The capacity of the grass to seed freely under normal Wimmera con-
ditions is most marked. For instance, in 3917, a paddock of 140 acres
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at Mr. McDougars, Minyip, after being grazed till August, was clo&ed

up and left for seed. An average yield of 15 bushels to the acre of clean

dressed seed was obtained, tlie grass being mowed, stacked, and threshed.

Last year (14-incli rainfall) a jniddock of ISO acres, comprising red and
black soils, and which had been continuously down in rye-grass for years

without being disturbed, was strip])ed with a modified stripper, and after

threshing, a yield of about 12 bushels to the acre of clean dressed seed

was obtained, worth this year 6s. 6d. per bushel of 20 lbs.

Some of this seed has been traced to the southern districts, where.it

has done well. Last year Mr. 1 1. Gordon, of Spring Hill, Willaura,

sowed 3 bushels on a piece of fallow, and reaped 66 bushels from it,

i.e., 22 bushels to the acre. Mr. Gordon's comments were as follows:

—

" It did remarkably well, though not sown till June. It did not make
much growth till spring—grew long enough to cut with a binder." Mr.

Threshing out the Seed after Stripping a Paddock of 180 acres of

" Wimmera " Rye-grass at Minyip last year.

Yield, 12 bushels to the acre of cleaned dressed seed.

F. S. Armstrong, of " Larmo," Broadwater, who recently bought a large

quantity of seed as a result of one year's experience, states, " Its feeding

value is very great. It is far superior to other rye grass or native grass

in this locality." However, its capacity to re-establish itself in these

districts has yet to be demonstrated. The accompanying photos.- show
the stacks of grass straw from the 1917 operations, and the threshing of

the stripped rye grass from last season at Messrs. McDougal Bros.,

Minyip.

Stock-carrying Capacity.

Well-corroborated statements of numerous farmers set down the

carrying capacity as double that of the natural pastures.

At Minyip and Warracknaboal it was repeatedly stated that 1^ sheep

to the acre can be " lambed down " on the grass. Further north, on the
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lighter soils at Galaquil, where the average rainfall is lower, the figure is

set down as 1 sheep to the acre.

To those who know the Wimmera and the Mallee, these certainly

seem " tall " figures, but the appearance of the paddocks and the stock

on them certainly seems to justify the statement.

In this connexion the impressions of Mr. D. A. McRae, of '' Scori-

brae," Tourello, near Ballarat, are informative. Mr. McRae stated

that last year he spent the months of July and August at Minyip. While
there he was " forcibly struck Avith the vigorous growth and density of

Messrs. McDougall's pastures, particularly with the splendid condition of

their stock—the milking cows Avere ' butcher's fat '—the two-year-old

heifers were in the same condition, and so well grown—equal to three-

year-olds in this district."

The condition of the ewes and lambs was stated to be excellent, the

lambs being particularly forward—" Indeed, the lambs at foot of a line

of old ewes by Merino rams were, without exception, the fattest lambs

Row of Stacks of Rye grass Straw obtained at Minyip as a result of cutting and
threshing the produce of 140 acres of the grass in 1917.

Yield, 15 bushels to the acre.

I have ever seen for their age—there was nothing I could see on the
natural grass in the neighbourhood like them. This rye-grass I con-
sider must possess great fattening qualities, and it is a quick grower."

The following are concrete instances :—The property of Mr. A. W.
Milbourne, of " Ailsa," Warracknabeal, consists of 1,200 acres of red and
black soil, and the whole area is covered with rye-grass, which has spread
from the original stand sown some 25 years ago.

*

Usually the area absorbed by cultivation, homestead, and timber
belts is about 600 acres, leaving 600 acres under grass. For years the
subdivision of the cropping has been as follows—wheat, 250 acres; oats,

50 acres ; fallow, 250 acres ; though it has now been decided to reduce the

area sown to wheat by half. The number of mature sheep carried, Mr.
Milbourne states, averages about 1,000, and the ewes among them are
" lambed down." Last season 1,000 head of mature sheep, comprising 800
ewes and 200 dry sheep, were carried from summer to summer. In addi-

tion, the cavos were lambed down, and 400 of the lambs carried forward;
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the remaining lambs—Ci'ossbreds out of comeback ewes by Lincoln rams

—

brought 19s. off shears, and averaged 4 lbs. of wool, worth 124d. per lb.

Some sold in the wool brought 23s.

As an instance of the number of sheep the rye grass that grows natu-

rally on the wheat stubbles will carry, Mr. Milbourne mentioned a paddock
of 118 acres off which, in 1917, six bags of wheat to the acre were stripped.

In 1918, 320 weaners placed on this paddock on the rye-grass, which came
up as usual on the stubbles, were carried there long enough to indicate

that they could have been left right through the year without a change if

that were desirable. Mr. Milbourne finds " self-sown " rye-grass to yield

about the same weight of hay per acre as stubble-drilled oats. A rye-grass

property in the vicinity was recently let for grazing at double the normal
rental for the district.

Mr. McAlister, of " Marrion Park," Galaquil, has furnished the fol-

lowing instances of the results in the Mallee:—At his property 500 ewes

and 300 lambs wei'e placed on a paddock of 280 acres on 1st August,

1918. They were removed as fit in the first week in January, 1919,

although the feed was not exhausted. They were sold at Murtoa under
the Imperial marketing scheme, and were pronounced " extra prime."

The ewes averaged 65-70 lbs. dressed weight, and the lambs 36 lbs.

At Minyip, Messrs. Barnes and Young mentioned the case of their

paddock of 196 acres, on which last year 300 ewes had been " lambed
down." A truck of the best topped the market at 32s. 6d., while the rest

sold as freezers at £1 per head. Owing to a second mating, there was
another drop of lambs, which, together with the ewes, the paddock was
carrying when seen in the third week in November, when there was still

plenty of feed, and the grass was forming seed freely.

Thus the numerous statements as to the high carrying capacity of the

grass appear to be justified. All are agreed that stock are very fond

of the grass, and will leave other pastures for it. The general consensus

of opinion concerning the dry feed, however, is that it is somewhat harsh,

though when moistened by dew or rain, and a choice of feed is available,

the animals show a decided preference for the rye-grass stubbles. It

is claimed, notwithstanding, that stock do well on the dry feed until it is

spoiled by the autumn rains. Further, there appears to be an absence

of impaction trouble as a result of using the dry feed.

Control.

While there is general agreement among those familiar with the

grass with regard to its carrying capacity, the same cannot bo said of

the opinions expressed as to its suitability for growing on the wheat
farm.

There are those who claim that wheat cannot be profitably grown on

a ])addock that has once been sown down to the grass, and, further, that

it tends to spread to other cultivation ])addocks. Numerous cases are

instanced where wheat-growing 'nad to be abandoned as a result of the

grass.

On the other hand, though it is not denied by its advocates that on

those farms where the grass has become well established a minimum area

is now sown to wheat, yet it is contended that in some cases this reduction

was voluntary, and that in others it was the enforced result of slipshod
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methods. It is further argued that payable crops of wheat are regularly

grown in rotation with the grass wherever proper methods are followed.

The following instances support the latter claim, and at the same time

give some idea of the power of the grass to re-establish itself.

Mr. A. W. Milbourne, who states that his yields of wheat have averaged

between 7 and 8 bags sinoe the last drought, gives the following experi-

ences :—A paddock of 30 acres of rye-grass, which had been sown twelve

years previously, and always very closely grazed, was, after the 1914

drought, assumed to be run out. It was broken up, carefully worked to

destroy germinating rye-grass, and sown to wheat. A clean crop of ten

bags to the acre resulted. Next year the stubbles were sown to oats,

with the result that a heavy hay crop, three parts rye grass and one part

oats, was harvested. The rye-grass has grown vigorously ever since.

Again, at Minyip, a much larger paddock of rye-grass than that

mentioned above was broken up and worked thoroughly after each rain,

to kill the young rye-grass, which came up thickly, and was sown
to wheat in 1916. The crop was clean, and nine bags to the

acre resulted. The stubbles were burnt early in the following

March, and 70 lbs. of oats drilled on the stubble land. The
rye-grass came strongly, and 1:^ tons of hay, of which nearly half was
rye-grass, were cut to the acre. ISText year the paddock was thrown out,

and the rye-grass again came strongly, yielding about 1 ton of hay to

the acre. This year the grass is coming as strongly as ever.

Both Messrs. 'S . McGilp and H. Johnson, who possess land adjacent

to old-established rye-grass paddocks at Minyip, find that they can keep
the grass in cheek. Mr. Johnson has been able to keep the grass out of

his property altogether without much extra trouble. On this point Mr.
S. E. Schnaars, of Woorack West, via Nhill, who has had ten years'

experience with the grass, contributes the following:—

•

" The main objection raised is that it is hard to kill when cropping.

Certainly it is a very strong grower, and the land must be well fallowed

;

but if the plan I mention is carefully followed, a great deal of the diffi-

culty will be overcome. Feed the grass off well with sheep, fire the

paddock if the stubble is sufficient, and then lightly cultivate. This will

bury the remaining seed and cause it to germinate after rain. Then
work the fallow well while the grass is small. After ten years' experi-

ence, we are growing better crops of wheat than ever."

This, indeed, sums up the methods of those who successfully cope
with the grass. It is most important to encourage germination of the

seed early, and to kill the plants before they have a firm hold. It is

stated that it is practically impossible to get a payable crop of wheat
on a fallow which has not been well worked, though Mr. McGilp quo-tes a

case on his farm at Minyip where a 100-acre paddock (red ground^
which has been down to rye-grass for three years, was broken up, har-
rowed, and the grass got ahead of the sheep. The fallow was disc-

cultivated in J^ovember, and then harrowed. It was subsequently
worked well, and although he did not expect a payable crop, a yield of

eight bags per acre was obtained.

Mr. MoDougal advocates the sowing of the wheat early. While this

would appear to allow the wheat to get an early start, yet there would
apparently be less opportunity for killing the germinating grass seed.
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Summing Up.

It is evident that Lolium auhulatum (Wimmera rye-grass) possesses

characteristics sufficiently strongly developed to warrant the fullest

investigation.

According to the information so far secured, the grass

—

(1) will double the carrying-capacity of the present Wimmera
and Mallee pastures;

(2) once sown, does not require re-seeding, even though the land
be broke^i up for cereal crops. An occasional scarifying

maintains it at full productivity;

(3) it can be easily stripped for seed;

(4) yet retains its seed well attached to the dry straw—hence the

dry feed is nutritious

;

(5) it furnishes, if required, self-sown hay of excellent quality,

equal in quantity to a stubble-sown crop of oats.

That such a " paragon " among grasses should prove amenable to

disci-pline would seem almost too good to be true, especially as it owes its

perennial habit to the wild-oat-like persistenc}' with which it grows

annually from seed.

Thus, on the one hand, it may prove a boon to the wheat farmer

—

but, on the other, it may be found to be one of the worst of pests, hence

the need for caution.

It should be noted that most of- the information, except that of

Mr. MoGilp regarding controlability, relates largely to black and other

friable soils, and seeing that the suggested treatment is largely based on
a species of summer falloAving—a practice which cannot be effectively

carried out on stiff clay soils—it is difficult to see how tlie grass can be

coped with as easily on this latter class of soil. Again, it is generally a

matter of some difficulty, and, indeed, for wheat-growing it is not at all

desirable to reduce this soil to a fine tilth, a condition stated to be

essential for the killing of the young germinating grass.

At all events, there is not much doubt that the grass thrives most
persistently under certain conditions. Therefore, those wheat-growers

who cultivate large areas of clay ground, those who do not work their

fallow with judgment, those whose areas are too large to permit of the

whole of the cultivation being executed at the proper time, and all those

on whose wheat-fields wild oats preponderate, may expect an interference

with their present wheat yields should the grass find its way on to their

properties. Whether such an inroad will not prove more profitable than
present practices it is not proposed to discuss here, because as yet no
accurate comparative tests have been made, and until then those

farmers who make wheat-growing their main activity, and who fall under
the above category, would be well advised to steer clear of the grass—and
any other wheat-growers Avho niav test the grass should watch it care-

fully.

Just what are its exact capabilities, and what influence, if any, it

may have on the future of fanning on the wheat belt, it is difficult to

say. All depends on its controlability. From the purely grazing point
of view it would appear to have already demonstrated its high value.
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COMMON AILMENTS OF THE PIG.

R. T. Archer, Senior Dairy Inspector.

It is frequently said that the pig is a difficult animal to treat when
sick. The best thing, of course, is to guard against disease by treating the

animals in such a way as to prevent it. Where sickness is experienced,

the information given in the following pages should be of assistance to the

pig-farmer.

Constipation.

One of the most prevalent sources of trouble amongst pigs is constipa-

tion, and although apparently a simple ailment, often rapidly leads to

serious results. If, however, plenty of green -feed be supplied to the

animals, there is little likelihood of their becoming constipated. As soon

as it is noticed that the fseces are dry and hard, action should be taken

to alter this condition. Pigs' dung should never be too hard nor too

soft. If fed on dry food, care should be taken that plenty of water be

available. Bran is of great assistance in keeping the bowels in order,

and the amount should be increased if there is any sign of constipation.

Wlien the pigs are fattening, their feed should be more sloppy than

usual.

A prominent authority, discussing constipation in pigs, says :—" It is

important to remember that in this disease the alimentary canal is over-

burdened with matter, and for this reason the supply of food should, for a

time, be much restricted or altogether withheld."

The withdrawal of solid food for twenty-four hours, and the substitu-

tion of a simple wash, with a small allowance of roots, will lighten the

burden of the bowels, and assist in restoring their normal activity.

A bold dose of sulphur and Epsom salts may then be administered in

a little tempting food, or, should this be refused, castor oil may be offered

in the same way; where both are declined, one of them must be forcibly

but carefully administered, and again repeated if the bowels do not

respond in twenty-four hours.

Injections of warm soap and water will prove serviceable in relieving

the jDosterior bowel, and should be administered once or twice a day until

a free action is induced.

If there is any tendency to a return of the constipation after once the
bowels have been relieved, a little common salt and sulphur with Epsom
salts should be given in the food for three or four days. Where habitual
constipation exists, the most reliable corrective will be found in a liberal

daily ration of roots or a little linseed oil mixed with the ordinary food
morning and evening. In heavy breeding sows with costive habit, one or
the other should always be provided where a run of grass is not avail-

able.

Diarrhoea.

Diarrhoea usually results from direct action of some irritant in the
water or food. It may also occur as a symptom of a variety of diseases.

The liability to diarrhoea is much greater in young than older pigs.

The particular causes of the complaint are sudden changes in the food,
as when rank rapidly-grown grass or certain acrid plants are taken after
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a continued use of more substantial fare. .Intestinal worms, the excessive

consumption of putrid animal or vegetable matter, the indiscriminate

administration of salt, either as brine or otherwise, are frequent causes.

It also occurs in tuberculosis, rickets, and other constitutional affections.

In the first-named disease, it invariably assumes a chronic form. In
sucking pigs, it is usuall,y due to vitiated condition of the milk of the

dam, or insanitary state of the stye, and not infrequently to decomposing
matter fouling the teats of the sow.

In case of suckers, the stye, &c., should be clean, bedding dry and

clean, and they should be protected from cold and wet. The food of the

dam should be sound and wholesome. The teeth of the little ones

should be attended to, and any that are too sharp and likely to irritate

the sow should be cut oft". Young nervovis sows sometimes become so

irritated that the milk becomes changed, and acts prejudicially to the

young.
In mild cases there -is only temporary derangement, which quickly

passes without giving rise to pain or other signs of illness. In some
cases, however, the discharge continues for days, and there is more or

less wasting and loss of appetite, with coldness of the skin and extremi-

ties, and general dullness and depression. When diarrhcca is accompanied
by pain, the pig is restless, its back is arched, its belly tucked up, aiid

the excrement has a strong offensive odour. In young suckers the dis-

charges are sour-smelling and are mixed with mucus, containing solid

masses of curd, and may be streaked with blood.

There is no hard and fast rule for dealing with this complaint. It

is a case of removing the cause, if possible, to effect a cure. The first

thing is to give a dose of castor oil, 1 oz. (two tablespoonfuls) to 6 oz.,

according to size of pig, and then to see that the animal receives good
wholesome food. If the pig will not take the medicine in the

food, it must be given as a drench. When there are indications of pain,

a few drops of laudanum may be given—for suckers, two or three drops
on the tongue. After the diarrhcea has been checked, one-drop doses of

nux vomica daily may be given for several days as a tonic.

A very good tonic to keep in stock consists of :

—

Powdered gentian . . . . . . 1 oz.

Powdered nux vomica . . . . . . ^1 oz.

Sulphate of iron . . .

.

. . 1 oz.

Bicarbonate of soda . . .

.

. . 6 oz.

Sulphate of soda . . .

.

.

.

. . 6 oz.

Mix and give one teaspoonful to each animal once or twice daily.

Rickets.

This is a disease in which there is a marked disturbance of nutrition,

and the animal is unable to properly develop bone tissue. The bones

are soft, and there are swellings and deformities.

The disease is almost entirely due to food deficient in bone-forming
material, principally phosphate of lime. If the dam is properly fed,

her milk will be rich in all necessary salts, but trouble may develop after

the pigs are weaned. This will be especially so when they are fed largely

on maize, as this grain contains only a small percentage of mineral;

therefore other grain, rich in mineral matter, should be given to young
pigs. There is nothing better than pollard; oatmeal is also very good.
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For very young pigs, the husks are rather too irritating, but soon they

will be able to take crushed oats. Boneraeal or phosphates should be

given to all growing pigs, the former for preference. This should -be

given regularly in the food (one tablespoonful per 100 lbs. weight of

pig), and will be the best safeguard against rickets.

Apoplexy.

This is due to congestion or a rush of blood to the brain. It is fre-

quently seen in young pigs in close confinement, especially when changed
from poor to rich and abundant feed. Worm infestation may be, if not

the actual cause of the trouble, at least a predisposing cause. Forcing
with too much animal food, such as blood and refuse from the slaughter

house, after a scant vegetable diet, is also a cause. It may also result

from sudden exertion on the part of fat animals or heavy sows, especially

in hot weather. Even without exertion in hot weather they are very

subject to it. Violent straining during parturition, especially in old

sows, is an occasional, and almost uniformly fatal, cause.

The attack is usually very sudden. The animal, apparently in

good health, is seized with a fit, and falls to the ground, or may have a

brief convulsion, and stagger helplessly over. There is no effort to

rise; the limbs are limp, and helplessly paralyzed. The vessels of the

head .are engorged with blood, the lips, snout, and tongue become red

in colour, and afterwards livid and blue. The eyes are widely opened,

and display no sensibility to the touch. The breathing is slow and deep.

Urine passes involuntarily, also excrement from the bowels.

ISTot much can be done for this trouble. In hot weather the pigs

should be provided Avith water to wallow in, and when attacked should

have cold water poured over the head, but not the rest of the body.

If the animal is properly bled, the flesh is quite good and wholesome,
provided no other disease inimical to human health is present.

Rheumatism.

Rheumatism, frequently described as '' cramp," is a constitutional

disorder, sometimes assuming the form of a fever. It is characterized

by stiffness, or more commonly lameness, which may be attended by
swelling of the parts. It may be acute, and quickly fatal, but mostly
assumes a chronic character, and continues for long periods, or dis-

, appears and returns again at longer or shorter intervals. Besides the

limbs and trunk, it sometimes affects the heart, and proves fatal.

The direct causes are chiefly chills from exposure to cold and wet
after fatigue and fasting, or over-heating. Sows, when suckling, often

contract it if confined in small damp stuffy styes. Sprains and injuries

may sometimes provoke an attack of rheumatism from inaction and
lying in damp places. Among the more prominent symptoms are indi-

cations of stiffness, pain, and lameness, but the changeable character of

these distinguishes it from the results of accidents. There may be con-

siderable swelling of the joints.

To treat this disease, the animal must be placed in a dry place, free

from draughts, with plenty of dry bedding. The bowels should be freely

opened by a full dose of Epsom salts. Small doses may be given daily,

and the animal fattened off as soon as possible.
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Pneumonia.

This is a disease in wliicli the tissue of tlis lungs is the seat of an
in"flaniniatioiu

The disease may be due to a variety of causes, but is generally due
to a chill after having been overheated. Pat pigs are more liable

to it than lean. Overcrowding, during which they become heated, after-

wards siibjected to cold rainy weather, is a common cause of pneumonia.
Lying on rotting fermenting bedding is another very frequent cause,

also lying under the bottoms of straw stacks, particularly in winter,

pneumonia probably following on a chill Avhen the pigs leave their hot

bed, but it is also partly due to their inhaling ammonia which is being

given off, as the inhalation of irritant gases will produce pneumonia.
Draughty styes, due 1o crevices in the walls, should be carefully avoided.

The styes should be well ventilated, but free from draughts. Over-

driving fat pigs is a frequent cause, and unskilful drenching, when the

drench gets into the windpipe, is often responsible for it. Pneumonia,
it may be mentioned, is a phase of swine fever.

The complaint sets in with a severe chill, the temperature rises

rapidly, and the animal becomes very sick. In some cases death follows

in a few hours, perhaps before the owner has noticed that there is any-

thing wrong. In other cases, that run a little longer course, there is loss

of appetite, marked dullness following the initial chill, and rise in tem-
perature. The animal stays in its bed, lying on its belly or affected

side. Breathing is rapid, short, and apparently painful. This condition

is often popularly known as heaves. A cough becomes an early symptom,
and is of a dry, harsh character at first, but becomes moist later, with
discharge often streaked with blood, from the nose. In some cases

there is considerable bleeding at the nose, and the lining membrane of

the nose and mouth is congested and dry in appearance.

Prevention is better than cure, and if proper conditions of living

are provided for the animals there will not be much trouble from this

disease. Yet, no matter how careful one may be, the chances are that

pneumonia will appear occasionally. The sick pig should be placed in

a clean w^arm well ventilated stye, Avith plenty of sunlight if possible, and
covered with a rug. Its food should be of a sloppy nature, bran mashes
or other soft easily-digested foods being given warm, and no dry food
for at least two weeks after recovery. A dose of calomel and castor oil

should be given, and the oil repeated every second day for three or four

doses. Plenty of water with the chill removed should be given.

The following mixture may be given:—Carbonate of ammonia,
3 grains; tincture of aconite, 4 drops; solution of acetate of ammonia,
30 drops. This is a dose for a })ig 100 lbs. live weight—an ordinary
porker—and may be given twice daily in milk or other liquid food.

Intestinal Worms.
frequently pigs suffer very nmch from intestinal or stomach worms-^

a trouble often the cause of great loss to the pig-keeper. These para-
sites obtain their nourishment from the food the pig eats, and
when present in large numbers starve the animal. To compensate for

this double demand, a much larger amount of food is consumed. In
spite. of this increased supply of food, the animal loses flesh, becomes
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weak and impoverished. The back is arched, and the belly is either

tucked up at the flanks or is unduly enlarged, the latter generally when
the pig has a ravenous appetite. Pigs largely infested are fretful and

unsettled; they wander about grunting and squealing, and seldom rest

as do healthy stock. Vomiting, during which some worms are ejected,

is sometimes present, and fits of a convulsive or epileptic nature are, in

some cases, frequent. Irregularity of the bowels, with occasional

diarrhoea, appear in the later stages of the disorder, and the appetite falls

away, thus adding to the emaciation and weakness.

The best way to treat this trouble is to give in the food areca nut,

•J to 1 grain per lb. live weight of the pig, or 2 to 10 grains of santonin

per pig, according to size. A good way to administer the medicine when
there are a considerable number of pigs affected is to get it put up in

packets containing enough for ten pigs. This quantity may be mixed

thoroughly with the food, which should then be fed immediately to the

animals. It is then fairly evenly distributed amongst the pigs', and

each gets about equal quantities. Calomel at the rate of 5 grains per

100 lbs. live weight may also be given should the former drugs not be

obtainable. For some kinds of worms turpentine will be found more
satisfactory, a teaspoonful to a tablespoonful, according to size of pig,

being given in milk slop. This should be given on an empty stomach, and
with it castor oil, two to twelve tablespoonfuls, according to size. Such a

dose will help to clear the worms out of the stomach.

Inflammation of Udder.

This is not an uncommon trouble, especially with heavy sows which,

are good milkers. The udders are liable to injury by bruising, &c.,

and become infected by bacteria resulting from their dirty conditions.

Sows that lose part or all of their litter, and which have a large

supply of milk, are especially likely to develop a diffuse inflamjnation

of the udder.

Inflammation of the udder may be of a simple nature, wuth hot,

painful swellings, but without the formation of any pus or abscesses.

On the other hand, it may be a deep-seated abscess.

Symptoms.—The inflamed udder becomes swollen, hot, painful, and
very tender to the touch. The soreness may become so aggravated that

the sow will not allow the little pigs to suck. • There is also usually

considerable rise in temperature, loss of appetite, and constipation. The-
milk often becomes affected, and may cause scouring among the little

ones.

Treatment.—Preventive treatment consist in keeping sows in clean

conditions. Sore teats should be bathed with alcohol, or a strong solu-

tion of alum, or the white lotion, consisting of 3 drams each of sulphate

of zinc and lead acetat-e, and 16 oz. water.

When there are signs of inflammation, the sow should be given a full

dose of Epsom salts, and the udder bathed frequently with hot water,

followed by gentle massage with camphorated oil. If much fever be
present, two or three drops of aconite in water may be given twice or

three times a day. If the udder becomes very painful, a local application

of 'belladonna may be used in the form of an ointment, consisting of

extract of belladonna, ^ dram, to 2 oz. vaseline. An equal amount of

gum camphor may be added, and will increase the value of the ointment.
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Tt must be remerabered that belladonna checks the secretion of milk, and

if applied for several days may entirely dry it up.

Swine Fever.

Swine fever is the most serious disease in pigs that is known, and

the annual loss in countries in which it is present is enormous. It is

estimated that in America the loss amounts to £16,000,000 per anmun.

In Victoria it caused havoc some years ago, but the measures taken

were efficient, and it is now some time since an outbreak was reported.

In the interest of the industry, it behoves every pig-farmer to be on

guard, and to report to the Chief Veterinary Officer any suspicious cases.

Professor Sir John McFadyan's investigations go to show that the

disease is not caused by the so-called swine fever bacillus, as was for-

merly thought, though this organism is almost always present in the

blood of pigs seriously ill with swine fever. It is caused by ultra-micro-

scopic bacteria that will pass through the filter. This organism has not

been cultivated outside the body of the pig. By feeding or inoculating

with a pure culture of the so-called swine fever bacillus, pigs may be

made ill or fatally affected, and post-Tnortem appearance of intestines

appear identical with swine fever, but pigs recovering from the disease

due to inoculation with this culture are not immune from swine fever,

nor do they pass on the. disease to other pigs kept in contact.

The blood from a swine fever -pig can cause swine fever in a healthy

pig, although so-called swine fever bacillus is absent, as is always the

case in early stages of swine fever. When the bacillus was present in

swine fever blood, the latter remained infective after these bacilli had
been removed by filtration or killed by disinfectants.

Through the blood the virus is diffused throughout the whole of the

organs and tissues of the body, in the alimentary canal and urine.

The disease is mainly spread by contact, and may be carried by

faeces, urine, discharge from eyes, lungs, skin, &c.

Symptoms.—The temperature normally is 102 degrees to 103 degrees

Fahrenheit, and in swine fever generally rises 3 or 4 degrees. This rise

generally takes seven to ten days after infection, but may be two days

after. This rise in temperature is not only the first discoverable evi-

dence of infection, but also the most constant, since it may be detected

in mild cases, in which outward symptoms of actual illness are never

exhibited. The actual symptoms are loss of appetite, dullness, unwilling-

ness to move, and inclination to burrow into litter if plentiful. Usually

the sickness is m.ost pronounced in the second week after natural infec-

tion. Diarrhoea is often, but not always, present. In fatal cases, rapidly-

increased weakness and hindquarters swaying when walking are notice-

able symptoms. The animals are usually thirsty, but always refuse

food. Sometimes a reddish or livid colouration of the skin is noticeable.

The affected pigs may develop a cough, or rapid breathing, due to pneu-

monia—a fairly frequent complication. Sometimes they display no out-

ward symptoms. Death, as a rule, takes place not less than a Aveek after

the first symptoms, but may be only two or three days, and, on the other

hand, frequently it may not be for several weeks.

It is possible that some animals recover incompletely, and becom?
carriers.
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Lesions usually diffuse inflammation in stomach and intestines, con-

gestion of lymphatic glands, and small haemorrhages in kidneys, serus

membrances, &c. Typical lesions in cases two or three days old are

ulcers about the size of a threepenny or sixpenny piece, some larger,

Avith deep centres, situated at the junction of the small intestine with

the larger.

Frequently mucus membranes have adhered to them a whitish or

yellowish material similar to that found in diphtheria in the human
patient. Ulcers in the early stages stand out, but later slough off and
show a depressed ulcer.

The disease may assume the form of pneumonia and pleurisy.

The so-called swine fever bacillus are the cause of the typical ulcers,

and can be produced by pure cultures, but the ultra visible virus, which

is the true cause of the disease, does not produce these lesions, which are a

guide towards diagnosis.

The so-called swine fever bacillus is a common, if not constant,

inhabitant of pigs' intestines. Pneumonia used to be designated swine

plague or contagious pneumonia, and Avas erroneously considered a

separate disease.

There is no knoAvn cure for swine fever. As a preventive, inocula-

tion with serum has been carried out in some countries with m.ore or

less success. By the exercise of care and keeping newly-purchased pigs

in separate enclosures, the risk of introducing the disease can be reduced

to a minimum. Cleanliness should be the wa'tehword for those who wish
to keep their pigs free from this dread disease.

Tuberculosis.

One of the most serious complaints that affect pigs in this country

is tuberculosis. There is no known cure for this disease, which is chiefly

derived from the milk of tuberculous cows. In all dairying countries

this is a troublesome disease, and so far has baffled the efforts of scien-

tists to produce either imimunity or cure, save in the earliest stages in

the human being. The best-known method of combating it is to eradicate

as far as possible the sources of infection. This is gradually being

effected by the operation of the Dairy Supervision Act, under which
all cows in milk are handled by a dairy supervisor, and those showing
unmistakable signs of the disease are destroyed. Fortunately the bac-

teriologist has discovered a serum—tuberculin—which, in the hands of a
qualified man, is an infallible guide as to the presence of the disease in

a cow. It is only a matter of time when the public will insist that all

dairy cows shall be tested, as is done in some of the States of America.
Unfortunately, the Dairy Supervision Act does not apply to the whole
of this State, and the result is very strikingly shown in the table given
on the next page. This shows that, where the Act is in operation, resulting
in the destruction of the detected tuberculous cows, the number of tuber-
culous pigs is very much lower than in those districts where there is not
the same effective supervision. Under the Meat Act, all pigs slaughtered
for human consumption must be examined by a qualified inspector
before being allowed to pass to the retailers. This insures that all the
pork or bacon retailed is free from disease.
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APPLE CULTURE IN VICTORIA.
(Continued from page 157.)

Bij J. Farrell, Orchard Supervisor.

Copper-soda Sprat.

It is now generally recognised that in making Bordeaux mixture

tlie use of good fresh lime is essential. In remote districts, and during

certain periods when good lime is unobtainable, growers resort to the

copper-soda spray, in which washing soda is substituted for the lime.

In fact, on account of the ease with which this spray can be prepared,

and because of the good results which attend its application, some
orchardists use it in preference to the Bordeaux. The 'copper-aoda for-

mula generally adopted is the 6-9-50, that is, 6 lbs. of bluestone, 9 lbs.

of washing soda, and 50 gallons of water. The method of dissolving

the ingredients and the process of mixing them are similar to those

involved in the manufacture of the Bordeaux. In applying this, as well

as other sprays for the same purpose, the objective of the operator

should be to drench the trees thoroughly. Owing to the more watery

nature of the copper-soda, however, the slight deposit remaining on the

trees after the moisture has dried off is hardly percep,tible. The best

results are obtained from the use of fungicides when the spraying .season

is comparatively dry, and this remark applies to copper-soda more
than to any other such spray. When copper-soda is applied on a dry

day followed by rain, the deposit being lighter and probably mjore easily

soluble in rain water than those of other mixtures on the .second

occasion, the fungus destroying agent is washed away, thus rendering

a second application more necessary.

A few' years ago, several growers used " neat bluestone," that is,

bluestone at the rate of 1 lb. to 25 or 30 gallons of water without any
other ingredient. Good results were claimed for this spray the first

year, but its use during the second spraying season proved unsatis-

factory, as, while much foliage was injured, the spray did not control

the spot.

LiMK-SULPHUR.

Growers who now employ the lime-sulphur spray almost invariably

use the commercial product. Opinions of growers are divided as to

vvhic'h is the more effective spray, this or the Bordeaux mixture. Many
experienced orchardists, having experimented with both, have declared

in favour of the Bordeaux, but lime-sulphur still has numerous advo-

cates. The general principles governing the method of application

and times for spraying with lime-sulphur are similar to those relating

to the use of Bordeaux mixture. When one spray only is given for the

"early infection," its strength should range from 1 in 15 to 1 in 20,

applied when the blossoms show pink. When the earlier spray, as

explained in connexion with the use of Bordeaux, is also given, its

strength is usually from 1 in 12 to 1 in 15. In dealing with varieties

which experience 'has proved to ibe of a sensitive character, or when
spraying to cope with " midseason attack " or for " late spotting," the

strength of the mixture may be regulated to suit the existing require-

ments. '
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The desirability of paying special attention to this detail in spray-

ing is illustrated by the condition of the four young apples appearing
in Plat€ 194. These were showing spot when they had advanced albout

four weeks from the setting stage, and Were sprayed with commercial
lime-sulphur 1 in 20. As will be seen by the nisty, cracked, and
contorted condition of the s'pecimens, the strong solution m.ore

injuriously affected the fruit than would the disease. The leaves of

the tree from which these apples were taken were also someiwhat

scorched by the spray. Probably a solution of, say, 1 in 50 at this

stage would have controlled the spot without injuring the fruit or

foliage. Orehardists, inexperienced in the use of lime-sulphur mostly,

instead of attributing the scorching to an over-strong mixture, assume

Plate 194.—Young Apples Seriously Injured by Strong Lirae-Sulphur.

that the injury is due J;o the product being of inferior quality. Lime-

sulphur does deteriorate, however—the stock mixture, if not properly

kept in airtight containers, and the dilute s,olution, if allowed to stand

too long after being prepared for use. Many cases of scorching have
occurred in the past owing to lime-sulphur having been allowed to

deteriorate in one of the ways mentioned.

Extensive experiments were carried out in America some years ago

to test the relative merits of Bordeaux mixture and lime^sulphur. The
results showed that Bordeaux was the better fungicide, hut, being more
liable to cause russeting after the fruit had set, the lime-sulphur was
recommended for use after this stage.
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If the ingredients in the Bordeaux be of good quality, ])roperly

mixed, and in relation to strength a.s judiciously applied as is necessary
in the case of lime-sulphur, the writer's experience is that vorv little

damage follows its application, even after the fruit has set.

The following extract is taken from an article* written b_y W.
Laidlaw, B.Sc, Biologist, and C. (•. Brittlebank, Vegetable Pathologist,

concerning their spraying experiments for ''black spot" in the Gipps-

land district:

—

"Experiments in the treatment of black spot were made on six

different varieties, all of w^liich are commionly grown throughout
the State.

The disease was very ]irevalent in the orchard where the experi-

ments were conducted, in wet years the bulk of the apple crop
being so badly affected as to be unsaleable.

The past season's rainfall was above the average at Drouin. The
spraying season—September and October—was exceptionally wet.

During these months there were 43 wet days and 11^ inches of

rain fell. I^otwithstanding this excessive rainfall, the experiments
were very successful, as will be seen by the results.

Last season we confined our experiments to the lime-sulphur
spray principally, using the commercial product. Three different

brands were used, and each gave equally good results. The cost

of m'aterial works out at 3d. per tree.

The dates on which the different varieties were sprayed are

given below, not as a guide, but as showing the time when the buds
were more green than pink, vp'hich was the condition of the trees

when the first spray was applied. The second spray "w^as given
when the centre flowers of the blossom cliLSter were fully open.

We are of opinion that the time of spraying is more important

than the fungicide used, provided the mixtures are properly made
and tested. Wliile making this statement, we must point out that

the result obtained from lime-sulphur last season was very much
better than that obtained from Bordeaux, 6-4-40. The foliage

looked healthier, and remained longer on the trees; the skin of

the fruit had a better colour, and was clearer and sappier looking.

We would like to impress on growers the necessity of having all

the cultivation done before spraying is commenced. The reason

for this is that the resting spores have developed in the fallen

diseased leaves of the previous season, reaching niiaturity at the

time the apple trees are coming into blossom.

Under favorable weather conditions, they are thrown out' in

countless numbers, and are carried by air currents into the young
leaves and fruits, where they germinate and infect the crop. Cul-

tivation should not be resumed till all danger of infection is past.

This period will vary in different districts and under different

Aveather conditions.

* Published in Join-nal of Agrirulture (Victoria), August, 1918.
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Hereunder are details of the yields obtained from the apple trees

upon which experiments were made:

—

Jonathan.

Eighteen trees sprayed with lime-sulphur

—

1st spraying, 1 in 12, on 19th September, 1917.

2nd spraying, 1 in 30, on 1st October, 1917.

First picking on 27th February, 1918, gave

—

22 cases clean and good;
4 apples with slight spot, but marketable:

16 apples with spot, but marketable:

9 cases of windfalls, all good.

Second picking on 21st March. 1918

—

46 cases good and clean;

20 cases with black spot;
.^.^

3 apples with codlin moth;
2 cases windfalls, all clean.

One Jonathan tree sprayed once, 1 in 12, on 19th September,

1917, picked 21st March, 1918—
4 cases clean and good

;

39 a^pples with black spot;

5 apples with black spot, but marketable;
2 apples with codlin moth;
1 case windfalls, all good.

Jonathan check tree, no spray, picked 21st March, 1918

—

1 case of marketable, slightly marked with black spot

;

4 cases badly spotted, unmarketable.

The average number of Jonathan apples to the case was 186."

Plate 195 illustrates the condition of the Jonathan blooms when
the first and second 'Spray wei*e applied.

The other varieties experimented with "vvere London Pippin, Rome
Beauty, Statesman, Rokewood, and Yates, in the case of which some-
what similar results were obtained. For particulars concerning these

see the journal referred to in the footnote.

Owing to the process of jDollination and fertilization, wfhich have
been previously explained, it will be understood that the trees should

not, if possible, be sprayed with caustic mixtures while in the full-

bloom stage, and particularly in cases where cross-pollination is desired.

This precaution is necessary in order to maintain the healthy condition

of the sexual organs of the flowers, and thus facilitate the work of bees

and other helpful insects.

Combination Spuays.

While dealing with the matter of spraying for _,ins(ect pests and
fungus diseases, it might be well to mention that, although the majority
of our apple-growers spray separately for codlin moth and black spot,

some employ the combination sprays. These constitute Bordeaux mix-

ture combined with arsenate of lead, and lime-sulphur-arsenate of lead.

These dual-purpose mixtnres are mostly applied at the second and sub-

sequent sprayings for codlin moth to save the time and labour involved

in using separate fungicides to cope with black spot at those periods.
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In making the combination mixtures no standards are observed,

but care should be exercised that the fungicide, particularly the lime-

sulphur, be not too strong, as the arsenate of lead v\Then incorporated

in the mixture seems to intensify its caustic properties. The applica-

tion of such a deleterious spray often causes injury both' to the foliage

and to the fruit. Because of the frequency of scorching experienced

by growers who have experimented with the combination mixtures

during the last two years, some have discarded these, and have reverted

to the practice of using the separate sprays. Owing to the varying

conditions under which these are made up, the actual chemical change
effected by combining the fungicide with the insecticide is not generally

understood. If this be not determined by a chemical test, then a weak
mixture should be at first used, and 'by practical experiment increased

in 'strength until a suitable spray is obtained.

Jonathan bloom, showing con-

dition when first spray was
given.

Plate 195.

Jonathan bloom, showing condition

when second spray was given.

KooT Fungus (Abmillaria Mellea).

This fungus is indigeneous to Australia, and lives on the roots of

native forest trees and shrubs. It may be found on any class of soil

infecting introduced trees and plants, and no kind of fruit tree is im-

mune from its attack. In one stage of its development the (parasite

may appear as thin white filaments on. the bark near the points of the

small roots. Later it may be present as a whitish felty substance living

in the cambium beneath decaying bark. It is best known and most

easily recognised, however, when numerous thin black strands, fastened

to the bark of a large root, give it the appearance of being enclosed iu

wire netting. For this reason it is sometimes termed " wire fungus,"

22
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and, on accounr of the manner in whicli it attaches itself to the hark, it

is also kno^^^l as "ivy fungus."

When the results of infection hecome apparent, the tree seems as if

waterlogged, and, later, the points of the leaders begin to die back, like

those of a tree suffering from root borer, but no sucker growths are

produced, as in the case of -borer infection.

The parasite lives on the sap drawn from the roots and, after a
time, the fungus fnictifies by producing toadstools on the ends of the
strands at the soil level on the .stem of the tree. When considerably
weakened by serious infection many trees collapse at this stage. In
the experience of the writer, this fungus is more prevalent in, and
causes more destruction to trees growing on loose, red 'or chocolate

soils and deep sandy loams than elsewhere.

Plate 196.

Virgin Land being Prepared for Planting.

The fungus on young trees may be destroyed by removing the soil

and spraying the roots with Bordeaux mixture 6-4-40, and then replac-

ing the soil. It is obvious, however, that in dealing with large trees

this method would be ini])ractica(ble. ?^iow it will be conceded that the

best means of coping with this parasite is by adojjting the preventive

measures previously mentioned. These, it may be again stated, consist

of carefully removing the roots when grubbing the land to be planted,

and afterwards sweetening it by cultivation until such time as the

fungus in the soil has been destroyed. Trees thrive better on virgin

soil than on land w'hich has been cropped for a lengthy period, but
this parasite rarely attacks trees planted under the latter conditions.

Plate 196 shows the preliminary operations of grubbing and cul-

tivating being carried out. Some planters, after gi-uhbing the larger

of the native tinil cr. pldUgli and harrow nan-ow strips in wliicli they
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plant the rows of trees, and, as these develop, the strips are annually

extended in width until the whole area is brought under cultivation.

FuNGT's Diseases not amenadle to Spraying Treatment.

These consist of fungi which attack matured apples when stored

cy' during transit to InternState or to the Home markets. Prior to

the advent of cool storage, very considerable losses were sustained,

numerous cases having been condemned at the ports of shipment, while

many others arrived in London in a rotten condition. Even after the

general adoiption of refrigeration, and until fairly low and unifonii

temperatures were maintained, nnich fruit Avas destroyed by the " rots
"

affecting ripe apples.

The principal fungi which cause the rotting of apples under the

conditions explained are—

-

(a) Bitter rot (Glooosporium fructigenun, Berk.), the spores of

which on germination' penetrate the skin of the apple and
through further development cause circular brown spots to

become vLsible in the rind. As the fungus grows the spots

increase in diameter and appear as depressions. The pulp
in the diseased parts becomes brown and soft, the disease

spreads until the w^iole apple becomes a mass of rotten pulp,

and the pink-coloured .spores appear on the surface.

(J)) Mouldy rot {PenicilJium glaucmn, Link.) infects the fruit

similarly to bitter rot and destroys it in like manner. The
spores of this disease are of a greenish colour. Bitter rot

almost invariably infects ripe fruit, but this fungus often

attacks apples on the trees before they commence to ripen,

(c) Mouldy core of the apple is produced by the same fungus
which causes mouldy rot. In this case, the infection com-

I

mences at the core and spreads outwards until the whole
apple becomes rotten. This condition of the disease is

mostly found in varieties like Rymer, Grand Duke, &c.,

witih open calyxes, wthich offer the spores a free passage to

the core. It is difficult to detect apples affected in this

way, but the danger in storing them is that the spores may
escape from the core condition of the disease and cause the

superficial rotting of other apples as well.

Possibly many of the spores are destroyed by the black spot sprays,

but, as these diseases are confined to the fruit and do not appear in the

virulent form until after fruit picking, they cannot be regarded as

amenable to spraying treatment. On account of their insidious nature,

however, preventive measures should be employed to combat them. No
diseased fruit should be allowed to remain in or near the packing shed

or storeroom. Fnxit for storing should be carefully handled at the time
of picking and packing, as the spores more easily inifect finiits with
bruises or abrasions of the skin than those with sound rind. The fruit

in. store should be regularly inspected, and any specimens found to be
diseased should be removed and destroyed, for one diseased apple may
infect an entire case. However, paper wrappers used in the export

trade so completely isolate each apple from its neighbour that, when
carefully stored and with Avell-regulated temperatures the spread of

infection is rendered practically impossible. Careful packing should
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also be practised Avtlien forwarding apples without wrappers to Inter-

State markets, as the moisture due to the deterioration present in and

radiating from a diseased fruit, offers the condition favorable to the

rot commencing in others, especially if they be in a sweating condition.

Crinkle.

This disease, the presence of which is indicated by comparatively

extensive dark depressions in the surface of the apple, is responsible,

during seasons when unusually prevalent, for the destruction of a high

percentage of -the fruit, particularly of varieties most subject to its

attack. The diseased portion, during normal seasons, is mostly con-

fined to one side, and usually inclines towards the calyx' end of the

apple, the stem end being only rarely affected. In seasons of virulent

infection, however, numerous specimens with but little sound surface

or healthy pulp are common in the orchards. London Pippin and
Rome Beauty are the two varieties most subject to crinkle, and much
of this fruit was destroyed bv this disease during fhe seasons 1907 to

Plate 197.—London Pippin Apple, showing Crinkle.

1911. But the climax was reached in 1912, when the visitation was

followed by such disastrous results that only a very small percentage

of the crop of the varieties mentioned was worth harvesting. This had
the effect of considerably resti'icting the planting of these varieties, and
particularly the London Pippin; but, although crinkle is present every

fruit season, the damage caused by it in recent years has not been very

serious.

Usually the crinkle or confluent bitter pit, as it is now sometimes

termed, is so highly developed in the affected apples by the time they

are fully grown and before ripening commences, that its presence is
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readily recognised. This is the stage illustrated by the fully grown
London Pippin apple in Plate 197, and the slice cut from the diseased
part of the specimen reveals the condition of the interior. When this

stage is reached, and as ripening proceeds, withering of the pulp cells

beneath the brown tough tissue continues. Thus the diseased tissue

extends until, in many instances, the whole of the flesh between the core

and the rind in the aifected areas becomes involved. Usually the
crinkle appears as an irregular patch or patches around the calyx end
of the apple, practically destroying the whole of the fleshy part of

this region. Occasionally, however, the diseased sections run vertically

in strips interspersed with healthy ones, giving the fruit a corrugated
appearance. The diseased sections become more and more depressed
as the crinkle develops. ObjectionaMe sectoral inequalities in the surface

are thus created, and those become even more apparent if the afl^ected

apple be viewed in transverse sections.

In seasons when abnormal developm.ent of crinkle occurs there is

hardly a variety immune from its attack, and those most liable to be
infected may develop the disease on any class of soil or in any locality,

irrespective of the weather conditions prevailing. The cause of this

disease is unkno^vTi, consequently no direct remedial treatment can
be applied. As it is recognised that contributory causes are involved,
however, certain indirect preventive measures are now being adopted.
The large fruits of trees making vigorous growth on rich land and
bearing light crops are more liable to crinkle than apples on trees

having developed the fruiting habit under normal conditions. Scientific

pruning and judicious cultural treatment are the measures referred to.

It is not suggested that the adoption of these controls crinkle; they,

nevertheless, act as helpful palliatives.

(To he continued.)

ENSILAGE A CHEAP FOOD.

Among the cheap modern foods that go to make up a ration, none,

when properly fed, surpasses ensilage. It is a succulent food that aids in

the digestion of other foods, materially increasing their value for the

production of milk and butter and beef. The partial fermentation
which takes place in silage after it is cut and stored starts the process of

digestion, and renders it the most valuable of succulent foods.

Many feeders depend too much upon ensilage as a balanced food, and
feed from 40 to 50 lbs. a day. An ample ration is from 30 to 35 lbs.

daily for the milk-producing cow. If 8 to 12 lbs. of hay or wheat, oats,

or buckwheat straw are added to the grain food, a complete ration will

be formed.

^ It is the greatest mistake to keep the manger filled with hay or straw.

The cow should only be given what she will eat, and if any should happen
ro be left over it should be removed. Most skilled men agree that two
feeds a day are better than feeding oftener. Buckwheat straw properly
cured contains more food value than good oat straw. It has about 25
per cent, more protein than oat straw.—South African Dairyman, March, 1919.
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DAIRYING AT BAUCHUS MARSH.
Bj/ II . C. Churches, Dairy Siipprrisor.

Thirty-two miles from Melbourne, on the direct Ballarat railway

line, the train, after passing through a cutting, •suddenly brings the

passengers in A'iew of that Avonderfully rich alluvial valley land known
as Bacchus Marsh, lying between the Werribee Kiver and its tributary,

the Lerderderg. The place derives the first portion of its name from

the late Captain "VV. H. Bacchus, one of the pioneers of the district, wbo
settled there iu 1838. If, however, any " marsh " land existed in the

locality in the very early days, there is non.e now; in fact, it would be

difficult to find any except w^ell drained, well cultivated, and highly

productive land. Some very fine, specimens of red-gum trees still

remain in various parts of the district, and their well developed trunks

and wide spreading branches indicate that the land on Avhich they grow

Avas always favoured with good drainage.

During the last half-century the dairy farming industry has increased

greatly here, and its dairy farm produce and its lucerne hay and chaff

have given Bacchus Marsh a reputation, which has made the locality

very widely known. The district has rather a light rainfall, generally

averaging about 20 inches per annum, and therefore it may be said that

On its irrigation scheme largely depends the success of its dairjdng. It

has been determined by experiments carried out elsewhere that to produce

a ton of dried lucerne hay 7 acre-inches of water has actually to pass

through the growing lucerne crop, therefore heavy yields of lucerne hay
are only obtainable by the liberal application of water.

Over most of this alluvial ground a fair supply of underground
water is obtainable. This is mineralized, particularly in magnesia, and

is very acceptable to stock, and is said to be one of the qualities making
the Bacchus Marsh lands so recuperative to racehorses, which are sent

here regula/ly to rest between periods of strenuous training.

Forty years ago water was being pumped from the Werribee River

to irrigate lucerne. Later on a Water Trust was formed to bring, by
gravitation, sufficient water for irrigation, and, in addition, to arrange

for supplies for domestic purposes being pumped direct from the river.

The j:)resent water supply is a gravitation scheme, both for irrigation

and housdiold purposes, and is controlled by the State Rivers Com-
mission, which has erected a large weir on the Pike's Creek, near Ballan.

This has a holding caj^acity of 14,850 acre-feet of water, and as the area

of irrigablo land at Bacchus Marsh is about 3,200 acres, it would require

an exceptionally long ])eriod of drought to seriously interfere with the

lucerne growing.

Lucerne is one of the very best milk-producing fodders, and, being

also one of the hardiest, as well as one of the most prolific, crops in

cultivation, it is rather surprising that it is not more generally grown
by dairy farmers, l^o doubt irrigation greatly increases the growth of

this crop; but a lot of feed can bo cut from a lucerne paddock through-

out the year even without any artificial watering.

Several views of the district are given here, showing the extent to

vvhicli lucerne is grown around Bacchus Marsh. Every crop illustrated

is lucerne, and on all the flat land seen in the pictures this is the crop
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cultivated, and in nearly
all the orchards lucerne
is to be found growing
between the rows of trees.

The view on this page
is from Henry Valleuce's
hill, and is the one first

s&en from the train ap-
proaching frcm Mel-
bourne. Away in the
central background lies

Messrs. Miller Bros.'

"Broadlands" farm, and
to the right are other
farms owned by this

firm, all worked by
families on the contract
system. Closer views of
" E'roadlands " lucerne
are shown on the next
page. A view of the
to'wnship from Grant's
Hill will reveal to the
visitor that a fair amount
of this valuable flat land
is covered with farm
buildings, shops, and
residences ; but every-
where amongst them
lucerne and irrigation

channels are to be seen.

With few exceptions,

the blocks are all under
irrigation from the open
channels. In the case
of some of the smaller
township blocks, where
the water is laid on
from the township re-

ticulation,- irrigation is

carried on by means of

the ordinary hose and
spray.

The general method of

watering, however, in

the past, was to distri-

bute the water from the

open channels by means

of long lengths of large

hosing made of strong

calico or duck ; but

this system is being
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superseded by tliat of flooding the new well-graded lands between the

check banks.

A picture taken at Vallence's comer, in the Main-street, and shown
on page 290 is of more than passing interest. The acre-block of

lucerne in the foreground, showing such splendid growth, is without

-s^r- *-" -~^i»"^'

m '^m, ^te* *•• «•

A Portion of " Broadlands."

' Broadlands " No. 3 Farm.

direct irrigation of any kind, being maintained in its luxuriant con-

dition possibly either by underground spring or soakage. Carefully

managed paddocks in the Bacchus Marsh district usually produce from
five to six tons of dried lucerne hay to the acre each year, the life of the

" stand " varying according to the treatment the paddock receives and,

in some instances, to its situation. Occasional lucerne paddocks here

have produced fair crops for nearly forty years; but such cases are
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rare. About the sixth year the plants begin to thin out, and from
seven to ten years is now regarded as the commercial life of a lucerne

paddock, after which it requires replanting. In some paddocks, after

a few years' growth, prairie gi*ass makes its appearance, and in other

cases clover will grow with such vigour as to almost crowd out the

lucerne. As each paddock requires replanting, it is ploughed and
re-graded, and a crop of maize or millet, kc, is also usually taken off

before the land is finally prepared for the new sowing of lucerne.

Cultivation and manuring of the growing lucerne has, so far, not been

extensively practised.

Drainage troubles—to any definite extent—have never afflicted tlie

irrigator in this favoured locality, these deep alluvial soils seeming
eminently adapted to the purpose for which they are being used. Even
if a paddock is accidentally flooded vnth feet of water, practically no
harm is caused either to the land or the lucerne, the surplus water being

carried off almost at once by the natural underground drainage. Those
who have observed the district exhibit at the Melbourne Itoyal Show

Vallence's Corner. Main street, Bacchus Marsh.

each year will know that Bacchus Marsh can make a very comprehensive

display of products; but it is principally by virtue of its dairying

industry that the steady progress and consistent prosperity, which lias

always distinguished the district, has been established.

The first factory here to handle milk products of any kind was
opened for cheese making, about the year 1875, by the late Mr. G. G.

Peirce. This was situated at the lower, or south-east, end of the Marsh,
and about three miles from the business centre of the present township.

The plant was aftei*^^ards removed into the township, and, later on, one

of the first cream separators to arrive in the district was also installed

there, in order that butter as well as cheese might be manufactured.

After being carried on as a combined butter and cheese factory for a

few years, the building was destroyed by fire, and was not rebuilt,

Bacchus Marsh being left without a daii-y produce factory of any kind.

The making of the butter and cheese was done for some years on the

farms, and it was not until 1890 that the Bacchus Marsh Concentrated
Milk Company was formed. This company's first plant was erected
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on the present factory site at the bridge over the Werribee River, in

Grant-street. A picture showing one of the nioden. concrete irrigation

channels, with hicerne crop adjoining, which is rejjroduced liereniuh'r,

was taken from this bridge.

In 1893, Mr. Thos. Anderson built a factory, and manufactured

butter here for about five years, and he then also started concentrating

milk, both for local and export trade. This business had a successful

career, but was eventually bought out by the Bacchus Marsh Concen-

trated Milk Company in 1909, and its milk supply was transferred to,

and treated at, the factory at the bridge.

The Dairymen's Co-operative Association was foi'med in 1911, and

commenced operations in a new factory, off Main-street, with a su[)i)ly

of 5,000 gallons of milk a day, which at first was separated and the

cream manufactured into butter. After operating for a few months as

A View, looking east, from Grant-street.

a butter factory, a demand set in from Melbourne for fresh pasteurised

milk and table cream, and it was not long before over 2',000 gallons of

pasteurised fresh milk, in addition to a quantity of cream, were being

sent away daily for the city retail trade. This continued for about
four years, when the Federal Milk Company was formed, and arrange-
ments made for the purchase of all the milk the Dairymen's Co-operative

Association could su])ply, and this com])any erected their present com-
modious factory as an extension of the Co-operative plant.

The whole of the milk produced locally is purchased by tliese factories

on its butter fat basis, the price ranging from 5d. to 6d. ])er lb. over top

butter factory rates, which is really equivalent to a trifle over 2d. per
gallon for the skimmed milk over and above the mark<>t price of the
butter fat it contained.

The maiiufactured ])roducts of the*c factories at prcscni consist of
concentrated milk—both in bulk and small tins—pasteurised tabic
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cream, sweetened condensed milk in bulk, as well as in small tins, to

suit both export and local trade.

Tliere are at present 196 dairy farmers in the Bacchus Marsh district,

milking- approximately 3,500 cows, supplying the whole of their fresh

milk to the local factories; but milk is also sent to these factories by rail

from Ballan and Melton. Until about six months ago a large quantity
of milk was also being received by road from Mymiong, but a branch
factory of the P^ederal Comjiany has now been erected there for the

treatment of local milk su])plies.

One very important requirement in connexion with the condensing
and concentrating business is that the milk can only be satisfactorily

treated if it be clean and fresh, and, to insure these conditions, delivery

at the factories is taken twice a day during the summer months.
An outstanding feature of the district is the regularity of its milK

supply, there not being that noticeable seasonal variation in quantity
which prevails in most places where factories and creameries are

Pyke's Creek Reservoir, Bacchus Marsh.

oi^erating. This is chiefly due to the almost uniform system which
obtains here of hand-feeding the cattle practically the whole year rouiid,

while this is possibly assisted to a considerable extent by the sheltered

situation of the farms and the exceptionally mild Avinters usually experi-

enced in the district.

In order that dairying on valuable land like this maj' justify itself,

all wasteful methods must be eliminated. The soil m.ust be made to

produce a large amount of fodder in order that a maximum production
of milk may be obtained from the cows; hence the methods adopted
differ somewhat from those followed in most of the other dairying dis-

tricts of the State. On many of the dairy farms here practically all

the feed consumed by the cows is cut and fed to them. Dairymen else-

where may be inclined to doubt that herds up to 40 cows can thus be

probably hand-fed, but on several of these Bacchus Marsh farms the

cows are regularly fed in the stalls at midday, as well as in the morn-
ing and evening. Of course, the chief fodder supplied them is lucerne.
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either iu its green state, froshlj cut from the ])addoeks, or as hay or
hay chaff, varied a little with green maize, or, in some cases, millet,

mangolds, &c. Lucerne paddocks which are almost " run out," and
require renewing, are the only ones on w^hich the cows are grazed. In
some instances these paddocks contain, besides lucerne, more or less

white and strawberry clovers, and prairie, and other grasses, which
together form an ideal grazing mixture. But even in grazing cows in

such pastures as these, care has to be exercised, owing to the danger of
the lucerne "bloating" the cows. The land, however, is too valuable
for any quantity of it to be used long as a grazing paddock, and usually
after one season's grazing it i^ then prepared for another planting of
lucerne.

Bacchus Marsh Concentrated Milk Company's Factory.

As in most other districts, the class of dairy cow most favoured here

varies according to individual opinion, but the general preference leans

generally towards big-framed cows, showing a fair amount of Shorthorn
blood. This tendency may largely be accounted for by the fact that

there are either within the district, or reasonably close to it, about a

dozen properties whose owners are engaged in breeding high class Short-
horn cattle, and included amongst them are studs containing some of

the best Shorthorn blood in the Commonwealth. Ayrshires are also

well represented, and some nice herds of these cattle are to be found;
but most other breeds seem to be almost overlooked, for only a few Jerseys

are to be seen, and on one property alone a few Holsteins have been
recently introduced. Amongst the general run of dairymen the breeding

or appearance of any cow is not considered of very great importance as

long as she is a good performer, niid capable of turning large quantities

of lucerne into a big flow of milk.
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The rich soil, permanent water suiDply, and favorable climatic con-

ditions which characterize the Bacchus Marsh district make dairy

farming profitable, as is shown by the fact that returns for milk
supplied to a local factory have frequently averaged £26 per cow. Even
at present there is a demand by the factories for more, and still more,
milk, and with the prospects of shipping facilities soon becoming some-

thing like normal, the world's markets will again be open to Bacchus
Marsh products, consequently there is ev^ery likelihood of payable prices

being maintained.

Federal Milk Company's Factory. Bacchus Marsh.

With its numerous advantages, it may safely be stated that there is

no district in Victoria wherein the dairying industry has become more
profitable to the producer than in Bacchus Mar^h, and supporting it all

is the system of continuous feeding. Every dairy farmer grows abund-
ance of feed for his cows, for he knows that good feeding will yield the-

best results. A good dairy cow that is not well fed will not be fully

profitable. The better the cow, the higher the profit; but fliere is little

profit in any dairy cow without good feeding.

The farmer who uses the swill pail for feeding calves, or who hangs the

pail on a post between feedings without washing it, will soon be looking

for a cure for calf scours. The dirty calf pail is one of the chief causes of

scours. In the fly season and warm weather extra precautions must be

taken in caring for the calf pails. They should be washed thoroughly

after each feed, and sterilized either with steam or hot water. After the

pails have been sterilized they should be inverted in a clean protected

place until time to use them again.
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A CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF HEREDITARY
UNSOUNDNESS IN HORSES.

P>;i ir. .1. N. Robertson. H.V.Sc, Chief Veterinarij Offirer.

(Contimiod fruni jjage 69:1, Vol. X\'I.)

f'riio systi'in of miniberiiiji that has been adopted in the tallies is to j^ive a

uiuiiIrt to the foundation member, 1. 2, .3, &c., and to use decimal points for the

subsequent generations, 1.1. 1.2, 1..3 representing the first, second, and third son
of 1 respectively. This arrangement does not refer to order of birth, Init merely
to first, second, or third son recorded, and so on. Another figure is used in the

next generation, 1.39 representing the ninth recorded son of the third recorded
son of the fouiider 1. When over nine sons are dealt with, the cypher is used in

front of the luiit of that generation, and represents 9, thus 1.04 is the thirteenth.

and 1.0004 is the thirty-first (9+9+9-|-4). Each of these refers to the first

generation ; the number of noughts preceding a unit being counted with the unit.

In this way the numbers 1.002,1,0,003 shows four generations from founder 1.

and, reading hackward, we get twenty-first son of sixth son of first son of twen-
tieth <on of 1. (The commas are introduced to show the meaning clearly.)]

FAMILY 8.

Only 56 meinbers of this family have been examined, and seven, or

12.3 per cent, were found unsound. The whole of the unsoundness runs

through 8.1, as shown in the following analysis of tlie family:

—
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8.116 was from a mare by 3.71 1 ; only one of his sons was examined

;

he was sound.

8.118 was from a mare by 2.1032; sound as a ten-year-old, and of

sound family.

.S.1102 was from a maiv by (5.1
; a sound family.

It would, therefore, appear that the influence of a sound dam has had
greater eft'ect than that of the unsound sire 8.11, which probably
inherited his unsoundness from 8.1, or from his own dam, and not from
the founder of the family 8, otherwise unsoundness would have almost
certainly appeared through some of the progeny of his other sons. Of
course, the limited number examined, and the immature age of some
must not be lost sight of, for, as previously pointed out, the fact that
unsoundness has not been detected is not conclu-sive proof of soundness
for all time iji the blood.

FAMILY 8.

8-1, not
I

rs-ll,
examined

|
< ringbone,

8-12 not
examined

sound. 4

8-2, not r8-21, not
examined { examined

;-22, not
examined

8-3, not
examined

8-4, not
examined

8-23, not
examined

8-31, not
examined

8-32, not
examined

8-41, not
examined

8-5, not 8-51, not
examined examined

8-111, sound. 3
8-112, sound D.A.P.,3
8113, sound, 5
8-114, sound, 5

8-115, sound. 5
8-116, sound, 3—

8-117, sound. .5

8-118. sound n. A. P., 5
8-119, sound. 5

8-1102, sound. 3

8-1103, sound, 4

^81101, ringbone, 3

f 8-121, sound. 7

8-122, not examined

—

8 123, sound, 3

8 124, not exaniincd-

8 -125, not examined-

—8-211, soiJn<l. 4

8-221, sound, 3

8-222. sound, 3

8-223, sound. 3

8-231, sound. 5

8-232, not examined-
8-233, sound, 5

8-234, sound, 4

8-311, not examint'd-

-8-321, sound, .">

-8-411, sound,

511, Snuild.

81162. sound. 4

81161.soundl).A.t'..4

'8-1221, sound. .i

\ 8-1222. sound. 4
8-1223. sound, 5
8-1224. sound, 4

L 8-1225. sound. 3

-1231,
-1232.
-1241.

sound I). A. P.,

sidebone, 4

ringbone, :>

'8 1242. sidebone, .'.

1252,
1251.
2U1.
2112.
2113.
2114,

sound, a

ringbone, :'>

-onnd. 4

Dund, 2

sound, i
^ound, 3

-8-2321. sound. 4

\ 8-3111. sound, 5
' 8-3112, sound, 3

8-4112. sound, 5 '

8-4113. sound, 3
8-4114, sound. 3
8-4115. sound, 5

L 8-4111. sound ]).A. P.

812421, sound, 4
8-12425, sound, 3
8 12423, sound D.

8 -12422, sound D

8 12424, sidebone

A. P.

3

A. P.,

3
3
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FAMILY 9.

This family has been referred to on numerous occasions as being the

probable source from which unsoundness has been transmitted to sound
lines through the dams. One hundred and ninety-five descendants have
been examined, and 45, or 23 per cent., found to be unsound. Most of

this unsoundness is found in the branch with 9.3 a^ the head.

The table for the whole family is as follows:

—
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sound, consequently soundness appears dominant in his progeny. Follow-
ing the line through 9.3127, we find that fifteen of his sons, i.e., grand-
sons of 9.312, were examined, and that seven of them, or 60 per cent.,

were unsound, and as most of the sound ones were not of mature age,

unsoundness is the predominant factor in this generation. 9.3127 was
not examined, and he may have been unsound; it is more than likely

that he was, for he is carrying the unsound blood of 9.31, and was from
a mare by 38, previously referred to as appearing frequently in unsound
pedigrees. Therefore we may assume that the combination of blood
has caused unsoundness to prevail in this progeny. Only one in tlje

generation was aged and sound at examination, viz., 9.312705, and as he
was from a mare by 7.41 of very sound line, the factor for soundness
would again become dominant.

Through the branch 9.5, 20 per cent, unsoundness is shown. All of
this is in the progeny of 9.51, which was from a mare by 1—the sire of
an unsound family. A considerable amount of the unsoundness is

counteracted through 9.512, which was hy 2.5, of sound blood, and so

mature sons are found sound, but when again meeting unsound blood, as

did 9.5122, whose granddam was by 3 and 9.5127, whose dam was
9.3102, the factor predominates, and unsoundness results.

9.52 appears as a sound line, but, as the pedigree of the dams cannot
be traced, it is impossible to say in which generation soundness appeared.

9-2, not
exam-
ined

• 9-11, not
examined
9 -12, not
examined

f 9-21,

\ sound
I

D.A.P., a
9-22.

l_ sound, a

(9-111, sound, 6
I 9-112, sound, 4

r9-121, not ex-
amined—

9-122, sound, 3

9-123, sound, 4
9-124, sound, 3
9-125, sound, 6
9-126, sound, a
9-128, sound, 5
9-1201, not ex-

amined

—

9-1202, not ex-
amined

9-1203, not ex-
amined

9-127, sidebone, 4

9-12S, ringbone, 6

I

9-1204, not ex-

L amined

-9-211, sound, 5

FAMILY 9.

9 1213, sound, 5
9 1214, sound, 4
9 1216, sound, 5
9 1217, sound, 3
9 121 8, sound, 5
9-1219, sound, 5
9-12101, sound, 3
9-12102, sound, 3
9-1210:*, sound, 3
9-12105, sound, 4
9-12106, sound, 3
9-12107, sound, 3
9 -12108, sound, 3
9-12109, sound, 4
9-1211, Sidebone, 5

9-1212, sidebone, 3
9-1215, sidebone, 4
1-12104, sound

D.A.P., 3

I
9-12011, sound, 4
9-12012, sound, 3
-9 12021, sound, 4

-9 12031, sound, 4

-9-12041, not ex-
amined

—9-120411, not ex-
amined

-9 1204111, sidebone
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Family 9—ontlnuod.

9 3. not
examined

3-31. -lo*

examine'l
9- Ul, not r\-

aniined

not cx-
amino 1

9-313
9-314

9-316,

9-3111. not
amined-tM

r 9 -3122, not ex-

{ amiued

9-3123, not ex-
amined

d-3125, sound, 5—
9-3126, sound, 5

9-3127, not ex-
amined-

—

sidebone
boasiiavin,

9-

not ex-
amined-

not ex-
amined

—

not ex-
amintyl—

-

3128, sound, 3

3129. sound, 3

•31203, sound, 4

31204, sound, <

-31205, sound. 3

-31207, sound, 5

-31208, sound. 5

-31209, sound, 6

-3121, sound
D.A.P., 6

-3124, sou"d
]).A.P.,a

-3120^, sound
D.A P , 4

9-318,

..-319,

not ex-
amined

not i-x-

amini'd--

I
9

I
9

L9-3l2(t2, sidebone, a

9 -3141, sound, 8
9-3142, sound, 5

9-3143, sound, 5

-9-3151, sidebone, .'>

9-3161, sound
D.A.P , 5

9-3162, sound
D.A.P., 3

f
9-3172, sound, 5

\ 9-3171, sound
L D.A.P., a

--9 -31 81, sound
D.A.P , 6

r 9-3191, not ex-v

amined
9-3192, not ex-

' amined
9-3193, sound, 5 —

1.9-3191, sidebone, 8

31111.
31113.

31115,
31116,
31112,
31114,

-31222,
an

-31221,

-3123!.

-312')1,

-31275,
-31276,
-31277,
•31278,

sound. 4

not ex-
amined

—

sound, 4
sound, 5
sidebone, 6

sound
D.A. P.. 6

bos spavin
d curb, 3

sound
D..A..P., 3

sound, 3

—9-311131, sound, 5

Hind
n.A.

sound. 3

sound, 5

sound, 3

sound, 3 -

9-31270'-, sound, a

9-312706, sound, 3

9-312707, sound, 3

9-31279, sounrt, 5

sidebone.

9-3127111, sidebone,

I

9-3127(i-i. sidebone,

I

9-3127!!;'.. sidebone,

I

9-312704. sidebone,

I
9-31273. sidebone,

L
9 -31274. sidebone

312781, sound, 3

312782, sound, 3

r9-
<

9'

19-

r9-
9-

9
9-

l9

( 9-31911, sound, 5

) 9-31912, sound, 4

-9-31921, sound
D.A.I'., 4

—9-31931, sound, 3

r 9-31941, sound

j
D.A. P., 4

I

9-31943, sound, 4

l_
9 -31 942, sidebone, 4

3127071
312791,
312792,
312793,

312723,
312724,
•312725,
312722,

-312726,

-312721.

, sound, 3
sound, 5
sound, 3

sidebone,
3

sound, 2
sound, 5

sound, 4

sound
D.A. P., 3

sound
DA. P., 3

sidebone, 4

-312731, sovmd, 2
-312741, sidebone,2
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9-3.

notfx-
ainiiK'd

—ronld.

9:31.
not cx-
aiiiiiied—rontd.

9-1,
not ex-

amined
9-5,
not ex-
amined

9-41,
not ex-
amined
9-51,
not ex-
amined

3101, not ex-

amined^

—

Family 9—continued,

9-31011, sound,

a

9 -31 01 2. not ex-
amined

3102, not ex-

amined

—

•3103, side-

bone, B

•3105, side-

bone, 4
3106, Side-

bone, a
•3107, Side-

bone, a
•3104, bog

sjjavin. a
•411. sidebone,

9 31022, sound, a

9 31024,sound,5
9 31021, Side-

bone, 6

9 •31023, Side-

bone, ringbone, a
9-31025, side-

bone, 7

9 31032, side-

bone. 5

9^31031,sound,8

9-511 not ex-
amined

12, not ex-
amined

9310121, Side-

bone, (i

9-310122, not ex-
amined

—

9-310123, not
examined—

9-310124, not
examined

'9-3101221, sound,

9-3101222. sound,
4

9-3101225, sound,
3

9-3101226, sound,
5

9-3101227, sound,
3

9-3101228, sound,
6

9-31012201,
sound, 5

9 31 012202,
sound, 5

9-31012203,
sound,

4

9-31012204,
sound, 3

9-31012205,
sound, 2

9 -3101223, sound
D.A.P., 3

9 3101224. sound
D.A.P., 3

9 -3101227, sound
D.A.P., 3

9-3101229, Side-

bone, 5
9 -3101231, sound

D.A.P.,2
9 3101232, Side-

bone, 4

-93101241, sound,
4

9-31012411.
sound.

2

9 -5112. sound. 4

9 5111, sidebone,
ringbone, a

9-5113. °idebone,
ringbone, a

f 9-5121, sound, 5

; 9-5123, sound, 10
9 -5124, sound, 6
9-5126, sound, 4
9 -5128, sound, 7

9-5129. sound, 5

9-51201, not
examined

9-5122, side-

bone, 6
9-5127, side-

bone, 6
9-5125, ring-

bone, 4

9 51131, sidebone
4

9-51132, sound, 4

9-51133, sound, 5

9-51134, not ex-
amined

-9-51211. sound
U.AP., 3

-9-51291, sound, 6
-9 -512011, sound, 4

-9-511341. sound. 5
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Family 9

—

continued.
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floor. As the surface of the material descends, the short boards are

taken from the front of the chute, so that there is no lift at any time in

emptying the silo.

—

South African Farmers' Advocate.

FIG. I

fCHUTE

fig:2

Plans for an Ensilage Chute.
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ARMY AGRICULTURE.
The following extracts from an article contributed to the Journal of

the Board of Agriculture (England) by the Army Agricultural Com-
mittee will, doubtless, be of interest to Australian readers, particularly

as Australian soldiers took part in the work referred to. The article

was published last Novemher, and was, of course, written before the

cessation of hostilities :—
Speaking generally, three years ago there was no such thing as Army

Agriculture. In 1915 a little flower garden was to be found here and

there, and white wash helped to smarten a camp. A year later the-

growth of small vegetables and relishes was begim ; one officer boasts that

he has grown his own mustard and cress for two years I It was not until

1917, when a national shortage of food was threatened, that the Army
hegan to bestir itself; then, too, it was gradually recognised what a lai'ge

quantity of good land had been appropriated for military purposes.

Through the wanter of 1917 many units proceeded to break up plots,

small and large, with the co-operation of the Director-General pf Lands.

At the same time, encouraged by the Director of Supplies and Transport,

seheiues Avere initiated for cultivations in France, Egypt, Salonica, and
Mesopotamia.

By January, 1918, Army cultivations had assumed such large pro-

portions that the Army Council decided to appoint a Committee to

co-ordinate and help with the work. On 16th March, 1918, an Army
Council Instruction was issued impressing upon all ranks the need of

increasing the supply of food and of growing it where it will be con-

sumed, thereby reducing transport. Every opportunity should be

taken, the order said, to cultivate lands in and adjacent to barracks,

camps, command depots, and hospitals. The War Office has provided

money for initial expenses where required, and Army manure free Avheu

locally available. Some additional labour, to supplement the Avork

done by men in their spare time, has been found, from the Labour Corps.

N^on-combatant Corps, and prisoners of war.

The two main objects of the Army Agricultural Committee at Home
are to prevent the waste of the large acreage of agriculturally valuable
land now in the occupation of troops, and as far as possible to make the
Army self-supporting in potatoes and other vegetables. With regard
to the prevention of waste, just over 6,500 acres are to-day being culti-

vated by the Army in Great Britain and Ireland; this is largely made
up of plots of from 2 or 3 to 30 yards square. In some camps every
available corner has been tilled between and round the huts; in others,
an old parade ground has been dug up by hand, manured, and planted.

Ill sj)ite of the remarkable results which have been achieved, the
aim of Army cultivation to make His Majesty's Forces self-su})porting
in potatoes and other vegetables is as yet far from being realized.
Allowing an average production of horticultural cultivation of 10 tons to

the acre, the produce of the 6,500 acres now under cultivation will
suffice to supply not more than 300,000 men witli the full Army ration
of fresh vegetables. In this connexion it is interesting to note "that the
Armies in France arc producing more than half tlie (puintity of i)Otatoes
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and vegetables (100 tons a day) that are being raised by the Forces ai

Home. Having regard to the difficulties under which the Army carries

on its cultivation, these achievements are of no mean order, and the value

of the work done is to be measured, not only by the quantity of produce

raised, but also by the effect of supplies of fresh vegetables on health,

for, as is well knowQ, these foods are T^ature's chief preventive medicine

against such diseases of malnutrition as scurvy.

It is a curious coincidence that the rate of increase in the acreage

under Army cultivation during the past two years has been almost iden-

tical with the rate of increase of small cultivation by the civilian popu-

lation in this country.

The assistance rendered by the Food Production Department to the

Army in all this work cannot be over-estimated, and sincere thanks are

due to the officials of that Department, who have been indefatigable m
rheir co-operation.

Examples of Successful Work.—Three examples—of many which

might be given—may bp chosen to illustrate the work w^hich is being done

by units.

(1) An officer of the Army Ordnance Corps has 20 men under him;

he has rented 1 acre adjoining his camp, and has more than enough

vegetables to feed all his men for the vear; he has been growing potatoes,

carrots, onions, broad beans, dwarf Deans, runner beans, beet, cabbage,

cauliflower, broccoli, Brussels sprouts, savoy, kale, shallots, leek, peas,

turnip, radish, lettuce, marrow, and tomato.

(2) At a very large hutted camp in the jSTorth of England, every

small plot between and around the huts has been dug up and' planted,

mostly with potatoes. If it is found that one parade ground less Avould

not interfere with training, it is dug up, with pickaxes if necessary.

The area of all these plots added together is 200 acres, and, in addition,

250 acres adjoining the camp have been taken over and broken up for

food production; a hard-heacled Scottish farmer of low medical category

manages this considerable farm.

(3) The third case is that of a commanding offieer who was also a

keen farmer, but found himself on impossible farming land; he, there-

fore, set to work to make use of the sewage from his camp, and is now
growing cabbages on 16 acres of cleverly-irrigated land.

Akmy Agriculture in the Theatres of War.—So much for the

agricultural activities of the Army in the British Isles. It is not con-

sidered desirable to give detailed figures of cultivated acreage in the

different theatres of war, but in each theatre very large schemes have
been and are being undertaken, and as food is j)roduced abroad a corre-^

sponding amount of valuable tonnage is being saved.

M esopntamia.—^The largest schemes undertaken by the Army are in

Mesopotamia, where, by skilful irrigation, very large areas can be put
under cultivation and rnadp to yield results far greater and at less

cost than anywhere else in the world. It is estimated that 850,000 acres

are now under wheat or barley, and this will be increased to 1,500,000
acres in 1919. In 1919, it is estimated that 100,000 tons grain and
150,000 tons bhoosa wnll be available f6r the use of the Forces operating
in that theatre of war, besides large amounts for the native population.
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It is evident that a very great saving of tonnage is thereby effected at a

time when such saving is of the utmost importance. Besides these

schemes, vegetables are grown on a very large scale for the troops, and
dairy farms have also been started.

Palestine.—In the occupied territories in Palestine, which are

claimed to have great possibilities, considerable areas Avill be put under
cultivation during the autumn of 1918.

Salonica.—The Forces in Salonica are self-supporting as regards

green vegetables, and are growing crops of potatoes, grain, and fodder.

The soil of Macedonia is extremely fertile, and a good yield is obtained.

France.—In spite of the fact that it is on the Front in France that

the greatest amount of fighting and movement takes place, even here

agricultural operations are undertaken which result in a large supply

of vegetables, cereals, and fodder. Some 20,000 acres of derelict crops

are being harvested this year by the British Armies alone, off land

behind the lines evacuated by the French farmers. In some cases

binders have been at work within a mile of the front line. In addition

to all this, the supply of vegetables from camp and Army gardens is

most satisfactory, and of appreciable assistance to the Supply and

Transport Department.

VICTORIAN RAINFALL.

First Quarter, Year 1919.

{Supplied by H. A. Hunt, Commonwealth Meteorologist.)
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Victorian Rainfall—continued.

District.
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WHY FARMERS SHOULD KEEP MILK RECORDS.
Ill The Hawaiian Forester and Agriculturist for January, 1919,

Professor Ralph J. Borden gives the following eight reasons for keeping
the milk records of the herd at Kamehameha Schools Farm, Avhich, he

remarks, apply equally to other herds:

—

1. They form the basis upon which the dairy herd is being con-

tinually iini)roved. No dairyman can afford to buy a herd

hull whose dam does not have an authentic record of milk
and butter-fat production. Nor can any dairyman afford to

raise calves to maturity unless he has every assurance that

they will prove Avorth raising.

2. They enable the feeder to feed each cow according to the

quantity of milk she produces. Present high cost of con-

centrate feeds makes it necessary that every cow pay in

milk production for the feed she consumes.
3. They stimulate better feeding and breeding. The use of a

balanced ration is soon evident in the way the cows respond
at the pail. The daughters of the best producers usually

give proof at an early age of their ability to surpass their

dam in milk secretion.

4. Records enable the dairymen to sell cows where other qualities

fail. A cow with a record of production is worth 25 jier

cent, to 50 per cent, more than one without.
5. The weighing of the milk keeps the owner in close touch with

the daily condition of the cow. There are many cases of

serious illness which could have been prevented in their

early stages when the milk record began to drop and give
evidence of something wrong with the animal's condition.

6. Records stimulate better milking. They serve as a check on
the niilker, and induce him to milk more thoi-oughly than
when the milk is not weighed.

7. A knowledge of what each animal is doing develops personal
pride and interest in the herd.

8. They make dairying a business proposition and in more ways
than one mean more money to the owners.

It takes about a minute a day to weigh and record the milk of each

cow, but it is a minute well spent and one which will amply pay for

itself. Try it, dairymen, on a few cows, and see liow quickly you will

appreciate the value of keeping milk records.

ORCHARD AND GARDEN NOTES.
E. E. Pescott, F.L.S., Pomologist.

The Orchard.

CuLTIVAJTION.

Cultivation work should be well on the way by this time. The
ploughing should be advanced, so as to leave plenty of time for other

orchard work. Autumn ploughing may be rough, but care should be
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taken to plougli to the trees, so that a drainage furrow is left between

the rows.

Manuring.

It is just possible, where heavy crops have been carried, that a top

dressing of stable manure will be required to add humus to the soil.

The fertility of the soil must be maintained; and, although stable and

chemical manures as a general rule are of undoubted value as tree stimu-

lants, well-cultivated and thoroughly tilled land will always carry fair

crops with far less manure. Further, if the orchard land is
_

well

drained, cultivated, and sub-soiled, any manures that are used will be

far more beneficial to the trees. The more suitable the conditions that

are given to the trees, the better they can appreciate and assimilate

their food.

Perhaps the most useful and valuable of manures is stable manure.

It is of great use, not only as a manure and as an introducer of neces-

sary bacteria into the soil, but its value in adding humus to the soil is

incalculable. Organic matter, such as stable manure, introduced into

the soil quickly becomes humus; this greatly ameliorates and improves

soil conditions. It is impossible to say what quantity of stable manure
is necessary per acre; that can be determined only by circumstances.

Orchards in different climates and varying soils will require differing

quantities. A too liberal use of stable manure will be over-stimulating

in most cases, and at all times an excess beyond w^hat is necessary for

present use will only be waste, as humus is readily lost from the soil,

once it is in an available food form.

It has been pointed out in these notes previously that an improved
physical condition is far more profitable to the fruit-grower than the

continued use of manures. A tree will be far more productive if it is

happy in its soil conditions; uncomfortable conditions will always result

in unprosperous trees.

A dressing of lime, using about 4 or 5 cwt. per acre, is of great value

ip stiff or heavy orchard lands; and it may be given at this season. The
lime, which must be fresh, should be distributed in smallv heaps between

the trees, covered with a layer of soil, and allowed to remain for a few

days before ploughing or harrowing in.

Pests.

The advice given last month for spraying should be followed, particu-

larly where any oil emulsions or washes are to be used.

Orchards will benefit if an attack is now made upon the Codlin moth.

All hiding places, nooks, and crannies, where the larvae have hidden,

should be thoroughly searched and cleaned out. The orchardist has far

more time now to do this work than he will have in the spring time.

General Work.

'Drainage systems should now be extended with as little loss of time

as possible.

New planting areas should be prepared, and subsoiled or trenched

wherever possible.
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Vegetable Garden.

Weeds must be kept down in the vegetable garden. Weeds are

generally free growing at this season ; their growth is very insidious, and
they will crowd out the young seedlings or plants in a very quick time.

Hoeing and hand weeding must be resorted to, preferably hoeing. The
frequent use of the hoe in winter time is of much benefit in the vegetable

garden. A varied assortment of crops is now being produced; and if

these can be kept growing much better crops will result. The soil

quickly stagnates in the winter, and the only way to prevent this is to

keep the surface stirred. Thus, a double service is performed with the

aid of the hoe.

The application of lime is of great necessity at this season. In addi-

tion to amending unhealthy and unsuitable soil conditions, lime is par-

ticularly useful as au insecticide. It assists in destroying in immense
numbers both eggs and insects that would breed and live in the ground
ready to do damage to all classes of vegetable crops. Therefore,

wherever possible, the soil should receive an application of lime. The
garden should, as well, be manured with stable manure, but not for

some weeks after the lime application.

Cabbage and cauliflower plants may be planted out; and seeds of

parsnips, carrots, onions, peas, and broad beans may be sown.

Flower Garden.
The whole flower section should now be thoroughly dug over. All

beds should be cleaned up, top-dressed with manure, and well dug. The
light rubbish, such as foliage, twiggy growths, weeds, &c., may all be
dug in, and they will thus form a useful addition to the soil. These
should never be wasted. Only the coarser and stouter growths should
be carted away for burning, and then the ashes may be used as manure.
No part, whatever, of garden rubbish or litter need be wasted. In one
form or another it should be replaced in the soil.

May is a good month for establishing new gardens, and for planting
out. All deciduous plants and shrubs may now be planted. It is not

necessary to dig a deep hole for planting. A hole in which the roots

of the plant can be comfortably arranged, without crowding or cramp-
ing, will be quite suflScient for the purpose.

Continue to sow seeds of hardy annuals, including sweet peas,

although the main crop of sweet peas should by this time be well above
ground. Where there has been any overplanting, the young plants will

readily stand transplanting, and this will greatly assist those that are

to remain. Annuals should not be crowded in the beds. They require

ample room for suitable development, and thus the seeds should be

sown thinly or the plants set out a good distance from each other.

All herbaceous perennials that have finished blooming may now be

cut down. Included amongst these are phlox, delphiniums, &c. If

these are to remain in their present situation for another season it is

always an advantage to raise them somewhat, by slightly lifting them
with a fork, so that too mucli water will not settle around the crowns;
they may also be mulched with stable manure, or the manure may be

forked into the soil around the crowns.
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CULTIVATION OF THE PARSNIP BED.

Frequently growers report the failure or parsnip seed to germinate.
This may be accounted for by the failure of the seed to retain its vitality.

In the Old Country two-year-old seed is considered very unreliable ; and
in this country care should be taken to obtain fresh seed. Some amateur
gardeners take very little care in preparing a seed-bed to insure the

necessary depth and a fine tilth. On a rich sandy soil it is easy to fulfil

the conditions necessary to insure the germination of the seed. Deep
digging prevents curving or forking^ and assures a good sample of

parsnip. Then, as to manuring : As a rule, no manures should be applied

directly to the crop, or forking may result. If a soil is poor, 2 cwt. of

farmyard manure per square rod (30j square yards) dug or ploughed in

will be advantageous. As parsnips take a long time to grow, the object

of manuring is to supply a sufficiency of fertilizing material available

for the whole season of growth.

A writer in the journal of the British Board of Agricultvire says that

during the working of the land the following artificials should be
ploughed or dug in :—i^ lbs. of superphosphate and 5^ lbs. of basic slag

per rod, or an equivalent in the form of a mixture of superphosphate and
steamed bone-flour, or superphosphate and ground mineral phosphate.
Just before sowing the seed, sulphate of ammonia at the rate of f lb. per
rod, should be worked into the top soil, and after " singling " a further
dressing of sulphate of ammonia at the same rate should be applied.

Parsnips should be sown early in the season, from March to May, at

the rate of 6 lbs. to 7 lbs. of seed per acre (1 oz. per rod, or, say, 200 feet

of drill), in rows 15 inches to 18 inches apart, about 1 inch deep and
lightly covered. In about a month from sowing, when the plants show
the true leaf as well as the seed leaf, they should be thinned out to

6 inches to 9 inches apart.— Journal of Agriculture, Queensland.

REIVIIISIDEHS FOR JUfJE.

LIVE STOCK.
HoBSES.—Those stabled and in regular work should be fed liberally. Those

doing fast or heavy work should be clipped; if not wholly, then trace high. Those
not rugged on coming into the stable at night should be wiped down and in half-
an-hour's time rugged or covered with bags until the coat is dry. Old horses and
weaned foals should be given crushed oats. Grass-fed working horses should be
given hay or straw, if there is no old grass, to counteract the purging effects of,

the young growth. Old and badly-conditioned horses should be given some boiled
barley. Paddocked horses should be looked at from time to time to ascertain if

they are doing satisfactorily.

Cattle.—Cows, if not housed, should be rugged. Rugs should be removed
and aired in the daytime when the shade temperature reaches 60 degrees. Give
a ration of hay or straw, whole or chaffed, to counteract the purging effects of
young grass. Cows about to calve, if over fat, should be put into a paddock in

which the feed is not too abundant. If in low condition feed well to tide them
over the period and stimulate milk flow. It should be borne in mind that the
cows most liable to milk fever are those that have been low in condition and are
rapidly thriving. The treatment described in the Year-Book of Agriculture, 1905,
should be almost invariably successful. It will generally be found most profitable
to have cows calve in autumn. They will then pay well for feeding through the
winter, and will flush again with the spring grass. Calves should be provided
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with warm dry shed. Cows and heifers for early autumn calving may be put
to tlie bull. Observe strict i-leanlincss and regularity with regard to temperature
and quantity of feed to avoid losses and sickness incidental to calf rearing.

Pigs.—Supply plenty of bedding in well ventilated sties. Sows in fine weather
should be given grass or lucerne run. Bulletin on the Pig Industry is now
available.

tSHKEP.—Clear muck-balls from tails and legs of all sheep. Have the wool
cleared from round udders and eyes of all young lambing ewes, and see them
first thing every morning. Mark tlie ram lambs at earliest chance. Cut off

ewes with oldest wether lambs to best pasture or fodder crops.

Sheep with overgrown hoofs are unthrifty. Whenever noticed trim back into

shape; they cut easily during winter. If left, are conducive to lameness, and
even foot rot. In the case of common foot rot, or scald, the feet can be placed

in a thick paste made of lime and boiling water. Obstinate cases of long

standing may need more drastic remedies, and persistent attention. In all

cases pare away all loose portions, and leave the diseased parts clearly exposed.

Foxes are more ravenous during winter months. Sparrows, starlings, and
parrots are good bait. Poisoning lambs already killed usually accounts for

scavenger foxes only.

Every fox is not a lamb killer. Remove all lambs for two or three nights

if at all possible, and birds then will rarely fail to entice Reynard the second

or third night.

Powdered strychnine, just sufficient to cover nicely a threepenny-piece, la

the iisual dose. On the more valuable lambs fix a light tin collar, cut from
2 inches wide at the top of the neck to .3 inches wide below, fastened underneatli
in one place only, near the breast, with fine wire, and lying open towards the
throat, allowing the lamb to both suck and feed. It should be cut as large as

possible, yet not large enough to permit of its falling off over the lamb's head.
This makes a guard that rarely fails to prevent a fox getting to the main blood
vein. Remove the guards when the lambs are about eight weeks old.

Poultry.—Supplies of shell grit and charcoal should always be available.

Sow a mixture of English grass and clover; this not only removes taint in soil

but provides excellent green fodder for stock. Where possible, lucerne and
silver beet should now be sown for summer feed; liver (cooked) and maize aids
to egg production during cold weather. Morning mash should be mixed with
liver soup given to the birds warm in a crumbly condition. All yards should
be drained to ensure comfort for the birds.

CULTIVATION.
Farm.—Plough potato land. Land to be sown later on with potatoes, man-

golds, maize, and millet should be manured and well worked. Sow malting barley
and sow cereals. Lift and store mangolds, turnips, &e. Clean out drains and
water furrows. Clean uj) and stack manure in heaps i)rotected from the Aveather.

Orchard.—Finish ploughing; plant young trees; spray with red oil or
petroleum for scales, mites, aphis, &c. ; carry out drainage system; clean out
drains; commence pruning.

Vegetable Garden.-—Prepare beds for crops; cultivate deeply; practise rota-

tion in planting out; renovate asparagus beds; plant out all seedlings; sow
radish, peas, broad beans, leeks, spinach, lettuce, carrot, &c.; plant rhubarb.

Flower Garden.—Continue digging and manuring; dig all weeds and leafy

growths; plant out shrubs, roses, &c.: plant rose cuttings; prune deciduous trees

and shrubs; sow sweet peas and plant out seedlings.

Vineyard.—Thoroughly prepare for plantation, land already subsoiled for the
purpose. Remember that the freer it is kept from weeds from this forward, the
less trouble will there be from c»it-worms -next spring. Applications for un-
grafted resistant rootlings and cuttings must be made before the end of the
month—see .Tournal for Alarch. Pruning and })l(mgliing should be actively pro-

ceeded with. In northern districts ])lough to a depth of seven or eight inches,

^lanures should bo applied as early as possible.

Cellar.—Rack all wines which have not been previously dealt with. Fortify

sweet wines to full strength.
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LUCERNE
The King of
Fodder Crops

THE cultivation of Lucerne and its unsurpassable value as a fodder

plant, witfi irrigation, has become generally recognised during

the past few years. Lucerne will fatten cattle, sheep, pigs,

&c., better than any other feed, and with less expense. Can be cut

five or six times duMng a season, and, being perennial, will yield

good crops for many years, but it requires regular manuring every year

to return to the soil the substance withdrawn by roots and growth.

All our Lucernes are Specially Machine Cleaned,
Hand Sieved, Free from Dodder, and True to
Name, and have passed the Government Test.

HUNTER RIVER, choicest quality, broad leaved. No 1 quality. l/8peilb.,
175/- per cwt.

FRENCH PROVENCE, Improved. Our special brand—Best, 1/6 per lb.;

1 50/- per cwt.

ITALIAN—A splendid, strong growing variety ; makes rapid growth after

cutting. 1/6 per lb.; 140/- per cwt.

A Special Line
South African Grown Lucerne

We have every reason to believe that this specially imported stock of ours has been
grown from genuine Hunter River Seed. It is giving highly satisfactory results in

different parts of the State, growers declaring they cannot detect any difference

between it and the Hunter River seed. 1/4 per lb. ; 130/- per cwt. ; 120/- per

cwt. in quarter-ton lots or more '

LAW, SOMNER
SEED AND PLANT MERCHANTS
139-141 Swanston StreetMELBOURNE

PTY.

LTD.

L.R.\V.
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FullReward
for

YOURLAEOI >̂;^,

Obtain the maximum prices and most prompt

returns by consigning all your produce to us.

Agents in all leading towns can be consulted at any

time. Liberal advances made against consignments.
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Neptune "A" Prepared Spraying Oil

Contains over 85%. of a heavy bodied Red Mineral

Oil and is an absolutely deadly insecticide.

Neptune Lime and Sulphur
Is a concentrated Solution, and can be used even

when the trees are in full bloom without harming the

trees.

Berger^s Arsenate of Lead
Will not scorch the trees or wash off, yet deadly

to all parasites.

Spray your trees with Neptune "A" Prepared

Spraying Oil during the winter months, following

it up with Lime and Sulphur and Arsenate

of Lead, and beautiful, clean, spotless fruit will be

the inevitable result.

NEPTUNE OIL CO. Ltd.
10-12 QUEEN ST.

MELBOURNE
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More Victories for MEGGITT Limited

Has established iiselt throughout Australia,

New Zealand, and adjacent Islands as

"The Standard of Quality"

"NO TROUBLE" when it's

MEGGITT LIMITED

Pamphlet No. 110 Instructing How to Feed, mailed free.

Full particulars from Agents—Messrs. Harrisons, Ramsay Limited,

666 Bourke Street. MELBOURNE; or

MFCGITT Ltd
The Pioneer linsefd on & Unsred'Oil IWeal IWanu

.,^_^^,^^__^__^ 26 King Street. SYDNEY. V/o

faclurers of Australia

rks-Parramatta. .jiig goy on Bag
guarantees quality."
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((THE BEST is CHEAPEST ALWAYS !"

LYSAGHT'S
ORB

CORRUGATED ROOFING IRON
Obtainable from all leading Ironmongers, Storekeepers, and

Timber Merchants througfiout Australia.

"Australia's

WAGON 5J

Hildyard Steel Wheel Wagons at

the Front. They are now Btted

with twin roller bearings, 33 per

cent, saved io draft. More durable
than ever. Less wear and tear.

No boxes to crack. We guarantee
them. The roUeri run is oil in dustproof races. Thejr are now perfection, and we can supply to

cany ail weights as usual (or wool, wheat, or farm. Ordinary axles supplied if preferred.

J J Gordan (Ardltthan) tays:—"The 5 ton, il in. and iO in. dia. wheel wagon you supplied me
runa iplendid. I am putting 60 bags of wheat on t horses. That proves its light draught."

Send for
Catalos Now HILDYARD WAGON WORKS, ^L^b^ISvE,VIC.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
MELBOURNE. VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA

NOIV AVAILABLE
BULLETIN 31

BEE-KEEPING IN VICTORIA
^:^ F. R. BEUHNE,
=: Government Apiculturist. B=

Comprising 126 pages, divided into 25 chapters (illustrated)

dealing with various phases of Bee-keeping, and specially

adapted to Australian conditions. Suitably indexed.

Price: ONE SHILLING
Postage : Commonwealth, Id.; New Zealand, 2^d.; British & Foreign, 5d.

Applications, accompanied by Postal Note covering price and postage, to be

forwarded to the Director, Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, Victoria,
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
VICTORIA

JOURNAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 64 pp. Illustrated.

The Journal is issued monthly, and deals with all phases of up-to-date agriculture.

The subscription, which is payable in advance, and includes postage, is 3s. per annum

for the Commonwealth and New Zealand, and 5s. for the United Kingdom and foreign

countries. Single copy, 3d. New volume commences with the January number of

each year.

A limited number of the issues comprising Volumes III. (1905), 8 parts, exclusive

of February, March, April, and May, out of print; IV. (1906), 9 parts, exclusive of

Parts 7, 8, and 9 (July, August, c^nd September) out of print; V. (1907), and VI.

(1908). 12 parts each; VII. (1909), 10 parts, exclusive of Parts 2 and 10 (February

and October) out of print; and VIll. (1910), 12 parts, are at present in stock, and

will be supplied at the foregoing rates. The parts forming the current volume may also

be obtained. A few bound copies of Volumes Vlll. (1910). IX. (1911), 11 parts,

exclusive of February. X. (19 1 2), 6 parts, exclusive of January, February, March,

July, September, and October, and XI. (1913), II parts, exclusive of June, are at

present available. Price, 5s. per volume. Postage: C, 3kd.; N.Z., Is. 2d.;

B. &F.,2s. 4d.

YEAR BOOK OF AGRICULTURE FOR 1905. 448 pp., 200 illustrations. 2

coloured plates. Cloth, 3s. 6d. ; paper, 2s. 6d. Postage: C, cloth 2od., paper

B. & F. , cloth Is. 6d., paper Is. 4d.

Cooke. £1 Is. Postage: C, 5d.; N.Z. lOd.;

OF SHEEP-SHEARING SHED. 2s. 6d.

2d.; N.Z., cloth 9d., paper 8d.

AUSTRALIAN FUNGL By Dr
B. & F., Is. 8d.

PLAN AND SPECIFICATION
Postage, Id.

MILK CHARTS (Monthly and Weekly). 1/- per dozen, post free; Cabinet, 2/- per

dozen. When ordering, dairy farmers should mention " Monthly " or " Weekly."

By Professor A. J. Ewart, Government Botanist.

WEEDS, POISON PLANTS, AND NATURALIZED ALIENS OF VICTORIA.
2s. 6d. Postage: C, l^d.; N.Z..5d.; B. &F..IOd.

PLANTS INDIGENOUS TO VICTORIA. Vol. II., 10s.

N.Z..8d.; B. &F.. Is. 4d.

Postage : C, 2d.

By C. French, F.E.S^, Government Entomologist.

DESTRUCTIVE INSECTS OF VICTORIA. Parts I.. II.. III., IV., V., 2s. 6d.

each. Po5/flge; Parts I.andlll.. C. Id.; N.Z., 3d.; B. & F., 6d. each. Parts

II. and IV.. C, lid.; N.Z. , 4d.; B. & F., 8d. each. Part V.. C, 1 d. ; N.Z.

,

4d.; B. & F.. 7d.

Application, accompanied by Postal Orders or Notes,

must be made to

The Director of Agriculture, Melbourne
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

^^ 1
NOW AVAILABLE

|

'^g

Handbook of Potato Diseases in

Australia— and their Treatment
By D. McALPINE,

government vegetable pathologist.

With Appendicei by

W. Laidlaw. B.Sc. (Biologist).

on Eel Worms:
and

C. French, Jnr. (Governmeal
Entoinolosist), on

Insect Pests of the
Potato.

235 P««e« (Cloth). 58 Full Platei. PrirA ^ / Pottage: Commonwealth, 2d.; New Zealand, 8d.i

176 llluitrationi. 1 I ItC, KJ/ British and Foreign, 1/4.

Application! accompanied by Poital Note or Cheque, covering Price and Postage, to be forwarded to The Directar Of

Agriculture, Melbourne, Victoria. Remittances from beyond the Commonwealth to be made by Post Office Ord«.

WORKS ON VITICULTURE
(Translated from the French by R. Dubois

and IV. Percy IVilkinson.J

WINE-MAKING IN HOT CLIMATES. By L. Roos. Cloth, Is.

Postage: C, Ud. ; N.Z., 5d. ; B. & F.„ lOd.

FIRST STEPS IN AMPELOGRAPHY. By Marcel Mazade. Cloth, Is.

Paper, 6d. Postage : C, h\. ; N.Z., 2d. ; B. & F., 4d.

TRENCHING AND SUB-SOILING FOR AMERICAN VINES.
Paper, 9d. Postage : C, Id. ; N.Z., 3d. ; B. & F., (id

NEW METHODS OF GRAFTING AND BUDDING AS APPLIED
TO RECONSTITUTION WITH AMERICAN VINES. Paper, 6d.

Postage: C, Id. ; N.Z., 2d. ; B. & F., 4d.

AMERICAN VINES : THEIR ADAPTATION, CULTURE,
GRAFTING, AND PROPAGATION. By P. Viala and L. Ravaz.

Cloth, 2s. Paper, Is. Postage: C, Hd. ; N.Z., 5d. ; B. & F., lOd.

STUDIES ON W^INE STERILIZING MACHINES. By U. Gayon.

Paper, 9d. Postage: C, ^d. ; N.Z., 2d. ; B. & F., 4d.

MANUAL OF MODERN VITICULTURE: RECONSTITUTION
WITH AMERICAN VINES. By G. Foex. Paper, 9d.

C, Id. ; N.Z., 4d. ; B. & F., 8d.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

PUBLICATIONS
= Bu D. McAlpine, GovernmenI yegetable Pathologist.

RUSTS OF AUSTRALIA. Ss. Poitage: C. 2d.; N.Z.. 8d. ; B. & F., 1.. 4d.

SMUTS OF AUSTRALIA. 4s. Postage: C. 2Jd.; N.Z., 9d. ; B. & F.. Is. 6d.

FUNGUS DISEASES OF CITRUS TREES IN AUSTRALIA. 2$. Postage: C. Id. t N.Z.,
3d. ; B. & p., 6d.

FUNGUS DISEASES OF STONE FRUIT TREES IN AUSTRALIA. 2s. 6d. Postage: C. IJd.:
N.Z.. 5d. ; B. & F.. lOd.

SYSTEMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF AUSTRALIAN FUNGI. 3s. Postage ; C, 2d. ; N.Z..
8d. ; B. & F.. Is. 4d.

Applications accompanitd by Pontal Note or Chequ* covering price and postage to be forwarded to

THE DIRECTOR OF AGRICULTURE, MELBOURNE, VICTORIA
Remittances fnim beyond till Commonwealth to be m.ade by Post Office Order.
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<g ossoms
AND THEIR.

VALUE—
\\/HEN the blossoms
' ' come early and

open all together, the

best crops of fruit are

set. Why ? Because

the early blossoms are

the strongest; the late

ones are the weaklings,

and these, too. open

when there is danger

from hot winds and

thrips.

Gargoyle Prepared Red Spraymg Oil invigorates the tree --strengthens

the buds— hastens their opening—brings them out together, and thus

insures a good crop of fruit.

Gargoyle Prepared Red Spraying Oil ;s the proved destroyed of Aphis.

Scale, Red Spider, and other sucking insects.

If not obtainable from your storekeeper, write direct to us. It's made

in Australia. Look for the Red Gargoyle on the container.

S4

Vacuum Oil Company
Prvptietary Limited

rrepared Red SprayingOil

Bj .Authority: Albert J MCLitTT. Oovernmeut Printer, Melb.iiirim.



"POLLY"
BRAND
FEED

MAIZE
OIL
MEAL

ALL THRIVE ON

MAIZE PRODUCTS
"POLLY" BRAND FEED is just maize with the germ and the surplus starch removed,
toasted, and made appetising, then disintegrated into powder and put up ready for mixing and
immediate use. Is rich in Protein, viz.. 20 per cent, guaranteed.

COWS fed on " Polly" Feed will yield 20 per cent, more milk.

HORSES thrive better on " Polly" Feed because the heavy and indigestible starch proportion
IS removed, and the feed is muscle and bone forming.

"POLLY" FEED does not weevil or germinate, and it does not turn rancid with age.

Maize Products "Oil Meal"
MAIZE OIL MEAL is toasted and tasteful, does not germinate or turn rancid with age or
storage. Ready for use as a mash at a moment's notice.

CALVES thrive on "OIL MEAL" better than any other.

POULTRY of all kinds do belter with " OIL MEAL" than with any other.

FATTENING PIGS.—For fat bacon nothing is more successful for weight and flavour.

MAIZE OIL MEAL differs from our " Polly" Brand Feed in that the latter is cheaper and
produces bone and muscle, whereas Maize Oil Meal produces bone, muscle, fat, and a glossy
and heaiihfiil rnaland beautiful coat.

"MAIZE OIL MEAL"
Put up in 100 lb. bags.

"POLLY" BRAND FEED
Every bag guaranteed.

Write for prices and further particulars

MAIZE PRODUCTS Pty. Ltd.
FOOTSCRAY, VIC. Phone Footscray 367. 368



DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

To Intending Citrus Growers
LIMITED NUMBERS OF

CITRUS TREES
ARE OBTAINABLE FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

THE VARIETIES ARE WASHINGTON NAVELS, VALENCIA LATE, EUREKA, and LISBON

Price, £6 per Hundred
f.o.r. at WAHGUNYAH.

An amonnt of 10s. for each hundred ordered is to accompany applications, and the balance, £5 10s.

for each hundred, is to be paid when consignees give directions to have consignments forwarded.
A charge of 2/6 per hundred will be made for packing unless the casings be returned.

Applications musl be made on the official orJerforma, which may be obtained from The Director,

Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, or from the Citrus Nursery, Wahgunyah.

Full particulars concerning the distribution, explaining the conditions which must be complied with by applicants,
are obtainable on application to

THE DIRECTOR OF AGRICULTURE, MELBOURNE
V ^

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

To

Intending . .

Vinegrowers !

Phylloxera
RESISTANT STOCKS

Limited numbers of Resistant Vines are obtainable from the Department of

Agriculture at the following prices for each description of plant^

RESISTANT ROOTLINGS (Grafted), per 1,000 (packing extra) - £6
Supplied from July to September, 1919

RESISTANT ROOTLINGS (Ungrafted), per l.OOO (packing extra) £1 lOA
Supplied from July to September, 1918

RESISTANT CUTTINGS, per 1,000 (packing extra) - - - 15/-

Supplied in July and August, 1918

Applications must be made on the official order forms which may be obtained from The Director,
Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, or from the Principal, Viticultural College, Rutherglen

Full particulars concerning the distribution, explaining the conditions which must be complied with by
applicants, are obtainable on application to The Director of Agriculture, Melbourne.
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REPORT OIVI EGG-LAYING

COMPETITIONS. Part 6,

[Retristerert at the General Post Otfioe, Melhourne, for transmission by Post as a Newspaper.]

PRICE THREEPENCE. (Annual Subscription—Victoria, Inter-State, and N.Z., 3/-; British and Foreign, 6/-.)



F. H. Brunning Pty. Ltd.

64 ELIZABETH STREET, MELBOURNE
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COPYRIGHT PROVISIONS AND SUBSCRIPTION RATES.

The Articles in the Journal of the Department of Agriculture of Victoria are

protected by the provisions of the Cop\'right Act. Proprietors of newsjxipers wishing

to reuubiish any matter are at liberty to do so, provided the Journal and author are
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IF you are not using

SKINNER'S COD OIL

CALF MEAL
Your Calves are missing the only true

milk substitute on the market.

SKINNER'S scientifically replaces fat with fat ; the others

don't ; and you find the difference in the value of the Calf.

PRICES
100-lb. bag, 25s. ; 50-lb. bag, 12 9; 25-lb. bag, 6/6

F.O.B. MELBOURNE

VICTORIAN
Diitribators - LANGWILL BROS. & DAVIES Pty. Ltd.

110 Sturt Street, South Melbourne.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

YEAR BOOK OF AGRICULTURE
FOR 1905

448 Pages 200 Illustrations 2 Coloured Plates

C\nt\\ 7« (^A • nanor 7c fi/1 Pos/age : C. cloth 2Md.. paper 2d. : N.Z.. cloth 9cl..

tlOm, 5%. Oa.
,

paper, ^S. Oa. p,per 8d. : a. and F.. doth U. 6d.. paper. I.. 4d.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. MELBOURNE. VICTORIA. AUSTRALIA.
NOW AVAILAfi.'.I-: .-. BULLETIN SL

BEE-KEEPING in VICTORIA
By F. R. BEUHNE, Government Apiculturist.

Comorisina; 126 pages, divided into 25 chapters (illustrated) dealing with various phases of

BEF.-KEEPING, and specially adapted to Australian conditions. Suitably indexed.

Price: ONE SHILLING. Postage; Commonwealth, Id. ; New Zealand, 2'd. ; British and Foreign, 5d.

Applications, accompanied by Postal Note covering price and postap-e, to be
forwarded to the Director, Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, Victoria.
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Reliable

Water Supply
Supplement Your —

Rain Water Storage

with a continuous supply pumped from bore

hole or river. Furthermore, save power cost

^employ the wind to pump the water to the

house, over to the stock troughs, or wherever

you want it. The "Billabong" Windmill

can be arranged so as to automatically keep

the tanks full. It possesses a combined

governor and speed regulator, unique in

principle and effective in operation. Illus-

trated Catalogue Post free. Write to-day.

John DANKS & SON Pty. Ltd.

Makers of Wi.dmills, Pumps, Troughs, &c.

Melbourne and Sydney

• •<$.

ARSONS BROS. & CO.
-Propy. Ltd.-

OATMEAL, SPLIT PEAS, and

PEARL BARLEY MILLERS
andCORNINA MANUFACTURERS

-ARE-

BUYERS of OATS, PEAS,

BARLEY, and MAIZE.

SEND SAMPLES OF YOUR
GRAIN TO US.

BOX 53.

G.P.O.. MELBOURNE.
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Our Farm
"^ Pump Engine

Lifts water 500 feet and
pumps it a mile at a

cost of a little over one
penny an hour. It is

thoroughly reliable, self-

contained, and ready for

instant use. Drives

Milking Machines,
Separatori, Spraying Outfits; cuts chaff, saws

light wood, 8cc. No platforms to build, no belt

troubles, no shafts, arms, or pump jack needed.

Can be attached to pumps in three minutes. No
mechanical knowledge to fix—can be operated

by boy. Needs very little attention. A
really ef&cient engine.

Price—£10 down

—

Balance as yon earn

'Challenge'

Windmills
Are all steel

constructed, heavily

vanized, rust proof. Over

5,000 users can speak of the satisfaction they

have given. One man has 117 at work.

Provided with an efficient syphon oiling

system. Crank shaft is forged from one piece

of steel, sensitive governor gives complete con-

trol in all winds. Internal gears run without

noise, all bearings are reversible, giving double

service, perfect adjustment, flexible steel band

brake. Owing to early ordering we can supply

some windmills at less than the present cost

of the raw materials. Big stocks—low prices.

Prompt Deliveries
Mills from 6 ft. to 14 ft. in (teek.

Also towers of all heights.

Send for General Catalogue giving illustrations,
descriptions and prices of engines, implements,
agricultural machinery and farm tools

LANGWILL BROS. & DAVIES
Pty. Ltd.

Acentf for Tangye Oil, Steam, &nd Gat Engines, Pumpt and Machinery

110-114 Sturt St., South Melbourne

Sheep Dip Imports—= Prohibited=—
Mr. Massy Greene (Minister for Trade and Customs) announced in the

Melbourne Press, 25th March, 1919, that, after thorough expert investigation,

the Government has satisfied itself that reliable sheep dipping preparations can

be produced in Australia of right quality and sufficient quantity. Importation

of such is therefore now prohibited. The action of the Government will have

no detrimental effect on the pastoral community, as " Vallo" Powder
Sheep Dip is available in quantities to meet
Australia's entire demandi increased plant having been installed

by the manufacturers months ago on an understanding with the Government that

the importation of sheep dips would be

prohibited. "Valio" Powder
Sheep Dip is equal in

every respect to the very
best Dip previously im-
portedi chemically and physically,

as well as in effectiveness.

'Vallo" Powder Sheep Dip is manu-
factured in Australia by

A.VICTORLEGGO&CO.
Arsenic Mines :

Southern Cross and Queensland-

Works : Yarraville and Bendigo

;

Melbourne, Sydney, and Brisbane.

Procurable all Stores.
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^c^^ou^cov,^ Auto-Spray

^'^Spmi^Wm^^^'

No. 5
May be Used for—

Spraying trees, vines, garden

truck, potatoes, and any field

crops, and for handling

whitewash and disinfectants

Entirely made of brass, doing away with all danger of corrosion. The pump is

double-acting. This feature makes the spray continuous. Auto-Spray,
No. S, pump, hose, nozzle, and strainer complete, 35/- Galvanized
Iron Reservoir (for use on potatoes or field crops), extra 20/-

Propnetary Limited

FOR ALL FARM AND ORCHARD TOOLS

554-66 and 582-88 Collins Street, MelbourJie

CREDIT FONCIER

I

Loans on Farms
UP TO TWO-THIRDS OF VALUATION

In sums from £50 to £2,000

At 6 per cent. Interest

and from U per cent, in reduction of principal, which pays off the loan

in 27J years.

Loans granted on Freeholds, or Crown Leaseholds which could be

made freehold at any time on payment of the balance of Crown Rents.

No Charge for Mortgage Deed

Loans may be paid off on any half-yearly pay day, subject to a small

charge if paid off within the first five years, but no penalty after five years.

Forms may be obtained at any Branch of the State Savings Bank, or

by writing to

—

The Inspector-General, The State Savings Bank,
ELIZABETH STREET, MELBOURNE.
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Bonedust, Superphosphate,
And Other High-Grade Fertilizers. Poultry Bone Grit, Meat Meal, Cattle Lick

DELIVERED AT RAILWAY STATION, FOOTSCRAY, OR ON WHARF, MELBOURNE

BONEDUST :: :: ::

MANUFACTURERJ. COCKBILL,
OFFICE: 407 POST OFFICE PLACE, MELBOURNE

BONES BOUGHT. CONSIGN TO ME. FOOTSCRAY. Telephone 2098.

Nine Years
Practical Tests

The Renowned

"BLUE BELL"
Arsenate ofLead

Secure your orders at once.

F. W. PRELL & CO., 31 Queen St., Melbourne

SOLE VICTORIAN AGENTS

cE The Australasian MutualCentral

400-2 Collins St.,

MELBOURNE.

Live Stock
Insured

at Lowest Current Rates

obtainable in Australia.

OTHER DEPARTMENTS OF BUSINESS.
Fire. Marine, FidelitT Guarutee. Plate

Glass. Perseoal Accident and Sickness.

Eaplayers' Liability, Workiaen's Compen-
satiaa. ^ablie Risk, Motar Car. and Bortlary.

Insurance

Soeiety ltd.

i^ INSURE WITH THIS SOCIETY. AND RECOMMEND IT TO YOUR NEICHBOURS
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Seed WheatsSeed Oats Cleaners &Graders
FOR HAND OR POWER

It will pay you to Clean and Grade your Seed
Wheat. Our No. 18 Catalogue, sent Post Free

MADE IN AUSTRALIA

SCHUMACHER Mill Furnishing Works Pty. Ltd.

PORT MELBOURNE

W. & W. 638

Gicloiic
METAL FENCES & GATES

MANY STYLES ONE QUALITY

Fig. 201—Cyclone "Z" Gate, 4 ft. high

(Registered Design)

Fig. 39—Cyclone Ornamental Fence.
SlyleT" HandgateFig. 193

THERE IS A CYCLONE FENCE OR GATE SUITABLE FOR EVERY REQUIREMENT

SEND FOR CATALOGUE No. 33

Cyclone Pty. Ltd.
459 Swanston Street, MELBOURNE

Also at Sydney and Adelaide —^—

—
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Just One
Piece in it!

The Sharpies Bowl is easy to clean

and hard to hurt. It has no discs!

It's a plain strong tube—simply run

a brush through it, and it's clean.

Sharpies bowls in use 1 2 or I 5 years

are still in perfect balance—for there

is nothing in them to get bent and

throw them out of balance. Owing

to its small diameter the Sharpies

Bowl creates doubled skim-
ming force—because the

milk IS always making a

sharp turn ; thus the cream is extracted

more thoroughly. This bowl is also

remarkably long—milk travels further

while the intense skimming force is

working on it. But Its greatest

feature is that it will skim clean

regardless of how fast or slow

you turn it.

SHARPL
C

SUCTION-FEED
REAM SEPARATO

is the only separator that :

—skims clean at widely-varying speeds
—gives the same thickness cream regardless of speed changes
—skims your milk quicker when you turn faster

— has only one piece in the bowl —no discs, easy to clean

—has knee-low supply tank and once-a-month oiling

Sharpies varies the feed in direct proportion to the
separating force, and thus insures clean skimming at all

speeds—needs no watching. It's positive protection against

cream loss. All fixed-feed separators lose considerable cream

when turned below speed—and 19 out of 20 people do
turn too slow. A Sharpies will average 5% more cream

than any other separator just for this reason. Write for

catalog to-day.

Newell & Co., Melbourne
Agents John Bridge & Co.. Sydney
'~'"°"~" Charles Atkins & Co., Perth

Clark & Fauset, Brisbane
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES
> VICTORIA DOCK

BB

The Stores have a capacity of 743,980 cubic feet

insulated, and are capable of holding 372,000

boxes of butter, or 248,000 cases of fruit,

or 335,000 carcasses of lamb and mutton.

Electric motor power totals 900 H.P.

Produce can be placed on conveyors at any point and mechanically

carried to any chamber In the building, or conveyed from the chambers

direct into the ship's hold.

The Railway Department Goods Sheds
are adjacent to and connected with the Cool Stores by direct lines ; delay

and exposure of produce through shunting In the Spencer-street yards, or

cartage, are thus avoided. The Stores are situated in close proximity to

the Victoria Dock, where vessels drawing up to 30 feet of water can be

berthed ; excellent facilities for the efficient and economical treatment and

shipment of frozen and perishable products are provided.

Expert Officers are connected with every Branch, so that

any one requiring information regarding the production, preparation, and

shipment of produce can rely upon being promptly supplied with up-to-

date Information upon all matters.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES

VICTORIA DOCK ,

I* SICilitieS are provided for producers and smaller exporters of the

various kinds of produce, so that direct shipments on their own account

may be undertaken. The Government ownership and conduct of Cool

Stores places producers in an independent position, and, in addition,

preserves an open channel for the carrying on of the export trade in

perishable products.

The Department of Agriculture will receive.

handle, freeze, store, and ship Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Fruit, Meat,

Poultry, Rabbits and Hares, &c., for producers and exporters.

Produce to the value of over £30,000,000 has been treated

at the Government Cool Stores.

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES, VICTORIA DOCK (Dudley St.)

Telephones

:

Office: 10383 Central. Superintendent and Engineer-in-Charge : 10382 Central.

SCALE OF CHARGES, ETC.

anJ further particulars may be obtained upon application to the

Exports Superintendent. Department of Agriculture,

Produce Offices, 605-7 Flinders Street, Melbourne.

Telephone 9380 Central.
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DOOKIE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
Provides Special Facilities for Practical and Scientific Agricultural Education

Notable Agriculturists say that this College offers the best
agricultural education and practical training in the world

THE COLLEGE YEAR COMMENCES IN MARCH STUDENTS MAY BE ENROLLED AT ANY TIME

Alternative Courses—
(a) Diploma Course

(b) One Year's Course.

Three Tears.

Total Feet—

£25/-/- per annum.

The college contains modem and well equipped laboratory and lecture hall, single bedrooms, recreation and
sports grounds.

Of the 5,913 acres of (arm land at Oookie, 1,000 acres were put under crop by students last season; and champiaa
prizes were won for sheep and pigs at the last Royal Agricullural Society's Show.

FARM SUBJECTS.—Agriculture, Animal Husbandry. Poultry, Fruit Growing.
Butter and Cheese Factory Management, Building Construction for Farmers.

EACH BRANCH UNDER SPECIALLY TRAINED EXPERTS

LONGERENONG AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
SESSIONS COMMENCE MARCH AND SEPTEMBER

This College is specially adapted for Junior Students from 14 years of age
AREA OF FARM. 2,336 ACRES

MAIN BRANCHES OF FARM WORK.—Grain Growing, Fat Lamb Raising, Dairying.
Irrigation of Fodder Crops. Fruit, &c.

Total Fees—£25 per annum.
FhII particulars obtainable from T. J. PURVIS, Esq., Secretary, Council of Agricultural Education.

Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, or the Principals of the Colleges.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE
VETERINARY SCHOOL

Complete Courses of Instruction are conducted in all Subjects for the Degree of

Bachelor of Veterinary Science (B.V. Sc), and for the License (L.V. Sc).

Veterinary Surgeons possessing the above qualifications are eligible for registration

under the Veterinary Surgeons Act (Victoria) and for Veterinary Appointments in the

Commonwealth and State Services and in the Army Veterinary Corps.

For full particulars apply

—

The DIRECTOR. Veterinary School. PARKVILLE, VICTORIA

The Bungalow,

Craigieburn.

Tbe Queensland Molasses Co

Dear Sir, ^
Ploase find enclosed cheque

for "Mollernc," of which I

have made nn extended test
with satisfactory results; it

did not increase the milk, hut
prevented a ilecrea^e, and the
cows seemed to like it very
much. I can do with a truck
load, say six tons, as I get the
lower freight. If you can
send it on next week you can
lot me know.

I am
Yours faithfully.

(S.nl.) William D. McCallum.
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A LIGHTING SYSTEM THAT HAS ALL THE ADVANTAGES

OF ELECTRICITY AT ONE-TENTH THE COST OF INSTAL-

LATION, AND ONE-QUARTER THE COST OF UPKEEP.

The Gloria System is the most advanced type of Air Gas

Lighting, and dispenses with all machinery. All that is neces-

sary is a steel reservoir, hollow inflexible tubing, and the

separate lamps. There are no parts to wear out and no delicate

devices to adjust. It is so simple, so strong, and so durable that

we GUARANTEE the system for 10 years. Over 8,000 plants

in daily use in Australia. Light direct from fuel, no machinery

whatever. No odour or refuse.

Write for Complete Information and Catalogues.

The Gloria Light Co. of Australasia,

Head Office for Australasia—

152 Elizabeth Street, Melbourne

FITTED IN YOUR OWN HOME ON
ONE MONTH'S FREE TRIAL
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NATIONAL TRUSTEES
Executors & Agency Company of Australasia Ltd.

DIRECTORS

:

HON. WALTER MADDEN. Chairman and Managing Director.
EDWARD FITZGERALD. Esq., LL.D. MICHAEL MORNANE, Esq.

HON. DUNCAN E. McBRYDE, M.L.C. HENRY MADDEN. Esq. DAVID HUNTER. Esq.

This Company Acts as Enecutor or Joint Executor of Wills, Administrator, Trustee ef
Settlements, and Agent for Absentees under Power of Attorney.

MONEY TO LEND ON BROAD ACRES AND FARM LANDS

Offices— 113 Queen St. (Corner of Little Col!ins-st.), Melbourne

"MONKEY " =11°= "WALLABY " JACKS
For

GRUBBING
TREES
and

STUMPS
and

GENERAL
HEAVY

- LIFTING
•*->• isafc.~2?*»=5*^

Oar complete illustrated cataloc is free, if you have one nse it, if too baven't WRITE US TO-DAT!

TREWHELLA BROS. Pty. Ltd., TRENTHAM
V9 *>.'.»:»* m/^ M-smw. m^'*^ I ' "^I .^»Wir»iiip'. m •^"•m.m > ii<iif pw^-j

VICTORIA PHOSPHATE
Manufactured by the Heathcote Chemical Co. Pty. Ltd.

from a Vidlorian Deposit.

CROP GROWN AT BRIDQEWATER WITH "VICTORIA PHOSPHATE."

Orders cart now he supplied and full Information obtained from

Victorian Producers' Co-Operative Compy. Ltd.
AGENTS FOR VICTORIA

589 TO 605 COLLINS STREET WEST. MELBOURNE
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NOXIOUS WEEDS
Farmers ! don't let the weeds get a 1st mortgage on your land

The most Effective, Safest and Cheapest method
of ERADICATING WEED PESTS is by using== Arsenious ^==
Chloride Preparations
CACTUSENE" A, B, and C Grades

Manufactured by CACTUS ESTATES Ltd.

Applied by means of an Atomizer or Spray Pump

Recommended by the Department of Agriculture of Victoria

We have hundreds of Testimonials from satisfied clients

particulars p A p-yi TC FCX ATF ^ ! TH ®^ QUEEN ST
from ^/^V^ 1 \JiD M-nD 1 /A. A l-<kJ Lu 1 l-/*y MELBOURNl

"BULLDOG " Burnt & Unburnt

(c?;b"".1e) Agricultural Lime
For Orchards, Crops, and Pastures

Its use is strongly recommended by all experts, and those who have

had practical experience. Any quantity supplied at shortest notice.

For applying to land we recommend our "Ajax " Lime Spreader

REGiSTERifD Trade Mark „ . , y „ ,. , , r-., . .i .

Kates and full particulars from Distributors—

cuRDiE's RIVER X. CURPHEY Pty. Litcl.

Telephone—Central 2807 22S Coppin Street, Richmond, Victoria

BURNT LILYDALE LIME
FOR THE LAND

Farmers who have not used Burnt Lime should try it. The action

of Burnt Lime on the land is Immediate. The demand for Building

Lime having slackened owing to the War, Farmers have the opportunity

of getting a supply of the well-known Lilydale Lime.
ANALYSIS go as high as 98% Calcium Oxide.

Apply—

DAVID MITCHELL ESTATE, pji.. OLIVER'S LANE, MELBOURNE
Works—Care Hill, Lilydale, TeL Lilydale 4. TeL Central 5726.
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TITAN 10-20 — A SAFE
INVESTMENT FOR YOU

a Titan 10-20

will have :

—

at work on vour farm and here is whatPnt
3-ou

Dependable, all 'round flexible power, to run your field

machines, ready to be crowded in rush hours, to cut down
vour horse expense, to spare the horses you keep, to run

the belt machines you own or

will own; to fit 3^ou out with

real practical working effici-

ency.

Thoroughly reliable kerosene

economy that costs you a great

deal less than endless horse

expense and about half of

benzine expense — kerosene
economy that costs so little

when your tractor is at work
and nothing at all when you
leave it idle.

Lastino- good service which is

g-uaranteed you by Titan tractor

records and by the wa}^ Titan

10-20 is built. It has all the

strong points and qualities that

mean years of satisfaction.

READ THIS CABLE
FROM LONDON

Titan tractor received
silver medal highest
award demonstration
Newcastle February
20, 1919.

There were eleven different
makes of tractors compe-
ting and other medals were
awarded but the medal
awarded Titan 10-20 was
the highest class medal
and the only one of that

class awarded.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER CO. OF AUS. PTY. LTD.

543-555 BOURKE STREET, MELBOURNE
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SOME RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE DAIRYING
INDUSTRY OF THE UNITED STATES.

Address given before the Annual Conference of Butter Factory
Managers, Melbourne. May, 1919,

By A. E. v. Richardson, M.A., B.Sc, Agricultural Superintendent.

During the past Iwenty years the dairying industry of the United

States has made great progress, and the yearly value of its dairy produce

is now estimated at £200,000,000.

Though during the period mentioned the total number of cattle in the

country has shown no increase, the numher of dairy cows has greatly

increased, and to-day exceeds 20,000,000,

The profits from dairying have been materially increased during the

past decade, partly as a result of the consuming demand of the rapidly

increasing population, and partly as the result of increased efficiency of

dairy production.

This increased efficiency in dairy production has been brought about

by the intensive educational propaganda carried out by well-equipped

agricultural colleges and experiment stations in each of the forty-eight

States of the Union and the activity of the many associations organized

for the advancement of the dairy industry, such as the Herd Improve-

ment Associations, Co-operative Cow Testing Associations, and the

numerous Cattle Breeders' Associations throughout the Union.

I wish to confine my remarks to a few features of fundamental

importance to all dairy interests, namely (1) recent developments^ in

feeding and breeding of dairy cattle; (2) the work of the Cow Testing

Associations; (3) the educational and investigational work done in the

United .States in the interests of the dairying industry.

Feeding of Dahiy Cattle.

The visitor accustomed to the conditions prevailing in the Australian

dairying districts is much impressed by the buildings and plant on the

7224.
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average American dairy farm. As he travels tlirough the Middle-

Western and North Eastern States of the Union, innumerable large

cattle barns and towering silos constantly meet the eye. The first

impression one gets is that the American farmer builds nnich larger

barns, and lays by a much greater store by hay, silage, and other food-

stuffs, than the Australian farmer. On inquiry, it is learned that these

barns are built, not only as milking sheds, but to house the stock during

the long, freezingly cold winter months; that the high roofs are filled

with hay and other roughage for feeding the cattle, and to serve as an
emergency food supply; and that the towering silos contain corn silage

to i)rovide a sufficient reserve of succulent fodder for feeding throughout

the year.

The freezing winter climate compels the American dairy farmer to

house his stock all through the winter and to provide ahead large

reserves of succulent fodder and clover, lucerne, or timothy bay. But
he has found that this liberal winter feeding leads to greatly increased

milk production, and that the milk yields under these artificial conditions

often equal the production in spring and summer, when the best natural

pastures are available.

Thus, hand-feeding of stock, at first necessitated in winter by the

rigorous climate, is now becoming a fairly general practice throughout

the year. Indeed, 'band-feeding is carried out to an extent which would
astonish the average dairy farmer of Victoria. N^ot only are the cows
heavily fed during the winter months, but even AVhen the cows are

grazing on good pastures their pasturage is frequently supplemented by
hay and concentrates.

The objective of the progressive dairy farmer appears to be (1) to

raise on^ his fann the maximum amount of grain, hay, and fodder; (2)
to retain these food products on the farm for feeding his stock during

the year; (3) to feed his cattle with as much hay and silage as they will

eat, and to supplement the ration of the higher-yielding cows with grain

and concentrates; and (4) to keep only the best-yielding cows and
systematically cull the worst.

The basal ration for a 1,000-lb. cow is 35 lbs. silage and 15 lbs.

hay (clover), timothy, or lucerne. But investigations at the experiment
stations have shown that even if high-producing cows are fed Avith an

abundance of hay and silage, the maximum yield of milk cannot be

obtained without the addition of some grain or concentrates to the

ration.

Cows like the Holstein, capable of giving from 5 to 6 gallons per

day, will not be able to yield these quantities of milk if fed only on hay
and silage, becituse their bulk is too considerable. Hence the usual
practice is to supplement these quantities of hay and silage with 1 lb.

of mixed grain or concentrates for every 3 to 4 lbs. of milk, according

to its quality. Amei'ican dairy farmers are beginning to realize tlrat

the successful feeding of dairy cows from an economic stand-point

involves the providing of an abundant supply of palatable, nutritious

feed at the minimum cost per unit of feed, and supplying it to the cow-

in such a way as to secure the largest production for the feed consumed.
For successful milk production two things are necessary—a produc-

tive dairy cow and a liberal system of feeding. A good cow may produce

well for some time even on poor feed, but she does this at the expense
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of her owii body. Unless she is properly and liberally fed she must
yield less milk than she is really capable of giving, and finally dry oflf

when the stores of nutrients in lier body are depleted.

The dairy cow m^ay be regarded as a mere milk-making machine.
A certain proportion of the power furnished to any machine is used
for running the machine itself, and is not in any sense productive. In a

steam engine this is represented in the exhaust steam, in heat which
escapes without producing steam, and in friction of the working parts

of the engine. In the manufacturing plant it is represented by the

managerial, clerical, and sales force. These forces, while necessary for

the successful operation of the business, are in a sense unproductive.
In the dairy cow this overhead expense, this unproductive force, is

termed the maintenance ration, and is that portion of the feed given the

cow which is used by her to perforai her own functions, such as heating

the body, pumping the blood, digesting the feed, and moving from place

to place. This feed, from a productive stand-point, is entirely lost to

the farmer. The cow can produce without loss of body Aveight only after

she has exacted this toll of maintenance. All the food she consumes
above this can be used for milk production. The m,aintenance ration is

a fixed charge, and the more feed a cow can consume above that required

for maintenance, the greater the amount available for production.

Feeding for profit can, therefore, be defined as liberal feeding, or

feeding to the full capacity of the cow.

One of the common mistakes in the feeding of dairy cattle is that

the good cows are not fed a sufficient quantity of feed above that

required for maintenance. This is especially true of the highly-

specialized dairy cow—that is, the eow which, when fed all she will take,

makes it into milk, except the portion needed for maintenance.
A good dairy cow in full milk expends as much energy as a horse at

hard work, and she should not be expected to get all her feed from what
might be termed roughage, such as hay and silage, or even pasture. How
much concentrates (bran, -gluten feed, brewers' grains, &c.) to feed is a
question of great economic importance to dairymen, for in most cases

hay, pasture, and silage are cheap, and concentrates the costly part of

the ration.

The amount of concentrates to be fed depends on— (a) the quantity
and quality of the roughages; (b) the productive capacity of the cow.
For the most economic production and the largest profit cows of good
dairy temperament, when in full milk, generally receive at least from
6 to 8 lbs. of concentrates in addition to all the legume hay and corn
silage they will consume.

Cows SHOULD BE FeD AS INDIVIDUALS.

One important fact has resulted from the numerous dairying investi-

gations at the experiment stations—that the requirements of the cows
should be studied individually. Even when liberally fed, cows of
marked dairy temperament rarelv lay on flesh when in full flow of
milk, provided their ration is well balanced. Since even in well-bred
and well-selected herds the different cows vary widely in productive
ability, to secure the most profit they must be fed as individuals, instead
of giving both high and low producers the same ration.

1 2
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From the results of numerous feeding trials whieh have been con-

ducted, the following feeding formula has been developed. In practice

it has given very satisfactory results :

—

(1) Under normal circumstances the cow should be fed all the

hay, silage, or roughage that she will eat up clean.

(2) The grain or concentrate ration should be adjusted to the

milk production.

(3) The grain or concentrates should be fed in the proportion

of 1 lb. to each 3 lbs. of milk produced, except in the case of cows
giving over 4 gallons, in which case 1 lb. of grain should be given

. for each 4 lbs. of milk. A better plan is to give 1 lb. of concen-

trates each day for every pound of butter fat that the cow pro-

duces during the week.

(4) Feed all that the coav will respond to in milk production.

If she begins to put on flesh, cut down the grain ration.

Breeding of Dairy Cattle.

One important lesson forced on the visitor to America is the recog-

nition of the value placed by American breeders on outstanding animals

for the improvement of their dairy herds. High producing cows or

bulls from dams vs^ith high milking records sell for what would be

regarded here as fabulous prices. Last year a six-months-old bull was
sold for over £20,000. Pure-bred animals with a good milk production

•record, which would realize perhaps a few hundred guineas in Australia,

would bring several thousands in the States. As I shall attempt to

show, the enormous prices paid for animals of outstanding merit are, in

many cases, justifiable.

Breeding of high-class dairy cattle is both a science and an art.

Until recent years it vs^as merely an art. But fundamental studies in

the principles of heredity have increased the proportion of science, and
the future cattle-breeders will use more scientific principles than the

breeders who have preceded them. Dairy cattle-breeding may be

grouped under two heads— (1) Breed improvement; (2) herd improve-

ment. The individual dairyman is, of course, most interested in herd

improvement. His chief concern is to secure a greater return from his

cattle for the labour he expends. In the long run, whatever makes for

herd improvement must react f6r permanent breed improvement.

The outstanding breed improvements are usually due to great strides

made by master breeders in their own herd improvement.

According to Galton's law, one half of the characteristics of the

individual come from the male and his ancestors, and the other half from
the female and her ancestors. Since, in most herds, only one bull is

used, and he is mated with all the cows, one half of all the characteristics

of the heifers that are raised come from the sire. This has resulted in

the well known and popular statement that the sire is half the herd.

The facts are that certain excellent sires are more than half the herd;
likewise, certain extremely poor ones are more than half the herd. In
other words, they are pre-potent sires, either for good or for bad.

One of the best illustrations of this simple fact is furnished by a

study of the Jersey herd at the University of Missouri. This herd was
established from four registered Jersey cows in 1S84, and a herd bull
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known as Missouri Rioter. Since then tlie lierd has not been in-

creased by the purchase of females, and new blood has been introduced

only by the purchase of bulls. For the past 26 years complete milk and
butter-fat records have been kept for each cow in the herd.

The records of the progeny of three bulls used in this herd are

interesting. In the case of Missouri Rioter 3rd, the actual increase

which he gave to each of his daughters over their dams was 323 gallons

of milk and 156 lbs. of butter-fat yearly, as shown in the following

table :—

•

TABLE SHOWING PERFORMANCE OF PROGENY OF MISSOURI RIOTER 3rD
AS COMPARED WITH THEIR DAMS.

—
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pure-bred sires, and the milking records of tlie daughters and grand-

daughters of these scrub cows were compared with those of their dams.

Seven scrub cows, four heifers, and two heifer calves were selected

as a foundation herd for this investigation, which was commenced in

1907. The animals were very inferior, being small, with limited

abdominal, i;dder, and vein capacity, and very unprepossessing as far

as quality and top lines were concerned. The illustrations are more
expressive than words in conveying a true impression of the type of

cattle used at the beginning of the experiment.

Pure-bred Guernsey, Jersey, and Holstein sires Avere used on these

scrub cows, and all the heifer calves and the progeny of these heifer

calves were raised nnder similar conditions.

The following table summarizes the results of two generations of

breeding with pure-bred bulls :

—

IOWA STATE COLLEGE DAIRY FARM.

Increasing the Production of Scrub Herd.

Table I.

AVERAGE PRODUCTION OF SCRUBS AND FIRST AND SECOND
GENERATION CROSSES.

Bull Usod.
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I. What Feeding Will Do For Scrub Cows.

Scrub Cow No. 6.

Her production the first vear after her arrival at the Iowa College was
2.742 lbs. milk and 131 lbs. butter-fat.

Same Scrub Cow after three years on Iowa College Farm.

Production, 5,5o6 lbs. milk and 244.8 lbs. butter-fat—an increase of over

100 lbs. butter-fat due to good feeding.
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n. What Breeding Will Do For a Foundation Herd

of Scrub Cows.

1

Scrub Cow 33.

Production, 4,010 lbs. niilk and 205 lbs. buttei-fat in one year.
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Daughter of Scrub Cow 33 by pure-bred Guernsey Sire.

Production^ 5,716 lbs. milk and 258 lbs. butter-fat.

Grand-daughter of Scrub Cow 33 by pure-bred Guernsey Sire.

First lactation (only one completed so far), 7,091 lbs. milk and 355 lbs. butter-fat.
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in. What Breeding Will Do For a Foundation Herd
of Scrub Cows.

Scnib Cow 56.

Average production during tliree lactations, 3,742 lbs. nylk and IS? lbs. liuttcr-fat.

Highest production, 5,'237 lbs. milk and 2GU lbs. fat.
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Daughter of Scrub Cow 56 by pure-bred Holstein Sire

Average production for six lactations, 6,471 lbs. milk and 247 lbs. butter-fat.
Highest production, 9,130 lbs. milk and .338 lbs. butter-fat.

Grand-daughter of Scrtib Cow 56 by purebred Holstein Sire.

Production on first lactation (only one complete so far), 11.295 lbs. milk and
431 lbs. butter-fat.
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The results briefly were tliat the first generation crossbred progeny
S'howed an increase of 45 per cent, in milk yield and 39 per cent, in fat

over their scrub mothers, and the second generation progeny showed an
increase of 110 per cent, of milk and 102 per cent, in fat. The greatest

advance was shown with the Holstein crosses. The second generation
Holstein progeny a^-eraged 431 lbs. butter-fat, as compared with 101 lbs.

for their scrub grand-mothers.
This investigation demonstrated that the average level of production

of a common herd could be greatly raised by the use of a pure-bred
tested sire.

Cow Testing.

The third method of improving the dairy stock of a country is the

use of systematic cow testing to eliminate the " boarder cows," and to

discover the best cows from a uiilk-production stand-point, to use for

breeding purposes.

Since there is a great variation in the production of individuals of the

same breed, and since. many individuals revert to the production of the

original cow, or nearly so, it is necessary to keep records of each cow to

discover and dispose of those that are unprofitable. It does not pay to

keep " boarder " cows in the herd. They reduce profits and increase the

cost of production.

Intelligent selection and breeding can only be done by a study of the

performance of individual cows. To find the '^ boarders" requires that

careful records should be kept of milk produced, its quality, and the food
eaten. "WTiere such cow testing is done by groups of dairymen working
in co-operation, the best results are obtained. The first Cow Testing
Association was organized in America in 1905. Since then hundreds of

Associations in all parts of the Union have been organized.

The usual cost of co-operative herd testing in the United States is

63. to 8s. per cow. The best results are usuially obtained when a tester

supervises 25 or 26 herds of 20 to 30 cows each. The success of the
Association largely depends on the tester. He should be of good i:)erson-

ality, congenial temperament, tactful, trustworthy, and know how to make
-up suitable rations. He must know how to test accurately for butter-fat,

and be able to keep correct accounts. He should be of much benefit to

farmers in suggesting systems of feeding and management.
The tester arrives at the first farm on his list usnallv before the

evening milking. He weighs both the grain and*the roughage given to

each cow and the milk produced by each cow. These weights are

recorded, and a sample of milk is taken and put away for the following
morning. The next morning he Aveighs the feed and milk again, takes
another sample of milk, and tests the two samples. The data are then
recorded, and the records of production for the day. as well as amounts
of feed given, are written up foi* the farmer.

The tester makes suggestions as to feeding, and gives whatever other

assistance may be indicated as valuable by the results of his obsei'vations.

With this record of production and feed of one day repeated each
month, the tester, at the end of the year, can supply complete informa-
tion about each cow.- The amount of milk and fat produced in the year,

the amount of food eaten, its cost, and returns from each animal are

computed, and the profit and loss on each cow determined. Printed
records are supplied for this purpos^e by the Association.
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Kksults of Cow Testino.

The improvemeut wrought by the Co-operative Herd Testing Asso-

ciations has been remarkable. The first association in the United States

was organized in Michigan in 1905. During the first eight years the

average yield of butter-fat per cow in the association's herds was
increased from 231.1 to 284.7, and the average net returns over cost of

feed were more than doubled.

Through the establishment by the Dairy Breeders' Association of

advanced registers for pure-bred cows, a great improvement has resulted.

Cows are entitled to advanced registry only when their yields in tests

conducted by representatives of State Experiment Stations, or of

Breeders' Associations, have reached a standard set by the association.

Entry in these registers increases the money value, not only of the

given cow, but also of her relatives, for progressive breeders in buying
animals now rely more and more on records of ])roduction and less upon
show-ring successes.

Even in the leading dair}^ States it is estimated that probably one-

fourth of the dairy cows fail to pay for their care and feed, due chiefly

to the fact that their owners do not know which retuni a profit and which
are " boarders."

Even experts are often unable to tell from appearance alone whether

a cow is profitable or not.

Herd testing alone can determine exactly what each cow produces.

Herd testing gives the breeder an opportunity for making great advance?
in raising the standard of production of his herd.

Through skilled breeding, based on herd performance records, com-
bined with expert feeding, remarkable records of production have been
obtained in the United States.

Duchess Skylark Onnsby, a pure-bred Holstein, holds the world's

record for butter-fat, with a production of 1,20.5.1 lbs., and 2,776 gallons

of milk, in a year.

Tlie world's records for milk production are held by Tilly Alcartra, a

Holstein, giving 3,045 gallons of milk, and Zarilda Clothilde 3rd De Kol,

giving 3,047 gallons.

The best Guernsey cow in the United States is Munie Cowan, which
produced, at eight years of ^agc, a record of 2,400 gallons of milk, and
1,098 lbs. of butter 'fat.

The best Jersey t^ws, Sophie 19, produced, at seven years, 1,755

gallons of milk .and 999 lbs. of butter-fat, and Sophies Agness 1,621.2

gallons and 1,000.7 lbs. butter fat.

The best Ayrshire, Lily of Willowmoor, produced 2,259 gallons of

milk and 955 lbs. of butter-fat.

These records would have been considered impossible of achievement
twenty years ago, and had it not been for the wides])read use of herd test-

ing, combined with the use of tested bulls from prolific dams, it is doubtful
whether the standard of production could have been raised to the high
levels of the present day; nor Avould the public have heard of many of
these fine cows.

Despite the fact that at tlie ])resent time there are cows in the United
States averaging over 8 gallons of milk per day throughout the year,
and yielding 3J lbs. of butter-fat per day througliout the year, the liinit

of production has not yet been renched.
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The dairy cow is a more efficient machine than the steam engine.

A cow producing 1 lb. of btitter-fat a day uses about 47 per cent, of her

food for the support of her body, 24 per cent, in the work of converting

food nutrients into milk, and actually yields in her milk 29 per cent, of

the digestible nutrients in her feed.

Herd testing, scientific breeding, and expert feeding may result in

the evolution of a race of " super-cows," which will be as efficient in the

conversion of nutrients into milk, compared with ordinary cows, as the

Diesel engine is to the ordinary steam engine in efficiency. It is pro-

bable that if careful records were made of the production of cows in

Victoria, we would find that one-third! of the dairy cattle do not pay for

their feed and labour expended on them, one-third would pay expenses,

while the remaining one-third would be found to yield the profits that

accrue to the dairy industry. If this be true, then the dairyman of

Victoria would be better off if one-third of the cows—representing the

unprofitable section—were slaughtered to-morrow. Herd testing is

the medium by means of which the weeding-out process can be effected.

Barn for Experimental Feeding of Dairy ill ,u u ±uwa Agricultural
Experiment Station.

Those who are interested in Victoria's dairy welfare should exert every
ounce of strength to. see that Cow Testing Associations, properly coo-

ducted, are organized without delay, and that the present system of herd
testing for pure-bred herds is extended.

Dairy Education.

The people of the United States are interested in all forms of educa-

tion, but on none do they spend money more freely than on agricultural

education. They hold that an efficient system of education is a necessity

for national progress. They contend, too, that money wisely spent on
agricultural education is a national investment, which is repaid to the

country many times over in the form of increased material prosperity.

Americans have the reputation of being a business-like and practical

nation, requiring a dollar's worth of result for every dollar of expendi-
ture. Yet, on agricultural education, investigation, and extension work,.
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the nation .Si3ends £12,000,000 per annum. But primary production has

been increasing at the rate of £90,000,000 per annum during the last

fifteen years, so that these large sums of money spent on agricultural

instruotion have been returned many times over in the form of increased

primary production.

The chief educational agencies are—(1) an Agricultural College of

University grade in each State of the Union; (2) a well-equipped State

Agricultural Experiment Station, staffed with high-class scientific

workers; (3) a Federal Department of Agriculture, working in the vei-y

closest co-operation with the State Agricultural Colleges and Experi-

ment Stations.

These organizations perform three functions— (1) Instructional work
in all phases of agriculture; (2) investigation work; (3) publicity or

extension work in all departments.

Interior View of Cow Barn, Indiana.

In every Agricultural College and Experiment Station there is a

Department of Dairying. In some colleges, e.g., the University of

Wisconsin, some of the foremost dairy specialisits of the world are on
the staff, e.g., Dr. Babcock, the Agricultural Chemist who discovered the

Babcock test; Henry and Morrison, the great authorities on foods and
feeding.

Discoveries at the Wisconsin Experiment Station.

Some idea of what well-equipped colleges and experiment stations

have done for the dairy interests of the State may be seen from the

record of achievement of the Wisconsin Experiment Station.

It is demonstrable .that the added wealth of the State of Wisconsin
each year, as a result of the activities of the Experiment Station, is
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many times the whole appropriation made by Wisconsin for all forms of

agricultural education.

Of the seven tests widely used in dairying, six have originated or
haA^e been improved at the Wisconsin Station. The Babeock fat test,

invented in 1890, furnished a simple means of paying for milk on the
basis of quality and for detecting fraud. This test permits of a more
careful control of factory processes than formerly, thus saving more
than half of the fat forn^erly lost in the skim luilk produced in creamery
operations. For Wisconsin alone this amounts to a saving of over
1,500,000 lbs. of butter. The greatest service of the Babeock fat test,

however, has been in making possible the improvement of dairy cows
by eliminating unprofitable animals, and thus giving a scientifically

accurate foundation for dairying.

Circular Dairy Barn, Urbana, Illinois.

The Wisconsin curd test detects the quality of milk as to taints. The
casein test, invented in 1909, registers the casein content, which is of
importance in determining the proper value of milk for cheese making.
The alkaline tablet test measures the acidity of milk. The moisture test

readily determines the percentage of water in butter. The fundamental
studies in cheese ripening resulted in the discovery of inherent milk
enzymes and certain bacteria concerned in the production of cheese
flavour.

These discoveries led to the perfecting of the new process of cold

curing of cheese, which has revolutionized the method of ripening the

eheddar product. The improvement in quality and the reduction of

losses by shrinkage have led to the general adoption of this method in

the United States and Canada. Here, again, is a ease where practical
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results of the highest commercial value have developed from a purely

scientific and theoretical study of the causes involved in the ripening

of cheese.

The lack of uniformity which characterizes the product of the average

cheese factory is due primarily to the variahle quality of the milk supply

from diifereat fanns. An entirely new method, devised by the Wis-
consin Station in 1909, of pasteurizing the milk for cheddar cheese

making, bringing it to a standard degree of acidity, and adding a pure

culture of bacteria, produces a 'more uniform product of better quality

and increases the yield.

A new food product, perfected in 1910, utilizes butter milk—a factory

by-product. Many creameries are now converting their butter-milk

into this cheese.

The method of destroying disease-produr-iug organisms without im-

pairing the quality of milk and cream ^vas worked out in 1905, since

which time it has come into general use for the city milk supply trade.

Students Judging Stock at Ohio College of Agriculture.

The fundamental studies on the relation of heat to the destruction of

disease bacteria, such as tuberculosis, laid the proper foundation for this

important aspect of the city milk trade.

These tests and experiments made at the Experiment Station, which
together form the most important contribution ever made to the science

of dairying, and the work of the Wisconsin Dairy School, have enabled

Wisconsin to gain the first rank among the States of the United States

in the production of both cheese and butter.

Since the Babcock fat test was discovered, the value of the dairy

products of Wisconsin has increased from £4,000,000 to £16,000,000 per

annum, giving her first place among the States for output of dairy

products—a position achieved despite many disadvantages. It cannot

be doubted that a considerable percentage of this increase has been -due

to the campaign of investigation and education which has been carried

on by the dairy school of the Experiment Station.
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In addition to the output of dairy products, Wisconsin's cereal yield
is considerable. Tliougli less than two-thirds the size of Viotoria, and
though the northern half of the State is mostly poor land in need- of
drainage, Wisconsin, besides producing £16,000,000 worth of dairy
products, raises 100,000,000. busliels of oats, 70,000,000 bushels of maize,
and 25,000,000 bushels of barley.

The dairy industry of Victoria is capable of almost indefinite im-
provement. Our climatic and soil conditions are eminently suited for
dairying. No other country—save, perhaps, A'^ew Zealand—has such a
uniformly mild temperature, such an abundance of rich pastures, nor such
natural conditions for the production of high-quality and high-grade
dairy products, Yet our average production per eow does not compare
favorably with countries which have poorer soil, climate, and pastures;
nor can it be said that the quality of our products are what they might
be.

With all the natural advantages we possess we should become one
of the leading dairy States of the world. But before we can achieve
this destiny, the handicap's to efficient production must be removed.
Increased production per cow and increased efficiency in the handling
of dairy products are vital factors for our progress. Increased produc-
tion per cow may be eifected through the triple pathways of better feed-

ing methods, more attention to the use of high-grade sires, and the
drastic weeding out of the unprofitable " cow boarder " by the formation
of Cow Testing Associations, and the extension of the system of herd
testing now in vogue for pure-bred herds in Victoria. Increased efficiency

in handling and manufacturing dairy products may be brought about by
providing facilities for dairy research work on the lines followed in the

United States, and particularly in Wisconsin.

It is a somewhat extraordinary fact that there is no institution in

Australia where the managers of butter factories and cheese factories

may obtain the special technical training for their life's work, or where
the managers might seek light on the many knotty technical problems
which constantly j;)resent themselves, or where investigational work on
the technical and manufacturing side of dairying is carried out.

Above all, there is urgent need for intense propaganda work for

improved methods of production on the dairy farms of the State.

This is. one of the problems of agricultural education, and I hope
that the members of this Conference will use their influence to secure for

the State a system of instructional, investigational, and extension work in

keeping with the importance of the agricultural interests of Victoria.
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REPORT ON THE EIGHTH VIUTORIAN EGGLAYING
COMPETITIONS, 11)18-]!).

Conducted at the Burnley School of Primary Agriculture, by the
Department of Agriculture, Victoria.

A. Hart, CJiief Poultry Expert.

Although no records were acliieved in any of the egg-laying competi-

tions for 1918-19, which concluded on the 31st March last, the average

results obtained from the whole of the competing birds in both the indi-

vidual and the team tests were very satisfactory. Of course, the estab-

lishment of records is of great interest, and the rearing of a 300-egg

hen something to be desired. Yet, after all, it is the aggregate produce

of the whole of the competing birds that indicates improvement in the

quality of the flocks of the community, and the egg-production in the

competition just closed indicates this.

The popularity of the tests is shown by the large number of entries,

and this year many breeders were disappointed at not being included in

the list of successful nominators.

Tests and Results.

The eighty-two white leghorns in the single test laid an average of

208 eggs each, and the thirty-nine black orpingtons an average of 204.

The wisdom of breeding from such birds needs no emphasizing. As an
instance of the commercial value of birds that have " made good," it

may be mentioned that £25 was offered and refused for a black orping-

ton placed first in one of the competitions. In the individual dry-mash test

for leghorns, Mr. Jack Eyan's bird laid the fine total of 306 eggs during
the twelve months. This bird is of good type, nice size, and, considering

her performance, was in good condition at the conclusion of the competi-
tions. In the wet-mash single test for leghorns, Mr. McDonnell was
successful with a hen of good body formation, rather tall, but, being
out of feather at the conclusion of the test, it was difficult to judge her

type. Her record was 285 eggs, a total that would undoubtedly have been
increased but for her being well into moult before the end of the com-
petitions.

In the single test for orpingtons (wet mash) Mr. P. "Walker's winning
bird was a good type that stood out for all-round quality. She laid

294 eggs.

The competitors in the leghorn teams test (wet mash) were a uniform
lot, showing good quality. They laid well through the period of the com-
petitions, and the number of eggs laid by the winning pen, owned by Mr.
G. Pocknall, was 1,511. In the dry-mash test for leghorns, Mr. W. H.
Eobbin's winning team laid 1,553 eggs. While this team was undoubtedly
composed of good layers, I would have liked them a shade larger.

The black orpingtons placed first in the wet-mash section were from
Hall's Egg Farm. They laid 1,306 eggs, and were birds of good all-

round quality. Two pens in the dry-mash section for orpingtons—those
of Mr. T. L. Eastaugh and the Marville Poultry Farm—tied for first

place with a score of 1,285 eggs. They were birds of good type and size.
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The graud total of eggs produced by the whole of the competitors
during the twelve months was 12,290 dozen, w^hich were sold at an
average price of Is. 3d. per dozen.

Mr. Jack Ryan's Winning Wliite Leghorn in Individual Dry Mash Test.

Laid 30G eggs in twelve months.

Mr. Percy Walker's Black Orpington, placed First in Single Test for

Orpingtons ( Wet Mash )

.

r.;iid 204 eggs.

During the competitions there was a larger percentage of deaths
than in previous years. This was due to some extent to the sudden
changes in the weather aflFocting hens in the highest possible laying
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conditions. As these birds were included in the laying compu-
tations and averages supplied, they cannot be compared on
equal terms with other competitions, where the replacement of

birds which die or become incapacitated in any way is allowed. The
rule Avhich was made debarring replacements has been found to give most
satisfactory all-round results. It is, of course, hard for the individual

First Prize Winners—Leghorn Team Test (Wet Mash),

Laid 1,511 eggs. Owner, Mr. G. Pocknall.

First Prize Winners—Leghorn Team Test ( Dry Mash )

,

Laid 1,.55.3 eggs. Owner, Mr. W. H. Robbins.

•owner, who has a team high up in the test, to suffer the misfortune of

having his chance spoilt by the death of one or more of the competing
birds. But if an extra bird were put in as a replacement, the credit of

the year's egg-production must be given to seven instead of six birds.

Exception has been taken to the rule, but only in very occasional cases.
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Type Improving.

Ill inspecting the birds wliicli competed in the 191S-19 tests, it was
gratifying to find that very few weedy or undersized specimens were in-

cluded. In white leghorns, the size showed an improvement, and type

and general characteristics of the breed wore more in evidence. The
jjoultry breeders have evidently recognised the value of type, size, constitu-

tion, and have not had wholly in view the chances of egg-production.

That they are right in their change of opinion goes without saying.

Lacking size and constitution, it is practically impossible for a bird to

produce either eggs of standard size or young birds which are suitable

for breeding from.

xVlthough an improvement can be noted in the birds which are com-
peting in the 1919-20 test at Burnley, there is still room for a further

advance in this direction. Competitors should avoid the inclusion of

weak, under-sized, or badly-shaped birds in the breeding stock, and while

First Prize Winners—Test for Heavy Breeds (Wet Mash).

Laid 1,306 eggs. Owned by Hall's Egg Farm.

a bird with these faults may chance to be a prolific egg-producer, it is

certainly not advisable to include her in the stud flock. If constitution,

type, and size are neglected, it is only a matter of time when the utility

or laying-strain birds will develop into weaklings of neither use nor

ornament.

Feeding.

The cost of feeding the 750 birds for the year worked out at about

8s. 8d. each. The gross return from each bird averaged £1 Os. 5^d, leav-

ing a balance of lis. 94d. over the cost of feeding. These figures from

such a big number of birds must be regarded as very satisfactory, and,

although the price of the food was high, the favorable average price of

Is. 3d. per dozen for eggs compensated for the extra expenditure.

The birds were all given a liberal allowance of food. It has been

proved beyond doubt that if a bird iis a prolific and regular egg-producer,

she must also be a heavy feeder. For this reason the ration provided
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was probably more tlian would have been given by many poultry-keepers.

Although it is quite possible to give too much food to birds of the heavy
varieties when in full egg-production, it is practically impossible to

overfeed active and smart birds of the leghorn and other members of the

Mediterraiiean family. After all, the birds are the best judges as to how
much food they require, and if the attendant watches closely he will soon

be able to regulate the quantity to allot to each pen with a degree of

certainty-^just giving as much as they will eat readily. It is essential

that the ration should be varied according to climatic and other condi-

tions. In cold weather, more food is needed to keep up the temperature
of the bird, as well as to provide the necessary constituents for egg and
flesh-forming. It is a well-known fact that considerable weight is at-

tached by many poultry-breeders to the size and fullness of the crops of

layers when they go to roost. If a bird has a large and well-filled crop.

Mr. J. W. Kichards's Rhode Island Red, placed First in Test for Heavy Breeds
other than Orpingtons ( Wet Mash

) , with a total of 243 eggs.

the indication is that she is in full lay, and has provided herself with a

plentiful supply of food for egg-forming, &c. But if the crop is soft,

and only partly filled, it denotes that the bird is either " out of sorts
"

or is an indifferent layer. Of course, this is not an infallible guide, but
it is correct in the majority of cases, and may be followed by breeders
with good results.

The system of feeding for the past twelve months was somewhat similar

to previous years. The wet mash was composed of 1? parts pollard,

I2 parts bran, \ part of oaten pollard, ^ part pea meal, and -g part of

meat meal. This was well mixed and moistened with meat isoup or
water. About 3 ozs. was allowed to each bird for the morning meal.
The dry mash contained 1^ parts pollard, 2 parts bran, i part oaten
pollard, ^ part pea meal, and ^ part meat meal, with about 1 per
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cent, of black or brown sugar. The grain ration for the evening meal
comprised 3 parts Avheat, 1 part oats, and 4 \mvt maize. All of the
above were allotted by measure, and about 2 ozs. of grain was allowed
to each bird. When fresh meat was available, the meat meal was omitted
from the mash. A very little salt was added to both wet and dty mashes.

Mr. T. L. Eastaugh's Pen of Black Orpingtons, which tied for First Place in

Test for Heavy Breeds (Dry Mash)

Pen of Black Orpingtons, owned by Marville Poultry Farm, which tied for
First Place in Test for Heavy Breeds (Dry Mash).

Laid 1,285 eggs.

Green stuff of various kinds was fed regularly and liberally. A full

supply of green food, in my opinion, is one of the most necessary por-
tions of a laying hen's daily diet. All birds should be given a little mash
at midday. This will tend to increase egg-production. During the
winter months the mash should always be given warm. Shell-grit,
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••••••
Eggs Packed for Market.

Mr. Jack Ryan's White Leghorn, in twelve months, laid 306 eggs.

Market value, at Is. 3d. per dozen . . £1 11 lOJ

Cost of food . . . . • • .088
Eeturn after deducting cost of food . . f 1 3 2^
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oyster shell, and charcoal wei*e always within the reach of the birds,

and a plentiful supply of pure and fresh water was at all times avail-

able.

Housing.

The housing of the teams of six birds does not include any elaborate

or expensive constructions. The houses are roomy, well-ventilated, and
there is plenty of yard accommodation for the occupants. The ground,

being porous, absorbs the moisture quickly, and although heavy rain may
fall for hours, no bad effects are caused. The single pens are constructed

in rows, w^ith the fronts facing towards the east. A passage is pro-

vided at the back of the pens, and the eggs are gathered and all feeding

done from this passage. The pens are roomy, and although warm and

Recording Eggs under the Trap-nest System.

comfortable, there is plenty of ventilafion for all the inmates. The
partitions between the single pens are all composed of wire netting.

This allows the birds to see each other, and induces them to settle down
much better than if the partitions were closely boarded. The single-

testing lines which have been adopted at Burnley have been approved

by all the owners of the competing birds, and this may be considered a

satisfactory proof of their suitability.

Does Poultry Farming Pay?
This question has been asked on many occasions, and although

there may be some who assert it does not return a profit, I can safely

state that, providing it is carried out on correct lines, and under the

management of a capable person, poultry is certain to pay. As an
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instance that it is a source of profit, I may mention that a poultry

farmer Avithin the suburban area, whose gross income from his poultry

farm last year was nearly £1,000. He has only about 2 acres of land,

and nearly one-half of that is taken up by the dwelling house, lawns, and
garden. The amount mentioned does not include eggs sold for setting,

or birds disposed of for stud purposes. This breeder left a permanentt

position to take up poultry farming on utility lines, and keeps only
white leghorns of the very best strains. What can be done by one man
can be done by others; and the great majority of failures in poultry
keeping cannot be ascribed to the poultry, the man at the head of the

business being generally responsible for the want of success. Many other

cases could be cited where poultry keeping, both on utility as well as

exhibition lines, has been carried on successfully for many years, and
these facts must be accepted as a certain proof that poultry farming
pays.

Undoubtedly the price obtainable for eggs in our Melbourne markets
are not as high all through the year as they should be. But poultry
keepers are themselves to some extent blameworthy for this state of

affairs. Cool storage is available, yet very few poultry farmers avail

themselves of this method of storing eggs when they are very plentiful,

and prices consequently low. Until full advantage is taken of the oppor-
tunity that exists for placing surplus eggs in storage, prices will inevit-

ably fall in that season of the year when eggs are abundant. Of
course, it is argued that the trouble and expense involved in the transport
of eggs to and from the cool store is such as to prevent poultry farmers
from storing eggs, but if there were some co-operation among those

in tlie same districts, this difficulty could be largely obviated.

The formation of a Co-operative Poultry Farmers Society has been
suggested many times, and, notwithstanding all that would militate

against such an organization in the very wide area over which it would
operate, its establishment must come if our poultry industry is to be
the success it should be.

At present a great many discharged soldiers are entering into the
business of poultry rearing. This must further tend to bring about a
glut of eggs at certain times. But there is an outlet for our prospective
over-supply. England imports millions of pounds' worth of eggs every
year, and imports them mostly at the time when prices here are low.

Can we not secure a market there? Yes, but no individual poultry
farmer can do so alone. Small ])arcels of eggs cannot be exported, for

eggs need a separate chamber. To arrange for the shipment of eggs over-

seas, united action is essential, in order that the necessary space may be
obtained and then filled. Therefore, the establishment of a co-operative
society is an urgent question, for its formation would mean the salvation
of a growing and what should be a thriving industry.

The competitions are still under the capable supervision of Mr. J. T.
Macaulay, and he deserves every commendation for the manner in which
he has carried out the many and arduous duties Avliich pertain to the posi-

tion he holds. His knowledge and experience have been useful on many
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occasions, and the care and attention he gives to the stock, noting every

change, and feeding in proportion to the indications given, have been

inistru'mental in bringing about the improved average egg-production from

the competing birds. •

PRIZE LIST.

For the greatest total number of eggs laid by a pen in each Class of

Sections " A " and "B":—

Section A.

—

Groups of Six Birds.

Class 1.—Light Breeds.—Wet Mash—
1st Prize, Champion Certificate : Ct. Pocknall.

2nd Prize, Government Certificate : Geo. White.
3rd Pr.ze, Government Certificate : C. Ridley.

Class 2.—Light Breeds.—Dry Mash—
1st Prize, Champion Certificate : W. H. Robbins.
2nd Prize, Government Certificate : C. Ridley.

3rd Prize, Government Certificate : Braeside Poultry Farm (T. Milner).

Class 3.—Heavy Breeds.—Wet Mash—
1st Prize, Champion Certificate : Hall's Egg Farm.
2nd Prize, Government Certificate : F. C. S. Fredericksen.

3rd Prize, Government Certificate : L. McLean.

Class 4.—Heavy Breeds.—Dry Mash

—

1st Prize, Champion Certificate : *Marville Poultry Farm (J. E. Bradley).

*T. L. Eastaugh.
3rd Prize, Government Certificate : J. C. Mickelburough.

Section B.^—Individual Birds.

Class 1.—Leghorns.—Wet Mash—
1st Prize, Champion Certificate : G. McDonnell.
2nd Prize, Government Certificate : Montuna Poultry Farm (A. K. Luke).

3rd Prize, Government Certificate : H. W. Bond.

Class 2.—Leghorns.—Dry Mash

—

1st Prize, Champion Certificate : Jack Ryan.
2nd Prize, Government Certificate : Mrs. S. M. Krakowski.
3rd Prize, Government Certificate : E. A. Underwood.

Class 3.—All Light Breeds other than Leghorns.—Wet Mash—
1st Prize, Champion Certificate : Mrs. G. R. Bald.

2nd Prize, Government Certificate : Mrs. G. R. Bald.

3rd Prize, Government Certificate : Angus and Gilliver.

Class 4.—Orphingtons, any colour.—Wet Mash—
1st Prize, Champion Certificate : Percy Walker.
2nd Prize, Government Certificate : C. Brown.
3rd Prize, Government Certificate : L. Garlick.

Class 5.—All Heavy Breeds other than Orphingtons.—Wet Mash—
1st Prize, Champion Certficate : J. W. Richards.

2nd Prize, Government Certificate : J. Mulgrove.
3rd Prize, Government Certificate : H. Stutterd.

* Kqual.
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For the greatest total number of eggs laid by a pen of light and
heavy breeds during the first four months of the Competition, terminat-
ing on the evening of the 31st July (Winter Test) :

—

Section A.—Groups of Six Birds.

Light Breeds

—

1st Prize, Champion Certificate : Cf. Pocknall.
2nd Prize, Government Certificate : C. Ridley.

Section B.— Individual Birds.

Light Breeds—

1st Prize, Champion Certificate : G. McDonnell.
2nd Prize, Government Certificate : *Miss N. B. Bruford.

*Mi. Jack Ryan.

Section A.—Groups of Six Birds.

Heavy Breeds

—

1st Prize, Champion Certificate : T. L. Eastaugh.
2nd Prize, Government Certificate : Norman Bayles.

Section B.—Individual Birds.

Heavy Breeds—

1st Prize, Champion Certificate : C. Brown.
2nd Pnze, Government Certificate : Percy Walker.

For the pen which attained the greatest average weight per dozen

eggs laid :
—

Section A,—Groups of Six Birds.

1st Pnze, Government Certificate : T. H. Wakefield.

For the pen the eggs of which realized the highest market vahie
throughout the competition :

—

-

Section A.—Groups of Six Birds.

1st Prize, Government Certificate : G. Pocknall.

Section B.—Individual Birds.

1st Prize, GoveiTiment Certificate : C. Brown.

* Equal
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THE AUSTRALIAN FLORA FROM
ASPECT.

AN ORNAMENTAL

(Bj/ Edward E. Pescott. F.L.S., F.R.H.S., Pomologist.)

(Continued from page 245.)

The Acacias or Wattles.

The popularity of the wattle has increased almost a thousandfold

since the Wattle Day League sprang into potential and popular exist-

ence. Prior to the League's inauguration the wattles in cultivation

were few, and on the first Wattle Day celebration in Melbourne in 1911

a census of wattle species displayed totalled thirteen. A few years later,

On Wattle Day, 1917, a total of thirty-three wattle blossom species were
counted. Seedsmen's lists now number wattles by the score, where pre-

viously only a dozen or so were noted. A census of Australian wattles

Golden Wattle [Acacia pycnuntlui).

i

reveals the presence of some hundreds of species, and as botanical

I exploration is being extended, particularly in the ISTorthern Territory,

! many more are being added to the list each year; so that, counting the

i species and their many varieties, there must be over 500 different

i
species and varieties native to Australia.

i

Generally speaking, the many species of the Genus Acacia have been
included under the common term " wattle." This word has come to

I
us from very early Anglo-Saxon history, when the pliant twigs and

I

saplings of trees and shrnbs were woven or plaited together io form

I

framework for fences, hurdles, screens, and even buildings. The opera-
tion was called " wattling."
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In the early history of Sydney, the settlers extensively carried out

the work of wattling, not at first with acacias, but with the flexitble

stems of the native tree called Callicoma, Later the stems of acacias

were used, and the term " wattle " has gradually become extended, so

The Beautiful Wattle (Acacia pulchella).

that it has applied to almost every species of acacia. The few excep-

tions are those which are called hickory, mulga, brigalow, wirilda,

myall, and similar names.

It is now proposed, however, by the Plant Names Committee of the

Field Naturalists' Club of Victoria to confine the use of the word wattle

exclusively to those plants within the genus, which have been used, or

which are capable of being used for wattling.
: ;
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_;. Writing on this question, Mr. J. H. Maiden, F.R.S., the Govern-
ment Botanist for New South "Wales, says, " Acacias are universally

known in Australia as wattles, or prefaced by such adjectives as silver,

golden, black, green. They also bear such names as myall, boree,
mulga, cooba, dead finish, gidgee, hickory, umbrella bush, wait-a-while,
and yarran."

Frosty Wattle (Acacia pruinosa).

Wattles range from low straggling herbs to giant trees; with foliage

less th:m a quarter of an inch to 17 inches in length; the flowers of the

different kinds ranging from pure white to the deepest shades of yellow

and orange. There are wattles flowering in every month of the year,
and one species. Acacia relinodes, is in flower almost throughout the
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year. In regard to foliage, wattles naturally resolve themselves into
two groups,

^
one with true foliage, which is generally bipinnate or

feather-like in character, and the other which possesses phyllodes, or
flattened leaf stalks, but which very much resemble leaves in character.
Then, again, the flowers form two separate groups, one in which the

Willow Wattle of Western Australia (Acacia saligna)

.

flower heads are round or globular, as in the golden wattle, Acacia
pycnantha, or in long cylindrical spikes, as in the sallow acacia.
Acacia Ion gifolia. The characteristic variation of foliage is very
interesting. One variety, from the Northern Territory, has leaves
which have measured 17 inches long by 9 inches broad. The golden
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wattle, Acacia pycnantha, produces large leaves in eultivtition. The

foliage of both of these wattles is very like that of a large eucalypt.

Acacia elata, the cedar wattle, has bold pinnate foliage, like a very

much enlarged pepper tree leaf. Some of the acacias have a notably

glaucous or blue-green colour of foliage, and are thus very suitable for

foliage colour schemes in the shrub or tree garden. Acacia podylaria-

folia, the Queensland silver or Mount Morgan wattle, Acacia Baileyana,

the Cootamundra wattle, Acacia cultriformis, the knife-leaved wattle,

Acacia dealhata, the silver wattle, Acacia pravissima, the Ovens wattle

and Acacia vestita, the hairy wattle, all possess this valuable charac-

teristic.

It has been mentioned that the genus Acacia is very variable as to

size; and it is this characteristic that brings the wattle within the range

of every gardener, so that specimens may be planted in garden borders,

in the shrubberies, as hedges, and in the tree sections or parks. Thus
Acacia myrtifolia is a low-growing shrub, so is Acacia vestita; the Sun-

shine wattle, Acacia discolor, is another; then Acacia spectahilis. Acacia

podylarixfolia, Acacia longifolia, Acacia dodomefolia , are somewhat
larger; while Acacia Baileyana, Acacia mclanoxylon, and Acacia elata

quickly become trees.

In the matter of soils, the wattles are very accommodating; they

will grow in almost any soil, provided it is not crudely rich, nor over-

charged with animal manure. They will thrive in a poor soil, a loamy
soil, or any soil in which the animal manure has been long and
thoroughly decomposed. A peaty or leaf-mould soil suits them very

well.

It is not wise, at any time, to give them crude animal manure. A
small amount of chemical manure, such as bonedust, superphosphate,

or blood manure is not objectionable. These facts are emphasized,
because where wattles are grown in mixed garden beds or borders,

manuring of all kinds is carried out, and stable manure is the common
fertilizer used. When that is the case, it will be well to keep the manure
away from the butts and roots of the wattles. Myrtle acacia, Acacia
myrtifolia particularly resents stable manure, so does Acacia stricta.

I have seen the foliage of the latter become quite golden as a result of

manuring with animal manure. The bush remained so for a couple of

seasons, and then died. The golden wattle, Acacia pycnantha, which is

perhaps our most glorious wattle, will not take animal manure at all.

This species also protests against excessive Avatering, particularly in

summer. I have seen well-nourished, vigorous trees, trees 10 and 12

feet in height, die in a few days in summer, as a result of over-watering.

When one considers that the natural habitat of this species is on
the hard, di'y, stony hills, all over Australia, and it is not at all a

denizen of the cool, moist valleys, its protest against excessive moisture
is not to be wondered at.

Most of the wattles grow naturally under hard, dry conditions, and
to force them with either manure or water, or both, in garden soils, is

to create quick-growing, weak plants, which will neither thrive nor live

for any period, nor give general satisfaction. So that an average
amount of water, particularly in summer time, will give far tlie best

results.

{To he continued.)
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RECLAMATIOX OF WASTE LANDS.

By E. W. Murphy, Dairy Supervisor.

The reclamation of heath lands is a subject of interest to the people

of Portland. A fine object-lesson is to be gained by a visit to Mr. W. J.

Williamson's 400-acre holding, alongside the railway siding called

TIeathmere, 10 miles north of Portland.

Persons familiar with waste heath lands would be greatly surprised

to see the crops of turnips, six. or seven of which are sometimes sufficient

to fill a flour sack, grown at Heathmere. Many tons of them have been

distributed throughout the State, and some have been sent as far as

Sydney. Notwithstanding their size, the texture and general good quality

is astonishing. The flavour is excellent, and they have not that bitter nip

common to many turnips.

In clearing the heath country it is first rolled with a Mallee roller

pulled by six or eight horses, so that the scrub will wither sufficiently

for burning. After burning, the land is ploughed with double-furrow

stump-jump discs. It is then left for a number of months, and again

rolled to break down the clods and level off the first ploughing. A
second ploughing follows, which is done in a direction diagonally across

the first furrows. It has been found that the decay of the root fibres

is jtromoted if the soil be reasonably compressed, and that the decaying

matter has a good influence upon the growth of crops. This, according

to Lipman, is partly explained by the fact that cellulose is decomposed

by anaerobic organisms, and the exclusion of air thus favours decay of

the roots. In open heath soils oxidation goes on too quickly, and the

best class of organic matter becomes disintegrated and unavailable as

plant food, but the fibres are not affected in this way, and so continue in

evidence on the surface until they are covered and the soil compacted.

This gives rise to the suggestion that it is not advisable to leave the first

rou2;h ploughing long in the open sods. Such is good practice for heavy
lands, but the reverse is to be aimed at here. Tillage should proceed as

soon as practicable until the land is effectively compacted. Subsequently

it will be of the utmost importance for the settler to give special

attention to this phase of his work to prevent the too rapid oxidation of

humus, and loss by leaching out of the soil.

On Mr. Williamson's farm the soil is a loamy sand. Some of the

higher levels are too sandy. A rotten ironstone outcrops in many places.

When the scrub and root fibres are overcome, the land is easily worked.
Rather less than 1 lb. of turnip seed, with 1 cwt. of superphosphate, is

sown to the acre. The average rainfall during the period of growth is

very favorable, but last season was very dry. The Purple Top'
Mammoth White does surprisingly well through the dry spells, and at

Portland it has this decided advantage over the swede—it is not troubled

by aphis.

Last season 25 acres were sown with turnips, and theaccompanying
photograph will give some idea of the results. At the end of June 220
lambing ewes were put on a portion, about 8 acres, which was fenced off.

Later they were grazed on the balance of the crop, while another lot of

90 sheep was placed on the 8-acre plot.
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Mr. Williamson has made every effort to ascertain the variety of

turnip and potato best suited for the Heathniere soil and climate, and he

has tried 20 sorts of turnips and 60 kinds of potatoes. From an early

spring sowing the Early Wonder turnip stands out from the others. Sheep
appear to prefer the leaves of the Purple Top Mammoth, and this alone

makes it a variety desenang attention.

Very careful attention has been given to surface drainage, and a fine

example set for the settlers to follow. The land has a good slope, is

fairly even, and by means of a delver and horse team effective drains

have been made very cheaply. Drainage is a very important part of the

scheme for reclaiming the Portland heath land, and it could be carried

out in the case of smaller holdings with light teams by co-operation.

Turnip Field at Heathmere.

Seventy acres are sown down in various grasses, which seem to be

making fair headway. This year's sowing looks well, but the three-year-

old fields are scarcely satisfactory. Experimenters should be careful

not to overdo the search for a suitable grass. It is one thing to obtain

a grass pi exceptional root vigour and solvent and assimilative power,

and another (and it must be guarded against) to obtain a grass which
will grow luxuriantly, but which is lacking in some of the elements

essential for the health of stock.

Hand in hand with the selection of plants must go the building up
of a defective soil. In sandy soils plant foods go deep or wash out into

the hollows or into the streams. If, after the growing of root crops,

that are fed off, organic matter and minerals are supplied to the surface

soils with light annual dressings of basic phosphate, a good sward can

be developed.
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CLOSER SETTLEMENT STUDIES.

THE PIG INDUSTRY AT ROCHESTER.

By R. C. Lorimcr, Dairy Supervisor.

As an illustration of tlie rapid progress that 'has been made in the

pig-raising industry on the irrigated closer settlements around Rochester,

the following information may prove interesting:—Six years ago

monthly pig sales were held at the Rochester Municipal Market, at which

an average of about 30 fat pigs were yarded for sale. With the advance

of settlement, however, the number submitted at monthly sales soon

overtaxed the yarding accommodation, and it became necessary to hold

fortnightly sales. This relieved the situation for some time, but the

number of pigs coming forward continued to increase to such an extent

that eventually weekly sales were held. Recently, however, the yards

have been so overcrowded at weekly sales that it was evident more
accommodation would have to be provided. Consequently, the council

has now had the yards enlarged by the addition of 20 up-to-date new
pens.

In addition to local sales, large consignments of fat pigs are for-

warded fortnightly to the Western and Murray Co-operative Bacon
Factory at Braybrook. The following figures, which have been prepared

from accounts of sales kindly supplied by the local selling agents and
the agent for the Co-operative Bacon Factory, show, approximately, the

number and value of the fat pigs sold at Rochester during a recent period

of ten successive weeks :

—

Number of fat pigs sold . . . . 2,760

Average number per week . . . . 276
Total value realized . . . . . . £8,791

Average value per pig . . . . . . £3 3s. 8d.

From these fig-ures it will be seen that the sales for the year would
amount to about £45,000, and in this total no account has been taken
of private sales.

The majority of these pigs have been bred and fattened on the

irrigated closer settlement blocks within a radius of 12 miles of

Rochester, where the mild and healthy climate has been found particu-

larly suitable to the industry, there being an almost total absence of

disease amongst pigs in this locality.

Combined with dairy farming, pig-raising has been found the most
profitable way of utilizing the by-products of the dairy, while to those

settlers who intend to become orchardists eventually, the pig has pro-

vided a ready source of income to tide over the period of waiting for

the fruit trees to come into profitable bearing.

A few of the settlers engage almost wholly in the business, and have
been fairly successful. The Berkshire, Large York, Middle York, and
Tamworth breeds each have their advocates, and various crosses of these

breeds are tried, with the object of obtaining a good type of bacon pig.

Pigs in the Rochester District thrive wonderfully well when grazed
on lucerne, supplemented by a very light ration of pollard or skim milk.

When approaching the marketable age, the pigs are penned up and
topped off with a ration of pollard and grain. Pollard is the chief
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food used, but the high price and difficulty in obtaining supplies of this

product is turning the attention of pig-raisers to the necessity of growing

more feed on the farms. Cape barley and maize can be grown fairly

successfully, and if these two crops were more extensively cultivated, less

dependence would have to be placed on the uncertain supplies of pollard.

(Cape barley and maize, as pointed out by Mr. A. E. V. Richardson in

the January number of the Journal of Agriculture, are largely used for

bacon production in Canada and the United States of America.)

It is stated by those engaged in the industry that a net profit of

Is. per pig per week is a payable proposition, but usually the profit is

higher, in some instances reaching 2s. 6d.

Successful pig-raisers realize that no animal will respond as quickly

as the pig to cleanliness and good feeding, and the man who thinks that

anything is good enough for the pig will sooner or later meet with

disaster. Good, comfortable, and well-drained styes are essential to

success, and for this purpose concrete is now being largely used in place

of timber. It can be utilized in the walls, flooring, and feeding troughs

in styes, and, where suitable sand is available, concrete forms a cheap,

lasting, and serviceable building material. It will thus ^ be seen that

with a little encouragement in the shape of fair returns, pig-raising

promises to develop into one of the staple industries of the northern

irrigation settlements.

ALSATIAN POTASH.
Since the outbreak of war, potassic manures have been unobtainable

at 'anything like reasonable prices. Stassfurth, Tvihich has so long

enjoyed a practical monopoly, is not, however, the only source of this

valuable fertilizer. Alsace possesses enormous deposits hitherto

unworked owing to the monopoly Stassfurth had been able to secure

from the German Government.
In our issue of March, 1915, we referred to the hopes of French

agricultural authorities that Alsatian potash would be made available

as soon as France recovered her lost provinces. The sanguine hopes
then expressed have at last been realized, and Alsatian potash is no
longer a dream, but a reality.

An official note which appeared in French agricultural periodicals in

January last informs French agriculturists that after this date they can,

without administrative formalities, obtain Alsatian potash manures,
either direct or through their usual suppliers, who would transmit their

orders to the Provisional Selling Bureau recently established at Mel-
bourne.

Owing to transport difficulties, orders are only being received for

truck loads, prices being as follows, in bulk (not bagged) :

—

Kainit, containing 12 to 15 per cent, of potash (ICO), 21 centimes
the potash unit. Say, for kainit containing 13.5 of potash,
0.21 X 13.5 = 2 fr. 85 the 100 kg., i.e., not quite 24s. per
French ton.*

Manure Salts (Scls cl'Engrais) uv 20-22 per cent, potash, 265
millimes the potash unit. Say, for a salt containing 21 of

* The French ton is equivalent, to 2,190 lbs. avoirdiiimids, or only 41 Ihs. lighter than our ton.
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potash, 21 X 0.265 = 5.55 per lOQ kg. (= 44s. 5d. per French

ton).

Potassium Chloride, @ 50 to 60 per cent, of potash (K.O), 375

millimes per unit. Say, for a chloride containing 55 of potash,

55 X 0.375 = 20.65 fr. per 100 kg. = £8 5s. 3d. per French^

ton.

Details follows as to orders, delivery, &c.

Happily, France is now no longer dependent on German (Stass-

furth) potash. She has practically inexhaustible supplies within her

new borders. Let us hope that Alsatian potash will ere long be avail-

able in the Commonwealth. The low prices mentioned above cannot

fail to appeal strongly to vine-growers and orchardists who recognise

the high value of this fertilizer.

POTASH MANURES-SULPHATE OR MURIATE?
By F. de Castella, Government Viticulturist.

The superiority of sulphate of potash over the chloride, or, as it is

still often termed, muriate, is generally admitted; a contention which

received forcible support from a recent article by Professor Degrully,*

of Montpellier (France), criticising the form in which Alsatian potash is

being made available for French agriculturists (see preceding note).

He points out the inferiority of kainit and chloride of potash, as com-

pared with nitrate, carbonate, or sulphate, stating that it is under either

of the last three forms that potash gives the best results in the majority

of soils.

He quotes an article by M. Lagatu, which appeared in Progres

Agricole in 1901, in which attention was very forcibly drawn to the

inferiority of the chloride. Professor Lagatu, indeed, goes so far as to

assert that in certain cases potash chloride, as well as kainit (in which
potash sulphate is mixed with a large proportion of various chlorides)

can even be positively injurious. It is largely a question of rainfall.

" In free limey soil, potash chloride, which is as good as the other potassic

manures in the case of medium or heavy rainfall, is harmful if little or no rain

should fall Chlorides react on the lime contained in the soil, forming
calcium chloride, a salt injurious to plant life, and especially so to nitrifying

bacteria. Being solul)le, heavy rain removes this salt from friable, well drained
land .... but if the rainfall be deficient it remains in the soil to the
detriment of the plant." '

In the case of stiffer limey soil, he is even more emphatic. " Chloride
by hindering nitrification, which is usually unsatisfactory in a stiff

soil, should be altogether avoided. In all stiff soils it is not a manure, but
a poison. Potash sulphate presents no danger. It even favours nitrification."

He further points ovit that in very free soils, where, owing to its great solubility,

the calcium chloride is readily removed by the easy circulation of rainwater, no
injurious chloride remains; but should drought supervene, it will again cause
damage.

Professor Degrully also quotes from a letter by M. Octave Audebert,
President of the Agricultural Society of Gironde, to the French Minister
of Agriculture, protesting against the potash salts recently made

» Pro!7r(<s ^?WcoZ«, 19th .Tan., 1919.
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available, and emphasizing the point hitherto insufficiently recognised,

but confirmed by his long experience with agricultural manures

—

" That, of the two potash salts fuinished by the Rhine mines, the sulphate

alone should be supplied to agriculture, the chloride being reserved for industrial

purposes, more especially for the manufacture of potassium nitrate." He admits

that "Germany has in the past mainly supplied us with chloride, reserving the

sulphate for her own crops." He expresses his conviction tluit " the more

general use of potash in the soils of our country is capable of bringing about an

enormous increase in the yield of all crops, but on the express condition that it be

supplied in the form of sulphate, the one to which all plants accommodate them-

selves best; this is particularly so in the case of the vine."

Professor Degrully points out that neither Alsace nor Stassfurth

supply pure potash sulphate—it must be manufactured from kainite or

chloride; from the Ir.tter by treatment with sulphuric acid, or by the

reaction of sodium sulphate on potash chloride. In conclusion, he

points out that the value of potassic manures has often been questioned

by practical men—no doubt, in some soils, naturally rich in potash, the

addition of this element may not materially affect the yield—but, as he

pertinently asks, " May not many failures be due to the injurious action

of the chloride?"

The views quoted above will, no doubt, be read with interest, since

many of our vineyards are planted on fairly stiff soils in districts of only

moderate rainfall. Where irrigation is possible, conditions are no longer

quite the same, but it must be remembered that in several of our northern

irrigation areas seepage has occasionally to be reckoned with. To use

potash chloride in a soil over rich in salt (sodium chloride), thereby

still further increasing the already excessixe chlorine content, is, to say

the least, illogical; under such conditions the superiority of the sulphate

over the chloride form of potash is likely to make itself strongly felt.

THE FLAX INDUSTRY.
At the meeting of the Federal Flax Industry Committee on the 28th

April, presided over by the Director of Agriculture (Dr. S. S. Cameron),
very encouraging reports were received regarding the acreage to be

planted this season. The committee was assured of a sowing of 3,000

acres, as against 1,400 acres last year. The districts from which the

assurances have been given include Drouin, Warragul, Dalmore,
Traralgon, and Sale. Hitherto, Drouin and Warragul have been

regarded as the only flax centres. The committee considers that, in

view of the fact that the Federal guarantee of £5 a ton for flax has been

increased to £6, farmers should readily take up the crop. There is

ample time for sowing, and the selected seed may be obtained through

the committee at 12s. 6d. a bushel. While the best crops harvested

last year were from early sown areas, very satisfactory yields were cut

on areas sown in May and June, and some as late as August.

As a result of representations by the committee, the Federal Govern-
ment has agreed to provide £1,000 for experimental work in connexion

with the flax industry in all States. The experiments will be in the

direction of ascertaining the most suitable seed and localities for the

production of both fibre and linseed. The various State Departments
of Agriculture are co-operating with the committee. Arrangements are

being made with farmers for the setting aside of experimental plots.
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THE LITCHI.

By J. W. Audas, F.L.S., F. 11.M.S., Assistant, National Ilerharium,

Melbourne.

Litchi or Lee-chee (Nepheliuni Lit-chi) is one of the most delicious

of all Chinese fruits. The tree which produces it belongs to the natural

order Sapindaceae, and is grown in the Southern Provinces of China and
in the Northern Province of Cochin-China, where it has been in cultiva-

tion for possibly 2,000 years. ' It is also cultivated in the West Indies,

and has been grown in Florida. There are several varieties, but the

commonest is that producing fruit nearly round, about 1-| inches in

diameter, with a thin, brittle shell of a red colour when ripe, covered all

over with rough, wart-like protuberances. Though the litchi is essentially

a tropical and sub-tropical tree, and does not adapt itself readily to

climates differing widely from that of its original home, consequently

it is more likely to be successfully grown in Queensland than in Victoria,

but some litchi trees have been successfully grown by Chinese in this

State, and have fruited well. It appears, therefore, that attention should

be given to the cultivation of the tree in tho§e parts of Victoria where
the climate is found to be suitable.

The litchi is a handsome evergreen tree growing from 15 to 20 feet

high, with alternate pinnate leaves about 3 inches long, and of a thick

leathery texture. The flowers are arranged in axillary and terminal
slender panicles. These are succeeded by fruit of a globular prickly

nature, of which the edible portion is a sweet, semi-transparent, jelly-

like 'pulp, or aril covering the seed.

The Chinese dry the fruit, which then becomes blackish, and in that

state large quantities are annunally imported into Australia. The
fruit is also sold in China in glas^jars. Although they are naturally

inferior to the fresh fruit, -they still preserve some of their rich

flavour. The fruit is preserved by simply drying it, and it

is stated by an authority that " the Chinese use it in their tea, to

which it communicates its fine sub-acid flavour, which is preferred to

the sweetness of sugar." Another authority says—" In the lower Pro-
vinces of India it is almost co-extensively cultivated with the mango.
It comes into season a little before that fruit, and in the larger cities,

such as Calcutta, is sold in every fruit-dealer's shop, the streets for a

month or six weeks being literally bestrewni with the rind and large

seeds rejected by the wayside consumers." The fruit to he fully appre-

ciated must, however, be eaten as soon after being picked as possible.

Australian Species.

There are about thirteen species of Nephelium native to Australia,
all of which are found in the eastern portion of the continent. One
species, Nephelium leiocarpum, is indigenous as far south as East
Gippsland.- They are mostly trees of from 20 to 60 feet high. Some
of them .are highly ornamental, and are well worth cultivation in parks
and gardens in suitable districts.
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Situation for the Litljii.

The litehi ought to succeed in some of the warm sheltered parts of
this State. Whatever site is chosen should have a north-easterly aspect,

sheltered from the cold, south, and westerly winds. Nothing harms
the tree so much as exposure to inclement weather. It thrives best in

a rather humid atmosphere, and where it will not liave to endure the
excesses of heat or cold.

1. Fruiting Branch. 2. Panicle of Flowers. 3. Fniit, with a part of

the outer shell removed, i. Seed.

Soil. /

This tree appears to succeed best ou a rather strong, deep soil that

is fairly rich in humus. Whatever soil the })laut is grown on should

be of a good depth, friable, an'^, if the natural drainage is unsatisfactoi-y,

artificial drainage will be required, for, should the roots get into a badly

drained subsoil, the tree will soon become unliealthy.
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Propagation.

The litehi can be propagated iby seed and by grafting. The seeds

should bb sown as soon as they are ripe in order to insure a large

percentage of germination. They .should be sown in earthenware pots,

or shallow, wooden boxes, in the bottom of which has been placed a

layer of rough pieces of charcoal. Over this spread a fold of half-

decayed- leaves, and then fill the pot or box to within an inch of the

j-im with rather sandy loam, which should be pressed down firmly.

Sow the seeds thinly and evenly, covering them lightly with soil, and
set the pots or boxes on rough ashes in a wiarm situation. When the

seedlings appear, it is essential that they be watered very carefully.

They will require protection during the first winter of their existence.

If a glass house or frame is not available, some temporary shelter must
be provided. In the succeeding spring, the young plants will be large

enough to be transferred singly to pots, and with ordinary attention

they should be ready for transplanting to their permanent positions

twelve months later. If only a few seeds are being sown, they may be

placed singly in small, well-drained pots, and when the seedlings are

well established they may he transferred to larger ones, finally planting

them out when the proper season arrives.

To perpetuate any variety true to type, propagation by layering is

necessary. Layers should be put down in spring, before the new growth
commences. With ordinary care and attention in the way of watering,

&c., the layers will be sufficiently rooted by early autumn or in the

following sipring to he transferred to their permanent positions.

Branches that cannot be brought down to the ground may be layered in

extemporized wooden boxes filled with soil and placed on raised plat-

forms. Layers treated in this way should be watered regularly in warm
weather. Where a number of trees are to he planted, they should be

set out similarly to other fruit-bearing trees. It will take ajbout 100

trees to plant an acre. Each tree should be carefully planted, tied to

a stake, and mulched. For a few years after the trees are planted,

dwarf-growing crops, such as potatoes, &c., could be raised between

the rows. The only cultivation required for the trees will be to keep

the weeds down and the soil well loosened with a hoe or light scarifier.

Very little pruning will be necessary beyond maintaining a well-

halanced head and a clean stem for a few feet above the ground, and

the removal of all weak branches and those that override eaeh other.

RICH MILK IN CHEESE-MAKING.*

It is due to the present high prices realized for all classes of cheese,

as compared with its equivalent in the form of butter, even in whole

milk-producing districts, that considerably more cheese is being made

* Biprint?d from The New Zealand Dairymm, 19th January, 1918.
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than in normal times, particularly those of the quick-ripening variety.

The blue-veined varieties, such as Stilton and Wensleydale, cannot be

regarded as so profitable to make as the hard-pressed varieties, like

Cheddar and Cheshires. When one considers that 1 lb. of ordinary

chee^.e may be produced from 1 gallon of milk, and that it "vvill require

2J gallons of similar milk to make 1 lb. of butter, it is surprising that

so much butter is made, except where a large number of calves are to be

reared on skimmed milk.

It has always been recognised that the Ayrshire is a typical type

of animal for cheese-making, and while other breeds like the Shorthorn,

the milk of which is equally low in butter-fat, are also suited for this

purpose, cheese-makers are apt to think that the use of rich milk in

cheese-making amounts to so much waste. There was, however, a very

interesting collection of cheeses exhibited at the Highland Agricultural

Show when held at Glasgow many years ago, and these cheeses were

made from milk containing varying percentages of butter-fat, from 2

per cent, upwards, and the difference in size, and quantity versus

quality in the milk yield of the cow is always a matter of importance to

the farmer, and we all know how difficult it is to combine both. Fortu-

nately, cheese-making is now more profitably conducted, and those who
have turned their energies in this direction are only too eager and in-

terested to study anything bearing on this industry in which they are

employed. Where this matter of rich milk has been put to the test,

it is found that not only does the richer milk produce cheeses of higher

quality, but of greater weight, and very different to the more ordinary

Cheddars, for example, made from average quality shorthorn milk con-

taining 3.5 per cent, or thereabouts of butter-fat. The percentage of

casein in milk bears a practically uniform relation to the percentage of

fat. Thus milk which is rich in fat is usually rich in casein. It is

important to notice that where the milk employed in making
cheese is rich, the percentage of fat lost in the process of

manufacture, and which passes into the whey, is smaller than where the

milk used is poor in fat. When cheese was made from rich and poor

milk respectively for a period of fifteen days, the milk of the Shorthorns,

which contained a low percentage of fat, produced 1 lb. of cheese from
11.3 lbs. of milk, whereas the milk from the Jersey cows required to make
1 lb. of cheese was only 8.1 lbs. Again, to quote another instance, in

which milk containing 4.5 per cent, of fat was used, the average yield of

chce-e per 100 lbs. of milk was 12.35 lbs., or a fraction more than 8 lbs.

of milk to each 1 lb. of cheese. It is worthy to remark that where rich

milk is used, the proportion of water present in the cheese is greater than

where poor milk is used. Thus, with an increase of fat in the milk,

there is an increase in the water content of the cheese, and consequently

in its weight, l^or this reason cheese made from rich milk gains weight

from three sources—from the increased quantity of casein, the increased

weight of fat, and, lastly, the increased quantity of water. It is well

known to cheese-makers that the solid matter of milk which
finds its way into the cheese consists almost entirely of fat and
casein, and yet the solid matter lost or carried off in the whey is practi-

cally equal to the solids which have been removed in the curd. Thus, in

referring to most reliable records, we find that the total weight of solids
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in the cheeses for each pound of solids in the whey varied from 0.9 lbs. in

April to slightly more than 1 lb. in September, there being a gradual in-

crease from month to month.

In every case, the weight of the solids in the cheese rose from 0.93 lbs.

in April to 1-16 lbs. in October, an increase practically made throughout

the whole period. In all the most important cheese-making districts the

fat is skimmed from the whey and converted into butter. This is especi-

ally the case in Cheshire, and whoever the cheese-maker may be, it is

practically impossible to prevent the occurrence of this loss. Under the

best conditions the weight of fat lost in the whey per 100 lbs. of milk

employed varies from 0.35 to 0.4 in April, rising and falling as the

months proceed, the loss of fat being smallest in the month of June. On
the other hand, the weight of casein which passes into the whey gradu-

ally increases from the beginning of the cheese-making season until the

end. In one instance, the loss in April was 0.64 lbs., and in October

0,85 lbs., although in this case there was no systematic increase. The
actual quantity of the solid matter of the milk which is recovered reach-

ing 50 per cent., and of casein 75 per cent.

It may be well to compare the results obtained by the employment

of milk of varied quality. When the milk contains from 3 to 3.5

per cent, of fat, the percentage lost in the whey reaches 9.5,

while the weight of the, cheese made per 100 lbs. ,of milk

slightly exceeds 9 lbs. "When the fat reaches 3.5 to 4 per cent.,

the loss of fat falls to 8.3 per cent., while the cheese made per 100 lbs.,

or 10 gallons of milk, reaches 10 lbs. "With each step forward in the

richness of the milk there is an unvarying diminution in the loss of fat

and an increase in the weight of the cheese. Thus, when the milk con-

tained 5 per cent, of fat, the loss of fat in the whey was reduced to 6 per

cent., while the weight of the cheese reached 13^ lbs. per 100 lbs. of milk,

showing practically an increase of 50 per cent. On this basis, it is

surely worth the while of cheese-makers to employ rich milkers, inasmuch

as they make gains from two sources; the loss of fat is smaller, and the

weight of the cheese is larger, while we may add a third reason which

we have found in the increased quality of the cheese, both from the point

of view of flavour and mellowness or creamy consistency. It is only to

add that where cheese is made upon a farm by a skilled maker, where
control of the whole process is perfect, there may be, and, indeed, there

should be, a diminution in the loss of fat from poor milk, and conse-

quently a slight increase in the weight of cheese produced.

The greatest loss occurs where cheese is factory made, and where, in

spite of a fair quality of the milk, the process of manufacture is under

less control than in the case of a private dairy. It is usual in good 'dairies

to weigh the curd before it is placed in the cheese vat for the press. An
indication of the actual weight of the ripe cheeses may be obtained by
deducting 9 per cent, from the weight of the curd. In comparing the loss

of fat which occurred in tlie manufacture of Cheddar cheese at different

places, it was found that the percentage of loss varied from 6.3 where rich

milk was used, to 10 where the milk was of average quality, containing

12.6 per cent, of solids, "Where the weight of fat per lb. of casein in

the milk was greatest, there was the least loss of fat, but in all cases the

loss of solids in the whey was approximately close.
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RUTIIERGLEN STATE FARM.
The State Farm at Rutherglen consists of 1,100 acres, of which

100 acres are laid out in experimental pots. The average rainfall

for the district is 21 inches.

The farm manager, Mr. P. P. O'Keefe, in his report for May, states

that though the simimer and autumn months have been exceedingly dry
at Rutherg.en, the weather during the month has been especially

favorable for grass and for early-sown crops. Two inches of rain have
been recorded, and seeding is proceeding smoothly.

Up to the present 460 acres have been sown, and the crop is all

above ground. The 190 acres sown tO' oats is particularly forward, and
is carrying three sheep to the acre. These early-sown crops are regarded

by the farm manager as a boon, as on them the ewes can be carried

right through the lambing season until the spring-sown crops of rape

and millet are fit to feed off.

In addition to the oats, 250 acres of wheat and t20 acres of barley

have been sown. A further 40 acres is now being sown to barley, while

20 acres is being prepared for peas. Included in the wheat are the fol-

lowing areas of seed wheat :
—

Acres.
Federation ... ... ... ... ... 110
Yandilla King ... ... ... ... ... 20
Currawa ... ... ... ... ... 20

• GallipoU ... ... ...
'

... ... 10
Gluyas ... , ... ... ... ... 10

Major ... ... ... ... ... 8
Warden ... ... ... ... ... 22
Penny ... ... ... ... ... 20
Marshall's No. S ... ... ... ... 14

King's Early ... ... ... ... ... 10

College King ... ... ... ... ... 10

In pursuance of the policy of carrying the maximum head of stock,

a paddock of 90 acres will be fallowed up and sown to millet in the

spring. It is also intended to plough up and sow 100 acres to rape,

which should furnish useful grazing for sheep during the summer.
It is noticed at Rutherglen that the spring-^own rape is much more

successful than that sown in the autumn; indeed, very little success

has been achieved with the latter.

The dairy herd is at present grazing oat crops, but milk yields are

now falling off. The young cattle are doing well, the grass being supple-

mented by green oat crops and ensiage.

The crossbred flock of SOO ewes, which were joined with two-tooth

Border Leicester, are expected to lamb towards the end of June. As
the ewes are of a good, rocmy type, and are doing well on the oat crops,

it is expected that the progeny wiU be good quality lambs. The 170

weaners, which were carried forward on forage crops, planted in the

spring, have proved good property, and will be disposed of after being

topped up on oat crops.

There are 53 pigh on hand. Wheat screenings from the grader forms

the bulk of their feed at present. Two acres of Algerian oats have
been sown for their use, and 3 acres, each of peas and barley, wi 1 be

sown for forage to supplement the hand feeding. A trial plot of arti-

chokes, as forage for pigs, will be planted in the spring.

Additions to the present sties are contemplated, so that feeding tests

with pigs can be carried out.
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The grass paddocks are now being spelled, and w 11 he top-dressed

with 1 cwt. super, per acre. This has been proved a profitable practice

on the 4-acre experimental p'oti during the past four years. A paddock

or subterranean clover, and another of rye grass and clover, sown at the

foot of the College hill continues to give a satisfactory return. The results

show what can be done with artificial grasses to improve the carrying

capacity of small paddocks in favoured situations—even on the rainfall

received at Eutherglen. A loamy paddock of 13 acres is being subsoiled

for lucerne. Crops of this plant have, without irrigation, given fair

yields in picked situations in other parts of the district, and provide a

useful green pick for stock during the summer.

FLUE CURING LEMON BRIGHT TOBACCO LEAF.
In May, 1916, the Department of Agriculture made an agreement

with Messrs. Rae Bros., of Gapsted, to carry out a series of experiments

in tobacco culture, Avilh a view to testing varieties of tobacco suitable

for the production of lemon bright leaf, arid the heavier types of plug

tobacco leaf, and cigar leaf, for filler and wrapper purposes ; also experi-

ments in the treatment of the soil for the prevention of blue mould, the

most serious disease affecting tobacco in Victoria.

Up to the time of these experiments no attempt had been made in

this district to cure lemon bright leaf by the use of stoves and flues in a

properly constructed barn, with the scientific regulation of temperatures

and ventilation. -The season, owing to exceptional wet weather, proved

very unsuitable for the crop, but sufficient tobacco was produced to test

the various experiments.

In March, 1917, a portion of an old tobacco shed was fitted up by

the Agricultural Department, as designed by the then Tobacco Expert

(Mr. Temple A. J. Smith), tlae sides being walled with iron outside and

lined inside with ij^aroid, with vents through which currents of air could

be regulated left in each wall at both top and bottom. The roof was

also ceiled, and a ventilator provided in the top.

Two stoves, 4 ft. 6 in. long by 2 feet by 18 inches, were made to order

by Messrs. Cochrane and Scott, and iron flues, 10 inches in diameter,

connected with the stoves, and run through the building, 4 feet apart,

the smoke being taken out through smoke stacks of iron. Steam pans

were used to regulate humidity. The fuel used was wood.

On the suggestion of Mr. J. Gilmour, tobacco buyer, Mr. Tregenna,

the tobacco expert of New South Wales, was invited to attend the first

cure, and was present for two days.

The first barn was started on the 17th April, 1917, at 9 p.m., and

finished at 1 p.m. on the 22nd April, a period of four and a half days in

all. Two barns of leaf were cured, and the result was very satisfactory,

the leaf being pronounced the best of its type produced in Victoria.

Messrs. Sniders and Abrahams were the purchasers at 2s. per lb., the

British-Australasian Tobacco Company's offer being Is. 9d. per lb.

The whole operation was carried out by the Departmental Tobacco
Expert (Mr. Temple A. J. Smith), with the assistance of Messrs.

Rae Bros.

The varieties giving best results were spotted gum and yellow pryor,

but all the varieties treated were very superior to the same tobaccoes

cured under the ordinary systems.
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EXPERIMENTS IN THE CONTROL OF ST. JOHN'S
WORT.

Bij II. W. Davey, F.E.S.

During the last twelve months, in which I have been more or less en-

gaged in conducting experiments for the control of St. John's wort, I have
had many opportunities to observe some interesting facts relating to this

plant. The one thing that stands out above all others is that rabbit

suppression and the control of St. John's wort are inseparable, especially

in the Alpine areas.

St. John's wort is not the smothering plant it is usually supposed,

but is largely assisted by the rabbit in suppressing other herbage. Even
in the worst weed-infested country, grass or its seeds always appear to

be present, although usually in a weakly or dormant condition. This
can be proved by an inspection of the country at Bright, recently swept by
bush fires, where grasses are now* springing up, and if it were not for

the presence of the rabbit, would ultimately crowd out the introduced

St. John's wort. These grasses are much quicker growers during the

autumn than the pest weed, and would soon establish themselves and
compete with it for space if the rabbits did not eat them down and often

entirely destroy them.

Some most interesting examples of weed control by grasses are to

be seen at Bright. The wort thrives best under occasional cultivations

(providing, of course, that these are not frequent enough to prevent leaf

formation), for after the soil has been disturbed, weakly plants quickly

show great vigour. The land on which St. John's wort was first intro-

duced on the Harrietville-road was always noted for the luxuriant crop

of weed it carried. Some years since, a portion of this land was fenced

and made rabbit proof, and part of it has been planted with walnut
trees. The planted area is still heavily infested, a re«ult of the cultiva-

tion ; but on the higher land, which is unplanted, kangaroo grass has

made wonderful progress at the expense of the weed, which is fast dis-

appearing.

The old Bright Eace-course has long been heavily infested, and many
people still call St. John's wort the " race-course weed." This land

affords another example of grass controlling the plant. It was dredged
for gold, and later, when taken over by the Forests. Department, was
made rabbit-proof and planted with Pinus insignis. The plantation now
carries some fine patches of grass, and here and there the wort has
been already crowded out.

The pine plantation at Morgan's Creek affords yet another example.
Splendid grass occurs here also, and in many places the weed has quite

disappeared, or is so small and weak that it has to be carefully looked
• for.

In the examples mentioned, nothing has been done to assist the grass

except to keep the rabbits away, and if they were absent from adjacent
Crown lands I feel confident that grass could control the weed. This
would be especially so if some seed were sown at intervals, as then
quicker results would bo obtained than, as at present, by waiting for

the natural grass to recover after the years of ill-treatment it has
received from the rabbit.

* Tliese noU's were written 23id April, 1919.
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The enonnoiis areas of remote mountainous country infested with

St. John's wort makes the use of chemicals impossible, as well as pro-

hibitive, owing to cost.

The experiments now being- made with chemicals have already

demonstrated their 'efficacy for quickly ridding land of noxious weeds.

While, hoAvever, they are of undoubted value in settled country, or in

dealing with infested areas adjacent to occupied country, and particu-

larly where transport is good, their general use can never be looked for

in the steep broken country on both the Murray and Gippsland slopes

of the Australian Alps. And it is here that an organized crusade against

the rabbit would prove of great value, and go more towards solving the

problem of stopping the onward march of St. John's wort than any
other proposal likely to be put forward. Every fire that sweeps through

these mountains checks the weed temporarily, and at the same time,

encourages the grasses. Fire does not appear to injure the root system

of the wort at all, but it causes immense destruction of its seeds, as,

OAving to the woody flower stems and the resinous nature of the seed

capsules, they burn very fiercely. The seed is very late in shedding, so

that every bush fire destroys most of it, and the number of seeds shed

annually is enormous—I have counted 15,000 seeds, the product of

one plant.

The high plains of the Australian Alps are important as a stand-by

for stock in years of drought, and this makes the freedom of the foothills

from noxious weeds of great importance. Trammelling cattle from the high
plains pass along these mountain roads, some of which are badly infested

with St. John's wort, and they must collect some of tlie seed in j^assing.

The introduction of so much of the weed into New South "Wales is prob-

ably due to stock returning from these infested areas.

An inspection of the plots previously referred to suggests that there

is a good opportunity for carrying out research work, not only as a

means for solving a problem of such national importance as the eradica-

tion of St. John's wort,^ut also for the improvement of the stock-

carrying capacity- of the mountain country to something like the value
it had before the rabbit made its appearance.

There are several grasses that are able to successfully crowd out
St. John's wort, providing the ground is not disturbed in any way, and
that protection is afforded from rabbits.

The grasses that are doing such excellent work at Bright are Paspalum
dilatat'um, Setaria nigrirnstris, and kangaroo grass (Anthistiria imher-
his). There are others that deserve a trial, the most promising of which
are probably wallaby grass (Danthonia semi-annular is and pilosa), couch
grass (Cynodon dact), rye grass (Lo^ium), and, for the higher altitudes,

Phalaris commutata or P. canariensis (canary seed) would be worth a

trial.

TREATMENT OF PREGNANT ANIMALS.

Periods of pregnancy are unquestionably the most important time
in the life of a breeding animal, and the very best attention should be
given during such times, for the proper care of the mother animal
and the unborn young has a decided effect on the offspring after birth.

Cows are often subject to rather poor treatment, for, through ignorance
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or a desire for gain, many people reduce the feed of their cows by
one-half to two-thirds during the dry period. This is quite a serious
mistake, however, for it should he remembered that at this time food is

needed for a double purpose, just the same as when giving milk. It
never pays to stint the feed of pregnant animals in an effort to
economize during a time when they are not actually producing visible

results.

This is particularly true of milk cows, if one expects to get a
reasonable flow of milk after calving. A cow that has had her feed
reduced for several months before calving will have drawn on her
reserve force to keep the feeding of the unborn calf up to normal, conse-
quently she comes to the milking period in a badly run-down condition,
very often having a milk flow that is not sufficient even for the calf.

In such cases the coav proves unprofitable as a milk producer, due simply
to poor management, but the owner, thinking she has passed her useful

stage, disiposes of her at once.

All pregnant animals should be given a diet that is nourishing, not
too bulky, and easily digested. Fat has a decided tendency to make an
animal sluggish and inactive, sometl;iing that must be avoided during
pregnancy. It is very essential to the health of both the mother and
the young that all organs of the body properly perform their functions,

and when out of order they should be corrected at once. If some of

these precautions were taken there would be less loss in live stock. Kind-
ness in caring for all stock is a factor that results in profit, and animals
that are always gently handled come to regard the one who cares for

them as a friend, and his presence does not excite or frighten them.

This is very valuable when the young things are being born and assist-

ance is necessary. If animals have learned from past care to regard
the attendant with fear, the mother instinct will prompt them to resent

any attention from him. When animals trust their attendant, his pre-

sence may save many of the young things that would otherwise perish.

Sheep are very easily excited, and gentleness is especially valuable in

handling them. Sudden fright causes sheep to rush together, very often

causing serious injury. Pregnant animals of all kinds should be kept

as quiet as possible to prevent injury from kicking, crowding, or being

stepped on. —Auckland Wcehly N^ews.

FRUIT CASE WOODS.

Experiments have been conducted recently by the New South Wales
Department of Agriculture in the use of the common willow for fruit cases.

The New South Wales fruit expert and irrigationist (Mr. W. J. Allen)

expresses the opinion that there are good prospects of supplying much of

the requirements of the trade in this way. The willow thrives on the

banks of most of the rivers. The wood possesses the much-desired
elasticity for the tops and bottoms of the cases, but is too valuable for the

ends, which have to be much thifkcr. The ordinary pine (Pinus insignis)

is suitable in many respects, but is not so elastic. It does well on the

coast, where it is often used as a breakwind for orchards.
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ORCHARD AND GARDEN NOTES.

E. E. Fescoft, F.L.S., Pomologist.

The Orchard.

Planting.

The time has now arrived for the general planting of deciduous

fruit trees. The soil should have previously been well ploughed and
subsoiled, and, as far as possible, drained. To ensure satisfaotory

results, it is essential that the orchard be subsoiled. Where expense

is a consideration, drainage may be left for subsequent years, but once

the orchard has been planted, it will be impossible to subsoil.

When planting out, the distance between the trees will be determined

by the kinds to be planted. For ordinary deciduous fruiting trees it is

the custom in this State to plant them 20 feet apart in the rows, the

rows also being 20 feet apart. Results have proved this to be a satisfac-

tory practice. Almond trees may be planted 15 or 16 feet apart each

way, while walnuts, owing to their spreading habit, require a distance of

30 feet.

Deep planting is not advocated, the general practice being that the

depth of planting in the nursery should be followed. If holes be dug,

they sliould be sliallow, the bottom being merely loosened lo allow a

comfortable friable bed for the tree roots. A good practice is to dig the

whole strip along which the trees are to be planted, merely removing
sufficient soil afterwardb when planting. Another satisfactory custom
is to plough furrows 20 feet apart, and to plant the trees in the furrowS;

filling in the soil over the roots and trampling well down.
Before planting, the roots of the young trees should be well trimmed,

shaped to an even form, and cleanly cut. As the result of their removal
from the nursery beds, the roots are generally more or less damaged,
and numbers of the fibrous roots, becoming; dry, shrivel and die. These
all require a clean trimming. Then it is often desirable to remove some
of the roots so as to balance the root system. The trimming of the roots

gives the young tree a clean root system, and it is enabled to establish

itself with young, vigorous roots.

After planting, the top should be well cut back, so as to leave three

or four arms, with three or four buds on each. Where it is not possible

to have this number of arms or limbs it is frequently advisable to cut back
to one stem, allowing the buds to break out strongly and frame the tree

after planting. In some countries, the custom of not cutting back the

trees the first year is favoured. Local experience has not resulted in

favour of this practice, as it is found to be inadvisable to unduly strain

the young tree by leaving a heavy top to be supported by the weak-
growing root system.

A number of good commercial fruits have been found to be either

wholly or partially self-sterile, requiring other varieties near them to

enable them to set their fruit. For this purpose it is necessary that
the bloom periods should be somewhat coincident.

Spraying.

Spraying should now be done to combat scale insects, woolly aphis,

and bryobia mite. Any oily eumlsion, or the lime-sulphur spray,

may be used, and for woolly aphis it will be necessary to apply the spray
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with considerable pressure, so tliat the liquid may penetrate the glossy
'overing of the aphis.

General Work.
All ploughing should now be completed ; if not, it should be finished

before spraying and pruning operations are proceeded with.
Any autumn manuring or liming should also be now carried out.

This, too, should be finished before spraying or pruning. Before spray-
ing with oils or with lime sulphur wash, all rough bark on apple and
pear trees should be scraped off. This will mean the certain destruction
of any codlin moth larvae hiding underneath.

The Vegetable Garden.

If not previously done, asparagus beds should be well cleaned out,
and a top dressing of manure given. To insure good drainage, the soil

from the paths, or between the beds, may be thrown up on the beds, so
as to deepen the surface drainage, and to consequently warm the beds.
This will mean earlier growths. A heavy dressing of manure should be
given, and the beds well and roughly dug over.

Plant out seeds of tomatoes and the pumpkin family in the frames;
and sow in the open, seeds of peas, lettuce, spinach, broad beans, radish,
onions, carrot and leek. Asparagus crowns, rhubarb roots, tubers of
Jerusalem artichokes, shallots and onions may now be planted out.
Celery should still be earthed up, taking care not to have the beds too
wet.

The Flower Garden.

General cleaning up and digging will be the work for this month in

flower section and shubbery. Where the soil is heavy or sour, or where
sorrel is plentiful, the garden should be given a heavy dressing of fresh

lime, a fair dusting being applied all over the surface. Lime should
not be used in conjunction with leaves, garden debris, leaf-mould, stable

manure, or any other organic matter used for humus. These should be
first disposed of by digging well into the soil ; then shortly afterwards a

top dressing of lime may be given. Should no humic material be used,

the lime may be dug in with the autumn digging.

In cleaning up gardens, all light litter and foliage should be either

dug in, or, better still, it should be placed in an out-of-the-way corner

to form a compost heap. Leaf-mould, well rotted, is especiallv useful in

any garden, particularly where such plants as Azaleas, Rhododendrons,
Liliums, &c., are grown, or for pot plant work it is exceedingly valuable.

In forming the compost heap, no medium whatever should be added to

help the rotting down of the leaves unless it be a little sand. Any
chemical added will render the mould unsuitable for its special objects.

Any hardy annuals may be planted out, such as stocks, pansies, wall-

flowers, &c., and cuttings of roses and hardwood shrubs may also be
planted. In planting out cuttings it is very important that all the eyes

should be removed from the part of the cutting which is to be below the

ground. If this be not done, there will always be the subsequent danger
of the plant suckering.
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Roses and any summer and autumn flowering shrubs that have finished

flowering may be pruned. If the spring flowering shrubs have not pre-

viously been pruned, they should be allowed to remain until after the

next flowering season. This especially applies to such plants as Spireas.

Philadelphus (Mock Orange), Deutzia, Prunus Mume, and otlier early

flowering shrubs. To prune these now would mean the certain loss of a

great proportion of their flowers.

In pruning, the shrubs may be well thinned out, especially removing
any weak upright or old flowering growths; . keep the shrub always at an

outward growth, inclining to a broad bushy type, instead of to an upright

habit. By this means, the lower regions will always be furnished with

good growth. Shrubs and trees of all descriptions should never be
allowed to become too crowded; they require to be opened, so as to allow

sunliffht and air into the interior, where it is most needed. This is one
means by which this class of plants may be kept healthy and free from
disease. Very few shrubs resent pruning, and the majority of them,
including Australian shrubs, such as Acacias, are very amenable to the

pruning knife.

In rose pruning, the rule is that strong growing plants require less

severe cutting than the weak growing ones. As roses always flower on

np.w wood, it is essential that the bushes be pruned regularly if ffood

blooms are desired. All weak growths, exhausted and worn out wood
must be removed, retaining only vigorous growths. It is generally

advisable to always prune to four or five eyes or buds, so as to have

subsequent strong growths, always pruning into the previous season's

wood. Spindly growths, especially in tbe centres of the bushes, should

be removed, the plants being trained with an onen aurj angular habit.

To prevent loss by decay, it will be advisable to lift and store such

herbaceous plants as delphiniums, perennial phlox, rudbeckias, &c., also

dahlias, tubers, chrysanthemums, cannas, and perennial sunflowers and

asters. Failing the possibility of doing this, they should be lifted gentlv

with a fork, so as to allow of a slight air space under the crown.

HEWINDEHS FOR JULY.

LIVE STOCK.
Horses.—Those stabled and worked regularly should be fed liberally. Those

doing fast or heavy work should be clipped; if not wholly, then trace high.

Those not rugged on coming into the stable at night should be wiped down and in

half-an-hour's time rugged or covered with bags until the coat is dry. Old horses

and weaned foals should be given crushed oats. Horses at grass will greatly

benefit by the addition of either hay or chafT, oats and bran. A lick, previously

recommended, should be available for all horses at grass. Old and badly-

conditioned horses should be given some boiled barley or linseed. Mares now
approaching foaling will require careful attention, and should be kept under
constant observation. It is not advisable to have mares fat at foaling time, nor
is it wise to have them poor; they should, however, be kept in good working
condition. The practice of working mares in shafts until they are about to
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foal is strongly condemned, as such a course may give rise to many foaling
ailments, with consequent loss of foals, and, at' times, that of mares also.
Commence preparing stallion for season, especially if worked.

Cattle.—Cows, if not housed, sliould be rugged. Rugs should be removed
and aired in the daytime when the shade teraperatui-e reaches GO degrees. Give
a ration of hay or straw, whole or chaffed, to counteract the purging elFects of
the young grass. Cows about to calve, if over fat, siiould be yjut into a paddock
in which the feed is not too abundant. Newly-calved cows should be fed liberally
to stimulate milk How. Cows may now be served for autumn calving. Calves
should be provided with warm, dry shed.

Pigs.—Supply plentj^ of bedding in warm, well-ventilated styes. Keep styes
clean and dry. Store pigs should be placed in fattening styes. Sows in fine

weather should be given a grass run. the cheapest feed now available is second-
grade wheat, to be obtained from the Wheat Board.

Sheep.—Go carefully through all breeding flocks at conclusion of lambing.

Reserve all best-framed and profitable-fleeced ewes. Ear mark all found unde-
sirable to breed from, and dispose of any that may be fat before prices recede
in the spring. Use a neat mark for ear-marking, not the " slash," " top off,"

and other oversized unsightly marks. Discard all undersized, narrow-framed
ewes, any with short yellow fleeces, those with thin locky staple, any with
very fine, light, and wasty fleeces, ewes with " bottle " udders, single teats,

undersiiot, overshot, or otherwise deformed mouths, ewes six years old and
over. Dra-w teeth of aged ewes altogether, if showing open and signs of feed
slipping tiirough. Consider well before selling any early born, good-fleeced ewe
lambs. Select best rams for future service; remember, wide, thick sheep are best

thrivers, but they must carry good fleeces as well. Keep all ewes well crutched
and the udders and eyes well cleared of wool previous to lambing. Give lambing
flocks good attention.

Poultry.—Mating of birds intended for breeding purposes should receive im-
mediate attention. Eight second-season Leghorns or any otiier light breeds, or six
of the heavier birds, such as Orpingtons, Plymouth Rocks, and Wyandottes (pre-
ferably in their second year), with a vigorous unrelated cockerel will be found
satisfactory. Table birds bred in March or April will pay handsomely prior to
the Cup Carnival. A tonic in drinking water as a preventive against chicken pox
and other ailments is advantageous.

CULTIVATION.
Farm.—Finish sowing barley, peas and beans, and late white oats in backward

districts. Trim hedges. Fallow for potatoes, maize, and other summer crops;
in early districts, plant potatoes. Graze off early crops where possible.

Orchard.—Continue to plant deciduous fruit trees, bush fruits, and straw-
berries. Continue cultivating and pruning. Spray for mites, aphides, and scales.

Flower Gardkn.— I'lant shrubs, climbers, and permanent plants, including
roses; also annuals and herbaceous perennials, early Gladioli, Liliuras, Iris, and
Bimibir plants. Continue digging, manuring, trenching, and liming.

Vrokt\ble Gardkn.—Plant out seedlings. Sow seeds of carrots, parsnips,
cauliflowers, onions, peas, broad beans, and tomatoes. Dig all vacant plots.

Vineyard.—Proceed with pruning, burning oil', and ploughing. Though
Anthracnose (black spot) did little or no damage last season, the disease
must not be ignored; given suitable weather conditions and absen"e of

preventive treatment, its re-appearance is almost certain. All susceptible
varieties (sultanas. &c. ), should be preventively "swabbed," just before the buds
burst, with acid iron sulphate solution. Bulletin describing treatment will be
posted on application. Complete, as early as possible, the ap))lication of manures
if not already done. Mark out land for new plantations. If ground is in good
order and not too wet, proceed with plantation of young vines (unpruned).
Remove cuttings or scions from vines previously marked, and keep Jrresh by
burying horizontally in almost dry sand in cool, sheltered place. Permanently
.stake or trellis last year's plantations.

Cellars.—Rack all young wines, whether previously racked or not. Rack
older wines also. For this work clioose, as much as possible, fine weather and
high barometer. Fill up regularly all unfortified wines. This is a good time for
bottling wine.
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Banner

OAT

A Fine New
—Variety -

—

THIS NEW OAT, imported from Canada

by Sir J. Carruthers, of New South Wales,

is a stout white variety, and will yield far

above any others grown in this (Cressy) district.

"BANNER" OAT is suitable for both Hay and

Grain. PRICE— 10/- per bushel; 9 6 per

bushel in sack lots ; 9/- per bushel in 5 sack lots.

LAW,SOMNER
Pty. Ltd.

SEED AND PLANT MERCHANTS
139-141 Swanston StreetMELBOURNE
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FullReward
for
LAEOR >̂^^

Obtain the maximum prices and most prompt

returns by consigning all your produce to us.

Agents in all leading towns can be consulted at any

time. Liberal advances made against consignments.
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Neptune "A" Prepared Spraying Oil

Contains over 85% of a heavy bodied Red Mineral

Oil and is an absolutely deadly insecticide.

Neptune Lime and Sulphur
Is a concentrated Solution, and can be used even

when the trees are in full bloom without harming the

trees.

Berger*s Arsenate of Lead
Will not scorch the trees or wash off, yet deadly

to all parasites.

Spray your trees with Neptune "A" Prepared

Spraying Oil during the winter months, following

it up with Lime and Sulphur and Arsenate

of Lead, and beautiful, clean, spotless fruit will be

the inevitable result.

NEPTUNE OIL CO. Ltd. L'e^b'X^'.
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More Victories for MEGGITT Limited

Linseed

Oil Meal
Has established itself throughout Australia,

New Zealand, and adjacent Islands as

"The Standard of Quality"

"NO TROUBLE" when it's

MEGGITT LIMITED

Pamphlet No. 110 Initracting How to Teed, mailed free.

Full particulars from Agents -Messrs. Harrisons. Ramsay Limited, f^tjl rfMlnll

666 Bourke Street. .MELBOURNE; or '\2 ^^5-^ _,_^

MFrriTT ltd The Pioneer Linseed Oil & Linseed Oil Meal Manufacturers ot Australia '^
'

26 King Street. SIDNEY. Works—Parramatta. -'Jhe Boy on Bag
guarantees quality.
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OT suns and caustic sprays harden and conslrict the bark of old trees. This
interferes uith the flow of sap and weakens both tree and fruit.

Gargoyle Prepared Red Spraying Oil softens and loosens the bark, giving full

play to the sap stream. It is thus the best ally of cultivation and manuring.

Gargoyle Prepared Red Spraying Oil is a tree tonic ; it rejuvenates ihe frees and
reclothes them with young vigorous shoots, enabling the tree to bear healthy,
profitable crops. Many a satisfied user has said "truly Gargoyle Prepared Red
Spraying Oil gives new trees for old."

Gargoyle Prepared Red Spraying Oil is the proved destroyer of Aphia, Scale Rfd
Spider, and other sucking insects.

If not obtainable from your s orekeeper. write dir^ ct to us. It's made in Australia.
Look for the Red Gargoyle on the container.

Q^^^Lg
Vacuum Oil Company

Proprietary Limited

S3

frepcurectKedSprayinqQa
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((THE BEST is CHEAPEST ALWAYS!"

LYSAGHT'S
ORB

CORRUGATED ROOFING IRON
Obtainable from all leading Ironmongers, Storekeepers, and

Timber Mercliants throughout Australia.

"Australia's
WAGON 5>

Hildyard Steel Wheel Wagons at

the Front. They are now fitted

with twin roller bearings, 33 per

cent, saved in draft. More durable
than ever. Less wear and tear.

No boxes to crack. We guarantee
iImb. The rollers run is oil in dustproof races. Thejr are now perfection, and we can supply to

cany all weights as usual for wool, wheat, or farm. Ordinary axles supplied i( preferred.

J J Gordon (Ardltthan) says:--" The 5 ton, il in. and iO in. dia. wheel wagon you supplied me
runs splendid. I am putting 60 bags of wheat on S horses. That proves its light draught."

Send for
Cataloe Now HILDYARD WAGON WORKS, ;^L~b^<;~°:?~E,VIC.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
MELBOURNE. VICTORIA. AUSTRALIA

NOIV AVAILABLE
BULLETIN 31

BEE-KEEPING IN VICTORIA
Sj; F. R. BEUHNE,
z=M Government Apiculturist. Bi=

Comprising 126 fages, divided into 25 chapters (illustrated)

dealing with various phases of Bee-keeping, and specially

adapted to Australian conditions. Suitably indexed.

Price: ONE SHILLING
Postage : Commonwealth, Id.; New Zealand, 2id.; British fit Foreign, 5d.

Applications, accompanied by Postal Note covering price and postage, to be

forwarded to the Director, Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, Victoria,
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
VICTORIA

JOURNAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 64 pp. Illustrated.

The Journal is issued monthly, and deals with all phases of up-to-date agriculture.

The subscription, which is payable in advance, and includes postage, is 3s. per annum
for the Commonwealth and New Zealand, and 5s. for the United Kingdom and foreign

countries. Single copy, 3d. New volume commences with the January number or

each year.

A liniiled number of the issues comprising Volumes III. (1905), 8 parts, exclusive

of February, March, April, and May, out of print; IV. (1906), 9 parts, exclusive of

Paris 7, 8, and 9 (July, August, and September) out of print; V. (1907), and VI.

(1908), 12 parts each; VII. (1909), 10 parts, exclusive of Parts 2 and 10 (February

and October) out of print; andVlll. (1910), 12 parts, are at present in stock, and

will be supplied at the foregoing rates. The parts forming the current volume may also

be obtained. A few bound copies of Volumes Vlll. (1910), IX. (1911), II parts,

exclusive of February, X. (1912), 6 parts, exclusive of January, February, March,

July, September, and October, and XI. (1913), II parts, exclusive of June, are at

present available. Price, 5s. per volume. Postage: C, 3id.; N.Z., Is. 2d.;

B. & F., 2s. 4d.

448 pp., 200 illustrations, 2

paper, 2s. 6d. Postage: C, cloth 2M., paper

; B. & F., cloth Is. 6d., paper Is. 4d.

Cooke. £1 Is. Postage: C..5d.; N.Z. lOd.;

OF SHEEP-SHEARING SHED. 2s. 6d.

YEAR BOOK OF AGRICULTURE FOR 1905
coloured plates. Cloth, 3s. 6d.

2d.; N.Z., cloth 9d., paper 8d.

AUSTRALIAN FUNGI. By Dr.

B. & F., Is. 8d.

PLAN AND SPECIFICATION
Postage, I d

.

MILK CHARTS (Monthly and Weekly), I/- per dozen, post free; Cabinet. 2/- per

dozen. When ordering, dairy farmers should mention "Monthly " or " Weekly."

By Professor A. J. Ewart, Government Botanist.

WEEDS. POISON PLANTS. AND NATURALIZED ALIENS OF VICTORIA.
2s. 6d. Postage: C. I^d.; N.Z.,5d.; B. &F.,10d.

PLANTS INDIGENOUS TO VICTORIA. Vol. 11. 10s. Postage : C, 2d.;

N.Z.,8d.; B. &F.. is. 4d.

By C. French, F.E.S., Government Entomologist.

DESTRUCTIVE INSECTS OF VICTORIA. Parts I., II., III., IV., V., 2s. 6d.

each. Postage : Parts I. and III., C, Id.; N.Z., 3d.; B. & F., 6d. each. Parts

II. andlV., C, lid.; N.Z.. 4d.; B. & F., 8d. each. Part V.. C, I d. ; N.Z..
4d.; B.&F.. 7d.

Application, accompanied by Postal Orders or Notes,

must be made to

The Director of Agriculture, Melbourne
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J. RYAN'S WHITE LEGHORNS
Silvan Strain Champions

Unequalled as egg producers. Look through the Cotnpeliiion results and see record of my
Leghorn "Burnley Queen," llie onlv bird in the Coinpeiiiion to pass the 300 mark. Two
of my competing Leghorns also laid an averar;e of 275^ eggs during the Competition.

Why k^ep Pcor Layers that do not lay in the Winter.

Send stamp fo; price list full of valuable information. 'iil^^^ SlttinSS - 21

JACK RYAN, Silvan, via Evelyn, Victoria

JERSEY BUTTER^^BULLS^^
Apply—

C. GORDON LYON, "Banyule," Heidelberg, Victoria

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. VICTORIA

^^ 1
NOW AVAILABLE

\^^

Handbook of Potato Diseases in

Australia— and their Treatment
By D. McALPINE,

GOVERNMENT VEGETABLE PATHOLOGIST.

With Appendicei by

W. Laidiaw. B.Sc. (BiologiH).

on Eel Worms:
and

C. French, Jnr. (GoTetDmeal
Entomologist), on

Insect Pests of the
Potato.

23S Paget (Cloth). 58 Full Plates. Pv^rA ^ /. Poitage : Commonwealth, 2d.; New Zealaii«l, 8d,
176 Illuttrationi. * »»*-C, %J

/

British and Foreign. 1/4.

Application! accompanied by Postal Note or Cheque, covering Price and Postage, to be forwarded to The DirectCr Of
Agriculture) Melbourne, Victoria. Remittances from beyond the Commonwealth to be made by Pott Office Ordei.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

PUBLICATIONS
- Bu D. McAlpine, Gouernment Vegetable Pathologiit. —

RUSTS OF AUSTRALIA. Ss. Postage: C, 2d.: N.Z., 8d. : B. & F.. U. 4d.

SMUTS OF AUSTRALIA. 4s. Postage: C, 2Jd.; N.Z.. 9d.; B. & p.. Is. 6d.

FUNGUS DISEASES OF CITRUS TREES IN AUSTRALIA. 2.. Postage: C, Id. • N.Z.,
3d. : B. & F.. 6d.

FUNGUS DISEASES OF STONE FRUIT TREES IN AUSTRALIA. 2s. 6d. Postage: C, lid.:
N.Z.. 5d. : B. & F., lOd.

SYSTEMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF AUSTRALIAN FUNGI. 3s. Postage: C. 2d.: N.Z..
8d. : B. fie F., Is. 4d.

Applicationa accompanitd by PoBtai Nvie or Chequt eoveriny prict und puslage lu be forwarded to

THE DIRECTOR OF AGRICULTURE, MELBOURNE, VICTORIA
Remittances from beyond ttie Commonwealth to be made by Pott Office Order.

By Authority: Ai.BiiUT J. Mni.KTT, Government Printer, .Melbourne.



"POLLY"
BRAND
FEED

MAIZE
OIL
MEAL

ALL THRIVE ON

MAIZE PRODUCTS
"POLLY" BRAND FEED is just maize with the germ and the surplus starch removed,
toasted, and made appetising, then disintegrated into powder and put up ready for mixing and
immediate use. Is rich in Protein, viz., 20 per cent, guaranteed.

COWS fed on " Poliy" Feed will yield 20 per cent, more milk.

HORSES thrive better on " Polly" Feed because the heavy and indigestible starch proportion

is removed, and the feed is muscle and bone forming.

"POLLY" FEED does not weevil or germinate, and it does not turn rancid with age.

Maize Products "Oil Meal"
MAIZE OIL MEAL is toasted and tasteful, does not germinate or turn rancid with age or

storage. Ready for use as a mash at a moment's notice.

CALVES thrive on "OIL MEAL" better than any other.

POULTRY of all kinds do better with " OIL MEAL" than with any other.

FATTENING PIGS.—For fat bacon nothing is more successful for weight and flavour.

MAIZE OIL MEAL differs from our " Polly" Brand Feed in that the latter is cheaper and
produces bone and muscle, whereas Maize Oil Meal produces bone, muscle, fat, and a glossy

and beautiful coat.

"MAIZE OIL MEAL''
Put up in 100 lb. bags.

"POLLY'' BRAND FEED
Every bag guaranteed.

Write for prices and further particulars

—

MAIZE PRODUCTS Pty. Ltd.
FOOTSCRAY, VIC. 'Phone Footscray 367, 368
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

To Intending Citrus Growers
LIMITED NUMBERS Ol

CITRUS TREES
ARE OBTAINABLE FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

THE VARIETIES ARE WASHINGTON NAVELS, VALENCIA LATE, LUREKA, and LISBON

Price, £6 per Hundred
f.o.r. at WAHGUNYAH.

An amoaot of 10s. for each hundred ordered is to accompany appHcations, and the balance, £5 10s.

for each hundred, is to be paid when consignees give directions to have consignments forwarded.

A charge of 2/6 per hundred will be made for packing unless the casings be returned.

Applications must be made on the official orderforms, which may be obtainedfrom The Director,

Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, or from the Citrus Nursery, Wahgunyah.

Full particulars concerning the distribution, explaining the conditions which must be complied with by applicants,

are obtainable on application to

THE DIRECTOR OF AGRICULTURE, MELBOURNE

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Intending . .

Vinegrowers !

Phylloxera
RESISTANT STOCIvS

Limited numbers of Resistant Vines are obtainable from the Department of

Agriculture at the following prices for each description of plant

—

RESISTANT ROOTLINGS (Grafted), per 1,000 (packing extra) - £6
Supplied from July to September, 1919

RESISTANT ROOTLINGS (Ungrafted), per 1,000 (packing extra) £1 lOA
Supplied from July to September, 1918

RESISTANT CUTTINGS, per 1,000 (packing extra) - - - 15/-

Supplied in July and August, 1918

Applications must be made on the official order forms which may be obtained from The Director,
Department of Agriculture, IVIelbourne, or from the Principal, Viticultural College, Rutherglen

lull particulars concerning the distribution, explaining the conditions which muat be complied with by

applicants, are obtainable on application to The Director of Agriculture, Melbourne.



STARTING THE POULTRY FARM.
Vol. XVII. Part 7.

[Registered at the General Post Office, Melbourne, for transmission by Post as a Newspaper.]

, ,1 il>iiiMii^iii^^»'^J%jfe--jgfe»'
tV't. ' it - - -

FOR DAlRYINa
*LnJ -^

PRICE THREEPENCE. (AnnuaJ Subscription—Victoria, Inter-State, and N.Z., 3/-; British and Foreign, 5/-.)



You must realize "The Best Seed Pays''

P^**'^^^^^^^^ ^ _

^ _^
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TO GET GOOD RESULTS-SOW

BRUNNING'S "Standard Quality

LUCERNE
This Lucerne is acknowledged by Leading Farmers to excel

every other crop in yield per acre, and feeding value. Triple

machine dressed, free from Dodder and other harmful weeds.

98% Germination assured. Get Your Crop in NOW !

Write for Valuable Leaflet on Cultivation Free.

99

NEXT BEST TO LUCERNE

SWEET CLOVER
(Melilotus Alba)

Sweet Clover ensures a splendid supply of early Spring

Pasture ; unequalled as a drought resister, rich in protein,

will not bloat cattle or sheep, invaluable for milch cows.

Sample and Particulars Free. Write To- Day.

F. H. Brunning Pty. Ltd.

"Everything for the Farm" 64 ELIZABETH ST., MELBOURNE
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COPYRIGHT PROVISIONS AND SUBSCRIPTION RATES.

The Articles in the Journal of the Department of Agriculture of Victoria are

protected by the provisions of the Copyright Act. Proprietors of newspapers wishing
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IF you are not using

SKINNER'S COD OIL

CALF MEAL
Your Calves are missing the only true

milk substitute on the market.

SKINNER'S scientifically replaces fat with fat ; the others

don't ; and you find the difference in the value of the Calf.

PRICES
100-lb. bag, 25s. ; 50-lb. bag, 12/9; 25-lb. bag, 6/6

F.O.B. MELBOURNE

Sr LANGWILL BROS.& DAVIES Pty. Ltd.

110 Sturt Street, South Melbourne.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

YEAR BOOK OF AGRICULTURE
FOR 1905

448 Pages 200 Illustrations 2 Coloured Plates

rinlli ^« (\A • nanAr 7« fiJ Pw/a^e .- C. doth 2>^d.. paper 2d.: N.Z.. doifc 9d..
KiQUif OS. oa. , paper, a, oa. p,pe, sd. : e. and f.. doth it. 6d,. p.per. u. -w.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. MELBOURNE. VICTORIA. AUSTRALIA.
NOW AVAILABLE :. BULLETIN SI.

BEE-KEEPING in VICTORIA
By F. R. BEUHNE, Government Apiculturist.

Comprising 126 pages, divided into 25 chapters (illustrated) dealing with various phases of

BEE-KEEPING, and specially adapted to Australian conditions. Suitably indexed.

Price: ONE SHILLING. Postage.- Commonwealth, Id. ; New Zealand, 22d. ; British and Foreign, 5d>

Applications, accompanied by Postal Note covering price and postage, to be
forwarded to ttie Director, Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, Victoria.
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The

"BILLABONG" Mill
needs no watching

WHEN fitted with the Self-acting Tank supply Regulator the "Bi

bong" STOPS or STARTS ITSELF according to the level of water

in the Tank. No fear of Tanks or Troughs overflowing or becoming

empty. An occasional oiling is all you need trouble about. The "Billa-

bong" is a SOUND, SOLID. SERVICE-GIVING Mill of SIMPLE
DESIGN. It will always run at a SAFE SPEED In HEAVY WIND-
is AUTOMATICALLY put OUT of ACTION
during a GALE—and is MADE in AUSTRALIA

Are You
Interested

in the question of Adequate, Silent, and Reliable

Water Supply at a Low Cost ? Then

Get the ''Billabong" Book
It tells you "HOW and is POST-FREE

WRITE TO-DAY
M*i» *,"9>i^

391-403 Bourke St.

Ma';ers of

Windmills, Pumps, Troughs, &c.

Melbourne

A-

PARSONS BROS. & CO.
-Propy. Ltd.-

OATMEAL, SPLIT PEAS, and

PEARL BARLEY MILLERS
and'tORNINA MANUFACTURERS

ARE

BUYERS of OATS, PEAS,

BARLEY, and MAIZE.

SEND SAMPLES OF YOUR
GRAIN TO US.

BOX 53.
G.P.O.. MELBOURNE.

=il
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Our Farm

Pump Engine
Lifts water 500 feet and

pumps it a mile at a

cost of a little over one

penny an hour. It is

thoroughly reliable, self-

contained, and ready for

instant use. Drives

Milking Machines,
Separators, Spraying Outfits; cuts chaff, sawrs

light wood, ficc. No platforms to build, no belt

troubles, no shafts, arms, or pump jack needed.

Can be attached to pumps in three minutes. No
mechanical knowledge to 6x—can be operated

by > boy. Needs very litlle attention. A
really efficient engine.

Pric6—£10 down—Balance as you earn

'Challenge"

Windmills
Are all steel

constructed, heavily gal-

vanized, rust proof. Over

5.000 users can speak of the satisfaction they

have given. One man has 117 at work.

Provided with an efficient syphon oiling

system. Crank shaft is forged from one piece

of steel, sensitive governor gives complete con-

trol in all winds. Internal gears run without

noise, all bearings are reversible, giving double

service, perfect adjustment, flexible steel band

brake. Owing to early ordering we can supply

some windmills at less than the present cost

of the raw materials. Big slocks—low prices.

Prompt Deliveries
Mills from 6 ft. to 14 ft. in stoek.

Also towers of all heigiitt.

Send for General Catalogue giving illustrations,

descriptions and prices of engines, implements,
agricultural rnachinery and farm tools

LANGWILL BROS. & DAVIES
Pty. Ltd.

AgeoU (or TtngTc Oil, Steam, and Gat Engines, Pomps and Machinery

110-114 Sturt St., South Melbourne

Sheep Dip Imports
=^ Prohibited
Mr. Massy Greene (Minister for Trade and Customs) announced in the

Melbourne Press, 25th March, 1919, that, after thorough expert Investigation,

the Government has satisfied itself that reliable sheep dipping preparations can

be produced in Australia of right quality and sufficient quantity. Importation

of such is therefore now prohibited. The action of the Government will have

no detrimental effect on the pastoral community, as "Vallo" Powder
Sheep Dip is available in quantities to meet
Australia's entire demand, increased plant having been installed

by the manufacturers months ago on an understanding with the Government that

the importation of sheep dips would be

prohibited. "Vallo" Povvder
Sheep Dip is equal in

every respect to the very
best Dip previously im-
ported , chemically and physically,

as well as in effectiveness.

•Vallo" Powder Sheep Dip is manu-
factured in Australia by

A.VICTORLEGGO&CO.
Arsenic Mines

:

Southern Cross and Queensland.

Works : Yarraville and Bendigo

;

Melbourne, Sydney, and Brisbane.

Procurable all Stores.
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USE

/p

FOR
BRANDING

YOUR
SHEEP

KEMP'S ^^"^^

Sheep-Branding

LIQUID
It has been proved by hundreds of Woolgrowers, amongst

them some of the largest squatters in Australia, to be an un-

qualified success, and to do everything that is claimed for it.

BLACK AND BLUE (in Cases)

Containing Two
4-gal. tins - -

71 per
/- gal.

Or Eight 1-gal. tins

8/- per gal.

AGENTS

DALGETY & Co. Ltd.
MELBOURNE
& GEELONG

NEW ZEALAND
Loan & Mercantile Agency

COMPANY LIMITED

Head Offic«

LONDON
Melbourne Office

COLLINS ST. W.

Liberal Cash Advances

Wool, Grain, Skins, Hides, Tallow,

Bark, Stock and Station Brokers
ON COMMISSION ONLY

Butter Shipments Undertaken on Owner's Account

Agents for

COOPER'S SHEEP DIP
For Victoria and Riverina

PAGE'S PATENT WIRE STRAINER
and IRONSIDE'S WIRE CUTTER

duel Asents in Victoria for the PALATINE INSURANCE CO.

WAIT
& SEE
WHAT

SPLENDID RESULTS

YOU WILL GET

IF

YOU DIP IN

COOPER
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^^.^oubieyvc,,^^
Auto-Spray

No. 5
May be Used for—

Spraying trees, vines, garden

truck, potatoes, and any field

crops, and for handling

whitewash and disinfectants"'^'^'Spr,J,^m^l^i^^

Entirely made of brass, doing away with all danger of corrosion. Tfie pump is

double-acting. This feature makes the spray continuous. Auto-Spray,
No. S, pump, hose, nozzle, and strainer complete, 3S/- Galvanized
Iron Reservoir (for use on potatoes or field crops), extra 20/-

MS^PKersoriS)
w^"^"^ Proprietary Limited ^«——-^

FOR ALL FARM AND ORCHARD TOOLS

554-66 and 582-88 Collins Street, Melbourne

CREDIT FONCIER

Loans on Farms
UP TO TWO-THIRDS OF VALUATION

In sums from £50 to £2,000

At 6 per cent. Interest

and from I J per cent, in reduction of principal, which payt off the loan

in n\ years.

Loans granted on Freeholds, or Crown Leaseholds which could be

made freehold at any time on payment of the balance of Crown Rents.

No Charge for Mortgage Deed

Loans may be paid off on any half-yearly pay day, subject to a small

charge if paid off within the first five years, but no penalty after five years.

Forms may be obtained at any Branch of the State Savings Bank, or

by writing to

—

The Inspector-General, The State Savings Bank,
ELIZABETH STREET, MELBOURNE.
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Bonedust, Superphosphate,
And Other High-Grade Fertilizers. Poultry Bone Grit, Meat Meal, Cattle Lick

DELIVERED AT RAILWAY STATION, FOOTSCRAY, OR ON WHARF, MELBOURNE

BONEDUST :: :: ::

MANUFACTURERJ. COCKBILL,
OFFICE: 407 POST OFFICE PLACE, MELBOURNE

BONES BOUGHT. CONSIGN TO ME, FOOTSCRAY. Telephone 2098.

Ten Years
Pract'cal Tests

The Renowned

"BLUE BELL"
Arsenate of Lead

Secure your orders at once.

F. W. PRELL & CO., 31 Queen St., Melbourne

SOLE VICTORIAN AGENTS

H Tie Australasian Mutual Insuranee
|
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Spring Coil Fence

W. b W.—€53.

READ THESE FACTS
Cyclone Spring Coil is Sheep, Pig, Dog,
and Cattle Proof, and has been proved
to be the only fence that will effectually

hold crossbred sheep .

It is particularly adapted for pigs, ana
for this purpose a special 8-line fence
is- made, 30 ins. high, with the tie

wires at every six inches.

It needs fewer posts, as the fence is a
solid web held together by the tie wires.

This saves both time and money.

It is stapled to posts. This does away
with the necessity for any boring, which
is a further saving of time and money.

It is easily handled, and can be taken
down, re-rolle(il, and used again as
often as desired, and is thus specially

adapted for fencing temporary pad-
docks. ':

It is actually ibheaper, mile for mile,

than an ordinary plain wire fence, with
the added i^dvantage of greater
strength and longer life.

It will pay you to send for Circular "15 FACTS" and Catalogue No. 33

Cyclone Pty. Ltd.
459 Swanston Street. MELBOURNE

Also at Sydney and Adelaide

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

NOW AVAILABLE
To Owners of Pedigreed Stock of all kinds

DAIRY FARMERS. AND OTHERS

The Department has compiled a

Stock Breeding Record Book

Comprising Table of Service and Due Dates, Females with Record

of Progeny, Sires with Record of Service, General Service Record,

a :: Pedigree Charts, and Butter Record for Dairy Stock :: ::

This Book contains 234 pages on stiff paper, and is strongly bound in half leather

P_.J__ 1 A /ft A limited number available.
r riCCy lU/O Postage—Victoria and other Stales 1/6, New Zealand. 2/8, extra.

Applications accompanied by Postal Note or Cheque, covering Price and Postage, to be

forwarded to the Director of Agriculture, Melbourne, Victoria.

Remittances from beyond the Commonwealth to be made by Post Office Ord«r.
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Just One
Piece in it!

The Sharpies Bowl is easy to clean

and hard to hurt. It has no discs!

It's a plain strong tube—simply run

a brush through it, and it's clean.

Sharpies bowls in use 1 2 or 1 5 years

are still in perfect balance—for there

is nothing in them to get bent and

throw them out of balance. Owing

to its small diameter the

Bowl creates doubled
ming A)rcc—because
milk is always making

sharp turn ; thus the cream is extracted

more thoroughly. This bowl is also

remarkably long—milk travels further

while the intense skimming force is

working on it. But its greatest

feature is that it will skim clean

regardless of how fast or slow

you turn it.

SHARPIES
^^ SUCTION-FEED ^Cream separator

is the only separator that :

—skims clean at widely-varying speeds

—gives the same thickness cream regardless of speed changes

—skims your milk quicker when you turn (aster

— has only one piece in the bowl —no discs, easy to clean

—has knee-low supply tank and once-a-month oiling

Sharpies varies the feed in direct proportion to the

separating force, and thus insures clean skimming at all

speeds—needs no walching. It's positive protection against

cream loss. All fixed-feed separators lose considerable cream

when turned below speed—and 19 out of 20 people do

turn too slow. A Sharpies will average 5% more cream

than any other separator just for this reason. Write for

catalog to-day.

Newell & Co., Melbourne
Agents John Bridge & Co.. Sydney—"=— Charles Atkins & Co.. Perth

Clark & Fauset, Brisbane
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES
VICTORIA DOCK

The Stores have a capacity of 743,980 cubic feet

insulated, and are capable of holding 372,000

boxes of butter, or 248,000 cases of fruit,

or 335,000 carcasses of lamb and mutton.

Electric motor power totals 900 H.P.

Produce can be placed on conveyors at any point and mechanically

carried to any chamber in the building, or conveyed from the chambers

direct into the ship's hold.

The Railway Department Goods Sheds
are adjacent to and connected with the Cool Stores by direct lines ; delay

and exposure of produce through shunting in the Spencer-street yards, or

cartage, are thus avoided. The Stores are situated in close proximity to

the Victoria Dock, where vessels drawing up to 30 feet of water can be

berthed ; excellent facilities for the efficient and economical treatment and

shipment of frozen and perishable products are provided.

Expert OrrlCei*S are connected with every Branch, so that

any one requiring information regarding the production, preparation, and

shipment of produce can rely upon being promptly supplied with up-to-

date information upon ail matters.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES

VICTORIA DOCK ,

r dCllltieS are provided for producers and smaller exporters of the

various kinds of produce, so that direct shipments on their own account

may be undertaken. The Government ownership and conduct of Cool

Stores places producers in an independent position, and, in addition,

preserves an open channel for the carrying on of the export trade in

perishable products.

The Department of Agriculture will receive,

handle, freeze, store, and ship Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Fruit, Meat,

Poultry, Rabbits and Hares, &c., for producers and exporters.

Produce to the value of over £30,000,000 has been treated

at the Government Cool Stores.

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES, VICTORIA DOCK (Dudley St.)

Telephones

:

Office: 10383 Central. Superintendent and Engineer-in-Charge : 10382 Central.

SCALE OF CHARGES, ETC.

and further particulars may he obtained upon application to the

exports superintendent. department of agriculture,

Produce Offices, 605-7 Flinders Street, Melbourne.

Telephone 9380 Central.
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DOOKIE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
ProTides Special Facilities for Practical and Scientific Agricultural Education

Notable Asriculturiats say that thU Colleee offers the best
agricultural education and practical training in the world

THE COLLEGE TEAR COMMENCES IN MARCH STUDENTS MAY BE ENROLLED AT ANT TIME

Altmrnative Couraea—
(a) Diploma Course

(b) One Year's Course.

Three Years.

Total Feea—

£25/-/- per annum.

The callese ceataios modem and well equipped laboratory and lecture ball, single bedrooms, recreation and
sports grounds.

Of llie 5,913 acres of farm land at Dxikie, 1 ,000 acres were put under crop by students last season; and ckampiea
prizes were won for sbeep and pigs at the last Royal Agricultural Society's Show.

FARM SUBJECTS.—Agriculture, Animal Husbandry, Poultry, Fruit Growing,
Butter and Cheese Factory Management, Building Construction for Farmers.

EACH BRANCH UNDER SPECIALLY TRAINED EXPERTS

LONGERENONG AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
SESSIONS COMMENCE MARCH AND SEPTEMBER

This College is specially adapted for Junior Students from 14 years of age

AREA OF FARM, 2.336 ACRES
MAIN BRANCHES OF FARM WORK.—Grain Growing, Fat Lamb Raising, Dairyiag.

Irrigation of Fodder Crops, Fruit, &c.

Total Fees—£25 per annum.

Fall particulars obtainable from T. J. PURVIS, Esq., Secretary, Council of Agricultural Ediicatioa,

Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, or the Principals of the Colleges.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE

VETERINARY SCHOOL
Complete Courses of Instruction are conducted in all Subjects for the Degree of

Bachelor of Veterinary Science (B.V. Sc), and for the License (L.V. Sc).

Veterinary Surgeons possessing the above qualifications are eligible for registration

under the Veterinary Surgeons Act (Victoria) and for Veterinary Appointments in the

Commonwealth and State Services and in the Army Veterinary Corps.

For full particulars apply

—

The DIRECTOR, Veterinary School, PARKVILLE. VICTORIA

Woolamai.

Qaeentland Molasses Co.

Dear Sir,

Your letter received,
and I will tiave 5 cwt.
"MOLLERNE" at the
price quoted.

My cows are about dry,
but will sooti be in a!,''iiin,

so will re<]uire a large
quantity. I find it a
very useful feed. Brood
HOWS keep (rood condition
on it. Send alouL' as soon
as possible, and ob.ige,

Vours truly,

iSi/d.) (Mrs.) Sarab Rnuell. wMM
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Full^Reward

Obtain the maximum prices and most prompt

returns by consigning all your produce to us.

Agents in all leading towns can be consulted at any

time. Liberal advances made against consignments.

NOTE REMOVRt TO
LRRCEH PREMISES

MRRKfTtCOLLINSSL:
MF-UBOURNE
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NATIONAL TRUSTEES
Executors & Agency Company of Australasia Ltd.

DIRECTORS:
HON. WALTER MADDEN, Chainnan and Manaring Director.

EDWARD FITZGERALD, Esq., LL.D. MICHAEL MORNANE, Esq
HON. DUNCAN E. McBRYDE. HENRY MADDEN, Eiq. DAVID HUNTER, Etq.

This Company Acts as Executor or Joint Executor of Wills, Administrator, Trustee of
Settlements, and Agent for Absentees under Power of Attorney.

MONEY TO LEND ON BROAD ACRES AND FARM LANDS
Offices— 113 Queen St. (Corner of Little CoUins-st.), Melbourne

"1000TREES& STUMPS

GRUBBED OUT"
Thus writes Mr. J. Sutherlandi PArwan.

" I am very well pleased with the Grubber*, as they are doing very good work. With mine I hav«

close on 1,000 trees and stumps grubbed out. I have done all this work myself without any aaaistancc

So I consider the Grubber has more than doubly paid for itself."

ITuU The "MONKEY WINCH" will save time, labour and money on
partieulari your land clearine, Is always ready, and can be worked in

from— th« very rouehost country and in any class of timber.

TREWHELLA BROS. pty. ltd., TRENTHAM

VICTORIA PHOSPHATE
Manufactured by the Heathcote Chemical Co. Pty. Ltd.

from a Vidlorian Deposit.

CROP OROWN AT BRIDQCWATER WITH "VICTORIA PHOSPHATE."

Orders can novo he tupplied and full information obtained from

Victorian Producers' Co-Operative Compy. Ltd.
AGENTS FOR. VICTORIA

589 TO 605 COLLINS STREET WEST. MELBOURNE
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NOXIOUS WEEDS
Farmers ! don't let the weeds get a 1st mortgage on your land

The most Effective. Safest and Cheapest method
of ERADICATING AVEED PESTS is by using

=== Arsenious—

=

Chloride Preparations
"CACTUSENE" A, B, and C Grades

Manufactured by CACTUS ESTATES Ltd.

Applied by means of an Atomizer or Spray Pump

Recommended by the Department of Agriculture of Victoria

We have hundreds of Testimonials from satisfied clients

FullprHcular. p ATTII^ F^TATFS ! Tn ^^ QUEEN ST..
from K^r\K^M.\JtJ M^tJ %. r\. L i^vJ '-• A l-/«y M E LB O URN E

"BULLDOG " Burnt& Unburnt

(cSTbonM.) Agricultural Lime
For Orchards, Crops, and Pastures

KieisTSRBD Trade Mark

Its use is strongly recommended by all experts, and those who h»ve

had practical experience. Any quantity supplied at shortest notice.

For applying to land we recommend onr "Ajax" Lime Spreader

Rates and full parlleulan from Dhtrihulorr^
''

'

'

,

'

c,J^%R.vER T. CURPHEY Pty. Ltd.
TelcphMc—Central 2807 225 Coppin Street, Richmond, Victoria

Burnt LILYDALE LIME
FOR THE LAND

Farmers who have not used Burnt Lime should try it. The action

of Burnt Lime on the land is Immediate. The demand for Building

• Lime having slackened owing to the War, Fanners have the opportunity

of getting a supply of the well-knowTi Lilydale Lime.
ANALYSIS go as high as 98% Calcium Oxide.

DAVID MITCHELL ESTATE, pJriU. OLIVER'S LANE, MELBOURNE
Wsrka—Cave Hill. Lilydale. TeL Lilydale 4. TeL Central 5726.
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INTERNATIONAL
REAPER -THRESHER
Operates with horses or medium sized tractor; cuts 9-foot
swath ; harvests 15 to 20 acres per day, and threshes as clean
as any thresher. One man can attend to the entire operation.
Cuts harvesting cost. Saves time
and money.

International Reaper Thresher

[Cutting a 9-foot swath the International Reaper-Thresher will easily

rfeap, thresh and clean 15 to 20 acres per day according to the nature
of the ground and the thickness of the crop. When fitted with a
3-foot extension, supplied on special order, the cutting capacity of the
International Reaper-Thresher is increased to 12 feet.

The threshing capacity is large enough to take in the greatest quantities

of straw without in any way affecting the cleaning efficiency of the outfit.

The formation of the reaping and threshing mechanism is such that the
dirtiest crops can be handled without choking either in the reaping
mechanism or in the cleaning portion of the machine. Each sieve has a
cleaning surface of well over 1500 square inches, which combined with
an original method of spreading the grain evenly over the top riddle

ensures absolute and perfect cleaning.

Undersized and broken grain and weed seed are removed from the

full-sized grain by a grader. The small grain and weed seed are
delivered into a special compartment to be afterwards emptied into a
separate bag.

The grain box is large so that stoppages to bag are infrequent even
in the heaviest crops.

Special grain lifting fingers enable down and tangled crops to be
harvested that would otherwise be lost.

The straw racks are unusually efficient. The straw is given a thorough
tossing, being thrown upward, forward and sideways. Even when the
layer of straw is thick, tangled and crowded up to the deck, there is

sufficient agitation to shake even light kernels through to the grain
pan below. The arrangement of the straw racks is one of the biggest
features on the International Reaper-Thresher.

The International Reaper-Thresher can be used for stationary wortc by
making a few changes. Further particulars on application.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER CO. OF AUS. PTY. LTD.
543-555 BOURKE STREET, MELBOURNE

Agencies throughout Victoria and the Riverina
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THE OUTLOOK FOR DAIRYING.* a

By R. Crowe, Exports Superintendent.

The dairying outlook has never been more promising in the history

of the industry than it is at present. This is due to the disorganization

in Europe owing to the war, and the decimation of herds there as a

result of the demand for meat and the scarcity of fodder. Consequently^

there is now a great shortage of dairy produce in the thickly populated
Eurppean countries, and it seems certain that the supply will for many
years be unequal to the demand. In the meantime, markets formerly
catered for by these European dairying countries will, of course, be
short of supplies, and prices will be high. Those engaged in the

industry here should, therefore, take advantage of this opportunity to

extend their markets, and also s';rengthen our hold on those where it

was fo'rmerly insignificant.

It would appear, from the diminished surplus in Australia for export
during the present season, that dairymen are not fully alive to this

opportunity. On searching for causes, one is forced to the conclusion,

that, high as prices have been, the industry has not been as attractive
as others for which land suitable for dairying may be utilized. Owing
chiefly to the scarcity of labour, stock-raising for wool and meat has
been resorted to, and country formerly used for dairying has been
diverted to the carrying of sheep. The scarcity of suitable labour has
been responsible for considerable areas being abandoned, particularly

in Gippsland. The inroads of bracken and rabbits, the cost of wire-netting,

and the dairy farmer's' usual requirements, coupled with the scarcity of
suitable labour, left some farmers unable to carry on. These disabilities

were accentuated by the continual regulation of prices for dairy produce.
If there had been no regulation of prices whatever, the cost of butter
and cheese to the consumer in Australia would not have been materially

* Paper read at Conference of Australasian Butter and Cheess Factory Managcis and Secretaries'
j\s>cciation, MeJl onrne, ;\lay, 1919,

so;9.

UJ
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different from what it was during the last four years. At times, the

price per pound would have been a little higher, and on other occasions

it would have been lower. The attention concentrated on daii'v products

has had a most disheartening effect on most people engaged in dairying.

This cause alone was sufficient, in some instances, to bring about its

abandonment, and the diversion of land to the raising of meat and wool.

Prior to the era of price-fixing and controlling, the pi-ico of buttier

and cheese during the export season was determined by its value for

export, and during the rest of the year it was regulated by the law of

supply and demand. Usually no shortage was experienced in the oft"

export season
;
producers were content to do all they possibly could to

meet the demand, and although dairying at this season seldom paid as

well as operations in the spring months, the slightly higher prices ruling

were considered sufBcient inducement to continue the work during the

late autumn and winter months. The fixing of prices at, approximately,

the same level the year round, has resulted in the concentration of effort

on the part of dairymen towards production during the spring and
summer months only, and carelessness in the winter time. Every effort

is now made to bring an unduly large percentage of the herd into profit

in the early spring. Sufficient fodder is not provided for the slack

period, and cows are permitted to go dry, though with a little trouble

they might have been kept in full yield. Now that the war is over, it

is to be hoped that dairymen will be allowed to carry on and develop

the industry without the spe'cial restrictions of the recent few years.

Dairymen can, of course, do a great deal to help towards improving
their own position. Numerous object-lessons may be found in every
district. Many are getting good returns from their herds, and making
a profit. Naturally, a little observation is necessary on the part of

those not so fortunately circumstanced to ascertain the reason and take
steps to achieve similar results. The successful man, in the first place,

makes sure that only good dairy cows which are well bred from a

dairying point of view are kept, and that any animal not reaching a

profitable standard is discHrded. He sees tihat a plentiful supply of food

is provided for his herd, and that any surplus is preserved for ns(^ in

less abundant periods.

Seasons may be quoted to show what an inipovtant ])art food supply

])lays in production. In 1911, early summer rains fell, and were con-

tinued so as to provide a second spring; the result was a record produc-

tion in butter, with a surplus for export amounting to over 25,000 tons.

without any increase in the number of cows engaged in dairying. \Vc

have had a similar lesson recently, when a good general rain st(>p])(.'(l rlir

necessitv for withdrawinu' ix'serves put bv in cool store for the Wiurcr
Pool.

Another illustration niay be used from an imported source. In a

despatch recently received from the Agent-General, lie says:

—

"Our Copenhagen coiu-i'spoudent, writing under date i-'l^'th

January, writes:—'It is reported from agricultural circles that-

there is again a shrinkage in the production of milk and buft^'r.

The Co-operative Association })a])er brings the news, on best autho-

rity, that an offer of .")0,000 tons oil-cakes has been recMved from
AmtM'ica, but in anv (•i\<v it will \i\kv two inoiulis to bring them here.
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Fertilizers are now offered us abundantly, so by-and-by our

agricultural industry should I'evive. Tn the meantime, our exports

are next to nothing.'
"

'' Our Copenhagen correspondent, writing under date 5th

February, states :
—

' Butter is coming very sparingly forward from
the dairies, nevertheless we have had some for export, mostly to

Sweden. The cows are fed principally on turnips, and the yield

of milk is down to about halt" of the normal. Licences for maize

and oil-cakes from America have now been obtained, but it is still

uncertain when these goods may arrive. Until then, the production

of butter cannot be increased.'
"

These reports show that at present the exports from Denmark are

next to nothing, and the production of butter in that great dairying

country cannot be increased until suitable cattle feed is imported from
America. That the yield is down to about one-half of the normal,

shows that even in Denmark—the greatest dairying country in the world ^

for its size—large returns from cows cannot be procured without

suitable feeding; and, furthermore, that they are unable to pi'ovide all

the stock food required by them in their own country.

Better attention to breeding, selection, feeding, and management
of our herds will result in increasing yields and cheapening the cost

of production. This will enable the higher rates for labour and all

other requirements of the dairy farmer being met.

Yon—members of this Butter Factories' Association—can do a great

deal in inculcating these principles amongst your suppliers. They are

the foundation of the industry, and it is your duty to embrace every
opportunity to teach them. If the foundation is neglected, the per-

manence of the superstructure will be impaired. Our exports of dairy
produce will be increased and multiplied if you succeed in inducing
dairymen to increase production. In your respective districts you, to

same extent, are looked to for guidance, and if you are successful in

stimulating those engaged in the actual work of production, the industry
will prosper.

Recently great developments have taken place in Victoria in the making
of other products than butter from milk. Not many years ago, efforts

were concentrated on the production of butter only; now, slightly more
attention is given to cheesemaking than formerly, whilst a considerable

pToportion of the milk is manufactured into condensed, concentrated,

and dried milk. Some of the dried milk is further treated and made
into infants' food. Large quantities of casein are manufactured from
skimmed milk and butter-milk, and during the year one company has

also started the manufacture of " milk sugar." Most of the milk turned
into these products displaces butter and cheesemaking, proving that it

has been more profitable to the dairymen to sell to condensories than to

butter factories. In other instances, the products supplement butter

and cheesemaking, thereby increasing the dairyman's return where such
by-products are manufactured. These innovations extend the horizon of

the dairy industry, and a divei'sity of outlets for the product of any
primary industry means its firmer establishment.

jSTow, concerning the part in the industry with Avhich you are more
directly engaged, . Yon will agree that there is room for improvement

1 2
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in tliG quality of some of your product. Perhaps most of you are of the

opinion that the hest article possible is made, having regard to the

condition of the raw material when it reaches your hands; this may be

so to some extent. Attention to the cream deserves first consideration.

How can its deterioration be prevented hefore it reaches your hands,

and so enable you to make a first-grade product from it? In many
instances, a good deal can he, and is, accomplished by the managers
exercising a salutary influence upon their suppliers. These efforts

might be crowned by taking practical steps to insure the more frequent

delivery of cream, so that it could be received at the factory in a

fresh condition. No doubt, many are handicapped, and the provision

embodied in the Dairy Produce Bill submitted to Parliament last session

would have been of very great help. The grading of creain, and pay-

ment for it according to its suitability for making a first, second, or

third grade product, forms the key to the whole situation. Whilst a

supplier can get as good a price, or nearly as much, for an article

delivered once or twice a week and uncared for in the meantime, as

another does for that delivered three or four times a week upon which
every possible care has been bestoAved, the additional trouble and expense

incurred by the latter will be undermined. As long las lax procedure

is continued on the part of careless suppliers, a prejudicial influence is

exerted on those who are disposed to 'be careful in the treatment of

their milk and cream. The percentage of first-grade butter must
inevitably decrease in the absence of such legislative remedial measures.

On the other hand, there is room for some butter-makers to improve
themselves, and it is admitted that they are handicapped by the lack

of educational opportunities. These facilities could best be provided
in conjunction with the inspectional work embraced in the Dairy Pro-
duce Bill; and it is sincerely to be hoped that this measure will shortly

be approved of by Parliament.

The necessity for improving the quality of butter and producing
only the best article is as vital to the State as the increase and multi-
plication of our exports. Our products have to compete in the world's
markets with those from other countries where every possible step is

taken to insure the manufacture of an article of the best quality. It

costs as much to provide cases for a second-grade butter as for a first-

grade article. The expense for rail carriage is as much for one grade
as the other. The cost for freezing, storage, ocean freight, and all like

charges are the same. It will, therefore, be seen that the higher the
standard, and the greater the price consequently realized, the lower
will be the percentage of expenses incurred in the sending of that article
to mai'ket.

As well as competing in the world's markets with butter from other
dairying eountries, our butter will have to meet the competition of
increasing supplies of margarine. There is no fear of tliis competition
as far as first-grade butter is concerned. It is only in regard to second-
grade quality that the greatest disadvantage will be encountered. The
following extracts from a letter recently received from the Agent-
General, are instructive :

—

Butter.—The Government control is likely to continue for some
time to come. At present, this article is rationed at the rate of
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1 oz. per head per week. Supplies have been exceedingly short,

but are now coming to hand from Australia, New Zealand, the

Argentine, and America in considerable quantities, and it is most

likely that the ration will be raised to 2 ozs. within a very short

time. The retail price is 2s. 6d. per lb., and it is probable that a

reduction of 2d. per lb. will be made shortly.

" The world's supply of butter is short, owing to the decrease in

.the dairy herds of Denmark and Siberia, the cause of this, in the

case of the first-named country, being lack of supplies of feeding

stuffs; and, in the case of Siberia, owing to the general disorganiza-

tion of the country. England used to draw very largely from both

these countries for her supplies, and you can therefore see that,

as we are not receiving anything at all from these sources, this

explains our great shortage.
" It is quite certain that a 2-oz. ration is not sufficient to satisfy

the public demand, and that it would not be safe to give butter a

free sale until there was an average of 4 ozs. per head per week; and

this is not possible until supplies can be obtained from Denmark
and Siberia. When this will be, it is, of course, impossible to say;

but it is quite possible that if Denmark is supplied with feeding

stuffs and raw material for the manufacture of margarine, we
might get a small quantity of butter by the autumn.

" Margarine.—This article is partially released from control.

Up to this week, it had been rationed in the same way as butter,

only the quantity differed, the last amount being 5 ozs. per head
per week, with a retail price to consumers of Is. per lb.

" The alterations that have been made now are that the price of

Is. per lb. is a maximum one, therefore retailers can sell at less

if they choose, and many of the leading multiple-shop companies
have promptly availed themselves of this opportunity by at once

reducing the price to lOd. per lb.

" The ration is taken off altogether, and consumers may there-

fore purchase any quantity, but they are still tied down to the

retailer they registered with until 3rd March, when this condition

is removed.
" Manufacturers are supplied with the raw material by the Go-

vernment, and have to conform to a standard fixed by the Ministry.'

The maximum price they may charge to retailers is lOd. per lb.,

but it looks as if they are cutting the price in some cases, and it

is evident that there is likely to be a big fight all round to secure

a large portion of the trade. There is no doubt that sales will

largely exceed the rationed quantity, and at present all the mar-
. garine is British-made, no imports being allowed."

It will be seon from these extracts that the ration of butter allowed

in the United Kingdom was 1 oz. per head, and that it was about to be

raised to 2 ozs. per head, whilst the quantity of margarine available

allowed a ration of 5 ozs. per head, at much less than half the price.

There sbould be no fear that people will eat margarine in preference to

good butter. An extract from a recent letter received by a neighbour

from a friend in England is interesting:

—

"X got your parcel just before she left Mentone, and we

have been enjoying the butter so much; it is delicious; and we are
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grateful to you and the "Iceberg" bi^aud. Tlu' longer I eat tlie

margarine the less I like it, and we are allowed only 1 oz. of butter

per week, and that just does for Saturday and Sunday's breakfast.

I have enjoyed your butter so much this week."

If there was any period in our life-'.'ime when it was necessary to be

patriotic, it is now. Our patriotism should take practical shape. In

consequence of the war, this country has heavy abnormal obligations to

meet. The chief source to which we must look for help will be our

exports. After fully supplying the needs of our own population, we
niUHt aim at producing as great a surplus as possible of all commodities

that can.be marketed profitably over-seas. I know of nothing which

promises such good prospects as dairy produce. As well as exporting

all we can, we must see that the highest market value is secured, and

that this principle does not apply to dairy products alone, but to all

commodities exported. In the recent past, this has not been the case,

and if not remedied soon, the most desirable class of population

—

rural ])roducers- -will be deflected to other countries, where they are

permitted to secure full market value for their products, and capital

which should be invested in our country areas will find investment

elsewhere.

There has never before been such an opportunity as the present,

and never before has the necessity to increase our dairying industry

been so imperiou;. If this extension is to take place, there are three

essentials that the farmer must look to. They are the improvement of

herds, better attention to feeding, and the manufacture of dairy products

of the bighest value, while the sale in the best markets is needed in

order that those engaged in dairying may receive full reward for their

labour, and be induced to remain in the rural districts, and thus help tn

stem that tide of population from the country to the city.

IN-BREEDING

.

More tlian 25,000 guinea-pigs have been reared by the United State?

Bureau of Animal Industry on one of its experiment farms to test the

effects of in-breeding. Brother and sister have been mated in each
generation, and some of the families have reached the seventeenth

generation. While a few strains have run out, others are nearly as

vigorous as are the control families. But the important fact is that

there is no general deterioration ; the various defects that bave appeared
are not co-related. One family becomes strong in one respect and weak
in another; in a second family conditions are exactly the reverse. Such
a state of aftairs does not lend any support to the popular idea that in-

breeding necessarily produces degeneracy. The various kinds of
deterioration are to bs accounted for in different ways. In general,
the belief of scientists is apparently confirmed, that even long-continued
iu-breeding does not necessarily mean deterigration. It tends to make
the members of a family more aJike, and to perpetuate all variations thai

occur. If the strain is a good one, in-breeding Avill improve it; if it is

a weak or defective one, in-breeding will bring the defects into promi-
nence, and probably lead to the elimination of the strain.—Farmers Union Advocate, ISTew Zealand.
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STARTING THE POULTRY FARM.

WHERE, WHEN, HOW.

.1. 1'. D. Rintoul. Assistant Poultry/ Expert.

For those who have defiuiteh- decided to take up poultry farming as

a living, answers must be given to the following questions :

—

1. Where to start.

2. When to start.

3. How to start.

In considering " where to start," the qU6stio)i.s of locality and soil

must be borne in mind. While it is not suggested that any one locality is

undoubtedly the best, it must be recognised that proximity to a railway
station means reduced haulage of foodstuffs on the one hand, and in the

marketing of produce on the other. The suitability of the climate must
be considered. For instance, in the bulk of the northern parts of this

State, i.e., the hotter districts, lack of ample water supply means no
green feed during the summer months, and green feed forms 50 per
cent, of the birds' diet. Further, the heat itself means eggs with thinner
albumen, with consequent reduction in price. Next to suburban eggs,

the best prices are always paid for cool district eggs.

As regards soil, sandy soil is the best for poultry, and heavy clay

should be avoided. The advantages of sandy soil are several

—

(a) being warmer the chickens develop quicker with consequent

saving or both food and time.

(h) a lighter, and so cheaper class of horse can be used for any
cultivations that may be required.

(c) On this class of soil the weather conditions can be almost

entirely ignored, and the land worked any time of the year.

(d) With water and manure green crops can be grown all the

year.

It is, of course, utterly absurd to suggest that an ordinary poultry

farmer should attempt to grow any cereal crops. The principal grain
fed to poultry is wheat, and one has only to realize the heavy cost of

eqtiipment on a wheat farm, and recognise the comparatively low return

per acre, to see the impracticability of the suggestion.

The average consumption of Avheat on a poultry farm is about half

a bushel per bird, so that an 800 to 1,000 bird plant would require

400 to 500 bushels of wheat per annum, whereas from 2 to 5 acres are

ample to accommodate satisfactorily the number of l)irds stated, allow-

ing ainple range for groAving stock.

When to Start.

At the present price of foodstuffs, as compared with the market returns

for chickens, a man could not make a proper living by depending on

rearing birds for table purposes. Egg production should, therefore,

always be looked upon as the main objective. The best prices for eggs

are always obtained in the autumn and winter months, March, April,

May, and June, in coiisequence of which the ptillets should be hatched
out so as to come on, lay, and be in full profit during that period. The
time to start for the most sticcessful result means having the breeding
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])en3 ready to hatch out chickens for winter laying, the exact dates

depending upon the breed used, the climatic conditions, and methods of

the people doing the rearing work. The htiavy breeds being slightly

slower in reaching maturity require to be hatched out two or three

weeks earlier than the light breeds. July, August, and part of Septem-

ber will, in most places, be the best hatching dates for the heavy breeds.

Too early hatching may mean a false moult when the colder weather sets

in, although fhe^e birds may be safely used as breeders after being twelve

months old, whereas the late-hatched bird is slower in reaching maturity,

does not lay until the price of eggs begins to fall about mid-June, and

never makes a satisfactory breeder.

How to Start.

It may be definitelv stated that for successful poultry keeping there

is no such thing as a ''best" breed; if sufficient care and attention are

paid to any breed they can be worked up to about the 300-pgg mark.

Laying strain is far more important tlian breed, and the question

of " selection " Avill be discussed later.

Tliere are virtuall^^ three ways of making a start.

1. Eggs.

2. Baby chicks.

3. One or more breeding pens.

Any of the foregoing methods will give good results provided that

the buyer is prepared to ask for, pay for, and see that he gets—the best.

Many of the prominent breeders issue catalogues of prices, and eggs

can be bought at almost all prices from 20s. each, down to about 4d.

each. These prices represent the seller's valuation of his own stock.

Should the buyer, therefore, grumble if the birds from the 4d. eggs do
not give high records? The same reasoning applies to baby chicks,

v\'hich can be bought from as low as 9d. or 3s. eacli and upwarch. The
beginner is urgently advised to get a few of the " upwards," in preference

to numbers of comparative low-grade chicks.

lu purchasing stud pens, it is again far better to start with a very
few " top-notchers " than to buy a lot merely because they are cheap.

However, price alone may not in every case denote the actual quality,

as at times breeders have various reasons for selling, or wishing to retain

certain stock. There are a large number of thoroughly reliable breeders,

most of whom are from time to time represented in ])ublic competitions,

so that the novice is not entirely dependent upon advertisement to

determine from whose stock to select.

Concerning Pedigrees.

Certain terms used at times somewhat loosely regarding pedigrees

are apt to confuse or mislead the novice. Eight or ten birds, of perhaps
varying pedigrees, may be bred together with a certain cockerel. All
the chickens from this mating are branded with the same toe punch. One
pullet may be subsequently sent to a competition, and j^erform creditably,

when all the others of the same punch are sold as brothers and sisters, or

sometimes as full brothers and full sisl^ers.

In the opinion of the writer it is a clear duty for the National Utility

Poultry Breeders Association to deal firmly with this matter. The use

of the term " full brother " or " full sister " should be only applicable
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where the progeny are from, the same individual mother as well as by
the same father, failino; which the term should be disallowed. It would,
perhaps, be of benefit if all registered breeders annually recorded their

punches and brands.

It is infinitely better for the beginner to start with half-a-dozen of

the best than to commence breeding operations on a much larger scale

with more or less moderate quality stock, and an advantage in favour of
buying stud stock in preference to eggs is that stud eggs may then be
produced on the farm instead of being sent by rail. Another point is

that the stud birds may last for several seasons.

A question frequently raised is " how many pullets can be raised per
breeding hen?" The best way to arrive at an answer is to assume that
60—65 chicks will be hatched per 100 eggs set down, and after allowing
for deaths, culls, and the fact that half the mob will be cockerels, the
breeder should raise 25 pullets. In other words, he may count on
getting one pullet for every four eggs set, and as the breeding hens will

generally lay four eggs per week, one pullet per week per stud hen should
prove a slightly conservative estimate. The age of the stud stock is of
some importance. It is not desirable to breed from birds during their

first laying season until they are fully matured", which means to say,

not until the birds are twelve months old, and then only provided that
they possess sufficient stamina. Many a promising flock has been ruined
by continued " pullet " breeding, with subsequent degeneration and loss

of size and vigour. It is also preferable that the male bird be either

a year older, or younger, than the hens he is mated with.

It has frequently been found that for competition purposes some
excellent layers are obtained from very early hatched pullets (fourteen
months' old) mated to a twelve-month cockerel, but the percentage of
culls is usually high, and this mating is not recommended except in the
case of experienced breeders who thoroughly understand their business.

The beginner is also apt to make the mistake of buying a fresh cockerel

every year from a different breeder " to get change of blood." Provided
that he has received satisfaction in the first instance, he would be better

advised to patronize the same breeder, as the breeder himself has to

make certain changes in his matings, and so is in the best position to

supply cockerels likely to suit stock supplied in previous years. The
reliable stud breeders keep very careful records of their various blood
lines, and so know Avhat is most likely to suit their own stock.

Line Bkeediivo.

Line breeding is described by Mr. H. K. Lewis as the breeding of

individuals which are selected from, or restricted to, a single line of
descent; being the process of breeding within one family or within a
limited number of families, all of which have a common ancestry, and
represent similar types. The result is the rapid purification of the
pedigree and the fixing of a type. There are two advantages (1) a
greater certainty with which results may be obtained, and (2) the
progeny of line-bred birds are backed up by strong hereditary influences.

The weakness of this system is shown, however, when the matings are
effected by means of a chart alone, without the most careful examination
being made to see that stamina is being conserved.
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A quite usual mating is the father to the daug-hters, also a sou hack

to the mothers, giving either three-quarter male, one-quarter female

blood on the one hand or vice versa. As the laying i)ropensity is

recognised as being handed down' from the son of a heavy laying hen

to his daughters, the advantage of pedigree will be at once recognised.

It is the present opinion of the writer that " in-breeding " is more

necessary in the case of the male than that of the female.

On a well-known poultry farm in this State the following ma tings

were arranged between A and B, unrelated (bought) males and Y and Z,

unrelated females:

—

A was mated with Y, and B with Z.

The progeny from both these matings achieved considerable success

in competitions.

The second year a cockerel A-Y was mated with Z, and another

B-Z, was mated with Y.

The third year a cockerel A-Y x Z was mated with a pullet B-Z x Y,

and a cockerel B-Z x Y was mated with a pullet A-Y" x Z.

The result was instructive and interesting. One of the pullets from
the ;(A-Y X Z) X (B-Z x Y) mating was exceptionally large and robust,

and in a private test laid neary 300 eggs.

A cockerel from the (B-Z x Y) x (A-Y x Z) mating Avas placed wnth

unrelated birds, and one of the pulleta from this mating is performing

exceptionally ^^11 in one of the current competitions.

Unfortunately, the inner history of the pedigree of competition

birds is all to rarely known to the departmental officers, and, conse-

quently, much reliable data escapes unnoticed.

"PICKING THE WINNERS."

Whilst there is no definite method whereby it is possible to forecast

the actual number of eggs any hird will lay in a given period, experience

will undoubtedly enable the poultry breeder to select his best pullets for

testing, and also his best hens for the breeding pens. It should be

borne in mind that, while the egg-laying competitions have demon-
strated, and developed, the remarkable fecundity of the various

breeds, birds should never be mated on figures alone. Merely because

a hen has tested up to, or beyond, the coveted 300 ei^g mark does not

finally stamp her as a desirable breeder—she may be undersized or

undesirable in some other way—^and it is necessary that the Avcight

limit be rigidly adhered to, to prevent deterioration.

Attention must also he paid to type, although the question of type

admits discussion. The standards of perfection for most of the breeds

were fixed years ago, when 200 egge from a hen in a year were not

looked for, and a total of 250 eggs was conaidered impossible. These

standards were fixed by men interested in poultry from the exhibition

point of view for birds that got scant oi)port unity for demonstrating

their laying abilities, being travelled from one show to another and

in the interim treated, fed (and at times faked) for condition, plumage,

&c. The time has now come for carefully considered discussions

between those interested in birds solely from the exhibition stand-point

and those equally interested from the purely egg-laying point of view.'

In some cases concessions mav have to be made by both sides. For
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example, there are other points besides colour in the Rhode Island Red,

and because a bird has black feathers she is not necessarily a Black

Orpin^on. Yet in the case of some of the birds entered in recent

competitions it Avould appear that some such quality wa.s in itself the

owner's accepted standard. It is agreeable, therefore, to note a distinct

improvement in the type of birds entered this year in the Burnley

competitions.

Activity in birds is always a good indication. Those first off the

perch in the morning are the last to retire at night, and after foraging

and scratching about all day they go to roost with full crops.

During the past few years the practice of handling birds to deter-

mine the amount of abdominal development, quality of pelvic bones,

&c., has become general throughout the State, and whilst this is of

some value to the experienced breeder, it is to a certain extent a

handicap to the novice, who may fail to make due allowance for

condition as regards moult, or lay, and consequently reject a really good

bird.

About a couple of years ago the Avriter, by way of an experiment,

went through a shed containing between 500 and 600 White Leghorns

after 11 o'clock one night, .selecting about 70 or thereabouts in the

dark on " handling " alone. These were put aside in a smaller shed, and
re-examined again at dawn. The result was an instructive failure, as

owing to various defects (constitution and other points being purposely

overlooked in the pver-night handling) barely half were subsequently

put in the breeding pens. Fully 75 per cent, of the value of the bird

must be decided by inspection " on the ground," the remaining 25 per

cent, being ample to allow for the handling test.

The following standard is recommended for selecting both layers and

breeders :

—

GrENERAL ApjfEARANCE.—Bright, activc, and healthy. The first essential

a well-developed vigorous constitution, giving evidence of

ability to transmit similar. qualities.

Head.^—Rather long in light breeds, and lean, narrowing somewhat at

the back of the skull. Heavy breeds proportionately shorter

in length of skull, but fractionally deeper.

Eyes.—Full, round, prominent, and bright. Colour rich orange red,

except in the case of certain breeds, such as Black Orpingtons,

Minorcas, Langshans, &c., when the eyes should be such a

dark brown as to appear black. The space from eye to nostril,

particularly in heavy birds, should be short, so as to present

" shrunken face."

Face.—The skin round the eye should be bright and clean and as free

as possible from face feathering.

Comb.—Thin, and fine in texture, thickening as little as possible

towards the base.

Wattles.—Thin, and of the finest possible texture.

Neck.—Fine, and fairly long.

Body.—Long, deep, and wedge-shaped, similar to that of a good milch

cow, wide across the saddle.

Breast Bojnte.—Straight and fine.
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Pelvic Bones.—Thin, pliable, fairly long, and straight, set at consider-

able distance from point of breast bone.

Skin.—Texture of skin of abdomen to be of thinnest and finest quality,

very elastic when in full lay.

Legs.—Flat in bone, not higli, and &?t veiT wide apart.

Tail.—Full and flowing, net set at too high an angle, wltli long sickle

and hackle feathers.

Featiieks.—Profuse, but close and flat on the bird.

"Weight.—.Six months pullets. White Leghorn-. :!- lbs.; (5 months

pullets. Black Orpington, 5 lbs.; and others in proportion.

To conden,se the foregoing points it may be stated that the bird

should appear bright and alert, show strong constitution with a deep

body and well-sprung ribs, flat bone in the leg, fine texture in comb
and wattles; she should be light in feather, and last, but by no means

least, should have round, bright, jjrominent eyes.

The method of moult is instructive. Most of the be^t layers will

moult slowly, featlier by feather, the new feathers Avorking through the

old, the bird thus maintaining her lay throughout. For two reasons

the full-moult bird cannot be expected to lay during the moulting

season. One is that a greatly increased quantity of the food consumoa

is required to maintain the body temperature through lack of feathers,

and the other reason is the drain on the .system to renew the entire

feather supply all at the one time. Consequently in a flock the bare

red-headed birds that moult late and slowly should always be distinc-

tively leg-banded. They are invariably hard in feather, and may
retain one or two of the Aving-flight feathers for a long time. The
necessity for space from the breast bone to the pelvic bones in full lay

Ls to denote abdominal capacity. If this capacity is lacking there is

not room for a number of yolks to be developing at the same time to

maintain an almost daily output of eggs. Crooked breast bones usually

denote constitutional weakness, and any bird with such a defect should

be discarded, umless the breeder is quite confident that the dent is the

result of the bird's perching when too young. The foregoing hints for

selecting good layers and breeders of layers apply to all breeds, and the

general public should bear in mind that the question of breed is, after

all, of far less importance than laying strain.

It so happens that great attention has been paid to White Leghorns,

and more recently to Black Orpingtons, hut the breed is not the xvhole

reason for the high scores these varieties have made iu competitions.

Certainly six white Leghorn pullets have yielded 1,699 eggs in one year

at Burnley competition, and a Black Orpington pullet has laid 335 eggs

in the same j^eriod, but if breeders will pay as much attention to careful

selection in other light or heavy breeds, there is no real reason why
the records of the W^liite Leghorns and the Black Orpingtons should

not be equalled or excelled. The ability to lay large numbers of egg.s

is mot confined to two breeds, and that is why the Department of Agri-

culture offers inducements at the competitions in the shape of addi-

tional sections to encourage the development of the laying capabilities

in other strains. At an unofficial competition a Buft" Orpington has

laid over 300, and a Faverolle 29S, and this latter breed is a most
useful farmers' fowl, being .strong, hardy, and quick growing.
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SUGAR BEET INDUSTRY.

Report of Juiceries Committee.

The committee appointed by the Minister of Agriculture to consider

the question of the practicability of the establishment in districts remote

from the M'affra Sugar Factory of juicery plants for the extraction of

raw sugar from beet, which could be sent to Maffra to be refined, has

presented its report.

The committee consisted of Mr. J. J. Pascoe, Agricultural Editor of

the Weekly Times (chairman) ; Mr. A. IST. Pearson, who had suggested

the juicery system; Mr. D. Avery, Industrial Chemist; Mr- J. K.

Johnson, of the Tyne Foundry; and Mr. AV. T. Williams, Manager of

the Maffra Factory.

Mr. Pearson failed to agree with his fellow members on the question

of the advisableness of estahlishing juiceries, and submitted a lengthy

minority report, giving his reasons for urging their formation.

The following is a copy of the committee's report:

—

We have the lionour to report, in accordance with your instructions,

that we have carefully investigated the proposals made by Mr. A. X. Pearson,

formerly Chemist for Agriculture in Victoria, to establish juiceries as adjuncts

to the ilaflVa Beet Sugar Factory.

Eecognising that such juiceries, if practicable, would greatly foster agricul-

tural development, we have examined the proposals from two points of view:—
1. Is it technically possible to arrest, midway, tlie processes of mamifac-

ture so that, by means of evaporation, dried juice could be produced in a

condition capable of being held for a lengthy period and of being trans-

ported over considerable distances to a central factory for refining?

2. Would the operations at a juicery, undertaking sueli extraction and
evaporation, be a commercial success?

At the outset the technologists on the committee conceded the point that

beet sugar juice could be evaporated to dried juice without material loss of

sugar. Moreover, Mr. Pearson supplied a convincing illustration. With an
experimental plant constructed from his own designs as an engineer, and operated

at Port Fairy and Bacchus Marsh in 1894, he (a) by hydraulic press extracted

from 75 to 8.5 per cent, of the sugar contained in beet roots; {b) evaporated the

water from the juices: (c) transported the raw sugar so obtained long dis-

tances; and (d) kept it without serious inversion for different periods extending

to three years. We. therefore, unhesitatingly conceded the point as to the scien-

tific feasibility of Mr. Pearson's proposals.

In examining the commercial aspect of juiceries, consideration was concen-

trated upon (o) Cost of buildings and plant; (b) manufacturing costs; and
(c) probable revenue of the juicery obtained from the price paid for the dried

juice by the MafTra factory, and tlie price the juicerj' would be likely to receive

for tlie by-product—pulp.

The increased costs of plant, fuel, stores, and labour under existing and
probable post-war conditions, rendered it necessary to greatly amend estimates

of expenditure based on Mr. Pearson's demonstrations in 1894.

Obviously the cost of producing dried juice and delivering it to the factory

is greater than the cost of producing the equivalent juice in the factory itself,,

for, in addition to the operations necessary for the extraction of the juice which
are more or less common to juicery and factory, there is in tlie case of the
juicery the cost of evaporation, freight of dried juice to the factory, deprecia-

tion of bags, &c., none of which occur in factory operations.

The normal campaign of the Maffra factorj', in addition to ordinary manu-
facturing costSj has to provide out of its revenue for interej?t on the capital,

depreciation, repairs, and certain general expenses for the whole year. If, there-

fore, the establishment of juiceries provided a supply of dried juice which would
keep tlie Maffra factory employed for some part of the present idle period, and
produced proportionately the same revenue in the additional campaign, there
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would be a much greater profit, owing to the fact that, in the additional cam-

paign, these standing I'hargos wouhl not again have to be paid.

The additional campaign would, liowevor, necessitate some additional repairs,

depreciation, &c., whicli wpuld have to be allowed for.

During the campaign of 1917-18 the Mafl'ra factory treated 14,487 tons of

roots, and out of revenue ])aid tlie following amounts:—
Repairs £3,125

Interest . . 3,256

Depreciation . . . . 2,528

Office manaiienient . . 2,378

£11,287

and showed :i profit of £1,867. Tiiese sun;^ covered, of course, the whole year,

1,650 tons of finished sugar being manufactured from the roots treated. The
bulk of the revenue is thus absorbed by standing charges. If the output of the

factory were doubled, tliese charges would be only slightly increased, while the

profits would be disproportionately greater.

The point is developed in the following figures. The second campaign, work-
ing on the dried juice, would occupy as long as the first:—

f £ £
1917-liS Addition.ll

Campaign. Campaign. Differeuue.

Repairs . . 3,125 . . 1,450 . 1.675

Interest . . . . 3.256 . .
—

. . 3,256
Depreciation . . 2,528 . .

— 2,528

Office and management 2,378 . . 700 . . 1,678

£11,287 £2,150 .. £9,137

Of the profit of £1,867 made in 1017-18 campaign, £500 represented proceeds
from the sale of pulp. This would not be available in the dried juice campaign,
so that, other things being the same, its profit would be less, or £1,367. Thus
in a second campaign tliere would be available £0,137 surplus revenue, and
£1,367, or an aggregate of £10,504. On a final yield of 1,650 tons of sugar this

represents £0 7s. 6d. per ton of sugar.
Exclusive of charges for interest, depreciation, and repairs the cost of manu-

facture to the juice stage at Maffra in the last campaign has been estimated at
£13 8s. per ton crystallized sugar. Hence if an additional campaign were carried
out without profit or loss to the factory it could pay per ton crystallized sugar
in the dried juice £13 Ss.. plus t!io difl'eronce in revenue. This would be £13 8s..

plus £6 7s. O'd.. or £10 15s. 6d.

Cost of 1'rndurin<i the Dried /iticc.—Tlic committee lias been at considerable
disadvantage in estimating costs, owing to the fact tliat no similar plants are
in operation, so far as could be learnt, in any part of the world, and, con-
sequently, no comparative figures for plant required, operating costs, &c., couhi
be obtained. The only experiments of which any records are available wen-
those made by Mr, Pearson about twenty -four years* ago, and of wliich the records
are incomplete. Consequently it lias been necessary to work on estimates which
are not wholly satisfactory in that they cannot 'be based on actual practice.
Calculations were based chiefiy on costs of corresponding processes at the Maffra
factory.

Three types of juicery were considered by the Committee:—
1. Diffusion juicery (practically a small plant worked on the same lines as

the corresponding part of the Mallra factory), capable of treating 50 tons of

roots per day (24 hours), or 5,000 tons per season.

2. Hiationary press juicery established in local district, capable of treating
50 tons of roots per day (24 hours), or 5,000 tons per season.

3. Trnvelling press jnicery to move from farm to farm and opei^ate in some-
what the same way as travelling tl'.reshers—icapacity IS to«s per day of eight
hours, or 1,800 tons per season.

Tlic large amoimt of capital required for diffusion juiceries rendered them
unattiactive to the committee, and iletailed consideration was concenti-atod upon
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Evaporation and Power.—On this item the. committee found it impossible to

come to agreement. Mr. Pearson claimed that with his evaporator he treated

3^ tons of juice per ton of firewood, and estimated tlie total cost per ton of

sugar in dried juice to be 17s. 9d., taking firewood at lis. per ton. and assuming

that one-third of the evaporation would be by waste steam from the power plant.

He also allowed 7 tons of water evaporated by one ton of coal, and, taking

coal at 28s. per ton, made a total cost of coal fuel of f 1 2s. 6d. per ton sugar.

The committee made extensive inquiries regarding this question, but found

it difficult to obtain reliable data regarding the type of evaporator proposed by

Mr. Pearson. The outcome of inquiries points to an evaporation efficiency of

less than 4 tons of water from the juice,, per ton of coal burnt.
_
The discrepancy

between the estimate of the committee and Mr. Pearson's figure is of vital

importance to the wliole question, and Mr. Pearson suggests that a trial should

be made with an evaporator, constructed to his design, to be used daring the

coming Maffra campaign. He is confident that he would be able to prove the

efficiency of the evaporator in question.

Pulp.—Mr. Pearson claims that press pulp, owing to its high food value and
comparatively low water content, is worth at least 28s. 6d. per ton. This pulp

would contain probably 40 per cent, solid matter. The Maffra pulp, containing

from 8 to 20 per cent, solids, fetches 2s. per ton. It is admitted that its food

value should command a much higlier i)rice, but dairy farmers require educating

regarding its value, and in the meantime it would not be wise to assume a price

that could not be obtained for several years. The committee consider that 10s.

per ton is the maximum price that could be generally secured at present. The
theoretical amount of pulp is 1.386 tons. This has been taken at 1.25 tons, to

make an allowance for loss in handling and drying.

Water has not been charged for. The cost would depend on the district.

CONCLUSIOXS.

In compiling estimates in respect of probable revenue and expenditure, tlie

committee (because it was anxious to stimulate an important industry) invari-

ably sought to put the best case for the juicerj'. In most items costs were cut

down to bedrock. Calculations in regard to revenue were based on Maffra
operations in 1917-18, when the price of sugar was as high as £28 lOs. per ton,

a selling value that may not be maintained. As a set-off, in the same campaign
the sugar content of the beet was lower than normal, being only 14.45 per cent.

The estimates when brought into juxtaposition show the following result:-

—

f s. d.

Cost per ton crystalizable sugar in dried juice .. .. . . 20 7 11

Value at Maffra factorv . . . . .

.

. . . . 19 15 6

Showing a loss per ton sugar of .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 115

(In the absence of precise knowledge as to the cost of evaporating the juice,

the committee has decided that it is not in a position to recommend juiceries

as an economic proposition. If Mr. Pearson's estimate as to cost of evaporation
were confirmed, the net result would be a profit of about £2 a ton of sugar.
Mr. Pearson asks that an experimental evaporator be tested tliis year at Maffra,
for which he estimates the cost to be £250. The committee neither recommends
nor opposes this proposal.)

Travelling Juicery.—Mr Pearson submitted estimates of costs of a travelling
juicery which, he claimed, would be cheaper to operate than the stationary press
juicery. There would be undoubtedly numbers of advantages were a ])lant taken
from farm to farm as the crop was ready. On the other hand, the farmer would
be required to provide water supply, shed, and pulp silo. Mr. Pearson stated
that the cost of cartage to a stationary juicery would be saved to the farmer,
but the farmer would take the risk of the beet being of low sugar content. As
the Committee considered that only wealthy farmers could provide the necessary
equipment, and as the fundamental difference in estimated cost of evaporation
again applied, it Avas decided not to make any recommendation.

Mr. Williams is of opinion that any increased profits due to extended opera-
tions should not be invested in more costly methods of manufacture, but should
be distributed between the growers of the beet and the consumer of the sugar,
consistent with a just return to the industry itself.
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Addenda,

While pursuing tlie inquiry, wc have been greatly iiu]uessed by matters

which did not come directly within the scope of your instructions, but which we

desire to bring under your notice.

(1) The plant at Maffra factory was carefully inspected, and in certain

critical departments was found to be comparatively obsolete and inefficient, so

that operating costs are inflated. The plant was designed to treat 400 tons of

beet a day, whereas portions of the machinery are capable of treating only 200

tons a day. This is, therefore, the maximum quantity that oan be treated. Mr.

Williams states that the factory cannot face a substantial increase of work

unless the plant is remodelled, and tliat fact had to be considered in relation

to Mr. Pearson's proposals. We have pointed out in our report that almost the

whole of the revenue from the present output is absorbed by standing charges,

and that if the output were doubled the factory would show a substantial profit.

In the United States it is held that tlie minimum capacity of a sugar factory

should be 500 tons per day. Tlie cost of remodelling the Maffra factory would

be in tlie region of from £20,000 to £30,000. Consideration of the figures in the

main report indicates that if the output of the factory were doubled, after

making allowance for increased costs of repairs, interest, depreciation, and

management, the profit would be in the neighbourhood of £10,000 a year.

(2) In examining the figures showing past operations of the factory, we have

been struck by the irregularity in the quantity of beet supplied, due to the

unreliability of the Maffra rainfall. Tlie supply improved when higher prices

were offered by the factory. In order to secure an ample supply of roots, we
consider that settlers on the Boisdale estate should be required to accept the

scheme of irrigation which the Water Supply Commission have offered them. If

this were done the increased profits of the factory would justify the payment of

higher prices for roots, which, in their turn,, would lead to increased production,

with higher acreage yields—all of which would help to place tht, factory in a

sounder financial position.

(3) It has been shown that an additional campaign, in doubling the sugar
output of the factory, would bring in returns which, at the present selling price

of sugar, would justify the payment of an extra £6 7s. Gd. per ton sugar in the

juice at Maffra The same line of reasoning indicates that the factory, on a
doubled output during its normal campaign, could pay freight on roots (at the

greatly reduced Mafi'ra beet rates) over considerable distances, and not only

thereby increase its own profits, but encourage beet growing in districts whicli

rainfall records show to be peculiarly suited to the crop, e.g., Orbost and dis-

tricts between Traralgon and Dandenong. Freight for 100 miles (at special,

beet rates) would amount to 5s. 3d. per ton roots, or, say, 45s. per ton crystal-

lized sugar. If the factory agreed to pay 27s. 6d. per ton for roots delivered
at a station within a radius of 100 miles, an enormous stimulus inight be given
the industry on a safe ba,sis, or without rendering the State liable to more than
year to year expenditures. All suitable districts along the lines of railway lead-

ing from Maffra could be thus tested, and, when results logically justified that
policy, the Government could safely erect new factories in the proved centres.
An extension of the radius of the special rate would afford an additional snAc-

guard. The existing price of sugar cannot be expected to hold. If the supply
of raw beet is increased by such railway rates, the output of the factory will
be so augmented that it will be able to maintain existing prices for the raw
product while the price of the manufactured article recedes.

(4) We also believe that the Government should give sympathetic considera-
tion to the question of erecting mills beyond the 100-niile radius mentioned.

Throughout the inquiry 'every member of the committee has appreciated the
tremendous importance of sugar beet production, because of its possible influence

on the dairying and jam industries, and its application to such cardinal national
problems as repatriation, closer settlement, and decentralization. Before any
new mills are erected, however, we advise that the Department of Agriculture
shall satisfy itself as to the adaptability of any given district for production,
and that definite contracts be entered into with land-holders to plant, after erec-

tion, a given area each year for, say, ten years. This would give the guarantee
of supply of beets that would justify tlie heavy cost of a mill. The plan in

some cases adopted in the I'nited States of liaving associated with the mill a
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large area of ground upon wliicli beets may be grown by tlie factory management

is also wortby of consideration.

Minority Report.

It is only within the last few days that I havi' come to UHders-tand that this

Committee was asked to pronounce definitely as to whether the type of juiceries

now under consideration would or would not be profitable in the working. Had
I miderstood this at the outset, I should probably have re-considered my willing-

ness to work on the Committee, because I would have known that tiic whole

question hinged mainly on the cost of evaporation, and as that cost could not be

known without an actual trial, I should have understood that the Committee was

asked to come to what was likely to be an im]>ossible decision. All tliat the

Committee could logically do would have been to decide whether it was wortli

while pursuing the investigation any further.

As showing how vague and indeterminate is the jiresent kno\vledge as to the

cost of the evaporation, it may be pointed out tliat while in the context of the

Committee's report now submitted it is stated that the outcome of certain inquiries

points to an evaporation of about 4 tons by 1 ton of coal, in the actual figures

embodying the estimate of cost of working a juicery, the cost of fuel is not

arrived at by calculating on this basis, but merely a round figure of £3 is assumed.

Now, this figure of £3, when calculated oitt, gives an evaporation of, not 4 tons,

but only 3.4 tons of water by 1 ton of coal. This incident is a clear indication

of how vague and inadequate is the knowledge of the cost of the kind of evapora-

tion we have had to consider. In fact, it is impossible to arrive at a definite

decision without an actual trial of my evaporator; and as Messrs. Eobison

Brothers have quoted £115 as the present cost of an evaporator the same as that

used in the Port Fairy experiment. I consider that an evaporator should be made
and a test carried out.

Seeing that there is such uncertainty as to the cost of evaporation, it apjiears

to me that the present report should give alternative estimates with Iwth liigh

and low costs of evajjoration; it should also show the cost with wood fuel as well

as with coal. Besides this, it ought to allow for the use of exhaust steam from

the engine as an auxiliai-y in the evaporation. Also, that not less tlian four

months of the manager-engineer's time should be devoted to actual repair work,

and be charged to repairs. I consider, furthei-, that estimates for all types of

juiceries should be included in the rejiort instead of only one; and also of

different sizes of juiceries, instead of only a 5,000-ton one.

I have, therefore, prepared, and now submit, a statement which I iirefer in

place of all that iiart of the report from end of the paragraph beginning

"(3) Travelling Press Juicery" to the end of the main report.

With all the rest of the report, and with the addenda, I concur.

(Sisnod) A. N. PEARSON.

For all that portion of the Committee's report, from the eiul of the paragraph

beginning "(3) Travelling Press Juicery" to the end of the main report, I inefer

the following:—
Tentative estimates of the cost of working at tliese three types of juiceries

have been ])repared, and statements thereof are given below. The estimates,

including cost of beet-root, labour, management, supplies, freight, recejitaclos for

the dried juice, fuel, capital, interest, depreciation and repairs, and allowances

for pulp and contingencies.

Beet-root.—It has been assumed that the same price would be paid at the

juiceries as noAv paid at Maffra, namely, 27s. 6d. per ton. It has been assumed,

also, that the roots would contain 15 per cent, of sugar as a normal. Tlie Maffra

beet has in some seasons averaged nearer 16 per cent, than 15 ]nn- cent. r>ut, on

the other hand, in the last campaign the average was only 14.4.5 per cent; this

was said to be due to a difficulty in getting Rond seed, owing to the war. During

his experiments in 1893, Mr. Pearson Sound that, while roots grown from ordinary

seed averaged only 13,8 ])er cent, sugar, roots from selected seed—Vilmorin's

Improved and Heine's Improved—grown alongside averaged 10.4 per cent, and

17.1 jier cent, respectively. He points out that by importing a small an\ount of

such improved seed annually, and srowing it for seed ])roduction only, sufiicient
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higli-grado seed could be <iro\vii locally every year for the State's requirements,

and thus rich crops insured generally.

Lahonr.—Tlie estimates of kibour are liased partly on work at the Maflfra

factory and partly on Mr. Pearson's experimental operations on press extrac-

tion. Wages at 10s. for an eiglit-hour day have been allowed.

Managing Engineer.—It would be necessary to engage the manager for the

whole year. During the non-manufacturing period he would have to supervize

and also himself undertake repairs; he could also, in part of his time, undertake

propaganda and educational work in his district. His work on repairs avouUI bo

charged to repairs.

Freight.—The f]-eiglit on dried juice has been reckoned at the special rate for

beet-root in the Mallra district. The dried juice being a raw product, and the

encouragement of the beet industry being the object in both cases, it has been

assumed that the same railway rate would apply, viz., Is. per ton flat rate, plus

id. per mile. The freight has been calculated at this rate for 100 miles, taken

as the average distance from Mafl'ra to districts M'here juiceries might be estab-

lished. A suggestion that the farmers should pay half the freight has not been

adoi)ted in the ^estimates.

Receptacles.—It has been assumed that the dried juice would be put into bags,

similar to cornsacks, but of somewhat closer texture. These would be used three

times, and, including freights, would cost 10s. per dozen.

Fvel for Evaporation and Power.—As regards fuel for evaporation, the

Committee found it impossible to come to agreement. Mr. Pearson did not, at

the time of his experiments of 1894-5, determine the amount of fuel used in

evaporation; but he states that at Pert Fairy a 6-h.p. travelling engine was used

for generating steam in evaporation. This, with ordinary stoking, produced

enough steam in nine hours to evaporate 9 or 9^ tons of beet juice down to a

dryness of 7 per cent, of moisture, and, in addition, to operate one of the machines:

and as this engine with such stoking could not have burnt more than 2 tons of

wood in the time, he infers that 1 ton of wood must have evaporated not less

than 3^ tons of water from the juice, and—taking 1 ton of coal as equal to 2 tons

of Avood^—an evaporation of 7 tons by 1 ton of coal. With perfect efficiency,

1 ton of coal should evaporate 9 tons of water. Mr. Pearson, therefore, claims

for his evaporator an efficiency of about 75 per cent.

On the other hand, other members of the Committee made extensive inquiries

regarding this question, but found it difficult to obtain reliable data regarding
the type of evaporator proposed by Mr. Pearson. The outcome of these inquiries

points to an evaporation of about 4 tons of water from the juice by 1 ton of coal

l)urnt. This would give an efficiency of about 45 per cent. The discrepancy

between these two estimates is of vital importance to the whole question. The
matter can be brought to a decision only by an actual trial ; and Mr. Pearson
suggests that a trial should be made Avith an evaporator, constructed to his

design, to be used during the coming Maffra campaign. He considers that it is

in a high degree ])robable that the result of such a trial would confirm this

estimate. The cost of an evaporator the same size as that used at Port Fairy,

with some addition, would be about £170, and the expense about £00, making a

total cost of £230, or, say, £250.

As the Committee has been unable to reach unanimity on this point, two sets

of figures are given in the following estimates, one for an efficiency of 75 per cent,

and another for an efficiency of only 40 per cent., or 3.6 tons evaporated by 1 ton

of coal.

It is obvious that exhaust steam from the engine can be used as an auxiliary

for evaporating, and 80 per cent, of the exhaust steam has been allowed. The
fuel for driving has been based on the estimate of that used at Maffra up to the

infusion stage.

In nearly all the districts in (xipplsand where juiceries might be established

wood fuel would be abundant. The cost of firewood in country districts varies

widely, from 7s. to Us. per ton by weight; lis. has been taken for the estimates.

In districts where wood is not available coal would have to be used; this has
been taken at 30s. per ton. In the following estimates separate figures are given
for the use of wood fuel and for coal fuel.

The items of capital, depreciation, repairs, pulp, and contingencies will be

commented on separately under the headings of the three types of juiceries.
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Infusion Juicerics.—The following arc the estimates of costs at a 5,000-ton
infusion juicery:—

Tm'I-sjox Juici;ry.

5,000-ton capacity; woiking tliree shifts for 100 tlays; 15 iicr cent, richness

of roots.

Beet, 8 tons at 27>. (Id. .. .. £11
Weighing .. .. 017
Labour . . . . . . 1 10 5

Managing Engineer, at ISs. 7d. per day
during campaign . . .

.

. . .'3

after the campaign, 6s., less 3s. charged
to repairs . . .

.

. . 3

Freiglit, 7s. 5d.; bags, 5s. 4d. .. .. 12 9

Supplies . . .

!

. . . . 2 2

Interest, depreciation, and repairs . . . . 2 8 2

75% Emc-iom->-. 40% Efficiency.

Fuel— Wood. Coal Wood. Coal.

Totals
Less 4.4 tons pulp

at 2s.

Contingencies, o% l(i 10 S 17 5 8 17 18 7 18 15 6

16 10 17 3 17 11 18 9

£]
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counterbalance the disadvantages. Estimates of cost of working a 5,000-ton

press juicery liave, therefore, been prepared, as follows:—

Phkss Juicery (Stationary).

5,000-ton capacity; working three shifts a day for 104 days, 48 tons daily;

84% extraction.

Beet, 8.66 tons, at 279. 6d. .. .. £11 18

Labour (including weighing) .. .. 2 4 9

Managing Engineer, 16s. 8d. a day dur-

ing the campaign . . . . . . 3

after the campaign, 5s. Od., less 2s. lid.

charged to repairs . . . . . . 3 10

Freights, 7s. 5d.; bags, 5s. 4d. .. •• 12 9

Supplies . . . . .

.

5

Interest, depreciation, and repairs.. .. 12 7

757f, EHiciency. 40% Efficiency.

Fuel— Wood. Coal. Wood Coal.

£0 ]'.) (i £16 8 a 16 10 E2 10 4

Totals .. ..17 8 5 17 15 7 18 5 IS 19 3

Less 1,386 tons piilj)

at 10s. . . 13 10 13 10 13 10 13 10

16 14 7 17 1 9 17 11 11 18 5 5

Contingencies, 7^% 151 158 104 175
Total costs .. £17 19 8 £18 7 5 £18 18 3 £19 12 10

Capital.—The estimate of capital is based mainly on a quotation for the

machinery at post-v/ar rates from Messrs. Robison Brothers, who made the experi-

mental plant 24 years ago, and still have the drawings. The cost of plant and
building, together Avith working capital, is estimated at £7,964.

Repairs are charged at 52 per cent, instead of 5 per cent, as in the previous

case.

Managing Engineer.—The manager would not require a knowledge of any
chemical tests, and would, therefore, receive a .somewhat smaller salary; £250 a
year has been allowed.

Water.—Water has not been charged for. The press juicery would require
much less water than the infusion juicery. It has been assumed that the juicery
would be erected close to a sufficient water supply. Water is generally plentiful
about the winter season, when alone juiceries would operate.

Fuel.—As press juice would ho. less than infusion juice less evaporation would
be required; therefore, less fuel would be used, also a little less fuel would be
needed for power.

Pulp.—This pulp, which is more like press-cake than watery pulp, contains
from 40 to 42 per cent, solid matter, and Mr. Pearson gives it a fuel value of not
less than 28s. 6d. per ton. Infusion pulp, when drained down to half its original
weight, would contain only 9' per cent, solids. The Maffra pulp, which in parts
shrinks in time to much less than half original weight, and may contain from
8 to 20 per cent, solids, is sold at 23. per ton. It is admitted that its food value
should command a higher price, but dairy farmers require educating regarding
its value, and, in the meantime, it would be unwise to assume a price that could
not be obtained for some years. The Committee considers that 10s. is the maxi-
mum price tliat could generally be secured at present.

Contingencies.—As the uncertainties of the press juicery Avould be "reater
than with infusion, 7^ per cent, is allowed for contingents, instead of 5 per cent,
as in the previous case.
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The farmer would have to provide storage for liis ]iress-cake or pulp. An
average of 2(3 tons would have to he reckoned with 84 per cent, extraction. A
silo of 30 cubic vards' capacity would sulliee. The dimensions for an overcround

silo would be 10 feet diameter by 12 feet high. It would cost probably about

£20. A pit silo might cost less.
"

It would be a permanent improA'ement.

The cost of working a travelling juieery is estimated as follows:—

Travelling Puicss Juicery.

Working one shift of S hours; capacity, 2 tons an hour; 84 per cent, extraction.

Beet, 8.66 tons at 25s. . . . . . . £10 10

Labour, six men at 10s. and one at 8s. 1 10 Id

Engineer in charge, at ](is. 8d. .. .. 9

Freiglit and bags . . . . 12 9

Supplies 5 9

Travelling of i)lanl .

.

. . 5 2

Interest, depreciation, anil" repairs . . 1 14 7

75% Efficiency. 40% Etticiency.

Fuel (wood only) .. .. £0 19 6 £1 16 10

Totals . . . . . . ..1701
Less 1.380 tons pulp at 12s. 6d. . . 17 4

16 2 4

Continsencies. 10 per cent. 1 12 3

£17 15

17 17

17
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half the profits went to the factory, then the factory would receive—^according

to the above figures-— 123. per ton profit on tlie finished sugar, and tiie juicery, in

the one case, would receive 12s.; or, with tlie travelling juicery, the juicery would
receive 6s. and the farmer 6s.

If, under these conditions, the ]\rafl'ra factory worked another campaign of

70 days, and produced another 1,650 tons of sugar, it would earn an additional
profit of close on to £1,000. If it worked three additional such campaigns, mak-
ing a total year's work of 280 days, it would earn an additional profit of £3,000
through the operations of the juiceries.

Final Decision of the Committee.—In the absence of precise knowledge as to

the cost of evaporating the juice, the Committee is not in a position to recom-
mend these juiceries in all cases as an economic possibility. If Mr. Pearson's
estimate as to fuel required were confirmed, the jiroposition would be profitable.

IVIa-. Pearson asks that an evaporator be made and tested this year at Maflfra, and
states that the cost of the trial need not cost more than £250.

Effect of Size of Juicery on Cost of Working.—In the previous estimate for
stationary juiceries a capacity of 5,000 tons of roots has been assumed. But
further estimates have been made for larger juiceries. and, without entering here
into details, it may be stated that these estimates show that the cost of working
a 6,000-ton juicery would be approximately 13s. less than at a 5,000-ton juicery.

In this case the operations would appear to be profitable even allowing the lower
rate of efficiency.

Larger than the 6,000-ton juiceries would be inapplicable in Australia at
present, but in America 40,000-ton juiceries (with pipe delivery of the juice to
the central factory) have been used. Estimates have, therefore, been made for
larger juiceries, and these indicate that with a 15,000-ton juicery the costs per ton
of sugar would be about 35s. less than with a 5,000-ton one, and with a 40,000-ton
juicery 66s. le?s.

Effect of Fall of Market Price of Siif/ar.—The foregoing estimates have hitherto
been made under present market conditions for sugar. With lower prices losses
might ensue. These losses could be met in two ways. At the Maifra factory the
installation of tlie plant (Stefl'en's process) for dealing witli molasses would more
than cover any likely losses. And as regards field operations, a general increase of

1 per cent, in the sugar contents of the roots would cause an increase of the
profits from £2 to £3 10s. per ton of sugar, varying according to the extent of the
operations. There should be no difficulty in securing, by means of improved seed,
an average of 16, or even I63, per cent, throughout the beet districts.

Wide Significance of the Committee's Inquiries.—Tlie inquiries of the Com-
mittee have had a wider significance than just the fortunes of the MafTra factory.
The report now submitted should l.e of use to any beet factories to be erected in
future in Australia, and, without doubt, may be read with interest in other
countries. Also, it may be usefully considered by the cane-sugar industry, in
which the fuel to be used for evaporation would be bigasse, a by-product, and of
merely nominal cost.

Principle of Continuous iro/7,- at Sugar Facto)ics.—It has been pointed out
that the principle of working a sugar factory throughout the year was early
recognised in Europe, and was put into practice with apparently great advantage
more than 60 j'ears ago. This was efl'ected by drying the sliced beetroots and
storing them indefinitely for later extraction. Subsequent vigorous developments
in another direction have jiushed this principle out of view in more recent years,

but may, perhaps, be brought into consideration again, both in the beet and the
cane industry. For it is evident that if the juice could be profitably evaporated
at a juicery, much more profitably could it be done at a large factory. At the
Maflfra, for instance, using the above-estimated figures, the cost would be thus:

—

75% Efficiency. 40% Efficiency.

Costs at Maflfra up to infusion stage
Fuel (coal only) for evaporation
Labour, bags, and interest

Total cost .

.

Value of dried juice

Profit ..

£13 8

1 4

8
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Thus, if this principle were adopted in new factories to be erected, the plant

required beyond the infusion stage need be only one-third the capacity otherwise

required, and an important saving of capital effected, while at the same time a

large part of the working staff could be given continuous employment instead of

for only a short part of the year.

(Signed) A. N. PEARSON.

FOOT ROT IN SHEEP.

W. M. Lerew, Veterinary Officer.

While foot rot is frequently found in sheep, cattle also sometimes

suffer from it. It is prevalent in low-lying country, where the damp-
ness causes a softening of the horn tissue, and a favorable field for the

growth of the specific cause, evidently some organism that exists in

Dadly drained land, dirty yards, &c. The trouble may be spread by
immediate contact. It is confined to the foot, but the swelling may
extend a little above the coronet. The primary lesion is an inflamma-

tion of the coronary-band, extending to the sensitive laminae and
becoming septic.

The first symptom to be noticed is slight lameness, which gradually

becomes worse till the animal is unable to walk owing to the pain in the

affected part. Examination shows great tenderness, the coronet is

swollen, and a foul discharge exudes between the claws. The discharge

induces further destruction of tissue, the claws gradually separating

from the foot till they fall off. The animal will lose flesh, and soon

die, unless attended to. If proper treatment, however, is adopted,

recovery will generally follow.

The first step, if treatment is to be successful, is to isolate the

diseased animal in a clean, dry, well-drained paddock. Carefully

examine each foot, and, with a sharp knife, remove all loose horn, and
trim up the foot. In the early stages, a foot bath, containing a 5

per cent, solution of copper sulphate, or a 5 per cent, solution of

formalin, will speedily check the disease. Another bath may be made
up of—arsenic, 2 ozs., and washing soda, 4 ozs., boiled in one gallon of

water till the arsenic is dissolved. This solution should be used when
cool, and, in view of its poisonous nature, sheep must not be put

through a bath of it when thirsty.

In the later stages of the disease treatment will have to be con-

tinued for a considerable period. The sheep should then be put through

the foot bath three times a week. If large numbers are to be treated,

an ordinary dipping race could be used, or a shallow wooden trough may
be made, the solution being put in to a depth of about 3 inches,

Allow each animal to stand in the bath for one minute, and avoid splash-

ing, if possible; then place in a dripping pen till the feet are dry. If.

only a few sheep are affected, they may be treated individually, the

diseased part being dressed with an ointment consisting of 5 per cent,

carbolic acid, or 5 per cent, iodine, in vaseline. The foot should then

be bandaged. Methylated tincture of iodine painted on will also prove
very beneficial, but is rather expensive, unless for use in the case of stud

sheep.
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73.

STANDARD TE8T COWS.

Report for Quarter ending 31st March, 1919.

Total nuin])or of cows compk'.ed, 79 ; total number of cows certificated,

The followino; arc the iiulividua! records :

—

W. K. ATKINSON, Swan Hill. (Shorthorn.)

Coinpk'tfd sim-f last ivport, 1. Certificated, 1.

Name of Cow. .
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C. FALKENBERG, Elliminyt. (Jersey.)

Coaipleted since last ivport, 3 Certificated, 2.
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A. JACKSON, Glen Forbes. (Jersey.)

Comploted since last report, 1. Certificated, 1.
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C, G. LYON, Heidelberg. (Jersey.)

Completed since last report, 11. Certificated, 11
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A. H. S. SCHIER, Caldermeade. (Ayrshire.)

Completed since last report, 2. Certificated, 2.

0. J. SYME, Macedon. (Friesian.)

Completed siti:!e last report, 3. Csrtificateil, 3
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A CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF HEREDITARY
UNSOUNDNESS IN HORSES.

Jill ir. .1. .A'. Tiohertson, B.V.Sc, Chief Veterinary Officer.

(Continued from page 310.)

FAMILY 11.

This is a short family with only 62 representatives, and 16, or

25.8 per cent., of them are unsound. The analysis of the family is as

follows :

—

T.VDLE .SHOWING PeKCENTAGK UNSOUNDNESS IN FaMILY 11.
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The dam of 11.21119 was by 2.217, whose sire was unsound.

The dam of 11,211101 was probably by a son of 1, of unsound
family.

The dam of 11.211103 was by 2.2102, an unsound horse.

The dam of 11.2111002 was probably by a son of 38, of an unsound
line.

It is thus apparent that when mated with soundness the progeny was
sound, and when Avith unsoundness then unsoundness developed, and,

seeing that 11.2111 was sound at 7 years, the inference is that the line

up to this horse is sound, or, at most, the unsound factor is very small.

The full table of this family is as follows:

—

FAMILY It.

Ill

11-2

11-11, not U-lll,not r

examined examined -^11 -1111, so

11 -21, not
examined

11-112, not
examined

11 -211, not
examined

3und. i

11 -1112, sound, 3
11 -1113, sound 3
11-1114, sound,'

4

11 -1115, sound, 3
11-1116, sound, 3
11 1118, sound, 3

11 1119, sound, 4
11-11101, sound, 6
11 -11102, sound, 4
11 -11103, sound, 3
11 -mot, sound. 9
11-11105, sound, 3
11-11106, sound, 6
11-1117, sound,

D.AP., 3
-11112l,sidebone, 5

11 -2111, sound, 7—

11-2112, sound,
D.A.P..a

11 -2113, sound, 8
11-2114, sound, 3
11-2115, not ex-

amined

11-11112, sound, 3
11-11113, sound, 4
11-11114, sound, 3
11-11115, sound, 3
11-11116, sound, 5 —
11-11117, sound. 2
11-11118, sound, 5
11 -111101, sound, 5
11 -111103, sound, 3
11-111104, sound, 2
11-111105, sound, 3
11-111103, sound, 5
11-11111, sidebone, 5

1. 11 111102, sidebone, 5

r 11 -21113, sound, 5

I
11-21118, sound, 4

211104, sound, 2
211105, sound, 5
211106, sound, 3
2111003, sound, 3
211109, sound, 3
211102, sound,

D.A.P., 3
21111, sidebone, 5

21112, sidebone, 4

21114, sidebone, 3

21115, sidebone, 5

21116, sidebone, 3

21117, sidebone, 3

21119, sidebone, 3 ~

211101, sidebone, 3
211103, sidebone, 3
211107, sound,

D.A.P., 4

211108, sidebone, 5

2111001, sidebone, 3
2111002, sidebone, 3

-U -21151, sound, 3

-11-111161, sound, 3

-11 -1111031, sound, 4

11-211181, sound, 3
11-211182, sound, 5
11-211183, sidebone, 4

-11-21119] sound,
D.A.r.
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Family 11

—

continued.

11-31,
not
ex-
amined

11-32,
not
ex-
amined

11-311,
sound, 5

-11-321, not
examined

—11-3211, not ex-
amined

—11-32111, sound, 5

The remaining families dealt with liave very few representatives, and
little comment is necessary in regard to them. Some of the members
have been referred to from time to time as being present in dams'
pedigrees.

It will be BOted that the family numbers do not run in sequence.

This is due to the fact that some of the families were found to be
branches of others, and have been incorporated with them (family 10

may be taken as an example; this was found to be a branch of 2), while
many of them have only five or six representatives, from which no data
of value can be obtained, and have consequently been omitted. In all

76 families have been tabulated.

FAMILY 12.

12. sound, 6
ri2
< 12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

1, sound, 5
-2, sound, 5
-3, sound, 5
-4, sound. 5

-5, sound, 5
-6, sound, D. A. P.,
-7, sound, 6
-8, sound, 5
-9, sound, 5
-02, sound, 3
-03, sound, 3
-04, sound, 5
-08, sound, 5
-01, sidebone, 4
-05. sidebone, 4
-06, sidebone, 4
07, sidebone, 4
-09, curb, 3

This is a short family of 19 members, the sire, sound at 6 years and
18 sons, 4 of them, or 22.2 per cent., were unsound. The unsoundness
appears to have been introduced through the dams, for

—

The dam of 12.01 was probably by a son of 1.

The dam of 12.05 was probably by a son of 1.

The dam of 12.06 was by 17.22, a sire of unsoundness.

The dam of 12.07 was by 3.1022, of unsound line.

12 was known to be sound long after the date of his examination.

FAMILY 16.

Was published in the first instalment of this article. May, 1918.

FAMILY 17.*

17-1, not
examined

17-11, not
examined 17-111, sound, a-

17-112, notexamined

—

f
17 -1111, sound 3
17-1112 sound, :{

17-1113, sound, 4

17-1114, sound, a

17-1115 sound, 3
17-1116, sound, 4

_17-1117, sound, 4
•—17-1121, not examined

17-11141, ringbone, 3
17.1-1142, sound, 5

17-11143, sound, 3

-17-11211.sound, 3

• Since this talile was prepared evidence lias been obtained whicli connect tiiis family with family
9* 17 being a son of 9-52, viz. 9 523. As the relationship is distant, consideration of Family 17 as a
separate family does not affect the general result.

8029.—

2
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Family 17—continued.

17 17-2, not
examined

17-21, not
examined

17-22, not
examined

17-23,not
examined

17-211, sidebone, 10 —
17-212, sidebone, ring-

bone, —
17-221, sidebone, 11 —
17-222, sidebone, 11
17-231, sidebone, a

—17-2111, sidebone, 4

—17-2121, sound, D.A.P.
(17-2211, sound, 5
(.17-2212, ringbone, 4

This family divides into two branches—that through 17.1 being

apparently sound, and that through 17.2 very unsound. The former,

with twelve representatives, has one unsound, or 8.3 per cent. ; of the

nine representatives of the latter, seven, or 77.7 per cent., are unsound.

There would appear, therefore, to be little doubt that 17.2 was an
luieound horse.

19-1, not
examined
19-2, not
examined
19-3, not
examined
19-4,not
examined

19-5

f 19-11, sound, 5

1 19-12, sound, 6
(19-21, sound, 7
(19-22, not examined

—19-31, sound, 5

-19-41,
19-51,
19-52,
19-53,

19-54,

19-55,

not examined
not examined
sound, a
sidebone, a

not examined

not examined

FAMILY 19.

-19-211, sound, 4
-19-22], sound, 6

—-19-411, not examined—-19-511, sound, a

19-541, sidebone, a
19-542, sound, a
19-543, sound, a
19-544, sound, a —
"(19-551, sound, 6*

U 9-552, sidebone, 6

-19-4111, sound. 3

—19-5441, sound, a- —19-54411,
sound, 5

From the number of aged horses of this family found sound on
examination, it may be regarded as sound. The pedigrees of the unsound
members cannot be traced to representatives in these tables. Many
mares by 19.5 have been seen, and they are always regarded as of a

sound line. Eighteen members have been examined, and three, or 16

per oent., show unsoundness.

FAMILY 21.

21 -12. not examinpd —
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Nine grandsons of 21 were examined, and three, or 33.3 per cent., were

unsound, but as the sound members were all aged horses at time of

examination, the factor for unsoundness is not strongly developed, if at

all, and the family may be regarded as a sound one, with unsoundness
introduced from mares. The pedigrees of the unsound members are

not clear, but—
21.11 appears to be from a mare by a brother of 11.21,

21.101 was from a mare by 7.4923, a doubtful family.

21.16 was by an unrecorded son of 9.5, a doubtful family.
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FAMILY 29.

20 291
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The founder of Family 38 has frequently been referred to as being
present in unsound pedigrees, but there are not sufficient members in

this particular family to give a true indication of the degree of its

unsoundness. N'lna members only were examined, and three, or 33 per

cent., were unsound. 38.2 was one of the worst cases of sidebone I

have ever examined. His dam was by a son of 1. From the character

of his unsoundness, there is no doubt that he inherited the unsound factor

from both sides. The dam of 38.3 was by 17.1, which is the sire of a

sound line as far as can be seen. The dam of 38.6 was by a horse not

recorded in these tables, but which appears on the dams' side of several

horses that are sound, and at no time has he been noted in the pedigree

of an unsound horse. It is, therefore, possible that in both 38.3 and 38.6

clean blood on the dams' side has counteracted the taint of 38, whilst 38.5

was probably unsound.

(To he concluded.)

FRUITING OF APPLE TREES EVERY OTHER YEAR.

Many varieties of apples and pears, for various reasons, bear only

every other year, while the same is true, but to a less extent, of the stone

fruits. The causes are somewhat varied, but are considered to be

mostly the result of the climatic environment in which the trees are

grown. The biennial bearing habit is apparently not an inheritable

trait, but when it once becomes fixed in the life of the individual, there

is little that can be done to change it.

The habit becomes fixed in climates where frosts and rain interfere

with the set of fruit, and where the young trees are not properly pruned
and the fruit thinned.

An interesting illustration of this perennial bearing habit is quoted
by B. S. Brown in the Journal of Heredity. One-half of the tree had
been grafted to a Gravenstein, while the other half was of the original

variety of a Russian type. For some unaccountable reason each half

of the tree chose opposite years for its heavy crop. In the spring it

presents an odd appearance by one-half being in heavy bloom, while the

other half scarcely develops a single blossom. The next year the process
is reversed.

The tree is about 25 years old, and has behaved as described for
the past five years. No certain explanation as to the original cause can
be given. As there is some slight difference in the blooming time of
the two halves, it is possible that frost may have come at such a time as

to destroy the fruit on one side while the other escaped.
It is interesting for two reasons. First, that it indicates that the

formation of fruit buds is not wholly a question of nutrition. Second,
that the food supply of the tree is directed first to the needs of the-

maturing, crop.

—Agricultural Gazette of New South Wales, June, 1919.
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THE AUSTRALIAN FLORA FROM AN ORNAMENTAL
ASPECT

By Edward E. Pescott, F.L.8., F.R.H.S., Pomologist.

(Continued from page 364.)

Pests of the Wattle.

"Wattles, like all other garden plants, are frequently attacked by

pests, which cause the gardener some considerable trouble. Acacia

saligna, the Willow wattle, is very subject, along with others, to stem-

boring caterpillars. If the pest be discovered in time, the bore which

it has made in the tree should be searched out with a piece of copper

Sunshine Watti

wire and a ieyj drops of phenyle poured into the opening, which may
then be plugged up with clav. 'J'he s.awdiist-like excreta and gumming
will usually reveal the presence of the borers. If the tree has become
so badly infested that it cannot be satisfactorily treated, it should be
cut down, and quickly burned.

A serious and increasing trouble, especially in areas where there
are many gardens, is the presence of gall-making insects. These pierce

the young flower buds, causing them to sAvell globularly, so that instead
of flowers, bunches of galls, larger than a green pea, develop. The
Cootamundra wattle (Acacia Baileyana) is especially subject to this

pest. When the galls appear they should be cut off and burned. It is

not sufficient to merely cut the galls away, for if allowed to remain on
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the ground they continue to breed the insects, which, when fully

developed, infest the next crop of flower buds.

The leaf miner is another serious pest, and it is specially affecting

the Willow wattle (Acacia saligna), Acacia prominens, and the Mount
Morgan wattle (Acacia podylarioefolia). A small fly lays her eggs

under the epidermis of the leaves. From the eggs are hatched very
small caterpillars, w^hich eat the substance of the leaves under the

outer skin, mining and tunnelling them, and making the tree very

unsightly, and ere long the foliage drops off. This pest also attacks

such garden plants as sunflowers, marguerite-daisies, and cinerarias;

and also the common weeds, sow or milk thistle, and the English dande-
lion. To minimize the plague, the weeds should be kept in check, and
immediately after each flowering season the affected bushes or trees

should be well pinined, cutting off all the parts attacked, and burning
them at once. Then the pruned plants should be sprayed with any
benzine or benzole emulsions, or with tar or phenyle waters.

Sometimes brown rusty-looking galls appear on the wattles in the

form of large irregular swellings. These are the results of attacks of

gall-making rusts, and the galls should be cut off and burned.

Should any leaf-eating insect attack the foliage, the tree may be
sprayed with a weak solution of arsenate of lead.

Considerable trouble and damage axe ex-

perienced in South Africa as a result of at-

tacks on wattles by the caterpillars of the
" bagm^orm.'' There are species of bagwomis
here, as well as allied forms of stick case

moths, and it is possible that these pests may
do serious harm to the wattles in the future.

A pest that occasionally does damage to

wattles in Australia is the larvae of the fire

blight beetle of the wattle, Paropsis

orphana. Large plantations of black and

silver wattles, which were grown for the

bark, have been killed by this pest, which

works very rapidly.

African experiences with the bagworm,
which, like the fire blight beetle, attacks the

foliage, have shown that the best means ol

combating it is by means of " dust-spray-

ing." Dust-sipraying is in vogue in ximerioa,

and special machines are used for the pur-

pose. The dusts used were:

—

(a) Paris

green and lime, 1 in 10; and (h) arsenate

of lead and lime, 1 in 20. The powder was
applied at the rate of 100 lbs. per acre, and

an even distribution killed from 70 to 76 per

cent, of the larvae. The trees then recovered

quickly. Thus the dust spray, on large areas,

Cootamundra Wattle, after may prove very valuable for all leaf-eating

cutting hard back. pests.
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Pruning of Wattles.

Tlie pi-uning of wattles is iisually restricted to cutting buck and
shaping the trees, so that they may be kept Avithin bounds and not

become too straggly, thus making low-growing shrubs not too woody.
Therefore, the taller and the spreading growths should be pruned out,

so that the trees may be of uniform growth. There is only one season

Silver Wattle (.1 facia dcalbata).

at which to carry out the pruning, and that is at the time of, or imme-
diately after, the flowering. It is then that the sap-flow is at a maxi-
mum, and by pruning at that time the subsequent growth will be stronger.

If at any time the tree has grown so large as to need a considerable
reduction, it may be pruned very hard back and most of the growths
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and fcrauches cut away, reducing it, if necessary, almost to bare poles.
TMs work must be done at flowering time, and at no other time. The
illustration shows a Cootamundra wattle so pruned. If large wounds or
surfaces are exposed as a result of this pruning, they may be covered
with a coating of pure white paint to preserve the wood and prevent
decay.

Sallow Acacia (Acacia longifolia)

.

In training the young tree, especially where it is needed for garden
or shrubbery work, or where it is grown on a lawn, the tip should
first be pinched away when the plant is a foot or 15 inches high. That
will cause it to break out low down into several growths and ultimately
grow^ into a fine bush shrub, breaking away with several branches or

stems quite close to the ground. This is by far the best method of
treatment for the growing of such brittle-wooded trees as Acacia
saligna (Willow wattle), Acacia macradenia, and Acacia cyanophylla.
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Several of the wattles are most suitable for hedge plants, in which

situation they may he planted about 3 or 4 feet apart, and should

always be kept shaped and pruned after the flowering. Suitable hedge

species are Acacia Howittii (Sticky acacia). Acacia armata (prickly)

" Wirilda " (Acacia retinodes

(Hedge acacia), Acacia acinacea (Gold Dust acacia). Acacia cultri-

formis (Knife Leaf wattle), Acacia vestita (Hairy acacia), Acacia

prominens. Acacia dodonoefolia, and Acacia suaveolens (Sweet acacia).

Raising Wattles from Seed.

All species of acacia may be readily raised from seed, which should

be sown either in March or August, preferably during the latter month.
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All wattle seeds are specially provided with a strong moisture and air-

resisting coat, so that they will retain their vitality for a great many
years. The age of wattle seeds need not debar any one from planting

them, for they will grow if planted half a century or even longer after

gathering. The hardiness of acacia seeds may be judged when R. H.
Cambridge, F.L.S., records that on one occasion a seed of Acacia
Famesiana germinated after having been soaked in sea water for

three and three-quarter years. It was then placed in boiling water,

and in seven days after planting the seedling appeared. Another seed

was kept in sea water for three months and planted after a soaking in

boiling water. This seed remained in the soil for 23 months and then

germinated. Some seeds germinate more readily than others, notably

Acacia armata (the Hedge Acacia), the seeds of which grow so freely

that it has become a pest in many places.

If the seeds are placed in a cup aud boiling water poured over them,

and they are left soaking all night, they may be planted in sandy soil

the next morning.
When the seedlings are a couple of inches in height they may be

transplanted into small pots, and in three or four weeks the young
plants will be ready for planting out. The younger the plant at the

time of planting, the quicker and better will be the resultant growth.

Structure of the Wattle Flower.

If a round head or 'spike of wattle flower be examined, particularly

when in bud, it will be noticed that the structure is very knobby, there

being many very small globular knobs present. Each of these knobs
represents a bud, so that, when opened, a round globular flower-head

of wattle is not one flower only, but it is composed of many individual

flowers, each very small. This partially explains the nom-lasting

qualities of the flowers. Although, if protected in a bag or tin or by
paper when gathered, and the stems dipped in boiling water as soon

as possible after cutting, the flowers will keep fresh for quite a long

time.

Best Australian Wattles.

It is not here jDossible to discuss any large proportion of the many
beautiful wattles with which Australia is endowed. That would take

a book in itself. Many splendid species, such as Acacia notahilis.

Acacia subporosa, and others, have not yet been brought into culti-

vation. But a list of a few of the very best is given hereunder in alpha-

betical order. The month named as the blossoming time is approximate
(as, like all other plants, the wattles differ in localities and positions

in their flowering season), and is for Melbourne—Sydney, Brisbane,

and Adelaide would be earlier, and Hobart later.

The Plant Karnes Committee of the Field Naturalists' Club of

Victoria is at present engaged in revising a list of common names for

all native plants. Many acacias, especially those not found in Victoria,

have not yet received a general common name. Therefore, in the

following list where no -common name is given, it will be understood

that such has not yet been agreed upon :

—

Acinacea (Gold Dust Acacia).—Dwarf, good for hedges, small

roundish foliage, yellow flowers. September.
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Armata (Pledge Acacia).— Slimbby, prickly stems, small foliage, large

flowers—yellow and orange; a fine protective hedge. September.,

Baileyana (Cootamundra Wattle).—A tree, glaucous feather foliage

—

one of the best, deep yellow flowers of drooping habit. August,

^inervaia.—Shrubby, large broad leaves, flowers nearly white.

N^ovember.

Buxifolia.—Shrubby, small roundish leaves, flowers j'ellow. September.

Calamifolia (Wallowa).—Slirubby, long narrow leaves, yellow flowers,

decorative and good. September.

Cardiophylla (Wyalong Wattle).—A good tall shrub, foliage daintily

feathery, flowers yellow and small ; a tine species. September.

Cultriformis (Knife Leaf Wattle).—Shrubby, foliage small triangular,

bluish, flowers yellow in large trusses. October.

Cyanophylla.—A large shrub, like Saligna, blue-green foliage, fine large

drooping trusses of orange flowers; one of the bt^st. JNToveniber.

Dealhata (Silver Wattle).—A tree, bluish feathery foliage, fine trusses

of rich yellow flowers; does not thrive well in gardens, good in

moist tree reserves. September.

Decora.—^A fine shrub, small bluish leaves, beautiful trusses of yellow

flowers; a very good species. September.

Decurrens normalis.—A glorious tree, foliage beautifully green and
featheiy, flowers large and in fine trusses ; one of the most beautiful

trees. September.
Discolor (Sunshine Wattle).—A small shrub, glossy pinnate foliage,

[fine heads of good yellow flowers. March.
Dodoncefolia.—A good shrub, foliage small and glossy, flowers large and

orange; a fine form. October.

Elata (Cedar Wattle).—A fine tree, tall, with bold pinnate foliage, very

large trusses of pale-yellow flowers. February.

Elongata (Long-pod Acacia).—A distinctive shrub, long narrow foliage

with fine rich globular heads of flowers. September.

Farnesiana.—A good shrub, prickly, small pinnate folinge, flowers large

and golden. February.

Glaucescens.—Quite "one of the best, a tall shrubby tree with narrow
glaucous foliage, flowers in long spikes. September.

Tlowittii (Sticky Acacia).—Shrubby, with dainty growth, small leaves,

and abundant pale yellow flowers ; makes a good specimen or hedge.

September.
Implexa.—^A small tree, the Lightwood, curved narrow foliage, flowers

sweetly scented, nearly white. February.
Iteaphylla.—A tall shrub, roundish long foliage, good yellow flowers.

October.

Jonesii.—A charming low shnib, feathery foliage, habit somewhat
straggly, flowers large, orange. September.

Leprosa (Leper Acacia) with its two varieties Elongata and Tfuidfolia.

Tall shrubs, with drooping habit, narrow foliage, good yellow
flowers. September.

Liinearifi (N'arrow-leaf Acacia).—A tall shrub, long narrow foliage,

with creamy yellow flowers in spikes. Flowers in September, but
frequently also in Febniary.

LongifoUa (Sallow Acacia).—^A fine shrub, long loaves, flowers in long
spikes of n rich yellow; one of the best for withstanding city dust.
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September. Its variety, Sophorai, has shorter and broader leaves,

with shorter and longer spikes. The variety Floribunda has similar

leaves, but with very abundant spikes. The variety Mucronata has

very thin narrow foliage.

Maideni.—A tall shrubby tree, foliage long and narrow, flowers very

pale in small spikes, fragrant. March.

Melanoxyton (Blackwood).—A tall tree, broad leaves, white fragrant

flowers. October.

Mitchelli (Mitchell Wattle).—^A low shrub, small pinnate foliage.

flowers yellow, small. October.

Myrtifolia (Myrtle Acacia).—A low shrub, foliage roundish and small,

flowers creamy and yellow. Its variety Celastrifolia has very large

leaves.

Notahilis.—A handsome shrub, tall ; large, rich, yellow flowers. Spring.

Oltusata.—A good shrub; roundish, obtuse, bluish foliage, flowers a

rich yellow. September.

Fodylaria'folia (Mount Morgan Wattle).—^A fine shrub, foliage very

glaucous blue, triangular in shape, flowers golden, habit drooping;

quite one of the best. May, June, July.

Polyhotrya (Silver Mulga).—After the habit of the Sunshine Wattle,

but with bluish foliage, having very many flowers in large racemes.

Spring.

Pravissima (Ovens Acacia).—A good shrub, foliage triangular, bluish..

fine trusses of many small yellow flowers. Sept-ember.

Prominens.-—^A good tall shrub, makes a good hedge or breakwind,

foliage small, flowers small in very large trusses; a really good

form,

Pruinosa (Frosty Acacia).—A tall shrubby tree, foliage lightly pinnate,

bronzy when young, flowers in creamy racemes. February.

Puhescens.—One of the finest, greatly favoured in America, a small tree

with glaucous pinnate foliage and fine free flowering habit. Spring.

Pulchella (Beautiful Wattle).—A low shrub, foliage small pinnate,

prickles on stem, flowers many, small, yellow. November.

Pycnantha (Golden Wattle) .—^^The finest of all for bloom, a tall shrubhy
tree with broad green foliage, flowers in large trusses of large

golden balls. August, September.

Retinodes ("Wirilda").—A shrubby tree, foliage long and narrow,
flowers yellow, flowers nearly all the year.

Riceana.—A shrubby tree, prickly, small foliage, pale cream flowers.

September.
Salicina (Willow Acacia).—A good tree, long foliage, with fine golden

flowers. September. Its variety, Wayoe, is more slender in

Igrowth, with broader foliage.

Saligna (West Australian Willow Wattle).—A shrubby tree, foliage

long and green, habit drooping and weeping, especially when im

flower, flower-heads large and golden; one of the best. November.
Spectahilis.—A sparse shrubby tree, foliage pinnate and glaucous, flowers-

in weeping racemes of rich gold ; a grand species. October.

Suaveolens (Sweet Acacia).—A low straggling shrub, leaves narrow
and rounded, flowers creamy and very fragrant. May, June.

Undulifolia.—Ornamental and fine in flower, a straggling shrub, rather

spreading. Spring.
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Verniciflua (Varnish Acacia).—A good shrub, with small, bright, green

leaves, somewhat sticky. September.

Vestita (Hairy Acacia).—A low shrub, with triangular bluish foliage,

and with fine spikes of ample yellow flowers; one of the finest.

'September.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION IN VICTORIA.

In the editorial columns of the Experiment Station Record, published

by the United States Department of Agriculture at Washington, some

interesting comments are made on Mr. Eichardson's report on Agricul-

tural Education in America.

The editor says, inter alia:—" Two reports have recently come to

hand which are worthy of special mention. One of these is a report by

Mr. A. E. V. Eichardson, Agricultural Superintendent in the Victorian

Department of Agriculture, and records the results of a personal study

of agricultural institutions in this country and Canada on a six-months'

mission. It is a highly intelligent and accurate expositoin of the

American view of agricultural education and the spirit and motive of

agricultural institutions. It is appreciative not only of what has been

accomplished, but of what has been passed through in the process of

development.
" Mr. Eichardson writes as one who has seen and understands, and

who has weighed the results as now exhibited in full light of their evolu-

tion. This gives him advantage in making application to his own coun-

try, and adds force and conviction to his recommendations. Incidentally,

the comparisons he makes throw an interesting light on conditions at

present prevailing in Victoria, which in many respects parallel in oppor-

tunity the situation in this comitry before our system for agricultural

advancement had been put well under way.
" Special interest naturally centres in the applications of his studies

to Victoria. He explains that one great advantage which has come in

America is a strong national sentiment towards agricultural education

and agricultural development, which is lacking as yet in his country.

He lays very strong emphasis on agricultural education, considered

broadly, as an essential basis for development. He says:
—'The only

way to secure a genuine and permanent increase in output from the land
is to improve the farming methods of the country and apply the teach-

ings of science to its agricultural production. In other words, the

problem of agricultural development resolves itself ultimately into the

problem of agricultural education. That is the clear lesson of experi-

ence in all the great agricultural countries of the world.' But he cautions
that a long time is required to realize on educational work, especially

when the necessary force and the means for training such a force are
lacking.

" There is declared to be no State in the Commonwealth so dependent
on the development of intensive agriculture as Victoria; hence it is

argued that education in agriculture is of prime importance to it.

Unlike the adjoining States, it has no large area of Crown lands to

dispose of for the settlers of the future. It is by far the most densely-
populated State, and land values are relatively higher than in any other.
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Hence intensive culture and diversification are pointed to as the chief

avenues of progress, and these naturally lend special importance to-

education.
" A lesson cited from American experience is that, ' 'No matter from

what angle the problem of agricultural education be viewed, it resolves

itself ultimately into the problem of providing a sufficiency of trained

teachers, agricultural specialists, and extension workers, and using them
as units in an organized scheme of instruction, investigation, and exten-

sion.' It took this country a generation or more to learn this, but it

is one of the most fundamental lessons out of our experience, and it will

be a saving of time and disappointment if it can be profited by in newer
countries.

" With a view of training such a corps of workers, suggestions are

offered for modifying and strengthening the course and facilities in

agriculture of the University of Melbourne. The provision at present

is held to be wholly inadequate to the modern ideas of college teaching,

and until it can be enlarged the suggestion is offered that the staff of

the Department of Agriculture be used, and the facilities of the Werribee
Research Farm or the Dookie Agricultural College employed, for the

necessary practical work. Scholarships in American institutions are

advocated to provide trained specialists in technical subjects; and to

encourage more men to prepare for this field the insurance of larger

emoluments for services is urged. In this connexion it is noted that

the University Council has asked that the Government appoint six

graduates annually for a period of five years at a salary of 1,500 dolldfPs

a year.
" Comparing the two agricultural colleges of Victoria with those in

this country, it is shown that they differ fundamentally, and that the
former are really vocational schools, giving as much attention to acquir-

ing manual skill and dexterity as to technical and scientific training.

The writer explains that ' The Americans emphasize the fact that the

true function of a college is to teach why things are done rather than how
they should be done ' ; and that, in the American colleges, ' Practically the

whole time is devoted to technical and scientific training and subjects

which make for good citizenship '.

" The two existing colleges attract few farm boys, but might, it is

urged, if the type of instruction were provided which is adapted to their

needs. A strong plea is made for liberalizing their courses, for increas-

ing and strengthening the staff's, and for enlarging the facilities tor

instruction. Citing the success of short courses in the United States and
Canada, the encouragement of these in every possible way is advocated.

" The plan does not end with the university and the agricultural

colleges, but includes instruction of lower grades. A State supervisor
of agricultural instruction is recommended for the high and elementary
school work, and central and district schools for preparing teachers for

the elementary grades.
" The report has much to say on the subject of experiment stations

and agricultural investigation, which are rea:arded as absolutely funda-
mental to other educational development. The author holds that ' The
building up of a body of systematic knowledge by careful investigation

and experiment is essential for the sound development of agriculture in

any country,' and that a comprehensive system for this must run parallel

with the work of instruction and extension.
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" The field for agricultural investigatiou in a new country such as

ours is vast, and at the present time we are largely dependent for what

may be termed the scientific basis for agriculture on principles estab-

lished under climatic and economic conditions unlike our own.
" There is a wide field of work in the confirmation of what are sup-

posed to be the basic principles of our great national industry. It was

the systematic tests conducted by the American experiment stations on

the growing of crops, management of soils, feeding of animals, which

played such a large part in developing American agriculture. These

stations demonstrated the practicability of very largely increasing the

existing crop yields by measures within the reach of men of average

intelligence, and at a cost which could be recovered with large dividends

in increased crop production. The American stations played a large

part in the development of American lagriculture, and in creating

sentiment towards agricultural education.
" Unlike this country, the experiment stations in Australia are under

the State Departments of Agriculture, along with the inspection and

other administrative functions. While this is not commented upon,

attention is drawn to the association of research with teaching and

extension in the agricultural colleges of this country. Experimental

work in Victoria is centred in the research farm at Werribee, established

some six years ago, which, in addition to being young, has felt the short-

age of skilled assistance.' Hence a vast amount of experimental and

research work remains to be done, which it is felt should be begun at the

earliest possible moment. Although the future progress of agriculture

in Victoria lies in the intensification and diversification of agriculture,

and particularly in the development of systematic stock feeding, it is

explained that practically no local information is available on the merits

or costs of different feeding systems, or of the available feeds. Simi-

larly lack of information is felt on the proper use of water in irrigation,

crop rotation, fertilizers and their effects, and in many other directions.

This leads the author to plead for generous support for extending the

scope of our agricultural investigations, and providing facilities in the

way of staff and equipment to carry out a vigorous policy of investigation.
" Provision for farm surveys and for agricultural extension work is

also advoeated, but here again the lack of trained and experienced men
is recognised as a practical difficulty at the present time.

" Mr. Richardson hiis caught the idea that in America agriculture is

regarded as both a business and a mode of life, and that the development
of agriculture is a public concern; hence money spent upon it is not an
outlay, but an investment. This, he explains, is the reason why State

and Federal Governments are content to make large appropriations for

agricultural education as an underlying means of development. Based
on this idea, and the returns from it, he argues for a long-range policy

which will look beyond the present and map out the requirements of the

State, making provision for the steady realization of these plans in the

future.
" It does not necessarily follow that what is good policy for one

ooimtry will be equally good for another, but the value of agricultural

education and investigation has been given such wide and convincing
demonstration as to show their soundness for new regions quite as surely

as for the older settled ones. This excellent report will furnish a reli-

able basis for agricultural development through education and research."
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PLANS OF A SHEEP DIP.

A. W . Ciirlewis, Stock Inspector.

The following is the description of a sheep dip recently constructed by
Mr. J. F. Laffan, " Inverlocky," Wallan, who very kindly supplied me
with all particulars, including cost of material and labour, and also with

a plan.

The bath is circular, with a centre pillar, or " island," similar to one

of those described briefly, from a plan supplied, in a former issue of the

Journal. Mr. Laffan, however, obtained the idea of his dip from another

source, and having used it this year (dipping rather late), is thoroughly

satisfied with it in every respect. In my opinion it is vary suitable for

dipping small or moderately large flocks, and is economical in the matter
of quantity of dipping material used. The owner states that af.er

putting his lambs through, there was left only about 2 feet depth of

wash, representing 330 gallons. (Tiiree feet in the bath represents 550
gallons.)

Material.—-For bath and ramp, bricks grouted in cement were used,

and for draining yards cement concrete.

Go7istruction—Bath.—Brickwork of 9 inches, the wal's backed up or

puddled with 6 inches of good " pug," and faced or rendered on the

inside with half-inch of cement mortar, on© part cement to three of good
sand (washed).

The wall or pillar is of same material, the centre being filled with
pug concreted over, and finally rendered with cement mortar.

Diraensions.—Eight feet in diameter at top (inside), and 6 ft. 4 in

at bottom, depth 5 ft. 6 in.

The pillar wall is 4 ft. 4 in. in diameter at top, and 4 ft. 8 in. at

bottom, thus leaving a circular space of 1 ft. 10 in. at the top and 10
inches at the bottom, varied slightly, however, by the pillar being drawn
in a little opposite the " slide-in," to allow more room for the sheep to

drop in.

At left of exit to ramp a strong 1 ft. 9i in. gate is swung, 1-ft. d in

gudgeons being passed through brickwork and pug, and bolted to sleeper

on outside. This gate, when closed, prevents sheep leaving the bath until

thoroughly dipped, and when opened turns them into ramp.
The ramp, or, " walk out," is 12 feet in length, 1 ft. 10 in. wide, and

slopes upwards from 5 ft. 6 in. to the surface^ of draining yards. A
movable grating, like a ladder, fits into floor of ramp, to give the sheep
a good foot-hold, and the end butts up against a brick flange at the foot.

This is an important detail, and being movable, it can be taken out and
the ramp cleaned easily.

Draining Yards.—Two, each 12 x 18 feet. In the centre fence there is

a gate swung on the end opposite the " walk-out," so that the yards may
be used alternately. Fall from centre fence to drain, on outside fence,

1 in 4, and fall from end of yards to bath, 1 in 7. There is a half round
drain, 2J inches deep in centre and 1 foot wide, down both sides and
along end to draining wells. The drain is sloped up to a stone edging
(grouted), under bottom rail of fence. The draining yards have a

foundation of bluestone rubble, leveUed off with coarse, and then fine,

sand, on which is laid the floor of cerhent concrete, 6 inches thick, faced
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or rendered ^ inch with cement mortar, 1 in 3, as used for bath. Drain-

ing wells, one on each side of " walk-out," are 9 in. x 1 ft 3 in. x 1 ft.

8 in. in depth, and there are 4-inch earthenware pipes 4 feet long in-

serted just under surface, to carry the wash back to the ramp. The
wells are cleaned out each morning of dipping, and skimmed as required

a^ the work goes on.

Yards.—From convenient receiving yards the sheep pass to forcing

yards, 32 feet long and 10 feet wide at lock. Two panels on far side

from dip form an irregular V, as shown on plan, leading to race, 1 ft.

10 in. wide, 23 feet long. Decoy pen, 4x4 feet, at the head of

race. Side slide into bath is 4 feet long, and sloped at an angle of Ab

degrees (11 in. in 22 in.). "Blind" of tongue and groove, \ inch

ceiling boards, to be swung with pair of T-hiuges over slide, in place of

hessian temporarily fixed.
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Mr. Laffan has a marked stick, for measuring at various depths, to

ascertain, or to test, the quantity of liquid in bath. He also uses a

home-made skimmer, consisting of a tin, punched with numerous holes,

from inside, through which a stick is fixed at oblique angle, as well as a

plunger for stirring the wash, and crutches for immersing the sheep.

The following are details of the quantities and cost of material, in-

cluding fencing and cost of labour. As Mr. Laffan desired to make a

thoroughly good dip, nothing was spared. Probably some economy

might be made without impairing the efficiency of the bath by having

4i-inch walls instead of 9 inch, and less substantial fencing could be
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erected; and for small lots of sheep, both the bath and draining yards
might be made smaller.

£ s. d.

4 19

Material—
18 bags cement, at 5s. 6d.

2,650 bricks, at 45s. per 1,000 . .

7 yards rubble, at 6s. . .

6 yards coarse gravel, at 6s.

4 yards sand, at 6s. .

.

.

.

...

Fencing—
28 round posts, at 5s. each
50 split posts, at 70s. per 100

200 rails, at 120s. per 100

Gates—
13, including hinges and labour

Labour—
Bricklayer, 7 days, at 20s. .

.

Fencer, 17 days, at Os. and keep
Two men assisting at times, say

Oarriage—
Rail on bricks, &c. .. .. .. .. .. ..500

6
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characteristic bloated abdomen, but look quite normal; they crawl

out of the hive and die. One peculiarity of bees dying from pira^ysis

is that the process is very gradual. A bee picked up apparently dead
will move its legs, and hovirs afterwards warmth will cause it to move
still. The healthy bees of an affected hive try to remove the sick bees

and drag dead and dying out of the entrance, and in this effort they

become themselves affected. Possibly infection also takes place by the

older bees feeding the younger ones. But in whatever way it is com-
municated it infects only bees of the same colony or of the same
strain. So when we take away all the brood from a colony affected

with paralysis and put in its place the brood from a resistant stock

the young bees hatching from it, although, surrouude-d by infected

bees, will -not become infected, and as the old bees die off the hive

becomes free from disease. Unless, however, the queen, is replaced at

the same time, there is every likelihood of ))aralysis again breaking out.

The brood taken away from an infected colony can b© given to any
colony free from the disease, and there will be no outbreak provided

that no bees are transferred with the c-mbs. This seems to prove

conclusively that combs, brcod, honey, and pollen do not carry infection,

and that young bees only become infected after hatching by contact

with the diseased bees. Bee paralysis is a disease which is more
prevalent and more virulent in hot than in cool climates. In tne

United States of America paralysis is a formidable disease in the warm
southern States, while in the cooler northern latitudes there are merely
indications of its presence. In Victoria it is sometimes of a very

virulent type north of the Dividing Range, while in the coastal country
ifc is hardly noticeable. If it were correct that the warmer the climate

the severer the disease, then' we should expect it to be worse in the

northern States of Australia than in Victoria. However, I am not
aware that such, is the case. There are probably other factors than

latitude, such as food and elevation, &c. I do not know whether b. e

paralysis is more prevalent in the northern latitudes, which conespond
to the southern in America; but I do know that queens and their

cjueen and worker progeny obtained from localities in which paralysis

is practically unknown, often develop the disease in a virulent form
when introduced into apiaries from which paralysis has been e'iminatsd.

Judging by this experience we must assume that paralysis is not in

evidence in the northern States, for I know of quite a number of

instances of outbreaks of this disease amongst the progeny of the

queens obtained from there, and I am quite sure that no queen bree.ier

would breed and send out anything likely to bring him into disrepute.

There are numerous instances of paralysis breaking out amongst the
bees of queens introduced into an apiary from outside the Stats, whi'e

the local strain remained unaffected. I will only give one personal

experience. Some 50 colonies of bees, from an apiary without a sign

of paralysis, were sent to me some years ago from a distance of i2€0

miles. There was not the least indication of paralysis in my own
apiary, to which the new arrivals were added. Yet, within a short

time, nearly every one of the newcomers developed para''ysis of a very
virulent type. All were re-queened in due course from the local strain,

and in time the symptoms disappeared, while none of my own colonies

were affected. In view of the experience of many apiarists, there can
be no doubt that by a process of weeding out and select breeding from
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the most vigorous stocks, a more or less immune strain of bees can be
established. Having established a comparatively immune strain of

bees, this immunity is not easily maintained. In the process of elimin-

ating paralysis there may be a less of colour and an addition of tamper,
and the apiarist comes to the conclusion that he must introduo© fresh

blood. Being unable to get it from a locality similar to his own, he
goes farther afield. He gets colour and gentleness, and, very likely,

also paralysis. Sometimes it does not show in the hives with the new
queens till the following spring. In the meantime some of the young
queens of his own strain have been mated to drones of the new kind,

and thus the predisposition toi paralysis is incorporated again in the
apiary. Incidentally, I should like to say here that there is often no
need for new blood, and queens are sometimes intrcduced only with
the idea of preventing in-breeding. There need be no' fear of in-breeding

as long as intelligence and common sense are used in selection of breeding
queens. When it is necessary or expedient to obtain queens from
unknown sources for breeding purposes, caution should be exercised,

and only a limited number of young queens raised during the
first season. If these and the parent colony pass through the following
winter and spring without indications of paralysis, then re-qvieening

can be practised on a more extensive scale. There is no cure for bees

affected with paralysis, and the only treatment at all effective is to

replace the affected and pre-disposed with others immune to the
disease. This is done, when the disease- is only of a mild type, by
replacing the queen with one of another strain. When a co ony "is

badly affected, it is necessary to change the brood at the same time,

otherwise there may not be enough active bees left in the hive by the
time the brood from the new queen begins to hatch. Even in the
worst cases, when there are not enough bees left to be worth saving,
there is no need to destroy or waste the brood. It may be given to
unaffected colonies without risk, provided that no bees are transferred
with it. To sum up the position in regard to bee paralysis, the fol-

lowing points may be recommended :—(l) Don't try to cure piralysis

witli sulphur, salt, or any other remedy; these only aflfect the symptoms
without removing the cause. (2) Don't breed from queens producing
highly-coloured bees and queens, particularly those having an abnormal
amount of brood—a sign of weakness. (3) Destroy and replace the
queens of any colonies showing the slightest symptom of paralysis, no
matter how beautiful and gentle the bees, or how prosperous the colcny
may be. (4) Introduce new blood cautiously, afld, as far as possible,

from districts in which paralysis has run its course.

The Egyptian hen, it is curious to note, does not possess the sitting in-

stinct. This is attributed to the practice of artificial incubation, which is

generally followed in Egypt. It is contended by those who have investi-

gated the subject that the art of hatching eggs by artificial heat originated
in Egypt in very remote times.—Ttmes Trade Supplement, Februarv.
1919.
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FARM NOTES FOR MAY AND JUNE.

RESEARCH FARM, WERRIBEE.

The Eesearcli Farm is situated in the well-knowu hay-growing

district of Werribee, about 20 miles from Melbourne. The average

rainfall is about 21 inches annually.

The farm manager, Mr. H. C. Wilson, in his report on the operations

for May and June, states that the farm teams were able to commence
cultivation early this year, thanks to the exceptionally heavy rains in

Febniary and early March, when nearly 9 inches were recorded.

Subsequently, however, no rain fell until 23rd May, so that the two

critical sowing months of the year were dry. During June, 119 points

were registered.

The oat crops sown during the dry spell have germinated rather

patchily, particularly on the clay land. In the " shandy " crops of

Algerian oats and Warden wheat, intended for hay, it was noticed that

the oats germinated much better than the wheat during the dry spell.

Rape sown immediately after the March rains suffered during the dry

spell, but freshened up considerably with the inch of rain which fell

in May.
Owing to the persistent dry weather experienced during the nonnal

sowing months, farmers in the district were faced with the prospect

of either sowing wheat dry or of holding off till rain fell, in which
case they took the risk of having to sow late under conditions un-

favorable alike to germination and effective and continuous work.

At the Research Fann, in view of the large area to sow, it was
decided to risk the possible malting of the grain and to sow dry, and
the sowing of wheat was, therefore, commenced on 16th May on a dry
seed bed. The rain which followed a week later has resulted in an
excellent germination.

• During the present season 805 acres have been sown on the farm,
comprising: Wheat, 220 acres; oats, 140 acres; "shandy," 210 acres;

barley, 100 acres; rape, 60 acres. In addition, 75 acres have been sown
in the experimental plots.

The farm manager finds that the hay made from Algerian oats

and Warden wheat sown together, or " shandy," as it is called, is

superior to that from either of the cereals sown by themselves. It is

found to be very palatable, to retain its colour, and to weigh heavily.

The following varieties of wheat have been sown in bulk areas for

distribution to farmers in 1920 :—Federation, Penny, Yandilla King,
Dart's Imperial, Warden, Currawa, Major, Canberra, and the new
crossbreds, Gallipoli and Graham.

On the irrigation area 190 acres are now in lucerne, and 45 acres

in permanent pasture. The total area seeded in cereals, forages, and
irrigated crops amounts to 1,040 acres. Sixty acres have been fallowed
in preparation for next season's sowing.

The general condition of the live-stock on the place is excellent; 90
head of cattle and 1,174 sheep are being maintained on the pastures and
forage crops.
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The bulk farm flock of slieep comprise 980 crossbred ewes. These

were mated with Suffolk and Border Leicester rams from the farm

stud flocks. Lambing is proceeding freely, and to date 558 lambs have

been dropped. The ewes put to Suffolk rams are lambing first. The
stud Border Leicester and Suffolk sheep are doing well. There are

now 132 Border Leicester sheep and 59 Suffolks.

The Ked Poll herd is maintaining its condition. Thirty-six cows

are now in milk. The cows have access to the lucerne pasture during

the day, which provides a fair pick. In addition, they receive 15 lbs.

of silage and 6 lbs. of bran daily during the milking. Lucerne

hay is provided at night in special racks in a sheltered paddock.

Fodder reserves comprise 550 tons cereal hay, 150 tons of baled

straw, 50 tons of lucerne hay, and 60 tons of silage.

All experimental plots have now been sown except those specially

set aside for testing the effect of late sowing. The plots sown comprise

the usual manurial, variety, selection, rate of seeding, and time of

sowing tests for wheat. Rotation and green manurial tests have also

been sown, as well as stud cereal plots and oat variety tests. In
addition, a number of experimental plots have been sown to flax.

The experimental plots of sugar beet sown under irrigation have
been lifted and topped—the season was not so favorable for this crop as

that of last year.

FARMERS' CLASSES AT DOOKIE AGRICULTURAL
COLLEGE.

The Council of Agricultural Educaticn has arranged for a series of

Farmers' Classes, extending over a fortnight, commencing on the 4th
August, to be held at the Dookia Agricultural College.

The only charge for attendance at the classes will be £2, to cover
board and lodging for the fortnight.

Railway tickets, at holiday excursion rates> will be issued from the
home station to Dookie to those attending the classes, and vehicles will

meet the train at Dookie to carry farmers to the College.

Forms of application, &c., may be obtained from the secretary of the>

Council of Agricultural Education, Public Offices, Melb:urne.
The following is a list of the classes which it is intended to hold :

—
Monday, 4th August, 1919—

3 p.m. . . . . Mr. Gamble Cultivation of Forage Crops *L & D
4 p.m. .

.

. . Mr. Gamble Pickling Wheat, Barley, and Oats D
7.30 p.m. . . Mr. Richardson American Agriculture (lUust.) L

Tuesday, 5th—
8.30—9.30 a.m. .

.

Mr. Gamble Principles of Stock Judging L & D
10.30—11.30 a.m. Mr. Grant Judging Dairy Cows L & D
1—3 p.m. .

.

Mr. Gibson Farm Book-keeping L
3.30—5 p.m. .

.

Mr. Evans Farm Engines D
7.30 .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Moving Pictures

* L & D—-Lecture and Demonstration.
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Wednesday, 6th—

S.30—lL30a.m..
1—3 p.m.
3.30—.5 p.m.

7.30 p.m.

Thursday, 7th—
8.30—10 a.m.

10.30—n.30 a.m.
1—3 p.m.
3.30—5 p.m.
7..30 p m.

Friday, 8th—

8 30 to 10 a m .

10.30—11.30 a.m.
1

—

r-i p.m.
7.30 p.m.

Saturday, 9th—
8.30—11.30 a.m.

Afternoon
7.30 p.m.

Sunday, 10th—

7.30 p.m.

Monday, 11th—

8.30—10 a.m.

10.30—11.30 a.m
1—3 p.m.
3.30—5 p.m.
7.30 p.m.

Tuesday, 12th—

8.30 -10 a.m.

10.30— 11. 30 a.m
1—3 p.m.
3.30—5 p.m.

7.30 p.m.

Wednesday, 13th—

8.30—10 a.m.

10.30—11.30 a.m
1—3 p.m.
3..30—5 p.m.

7.30 p.m.

Thursday, 14th—

8.30—10 a.m.

10.30—11.30 a.m
1—3 p.m.
3.30—5 p.m.

7. 30 p.m.

Friday. 15th—
8.30—11..30

1—3 p.m.

7.30 p.m.

Saturday, 16th

Mr. Ham
Mr. Archer
Mr. McLennan
Mr. Robertson

Mr. Evans
Mr. Gibson
Mr. Robertson
Mr. Wright

Mr. .Simpson

Mr. Dowling
Mr. Marland
Mr. Ham

Mr. Pye

Sheep for the Farmer L&D
Feeding Dairy Cattle L&D
Milk Testing L&D
Contagious Diseases of Stock L

Farm Engines D
Farm Book-keepuit; \,

First Aid Treatment to Stock L&D
Farm Black-smithing D
Debate

Soil Physics L&D
Poultry Feeding for Profit D
Feeding and Management of Pigs L&D
Management of Sheep (Illust.) L

The Making of a New Wheat L&D
Football, Tennis, Golf, Rifle Shooting
Concert

Church SerAnce

Mr. Gibson
Mr. Adams
Mr. Adams
Mr. Gibson
Mr. Dowling

Mr. Kendall
Mr. H. Rowan
Mr. Davey
Mr. Simpson

Mr. Drevermann
Mr. Davey
Mr. Ham
Mr. Gamble
Mr. Dowie

Mr. Ham

Mr. Simpson
Mr. Richardson
Mr. Gamble

Mr. Richardson Factors for Successful Wheat Culti-

vation and Imcerne Cultivation L&D
Mr. Ramsay Potato Culture L&D

Social Evening

Free to Visit any branc:h of the College and Farm.

Mensuration and Sur\^eying

Building Construction

Farmer's Tool Kit
Mensuration and Surveying
Poultry Management (Illust.)
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CABBAGE GROWING AT FRANKSTOK

The cabbage illustrated in the accompanying photograph was grown
by Mr. John Williams on his farm at Hastings-road, Frankston. It

is of a variety known as " Succession," and was raised from American
seed.

When sending the photograph, Mr. F. Johnson, the local dairy
supervisor, wrote

—

" Mr. Williams' land consists of poor heath country, but it is remark-
able what can be grown on such land if it be fallowed and properly
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worked and suitably manured. The fertilizer used by Mr. Williams

on bis crop of about 4 acres was blood and bone manure, whicli was
applied at the rate of 4 cwt. to the acre.

" The weight of the cabbage in the photograph was 32 lbs., and it

measured 3 ft. 8 in. across. Whilej of course, it is not typical of the

crop, a great number of similar dimensions were cut, and frequently

not more than four could be placed in a chaff bag. The average weight

of crates containing four dozen of these cabbages was 560 lbs.

" Other places in the Frankston and Somerville district have given

equally good yields. It is careful culture on patches having a good
clay subsoil that enables the growers to bring such cabbages to maturity

and perfection during the summer without irrigation of any sort."

DUAL PURPOSE CATTLE.

The dual-purpose breeds of cattle are supposed to be good both for

milk and for beef. Of course, the scawniest Jersey will produce some
beef and the fattest Hereford cow will give some milk. But between
these two extremes are a number of cattle which claim to be fairly good
both for beef and for milk. Of these the most famous is probably the

milking Shorthorn (says Wallace's Farmer).

About 200 years ago a Mr. Dobinson, who lived in the county of

Durham, England (from whence the Shorthorns first came), brought
over from Holland several bulls, which were very likely of the sort that
are now called Holsteius.

Probably these bulls improved the dairy qualities of the original

Shorthorn cattle.

At any rate, when one of the original Shorthorn improvers (Mr.
Thomas Bates) began to work with them, he found a number of cows
which were very excellent milkers as well as good beef animals. He liked

the combination idea, and kept records both of the amount of beef and
the amount of milk produced with a given amount of feed. To this day
Bates' Shorthorns are noted for their milking qualities. After E'ates'

time the mo.it popular of the breeders swung away from the milking
idea for a great many years, but the common farmers, both in England
and in the United States, depended very largely on the Shorthorn or

Durham as a milk cow. Over half the milk in England is produced by
Shorthorns. During the past 10 or 15 years there has been a great
revival of interest among certain pure-bred breeders of the milking type,
and to-day we have Shorthorns which have made records in milk and
butter-fat that compare favorably with any breed. Some of the best

have made records of around 20,000 lbs. of milk and 1,000 lbs. of butter
in a year. The best tyjie of milking Shorthorns is very similar in
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general appearance to the Holstein except for tlae colour. They may be

just a little finer boned and a little smoother, with a slightly greater

tendency to flesh up easily.

But really the difference is more in colour than in anything else.

The milk of the Shorthorn cow will average nearly a half of 1 per

cent, richer in butter-fat than the milk of the Holstein. The calves of

the dual-purpose Shorthorn seem to rank just as well with the ordinary

feeder as the calves of the more beefy type. At any rate, the ordinary

farmer seems to fare just about as well whichever type he has.

The Red Polls stand out more distinctly as a dual-purpose breed than
any other. They were bred originally in eastern England, about 200
miles south of where the Shorthorns originated. One hundred years

ago, in this section of England, there were two types of cattle, one of

which had no horns, and was of excellent dairy type. There was also

a horned type, of rather small frame, bright-red colour, with a white

or mottled face, much like the Hereford.

Gradually, the farmers of this section of England began to mix the

two breeds, selecting all the time for solid red animals with no horns,

which were good both for producing milk and beef. By 1862 it was
realised that a new breed had been formed, and ever since then the

new breed has given a good account ol itself. Beginning with about

1873, the Red Polls have been brought over to this co'untry in rather

large numbers, although they are not nearly so popular as the da^ry

and beef breeds.

The ideal Red Poll cow looks very much like a good Shorthorn,
being broad over the back, short-legged, deep in the chest, and with

thick thighs, while at the same time the udder is of good size, and the

cow possesses the ability to yield slightly more than the ordinary Jersey
or Gruernsey daily, her milk testing about 3.8 to 4 per cent. Red
Polled steers have often been shown at the International, and have
captured a few prizes, although they are ordinarily decidedly inferior

to' the true beef steers. The cows have been entered in competition
with the cows of the strictly dairy breeds, and while they have made
very good records, they have not surpassed the record of the Holstein,

Jersey, or Guernsey. Everything considered, the Red Poll occupies a

position very similar to that of the milking Shorthorn.

A third dual-purpose breed was developed about 150 miles west
and a little south of where the Red Pells came from. They are much
like the Red Polls, except that they have horns, are a little smaller,

give a rather richer milk, and are finer-boned, with a rather deer-like

appearance. The Devon at one time was very popular in the eastern
States. To-day, however, we almost never hear of it as a beef breed
or a dairy breed.

The Holstein, Ayrshire, and Brown Swiss have some claim to rank
as dual-purpose breeds.

At any rate, the cows of these breeds, and especially the Ayrshires,
fatten off very readily when dry, and the steer calves fatten ofif fairly

well. The calves of the Brown Swiss are of good size, and bring
more money as veals at an earlier age than almost any other breads.
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ORCHARD AND GARDEN NOTES.

E. E. Pescott, F.L.S., Pomologist.

The Orchard.

Pruning.

Pruning operations will now be in full swing. In pruning the young

ti^ees, heavy pruning will be required in order to produce strong growths

and a good frame, but as the tree advances in age the pruning will be

reduced considerably. It should be renaembered that strong, heavy

pruning results in wood growth, land 'that weak pnining steadies the

tree, and promotes an even growth. When framing land building a tree,

the former consideration is observed, and when the itreie is coming into

fiiiit bearing or is mature, it will be pruned according to the latter.

Any operation that will cause the itree to produce less wood growth will

induce the tree to become more fruitful, iprovided the tree be in a

liealthy condition ; so that when trees are mature, pruning operations,

as a rule, ;'hould not he severe, but rather the reverse.

Old fruiting wood, and dead and dying wood should 'always be

removed, and aged spurs should be considerably reduced, in order to

make them produce new growths. Crowded and overlapping laterals

should be shortened back; fruiit-ibearing in the higher portions of the

tree should not be encouraged ; land due 'consideration sihould be given

to the admission of light and air to all parts of the tree.

Where varieties of fruit trees are prone to beai'ing crops everj-

second year, their lateral ,system should be pruned ,so that they will not

produce too heavy a crop in the fruiting year; and at the same time
they will produce wood in their fruiting year to give a crop in the

subsequent season.

A model tree will always be light on its toipmost leaders, bearing the

major portions of the crop in the lower regions of the tree. The main
point to be noted is that a heavy wood growth in the upper portion of

the tree tends to reduce the bearing capabilities of the tree in its most
useful parts.

Drainage.

The rains of winter will ^always show the necessity for draining

orchards. Where imder-soil drains do not exist, the trees are bound to

suffer. If the damage is not immediately apparent, it will be later

found thait in some way loss will accnie. Either the tree will be

weakened by tihe loss of roots through rotting, or it will be devitalized

so that it will not carry a satisfactory crop of fruit. Too often surface

drainage is relied on to remove the so-called surplus water. There
should be no surplus water for .surface drains. The water is only
surplus or excess wflien it is in the soil. Two circumstances, and two
only, pennit of surface drainage. First, when it is necessary to carry

away excessive stormwater; and, seoond, when it is practically impos-
sible to find an outlet for under-drains, owing to the low-lying situation

of the area.

The term " surface drainage " does not apply to oi>en drains, which,

owing to their depth, act also as soil drains; neither does it apply to
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graded surfaces wliicih allow a more equitable distribution of water.

Surface draining is usually applied ito a system, wbereby a considerable

quantity of water is removed by gravitation before it enters the soil.

Suoh a system cannot be too roundly condemned. As much water as

oan be obtained by natural means sihould be induced to enter orchard

soils; land tjhen whatever is in exoeiss will be carried laway by under

drainage, proTided that drainage, either natural or artificial, be in

existence.

Where suitable drainage is not provided, the tree roots a,re com-

pelled to remain in a few inches of surface soil. Their feeding area is

thus extremely limited indeed ; and when, at any time, rain-water does

filter and penetrate througih the soil, it carries with it the soluble and
other rplant foods, below :the reach of tibe. itree roots.

Soil ventilation is only possible with a system of drainage, and air

is as necessary to t'he rooits of a tree as it is to the foli'a,ge. By the

removal of the surplus water and the consequent admission of air into

the soil, the soil tem]")6rature is rendered fiar more equable, warmer in

winter and spring, and eooler in summer; and such a change must be

benefieial to t!he trees.

Drainage is thus an essential for all prchard lands. When natural

drainage occurs, the orchardist is foi^tunate; but whether natural or

artificial, a system of drainage will always materially increase the

cro]) of ifniit, strengthen the trees, and considerably add to their term
of life.

Drainage schemes should be carried out at the present season of

tihe year. In closed drains, such drainage media as cinders, chareoal,

stones, brushwood, timber, logs, ox tile pipes may be used, but the

latter generally give moi'e satisfactory and pemnanent reisults. They
are also less liable to silting up than any other material.

Drains should be placed into the day, if this be not too deep. In
any case, they should be below any possible interference from cultivat-

ing instruments.

iSpbaying.

In order to keep in check such pests as Bryobia, scale insects,

woolly aphis, and others, a strong and forcible spraying with lime
sulphur or red oil spray should not be delayed any longer. The Whole
tree sihould be thoroughly wetted with the spray. A good, vigorous,
and thorough winter spraying will iplaoe a large majority of the trees

in quite a satisfactory condition of freedom from these pests for the
whole year.

The lime sulphur spray is an excellent fungicide, and a strong
winter .spray will go a very long way in reducing any attack of the

black spot fungus on eitlher the apple or the pear. In addition, if the
peacih trees are sprayed at 'tihis time with lime sulphur, both peach
aphis and peach leaf curl will be considerably minimised in the spring
time.

Flower Garden.

Digging in the garden should bo continued. Before digging, the
beds should be given a top dressing of lime or stable nuanure, and sub-
sequently these should be dug well into the soil. Care must be taken
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not to injure the roots of any sinnibs, trees, or roses. Root cutting

and root pruning will always dwarf any plant. In digging, it is not

wise to discard any leaves, twiggy growtlis, or weeds. Unless they are

required for the compost heap they should always he dug into the soil.

Leaf-mould is especially useful in any garden, and where such plants

as Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Liliums, &c., are grown, or for pot-plant

work, it is exceedingly valuable. In forming the compost heap, no

medium whatever should be added to help the rotting down of the

leaves unless it be a little sand. Any dhemical added will render the

mould un.suitable for its special objects. The plants mentioned above

strongly object to lime.

All shrubs that produce flowers on tlieir young growths, including

roses, should now be pruned. Care should be taken to distinguish

between those "shrubs that flower on the new wood and those that flower

on the wood of the past season's growth. Those that flower on the

new wood, and may now be pruned, are Lasiandra, Lantana, Oestrum,
Tecoma, Hydrangea, Plumbago, Erythrina (some species), &c., and
those that should not be touched at ipresent time are Spirea, Erythrina
(some species), Pyrus Japonica, Weigelia, Prunus pissardi, P. Vesu-
vius, P. mume, Deutzia, Polygala, Ceanothus, &c. It is a safe rule in

pruning shnibs to wait until they have flowered before pruning. This
will certainly give the shrubs a somewihat ragged appearance in the

winter, but it is the only way to secure the best flowering results.

All herbaceous plants, such as Salvia, Aster, Delphinium, Poly-

gonum, Boltonia, Gaura, and ChrysantOiemum, should be cut back,

and, if necessary, lifted and " heeled in " in a temporary location for

the winter. Plant out early Gladioli, Iris, and Liliums.

Continue digging, manuring, and trenching.

Vegetable Garden.

Seedlings from boxes or seed plots may now be planted out. Care
should be taken that all vegetable beds are well raised and thrown up.
By throwing up the soil, and thus deepening the paths and the spaces

between the plots, the latter are well drained, and the soil is made
considerably warmer. This will greatly facilitate the growtih of the

3'oung plants.

Asparagus may be planted; sow seeds of carrots, parsnips, cauli-

flowers, onions, peas, broad beans, and tomatoes, the latter being
forced on in a frame, so as to obtain good plants quickly.

^S^S/S/S^S^S^'V^^'N/^^/^^^^^^V^^

HIGH COST OF SPRAY MATERIAL VERSUS CONTROL OF ORCHARD
PESTS.

The high cost of products in general has met with no exception

in the ease of materials used for insecticidal ,and fungicidal purposes.

While we have no proof that high prices of such materials have tended

to decrease the efhciency of spraying, there is every reason to believe

that such is the ease. Those who are most familiar with spraying
practices know that there is often too much of a disposition on the part

of the orchardist to economize in material and, as a result, his efforts
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to control a certain insect or disease may be in vain. That the high

prices which prevail lat present result in a greater tendency to econo-

mize in material and a consequent lessening of efficiency, is a reason-

able supposition.

In all spraying there is nothing of greater importance than

thoroughness of application of the spray material. Insect pesits of all

kinds, but especially the scales and aphids, breed very rapidly, and

the nearer one can come to killing 100 per cent, when spraying, the

beitter will the spraying pay. On the other hand, a very large per-

centage, for example, 80 or 90 per cent, of the individuals of a certain

pest may be destroyed, while the 10 or 20 per cent, remaining will in a

few days' time reproduce to such an extent that the value of the spray

will not be noticeable. In other words, a' desire to save a small amount
of spray material to lessen the cost of spraying an orchard may result

in almost an entire loss o«f time, money, and labour utilized in making
the application. If spray materials are high and the orchardist feels

that he cannot afford to buy a sufficient quantity to spray the orchard

thoroughly, he would do better if he would spray only half the orchard,

using a sufficient -amount of material per tree to get results, than to

spray the entire orchard with only one-half enough material.

Therefore, no matter how high the price of insecticides or fungi-

cides may become, a lesser quiantity of dilute spray should not be con-

sidered. Instead, there should be some very oareful experiments to

determine the minimum strengths that may be used successfully.

—

The
Monthly Bulletin, State Commission of Horticulture, California,

U.S.A.'

REMINDERS FOR AUGUST.
Live Stock.

Horses.—-The feeding and general management of horses recommended for

July will also apply for this month. Horses, more especially young ones,
running on low-lying country are liable to become affected with internal para-
sites. This will be recogiiised by the unthrifty and poor condition of the
animals; in such cases medicinal treatment will be necessary. If the follow-
ing lick be made available, it will not only be of great assistance in preventing
serious invasion, but in cases Avhere worms are not in large numbers, the
repulsion of them from the intestinal tract will result:

—

TAck.
20 parts salt.

10 do. lime.

1 do. sulphate of iron.

If possible, be with mares at foaling, so that the navel cord may be properly

tied and thoroughly treated with antiseptic, and thus prevent that very fatal

disease, navel or joint ill. Wash cord with one part of corrosive sublimate
to 3,000 of water, and soon after paint with tincture of iodine. The iodine

treatment must continue till the cord has completely dried up.

Cattle.—Cows should still be rugged, but coverings should be removed fre-

quently, in order to enable the animal to get rid of the old coat; or, better

still, a good curry-combing may be given. Continue hay or straw. Look up
treatment for milk fever in Year-Book of Agriculture, 1905, and treat cattle

accordingly. Give calves a good warm dry shed. Give the milk to young calves

at blood heat. Have feeding troughs or buckets clean. Don't over-feed. Feed
regularly with regard to quantity and time. Provide a good grass run, or
fine hay or crushed oats in a box or trough. Give a cupful of limewater per
calf per day in the milk. The problem with many at the present time is how
to rear calves without milk. This can be done very Avell by starting them on
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new milk for a fortnight, and then gradually substituting the milk with one of

the calf meals on the niurket. To these it would be advisable to add two or

three tablespoonfuls of cod liver oil. The following meal is in general use in

Ireland:—Two parts, by weight, of oatmeal, 2 parts mai/e meal, 1 part pure

ground linseed, all finely ground. Scald with boiling wat«r, and allow to stand

for twelve hours. Start with new milk, then gradually substitute skim and

i lb. daily of the meal mixture per head per day, gradually increasing to 1 lb.

or more. In a month milk may be dispensed with altogether. The crushed

oats, fed dry, have been found to give excellent results.

Pigs.—Supply plenty of bedding in warm well-ventilated sties. Keep sties

clean and dr>', and feeding troughs clean and wholesome. Sows may now be

turne<l into grass run. If pigs are lousy dress with kei'osene emulsion or

sulphur and lard. rul)bing well into crevices of skin, and disinfect sties.

Crushed wheat from Wlieat Board is the cheapest food available now. Worms
are very prevalent at ]>resent, and may be treated by giving 2 to 10 grains of

Santonin in form of pill, or from half to one teaspoonful of oil of turpentine

in milk or castor oil.

Sheep.—Decide on the breed and number of ewes and rams required for the

comirig season. Place orders as soon as possible. Breeders can then give better

satisfaction, and allot preference to the earlier ap])lications. The result of mating
should be given most careful consideration from a wool point of view. Evidence
points to an extreme shortage of good merino and fine cross-bred wool for years

to come. At the same time, a steadily increasing demand has set in for materials
manufactured from these finer grades. The world's civilian requirements must
be met, and for flannels and finer materials for temperate and cold climates these

are indispensable. After all coarse wools have a limited use. Cull stud ewes
carefully, especially merinoes, consider form as well as evenness of covering and
style of wool. Discard for thin fribby forearms, for coarse common thighs, for

mushy wasty undercovering, inferior patches across the shoulders, common and
short between the hip bones. Individual merit must be considered first, pedigree

alone is not sufficient.

Poultry.—Yards should be turned ove^ with a spade or fork, and sown down
with rape or barley. Keep the breeders busy—straw litter with a little grain

scattered about will make them exercise. Overhaul incubators; see that

the capsule of thermostat acts properly; thorous^hly clean lamps, egg drawers,
and chimneys. Test machine for two days before putting eggs in. It is also

advisable to have thermometer tested. When additional incubators are required,

it is more satisfactory to keep to the one make.

Cultivation.

Farm.—Second fallow where necessary for summer crops. If required, roll or

harrow crops. Plant very early potatoes in forward districts. Sow mangolds.
Apply slow-acting fertilizers, such as blood and bone manures, for maize.

Orchard.—Complete planting and pruning of deciduous trees. Watch for

peach aphis, and spray with tobacco solution, if present. Prepare for planting

citrus trees. Spray for w'oolly aphis with lime sii]])hur or. red oil spray.

Flower Garden.—Finish digging and pruning of roses, &c. Leave pruning
of shrubs till after flowering. Keep weeds in check ; weed out seed beds. Divide
and plant out all herbaceous plants, such as phlox, delphiniums, rudbeckia, &c.
Plant out gladioli. Complete planting of shrubs. Mulch young plants.

Vegetable Garden.—Top-dress asparagus beds; plant new asparagus plots.

Plant herb divisions, and potatoes. Sow cabbage, cauliflower, peas, carrots,

beans, radish, and leituce seeds. Sow tomato seeds in a hot frame. Finish
digging.

Vineyard.—August is the best month for planting vines (grafted or ungrafted).
TBis should be actively proceeded with and completed before end of month.
Scions for field grafting may still be preserved as detailed last month, or better
still by placing them in cool storage. They should all be removed from vines

before end of month, at latest. Conclude pruning and tie down rods. Where
black spot has been prevalent, a])ply first acid iron sul])hate treatment. Owing to

the dry spring, black spot was not in evidence last season. The fungus is not
dead, but dormant, hence preventive treatment must not be neglected. Leaflets

dealing with black spot and its treatment will be supplied on application.
Cellar.—Rack again, towards end of month, wines which have as yet only

been once racked (spring racking). Fill up regularly all unfortified wines.
Clean up generally in cellar and whitewash walls, woodwork, &c.
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Oranges & Lemons

ACCLIMATIZED LEMON TREE grown in
our Nurseries

\from a photograph)

WE offer a very

fine lot of
Acclimatized

Plants, grown one and

two years in our Nursery

These can be lifted

with or without balls of

earth and packed to

travel any distance. We
strongly recommend the

latter to those living in

the country, where
freights are high, as the

weight is about one-

third as when lifted with

balls of earth.

Prices— In balls, 3/6
to 5/- each. Without

balls, 3/- to 4/6 each.

Cases and packing extra.

Unacclimatized Trees.

All worked on Orange
and Lemon stocks, 2/6
each ; 24/- per dozen ;

180/- per 100.

Choice Collections of
Fruit Trees

Ours are the Best Grown, Well-rooted, Clean

and Healthy, and True to Name
No. 1

—
" TIP TOP" Collection— 12 choicest Fruit Trees (including

Orange and Lemon) value 17/6—for 15/- packed.

No. 2—"TIP TOP" Collection, including No. I, also 2 Black-

berries, 2 Vines, 6 Currants, 100 Strawberries, 6 Gooseberries and

12 Raspberries, value £1/11/6— for 27/6 packed.

No. 3—"TIP TOP" Collection, including No. 1 and No. 2, also

1 Chestnut, 2 Figs, I Persimmon, 1 Olive, I Mulberry, I Filbert,

and 1 Loquat, value £2/5/6—for 40/- packed for cash.

Delivered Free to Melhourrxe Station or Wharf.

PTY.
LTD.LAW, SOMNER

Seed and Plant Merchants

139-141 Swanston Street MELBOURNE
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Neptune "A" Prepared Spraying Oil

Contains over 85% of a heavy bodied Red Mineral

Oil and is an absolutely deadly insecticide.

Neptune Lime and Sulphur
Is a concentrated Solution, and can be used even

when the trees are in full bloom without harming the

trees.

Berger*s Arsenate of Lead
Will not scorch the trees or wash off, yet deadly

to all parasites.

Spray your trees with Neptune "A" Prepared

Spraying Oil during the winter months, following

it up with Lime and Sulphur and Arsenate

of Lead, and beautiful, clean, spotless fruit will be

the inevitable result.

NEPTUNE OIL CO. Ltd. I'L'rJ's
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"THE BEST is CHEAPEST -ALWAYS 8"

LYSAGHT'S

CORRUGATED ROOFING IRON
Obtainable from all leading Ironmongers, Storekeepers, and

Timber Merchants throughout Australia.

"Australia's

WAGON

"

Hildyard Steel Wheel Wagons at

ihe Front. They are now fitted

with twin roller bearings, 33 per

cent, saved in draft. More durable
than ever. Less wear and tear.

No boxes to crack. We guarantee
them. The rollers run is oil in dustproof races. Thejr are now perfection, and we can supply to

carry all weights as usual for wool, wheat, or farm. Ordinary axles supplied if preferred.

J J Gordav Ardlethan) says :—"Tht B ton, M in, and M> in. dia. wheel wagon you supplied me
run* splendid. 1 am putting 60 bags ofwheat on t horst*. That proves its light draught."

ca^a^i^^^w HILDYARD WAGON WORKS, SirioSv.c

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
MELBOURNE, VICTORIA. AUSTRALIA

BEE-KEEPING
IN VICTORIA

By F. R. BEUHNE, Government Apiculturist

Comprising 128 pages, divided into 25 chapters (illustrated)

dealing with various phases of Bee-keeping, and specially

adapted to Australian conditions. Suitably indexed.

Price ONE SHILLING

TWO SHILLINGS

Paper Covered

Cloth Bound

Postage: Coinmonwealtli, 1/1 Jd.; New Zealand, 3d.; British & Foreign, 5Jd.

Applications, accompanied by Postal Note covering price and postage, to be

forwarded to the Director, Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, Victoria
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MEGGITT LIMITED'S-i
Map of New South Wales

To remind all good Australians that the only firm of Meggitt Limited, who

established the Pioneer Linseed Oil and Linseed Oil Meal Industry of the

Southern Hemisphere, have recently increased their facilities of manufacture.

The additions effected enable us to guarantee improvements in our products,

which are now recognised as the "STANDARD OF QUALITY."

MEGGITT Limited's

PURE

Linseed Oil Meal
PURITY. "par excellence."'

MEGGITT Limited's

GENUINE

Linseed Oil
MATURITY, "par excellence.'

Maintain Australian Industry and keep your money in the country.

Pamphlet No. I 10. Instructing How to Feed, mailed free.

Full particnlart from Agents—Messrs. Harrisons, Ramsay Limited,

666 Bourke Street, MELBOURNE; or

MFrriTT I fri
The Pioneer Linseed Oil & Linseed Oil Meal Manofactnrert of Aastralia

mL.VJ\lH 1 ia\.\X.
26 King Street. SYDNEY. Works—Parramatta. "The Boy on the Bag

guarantees quality."
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IV/f ANY a trui

^ crop Is ruinec

by excessive rains,

which wash off the

sprays, and nulhfy

their effects. Gargoyle r

Prepared Red Spraying

Oil will not wash off.

It is the one spray that stays

weather conditions.

In addition to its value as an ir

Prepared Red Spraying Oil sprayed over fungi-

cidal sprays such as Bordeaux Mixture, will make them more resistant

to weather, and, therefore, more effective.

Gargoyle Prepared Red Spraying Oil is the proved destroyer of Aphis,

Scale, Red Spider, and other sucking insects.

If not obtainable from your storekeeper, write direct to us. It's made
in Australia. Lock for the Red Gargoyle on the container.

Vacuum Oil Company
Proprie'ary Limited

S 6
1—1 IV

Frepared KedopiaijinqOiJr
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PAMPHLETS
New Series

Obtainable from the Director of Agriculture, Melbourne,

Free on Application.

1. SILO CONSTRUCTION.
2. HINTS FOR NEW SETTLERS. T, A. J. Smith.

3. APPLE GROWING FOR EXPORT. P. J. Carmody,

5. CIDER MAKING. / Knight.

7. CITRUS FRUIT CULTURE. /;;. E, Pesroti.

8. BUILDING HINTS FOR SETTLERS.
A. S. Kf.nyoii, C.E., raid others.

9. TOBACCO CULTURE. T. A. J. Smith.

10. SILOS AND SILAGE. G. H. F. Baker.

11. THE BEET SUGAR INDUSTRY AND CLOSER SETTLE-
MENT. II. T. EiMi^rhy.

12. WORMS IN SHEEP. S. S. Camtron, D.V.Sc, M.R.C.V.S,

13. CHEESE MAKING (Cheddar). C. S. Sawtn.

14. FARM BLACKSMITHING. G. Baxle.r.

15. BROOM FIBRE INDUSTRY. T. A. J. Smith.

16. THE PIG INDUSTRY. H. T. Archer.

19. LIME IN AGRICULTURE. Dr. ^. S. Cameron and olhtrs.

20. NUMERICAL SYSTEM OF PACKING APPLES. E. Meekinq.

21. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS— 1912=13.
\V. A. X. Uohfvtson, B.V.Sc.

22. WHEAT & ITS CULTIVATION. A. E. V. Richardson, M.A., B.S':

23. HINTS ON PACKING AND FORWARDING FRUIT FOR
EXPORT. .1. G. Tnni^r.

24. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS— 1913=14.
]V. A. X. Robertson, B. V.Sc.

25. SUCCESSFUL POULTRY KEEPING, ETC. A. Hart.

26. TOMAIO CULTURE IN VICTORIA, s. A. Cock:

27. SUMMER FODDER CROPS. Temple A. . I. Smith.

29. THE BEE-KEEPING INDUSTRY IN VICTORIA. /'. /.'. Benhne.

30. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS-1914=15.
\\\ A. N. Robertson, B. V.Sc.

32. CITRUS CULTURE IN VICTORIA. .<?. A. Cock.

33. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS-1915=16.
jr. .4. -V. Robertson, B.V.Sc.

35. SUMMER BUD or YEMA GRAFT OF THE VINE.

36. EVAPORATION OF APPLES.
39. POTATO CULTURE.

Alto Leaflets on Foul Brood of Bees, Transferring Bees, Feeding Cows for Milk

Production, Mammitis or Gorget in Dairy Cows, Some Vintage Considerations,

Anthracnose or Black Spot of the Vine, Notes on Anlhracnose or Black Spot of the

Vine, Downy Mildew of the Vine, Notes on Djwny Mildew, Shipment of Grapes and
other Soft Fruits, Diseases of Fruit Trees and their Treatment, Cut Worms, Insect

Pests of the Potato.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
VICTORIA

JOURNAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 64 pp. Illustrated.

The Journal is issued monthly, and deals with ail phases of up-to-date agriculture.

The subscription, which is payable in advance, and includes postage, is 3s. per annum

for the Commonwealth and New Zealand, and 5s. for the United Kingdom and foreign

countries. Single copy, 3d. New volume commences with the January number of

each year.

A limited number of the issues comprising Volumes 111. (1905), 8 parts, exclusive

of February, March. April, and May, out of print; IV. (1906), 9 parts, exclusive of

Paris 7, 8, and 9 (July, August, and September) out of print; V. (1907), and VI.

(1908), 12 parts each; VII. (1909), 10 parts, exclusive of Parts 2 and 10 (February

and October) out of print; and VIII. (1910), 12 parts, are at present in stock, and

will be supplied at the foregoing rates. The parts forming the current volume may also

be obtained. A few bound copies of Volumes Vlll. (1910), IX. (191 1), 1 1 parts,

exclusive of February, X. (1912), 6 parts, exclusive of January, February, March,

July, September, and October, and XI. (1913), II parts, exclusive of June, are at

present available. Price, 5s. per volume. Postage: C, 3|d.; N.Z., Is. 2d.;

B. &F.,2s. 4d.

YEAR BOOK OF AGRICULTURE FOR 1905. 448 pp., 200 illustrations, 2

coloured plates. Cloth, 3s. 6d. ; paper, 2s. 6d. Postage: C, cloth 25d. , paper

2d.; N.Z., cloth 9d., paper 8d. ; B. & F., cloth Is. 6d., paper Is. 4d.

AUSTRALIAN FUNGL By Dr. Cooke. £lls. Postage : C, 5d.: ^.Z. \0d.',

B. & F., Is. 8d.

FLAN AND SPECIFICATION OF SHEEP-SHEARING SHED. 25. 6d,

Postage, Id.

MILK CHARTS (Monthly and Weekly), I/- per dozen, post free; Cabinet, 2/- per

dozen. When ordering, dairy farmers should mention " Monthly " or " Weekly.'

By Professor A. J. Ewart, Government Botanist.

WEEDS, POISON PLANTS. AND NATURALIZED ALIENS OF VICTORIA.
2s. 6d. Postage: C. Hd.; N.Z., 5d.; B. & F., lOd.

PLANTS INDIGENOUS TO VICTORIA. Vol. II., lOs. Postage: C, 2d.;

N.Z.,8d.; B. &F.. Is. 4d.

By C. French, F.E.S.. Government Entomologist.

DESTRUCTIVE INSECTS OF VICTORIA. Parts I., II., Ill, IV., V.. 2s. 6d.

each. Postage: Parts I. and III., C, Id.; N.Z., 3d.; B. & F., 6d. each. Parts

II. and IV., C, lid.; N.Z., 4d.: B. & F.. 8d. each. Part V.. C, Id.; N.Z.,

4d.; B.&F., 7d.

Application, accompanied by Postal Orders or Notes,

must be made to

The Director of Agriculture, Melbourne
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Made in [3 I I | L W l^fl |V| t ^^^^ '"

Australia JDLw^^) I V^ IN iL Australia

(Copper Sulphate)

iiE.S.A. High-Grade Bluestone for Spraying, Pickling, and Battery Purposes

Approximate Analysis—Copper Sulphate 99.15 per cent.

i

SOLE AGENTS -

ELDER, SMITH, & CO., LIMITED
ADELAIDE: MELBOURNE: SYDNEY: BRISBANE:

; 27-31 Currie St. 84-88 William St. 12 Martin Place 334-338 Queen St.

i

'

PERTH : St. George's Terrace

JERSEY BUTTER^^BULLS^^
Apply—

C. GORDON LYON, "Banyule," Heidelberg, Victoria

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

^^ 1
NOW AVAILABLE ["^j

Handbook of Potato Diseases in

Australia— and theirTreatment
By D. McALPINE,

government vegetable pathologist.

With Appendicet by

W. Laidlaw, B.Sc. (Biologiil),

on Eel Worms:
and

C. French, Jnr. (GoTetnmeal
Elntomolosist), on

Insect Pests of the
Potato.

235 P»ge» (Cloth). 58 Full Plate*. PrirA ^ /• Pottage: Commonwealth, 2d.; New Zealand. M.;
176 Illuitrationt. 1 IIUC, %J/ British and Foreign. 1/4.

Applications accompanied by Pottal Note or Cheque, covering Price and Pottage, to be forwarded to Tbe Dlrecttr Ol

Apiculture, Melbourne, Victoria. Remittances from beyond the Commonwealth to be made by Pott Office Order.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

PUBLICATIONS
Bu D. McAlpine, CovernmenI Vegetable Pathologist.

RUSTS OF AUSTRALIA. 5.. Postage: C. 26.: N.Z., 8d. ; B. & F.. U. 4d.

SMUTS OF AUSTRALIA. 4s. Postage: C, Zid.; N.Z.. 9d. ; B. & F., It. 6d.

FUNGUS DISEASES OF CITRUS TREES IN AUSTRALIA. 2i. Postage: C. Id. • N.Z..
3d.; B. & F.. 6d.

FUNGUS DISEASES OF STONE FRUIT TREES IN AUSTRALIA. 2s. 6d. Postage: C. lid.:
N.Z.. 5d. ; B. & F.. lOd.

SYSTEMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF AUSTRALIAN FUNGI. 3t. Postage: C, 2^.; N.Z..
8d. : B. 6c F.. Is. 4d.

Applioationt aecompanied by Pottal Note or Chtqu* eoviring priet and postage to b* forwardtd to

THE DIRECTOR OF AGRICULTURE, MELBOURNE, VICTORIA
Remittances from beyond the Commonictalth to be made by Post Office Order.

By Authority: Albert 3. Mpiiktt, Government Printer, Melbourne.



"POLLY" ,^^^^k. MAIZE
BRAND ^p^ -^^^ OIL
FEED ^^^"(^^^ MEAL

ALL THRIVE ON

MAIZE PRODUCTS
"POLLY" BRAND FEED is just maize with the germ and the surplus starch removed,
toasted, and made appetising, then disintegrated into powder and put up ready for mixing and
immediate use. Is rich in Protein, viz., 20 per cent, guaranteed.

COWS fed on " Polly" Feed will yield 20 per cent, more milk.

HORSES thrive better on " Polly" Feed because the heavy and indigestible starch proportion

is removed, and the feed is muscle and bone forming.

"POLLY" FEED does not weevil or germinate, and it does not turn rancid with age.

Maize Products "Oil Meal"
MAIZE OIL MEAL is toasted and tasteful, does not germinate or turn rancid with age or

storage. Ready for use as a mash at a moment's notice.

CALVES thrive on "OIL MEAL" better than any other.

POULTRY of all kinds do belter with " OIL MEAL" than with any other.

FATTENING PIGS.—For fat bacon nothing is more successful for weight and flavour.

MAIZE OIL MEAL differs from our " Polly" Brand Feed in that the latter is cheaper and
produces bone and muscle, whereas Maize Oil Meal produces bone, muscle, fat, and a glossy

and beautiful coat.

"MAIZE OIL MEAL" "POLLY" BRAND FEED
Put up in 100 lb. bags. Every bag guaranteed.

Write for prices and further particulars

—

MAIZE PRODUCTS Pty. Ltd.
FOOTSCRAY, VIC. 'Phone Footscray 367. 368
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

To Intending Citrus Growers
LIMITED NUMBERS OF

CITRUS TREES
ARE OBTAINABLE FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

THE VARIETIES ARE WASHINGTON NAVELS, VALENCIA LATE, EUREKA, and LISBON

Price, £G per Hundred
f.o.r. at WAHGUNYAH.

An amount of 10s. for each hundred ordered is to accompany applications, and the balance, £5 10s.

for each hundred, is to be paid when consignees give directions to have consignments forwarded.

A charge of 2/6 per hundred will be made for packing unless the casings be returned.

Applications must be made on the official orderforms, which may be obtainedfrom The Director,

Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, or from the Citrus Nursery, Wahgunyah.

Full particulars concerning the distribution, explaining the conditions which must be complied with by applicants,

are obtainable on application to

THE DIRECTOR OF AGRICULTURE, MELBOURNE
V /

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Intending . .

Vinegrowers I

Phylloxera
RESISTANT STOCKS

Limited numbers of Resistant Vines are obtainable from the Department of

Agriculture at the following prices for each description of plant

—

RESISTANT ROOTLINGS (Grafted), per 1,000 (packing extra) - £6
Supplied from July to September, 1920

RESISTANT ROOTLINGS (Ungrafted), per 1,000 (packing extra) £1 10/-

Supplied from July to September, 1919

RESISTANT CUTTINGS, per 1,000 (packing extra) - - - 15/-

Supplied in July and August, 1919

Applications must be made on the official order forms which may be obtained from The Director,

Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, or from the Principal, Viticultural College, Ratherglen.

Full particulars concerning the distribution, explaining the conditions which mujt be complied with by

applicants, are obtainable on application to The Director of Agriculture, Melbourne.

m:



POULTRY REARING.
Vol. XVII. ;Part 8.

[Rejfistered at the General Post Office, Melbourne, for transmission by Post as a Newspaper.]

'

PRICE THREEPENCE. (Annual Subscription—Victoria, Inter-State, and N.Z., 3/-; British and Foreign, 5/-.)



SORGHUMS
Indispensable Summer

Specially idje^v

Drought

Resistant

Fodder

Withstands

all Degrees

of Heat

BRUNNING'S VARIETIES
Yield Unexcelled Results

Imphee or Planter's Friend, particularly hardy ; can be grown

with success in Gippsland. Early Orange, Sugar Cane, and

Yello Millo Maize make specially desirable summer fodder

;

will stand extreme drought. Brunning's Sorghums are specially

selected by experts ; all sound seed ; free from weeds.

Sow Japanese Millet
Makes rapid growth ; particularly suitable for summer fodder

owing to its splendid drought-resisting qualities. Will yield

easily two crops each season.

>Vrite for Brunning's New Booklet

"SUMMER FODDERS IN VICTORIA"

F. H. Brunning Pty. Ltd.

"Victoria Seed House" 64 ELIZABETH ST., MELBOURNE
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COPYRIGHT PROVISIONS AND SUBSCRIPTION RATES.

The Articles in the Journal of tlie Department of Agriculture of Victoria are

protected by the provisions of the Copyright Act. Proprietors of newspapers wishing

to republish any matter are at liljerty to do so, provided the Journal and author are

both achnowledged.

The Journal is issued monthly. Tlie subscription, which is ])ayable \n advance

and includes postage, is 3s. pera-mum for the Commonwealth and New Zealand, and

5s. for the United Kingdom and Foreign Countries. Single copy, Threepence.

Subscriptions should be forwarded to the Director of Agriculture, Melbourne.

A complete list of the various publications _issued by the Department of Agriculture

svill L'e supi)lied bv the latter.
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IF you are not using

SKINNER'S COD OIL

CALF MEAL
Your Calves are missing the only true

milk substitute on the market.

SKINNER'S scientifically replaces fat with fat ; the others

don't ; and you find the difference in the value of the Calf.

PRICES
100-lb. bag, 25s. ; 50-lb. bag, 12 9; 25-Ib. bag, 6/6

F.O.B. MELBOURNE

™rr LANGWILL BROS. & DAVIES Pty. Ltd.

110 Sturt Street, South Melbourne.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

YEAR BOOK OF AGRICULTURE
FOR 1905

448 Pagea 200 Illustrations 2 Coloured Plates

rinfh "l* fill • nan»r 7« (\A Posto^e .- C. doth 2!-^d.. paper 2d.; N.Z.. doth 9d..uou, OS. oa.
,

paper, ^s. oa. p,p„ qj. . b. .nd f.. doth u. 6d.. paper, u. 4ei.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. MELBOURNE, VICTORIA. AUSTRALIA.
snw AVAi!,At:r.i: .-. BTUJ,K'niv m.

BEE-KEEPING in VICTORIA
By K. R. BEUHNE, Government Apiculturist.

Comprising 126 pages, divided into 25 chapters (illustrated) dealing with various phases of

BEE-KEEPING, and specially adapted to Australian conditions. Suitably indexed.

Price: ONE SHILLING. Postage: Commonwealth, Id. ; New Zealand, 2'd. ; British and Foreign, 5d.

Applications, accompanied by Postal Note covering price and postage, to be
forwarded to the Director, Department of Agriculture, IVIelbourne, Victoria.
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The

"BILLABONG" Mill
need no w a t c

WHEN fitted with the Self-acting Tank supply Regulator the "Billa-

bong" STOPS or STARTS ITSELF according to the level of water

in the Tank. No fear of Tanks or Troughs overflowing or becoming

empty. An occasional oiling is all you need trouble about. The "Billa-

bong" is a SOUND. SOLID, SERVICE-GIVING Mill of SIMPLE
DESIGN. It will always run at a SAFE SPEED in HEAVY WIND—
is AUTOMATICALLY put OUT of ACTION
during a GALE—and is MADE in AUSTRALIA

Are You
Interested

in the question of Adequate, Silent, and Reliable

Water Supply at a Low Cost ? Then

Get the "Billabong" Book
tells you "HOW and is POST-FREE

WRITE TO-DAY
It

4(i»/* *'rirgf,

391-403 Bourke St.

Makers of

Windmills, Pumps, Troughs, &c.

Melbourne

PARSONS BROS. & CO.
-Propy. Ltd.-

OATMEAL, SPLIT PEAS, and

PEARL BARLEY MILLERS
and'CORNINA MANUFACTURERS

ARE

BUYERS of OATS, PEAS,

BARLEY, and MAIZE.

SEND SAMPLES OF YOUR
^

GRAIN TO US. ^
BOX 53.

G.P.O.. MELBOURNE.
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Our Farm

Pump Engine
Lifts water 500 feet and

pumps it a mile at a

cost of a little over one

penny an hour. It is

thoroughly reliable, self-

contained, and ready for

instant use. Drivel

Milking Machines,
Separators, Spraying Outfits; cuts chaff, saws

light wood, &c. No platforms to build, no belt

troubles, no shafts, arms, or pump jack needed.

Can be attached to pumps in three minutes. No
mechanical knowledge to fix—can be operated

by a boy. Needs very little attention. A
really efficient engine.

Price—£10 down—Balance as you earn

'Challenge"

Windmills
Are all steel

constructed, heavily gal-

vanized, rust proof. Over

5,000 users can speak of the satisfaction they

have given. One man has 1 1 7 ^t work.

Provided with an efficient syphon oiling

tystem. Crank shaft is forged from one piece

of steel, sensitive governor gives complete con-

trol in all winds. Internal gears run without

noise, all bearings are reversible, giving double

service, perfect adjustment, flexible steel band

brake. Owing to early ordering we can supply

some windmills at less than the present cost

of the raw materials. Big stocks—low prices.

Prompt Deliveries
Mills from 6 ft. to 14 ft. in stock.

Also towers of all heights.

Send for General Catalogue giving illustrations,

descriptions and prices of engines, implements,
agricultural machinery and farm tools

LANGWILL BROS. & DAVIES
Pty. Ltd.

Agenti for Tangye Oil, Steam, and Gas Engines, Pumps and Machinery

110-114 Sturt St., South Melbourne

EQUAL TO THE WORLD'S BEST

SHEEP DIP
(Fluid or Powder)

Guarantees

Absolute Protection for Your Flocks

Destroys Ticks and Lice

Prevents Fly Strike

Promotes Growth and Improves Lustre of Wool

ALL DEALERS SUPPLY

Works .- Manufacturers : Mines .-

YARRAviLLE
j^ VICTOR LEGGO & CO., '^"™''*':! "'^^'^

and ' and

BENDIGO Melbourne, Sydney, and Brisbane QUEENSLAND
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USE

FOR
BRANDING

YOUR
SHEEP

KEMP'S ^"^p^^^^d

Sheep-Branding

LIQUID
It has been proved by hundreds of Woolgrowers, amongst

them some of the largest squatters in Australia, to be an un-

qualified success, and to do everything that is claimed for it.

BLACK AND BLUE (in Cases)

Containing Two ^^ I per Or Eight I -gal. tins

4-gal. tins - - ml" gal. - 8/- per gal. -

I

AGENTS

DALGETY & Co. Ltd. MELBOURNE
& GEELONG

NEW ZEALAND
Loan & Mercantile Agency

COMPANY LIMITED

Head Offic«

LONDON
Melbourne Of-ficc

COLLINS ST. W.

Liberal Cash Advances

Wool, Grain, Skins, Hides, Tallow,

Bark, Stock and Station Brokers
ON COMMISSION ONLY

Batter Shipments Undertaken on Owner's Account

Agents for

COOPER'S SHEEP DIP
For Victoria and Riverina

PAGE'S PATENT WIRE STRAINER
and IRONSIDE'S WIRE CUTTER

Ckicf Acentt in Victoria for the PALATINE INSURANCE CO.

WAIT
& SEE
WHAT

SPLENDID RESULTS

YOU WILL GET

IF

YOU DIP IN

COOPER
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Pumps and Piping
We carry large stocks of the above in black

and galvanized for irrigating and all water

transmission ; also wrought iron pipes and

fittings for steam, gas, and ammonia ; taps,

valves, rubber hose, pumps of

all kinds, and all requisites for

-* . - ^ *-=^ farm and orchard.

AJ^Pherson^
V'^'^ Proprietary Limited ^**^ --^

582 Collins Street,

Melbourne

CREDIT FONCIER

Loans on Farms
UP TO TWO-THIRDS OF VALUATION

In sums from £50 to £2,000

At 6 per cent. Interest

and from 1^ per cent, in reduction of principal, which pays off the loan

in 27i years.

Loans granted on Freeholds, or Crown Leaseholds which could be

made freehold at any time on payment of the balance of Crown Rents.

No Charge for Mortgage Deed

Loans may be paid off on any half-yearly pay day, subject to a small

charge if paid off within the first five years, but no penalty after five years.

Forms may be obtained at any Branch of the State Savings Bank, or

by writing to

—

The Inspector-General, The State Savings Bank,
ELIZABETH STREET. MELBOURNE.
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Bonedust, Superphosphate,
And Other High-Grade Fertilizers. Poultry Bone Grit, Meat Meal, Cattle Lick

DELIVERED AT RAILWAY STATION, FOOTSCRAY, OR ON WHARF, MELBOURNE

BONEDUST :: :: ::

MANUFACTURERJ. COCKBILL,
OFFICE: 407 POST OFFICE PLACE, MELBOURNE

BONES BOUGHT. CONSIGN TO ME. FOOTSCRAY. Telephone 2098.
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W. k W.—653.

Spring Coil Fence

READ THESE FACTS
Cyclone Spring Coil is Sheep, Pig, Dog,
and Cattle Proof, and has been proved
to be the only fence that will effectually

hold crossbred sheep .

It is particularly adapted for pigs, ana
for this purpose a special 8-line fence
is made, 30 ins. high, with the tie

wires at every six inches.

It needs fewer posts, as the fence is a
solid web held together by the tie wires.
This saves both time and money.

It is stapled to posts. This does away
with the necessity for any boring, which
is a further saving of time and money.

It is easily handled, and can be taken
down, re-rolled, and used again as
often as desired, and is thus specially
adapted for fencing temporary pad-
docks.

It is actually cheaper, mile for mile,
than an ordinary plain wire fence, with
the added advantage of greater
strength and longer life.

It will pay you to send for Circular "15 FACTS" and Catalogue No. 33

Cyclone Pty. Ltd.
459 Swanston Street, MELBOURNE

Also at Sydney and Adelaide

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

NOW AVAILABLE
To Owners of Pedigreed Stock of all kinds

DAIRY FARMERS. AND OTHERS

The Department has compiled a

Stock Breeding Record Book

Comprising Table of Service and Due Dates, Females with Record
of Progeny, Sires with Record of Service, General Service Record,

:: Pedigree Charts, and Butter Record for Dairy Stock :: ::

This Book contains 234 pages on sliff paper, and is strongly bound in half leather

Pfir-o 1 (\ /a ^ limited number available.
1 riCC, lU/O Postage—Victoria and other Stales 1/6. New Zealand. 2/8, extra.

Applications accompanied by Postal Note or Cheque, covering Price and Postage, to be

forwarded to the Director of Agriculture, Melbourne, Victoria.

Remittances from beyond the Commonwealth to be made by Post Office Order.
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an you do it?

Every

No !—and if you have a Sharpies Suction-feed Separator

you don't have to, for it skims equally clean whatever

speed you turn. But with every other separator you

must turn the crank at just exactly the speed stamped

on it, or you will lose cream —every time ! The won-

derful Sharpies Suction-feed varies the milk feed in

direct proportion to the separating force— never more

milk in the bowl than it can perfectly separate.

All other separators have a fixed milk feed. Thus when turned

below speed much of the milk runs out without being perfectly

separated, and some gets into the cream, making

it thin and uneven. Thousands of actual tests

have proven that 19 out of 20 persons do turn

too slow most of the time, and that everybody
turns too slow some of the time. Get a

SHARPLES
^S SUCTION-FEED ^Cream separatoK

—the only separator that skims clean at widely varying speeds

—the only separator that delivers cream of unchanging thickness —all speeds
—the only separator you can turn faster and finish skimming quicker

—the only separator with just one piece in the bowl-^no discs, easiest

to clean

—the only separator with knee-low supply tank and a once-a-mo:ilh

oiling system

Sharpies is positive insurance against carelessness and its consequent cream
waste. We realized that it was far from sufficient that a separator could
skim clean when properly handled. It was vitally necessary that it would
skim clean—even when improperly handled. If any of the old-style fixed-

feed separators would adopt a device for the purpose of notifying the
operator when he is turning too slow, it would be an acknowledgment of

the vast superiority of Sharpies, which automatically prevents losses

from irregular turning instead of simply announcing them. Write to-day
for catalog.

Agents

Newell & Co., Melbourne
John Bridge & Co., Sydney
Elder Smith and Co., Adelaide
Clark & Fauset, Brisbane
Chas. Atkins & Co., Perth
J. R. Green, Launceston
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES
. VICTORIA DOCK

The Stores have a capacity of 743,980 cubic feet

insulated, and are capable of holding 372,000

boxes of butter, or 248,000 cases of fruit,

or 335,000 carcasses of lamb and mutton.

Electric motor power totals 900 H.P.

Produce can be placed on conveyors at any point and mechanically

carried to any chamber in the building, or conveyed from the chambers

direct into the ship's hold.

The Railway Department Goods Sheds
are adjacent to and connected with the Cool Stores by, direct lines ; delay

and exposure of produce through shunting in the Spencer-street yards, or

cartage, are thus avoided. The Stores are situated in close proximity to

the Victoria Dock, where vessels drawing up to 30 feet of water can be

berthed ; excellent facilities for the efficient and economical treatment and

, shipment of frozen and perishable products are provided.

Expert Officers are connected with every Branch, so that

any one requiring information regarding the production, preparation, and

shipment of produce can rely upon being promptly supplied with up-to-

date information upon all matters.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES

VICTORIA DOCK ,

FsiCiliticS are provided for producers and smaller exporters of the

various kinds of produce, so that direct shipments on their own account

may be undertaken. The Government ownership and conduct of Cool

Stores places producers in an independent position, and, in addition,

preserves an open channel for the carrying on of the export trade in

perishable products.

The Department of Agriculture will receive,

handle, freeze, store, and ship Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Fruit, Meat,

Poultry, Rabbits and Hares, &c., for producers and exporters.

Produce to the value of over £30,000,000 has been treated

at the Government Cool Stores.

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES, VICTORIA DOCK (Dudley St.)

Telephones :

Office: 10383 Central. Superintendent and Engineer-in-Charge : 10382 Central.

SCALE OF CHARGES, ETC.

and further particulars may be obtained upon application to the

Exports Superintendent, Department of Agriculture.

Produce Offices, 605-7 Flinders Street. Melbourne.

Telephone 93SO Central.
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DOOKIE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
ProYides Special Facilities for Practical and Scientific Agricultural Education

Notable Agriculturists say that this College offers the best
agricultural education and practical training in the world

THE COLLEGE YEAR COMMENCES IN MARCH STUDENTS MAY BE ENROLLED AT ANY TIME

Total Feea—

£25/-/- per annum.

single bedrooms, recreatioa uA

Alternative Courses—
(«) Diploma Course .

.

Three Years.

(b) One Year's Course.

The college contains modern and well equipped laboratory and lecture hal

sports grounds.

Of the 5,913 acres of (arm land at Dookie, 1,000 acres were put under crop by students last season; and ckaiapMi
prizes were won for sheep and pigs at the last Royal Agricultural Society's Show.

FARM SUBJECTS.—Agriculture, Animal Husbandry, Poultry, Fruit Growing.
Batter and Cheese Factory Management, Building Construction for Fanners.

EACH BRANCH UNDER SPECIALLY TRAINED EXPERTS

LONGERENONG AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
SESSIONS COMMENCE MARCH AND SEPTEMBER

This College is specially adapted for Junior Students from 14 years of age

AREA OF FARM, 2,336 ACRES
MAIN BRANCHES OF FARM WORK.—Grain Growing, Fat Lamb Raising, Dairyiag.

Irrigation of Fodder Crops, Fruit, &c.

Total Fees—£25 per annum.

Fall particulars obtainable from T. J. PURVIS, Esq., Secretary, Council of Agricultural Educatiom,
Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, or the Principals of the Colleges.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE

VETERINARY SCHOOL
Complete Courses of Instruction are conducted in all Subjects for the Degree of

Bachelor of Veterinary Science (B.V. Sc), and for the License (L.V. Sc).

Veterinary Surgeons possessing the above qualifications are eligible for registration

under the Veterinary Surgeons Act (Victoria) and for Veterinary Appointments in the

Commonwealth and State Services and in the Army Veterinary Corps.

For full particulars apply

—

The DIRECTOR, Veterinary School, PARKVILLE, VICTORIA

" Westwood,"

Berwick.

Qneensland Molasses Co.,

Flinders St., Melbourne.

I>ear Sir,

I have just used up tlie

half ton of " .MOI-LERN K "

I j;ot from you last August

and it has kept quite sweet

and good.

Please forward another

half ton.

Yours faithfully,

iS'j'!.) William Telley
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Full^Reward
YOUR LAEOf

7

Obtain the maximum prices and most prompt

returns by consigning all your produce to us.

Agents in all leading towns can be consulted at any

time. Liberal advances made against consignments.

NOTE REMOVALTO >;-»'»^RV
I HnCER PREMISES -.»T

mrrheu-colunss'j:
meubourMe:'
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NATIONAL TRUSTEES
Executors & Agency Company of Australasia Ltd.

DIRECTORS

:

HON. WALTER MADDEN. Chairman and Managing Director.

EDWARD FITZGERALD, Esq., LL.D. MICHAEL MORNANE, Esq.
HON. DUNCAN E. McBRYDE. HENRY MADDEN, Esq. DAVID HUNTER, Esq.

This Company Acts as Executor or Joint Executor of Wills, Administrator, Trustee of
Settlements, and Agent for Absentees under Pow/er of Attorney.

MONEY TO LEND ON BROAD ACRES AND FARM LANDS

Offices— 113 Queen St. (Corner of Little Collins-st,), Melbourne

AND: "WALLABY" JACKS

se^"

For

GRUBBING
TREES
and

STUMPS
and

GENERAL
HEAVY
LIFTING

Oor complete illustrated catalog it free, if jeu have one ate it, if yen Laven't WRITE US TO-DAT!

TREWHELLA BROS. Pty. Ltd., TRENTHAM

VICTORIA PHOSPHATE
Manufactured by the Heathcote Chemical Co. Pty. Ltd.

from a Vi<5lorian Deposit.

ik aV^'

CROP CntOWN AT BRIDGEWATER WITH "VICTORIA PHOSPHATE."

Order* can now be supplied arid full information obtained frum

Victorian Producers' Co-Operative Compy. Ltd.
AGENTS FOR VICTORIA

589 TO 605 COLLINS STREET WEST. MELBOURNE
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NOXIOUS WEEDS
Farmers ! don't let the weeds get a 1st mortgage on your land

The most Effective. Safest and Cheapest method
of ERADICATING >V E E D PESTS is by using

=== Arsenious==
Chloride Preparations
CACTUSENE" A, B, and C Grades

Manufactured by CACTUS ESTATES Ltd.

Applied by means of an Atomizer or Spray Pump

Recommended by the Department of Agriculture of Victoria

We have hundreds of Testimonials from satisfied clients

Fun particuu. CACTUS ESTATES LTD., 60 QUEEN ST..
MELBOURNE

"BULLDOG " Burnt & Unburnt

(c?;bo„"a.e) Agricultural Lime
For Orchards. Crops, and Pastures

Its use is strongly recommended by all experts, and those who have

had practical experience. Any quantity supplied at shortest notice.

For applying to land we recommend our "Ajax" Lime Spreader

Kmisterkd Trade Mark o . j r ti ., i r r\i , ,v ,Hales and full particulars from Uislrlbutors—

cu"^D% RIVER T. CURPHEY Pty. Ltd.
Telepheae—Central 2807 225 Coppin Street, Richmond, Victoria

BURNT LILYDALE LIME
FOR THE LAND

Farmers who have not used Burnt Lime should try it. The action

of Burnt Lime on the land is Immediate. The demand For Building

Lime having slackened owing to the War, Farmers have the opportunity

of getting a supply of the well-known Lilydale Lime.
ANALYSIS go as high as 98% Calcium Oxide.

Ap»ir-

DAVID MITCHELL ESTATE, p„/i.. OLIVER'S LANE, MELBOURNE
Works—Cave Hill. Lilydale. Tel. Lilydale 4. TeL Central 5726.
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iJeering New Ideal 8-foot binder; also
made in 5 and 6-foot sizes

More Deering and McCormick Binders

have been Sold than any other Grain

Harvesting Machine ever made
Deeringand

McCormick
binders
were the
pioneers in

the use of

many of the

pr a c t i c a 1

devices now
found on
other bind-

ers. To-day
Deeringand

McCormick binders are the embodiment of all that is best in binder

manufacture. After long years of service Deering and McCormick
binders are known wherever binders are used. The continuous and

far-reaching success of Deering and McCormick binders is based on

their marvellous work in all conditions of grain, light draft, their

strength and remarkable durability with ordinary care. There is never

any doubt as to what Deering and McCormick binders will do in the

harvest field. Unnum'.^ered harvests speak for them in no uncertain

terms. Whenever and wherever used, Deering and McCormick binders

can be fully relied upon.

See our
Local
Agent, or
write di-

rect for an
illustrated

catalog u e

fully cov-
ering bind-

e r s and
other ma-
chines of

the Deer-
ing and

. . .. ^^ ^^J McCormicI; Improved 8-foot binder; also
miCK nne. ^ made in .'i and 6-foot sizes

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER CO. OF AUS. PTY. LTD.

543-555 BOURKE STREET, MELBOURNE
Agencies ihroughout Victoria and the Riverina
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APPLE CULTUUE IN VICTORIA.

(Continued from page 295.)

{By J . Farrell, Orchard Supervisor.)

Bitter Pit.

Incalculable losses due to the ravages of Bitter Pit are experienced

by apple-growers every year. This disease, or rather undesirable

degeneration and deterioration in the physical condition of the fruit,

particularly during its later development, is more prevalent in some
seasons than in others. Some varieties are very subject to infection

while others are partly immune. Cleopatra is probably the best example
of those in which free development of Bitter Pit is found, and Yates
may be regarded as the most resistant of those enjoying partial immu-
nity from it.

The first evidence of Bitter Pit, when the apples become affected on

the trees, is the appearance of comparatively small, shallow, dark

isolated depressions in the rind of the fruit. These depressions, which,

in the case of moderate infection, occupy only the calyx end of the

apple, became visible in early varieties about the time they com-

mence to ripen. In these the pitting develops rapidly, but as a rule

not so extensively as in the midseason and late ripening sorts. The
late ripening varieties often show ]nt even before they attain fvill size,

but generally speaking, the fruit, when attacked on the trees, suffers

more during the ripening period than in any other stage.

Plate 198 illustrates a Cleopatra apple affected with Bitter Pit.

This fruit was almost ripe when picked and photographed. Fig. 1

depicts it as a typical diseased specimen of this variety. Fig. 2 is the
same apple showing in the pulp of the portion from which the slice was
removed the deep-seated nature of the pitting. When a section of one
of the pits is made by cutting through the rind, and the diseased pulj)

beneath it, the skin is apparently quite sound, but the cells are brown
9083.
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in colour, and when an advanced stage of deterioration is readied they

become withered and shrunken.
Usually William's Favovmte is the first of the early varieties tc

show Bitter Pit on the trees This occurs about the middle of

January, and the identification marks may be traced through the other
varieties in their order of maturing until the Sturmer Pippin, the last

of the late ripening sorts, becomes affected about the middle of May.
The fruit of trees making rank growth on rich, imperfectly drained

,

}et, not absolutely sour soils is more subject to Bitter Pit than that
produced on trees of moderate growth on the lighter sweet soils. Under
either set of conditions excessive rain or unusual atmospheric humidity
seems to intensify the pitting, but more so in the case of the former.

On completing his exhaustive investigation, of this matter on behalf
of the Federal Government, Mr. D. McAlpine in his fifth report (p. 60)

concerning the caiise of Bitter Pit states
:'

—

' I am of opinion that over-pressure of water in the tissues,

leading to local rupture and subsequent death of the parts,

furnishes the most probable explanation of Bitter Pit."

In page 66 of the same report, in further explaining his theory,

Mr. McAlpine writes:—
" The result of this investigation goes to show that the primary

cause of the trouble is the extra pressure of sap in the outermost
layer of pulp eells to begin with, causing them to burst and
collapse, together with the rupture of the vascular network
associated with them. A large number of well-established facts

have been brought forward to support this view, which has sug-
gested the best known means of reducing the amount of pit in the
orchard, and these remedies are supported by experimental
evidence."

Simultaneously with Mr. McAlpine's investigations Professor Ewart
conducted a number of highly scientific experiments with a view to
determining the cause of the disease, and he claims that the results
obtained indicate that the condition of the pitted parts of the fruit

IS consistent with local poisoning.

The nature and results of the experiments were embodied in a
series of papers read before the Koyal Society of Victoria, and subse-
quently published as pamphlets. The following extract is taken from
the pamphlet issued September, 1917, wherein the Professor states:—

" Every symptom of this defect can be produced by the arti-

ficial application of poisons, including the presence of starch grains
in the dead cells.

Various obsei'vers have noted similar results in the leaves and
^ young stems as the result of the application of poisonous sprays

(patches of dead tissues with brown shrivelled cells packed with
starch). In apples* the sensitivity is so great that the poisoning
may be oligodynamic, i.e., poisoning may occur in the presence of
traces of poison beyond detection by ordinary chemical analysis.

As ii])ples ripen the sensitivity of the \n\\\^ cells to poison in-

creases, so that the apparently sound apple may develop Bitter Pit
after it has been picked.

There is a close correspondence . between resistance to

poiison and resistance to Bitter Pit. The most re-
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sistant variety to Bitter Pit (Yates) is also the most

I'esistant to poison. Varieties specially sensitive to poison

are also specially sensitive to Bitter Pit. There is also a

close correspondence in regard to temperature effects. At low

temperatures the development of Bitter Pit is checked or retarded.

Similarly at low temperatures the resistance to poisons is greatly

increased, being 10 to 100 times greater at 0"C. what it is at

250C."

The following extract, which explains how poisons could be absorbed
from the soil by the delicate hair-roots and cause pitting of the fruit,

is taken from the pamphlet issued, September, 1913:—
"It is well known that the roots of various plants can absorb

traces of various mineral poisons which may accumulate in special

parts or organs, particularly such as are ultimately thrown ofl

(leaves, bark, fruits), without either the roots or the plant as a

whole being affected. The following poisonous metals may be

absorbed by various plants when grown on soils containing them
Zinc up to 13 per cent, of ash, manganese up to 14 per cent.,

cobalt, nickel, mercury, silver, copper up to 1 per cent., lead,

thallium, arsenic, titanium, &c. These absorbed poisons are either

set aside in special parts or cells sacrificed as poison traps, or may
not cause any injury at all if the plant has developed the power of

precipitating them in an insoluble or innocuous form."

The question of Bitter Pit has for many years engaged the attention

of the officers of the Orchard Sxipervision Branch. The following

extract is taken from a contribution by Mr. P. J. Carmody, Chief

Orchard Supervisor, published in the report of the Department of

Agriculture for 1910, in which he gives his practical experience of

Bitter Pit in the orchards:—
" As regai'ds Bitter Pit, the co-operation of the practical grower

and the scientist affords the best means from which we can hope to

obtain knowledge that will lead to the amelioration of conditions
that at present exist. This question has alike occupied the minds
of, and caused anxiety to growers and exporters of fruit, and
great, indeed, have been the losses on the fruit shipped last season
From a careful study of this disease in the field for many years I

have found the following as amongst its principal contributory
causes :

—

(a) Proneness of some varieties more than others to the com-
plaint, e.g., Cleopatra, Annie Elizabeth, Shockley,
Sturmer Pippin, Northern Spy, and Winter Majetin.

(6) Over-developed fruit from yonng trees or old trees lightly

cropped.

((•) Unevenly or suddenly developed fruit. It often happens
that during the season a prolonged period of dry
weather occurs during which the development is arrested

or retarded, and on the fall of rain, sudden and
unreasonable development ensues.

(d) Excessive nitrogenous manures, or soils in which nitrogen

is superabundantly inherent, produce fruit noticeably

susceptible to Bitter Pit.

1 z
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ye) Faulty pruning. Many growers adopt a system of pruning
so that their trees have as few as six to eight leaders.

These are strong, vigorous, and upright, with corre-

spondingly vigorous and superabundant lateral growth.

In varieties subject to the disease, no consideration is

given to choking back the sap, checking rapid move-
ment, opening up the tree for the beneficial influences

of light, heat, and air, and the placing the fruit on
those parts where development is least likely to be

excessive or rapid. Of course, I do not wish it to be
inferred that any system of pruning can control the

complaint, but certainly no system should be adopted
that will accentuate it."

The officers of the Orchard Supervision Branch all agree with Mr.
Carmody's conclusions. His views are further supported by Mr.
McAlpine, who in summing up the results of his investigations concern-

ing the control of Bitter Pit in his fifth report in 1916, page 66,

writes :
—
" The cause having been considered, the control of the disease,

may now be attempted from a rational stand-point. Whatever
tends to regulate the " flow of sap " and distribute it to the various
fruit-buds so that each receives its due share without being over-

gorged, will also tend to prevent pit. It is evident that pruning
is a great factor here, and it has been proved experimentally that
the pit in a susceptible variety, such as Cleopatra, may be reduced

to 4-6 per cent, by this means."
Even wh^n the trees have been scientifically pruned and the fruit

matures apparently free from infection, the insidious nature of the
contributory cause or causes of the disease often enables it to develo]>

rapidly at the time of ripening or later when the fruit is stored in the
ordinary way. The pitting may, however, be considerably restricted by
placing the fruit in a cool store just before the ripe stage is reached, and
by keeping the cool chamber at a fairly low and uniform temperature,
say 31 to 33 degrees Fahr. Owing to the insidiousness of the disease

it is obvious that the work of picking and storing, when commenced,
.should be promptly executed.

The experience of the writer while Government representative on
the Croydon Cool Stores Trust, as well as that gained by visiting other
cool stores is that it is extremely difficult to keep some varieties, parti-

cularly Cleopatra, sound.
In dealing with cool stores as a means of controlling Bitter Pit, Mr.

McAlpine in his fifth report, p. 67, states:—
"•It was one of the main objects of this investigation to prevent

the loss due to this cause in oversea shipments of fruit, and this

loss may now ibe prevented by the exercise of common -sense*

methods. By keeping the fruit in cool storage at a uniform
temperature of 30-32 degrees Fahr., the development of Bitter Pit
is retarded, and at the same time the ripening process is arrested
This is based upon the well-known principle that at that tempera-
ture there is a slowing down of the vital activities, and it is prar
tically a case of suspended animation."

It would be expensive and difficult, if not absolutely impossible, to

maintain in our country co-operative cool stores a temperature
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sufficiently \ow and uiiifoim to thoroughly control Bitter Pit. This is

due mainly to the necessaiy daily admission to and discharge of frviit

from the cool chambers, especially during the commencement of the

storage season. But suitable temperatures are more easily maintained

on ships fitted with cool chambers tor the carriage of fruit under modern
conditions.

While it is pleasing to know that cool storage is a factor in the

control of Bitter Pit, it should be the aim of orchardists and others

interested in apj le culture to seek a solution of this question and find

a remedy by which the pitting may be suppressed in the orchard

where it originated.

It is recognised that the success of the gruit-growing industry irf

Australia will in future largely depend on the export trade. Apples
are our principal exportable fruit, and large quantities'are still destroyed

annually by this disease. Consequently, the Bitter Pit investigation

might with advantage be continued until the cause of this condition of

the fruit is placed beyoud dispute and a reliable remedy discovered.

The prospects of the resumption and extension of the export trade
due to the cessation of hostilities in Europe should be a further inceii-

tive to deal comprehensfvely with this matter.

Jonathan Spot and Freckles.

Apart from the spotting of the fruit known as Stigmonose caused

by insects—mostly by the Harlequin Bug {Ditulyrtnif^ versicolor)—all

varieties of apples are liable to become disfigured by " spot diseases
"

other than those which cause apple scab and Bitter Pit.

Jonathan Spot and Freckles are two of the diseases referred to,

and they usually appear at the end of the ripening period, if the

weather be wet at the time, and particularly if cold winds then prevail. •

All varieties are liable to become affected with Jonathan Spot, but none
is so subject to infection as the one after wViich this " spot " is

named.
Plate 199 depicts the condition of an apple affected with this diseas.e.

The variety is Stone Pippin, and this apple was selected for the illus-

tration for the reason that, being ripe, its yellow skin shows the
spotting more clearly than would the darker rind of the "Jonathan,
This was the most extensively and perfectly marked specimen which
has come under the notice of the writer. This condition of the fruit ie-

often mistaken for Bitter Pit, and it is sometimes termed " surface-

pitting." Pits or depressions do occur in the rind, however, as may
be observed in Fig. 1, but the spots are much darker than those caused
by the true Bitter Pit.. Fig. 2 is the same specimen, showing in the
pulp from which the s^ice was cut, that instead of penetrating toward?
the core like Bitter Pit, the infection is confined to the skin and a few
layers of cells beneath it. If the figures in this illustration be com-
pared with those in Plate 198 the difference between Jonathan Spot
wnd true Bitter Pit will be quite apparent.

The losfB^ caused by Jonathan Spot in seasons favorable to it are
sometimes serious, but these could be rendered infinitesimal by picking
the fruit while dry and carefully storing it when matured. This spot
is most in evidence when the fruit is allowed to remain on the trees
after it has ripened, or when picked at that time and allowed to remain
i'xposed in the orchard during wet, cold weather. Tlie spotting some-
times develops in cool storage also, especially if the fruit be wet whe?i
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introduced. For this and other reasons, only fruit in a perfectly dry
condition should be placed in the cool chambers. No matter under
what storage conditions ncr to what extent the spots develop, they
maintain their superficial character and never assume the deep-seated
nature of Bitter Pit.

.a Ts
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Jonathan apples in Plate 200. In Fig. 1 a few of the freckles have
attained full size but the others are undeveloped. This specimen also
shows where a portion of the rind with a freckle was sliced off, and
Ihe white pulp beneath indicates that it has not as yet suffered anv

^-)
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Usually a few concentric circles appear in the • fully developed

freckle, which, to the naked eye seem to be caiised by a fungus. Other
specimens affected similarly to those illustrated were submitted to Mr.
C. C. Brittlebank, Vegetable Pathologist, for investigation, and he
reported that no fungous organi.sms were tuund a.ssociated with the

freckles. Luckily the freckles are of rather rare occurrence and the

losses caused by them may be even more easily reduced to a minimum,
than those resulting from .Jonathan Spot, by adopting the precautions

recommended in the case of the latter disease.

Cool Storage of Fruit.

The many private and co-operative cool stores erected in the various

fruit-growing districts during recent year.-;, as well as the patronage
extended to those in the metropolis, show how the orchardists appreciate
this method of fruit storage. By this means the marketing season is

considerably extended and market gluts are prevented. Those who
cultivate fruit extensively benefit by being enabled to regulate the
supply to meet the demand. Small growers who do not cool store their

Plate 200.—Jonathan Apples showing freckles

fruit are afforded a better market with more remunerative prices.

When the export of apples was suspended diiring the continuance of
the war, the losses of many orchardists would have been ruinous but
for the existence of cool stores.

Because of the sxiccess which has attended this phase of aj)ple

growing particularly, the stores built a few years ago have already had
their holding capacity duplicated, and the duplication of others erected
only recently is already being contemplated.

Our cool stores are substantially constructed \yooden buildings with
insulated walls and a padded close-fitting door to oach air-tight

chamber. A battery room is connected by two wooden air ducts to the
chambers. A fan is placed in the mouth of one of the ducts to circulate

the cold air from the battery room along this duct and through the
chambers. By means of the other duct the air returns from the
chambers to the battery where it is ooled and used again and again,
thus maintaining the chambers at the required temj^erature. The
ammonia process of refrigeral ion. which is based on the liquefaction and
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vaporization of anhydrous anunonia, is employed. A suction gas

enjoin e of the necessary power is installed to operate the ammoni.i

compressor and drive the fan in the small stores, while the refrigeratinor

plants in the large stores are now worked by electricity.

This method of refrigeration is generally known as the cold air

process. The direct expansion principle adopted in some of the private

stores diifers from -this in that no dnets nor fan are employed, the

battery being situated in the cool chamber.

Under the flat rate basis, which is adopted at most of the stores, the.

cost of holding apples during the storage period, February to November,

varies somewhat, usually Is. to Is. 6d. per. case being the charge. When
the weekly scale of charges for shorter periods is adopted, these vary

from Id. to l^d. per case. At these rates cool storage proves a boon to

the producer and insures for the consumers a legular supply of fruit at

reasonable prices.

Jonathan 5cald and Sleepiness.

Although the Jonathan is the tenderest, most sensitive and easily

injured of all apples under certain conditions, it is, nevertheless,

regarded as the most profitable variety cultivated in this State. The
sensitiveness of its rind is revealed . in the orchard where russeting so

often follows the application of Bordeaux mixture at strengths that

would not prove injurious to other varieties. Its susceptibility to

Jonathan Spot and Freckles affords further evidence as to the sensitive

character of this variety. Strange though it may seem, however, the

.Jonathan apple offers a stout resistance to Black Spot, Bitter Pit and
Crinkle.

There are two ailments, " Jonathan Scald " and " Sleepiness,"

which are liable to develop in apples when kept in the cool room. The
former was originally known as " Cool Storage Scald." It attacks Jona-

than, Rome Beauty, Rymer and others, but as the first-named is most

subject to this infection, the disease is now known as Jonathan Scald.

The scald first appears as a yellowish-brown blister in the surface of

the apple, but when the pulp in the diseased portion becomes involved,

the parts shrink and turn black. In many instances the scald, when
it assumes a serious nature, penetrates to the core.

The four Jonathan apples in Plate 201, Fig. 1 illustrate this and
show the external appearance of the fruit. In Fig. 2, the sections cut
from the same four apples depict their internal condition. In most
instances only a few apples in a case are infected, and no fungous
orgaiiisms have been found associated with the scalding, which excessive

atmospheric humidity and fluctuating temperatures seem to intensify

.

Sleepiness is mostly confined to the larger apples, but scald may develop-

in fruit of any size.

An experiment was made with a few Jonathans which were placed

in the cool store on 31st March. They had developed the first signs

of infection on 22nd June, and were on that date removed from the

cool room to a dry situation with a natural temperature of about 45
degrees Fahr. The result obtained was that, although the specimens

became somewhat wilted, the scalds having dried up, no further

deterioration occurred and the pulp remained perfectly sound. After a
period of 21 days the specimens were retvirned to the cool chamber kept
at the normal temperature. The appearance of the apple in Plate 202
shows the condition of the fruit when again removed from the cool roonu
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Plate 201.

—

Jonathan Scald.

Fig. 1.—Affected Apples showing external condition.

Fig. 2.—Section of same showing internal condition.
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on 26th October to be iihotograplied. In Fig. 1 the wilted but dry,

firm condition of the rind may be observed, and Fig. 2 shows the point

at which the scalding ceased and also the healthy state of the pulp.

Had these specimens not been treated in the manner described

decay, as in the case of the affected apples left in the cool room, would
have continued. It is not suggested that all frixit affected in this way
should be treated as these specimens were—that would be impracticable.

But the results obtained further demonstrate the necessity of cool st-orimg

onlv perfectly dry fruit.

Plate 202.—Jonathan Scald.

Concerning " Sleepiness " it may be mentioned that, as this develops

there are no outward signs to indicate that such an interior change in

the apple is taking place. By a study of the Jonathan sections illustrated

in Plate 203 the reader will be enabled to better understand the nature

of this change from the normal. The presence of sleepiness may be
detected, however, as the affected portion of the apple being rather soft

vields to gentle pressure. If the skin of this part be broken during the

first stage of the disease, the flesh will be brown and found to contain

excessive moisture. In the later stage much of the moisture disappears

and the flesh becomes spongy.
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Sleepiness is not essentially a cool storage complaiut; it sometimes
affects fruit on the trees as well as tiiat stored in tlie ordinary way.
Large apples, especially Jonathan, are most subject to it, and particu-

larly when heavy rains follow a dry spell, a week or two before the
friiit matures on the trees. There is now ample evidence to show that
large Jonathans grown under these conditions will not keep satisfac-

torily in cool storage. ' Such large apples should be marketed when
ripe or disposed of previously for culinaiv use.

Plate 203.—Sections of Jonathan Apples showing the effects of sleepiness.

Grading, Packing, and Marking the Fruit for Market.

Jn dealing with the difTerent phase.s of apple culture in sequence we
now come to the grading, packing and marking of the fruit for market.
The ultimate commercial success of the orchards depends to a great
extent on the thorotighness with which these concluding details of the
sequence are accomplished.

The most satisfactory results in marketing are obtained when the
fruit is carefully graded according to size, colour and quality, put up
in attractive packages and branded with grade marks. The lack of
regularity in these respects was very noticeable, and with a view to

improvement by securing uniformity the Frii.it Act 1917, No. 2917, was
passed by Parliament.
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1'he sixth schedule under this Act defines the grade requirements
lor apples as follows :

—
Grade A

.

All apples in this grade shall consist of specimens of not less

than 2 1 inches in diameter, excepting that normally small varieties,

such as Eameus.e (Pomme de Neige), Yates, Summer Pearmain,
&c., shall consist of specimens of not less than 2| inches in

diameter.

Wholly red varieties, such as Baldwin, Black Ben Davis, Hoover,
.Jonathan, King David, &c., shall, when such varieties are not less

than 2| inches in diameter, consist of at least 75 per cent, of

specimens of good red colour for the variety, and if less than

2J inches in diameter shall consist of at least 90 per cent, of

specimens of good red colour for the variety.

Striped or partially red varieties, such as Cox's Orange Pippin,
Delicious, Nickajack, Rome Beauty, &c., shall, when such varieties

are not less than 2\ inches in diameter, consist of at least 50 per
cent, of specimens of good red colour for the variety, and, if less

than 2 1 inches in diameter, shall consist of at least 75 per cent,

of specimens of good red colour for the variety.

Yellow ox green varieties, such as Cleopatra, Dumelow's Seedling,
London Pippin, or Newton Pippin, shall consist of specimens of

•characteristic colour for the variety.

Grade B.

All apples in this grade shall consist of specimens of not les.s

than 2f inches in diameter. Wholly red or striped or partially

red varieties shall consist of at least 33| per cent, of specimens
of good red colour for the variety. Yellow or green varieties

shall consist of specimens of characteristic colour for the varietv.

Grade C.

All apples in this grade shall consist of specimens of not less

than 2^ inches in diameter. No colour requirements are needed
for this grade, excepting that specimens ehall not be clearly

immature.

Grade 1).

Shall consist of specimens of not less than 2 inches in diameter,
and packed in accordance with the general requirements of these
Regulations, viz:—That the outer layer or shown surfaces of the
fruit contained in the package shall be so packed that they shall

be a true indication of the average grade of the whole • of the
fruit contained in such package.
No colour requirements are needed in this grade, excepting that

specimens shall not be clearly irnmature.
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, normally small

varieties such as Fameuse (Pomme de Neige), Yates, Summer
Pearmain, &c., shall be allowed in any grade if the specimens in

such varieties are not less than the following diameters:

—

1. Grade A.—2^ inches.

2. Grade B.—2| inches.

3. Grade C—2J inches.

4. Grade D.—2 inches.
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The California " diagonal method " of packing, now so widely advo-
cated and generally adopted, is a wonderful improvement on the hap-
hazard method originally practised. The former is also known as the
'' numerical pack," becaixse, when proj^erly arranged, according to the
size of the fruit, in the 2 x 1, 2 x 2, or 3 x 2, &c., formation
as the case may be, the number in the package may be easily computed
by multiplying the number of apples in a tier by the number of

tiers in the case. In the " numerical pack " each apple is placed in

a " pocket " and, consequently, there is no direct pressure on any
apple to cause bruising. The general adoption of paper wrappers has
also assisted materially in reducing to a minimum the bruising of

fruit in transit to the home markets.

With a view to establishing a uniform method of marking packages
containing apples for market, the regulations under the Fruit Act
prescribe as follows :

—
The package shall be marked legibly and durably in letters of

not less than one-quarter of an inch in length, with a designation
of the grade (" A," " B," " C/' or " D," as the case may be
determined or prescriibed; of the fruit therein contained.

The employment of attractive cases made of clean, seasoned wood
cannot be too strongly recommended. ISTo matter how perfectly the
grading and packing be carried out, if fruit be put up in dilapidated
or unattractive packages, an unfavorable impression regarding the
contents is created in the minds of intending purchasers. This applies
particularly to fruit for export to the Home markets, where we benefit

by practising the methods adopted by the fruit-growers of other
countries in which this detail receives very special consideration.

Conclusion.

The matter of repatriating a large number of soldiers as orchardists
is now occupying the attention of authorities interested in this matter.
These new fruit-growers—some of them not previously experienced in

the work—are being assisted to acquire an aptitude for it. The
necessity for this becomes more apparent when we consider that post-war
factors, now only dimly foreseen, may become actual. It is reasonable
to assume that the only way to sustain the burden of the debt of
taxation after the war is by enlarging the fabric of national wealth.
Fruit-growing is one of our staple industries, and, if our oversea trade
expands as it should, one where the poss.bility of extension is great.
But it is an industry that can be carried on profitably and in the
best interests of the State, only by the orchardists possessing a high
standard of horticultural knowledge, and by the application of constant
and strenuous toil.

The Department of Agriculture and the orchardists realize that the
success oi the fniit-growing industry is largely due to the dissemination
of technical knowledge concerning its numerous phases. It is hoped
that the higher standard of horticultural education recently inaugurated
will help to consolidate past achievements and ensure the future
prosperity of the industry. The province of the Orchard Supervision
Branch is being gradually enlarged so as to enable the officers to deal
comprehensively with the business as a whole, and they are also afforded
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an opportunity to diffuse much information by lectures and demonstra-

tions at farmers' classes. Another factor which has helped our fruit-

i^rowing industry is the complete information on all its phasas

disseminated by the press.

Fruit-growing constitutes the principal feature in the curriculum

at the Burnley School of Horticulture, where the most scientific methods

are introduced into the practical work by experts who have specialized

in the cultivation of the different kinds and varieties of fruits.

Provision is also made at the Dookie Agricultural College and other

.similar institutions for the teaching of this subject.

Victoria has always maintained a high standard in fruit-growing,

and this position should be upheld, so that the friendly rivalry existing

between the States may continue and benefit the Commonwealth as

n whole.

BEES AS AGENTS IN PLUM POLUNATION.

Bulletin JSTo. 274 of the College of Agriculture, Agricultural Experi-

ment Station, University of California, contains an account of an experi-

ment carried out in the Santa Clara Valley, and which forms part of a

series undertaken to determine why, under certain conditions, some plums

bear abundant crops and under other conditions bear light crops or

none at all.

In a large orchard two pairs of adjacent French and Imperial plum
trees, as nearly as possible of the same age and size, were enclosed in a

tent of white mosquito net, so as to exclude all insects. In every other

way the trees were under the same conditions as the other trees in the

orchard. The tents were put up before any of the blossoms opened, and

taken down when there was no longer any danger of outside pollination.

As soon as 25 per cent, of the blossoms had opened a hive of bees was

placed under one tent, and kept there throughout the blossoming period

{about five days). The bees seemed to prefer the flowers of the French

plum to those of the Imperial plum. The results showed that the

French plum under the tent with the bees set a much higher percentage

of fruit than the other trees. The crop obtained from the Imperial

plum under the tent with the bees was light, and could not be accounted

for, and it is intended to carry out further experiments to determine the

<5ause.

The results sho\^ the honey bee to be one of the most important factors

in carrying pollen from one tree to another. The most satisfactory

method of introducing bees into orchards has not yet been decided, but it

seems that the best results are to be obtained by placing about one hive

to the acre during the blossoming period, after which the hives could be

removed.
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POULTRY REARING.

The Equipment of the Poultry Farm.

By S. V. D. Rintoul, Assistant Poultry Expert.

Maximum efficiency, within reasonable limits of expenditure, should

be the key to the design of any well laid-out and equipped poultry farm.

It is of considerable importance for the poultry farmer to decide at the

start the extent to which he hopes or intends to develop ultimately, in

order that a sketch may be made of the plant at its full capacity and
designs made of the shedding immediately required.

Letters are continually being received inquiring for plans of build-

ings for |x>ultry, but no standard design has been adopted by the De-
partment of Agriculture, for the reason that the materials available in

Victoria are so varying that no standard could be followed with any
faithfulness.

The war was responsible for a con'?iderabl© outburst of energy on the
part of poultry-keepers to secure all sorts and conditions of material for

sheds. Corrugated galvanized iron rose from about 4d. per foot new to

nearly Is. 6d. a foot second hand, usually with three rows of nail holes

—

a price at. which obviously it did not pay to use. Kerosene and petrol,

tins, after useful service in various directions, were cut, flattened out,

and filled, to remove the tin from them, and were eagerly sought by
poultry-keepers, who paid about 8s. per 100 up to fully £1 per 100 for

them. Drums, which had contained calcium carbide, were also used
after being cut and flattened, the usual practice being to dip either these
or the petrol tins' in boiling tar to prevent rusting.

Everything in connexion with poultry foodstuffs and equipment rose
enormously, in many instances out of all proportion to legitimate in-

creased cost, and the price of eggs remained stationary through the in-

competence of the breeders and egg-producers to co-operate and gain
what they were entitled to.

in some parts of the State split or sawn hardwood palings may be
used to advantage. The sawn palings are the best, as they are cheaper
and less liable to harbour vermin than the spiit palings. In sandy
districts the cheapest material would probably be cement bricks. Eight
parti sand should be used to one of cement, care being exercised so as

to get the mixture neither too wet nor too dry.

To refer again to the question of planning out the accommodation,
certain general principles must be observed. Due regard for the ulti-

mate extension must not be overlooked, and labour-saving methods and
appliances should be adopted wherever practicable. The greatest
weight should obviously be carried the least distance, consequently the
big laying shedy .-hGuld be as near the feed and egg room as possible,
with the smaller and single pens further off. For the poultry farmer
on a big scale the laying down of a sm^ll trolley line of hardwood rails

will mean a saving of labour, and where there is an ample water supply
it is an economy to adopt the ball-cock system connected. with each pen.
With guttering at normal prices, a tap may be used just dripping into
the guttering which is carried pa^t each pen, but provision should be
made for cutting out any pen where sickness may arise, so as to prevent
the water supply becoming a source of infection for the rest of the flock
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Plans should be made for the following sheds:—Feed store and mixing,

egg room, incubator shed, brooder shed, movable chicken colony houses,

breeding pens, single test, and laying sheds.

The feed store should be made rat and mouse proof, and rather on

the large side, so that when opportunities' occur stocks may be purchased

on a bigger scale than just " hand-to-mouth,'

The egg room should be as airy and cool as possible and well pro-

tected from the north. Plenty of shelving should be provided.

The incubator shed.—This should really take the form of a cellar.

The small style of incubator has now virtually had its day, and the

inammutli type of machine iS' bscoming more and more popular; in fact,

a big incubator represents a very sound investment for those in a

position to purchase one. Coke is the only fuel required, and 20s.

worth of coke would run a 15,0UU egg machine for three weeks. The
recognised charge is <£l for 150 eggs, so that the 15,000 machine would
earn £100 every three weeks; accordingly, a very good living could be
made by only running the machine for five months in the year. The
cost of installing such an incubator would not be greater than the

capital required for a 1,000-bird farm.

Tilt brooder shed should lacb nor oh, whilst the other sheds for the

birds face east. Chickens occupy the brooder shed only at such times

of year as all available sunlight is required. For the poultry farmer

on a decent scale, the colony brooders are an undoubted advantage, and,

in addition, are economical on fuel. At the same time, the small

poultry keeper, hatching out only a 100-egg machine per week, will be

able to manage with the smaller brooders, the heating of which may be

supplied by hot-water pipes, gas, electricity, or even feather pillows.

Portable colony houses for the growing chicks are really a necessity,

as it is a terrible mistake to imagine that fowls can be reared year after

year in small back yards, as is at present, unfortunately, an all too

prevalent belief. Sooner or later this practice will result in a marked
depreciation in the constitutional vigour of the birds.

I'he breeding j)ens should allow more than the regulation 4| to 5

square feet of floor space per layer, and should be fitted with outside

runs, so that during the breeding season the stud stock may be placed

in the open for a time, at any rate, each day.

Single test pens may be built 5 feet deep by 3 feet frontage, the

door forming the entire front. These sheds are useful for more reasons

than merely determiniiii^ the exact number of eggs a bird lays in a given

period. The shape and size of e^g may also be ascertained ; the penn

used for small special matings, &c., &c. Pens 5 feet by 3 feet will, at

a pinch, hold four birds temporarily, although three are preferable.

Birds of similar pedigree which are not to be single-mated can be run
in these pens, if required, for trios, &c., during the breeding season.

Laying Sheds.—These are to accommodate the bulk of the flock, con-

sequently all labour-saving device.^? should be carefully considered.

Whilst the practice of running; large flecks together tends to reduce the

labour, it is an undoubted fact that better returns are more readily
obtained from smaller irobs. The birds seem to lav Setter and can
undoubtedly be more easily super\ased in small number'=s. In every
flock there are a proportion of both greedy, and also shy, feeders, and it

is an advantage to try to pen birds of similar habits together. These
sheds should face east, and be covered up for about 3 feet from the
ground in front.
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On a properly managed poultry farm some system of bookkeeping it-

essential. The sim])ler the syptem adopted the greater the likelihood of

the transactions being entered regularly and accurately. The principal

expenditure is incurred by purchase of foodstuffs, and the main source

of revenue is from the sale of eggs. Accounts should be kept showing
purchase of foodstuffs, materials bought for repairs and renewals (apart

from new buildings, which are a charge on capital account and not

current account), fuel or power used for heating incubators, brooders,

or working machinery, cartages and freights, advertising, labour, &c.,

and on the credit side the sale of eggs, market birds, and stud sales-

The net profit is the surplus after all expenses have heen paid, including

inferrsf on rapifoJ nr on loavf.

Incubation of Eggs.

There are virtually three methods by which hatching may be effected,

Le.—{1) Natural Method; (2) Semi-Natural Method; (3) Artificial

Methods.

The first method—Natural Hatching—is when a hen steals her nest,

and hatches out her own eggs, almost invariably with the utmost success,

whereas in the second (semi-natural) method the hen is set, when
broody, on eggs not necessarily laid by herself, and in a place chosen by
man. The nest should be made in a place apart from the general flock,

and the sitting hen should be given plenty of fresh, cool, drinking

water (as broodiness is a feverish condition) and provided with a good

dust bath to keep herself clean from vermin, which, if nndestroyed,

would materially retard the growth and welfare of the chickens when
hatched.

1 1 is desirable to keep a record of each hen to show such data as, when
set, date hatch is due, number of eggs set, number fertile, and result of

hatch; also the pen number from which the eggs came. The first test

should be made between the fifth and seventh days, when the embryo
may be readily detected, and the commencement of the blood vessel

system is also noticeable. By setting, if possible, three hens at once, it

is generally easy to rc'-grou]> the fertile eggs, and so enable one of the

hens to start off again on a fresh lot of eggs.

The second test may be made between the twelfth and fourteenth

days, when the bulk of the eggs appears dark and the air space of the

Q^^—about one-fifth—is plainly visible. The hen must not be disturbed

after the nineteenth day, and hatching .should be completed by the

twenty-first day. The reason why better results may be expected from
the purely natural method is because the hen has mated with the rooster

when in the best condition for breeding, and also because she is

frequently a better judge of the choic-p of nest and conditions than

man is.

Artificial Hatching.

Hatching by artificial methods has been known to exist, albeit under

somewhat primitive conditions, for about 2,000 years, some of the

earliest work in this direction being traceable to China, where there are

three types of incubators—the mud-plastered, the straw-covered, and the

muslin-covered. The first two types are more common in the country

and village districts, whilst the third finds favour in the town hatcheries.
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The mud type, which is the most primitive, is siiapcd like an ordinary
barrel, 36 inches high, and 24 inches in diameter. The framework is of

clay or mud bricks, plastered inside and outside with mud, and on top of

the incubator is an opening which permits an inverted bell-shaped

receptacle to fit in. About 12 inches from the bottom of the machine
there is an aperture on the side which serves as a furnace door.

Charcoal supplies the necessary fuel for heating. The eggs are placed,

when ready, in a basket, which is put into the receptacle at the top.

The second type of incubator is similar to the first in shape and
size, but the materials used are different. The body, or framework, is

an earthenware receptacle, the external part being a straw-woven mat,
which serves to retain the heat.

The third one, the muslin-covered, is the simplest of the three in

structure. The body is a' sugar barrel, 3 feet high, 2 feet in diameter.

The interior is well padded with felt or muslin, and the cover or lid is

likewise padded. The heat is supplied by a stove, 6 inches in diameter,

7 inches high, wider at the top, and narrower at the base. Charcoal is

used, and a sliding door controls the amount of air. The compartment
in which the incubators are located is also heated, the object being to

secure a uniform temperature sufficient to enable the eggs to be removed
from the incubator on the fourteenth day. The capacity is roughly
400 to 500 hen eggs, 300 to 350 duck eggs, or 150 goose eggs.

Placing the Eggs in the Machine, etc.

When the incubator is at the desired temperature a piece of muslin
30 inches square is placed on the table, and the eggs, after being tested

for " cracks," are put on the muslin. The four corners of the muslin are

then brought together, and the eggs are gently lowered into the

incubator, the edges being folded so as to cover the surface of the eggs.

The second and subsequent layers are prepared in like manner, the

number of layers depending on the capacity of the barrel.

The reading of the temperature is an art which the Chinese poultry-

men have developed. The ordinary incubator thermometer is unknown
to them. To determine the temperature, three or four eggs are taken
out and pressed against the eye of the operator. (This system has been
found admirable by some Australian poultry-men for determining the

eggs which contain live chickens on the nineteenth day of incubation.

The air chamber end of the egg rapidly cools outside the incubator, and
a marked increase will be noted in temperature against the eye at the
lower end of the egg, if it contains a live chick.)

The eggs are turned three or four times daily. The lid is taken off

the incubator, and the first layer put in a bamboo tray. The eggs are
turned by pressing the palms of the hands over them. This layer is

then transferred to an adjoining incubator, and the process continued
until all the eggs are turned and placed in the second incubator, the top
layer in one incubator being in consequence the bottom layer in the
other.

Testing takes place on the fourth day, a small hole being cut in the
wall of the room, and the eggs are " candled " against the sun. The
infertiles are then sold as " fresh."

Between the fourteenth and seventeenth days the eggs are removed
from the incubator, and placed on the shelves on round trays, and left

until hatched.
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Egyptian Methods.
The Egyptian system is also of great antiquity. Large rooms are

used with a passageway down the centre, and on the floor of the compart-
ments eggs are stacked in considerable heaps. Heat is supplied from
briquettes of pressed camel dung burning about 5 feet from the ground
071 shelves. The eggs are rolled by hand (a better system than that of

turning usually practised, even by experienced men), the men of one
district (Berea) being specially skilled in this work, and with such
keenly-developed, sensitive powers, that bad eggs can be at once

recognised by touch. The actual hatching percentage cannot be stated,

but it is known that it is not high.

European Methods.

The first incubator known in Western Europe was that shown in

1851 at the International Exhibition by Mens. Cautello. Its method
of construction was as follows:—A tank was filled with hot water,

and was fitted with india-rubber on the under surface of the bottom in

direct contact with the eggs. The sagging of the india-rubber pressing

on the eggs brought about a complete failure, and it was not until 1S78

That Monsieur Roullier-Amoult, principal of the French Department of

Agriculture Poultry Farm, at Gambais, introduced an effective machine.

The arrangement in this incubator was to put water in a tank and to

draw off a portion of it every few hours and in its place pour in a

similar quantity of boiling water. There was no lamp, nor regulator,

yet 66 per cent, was about an average hatch. Some machines of this

type are still in use. Five years later, Mr. Charles Hearson patented

the machine which bears his name, and for cooler latitudes, there is

probably still no better machine. Hearson added the lamp and capsule

for regulating the heat.

There are now two main systems of incubation

—

{a) hot water

or tank machine type; and (&) hot air machine. In the hot

water type, the heat is supplied by radiation from the bottom of the

copper tank containing water heated by kerosene or gas. In the hot

air type, the heat supplied is a downward current of hot air, generally

obtained from kerosene or gas; although lately an excellent machine,

heated by radiation from electrically-heated resistance wire, has been

put on the market by a Victorian. This latest type, where electric

power is available at about 2d. per unit, is the cheapest as far as cost of

heating is concerned, and the initial cost of the machine is about the

same as most others. This and some other kinds have a " cut-off,''

which reduces the cost of heating; other types merely allow the heat

to escape, but do not reduce the consumption of current. Preference

for any one type is a matter for the individual operator, who had

always better be master of one type than the slave of several; yet, far

too many breeders have a motley collection of all types and sizes.

In warmer latitudes the objection to the tank machine is that it

cannot be easily cooled during the day time in a warm spell, nor quickly

heated on a cold night. For this reason, north of the Dividing Range,

the hot air type is generally preferred, though in the Gippsland and

Western Districts, with their cooler climates, the tank machine ii^

excellent.

There is little doubt that the mammoth type of incubator will

gradually supersede the small machines, on account of the greatly
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reduced cost of working, and this work is likely to be specialized. The
average poultry-fanner has usually quite enough work to do as it is,

and would gladly avail hini.solf of the services of a reliable mammoth
hatchery.

Composition of the Egg.

The composition of the eg,^ is as follows:

—

Water . . . . . . 66.7 per cent.

Protein. . . . . . 12.2 per cent.

Fat . . . . . . 8.9 per cent.

Ash . . . . . . 12.2 per cent.

It will, therefore, readily be seen that the water content is very
high—about tAvo-thirds of the total—but the heat supplied during
hatching serves to evaporate a considerable quantity, and on this account,
in dry atmospheres, the air in the machine must be moistened to prevent
too great an evaporation of the moisture in the egg. This is the only
reason for the supply of moisture in the incubator. In most of the hot-

air types of machines, the hot air is driven down over the eggs, and
escapes underneath; consequently, it is a mistake to have the water
under the eggs; it should, undoubtedly, be above the eggs, so that the

hot air may be moisture-laden when passing over the eggs. The egg^
need not be turned during the first forty-eight hours; but after that,

turning should be carried out twice a day, and the eggs cooled once a

day till the nineteenth day; after which the machine should be shut up
until the hatch is complete. Much harm is done by opening the machine
" just to have a look," for in this way the membrane inside the shell

is dried and toughened, and increases the chick's task of breaking
through.

Best Eggs to use for Hatching.

The eggs set in the incubator should be of as nearly an even age
as is possible, and preferably not over seven days' old. Those with
uneven ends or bands are unlikely to hatch, and, therefore, should not

be used. It is impossible to detect with the naked eye either fertile or

infertile eggs, even when broken open, but an instrument from America
is now on the market which is expected to indicate, to a certain extent,

the hatchability of eggs, based more or less on specific gravity. No
machine yet invented can determine fertility, although the claim has

occasionally been made.

It is generally believed that the denser the albumen the more
nourishment there will be for the developing embryo, and, consequently

better prospects of a strong, hardy chicken, but as a moderately dense

albumen with a very thick, strong shell would give a similar specific

gravity reading to an egg with denser albumen but thinner shell, the

tests now being made are likely to be somewhat inconclusive. After

the moult the eggs are richest in albumen, which is gradually reduced

as the season advances, and there is usually a higher percentage of

cockerels in the earlier hatches, but this alone does not necessarily prove

that denser albumen means a majority of cockrels.
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In nature, it is generally notifod, by the observant breeder, that thi-

sex of offspring usually favours the parent who is in the greatest danger
of extermination. Those hens which go bare and red about the head
and face, and which are very hard in feather, only moulting odd feathers

at a time, and laying almost throughout the year, will generally give in

rhe autumn a fairly high ])ereentage of females. On the other hand,

the hens which have gone through a complete moult, and have come into

full vigour, will show a majority of cockerc^ls in the earlier hatches. The
problem of sex control is of such vast importance that it merits the

most thorough investigations, as in the light breeds the cost and labour

of rearing cockerels are barely balanced by the market returns.

Development of the Embryo.

During the first day there are two growth centres, the head process

and the primitive streak, the latter appearing in the blastoderm in the

axial line of the future embryo, but somewhat behind the place where

the embryo proper begins to develop. In the head process there is the

first development of the spinal nerve, as well as a rod of cells termed

the notochord, which form the supporting and stiffening axis of the body,

and there is a thin membrane termed the amnion (or caul), which forms

a closed sac surrounding the embryo.

The second day the head continues to develop rapidly, and the for-

mation of blood vessels begins, the heart being formed within the head

fold, with vitelline veins and vitelline arteries. Two swellings from the

brain form the first trace of the optic system, and the ears are represented

by two slight depressions where the hind brain will ultimately develop.

The third day marks the commencement of the internal organs, with

a considerable reduction of the white of the egg, caused by the increased

activity of the blood-vessel system.

The fourth day the white, or albumen, of the egg is further reduc;'d,

the wings and legs appear as conical buds, the kidney is also developed,

and the amnion is fully formed and completely surrounds the embryo.

By the fifth day the legs and wings have increased in length, although

they are still very much alike.

The sixth day the avian characteristics have develo])tHl in the legs

and wings, head and alimentary canal. Hitherto there has been little

distinction from the embryo of mammals or reptiles.

The seventh day the head ceases to grow more rapidly than the

body, and motion becomes apparent. Feathers begin to appear on the

ninth day, but do not protrude until the thirteenth day.

The beak appears on the eighth day, and by the sixteenth day the

beak and nails have hardened. By the fourteenth day the chicken

changes its position from lying at right angles to the axis of the egg,

and thereafter lies lengthways. By the twentieth day the chicken pierces

the inner shell membrane, and commences to breathe air, consequently

the allantois circulation gives way to that of the lungs. The twenty-first

day the chicken hatches, prior to which the remainder of the yolk is

absorbed, providing sufficient nourishment for about 24 hours or so.
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MANURING FOR PROFIT.

Results of Experiments in Potato Cultivation.

(/, T. Ramsaji. I'otato Expert.)

Manures judiciously used—to the faraier—are analogous to quick

maturing loans bearing a higli rate of interest. That fact is becoming

more generally accepted as time goes on, and the business method of

advancing capital to the soil in the form of manures for crop is becom-

ing, not only more widely practised, but more liberal in its application.

The results of this season, both on the farms of potato growers and

in the experimental fields conducted by the Department of Agriculture,

again give substantial proof of the benefits of the judicious application

of manures, alike to the crop and the grower.

At Lake Tyers, on the property of Messrs. C. Hendrie and Sons, an

area was planted with potatoes of the Arran Chief variety in February.

Variation in manurial treatment was made over five sections, for

purposes of comparison. The scope of the experiment was limited by
the fact that no potash was available for inclusion in the trials. The
nature of the soil was sandy loam, not naturally rich, but of nice

physical character. A favorable season was experienced, and the crop

developed well, the necessary cultivation being given by Messrs. Hendrie
as circumstances demanded. The method of applying manures was to

broadcast these on the surface of the ground immediately before the

ground was ploughed and planted.

Harvesting took plac^ on 28th May, and the table given on page
shows the results obtained.
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At Caslimore, Portland, experimental work was continued on the
farm of Mr. G. A. Taylor. There are two iiiMin classes of soil on the

Cashmore heath. One of these is a grey, sundy soil, which responds to

manuring, and the other a dark sandy loam, which up to the present has

proved quite useless for cropping.
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Pluuting took iilace in ^0^61111)61-, 1918, and harvesting in Jnne,

1919.

The procedure at Cashmore was similar to that practised at Lake

Tyers, viz., the land Avas well worked, manures applied to the surface

soil broadcast, and ploughed down with seed.

A varietal test of five varieties was included on this field, together

with a manurial trial on Purple Top swedes.

The peat applied in section II. of the plots was obtained from one of

the many small peat holes occurring throughout the district. The

tabulated results are given hereunder:

—

Cashmore Gkey Soil; 1918-19.

Weights per Acre.

Manures.
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As in the Lake Tyers tests, tlie manures, with one exception, again
show a marked improvement in the yields obtained per acre. This
exception was submitted to the Chemist for Agriculture, who explains

the decrease from the use of basic phosphate in this soil by stating that

everything points to a most unusual effect on the part of basic phosphate.

Practically similar results were obtained by these manures on Purple
Top swedes.

ReRTTT.tr of MaNTTRIAI. TlUAI.S ON SwKDES.
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the average price for this season (approximately £10 per ton) had been

used. But it is obvious, even taking the lower rate, which is a fair

average one over a number of years, that the liberal use of fertilizers is

a sound policy for the potato-grower.

While not strictly within the experimental field, the achievement of

Mr. J. Gibson, of l)almore, is probably so near to a Victorian record

that mention of it should be made.
Out of a total farming area of 100 acres, Mr. Gibson planted 75 acres

with potatoes. The variety mainly grown was Carmen I. The soil on

this farm is some of the best at the Dalmore end of the Koo-wee-rup

Swamp. Mr. Gibson closely followed the practice, constantly advocated

by this Department, in the matter of using only good seed and adopting

the boxing system of storage for same. Manuring was done at the rate

Planting Machine designed by Mr. J. Gibson, of Dalmore.

of (approximate) 6 cwt. nitro-super. per acre. No effort was spared

in tending the crop during the period of its growth.

The result was an average crop over the whole area of about 9 tons

to the acre. This, coupled with the high selling price obtaining this

season, is palpably a most profitable achievement. A feature of this

case is the fact that practically all of the work in planting and growing
the crop was carried out by the grower himself, with little assistance.

An illustration is given of the planting machine designed by this

grower, and used exclusively in planting his 75 acres. The illustration

is self-explanatory.

In potato cultivation, as in any indusry, specialization is the keynote

of success. Haphazard methods must eventually disappear before those

which give as near to a guarantee as it is possible to have in farm
practice.

True agricultural progress is to be secured by making acres produce
more, rather than by making more acres produce.
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pioxKER si^:ttlemknt8 in districts of heavy
RAFiVFALL.

THE TOLMIE DISTRICT,

H. A. MuUett. B. Ag. 8c. , Science Field Officer.

Perlia})s the most striking feature al)uiit tlie setttlement of Victoria in

rlie drier areas is the eomparative ease -witli whieli the fanner has been
able to clear his land of virgin timber and maintain these improvements
over unlimited areas in good condition. As a rule, provided the land is

well stocked with sheep, the tendency for the timber to re-establish itself,

so pronounced in more humid regions, never gives the owner a moment's
anxiety. The tendency is there all the same, as is shown by the growth
of young native trees on certain enclosed and unoccupied areas, but on
the settled country, grazing, and particularly cultivation, are the silent

yet powerful factors which keep l^ature subdued. Both the farmer and
the grazier are thus fortunate that where either of these simple rural

industrie-i can be profitably carried on they will at the same time keep
land free from timber and undergrowth.

Tn Moist Hill Country Active Measures are Necessary to
Maintain Pastures Productive.

On the other hand how different is the lot of the settler in districts

where the rainfall is 35 inches and over annually—more especially in the
heavily timbered hill country. Flere con-tant attention is necessary to

keep the land free from undergrowth, and to raaintan the pas ur^s in

anything like a productive stite. Indeed, far frcm merely turning
stock loose on the cleared land, the systematic mowing d:wn and the
grazing of some good artificial grass is a fundamental necessity for the
provision of feed and the suppression of undergrowth which springs up
quickly after the original timber has been ringed or fired. Even when
this is done constant renovation of the pastures is necessary; the best

method where the slopes of the land and other circumstances will permit
it, is the growth of some annual crop in systematic rotation over the farm,
involving the occasional use of the plough and the re-sowing of succes-

sive portions of the i)astnre at intervals of five or six years.

Apart altogether frcm the general disabi ities under whicli the

settlements in these districts have laboured, such as bad roads, ravages

of vermin, losses from bu^h fires, high cost of clearing, &c.—all of which
have been most serious—it cannot be denied that failure to recognise

these cardinal agricultural differences between the mcist and the

dry districts is partially responsible for the non-productive con-

dition of many of the holdings in question. Thus the settler who
ringed a wider timber area than he could sow down to artificial

grasses or could bring under the ])lough, merely succeeded in encouraging
a tangled growth of saplings and bracken much moi'e barren of feed and
difficult to reclaim than the original timber. The man who leased the

block abandoned by his neighbour and threw over the plough in an

attempt to make an easy living by grazing both of the blocks with cattle

was soon forced out of the business by the rapid deterioration of the

pa.stures.
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Accepting the fact that the other disabilities referred to are tihe

main factors which limit real progress, all endeavcur sho.ild be centred

as long as they exist on adjusting the methods of farming to minimize

their effects. If it costs from 25s. to 35s. a ton to cart potatoes 15 miles

from a settlement to the station, then efforts should be made to divert the

labour expended in producing the potatoes, and particularly the extra-

ordinary energy required to cart them to the railway, into some other

and more profitable channel.

Pea5, barley, maize, and potatoes, all of which may be grown in these

districts, can be readily converted, for instance, into pork, a highly con-

centrated and valuable product wliich furnishes its own means of trans-

port.

The problem of dealing with veiinin, particularly rabbits, is a more
difficult one to solve in the case of the struggling pioneer with a limited

capital, but there is the danger of h"s sitting down and accepting the

pest as soone natural phenomenon, and like the rain or the seasons,

beyond the power of man to control. The serious losses to sheep from

wild dogs need not occur; if the sheep cannot be yarded at night catt e

should be substituted.

It should go .without saying that, in the face of so many natural

difficulties, special pains must be taken to insure the maximum yields

from each crop and each head of stock, and each acre of grass. In the

case of dairy cows, the culling of the non-productive ones, the breeding

of better one3, and the provision of extra feed, particularly concentrates

in times cf need, mast be systematically practised. The crops cultivated

must be suitable and the soil carefully prepared and manured. Grass

paddocks should be carefully sown, renovated, and manured.

The hill country of Victoria is scattered with these settlements, some^

of them have been settled for many years; some have been opened up
within the last decade. Among the settlers are those who have adopted

rational methods and those who have not. The latter class are being

slowly squeezed out and their al):iiidoned holdings covered with scrub and
infested with vermin, and always ready fuel for a bush fire, do not lessen

the difficulties of the remainder. Tolmie, in the parishes of Tocmbullup
and Dueran, in the nortli-east of Victoria, is a case in point.

Toi>MiE Settlemp:.nt.—Soils and CLijvr.vTE.

Tolmie is situated on a broken plateau, right on the hill tops at an
elevation of some 2,000 odd feet above Mansfield, and 13 miles

distant. There is very little level country in the settlement. The tops

of the ridges are capped wath a deep friable volcanic loam. It is

highly fertile. Lower down are lighter chocolate loams, and in the

valleys and flats are found firm greyish soils overlying oM sandstone.

The two friable soils srrow excellent crop« of potatoes, but native grasses

do not become established on them as leadilv as on the grey.

Good summer rains are received and the orass remains green the

year round. This is what attracted the earliest settlers, who, during
serious droughts" on the wheat lands of the Goulburn Valley ever 40
years ago, worked their way up the river in search of feed for stock. The
green grass was to them a sign of the prom-sed land. The area wa,s

first thrown open for selection after the Kelly outlaws had been sup-
pressed. They had friends in the vicinity, and it was desired to intro-

duce fresh blood into the communitv.
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The winters are severe; usually the ground is covered with snow
for a week or so annually, and during tliat period, at any rate, stock

mu3t be hand fed. For many years the settlers hauled their produce

laboriously over the steep worn road to Mansfield—a trip which took

two days to get a loaded waggon there, and required about three horses

to each ton. Recently, however, the Counti-y Roads Board has con-

structed a new well-graded road, which will considerably reduce the cost

of haulage, while ancther road has been authorized, linking up the

settlement with Whitfield, 25 mi'es distant.

The new roals have cons dera1;ly raised the spirits of the remaining

selectors, and it behoves them, in keeping with the brightened prospects,

to critically examine their present methods in the light of their

past experience with a view to eliminating all practices that are not

sound. The results achieved by one of the settlers, Mr. T. Reynclds,

along lines new to the district, though well known elsewhere, are cer-

tainly very suggestive of what might be done at Tolm'e, and are w:rthy
of careful examination in an impartial manner by those most interested.

Horses and Stable—Mr. Stewart's block.

Present Methods.

The present style of farming may be fairly typically exemplified by
that of Mr. J. Stewart, a s.ettler of 30 years standing. Mr. Stewart's

selection consists of 280 acres of second-class land, but in addition a

further area of 250 acres is rented This is an abandoned se ection heavy
with suckers, and is to be had merely for paying the rat«s and keeping

the rabbits in check. Mr. Stewart has not made the common mistake of

trying to develop this block as well as his own.
The cultivation is confined to 15 acres of potatoes and to 15 or 20

acres of tartarian oats for hay. The stock comprise a dozen milking cows,

five horses, and from 30 to 40 head of young cattle, but these at times

receive grazing, in addition to that available on the two blocks. These

are kept for two or three years and then sold as stores. They
improve rapidly when they get on to better country. The hay is used

to feed the stock during the winter, and sometimes maize is grown to

supplement the summer feed of the dairy cows.
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Mr. Stewart does not keep sheep, because the " dogs " are too trouble-

some, and the ravages of rabbits were very severe until the blcck was
securely netted. He admits making the mistake years ago of ringing

more of the original timber than ht- could keep clear. This area rapidly

became overrun with sapling"^, with the resuH that it furnished consider-

ably less feed than there was between the trees of the virgin forest.

Mr. Stewart states that flax has been grown in the district, and has

done well. On his block the hoinestead, stable and cow-shed, of split

timber, roofed with shingles, and other improvements, show splendid

workmanship.
Mr. Pollard is one of the settlers who runs sheep. lie yards them care-

fully at night. His block consists of a selection of 320 acres of second-

class land, of sandy chocolate loam. In addition he has 209 acres of

partly cleared country. Twenty acres of potatoes are usually cultva'ed.

The varieties preferred are Coronation, Beauty of Hebrcn, and Ver-
mont. The yields average 3 tens to the acre. Beyond the first

Mr. Stewart's homestead.

ploughing little other work is given, so that first-class results are not
to be expected. The stock comprise 15 dairy cows and 16 head of store

cattle, 5 working horses, and about a dozen others, including light

horses and youngsters; 150 head of crossbred sheep and 80 lambs are

carried. Mr. Pollard finds that sheep brought in from the drier areas

do not thrive ihere. The wool is liable to be wet for weeks at a time in

the winter, and this adversely affects the constitution of any but local

sheep. He has bred his flock up from local sheep, and they do fairly

well. The average of wool last year was between seven and eight
{MDunds, which brought 15d. per lb. It is on the ccaise side. Lambing
is late. The remaining stock comprise a cou}>le of sows and a boar.
These are fed on the small potatoes and sometimes on boi'ed rye, which
does well in the district, being liardier than oats, Avhicli suffers in some
years from the excessive wet.

The cows are mated to calve in July and August. They are then
hand-fed till September, and then depend on the natural grass. They
milk well right through the summer.
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Mr. Pollard finds that at present, owing to the rabbits, it takes a

couple of acres to maintain a sheep. He places reliance entirely upan
natural grasses, though some rye grass about the homestead has done
well.

Serious loss to implements, stock, and farm buildings from bu>h
fire", was sustained by Mr. Pollard recently.

Mk. T. Keynolds' Impkoved Method.s.

This young settler has adopted a system of agriculture under which
only concentrated produce leaves his farm. He abandoned the practice

of growing potatoes for the market, and has centred his efforts on
growing sufficient of this and other crops for feeding pigs and dairy

cows. In this way the ruinous haulage charges and much loss of time
were avoided.

Young cattle grazing on cocksfoot and clover, at Mr. T. Reynolds'.

In the management of his small dairy herd and of his pigs, Mr.
Reyno'ds has adopted sound methods, and, while it cannot be claimed
that liis returns in these activities are at all extraordinary, they certainly

do show a marked improvement over the yie'ds per acre obtained from
tha average farm in the district.

It is a further tribute to the energy and persistency cf Mr. Reynolds
to know that when he started to actively work his partial'y imp. oved
block, in 1911, he had but a few pounds in his pocket, and was forced
to buy all his stock-in-trade on credit.

The original purchases were:—

Five cows, at ,£4 4s.

Grass seed

Separator
Plough
Babcock tester

Churn
Scales

r s.
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In view of the stx-ingency of the finances, many another might have
been tempted to omit the grass seed, tester, and scales, but Mr. Rey-
nolds, who had just returned to the settlement, inspired by what he had
seen in the Taranaki district. New Zealand, regarded them as vital.

The results show that his judgment was ccrrect.

The block, whicii is not being actively worked just at present, consists

of 188 acres, of which 20 acres are sown to grass, and usually there are

12 acres of oats, 10 acres of peas, 5 acres of maize, 5 acres of potatoes,

and 1 acre of field carrots. The rest is bush. The soil is a deep rich

friable volcanic loam. The slopes are fairly steep.

On the 20 acres of grass six cows are maintained. The peas and
potatoes are fed to four sows. Two working horses are kept.

One of the firm convictions that Mr. Reynolds brought back with
him from New Zealand was the belief that artificial grasses and clovers

would do well at Tolmie on the volcanic soil. The mixture sown was half

a bushel of cocksfoot, half a bushel of perennial rye grass, two' pound?
of white Dutch clover, and three pounds of cow grass. The cow grass

disappeared after a couple of years, but the others have done splendidly.

The cocksfoot " holds " particularly well, and grows luxuriantly. The
bulk of the feed produced on this paddock is remarkable, and a striking

contrast to the native grass alongside it. Excellent crops of gra s hay
have been cut with a binder.

Mr. Reynolds while in New Zealand learned the simple art of using

the Babcock tester, and determined to test his few cows systematically.

Some of the cows were discovered to average only a 2.8 test, while others

gave as high as 4.5 per cent. During 1915-19 two cows, whii.h stoofl

out from the rest, gave yields as follows:—
Topsy. Daisy.

lbs. lbs.

September . — . . 750
October . . . 930 . 868
November . .. . 1,110 . 1,050

December .. 1,170 1.050

January . 1,023 ... 930
Februarv ... 840i ... 728
March ... 775 713
April ... 600 .. 465
May ... 372 310

June 300 . 150

July 155 . —
Total

Test

Butter fat

7,282

4%
291

7,014

4%
280

The cows were hand-fed with oats and carrots during the winter. In
summer the grazing was supplemented with maize. In the hot season

of the year all cream was cooled to 55 degrees in a spring, and top
prices were realized.

When in New Zealand Mr. Reynolds' attention was turned to pigs.

The results he got from the first sow which he purchased at Tolmie were
encouraging. The progeny of this pig realized £135 in three seasons

9083.—

2
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The feed was pollard, potatoes and maize, and skim milk. Subsequently

three pedigreed middle York sows were purchased from the Mansfield

High School. They were mated with a pure Berkshire fco:r. The
progeny of these three sows and another realized £125 in the first

twelve months. A sty, with five fattening })ens, capable of holding 30

pigs, was built of bush timber. The weaned pigs were allowed the run
of the grass, and in addition received skim milk, pollard, and boiled

potatoes. When broom corn seed in Whitfield was obtainable at be'ow

£,b a ton, supplies of this were purchased, and in a boiled state wa"^

found to be excellent feed. When the ycung pigs reached the vicinity

of 55 pounds live weight, they were penned up and fed three times a

day on a mixture similar to that just mentioned except that whole peas

were added to this ration, and were fed hy. Mr. Reynolds claims to

be able to put on 75 pounds weight on a pig in seven weeks in this

manner. The Wangaratta market was topped on two occasions. In the

winter time, when the carcass would keep well, the pigs were slaughtered

and sold as pork. Last year from the four sows, pigs to the value of £150
were sold. The peas were on this occasion stacked, and the pigs per-

mitted to feed on the stack.

Summing Up.

In these densely timbered areas of heavy rainfall, the necessity

for maintaining the pastures in a productive state, and the high cost

of haulage, definitely limit the types of agriculture that may be profit-

ably practised. In addition, any method to be successful must recognise

that many other local difficulties incidental to pioneering settlement
exist. The small capital of the settler limits the erection of permanent
improvements necessary to reduce labour and suppiess veunni; but in

spite of these difficvilties, there are men who have successfully deve oped
a system of agriculture suited to local needs. The sowing of grass and
the Uise of the plough to produce fodder, and particularly concentrates,

which can be turned into milk and meat, appears to be an essent al. In
view of the special difficulties, each area of grass, each head ef cattle,

and each acre of crop, must be made to yield a maximum by such

methods as have been already outlined. A small area well looked after

is often worth more than a neglected area ten times as large.

Besides being suitable for dairying and pig-raising, there is no
doubt that the climatic conditions obtaining in these districts are

specially well adapted to produce certain kinds of crops. They must
be high-priced crops of small bulk. It is certain that this field has
not been thoroughly explored. For instance, some of the high-priced

agricultural seeds that are imported from the colder European countries

should do well in these areas. Mustard is a case in point. The
selectors at Beech Forest have already secured a. reputation for seed

potatoes, which command enhanced prices. In some districts possibly
flax would do well. In addition to producing a fibre which when
turned into tow is high-priced, the linseed obtained in the process
is a highly useful concentrate, so valuable in these districts of rank
plant growth for supplementing the fe'ed of dairy cows. The growing
of flax for fibre purposes would, however, have to be the result of a
co-operative effort, such as is in vogue in parts of Oippsland. In
the case of special crops, such as have been cited, unproved districts
should be tested experimentally first. A trial plot of flax has been
sown this year at Tolmie.
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COPPER FUNGICIDES.
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.

(Continued from page 112.)

Copper Acetates or " Verdets."*

After Bordeaux Mixtures and Copper Soda the best known and most

widely-used Copper Fungicide is Acetate or more correctly, the Copper
Acetates, for there are really several of these salts. They may, however,

be considered under two headings

—

1. Basic Copper Acetates

—

V( rdet-gris or in English-, verdegris

—

of somewhat variable composition, as will be explained

later, but consisting mainly of bi-basic copper acetate

—

Cu (C,H,0..)XiiH.,0^
2. Neutral Copper A'cetate—Cu(CJl303)2H,0.

Both constitute excellent fungicides, presenting similar advantages to

'' Bordeaux " and Copper Soda, in the way of immediate activity, and an

adherent and durable reserve of copper; the deposit left on the tissues

of the vine is sufficiently insoluble to afford lasting protection and yet

soluble enough to constitute a powerful germicide. They present, in

addition, the important practical advantages of not scorching the foliage,

freedom from nozzle trouble and are very convenient as regards the

making up of the spray mixture since they only require mixing with

water, without addition of lime soda, &c., It is not too much to sav

that but for their rather higher cost the acetates would in all probability

liave superseded the other copper spray preparations.

Copper acetate is by no means a new fungicide. Verdegris, tlie ba-ic

form, appears to have been first proposed by M. Georges Bencker, of

.Montpellier, in 1886. The manufacture of this salt, as a by-product of

wine making, constituted an important industry in the South of France
iiiany years ago. It is indeed curious that this same siibstance should

now prove so valuable a specific for the treatment of vine diseases. This

use, in fact, seems likely to bring about a revival of the almost extinct

verdegris industry which at one time supplied the needs of colour manu-
facturers, calico dyers, &c., in France and other countries.

The neutral acetate is of more recent introduction. Opinions differ

somewhat as to the relative merits of the two, but both have been found
to possess fungicide properties of a high order. It is somewhat strange

that the eleventh report of the Woburn Experimental Fruit Farm
(1910) which deals exhaustively with copper fungicides, should devote

so little attention to copper acetates. Concerning the basic form, the

only one mentioned, in addition to recording its occasional use it is

merely stated that " the fungicidal properties of verdigris are not

spoken of very highl^^" On the other hand in all French text books

from Viala's les MdJadies de la Yigne onwards, verdegris, and more
recently, the neutral acetate, are considered to be equal if not superior

to the other copper sprays.

Both acetates contain a higher percentage of metallic copper than
bluestone or crystallized copper sulphate (CuSO^ ..511^0) the copper

content of which is 25 per cent. The neutral acetat/e contains 31 per

cent., wliile verdegris contains from 33 to 35 per cent, of the metal.

* Vcrdei is a generic term given collectively, in France, to the copper acetates. The word is often useJ

i n the plural " les renlets " to include rerdet-qrif: or \ ordegris and venlcl iifi'lre, the neutral or normal acetate.

2 2
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Copper being the active fiDigicide agent, it follows that the acetates can

afford equal protection in weaker spray mixtures than are needed if

copper sulphate be employed. It is, indeed, generally admitted in

France that a 1 per cent, verdet spray (1 lb. of verdigris or of

neutral acetate to 10 gallons of water) is as effective as a 2 per cent.

Bordeaux or copper soda (2 lbs. bluestone to 10 gallons water with

the necessary lime or soda to neutralize).

As regards cost—Since the two acetates differ so little in copper

content it may be assumed in practice that equal quantities of either

are needed to make up the spray mixture—viz., 1 lb. to 10 gallons of

water. In other words a 1 per cent, mixture as against 2 per cent, in the

case of copper sulphate. The pre-war price of copper sulphate in France

was £20 to £24 per ton as against £68 to £80 for verdigris; with the

latter, however, allowance must be made for the fact that no lime or soda

is required.

According to Bencker,"' in pre-war times, the cost of the hectolitre

(22 gallons) of 2 per cent. Bordeau or Copper Soda, including cost of

lime or soda, was lOd. to Is., as against Is. 4d. to Is. 7d. for a similar

quantity of a 1 per cent, acetate mixture.

N'otwithstanding this higher price many French vinegrowers treat

their vines with verdet in preference to other copper sprays, considering

that it affords equal if not more effectual protection and that the other

advantages more than compensate for the extra cost.

Towards the close of the war the popularity of verdegris was
strikiaigly illustrated. Wholesale requisitioning of French acetic acid for

use in munitioii factories seriously hampered the manufacture of verde-
gris, the scarcity of which was so severely felt by vinegrowers that the

Confederation generale des vignerons, at a meeting held at Montpellier
on 6th August 1918, decided to petition the French Munitions Depart-
ment to remove or modify the embargo on acetic acid. This was granted
just before the armistice, the French Government consenting to supply

verdet manufactures in order that this favourite fungicide might be
made available to vinegrowers.

The importance of increasing the spreading or wetting power of

spray mixtures by the addition of casein, soap and other substances has
already been pointed out. Casein can onlv he used with an alkaline

mixture; being curdled by acids it is unsuitable in the case of copper
acetates, the reaction of which is slightly acid; it can, however, be
replaced by gelatine at the rate of 1 oz. to 10 gallons of copper acetate

spray mixture.

Kn important advantage of the acetates—both basic and neutral—is

that they do not deteriorate after mixing. Bordeaux mixture, and more
particularly copper soda, are of little value unless freshly prepared; with
the acetates, on the other hand, no change takes place. Large vats of

stock solution (or mixture) can therefore be made up, to he diluted to

the 1 per cent, strength as may .be required.

Verdegris, and more particularly the neutral acetate, leave less

visible traces on the foliage than do Bordeaux or copper soda. This
defect, though without importance as regards protection against fungus
disease, complicates the supervision of the work; it is easily obviated by
the addition of a small proportion of some light inert powder such as

nerme de Viticulture, 7th November, 1918.
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talc, kaolin or even plaster of Paris; | lb. of either of these substances

to 10 gallons of spray mixture is usually considered sufficient. This

addition is more useful in the ca^e of the neutral acetate, the traces left

by this salt on the foliage being almost invisible.

The relative merits and defects of basic and neutral acetate as well

as a few practical points in connexion with their use in the vineyard

must now be considered.

Basic Acetate—verdet gris or verdigris.*

This is the older form; it is sometimes known in France as vert de

Montpdlier (Montpellier green) since it was in the vineyards and cellars

near that town that the verdegris industry formerly flourished.

The process of manufacture, though slow, is simple—so much .so that

it would be feasible for vinegrowers to manufacture their own verdegris

and thus obtain it at a lower cost.

Sheets of copperf about 4 x 5J inches and weighing about 8 to 10 ozs.

alternating with layers of marc are built into a small stack 4 to 6 feet

high. The alcohol of the marc becomes oxidised to acetic acid which

attacks the copper to form acetate. After five or six days the stack

usually presents a whitish, mouldy, appeai'ance; the copper sheets are

then removed. On examination numerous small crystals are visible

which mainly consist of neutral acetate. The plates held in special

racks or frames are next placed in a damp, close, room heated artifically

to from 99 degrees to 104 degrees F. The racks, holding about 30

sheets each, are dipped rapidly in water every fourth or fifth day.

After five or six such immersions the transformation into ba,sic acetate

or verdegris is complete; the coating of this substance, which is nearly

\ inch thick, is removed by means of a knife and the copper sheets are

again treated in a similar manner.
Two hundred and twenty lbs. of copper yield at each operation, the

duration of which is about a month, 33 to 44 lbs. of verdegris. Accord-

ing to Camille Saintpierre 3 muids (650 gallons capacity) of marc, yield

90 lbs. moist verdegris, which reduces to 59| lbs. commercially dry. or

41 lbs. extra dry; 10 lbs. of copper are used up in the process.^

Verdegris is very highly spoken of by Viala. Though only briefly

mentioned in the first edition of les Maladies de la Vigne (1887) as a

promising fungicide, in the third edition (1893) he says

—

The numerous tests of the last few years show clearly and
indisputably that solutions of verdet gris constitute one of the most
perfect treatments against mildew. The observations of many vine-

growers had previously indicated the remarkable adhesive qualities

ol verdet gris, qualities which have been scientifically proved by M.
A. Girard Scalding (of leaves) need never be
feared .... The spray pumps never become clogged, and
there is no need for agitators. On condition that the price of verdet

• Usually known in England as blue verdegris (it is bluish-green in colour') to distinguish it from green
verde'iris, a form manufactured in England by treating copyier plates with pyroligneous acid (acetic acid
distilled from wood). According to Thorpe, blue \erde2ris consists mainly of the basic acetate

—

(CH.O ) ,,Cu.,0,

whilst areen verdegris has, as principal constituent, the sesqni-basic acetate—
Cu0..ru. (C..H..O,).,.

t In order to insure even attack by the acid, these plates are freed from scale, if necessary, rubbed with
a solution of verdegris and dried ; unless this precaution be adopted, the first coating produced by the marcs
will be black instead of green ! {Thorpe.)

% See Coste-Floret,^ie« Risidus de la Vendange.
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should remain cheap we consider that solutions of this substanro
constitute one of the most perfect treatments against mildew.
Professor Ravaz also speaks favorably of verdigris, as will be seen by

tho following extract from Le Mildiow, page 129

—

Verdet gris is a complex sub3tauce, it contains mainly bi-basic

copper acetate and some other acetates. Thoiigh its composition

is not constant, basic acetate Cu (C^IT-.O^,)^ CuH^.O. predominates.

It occurs in small lumps or cones of a blue gray colour containing

33 to 35 per cent, of copper. In water it breaks ujj—
1

.

Into neutral acetate Cu (C2H302)2H20 which dissolves in the

water.

2. Into hydrated copper oxide, according to M. G. Bencker, or

into tri-basic acetate according to other chemists, spai-

ingly soluble substances which are precipitated or

crystallised. It is ahnost certain that some substances

other than hydrated oxide are produced.
At any rate this mixture supplies dissolved copper just as neutral

acetate does, which acts immediately on the germs of the parasite,

and slightly soluble precipitated copper, which constitutes the ])erma-

nent reserve. Verdcf gris should thus be very effective, and it h?s

everywhere given good results."

The following extract''' will give some further idea of what ha})pens

when verdegris is mixed with water

—

In water, the basic verdets do not give a true solution, such as

neutral acetate does. Hydration phenomena occur; the viscous

paste at first formed, if diluted slightly, becomes colloidal. If mace-
ration' is sufficiently prolonged and the quantity of water is

sufficient, dissociation brings about the separation of a soluble

part M'hich colours the solution blue (neutral acfetate) and light

flakes which float in it, gradually falling to the bottom but which
the sl-ghtest agitation again places in suspension

It is this extreme lightness of the sediment) which insures the great
freedom from nozzle troiibles characteristic of verdegris mixtures which
may indeed almost be looked upon as semi-solutions; nevertheless, in

order to obtain the best result, attention must be paid to one pointr— it is

necessary to soak the verdegris in water for a few days before making
up the spray mixtiire.

If verdegris has not been soaked long enough the resulting mixture
will be lumpy, it will adhere badlv and lose much of its efficacy .f

Directions for mixing.—Quantity required, 1 lb. for every iO gallons
of water. Soak the 1 lb. of verdegris in 1 gallon of water for 2 or 3
days with occasional stirring; before use, dilute to 10 gallons of water.

Should it be desired to increase the spreading power add 1 oz. of
gelatine dissolved in a little water. The gelatine should be soaked in

enough water to merely cover it, for a few hours, on adding about two
or three times the bulk of boiling water it will immediately dissolve.

A stock mixture can with advantage be made at the rate of 10 lb.

verdegris to 10 gallons water, 1 gallon of which, taken after thorough
Stirling, would be sufficient to dilute to 10 gallons of spray mixture.

A stock solution of gelatine may likewise be made, at the rate of
4 ozs. per gallon— 1 quart of this will suffice for 10 gallons of spray

* A. Dejeanne— l es Verdets Heviie de Vitindture. 30th .Tune, 1910.
t Kavaz : le Mildion, p.-»ge 130.
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mixtui-e. Gelatine solution being very liable to putrefaction, it is well

to add a small quantity of the verdegiis stock mixture : say half a pint

to 1 gallon.

Neutkal or Normal Copper Acetate Cu (CoHjO,),. HoO.

This crystalline salt is of more recent introduction for spraying pur-

poses than verdegris ; It is easily prepared from the latter by dissolving

it in dilute acetic acid, evaporating and crystallising out, though there

are other methods of preparation.

Being entirely soluble in water, the spray mixture can be pre-

pared at once : as soon as dissolved it is ready for use, preliminary
soak.ng for a couple of days, such as is required for verdegris, is no
longer necessary. It is harmless to foliage at the spraying strengtli

generally used, though it is probably rather more conducive to scalding

than verdegris, especially in moist weather. Being applied in the shape
of a clear solution, it ensures absolute freedom from clogging of nozzles.

It IS soluble in thirteen parts of cold and five parts of hot water;

the strongest solution would thus contain 7 per cent, of the salt., A
stronger solution could be made with hot water, but part of the acetate

would crystallise out on cooling.

In vine-growing practice, neutral acetate has latterly become very

popular, as Chuard and Porcliet pointed out—

*

Of recent years there has been a tendency, in various vine-

growing regions, to substitute a 1 per cent, solution of neutral

copper acetate for the usual copper spray mixtures
Being readily soluble in water, and inoffensive for the vine foliage

at the usual strengths of from ^ to 1^ per cent., neutral verdet is

of very convenient application, and in the numerous field trials we
have been able to check, it has proved itself at least as effective as

lime or soda houiUies (copper mixtures).

Though completely soluble itself, the residue left by a spray applica-

catlon on the vine tissues soon undergoes change, passing from a soluble

to an insoluble colloid (non-crystalline) form, practically identical with
the residue left by a verdegris spray mixture; removal iDy rain, such a^

might logically be expected with an entirely soluble substance, need not

therefore be feared

—

With neutral verdet it is an insoluble and colloid basic acetate,

which is spontaneously produced after spraying ; whereas with

dilute mixtures of basic verdeis (verdeyr/.s), it is a mixture, difficult

to define so far as proportions are concerned, of copper hydroxide,
gelatinous basic acetate, and soluble neutral acetate; the latter

ultimately giving rise to the insoluble basic salt (Bencker)f

.

The time which must elapse before this transfonnation is complete,

in other words, before the deposit loses solubility to a sufficient extent

to afford lasting protection, and to resist washing off by rain, is a poini

of considerab'e importance, especially in a wet spring, and one concerning
which the opinion of Chuard and Porchet may again be quoted|

—

Owing to its ready solubility, the question arises whether rain

water does not soon remove the residue left by a spraying with

* Compte!<-rendm de VAcndhnie des Sciences (Paris) WIS.
t A Dejeanne— ] es Verdets Revue de Viticulture, 30th June, 1910.

J Compies—Rendus 1905.
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neutral verdet, whicli constitutes a coating so slight as to be scarcely

perceptible unless very closely examined Our investiga-

tions reveal a fact of considerable importance, and one which, so

far as we are aware, has not hitherto been mentioned in publica

tions dealing with the treatment of mildew: viz., that by simple

evaporation in air, of a dilute solution, sprayed on the leaves, the

neutral verdet is transformed into basic verdet (verdegrls),

insoluble, or at least sparingly soluble in water, so that washing,

even if very prolonged, does not remove it, but always leaves a

certain proportion of copper on the spiayed tissues.

In support, numerous experiments are described in detail. In one

series, three lots of vines (A B and C) were sprayed with \ per cent

neutral acetate. A wa3 allowed to dry, whilst B and C were submitted

to copious washings, corresponding to the action of heavy rain; respec

tively, twenty-four hours and six hours after spraying. Shoots from

the different plots were then analysed, when it was found that if the

proportion of copper present on the sheets irom plot A be represented

as 100 parts, those from plot B retained 81 parts, and those from plot C
61.5 parts of copper. In other words, even in the very unfavorable

case corresponding to a heavy fall of rain soon after sprayijig, the

copper removed was less than 40 per cent, of the total applied.

In further experiments, the washing of the sprayed leaves was puj

posely so much exaggerated as to lead to the anticipation that all copper

would be removed; on analysis it was found that 12.5 per cent, still

remained.

Field experiments on a large scale were also conducted; numerous
copper determinations, made towards vintage time, showed that of the

total copper applied when spraying, the proportion still remaining was
4.5 to 19 per cent, in the case of Bordeaux mixture; 3.3 to 22 per cent

for Copper Soda, and 8.8 to 31.9 per cent, with Neutral Acetate.

An interesting controversy ensued, Guillon and Gouirand criticising

the conclusions of Chuard and Porchet. In reply the latter point out

that concentration has a considerable bearing on the result; neutral

acetate should be used in dihite sohition. If concentration be excessive,

it retards the decomposition into basic acetate and acetic acid—Guillon

and Gouirand used a fairly strong acetate solution, viz., 2 per cent

Fineness of spray is also of importance; large di'ops hinder rapid evapo
ration, the resultant crystals not decomposing readily, are liable to

removal by rain.

Vermorel and Dantony have contributed numerous articles to the

French viticultural press concerning the value of acetates, and in

particular of the neutral acetate Vermorel's well-known Boxiillit

eclair (Lightning Spray Mixture) consists mainly of neutral acetate,

one of the chief advantages claimed for it is instantaneous preparation,

it being merely necessary to stir the powder into water in the proper
proportions.

The following extracts from an article by Vermorel and Dantony
may prove of interest.* After pointing out that soluble copper salts

nearly always damage foliage to some extent, and that most copper saltfs

present an acid reaction, they proceed to state

—

If neutral verdet be used in rainy or very moist weather, there
may be some slight leaf damage (scarcely ever of fruit) because the

* T es Verdets et le Tournesol (Copper Acetates and Litmus). Vennorel and Dantony, Pei>ue de Viticnl-
Hire. 23rd .Tuly, 1914.
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solution dries slowly, and the salt, being soluble, acts corrosively,

but neutral verde', owing to loss of acetic acid, changes rapidly into

basic verdet, which is insoluble, and therefore incapable of scalding.

Now this transformation is very rapid if the spray dries quickly

.

it is less rapid if it dries slowly. Hence the practical conclusion

that neutral verdet slightly burns the leaves only (the bunches are

more resistant) if sprayed in moist weather.

In showerv weather verdet n should therefore prove inferior to

other copper mixtures; as a matter of fact, precisely the reverse is

the case. Leaves which have been spotted or slightly burnt by

verdet sprays are nearly always those which are best protected from

mildew.*

It would thus appear that the prolonged presence on the leaves

of a concentrated copper solution can better render aseptic, than

the necessarily extremely dilute solution resulting from even the

most carefully prepared Bordeaux and Burgundy mixtures.

This is one of the reasons for the superior efficacy of verdel

sprays.

It will be seen from the foregding that the question is a more complex

one than might at first sight appear. Both forms of acetate have much
to recommend them ; it would seem that if spraying be carried out in

fme weather, with a probability of its continuance for a sufficient time

to ensure the change to the basic form, that neutral acetate should give

excellent results; if, on the other hand, rain is threatening, verdigris is

to be preferred.

Ammona increases the adherence of neutral acetate; the proportion

recommended is for each 1 lb. of acetate 1 lb. of liquid ammonia of

22° Beaume strength (s.g. -924). In other words, in the case of a 1%
spray, 1 lb. of liquid ammonia of above strength to 10 gallons of spray.

This addition of ammonia has not come into general use, except per-

haps in showery weather the advantages gained seem scarcely sufficient

^o justify the extra expense.

Directions for use.—Dissolve 1 lb. of neutral copper acetate in 10

gallons of water; if in fine powder, this may be tipped into the water
and stirred until completely dissolved. If in crystals, dissolve 1 lb. in

1 or 2 gallons of boiling water, and dilute to 10 gallons.

To increase spreading power, add 1 oz. of gelatine previously dis-

-ol\ed in a little water.

The addition of talc, kaolin or plaster of Paris at the rate of h lb.

tx) 10 gallons of spray mixtiire will insure satisfactory marking of foliage

for control purposes.

Stock solutions may be made by dissolving in hot water, or in col'J

water foy suspending the crystals overnight, in a hession bag tied to a

stick, so that the crystals are onlv just submerged.

The strongest stock solution which can be made is at the rate of

7 lbs. neatral acetate to 10 gallons water. For use, dilute li srallons t.o

10 gallons, with water, adding gelatine and kaolin, &c., as above.

• This is quite in accord with the view helrl in some quarters, that for a spray to be really effective a
-rnall amount of foliase damaae is a necessary evil
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FARM NOTES FOll JULY, IDltl

state Research Farm, Werribee.

H. C. Wilson, Manager.

During the month of July 134 points of rain have been recorded.

Heavy frosts were a featiire of the month. The weather generally has

been cold and windy, and has been severe on stock in unsheltered pad

docks. The plantations and wind-breaks planted six years ago are

beginning to afford some shelter for stock during the winter months.

The season so far has been favorable for germination and growth of

winter cereals. Lvicerne fields, however, have not given the usual good

winter picking for stock, no doubt due to the low temperatures and

cutting winds experirnced during the winter.

The warmer. weather and steady light showers in the latter half of

the month have given fresh life to stock. Crops, too, show signs of

general advancement.

CuLTUKAL Operations.

The cultural operations for the month were as follows :

—
Fallowing of 150 acres of land to depth of i\ inches.

Rolling 500 acres of growing crops.

Ploughing 6 inches, and cultivation of 100 acres of field to be-

graded in preparation for hujerne seeding in September.

Excavation of mam drain thi^ough proposed new lucerne land.

Subsolling of 10-acre field to be devoted to irrigation invest!

gation.

Renovation of old lucerne fields with heavy lime cultivation.

Completion of seeding of Oregon barley (100 acres).

Stock.

Horses.—Sixty working horses are being continually employed on

seasonable farm operations. They are maintaining good hard-working

condition when fed on shandy hay chalf (Warden wheat and Algerian

oat mixture) damped with beet sugar molasses. Nineteen three-year

old colts and fillies by the Clydesdale stallion. Major Oates, have been
recently broken, and are now taking their share in the heavy work of

the farm. Twenty-five farm mares are now showing in foal to the
Clydesdale stallion, Baron Wighton. Small quantities of lucerne chaff,

from 6 to 10 lbs. as a supplement to shandy chaff, has proved to be
both palatable and fattening to the horses, and this mixture gives better

results than either lucerne chaff or shandy chaff separately.

Cattle.—The Red Polled herd, now 110 strong, are both maintaining

good condition and milking well. Ample supplies of winter fodder are on

hand. Chaffed lucerne and barley silage has been a boon to the dairy
herd during the cold winter months. The ^brick silos and fodder bins

adjacent to the milking sheds have saved much labour in handling.
Feeding is simplified when the herd is fed during milking time in the

byres. During the month eight calves were dropped, and six aged fat

cows were sold to the butcher.
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The Holstein Fresiaii Herd, twenty in all, recently transferred frorn

Wyuna State Farm are doing well, and improving appreciable^ in milk
yields. -Although these cattle have up to the present been somewhat
restless in comparison with the Red Polls, no doubt they will become
more docile when they get more accustomed to their new conditions.

Sheep.—July is a particularly severe month on the plains for the

flock owner. Provision must be made for special fodder crops and shelter

provided wherever possible if the condition of the stock is to be main-
tained. Failing this, light stocking must necessarily be resorted to.

The provision of winter fodders is especially necessary where stud flocks

are kept or fat lambs are being raised for the early markets.

The total area of the farm is 2112 acres, 950 acres of which are under
wheat, oat, barley, and experimental plots, 150 acres fallowed this

month. . We have been able to maintain through the winter in first-

class condition 1,220 grown sheep (200 of which are stud—Border

Brood Mares with Foals at foot,

Leicester and Suffolk flocks), and raise 900 lambs for the fat markets
besides maintaining 100 head of cattle and 70 horses on farm-grown
fodder. This has been done

—

(c) By the aid of irrigated htcerne and sown grass fields, 235 aci'eu

in extent.

(b) The use of the self-sown growth on last year's cropping fields,

1,000' acres, 250 acres of which are now either fallowed or

under crop.

{() By the feeding off of a 60-aci'e field of rape sewn on land to

carry wheat next season.

(d) And finally by the judicious grazing of our early-sown hay
crops, and the use of 150 acres of natural grass country,

swampy in nature, which cannot at present be cultivated.

Particularly during these cold winter months is it true that one

mouthful of the fodder or grass 'grown on these cultivated areas is worth

two of that natural pasture on uncultivated paddocks.
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Early Fat Lambs.

Following the lessons learnt from our recent fat lamb raising experi

ments, we have raised 600 Suffolk cross-lambs. These lambs were

dropped during the months of April and early May to Lincoln Cross-

Merino ewes, and are now from twelve to fourteen weeks old. Twenty

young vigorous Suffolk rams were joined on tue 20th of November last

with 800 six-tooth cross-bred ewes, the ewes being shorn early; were

flushed with good feed only in November and took the rams almost

immediately they were joined Six weeks later these Suffolk rams were

drawn, and to secure a high percentage a second mating was done, this

time to Border Leicester rams in February.

The results show 596 Suffolk cross dropped in April and May, and

163 Border Leicester cross lambs now ready to be marked. Last season

the Suffolk cross lambs realized at Newmarket sales from 24s. 8d. to

29s. 6d., at from fifteen to seventeen weeks old. The first truck will

be ready for market about the middle of August. There is always a

ready demand for good quality fat lambs at this time of the year.

Suffolk Ewes and Lamts.

Feeding off of Early Sown Crops.

This practice, although not generally followed in the district, may
be successfully and profitably done when the crops—wTaeat or oats

—

are sown early, and receive normal autumn rains. Oats or wheat,

or a mixture of the two, sown in late March or early April on fallowed

ground can nearly always be fed off to advantage in June and July

when the flocks (particularly ewes and lambs) need a little extra stimu-

lating food.

This month a 60-acre field of shandy hay sown during the first week

in April on fallowed land was stocked with GOO ewes and 596 twelve to

fourteen weeks old lambs for seven davs. The crop h^s again recovered

and looks well. Careful feeding of this kind when the weather is fine

and the land firm has nroved to be of great benefit to heavy earlv

crops, and the value of the food to the stock can be placed at a high

figure, particularly so when the flock owner is raisitig fat lambs for the

early markets.
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Rape Sown on Early Fallow.

The advantage of early fallowing is now generally admitted on the

clay soils of this district. Besides improving the fertility of the soil

and aiding in the destruction of weeds such as wild oats, it offers oppor

tunities for the sowing of catch crops for winter and early spring

feeding.

A field of 60 acres which was foul with wild oats following a crop

of Carrawa wheat last season was ploughed to a depth of 4i inches in

April this year, and seeded with 4 Ib^. of Dwarf Essex rape, and 30 lbs.

of super per acre. The seeding operations consisted of drilling immedi-
ately after the plough without any extra cultivation except the cover

line attachment to the drill. This system of catch crop seeding cost,

approximately, 6s. 6d. per acre above fallowing cost, and if the season

is a favora.ble one good winter and spring picking for stock is available.

Already the first grazing of this field resulted in carrying 600 ewes and
596 twelve to fourteen weeks old lambs for a period of six days. Further
grazing will be available in Augvist, Septeniber, and October, after

which the field will be disc cultivated before harvest. Fallows seeded

to rape in this way during July and early August last season were fed

off during October and November. The land was then worked up with
a disc cultivator, and now carries a good crop of wheat and oats for

hay. Sown in May of this year.

Systematic sow.ng of rape on early fallows in this district

undoubtedly shows a profit in average seasons when fed to sheep, and
if the subsequent cultivation is carried out, the crop which follows will

be benefited by the practice.

Rape sown as the main crop for fodder would give greater yields

than the system above explained, but the uncertainty of the result in

the district, after the necessarily high cost of production, forces this

catch crop system into practice.

Farm Tractor and Horse-drawn Implements Trials.

These trials are to be held on a field near the Geelong railway line

this season during the week ending 20th September, under the auspices

of the Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria.

Full particulars of interest to farmers who intend to visit the farm
during the tractor trial week may be obtained from the secretary of

the society.

Last year very interesting comparisons were drawn from these trials

This season they will cover a greater range of cultural activities, as

many horse-drawn implements are to be included.

Farmers that take this opportunity of seeing these tractors and
implements at work should be able to judge for themselves the merits of

the work done.

Returned Soldier Trainees.

Early in October of 1917 quarters to accommodate twenty returned
soldiers were completed. Systematic practical training of these men has
been undertaken by the fann staff since that date. The duration of the
course has been fixed at six months, but if a trainee proves to be apt
at his work he may be given a qualifying certificate before the expira-
tion of this term.
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Trainees are catered for at their quarters, and their duties during

training are so arranged that they receive a routine of general farming

which should aid them if allotted land when they complete their

training.

Besides the practical course evening lectures are given by officers

of the Department and farm staff on agi'icultural, live stock, and
dairying problems.

Very keen interest in the work has been taken by most of th.^

returned men, and it is particularly gratifying to see the rapid progress

of seme who have had no previous experience in farm pursuits.

During the month nine trainees were given their clearance certifi-

cates, and ten new men were taken into residence. There are at present

eighteen imdergoing training.

Poultry.

During the ])ast month progress has been made with the work of

electing the poultry houses and yards for the poultry recently trans-

ferred from Wyuna State farm.

Six incubators are now being actively employed for the first time

this season, and the necessary brooder equipment will be completed

during the coming week.
The poultry are being temporarily housed in a large straw shed

built three years ago as a stock shelter. This cover has jM-oved to be
of great benefit to the fowls during the cold winter months, while the
permanent buildings are being completed.

The breeding flock consists of over 600 birds of three breeds—White
Leghorns, Rhode Island Reds, and Black Orphingtons.

The main feed used has been dry mash and wheat, with libera!

supplies of green lucerne.

Notes on Experimental Plots at Werribee for July.

6r. S. (t07-(1ou, Field Officer, Research Farm, Werribee.

Seasonal Conditions.

Bitterly cold weather, accompanied by frequent light showers,

occurred during the early part of the month. The rainfall has been
sufficient for the time, but there is little moisture reserved in the sub-

soil and to insure full crops a good soaking fall is required before'

spring.

Seeding.

All the experimental plots, excepting a few late seeding tests with'

flax, have been sown. Selected sugar beets of high sugar content and
prolific strains are being trans])lanted for seed production in the seed

improvement plots. •

Croi'S.

The benefits of early sowing are once again indicated by the advanced
condition and vigour of the early sown crops. Some of the bulk hay
crops have already provided splendid sheep feed while the late sown

:

crops are not only backward but making comparatively little growth
In the green manurial I'otation field, Yandilla King wheat is making
very poor winter growth. This is usual at Werribee with this variety, .

b\it it picks up in the sjn-ing, and is a reliable yielder at harvest time
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The green crops of barley and oats are growing strong, but the rape

seems to have come to a standstill with some of its leaves turning to a

purple colour. The plots to be fed off this year were, therefore, stocked

with sheep on 26th July. Small insects—resembling red spiders—known
as pea mites have done considerable damage to the rape on the experi-

mental plots this year. In the manurial field the plots which were given

a dressing of farm-yard manure, and those which received superphos-

phate look the best at present. Similar results are apparent on the plots

which were sown with a conJbination crops of oats and peas without

manure to test the residual effect of the fertilizers used in previous

years.

Summer Forages.

Ten acres have been ploughed preparatory to working to a fine tilth

and seeding to experimental summer forage crops. The value of amplft

reserves of fodder is fully recognised at Werribee and at the present

juncture the growth and conservation of fodder crops is well worth the

serious consideration of all stock owners. The absence of good winter

rains over a considerable area of the stable and the possibility of a

short dry spring brings into prominence the question of providing

sufficient feed to carry the increased number of stock through the com-
ing summer. Lucerne has undoubtedly maintained its reputation as
" King of Summer Fodder Crops " at Werribee. Maize is also a good
summer crop under irrigation. The following list affords a comparison
of the average yield of some of the best of the other irrigated forages

giown during the past two yeai's :
—

Crop.

1. Imphee or Planter's Friend

2. Early Orange Cane
3. Early Amber Cane
4. Sorghum Saccharatum
5. Yellow Branching Mile Maize

6. Sudan Grass

7. Japanese Millet .

.

8. Pearl or Egyptian Millet .

.

Average vield
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RXPERIMENT FARM, RITTHERGLEN, JUNE AND JULY.

The farm manager, Mr. P. B. O'Keefe, iu his reports covering tht-

operations of the farm for June and July, states that the continued

shortage of the normal winter rains is causing owners of stock in the

district to look forward somewhat anxiously for a good downpour to

insure an early growth of spring grass, and to fill dams for use during
the summer.

During June half the normal rainfall was recorded, viz., 150 points

In July only 66 points fell. There has been no " run off " into the

dams at the farm since last spring. The rain has, however, been
sufficient for the needs of the cereal crops, which look Well, except those

sown after the end of May. April-sown crops are very forward, and
have been fully utilized in supplementing the grazing available for

sheep on the grass and stubbles. The oat crops have been heavily fed off

with sheep, and most of the wheat crops have furnished light grazing.

The paddock sown with a mixture of Dun peas and oats for silage is

making steady growth. The farm manager finds that when sown early

for a silage crop this variety of pea is not so suitable as Partridge, as it

is too forward before the winter sets in. For all other purposes the Dun
pea is preferred.

Cultural Operations.

The drilling of 4U acres to barley in early June concluded the sowing

of cereals on the farm, and brought the total area under crop to 520
acres. During July, however, a further 100 acres have been ploughed,

and is being seeded with Dwarf Essex rape at thei rate of 4 lbs. to the

acre with 90 lbs. of superphosphate. The paddock was worked down
b") a fine tilth and rolled with a heavy plain iron roller before and after

the drill. The seed was sown as shallowly as possible and through thp

manure run of the drill.

It is found sound practice to refrain from mixing the seed with the
manure until the day of sowing , because of the danger of injuring the
germinating powers of the rape. The thorough consolidation of the
seed bed of land freshly ploughed and sown to small seeds such as

rape is regarded as important. After the final rolling a light lever

harrow with teeth set backwards was put over the field to leave the

.=rrface mulched
At Rutherglen the spring-sown rape is found to do far better than

that sown in autumn.
A paddock of 13 acres at the Black Dog Creek has been subsoiled

for lucerne to a depth of 14 inches. Two teams were used. The first of
two horses, with a single furrow plough, turned over the soil to 8
inches. The second team of four horses followed immediately behind
with a single-furrow plough from which the moaildboard had been
detached. The shear used was one from which the wing had been
broken off. During July a number of ornamental and shelter trees
have been planted.

Stock.

Twenty draught horses are kept in regular work, the balance are
out to grass. Those at work have been half clipped.
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During the month five fresh cows have come in to milk. In addition

to pasture the dairy herd receives a liberal ration of silage with brau

night and morning. Owing to shortage of grass young steers and heifers

are receiving silage as well. They appeared to suffer from digestive

troubles until a small quantity of bran was added to the ration.

The services of the stud Ayrshire bull ' are beuig availed of by a

number of local farmers.

All sheep are in excellent condition, and the cross breeds are lambinjj:

freely. Up to the present 86 per cent, have been marked, but 90 per

cent, is expected. The ewes were mated with two-tooth Border Leicester

rams. The drop was more even than in past years, and the losses-

have been small, though crows have been troublesome.

The following sales have been made during June and July. One
hundred of last year's lat& lambs which were carried over realized an

average price of 25s. 6d. on 12th June. A second batch of 70, sold a

month later, owing to the slump in the market, realized 24s. Id.

The pigs on hand comprise—Six sows and 17 boar, 17 forward stores,

and 27 suckers—51 in all. The feed at present consists of a mixture

of crushed seconds wheat and crushed barley. Skim milk is added to the

midday meal. Young pigs get a small quantity of pollard with skim

milk. During the month 28 pigs were sold, viz., 18 baconers, at

£3 17s. 6d. ; 2 bulk falters, at £7 6s. ; 8 slow-growing stores.

Experimental Plots.

The officer in charge, Mr. T. M. Whelan, reports that the seeding of

all but the late sown experiments was completed before the 1st of June.

The field looks exceptionally well. Fallowing operations and the feeding

off to sheep of forage crops sown in rotation with wheat is now in pro-

gress. Barley provided the heaviest bulk of feed of all the forages sown

this year.

The plot of Sunset wheat is fully 15 inches high, and is growing

much more rapidly than such standard early variety as King's Early

and Gluyas.

The early-sown flax plots look well, but those sown in June have not

done nearly so well.

The 20-acre field set aside for pasture top-dressing experiments has

been manured.

INTERNATIONAL GENERAL CROP.

The International Institute of Agriculture has issued a report of the

area under wheat, rye, barley, oats, and other crops in the principal

countries of the world. It is stated that the area under wheat in the

Unted States has been increased 16 per cent, as compared with that of

last year, while for every country except the United States there appears

to be. a decided decrease in the wheat areas amounting to a very large

decline in the case of British India.

As regards the crop condition on 1st April, it is reported as a good

one for wheat in the United States and for oats in Ireland. It is classed

as satisfactory for wheat in England and Wales. In Italy, as well as for

crops in general, the condition was an average one of the date named,
while in Scotland the wheat was reported as below average in' condition.
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II.-TOMATO DISEASES.

Leaf Spot of Tomato (Septoria lycopersici Speg.)

C. C. BrlUlehanl-. Vegetable Faihologisf.

The fuugus causing the " leaf spot" disease of the tomato was first

described by Spegazzini, in Fung. Argt., Pug, IV., No. 289, 1882.

It would seem from records relating to the disease that it was present

in many places, but had not been brought under the notice of plant

pathologists.

Specimens in our herbarium (Exsicc. No. 93), Briosi and Cavara,

1889, still sho-vv the leaf spots, pycuidia, and spores.

Brief mention of the disease is made by Professor A. D. Selby,

Ohio, Bulletin No. 73, 1896, under the heading " Tomato Leaf Blight:

A New Arrival in the State of Ohio." Prior to Selby's paper, the loss

caused by the disease in some of the States was considerable.

In Australia the disease, was first recorded by Dr. N. A. Cobb
{Agiicultiiral Gazette, New South Wales, Vol. XIII., page 410, 1902.)

Dr. Cobb mentions that the disease was present during the summer of

1901, and also to the apparent rapidity of dissemination. The second

Australian record was by Mr. McAlpiue, in the Journal of the Depari-
vient of Agriculture of Victoria, Vol. II., page 70, 1903. Mr,
McAlpine says:

—" Though this particular disease has not ccme under
my notice in Victoria, very probably it has existed here in a mild form
for some time past." Our records show that the disease has affected

tomatoes in all parts of Victoria, and this would bear out Mr.
McAlpine's statement that the leaf spot disease was probably in

Victoria for some time prior to' 1903.

Symptoms of the Disease.

On Leaves.—The first indication of attack to be noticed is an un-
thrifty appearance of the plant. If the lower leaves be carefully

examined numerous minute water-soaked spots may be observed. These
spots are at first inconspicuous, and no definite disecloration is apparent
in this early stage of attack. Later the spots enlarge and assume a

more or less circular outline, and become darker than the normal leaf

tissue. As the disease progresses the affected leaves assume a dark-
brown, or greyish-brown colour, harden, and in hot dry weather become
brittle.

In some cases the number of leaf spots may be few and small, and
in others the points of infection may be so numerous and close together
that the whole leaf is involved, turns brown, shrivels, and in time
breaks up.

When the infection is light, there may l^e from three to six spots on
the leaf. If these spots be closely examined minute black dots are seen
in, or towards the centres of the affected area. These are the spore
cases, or pycnidia, whicli contain the s])ores, and vary in number from
three to ten or more.

When the whole leaf is involved, withering and death take place
rapidly, and the spore cases are not formed till autumn or early in the
following spring, when thev develoD in preat numbers, especially if

the vines be piled in heaps and the leaves kept moist.
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In a general attack all the lower leaves are affected ; they turn

yeHow, become spotted, wither and die. The disease works upwards,

affecting the entire foliage with the exception of that at the tips ol

the stems, leaving the fruit and stem bare.

On plants which have reached this stage the fruit, usually small

and watery, is ex}:)osed tO' the direct rays of the sun, and is destroyed

by sun scald.

How THE Disease is Spread.

Seedlings are liable to be attacked while still in the frame, and

plants which have borne a full crop are not immune. As a rue, how-

ever, they show the effects of the disease at or about the time they

have set the firet hand of fruit.

Seed bed infection is far more common than growers suppose, and
many thousands of seedling plants affected with the disease are sold

annually. It is, therefore, unfortunate that the custom of using the

same soil and frames year after year without the slightest effort to

sterilize either, is so common. A fertile source of infection is found in

the old trash from a diseased crop, which is, as a rule, either ploughed
in or thrown upon the rubbish heap, or even sometimes mixed with

the soil in the cool frames.

So long as these slip-shod methods are continued we must expect

the disease to claim a large number of plants each season. Even when
diseased seedlings are transplanted vigorous growth may ihold the

disease in check until the plant feels the extra strain consequent on a

supply of food being diverted to the developing fruit. It is at this

period of growth that the grower as a rule observes the evidence of

disease.

On badly affected leaves the spores are, in the presence of moisture,

exuded in sticky masses, and on drying are held firmly to the leaf

surface, and may be removed only with difficulty. In rainy weather
they float about the leaf surface, and numbers are carried to neighbour-
ing plants by rain drops and splashes, but by far the greater number
reach the soil by dro]3s falling from the leaf tips. It has been observed
that when there are a few diseased plants in a plot, the disease spreads
rapidly in the direction of the prevailing winds.

When we consider that the spores adhere firmly when dry, either

in the spore case or on the leaf surface, it is difficult to account for

the spread of the disease over large areas in the absence of rain. It

can, however, be accounted for by the dust from the soil on which the
spores have been carried, by the drippings from diseased plants being
blown or carried by air currents to the lower leaves of the plants. An
analogous case is found in the "black spot" of tlie vine

—

Manginia
amjjelina, Vil. et Pt. The spores of this disease are without cloubt

carried by the spore-laden dust from the soil beneath the diseased

vines.

A number of tomato plants were sprayed with water containiuij

spores of Septoria h/copersici (Speg.), and all develoned the disease, and
produced spores within twelve to fourteen days. On the other hand,
the check plants were clean.

Control Measures.

The chief causes of infection have been noted viz., the old diseased
plants from last year's crop, soil containing fragments of. diseased
]:>la)its, and hot-beds and cool frames.
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If possible the soil used fcr seed-beds shouM be sterilized. If means
for sterilization are not procurable fresh soil should be obtained.

Old plants must never be placed on the manure heap ox ploughed
in, but should be carefully gathered and destroyed by fire. The seed-

ling plants should be sprayed as soon as they are strong enough to

stand the spray, i.e., when about two and a half or three inches high.

A suitable spray can be made up of 2 lbs. bluestone, 3 lbs. of lime,

and 50 gallons of water. A spraying with the same mixture just before

transplanting is also necessary. When in the paddocks, and the plants

have become established, a spray, composed of 6 lbs. bluestone, 4 lbs

of lime, and 40 gallons of water, should be applied.

Care must be taken during spraying operations to direct the spray

so that the lower surfaces of the leaves will be covered. This is most
important, as the major portion of infection takes place on the lower

surface. In districts where the plants are staked, the application of tlie

spray will give better results than when applied to plants in bush
form.

The crop should on no account be worked when wet by rain or dew
By so doing the spores will be carried by the hands, clothe.^', and tools

of the worker from diseased to healthy plants.

THE MINERAL REQUIREMENTS OF THE DAIRY COW.

By E. W. Murphy, Dairy Supervisor.

Among domestic animals, the dairy cow is the most economical pro

ducer of human food. According to Jordan, the growth of a pound of

edible beef solids requires a food expenditure nearly seven times as great

as is necessary for the production of a pound of milk solids. The milking
oow, thei-efore, is to be regarded as a very efficient machine, and a com-

plete knowledge of her body's working is very desirable, so that we may be

able to adjust any disturbances occurring in the functioning of the parts.

Owing to deficiencies of the soils of many areas in Victoria—defici-
encies aggravated by the extensive system of stock farming causing a

depletion of the surface soils—the pasture is unsatisfactory, and the

dearth of essential mineral elements becomes a limiting factor in the

productive capacity of the milking cow.

Dr. E. B. Forbes, Chief of the Department of iSTutrition at the

Ohio Experiment Station, has been carrying out a series of most elabo-

rate and exhaustive experiments regarding the income and outgo of

mineral elements of the dairy cow fed on ordinary rations, and hi?

findings are in accordance with our practical experience here. He states

that almost nothing has been written on the subject, and it is ordinarily

assumed that animals fed chiefly on grass and hay receive and digest as

inucli mineral nutrients as is required by their maximum functional activi-

ties. The prevalence of this belief among practical and scientific

students of animal production seems scarcely to have been affected by

the existence of very many report? of malnutrition of just such animals.
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Science Bulletin No. 12, Department of Agriculture, New South

Wales, 1914, states that on those areas where malnutrition disorders are

prevalent the grasses contain a remarkably low amount of minerals.

It may be said that a good milch cow raises an overdraft on her

system, and during the dry periods the amount has to be made up.

Consequently she needs the best attention all the time, and, therefore,

it is not good business to turn her into any rough, back paddock until

she calves again.

About Hamilton, on paddocks where the grass seems satisfactory and

is abundant, and on which adult store cattle will thrive, milking cows

will die unless provided with salt and bone-meal. Henry estimates that

an ox stores 0.22 lb. of ash in a week, and that the dairy cow secretes

in her milk 1.35lb., or about six times as much. Thus an ox will fatten

where a milking cow will die.

A really good text-book. Dairy Cattle Feeding and Management, by

C. W. Larson, M.S.A., Ph.D., and F. S. Putney, M.S., of Columbia and

Pennsylvania Colleges respectively, has recently been published. It

gives the summary of the functions of the ash as follows:

—

1. Constructive purposes.

2. Carriers of gaseous products.

3. Maintenance of neutrality or of necessary acidity or alkalinity.

4. Control of muscles.

5. Movement of liquids.

6. Stimulation of vital reactions.

7. Assistance in coagulation of the blood.

8. Solution of proteids.

9. Digestion of proteids and fat.

Salt is an article of very great importance. It provides the chlorine

for the gastric juice, and the alkali (sodium) for the blood. Forbes says

that the efficiency of the blood to carry carbon dioxide from the tissues

to the lungs, where it may be cast out, depends upon the presence of

sodium, which acts as a vehicle for carrying waste matter to the

lungs. If there is a failure of the blood to do this, then death must
ensue, and where partial elimination occurs, vitality is lowered and
resistance to disease organisms is lessened.

Sir Arnold Theiler, of the Union of South Africa, states, in his

Annual Report for 1916, that he still believes, notwithstanding the con-

trary opinions expressed, that the form of paralysis known as lamzickte

which affects cattle is due to the accumulation of grass toxins in the

.system, and he emphasizes the need for promoting oxidation.

Dairy farmers should bear in mind that cows require from 1 to 2 ozs.

of salt per day, according to their yield of milk. In addition, they should

occasionally be given amounts of calcium, magnesium, and phosphorus,

even when dry. It pays, therefore, to top-dress the pastures in many
parts of Victoria. South of the Dividing Range most of the land needs

liming, and soils in almost every part of the State respond to phosphatic
dressings.
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SITEEP CLASSING.

By tlie term slieep classing is meant tlio grading or c-lassing of tlit-

tloc'k by a competent classer in order to eliminate or cull tlie undesirable

units of the flock which retard its improvement. We must remember
that sheep breeding is a constant tug-of-war with nature, and, if nature

is allowed to have her way unrestrained, the sheep will very soon dete-

riorate, and in time only carry sufficient wool to protect itself against

the weather.

The science of breeding teaches us that '' like begets like," and it

docs not matter how good the rams are that are used; if the bad, faulty

ewes are left in the flock, as sure as night- follows day bad lambs will be

born. Some farmers contend that it is unnecessary to cull the faulty

ewes, and maintain that superior rams will effect the desired improve-

ment. These men do not understand breeding, and only credit the rams
with prei>otence, Avhereas they, forget that if bad ewes have been bred

on faulty lines long enough, they will be as ]n'epotent as the rams, if not

more so, and, consequently, faulty progeny will result, and the desired

progress be retarded.

The Valiie of Sheep Classing.

There is no surer, sounder, and less exj^ensive method of improving
the flock or flocks of a country than by thorough systematic sheep class-

ing. The magnificent improvement that has taken place in the flocks of

Australia during the last thirty or forty years, and the unrivalled

position she holds as the premier sheep and wool producing country of

the world, liave been achieved by sheep classing.

Many breeders labour under the delusion that once they have
acquired a flock of high excellence their labours ar over, and all they
liave to do is to wait for the profits which will accrue. They are wrong.
Their labour has just begun. There is no standing still in sheep breed-

ing. There must be either a forward movement or else retrogression,

and if the farmer sits still the tendency will be to retrograde.

There must be no sentiment in sheep breeding. If we expect a sheep
to be prepotent with regard to its good points, surely it is only reasonable

to expect the same regarding the bad points, and perhaps more so

because nature is usually assisting.

Frame and constitution should be uppennost in the classer's mind,
for M'ithout these tAvo essentials the flock Avill be like a house built upon
sand.

The Best Time for Cl.vssino

is wht-n the sheep have from ten to twelve moaiths' growth of wool on. I
would not recommend" the classing of sheep with less than eight month?'
growth. The clas.ser may ri.^k it if he is exceptionally well acquainted
with the flock. On account of lambs altering so nuich, it is a very risky
undertaking to class them with their lamb jackets on. Lambs should
be shorn at from three to six months old. They should then be classed
as two-tooth sheep, and again as foiir-tooth before they go to the ram.
I may here mention that, in order to keep up the frame and constitution
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of a flock, two-tooth ewes should not be allowed to breed unless they are

exceptionally well grown. They should be put to the ram at from twenty
months to two years old. If this course is adopted they usually grow
into bigger sheep, last much longer, and prove better breeders and
mothers than if allowed to breed too young.

When classing the ordinary flocks, classers would do well not to pay
too much attention to the fine or fancy points. For instance, if an

otherwise good flock ewe has a smallish eye, a covered-up face, a black

spot on her ear, or a streak in the hoof, she should not be culled. In a

flock where the standard is set very high, more attention could be paid

to the finer points. In a stud flock we must try to get as near perfection

as possible. Uniformity with regard to frame and wool should be the

object of the classer.

The percentage of culls to be taken out will be determined by the

classer, and will greatly depend upon the standard of excellence set in

the flock. In some flocks the number of culls will be decided by the

number of sheep the farmer can afford to dispose of. I personally very
rarely take out less than 25 per cent., and more often 25 to 33 per cent.

The heavier you can afford to cull the more rapid will be the improve-

ment of the flock.

It is a good plan when you have finished classing to go through the

sheep in the yards and pick out any faulty ones with regard to frame
you may have missed.

The Ideal Merino.

The classer should endeavour to keep the following ideal in his

mind's eye when classing:

—

The Merino ram should be a well-built, symmetrical sheep, standing

on four good, strong, straight legs, wide across the shoulder and loins,

with a deep chest, straight back, and well-sprung ribs. He should have

good thighs, be well let down, and roomy, with a good underline. He
should have a strong, well-shaped masculine head, with good, thick,

well-curved horns of a good colour, showing distinct corrugation ; a

kind, soft, open face, with a kind eye, a broad, thick muzzle, with a

good, sound mouth, and soft, downy ears. The head must be set on to

the body with a rather short, thick ram's neck.

He should have a full, bold, even front, with a good tail, and should

move with a free, bold, masculine carriage.

He should be well and evenly covered Avith a strong, bright, masculine

fleece, with plenty of " guts " in it, of good length, full of character and
quality, with a good tip.

These remarks are applicable to ewes as well, with a few exceptions,

of course.

Systems of Ceassiatg.

There are two' systems of classing which may be adopted. The first

is making three lots, No. 1 flock, ISTo. 2 flock, and culls. The No. 1

flock should consist of all the square-framed sheep carrying the best

wool. The No. 2 flock should also have good frames, but the wool
would not be so high class. Good, suitable rams should be mated to

both No. 1 and No. 2 flocks. The object of the farmer should be

gradually to increase the No. 1 flock and decrease the No. 2,
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The second system is to class into two lots, the ordinary flock and

culls. For all practical pi^rposes the average sheep farmer, not having

Lis farm cut up into several paddocks, will find the second system a

eery simple and effective method of improving his sheep. If the culls

are taken out each year and good commercial rams of the same breed

or type as his flock are used, the fanner will very soon find himself

the OAvner of a uniform commercial flock, which is the prido of every

good flockmaster.

The culls should never be bred from, but they should be fattened

and sold to the butcher. Farmers Avho have the welfare of the sheep

industry at heart should never sell the rank culls to a brother farmer.

The culls from high-class flocks should be gone through a second time,

and the worst of them should be taken out and sold to the butcher, or

be killed on the place for rations. The balance could be sold to some
farmer not so far advanced in sheep breeding.

Sheep that should be Culled.

Sheep of the following description should be culled : Small, under-

sized, weak-constitutioned, and unthrifty sheep, excessively cow-hocked

or turkey-legged sheep, slab-sided, ewe-necked, hollow backed, gcose-

rumped, narrow-chested, tucked-up, devils-gripped sheep, excessively

wrinkled sheep, bad mothers, sheep with kempy faces, sheep with under-

shot or over-shot jaws, sheep with black blotches inside the mouth or on

the tongue, and rams with black streaks in the horn or black hoofs.

Sheep having the fdlcwing \ ool defects should also be culled: Any
sheep whose wool is less than H inches long at 12 months' growth ; sheep
showitig kemp through the wool; short-stapled, hard-woo'led, and exces-

sively yolky sheep having a yellow, sticky yolk ; sheep that strip their

belly wool and points ; sheep with black or coloured spots in the wool
or on the legs; sheep whose wool is thin, feathery, and light; sheep
showing excessive ropiness or lockiness; sheep with bad, watery bellies,

and showing a tendency to wateriness in the fleece; sheep having coarse

britches, and those showing coarse hair in the fleece; sheep with loose,

open backs; and sheep having straight, wiry, cross-fibred wool. (N.B.—
Small, well-defined black spots on the nose or on the ears are not of much
consequence.)

Regarding bad mothers, I am often asked which sheep have the most
milk. Obviously, the best-constituted, roomy, large-framed, well-let-

down ewes are usually the best mothers. Now, in order to get good
mothers with plenty of milk, attention must be paid to the ewes at

lambing time. If there is an abundance of feed and a ewe with her second
or third lamb refuses to mother her offi-pring or has no milk, she should
be culled without hesitation. Young ewes with their first lambs could
be given another chance. The ewe that refu'=es to mother or cannot
rear a lamb in a good season is of no more use to a farmer than a wether,
and only by rie;orously culling such undesirables can a farmer expect
to build up a flock of s'ood mothers with plenty of milk.

Study the Ram.

After the ewes have been classed the ranis to be mated to them niutit

be carefully examined. They should always be better than the ewes,
and should he i)articularly strong where the bulk of the flock is lacking
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m order to counteract the deficiency. Do not breed for frame alone

or for wool alone. Try and strike the happy medium. Do not sacrifice

the one for the other, but endeavour to produce a strong, well-built,

healthy sheep which is able to carry comfortably the commercial fleece

you wish to produce and yield a remarkable carcass of fair weight for the

butcher.

The rams should be purchased from some reputable breeder, and a

fair price paid for them. It is false economy to purchase inferior ram^

at any price. Buying rams is clearly a reproductive investment. The

more you pay for them the better they will, or at least should, be, and

the sooner the standard of the flock will be raised.

There are still tco many famiers who argue that all rams are alike,

and that a £3 ram is as good as a £10 or £15 ram. Until South African

sheep farmers appreciate the value of a good ram the desired improve-

ment in our flocks cannot be effected.

Buy rams from a recognised breeder of long standing, whose flock

has been "clean" bred and consistently "line-bred," and if you do not

afterwards breed your own rams, continue to purchase from the same
breeder as long as you own a sheep. In this way your sheep wi'l be

influenced by the good that blood confers, namely, family likeness,

uniformity, and prepotence. Do not frequently change your ram breeder,

as uniformity cannot be obtained in this way.

On no account would I recommend the purchase of rams from a

recently established so-oalled stud flock whicli has two or more distinct

breeds in its composition, as rams of this hstsrogeneous description wou^d
infuse so many different strains of blood into the fleck to be bred back

to that it would become a regular "London mixture" whicli has lost all

family likeness and uniformity.

The flocks of South Africa have been very materially improved by

sheep classing during the last ten years. It is sincerely hoped that sheep

famiers will generally realize the importance and necessity of improving

the Union's sheep industry, and will adept a more rigorous and thorough

system of sheep classing in the future.— Jovrvnl of hulnstries, South
Africa

MILK AND UNPLEASANT ODOURS.

Milk is a substance which is very sensitive to any objectionable

odour&i pervading the atmosphere. More especially is this true of milk

freshly drawn from the cow and still retaining its natural heat.

Some little time ago (says a writer in the Agricultural Gazette)
a herd of milking cows were put to graze in a field in the cornei of

which a calf had been interred, but not sufficiently deep. As putre-

faction proceeded, the miasma of decomposition polluted the atmosphere
wherein the cows were breathing. The milk of these cows was found
to be unfit for consumption, and not only this, but the contagion
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seemed to pass to other cows with which they came in contact in the

sheds durino- milking. This is a very curious and unusual incident, and
one which would have, no doubt, offered interesting points for tlioroug^i

investigation. In the case of the cows breathing in the polluted air,

it would seem that the odour was carried in some way by the blood-

stream and absorbed by the milk as' the blood circulated round about

the udder. It would be possible for milk tainted in this way to give

off the odour immediately after milking, and for the odour thus

transmitted to the atmosphere to be again absorbed by untainted milk

from other cows in the shed. It is generally contended that milk is

pure and free from odours other than those specially characteristic of

the substance as it is drawn from the cow's udder, and that con-

tamination generally takes place after milking. But milk is a curious

thing to deal with, and our knowledge with regard to the chemical and
bacteriological aspect of it is stiH imperfect.

It is a well-known fact that milk readily absorbs the odours of a

cowshed. The very objectionable taints which follow the use of certain

roots and vegetables as foods for the cows are attributed very largely

to absorption from the atmosphere, which generally simply "reeks"
when such foods are being given. Again, in the dairy it used to be

an almost universal custom to keep other foodstuffs, such as cheese,

pickles, (tc, on the shelves beside the milk. Tlie odours from these

were readily absorbed. This practice, though less common now than

in former days, is still carried out in many places. The taint is

objectionable, but so long as it is not so strong as to be nauseating, the

milk can be used without detriment to any one. Food taints do not,

as a rule, render milk unwholesome. Beyond impairing the flavour,

there is nothing which is harmful. Many taints, other than those due
to the absorption of food odours, do render the milk unwholesome, and.

indeed, in some cases, actually dangerous to consumers.

The above facts do demonstrate with unmistakable truth the very

urgent necessity for care in the production of milk. Not only must

the buildings in which the cows live and are milked be kept scnipulously
clean, but the air which they breathe must be pvue and fresh.

Cleanliness in every respect is absolutely indispensable for the production

of good, sound milk. Pure, really clean milk is so necessary for the

health and well-being of the people who consume it. A strong, healthy

groM^i-up person generally has enough vitality to resist the ordinary
sources of illness which are carried in milk produced without due lack

of care, and such a person, as a rule, only takes a relatively small

quantity of milk as an accessory to his ordinary diet. He is in no way
dependent upon milk for the food units necessary to maintain life day
by day. But an infant, whose resisting powers are immeasurably inferior

to those of an adult, is dependent upon milk for all its food. It is

small wonder that its health becomes seriously impaired—even if the
flame of life does not flicker fitfully and then die out altogether

—

when the poor little body, in the first weeks of life, when all energy
should be concentrated on growth and development, has to carry on
a totally unnatural struggle against dise'ise germs and other unwhole-
some elements continually present in the only food which Nature allows

it to consume.
—Farmers' Union Advoca,te (N.Z.), 21.6.19.
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CO-OPERATION IN AUCKLAND.

The aimual report of the Auckland Co-operath^e Egg Producers Asso-

ciation contains the followinng.

Your executive has pleasure in submittng the annual report, state-

ment of accounts, and balance-sheet. To comply with the Industriahand

Provident Societies Act 1908, under which we are registered, our accounts

are now made up to the 31st December in each year. The result of the

year's work has again proved very satisfactory.

After writing oif the sum of £153 15s. 7d. to depreciation, the profit

and loss account shows a credit of £301 4s. Id. The cost of running our

business works out at a little below 9 per cent. The o-rowth and turnover

of the society is steadily increasing, as shown per table below. The slip-

ping companies and Railway D apartment again increased their charges

during the year, and in consequence our railage and freight charges, by
way of comparison, are 25 per cent, higher than the previous year's

account.

"" ^"'^ " "'
Totals.

£0,225

£33,457

3 r(I year (0 months) .. 267.008 .. £23,158 .. £3,803 .. £27 051

Our turnover during our last year, as compared with a similar period

for the previous year shows an increase of 64 per cent.

CoMPAKISOXS OF MoNTHLY AvERAGE PrICES PaID OuT.

For twelve months ending 31st December, 1916—128.480 dozen

For twelve months ending 31st December, 1917—249,506 dozen

For twelve months ending 31st December, 1918—311,951 dozen

It will be seen from the above figures how the society has steadily

grown, and how members are securing the benefit of co-operation.
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ORCHARD AND GARDEN NOTES.

(E. E. Pescott, F.L.S., I'nmologist.)

The Orchard.

If the winter spraying has been delayed, it should be completed as

quickly as possible, and before the buds begin to swell and burst.

It is not advisable to spray the stone fruits with the red oil emulsion

at this time, as there is danger of burning and destroying the early

buds that may be swelling, and consequently loosen their outside scales

It wiP be safe, if the work be done at once, to spray apple, pear and
quince trees with this spray, especially where the E'yrobia Mite, scale

insects, or woolly aphis are prevalent.

If it is intended that the lime-sulphur wash be the specific for these

and other pests, it may be used with safety, although the spraying
should be completed as early as possible.

That the lime sulphur is valuable as a specific against
'

' Black Spot
'

' of

the apple was shown in the report of the experiments in the Journal of

Agriculture for August, 1918. The first spriiy should be given when the

flower buds are more green than pink; and ihe second spray, when the

centre flowers of the blossom cluster are pretty open.

The same report showed that a spray of 6.8.40 of copper-soda, sprayed

when the earliest buds were showing; pink, was a complete success against

•the " leaf curl " of the peach.

Where peach aphis has appeared, it will be advisable to spray at

once with a strong nicotine solution. Tobacco stems should be soaked

in cold water for some days, and a teaspoonful of caustic soda added to a

cask of steeping stems. The liquid should be made strong, and everv

endeavour made to kill out the first insects that appear.

The pruning of deciduous trees should be at an end this month
The pruning of evergreens such as oranges, lemons, and guavas, may be

left until later.

Young deciduous trees must be planted not later than this month.
The soil should be trodden firm round the roots, and, when planting

has been completed, the tree ought to be headed back to three or four

buds on each arm.

Preparation may be made for planting citrus and other evergreen

trees. It is necessary that the soil be well ploughed and sweetened in

anticipation of planting in September and October.

In root-borer affected districts, the beetles will begin to appear
during the latter part of the inonth. A close observance should be

kept on them and the insects regularly collected and destroyed.
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The Flower Garden.

All winter-flowering shrubs that have dropped their blossoms maj
now be pruned. It is important to prune these immediately after

flowering, so that the plant may be able to make plenty of flowering

wood for next season.

Seed beds and plots need constant cleaning and weeding. Weeds
must now be kept out of the garden, both by hoeing and hand picking.

The seedlings growing in their permanent situations should be thinned

out and given a good chance to develop strong and sturdy plants.

Divisions of herbaceous plants such as delphiniums, cannas, shasta

daisy, herbaceous chrysanthemums, rudbeckias, salvias, and phlox, may
still be planted out. If it is intended to leave the plants in the places

they occupied last season, they should be lifted, the soil being well dug

and manured, and the crowns planted back again. By this means the

plants retain their vigour, and are able to produce good flowers each

season.

Evergeen shrubs may now be planted out, if the spots chosen for them

have been well dug and aired. All beds should be well dug over by this

time, manure and refuse litter having been dug into the soil.

A few corms and .tubers of early summer flowering bulbous plants

may now be planted.

The Vegetable Garden.

The plots should be well dug over at this time, adding gypsum or

lime where any pests have been prevalent. In other beds stable manure
should be well worked into the soil.

The soil should be rich, well worked, and warm, so that a quick

growth may result. Vegetables quickly raised are generally more
tender than slowly grown ones; and frequent changes of crops in the

plots will give better results. At this season, the weeds will require

constant checking; frequent use of the hoe will, therefore, be neces-

sary, and in the rows hand-weeding should be resorted to.

All seedlings should be planted out, especially seedlings of cabbage,

cauliflower, lettuce, and onion. Seeds of peas, carrots, parsnips, radish,

lettuce, tomato, and broad beans may be sown.

Where they can be sheltered and protected from frosts, young tomato
plants may be planted out for early fruiting. One method of managing
these early plants is to place the young plant a few inches below the

surface, and then a box, 8 or 9 inches deep, with top and bottom re

moved, over the plant at ground level. This can then be covered

loosely with a piece of glass whenever necessary.

Potatoes, artichokes, and asparagus crowns may be planted.
Asparagus beds should be kept free from weeds ; they should have a
loose surface, and a light top dressing with old manure would be
beneficial.

In the frames, cucumbei, vegetable marrow, melon, pumpkin, water
and rock melon seeds may be planted. These are best planted in pote

placing three or four seeds in each pot; they then suffer no check
when being transplanted into beds.
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REMINDEHS FOR SEPTEIVIBER.

LIVE STOCK.
Horses.—Feed stabled horses well; give ^^rwn stall' if available. L'oiitiniu'

rugging to encourage the shedding of the coat; good grooming will also be
beneficial. Give hay or straw to grass-fed working horses. Feed old and badly-
conditioned horses liljerally. In foal mares due to foal early, if worked, should
be turned out to paddock. Stallions doing stud duty should be fed liberally.
Equivalent amount of cracked Indian corn (maize) may with advantage be
substituted for oats, if latter grain is scarce.

Cattle.—Cows should still be rugged, but coverings should be removed
frequently, in order to enable the animal to got rid of the old coat; or, better
still, a good curry-combing may be given. Continue hay or straw. Look up
treatment for milk fever in Year-Bonk of Agriculture, 1905, and treat cattle
accordingly. Give calves a good warm dry shed. Give the milk to young
calves at blood heat. Have feeding troughs or buckets clean. Don't over-feed.
Feed regularly with regard to quantity and time. Provide a good grass run, or
fine hay or crushed oats in a box or trough. Give a cupful of limewater per
calf per day in the milk. The problem with many at the present time is how
to rear calves without milk. This can be done very well by starting them on
new milk for a fortnight, and then gradually substituting the milk with one of
the calf meals on the market. To these it would be advisable to add two or three
tablespoonfiils of cod liver oil. The following meal is in general use in Ireland :

—
Two parts, by weight, of oatmeal, 2 parts maize meal, 1 part pure ground lin-

seed, all finely ground. Scald with boiling water, and allow to stand for twelve
hours. Start with new milk, then gradually substitute skim and ^ lb. daily of
the meal mixture per bead per day, gradually increasing to 1 lb. or more. In a
month milk may be dispensed with altogether. The crushed oats, fed dry, have
been found to give excellent results.

Pigs.—Supply plenty of bedding in warm well-ventilated sties. Keep sties
clean and dry, and feeding troughs clean and wholesome. Sows may now be
turned into grass run. If pigs are lousy dress with kerosene emulsinn or
sulphur and lard, rubbing well into crevices of skin, and disinfect sties. Worms
are very prevalent at jiresent, and may lie treated by giving 2 to 10 grains of
Santonin in form of pill, or from half to one tcaspdonful of oil of turpentine in

milk or castor oil.

Sheep.—Wherever early shearing is possible, and shelter available, all sheep
to be disposed of can be fattened earlier, if shorn. Sheep or lambs not good
enough for freezing also thrive better after being shorn. Where insufficient know
ledge of grading cross-bred wool exists, draft the coarse sheep from the fine before
coming into the shed, and shear and bale separately. Clean all daggy sheep before
bringing them on to the shearing board. Avoid deep and careless skirting Only
dense seedy parts, and heavy fribs and stains should come off Heeces. Press in a
box press, which forms square sides to bales, and avoid round bales, called " Sew
Downs." Pack in all possible. Brand lioldly and neatly on the long and narrow
side. Chan larefully all straw, chaff, &c., from shearing place. Cut ba'-k all

misshapen feet when noticed during shearing. Mark all " duggy udder " ewes
for disposal, and all black-marked and inferior-fleeced sheep.

Yard and go through all well-bred Merino-Lincoln cross lambs before offer-
ing to exporters. Select, ear mark, and shear all best sorts for future breeding
and shearing. Buyers will find shafty, well bred, fine to medium graJe wools.
disappointingly scarce for years.

Poultry.—September is one of the best months for hatching for winter eggs.
Incubators should be kept going, and broody hens set. Care must be taken to

keep down vermin, as they now l)reed quickly; use sprays in houses and Insecti-
bane or Izal in nests—nothing stunts chickens quicker than vermin. The food
for young chicks shoiild be fine oatmeal, stale bread crumbs or biscuit meal, a
little calcined bird's grit, a little chopped preen stuff such as lettuce, thistles, or

green Incerne or spring onions occasionally cut fine is a good tonic, and
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a pinch of jjowdered charcoal. Slightly moisten with new milk. Make the
whole friable, and feed frequently ("little and often") just as much as tliey will

readily eat, as an excess of food onlj' sours and disturbs their digestive organs.
Animal food may be given in small quantities after the first ten days once or

twice a vveek. Chickens should be protected from damp ground and the cold,

bleak winds.

CULTIVATION.

Fakm.—Plant early potatoes, and work up fallow for the main crop. Keep
fallow for summer forage crops well worked up with the disc and harrows.
Make early sowings of mangolds, beet, field carrots, and turnips. Push on with
the fallowing in the Northern Districts. Prepare land for tobacco seed beds
by burning rubbish on the site; afterwards work up to depth of three or four
inches.

OrlHakd.—Commence spring ploughing; plough in leguminous crops for

green manure as soon as the plants are m full flower. Finish grafting early in

the month. Spray peach and apricot trees with copper soda as the blossom buds;

are opening, as a preventive of "leaf curl" and "shot hole" fungi; watch for

peach aphis, and sjiray when present with tobacco solution.

Flower Garden.—Cultivate and work up the surface to a fine tilth—clear

out all weeds. Water newly-planted shrubs, &c., if the weather is dry. Plant
out cannas, early dahlias, chrysanthemums, gladioli, and other herbaceous
plants.

Vegetable Garden.—Plant out seedlings. Sow seeds for summer use, such
as tomatoes, cucumbers, marrows, pumpkins, melons, &c. Plant out tomatoes,
and shelter till frosts are over. Hoe and work up the soil surface.

Vineyard.—Plantation of young vines (grafted or ungrafted) should be
concluded before the commencement of September; pruning of old vines like-

wise, as well as tying down of rods on long-pruned vines. Prune recently-

planted vines just before buds commence to swell (if not pruned wlien planted),
cutting strongest cane back to two buds. Do not delay this work until buds
have shot, as this seriously weakens the young vine. Field grafting may be

carried out, if weather be fine and warm. If cold and wet, postpone until

October. Swab vines preventively with acid iron sulphate to protect them from
Black spot. Though only slight damage was done last season, the fungus is not

dead, but dormant, and is sure to re-appear should the spring be a wet one. To
avoid burning, swabbing must be completed before the buds commence to swell.

(See articles in issues of July. 1917 and 1918, reprints of which will be posted on
application.) Cultivation (scarifying or discing) must receive attention when
soil is in suitable condition.

Cellar.—Conclude spring racking early in month, if not already done. Fill

up, regularly, all unfortified wines.

MILK FOR CONSUMPTION IN TOWNS IN ENGLAND.

From the recently issued report of tlie English Board of Agriculture,

it appears that 71 per cent, of the milk yield in England is sold as

whole milk in towns, 12 per cent, is used for butter-making, 4 per cent,

for cheese-making, and 1 per cent, is sold as cream. The remaining 12
per cent, is kept in the country for home supply. London alone con-

sumes 92 million gallons of whole milk per year. The total consump-
tion of milk in England and Wales is estimated at 731 million gallons,

most of which is transported by rail. The average distance of the

London supply is about 80 miles, but churns of fresh milk are sent

from places about 130 miles distant; the most distant place mentioned
is from Toom in Ireland, 513 miles from Euston station.
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The New South Wales Dairy Expert (Mr. L. T. Mclnnes), in a report

to the Department of Agriculture, refers to the revival of herd-testing

on the ]!^e\v South Wales north coast. The Tweed-Richmond Herd-

Testing Council has concluded its seven years testing under Government

subsidy and direction. The records of the council for the year ending

28th February, 1919, give the individual productions of the cows in

twenty-two herds, totalling 1,137. These show the average production

to range from about 19.^ lbs. of commercial butter (calculated by the

chart) to 298 lbs. Considering the extreme dryness of the season, these

are very good results, and compare favorably with those of previous

years.

The total number of cows entered for testing during the year was

1,283. The average yield of the wbole of the cows tested was 233.6 lbs

of commercial butter, as compared with 2.56 lbs. given in the two pre-

ceding years.

The Tweed-Richmond Herd-Testing Council has commenced its

eighth year of testing, and is employing three testers, who are operating

in connexion with three different units: ;i fourth unit is in process of

formation.

FLAX GROWING.

There is a strong movement in British countries to stimulate the

wider cultivation of the flax crop, its products, both fibre and oil, being

urgently in demand. Prior to the outbreak of war, the flax industry

flourished in Russia, France, Belgium, Germany, Austria, Holland, and
Ireland, the first-named producing four-fifths of a total of 500,000 tons.

All these countries must be in a bad Avay in respect of their normal pro-

duction, and there must eventually be a great shortage of linseed, fibre,

&c. The price for flax products should rule high for some years. In

reviewing the position, the Cordage Trade Journal says:
—"So far as

flax prospects are concerned, they are anything but encouraging. We
may fear that the coming year will witness prices much beyond any-

thing we have yet seen, for the simple reason that there will not be suffi-

cient flax to go round." A recent issue of the Irish and Scotch Linen and
Jute Trades Journal contains the following:

—"For some years the

present high price of flax will be maintained. It may be accepted as

pretty certain that remunerative prices will rule for ten years. Stocks

of linen throughout the world will have to be replenished, a task that will

take years. In addition, there will be a big demand for aeroplane sheet-

ing for commercial and other purposes."
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Valuable Root Crops
Plant Mangels Now

Sugar Beet
SEPTEMBER and October

are good months to sow
seed at the rate of 4 to 6

lbs. per acre. We have imported

direct from France a stock of the

best Sugar producing varieties-

White Silesian, Vilmorin's Im-

proved, and Wanzleben. 5/-

per lb. Postage Extra. Special

quotations for large quantities.

10 lb. lots, 4 '6; 281b. lots, 4/-.

EVERY farmer should have a crop—it

pays. Giant Half Sugar White
and Giant Half Sugar Rose, un-

doubtedly the most nutritious of Mangels,

combine the large size of the Mangel with

the greater feeding value of the Sugar Beet.

4/6 per lb- Very scarce. Long Red
Mammoth possesses extraordinary feeding

qualities and is easily cleaned for storing.

3/6 lb.: 10 lb. lots. 3/3 lb.; 28 lb. lots, 3/-lb.

IVIangel—Giant Half Sugar

Headquarters for Rapes, Lucernes
Millets, Maize, and all Farm Seeds

LAW, SOMNER & CO.
BRITISH AND COLONIAL SEED MERCHANTS
139-141 Swanston St., Melbourne
Estab. 1850 Tel. Cent. 729

L.R.W.
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Neptune "A" Prepared Spraying Oil

Contains over 85% of a heavy bodied Red Mineral

Oil and is an absolutely deadly insecticide.

Neptune Lime and Sulphur
Is a concentrated Solution, and can be used even

when the trees are in full bloom without harming the

trees.

Berger*s Arsenate of Lead
Will not scorch the trees or wash off, yet deadly

to all parasites.

Spray your trees with Neptune "A" Prepared

Spraying Oil during the winter months, following

it up with Lime and Sulphur and Arsenate

of Lead, and beautiful, clean, spotless fruit will be

the inevitable result.

NEPTUNE OIL CO. Ltd. L"e'L'r«
ST.

NE
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Full Supplies Full Supplies

LYSAGHT'S
ORB

CORRUGATED ROOFING IRON
is again in full supply throughout Australia and is obtainable

from all leading Ironmongers and Timber Merchants

"Australia's

WAGON

"

Hildyard Steel Wheel Wagons at

the Front. They are now Btted

with twin roller bearings, 33 i>er

cent, saved in draft. More durable
than ever. Less wear and tear.

No boxes to crack. We guarantee
tbem. Tbe rollers ran ! oil in dustproof races. Tbey are now perfection, and we can sttpt>ly to

cany all weights as usual (or wool, wheat, or farm. Ordinary axles supplied if preferred.

J J Gordav Ardltthan) saya :—"Th» 5 ton, it in. and V) in. dia. wheel wagon you supplied me
runt eplendid. 1 am putting 60 bags of wheat on t horses. That proves its light draught."

caraTol.';:;^ HILDYARD WAGON WORKS, I^L^'B^S^J^tJ.e

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
MELBOURNE. VICTORIA. AUSTRALIA

^z

BEE-KEEPING
IN VICTORIA

By F. R. BEUHNE, Government Apiculturist

Comprising 128 pages, divided into 25 chapters (illustrated)

dealing with various phases of Bee-keeping, and specially

adapted to Australian conditions. Suitably indexed.

Price ONE SHILLING

TWO SHILLINGS

Paper Covered

Cloth Bound
Postage: Commonwealth, 1/IJd. ; New Zealand, 3d.; British & Foreign, 5Jd.

Applications, accompanied by Postal Note covering price and postage, to be

forwarded to the Director, Departnrent of Agriculture, Melbourne, Victoria
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"MEGGITT LIMITED'S-l
Map of New South Wales

MECaTT LIMITED S
MAP QF-

#^^5M
NEW SOUTH V/ALES ^ TH^m

/ ^.MEGGITT, LTD ... 7/T '^''^'S.

i./~

To remind all good Australians that the only firm of Meggitt Limited, who

established the Pioneer Linseed Oil and Linseed Oil Meal Industry of the

Southern Hemisphere, have recently increased their facilities of manufacture.

The additions effected enable us to guarantee improvements in our products,

which are now recognised as the "STANDAI^D OF QUALITY."

MEGGITT Limited's

PURE

Linseed Oil Meal
PURITY. "par excellence.''

MEGGITT Limited'

s

GENUINE

Linseed Oil
MATURITY, "par excellence."

Maintain Australian Industry and keep your money in the country.

Pamphlet No. I 10, Instructing How to Feed, mailed free.

Full particnlari from Agents—Messrs. Harrisons. Ramsay Limited.

666 Bourke Street. MELBOURNE; or

MFTPITT I tA The Pioneer Linseed Oil &Lin»eed Oil Meal Manufacturer* of AnjJralia
mE.VjVjH 1 LIQ.

2g ,^;^g Street, SYDNEY. Works—Parramattai. "The Boy on the Bag
guarantees quality."
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Surey
>buR FruitCrop?
' I ""HE uncertainties of fruitgrowing are due to the

prevalence of disease and peets and to the vagaries of
the weather. Why not guard against these ?

Gargoyle Prepared Red Spraying Oil will destroy the insect

pests. It will assist the action of the fungicides, cover and
"^ protect them against severe w^eather. It will invigorate the

trees and cause them to blossom early before the thrips

and the hot winds arrive. It will make you more sure of

your fruit crop.

Gargoyle Prepared Red Spraying Oil is the proved destroyer of Aphis, Scale,

Red Spider, and other sucking insects

If not obtainable from your storekeeper, write direct to us. It's made in

Australia. Look fo the Red Gargoyle on the container.

S I

01

Vacuum Oil Company
Proprietary Limited

I— I xTf^ —'"!

PreparedRed SprayingOil
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PAMPHLETS
New Series

Obtainable from the Director of Agriculture, Melbourne,

Free on Application.

1. SILO CONSTRUCTION.
2. HINTS FOR NEW SETTLERS. T. A. J. Smith.

3. APPLE GROWING FOR EXPORT. P. J. Carmody.

5. CIDER MAKING. J. Knajht.

7. CITRUS FRUIT CULTURE. E. E. Pesrott.

8. BUILDING HINTS FOR SETTLERS.
A. S. Ktnyon, C.E., and others,

9. TOBACCO CULTURE. T. A. J. Smith.

10. SILOS AND SILAGE. G. H. F. Baker.

11. THE BEET SUGAR INDUSTRY AND CLOSER SETTLE-
MENT. n. r. EastPihy.

12. WORMS IN SHEEP. S. S. Cameron, D.V.Sc, M.R.C.V.S.

13. CHEESE MAKING (Cheddar). C. S. Sawers.

H. FARM BLACKSMITHING. G.Baxter.

15. BROOM FIBRE INDUSTRY. T. A. J. Smith.

16. THE PIG INDUSTRY. H.T.Archer.

19. LIME IN AGRICULTURE. Dr. S. S. Cameron and others.

20. NUMERICAL SYSTEM OF PACKING APPLES. E. Meekinq.

21. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS— 1912=13.
W. A. X. Robertson, B. V.Sc.

22. WHEAT & ITS CULTIVATION. A. E. V. Richardson, M.A.,B.Sc.

23. HINTS ON PACKING AND FORWARDING FRUIT FOR
EXPORT. J. G. Turner.

24. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS— 1913=14.
W. A. X. Robertson, B. V.Sc.

25. SUCCESSFUL POULTRY KEEPING, ETC. A. Hart.

26. TOMAIO CULTURE IN VICTORIA, .s. A. Cock.

27. SUMMER FODDER CROPS. Temple A. .T. Smith.

29. THE BEE-KEEPING INDUSTRY IN VICTORIA. F. R. Benhne.

30. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS— 1914=15.
)l'. A. X. Robertson, B.V.Sc.

32. CITRUS CULTURE IN VICTORIA. .'^. A. Cock.

33. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS— 1915-16.
W. A. X. Robertson, B.V.Sc.

35. SUMMER BUD or YEMA GRAFT OF THE VINE.
36. EVAPORATION OF APPLES.
39. POTATO CULTURE.

Also Leaflets on Foul Brood of Bees, Transferring Bees, Feeding Cows for Milk
Production, Mammitis or Gorget in Dairy Cows, Some Vintage Considerations,

Anthracnose or Black Spot of the Vine, Notes on Anthracnose or Black Spot of the
Vine, Downy Mildew of the Vine, Notes on Downy Mildew, Shipment of Grapes and
other Soft Fruits, Diseases of Fruit Trees and their Treatment, Cut Worms, Insect

Pests of the Potato.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
VICTORIA

JOURNAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 64 pp. Illustrated.

The Journal is issued monthly, and deals v.'ith all phases of up-to-date agriculture.

The subscription, which is payable in advance, and includes postage, is 3s. per annum
for the Commonwealth and New Zealand, and 5s. for the United Kingdom and foreign

countries. Single copy, 3d. New volume commences with the January number of

each year.

A limited number of the issues comprising Volumes III. (1905), 8 parts, exclusive

of February, March, April, and May, out of print; IV. (1906), 9 parts, exclusive of

Parts 7. 8, and 9 (July, August, and September) out of print; V. (1907), and VI.

(1908), 12 parts each; VII. (1909), 10 parts, exclusive of Parts 2 and 10 (February

and October) out of print ; and VIII. (1910), 12 parts, are at present in stock, and
will be supplied at the foregoing rates. The parts forming the current volume may also

be obtained. A few bound copies of Volumes VIII. (1910), IX. (1911), II parts,

exclusive of February, X. (1912), 6 parts, exclusive of January, February, March,
July, September, and October, and XI. (1913), II parts, exclusive of June, are at

present available. Price, 5s. per volume. Postage: C, 3|d. ; N.Z., Is. 2d.;
B. & F.,2s. 4d.

YEAR BOOK OF AGRICULTURE FOR 1905. 448 pp., 200 illustrations, 2

; paper,

; B. &

Cooke.

6d. Postage: C, cloth 22d. , paper

. , cloth Is. 6d. , paper Is. 4d.

£1 Is. Postage: C, 5d.; N.Z. lOd.;

coloured plates. Cloth, 3s. 6d. ; paper, 2

2d.; N.Z., cloth 9d., paper 8d. ; B. & F

AUSTRALIAN FUNGI. By Dr.

B. & F.. Is. 8d.

PLAN AND SPECIFICATION
Postage, Id.

MILK CHARTS (Monthly and Weekly), I/- per dozen, post free; Cabinet, 2/
dozen. When ordering, dairy farmers should mention " Monthly " or " Weekly

OF SHEEP-SHEARING SHED. 2s. 6d.

per

By Professor A. J. Ewart, Government Botanist.

WEEDS, POISON PLANTS. AND NATURALIZED ALIENS OF VICTORIA.
2s. 6d. Postage: C, l^d.; N.Z.. 5d. ; B. &F., lOd.

PLANTS INDIGENOUS TO VICTORIA. Vol. II.. lOs. Postage : C, 2d.;
N.Z.,8d.; B. &F.. Is. 4d.

By C. French, F.E.S., Government Entomologist.

DESTRUCTIVE INSECTS OF VICTORIA. Parts I., II.. III., IV., V..
each. Postage : Parts 1. and III.. C. Id.; N.Z.. 3d.: B. & F., 6d. each.

II. andlV.. C. lid.: N.Z., 4d.: B. & F.. 8d. each. Part V.. C. Id.;

4d.: B.&F., 7d.

2s. 6d.

Parts

N.Z..

Application, accompanied by Postal Orders or Notes,

must he made to

The Director of Agriculture, Melbourne
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MILDURA VINEYARDS PROTECTION BOARD

Appointment of Inspector

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that, in accordance with Clause 10

of the Mildura Vineyards Protection Act 1918, No. 2959, Mr. JuLUIS

Theodore Grossmann has been appointed as an Inspector by the Board

under the provisions of the said Act.

Dated at Mildura this 27th day of June, 1919.

Stephen H. Semmens, Secretary,

Mildura Vineyards Protection Board.

JERSEY BUTTER
BULLS

Apply

—

C. GORDON LYON, "Banyule," Heidelberg, Victoria

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

^^ 1
NOW AVAILABLE \^^

Handbook of Potato Diseases in

Australia— and theirTreatment
BY D. McALPINE,

GOVERNMENT VEGETABLE PATHOLOGIST.

With Appendices by

W. L^idlaw. B.Sc. (Biologiii).

on Eel Worm*;
and

C. French, Jnr. (GoTernineal
Entomoiogritt), on

Insect Pests of the
Potato.

235 P««e» (Cloth). 58 Full Platei. PrirA ^ /- Po»t««e: Commonvrealth. 2d.; New ZeaUnd.Bd :

176 lUuitrationt.
IIIUC, «-»/ British and Foreign. 1/4.

Applications accompanied by Po«tal Note or Cheque, coverina Price and Postage, to be forwarded to The DIrecttr Of

Agriculture, Melbourae, Victoria. Remittances from beyond the Commonwealth to be made by Post Omce Ordej.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

PUBLICATIONS
Bu D. McAlpine, Gocernment Vegetable Palhologial.

RUSTS OF AUSTRALIA. 5s. Postage: C, 2d.; N.Z.. 8d.: B. & F.. Is. 4d.

SMUTS OF AUSTRALIA. 4i. Postage: C. 2id.: N.Z.. 9d. ; B. & F.. Is. 6d.

FUNGUS DISEASES OF CITRUS TREES IN AUSTRALIA. 2i. Postage: C. Id.. N.Z..

3d. ; B. & F.. 6d.

FUNGUS DISEASES OF STONE FRUIT TREES IN AUSTRALIA. 2s. 6d. Postage: C. lid.:

N.Z.. 5d. ; B. & F., lOd.

SYSTEMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF AUSTRALIAN FUNGI. 3s. Postage: C. 2d.: N.Z..

8d. ; B. & F.. Is. 4d.

Applioationa aecompanUd by Pottal Not* or Chtqu* cowing pric* and pontage to bt forwarded to

THE DIRECTOR OF AGRICULTURE, MELBOURNE, VICTORIA
Remittanets from beyond the ComTnonwealth to be made by Poet Office Order.

By Authority : Albebt J. Muixett, Government Printer, Melbourne.



"POLLY''
BRAND
FEED

MAIZE
OIL
MEAL

ALL THRIVE ON

MAIZE PRODUCTS
"POLLY" BRAND FEED is just maize with the germ and the surplus starch removed,
toasted, and made appetising, then disintegrated into powder and put up ready for mixing and
immediate use. Is rich in Protein, viz., 20 per cent, guaranteed.

COWS fed on " Polly" Feed will yield 20 per cent, more milk.

HORSES thrive belter on " Polly" Feed because the heavy and indigestible steurch proportion

is removed, and the feed is muscle and bone forming.

"POLLY" FEED does not weevil or germinate, and it does not turn rancid with age.

Maize Products "Oil Meal"
MAIZE OIL MEAL is toasted and tasteful, does not germinate or turn rancid with age or

storage. Ready for use as a mash at a moment's notice.

CALVES thrive on "OIL MEAL" better than any other.

POULTRY of ail kinds do belter with " OIL MEAL" than with any other.

FATTENING PIGS.—For fat bacon nothing is more successful for weight and flavour.

MAIZE OIL MEAL differs from our " Polly" Brand Feed in that the latter is cheaper and

produces bone and muscle, whereas Maize Oil Meal produces bone, muscle, fat, and a glossy

and beautiful coat.

"MAIZE OIL MEAL" "POLLY" BRAND FEED
Put up in 100 lb. bags. Every bag guaranteed.

Write for prices and further particulars—

MAIZE PRODUCTS Pty. Ltd.
FOOTSCRAY, VIC. 'Phone Footscray 367, 368



DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

To Intending Citrus Growers
LIMITED NUMBERS OF

CITRUS TREES
ARE OBTAINABLE FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

THE VARIETIES ARE WASHINGTON NAVELS AND VALENCIA LATE

Price, £,S per Hundred
— f.o.r. at WAHGUNYAH.

As amount oi 10s. for each hundred ordered is to accompany applications, and the balance, £5 10s.

for each hundred, is to be paid when consignees give directions to have consignments forwarded.

A charge of 2/d per hundred will be made for packing unless the casings be returned.

Applications must be made on the official orderforms, vohich may be obtainedfrom The Director,

Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, or from the Citrus Nursery, Wahgunyah.

Full particulars concerning the distribution, explaining the conditions which must be complied with by applicants,

are obtainable on application to

THE DIRECTOR OF AGRICULTURE, MELBOURNE

'M

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

"Co

Intending . .

Vinegrowers !

Phylloxera
RESISTANT STOCKS

Limited numbers of Resistant Vines are obtainable from the Department of

Agriculture at the following prices for each description of plant—

RESISTANT ROOTLINGS (Grafted), per 1,000 (packing extra) - £6
Supplied from July to September, 1920

RESISTANT ROOTLINGS (Ungrafted), per 1,000 (packing extra) £1 10/-

Supplied from July to September, 1919

RESISTANT CUTTINGS, per 1,000 (packing extra) - - - 15/-

Supplied in Aujuot, 1919

Applications must be made on the official order forms which may be obtained from The Director,

Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, or from the Principal, Viticultural College, Rutherglen.

Full particulars concerning the distribution, explaining the conditions which must be complied with by

applicants, are obtainable on application to The Director of Agriculture, Melbourne.



STANDARD HERD TEST REPORT.
Vol. XVII. Part 9.

[Registered at the General Post Office, Melbourne, for transmission by Post as a Newspaper.]

i^^^jgaH

I
THE WINISHNG HERD.

•^^ya^a^k.:
PRICE THREEPENCE. (Annual Subscription—Victoria, Inter-State, and N.Z., 3/-; British and Foreign, 5/..)



sow RELIABLE

Summer Fodders

and

Pasture Grasses

Brunning's "Standard

Quality." Excels every

other crop in yield per

acre ; triple machine-

dressed ; no foul seeds ; no weeds. 98%
germination assured. Splendid drought resister.

PURE SEED MAIZE
Specially grown under personal supervision. Success assured. Many different varieties.

Only the best seed sold. Write for full list of varieties.

SOW BRUNNING'S JAPANESE MILLET

Early summer fodder ; can be fed off five or six weeks after seeding. Will yield two

cuttings each season. Makes splendid ensilage and autumn and wintei fodder.

SUDAN GRASS
Commonly called the Camel of the Grasses. Particularly valuable for dry arid areas

;

will yield up to four cuttings of hay per season. Brunning's Sudan will withstand

extreme drought.

F. H. Brunning Pty. Ltd. 64 Elizabeth St., Melhourne
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IF you are not using

SKINNER'S COD OIL

CALF MEAL
Your Calves are missing the only true

milk substitute on the market.

SKINNER'S scientifically replaces fat with fat ; the others

don't ; and you find the difference in the value of the Calf.

PRICES
100-Ib. bag, 25s. ; 50-lb. bag, 12 9; 25-lb. bag, 6 6

F.O.B. MELBOURNE

VICTORIAN
Distributors— LANGWILL BROS. & DAVIES Pty. Ltd.

110 Sturt Street, South Melbourne.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

YEAR BOOK OF AGRICULTURE
FOR 190S

A4& Pages 200 Illustrations 2 Coloured Plates

C\nt\t 1« (xA • nan»r ?« RA Poj<a«e : C. cloth 2Md., paper 2d. : N.Z.. dotk 9d..uoin, OS. oa.
,

paper, ^s. do. p,p„ ea. ; a. .nd f.. doth u. 6d.. p.p«r. u. -w.

Do you want Lime ?

FERTILIZIF^G LIME
Burnt and Unburn". Very Fir.e!y Ground
Artifici;.Hy Dki-d Ready fcr Drillin;^

QUICKLIME for SPRAYING
We pack this in special Lever Lid Air-tight Tin5

which keep the contenis fresh. These tins cm bo

easily openetl and closed again

J 14 IJITr^ril S fCi (Successors to the Merchandise

. n. txVuU <X \y\J, Dept. of John Sanderson & Co.)

115 William Street. MELBOURNE
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The BANYULE JERSEY STUD
Heidelberg, Melbourne, Victoria (8 miles from General Post Office, Melbourne)

The Leading Type and Utility Herd in Australia

Strongly infused with the "Brighton King" and "Mabel's Chief" and

"Audrey Twylish" blood. 10 "Mabel's Chief" Heifers last year

ave^-aged over 300 lbs. of Butter Fat in the 9 months' test period.

Many Show Yard Champions have been bred m this Herd

—

including the winner of the Male Championship, Adelaide, 1917

Stock, in great demand by Interstate Buyers

GOVERNMENT TEST RECORDS
1913— Champion Herd and Champion Cow
1914—Third in Herd Averages— Leading Jersey Cow, and First

for Cow under 4 years

1915— Leading Jersey Herd

1916— Second Prize Herd—Leading Cow under 4 years

1917—Third in List of Herd Averages

1918—Third in Herd Averages, and Third in Order of Merit

Many individual records of over 400 lbs. fat, while the 500 lb. mark
has been exceeded.

The average milk yield of the mature cows for the 9 months' test period is nearly

750 gallons, with 18 lbs. on the last day—while 1,000 gallons has been reached

in a few instances.

There are a number of YOUNG BULLS FOxR SALE
Irom these record making cows '

Bulls all well grown and in splendid condition

INSPECTION CORDIALLY INVITED

JERSEY BREEDERS AND DAIRY FARMERS
improve your Herd by selecting a Bull from this Stud.

Pr'ces and Particulars

C. GORDON LYON, "BANYULE," HEIDELBERG
or 17 Queen Street, Melbourne

'PHONE—HEIDELBERG 16 CENTRAL 1498
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The

"BILLABONG" Mill
needs no watching

WHEN fitted with the Self-acting Tank supply Regulator the " Billa-

bong" STOPS or STARTS ITSELF according to the level of water

in the Tank. No fear of Tanks or Troughs overflowing or becoming

empty. An occasional oiling is all you need trouble about. The " Billa-

bong" is a SOUND, SOLID. SERVICE-GIVING Mill of SIMPLE

DESIGN. It will always run at a SAFE SPEED in HEAVY WIND-
is AUTOMATICALLY put OUT of ACTION

during a GALE-and is MADE in AUSTRALIA

Are You
Interested

in the question of Adequate, Silent, and Reliable

Water Supply at a Low Cost ? Then

Get the "Billabong" Book
It tells you "HOW" and is POST-FREE

WRITE TO-DAY

r
/id^t * 'm^

391-403 Bourke St.

Makers of

Windmills, Pumps, Troughs, &c.

Melbourne

PARSONS BROS. & CO.
Propy. Ltd.-

OATMEAL, SPLIT PEAS, and

PEARL BARLEY MILLERS
and'CORNINA MANUFACTURERS

ARE

BUYERS of OATS, PEAS,

BARLEY, and MAIZE.

SEND SAMPLES OF YOUR
GRAIN TO US.

BOX 53.

G.P.O.. MELBOURNE.
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Our Farm

Pump Engine
Lifts water 500 feet and

pumps it a mile at a

cost of a little over one

penny an hour. It is

thoroughly reliable, self-

contained, and ready for

instant use. Drive*

Milking Machines,
Separators, Spraying Outfits; cuts chaff, sav/s

light wood, &c. No platforms to build, no belt

troubles, no shafts, arms, or pump jack needed.

Can be attached to pumps in three minutes. No
mechanical knowledge to fix—can be operated

by boy. Needs very little attention. A
really efficient engine.

Price—£10 down—Balance as you earn

'Challenge"

Windmills
Are all steel

constructed, heavily gal-

vanized, rust proof. Over

5,000 users can speak of the satisfaction they

have given. One man has 117 at work.

Provided with an efficient syphon oiling

system. Crank shaft is forged from one piece

of steel, sensitive governor gives complete con-

trol in ail winds. Internal gears run without

noise, all bearings are reversible, giving double

service, perfect adjustment, flexible steel band

brake. Owing to early ordering we can supply

some windmills at less than the present cost

of the raw materials. Big stocks— low prices.

Prompt Deliveries

Mills from 6 ft. to 14 ft. in itook.

Also towers of all heights.

Send for General Catalogue giving illustrations,

descriptions and prices of engines, implements,
agricultural machi.nery and farm tools

LANGWILL BROS. & DAVIES
Pty. Ltd.

Atent* (or Tangye Oil, Steam, and Gas Engines, Pumps and Machinery

110-114 Sturt St., South Melbourne

EQUAL TO THE WORLD'S BEST

SHEEP DIP
(Fluid or Powder)

Guarantees

Absolute Protection for Your Flocks

Destroys Ticks and Lice

Prevents Fly Strike

Promotes Growth and Improves Lustre of Wool

ALL DEALERS SUPPLY

Works

.

BENDIGO

Manufacturers

.

OR LEGGC
Melbourne, Sydney, and Brisbane

Mines :

YARRAVILLE ^ VICTOR LEGGO & CO., ^°"™''''! ''*^^'

and '"''and

QUEENSLAND
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USE

f KEMP'S '"p-"--''

Sheep-Branding

LIQUID
FOR

BRANDING
YOUR
SHEEP

It has been proved by hundreds of Woolgrowers, amongst

them some of the largest squatters in Australia, to be an un-

qualified success, and to do everythmg that is claimed for it.

BLACK AND BLUE (in Cases)

Containing Two
4-gal. tins -

71 per
/ - gal.

Or Eight 1-gal. tins

8/- per gal.

AGENTS

DALGETY & Co. Ltd.
MELBOURNE
& GEELONG

NEW ZEALAND
Loan & Mercantile Agency

COMPANY LIMITED

Head Off'c*

LONDON
Melbourne Offic*

COLLINS ST. W.

Liberal Cash Advances

Wool, Grain, Skins, Hides, Tallow,

Bark, Stock and Station Brokers
ON COMMISSION ONLY

Batter Shipments Undertaken on Owner't Account

Agents for

COOPER'S SHEEP DIP
For Victoria »nd Riverina

PAGE'S PATENT WIRE STRAINER
and IRONSIDE'S WIRE CUTTER

CUci AceoU in Victoria for tbe PALATINE INSURANCE CO.

WAIT
& SEE
WHAT

SPLENDID RESULTS

YOU WILL GET

IF

YOU DIP IN

COOPER
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Pumps and Piping
We carry large stocks of the above in black

and galvanized for irrigating and all w^ater

transmission ; also wrought iron pipes and

fittings for steam, gas, and ammonia ; taps,

valves, rubber hose, pumps of

all kinds, and all requisites for

farm and orchard.

MS^PhersonS;
P'""'^ Proprietary Limited ^•*——

^

582 Collins Street,

Melbourne

CREDIT FONCIER

Loans on Farms
UP TO TWO-THIRDS OF VALUATION

In sums from £50 to £2,000

At 6 per cent. Interest

and from \\ per cent, in reduction of principal, which pays off the loan

in 27\ years.

Loans granted on Freeholds, or Crown Leaseholds which could be

made freehold at any time on payment of the balance of Crown Rents.

No Charge for Mortgage Deed

Loans may be paid off on any half-yearly pay day, subject to a small

charge if paid off within the first five years, but no penalty after five years.

Forms may be obtained at any Branch of the State Savings Bank, or

by writing to

—

The Inspector-General, The State Savings Bank,
ELIZABETH STREET, MELBOURNE.
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Bonedust, Superphosphate,
And Other High-Grade Fertilizers. Poultry Bone Grit, Meat Meal, Cattle Lick

DELIVERED AT RAILWAY STATION, FOOTSCRAY, OR ON WHARF, MELBOURNE

JC^f^C^VCT^W I BONEDUST ::

• ^^V-^X^lV.lJll-iI-15 MANUFACTURER
OFFICE: 407 POST OFFICE PLACE, MELBOURNE

BONES BOUGHT. CONSIGN TO ME, FOOTSCRAY. Telephone 2098.

^7~£ of^
Ten Years

Practical Tests

The Renowned

"BLUE BELL"
Arsenate of Lead

Secure y our orders at once.

F. W. PRELL & CO., 31 Queen St., Melbourne

SOLE VICTORIAN AGENTS

'Phone
7419

Central The Australasian Mutual Insuranee

Soeiety Ltd.
400-2 Collins St.,

MELBOURNE.

Live Stock
Insured

at Lowest Current Rates

obtainable in Australia.

OTHER DEPARTMENTS OF BUSINESS.
Fire. Marine, Fidelitr Gnarulee, Plate

Glaai, Peraenal Accident and Sickneu,

EapUren' Liability, Werkmen't Compen-
nti«m. Pablic Riik, Meter Car, aid Bnrclarr.

INSURE WITH THIS SOCIETY. AND RECOMMEND IT TO YOUR NEIGHBOURS
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He turns

pretty slow—
but he gets

all the cream

!

—owing to the wonderful
Suction-feed, whicfi insures just

as clean a skim when you turn

the Sharpies separator slow, as

when you turn it fast ! The
boy might turn the crank only

35 to 40 turns per minute, but he

would get just as clean a skim as

if his dad were speeding the crank

around at 50 turns per minute.

The hired man, especially at the

end of a hard day's work, will but

seldom turn a separator up to regu-

lation speed. And you, yourself,

are often "dead-tired" and slacken

down unconsciously. All fixed-feed

separators when turned below speed lose cream—from 7 to 13 lbs. per

cow per year. This loss totals 80 million lbs. of butter yearly in the

United States alone— Sharpies can save it all

!

Famous Suction -Feed

S
"Skims clean at any Speed*' ff^

ELPARATOR
—the only separator that skims clean at widely-varying speeds

— the only separator that delivers cream of unchanging thickness—all speeds
— the only separator that skims faster when you turn faster

— the only separator with just one piece in the bowl—no discs, easiest to

clean

—the only separator with knee-low supply tank and a once-a-month

oihng system

Discard your old fixed-feed separator. Get a new Sharpies Suction-feed

— the only separator that feeds the milk into the bowl in direct proportion

to the separating force, thus getting 5% more cream under average

conditions ! Write to-day for catalog.

Newell & Co., Melbourne
. John Bridge & Co., Sydney
Agents Elder Smith and Co.. Adelaide"""""^ Clark & Faviset, Brisbane

Chas. Atkins & Co., Perth
J. R. Green. Launceston
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W. k W.—653.

clone
Spring Coil Fence

READ THESE FACTS
Cyclone Spring Coil is Sheep, Pig, Dog,
and Cattle Proof, and has been proved
to be the only fence that will effectually

hold crossbred sheep.

It is particularly adapted for pigs, ano
for this purpose a special 8-line fence
is made, 30 ins. high, with the tie

wires at every six inches.

It needs fewer posts, as the fence is a
solid web held together by the tie wires.
This saves both time and money.

It is stapled to posts. This does away
with the necessity for any boring, which
is a further saving of time and money.

It is easily handled, and can be taken
down, re-rolled, and used again as
often as desired, and is thus specially

adapted for fencing temporary pad-
docks.

It is actually cheaper, mile for mile,

than an ordinary plain wire fence, with
the added advantage of greater
strength and longer life.

It will pay you to send for Circular "15 FACTS" and Catalogue No. 33

Cyclone Pty. Ltd.
459 Swanston Street. MELBOURNE

Also at Sydney and Adelaide

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

NOW AVAILABLE
To Owners of Pedigreed Stock of all kinds

DAIRY FARMERS, AND OTHERS

The Department has compiled a

Stock Breeding Record Book

Comprising Table of Service and Due Dates, Females with Record

of Progeny, Sires with Record of Service, General Service Record,

:: :: Pedigree Charts, and Butter Record for Dairy Stock :: ::

This Book contains 234 pages on stiff paper, and is strongly bound in half leather

Price, 10/6 A limited number available

Postage—Victoria and other States 1/6, New Zealand, 2/8, extra.

Applications accompanied by Postal Note or Cheque, covering Price and Postage, to be

forwarded to the Director of Agriculture, Melbourne, Victoria.

Remittances from beyond the Commonwealth to be made by Post Office Order.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES

. VICTORIA DOCK n

Facilities are provided for producers and smaller exporlers of the

various kinds of produce, so that direct shipments on their own account

may be undertaken. The Government ownership and conduct of Cool

Stores places producers In an Independent position, and, in addition,

preserves an open channel for the carrying on of the export trade In

perishable products.

The Department of Agriculture will receive,

handle, freeze, store, and ship Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Fruit, Meat,

Poultry, Rabbits and Hares, &c., for producers and exporlers.

Produce to the value of over £30,000,000 has been treated

at the Government Cool Stores.

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES, VICTORIA DOCK (Dudley St.)

Telephones

:

Office: 10383 Central. Saperintendent and Engineer-in-Charge : 10382 Central.

SCALE OF CHARGES, ETC.

and further particulars may be obtained upon application to the

Exports Superintendent, Department of Agriculture,

Produce Offices, 605-7 Flinders Street, Melbourne.

Telephone 9380 Central.
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DOOKIE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
Provides Special Facilities for Practical and Scientific Agricultural Educatioi

Notable Agriculturists say that this College offers the best
agricultural education and practical training in the world

THE COLLEGE YEAR COMMENCES IN MARCH STUDENTS MAY BE ENROLLED AT ANY TUU

Altarnatioe Courses—
(a) Diploma Course

(b) One Year's Course.

Three Years.

Total Fees—

£25/-/- per annum.

The college contains modern and well equipped laboratory and lecture hall, single bedrooms, recreation and
sports grounds.

0( the 5,91 3 acres o( farm land at Dookie, 1 ,000 acres were put under crop by students last season; and chatapio*

prizes were won for sheep and pigs at the last Royal Agricultural Society's Show.

FARM SUBJECTS.—Agriculture. Animal Husbandry. Poultry, Fruit Growing.
Butter and Cheese Factory Management, Building Construction for Farmers.

EACH BRANCH UNDER SPECIALLY TRAINED EXPERTS

LONGERENONG AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
SESSIONS COMMENCE MARCH AND SEPTEMBER

This College is specially adapted for Junior Students from 14 years of age

AREA OF FARM. 2.336 ACRES
MAIN BRANCHES OF FARM WORK.—Grain Growing, Fat Lamb Raiting. Dairying.

Irrigation of Fodder Crops, Fruit. &c.

Total Fees—£25 per annum.

Fall particulars obtainable from T. J. PURVIS, Esq.. Secretary. Council of Agricultural Education.
Department of Agriculture. Melbourne, or the Principals of the Colleges.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE

VETERINARY SCHOOL
Complete Courses of Instruction are conducted in all Subjects for the Degree of

Bachelor of Veterinary Science (B.V. Sc), and for the License (L.V. Sc).

Veterinary Surgeons possessing the above qualifications are eligible for registration

under the Veterinary Surgeons Act (Victoria) and for Veterinary Appointments in the

Commonwealth and Stale Services and in the Army Veterinary Corps.

For full particulars apply

—

The DIRECTOR, Veterinary School, PARKVILLE, VICTORIA

"TheC^ueenslaiKl Molassis

Co. makes a product calleil

'MOLLERNE' from .Molasses

and Lucerne, and sells it at

£l higher than the niaiket

price of Lucerne. An analy-

sis of it has heen made by the

Agricultural Chemist, and it

forms a cheap and vahiahle

food for young lambs.

—Science and Iinhi.strii,

July, 1910 ; also l)y

courtesy of Mr. A. E.

V. Richardson, Dtpt.

of Agriculture,

^'i' turia.

ac

s^^
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Full,Reward
YOUK t5«50R^g

/I ^^

Obtain the maximum prices and most prompt

returns by consigning all your produce to us.

Agents in all leading towns can be consulted at any

time. Liberal advances made against consignments.

L

MnRKFTiCOtUNSyj
MFiLBOURNE
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NATIONAL TRUSTEES
Executors & Agency Company of Australasia Ltd.

DIRECTORS:
HON. WALTER MADDEN, Chairman and Managing Director.

EDWARD FITZGERALD, Esq., LL.D. MICHAEL MORNANE, Esq.

HON. DUNCAN E. McBRYDE. HENRY MADDEN, Esq. DAVID HUNTER, Esq.

This Company Acts as Executor or Joint Executor of Wills, Administrator, Trustee of
Settlements, and Agent for Absentees under Povwer of Attorney.

MONEY TO LEND ON BROAD ACRES AND FARM LANDS

Offices— 113 Queen St. (Corner of Little Collins-st.), Melbourne

"1000 TREES & STUMPS

GRUBBED OUT"
Thus ^writes lyjr. J. Sutherland, Parwan.

" I am veiy well pleased wth the Grubbers, a.s thev are doing: very good work. With mine I have
close on 1,0(10 tret-s ami i-tvuiips j-mbbed o>it. I liavp done a'! (his work myself without anj' assistance.

.So I i-onsioer ihe Grubber has more tlian doulily jiaid fin' itself."

FuU The "MONKEY WINCH" will save time, labour and money on
putticulaf.s your land clearing, is aKvays ready, and can be worked in

from— the very roughest country and in any class of timber.

TREWHELLA BROS. pty. ltd., TRENTHAM
^

VICTORIA PHOSPHATE
BASIC .^.^.^^.r.,-^^

The Phosphate Co-Operative Company of Australia Ltd.
{Regidered under ihe Comfanic; Ac! 1915.)

Registered Capital - - £300,000.
Mines: Mansfield. Works: Macaulay, North Melbourne.

Diredora :

W. C. HILL (President V.F.U), Colbinabbin, Chairrtian.

P. H. H. IBBOTT (V.P.C), Melbourne. GEO. H. MORTON (V.F.U.). Kerang.
WM. THAIN (V.F.U.), Carapooee. AUGUSTUS WOLSKEL (Healbcofe Chemical Coy.), Melb.

1 he allention of Farmers and Agricuhurisls is diawn to thfe above Co-Operativ(? Company.
established for the purpose of manufacluring Superphosphate from overseas Phosphates, and
Basic Phosphate from Australian Pliosphales, on the co-operative principle, viz., the return

of surplus profils to shareholder purchasers on the tonnar^e basis.

SHARES ARE BEING RAPIDLY APPLIED FOR.

THE PHOSPHATE C0-QPER.\T1VE CO. OF AUSTRALIA LTD.

is established m the interests of Primar.' Producers, and intending s'lareholders should make
application for allotment, without delav, to

545 Link Collim Sireel, JAS. B. ROBERTSON,
:\1eihourne. Acting Secretary:.
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NOXIOUS WEEDS
Farmers ! don't let the weeds get a 1st mortgage on your land

The most Effective, Safest and Cheapest method
of ERADICATING WEED PESTS is by using

Chloride Preparations
"CACTUSENE" A, B, and C Grades

Manufactured by CACTUS ESTATES Ltd.

Applied by means of an Atomizer or Spray Pump

Recommended by the Department of Agriculture of Victoria

We have hundreds of Testimonials from satisfied clients

FuU particulars p A pXIT^ F^TATFS ITH SO QUEEN ST..
from "V^/\\^ 1 "UiJ EjO 1 >\ 1 HiO 1-1 1 l-'.j MELBOURNE

"BULLDOG" Burnt & Unburnt

(carbonate) Agricultural Lime
For Orchards, Crops, and Pastures

Its use is strongly recommended by all experts, and those who have

had practical experience. Any quantity supplied at shortest notice.

For applying to land we recommend our "Ajax" Lime Spreader

RB6I8TBRKD TRADK MaRK _ . i / ii .. ; r r\- , -L ,

Rates and full particulars from Distributors—

cuRDiE's RIVER T. CLJIcPr^EY Pty. Ltd.
Telephce—Central 2807 22S Coppin Street, Richmond, Victoria

BURNTULYDALE LIME
FOR THE LAND

Farmers who have not used Burnt Lime should try it. The action

of Burnt Lime on the land is Immediate. The demand for Building

Lime having slackened owing to the War, Farmers have the opportunity

of getting a supply of the well-known Lilydale Lime.
ANALYSIS go as high as 98% Calcium Oxide.

Apply—

DAVID MITCHELL ESTATE, pJri'ors. OLIVER'S LANE, MELBOURNE
Works—Cave HiU, Lilydale. TeL Lilydale 4. TeL Central 5726.
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International Improved
S t r i p p e r-H arvester

International Improved 8-foot stripper-harvester. Also made
in 5 and 6-foot sizes

The International Improved strippar-harvester adds year by

year to its established reputation among farmers for work

thoroughly well done. Through many years it has been

a farm standby. Many improvements have been made,

suggested by practical men familiar with farm conditions,

until to-day it has reached a degree of perfection that leaves

little, if anything, to be desired. It is durable and light in

draft. It matters not whether the grain is short or tall,

standing or lodged, it gets it all. No waste—no costly

delays and loss of time.

Consult thj IHC a:^"nt in your district or write us direct

for printed matter on the International Improved stripper-

harvester.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD

543-555 BOURKE STREET, MELBOURNE
Agencies throughout Victoria and the Riverina
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THE STANDARD HERD TEST.

Seventh Annual Report on Testing of Pedigree Herds, conducted
by the Department of Agriculture, Victoria, Year ended
30th June, 1919.

By W. A. N. Rohertsmi, B.V. Sc, Chief Veterinarif Officer.

Which, is the nioet popular brewed of dairy cows in Victoria ? A trip

through any of the dairying districts, a day at the markets or the cattle

pens at oiir leading shows, will supply the answer, and no one will deny
ite correctness—it is the Ayrshire.

According to statistics published in the Ccmmonwealth Tear-Book,
the average yield of milk from cows in Victoria is 397 gal.ons. If we
allow an average test of 4 per cent., we shall find that this returns

158 lbs. of butter fat per cow. Even with the present high prices for

butter fat, it is evident that a very large number of dairy farmers—or,

perhaps, it would be better to say farmers dairying—make money from
outside sources and spend it in keeping their cows alive for no useful

purpose. It goes without saying that in such circumstances any
farmer's credit balance is very likely to be changed into an overdraft.

The cost of keeping a dairy cow has been variously estimated from
time to time, but with the high costs now operating in the prices of

labour, appliances, concentrates, &c. , very few, if any, can be kept for

less than £10 per annum. Consequently, the " average cow " in

Victoria is a decided robber. There is but one way in which such

robbers can be detected, and that is by weighing and testing.

Other than the Standard Test for pedigree herds conducted by the

Department of Agriculture, the only systematic testing carried on by
any association in Victoria is that of the Colac Herd Testing Associa-

tion. If we look to it for information to support or confute the state-

ment that one-third or more of the cows in this State do not pay for

their keep, we learn from the association's last report that of 600 cow?
submitted to test, 300 failed to I'each 200 lbs. of butter fat in their

114.58.
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Standard Herd Test. 516

lactation period. What a task, then, is set the other 300 to save their

owners from insolvency ! Fifteen of these cows failed to give 100 lbs.

fat, while the worst cow gave a return of 87 Dds. If the price of

butter fat be set down at Is. 5d. per lb., the return from this animal
would be only £6 3s. 3d. The worst herd of 20 cows, or under, gave
an average of 161 lbs. fat, as did the worst herd of 50 cows, or over.

The best cow gave 351 lbs. The highest number of cows in any herd
giving 300 lbs. of fat was 16. And in reading these returns it must
be remembered that they are from the best daii-ying country in the

State.

Consideration of these figures suggests a question to which an
answer is required; and as it is undisputed that the Ayrshire cow is

the popxdar one, the Ayrshire breeders must supply the answer. Is

this low return due to the prevalence of Ayrshire b-ood ? Ayrshire

Mr. C. G. Knight's Heifer, " Lady Choice of Tarnpirr.

'

(Born 6.9.1.5.)

8,007 lbs. milk. 493 SO lbs-, butter fat, 6-17 tesi.

breeders are still shy of entering their herds for Government Certifica-

tion, and the principal herds are conspicuous by their absence. The
progressive breeders, however, recognising the high standard to which
Ayrshires have been brought in other countries, realize the ultimate
good to be derived from testing, and at present 23 herds are undei~going

the test. Fifteen herds are mentioned in this report as having com-
pleted their term, instead of six as last year. The total number of

cows of this breed which completed their test and gained the standard
prescribed is 84.

Turning for a moment to the records published below, do' the figures

help us to answer the question? On studying the order of merit, it

is seen that only 10 Ayrshires appear in the first 100 mature cowe
recorded—4 in the first 50 of second-calf cows, and 5 in the first 50

1 t
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heifers. There is, therefore, a blot upon tlie escutcheon of this

popular breed ; and while 23 owners have set out to demonstrate its

worth, a more determined attempt must be made to show that it is

capable of holding its own amongst all comers.
Sooner or later, Ayrshire breeders will be forced to submit their

herds to the Test by clients who will require some assurance of increasing

their returns. The present high prices ruling for all dairy farm
requisites will make the dairy farmer, who has to make both ends meet,
realize that it is only by keeping high producers that he can make a

success of his labours.

Mr W. "Woodmason's 'Chevy VIII. of Melrose."
(Born 12.9.12.)

Season. Milk in lbs.

1914-15
1915-16
1916-17
1917-18

6,011
5,686i
6.853
6,271

Test.

%
5-63
6-05
601
5-79

Butter Fat in lbs.

338-56
344-08
412-06
362-24

Already a number of Ayrshire fanciers are introducing males of

other breeds which have good butter fat records on their dams' sides.

Many efforts are also being made to organize local herd testing associa-

tions, showing that " appearance" is losing its claim tO' recognition
amongst progressive men as the method of selecting a dairy herd.

Converting a low yielding herd to one of high record cannot be
carried out by a wave of the hand. Some years are necessary to accom-
plish results, during which culling and feeding lessons must be learnt
and put into operation. What can be achieved is strongly exemplified
in the herd of Mr. C. G. Knight, who, on this occasion, attains the
proud position of owning the herd which wins the departmental prize

for the best herd in Victoria.

The Ayrshire breeders who will take to heart the lesson to be learnt
from a study of the Tarnpirr herd, will realize the benefit of entering
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early, and putting the preliminary years of culling behind them, and
thus be in a position to supply tested animals for sale when the demand
becomes more insistent, as it surely will. Already 23 dairy farmers
are in the race for supremacy, with one or more laps to their credit.

and with representatives of no mean order, as the records of the fcllow-
ing show' :

—
Lbs. of rp-,^ Lbs. of Lbs. milk
milk. ^^^^-

fat. on last day
Geelong Harbor Trust's

—

" Maid of SpaiTowyale " ... ... 9,733 4.6 448 2U
W. C. Greave'^

"Vanity of Warrook " ... ... 9 968 4.44 442 23^
" Fuchsia of Warrook "... ... 10,056 4.23 425 20'

Mr. A. E. Spiers'—
"Camellia IV. of Ayrshire Bank "

8,217 4.96 407 16
" Folly V. of Ayrshire Bank " .. 9,297 4.34 403 17^
" Marcella of Ayrshire Bank " ... 10,548 3.98 399 20'

Mr. J. Gallery'^-
" Marjorie of Lailgley Park "

10,137 3.96 401 33,i,

Mr. S. A. Johnson's

—

"Bountiful of La Motte

"

.. 8,739 4.44 388 22

The following brief history of Mr. Knight's herd is interesting. In
1915, although it was the year of the drought

—

5 mature cows averaged ... ... 299.59
2 second-calf cows averaged .. . . 225.53
11 heifers averaged ... ... ... 245.3

An average per cow of . .

.

... 258.21
In 1919 (without handicap or herd allowance)-

—

14 mature cows averaged . . ... 419.73
2 second-calf cows averaged .. ... 413.2
14 heifers averaged ... ... ... 366.31

394.35An average per cow of ...

over a period, it must always be remembered, of 273 days.

In 1915 the first mature cow at Tarnpirr was 86th in the order of

merit. This year there are four in the first 20. The highest second

-

calf cow from Tarnpirr in 1915 was 30th; now one is third, and in

the heifer class, progress has been made from 13th to 1st, with the
very handsome return of 493.8 lbs. of butter fat. Computing the

value of butter fat at Is. per lb. for both periods, the average return

per eow during 1915 would have been £12 IBs., whilst for the year ended

30th June, 1919, it w^ould have been £19 14.s. The lesson is obvious-

without testing, culling, breeding, and feeding on sound principles, the

herd would have been very little, if any, better to-day than it was five

years ago, and profits—bearing in mind the cost of production—much
less. To-day, Mr. Knight's average return for nine months is £27 18s. 6d.

per cow, for butter fat is now worth Is. 5d. per lb. The increased cost

of production can have few terrors for the owner, for it must be borne
in mind that the figures just quoted are for nine months only, and the

herd was still yielding heavily at the completion of the test. Further,

no tillowance has been made for the value of skim milk.
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That feeding plays an important part in the attainment of these
records, is shown by consideration of the yields of thtee cows which have
been tested over a. period of five yeans :

—
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£7 14s. Id. for concentrates, there is an improved return of £1 18s. 8d.
per cow. Actually, the improvement is much greater, for no allowance
has been made for the increased quantity and value of skim milk, nor
are we making any allowance for concentrates used during the first

period, though, as a matter of fact, concentrates were being used.

No loose methods of feeding are followed at Tarnpirr, but each cow
is given a definite proportion, according to her yield of milk. They
are always milked in a regular manner, each cow entering the bail in

definite order. This practice maintains an important regularity between
morning and evening milkings, and is conducive to consistent yields

The system of milking, together with bail feeding and kind treatment,
has resulted in the cows leaving the herd in the yard to enter the
shed when called by name.

(Born 22.9.10.)
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qualities to her progeny. Two of them, "Foxglove" and Miss Fox,"
full sisters, by Morocco's " Carnation Fox," are worth special mention,
the former heing 14th in the aged class, with 469.45 lbs. of fat; the
latter 3rd in the heifer class, with 421.57 lbs. to her credit, and giving
26 lbs. of milk at the completion of test.

The heifer« at Tarnpirr are particularly strong, the fourteen which
are recorded giving an average of 366 lbs of butter fat. The lowest on
the list is "Marie," with 282 lbs., which will be recognised as an
excellent return, when it is stated that she calved at 20 months.

Including handicaps and herd allowance provided for in computing
the position for the Herd Prize, Mr. Knight shows an average of 447.7
lbs. of butter fat for each cow.

Mr. C. D. Lloyd's "Mercedes Noble Queen."
(Born G.5.10.)

Season. Milk in lbs. Test. Butter Fat in lbs.
0/

1916-17 .. .. .. .. 8,298 6-17 51207
1917-18 .. .. .. .. 8,952 6-09 545-88

The second prize goes to Mr. Woodmason's Melrose herd, in which-
Ibs. fat.

36 mature cows returned an average of ... 386.21

11 second-calf cows returned an average of ... 353.14

7 heifers returned an average of ... 326.46

An average for the herd (excluding all allow-

ances) of ... ... ... ... 371.6

With allowances •• ••• 418.64

This herd has gained such prominence since entering the Test, that

any reference to its excellence is like carrying coals to Newcastle. Ever

since a prize has been allotted for the best herd Mr. Woodmason's has

gained either first or second position. A feature of this year's return

is the improvement in the yield by heifers; the average last year was

280 lbs, on this occasion, 326 lbs.
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With " Jessie VI of Melrose," Mr. Woodmasou is to the fore again

She has been placed third in order of merit, with 541 lbs. of fat. Her
record for the past four years is as follows:—

Calving Date.
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Mr. O. J. Syme's Heifer, " Bolobek Aaggie.

(Born 13.4.16.)

Season.

1918-19

Milk in lbs. Test. Butter Fat in lbs.

%
9,583 4-35 417-43

Season.

1918-19 ,.

Mr. O. J. Syme's " Bolobek May."

(Born 21.11.14.)

Milk in lbs. Test. Butter Fat in lbs.

0/
/o

10,548 3-72 392-31
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again demonstrates, especially when considered with Mr. Knight's win-
ning herd, that the North-eastern District is valuable, under good
management, as a dairy district, and confutes the statement so often
made that good returns cannot be obtained on poor country. Attention
may be directed to some aspects of treatment common to all the leading
herds. They are all quietly handled, milked in a regular manner, with-
out leg ropes, and fed an average of 8 lbs. of concentrates per day.

In the winning herd rugging is not general, only particular cows
being rugged. The mild climate of the north-east does not make it so
necessary as in the colder parts, though at Mr. Read's rugging is

generally practie-ed. The herds considered so far are all Jerseys. Next
in order comes the " Solobek " Friesian herd of Mr. O. J. Syme.

Mr. O J. Syme's " Bolobek Dolly Gray."
(Born 13.8.14.)

Season. Milk in lbs. Test. Butter Fat in lbs.

1918-19 11,367
%

Four herds of this breed are now under test, and 23 cows have gained
their certificates. Mr. Syme's is the only one, however, in which more
than ten cows completed.

7 mature cows gave an average of ... 347.9 lbs. of butter fat.

4 second calf cows gave an average of 365.06 lbs. of butter fat.

3 heifers gave an average of ... 328.7 lbs. of butter fat.

The leading mature cow is Bolobek Belle. Her return was 391 lbs.

of fat, as against 384 lbs. the previous year. This was obtained from
10,747 lbs. of milk. The return is exceeded by three other younger
cows. Bolobek Dolly Grey and Bolobek May, m the second-calf cow
class, gave respectively 419 and 392 lbs. of fat, the former from 11,367
lbs. of milk, and the latter from 10,548 lbs. One other cow in the
herd gave over 1,000 gallons, viz.. Princess Ena, whose yield was
10,449 lbs. milk and 384 lbs. of fat. In Bolobek Aaggie, on her first

calf, which gave 9,583 lbs. of milk, and 417 lbs. of fat, with 22| lbs.

of milk on the last day, Mr. Syme has a splendid representative.
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The next two herds are Ayrshires. Mr. A. Spiers' " Blair Athol,"
Nalaugil, takee seventh place. This is the first time this breeder has
had liis herd under test, and to gain this position is highly creditable,
and it is possible that within a. few years considerably more will be
heard of it. The eleven mature cows gave an average of 343 lbs. of
fat, and the one second-calf cow 399 lbs., -an average for the herd, in-

cluding allowances, of 358 lbs. The leading cow. Camellia IV. of Ayr-
shire Bank, gave 407 lbs. of fat in the 273 days, and 16 lbs. of milk on
the last day. She is closely followed by Folly V. with 403 lbs., while
Bramble II. and Ada of Blair Athol, come next with 387 lbs. of fat

each.

Mr. A. E. Spier's " Marcella of Ayrshire Bank."
(Born 16.10.14.)

Season. Milk in lbs. Test. Butter Fat in lbs.

%
1918-19 .. .. .. 10,026 3-98 399-21

The second, calf cow, Marcella of Ayrshire Bank, is the leading
Ayrshire in this class, being fifteenth in order of merit, with 10,026
lbs. of milk, 399 lbs. of fat, and 20 lbs. of milk on the last day, a
return that marks her as a highly profitable animal, and one that will

be watched for future progress.

The Geslong Harbor Trust " Sparrowvale " herd is close behind the
Blair Athol one, with an average of 356 lbs. of fat.

To this herd goes the honor of having the leading Ayrshire in Maid
of Sparrowvale, with 9,733 lbs. of milk and 448 lbs. of fat. She is

twenty-fifth in the order of merit, and has shown herself a worthy repre-
sentative. As a heifer, she yielded 297 lbs. of fat, and as a second calf

cow 332 lbs. Budding Rose of Sparrowvale appears on her first calf

with 338 lbs. of fat, and is an illustration of how improvement can be
brought about by paying attention to records, with, at the same time,
'rood management and feeding.
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Tho annual champion cow for this year is found in Tiddlewinks II.

of Holmwood, a Jersoy owned by Mr. S. Rowe, of Mount Eccles. * She
gave the handsome yield of 10,850 lbs. of milk, with an average test o.

5.32 and 576.9 lbs. of fat in 273 days, and, on the last day of the term,
29 lbs. of milk. She thus stands out as one of the heaviest producers of

this breed. The record was established amongst some of the most broken
country in South Gippsland, but Mr. Rowe realizes that wandering
over such country is not conducive to high yields, so that most of the

cows are kept in a small paddock, and the energy which would be wasted

in climbing hills is utilized for milk production. It would be necessary

to milk three and a half of the average Victorian cows in order to obtain

a return similar to that of Tiddlewinks II. What a saving of labour

it would be to give the feed of the three and a half to one good cow,

and what time now uselessly spent would be available for cultivation.

Mr. S.
Season.

THE YEAR'S CHAMPION.
Rowe's "Tiddlewinks II. of Holrnvrood."

Milk in lbs.

. 10,850

Test.

/o
5-32

Butter Fat in lbs.

576-91

The Reserve Annual Champion Prize was won by Mercedes' Noble
Queen, owned by Mr. C. D. Lloyd. Her return was 545 lbs. of fat
from 8,952 lbs. of milk. She has shown herself a consistent yielder, for
she won the premier position in 1917 with 522 lbs. of fat.

Jessie VI. of Melrose, already referred to, is third in order of merit,
being only 4 lbs. of fat behind Mercedes' Noble Queen.

Mr. A. Jackson, of Glen Forbes, provides the fourth cow in Graceful
Duchess XL, with a yield of 538 lbs. of fat, and 22 lbs. of milk on the
last day of test. The yield is another indication of what can be done
amongst the hills of South Gippsland when care and attention is

bestowed.

In the 200 lbs. Standard Class, first place is taken by Mr. A. W.
Jones' Friesian cow May Queen 11. , with a splendid return of 519 lbs.
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Mr. Trevor Harvey's " Lady Marge of Jerseyholm.

Season.

1917-18
1918-19

(Born 13.4.15.)

Milk in lbs.

4,868
6.496

Test. Butter Fat in lbs

5-80
6-43

282-64
417-80

Mr. C. l*'alU:eiiberg's '* Annie of Taringa."

(Born r).n.ll.)

Season. Milk in lb:

1916-17
1917-18
1918-19

Test. Butter Fat in lbs

%
.5.689 5-86 33.3-32

4,803 5-6.T 271-18
6.26.7 5-61 3.51-48
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of fat from 11,319 lbs. of milk, and 32 lbs. of milk on the last day.
This cow was fust in the heifer class last year, when her yield was 410
lbs. of butter fat. She therefore promises well, and should be amongst
the prominent mature cows next year.

The second cow in this class is also a Friesian, Kathleen, of the herd
of the Werribee Research Farm. Her return was 451 lbs. of fat from
12,027 lbs. of milk. This breed has shown up very well since its intro-

duction to the Research Farm. Five cows have completed their test,

and four of them have given over 1,000 gallons of milk. Madrigal was
placed fourth in order of merit with 11,375 lbs. milk, 447 lbs. of butter
fat; and Hyacinth, which will be referred to in the heifer class, av
Wood Nymph, 10,610 lbs. of milk and 336 lbs. of fat, have done well.

Other forward cows in this class have been already referred to in deal-
ing with the herds.

In the heifer class, the first place is taken by Lady Choice, owned by
Mr. C. G. Knight, and has been alreadv referred to as having estab-
lished a record with 493 lbs. of fat from' 8,007 lbs. of milk. She gave
30^ lbs. of milk on her last day. Hyacinth, a Friesian, from the
Research Farm, is second with 448 lbs. of fat from 11,429 lbs. of milk.

Leongatha Agricultural High School Jersey Herd.

Miss Fox of Tampirr, Bolobek Aaagie, and Veronica of Tarnpirr,
next in order of merit, have been previously refei-red to; but, sixth,

comes Molly of Clover Flat, with 403 lbs. of butter fat from 6,510
lbs. of milk. She is owned by Mr. D. G. Tomkins, of Coleraine, another
breeder who recognises the value of testing, and enters under auspicious

circumstances.

The number of herds included in this report is 52, an increase of 22

over last year. They include:—
29 Jerseys with 293 certificated cows.

15 Ayrshires with 84 certificated cows.

4 Friesians with 23 certificated cows.

3 Red Poll with 41 certificated cows.

1 Milking Shorthorn with 8 certificated cows.

The number of herds at present undergoing test is 75.
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Standard Cow Prizes.

The following prizes were offered by the Government for the yea^r

ended 30th June, 1919. The prizes will be awarded through the Royal
Agricultural Society :

—
1. Grand Champion Cow—under Herd Test Regulations.

A grand champion prize of £100, as a trophy or cash, for

maintaining the position of annual champion for three years,

not necessarily in succession. Nrt yet allotted.

2. Annual Champion Cow—under Herd Test Regulations.

A prize of <£10, to be awarded to the cow which, during a

lactation period terminating within a yeax ending on 30th
June, gives the greatest amount of butter-fat under the herd test-

ing regulations of this Department.
"Won by " Tiddlewinks II. of Holmwood " ; o^vner, S. Rowe.

*3. Reserve Annual Champion—under Herd Test Regulations.

A prize of £5 per annum to be awarded to the cow attain-

ing second place under the herd testing regulations of the Depart
ment during the year ended 30th June.

Won by " Mercedes JSToble Queen " ; owner, C. D, Lloyd.
These prizes to be awarded conditionally upon the winning

cow being exhibited at the next Royal Agricultural Show. In
the event of the death of the winning cow prior to such Show, the

owner to exhibit his next best cow.

4. Best Herd—under Herd Testing Regulations.

A first prize of £20 and a second prize of £10 to be awarded
to the herds giving the greatest average returns under the herd
testing regulations of this Department and complying with the
following conditions :

—
(1) Minimum number of cows (completing the test during the

year) in a herd, 10.

(2) Such herd to average not less than 300 lbs. of butter-fat

(a) Handicaps to be allowed on the following scale:—
i A herd of more than 10 cows to receive a handi-

cap of ^ lb. of butter fat for each cow.

ii Cows entered under regulation 11a to receive a

handicap of 75 lbs. of butter fat.

iii Cows entered under regulation 11 b and c to

receive a handicap of 50 lbs. of butter-fat.

The prizes to be allotted for the year ending 30th June,

and the three best cows in the winning herd to be ex-

hibited at the rext Royal Agricultural Show.
First prize won by the " Tarnpirr " Herd; owner, Mr. C.

G. Knight.
Second prize won by the "Melrose" Herd; owner, Mr.

W. Woodmason.

No cow competing for any prize shall be milked more than twic«

a day, and must re-calve within fifteen months from her previous

calving date.

• Tn 'hp last nnnml ronort Afr. A. W. .Tone's was ere liteJ witli winning this prize with ' Jubilee XV.".

but at tM* cow did not calve within the prescribed time, the rightful winner was Mr. C. G. Lyons"
•• Velveteen IT."
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RETURN OF CERTIFICATED COWS FOR YEAR ENDED
30th JUNE, 1919.

W. K. ATKINSON, Swan Hill. (Shorthorn.)

Completed during the year, 8. Certificated, 8.
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MRS A. BLACK, Noorat. (Jersey.)

Completed during the year, 10. Certificated, 7.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, Wyuna. (Jsrsey.)

Completed during the year, 3. Certificated, 3.
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C. FALKENBERG, EUiminyt. (Jersey.)

Completed during the year, 10. Certificated, 7.
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GEELONG HARBOR TRUST, Marshalltown. (Ayrshire.)

Completed during the year, 15. Certificated, 15-
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A, JACKSON, Glen Forbes. (Jersey and Ayrshire.)

Jersey—Completed during the year, 9. Certificated, 9.
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A. W. JONES, Whittington, Geelong. (Jersey and Friesian.)

Jersey—Completed during the year, 10. Certificated, 10.
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J. A. LANG, Alvie. (Ayrshire.)

Completed during the year, 1. Certificated, 1.
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C. G. LYON, Heidelberg. (Jersey.)

Completed during the year, 44. Certificated, 44.
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C. D. LLOYD, Caulfleld. (Jersey.)

Completed during the year, 9 Certificated, 9.

Name of Cow.

i£
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MEIER BROS., Box Hill. (Jersey.)

Completed during the year, 6. Certificated, 6.

Name of Cow.
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Mrs. LILIAN ORCHARD, Grahamvale. (Jersey.)

Completed during the year, 4. Certificated 4.
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R. RALSTON, Moglonemby, Euroa. (Ayrshire.)

Completed during the year, 10. Certificated, 6.
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MISS S. L. ROBINSON, Malvern. (Jersey.)

Cjmpletod during the year, 9. Certificated, 8.
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S. ROWE, Mt. Eeeles. (Jersey.)

Completed during thn year, 2. Certificated, 2.
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0. J. SYME, -Macedon. (Friesian.)

Complete! during the yoar, 14. Certificated, 14.

1 ^
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w
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Mr. W. WOODMASON'S " Malrose " Jersey Herd.

Cows in Herd in tlieir Respective Classes.
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Mr. J. D. READ'S " Springhurst " Jersey Herd.

Cows in Herd in their Respective Classes.
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GEELONG HARBOUR TRUST " Sparrovale " Ayrshire Herd.

Cows in Herd in their Respective Classes. Butter Fat.
AveraRe
per Cow.

8 Mature Cows yielded
1 Second-calf Cow yielded

Handicap of 50 lbs.

6 Heifers yielded
Handicap of 75 lbs. each

299-47 lbs.

50-00 „

1,701-23 lbs.

450-00 ,,

Keturn (without herd allowance)

15 Cows in herd allowed 71 lbs. each (the i lb. allowance per cow)

Herd total (including all handicap allowances)

lbs.

2,737-96

349-47

2,151-23

5,238-66

112-50

5,351 16

lbs.

342-24
299-47

283-54

349-24

356-74

AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT'S " Research Farm " Red Poll Herd.

Cows in Herd in their Respective Classes. Butter Fat.
Average
per Cow.

26 Matiire Cows yielded
3 Second-Ciilf Cows yielded .

.

Handicap of 50 lbs. each

4 Heifers yielded
Handicap of 75 lbs. each

926-05 lbs.

150-00 „

972-23 lbs.

300-00 „

Return (without herd allowance)

33 Cows ill herd allowed 16} lbs. each (the \ lb. allowance per cow)

Herd total (including all liandicap allowances)

lbs.

8,638-64

1,076-05

1,272-23

10,986-92

544-50

11,531-42

lbs.

332-25
.308-68

243-57

332-94

349-44

Mr. A. H. SCHIER'S " Inverleigh " Ayrshire Herd.

Cows in Herd in their Respective Classes.
Average
per Cow.

3 Mature Cows yielded
1 Second-calf Cow yielded

Handicap of 50 lbs.

7 Heifers yielded
Handiciip of 75 lbs. each

205-87 lbs.

50-00 „

1,756-45 lbs.

525-00 „

Return (without herd allowance)

1 1 Cows ill herd allowed 5} lbs. each (the .} lb. allowance per cow)

Herd total (including all handicap allowances)

lbs.

816-10

255-87

2,281-45

3,353-42

60-50

3,413-92

lbs.

272-03
205-87

250-89

304-86

310-36
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COWS IN ORDER OF MERIT.

Cows over 4 Years of Age or on Third Lastation Period—250 lbs. Standard.

No.
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Cows ovBK 4 Years of Age or on Third Lactation Period—250 lbs. Standard—continued.

No.

66

69
70
71

72
73

74
75
76

77
7S
79

80
81

82

83
84

«5

S'S

87

8*
89

90
91

93

98
99

100
101
102

103
104
105
106

107
lOS
109

Name.
Herd
Book
No.

Breed. Milk.
Butter
Fat.

Sire.

Captor's Tliora

Serbia

Whitestockin'^s IV.
Mel.)(lious

Follv V. ot Ayrshire Bank
Marjorie of 1-augley Park

Lot ina 9 Lady

Maitlands' Peta\
My Queen of Tarnpirr .

.

Empire IV. of Melrose •

Jenny i.ind IX of Melro^e
Blanchette III.

Lady Marue iV.
Lady Elector II. of Mel-

rose
Captor'T Vanilli
First Choice .

.

Bolobek Belle
Blossom IV. of Melrose.

.

Latakia

Bountiful of T.a Mot^e .

.

Ada of (Vail Athol
Bramhle IT. of Ayrshire
Bank

Bolobek Ethel
Baronyss of Wyuna

Lotus

Prince«s Ena .

.

Tonga

Bluebell of Glen Elgin .

Mystery XII. of Melrose

Muria

Romany Lass .

.

Lass' Favourite

7.oe V. of Warragaburra
Fuchsia X. of Melrose .

.

Dunalister Golden Maid

Rosebud of Tarnpirr .

.

Gaiety Girl VIII. of Mel-
rose

Cora
Christmas of Tarni)irr .

.

Goldlace

Fiiiry BcL of Warenda
Princess of Springhurst

Princess of Tarnpirr
Colleen I'.awn

Daisy VI. of Melrose

Dolly of Clydesbank II.

Rarity VI. of .Melrose .

.

.Tndy of La Motte
Marian of Ayrshire Bank

Laura IX. of Me'rose .

.

Chevy VIII. of Melrose
Clover of Sparrovale .

.

23:i6

5973
2839

4286

333?
• 4209

3639
5543
3753
4101
5548

3330
372

C.S.J. U.B.

5531

5253
5960
5961

447
C.S.J.H.B

3667

2563
431

C.S.J.H.B
1497
4516

3.i2

C.S.J.H.B.
4210

5537

3.331

4206

2986
2<24
4512

374C
3675
5258
5969

5551
4511
2872

C. a Lyon ..

Department of
Agricult\ire

C. D. L'.oyd .

.

C. G Lyon .

.

A E. Spiers .

.

Executors late J.

Callery
Meier Bros. .

.

C. G. Lyon .

.

C. G Knight .

.

W. Woodmason
W. Woodmason
A. W. Jones .

.

T. Harvey
W. Woodmason

C. O. Lyon .

.

1 eongatha High
School

O. J. Syme
W. Woodmason
Department of

Agriculture
S. A. Johnson
A. Spiers
A Spiers

O. J. Syme .

.

Department of
Agriculture

Leach Bros. .

.

O. J. Syme .

.

Department of
Agriculture

Geelona Harbor
Tru?t

W. Woodmason

Dejiartment of
.Agriculture

C. 6. Knight .

.

S. Rowc

C. G. Lyon .

.

W. Woodmason

W. Parbury .

.

C. G. Knight .

.

W. Woodmason

C. G. T yon .

.

C. G. Knight . .

Department of
Agriculture

T. Mcslev
J. D. Rea I .

.

C. G. Knight .

.

C. G. Lyon
W. Woodmason

Mrs. A. Black..
W Woodmason
S. .^X. Johnson
A. Si'iers

Jersey .

.

Red Poll

Jersey .

.

Ayrshire

Jersey .

.

Friesian
Jersev .

.

Kyd Poll

Ayrshire

Friesian
Jersey .

.

Friesian

Red Poll

Ayrshlie

Jersey .

.

Red Poll

Jersey .

.

lbs.

7 334
10,036

7 463
7.903
9,290

llt,137

8,112

6,775
6,456

7.416
6,^84
7 803
6,294
6,558

Ked Poll

Jersev . .

Ayrshire

Jersey

4-05

43
12

4-34
3-96

4-92

617

4-36
6 02
)0«
6 -.30

602

10 717
7,.-.75

8,216

8.739
9.274
8,820

9 538
e,812

8,948

10,449
8,841

8,517

6.871

7,006

7,284
7,936

7,402
8,20n

5.978

5,879

6,829

lbs.

406-87
406-58

404-96
401-66
403-7.^

401-49

398-90

.398-58
398-52

397-31
396-7
396-57
396-40
394-51

Captor
Rodger

Cowslips Go'den]^Noble
Starbright's Fox

"

Luminous ot Oakbank
Royalty of Rythdaloj

Lotina's Laii^^purs Twy
li^h

Navigator
Morocco's

Fox
Royal Blue
Pretty Noble (Imp.)
Garanties Antimony
Sweet Fox
Pretty Noble (Imp.)

Carnation

•,829 5-02 393-04 Cai)tor
6.599 5-9o 392-47 Black Prince

3-64
5-16
4-75

4 44
4-1'<

4-39

4-06
5-68

3-68
4-34

4-50

5-57

5-42

5-24
4-81

5-14
4-63

6-31

6-41

5-51

391-29
390-75
390-37

387-97
387-42

387.19
386-97

384-^5
583-83

383-32

383-09

383-04

.381-97
381-77

380-42
379-98

377 - 46

376-75

376-28

6.389 5-87 375-36
374-16

W. Woodmason
W Woodmason i ,,

Geelong Harbor Ayrshire
Trust I

5,824

7,912

6.220
6 621

7,333
6,316
7,084

5,760
6,727
8.311
8,582

6,048
6,271
7 142

6-4'2

4-72

3-01
5-82
5-19

6-35
5-44
4-40
4 21

371-61
368-66

367
367 - 50
367-48

366-01
365-91
365-44
365- 15

6-03 364-81
5-781362-21
5-071362-02

I

King Isabe la Walker
Pretty Noble Clmp.)
Nicotine

I.ochinvar of Prior Park
I ucre of Oakbank
Ivanhoe of Ayrshire
Bank

Raa Apple Korndyko
Be:itrice IV. 's Fox"

Audrey's Lad

Duplicate Posch
Honingham Archbishop

Clen Elgin's Jamie

Mystery's Son of Mel-
rose

Redman

Starbright's V. Twyllsh
Lotina's larkspur's

1 ord Twylish
Starbright's Fox
Mystery's Son of Mel-

rose
Obelisk

Morocco's Carnation.
Fox

Pretty Noble (Imp.)

Captor
Morocco's Carnation

Fox
Nicotine

Foxy Boy
Gracefull.ord of Mel-

rose
Starbright's V. Twylish
Noble i ord (Imp.)
Mystery's Son of Mel

rose
Favourite's Fox II.

Wild Rover
I.ochinvar of Prior Park
Luminous of Ayrshire

Bi-nk
Pretty Nol le (Imp.)
Pretty Noble (Imp.)
Glen Eluin s Rover
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Cows OVER 4 Years of Age or on Third Lactation Period—250 lbs. Standard—continued.

Herd
I'.ook

\o.

Nohle Jesfie .

.

Chevy VJ. of Melrose .

.

Stnrfinfh II. . .

Cobeii of SiTinghurst .

.

Birdseye

Europa

Cartoon V.

K'irstv V.
Jessie's Progress
Persica

Jessie IX. of Melrose .

.

Jessie s Pride of IJuiidara

La«sie II.

Buttercup of Springtiurst

Pride of ilocklands

Primrose of Springiiurst

La Belle France

Maitlpnd's Duchess of
I.esterfleld

Twinkle

Annie of Taringa
Jessie XV. of Melrose .

.

Belle of Colac.

.

Lottie of Golden Vein .

.

Mates V. of Melrose

Jennie de Kol
May VIII. of Banyule .

.

Bud of View Point
Majesty's Starbright .

.

Netherlana

Crystal of Rythdale
Laura VI. of Melrose .

.

Pet of Ketreat
Fairy V. of Ayrshire
Bank

Balsam of Springhurst .

.

Samotina

Bashful of Winslade .

.

Queenie of Holmwood .

.

Symphony
Queen of Friesland Park

Pearl II. of Melrose

Soprano
Idyll's Ideal

Asiana

Santa Clara

Tambourine .

.

Buttercup
Frolic of Sparrovale

Jessie XIV. of Melrose.

.

Fuchsia IX. of Melrose

Molly II.

Audrey Lassie
Rarity VII. of Melrose.

.

Sweetbread 21th

281,3

36:53

291.^

4379

317
C.S.J.HB

4100
3657

36.-)4

4263

1136
3702
4719

177
C.S.J.H.B

.538

C.S.J.H.B.
4023
.5536

4024
3079

4524

4464
2163
1185

2837
3658
4.337

5964

4376

4353
5153
4281

1395
2096

1417
875
2874

5545
381

C.S.J.H.B.
614
825

5559

2979

Owner. Breed. | Milk.

C G. Lyon .

.

\V. Woodma.son
C. O.Lvon ..

.1 . D. Head .

.

Department ci
Aarieu.'ture

department of
Agriculture

3Iiss Bruce Rpid

T. H.TTvey
\V. Woodmason
Department of

Agriculture
W. Woodmason
D. C. Morrison

C. G. Lvon
J. D. Read .

.

Dr. S. S. Camer-
ron

J. D. Read .

.

Department of
.Agriculture

A. Jackson

Miss S. L. Robin-
son

C. Falkenberg
W. Woodmason
A. W. Jones .

.

Ryan and How-
ley

W. Woodmason

O. J. Svme .

.

D. G. Tompkins
G. A. Kent, jun.
C. G. Lyon
Department of

Agriculture
f'allery Estate
W. Woodmason
A. E. Spiers .

.

A. E. Spiers .

.

J. D. Read .

.

Department of
Agriculture

L. McFarlane.

.

A. W. Jones .

.

C. G. Lyon .

.

O. J. Syme

W. Woodmason

C. G. Lyon
C. G. Knight .

.

Department of
Agriculture

Department of
Agriculture

C. G. Lyon
A. W. Jones .

.

Geelong Harbor
Trust

W. Woodmason
W. Parbury .

.

C. G. Lyon .

.

C. G. Lyon .

.

W. Woodmason

C. D. Llovd .

.

Jersey

Red Poll

Jersey .

.

Red Poll

Jersey .

Ayrshire

Jersey

Red Poll

Jersey .
'.

Ayrshire

Jersey .

.

Friesian
Jersey .

.

Ayrshire
Jersey .

.

Red Poll

Ayrshire
Jersey .

.

Ayrshire

Jersey .

.

Red Poll

Ayrshire
Jersey .

.

Friesian

Jersey .

.

Red Poll

Jersey .

.

Ayrshire

Jersey .

.

lbs.

6,832
7,530
7,227
6 791
7,202

8,436

6,876

6,160
5,.S80

7,519

6,656
8,630

7,309
5,963
7,003

6,.597

8,095

7,508

7,906

6,265
5,433
8.331
7,921

6,479

9,428
6.676
7,312
6,493
8,412

8,970
6,227
8,798
8,546

6,072
7,996

7,379
5,886
5,622
8,851

6,407

5,751
6,689

7,875

7,227

6,826
8,229
7,429

5,717
5,701

6,527
6,919
6,190

6,912

4-27

5-78
07

4-74

5-35
4-12

4-

5-94
5 04

5-34
4-35

4-45

61
45

4-19
4-40

5-37

3-69
5-2(

4-74
5 • 33
412

3-83
j-5f
3-92
4-0:

Butter
Fat. Sire.

lbs.

3Cl'lf-

36 1 Oc

.360-9

360-39
300-31

360-11

357-32

.357 -lo

357 - 1

1

356-20

355-98
355-29

354-87
354 -4S
353-00

352 2r
352 05

351-76

351 4>
350-71
349 -4^

348-91

4-2*^

4-62
7^

6-03
3-81

5-2e

5-86
5-0(.

4-01
4-42

5-73
7J

-01

-71

2.J

4-70

348-02
347-2:;

S46-4.C
!46-3*-

i46-31

\obIe Lord (Imp.)
Step f)ut

Combination .Tack
Brighton Cub
Tabacum

Magician

Streak o' Light

Sweet FoY
I ady Superior's Progress
Prince of Wales

Wild Rover
Isabel's Pride of Glen

Lira
Brighton King
Voung Defiance
Planet's Prince II.

Bri2i)ton Cub
Rodger

Magnet's Maitland

Starbright's Lord Twv-
lish

Golden Spark
J'retty Noble 'Imp.)
Handsome Progress
Anither of Oakljant

348 -le Mystery's Son of Mel-
ro.se

Duplicate Posch
Mabel's Chief (Imp.)
I odiie of Willowvale
Starbright's Fox
Melford Prince

U6-ie
i46-0:.

545 -4e

i44-91

544-72
542-4:;

536-
5:34-

334-74

531-1*
529-04
528-02

527-87
527-76

527-07
i25 -55

524-87

Molly's Record
Golden Pride
Purity's Douglas
Ivanhoe of Ayrshire
Bank

Young Defiance
Xicotine

Glen Elgin's Artist
Defiance
Xoble Lord
Colantha Sir Winana

(Imp.)
Jessie IV. Son of Mel-

rose II.

Starbright's Fox
Starbright's Lord Twv-

lish

Magician

Nicotine

Brighton Prince
Fowler Laddie
Kemp of Glenarthur

Pretty Noble (Imp.)
Handsome Boy of Mel-

rose
Bri^iton King
Audrey's Fox
Mystery's Son of Mel-

rose
Dairymaid's Champion
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Heifers—175 lbs. Standard.

Name.
Herd
Book
No.

JJreed. Milk.
Butter
Fat. Sire.

Lady Choice of Tarnpirr
Hyacintli

Miss Fo.\ of Tarnpirr .

.

Bolobek Aaggie Colantlia
Veronica of Tarnpirr .

.

Molly of ("lover Flat
Sweet Nell
Tiny of Tarnpirr

Ringtail of Tarnpirr
I^agnolia
Mermaid IV. of Melrose
Romany Girl .

.

Madame Melba of Tarnpirr
Empress II. of Holmwood
Tri.xie of Tarnpirr

Fuchsia XIII. of Melrose

Sunset Star .

.

Kirsty VI. of Jerseyholm
Flower XI. of Melrose .

.

Budding Rose of Sparro-
vale

Postcard of Tarnpirr .

.

Mystery XVII. of Melrose

Woodnymph .

.

Mary Ann
Mystic of Tarnpirr

Carrie VI. of Melrose .

.

Jonquil of Springhurst.

.

Columbine of Springhurst
Gipsy Girl of Sparrovale

Bluebell III. .

.

Fleur de Lis of Spring-
hurst

Anemone of Springhurst
Kyora's Filbarra

Bolobek Lass.

.

Jubilee Daffodil
Graceful Countess of Les-

terfield

Nimmitabel .

.

Melford Mascotte
Sihermine XV. of Ban-

yule
Scotia

Verona of Warrook
Peerless XII. of Melrose

Vanilla XI. of Melrose .

.

Zoe VI.
Lady Virtue of Ben Kell
Blanch Hose X.
Roseleaf of Viewpoint .

.

Lassie IV. of (.lo\er Flat
Princess Royal of Spring-
hurst
Brighton Princess of

Springhurst
Chevy IX. of Melrose .

.

Defender's Queen of St.

Albans

5162

5174
5487

5170

5171
5161
4979
5173

4980

3887

5167

5163

5398

5392
3894

561
C.S.J.H.B

5394

5215
5221

il74

4975
5485
5403

C. G. Knight .

.

Department of
Agriculture

C. G. Knight .

.

O. J. Synie .

.

C. G. Knight .

.

D. G. Tompkins
C. G. Knight .

.

C. G. Knight .

.

C. G. Knight .

.

C. G. J yon
W. Woodmason
C. G. Knight .

.

C. G. Knight ..

T. Harvey
C. G. Knight .

.

A. W. Jones .

.

Agricultural High
School, Leon-
gatha

T. Harvey
W. Woodmason
Geelong Harbor
Trust

C. G. Knight .

.

W. Woodmason

Department of
Agricultural

C. G. J.yon .

.

C. G. Knight .

.

W. Woodmason
J. D. Read .

.

J. D. Read .

.

Geelong Harbor
'1 rust

Leach Bros. .

.

J. D. Read .

.

J. D. Read .

.

Miss Robinson

O. J. Syme
Miss B. Reid .

.

A. Jackson

C. G. Knight .

.

C. G. Lyon
C. G. Lyon

Department of
Agriculture

W. C. Gre.i\es
W. Woodmason

W^ Woodmason
C. G. J.yon .

.

R. Ralston
W. K. Atkinson
J. W. Cochrane
D. G. Tompkins
J. D. Read .

.

J. D. Read .

.

W. Woodmason

A. E. Batson .

.

Jersey .

.

Friesian

Jersey .

.

Friesian
Jersey .

.

Ayrshire

Jersey .

.

Friesian

Jersey .

.

Ayrshire

Jersey .

.

Friesian
Jersey .

.

Red Poll

Ayrshire
Jersey .

.

Ayrshire
Shorthorn
Ayrsliiie
Jersey .

.

lbs.

8,007
11,429

7,244

9,583
6,679
6,510
7,039
5,982

6,019
6,857
6,084
6,243
6,181
6,720
5,476

6,257

5,378
5,351
6,365

4,955
5,411

10,610

6,061
5,842

5,246
5,143

5,106
6,275

6,381

6,878

5,865
5,997

9,055
6,273
4,776

5,757
5,669
6,348

7,036

7,398
5,042

5,068
4,629
6,778
8,106
6,937
5,942
5,086

5,325

5,081

4,457

6-17
3-92

5-82

4-35
6-08
6-20
5-68
6-45

6-32
5-50
6-16

5-44
6-48

5-38

6-46
6-40

31

6-81
6-24

317

5-51
5-70

6-33
6-41

6-37
5-16

5 06

4-66

5-46
5-33

3-53
08

6-55

5-40
47

4-87

4-32

4 10
602

5-97
6-63
37
•6j

lbs.

493-80 First Choice of Melrose
448-50 Oak de Kol II. Home-

stead Fobes
421-57 Morocco's Carnation'*

Fox
417-43 Colantha Pontiac
406-63 First Clioice of Melrosi
403-81 Mabel's Chief (Imp.)
399-87 J'irst Choice of Melrost
385-85 Morocco's Carnajtion'i'

Fox
380-81 Sport
376 - 93 ^ oung Defiance
374-71 Handsome Boy V.
366-17 Pilot
365-55 Dolly's Twylish
365-43 Audrey's Lord Twylislt
355-45 Morocco's Carnation's-

Fox
355-17 Lady of Melrose II. 't

Noble
349-52 Dunalister Lord Brigh-

ton

Venture's Hero
Top Notch of Melrose
Scottish King of Gowrie

Park
First Choice of Melrose
Lady of Melrose II.'^

Noble
Woodcrest Joe

Earl Twylish
Morocco's Carnation'^
Fox

Handsome Boy III.
Attraction of Spring-

hurst
Young Defiance
Scottish King of Gowrit

Park
Twylish's Pride

347-45
342.34
338-32

337-57
337-54

336-21

333-86
332-87

332-27
329-55

325-51
323-73

322-82

320-73

320-45
319-76

319-42
318-3o
312-72

311-03
309-91
309 - 2U

303-93

303-71
3U3-71

302-82
302-13
296 - 19
296-15
294-72
294 - 58
294-36

5-51 2„3.18

291-81

2S)1.81

Brighton Cub

Brighton Cub
Lotina's Larkspur'^

Twylish
Indulge Johanna Lad
Juliilee May II. 's Prince
Handsome Boy III.

Silver King
J eader's Golden Fox
Mabel's Chief (Imp.)

Nicotine

Minerva's Jamie
Lady of Melrose U.'t-

Noble
Handsome Boy V.
Mystiiier
(iirvan of Oakbank
Pojilar Vale Piince IX.
Hector of Alapleton
Piin( e Noreen
Young Delianeo

Brighton Cub

Lady of Melrose U's,
Noble

Linden's Chief
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Name.
Herd
Book
No.

Noble's Coquette
Fairy of Warrook

Pimpernel of Springhurst
Dominion Flower Queen

Alma of Langley Park .

.

Pastime of Tarnpirr
Cream V of 1 e-=terfield .

.

Leila oi \V:''-'^ok

Wistaria of Springii:. -t

Socks II. of Pine Grove

Bolobek Rose .

.

Kose of Sparrovale

Marie of Tarnpirr
Mary of Springfield
Myrtle II. of Pine Grove
Cloverleaf
Lady Grey V. of St
Albans

Creamy II. of Lesterfield

Morvea Queenie IX.
Meadow Sweet of Sparro-

vale
Silvermine XVI. of Ban-

yule
Lady Marge of Gippsland

Flower Girl .

.

Dido
Rosebud II. of Pine
Grove

Myrtle of Springfield .

.

Daisy V. of Hoimwood.

.

Pretty Peg .

.

Jubilee Queen I. of St.

Albans
Dolly I. of St. Albans ..

Boronia II. of Pine Grove
Brighton Peeress
Chloe
Dairymaid 26th
Shadow
Primrose of Jerseyvale
Lady Merlin .

.

Maitland Petal III. of
Havilah

Dunalister Clem

Defender's May III.

Mimulus of Springhurst
La Plata

Maitland's Canary
Bolobek Jean
Primrose II. of Pine Grove
Ettie V. of Banyule
Peaceful of Bundara
Bluebell of Jerseyholm.

.

Belle of Sparrovale

Hawthorn VI. of Banyule
Pansy's Promise
May of Sparrovale

Kyora Lassie
Crimea

Cherry V.
Moonlight

5401

3477

5164

5i73

,-109

Mi:j

4073
4637
5479
5058

390J

5222

4974
4978
5219

5055
4626

Owner.

349
C.S.J.H.B

4640
5204
4267

3883

5209
5229
3902

Miss B. Reid .

.

W. C. Greaves

J. D. Read .

.

Flack and Sewell

J. Gallery

C. G. Knight .

.

A. Jackson
W. C. Greaves

J. D. Read .

.

]
A. H. Schier .

.

I A- ^V. Jones .

.

I

Oeelong Harbor
Trust

I
C. G. Knight .

.

I J. W. Coohiune
I A. H. Schier .

.

J. Mackenzie .

.

A. W. Jones .

.

A. Jackson
W. K. Atkinson
Geelong Harbor

Trust
C. G. Lyon .

.

A. E. Batson .

.

Meier Bros. .

.

C. G Lyon
A. H. Schier .

.

J. W. Cochrane
T. Harvey
C. G. Lyon
A. E. Batson .

.

A. W. Jones .

.

A. H. Schier .

.

T. Mesley
C. D. Lloyd .

.

W. K. Atkinson
T. Mesley
Mrs. L. Orchard
C. Falkenberg
C. G. Lyon

W. Parbury .

.

Miss Robinson
J. D. Read .

.

Department of
Agriculture

A. Jack.son
O. J. Syme
A. H. Schier .

.

C. G. J>yon
D. C. Morrison
T. Harvey
Geelong Harbor

Trust
C. G. Lyon
Meier Bros.
Geelong Harbor

Trust
Miss Robinson
Department of

Agriculture
W. K. Atkinson
A. Jackson

Breed.

Jersey .

.

Ayrshire

Jersey .

.

Friesian

Ayrshire

Jersey .

.

Ayrshire

Jersey .

Ayrshire

Friesian
Ayrshire

Jersey .

.

Ayrshire

Jersey .

.

Shorthorn
Ayrshire

Jersey .

.

Ayrshire

Jersey .

.

Ayrshire
Jersey .

.

Shorthorn
Jersey .

.

Red Poll

Jersey .

.

Friesian
Ayrshire
Jersey .

.

Ayrshire
Jersey .

.

Ayrshire

Jersey .

.

Ayrshire

Jersey .

.

Red Poll

Shorthorn
Jersey .

.

Milk.

lbs.

5,036
6,351

5,653
7,920

6,301

5,025
5,679
5,702

5,645

7,010

6,857
6,186

4,478
6,096
6,546
5.925
5,235

5,190
6,739
5,640

4,901

4,444

5,868
5,053
5,804

5,845
5,568
5,560
3,893

4,520
5,828
5,360
4,991
6,469
4,520
4,723
4,227
4,604

4,232

4,099
4,091
6,373

4,065
6,414
6,005
4,780
6,816
3,885
5,040

4,512
5,078
4,565

4,721
5.917

5,769
4,658

Butter
Fat.

lbs.

291-49
291-18

290-79
290-24

289-67

289-39
288-23
286-88

285-96

284-00
282-86

282-28
281-80
281-71
281-08
281-01

Sire.

Castor's Premier
Minerva's Jamie of Wa r

rook
Brighton Cub
Longbeach Primrose

league
Bonnie's Chief of Vic

toria Bank
Sport
Handsome Boy III.
Minerva's Jamie of War

rook
Attraction of Spring

hurst
Glen Keith of Pine
Grove

Colantha Pontiac
Scottish King of Gowric
Park

First Choice
Glen Kl-in's Ian 660
Glen Keith of Pin" Grove
May Boy of Banyule
Sweet Fox

40l280-38 Handsome Boy III.
15 279-83 Manor York Rose 1.

93 278 35 Jock of Sparrovale

278-05

277-63

276-20
275-52
275-44

274-42
274-36
273-62
272-25

270-58
268-63
2t)8-60
266 - 39
263-61
261-58
258-16
256-37
255-85

255-84

254-80
253-88
251-57

250 • 78
249-29
246-32
245-89
244-74
243-72
241-94

237-78
236-11
236-03

235-83
235-36

Mabel's Chief (Imp.)

May's Larkspur's Lord
Twylish

Starbright Renard
Hallmark
Glen Keith of Pine GroA e

Glen Elgin's Ian
Audrey Twyli.sh
Merry Mike (Imp )

Discoverer

Sweet Fox
Glen Keith of Pine Grove
Skim
Mabel's Chief (Imp.)
Poplar Vale Prince 24th
Skim
Golden Twylish
Merlin 832
Silver Bell's Golden Lad

Obelisk

Lotina's Defender
Investigator of Melrose
Nicotine

Magnet's Maitland
Indulge Johanna Lad
Glen Keith of Pine Grove
Mabel's Chief (Imp.)
Doctor of Golden Vein
Venture's Hero
Stuart of Gowrie Park

Mabel's Chief (Imp.)
Starbright Renard
Scottish King of Gowrie
Park

Financial King
Tlie Spaniard

4 - 07 234 - 87 W^hite Clinker
5 - 02 1234 - 06 Handsome Boy III.
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FARM NOTES FOR AUGUST, 1011).

STATE RESEARCH FARM, WERRIBEE.
//. ('. Wilson, MaiKK/cr.

August has been a voiy dry month, and the di'y weather conditions

all through the winter liave nia(5& the season's prospects below the

average. The rainfall for the year to date totals 1,421 points, dis-

tributed as follows:—
.Tamiary i>5 pbints

I'Vhniaiy . . . . 288 ,,

Maiili . . r).3G „
Apiil . • 7tJ ,,

May 146 ,,

June .. .. 119 „
July • .. 1:54 „
August .

.

.

.

.

.

67 ,,

1,421 „

The rain which fell during the five months, April to August inclu-

eive—when crops and grasses benefit—was 542 points, considerably

below the average for many years past. The heavy frosts and drying

winds experienced during August have had a very bad effect on botb

crops and pastures.

Early sown crops are still holding out, but late sown ones are very

backward. The crops on well-worked fallow are particularly pro-

minent, and compare more than favorably with those sown on " green

-

ploughed " land.

Crops seeded on land worked up in February, after last season's

spring rape, show to advantage, but no other system of cropping will

give :'uch results as thcjse apparent on well-worked, early winter fallow.

Cui/ruRAL Opeu.\tions.

The cultural operations for the month were as follows:—
1. Fallowing 150 acres (The total now fallowed is now 350

acres.)

2. Harrowing early fallows.

3. Rolling 300 acres of growing crop. (This' brings the total

area rolled to 800 acres, and completes this work for the

season.)

4. Excavation of main drain, 40 chains long, through new
lucerne land.

5. Filling, levelling, checking, and grading 100-acre field in

preparation for lucerne seeding next month.

6. Cultivating, levelling, and grading 10 acres of field, to be

devoted to irrigation exjierinients.

7. Renovation of old lucerne fields, cultivation with heavy fined

cultivator, and top-dressing with 2 cwt. super. ])er acre

FODUKR ResERVKS.

The dry season has sliown the necessity for fodder reserves. Four

hundred and fifty tons of oaten and wheaten hay are still on hand, while

hioerne hay and silage reserves are amj^le for our needs until the new

crop is harvested.

Forage crops grown for siieej) liave been a boon during the past

winter months, and by the grazing of these crops with the winter
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glazing of lucerne fields, the (;o!idition of the flocks and herds on tlie

farm has been maintained during this trying season.

Stock.

Hordes.—Sixty farm horses are employed, mainly on fallowing, which
is the heaviest work of the year. All are in good health and hard con

dition. The Clydesdale mares " Patricia " and " Lucilla " gained

honours at the Wagga (N.S.W.), show at the end of the month, lioth

were entered in tlie same class—brood mai'es in foal. "Patricia" was
placed first and champion, with " Lucilla " second, in a strong field.

These mares are in foal to the Clydesdale stallion " Baron Wigton."
Cattle.—Both the Red Poll and llolstein Friesiari herds are main-

taining their good condition and milk yields'. Ten cows calved during
the month, and the total results are, therefore, better than those for

July.

\
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.S^^ee;^.—Although, for a dry season, the farm is heavily stocked, the

flocks look well, mainly as a result of feeding off early-sown crop, winter

fodders, lucerne, and self-sown growth in the fields cropped last year

Two trucks—264 in all—Suffolk Cross lambs, of this season's drop,

averaged during the month 21&. per head. Two more truck loads are

now ready for market. Nine hundred lambs have been marked this

season from our cross-bred ewes, and the stud Border Leiceste.r and
Suffolk flocks are showing very good lambing percentages.

For the past five years an average of 160 per cent, of lambs have
been marked from the Suffolk stud, which proved its great prolificacy

At the last Sheep Breeders* show, held late in July of this year, nine

prizes were secured by our Border Leicester stud. Besides securing

champion and reserve champion in the ewe classes, a two-toothed ram
from the farm was placed first and reserve champion against a large

section of rams of different ages.

Reserves of Hay, "Werribee, 1919,

Value of Lucerne as Winter Fodder.

The heavy carrying capacity of lucerne, under irrigation during

spring and summer, is generally recognised, but few stock owners realize

its value as a winter forage. At Werribee, lucerne appears to grow

quite as luxuriantly during a moderate winter as any of the winter-

growing cereals and leguminous crops. For the five months, April to

August, lucerne, if judiciously fed, will carry up to four ewes and their

lambs to the acre. Two hundred full-mouthed ewes were grazed

from 1st April to 31st August, 1918, in several fields of different sizes,

totalling 50 acres, and 180 fat lambs were reared during that period

This, reduced to money values, means:—
180 fat lambs at 21s ... ... ... ... £189
200 ewes, five months wool growth at is. per head

per month ... ... ... ... • 50

£239

In addition to the lambs and the growth of the wool, the ewes were

fattened before 1st September, after the lambs were sold. Therefore,

the approximate gross return was £5 per acre.
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The lucerne land was then cultivated and manured with 2 cwt. super.

per acre, and during early November of last year the first hay crop

was harvested. Lucerne, as a winter forage, after it reaches second

season's growth at Worribee can, in average years, be made to yield

feed worth from £4 to £5 per acre during the months April to August,

without materially interfering with the production of the following hay

crops. The secret of successful lucerne grazing is the frequent shifting

of the sheep from one small field to another. If this is carefully done

the maximum results will be obtained.

Renovation of Lucerne Fields.

One of the most important farm operations' for the month has been

the renovation and manuring of lucurne fields. To maintain a proper

lucerne stand, it is necessary to cultivate and manure it during the

early spring months Lucerne has proved itself to be " King of

fodders " on the irrigation lands of Werribee, and, therefore, deserves

the best of treatment.

The heavy-tine implement is used, as shown in tlie accompanying
illustration, to thoroughly break up the surface to a depth of 3 lucres

to 4 inches.

The practice has been to feed off the lucerne field quite bare during

April, May, June, and July, and then, in August and September, give

two cultivations, if possible at right angles to each other.

Lucerne is a hardy plant. The operator is often led to believe that

harm to the field will result from heavy cultivation, but this has not

been found to be so at Werribee. The work should be done to the

depth of 3 to 4 inches, if possible. The second cross cultivation should

be the deeper. The cultivator should be followed by the ordinary seed

and manure drill ; the manure box and gear being used to distribute

from 1 to 2 cwt. of super, per acre as a top dressing. Two cwt. has

been proved to be the most profitable application at Werribee. After

the drill a light roller should be used to insure a good clean crop of hay,

free from clods, which are usually lifted during the cultivation. The
following figures show the cost of this lucerne renovation:—

Two tine cultivations at 2s. 6d. each

Drilling superphosphate

Rolling after drilling

Super., 2 cwt. at 5s. 6d. on ground

Cost
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Poultry.

Another stage has been reached in the erection of the buildings,

yards, and plant for the poultry recently transferred from Wyuna
Farm, and birds generally are settling down to the altered conditions.

The brooder sheds, laying sheds, and chicken house are now com-
pleted, and three hundred chicks are in the brooders'. Incubation is

proceeding, and after the late start, rendered necessary by the transfer,

a short hatching season this year will result.

Five pens of stud leghorns have been mated during the month, and
settings from these tet;t'ed birds ar.e now available for settlers.

One thousand seven hundred and seventy egg& were gathered during
the past week from 500 laying hens.

Portion of Experimental Plots showing efTeot of the third
application of | c^jvt. of superphosphate per acre compared
with the adjoining unnianured plot.

Experimental Plots.

Mr. George S. Gordon reports as follows on the Experimental
Plots :

—
Crops

Early sown crops are holding their own fairly well, and early (or

quick maturing) wheats, S'uch as Gluyas, College Eclipse, and Comeback
are already showing the erect habit of growth characteristic of these

varieties in their early stages. In the seeding tests, the plants on the

late sown plots have had a hard struggle to break through the surface,

and the crops are. consequently, very thin and backward. In the

manurial field, the farm-yard manure and superpjiosphate-dressed plots

are still the best, and the variation in growth between the unmanured
and the manured plots is more marked, while the continuously cropped
plots are showing a large percentage of wild oats.

Flax Tests.

The flax plots were irrigated on 15th August, and are now ooming
along nicely. The soil on these plots was worked to a fine tilth before

sowing, and on one section the seed-bed was compacted to such an extent

that the drill wheels and discs did not sink in so deeply, and, con-

sequently, the seed was sown very close to the surface. On this area
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the germination and early growth of the plants was much better. Par-

ticularly was this tlie case on a few slight depressions where the f-oil,

apparently, contained more moisture. To provide an ideal seed-bed for

this crop it would, therefore, seem that the soil t'hould

—

1. Be in fine tilth.

2. Be firm or compact below the surface.

3. Contain sufficient moisture, right to the surface, to enable

shallow-sown seed to germinate.

Feeding off Tests.

The first " feed " for the season has been completed on three of the

forage crops in the green manurial rotation field. The forage? on these

plots are grown and fed off in alternate years, in rotation, with wheat
harvested for grain. The sheep are carefully weighed in and out of the

plots, and the results are summarized in the following table:—
" Feeding off " Tests, 1919.
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FARM NOTES FOR AUGUST.

EXPERIMENT FARM, RUTHERGLEN.
The farm manager, Mr. P. B., O'Keefe, reports that during the

month there has been an appreciable rise in the temperature, both of soil

and air, with corresponding increase in plant growth, though som© frosts

have occurred. The crops have made excellent growth, though the rain-

fall for the past three months has been considerably below the average.
The fall for August was 125 points. The fact that all crops were sown
early on well-prepared land accounts for their favorable condition.

The general shortage of grass is causing owners of stock considerable
anxiety. Reserves of fodder in this district are fast disappearing.

Farm operations for the montt embrace fallowing, sowing of fodder
crops, harrowing crops, discing for lucerne, inter-tilling hand plots, culti-

vating pathways, ploughing roadways and plantations in experiment
field, pruning orchard and ornamental trees, tree-planting.

Cultural Opeeations.

A further 50 acres has been worked up and sown with rape, making
the area under this fodder 100 acres. Ploughing, preparatory to sowing
millet, is proceeding. The lucerne area in the Wallace paddock has been
worked to a fin© tilth for seeding, which will take place during September
or October. A small area at the pig-sties has been worked up for sowing
artichokes.

Crops and Pastures.

Grass.—Pasture grass is very scarce, the limited rainfall and heavy
frosts preventing rapid growth. Stubble land was grazed very closely

before ploughing so as to spare grass areas as much as possible. The
pasture available for sheep is being supplemented with grazing furnished
by oat and barley crops. Cows and young stock, in addition to pasture
grass, are given access to the oat crops, and receive a ration of chaff and
bran.

Cro/}s.—All crops look remarkably well. The evaporation being low
they show no ill effect from the dry conditions prevailing. The oat

crop in No. 14 was showing a fair amount of cape-weed. It was
trampled solidly on the surface by grazing sheep, and consequently had
to be double-harrowed, and this pulled out most of the weeds and
mulched the surface of the land. Fifty acres of rape in the same field

are showing well above ground, and with spring rains should provide
abundance of feed.

Live Stock.
Horses.—Twenty horses are still in work, half of the number being

employed on permanent improvement, experiment field, and vineyard.
The balance are fallowing and rolling farm areas.

Dairy Herd.—Seven cows are in milk at present, five being newly
calved, and the average yield of milk per cow for the month, up to date, is

25 lbs. per day, with an average test of 3.9. Milk, cream, and butter
to the value of £14 have been sold. All cattle are in good condition,

especially the young stock. Some of the heifers by our Ayrshire
bull are showing excellent dairy quality. All bull calves have been
castrated. Fodder supply consists of green oats and grass pasture, with
the addition of a ration of chaff and bran at milking. All silage has
been consumed.
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Sheep.—The cross-bred flock ewes are still doing well. Lambing is

practically completed, and 92 per cent, of lambs have been marked to

date. The lambs are of the Border Leicest-er cross. They are good
lengthy sorts, and are growing rapidly. Owing to the scarcity of grass,

they are being grazed on oat and barley crops alternately with grass pad-

docks. It i':r intended toi pick out all dry ewes, and dispose of them,
along with 50 weaners which were purchased for feeding off experiments.

Stud Border Leicesters.—Up to date, nineteen lambs have been

dropped; the balance of the ewes should lamb at an early date. Those

by the ISTew Zealand ram, Kelso Douglas, are w^ell developed, and show
good quality.

Swine.—Fifty-four pigs are now on hand. Six baconers sold at

Wangaratta market on the 26th August realized £26 4s. A further

lot of eleven are coming on well, and should be marketable within a

month. One crossbred sow has littered since last report, giving twelve

pigs. We should have a supply of stud Berkshire pigs for sale in the

near future. Food supply at present consists of ground wheat and
barley, molasses, green oats, and barley pasture, and for young pigs a

little skim milk and pollard is provided.

Additions to existing sties are in course of erection.

Orchard.
All fruit trees have been pruned, and the orchard will be ploughed

at an early date. Spraying will be commenced as soon as development of

buds shows that same is exoedient.

Ornamental trees have jeen pruned and attended to where necessary.

Tree Planting.—One hundred Robinias have been planted out, along

with 80 of the sugar giims sent on from Brcadford Nursery.

Experimental Work.
The officer in ch'arge of the Experiment Field, Mr. T. M. Whelan,

reports that the following work has been done during the month:—
Hand plots intertilled and hand-hoed; pathways between plots again

cultivated ; all waste land and angular pieces at north and south ends of

fields 1 and 2 ploughed up, headlands ploughed and crowned in centre;

plantations, including those where palms and trees are growing in Ser-

pentine Drive, ploughed and worked vip; all trees, palms, &c., pruned;
headlands in No. 3 ploughed, and all ploughed, unsown portions of this

field harrowed down in readiness for summer fodder experiments.

All crops, including Wimmera rye grass and flax, have made excellent

growth, and with fair rains should give heavy yields. The rye and tare^

plot in green manurial threatened to run to ear, therefore fifteen weaners
have been put on to feed it off. It is intended to graze all other plots m
this and Rotation section at an early date. Considering the dry weather

experienced, all tTie fodder plots, with the exception of rape, have made
fair second growth. The rape plot has at no time made much headway,

and has provided only a small amount of feed.

Early sown Sunset wheat in No. 3 has run to ear, and with prevail-

ing frosts it is doubtful whether it will mature its grain.

Pasture Grass.—The area planted with wallaby grass, clover, and
Panicum Prolutum, as a pasture test is commencing to make headway.

and with fair spring rains will probably give a return. There appears

to be a good germination, and if planting had been possible a couple of

months earlier a much better result would in all probability have been

obtained.
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THE COST OF A DOZEN EGGS.

.4. V. 1). Riiitoiil, Assistant Foiiltrt/ Expert.

Experienced poultry-fanners will readily agree that the abo-ve title

is undoubtedly an ambitious one ; so many points have to be considered

before the cost to produce a dozen eggs can be definitely stated.

It must be admitted in the first instance that a capital of about

£1.500 is involved by the time a man has a 1,000-bird plant in full

running order. Interest on capital must be allowed for, also labour,

depreciation on plant, and rates and taxes. Food, litter, and water have

to be supplied to the birds as well as fuel for incubators and brooders,

and the revenue consists of sale of eggs and surplus stock. The market

value of eggs is very variable, being partly' seasonable, partly dependent

on the price of bacon, and partly on the question of supply and demand,
the cost of feed having little to do with the price, as the poultry breeders

have hardly yet combined sufficiently to insist on an honest price. With
wheat at about 5s. 4d. per 60 lb. bushel, oats 5s. 6d. per 40 lb.

bushel, maize 6s. 9d. per 56 lb. bushel, peas 9s. per 60 lb. bushel,

wheat pollard Is. 8d. per 20 lb. bushel, and bran Is, 8d. per 20 lb.

bushel to the poultry farmers, it is not possible to feed properly under

2d. per bird per week (8s. 8d. per annum). A poor layer will eat as

much as a good layer, but will lay only during the spring and summer
months, when eggs are cheap.

The average production per bird in Great Britain is about 90 eggs

per annum, and in Victoria it is hardly over 108. Assuming 108 as

the Victorian average, these eggs at lOd. a dozeil would return 7s. 6d.

against a cost of feed alone of 8s. 8d. It is impossible, therefore, to

consider lOd. a dozen a payable price for eggs.

With increased production there must be increased attention and
shedding. on the one hand, and an improvement in the average price

on the other hand. A bird laying 180 eggs lays some in the dearer time,

and one producing 280 eggs is laying all the year round, and is the only

bird really entitled to the average price, as at present computed. The

popular mistake is to add up the bi-weekly price of eggs, divide by 104,

and call that the average price. This is absurd. The only way to get

the real average price is to take the total number of eggs produced,

against the actual net returns from sales after cartage, freight, and

commission have been deducted. The eggs from Burnley competition

were last year sold for Is. 3d. a dozen, but that is above the average

net value. The ordinary consignor would have charges deducted, and

would net about Is. lid. per dozen. Assuming that he is running a

flock of 1,000 birds, only 850 of these could be pullets, the balance

would be older birds required to maintain the flock. For some weeks

their eggs would be required for hatching purposes, and the profit made
from the rest of their eggs during the year would be required to make
up the difference between tlie cost of chicken rearing as against the

^ale of the adult birds after the laying season, which at present prices

shows a loss.

It may be assumed that tbe average man will expect, with reason-

able housing and feeding, to get 168 eggs (fourteen dozen) per pullet

during her laying year. If he gets Is. Ud. net per dozen his revenue

will be 15s. 9d. against a cost of 8s. 8d. for feed, i.e., 7s. Id. per bird
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over the feed bill on 850 birds. This represents £301 Os. lOd., which is,

alas ! thought by many to be the actual profit. It is not.

The labourer is worthy of his hire, and £3 a week is at present

the basic minimum wage. Surely, for a week of seven days of twelve
or more hours, the hard-working long-suffering poultryman is entitled

to his £3 per week? Then the capital involved is £1,500. Allowing
£500 off this for the dwelling house, there is still the sum of £1,000
invested and interest en this, with depreciation and rates, would repre-

sent £100 a year. Taking £301 Os. lOd. as return over feed bill,

against £156 labour and £100 interest, depreciation, &c., there is a

net profit of £45 Os. lOd. on 850 birds each laying fourteen dozen eggs

at Is. Hd. per dozen. In other words, about Id. per dozen profit. It

is, therefore, an absolute fact that under present conditions the average
cost of producing a dozen eggs is about Is. 0|d.

The poultry farmer is one of the few who have not secured propor-

tionally advanced prices during the war. In a general way it may be
assumed that on the average poultry farm, the cost oi feed, labour, and
interest on capital amounts to 3d. per bird per week. The real

profits are made when the breeder can raise the average of his flock

above 168 eggs per annum, or can secure profitable side-lines, such as

stud sales and the day-old chick trade. Many people seem to think that

labour and capital should not be counted against the return. Why?
The cost of labour must be a charge against manufacture if we are to

remain solvent.

If the poultry farmer can secure 180 or mere eggs per pullet, he
will not only get an extra dozen eggs, but with increasing ratio will raise

his net return per do'zen eggs. That is a reason why no man can state

the actual cost of production. One can calculate on average returns

only, and while some successful men get well over 168 eggs per bird,

it would be very dangerous to suggest that the average poultry keeper
will get more. The general average throughout the State is low, because
of the careless methods in some country districts. Few can count on
stud sales, or sales of day-old chicks; they may eventuate, but even so,

do not affect the cost of producing market eggs, being the result of

competition success, advertising, &c.

The suburban dweller who keeps a. few fowls, laigely fed on house
scraps, &c., of course, has a relatively lower feed bill, but his (or
her) figures cannot be considered in any way in arriving at definite

statements regai'ding the true business details of poultry farming. It

is tha positive opinion of the writer that eggs at a shilling a dozen may
about pay actual expenses, but that there is no margin of profit what-
ever. The man in a small way has no capital to enable him to^ hold
his eggs in a cool store on the chance of getting a higher price. Scarcely
any poultry liresders in Victoria do this, the eggs in oool storage are
practically all held by manufacturers and speculators ; but the difficulty

is the wide margin between actual return and the retail price. At the
time of writing eggs are selling at from lid. to ll|d., say ll:|d middle
price, and deducting freight and commission, the net return is lOid.

The retail price is from Is. 3d. to Is. 4d. per dozen, and the consumer
thinks that the poultry farmer is doing well "with eggs at Is. 4d."
Eggs usually pass through a number of hands before reaching the
consumer, and each hand takes its toll. When a "direct from farm to

consumer" scheme can be evolved, the prospects for the poultry farmer
will be much brighter than they are now.
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Careful selection, rigid culling, decent housing, and scientific feed-
ing will undoubtedly considerably raise the return per bird and make
the industry distinctly profitable, but it is beyond question that the
industry has been severely affected by the war, and at times statements
are made without due regard to facts. An average net price of Is. 3d.
a dozen, on a yield of 180 eggs per bird would show a reasonable margin
of profit on the basis that food, labour, and plant are now worth 3d
per bird per week, a cost of 13s. per annum against a return of 18s. 9d

"

SOME URGENT NEEDS OF THE DAIRY FARMER.

./. Matthews, Dairy Supervisor.

Testing and Culling.

The doctrine of " weeding out the wasters," taught by the Depart-
ment of Agriculture for years, has been learnt by some of our dairy
farmers, and from almost every herd that has been tested cows have
been sent to the fattening paddock. That there is urgent need for a

wide extension of the test system is only too apparent to any one who
has inspected many of the herds of the State.

The common objection to the system is that under it too much time
is required to weigh and record the weight of eaph cow's milk. The
feebleness of this objection is shown when it is mentioned that a cow's
milk can be weighed and recorded in less than one minute. Most of

those offering this weak reason for not testing their cows apparently
forget that in every herd there are almost certainly a few wasters,

which yield the farmer no return whatever after the cost of feed and
attention is met. The time it takes to milk these unprofitable animals
would more than suffice to weigh and record the weight of a decent-

sized herd. After travelling different parts of the State, I am convinced
that if the dairy herds of the whole State were tested, probably about
one-fourth of them would be found somewhere on the border-line of

profit and loss. It will, therefore, be seen that the testing of cows is

a very serious question for the farmer.
The fact that the average dairy fanner to-day is settled on a

comparatively small holding, and that his herd is consequently a limited
one makes the necessity for testing more urgent. He has no surplus
feed for "boarders"; therefore it is imperative, if his dairying is to
b© successful, that every cow should b© of a good order. The test

system is the only reliable way of proving which cows are profit-makers
and Avhich are not, and very few of those who adopt it fail to con-
tinue it.

At the same time, it is not suggested that all the culling should
be made from the female part of a herd. If better bulls had been
sought in the past, the heavy culling, so essential now, would not have
been necessary. There is no doubt that if many of the sires of to-day
were replaced by better animals there would be a very great gain to

future herds. Surely it is a short-sighted policy for a farmer to save
his best heifer calves, and then mate them with some nondescript bull.
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Better Feeding.

Side by side with tlie culling of the herd must come a more thorough

realization of the needs of the remaining or selected cows, A farmer
might have the finest herd in th* State, yet it would be of no use unless

proper feed and attention were given, for the cow is simply an animal-

machine for changing feed to milk and beef.

How often do we find the milking cow treated worse than a vagrant?

She is put in the bail and milked, and is then driven to a bleak, bare

paddock to pick what scanty bits of grass she can. Her only remedy
is to hunger-strike and to refuse to give milk.

One of the defects of present-day farming is the lack of sufficient

cultivation. The farmer trusts to nature too much. "When the natural

grass fails, he fails too. There are then two alternatives; either he

must sacrifice his herd, or purchase feed at ruinous prices from some
more favoured part of the State. The farmer then curses the elements

for being unkind; but the remedy was in his own hands all the time.

During the years of plenty, he neglected to establish a reserve fund.

He stocked his farm to the full, and when the lean years came he was
unready. During times of abundance, sufficient feed can be put by

to tide any dairy farmer over a possible bad year. If just a little

beyond probable requirements be cultivated each year, a reserve fund

of feed will soon be available for a bad season.

Not only must sufficient feed be available, but it must be suitable.

The constitution of the cow calls for succulent feeding. If this be not

given, nature's law is interfered with, and the result is that the animal
becomes more or less unhealthy. Had proper feed been provided,

many a cow that has had to be dried off would probably have milked

through the season, trips to the chemist would have been saved, and
days of worry and anxiety avoided. Every Dairy Inspector can tell

of calls made on his time by owners of stock where a cow's yield of

milk has dropped and the animal has the appearance of being out of

sorts. In nearly every case, it is traceable to some feeding trouble

which has set up indigestion, impaction, or some kindred ailment.

Better Shelter.

A very necessary requirement on most dairy farms is the provision

of better shelter. It is heart-breaking to visit a dairy farm on a

piercing, cold, showery day and see the cows all lined up and backed

into a wire fence for protection. Farmers, particularly in timberless

districts, should plant clusters of suitable trees in circles. After a

while these can be " topped," and this will cause them to throw out a

thickening of branches which will ultimately provide shelter. Protec-

tion in cold, snappy weather is just as important as feed.

There is one more essential which every dairy fanner should see to

—that is a hospital yard. On every dairy farm in the course of a year

there are cases calling for special attention and treatment. For these

a nice, snug, clean yard and shed, within reasonable distance of the

homestead, should be provided. It is impossible to give a sick beast

a fair chance out in the open paddock, and the loss of cattle, owing to

the want of suitable hospital yards, must be very heavy.
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That dairying does not pay is a common cry, and, unfortunately,
many who utter it are speaking out of their experience. But they are
making a wrong generalization, for in ninety-nine out of every hundred
of such cases, the failure, or partial failure, has resulted from their

haphazard methods. The key to profitable dairying is the testing of

cows, yet on most farms it is neglected. The other suggestions in

these notes for proper feeding and sheltering of cows are scarcely of

less importance; and with our uncertain seasons, every farmer who
hopes for success must make reasonable provision in case of drought.

ORCHARD NOTES.

E. S. Pescott, F.L.S., Pomologist.

The Orchard.

Sprayikg.

The peach aphis will now have made its appearance in orchards which
were not sprayed with the red oil emulsion in the winter. The tobacco
solution will now be required, and this may be sprayed on as strongly

as the giowei wishes. If possible, a second spraying should be repeated
quickly after the first operation, so as to kill any aphides previously

protected by the others, or any that may have only been weakened by
the first operation.

The time has also arrived when spraying is needful for the pre-

tention of all fungus diseases, such as shothole or scab, black spot, leaf

rust, leaf curl, &c. In the case of these pests, " prevention better than
cure " is the invariable rule ; and to delay beyond the correct period
the application of the necessary sprays is to court disaster. For black
spot of the apple and pear, the spraying should be performed as soon

as the earliest flowers are opening. For shothole and scab the time
to spray is before the flower petals expand ; and the spraying may be
repeated, if necessary, after the fruit has set.

For rust and leaf curl the spray should be applied before any sign

of the trouble appears on the foliage; thus, if the fungus were present

during the previous season, it will be necessary to spray early to combat
it successfully.

The basis of all the successful fungicides is sulphate of copper or

bluestone. Bordeaux mixture (a mixture of bluestone, lime, and
water, known as the 6.4.40 formula), is used; the materials and quan-
tities being 6 lbs. bluestone, 4 lbs. lime, and 40 gallons water.

Another spray, and in some locations equally successful in its re-

sults as the Bordeaux mixture, is the copper-soda spray, the propor-

tions being 6 lbs. bluestone, 8 lbs. washing soda, and 40 gallons of

water. In each case the materials should be separately dissolved, and
then evenly and simultaneously mixed in a third vessel.

It is verv urgent that' the lime should be throuohly fresh and quick,

otherwise the si)rav mixtures will give verv inferior results. A second

necessary point is that the copper sprays should be used as soon as tliey

are made. Where the grower does not wisli to ma' e his own sprav, there

are quite a number of readv-made Bordeaux pastes and Bordeaux mix-
tures already on the market, which can be used with satisfactorv results.

In fact, the use of these has become fairl/ general, and it is not tu>\v

the practice for growers to mak«^ tlieir own spravs.
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General.

It is most important that ploughing should be completed as early as

possible. In the past, it has verr frequently happened that, owing to delaying

the ploughing, the orchard and the fruit crop have both suffered very

considerably. It is absolutely necessary to cultivate the surface early, to

take advantage of the moist surface and consequent easy ploughing ; and

also to conserve as large an amount ot moisture in the soil as possible. The
longer the ploughing is delayed, the less amount of moisture is retained in

the soil for summer use. Deferred ploughing certainly means dry soil,

enfeebled trees, and diminished results. Early ploughing gives exactly

opposite results ; the earlier the ploughing, the more soil water is conserved.

When the ploughing is completed, the clods should be crashed, and the

land harrowed, so that a fine earth mulch may be obtained. The orchard

surface should be kept as level as possible, and no irregular ridging or

furrows should be allowed.

All cover crops planted to supply humus to the soil should now be

ploughed in. If the plants are of a leguminous nature, the best time to

plough these in is when they are in full flower. If the growth has been at

all excessive or rank, the crop may be rolled before ploughing ; or it may be

cut or mowed with a mowing machine. Every care should be taken that

the plants should be distributed evenly over the ground, and large quanti-

ties in a mass should not be ploughed -under. Artificial and stable manures
may also be given to the trees at this time. These should be applied before

ploughing.

Grafting.

The work of grafting should be completed early in the month. The
most useful method of re-working old trees is to cut the heai right ofE,

leaving only the stump. Then grafts can be put in according to the

fanc\^ of the grower. The old method of cleft grafting has been super-

seded by the bark or crown graft. The latter method doe not cause

anv damage to the wood and thus, with care, no rotting can take plice.

The best method of bark grafting is the saddle graft ; that is, the graft is

inserted in the bark and a strip of bark is carried right across the trunk and
inserted in the bark on the opposite side. This method is much slower

th n the ordinar / bark graft, but it insures a much quicker heuling over the

old stump.

REMINDERS FOR OCTOBER.
Live Stock,

Cattle.—Except on rare occasions, ruys may now be used on cows at night
only. Continue giving hay or straw, if possible, to counteract the effect of green
grass. Be prepared for milk fever. Read article in Year-liook of Agriculture,
1905, page 314. Give calves a dry slied and a good grass run. Continue
giving milk at blood heat to calves. Be careful to keep utensfts clean, or
diarrhoea will result. Do not give too much milk at a time for the same reason.
Feed regularly with regard to quantity and time. Give a cup of limewater in the
milk to each calf, also place crushed oats or lucerne hay in a trough so that they
can eat at will.

Sow maize for summer feeding and ensilage, also Japanese millet for grazing
during dry summer months. Mow surplus grass for hay. If cut when the grass
or trefoils are in bloom, grass hay will be as good fodder as any cerial hay. If

top-dressed with phosphatic or farm yard manure, good returns will be obtained
from grass hay; it has also the great advantage that mice will not work in it.

Cut 1 acre for each cow in the herd; it will keep until the next drought if pro-
tected from the weather.

Pigs.—Supply plenty of bedding in warm, well-ventilated styes. Keep styes
clean and dry, and feeding troughs clean and wholesome. Sows suckling young
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should be well fed to enable them to produce plenty of milk. Give young pigs
pollard and skim milk in separate trough as soon as they will take it, and keep
them fattening from the start to get them off as early as possible. Give a table-

spoonful of bone meal, or half that amount of mineral phosphate, per 100 lbs.

live weight in food daily. If pigs are lousy dress them with kerosene emulsion
or sulphur and lard, rubbing well into the crevices of skin, and disinfect styes.

Pig breeding and feeding should be very profitable for a long time to come, and
it should be safe to launch out now.

Revised edition of Bulletin 16 is now available.

Sheep.—Shear as early as the weather will permit, and avoid the usual exces
sive dust in travelling to, and yarding at sheds. Burr and seeds also collect
on the fleeces if shearing be left until late in the season, particularly with
lambs. Shear all lambs intended to be held over—they thrive better and make
more growth tliroiigh the ensuing summer and autumn. Fleeces "from well-

bred sheep should be skirted with care, the better the class of woo)
the greater the necessity. From fleeces that have become dry and earthy
on the backs, remove only the merest stains; there is little advantage in skirt-

ing these. It is better management to have ample tables and extra hands
skirtiiig closely than to hastily tear off unnecessary wool and then employ men at

other tables to sort "broken fleece," "first," and "second " pieces, &c. All
stains must be removed from ewes' fleeces, and pi/.zle stains from the bellies of
wethers. Keep separate all coarse fleeces from the finer sorts, and in merinos
the 3'ellow and mushy from the shafty and bright. Skirt all hairy thighs from
crossbred fleeces. Avoid sending wool to market in long, round-sided bales,

known as "sew-downs." Press in a box-press, forming square sides. Brand
bales neatly, on one side only, and not with sheep-branding oil, tar, or paint.

Stencil plates and branding ink can be obtained on application to the respec-

tive brokers.

At first signs of scour drench with turpentine and oil. This preparation is

now procurable in emulsion form, and thus the fear of choking is removed.
If discharge be dark and accompanied witli mucus, ynrd over night, drench

on an empty stomach, repeat again in about fourteen days, and in some cases

a third dose will be necessary. Change to new pasture if possible, or give

a little grain, whole oats for preference.

Poultry.—The bulk of incubation should cease this month—late chickens

are not profitable. Devote attention to the chickens already hatched; avoid

overcrowding. Feed with dry mash. Also add plenty of green food to ration,

ordinary feeding to be 2 parts pollard, 1 part bran, and a little animal food

after the first fortnight. Feed ground grain, such as wheat, hulled oats, maize,

and peas, which should be fed in hopper to avoid waste. Grit or coarse sand

should be available at all times. Variety of food is important to growing

chicks; insect life aids growth. Remove brooders to new ground as often as

possible; tainted ground will retard development.

Cultivation.

Farm.—Plant main crops of potatoes in early districts and prepare land for

main crop in late districts. Fallow and work early fallow. Sow maize and
millets where frosts are not late, also mangolds, beet, carrots, and turnips. Sow
tobacco beds and keep covered with straw oi hessian.

Vineyard.—This is the best month for field grafting. If stocks bleed too

copiously, cut off a day or two before grafting. Make sure that scions are fresh.

Placing butts in clean water for a day before grafting is recommended. Field grafts

must be staked, to avoid nubsequent straining by wind and to insure straight stem ior

future vino. Stakes are also necessaiy for grafted rootlings for same reasons. Temporary
stakes 3 feet long will suffice. Disbud and tie up all vines, giving special care to young

plantations. Beware of spring frosts. Keep a sharp look out for cut worms.

(Bulletins on both subjects will be j osted on ap< lication.)

Cmclude spring cultivation (second ploughing or scarifying and digging or hoeing

round vine,s). Weeds must be mastered and whole surface got into good tilth. Sulphur

vines when shoots 4 to 6 inches long.

Varieties liable to black spot should be sprayed early (when shoots are a

couple of inches long) with Bordeaux or copper soda—repeated sprayings will

be necessary should the spring prove a wet one. (Bulletins on black spot will be

posted on application.)

Cellar.—Taste all young wine ; beware of dangerous symptoms in unfortified fruity

wines, which may need treatment. Fill up regularly all unfortified wines.
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LUCERNE
The King of
Fodder Crops

THE cultivation of Lucerne and its unsurpassable value as a fodder

plant, with irrigation, has become generally recognised during

the past few years. Lucerne will fatten cattle, sheep, pigs,

&c., better than any other feed, and with less expense. Can be cut

five or six times during a season, and, being perennial, will yield

good crops for many years, but it requires regular manuring every year

to return to the soil the substance withdrawn by roots and growth.

All our Lucernes are Specially Machine Cleaned.
Hand Sieved, Free from Dodder, and True to
Name, and have passed the Government Test.

HUNTER RIVER, choicest quality, broad leaved. No. I quality, 1/9 per lb.;

186/- per cwt.; 1/7 lb- in 300 lb- lots or more.

FRENCH PROVENCE. Improved. Our special brand-Best, 1/7 per lb.;

I 70/- per cwt.

ITALIAN—A splendid, strong growing variety; makes rapid growth after

cutting. 1/7 per lb.; 165/- per cwt-

SOUTH AFRICAN-l/6 per lb.; 156/- per cwt.

Do not fail to visit our Stand, No. 192,

:: at the Royal Agricultural Show ::

LAW, SOMNER
SEED AND PLANT MERCHANTS
139-141 Swanston StreetMELBOURNE

PTY.

LTD.

L.R.W.
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Neptune "A" Prepared Spraying Oil

Contains over 85% of a heavy bodied Red Mineral

Oil and is an absolutely deadly insecticide.

Neptune Lime and Sulphur
Is a concentrated Solution, and can be used even

vk^hen the trees are in full bloom v^rithout harming the

trees.

Berger's Arsenate of Lead
Will not scorch the trees or wash off, yet deadly

to all parasites.

Spray your trees with Neptune "A" Prepared

Spraying Oil during the winter months, following

it up with Lime and Sulphur and Arsenate

of Lead, and beautiful, clean, spotless fruit will be

the inevitable result.

NEPTUNE OIL CO. Ltd.
10-12 QUEEN ST.

MELBOURNE
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Full Supplies Full Supplies

LYSAGHT'S
ORB

CORRUGATED ROOFING IRON
is again in full supply throughout Australia and is obtainable

from all leading Ironmongers and Timber Merchants

Australia's

WAGON

"

Hildyard Steel Wheel Wagons at

the Front. They are now fitted

with twin roller bearings, 33 per
cent, saved in draft. More durable
than ever. Less wear and tear.

No boxes to crack. We guarantee
tlieai. The rollers mn n oil in dustproof races. They are now perfection, and we can supply to

carrr all weights as usual (or wool, wheat, or farm. Ordinary axles supplied i( preferred.

J J Gordav Ardlethan) says .--"The 5 ton, il in. andiO in. dia. wheel wagon you supplied me
rtma tplendid. 1 am putting SO bags of wheat on i horse*. That proves its light draught."

S«nd for
Catalo£ Now HILDYARD WAGON WORKS, I^L^b"*!;?;?;;

, VIC.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
MELBOURNE. VICTORIA. AUSTRALIA

^-

BEE-KEEPING
IN VICTORIA z^

By F. R. BEUHNE, GOVERNMENT Apiculturist

Comprising 1 28 pages, divided into 25 chapters (illustrated)

dealing with various phases of Bee-keeping, and specially

adapted to Australian conditions. Suitably indexed.

Price ONE SHILLING

TWO SHILLINGS

Paper Covered

Cloth Bound
Postage : Commonwealth, I/IJd. ; New Zealand, 3d.; British & Foreign, 5Jd.

Applications, accompanied by Postal Note covering price and postage, to be

forwarded to the Director, Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, Victoria
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ANNOUNCEMENT

All orders accepted

up to that date

will be executed

promptly.

Pamphlet No. 110,

Instructing

How to Feed,

mailed free.

Works -

PARRAMATTA.

Messrs. MEGGITT LIMITED, of

26 King Street, Sydney, regret to

announce that owmg to their

mabilty to secure sufficient

supplies of Linseed, they

have been reluctantly com-

pelled to temporarily

cease booking orders

for (l^\^) as from

22nd August,

1919.

"The Boy on the Bag

(atranteei quality."

Full particulars from Agents—Messrs. HARRISON'S, RAMSAY LTD.,

666 Bourke Street, MELBOURNE, Victoria; or

MEGGITT LIMITED
The Pioneer Linseed Oil and Linseed Oil Msal Manufacturers

of Australia,

26 King Street, SYDNEY.
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THE successful orchardist owes his position to his use of up-io-dale

methods and proved sprays. He tries all, hut holds to that

which gives him sure results. His recommendations, then, are

worth fcllowing.

Successfol orchardists who have used Gargoyle Prepared Red

Spraying Oil regularly for periods up to seventeen ye rs, bear witness

to its value as an insecticide and its stimulating effect upon the

growth of the trees. You, too, will be successful it you become one

of its users.

Gargoyle Prepa ed Red Spraying Oil is the proved destroyer of

Aphis, Scale, Red Spder, and other sucking insects.

If not obliiinable from your storekeeper, write direct to us. It's

made in Australia. Look for the Red Gargoyle on the conlniner.

S 2

Vacuum Oil Company
Proprietary Limited

PreparedRed SprayingOil
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PAMPHLETS
New Series

Obtainable from the Director of Agriculture, Melbourne,

Free on Application.

1. SILO CONSTRUCTION.
2. HINTS FOR NEW SETTLERS. T. A. J. Smith.

3. APPLE GROWING FOR EXPORT. /'. ./. Carmody.

5. CIDER MAKING. /. /v> //A/.

7. CITRUS FRUIT CULTURE. E. E. rti.-ott.

8. BUILDING HINTS FOR SETTLERS.
A. S. Kfuyon, C.E., and others.

9. TOBACCO CULTURE. T. A. J. Smith.

10. SILOS AND SILAGE. 6'. //. F. Bahr.

11. THE BEET SUGAR INDUSTRY AND CLOSER SETTLE-
MENT. IJ. T. Easterly.

12. WORMS IN SHEEP. S. S. Cameron, D.V.Sc, M.R.C.V.S.

13. CHEESE MAKING (Cheddar). C. S. Sawers.

14. FARM BLACKSMITHING. G.Baxter.

15. BROOM FIBRE INDUSTRY. T. A. J. Smith.

16. THE PIG INDUSTRY. /.'. T. Archer.

19. LIME IN AGRICULTURE. Dr. S. S. Cameron and others.

20. NUMERICAL SYSTEM OF PACKING APPLES. E. Meekinq.

21. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS— 1912=13.
II'. A. X. }\obertson, B.V.Sc.

22. WHEAT & ITS CULTIVATION. A. E. V. Richardson, M.A., B.Sc.

23. HINTS ON PACKING AND FORWARDING FRUIT FOR
EXPORT. J. a. Turner.

24. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS- 1913=14.
ir. A. X. Huhn-lsox, B.r.Sr.

25. SUCCESSFUL POULTRY KEEPING, ETC. A. Hurt.

26. TOMATO CULTURE IN VICTORIA, .s. A. Cork.

27. SUMMER FODDER CROPS. Temple- A. . I. Smith.

29. THE BEE=KEEPING INDUSTRY IN VICTORIA. /'. /,'. Beuhne.

30. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS— 1914=15.
jr. A. X. Ilohertsov, B.V.Sr.

32. CITRUS CULTURE IN VICTORIA. N. .1. Cock.

33. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONSI9I5-I6.
W. A. X. l!<,hert.<<on, B.V.Sc.

35. SUMMER BUD or YEMA GRAFT OF THE VINE.
36. EVAPORATION OF APPLES.
39. POTATO CULTURE.

Also Leaflets on Foul Brood of Bees, Transferring Bees, Feeding Cows for Milk
Production, Mammitis or Gorget in Dairy Cows, Some Vintage Considerations,

Anthracnose or Black Spot of the Vine, Notes on Anthracnose or Black Spot of the
Vine, Downy Mildew of the Vine, Notes on Downy Mildew, Shipment of Grapes and
other Soft Fruits, Diseases of Fruit Trees and their Treatment, Cut Worms, Insect

Pests of the Potato.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
VICTORIA

JOURNAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 64 pp. Illustrated.

The Journal is issued monthly, and deals v.'ilh all phases of up-to-date agriculture.

The subscription, which is payable in advance, and includes postage, is 3s. per annum
for the Commonwealth and New Zealand, and 5s. for the United Kingdom and foreign

countries. Single copy, 3d. New volume commences with the January number of

each year.

A limited number of the issues comprising Volumes III. (1905), 8 parts, exclusive

of February, March, April, and May, out of print; IV. (1906), 9 parts, exclusive of

Paris 7, 8, and 9 (July, AiUgust, and September) out of print; V. (1907), and VI.

(1908), 12 parts each; VII. (1909), 10 parts, exclusive of Parts 2 and 10 (February

and October) out of print ; and VIII. (1910), 12 parts, are at present in stock, and

will be supplied at the foregoing rates. The parts formmg the current volume may also

be obtained. A few bound copies of Volumes VIII. (1910), IX. (1911), II parts,

exclusive of February, X. (1912), 6 parts, exclusive of January, February, March,

July, September, and October, and XI. (1913), II parts, exclusive of June, are at

present available. Price, 5s. per volume. Postage: C, 3id. ; N.Z., Is. 2d.;

B. & F.,28. 4cl.

YEAR BOOK OF AGRICULTURE FOR 1905. 448 pp.. 200 illustrations. 2

coloured plates. Cloth. 3s. 6d.
;
paper, 2s. 6d. Postage: C, cloth 2',d., paper

2d.; N.Z.. cloth 9d.. paper 8d. ; B. & F., cloth Is. 6d. , paper Is. 4d.

AUSTRALIAN FUNGL By Dr. Cooke. £l Is. Pos/age ; C, 5d.; N.Z. lOd.

;

B. & F., Is. 8d.

PLAN AND SPECIFICATION OF SHEEP-SHEARING SHED. 2s. 6d.

Postage, Id.

MILK CHARTS (Monthly and Weekly), I/- per dozen, post free; Cabinet, 2/- per

dozen. When ordering, dairy farmers should mention " Monthly " or " Weekly."

By Professor A. J. Ewart, Government Botanist.

WEEDS. POISON PLANTS. AND NATURALIZED ALIENS OF VICTORIA.
2s. 6d. Postage: C, l^d.; N.Z.,5d.; B. &F.. lOd.

PLANTS INDIGENOUS TO VICTORIA. Vol. II.. I Os. Postage : C, 2d.:

N.Z..8d.; B. &F., I». 4d.

By C. French, F.E.S., Government Entomologist.

DESTRUCTIVE INSECTS OF VICTORIA. Parts I.. II., III., IV., V., 2s. 6d.

each. Postage: Parts I. and III., C, Id.; N.Z., 3d.; B. & P., 6d. each. Parts

II. andlV.. C. lid.; N.Z.. 4d.; B. & F., 8d. each. Part V.. C, Id. ; N.Z.,
4d.; B. & F., 7d.

Application, accompanied by Postal Orders or Notes,

must be made to

The Director of Agriculture, Melbourne
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BLUESTONEMade in F^ III t ^2 l^ll IVI t"
Made in

Australia |_J | i- J ^" | V^ I ll C Australia

(Copper Sulphate)

E.S.A. High-Grade Bluestone for Spraying, Pickling, and Battery Purposes

Approximate Analysis—Copper Sulphate 99.15 per cent.

SOLE AGENTS

ELDER, SMITH, & CO., LIMITED
ADELAIDE: MELBOURNE: SYDNEY: BRISBANE:

27-31 Currie St. 84-88 William St. 12 Martin Place 334-338 0"een St.

PERTH: St. George's Terrace

JERSEY BUTTER^^BULLS^^
Apply—

C. GORDON LYON, "Banyule," Heidelberg, Victoria

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

^^ 1
NOW AVAILABLE

['^l

Handbook of Potato Diseases in

Australia— and their Treatment
By D. McALPINE.

eovernment vesetablb pathologist.

With Appendicm by

W. Laidlaw, B.Sc. (Biologtit),

on Eel Wortna:

C. French, Jnr. (GoTamnaM
Elntomologiit), oa

Inaect Pesto of tli«

Potato.

23S Facet (Cloth). 58 Full PUlei. Prtra ^ /. PoMace: Commonwealth. 2d.; Naw ZaaUnJ.Sd.:
176 IlluitratioM. T TICC, «_»/ British and Foreign, 1/4.

Application! accompanied by Poital Note or Cheque, coTeriog Price and Poitage, to b« forwarded lo Tbe DIrectar Ot

A^lcaltara. Melbourne. Victoria, Remittance! from beyond the Commonwealth to be made by Pod Office Ordat.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

PUBLICATIONS
Bu D. McAlpine, Cooernment Vegetable Pathologhl.

RUSTS OF AUSTRALIA. 5i. Postage: C. 2d.: N.Z.. 8d. ; B. & F.. U. 4d.

SMUTS OF AUSTRALIA. 4%. Postage: C, 2id.; N.Z., 9d. ; B. «t F., It. 6d.

FUNGUS DISEASES OF CITRUS TREES IN AUSTRALIA. 2i. Postage: C, Id. i N.Z..
3d. ; B. & F., 6d.

FUNGUS DISEASES OF STONE FRUIT TREES IN AUSTRALIA. 2.. 6d. Postage: C. ltd.:
N.Z., 5d. : B. & F.. lOd.

SYSTEMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF AUSTRALIAN FUNGI. 3i. Postage: C. 2d.: N.Z..
8d. ; B. & F.. U. 4d.

AppluntioTu accompanitd by Postal Not* or Chtqu* eovtring pric* and postagt to b$ forwarded to

THE DIRECTOR OF AGRICULTURE, MELBOURNE, VICTORIA
Remittanett from beyond ths CoTnmonwealVt to be made by Poet Office Order.

By Aathority
: Albert J. Mru.BTT, GoTernment Printer, Melbourne.



Why not

Stock ?

Fowls, Cattle,

Horses, all

thrive on

MAIZE
((Polly" Brand Feed

"POIiIiY" BRAND FEED is just maize with the germ and surplus starch

removed, toasted and made appetising, then disintegrated into powder and pul up

ready for mixing and immediate use. Is rich in Protein, viz.. 20 per cent,

guaranteed.

COWS fed on "Polly" Feed will yield 20 per cent, more milk,

HORSES thrive better on "Polly" Feed because the heavy and indigestible starch

proportion is removed and the feed is muscle and bone forming.

"POLiIiY" FEED does not weevil or germinate and it does not turn rancid with age.

Maize Products "Oil Meal"
Mi^IZE OIL MEAIi is toasted and tasteful, does not germinate or turn rancid

with age or storage. Ready for use as a mash at a moment's notice.

CALVES thrive on "OIL MEAL" better than any other.

POULTRY of all kinds do better with "OIL MEAL" than with any other.

FATTENING PIGS.— For fat bacon nothing is more successful for weight and flavor.

MAIZE OIL MEAL differs from our "Polly" Brand Feed in that the latter is

cheaper and produces bone and muscle, whereas Maize Oil Meal produces bone,

muscle, fat, and a glossy and beautiful coat.

"MAIZE OIL MEAL"
Put up in 100-lb. bags.

"POLLY" BRAND FEED
Every bag guaranteed.

Write for prices and further particulars

MAIZE PRODUCTS PTY. LTD.
FOOTSCRAY, VICTORIA 'Phones— Footscray 367, 368



DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Poultry for Settlers

SITTINGS OF EGGS
May now be booked from the Poultry Pens at

:: :: the Research Farm, Werribee :: ::

1. PURE COSH (World's Record Strain)

£2 2 -

2. From Trapnested Hens with an average of

269 mated to Cocks from a 282 Hen
£2 2 -

3. MORITZ X COSH £1/1 -

4. From Trapnested Hens, 240 to 273, mated

to Cocks from a 275 Hen
£11-

5. RHODE ISLAND REDS (Pure Dalrymple)

£1/1 -

Note.—W. N. O. Mullane's Champion Burnley Pen (1914-15), which established

a still unbeaten world's record, was the progeny of a hen hatched from a sitting

from these yards. The pen realized £75.

To allow for infertile eggs, sixteen eggs will be
forwarded for each sitting. No guarantee of
fertility or replacements will therefore be made.

A Limited Number of Cockerels
from above strains are available.

Postal Order or Cheque should accompany Order, w^hich

should be addressed to the

MANAGER, RESEARCH FARM, WERRIBEE



PEAR GROWING IN VICTORIA.
Vol. XVII. Part 10.

[Reg-istered at the General Post Ottice, Melbourne, for transmission by Post as a Newspaper.]

^W''>^'
«.>\J> '^

AMONG THE PEAR TREES.'

PRIOE THREEPENCE. (Annual Subscriptian—Victoria, Inter-State, and N.Z., 3/>; British and Foreign, 5/ ,)
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Secure the Maximum of

Value for Your Money!

sow

Pedigreed

and
Tested

SILVER BEET
A Splendid Green Feed for Cattle and Sheep

Very palatable and highly nutritious. Seed should be sown from

the end of September. By careful cultivation Silver Beet will

give many crops and last for years.

SWEET CLOVER
Splendid for Ensilage

As a pasture, Brunning's Sweet Clover (Melilotus Alba) is

equal to Lucerne. Great milk producer ; will not bloat cattle or

sheep. Will grow on poorer soil than required by other

Clovers. Best machine-dressed scarified seed.

SUDAN GRASS
Solves the Summer Hay Problem

Splendid Summer Pasture. Will yield up to four cuttings of

Hay per season. Valuable for dry arid areas.

DON'T FORGET— Write for your copy of valuable Booklet To-day—
"SUMMER FODDERS IN VICTORIA" Post Free on Application

F. H. Brunning Pty. Ltd. 64 Elizabeth St., Melbourne



THE JOURNAL
OF

THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURK,

V"iOTOE,i.A.. j>^xj&t:ra.il.tj^.

CONTENTS.- OCTOBER, 1919.
TAGK

7\ Keuord uf the Pait of the Department of Agriculture in the
European War, \914-19 ... ... ... ... • 577

Pear Growing in Victoria ... ... ... ... I'^- 11 «?/(•< 58o

Chicken Rearing and Poultry Feeding ... ... A.V. D. Bintoul 59ti

Ke-Pnining of Vines Damaged by Fro,st, Hail, &c. ... ... F. de Casfelhi 60(5

Farm Notes for Septenil>er—State Research Farm, Werribee ... •• fil5

Farmers' Field Day at Werribee ... .. ... .. 62"J
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COPYRIGHT PROVISIONS AND SUBSCRIPTION RATES.

The Articles in the Journal of the Department of Agriculture of Victoria art-

protected bv the provisions of the Copyright Act. Proprietors of newspapers wishing

to republisli any matter are at liberty to do so, provided the Journal and author are.

both arhioiiied(jed.

The Journal is issued nionthly. The subscription, which is payable in advance

and includes postatre, is 3s. per annum for the Commonwealth and New Zealand, and

5s. for the United Kingdom and Foreign Countries. Single copy, Threepence.

Subscriptions should be forwarded to the Director of Agriculture, Melbourne.

A complete list of the various publications issued by the Department of Agriculture

will be supjiliec) by the latter.
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IF you are not using

SKINNER'S COD OIL

CALF MEAL
Your Calves are missing the only true

milk substitute on the market.

SKINNER'S scientifically replaces fat with fat ; the others

don't ; and you find the difference in the value of the Calf.

PRICES
100-lb. bag, 25s. ; 50-Ib. bag, 12 9; 25-lb. bag, 6/6

F.O.B. MELBOURNE

™™r LANGWILL BROS.& DAVIES Pty. Ltd.

110 Sturt Street, South Melbourne.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

YEAR BOOK OF AGRICULTURE
FOR 190S

448 Pages 200 Illustrations 2 Coloured Plates

Cloth, 3s. 6d.
;

paper, 2$. 6d. S'p«*8d.?"B^ .nd F.."ciri.. ei.. 'v>*v^t. u.u.

JERSEY BUTTER^^BULLS^^
Apply—

C. GORDON LYON, "Banyule," Heidelberg, Victoria
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It has many uses
apart from Spraying —

—

The "KEROTIN" Spray Pump
will give splendid service in all kinds of orchard
and garden spraying, and also may be used for

washing down windows. b"ggics, stable', or

yards as well as lor lime-washing fowl-houses
and sheds, .^n ordinary kerosene tin acts as the

reservoir, and a continuous, fine spray is main-
tained without any waste of emulsion. It is

handy to use— requires very little effort-and
doesn't give you that painful elbow "kink" which
attends the working of an ordinary hand syringe.

Prices range from

21/-
upwards, according to style, as follows;— >Vith Hose and
Spray (no bucket)—-Iron air chamber, 21/-; Brass air

chamber, 24/-. With Hose and graduating Spray, suitable

alike for spraymg and lime-washmg Iron air chamber, 23/-;
Brass air chamber, 26'-. Accessories — Galvanized wrought
iron extension pipe, with elbow to suit spray, and to lit connec-
tion for use on Fruit trees—4 ft. long, 2/9 each extra. 5 ft

long, 3/- each extra. 6 ft. long, 3/3 each extra.

39 1 -403 Bourke Street
Melbourne

324-330 Pitt Street
Sydney

PARSONS BROS. & CO.
-Propy. Ltd.-

OATMEAL, SPLIT PEAS, and

PEARL BARLEY MILLERS
and'CORNINA MANUFACTURERS

ARE

BUYERS of OATS, PEAS,

BARLEY, and MAIZE.

SEND SAMPLES OF YOUR
GRAIN TO US.

BOX 53.

G.P.O.. MELBOURNE.
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USE

Vi;

f KEMP'S iss^
Sheep-Branding

LIQUID
BRANDING

SHEEP

It has been proved by hundreds of Woclgrowers, amongst

them some of the largest squatters in Austraha, to be an un-

qualified success, and to do everythmg that is claimed for it.

BLACK AND BLUE (in Cases)

Containing T\vo

4-gal. tins - 9/-
per
gal.

Or Eight 1-gal. tins

10/- per gal.

AGENTS

DALGETY & Co. Ltd.
MELBOURNE
& GEELONG

NEW ZEALAND
Loan & Mercantile Agency

COMPANY LIMITED

Head Offic*

LONDON
Melbourne Office

COLLINS ST. W.

Liberal Cash Advances

Wool, Grain, Skins, Hides, Tallow,

Bark, Stock and Station Brokers

ON COMMISSION ONLY

Batter Sbipmentt Undertaken on Owner's Accoant

Agents for

COOPER'S SHEEP DIP
For Victoria >xqA Riverina

PAGE'S PATENT WIRE STRAINER
and IRONSIDE'S WIRE CUTTER

Qief Aienti in Victoria (or (be PAUTINE INSURANCE CO.

WAIT
& SEE
WHAT

SPLENDID RESULTS

YOU WILL GET

IF

YOU DIP IN

COOPER
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Ready for
Instant
Delivery.

Mew
Shipment
Landed."LISTER"

Petrol and Kerosene

ENGINES
No need to put up witli "lialf-Iieaited" power. The "Listei"
—most efficient and powerful engine now to hand again.

Greatly Reduced Prices.
The "Lister" is acknowledged as the most power-
ful, compact, reliable & steadiest running engine
made. With High Tension Magneto Special
Carburetter (without floati. Simple construction.
4000 sold in Australia. Automatic lubrication,
throttling governor, dust proof bearings.

Expert •till erfct and start /iff. Get catalogue.

Terms: £10 Cash. Balance easy payments.

ayic^
110 Sturt Street. South Melbourne.

EQUAL TO THE WORLD'S BEST

HEEP DIP
(Fluid or Powder)

Quarantees

Absolute Protection for Your Flocks

Destroys Ticks and Lice

Prevents Fly Strike

Promotes Growth and Improves Lustre of Wool

ALL DEALERS SUPPLY

Works :

YARRAVILLE
and

BENDIGO

Manufacturers : Mint

A. VICTOR LEGGO & CO., southern cross
' and

Melbourne, Sydney, and Brisbane QUEENSLAND
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Bonedust, Superphosphate,
And Other High-Grade Fertilizers. Poultry BoDe Grit, Meat Meal, Cattle Lick

DELIVERED AT RAILWAY STATION. FOOTSCRAY, OR ON V/HARF. MELBOURNE

BONEDUST ::

MANUFACTURERJ. COCKBILL,
OFFICE: 407 POST OFFICE PLACE, MELBOURNE

BONES BOUGHT. CONSIGN TO ME, FOOTSCRAY. Telephone 2098.

Ten Years
Practical Tests

The Renowned

"BLUE BELL"
Arsenate ofLead

Secure your orders at once.

F. W. PRELL & CO., 31 Queen St., Melbourne

SOLE VICTORIAN AGENTS

'Phone
7419

Central The Australasian Mutual Insuranee

Society Ltd.
400-2 Collins St.,

MELBOURNE.

Live Stock
Insured

at Lowest Current Rates

obtainable in Australia.

OTHER DEPARTMENTS OF BUSINESS.
Tat, Marine, Fidelity GDiraatee, Plata

{ Clan. Pertenal Accideal and Sickneti,

: EapUyert' Liability, WorlcBen'i Cempei-

Mtiaa. 'iblic Risk, Metar Car, and Borflary.

i^ INSURE WITH THIS SOCIETY, AND RECOMMEND IT TO YOUR NEIGHBOURS
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Have You Received
Your

IRON AGE
Book?

If not, send your address, when one will be posted by return mail. it

illustrates and describes over 30 varieties of "IRON AGE" Implements.

HARROWS, CULTIVATORS. PLOUGHS. WHEEL HOES.
SEED AND FERTILIZER DRILLS. ETC.

As Illustrated: "IRON AGE" No. 6 Horse Hoe & Cultivator —Fig. 188

With depth regulator attachment. Wheel and regulator work together, but either may be

adjusted separately. Price—Complete, £4/9/"

''^ rroprietary Limited ^^ --^

MELBOURNE
Estd. 59 Years.

CREDIT FONCIER

\.

Loans on Farms
UP TO TWO-THIRDS OF VALUATION

In sums from £50 to £2,000

At 6 per cent. Interest

and from \\ per cent, in reduction of principal, which pays off the loan

in 27 J years.

Loans granted on Freeholds, or Crown Leaseholds which could be

made freehold at any time on payment of the balance of Crown Rents.

No Charge for Mortgage Deed

Loans may be paid off on any half-yearly pay day, subject to a small

charge if paid off within the first five years, but no penalty after five years.

Forms may be obtained at any Branch of the State Savings Beuik, or

by writing to

—

The Inspector-General, The State Savings Bank,
ELIZABETH STREET. MELBOURNE.
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WORKS ON VITICULTURE
(Translated from the French by R. Dubois

and W. Percy Wilkinson.)

WINE-MAKING IN HOT CLIMATES. By L. Roos. Cloth, Is.

Posia<i, : v., \\i\. : N.Z., 5d. ; B. A: F., Ktd.

FIRST STEPS IN AMPELOGRAPHY. By Marcel Mazade. Cloth, Is.

raptr, (id. I'l.stage: C, ^l. : N.Z., -M. : B."* F., 4d.

TRENCHING AND SUB-SOILING FOR AMERICAN VINES.
Paper, !»d. PoMmjc : C. , Id.: N.Z.. :!d. : B. .^- F., (id

NE'W METHODS OF GRAFTING AND BUDDING AS APPLIED
TO RECONSTITUTION W^ITH AMERICAN VINES. Paper, 6d.

Postage : C, Id. ; N.Z., 2d. ; B. & F. , 4d.

AMERICAN VINES : THEIR ADAPTATION, CULTURE,
GRAFTING. AND PROPAGATION. By P. Viala and L. liavaz.

Cloth, -is. I'aper. is. Postage : C, l.Ul. ; N.Z., 5d. ; B. & F., lOd.

STUDIES ON AVINE STERILIZING MACHINES. By U. Gayon.
Paper, 9d. Postage: C, ^d. ; N.Z., 2d.; B. & F., 4d.

MANUAL OF MODERN VITICULTURE: RECONSTITUTION
WITH AMERICAN VINES. By G. Foe.^. Paper, 9d. Postage:

C, Id. ; N.Z., 4(1. ; B. k F., Sd.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

^l^ \

NOW AVAILABLE
[
"^^

Handbook of Potato Diseases in

Australia— and their Treatment
BY D. McALPINE.

GOVERNMENT VEGETABLE PATHOLOGIST.

With Appendicet by

W. Laidlaw. B.Sc. (Biologiil).

00 Eel Worms;
and

C. French, Jnr. (GoTernmeal
Eotomolosist), OB

Insect Pests of the
Potato.

235 Paget (Cloth). 58 Full Plalet. PricA ^ /. Potage : Commonwealth. 2d.: Naw Zealand, 8d,;
176 llluitration«. 1 riCC, %J/ British and Foreign. 1/4.

Application! accompanied by Poital Note or Cheque, covering Price and Postage, to b* forwarded to The DIrectar Ot
A^lculturo, Melbourne, Victoria, Remittance* (rom beyond the Commonwealth to be made by Post OSca Ordei.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

PUBLICATIONS
Bu D. McAlpine, Gooernment Vegetable Palhologht.

RUSTS OF AUSTRALIA. 5.. Postage: C. 2d.: N.Z., 8d. : B. & F., I.. 4d.

SMUTS OF AUSTRALIA. 4s. PoUage: C, 2\A.: N.Z., 9d. ; B. & F., I.. 6d.

FUNGUS DISEASES OF CITRUS TREES IN AUSTRALIA. 2.. Postage: C. Id.. N.Z..
3d.; B. & F.. 6d.

FUNGUS DISEASES OF STONE FRUIT TREES IN AUSTRALIA. 2». 6d. Postage: C. lid.:
N.Z., 5d. : B. & F., lOd.

SYSTEMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF AUSTRALIAN FUNGI. 3j. Postage: C, 2A.; N.Z..
8d. : B. & F., Is. 4d.

Apj>licaHon» accompanied by Poital Not* or Ch*<TU* oovering price and postage to he forwarded to

THE DIRECTOR OF AGRICULTURE, MELBOURNE, VICTORIA
Remittances from beyond tfie Commonvealth to be tnade by Poet Office Order.
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He turns

pretty slow—
but he gets

all the cream

!

—owing to the wonderful
Suction-feed, whicli insures just

as clean a skim wfien you turn

the Sharpies separator slow, as

when you turn it fast! The
boy might turn the crank only

35 to 40 turns per minute, but he

would get just as clean a skim as

if his dad were speeding the crank

around at 50 turns per minute.

The hired man, especially at the

end of a hard day's work, will but

seldom turn a separator up to regu-

lation speed. And you, yourself,

are often "dead-tired " and slacken

down unconsciously. All fixed-feed

separators when turned below speed lose cream—from 7 to 13

cow per year. This loss totals 80 million lbs. of butter yearly

United States alone—Sharpies can save it all

!

lbs. per

in the

SHARPIES
s

Famous Suction-Feed
'Skims clean at any Speed" f^EPARATOR

— the only separator that skims clean at widely-varying speeds

—the only separator that delivers cream of unchanging thickness—all speeds

— the only separator that skims faster when you turn faster

—the only separator with just one piece in the bowl—no discs, easiest to

clean

—the only separator with knee-low supply tank and a once-a-month

oiling system

Discard your old fixed-feed separator. Get a new Sharpies Suction-feed

— the only separator that feeds the milk into the bowl in direct proportion

to the separating force, thus getting 5% more cream under average

conditions ! Write to-day for catalog.

Newell & Co., Melbourne
. John Br'dge & Co., Sydney
Agents Elder Smith and Co.. Adelaide

. Clark & Fauset, Br.'sbane
Chas. Atkins & Co.. Perth
J. R. Green. Launceston
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES
. VICTORIA DOCK

The Stores have a capacity of 743,980 cubic feet

insulated, and are capable of holding 372,000

boxes of butter, or 248,000 cases of fruit,

or 335,000 carcasses of lamb and mutton.

Electric motor power totals 900 H.P.

Produce can be placed on conveyors at any point and mechanically

carried to any chamber in the building, or conveyed from the chambers

direct into the ship's hold.

The Railway Department Goods Sheds
are adjacent to and connected with the Cool Stores by direct lines ; delay

and exposure of produce through shunting in the Spencer-street yards, or

cartage, are thus avoided. The Stores are situated in close proximity to

the Victoria Dock, where vessels drawing up to 30 feet of water can be

berthed ; excellent facilities for the efficient and economical treatment and

shipment of frozen and perishable products are provided,

iLXpert CjfriCerS are connected with every Branch, so that

any one requiring information regarding the production, preparation, and

shipment of produce can rely upon being promptly supplied with up-to-

date information upon all matters.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES

VICTORIA DOCK^

Facilities are provided for producers and smaller exporters of the

various kinds of produce, so that direct shipments on their own account

may be undertaken. The Government ownership and conduct of Cool

Stores places producers in an independent position, and, in addition,

preserves an open channel for the carrying on of the export trade in

perishable products.

The Department of Agriculture will receive,

handle, freeze, store, and ship Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Fruit, Meat,

Poultry, Rabbits and Hares, &c., for producers and exporters.

Produce to the value of over £30,000,000 has been treated

at the Government Cool Stores.

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES, VICTORIA DOCK (Dudley Si.)

Telephones :

OHice : 10383 Central. Superintendent and Engineer-in-Cbarge i 10382 Central.

SCALE OF CHARGES, ETC.

and further particulars may be obtained upon application to the

exports superintendent. department of agriculture.

Produce Offices, 605-7 Flinders Street, Melbourne.

Telephone 9380 Central.
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DOOKIE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
Provides Special Facilities for Practical and Scientific Agricultural Educatioo

Notable Agriculturists say that this College offers the best
agricultural education and practical training in the world

THE COLLEGE YEAR COMMENCES IN MARCH STUDENTS MAY BE ENROLLED AT ANY TIME

Altmrnative Courses—
(a) Diploma Course

(b) One Year's Course.

Three Years.

Total Fees—

S.25/-/- per annum.

The cellege contains modern and well equipped laboratory and lecture hall, single bedrooms, recreation tod
sports grounds.

Of the 5,91 3 acres o( farm land at Dool^ie, 1 ,000 acres were put under crop by students last season; and champioa
prizes were won for sheep and pigs at the last Royal Agricultural Society's Show.

FARM SUBJECTS.—Agriculture, Animal Husbandry. Poultry, Fruit Growing,
Butter and Cheese Factory Management, Building Construction for Farmers.

EACH BRANCH UNDER SPECIALLY TRAINED EXPERTS

LONGERENONG AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
SESSIONS COMMENCE MARCH AND SEPTEMBER

This College is specially adapted for Junior Students from 14 years of age

AREA OF FARM. 2,336 ACRES
MAIN BRANCHES OF FARM WORK.—Grain Growing, Fat Lamb Raising, Dairyini,

Irrigation of Fodder Crops, Fruit, &c.

Total Fees—£25 per annum.

Full particulars obtainable from T. J. PURVIS, Esq.. Secretary, Council of Agricultural Educatioa,
Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, or the Principals of the Colleges.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE

VETERINARY SCHOOL
Complete Courses of Instruction are conducted in all Subjects for the Degre* of

Bachelor of Veterinary Science (B.V. Sc), and for the License (L.V. Sc).

Veterinary Surgeons possessing the above qualifications are eligible for registration

under the Veterinary Surgeons Act (Victoria) and for Veterinary Appointments in the

Commonwealth and State Services and in the Army Veterinary Corps.

For full particulars apply

—

The DIRECTOR, Veterinary School, PARKVILLE, VICTORIA

"The (Queensland Molassi

s

Co. makes a product called

"MOLLERNE" from Molasses

and Lucerne, and sells it at

£l hif,'her than the market

price of Lucerne. An anal.v-

sis of it has tieen made by the

Agricultural Chemist, and it

forms a cheap and valuable

food for young lambs.

—Science and Industry,

July, 1910 ; also by
courtesy of Mr. A. E.

V. Richardson, Dept.

of Agriculture,

Victoria.

^ZlUv ^ ^ O 1

1
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Full^Reward

Obtain the maximum prices and most prompt

returns by consigning all your produce to us.

Agents in all leading towns can be consulted at any

time. Liberal advances made against consignments.
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NATIONAL TRUSTEES
Executors & Agency Company of Australasia Ltd.

DIRECTORS:
HON. WALTER MADDEN, Chairman and Managing Director.

EDWARD FITZGERALD, Esq., LL D. MICHAEL MORNANE, Esq.

HON. DUNCAN E. McBRYDE. HENRY MADDEN, Esq. DAVID HUNTER, Esq.

This Company Acts as Executor or Joint Executor of Wills, Administrator, Trustee of
Settlements, and Agent for Absentees under Povwer of Attorney.

MONEY TO LEND ON BROAD ACRES AND FARM LANDS

Offices— 113 Queen St. (Corner of Little Collins-st.), Melbourne

MONKEY " =A1°= "WALLABY " JACKS
For

GRUBBING
TREES
and

STUMPS
and

GENERAL
HEAVY
LIFTING

Oor complete illastrated catalog i> free, if yoo have one ate it, if jreo haven't WRITE US TO-DATI

TREWHELLA BROS. Pty. Ltd., TRENTHAM

VICTORIA PHOSPHATE
BASIC

The Phosphate Co-Operative Company of Australia Ltd.
(Regiilered urider the Companies Act 1913)

Registered Gipital - - £300,000.

Mines: Mansfield. Works: Macaulay, North Melbourne

Directon :

W. C. HILL (President V.F.U ), Colbinabbin, Chairman.

P. H. H. IBBOTT (V.P.C). Melbourne. GEO. H. MORTON (V.F.U.), Kerang.

WM. THAIN (V.F.U.). Carapooee. AUGUSTUS WOLSKEL (Healhcote Chemical Coy.), Melb.

The attention of Farmers and Agriculturists is drawn to the above Co-Operative Company,
estabhshed for the purpose of manufacturing Superphosphate from overseas Phosphates, and
Basic Phosphate from Australian Phosphates, on the co-operative principle, viz., the return

of surplus profits to shareholder purchasers on the tonnage basis.

SHARES ARE BEING RAPIDLY APPLIED FOR.

THE PHOSPHATE CO-OPERATIVE CO. OF AUSTRALIA LTD.

is established in the interests of Primary Producers, and intending shareholders should make
application for allotment, without delay, to

545 Little Collin, Street, JAS. B. ROBERTSON,
Melbourne. Acting Secretary.
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NOXIOUS WEEDS
FARMERS — don't let the weeds get a fust mortgage on your land. The Most Effective,

Safest, and Cheapest Method of ERADICATING WEED PESTS is by using

"CACTUSENE" A and C GRADES
Applied by means of an Atomiser, as shown below

Elasiest Method
of Killing

BLACKBERRY.

CALIFORNIAN
THISTLE.

BATHURST BURR,

St. JOHN'S WORT,

SWEET BRIAR.

Easiest Method
of Killing

CACTUS.

LANTANA.

RAGWORT,

STINKWORT.

BOX THORN.

RECOMMENDED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE OF VICTORIA
We have hundreds of 'Ueslimonials from satisfied clients.

Manufactured
by CACTUS ESTATES LTD.,

60 QUEEN ST.

MELBOURNE

"BULLDOG" Burnt & Unburnt

(carbonate) AgrlcultuFal Liiiie
For Orchards. Crops, and Pastures

Its use is strongly recommended by all experts, and those who have

had practical experience. Any quantity supplied at shortest notice.

For applying to land we recommend our "Ajax" Lime Spreader

HctfiBiBKr.u Trade Mark

}Vork
Rates and full parllculara from Distributors—

cu"rS,e^ R.VER T. CURPHEY Pty. Ltd.
Telepbeae—Central 2807 225 Coppin Street, Richmond, Victoria

BURNT LILYDALE LIME
FOR THE LAND

Farmers who have not used Burnt Lime should try it. The action

of Burnt Lime on the land is Immediate. The demand for Building

Lime having slackened owing to the War, Farmers have the opportunity

of getting a supply of the ^vell-known Lilydale Lime.
ANALYSIS go as high as 98% Calcium Oxide.

A»ply-

DAVID MITCHELL ESTATE, p,,/i.. OLIVER'S LANE, MELBOURNE
Worki—Cave Hill, Lilydale, Tel. Lilydale 4. TeL Central 5726.
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INTERNATIONAL
REAPER-THRESHER

*
International Reaper-Thresher

Inteniatio-.icil liarvcstiiio- machines are well known for the

successful way in which the\- save and handle the grain under

all conditions. These harvesting' machines are known the world

over and have cut grain in ever\' grain growing countr3\ The

International reaper thresher is a credit to the well established

name International. It does. its work the International way

—

with efficiency and dependability. Tlie years of experience

gained in harvesting grain under a wide range of conditions

have helped materially in building a successful reaper-thresher.

The International reaper-thre§her will enable 3'ou to handle

a large acreage with the smallest possible help and power. It

cuts down the cost of liarvesting grain. Its use results in

greater profit. It is made with 9-foot cut and special platform

extension for cutting 12-foot swath.

Call in and see the IHC agent in your district or write us

direct for literature on tliis and other farm machines you ma_v

need,

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD.

543-555 BOURKE STREET, MELBOURNE
Agencies throu4hout Victoria and the Riverina
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A RECORD OF THE PART OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE IN THE EUROPEAN WAK, 1914-19.

We have certainly been remiss in failing to publish until now—almost a

jear after the cessation of hostilities—a list of the names of the members of

the staff of the Department of Agriculture who enlisted for service in

the terrible war which has just been triumphantly declared at an end.

Unfortunately the list which can be given is incomplete. Full information is

available of enlistments from all our branches except the jVTaffra Sugar
Factory. Many men, and youths too, from the factory, who were accepted

for service, did not notify the management, but simply ceased duty in a

©asual way and enlisted.

In stating the number of enlistments from the De2:)artment as 197,

account has been taken of those employees at Maffra- who are known to have
enlisted, but in the list hereunder, so that no invidious distinctions may be

made, the names of none of the soldiers from the Factory are included.

Name.
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Carniody, J. A.

Carnegie, W. B.

Clarke, J. G. L. .

.

Collier, W.
CoUitis, L. J. (en-

listed under name
of Rogers)

Cronin, M.

Dudderidge, G.

Dunn, W. A.

Egghston, H.
(M.M.)

Flynn, J.

Eraser, C. E.

French, C.

Gillespie, R. M.
(B.Ag.Sc.)

Girond, L.

Greene, J. P.

Gresson, G. L.

Hadfield, E. G. .

.

Hanlon, J. W.
Harrison, C. K.
Hayes. R. F.

Herbert, W. V. .

.

Heslop,G.G.(D.S.O.

Hoare, R.
Hogm,' W. (D.C.M.)
Hossick, R.
Houlihan, T. F. . .

Ingham, L. P.

Irwin, L.

Johnson, H. E.

Johnstone, R. N. .

.

Jones, L.

Kearnan, B.

Kendall, E. O.

(C.M.G.)
Knowles, J. H.
Laycock, R. S. (M.M.)
Levy, J. M.
Mirks, L.

Massey, W.
McCormick, S.

McKenzic, R. T. .

.

McLean, R.
McMillan, A.
McNamara, D. V. .

.

Battalion, &c.

Produce Division

Produce Division

Viticultural College, Rutherglen
Viticultural College, Rutherglen
Correspondence Branch

Vineyard Manager

Viticultural College, Rutherglen
Viticultural College, Rutherglen

Viticultural College, Rutherglen

Viticultural College, Rutherglen
Accounts Branch
Produce Division

Field Officer

Viticultural College, Rutherglen
Produce Division

Stock and Dairy Division

State Research Farm, Werribee

Stock and Dairy Division

Stock and Dairy Division

Produce Division

State Research Farm, Werribee

Stock and Dairy Division

Viticultural College, Rutherglen
Viticultural College, Rutherglen
Viticultural College, Rutherglen
Stock and Dairy Division

Stock and Dairy Division

Viticultural College, Rutherglen
Stock and Dairy Division

Stock and Dairy Division

State Research Farm, Werribee
Viticultural College, Rutherglen
Stock and Dairy Supervision .

.

Government Farm, Wyuna
Correspondence Branch
Field Officer

Viticultural College, Rutlicrglen

State Research Farm, Werribee

School of Primary Agriculture,

&c., Burnley
Stock and Dairy Division

Viticultural College, Rutherglen
Viticultural College, Rutherglen
Accounts Branch

4th Field Artillery

57th Battalion

7th Battalion

37th Battalion

23rd Battalion, 6th Reinforce-

ments

Enlisted for Home Service

when, owing to age, his offer

to enlist in the A.I.F. was
rejected

107th Howitzer Battery
14th Australian Field Am-

bulance
2nd Australian TunneUing Coy.

Australian Flying Corps
Chief Refrigerating Engineer,

H.M.A.T. Boonah
6th Battalion

8th Light Horse
26th Battalion

Australian Army Veterinary

Corps

4th Battalion

1st Anzftc Mounted Regiment
29th Battalion

Australian Army Veterinary

Corps

1st Brigade, 4th Battalion

57th Battalion

3rd Divisional Engineers
Australian Army Veterinary

Corps
12th Reinforcements G.S.G.

Australian Army Veterinary

Corps
Australian Army Veterinary

Corps

Deputy Director, Veterinary

Services, A.I.F.

7th Battalion
" A " Coy., 23rd Battalion

Australian Army Veterinary

Corps

Army Pay Corps
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Name.
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Those Who Will Not Return.

Though with the re-estabhshment of peace the horror of the long four

years of desolation and sorrow is for most being slowly withdrawn, we

still remember that sixty thousand Australian soldiers have laid down

their lives in Gallipoli and France, and that tens of thousands^no one

can guess how many—have suffered in mind and body.

Of the officers of the Department of Agriculture who enlisted ten

will never return

—

ALLAN, D. T. Was a Graduate of the Dookie Agricultural College,

and at the time of his enlistment in October, 1914, was engaged

in cereal breeiing at the Government Farm at Wyana. Miuh was

expected from the results of Corporal Allan's investigations, and

it was only his response to the E^npire's call that preventel the

performance of work that would have been of service to the whole

State. He held the rank of Lance-Corporal in the 14th Battalion

when he was killed at Gallipoli in August, 1915.

ANDERSON, A. F. Was employed at the Research Farm, Werribee,

at the time of his enlistment early in 1916. He held the rank of

Sergeant in the 5Sth Battalion when he was killed in France, 2nd

September, 1918.

COLLINS, Leslie J. Enlisted under the name of Rogers, the name
of his step-father. Embarked with the 23rd Battalion, 6th Rein-

forcements, in September, 1915. Killed in France, 4th August,

1916.

FLYNN, J., Sergeant. Was employed immediately prior to his

enlistment at the Viticultural College, Rutherglen.

GILLESPIE, Robert M. (B. Ag. Sc). Sergeant, 6th Battalion. Ser-

geant Gillespie was appointed to the Department of Agriculture

shortly after obtaining his degree at the Melbourne University.

He gave valuable assistance in the work of laying out the experi-

mental plots when the Research Farm was inaugurated at Werribee,

and later was appointed to the position of Experimentalist. He was

a man of great promise, and his death was a loss to the Agricultural

interests of the State. Sergeant Gillespie, who enlisted immediately

after the outbreak of war, was killed at the historic landing on the

25th April, 1915.
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LAYCOCK, Raymond S. Formerly a Jmiior Clerk in the Corre-

spondence Branch, was attached to the 7th Battalion when he

embarked in August, 1915. Owing to his small stature young

Laycock was unable to enlist until the required height was reduced

to 5 ft. 2 in. In his nineteenth year he was serving on Gallipoli.

He took part in both the Somme offensives, and after Pozieres was

made a Corporal. In the advance on Bapaume in March, 1917

»

he was promoted Sergeant on the field, and awarded the Military

Medal. Sergeant Laycock was killed in France on the 23rd

September, 1917.

OLIVER, James D. Was a Dairy Supervisor in the Live Stock

Division. He enlisted immediately after the commencement of

war, and left Australia in October, 1914, as a member of " B "

Company, 5th Battalion. In Egypt he contracted pneumonia, was

invalided home and discharged, and for some time acted as House

Master at the Viticultural College, Rutherglen. Mr. Oliver en-

listed for the second time in December, 1915, and embarked in

May, 1916, as a Sergeant in the 39th Battalion. In France he

became a Commissioned Officer in a Trench Mortar Battery. Was
killed in action 4th October, 1917.

PRITCHARD, Leslie B. (B. Ag. Sc). Enlisted June, 1915, became a

2nd Lieutenant in the 22nd Battalion. He held the degree of

B.Ag.Sc. of the Melbourne University, and during most of the

period of his employment in the Department of Agriculture was

engaged in plant breeding at Werribee. His training and point of

view made him eminently suited for the experimental work allotted

to him, and, as in the cases of Corporal Allan and Sergeant Gillespie,

his death was a great loss to our State Agricultural interests.

ROWLANDS, James D. Was a Clerk in the Accounts Branch. He
was a lad of manly and self-reliant spirit, and has left a memory

honoured not only amongst his office associates, but throughout

all the Department. Sergeant Rowlands enlisted 14th July, 1915,

and left Australia as a Corporal in the 24th Battalion. Was
severely wounded at Pozieres at the end of 1916. After several

months in hospital Corporal Rowlands returned to France, where

he was killed on the 5th October, 1918.

TURNER, R. Was employed as a Carpenter at the Research Farm,

Werribee. Enlisted 17th July, 1915, and embarked with the 5th

Pioneer Battalion. Was killed in France 9th March, 1917.
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HONOURS WON.

Of those members of the staff of the Department of Agriculture who
enlisted for active service six gained distinctions. The honour of C.M.G.
was conferred on Colonel E. A. Kendall, Director of Veterinary Services to
the A.I.F., and Major G. G. Heslop gained the distinction of D.S.O. The
Military Medal was awarded to Private A. Cahill and Corporal H. E. Eggleston
and, as already mentioned, to the late Sergeant R. S. Laycock, and the
Distinguished Conduct Medal was won by Sergeant W. Hogan.

"BEHIND THE LINES."

It has been said that wars are won from behind the lines—that the sphere

of the soldier who is ready to fling away his life in battle is less important

than that of the man engaged in the unheroic task of maintaining supplies of

food. But no one will press this opinion, and perhaps it can be best said that

there are various forms of service, " but the same spirit." It will not there-

fore be out of place to make a brief mention of some of the work of the

Department of Agriculture in facilitating the supply of foodstuffs to help) to

meet the requirements of the armies of the Empire and her allies.

During the period of war the Department undertook the purchase and
shipping of supplies on behalf of the Imperial Government. Beef, mutton,
and lamb to the value of approximately £2,000,000 sterling was purchased

for the Imperial Government and shipped. About 14,500,000 rabbits, half

of which came from adjoining States, were sent away. Several contracts

for the supply of jam were entered into through the Department during

1916 and onwards, and the total quantity forwarded from the State was
about 76,000,000 lbs., the value of which was estimated at £1,500,000. In

addition, 5,000,000 lbs. of canned fruit were shipped. Hundreds of tons of

cheese were bought on behalf of the British Government, and large quantities

of eggs were obtained and packed for the Defence Department. Further

service was rendered in inspecting the wheat and flour purchased by Great
Britain, and in supervising the export of oatmeal, vegetables, fruit, &c.,

for the Defence Department, the Red Cross Society, and the Comforts Fund
to various centres in England, Egypt, France, Rabaul, and Samoa.

<^^i^'^&^^
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PEAR GROWING IN VICTORIA.

(Continued from page 216.)

By E. Wallis, Orchard Supervisor.

Draining the Land.

In the work of preparing the soil for the reception of the young pear

trees, the importance of establishing a proper system of artificial drain-

age should receive prompt and thorough attention.

It may be that the land to be planted has the advantage of being

naturally drained, but such cases are by no means common, and, in fact,

it is hard to find an area of, say, twenty acres where perfect natural

drainage conditions obtain throughout the whole. In much of our

orchard country the soil is of a patchy nature, and, even in a small com-

pass, may differ in its physical composition, from the light residual to

Plate 17.- Sub-soiling Operations.

the heavy and compact soil. If, as previously recommended, the pear,

on account of its hardy nature, is to be planted under the harsher soil

conditions, reserving the more kindly soil for the less hardy kinds of

fruit, artificial drainage will be necessary to assist the trees to yield

maximum results. In fact, even the light alluvial soils, owing to seepage
and other causes, are often found to require draining by artificial means.

The stunted appearance and, in some cases, actual die-back of the

trees in many of our established orchards bear witness to the neglect of

thorough soil preparation, such as drainage and sub-soiling, when trees

were planted, for, notwithstanding the natural hardiness of the pear
tree, it cannot be expected to thrive and prove profitable under water-
logged and impervious soil conditions.

It should be remembered that the work of soil preparation, in which
drainage plays such an important part, together with sub-soiling and
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plautint^ of proper varieties on scientific lines, is really the laying of the

orchard's foundation, and, as with a house, the superstructure cannot be

lasting or satisfactory unless the foundation is properly laid. When
attention to the matter of soil-preparation is being given, it is well to

consider the dual operations of sub-soiling and drainage as supple-

mentary to each other. A drainage scheme complete in every detail

would be rendered quite ineffective unless any existing hard-pan or im-

pervious clay sub-soil wxre broken through. Either of these conditions

would be quite sufficient to provide a permanent water-table in itself,

though perhaps only a few inches from the surface, whereas if such im-

pediments were removed and artificial drainage established the water-

table would establish itself at the level of the drains, thus deepening the

root-bed for trees perhaps several feet. By referring to the diagram as

shown in plate 17a, this will be more clearly seen. Without proper

drainage sub-soiling is not lasting in its effects, but with drainage the

stirred soil, through the action of water filtration, aeration, and other

agencies, remains in a loosened condition. In fact, drainage means
permanent sub-soiling.

SURFACE SOIL

FeetA

Plate 17a.

A. Existing hard-pan. B. Drain laid in area similar to A, but witli hard-pan

brolcen ii]i. 0. Water-table lowered by ('rainago.

The deepening of the root-bed, as explained, means inuch to pear

trees, which are naturally of a deep-rooting habit, and it will be readily

understood that the more extensive the root ramification the better will

be the development of the trees. Thus, within certain limits, the profit-

earning capacity of the trees will be considerably augmented, which is

tantamount to the area itself being increased; for ten acres of pear trees,

growing under ideal drainage conditions, and participating in all the

benefits derivable therefrom, would probably yield as much as twenty-

acres of trees growing under the unfavourable conditions referred to

above.

Regular Development of Trees.

So definite is the action of proper soil-drainage upon the regular

development of the trees, that the expert eye can detect at a glance along

the rows whether the trees are growing in land thoroughly drained or not.

In undralned land, where wet patches exist, it will generally be found

that the growth and uniform development of trees are materially
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affected. Here and tliere stunted, unhealthy trees will be seen, while in

some positions, having the advantage of natural drainage, perhaps even

in the same row as their sickly neighbours, the trees will make good

growth and probably build up a fine framework, and bear heavy crops of

fruit. A thorough system of artificial drainage remedies this defect of

patchy tree-development, with its consequent profit-leakage, and enables

the rows of trees to develop regularly and uniformly, thus making it

possible for maximum results in cropping to be achieved.

Without such regularity in the development of the rows of trees, and
notwithstanding all the attention which may be given to scientific prun-

ing^ cross-fertilization, and other details of orchard practice, the crop of

pears per aci'e must be considerably reduced.

Plate 18. —Regular tree development, due to proper drainage.

Access to Land.

In undrained land after heavy rains the soil remains boggy until the

water has evaporated. This unfavourable condition often hinders cul-

tural operations till late in the spring, and prevents the growth of winter
crops for green manuring purposes Whereas, under the better condi-

tions brought about by drainage, the land soon parts with its surplus
water, even in winter, and enables any seasonal orchard operations to be
proceeded with satisfactorily at the proper time.

Effect of Bad Drainage upon Pear 5cab and Root Borer.

More difficulty is experienced in ridding pear trees of Pear Scab
when the trees are growing in " wet " soil. Probably this is partly due
to the increased humidity in early spring caused by the evaporation of
surplus soil water usually found when the land is not properly drained,
but which in well-drained land passes off through the soil by the process
of filtration.
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In tlie case of pear trees attacked by Koot Borer, one of the worst,

if not the worst of orchard pests, their natural resisting power is con-

siderably lessened by the wet conditions due to improper drainage, which

has impaired the trees' root system. It is found that where a favourable

soil condition obtains pear trees, even when attacked by this pest, will

show great resisting power and probably remain productive for manj
years after being infected.

The Root Borer thrives in compact and impervious soil and clay,

which allows of its free tunnelling through the soil without the tunnels

collapsing as in the case of the more friable conditions produced by

proper drainage.

Plate 18a.—Shovring hard, lumpy condition of soil due to

improper drainage.

Influence of Good SoiI=Tilth and Aeration on Trees.

By tilth is meant the ideal soil condition making for the growth of
trees, as when the soil particles are comparatively fine and easily broken
up, rendering the soil capable of retaining sufficient moisture for use of

trees and allowing free access of air deeply into soil. These factors of

comparative looseness of soil, moisture, and air mean an ideal environ-
ment for growth of trees, providing sustenance for them during times
of heavy and continual cropping, and enabling them to better withstand
effects of drought. In fact, without such conditions continual cropping
would be out of the question, for after a. heavy crop it would probably
take the trees a season or two to recuperate and build up their fruit buds
for another crop. It is this attention to the soil, together Avith scientific

pruning and manuring, that enables some orchardists to obtain regular
and heavy crops of pears, whilst others can claim only very intermittent
cropping for their trees.
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It may be said by some that scientific pruning and manuring are the

chief essentials for regular bearing, but, without discrediting the im-

portance of these in any way, it must be recognized that the ideal soil

conditions enumerated, and produced mainly through good drainage, are

really the governing factors of maximum effects from other orchard
operations.

"A proper condition of soil-tilth is necessary to enable the oxygen
from atmosphere and rain water to penetrate freely through the soil,

and this is not possible if a water-logged condition exists, as such soil is

sealed against the air. In a well-drained soil, however, this surplus

water passes away by filtration and gives place to air in addition to the

moisture films surrounding the soil particles. As air is so important in

promoting growth, it will be seen how necessary it is to rid the soil of

any obstruction to its free passage and consequent aeration of the soil.

It is impossible to maintain a good soil-tilth unless the land is

properly drained, as " wet " land becomes hard, lumpy, and dried out
in summer time, when a good state of soil-tilth is so essential to moisture

Plate 19.

1.—Soil grains and air space surrounded by moisture films (magnified).

2.—A. Airspace. B. Water film. C Soil grains with water film i
magnified).

conservation and the promotion of free root action. This adverse condi-

tion of the soil will persist in undrained land, despite the efforts of the

grower by cultivation, &c., to alter it. (See plate 18a.)

Increased and More Regular Moisture Supply.

An erroneous and rather common idea is that drawing off surplus

water from the soil is the only benefit of drainage. It does much more
than that. In fact, it actually provides more moisture in the summer
time, when the trees require it most, for during the warm season un-

drained land becomes dried out and unable, through its harsh and lumpy
condition, to hold moisture like the soil in drained land with its better

physical condition. This explains the saying that, " The better the

drainage the surer the water supply," a statement opposed to commop
idea of drainage results. Thus we can claim for well drained land, pro-

vided the drainage is accompanied by surface cultivation, a regular

moisture supply instead of an oversupply or lack, as the case may be, in

undrained land.
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It is estimated that wliere a proper system of drainage exists the soil

retains from 10 to 12 per cent, of its weight in water, which is distri-

buted through the soil as films surrounding the particles of soil. These
may be considered as minimum amounts in contrast to the maximum
amount represented by the complete saturation of soil after heavy rain,

or other cause. A glance at plate No. 19 will show how moisture is

held in the soil. The films of water surrounding the soil particles

naturally vary in thickness, and by their contraction or expansion the

air movements in the soil are regulated.

The moisture-holding capacity of the soil is directly increased by
proper soil drainage, as will be seen by a reference to plate l^o. 20.

For instance, if the depth of soil above the natural water-table is, say,

12 or 18 inches, and by laying of drains it is increased to 3 oi 4 feet, the

capacity of the soil for holding moisture is increased accordingly. In
fact, such increase is really making an underground moisture reservoir

for the use of trees when they are in an active growing condition—the

time when they are in most need of it. .

SURFACE SOIL

Plate 20. —Show^ing depth of -water-tatoie affected by distance
between drains.

A, B, and C.—Drains. 1 and L'.—Water table.

Influence of Drainage upon Soil Temperature.

It is estimated that well-drained land is from 10 deg. to 12 deg.

warmer in winter time than land in need of drainage. The colder

condition obtaining in the undrained soil is due to the sunlight falling

there being employed in evaporating the water, instead of warming the

soil, as in the case of well-drained land, where the surplus water passes

off through the soil to the drains below.

Soil warmth in winter and early spring is beneficial, as it provides

suitable conditions for the activities of nitrate forming organisms, which
do not become active till a soil temperature of over 50 deg. is reached.

As these bacteria build up the nitrogen content in the soil, the earlier

the essential warmth is brought about the sooner will the beneficial

activities of these organisms commence producing an enriched soil

for the betterment of the trees.

Planning the Drainage System.

Many different factors will need to be considered in the planning of
the drainage system of the orchard according to the nature of the site.
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For instance, the physical nature of soil and subsoil, the general contour

of the land, existing natural water-courses, slopes, whether steep or

gradual, and the length of some, will necessarily have a direct bearing

on the system to be adopted.

One of the most difficult obstacles to overcome, and one which chiefly

presents itself in the level country of some of the northern irrigation

districts in Victoria is a proper outlet for the drainage water. In such

places, owing to the flat nature of the country, which does not vary for

miles around, it is almost impossible to get the water from drains away
by natural gravitation. In such places, the sinking of wells as outlets

for the drains seems to be the only way to permit it to pass off, and then

by means of a windmill or other mechanical means it may be pumped
back again on to the land. It is fortunate that the pear tree, in com-
parison with most of other fruit trees, is better able to withstand excess

water lodgment in the soil, especially as these districts are so highly

suitable for the production of this fruit generally, and the earlier kinds
more particularly. But any means, such as drainage, which provide

better growing conditions for the pear, should be adopted, so that maxi-
mum results may be obtained.

As, however, much of the fruit-growing land in Victoria highly

suitable for pear-growing is situated in undulating country, the problem
of draining the land by natural gravitation does not exist, for such

places generally offer a ready solution of any minor difficulty which
may present itself.

In the plate No. 21, the drainage system of an orchard at Diamond
Creek, which the writer supervised, is shown. At first sight, the

arrangement will perhaps appear to be rather complex, owing to the

comprehensive nature of the scheme. The orchard site referred to in

the diagram is composed of a steep slope, gradual slopes, and flats with

a fairly large water-course running through the orchard, into which a

smaller one empties itself. There are also open-made ditches along the

boundary fences on the north and east sides of orchard, which cut off

the surface flow of water and seepage from the higher ground above
the ditches.

It will be noticed that the drains on the steep slope are run diagonally

down the steep hillsides—a course generally advisable under such condi-

tions in order to prevent the silting up of drains. By placing the drains

in diagonal rows between the trees, the fall is made more gradual, and
the general working of the drains improved. In some cases, the water
movement in soil is lateral even on hillsides. This is caused by undula-

tions in the nature of the clay subsoil or some existing hard substratum,

the depressions being at right angles to the slope. Where such conditions

obtain on hillsides, it is easy to understand how essential is artificial

drainage.

By running the drains vertically or obliquely down the hillsides,

any existing sluggish lateral water movement will be intercepted, as in

the diagram, and, as the case may require, the water flow diverted into itn

proper direction, and the formation of " pockets " for water prevented.

It will be noticed, by referring to the diagram (plate No. 21), that

most of the drains are run through the flats, and open directly into the

open water-courses, which should always be adopted, where possible,
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care being taken that the outlet pipes are well above the natural level

of the water in the channel, as otherwise the silting up of pipes will

result, rendering the system inoperative.

The diagonally-shaped flat, as seen adjoining the road in the diagram,
is not involved in any of the hill drainage, being cut off by the smaller

^^

I ^

Plate 21.—Plan of an orchard at Diamond Creek.

water-course, and, therefore, it had to be drained separately into the

smaller channel towards which it had a natural fall. In the case of the

orchard referred to, the planning of a satisfactory drainage system
presented no serious difficulty, owing to the existence of a nice clay
subsoil, and natural outlets for the drainage water. When, however,
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nature has not provided such desirable adjuncts to the work of drainage
as natural outlets, it is necessary to provide one or more open ditches
following the natural flow of the surface water, and the system will
have to be arranged accordingly, running the lateral drains into the
open ditches where possible. It sometimes happens that this is not
possible, and the open-made ditches or natural water-courses have to be
supplemented with main pipe drains, one of which is indicated in the
diagram.
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Plate 22.

A. Junction of lateral with main pipe drain (right method). B. Lateral entering

main pipe against the flow (wrong method). C Lateral entering main pipe at right

angles (wrong method).

Where the lateral drains are run straight into open water-courses,

the junction can be made at direct right-angles, but in the case of main
pipe drains being used to receive the drainage from the lateral drains,

the junction should be angular and with the flow. In plate J^o. 22,

the right and wrong methods of connecting pipe drains are shown.

Generally, 2-in. tiles will be of sufficient capacity to carry off the

drainage water from the lateral system, but where the drains are very

long and the area to be drained is large, 3-in. tiles might be used with
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advantage. Such conditions will also govern tlie size of tiles for the

main drains, which should be 3-in, or 4-in. as the particular conditions

may warrant.

The open ditch is preferable to main pipe drains for carrying off

the drainage from the laterals, and when being made, care should be
taken to see that the sides of the ditch are sloping. By so doing, the

erosion and falling in of the banks will be minimized.

Open drains soon become clogged with dehris, and should be cleaned

out as occasion requires, in order to render them permanently effective.

Depth of and Distance between Drains.

In order to determine the depth and distance apart of the drains,

the nature of the soil must necessarily be considered.

Where the soil is of a heavy and compact nature, with a retentive

subsoil, it is not, apart from the matter of expense, advisable to place

drains too deeply in the soil. If this were done, it is probable that

their efficiency would not be as great as if they were at a lesser depth of,

say, 2 ft. 6 in., or 3 feet. In soil lighter in character, it is advisable

to make the drains another 6 or 12 inches deeper.

The depth at which drains are placed should govern the distance

between the drains, as a drain at a depth of 2 ft. 6 in. or 3 feet will

not be effective over so great a distance as one placed deeper in the soil.

Thus more drains will be needed where the depth is less. In the latter

case, the distance apart of the drains, in order to be effective, should be
from 20 to 40 feet, and placed midway between the rows of trees, whilst

if placed at a depth of 3 ft. 6 in. to 4 feet, in soil of a light character,

the drains would probably operate well if at a distance of 60 feet to

80 feet.

Where the drains are placed at lesser distances apart, the water
table is deepened in comparison with the table created by drains placed

at greater distances. This is illustrated in plate 20. Between the

drains A and C, the water-table marked 1 is nearer the surface than
at 2, where the water-table has been formed by placing another drain

at B, midway between A and C.

Thus it will be seen that underdrains do not create a water-table at

the same level over the whole area. At the part where the drain is laid,

the water-table is lowered to that level, but is considerably higher
mid-way between each drain. Where the rainfall is excessive, it is well

to supplement the work of under-drainage with surface drains which, in

their own way, do much to relieve the pressure placed upon the under-
ground drainage system; but surface drains alone are insufficient to

thoroughly drain the land.

In plate 'No. 23 is shown an open drain made on a hillside to

prevent the surface water and seepage from the higher ground reaching
the orchard below. Before this drain was made in an orchard at

Diamond Creek, much trouble was experienced with wet conditions in

the orchard situated on the lower part of the hill slope, and caused many
of the young trees to remain stunted in growth. After the drain was
made, however, beneficial results followed at once, and the stunted trees

made good growth during the following season.

By looking carefully at the illustration of this drain, it will be
.seen that stones were placed at the bottom of the ditch to prevent
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erosion, which soon took place after the drain was made, thus shoAving

that a eonsiderahle amount of surface water, which would have adversely

affected the orchard, was carried off by the drain. In all cases where

orchards are established on hillsides with higher ground above them,

it is advisable to protect them from the surface flow of water and seepage

in the manner described.

Within the planted area much good will be done by ploughing up

to the trees in autumn, and making a deep furrow down the centre of

the rows with the slope, and the beneficial effects of the drainage system

enhanced.

Making the Ditch and Laying Tiles.

The work of preparing ditches for drains is sometimes interfered

with by the presence of rock, in which case it is impossible to form a

Plate 23.—Open drain on orchard hill side.

satisfactory ditch for the tiles where the rock is near the surface. As
such obstruction generally exists only in a small part of the orchard,

the best way to deal with it is by blasting, as was suggested when dealing

with subsoiling. In this way, a permanent outlet for surplus water, is

made.
The main expense of drainage work is in the excavation of the

ditches. Unfortunately, owing to the exacting nature of the operation,

hand work is necessary for the major portion of the work.

When commencing the work of ditch-making, the work can .be

minimized by ploughing a deep furrow along the drainage line with a

single-furrow plough. A Syracuse plough is a handy implement for

this purpose, as its construction lends itself to deep work, and with it.

the soil may be stirred to a depth of 15 inches by repeating the ploughing
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after the first furrow has been made. Plate No. 24 shows two of these

ploughs at work at Panton Hill stirring the subsoil to the depth

mentioned.
By doing the preparatory work in this way, the subsequent spade

work is facilitated. For lateral drains, the width of ditch at the surface

should be about 15 inches, as no more soil than is necessary should be

removed, and it should taper off to about 6 inches at the bottom. For

larger drains, it may be necessary to increase the width a few inches

as required. It will be found more satisfactory to commence the work
of ditching at the outlet, as it will then be easier to determine the

proper grade.

As much of the excavation as possible should be done with the spade,

and for finishing off the work neatly, as the ditch narrows down, a

properly tapered drainage spade and scoop will assist greatly in the

perfection of the task, care being taken to make the hollowed-out bed

for the tiles as accurate as possible.

s---:^^':

^«*^?^M§^

Plate 24.— Sub-soiling -with Syracuse ploughs at Panton Hill.

When the surface of land is comparatively level it will, in order to

obtain an even grade, be necessary to use some means of accurately

gauging same, for it is a difficult matter to determine it by sighting

alone.

A simple instrument for the purpose, and one easily made, is illus-

trated in plate No. 25. As will be seen, this grading-board is set to

give a fall of ^- inch in 10 feet, or 3j inches in 100 feet, which is about

the grade required to give satisfactory results.

The grading-board should be used as follows:—Place two tiles 10 feet

apart over all in the bottom of the excavation, and the grading-board
upon them. If the plumb-line shows a dead centre, the grade is correct.

Should it be required to use the grading-board as a level, it may be

so used by tacking a piece of wood §-in. thick on the tapered end of

board adjusting the line, and then using it in the ordinary way. After
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the tiles are placed closely together at the right grade along the line

of drainage, the ditch should be filled in without delay, care being taken

not to displace the tiles in any way. The heavier soil should be placed

directly upon the tiles, which must be well packed to prevent their

shifting from their position, and also to prevent any passage for water
being formed outside the tiles.

Other Kinds of Underground Drains,

Although tile drains are, generally speaking, the most satisfactory,

good results may also be obtained from drains made of wood and also

of stone.

In the case of a wood drain, ordinary stringy-bark {Eucalyptus

macrorrhyncha) , if well matured, will prove durable. An instance of

the durability of this wood came under the writer's notice some time

ago. When the railway line to Hurstbridge was made, it passed through

Plate 25. -Grading board, set for grade of | inch in 10 feet.

Mrs. R. Sharp's orchard at the place mentioned, and in making the ex-

cavation for the line, several wood drains were cut through. These were

made over twenty years ago, and the wood used in the drains now
protruding through the banks of the cutting, is still in a good state of

preservation. When obtaining wood for the purpose of draining, trees

about 12 or 15 inches in diameter should be selected, cut into lengths

of about 6 feet, the bark stripped, and each log split into four pieces.

Three or four layers of these lengths of wood should be placed in

the bottom of the ditch, overlapping each other about 18 inches, covered

with bark, brushwood, &c., and filled in as in the case of the tile drain.

Saplings or immature wood should not be used for the purpose. When
stones are used, they should be broken into pieces of about 4 inches in

diameter, and a layer of these, about 9 or 12 inches in thickness, placed

in the bottom of ditch, and topped with smaller stones.

•

(To he continued.)
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CHICKEN REARING AND POULTRY FEEDING.
A. V. D. Rintonl, Assistant Poultry Expert.

On the majority of poultry farms in this State the task of attending

to the chickens for the first eight or ten weeks of their lives is usually

handed over to one of the lady members of the household. The hours of

work necessary are undoubtedly long, and the results for the following

year are largely dependent on the care bestowed upon the chickens in the

early stages; yet one rarely hears sufficient praise given for the success-

ful drudgery that is undertaken.

The Brooder.

Putting aside the question of hen hatching and rearing as being

quite impracticable on a large scale, a brooder of some kind becomes
necessary. Those in general use are very varied, the commonest being

home-made brooders, some of which are decidedly ingenious. For the

poultry farmer in a big way, with large laying flocks, the colony style

of brooder, which will accommodate from three to five hundred chicks

from the one hatch, is virtually indispensable. The beginner, and the

breeder for stud purposes only will, however, be better suited with the

smaller style of brooder; should either subsequently desire to launch

out on a large scale, colony brooders may be added.

The best size for a brocder box is 3 feet square by 1 foot high. The
comers should be angled cff , so as to guard against less in case of crowd-

mg during the night. A brooder of the dimensions given will accommo-
date about 70 chicks for the first few days, which is as many as are

likely to be hatched by a 100-egg incubator. Various methods of supply-

ing heat have been used successfully, but the writer prefers electricity

when available at "power" rates, viz., 2|d. per unit. The electric con-

nexion is made in the floor of the brooder box, and for the first few days

a 16 c.p. globe is screwed on, with an 8-inch flower pot inverted. The
hover, with flannel strips, rests on the flower pot. After a few days, an
8-candle globe may be used, and finally a 5-candle globe. Recent experi-

ments with copper resistance wire instead of the electric globe have
proved highly satisfactory, and brooders fitted in this manner are now
on the market. The cost is very low—about 2d. every 24 hours

—

<he use of a " cut-off " regulator reducing the expenditure. Other
brooders are successfully worked by a hot-water pipe system running
the length of the brooder shed; others, again, have separate kerosene

heaters. Care must be taken at all times that no fumes reach the

chickens; pure oxygen plays a very important part in rearing.

The Brooder House.

The brooder house should face north, and to secure as much sun as

possible, it is necessary to have plenty of glass in the front. The front

is best made 7 ft. 6 in. high, the bottom foot being timbered, the next

5 feet all glass, and the top 18 inches, wire netting, with a hessian

blind. This will admit at all times a free circulation of air, but will

stop the rain from beating in. The mull ions should be of red pine,

rabbetted out to take the glass, the bottom pane being put in first, and
held in placQ by small brads. After that the glass is hung by narrow
clips as shown in the diagram. This is preferable to using putty, as
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with 12-in. x 10-in. or 12-in. x 12-iu. glass, witli clips, should one pane

be broken, it may be more easily replaced than wonld be the case were

the glass set in position by putty. The shed should be 12 feet wide,

and about 6 ft. 6 in. high at the back, with skillion roof. The length

of the shed will depend upon the number of brooders that are to be used.

Allow 4 feet for each brooder, with an indoor run 6 feet by 4 feet, and a

3-ft. passage behind the brooders. The outdoor runs may be 15 or 16
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feet long, and should be sown down in greenstuff each year so as to

sweeten the land. It will be noted in the ground plan, on this page,

that space is provided between each pair of brooders to enable the

feeders to gain easy access to the chickens.

Treatment of the Chickens.

As soon as a considerable number of chickens have hatched out, and

are thoroughly dried off, they should be toe-punched or otherwise

branded, and removed in a covered receptacle to the brooders, Avhich
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should have been previously thoroughly disinfected, and the floor

covered with dry sand, oat-hulls, or chaflF. Empty egg-shells should

be removed from the drawer of the incubator to give every opportunity
for tbe other chicks to hatch. Culling should be practised at once;

crippled and weakly chickens should be promptly killed, as the mob will

generally thrive better without them.
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Feeding.

Prior to hatching, the chicks ab&orb the yolk, which supplies them
with their first nourishment, and they should on no account be fed until

this yolk has been digested, otherwise indigestion, leading to bowel
trouble, is likely to occur. A good plan is to place bagging on the top

of the litter, and withhold food until the droppings appear, showing
that the chicks are ready for their first food, although water, fine grit,

and charcoal may be provided for them when they are first put into the

brooder. Where the infertile eggs from incubators are not sold to pastry-

cooks they may be boiled hard and mixed with dried bread-crumbs for

the first feed, after which rolled oats may be given; but oats are too

expensive to use exclusively after the first tAvo days.

As to the relative merits of rearing on either wet or exclusively dry
mash, it should be borne in mind that for the first two or three weeks
wet-mash feeding is more likely to cause bowel trouble than the dry-mash
system, as a crop full of cold sloppy feed is liable to bring on a chill.
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which may be followed by indigestion. Where the rearing of table

poultry is directly profitable, it would be well to introduce wet-mash feed-

ing after the first three weeks, in order to fully expand the crop, and
enable the bird, in consequence, to carry a bigger crop during the " top-

ping-off " process. Many breeders keep bran always available, as it is

particularly valuable to young chickens on account of its comparatively
high percentage of ash, which assists the development of bone, parti-

cularly when supplemented with shell grit and cut bone.

The chickens should be fed every two or three hours. In the case

of early chickens, hatched out at a season when it gets dark before

five o'clock, it is very necessary to feed them at night by artificial light.

One or two breeders already make a point of this, and others would be

wise to follow their example. From half-past five in the afternoon until

eight the next morning is obviously far too long for any young animal
to be without food. The chick feed mixture recommended by Mr. Hart,

Chief Poultry Expert, is as follows :

—

After the first week, biscuit meal and hulled oats. After the next

fortnight, cracked wheat, 25 parts; hulled oats, 25 parts; broken
biscuit, 10 parts; cracked peas (dried), 10 parts; maize, cracked and
sieved, 5 parts; (tharcoal, 5 parts; fine shell grit, 5 parts; and dry

bone meal, 5 parts.

For those who do not care about the trouble of mixing, excellent

proprietary chick feeds are on the market.

Greenstuff should be chopped up very finely, and fed as freshly cut

as possible; on no account should it be allowed to ferment.

Two cardinal points to be observed in poultry rearing are— (a) guard
against chills, and (b) study digestion.

Management.

While a temperature of about 90° Fahr. will be required for the first

few days in the brooder, the heat should be reduced some degrees every

couple of days, and too much reliance should not be placed on purely

thermometric readings. The chickens themselves are the best thermo-

meter. If at all overheated they will spread out evenly as far as pos-

sible, and, if cold, will huddle together; the object should be to preserve

a happy medium. The death rate is usually in increase ratio to the care

bestowed on the chicks, and though at times one hears of from 2 per

cent, to 5 per cent, mortality only in some special hatch, on the average
throughout the season about 15 per cent, to 20 per cent, may be con-

sidered reasonable.

The cost of a pullet from the shell to the laying period is somewhat
of a vexed question, and the writer, not long ago, wrote to twenty Vic-
torian breeders asking for their experience in the matter. Fifteen of

the twenty were apparently too busy to reply at all, and the other five

quoted from 2s. Id. up to 5s. 6d. There cannot be the slightest doubt that

the higher price was more nearly correct. Most breeders will nowadays
pay from 2 to 5 guineas for a high-pedigree stud cockerel, and perhaps
from 30s. upwards for stud hens. If they have high-class utility stock,

the breeding pens should have an average value of £7 or £8 (some breeders
have pens worth up to £10'0). Fifty winter-laying pullets per stud pen
would be a fair average, and half the value of the stud pen should be
charged against the pullets, say Is. 6d. each; then, in addition to the
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cost of food consumed, there will probably, in the highest breeds, be a

loss on the cockerels, besides the hatching expenses, with interest, depre-

ciation, and repairs on the incubator and brooder plant. The profit

in egg production on right lines is such that one need not unduly
exaggerate, and pretend that pullets can be reared for a couple of shil-

lings, and that every one will show 10s. net profit!

"V\Tien the chickens are from four to six weeks old they may be

removed from the brooder shed to small pens with ample range during

the day time, and warmly bedded up Avith plenty of straw at night. The
sexes should be separated as soon as discernable. Continued lack of

ample range for the young stock year after year will inevitably result

in degeneracy, which, probably unnoticed at first, will sooner or later

undermine constitutional vigour. It is all very well to talk glibly of

700 or 800 bird flocks on half an acre, as, while that number of pullets

may be housed in their pullet year on a still smaller block of land, the

stud pens and the young stock must have ample room, and the

continued overcrowding or lack of range must be sternly opposed to

prevent the gradual but certain loss of supremacy which our birds at

present hold.

POULTRY FEEDING AND FOODSTUFFS.

The six essentials for successful poultry culture are mating, hatch-
ing, rearing^ feeding, housing, and marketing, and of these probably
the most important of all is feeding. A moderate bird skilfully fed

would give better results than a highly pedigreed bird indifferently

fed. Merely temporary neglect of a sheep or a bullock may not ulti-

mately affect the wool clip or beef, but the slightest neglect of the
laying hen results in an immediate decrease in the egg yield, and
possibly causes a false moult. Some knoM'ledge is therefore necessary
of the constituents of the various foodstviffs and the functions that they
perform.

The Nutrient Ratio.

The nutrient ratio is the proportion of digestible nitrogenous matter

to the rest of the digestible matter (non-nitrogenous) in any foodstuflF.

The nitrogenous matter repairs the waste of tissue, and is construc-
tive, in that it builds up flesh, bone, feathers, &c., and is usually
referred to as " proteid." The non-nitrogenous matter consists prin-
cipally of starchy matter, and fats or oils, and helps to maintain the

body heat and support respiration, whilst certain oily secretions are

derived from the fats and oils w-liich assist lubrication. Fats and oils

are two and a quarter times as heating as starchy matter, consequently
to arrive at the correct nutrient ratio the percentage of fat is multi-
plied by 2} to express it in the same heating terms as that of the starchy
matter.

In the case of a foodstuff containing 12 % nitrogenous matter.

55 % starchy matter.
21 % fatty matter.

the nutrient ratio would be 12 : 6") 5 -|- 2^ X 2.J-)

12 : 60 (approximate)
1 : 5
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The Balanced Ration.

The meaning of the term balanced ration is a mixture of foodstuffs

which contain sufficient nutrients in the right proportion for the j^w'TOse

required. It is not therefore possible in actual practice to compose a

mixture which can be fed in the same proportion all the year round.

For one thing climatic conditions will not permit it, and slight modifi-

cations are further necpssary to render the food continuously appetising.

Identically the same food day after day eventually must pall on the

n.ost hardened palate. The chart h.ereunder will show the reader on
what uses food taken into the body of a fowl is ultimately expended.

POOD SUPPLIED

Di£?ested Not digested

Assimilated Not assimilated *-in fu;oos

Mastication AVAILABLE FOR BODY
DigoBtion

I

I

*
I

Required for Available for laying on flesh

maintenance ,, „ egg jM-oduction, &c., &c.

Principal Constituents of Food Materials.

Food constituents may be classified as folloTvs :—

•

(1) "Water, (2) Protein—-Nitrogenous substances, (3) "Nitrogen-

free " extract or starchy matter, (4) Ether extract—fats and oils,

(5) Fibre, (6) Ash.
Functions of water

—

(a) It supplies firmness and rigidity combined with elasticity to

the tissues;

(b) Acts as a solvent for the food materials;

(c) Carries food materials and waste products.

Protein.

Protein is the accepted name for a class of compounds all of which
contain nitrogen, but have varied physical and chemical properties.

The percentage of protein in foods is obtained by determining the

percentage of nitrogen and multiplying the latter by 6.25, although
this factor should be discarded as insufficiently accurate, the factor

really varying for different compounds from 5.5 upwards.
Protein is divided into (a) Albumenoids, (6) Amides. These latter

contain nitrogen, but possess properties greatly removed from those

bodies recognised as true proteids. They are more abundant in green
fodders, roots and tubers than in mature foods.

Vegetable proteids are the sole source of animal proteids. The
proteids go to form muscles, connective tissue, skin, feathers, beak, and
nails, so may be described as " flesh forming." They may also, however,
Serve for the production of animal fat, and can \be used for the pro-

duction of energy.

Proteids are used in more ways than any other class of nutrients.
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Amides serve simply as a source of heat; although .containing nitro-

gen they do not form tissue. By producing heat they save the proteids,

but for this purpose they are of only half the value of the carbo-

hydrates proper.
Nitrogen-free Extract.

Nitrogen-free extract is a term including all those substances soluble

in dilute hydrochloric acid. It includes (a) starches, (6) sugars,

(c) vegetable gums, (</) vegetable acids. Carbo-hydrates strictly speak-

ing are substances containing carbon, hydrogen and oxygen, the latter

in the proportion to form water. Nitrogen-free extract does not include

all the carbo-hydrates found in food; cellulose is not included, being

insolvible in dilute hydrochloric acid.

Starch Group.

Starch is found widely distributed in plants as a reserve foodstuff,

and exists in grains which are structurally characteristic of the species

of plant producing them. It is scarcely found in coarse fodders. The
grains are insoluble in cold water, but swell c"nd burst with hot water

forming starch paste. Starch is converted by enzymes (diastase and
ptyalin) into maltose and dextrine. Acids hydrolise starch to glucose

and dextrine.

Sugar Group.

This consists of (a) Grape sjigar group—glucoses, (b) Cane sugar

group—saccharoses.

Glucoses—Grape sugar as found in the juice of fruits and in the

sap of plants.

Saccharoses— (1) Cane sugar found in sugar cane, grasses, beet-

root and mangold.

(2) Malt sugar found in malted barley and germinated
grains.

(3) Milk sugar found in milk and whey.

Functions of Carbo-hydrates.

Usually described as the fuel portion of the food, or that portion

which goes to the production of energy. They may also be utilized for

the formation of animal fat.

Fat—Ether Extract.

This consists of compounds out of finely ground feed stuff dissolved

by ether.

The term " fats " or " fats and oils " is technically incorrect as

the ether dissolves out free fatty acids, wax, and chlorophyll besides

true fats.

The function of fats is to serve as a source of heat and energy as

well as a source of animal fat, and as a source of heat are two and a

quarter times more valuable than carbo-hydrates.

Fibre.

Fibre is the tougher or woody portion of plants, consisting largely

of cellulose. The proportion of fibre digested depends on the part and
age of the plant, and also on the animal eating it. Fowls practically

digest no fibre. Sometimes more energy is required for its digestioji

than the fibre itself can supply. The portion digested has the same
uses as the carbo-hydrates.
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Ash or Mineral Ingredients.

This consists of the residue left when the combustible part is burned
off. In plant ash the principal ingredients are lime, phosphoric acid

and potash. Maize and the gluten compounds are deficient in lime

salts, while bran is comparatively rich in phosphoric acid.

Ash supplies the necessary ingredients for bone formation, and
assists in building up the tissues. The predominating salt in bones is

lime phosphate, while that in flesh is potassium phosphate. Ash also

supplies the essential substances in some of the digestive juices and in

the blood.

Composition of Feeding Stuffs.

Average Composition as Shown by Analysis.

Foodstuff.
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Poultry Foods and Feeding.

Green Feed.

As green feed forms, or should form, 50 per cent of the birds'

diet, it is necessary to maintain a continuous and varied supply. In
Victoria it is possible to maintain this supply all the year round,
though some difficulty may be found in the northern parts of the State
during the hotter summer months. The lucerne plot is of the utmost
value, as when ample water and manure are available there is an abund-
ant supply of green feed that can be cut every month all the year round
for a period of years. The next most important green feeds are silver

beet and chou mouellier, which last a considerable while. In the case of

these plants the outer leaves shoiild be pulled off and not cut. Lettuce
is excellent for young chickens, but rather expensive to feed largely to

adult fowls. Onions chopped up, are an excellent tonic and good for

the blood, but if fed to excess Avould impart a flavour to eggs. Rape
is generally sown in the chicken rearing runs and, besides helping to
sweeten the soil, is much relished by growing chickens. Suburban
poultry keepers generally endeavour to secure the grass cuttings from
nearby bowling greens.

Root crops such as turnips or mangolds are greedily eaten by laying
fowls and may be fed whole, as the birds will pick all the inside out of
a mangold leaving only the rind.

Animal Food.

Meat meal, blood meal, and rabbit meal supply a high proportion
of protein in very concentrated form, but considerable care should be
exercised in their use, as a constant over supply will over stimulate
and so injure the egg organs. In addition there should be sufficient
bulk in the food to reasonably distend the digestive organs and so obtain
the best residts from the digestive juices. These concentrated nitro-
genous foodstuffs should be purchased on analysis, as at times a slightly
cheaper preparation may contain such a low percentage of protein as
to be in reality too dear to use.

" Poultry Wheat."
A mistaken idea seems to prevail (frequently with those who should

know better) that much inferior, damaged, or smutty wheat will do for
poultry. It will never " do " in the right meaning of the term. Next
to seed wheat only the best should be used, the feeding value of
indifferent wheat making it dear at almost any price, whilst a light

weighing oat merely means buying a high proportion of indigestible
husk.

Dry versus Wet Mash.
The question is frequently raised Avhether the dry mash or wet

mash system is the better. Each system has proved highly successful
in the official egg laying competitions. In the test for teams of six
birds a score of 1,667 was made one year in the wet mash section by
Mr. J. H. Gill's team, whilst the following year Mr. W. N. O'Mullane's
team in the dry mash section scored 1,699, which is the world's record
for a team of six birds. As these scores were made in different years
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and by different breeders, it can hardly be claimed tbat they prove any-

thing "conclusive. In single test the 300 mark Has been reached in

different years by both dry and also wet mash feeding in white leghorns.

The official world's record single test 335 by Mr. Graham's black

Orpington was made on the wet mash system.

Undoubtedly the dry mash system saves an enormous amount of

laibour, so that even if it were a fact that on a flock average the dry

mash system gave a dozen eggs less per bird, it is probable that it

.would still be quite as profitable, if not more so, than the wet mash.

But it has not been proved conclusively that a flock will lay more on

wet mash. In the writer's opinion, a hot feed at daybreak during the

winter months is conducive to better results. So far as the heavy breeds

are concerned, there is with them a tendency to get over-fat. on dry

mash, particularly with big-framed, strong constitubioned, birds,

though less robust birds, lacking spring of rib, have been observed to

do well with dry mash.

The ])ractice is to feed as much wet mash as will be eaten up by

the birds in a period of about twenty minutes, whereas the dry mash
is available all day long. The usixal custom in Victoria is to feed gram
at night and mash in the morning. There is no necessity for this at

all, and a certain amount of time would be saved, and the birds kept

far more busy during the day, if the grains were .scattered in The litter

directly after breakfast, and mash fed at night. To warm the birds up
in winter^ and take the keen edge off their appetites, about half an
ounce of wheat per bird, with an equal' amount of water could be put

on a slow fire overnight and fed hot at daylight. The wheat should

just absorb the water without either burning, or leaving any " soup
over. The birds would then be ready to scratch for the dry grains in

the litter between 9 and 10 o'clock in vthe morning.

The Burnley Mash.

The rations as fed at Burnley for the competitions averaged out as

follows :
—

Wet
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RE-PRUNING OF VINES DAMAGED BY FROST,
HAIL, ETC.

F. de Castella, Government ViticuUurist.

October is the month during which vines are most liable to damage
by spring frosts. The means by which these disastrous visitations can
be parried, or, at least, mitigated, are well known. Smudge fires

judiciously arranged and well timed have often permitted the saving
of a considerable part, and sometimes even of the entire yield. In this

connexion frost prediction by means of the wet and dry bulb thermo-
meter is of the greatest value. Warned of the impending danger at

sunset the previous evening, all arrangements can be made for the
lighting of the smudges between midnight and sunrise.*

The measure of success which can attend such palliative steps

depends, of course, on the intensity of the frost. Smoke protection,

which would be quite effectual in the case of a fall in temperature ta

2 or 3 degrees below freezing point, would be useless against a frost of

9 or 10 degrees below zero.

Vines which suffered owing either to lack of precautions or to the
extreme severity of the frost, must receive immediate attention. This
is necessary, in the first place, in order to insure healthy and well-

developed wood for the following winter's pruning, but also for the

additional reason that it is often possible by prompt action to insure a

crop in substitution for the one which has been destroyed by frost, and
during the same season.

It is not sufficiently recognised that even if the entire crop has been
destroyed all is not lost; by means of proper treatment, and especially

in the case of a good many varieties of vines, a fair crop may still be
relied on.

The buds of the vine are not single, as they usually appear to be.

Of course, obviously double and even triple buds are sometimes to be met
with; in these two or three large buds are plainly visible. Even where
a bud is to all appearances single, however, it is alwavs accompanied by
a varying number (from two to four as a rule) of subsidiary buds, which
are so small as not to be apparent, even on careful inspection with the

naked eye. These latent buds usually fail to develop ; in the case of

damage to the main bud, however, one or more of them will sprout in its

place, the largest, which we may term the secondary bud, forms a shoot

similar to that produced by the main bud, which often yields fruit.f

These shoots are mvich more fruitful with some sorts of vines than with
others. Though they never equal the primary cane in this respect, they

are capable, in the case of some varieties, of producing half or even three-

quartfer crops. Vines of this type present the precious quality of yield-

ing, subject to proper treatment, a fair crop, even though the first crop

may have been completely destroyed by fro?t.

It is not, however, a question of fruit alone. The wood for the

following season's pruning must also be considered, and the frost-

• Soe Journal for SUipt.cmber, 1910. A reprint of the article on spring frosts is obtainable on
application to thn Department.

t The remiininc; sub-iirllary bud'', which may for convonionce be termed tertiary bud'!, thouch
reallv of th'^ sa ne order as the secondary buds, arc of lesser value. They usually bear no fruit and
produce weak canes. Should a reeurrenre of frost destroy the secondary shoots, they develop in their
turn and provide wood of a kind for the following winter's pruning.
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damaged vine be so treated as to supply a sufficiency of healthy and

fruitful canes. If nothing be done to the vines subsequent to the frost

in the way of pruning or disbudding, numerous small shoots will

be thrown out by the damaged stubs of the primary canes as well as

water shoots from the old wood of the vine. Owing to their number,

the individual development of these shoots is very poor, and at the

following winter's pruning, not only is there a host of useless canes

to remove, but it is difficull to find any sufficiently stout to constitute

proper pruning wood.

The accompanying illustrations explain what happens in the more

common cases of damage by frost. Fig. 1 shows a spur and portion of

the old wood of a short-pruned vine, which was damaged by frost in

October, say, ten days or a fortnight before the drawing was executed;

the leaves, the embryo bunches {h,h . . . .), and the upper por-

tions of the shoots have been completely burnt and blackened by the

frost, the wbole of the crop as it " showed " prior to the visitation is

destroyed. During the ten days following the frost young shoots have

sprouted ; those marked s, s . . grow from the axils of ihe destroyed

leaves, whilst s^ Sj . . are water shoots from the old wood.

If the injured vine be untreated in any way, the spur shown in

Fig. 1 will, in the following autumn, after the fall of the leaves, pre-

sent the appearance shown in Fig. 2, and be little more than a scrubby

mass of barren shoots of poor pruning value. If, on the other hand,

the damaged shoots be severely pruned by cutting them at A and B,

Fig. 1, and care be taken to remove all water shoots s^ Sj . . . .

(Fig. 1), the result will be vastly different, and the spur will present

the appearance shown in Fig. 3. In place of a large quantity of use-

less wood, there will be two, three, or, perhaps, four stout canes to

provide suitable pruning Avood, and which have borne fruit, as is shown
by the fragments of stalks where the bunches were severed at vintage

time. It will be noted that the three canes shown in Fig. 3 are not

growths from the frost-damaged shoots, neither are they water shoots;

they result from the development of the latent eyes described above, and

which would not have developed had the sprouts figured in rudimentary

form in Fig. 1 been allowed to remain.

Obviously the most logical treatment for a vine injured as shown in

Fig. 1 consists in the complete suppression, as soon as possible after the

frost, of all shoots; this must be followed a week or two later by

thorough disbudding, all water shoots, which make their appearance in

considerable numbers on the old wood, being removed. Careful disbud-

ding is essentially a corollary of re-pruning after frost.

At first it might appear that the sprouts Sj s^, Fig. 1, are

lateral shoots. This, however, is not the case; they result from

the premature development of main buds whi^ih, under normal circum-

stances, would only have sprouted the following spring.* That these

normally fruitful buds should produce little if any crop is, no doubt,

due to their immature state when forced into grovs^h by abnormal

conditions brought about by frost.

Pruning as at C, and even at T>, Fi?. 1. has often been recom-

mended; it is, in fact, the older method, but it will very generally be

found inferior to the more radical treatment at A and B fcr the reason

that it leads to the development of imperfectly matured main buds, which

See Revue de Viticulture, Vol. X., p. 451, 15th October, 1898.
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produce little or no fruit, the resulting canes are also less vigorous than
those from the older, better matured, and more fruitful latent buds.

These canes would, nevertheless, provide suitable wood for the following

winter's pruning.

Disbudding or breaking of damaged shoots instead of pruning

is often recommended. In many cases tlie ultimate result is identical;

it nil depends on the state of development of the frost-damaged shoots.

If these .are still fairly tender so that, under slight thumb pressure, they

break oft' flush with ihe spur Avhich bears them, disbudding will give

results equal to pruning, than which it is quicker and therefore cheaper.

If, however, the shoots have reached such a stage of woody develop-

ment that breaking off tears the underlying tissues of the spur, damage
to the latent eyes may result; in such a case it will be better to employ

Fig. 1.

Fragment of old wood and spur of a vine damaged by frost early in October.
Drawing made a week after the frost. Observe scorched and blackened tips

of young shoots, leaves and buntiies b, also buds which have sprouted
since the frost, s, s are normal buds wliich should only have sprouted the
following spring, s^ Sj are water shoots. Treatment consists in radical

suppression of damaged shoots at A and B and disbudding of all water
shoots.

the secateur, cutting flu<h with the sj^ur so as to leave no eye of the

damaged shoot.

Vines pruned thus often " bleed " profusely, but there is no cause for

alarm. The crude sap which is lost is merely soil solution ; it only con-

tains about 1^ parts per 1,000 of solid matter, and differs radically from
the elaborated sap which makes its appearance later in the season,

enriched by the many substances assimilated by, and worked up in, the

leaves, which can more aptly be compared to the blood of an animal.
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Fig. 1 illustrates the method of re-pruning as practised on short-

pruned vines. The treatment recommended, viz. : the radical suppres-

sion flush with the cane which hears it of every damaged shoot, applies

equally to long-pruned vines, for which it is particularly well suited,

for the reason that on the rods characteristic of long pruning the

terminal eyes usually sprout first. After the occurrence of frost a

good many eyes nearer the base of the rod have not started at all. The
radical suppression of the damaged shoots causes many buds which
would otherwise not have grown, to send out fruitful shoots, and this

in addition to the latent buds described above.

Frost injury does not always occur exactly as shown in Fig. 1.

Though this is the most usual form, there may be many variations accord-

ing to the date and intensity of the visitation, and also to the number
of frosts (one or more). A few typical cases may be briefly outlined

for each of which some variation in treatment is advisable:

—

(i) A frost occurring a good deal earlier—when the vines have

just sprouted and the young shoots are an inch or less

in length. Though this is, perhaps, the most susceptible

period, remedial steps are considerably simplified. A
severe frost at this stage destroys all growth so com-
pletely that intervention by the vigneron is needless.

Sprouting of the latent buds is promoted automatically,

and a supplementary or second crop is assured in the case

of vines which yield fruit on secondary shoots. New
shoots are, however, seiit out in excessive number, and
careful disbudding is necessary to reduce them and to

suppress those which are sterile.

Cii) An early frost of medium severity.—The sprouting buds are

damaged, but not altogether destroyed. Close observa-

tion is necessary to ascertain the real extent of damage.

It must be remembered that shoots partially injured by
frost, even though in appearance fairly sound, usually

start a spindly, unsatisfactory growth. They seldom

result in strong, fruitful canes. Radical suppression of

all injured sprouts will generally be found the best policy,

(ill) Frost injury, as illustrated in Fig. 1—the most usual case-

Treatment fully described above,

(iv) Injury less severe than (iii)—a certain proportion of the

embryo bunches appear to be more or less intact. fhe
best treatment is often puzzling. Such partially-

damaged bunches nearly always develop in a disappointing

manner, the injury being almost invariably more severe

than at first estimated. Treatment as for (iii) is usually

best. If, as sometimes happens, a few strong shoots show-

ing fruit are quite undamaged, the rest of the vine being

scorched, these shoots may be allowed to remain, but they

must be severely stopped so as to divert the sap into the

latent buds,

(v) A frost such as (iii), followed by a second frost a week or

two later, by which time the latent eyes have sprouted.

This is a hopeless case, and little of a remedial nature is

possible, since there are no more latent buds from which

fruit can be expected ; tertiary buds only are available and
14660.—

2
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tliej produce poor wood and little or no fruit. Careful dis-

budding must be practised in order to obtain the best pos-

sible pruning wood,

(vi) Severe and very late frost—fortunately such visitations are

rare in our climate. If damaged very late in tlie season

(November or December), su])pression of shoots is of

questionable use, since any fruit produced will be too late

to ripen. The best policy is to shorten tbe damagofl

cane, or even to confine oneself 1o disbudding.

Fig. 2. Pig. 3.

Results of re pruning (or disbudding) of frost-damaged vine.

Fig. 2. shows condition at following winter of portion of vine shown in Fig. 1, if no
action were taken after the frost.

Fig 3 shows the result of the suppression of injured shoots (at A and B, Fig. 1) and
wood (Sj Sj). Compare strong fruitful wood of Fig. 3 with poorscrubby growth of Fig. 2.

Subsequent Treatment—Disbi'dding and Manuring.
In every case, whether the damage be slight oi" severe, it is very

necessary to carefully disbud vines damaged by frost. The water
shoots sent out from the old wood need careful removal. It is, in fact,

well to disbud twice with an interval of a few weeks between the two
operations. The balance of the plant has been upset, and the belated

growth of many undesirable shoots often needs correction.

It must be remembered that the vine has to start its season's growth
afresh. Normally it begins with ample reserves; for the second start

these are necessarily depleted, and the best possible use must be made of

what remains. Disbudding must be prompt and thorough, the useless

shoots being removed whilst quite small, so as to avoid the waste that

Avould result by breaking them oif when they have grown to larger size.

Manuring witli (piick-acting fertilizers is certainly desirable. It is

stroiiii'lv rec()iniii('ii(l('(l l)v French ;iufb(M-il itcs, some of wlinm go so far as
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Fig. 4.-Syra or Red Hermitage Vine at Sunbury. Severely
damaged by frost on 8th October, 1915, and treated as
described in Pig. 1. Result a half crop of grapes and sound
pruning wood. Photograph taken 14th April, 1916.

Fig. 5.-Semilon Vine at Sunbury. Conditions as described
for Fig. 4. Result, fully three-fourths of a normal yield.
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to advise 5 cwt. nitrate of soda per acre. A third of this quantity will

usually be found sufficient. The vine has received a severe shock, and this

artificial stimulation Avill help the accumulation of normal reserves for the

following season. Such manuring is particularly recommended for irri-

gated vines.- Where natural rainfall has to be relied on the results to be

expected scarcely justify the expense unless in a wet spring. In most
years the October rainfall is not sufficient for the vines to benefit during

the season of application.

A Couple of Examples.

It will suffice to mention two actual cases where prompt treatment

on the lines described above gave excellent results.

On the morning of 8th October, 1915, a severe frost destroyed the

entire crop of a vineyard situated at Sunbury; all shoots were scorched

A^,A^..4^
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middle of April. These vines ripened tlieir fruit satisfactorily, yielding

wines of excellent quality.

Figs. 6, 7, and 8 illustrate vines similarly treated at tlie Rutherglen
Viticultural Station in October, 191S. Three consecutive frosts

occurred in the beginning of that month; the first two damaged the vines

slightly, while the third was much more severe. On many varieties

the whole of the crop then visible was entirely destroyed. Radical
disbudding was practised Avith excellent results, a good supply of

healthy wood for the following pruning being obtained. In the case of

many varieties the supplementary crop was quite remarkable, as will

be seen by the photographs here reproduced. Mondeuse maintained the

good reputation it has in France, which makes it the most popular
variety in valleys exposed to spring frosts in the Savoy district of

France. Even Aramon, although it was one of the sorts which was

Pig. 7 ~ Touriga vine at Viticultural Station, Rutherglen.
Recovery after frost of 3rd October, 1918. Conditions
same as those in cas€ of Fig. 6.

most severely damaged, responded well, yielding about half a normal
crop.

The following varieties responded remarkably well to repruning,

yielding more than half a normal crop :—Groslot, Mondeuse, Corbeau,

Aramon Bouschet, Terret Bouschet,' Semillon, Cinsaut, Chenin Blanc,

and Portugais Bleu.

Recovery was fairly satisfactory with Alicante Bouschet, Calmette,

Graciano, Tempranillo, Miguel de Arco, Touriga, and Aramon.

It was rather poor with Gamay, Melon, . Aligote, Joannenc, Terret

Bourret, Aspiran Bouschet, Albillo, Joannenc, Carignane, Montils,

Picpoul, Colombard, Syra, Cabernet, and Merlot.
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It was viTV poor in the cast of Sultana and most table grapes, includ-

ing Ohanez, Kosaki (Waltham Cross), and Valensi (Belas Blanc), i&c.

The above refers to the secondary crop of fruit. In every case good

pruning wood was obtained.

The damage wrought by hail is often (luite simirar to that caused \>y

frost, and identical treatment will give equally satisfactory results.

This is especially so in the case of a severe hailstorm early in October,

such as would destroy all embryo hunches. The crop has gone, but tin-

secondary latent bud's are still available, and can be forced into growth

by the radical suppression (pruning or disbudding) of the hail-damaged

shoots as described above for vines injured by frost.

Hail may fall at any time during the growth of the vine; late hail

storms often constitute difficult problems, since radical pruning is nr»

Fig 8. Recovery after treatment of Alicante Bouschet Vine
at Rutherglen Viticultural Station damaged by frost on
3rd October, 1918.

longer suitable. Treatment may usually be limited to trimming and

shortening back the injured shoots. Sometimes, indeed, it is best to take

no action at all.

After a hail storm it is usually well to defer action for a couple of

days until the full extent of the injury ean be gauged. The breakages

caused by hail are at once apparent, but the bruises show up more slowly;

these may be so severe and deep-seated as to justify the removal of shoots

which shortly after the storm may seem to have been only slightly

damaged.
Vines damaged by flood during the growing season may also present

very similar cases to injury by frost and hail, and need treatment on the

lines described above. Whenever the fruit and upper portion of the

primary shoots hqs been destroyed the best i)oliey will be their complete

removal in order to foi'ce the development of latent secondary buds.
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FARM NOTES FOR SEPTEMBER, 1919.

STATE RESEARCH FARM, WERRIBEE.
H. C. Wilson, Manager.

The Season.

The season has been anything but a favorable one. September has been
a record dry month for the district, and following the particularly dry period

of April to August, the grain crops are suffering considerably. Many of

the hay crops on fields that were not fallowed in the district are now in head,

and very little, if any, hay will be harvested on such areas.

The rainfall for the vear to date

—

January
February
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Chaff-cuttins;, attention to live-stock and dairy herd, fence renovation,

and general farm routine.

Poultry pens and plant still in course of erection.

Irrigation of 240 acres of lucerne and sown grasses.

Plantations attended to, young trees and shrubs replaced where missing.

Seeding of mother sugar beets and general attention to experimental
areas.

Fodder Reserves.

The extremely dry season has brought before the flock-owner and herdman
the great necessity of storing fodder for emergency, and those producers
who have not put by reserves will probably learn a bitter lesson. Attention
should now be given where possible to the growth of summer fodders. In
this district on the dry areas both rape and Japanese millet do well if given

good seeding conditions when sown in the spring.

At the Farm this month 60 acres of early ploughed fallow has been worked
up with a disc cultivator and sown with 5 lbs. of dwarf Essex rape and 56 lbs.

superphosphate to the acre. This seeding will aid us in carrying the sheep
and cattle through the dry months of November to February if the summer
rainfall is at all favorable.

Japanese millet sown now at the rate of 12 lbs. per acre with 56 lbs.

superphosphate should give excellent results on lighter sandy loams. Of
course very heavy yields of maize, sorghums, millets, and Soudan grass can
be obtained quickly if offered irrigated conditions.

To those producers, who may intend to adopt the suggestion of spring

rape seeding, it may be pointed out that superphosphate has a very destructive

influence on germination, if mixed with the seed for any length of time prior

to sowing.

Our practice has always been to take the fertilizer and seed separately

to the field and mix in correct proportion immediately before sowing through
the fertilizer box of the ordinary seed drill. This practice does not interfere

to any great extent with the germination powers of rape seed, as the contact
is of such short duration.

Even that balance which sometimes may be left in the drill over night

should be m.ixed again in the morning with a fresh supply or germination
will be unsatisfactory.

Preparation of Land for Lucerne.

During the past few months a field of 100 acres has been prepared in the

following manner for lucerne seeding :

—

The land was first ploughed to a depth of 7 inches in September of 1918.

Subsequent cultivations during the summer and autumn of 1918 and 1919
were given to insure a fine tilth and the destruction of pest weeds.

The contour plans of the area were first obtained and the directions of the
greatest fall were noted.

A drainage channel of 60 chains in length was excavated in July to insure

the surface drainage of the area.

Buck scrapers were then used to fill up any crab holes or large depressions
that were not shown on the 3-in. contour plan.

The check banks were then marked out 44 feet apart with a single-furrow

plough in the direct line of the greatest fall.

Each marked bay was then levelled with the aid of an Austin road grader,

and the side fall w^as reduced consistent with a practical irrigation scheme.
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The check banks were then formed to an average height of 5 inches and
2 feet to 2 ft. 6 in. in width by the final operation of the Austin grader.

The surface irrigation channels were constructed at intervals of approxi-
mately 8 chains on the nearest and most practical lines of level. The irrigation

channels were made with a delver. The average width of the channel should
be from 3 feet to 4 feet and 1 foot to 1 ft. 6 in. deep, thus providing sufiicient

soil to insure strong banks, which are very essential when irrigation of the
field is in operation.

The cost of this work on average blocks in the district is as follows :

—

5. d.

1. Ploughing 7 inches where land is suitable—12s. per acre . .

2. Three cultivations, to insure good tilth—3s. per acre

3. Buck scraping and filling crab holes, &c.—12s. per acre . .

4. Setting out checks— Is. per acre

5. Levelling bays with Austin grader—8s. per acre

6. Completion of check banks with Austin grader—3s. per acre

7. Cost of channels— Is. 6d. per acre

8. Final cultivation prior to seeding—2s. per acre

Cultivation and grading—Total

To this can be added—
l.'Cost of seed—12 lbs. Hunter River, per acre, at Is. 4d. per lb.

2. Manure—^1 cwt. per acre, at 5s. per cwt.

3._Drilling twice over, at 3s. per acre

Total seeding cost

Total

12
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No other cultural operation is necessary except perhaps a very light

poppy barrow or brush following the drill.

It has been found sound practice here to divide the manure and the
seed mixture per acre evenly, and practise cross drilling so as to insure even
distribution, and lessen the consequences of possible errors of judgment by
the operator, that is to say, 6 lbs. of seed and also half the quantity of " super."

are sown each way at right angles to each other. It is always advisable ti>

trust the natural rainfall to germinate lucerne on these irrigated areas, and
not practice irrigation prior to seeding, thus avoiding possible complications

which may arise and necessitate laborious cultivation before the most efficient

tilth can be secured.

After the young plants are from 2 to 3 inches above ground the first

irrigation should be applied again, so as to insure quick stooling of the plant

when the ground is apparently firm, and the young lilcerne high enough to

cut with the mower. The first cut is usually left on the ground, as in nearh'

all cases it is not heavy enough to gather as hay ; however, the second growth,

should produce from 10 to 15 cwt. of good, clean hay to the acre.

General view of paddock devoted to tractor trials.

Tractor Demonstrations.

On the 18th and 19th September, tractor demonstrations were carried"

out on a paddock of the Farm, near the Melbourne-Geelong Railway Line,

under the auspices of the Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria.

Special trains were run from the city each day of the trials, sto])ping at

the tractor field, and, although the weather was very hot and windy for visitors,

a large number of representative farmers were present, and the performances
of tractors and horse-drawn implements was followed with great interest.

The Trial Tractor Committee decided this year that the display would take
the form of a demonstration only, and, therefore, the comparisons drawn
were not officially recorded, but were left to the judgment of the visitors

themselves. The following tractors and implements were entered for demon-
stration purposes only.

Sunslmie S.F. No. 1 Tractor, H. V. McKay, maker. Drawing four-furrow
Sunshine disc plough.
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StinsJiine yS.F. No. 2. Drawing six-furrow disc Sunshine deep cultivator.

Electric Caterpillar Tractor. Pacific Commercial Company. Drawing
three-furrow set mouldboard Mitchell plough.

Titan Tractor. International Harvester Company. Drawing four-furrow
*et mouldboard 90 Series jilough.

oys
.vheat

r.th. The dry

^ order to give the
Crude Oil Tractor Jelbart's. Ballarat. Drawing 21 -|'to develop. Lucerne

<lisc ploughs. 3 which were renovated,

Imperial Tractor. McDonald's. Drawing four^ason. The Kape, Barley

plough. 1 have made a fair growth

Imperial E. A. B. McDonald's. Drawing ei^^'^-Siven last month) was
^ and the second feed; la

<lisc ploughs.
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Imperial E. A. B. McDonald's. Drawing one six-furrow McKay's disc

plough and one four furrow Mitchell disc plough.

Fordson Oil Tractor. Tarrant's. Motor Proprietary. Drawing four-

furrow disc Robinson plough.

Bates' Steel Mule. Clutterbuck Bros. Drawing five-furrow set mould-

board Mitchell plough.

Samson Tractor. Ferrier. Drawing four-furrow disc Sunshine plough.

Every tractor when at work was controlled by a steward, with powers

to insure a workmanlike job of the ploughing, with an average depth of 4

inches. On both days of the trials 3 acres of land were allotted to the separate

entrants, with the exception of Jelbart's Crude Oil Tractor, which took two

lands each day.

The visitors showed very keen interest in these demonstrations, and no

doubt a step forward in construction has resulted since last year's display.

LiVK-STOCK.

Horses.—During the past month the Farm draught horses have been heavily

worked on the seasonable cultural operations, and the twenty three-year-old

fillies and geldings by the Clydesdale stallion ^lajor Oates, recently broken

in, have settled down to work and are developing into big strong animals.

Oaten and wheaten hay form the bulk of their ration, while concentrates,

in the form of boiled barley and beet sugar molasses, are given to those which

are doing the heaviest of the fallowing work.

Eight foals have already been dropped, by the Clydesdale stallion Baron
Wigton, and fifteen more are expected during this month.

Cattle.—Both the Red Polled and Holstein Friesian herds have improved
in milk yields, particularly towards the end of the present month, as we have
been able to pasture them on the spring crop of lucerne on' some of the smaller

fields of the farm.

Twenty-one prizes were secured at the Royal Agricultural Society's

Show, including Champion and Reserve Champion Red Polled cows, Champion
Red Polled bull and Reserve Champion Friesian bull.

Eight calves were dropped during the month.

Silage and chaff reserves are ample for the needs of the dairy herds till

the new crops are harvested.

Sheep.—The shearing of the flock ewes, 1,0()() liead, and 100 stud hoggets

was completed on 17th September. The average cli|i from the whole of these

crossbred ewes was 10 lbs.

Twenty-six entries were made in the Border Leicester and Suffolk classes

at the Royal Show, 23 prizes being secured, including First and Champion

^^y\1l
Border Leicester Ewe ; First for Border Leicester two-tooth Ram ; First

m^jp^hampion for Suffolk Ewe ; and Fiist and Reserve Champion for Suft'olk

Spec

the tractol^olk cross lambs have been marketed during the past month at an

a large nunr^^ of £1 l^^- P^r head ; 80 aged cross-bred ew-es brought 28s. 6d.

of tractors anU^tion, and 300 lambs are still on the farm awaiting trucking

The Trial Tractor To date 160 per cent, of lambs have been marked from

the form of a demonl30 j)er cent, from our Border Leicester stud,

were not officiallv recc^Togess has been made in the direction of the new

themselves. The follow/ni, to accommodate the fowls recently transferred

stration purposes only, i^nn-

Sunshine S.F. No. 1 2''e being gathered from 530 pullets and hens, while

Sunshine disc plough. e brooders and chicken limises.
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Returned Soldiers.

Nineteen returned soldiers were in residence during the month undergoing

a course of training for tlie Qualification Certificate.

Experimental Areas.

Crops.

Most of the remarks made under this heading last month still hold good

and the prospect of a good harvest has not improved. Early varieties of

wheat, and even late varieties, such as Warden, where sown early, are now

Interior of Departmental Pavilion, Royal Agricultural Society's

Sho"w Grounds, sho-wing central pyramid devoted to -wheat

exhibits.

in head ; Algerian Oats are also heading with a short growth. The dry

season has necessitated irrigating the stud cereal plots in order to give the

large number of standard and crossbred cereals a chance to develop. Lucerne

is making a very fair growth, especially on sections which were renovated,

top-dressed with super, and irrigated early in the season. The Rape, Barley

and Oat plots in the green manurial rotation field have made a fair growth

since the first " feed " (particulars of which were given last month) was

obtained. They have been stocked with sheep and the second "feed": is.
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now in prooji'ess. The crops on the three com]>anion ])lnts of rape, harlov

and oats in the '• ))k)U<ihed-in " section have been tunnMl iiiidci-.

Lucerne Experiments.

A field of ten acres has been set aside as a j)erinanent irrigation field.

This was prepared by ph)ughing, subsoiling, cultivation and grading, and
during September was sown with lucerne in experimental ])lots, comprising

new sets of variety, fertilizer and topdressing tests, as well as others. t«

deterniine'l

—

1. The influence of varying applications of water on lucerne yields.

2. The influence of fertijizers on water requirements of lucertie.

3. The best time to cut lucerne.

4. The best method of renovating lucerne.

5. The factors relating to production of lucerne seed.

KoYAL Agricultural Show Exhibit. -

For the first time since the Farm was established, an exhilnt was sent

to the Departmental pavilion at the recent Royal Agricultural Show. It

was designed to illustrate, as far as possible in a graphical manner, a few of

the results from the experimental yields and was in three sections, as follows :
—

1

.

Lucerne, showing

—

(«) Moisture requirements.

(h) Results from topdressing tests for four years.

(c) Phosphate requirements.

(d) Food value of leaves and stems.

{e) Root development.

(f) One year's growth of lucerne cro]).

2. Hay Rotations, showing—
{a) Growth of crop for past four years under four rotation systems.

{h) Samples from green qxo\) now growing same plots.

3. Plant Breeding, showing

—

[a] Advantages of hybridization and selection.

(h) Enlarged models of wheat, rye, and oat flowers.

(c) Increased jdelds from the new crossbred wheats ""
(Jallipoli "" and

" Graham."
{d) Improved tyj^es of flax for fibre and seed,

(c) Grossbred barleys, showing an exam])le of Mendclisiu.

FARMERS' FIELD DAY AT WERRIBEE.
The annual farmers' field day at the Werribee Research Farm was held

on the 26th September, when about four hundred farmers accepted the

invitation to visit the Farm. The visitors were met at the Fai'm gate by the

Minister of Agriculture (Hon. D. S. Oman, M.L.A.), and welcomed on behalf

of the Government. Mr. Richardson (Agricultural Superintendent), in

welcoming the guests in the name of the Department of Agriculture, said

that though the Farm had been established wholly for purposes of investiga-

tion and research, yet after last year's working expenses, interest on capital,

and depreciation charges had been met an amount of over £90 was paid to

the Consolidated Revenue. This result, Mr. Richardson said, was in a very

large measure due to the excellejit management of Mr. Wilson, the Farm
Manager.
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After the visitors had viewed the Red Poll herd, which was grazing in

one of the lucerne fields, they were piloted over the experimental plots by

Mr. Richardson. The objects of the field experiments include the determi-

nation of the most suitable type of crop rotation for districts with a light

rainfall, the types and quantities of fertilizers necessary to give the maximum
net profit per acre and the cultural practices most suitable for the profitable

growth of cereal crops. Ex])eriments are being conducted to determine the

quantities of water required for various irrigated crops, and continuous efforts

are being directed to the improvement of cereal crops by selection and

hybridization. Upwards of 1,000 new crossbred cereals, in stages of

development from the first to the sixth generation, are undergoing trial.

The latter crossbred s are being grown in rows alongside standard wheats

like Federation and Yandilla King, and if the comparison be favourable

the new wheats will ])e ti'ied on a large scale alongside the best local varieties.

Border Leicester Sheep, Werrilbee Research Farm.

The irrigated lucerne fields were of great interest to everyone, particularly

the farmers from the Mallee and the North-East. In the course of a brief

lecture Mr. Richardson said' that though as much as 6i tons per acre had been

cut in favourable seasons, it was not known whether this was the best yield

that could be looked for, as no exact experiments have been conducted to

show the most favourable quantity of water for lucerne yields, the influence

of varying quantities of water, nor the best method of applying irrigation.

A new field of 10 acres has been set apart for the investigation of these and

similar problems, and special water-measuring devices are being installed

to accurately measure the quantities of water applied to each plot. A visit

was made to one of the lucerne paddocks which was undergoing watering,

and later a 50-acre paddock was seen where renovation work was in progress.

Surprise was expressed that the cross-cultivation to which the field was being

subjected would not permanently damage the stand, but the healthy growth
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in other paddocks, which had undorgone like treatment, showed how base-

less was this fear.

After a glance was had of the field where beet seed is being raised for use

at Maffra, the area devoted to the cultivation of flax was visited. On the

36 flax plots experiments are being made to test the influence of fertilizers,

the rate of seeding, the time of sowing, and the effect of irrigation on flax

when grown for fibre and seed purposes.

:'^^'>.p '\wii

Farmers viewing herd of Red Poll cattle grazing on lucerne.

Top-dressing lucerne Avith 2 cwt, of phosphates, Farmers'
Field Day, Werribee.

The permanent fertilizer plots told their own story, and the green manurial

area was the scene and theme of a lecturette by Mr. Richardson, in the course

of which he made the interesting statement that in the first grazing from
Algerian oats this year a return of £2 per acre was obtained.
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The Border Leicester and Suffolk flocks were inspected during the after-

noon's tramp round, and on the return of the party from the field a number of

people took advantage of the fact that the Red Poll and Friesian cows were

in the bails to get a close view of them.

During; the afternoon the visitors were entertained at afternoon tea, and at

its conclusion Mr. W. H. Everard, M.L.A., moved a vote of thanks to the

Minister of Agriculture. He said that he had expected to see more people

present, but that the Farmers' Conference had probably kept a great many
away.

The Hon. W. Hutchinson, M.L.A. (Minister for Education), in

seconding the motion, said :
—

" On two occasions I had, as Minister

for Agriculture, the pleasure of welcoming visitors to the Research

Farm on field day, and I well remember the first day, after a drought

year, when the members of the British Association for the Advancement
of Science were here. Dr. Hall, who had been associated with perhaps

the greatest Experiment Station in the Empire—the Rothamstead Experi-

ment Station—said, after a tour round this place under the guidance

of Mr. Richardson, that there was no Farm of its character that he

had visited which had made such development in the time that had elapsed

since its inception, and no Farm where the farmer could learn so many
practical lessons that would be of benefit to him. I have made a practice

of coming here every year that I possibly could, and I am pleased to find

there are a number of farmers who come year after year. I am very pleased

to note the remarkable growth and development of the Farm, and I was
delighted to hear Mr. Richardson's statement at the gate as regards finance.

When the Government established the Farm, they knew, and they told the

community, that it would cost money, but they felt that the money expended
would be worth while, because of the value to the farmers of the lessons it

could give. It was anticipated, and on an average the work of this Farm
has cost the community about £1,500 a year, and that amount is a splendid

investment for the farming community and for the State, because here

experiments are made which the ordinary farmer could not afford to carry out

at his own expense, and which the State has no right to ask him to carry out.

The State undertakes this experimental work at a cost of about £1,500 a

year, but, for the second time in the records of the Farm, last year ended
with, not only all working expenses, interest, and depreciation met, but also

with a small balance to be paid into the Consolidated Revenue. This result

is a magnificent tribute to the Department over which Mr. Oman presides.

It is a great tribute to the enthusiasm and energy of the Director of Agri-

culture (Dr. Cameron), and to the organizing and instructive work of the

Superintendent of Agriculture (Mr. Richardson) and, perhaps above all, to

Mr. Wilson, the manager of the Farm, and the staff that has supported him."
In acknowledging the vote of thanks, the Minister of Agriculture (Hon.

D. S. Oman, M.L.A.), said :

—
" I am very pleased indeed to be present here

to-day. I can assure you that since I have undertaken the charge of this

Department I have made your interests my own, and I have been ably

supported by my staff.' I am fortunate indeed in the fact that I have a

loyal staff, who make the public interest theirs, and who render excellent

service. I am sure we have all been interested in what we have seen to-day,

and we all hope that this Farm will continue to show the satisfactory results

that have been achieved during the last year or two, and at the same time
will demonstrate to the public what an Experimental Farm can do and does
do. I thank you all for your attendance here to-day."
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DISEASES OF PLANTS NEW TO VICTORIA.

B>/ C. C. Briftlebank, Vcf/efable Patholof/ist.

I. Anthracnose of Lettuce.

Didymana perforans (Ell. et Ev.) Dand.

Syn. Marssonia perforans (Ell. Ev.)

This destructive disease was fii-st found on cultivated lettuce (Lactnca
sativa) and was recognised as a new disease by Prof. A. D. Selby, who
directed attention to it in Bulletin No. 73 of the Ohio (U.S.A.) Agri-

cultural Experiment Station. The name, Marssonia perforans, was
proposed by Dr. J. B. Ellis, to whom specimens had been sent by Prof.

Plate 1.—Lettuce leaf show^ing injury caused by M. perforans
(Ell. et ev.) Dand.

Selby. The following is the description of the fungus and the appear-

ance of the affected plants given by the discoverer:—-" Spots, small,

irregular in shape, 1-2 mm. in diameter, pale, soon deciduous. Acer-

vula 100-120 in diameter, or by confluence longer. Conidia abundant
clavate, or wedge shaped. Hyaline faintly uniseptate 11-15 by 2|-3

/J.. Exceptionally reaching 20 ;i long." The history of the entry of

this disease into Australia is like that of several -otlur plant diseases,

and clearly shows the danger attached to the unrestricted importation

of seed from various parts of the world where certain diseases are known
to exist. Owing to the war conditious lettuce seed could not be obtained

from the usual source, and consequently supplies were obtained from a
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certain centre in the United States of America. Part of on^e of these

consignments was sold to, and planted by the owner of a market garden

in a Melbourne suburb, and it was troni this garden that lettuce leaves

affected with tlie disease were obtained by Mr. Chas. French, jun.,

Government Entomologist
There is no doubt as to the source from which the disease was

brought here, as plants were raised in the garden from other seed, but

only those from the American seed were affected. Acting upon the

advice of officers of the Department of Agriculture the diseased planti^

were destroyed, and u}> to the present no fresih outbreak of the disease

has been reported.

Control.

The disease first appears upon lettuce in the form of numerous
light brown or yellowish-brown spots more or less circular, but often

so numerous as to become confluent. The diseased portion driee, becomes
brittle and falls away, leaving the outer and a great number of the

inner leaves perforated. . To persons unacquainted with lettuce

anthracnose the injury might ba thought the result of attacks by insects.

Experiments show that spraying with Bordeaux mixture 6.4.80 will hold

the disease in check. Diseased plants .should be removed and destroyed

by fire, and not thrown on the headlands or rubbish heap.

n. Botrytis and Sclerotinia Diseases of the Passion Vine.

(d) JJotrj/tis cinerca (Bon) War.
In the spring of 1916 numerous passion fruit vines were reported

to be affected with a serious disease. An exE^mination revealed the fact

that they were affected with Botrytis cinerea, and another disease caused
by a species of Sclerotinia. Cultural methods showed them to be
distinct, but the symptoms of attack were similar, i.e., from the general

appearance as exhibited on the vines.

In the Botrytis it was noticed that the chief }>oint of infection

was where the vine was tied to the trellis wire. At these points the

vine is often slightly injured by friction, and these slight wounds offer

a ready opening for the fungus. The symptoms of attack in the case

of passion vines is similar to that in the case of other plants attacked
by Botrytis. The death of the plant cells is in advance of the fungus
hyphse. Wilting and death of the vine beyond the infection point is

rapid, and after death sclerotia are formed beneath the loose bark and
in the pith of the vine. In the latter case, if the vine be split it

will be found that the pith for several inches has been replaced by a

slender cylindrical selerotium, in appearance resembling the lead in

an ordinary pencil. In the cultural experin\ents made, conidia were
obtained from the sclerotia found internally and externally. These
were placed on the young tender shoots, and also at the collar of the

vine, but no infection took place. (Plate 2, Fig. 1.)

A similar experiment was again carried out after slight punctures had
been made with a sterile needle, and infection resulted. (Plate 2, Fig. 2.)

Plants infected by conidia from culture on 14th November Avilted on the

ISth and died on the 21st of the same month. Another set of experiments
was carried out with the mycelium only. In this test, mycelium was
placed at the collar and on the young shoots, and covered with damp
cotton wool and oiled pa]>er. No infectioia took place. Later, the
experiments were repeated on plants that had been wounded with a

very fine sterile needle and infection followed, the mycelium, like the
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couidia, being able to gain entrance only through wounded tissue.

(Plate 2, Fig. 3.)

(6) Sclerotinia sp.

In its action the disease produced by tJiis fungus is similar m
a,ppearance, and might at first be easily mistaken for that caused by
Botrytis. In culture the sclerotia failed to produce ascophores. As

Plate 2.

with Botrytis, the mycelium when brought into contact with the vines

was unable to enter through sound tissue, but caused rapid injury and
death when in contact with injured plants. It was noticed that the

general point of attack was at the ground level or slightly below it, or

at the point where injuries are more likely to occur during cultural

work. Sometimes, though not often, the disease was observed at the

forking of the vine close to the ground.
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Control.

Both Botrytis and Sclerotinia have been largely held in check in

gardens where their presence has been noticed, by cutting away and
burning the diseased portions of the vine, followed by several sprayings

of copper soda spray of 6.9.40 strength.

FARM GATES.

By W. Adams ^ Building Instructor, Doolxie Agricultural College.

Of the numerous styles of gates, those made in the manner set out

hereunder are most suitable for use on the farm.

Good gates of a unifomi pattern improve the appearance of the

farm. A light gate, well made and braced, is superior to a very heavy
one, being easier to open and less likely to get out of order.

Single field gates are better than double gates, especially where cul-

tivation is carried on; they are easy to open, and require less attention

where horses are being handled.

If gates of a standard size are used, a supply of spare parts can be
made on wet days and off time, and thus any damaged parts may be
replaced very quickly.

Gates should be made at least 12 feet wide, to allow implements
and machines plenty of room to pass through.

No. 1 Design.

This gate is 12 feet wide and 3 ft. 9 in. high. It is made with
mortice and tenon joints, and fastened with bolts and nuts, and is easy

to take to pieces for repair in case of breakages.

All mortice and tenons are painted before fixing, and all braces and
pickets are painted on the inside before the gate is finally put together.

The painting will help to preserve the wood.
This style of gate is hung with a 3-in. eye-bolt on the top and a

block of wood let into the ground on the bottom.
Materials required

—

Rails, four 12-ft., G in. x 1 in., Hardwood .. "1 rp , , .r. c

Hanging head, one 5-fb., 4 in. x 3 in., Hardwood ...
^°'^'''- '^'^! ^^^^

Closinophead, one 4-tt., 3 in. x 2 in., Hardwood ... r"^®'inn f
'!^

Pickets in centre, two 4-ft., 3 in. x 1 in.. Hardwood ... pT ^.", ,

^^^"^

Braces, four 7-ft., .Sin. x 1 in.. Hardwood ... ... j
U'^t «"'iis)

Bolts and nuts, eighteen 3i in x § in.

Eye-bolt, one ."j-iii.

The bottom rail is 3 inches from the ground, and the other spaces

are 4 inches, 7 inches, and 7^ inches respectively.

The size of mortice may be set down as from ^ to i of the width, of

head, and the tenon must not be more than four times its own thickness.

No. 2 Design.

This gate is of a novel design, having no wooden rails as in No. 1.

It is suitable for a paddock with a wire fence, and is made with the
same number of wires as is in the fence.
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No. 1 Design.

No. 2 Design.
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No. 3 Design.

No. 4 Design.
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The frame is fixed together by bolting the braces on to the two heads

as sho^\^l in the illustration. Each end of the brace is cut with a

shoulder let in half-an-inch to take the strain oif the bolts; the centre

upright is then put in between the braces, thus giving them a spread.

The length of the wire should be as short as possible, and the thread

of the bolts should come through the heads just far enough to permit

the nut being screwed on. They could be all fastened on to the eye-bolt

before putting the eye-bolt into the frame; then, by screwing up ihe

nuts at the same time, the gate is ready for use, and the wires may be

tightened at any time when slack.

Materials required

—

Hanging head, one 5-ft., 3 in. x 3 in., Hardwood ... \ Total, 29 feet

Closing head, one 4-ft,, 3 in. X 3 in., Hardwood ... I super., at 178.

Centre upright, one 4-ft., 3 in. X 2 in.. Hardwood ...
j
per 100 feet

Angle braces, four 13-ft., 3 in. x
1
J in., Hardwood ... J (at mills)

Bolts and nuts, four 5i-in., one 10-in. x ^-in.

Eye-bolts, fourteen 6-in. x J-in. for the wires, one 3-in. for gatehead.

The bottom wire is 4 inches from the ground, and the next four

are 5^ inches apart, the sixth 7 inches from the fifth wire, and the top

wire, which is barbed, 9 inches from the sixth.

Paint underneath wherever the pieces of wood touch each other.

No. 3 Design.

This gate is a five-rail gate, made of battens. The rails are morticed

into the hanging head, and the two pickets are bolted together to form

the closing head, with the centre picket and braces bolted on one side

only.

The bottom rail is 3 inches from the ground, and the spaces between

the rails are 4^ inches, 5^ inches, 7 inches, and 10 inches.

Materials required

—

Rails, five 12-tt., 3 in. x 1 in., Hardwood ... ... \ y^ ^ P^ifeet
Hanging head, one 5-ft., 3 in. x 3 in., Hardwood ... cuter" t 17s
Closing head, two 4-ft., 3 in. x 1 in.. Hardwood ... \'^ /Aq r^et
Centre picket, one 4-ft., 3 in. X 1 in., Hardwood ..

f^f ii >

Braces, two 7-ft., 3 in. x 1 in.. Hardwood ., . j ^^^ v

Bolts and nuts, twenty-two 3-in. x |-in.

No. 4 Design.

This gate is a good serviceable gate. It is easily made, having no

mortice and tenon joints, and may be put together with bolts and nuts.

It consists of five rails of 5-in. x 1-in. hardwood. To form the

hanging and closing heads, two pieces of 4-in. x 1-in. hardwood are

bolted together, and in a similar manner the two centre pickets, with

the braces of 3-in. x 1-in. bolted on.

Material required

—

R.ils, five 12-ft., 5 in. X 1 in., Hardwood . .\ Total, 40 feet

Heads, four 4-ft., 4 in. x 1 in., Hardwood .. .. | super, at 17s.

Pickets, two 4-tt., 4 in. x 1 in.. Hardwood . /per 100 feet

Braces, four 7-ft., 3 in. x 1 in. Hardwood ... ... j (at mills)

Bolts and nuts, twenty-five 3|-in. x ^in.

The tools required to make this gate are a saw, a square, a brace

and bit, and a spanner.
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SILAGE IN RELATION TO ACIDITY IN MILK.

{L. M. McNah, B. Ag. Sc.)

Whether silage has an effect in causing milk to " sour " quickly has been

a debatable point amongst dairy farmers for some time, and in many cases

silage is blamed when the increased acidity reported by the factory is

perhaps due to improper care and handling of the milk.

With the idea of clearing up any misconception, the following tests were

carried out at Werribee Research Farm on eight Friesian cows.

For the first week they were fed on rations containing 9 lbs. of silage per

day ; the second week this was increased to 18 lbs. ; and during the third

week the rations contained no silage at all.

The acidity tests were carried out within a quarter of an hour of milking,

and, therefore, before any development of lactic organisms could affect the

acidity figure.

The following results were compiled from over 100 exjiminations of

morning and evening milk and are reckoned in terms of the number of cubic

centimeters of decinormal (
-^

) caustic soda solution necessary to neutralize

the acidity of 100 cubic centimeters of milk, using phenol-pthalein as an

indicator.

The tests were carried out during the last three weeks in August, 1919 :

—
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RAINFALL IN VICTORIA.

Second Quarter, Year 1919.

Prepared by H. A. Hunt. Commonivmllli Meteorologist.
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Victorian Rainfall—continued.
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Lyallpur agricultural station. Federation, so far, has done best in

India on fairly heavy land, and, unlike many wheats, it responds
bountifully to good cultivation. In the neighbourhood of the Peshawar
agricultural station several cultivators' have harvested over 30 maundt
(40 bushels) per acre of Federation, and in one valley of the north-west
frontier province it is estimated that 1,000 acres of it were sown this

season.

—The Fanner and Settler, New South Wales, 29.7.19.

WHITEWASH AS A PAINT SUBSTITUTE.

A whitewash that is almost as serviceable as and cheaper than the
cheapest paint for wood, brick, or stone, has been used by the United
States Governmient for whitewashing lighthouses. It has also been used
to embellish the east end of the White House in Washington. The
whitewash is made as follows:—

Slake half-a-bushel of lime with boiling water, cover during the pro-

cess to keep in steam, strain the liquid through a' fine sieve or strainer,

and add to it a peck of salt, previously dissolved in warm water, 3 lb.

of ground rice boiled to a thin paste, and stirred in while hot, ^ lb. of

Spanish whiting, and 1 lb. of clear glue previously dissolved by soaking
in (.old water, and then hanging over a slow fire in a small pot hung in

a larger one filled with water. Add 5 gallons of hot water to the mix-
ture, c^tir well, and let it stand a few days, covered from dirt. It should
be applied hot, for which purpose it can be kept in a kettle or portable
furnace. By the addition of colouring matter various shades of colour
can be obtained. The colouring matters generally used are ochre,

chrome, Dutch pink, raw sienna for yellows and buff, Venetian red,

burnt sienna, Indian red, or purple brown for reds; celestial blue,

ultramarine, indigo for blues; red and blue for purple grey or lavender;
red lead and chrome for oraoge; Brunswick green for greens; yellow
ochre added to the whitewash gives a cream colour ; lamp-black or ivory

black produces a pearl or lead tint; 4 pounds of umber to 1 pound of

Indian seed and 1 pound of lamp-black makes fawn, and 4 pounds O'f

umber and 2 pounds of lamp-biack produces the common stone colour.

—The Wednesday Review (India).

ORCHARD AND GARDEN NOTES.

E. E. Pescott, F.L.8., Pomologist.

The Orchard.

Cultivation.

Orchard ploughing should now be finished, and the main work for

the next few months will be an endeavour to keep the soil surface loose,

friable, and well opened. The consolidation of the surfaces must be
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avoided, as a hard, compact surface means the loss of much soil

moisture, by capillary attraction. So that after rains, heavy dews, the

spray pump and other traffic, it will be as well to run the harrows over

the surface of the soil, so as to keep the surface well broken and to

maintain a good earth mulch. If the harrows are not sufficient to break

the clods, a spiked or heavy roller should be drawn over it, and then

harrowed. If the weather is at all dry it is advisable to plough only

as much as may be harrowed in the same day. By immediately

following up the ploughing with harrowing a minimum amount of

moisture is lost by capillarity.

Green manure crops should now be ploughed under, and should they

be very abundant in growth, a roller should be run over them and
ploughed with a coulter attached. Any of these means will serve to get

the crop underground, which is a desideratum.

In addition to the retention of soil moisture, cultivation of the

orchards will suppress the weeds which rob the trees of food and
moisture. The suppression of weeds is an important work in the spring

and summer, and they should be rigorously hoed or cultivated out.

Spkayinq.

Spraying for all pests and diseases is, at this time of the year, an

important work in the orchard. Bordeaux or lime sulphur spraying for

the black spot of apples and pears, for scab and shothole in peaches and
apricots, for the leaf curl of the peach and rust of the plums and peaches,

should now be completed.

Where there are indications that previous sprayings have not been

thoroughly successful, a weak lime sulphur spray should be given.

Wherever they are present, nicotine sprays should be given to

combat the peach aphis, and the pear and cherry slug. For the latter

pest, arsenate of lead should not be used if the cherries are within a

month of ripening. Arsenate of lead is so tenacious, and thus it is

likely to remain on the fruit until it is ripe, when it would be dangerous

to the consumer. Thus, while this property of remaining on the fruit

for a considerable time is of great value in the Codlin Moth spraying,

it is quite of the opposite value when used for the pear and cherry

slug. Either tobacco water or hellebore is useful for the eradication of

this pest, as these substances do not remain long on the trees, and they

are quite as effective as arsenate of lead.

Codlin moth spraying, too, will be in evidence this month. Owing
to the early season, it is possible that the development of the moth will

take place earlier. It is generally assumed that the appearance of the

moth is coincident with the bursting of the flowers. This is not always
so—the moths frequently come slightly later than the blooming period.

Owing to the rapid expansion of the fruit, it is well to follow the first

spraying with a second in a week or ten days' time. Arsenate of lead

is still the spray for the Codlin moth, nothing having been found to

supersede it.
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Vegetable Garden.

A good tilth, and a well-pulverized soil, are the main soil necessities

in the vegetable garden this month. Frequent cultivations will keep
in the soil moisture, and will obviate the necessity for surface watering.-.

At the same time, it should be remembered that the vegetable garden
requires more water than the flower garden, owing to the quick growth
of the plants. Quickly-grown vegetables are more tender and more
luscious than slowly-grown ones: thus a good water supply will need
to be maintained. Weeds are great moisture-robbers, and they should
be kept out of the vegetable garden at this time of the year.

Late plantings of tomatoes may now be carried out; all early-planted
plants should be fed, staked, and the laterals pinched back. A little

bone-dust or superphosphate may be given, but these are not equal to

animal manures, if the latter are available. Chemical manures should
only be given in limited quantities, 6 or 7 cwt. per acre would be a

heavy dressing, and this works out at nearly 3 ozy. per square yard.
Vegetable growers may easily try this for themselves, and it will soon
be seen that 8 ozs. scattered over a square yard of surface will appear
to he a very light dressing.

French beans, carrot, parsnip, celery, radish, peas, and turnip seed-

may now be sown. Seeds of cucumber, melon, and pumpkin family
may now be so^vn in the open ground. All seedlings may be trans-

])lanted on favorable days, and it will be Avell to sprinkle the tops as

well as to water the roots.

Asparagus beds may be top-dressed with manure, and kept well

weeded. Such Aveak growths that are not gathered for eating should
he cut out of the beds.

Flower Garden.

Flower gardens are troubled with many pests at this time of the

year. Rose aphis is one of the most prevalent; frequent applications
of tobacco water will keep this pest in check. The hot winds should
not be w^aited for so as to rid the garden of the i^ests, because a great
deal of damage is done before the hot winds come. They should be
sprayed in any case.

Rose mildew will also need combating. This may be done by dusting
the bushes with sulphur while they are wet with the morning dew.
The ground may also be sprinkled, as the fumes check the fungus.

Leaf-rolling or leaf-eating insects will need to be sprayed with
arsenate of lead or Paris green.

The surface should be kept well hoed so as to conserve the moisture,
especially after the frequent waterings that should be given.

Chrysanthemums may be planted in soil that has been dug over two
or three times, and each time digging in manure. The soil must not be

too rich, but must be well drained.

Bulbs that have lost their foliage may be lifted, but do not cut the

foliage, as this means loss of sap and energy.

Asters, zinnias, salvias, balsams, amaranthus, celosias, &c., lobelia,

bedding begonia, iresines, alternantheras, &'o., may now be planted out
for summer and autumn flowers.
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HEIVIINDEHS FOR [JOVEIVIBEH.

LIVE STOCK.

Horses.—Continue to feed stable horses well; add a ration of greenstuff.

Rug at night. Continue hay or straw, chaffed or whole, to grass-fed horses.

Feed old and badly-conditioned horses liberally. If too fat, mares due to foal

should be put on poorer pasture. Turn out workers due for a spell at grass. In

view of sand trouble this year horses which have been paddocked all the winter

should not be put to work until properly conditioned and any sand accumulation
got rid of. A course of three or four bran mashes, after a twelve liours' fast,

followed by 1 to 1^ pints of linseed oil, is helpful. Repeat in two or three days,

if necessary. Colts to be gelded should be operated on before hot weather sets in.

Cattle.—Except on rare occasions, rvigs may now be used on cows at night

only. Continue giving hay or straw, if possible, to counteract the effect of green

grass. Be prepared for milk fever. Read article in Year-Book of Agriculture,

1905, page 314. Give calves a dry shed and a good grass run. Continue
giving milk at blood heat to calves. Be careful to keep utensils clean, or

diarrhcea will result. Do not give too much milk at a time for the same reason.

Feed regularly with regard to quantity and time. Give a cup of limewater in the

milk to each calf, also place crushed oats or lucerne hay in a trough so that they

can eat at will.

Pigs.—Supply plenty of bedding in well-ventilated styes. Keep styes

clean and dry, and feeding troughs clean and wholesome. Sows may now be

turned into grass run. Sows suckling young should be well fed to enable them
to produce jjlenty of milk. Give young pigs pollard and skim milk in separate

trough as soon as they will take it, and keep them fattening from tlie start to

get them off as early as possible. Give a tablespoonful of bone meal, or half

that amount of mineral phosphate per 100 lbs. live weight in food daily. If

pigs are lousy dress them with kerosene emulsion or sulphur and lard, rubbing
well into crevices of skin, and disinfect styes. Pig breeding and feeding
should be very profitable for a long time to come, and it should be safe to

launch out now.

Sheep.—Prepare for dipping. Ascertain exact contents of batli before mixing.
Powder or paste dips have the most lasting effect, particularly where lice

have been bad. Hold sheep in the bath not less than half a minute ; if badly
inf^ted, longer. Submerge heads twice, but allow them to rise quickly—most
deaths after dipping are due to gross carelessness in holding sheep under too
long, the dip wasli being taken in on to tlie lungs. Dip rams and full grown sheep
first, while bath is full, lambs last. Yard sheep over night. Dip while empty, and
avoid fouling the drainer. Commence early in the day, and allow sheep
to dry before nightfall. Avoid travelling long distances to and from baths, and
dipping sheep while overheated. Do not roughly throw sheep in. Avoid filthy

baths; this increases a dead tip in hot areas.

It is unsafe, and against instructions, to use powder dips in increased strength.
Sheep badly lice-infested should be dipped directly off shears, and again in six

weeks' time. Sheep witli over a reasonable amoimt of wool on shoukl be dipped
at less strength than given on instructions.

Wlien constructing new dips, remember moderate-sized ones are most econo-
mical, just as efficient, and can be more easily emptied as they become fouled,
and if they are near water can be quickly filled.

Poultry.—Provide plenty of green food and shade. Watch for vermin;
spray crevices of perches and houses with crude carbolic acid, 1 in 50. Keep
water clean and cool, and out of the sun. One packet of Epsom salts should be
given to thirty birds through the mash. Remove all male birds from the flock.
Infertile eggs are preferable when pickling, or when placed in cool storage.
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CULTIVATION.

Farm.—Plant main crop of potatoes. Cut hay and silage. Weed earlj'

potatoes. Sow maize and millets. "Weed tobacco beds, and water, if dry.

Orchard.—Plougliing, liarrowing, and cultivating to be continued. Weeds
to be kept down. Secup, pinch, and spray grafts with water. Spray frequently
for codlin moth, pear and cherry slug, and peach aphis. Plant out citrus trees.

VEfiETABT.E GARDEN.—Hoe and mulch surface. Suppress weeds. Water where
dry and hoe afterwards. Disbud and pinch back tomato plants. Sow French
beans, peas, lettuce, cucumber, melon, &c., seeds.

Flower Garden.—Water and mulch. Cultivate and keep down weeds. Thin
out weak wood from roses. Prune early all flowering slirubs that have finished
flowering. Lift and store bulbs. Plant out chrysanthemums. Liquid-manure
herbaceous perennials.

Vineyard.—Field grafts require careful attention in the way of removal of
suckers and scion roots. (See Journals for September and October, 1918.) Keep a
sharp look out for DoAvny Mildew, and commence spraying on the appearance
of the very first symptoms of the fungus. Though mildew only showed up in one
or two localities last season, the fungus is not dead, but dormant; heavy rain in
late October or early November is certain to lead to its reappearance." In the
absence of spraying a visitation as disastrous as that of 1917-18 is by no means
impossible. Even if the fungus is not visible, spraying should be concluded by
the beginning of November in the north, and a week later in the cooler districts.

Reprints of articles on this fungus obtainable on application. Cultural work,
such as scarifying and hoeing, should be actively pushed forward, so as to provide
as good a " mulch " as possible during summer. Proceed with tying up, stopping
and topping. Avoid excessive topping, summer pruning being usually more in-

jurious than useful in warm, dry climates. Cincture Zante currant vines after
flower caps have fallen. Apply second sulphuring just before blossoming, wher-
ever Oidium was prevalent last year.

Cellar.—Same as last month.

.
The Food Investigation Board appointed by the British Department
of Scientific and Industrial Research has established an expert committee
to investigate the question of the methods in use for preserving meat for

human consumption, and especially to consider what improvements are
possible in the preservation of beef during its transit from Australia and
New Zealand to Great Britain. It has long been known that, whereas
mutton can be frozen without impairing its qualities, beef needs much
more careful treatment. Freezing in the ordinary way by cold air causes

a separation of fluid in the substance of the muscle fibres, with the i-esult

that on thawing, unless somewhat elaborate precautions are taken, there

is a loss of water and soluble constituents, and the texture of meat is

impaired. The committee, therefore, decided to set up an inquiry into

the cause of the peculiar sensitiveness of beef to freezing. The work as a

whole is under the general supervision of Professor W. M. Bayliss,

F.R.S., the laboratory work being conducted in his laboratory at Univer-
sity College, London, where a special experiment plant for investigations

at low temperatures has becn^ installed. For largo scale experiiaients a

cold store has been acquired in the north of London.
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LUCERNE
The King of
Fodder Crops

THE cultivation of Lucerne and its unsurpassable value as a fodder

plant, with irrigation, has become generally recognised during

the past few years. Lucerne will fatten cattle, sheep, pigs,

&c., better than any other feed, and with less expense. Can be cut

five or six times during a season, and, being perennial, will yield

good crops for many years, but it requires regular manuring every year

to return to the soil the substance withdrawn by roots and growth.

AH our Lucernes are Specially Machine Cleaned,
Hand Sieved. Free from Dodder, and True to
Name, and have passed the Government Test.

No Farmer should be without a Paddock
It has been ascertained by the Water Commission of Victoria that

remarkable results have been obtained from dairying where Lucerne
has provided the bulk of feed for the herds. In returns to the Water

Commission splendid figures have been reported.

HUNTER RIVER. 1/9 per lb. ; 186/- per cwt. ; I /7 per lb. in 300-lb.

lots or more.
FRENCH PROVENCE. 1/7 per lb. ; 170/- per cwt.

ITALIAN. 1/7 per lb. ; 165/- per cwt.

SOUTH AFRICAN, 1/6 per lb-: 165/- per cwt-

Special discount of 5 per cent, cash with order.

LAW, SOMNER
SEED AND PLANT MERCHANTS
139-141 Swanston StreetMELBOURNE

PTY.

LTD.

L.R.W.
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Neptune "A" Prepared Spraying Oil

Contains over 85% of a heavy bodied Red Mineral

Oil and is an absolutely deadly insecticide.

Neptune Lime and Sulphur
Is a concentrated Solution, and can be used even

wrhen the trees are in full bloom without harming the

trees.

Berger's Arsenate of Lead
Will not scorch the trees or wash off, yet deadly

to all parasites.

Spray your trees with Neptune "A" Prepared

Spraying Oil during the winter months, following

it up with Lime and Sulphur and Arsenate

of Lead, and beautiful, clean, spotless fruit will be

the inevitable result.

NEPTUNE OIL CO. Ltd.
10-12 QUEEN ST.

MELBOURNE
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Full Supplies Full Supplies

LYSAGHT'S
-ORB-

CORRUGATED ROOFING IRON
is again in full supply throughout Australia and is obtainable

from all leading Ironmongers and Timber Merchants

Australia's

WAGON

"

Hildyard Steel Wheel Wagoos at

the Front. They are now 6tted

with twin roller bearings, 33 pet

cent, laved in draft. More durable
than ever. Leas wear and tear.

No boxes to crack. We guarantee
iheai. The rollers r«n in oil in dustproof races. They are now perfection, and we can supply to

cany all weights as usual (or wool, wheat, or farm. Ordinary axles supplied if preferred.

J J Gordav Ardltthan) say3:—"The 5 ton, ii in. and iO in. dia. wheel wagon you supplied me
rtMta splendid. 1 am putting SO bags of wheat on t horsea. That proves its light draught."

Send for
Cataloe Now HILDYARD WAGON WORKS, SL^B^dSS:?;;;, VIC.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
MELBOURNE. VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA

BEE-KEEPING
IN VICTORIA

By F. R. BEUHNE, Government Apiculturist

Comprising 128 pages, divided into 25 chapters (illustrated)

dealing with various phases of Bee-keeping, and specially

adapted to Australian conditions. Suitably indexed.

Price ONE SHILLING

TWO SfflLLINGS

Paper Covered

Cloth Bound
Postage: Commonwealth, l/l|d.; New Zealand, 3d.; British & Foreign, SJd.

Applications, accompanied by Postal Note covering price and postage, to be

forwarded to the Director, Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, Victoria
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ANNOUNCEMENT

All orders accepted

up to that date

will be executed

promptly.

Pamphlet No. 110.

Instructing

How to Feed,

mailed free.

Works-

PARRAMATTA.

Full particulars from Agents—Messrs. HARRISON'S, RAMSAY LTD.,

666 Bourke Street, MELBOURNE, Victoria; or

MEGGITT LIMITED
The Pioneer Linseed Oil and Linseed Oil Meal Manufacturers

of Australia,

26 King Street, SYDNEY.
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REGULAR Spraying is an insurance. The orchardist who sprays one
year and neglects his trees the next cannot hope to keep orchard

insects under control. Thry will not await his convenience. 1 hey
muk'ply all the time. They can be kept under only by spraying

regularly with Gargoyle Prepared Red Spraying Oil. This will not only

kill the pests, but will invigorate the tree and make it resistant to attacks

of insects rr disease.

Gargoyle Prepared Red Spraying Oil is the proved destroyer of Aphis,

Scale, Red Spider, and other sucking insects.

If not obtainable from your storekeeper, write direct to us. It's made in

Australia. Look for the Red Gargoyle on the container.

Vacuum Oil Company
Proprietary Limited
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PAMPHLETS
New Series

Obtainable from the Director of Agriculture, Melbourne,

Free on Application.

1. SILO CONSTRUCTION.
2. HINTS FOR NEW SETTLERS. T. A. J. Smith.

3. APPLE GROWING FOR EXPORT. P. J. Carmody.

5. CIDER MAKING. J. Kiu,,ht.

7. CITRUS FRUIT CULTURE. E. E. Ptscott.

8. BUILDING HINTS FOR SETTLERS.
A. 8. Kenyan, C.E., and others.

9. TOBACCO CULTURE. T. A. J. Smith.

10. SILOS AND SILAGE. G. II. F. Baker.

11. THE BEET SUGAR INDUSTRY AND CLOSER SETTLE-
MENT. JJ. T. EaMe.rhy.

12. WORMS IN SHEEP. S. S. Cameron, D.V.Sc, M.R.C.V.S.

13. CHEESE MAKING (Cheddar). C. S. Sawers.

14. FARM BLACKSMITHING. O. Baxter.

15. BROOM FIBRE INDUSTRY. T. A. J. Smith.

16. THE PIG INDUSTRY. E.T.Archer.

19. LIME IN AGRICULTURE. Dr. S. S. Cameron and others.

20. NUMERICAL SYSTEM OF PACKING APPLES. E. Meekinq.

21. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS-1912=13.
W. A. X. Robertson, B.V.Sc.

22. WHEAT & ITS CULTIVATION. A. E. V. Richardson, M.A., B.Sc.

23. HINTS ON PACKING AND FORWARDING FRUIT FOR
EXPORT. /. a. Turner.

24. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS— 1913=14.
W. A. X. Robertson, B.V.Se.

25. SUCCESSFUL POULTRY KEEPING, ETC. A. Hart.

26. TOMATO CULTURE IN VICTORIA. S. A. Cock.

27. SUMMER FODDER CROPS. Temple A. J. Smith.

29. THE BEE=KEEPING INDUSTRY IN VICTORIA. F. R. Benhne.

30. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS— 1914 = 15.

W. A. X. Robertson, B. V.Sr.

32. CITRUS CULTURE IN VICTORIA. .S. A. Cock.

33. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS-1915.16.
W. A. X. Robertson, B.V.Sc.

35. SUMMER BUD or YEMA GRAFT OF THE VINE.
36. EVAPORATION OF APPLES.
39. POTATO CULTURE.

Also Leaflets on Foul Brood of Bees, Transferring Bees, Feeding Cows for Milk
Production, Mammitis or Gorget in Dairy Cows, Some Vintage Considerations,
Anthracnose or Black Spot of the Vine, Notes on Anthracnosc or Black Spot of the
Vine, Downy Mildew of the Vine, Notes on Djwny Mildew, Shipment of Grapes and
other Soft Fruits, Diseases of Fruit Trees and their Treatment, Cut Worms, Insect

Pests of the Potato.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
VICTORIA

JOURNAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 64 pp. Illustrated.

The Journal is issued monthly, and deals with all phases of up-to-date agriculture.

The subscriptio:i, which is payable in advance, and includes postage, is 3s. per annum
for the Commonwealth and New Zealand, and 5s. for the United Kingdom and foreign

countries. Single copy, 3d. New volume commences with the January number of

each year.

A limited number of the issues comprising Volumes III. (1905), 8 parts, exclusive

of February, March, April, and May, out of print; IV. (1906), 9 parts, exclusive of

Parts 7, 8, and 9 (July, August, and September) out of print; V. (1907), and VI.

(1908), 12 parts each; VII. (1909), 10 parts, exclusive of Parts 2 and 10 (February

and October) out of print; and VIII. (1910), 12 parts, are at present in stock, and
will be supplied at the foregoing rates. The parts forming the current volume may also

be obtained. A few bound copies of Volumes VIII. (1910), IX. (1911), II parts,

exclusive of February, X. (1912), 6 parts, exclusive of January, February, March,

July, September, and October, and XI. (1913), II parts, exclusive of June, are at

present available. Price, 5s. per volume. Postage: C, 3|d.; N.Z., Is. 2d.;

B. & F.,2s. 4d.

YEAR BOOK OF AGRICULTURE FOR 1905. 448 pp., 200 illustrations. 2

coloured plates. Cloth, 3s. 6d. ; paper, 2s. 6d. Postage: C, cloth 2'd., paper

2d.; N.Z., cloth 9d., paper 8d. ; B. & F.. cloth is. 6d. , paper Is. 4d.

AUSTRALIAN FUNGL By Dr. Cooke. £l Is. Postage: C, 5d.; N.Z. lOd.;

B. & F.. Is. 8d.

PLAN AND SPECIFICATION OF SHEEP-SHEARING SHED. 2s. 6d.

Postage, I d .

MILK CHARTS (Monthly and Weekly), 1/- per dozen, post free; Cabinet, 2/- per

dozen. When ordering, dairy farmers should mention " Monthly " or " Weekly."

By Professor A. J. Ewart, Government Botanist.

WEEDS, POISON PLANTS. AND NATURALIZED ALIENS OF VICTORIA.
2s. 6d. Postage: C.,\ id.; N.Z.,5d.; B. &F.,IOd.

PLANTS INDIGENOUS TO VICTORIA. Vol. II.. lOs. Postage : C. 2d.;

N.Z..8d.: B. &F.. Is. 4d.

By C. French, F.E.S., Government Entomologist.

DESTRUCTIVE INSECTS OF VICTORIA. Parts I.. II., III., IV.. V., 2s 6d.

each. Postage: Parts I. and III., C. Id.; N.Z., 3d.; B. & F., 6d. each. Parts

II. andlV., C. lid.; N.Z., 4d.; B. & F.. 8d. each. Part V., C. Id.; N.Z..
4d.; B.&F.. 7d.

Application, accompanied by Postal Orders or Notes,

must be made to

The Director of Agriculture, Melbourne
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Poultry for Settlers

SITTINGS OF EGGS
May now be booked from the Poultry Pens at

:: :: the Research Farm, Werribee :: ::

1. PURE COSH (World's Record Strain)

£2 2-

2. From Trapnested Hens with an average of

269 mated to Cocks from a 282 Hen
£2/2-

3. MORITZ X COSH £1/1 -

4. From Trapnested Hens, 240 to 273, mated

to Cocks from a 275 Hen
£11-

5. RHODE ISLAND REDS (Pure Dalrymple)

£11 -

Note.—W. N. O. Mullane's Champion Burnley Pen (1914-13), which established

a still unbeaten world's record, was the progeny of a hen hatched from a sitting

from these yards. The pen realized £75.

To allow for infertile eggs, sixteen eggs will be
forw^arded for each sitting. No guarantee of
fertility or replacements will therefore be made.

A Limited Number of Cockerels
from above strams are available.

Postal Order or Cheque should accompany Order, which
should be addressed to the

MANAGER, RESEARCH FARM, WERRIBEE

Ity Antlionty: ArnrTiT J MniF.TT, (^ovrrnnirnt Printf-r, ATrlhniirne.



Why not

Better

Stock ?

Fowls, Cattle,

Horses, all

thrive on 'o^•^..QJ

MAIZE PRODUCTS
*Polly" Brand Feed

"POLiLY" BRAND FEED is just maize witii tlie germ and surplus starch

removed, toasted and made appetising, then disintegrated mlo powder and put up
ready for mixmg and immediate use. Is rich m Protein, viz., 20 per cent,

guaranteed.

CO'W^S fed on "Polly" Feed will yield 20 per cent, more milk.

HORSES thrive better on "Polly" Feed because the heavy and indigestible starch

propoi^iion is removed and the feed is muscle and bone forming.

"POLiLiY" FEED does not weevil or germinate and it does not turn rancid with age.

Maize Products "Oil Meal"
MAIZE OILi MEALi is toasted and tasteful, does not germinate or turn rancid

with age or storage. Ready for use as a mash at a moment's notice.

CAIiVES thrive on "OIIi MEAL" better than any other.

POULTRY of all kinds do better with "OIL MEAL" than with any other.

FATTENING PIGS.-For fat bacon nothing is more successful for weight and flavor.

MAIZE OIL MEAL differs from our "Polly" Brand Feed in that the latter is

cheaper and produces bone and muscle, whereas Maize Oil Meal produces bone,

muscle, fat, and a glossy and beautiful coat.

MAIZE OIL MEAL"
Put up in 100-Ib. bags.

"POLLY" BRAND FEED
Every bag guaranteed.

Write for prices and further particulars

MAIZE PRODUCTS PTY. LTD,
FOOTSCRAY, VICTORIA 'Phones— Footscray 367, 368



VICTORIAN RAILWAYS

PICTURESQUE VICTORIA

Summer Excursions
The Victorian Railways issue Summer Excursion

Fares to the Seaside, Mountains, Rivers, Lakes,

and Caves, from 1st November till 30th April

MOUNT BUFFALO
Excursion Fares all the year

round

First-Class Special Inclusive—— Week Tickets

covering Transport and Accommodation,

at the " Government Chalet," are issued

on Mondays by the 6.15 a.m. train, and

on Fridays by the 4 p.m. Express train,

at £6/10/-

Excursionists wishing to travel by motor from
Bright may do so, weather permitting, on payment

at Bright of 5/- extra.

Special Inclusive Week

Excursion Tickets

including Accommodation, &c.

HEALESVILLE
Rail, Coach Drives, &c.. £3/3/-

WARBURTON
Rail, Coach Drives. &c.. £3/10/-

Lakes Entrance &Buchan Caves

including Rail. Boat. Motor Car, and Motor
l^aunch Transport. Accommodation. Coach

Drives, and Motor Launch Trips.

Victorian Government Tourist Bureau
Opposite Town Hall, Collins Street, Melbourne

Full Information supplied in regard to Excursions, Tourist

Resorts, Accommodation, &c. Tickets issued daily

Handboolis, Maps, and Hotel Guides Free on application.

Telephone Nos. 2898
and 2899 Central

CEO. H. SUTTON,
Secretary for Railways



DIRECTIONS IN WHICH VICTORIAN AGRICULTURE
Vol. XVII. MAY BE DEVELOPED. Part 11.

[Registered at the General Post Otfice, Melbourne, for transmission by Post as a Newspaper.]

HARVE STING THE HAYCROP.

PRICE THREEPENCE. (Annual Subscription—Victoria, Inter-State, and N.Z., 3/-; British and Foreign, 5/-.)



RELIABLE RETURNS
CAN BE EXPECTED FROM

RELIABLE SEEDS
sow

BRUNNING'S
Tested Seeds for
Abundant
Summer Fodder

—

7.
'.

Write for \'our Copy of Booklet —

•SUMMER FODDERS IN VICTORIA"

Free on application.

e a

JAPANESE MILLET
An Early Summer Fodder ana an Excellent Hay Grass. Extremely suitable

for Victorian conditions ; comes in early, and can be fed off from five lo

SIX weeks after seeding. Owing to its rapid growth two cuttings of Hay can

be secured in a Season.

SUDAN GRASS
.Absolutely the most abundant Summer Hay Grass. Will yield up to Four
Cuttings of Hay in a Season. Brunning's Sudan Grass is exceptionally

drought-resistant; valuable for dry. arid areas. Splendid Summer Pasture.

IMPHEE or PLANTERS' FRIEND
Is a hardy Sorghum, which can be grown successfully in Gippsland. Splendid

for Summer and Autumn Fodder ; excellent for ensilage, contains valuable

fattening qualit:es, and will withstand extreme drought.

WRITE TO BRUNNING'S FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS AND
QUOTATIONS OF THESE VALUABLE SUMMER FODDERS

F. H. ERUNNING PTY. LTD.

"Everything for the Farm" 64 Elizabeth St., Melbourne
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COPYRIGHT PROVISIONS AND SUBSCRIPTION RATES.

The Articles iu the Journal oi the Department oi Agriculture of Victoria are

protected by the provisions of the Copyright Act. Proprietors of newspapers wishing

to republish any matter are at liberty to rio so. prorided the Journal and author are

both acknowledged. •

The Journal is issued mouthly. The subscription, which is [.>ayable lu advance

and includes postage, is 3s. per annum for the Commonwealth and New Zealand, and

OS. for the United Kingdom and Foreign Countries. Single copy, Threei>ence.

Subscriptions should be forwarded to the Director of Agriculture, Melbourne.

A complete list of the various publications issued by the Defuirtment of Agriculture

will be supplied by the latter.
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Spring Coil Fence

W. b W.—653.

READ THESE FACTS
Cyclone Spring Coil is Sheep, Pig, Dog,
and Cattle Proof, and has been proved
to be the only fence that will effectually

hold crossbred sheep.

It is particularly adapted for pigs, ano
for this purpose a special 8-line fence
is made, 30 ins. high, with the tie

wires at every six inches.

It needs fewer posts, as the fence is a
solid web held together by the tie wires.
This saves both time and money.

It is stapled to posts. This does away
with the necessity for any boring, which
is a further saving of time and money.

It is easily handled, and can be taken
down, re-rolled, and used again as
often as desired, and is thus specially

adapted for fencing temporary pad-
docks.

It is actually cheaper, mile for mile,

than an ordinary plain wire fence, with
the added advantage of greater
strength and longer life.

It will pay you to send for Circular "15 FACTS" and Catalogue No. 33

Cyclone Pty. Ltd.
459 Swanston Street, MELBOURNE

Also at Sydney and Adelaide

IF you are not using

SKINNER'S COD OIL

CALF MEAL
Your Calves are missing the only true

milk substitute on the market.

SKINNER'S scientifically replaces fat with fat ; the others

don't ; and you find the difference in the value of the Calf.

PRICES
100-lb. bag, 25s. ; 50-lb. bag, 12/9; 25-Ib. bag, 6/6

F.O.B. MELBOURNE

VICTORIAN
Dbtribatsri— LANGWILL BROS.& DAVIES Pty. Ltd.

110 Sturt Street, South Melbourne.
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It has many uses
apart from Spraying •^^—

The "KEROTIN" Spray Pump
will give splendid service in all kinds of orchard
and garden spraying, and also may be used (or

v^ashing down windows, buggies, stable"!, or

yards -as well as (or lime-washing fowl-houses
and sheds. An ordinary kerosene tin acts as the

reservoir, and a continuous, fine spray is main-
tained without any waste of emulsion. It is

handy to use—requires very little effort—and
doesn't give you that painful elbow "kink" which
attends the working of an ordinary hand syringe.

Prices range from

21/-
upwards, according to style, as follows;— \Vith Hose and
Spray (no bucket)— Iron air chamber, 21/-; Brass air

chamber, 24/-. With Hose and graduating Spray, suitable

alike for spraying and lime-washing— Iron air chamber, 23/-;
Brass air chamber, 26/-. Accessories— Galvanized wrought
iron extension pipe, with elbow to suit spray, and to fit connec-
tion for use on Fruit trees—4 ft. long, 2/9 each extra. 5 ft.

long, 3/- each extra. 6 ft. long, 3/3 each extra.

391-403 Bourke Street
Melbourne

324.330 Pitt Street
Sydney

PARSONS BROS. & CO.
-Propy. Ltd.-

OATMEAL, SPLIT PEAS, and

PEARL BARLEY MILLERS
and'CORNINA MANUFACTURERS

ARE

BUYERS of OATS, PEAS,

BARLEY, and MAIZE.

SEND SAMPLES OF YOUR
GRAIN TO US. «

BOX 53.

G.P.O.. MELBOURNE.
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USE

k

FOR
BRANDING

YOUR
SHEEP

KEMP'S ^"^p^o^^^

Sheep-Branding

LIQUID
It has been proved by hundreds of Woolgrowers, amongst

them some of ihe largest squatters in Austraha, to be an un-

qualified success, and to do everything that is claimed for it.

BLACK AND BLUE (in Cases)

Containing Two ^\ I per Or Eight 1-gal. tins

4-gal. tins - - ^^/ " gal. 10/- per gal. -

AGENTS

DALGETY & Co. Ltd.
MELBOURNE
& GEELONG

NEW ZEALAND
Loan & Mercantile Agency

COMPANY LIMITED

Head Office

LONDON
Melbourne Offic«

COLLINS ST. W.

Liberal Cash Advances

Wool, Grain, Skins, Hides, Tallow,

Bark, Stock and Station Brokers

ON COMMISSION ONLY

Bntter Shipments Undertaken on Owner's Account

Agents for

COOPER'S SHEEP DIP
For Victoria and Rirsrina

PAGE'S PATENT WIRE STRAINER
and IRONSIDE'S WIRE CUTTER

CU*f As«Bb ia VicUria far tk PAUTINE INSURANCE CO.

WAIT
& SEE
WHAT

SPLENDID RESULTS

YOU WILL GET

IF

YOU DIP IN

COOPER
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Three Big Separator Values

for Large Dairymen
C, 50 gal. D, 82 gal. E, 115

For Hand or Power.

( p cially

recomm tided)

I

II
Those men who look to evi ry penny put into

a Separator to bring back an adequate return

in butter fat will profit by the offer of

Sep^ror'S
.Mioiit half tl-,e cost of any other machine of equal

quality, durability and skimming capacity.
25 years of biggest Separator experience behind

every machine. Bowl device simp'e^t, most efficient

and easiest to clean Milk Resrrv .ir of solid block
tin, no awkward lorners or angles. Frame is strong.
The Viking skims clean, and easiest of all to under-
stand and operate.

Small (izes also stocked ~ 10. 15, 27 gals, per hour
Old Separators taken In part payment.
Free Instructions and a Month's Trial.

If you ; re not satisfiel r> turn it at our expense.
Terms— From £1 down. £1 Monthly.

I

&.
110-114 STURT ST., SOUTH MELBOURNE.

The Sheep Dip of To-day
Years of experimenting by skilled chemists, combined with the

most modern manufacturing facilities, and unlimited supplies

of necessary ingredients, have resulted in the production of

BWSIM
POWDER SHEEP DIP

A product of Exact Science, and the most Effective, most

Reliable Sheep Dip on the market. "Vallo" stands "four

square" to every requirement of the Australian Woolsrow^er

Manufactorers A. VICTOR LEGGO & CO.
Melbourne Sydney Brisbane
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Bonedust, Superphosphate,
And Other High-Grade Fertilizers. Poultry Bone Grit, Meat Meal, Cattle Lick

DELIVERED AT RAILWAY STATION, FOOTSCRAY, OR ON WHARF, MELBOURNE

BONEDUST :: :: a
MANUFACTURERJ. COCKBILL,

OFFICE: 407 POST OFFICE PLACE, MELBOURNE
BONES BOUGHT. CONSIGN TO ME. FOOTSCRAY. Telephone 2098.

^^m^
Ten Years

Practical Tests

The Renowned

"BLUE BELL"
Arsenate ofLead

Secure your orders at once.

F. W. PRELL & CO., 31 Queen St., Melbourne

SOLE VICTORIAN AGENTS

'Phone
7419

Central The Australasian Mutual Insurance

Society Ltd.
400-2 Collins St.,

MELBOURNE.

Live Stock
Insured

at Lowest Current Rates

obtainable in Australia.

OTHER DEPARTMENTS OF BUSINESS.

Tm, Marine, Fidelity Gaarutee, PUU
GUw, PerMial Accideat aid Sickaeu,

EapUrcn' Liability. Werkiiei't CoBpea-
MrtiM. 'akiic Rifk. Hatar Car. aad Barclan

.

INSURE WITH THIS SOCIETY, AND RECOMMEND IT TO YOUR NEIGHBOURS
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Its Going to Save You Time and Money

The ET.K.
Portable Drilling Machine

Can be changed in one minute into a

RADIAL DRILL CHAIN DRILL LIFTING JACK
FLOOR DOG WOOD BORER SASH CRAMP
ORDINARY VICE PIPE VICE SAW VICE
BENCH HOLDFAST GATE CRAMP WIRE STRAINER

(of any length)

And many other Tools, according to ingenuity of user.

Weighs 14 lbs.

A LITTLE WORKSHOP IN ITSELF

Price, 35/-
ILLUSTRATED E.T. K. BOOK FREE SEND FOR ONE

M^Phcrsons:
•^""^ Proprietary Limited

MACHINERY AND TOOL MERCHANTS.

582 COLLINS STREET, MELBOURNE

CREDIT FONCIER
LOANS ON FARMS

Up to two-thirds of valuation in sums from £50 to £2,000, re-

payable by instalments spread over a period of 27J years.

Interest 6 per cent, per annum.

SPECIAL TERMS FOR DISCHARGED SOLDIERS AND DEPENDANTS,

also those who were In RED CROSS and TRANSPORT SERVICES, up to

three-fourths of valuation, repayable by instalments spread over a period

ot 30i years. Interest 5f per cent.

NO CHARGE FOR MORTGAGE DEED
Application forms obtainable at any Branch of The State Savings Bank.

State Savings Bank.
Head Office—Elizabeth Street.

Melbourne

GEO. E. EMERY,
Inspector-General.
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WORKS ON VITICULTURE
(Translated from the French by R. Dubois

and W. Percy Wilkinson.)

'WINE-MAKING IN HOT CLIMATES. By L. Roos. Cloth, Is.

Postage : C, Ud. ; N.Z., 5d. ; B. & F., lOd.

FIRST STEPS IN AMPELOGRAPHY. By Marcel Mazade. Clotb, Is.

Paper, «d. Postage: C, id. ; N.Z., 2d. ; B. & F.. 4d.

TRENCHING AND SUB-SOILING FOR AMERICAN VINES.
Paper, 9d. Postage : C, Id. : N.Z., 3d. ; B. & F., 6d.

NEW^ METHODS OF GRAFTING AND BUDDING AS APPLIED
TO RECONSTITUTION W^ITH AMERICAN VINES. Paper, 6d.

Postage : C, Id. ; N.Z., 2d. ; B. &, F., 4d.

AMERICAN VINES : THEIR ADAPTATION, CULTURE,
GRAFTING, AND PROPAGATION. By P. Viala and L. Ravaz.

Cloth, 2s. Paper, Is. Postage: C, l^d. ; N.Z., 5d. ; B. & F., lOd.

STUDIES ON WINE STERILIZING MACHINES. By U. Gnyon
Paper, 9d. Postage: C, |d. ; N.Z., 2d. ; B. & F., 4d.

MANUAL OF MODERN VITICULTURE: RECONSTITUTION
WITH AMERICAN VINES. By U. Foex. Pnper, 9d. Postage:

C, Id. ; N.Z., 4d. : B. & F., 8d.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. VICTORIA

g^
l

NOW AVAILABLE |
°^3

Handbook of Potato Diseases in

Australia— and their Treatment
By D. McALPINE,

government vegetable pathologist.

With Appendicea by

W. Laidlaw. B.Sc. (Biolosid).

00 Eel Worms:
and

C. French, Jnt. (GoTarnmeat
ELntomolositt), oa

Insect Pests of th«
Potato.

235 Pafa (Cloth). 58 Full Platei. PrirA ^ /. PoMMie: G>inmonwealtb, 2d.; Naw Zaalaad.Sd.:
176 llluitration.. I ritC, \J/ British and Foreign. 1/4.

ApplicalioBi accoffipanied by Poital Note or Cheque, covcrins Price and Poitage, to b« forwarded to The DIrectsr Ol
A^lcoltora, Melbourne, Victoria. Remittancet irom beyond the CommoBwealth to be made by Poil Ofica Otdet.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

PUBLICATIONS
Bu D. McAlpine, GooernmenI Vegelahk Palhologisl.

RUSTS OF AUSTRALIA. 5*. Poitagt: C. 2d.: N.Z.. 8d.: B. & F.. la. 4d.

SMUTS OF AUSTRALIA. 4.. Poilage: C. 2|d.; N.Z.. 9d. : B. & F.. U. 6d.

FUNGUS DISEASES OF CITRUS TREES IN AUSTRALIA. 2i. Poslagt: C. Id.. N.Z..
3d. : B. & P.. 6d.

FUNGUS DISEASES OF STONE FRUIT TREES IN AUSTRALIA. 2.. 6d. Poitage: C. IJd.:

N.Z.. 5d. ; B. «c F., lOd.

SYSTEMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF AUSTRALIAN FUNGI. 3i. Potlag,: C. 2d.; N.Z..
6d. ; B. & F.. It. 4d.

ApplUationa aeoompaHi4d by Postal Not* or Ch4qu» tovtring priet and pottagt to bi forwardtd to

THE DIRECTOR OF AGRICULTURE, MELBOURNE, VICTORIA
Rtmittanen from 6*voiu< Uu C<»mmonu>*altM to h* mad* by P»*t OjffUM Ordtr.
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"The Weight of

the Crank
Starts

It!"

Turns Easy

—

and as slow as you wish

—for the Sharpies skims perfectly clean, regard-

less of whether you turn fast or slow. So,

when tired, simply turn slower j'OU can't
lose cream for the wonderful Suc-

tion-feed drmks up the milk only as fast

as It can be perfectly separated.

The Sharpies Separator runs very

lightly at any speed, for the bowl

hangs from a single frictionless

ball bearing, running in a constant

bath of oil, same as the enclosed

gears. Again the Sharpies Tubu-
lar bowl is remarkably

light, since it contains no

discs whatever . The
normal speed of the

Sharpies is only 45 revo-

lutions per minute—most

other separators must be

run at 55 to 60 turns per

minute, or they lose

cream to the amount of

7 to 13 lbs. per cow per

year on the average farm.

If you drop considerably

below 45 revolutions ^
with a Sharpies, you will still skim perfectly clean, and get all the cream

possible. _

SHARPIES
SUCTION-FEED
M RATOR

Easy to Wash. The Sharpies has no discs to be washed- just a simple tubular bowl

with one small piece in it. TTiis tubular howl is broadly patented. A brush

cleanses it quickly and it can be put together almost instantly. Its long, narrow shape

creates double the skimming force over the disc-filled bowls found in other

separators. Sharpies is

• —the only separator that skims clean at widely varying speeds

—the only separator that skims faster when you turn more quickly

—the only separator that delivers cream of unchanging thickness all speeds

—the only separator with just one piece in the bow!—no discs, easiest to clean

—the only separator with knee-low supply tank and a once-a-month oiling system

Newell & Co., Melbourne John Bridge & Co., Sydney
Elder Smith & Co., Adelaide Clark & Fauset, Brrsbane
Chas. Atkins & Co., Perth J. R. Green, Launceston

Agents
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES
VICTORIA DOCK —

,

The Stores have a capacity of 743,980 cubic feet

insulated, and are capable of holding 372,000

boxes of butter, or 248,000 cases of fruit,

or 335,000 carcasses of lamb and mutton.

Electric motor power totals 900 H.P.

Produce can be placed on conveyors at any point and mechanically

carried to any chamber in the buildings or conveyed from the chambers

direct into the ship's hold.

The Railway Department Goods Sheds
are adjacent to and connected with the Cool Stores by direct hnes ; delay

and exposure of produce through shunting in the Spencer-street yards, or

cartage, are thus avoided. The Stores are situated in close proximity to

the Victoria Dock, where vessels drawing up to 30 feet of water can be

berthed ; excellent facilities for the efficient and economical treatment and

shipment of frozen and perishable products are provided.

EiX{>ei*t OrriCerS are connected with every Branch, so that

any one requiring Information regardmg the production, preparation, and

shipment of produce can rely upon being promptly supplied with up-to-

date information upon all matters.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES

VICTORIA DOCK ,

I* SlCllltieS are provided for producers and smaller exporters of the

various kinds of produce, so that direct shipments on their own account

may be undertaken. The Government ownership and conduct of Cool

Stores places producers in an independent position, and, in addition,

preserves an open channel for the carrying on of the export trade in

perishable products.

The Department of Agriculture will receive,

handle, freeze, store, and ship Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Fruit, Meat,

Poultry, Rabbits and Hares, &c., for producers and exporters.

Produce to the value of over £30,000,000 has been treated

at the Government Cool Stores.

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES, VICTORIA DOCK (Dudley St.)

Telephones

:

Office: 10383 Central. Snperintendent and Engineer-in-Charge : 10382 Central.

SCALE OF CHARGES, ETC.

and further particulars may be obtairted upon application to the

Exports Superintendent. Department of Agriculture.

Produce Offices. 605-7 Flinders Street. Melbourne.

Telephone 93SO Central.
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DOOKIE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
ProTides Special Facilities for Practical and Scientific Agricultural EducatioD

Notable AKricalturiits %mj that thU College offer* the best
agricultural education and practical trainina in the world

THE COLLEGE TEAR COMMENCES IN MARCH STUDENTS HAY BE ENROLLED AT ANT TIMI

Altmrnativm Court**—
() Diploma Course

(b) Oae Yeat'i Courie.

Three Years.

Total Fmmm—

£25/-/- per annum.

Tb« celiete centaiBs modem aod well equipped laboratory and lecture hall, lingle bedroorai, iccreatim •<d
•port! croundi.

Of the 5,91 3 acre! o( (arm land at Dookie, 1 ,000 acrai were put uader crop by students last seaton; and ckaapio*
prizes were won for sheep and pigs at the last Royal Agricultural Society's Show.

FARM SUBJECTS.—Agriculture, Animal Huabandry, Poultry, Fruit Growing.
Butter and Ckoaae Factory Managenent, Building Cooitruction for Farmer*.

EACH BRANCH UNDER SPECIALLY TRAINED EXPERTS

LONGERENONG AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
SESSIONS COMMENCE MARCH AND SEPTEMBER

Thu College is specially adapted for Junior Students from 14 years of ace
AREA OF FARM. 2.336 ACRES

MAIN BRANCHES OF FARM WORK.—Grain Growing, Fat Lamb RaUiag. Dairyi-a.
Irrigation of Fodder Crop*. Fruit. &c.

Total Fees—£25 per annum.

Full particulars obtainable from T. J. PURVIS, E<q., Secretary, Council of Agricultural EdacatioB.
Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, or the Principal* of the College*.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE

VETERINARY SCHOOL
Complete Courses of Instruction are conducted in all Subjects for the Degree of

Bachelor of Veterinary Science (B.V. Sc), and for the License (L.V. Sc).

Veterinary S"r;;»on$ possessing the «b»"*i oualifi^jjtions are elioiKle ^nx registratioa

under the Veterinary Surgeons Act (Victoria) and for Veterinary Appointments in the

Commonwealth and State Services and in the Army Veterinary Corps.

For full particulars apply

—

The DIRECTOR. Veterinary School, PARKVILLE. VICTORIA

"The Queensland Molassfs

Co. makes a product called

'MOLLERNE' from Molasses

and Lucerne, and sells it at

£l higher than the market

price of Lucerne. An analy-

sis of it has been made l>y the

Agricultural Chemist, and it

forms a cheap and valuable

food (or young lamhs.

—Science and liuliistry,

July, 1910 ; also by
courtesy of Mr. A. E.

V. Richardson, Dept.

of Agriculture,

Victoria.
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Full^Reward
YOUR LaBOP^^
•

—

^ ' > ^,#Wi

Obtain the maximum prices and most prompt

returns by consigning all your produce to us.

Agents in all leading towns can be consulted at any

time. Liberal advances made against consignments.
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NATIONAL TRUSTEES
Executors & Agency Company of Australasia Ltd.

DIRECTORS

:

HON. WALTER MADDEN, Chairman and Managing Director.

EDWARD FITZGERALD, Esq., LL.D. MICHAEL MORNANE, Esq. HON. DUNCAN E. McBRYDE.
HENRY MADDEN, Esq. Brigadier-Ceneral H. E. ELLIOTT, C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O., D.CJVl.

This Company Acts as Executor or Joint Executor of Wills, Administrator, Trustee of
Settlements, and Agent for Absentees under Power of Attorney.

MONEY TO LEND ON BROAD ACRES AND FARM LANDS

Offices— 1 1 3 Queen St. (Corner of Little Collins-st.), Melbourne

=5?V

"1000 TREES & STUMPS

GRUBBED OUT"
Thus writes Mr. J. Sutherland, Parwan.

" I am very well pleased with the Grubbers, as they are doint; very ffood work. With mine I have
close on l.OUU trees and stunips fjrubbed out. I have done ail tliis work ny self without any assistance.

So I consiiler ihe Grublier has more than doubly paid for itself."

Full The "MONKEY WINCH" will save time, labour and money on
particulars your land clearing, is always ready, and can be worked in

from— the very roughest country and in any class of timber.

TREWHELLA BROS. pty. ltd., TRENTHAM

VICTORIA PHOSPHATE
——^— BASIC —=——

—

The Phosphate Co-Operative Company of Australia Ltd.
{Regiilered under Ihe Companies Act 191 5-)

Registered Capital - - £300,000.

Mines: Mansfield. IVorks : Macaulay, North Melbourne.

Directors :

W. C. HILL (President V.F.U.), Colbinabbin, Chairman.

P. H. H. IBBOTT (V.P.C). Melbourne. GEO. H. MORTON (V.F.U.). Kerang.

WM. THAIN (V.F.U.), Carapooee. AUGUSTUS WOLSKEL (Heathcote Chemical Coy.). Melb.

The attention of Farmers and Agriculturists is drawn to the above Co-Operative Company,
established for the purpose of manufacturing Superphosphate from overseas Phosphates, and

Basic Phosphate from Australian Phosphates, on the co-operative principle, viz., the return

of surplus profits lo shareholder purchasers on the tonnage basis.

SHARES ARE BEING RAPIDLY APPLIED FOR.

THE PHOSPHATE CO-OPERATIVE CO. OF AUSTRALIA LTD.

is established in the interests of Primary Producers, and intending shareholders should make
application for allotment, without delay, to

545 Littk Collins Street, JAS. B. ROBERTSON,
Melbourne. Acting Secretary
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NOXIOUS WEEDS
FARMERS— don't let the weeds get a first mortgage on your land. The Most Effective,

Safest, and Cheapest Method of ERADICATING WEED PESTS is by using

"CACTUSENE" A—B—and^C GRADES
Applied by means of an Atomiser, as shown below

EsiAiest Method
of Killing

BLACKBERRY,

CALIFORNIAN
THISTLE,

BATHURST BURR,

St. JOHN'S WORT,

SWEET BRIAR.

Easiest Method
of Killing

CACTUS.

LANTANA.

RAGWORT.

STINKWORT,

BOX THORN.

RECOMMENDED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE OF VICTORIA
We have hundreds of l^esUmoniah from satisfied clients.

Manufactured
by CACTUS ESTATES LTD.,

so QUEEN ST.

MELBOURNE

"BULLDOG" Burnt & Unburnt

(carbonate) AgricultuFal LIiTie
For Orchards. Crops, and Pastures

Its use is strongly recommended by all experts, and those who h»ve

had practical experience. Any quantity supplied at shortest notice.

For applying te land we recommend our "Ajaz" Lime Spreader

Rates and full particulars from Distributors—

cuRDiE's RIVER T. CURPHEY Pty. Ltd.
TeUvkne—Central 2807 22S Coppin Stxeet, Richmond, Victoria

Ri«i8TKRED Trade Mark

tVcrk

BURNT LILYDALE LIME
FOR THE LAND

Farmers who have not used Burnt Lime should try it. The action

of Burnt Lime on the land is Immediate. The demand for Building

Lime haring slackened owing to the War, Farmers have the opportunity

of getting a supply of the well-known Lilydale Lime.
ANALYSIS go as high as 98% Calcium Oxide.

DAVID MITCHELL ESTATE, pj?.":.™. OLIVER^S LANE, MELBOURNE
W«rk«—C«ye HilL Lilydale. TeL Lilydale 4. TeL Central 5726.
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INTERNATIONAL
REAPER-THRESHER

International Re-per-Thresher

International harvesting machines are well known for the

snccessful wa^' in which they save and handle the grain under

all conditions. These harvesting machines are known the world

over and have cut grain in exery grain growing country. The

International reaper-thresher is a credit to the well established

name International. It does its work the International way

—

with efficiency and dependability. The years of experience

gained in harvesting grain under a wide range of conditions

have helped materially in building a successful reaper-thresher.

The International reaper-thresher will enable you to handle

a large acreage with the smallest possible help and power. It

cuts down the cost of harvesting grain. Its use results in

greater profit. It is made with 9-foot cut and special platform

extension for cutting 12-foot swath.

Call in and see the IHC agent in your district or write us

direct for literature on this and other farm machines you may

need.

INTERiNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD.

543-555 BOURKE STREET, MELBOURNE
Agencies throughout Victoria <in:i the Riverina
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SOME DIRECTIONS IN WHICH VICTORIAN
AGRICULTURE MAY BE DEVELOPED.

Address given at the Melbourne Royal Agricultural- Society's Show,
September, 1919, by A. E. Y. RicJiardsoji, M.A., B.Sc, Agricul-

tural Superintendent.

Victoria holds a unique position in Australian agriculture. The
State occupies only 3 per cent, of the continent, yet the volume anu

variety of its purely agricultural production exceeds that of any other

State. It is by far the most densely populated State in the Common-
wealth, and has made more progress towards intensive and diversified

agriculture than any of the others. Strangely enough, it owes its

pre-eminence in this regard largely to mining.

Sixty-eight years ago, the attention of the world was riveted to the

remarkably rich gold discoveries in Victoria. In the ten years between

1851 and 1861, the population increased from 97,000 to 541,000, an

increase in one decade of nearly half-a-million souls. The immigrants

drawn from all parts of the world were lured by the extraordinary

wealth that Avas being won from the soil. These ten years were the

most fruitful and prosperous in the history of mining in Australia

—

perhaps in the world.

The total wealth won in this decade was nearly £100,000,000—an

average of £10,000,000 per annum. Since then, the mining industry

has steadily declined, until to-day its value is approximately one and
a half millions sterling. It was, however, the gold mining industry that

was responsible for the rapid settlement and development of the State,

and it laid the foundations of permanent prosperity.

These sources of wealth have practically dried up. But to-day we
have in our agricultural industries sources of wealth which, unlike

mining, will never dry up, and which are already yielding more than

four times the wealth that mining gave in its palmiest days.

During the past four years, we have reaped from our wheat-fields

alone more wealth than was ever dug out of Victorian mines during any
17045.
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four years in tlieir history. The value of the Victorian Avheat crop

for the past four years exceeds £40,000,000. Truly, the wheat crop has

proved a veritable gold mine to the State—a mine richer and more per-

manent than those that were worked in the heyday of Victoria's mining-

prosperity. There is this difference between the gold mine and the

wheat-fieid: With an ordinary mine, the more wealth extracted the

less remains for the shareholders. AVith agriculture, if carried out in

conformity with the teachings of science, the more wealth won from

the soil by cropping, the more wealth remains to be divided amongst the

community, for with proper methods of culture, the soil must get richer

and more productive and wealth-producing as the years roll by. This

basic fact may be illustrated by considering the yields of the wheat

crop.

The average yield of wheat per acre for the past ten years (including

the 1914 drought year) is 12^ bushels. The average yield for the

previous ten years was but 8-J bushels; hence, instead of the soil being

depleted, we are actually producing 50 per cent, more wheat per acre

now than we did ten years ago.

The wheat-fields, the pastures, and stock are our greatest sources of

wealth. They yielded last year over 40 millions of money—two-thirds

of the total wealth produced in the State. This means that the farmers

of Victoria produce wealth at the rate of over £100,000 every 24 hours.

The war is ended: the work of reconstruction begun: the war bill

has to be met : There is but one way out. The Prime Minister has

indicated it : Work and increased production ; and Avhen we say

increased production, we mean essentially primary production, for

primary production is and must remain our greatest source of wealth.

ISTow that the war is over, there is a grand opportunity for Australia

to pour her surplus food products into Europe. They will all be

wanted, and wanted urgently. There is at present a huge food vacuum
in Europe. It will take the combined surpluses of America, Argentina,

Canada, and Australia to fill it. In fact, the British Food Controller

recently stated that the alleged world surplus of wheat was non-existent.

At the outset of the war, I published a series of articles on " Wheat
and the War." In those articles, an attempt was made to show the

effect of the great wars of the past on the prices of foodstuffs, particu-

larly wheat. During the past 150 years, the price of wheat reached its

highest levels immediately each war closed, and prices remained high

for at least two to three years after peace had been declared. During

the Eusso-Turkish war, wheat rose from 5s. to 9s. 6d. per bushel, and

remained at 9s. for three years. In the Franco-Prussian war, wheat

rose to 7s. 6d., and remained at that price for three years. Will history

repeat itself in this, the most disastrous cataclysm in history? I think

so, for two reasons :

—

1. Glance for a niomeut at little Koumania—a country considerably

smaller than Victoria, which produced nearly as much wheat as Austi-alia

did in ])re-war days.

Roiunania was stripped and ravished by two years of enemy occupa-

tion, and despoiled even of household utensils, besides all fann imple-

ments, equipment, and animals necessary for the production of another

harvest. According to a census rocentlv taken bv the Government of
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Roumania, the following position was indicated so far as domestic-

animals were concerned :

—

1916. 1919.

Horses . . . . 754,000 . . 149,000

Oxen . . . . 1,765,000 . . 705,000

Sheep . . . . 5,550,000 . . 445,000

Cows . . . . 1,680,000 . . 420,000

Swine . . . . 839,000 . . 84,000

10,579,000 .. 1,803,000

Can you picture what this means? What kind of a showing would

Victoria make if we lost over 80 per cent, of our domestic animals in

three years, and the major part of our agricultural implements and

equipment ?

We know how disastrously a drought which may take 10 to 20 per

cent, of our stock affects us. But 80 per cent. ! Then what has

happened in Roumania has heen repeated in Serbia, Bulgaria, Belgium,

Northern France, Poland, Ukraiuia, and the Baltic Provinces. And
can you imagine w^hat is going on in the richest agricultural regions of

distracted Russia—with the Bolsheviks contending for mastery on a

battle front of 1,000 miles?

2. The war has given the masses of Europe an idea of their power.

In the social and industrial reconstruction going on in Europe, the

masses will demand shorter hours, and higher wages, and better condi-

tions of living. All this will tend to increase costs of production in

Europe, and will indirectly favour Australia, where the workers already

enjoy conditions for which the European workmen are striving.

It is reasonable, therefore, to conclude that the level of prices will

be high, and that there will be a great demand for our surplus

wheat, meat, wool, and dairy products.

These we can produce in abundance, and they will be produced in

abundance if agriculturists are allowed to get the full fruits of their

labour, and to obtain the full world's parity for their produce. That

will be the greatest possible incentive to the farmer.

I have said that there is every probability of the level of prices of

agricultural commodities on the world's market remaining high for

several years. Possibly the pre-war -levels will never be again ex-

perienced. There is every prospect of a profitable era of agriculture

being ushered in. In what direction will our future progress lie?

Briefly:—(1) In the further development of what are regarded as our

staple industries—wheat, wool, dairying, meat; (2) the diversification

of our agriculture by the more extensive growth and further development

of crops now regarded as side lines; (3) the improvement of systems of

marketing the produce.

If the State and the nation asks for increased production, it must

provide facilities for the profitable absorption of the surplus products.

(1) A word or two regarding our staple products:—(a) wheat;

(h) dairy products; (c) meat and wool. Victoria could easily double

or treble its production of wheat. During the last twenty years the

average annual harvest has increased from 13,000,000 bnslrels to an

1 2
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average of 37,000,000 bushels—an increase of 175 per cent. The aver-

age yield per acre during the past decade has exceeded 12 bushels, as

compared with 8| bushels during the previous ten years. This increase

has been brought about, notwithstanding the fact that during the past

ten years nearly 1,000,000 acres of mallee country, with a low rainfall,

and giving a low average yield per acre, have been brought under culti-

vation. But the average yield per acre could undoubtedly be raised to

16 or 18 bushels per acre by the more general adoption of the best

methods.
In the various exhibits in the Grovernment Pavilion we have

attempted to define and illustrate these methods. We have attempted
to show the methods which the most progressive of our wheat-growers
are following. Frequently in the wheat districts you will find a barb
wire fence separating the grower of a SO-^bushel crop from the grower of

a lO-bushel crop. The difference between the yields of those two farms
lies, not in the quality of the soil, but in the quality of the farming.
"Wherein lies the difference?

Years of experience in the wheat belt has shown that the progressive
growers adopt as their policy the following:— (1) Thorough working of

the soil; (2) liberal manuring; (3) systematic crop rotation and the
keeping of sheep on the farm; (4) rational use of seed.

Thorough working of the soil includes early fallowing and judicious
working of the fallows through the summer to conserve the maximum of
soil moisture.

Liberal manuring with soluble phosphates has been proved to be
profitable in two ways:— (1) It produces the maximum crop of wheat;
(2) it increases the stock-carrying capacity of the land by stimulating
the growth of grass that follows the wheat.

Some form of crop rotation is essential if the wheat crop is to be
kept free from fungoid diseases like flag-smut and take-all, and the
fertility of the land is to be maintained. Besides, every wheat-grower
should keep sheep either for raising fat lambs or for wool, and a rotation
is essential for such a case.

In the Mallee areas wheat, pasture, bare fallow, is recommended ; for

the Wimmera wheat, oats, pasture, bare fallow; and for the more
favoured districts wheat alternated with forage crops is recommended.

Rational treatment of the seed involves the choice of varieties suit-

able to your district, the grading "of the seed and the use of selection to

increase the producing power of the grain.

Besides these cultural methods the wheat farmer will need to pay
more attention in the future to problems of marketing than formerly.
It is one thing to produce farm products cheaply and efficiently. It is

another thing to market the crops advantageously and expeditiously.

The wheat must be got to the seaboard with the maximum of expedition
and the minimum of expense, and the wheat should be sold on the

markets of the world to the best advantage.
The farmers of Western Canada have organized a co-operative

Grain Association to supervise the operation of elevators, and to sell

their products in the markets of Europe. I see no reason why the

grain-growers of Victoria cannot organize their forces with a view of

disposing of the whole of their staple products on a co-operative basis.
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Dairying Industry. ,

The dairying industry of Victoria is capable of great expansion.
Our climatic and soil conditions are eminently suited for dairying.

No other country, save, perhaps, New Zealand, has such a uniformly
mild temperature, such rich pastures, or such natural conditions for the

production of high quality and high grade dairy products. Yet our
average production per cow does not compare favorably with countries

which have poorer soil, climate, and pastures, nor can it be said that the

quality of our products are what they might be.

It has been estimated that one-third of the dairy cows in this State

do not pay for their keep. If these cows were disposed of the State

would be readily richer in consequence. According to statistics pub-
lished in the Commonwealth Year-Book, the average yield of milk from
the cows in Victoria is 397 gallons. Even if it is assumed that the

average test is 4 per cent., this means 158 lbs. of butter fat per cow.

The cost of keeping a dairy cow has been variously estimated from time
to time, but with the high costs of labour, feed, appliances now operating,

it is doubtful whether a cow can be kept for less than £10. Hence
the average cow with a production of 158 lbs. of butter fat, even with
the present high prices of butter fat, barely pays expenses, and with
normal prices for butter fat she would be a decided robber.

In the Colac Herd Testing Association, of the 600 cows tested 300 of

them failed to reach 200 lbs., and fifteen failed to give even 100 lbs.

of butter fat. If these are the actual returns from the cows in the

best dairying country in the State, what may be expected from the cows
on poor to average country?

Increased production per cow may be effected through the triple

pathways of better feeding methods, the use of high-grade sires, and the

drastic weeding out of the unprofitable " boarder " cows by the formation
of Cow Testing Associations, and an extension of the herd testing now
in vogue for pure bred herds.

Diversified Agricuetuee.

Last year I had the opportunity of contrasting agricultural condi-

tions in the United States with those in Australia. The two countries

are very similar in many respects. They are almost identical in area.

One-half of the United States has a rainfall of 20 inches or over ; one-

third of Australia enjoys a similar rainfall. The climatic conditions

ars otherwise in favour of Australia. But the impressive feature of

American agriculture in contrast Avith our own is the extent to which
it is diversified.

Wheat is our great staple crop and our export crop. The success or

failure of the wheat crop to a large extent determines the financial

solvency of the country. America, on the other hand, is neither a one-

crop country nor a one-stock country, but is a land Avith great diversity

in crop production, and is equally strong in live-stock production.

Maize, cotton, hay, wheat, oats, lucerne, barley, flax, sugar, tobacco,

and fruit are grown over enormous areas, each type of crop being

confined to the region in which it thrives best.

I would like to give you a few statistics showing the production of

some of their staple crops in order to give you some idea of what a

country with the same area as x\ustralia may produce when it is fairlj'

well on the way towards full agricultural development.
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The maize crop of America amounts to 3,000,000,000 bushels. Suppose
this maize were placed in 5-toii waggons and placed end to end, then

the line of waggons would extend for 50,000 miles—twice round the

world. The Victorian crop would extend, if put in similar trucks, from
Dandenong to Melbourne, and the line of maize waggons to hold the crop

of Australia would not reach to Albury.

Eighty per cent, of this stupendous quantity is fed to stock. The
normal wheat crop is 900,000,000 bushels—nine times as much as the

normal production of Australia. Tlie oat crop amounts to 1,500,000,000

bushels—one hundred times our Au-tralian ])roduction. The hay crop

is immense. Last year it exceeded 85,000,000 tons. To visualize this

hay, imagine a stack 7 yards wide and 7 yards high stretching from here

to London. That would be 12,000 miles long. Such a stack would just

accommodate the American crop. .V stack from Melbourne to Adelaide

would hold the Australian crop.

The cotton crop amounted to 16,000,000 bales. Cotton is one of the

competitors with Australian wool. The American farmers plucked

by hand from the heads of the cotton plants an amount of cotton ten

times as great as the entire wool clip of Australia.

In addition to this, 5,000,000 acres are sown to lucerne. The fruit

crop of California alone is over 1,000,000 acres. Then from sugar

beet 870,000 tons of sugar were produced.

Besides this immense production of crops they maintain nearly

five times as many stock as we do in the whole of Australia—60,000,000

cattle, 70,000,000'pigs, 25,000,000 horses, and 50,000,000 sheep."

This is what is meant by diversified agriculture. A great variety

of crop products and intensive production of animals in place of a one-

crop regime. This is the direction in which Victorian agriculture must
inevitably develop, for here lands are practically all settled, and in-

creased production must come from intensive production rather than

from multiplication of acreage under crop.

IvTow let us consider a few instances where developments may take

place in Victoria.

The Stock Industry.

The total number of live stock in Victoria has not materially

increased during the past twenty-five years, and as long as we rely almost

exclusively on grazing it is not likely that the numbers will grow veiTv'

much.
There are three avenues along which development may take place,

all of which will aid Victoria in carrying more live stock.

1. Top dressing of pasture lands.

2. The growth of forage crops.

3. Developing irrigated agriculture.

There are some 33,000,000 acres of pasture land in the State. This

area supports over 80 per cent, of the sheep and cattle of the State.

Numerous experiments and practical experience have demonstrated

that, in the better-rainfall districts at least, a great increase in the stock-

carrying capacity of the i)astures would result from the expenditure

of a few shillings per acre on the application of ])hosphates to the soil.

In the North-east, the Western District, and particularly in Gippsland,

the application of a top-dressing of 1 cwt. of phosphate has caused a

marked improvement in the quality and quantity of.lierbage.
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The second method available for increasing the stock-carrying

capacity of the State is to increase the area sown to forages for feeding

down to stock. In Victoria, barely 50,000 acres are sown to forage

crops for feeding down to sheep. In Xew Zealand, which carries double

the number of sheep, no less than 1,000,000 acres are sown to forage

crops, and 5,000,000 acres of land have been ploughed up and sown to

permanent pasture. Yet, less than 40 years ago, Victoria carried more

sheep than New Zealand.

The development of our irrigated lands opens up a fine prospect for

increasing the stock-carrying capacity of the State, and providing an

additional insurance against drought. Substantial development has

taken place in irrigation. In 1902, the total storages in the State

amounted to 172,000 acre-feet. The present storage amounts to 562,000

acre-feet, which provides water for 250,000 acres of irrigable land.

When the existing storages are completed, the quantity of impounded

water will exceed 1,000,000 acre-feet.

After years of contentious discussion, the States of New South

Wales, Victoria, and South Australia, and the Federal Government have

come to an agreement regarding the utilization of the Murray waters,

and these Governments, acting co-operatively, propose spending

£5,000,000 in providing a series of storages. What a remarkable prospect

is opened up by a consideration of the possibilities of the Murray lands

!

The settlement at Mildura is an inspiring example of what can be done

by the application of irrigation water -to arid districts. Prior to the

advent of irrigation, Mildura was a sheep walk, supporting at most a few"

families on the whole area. To-day, the 12,000 acres included in thf

settlement support in comfort a population of 6,000, and the annual

production exceeds £600,000 in value. Settlers are prosperous, and the

settlement enjoys a high standard of comfort, and reaps all the educa-

tional and social advantages of a compact and closely-knit community.
It would, perhaps, be extravagant to say that the 1,500,000 acres of

irrigable land to be opeJied up in the Murray Valley by the construction

of new storages under the Murray Waters Act, can be expected to equal

Mildura in out-turn per acre, for Mildura confines itself to specialized

fruits, for which there is a limited demand at current prices. But tlieso

new lands may be expected to carry immense numbers of live stock, and

will be similar to many of the prosperous irrigation settlements through-

out A^ustralia.

Lucerne.

The crop which may be expected to be grown most largely will be

lucerne. Lucerne has well been named the King of Fodders, and thf

greatest mortgage-lifter yet discovered, for if the soil conditions are

suitable, there is no forage crop that can equal it in out-turn per acre.

Lucerne plays a very prominent part in feeding live stock in the Argen-

tine, and it is the universal forage for stock in Western America. ]S]c

less than 5,000,000 acres have been sown in the United States to lucerne,

and the greater part of this is irrigated. There are some 100,000 acres

under lucerne in Victoria, the greater part of which is on the irrigated

settlements. But there are many areas in Gippsland, Western District,

and in the North-east, where it will thrive and give heavy yields without

irrigation. On the Werribee Research Farm, we have been growing
lucerne under irrigation for six years. The average yield during that
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period has exceeded 5 tons per acre. At Werribee, we have demon-

strated conclusively that irrigated lucerne requires to be liberally top-

dressed, and renovated with culture every year in order to maintain it

in full yield. It is difficult to secure more than Sh tons of hay from the

unmanured areas at Werribee, whilst the addition of 2 cwt. of super-

phos])hate every year, combined with judicious winter renovation, has

raised the average yield to 5 tons per acre.

Our investigations show that a 6-ton crop of lucerne requires as

much phosphates as six 15-bushel wheat crops. No farmer attempts to

raise wheat without phosphates, and vfor a heavy feeder like lucerne,

liberal dressings of phosphate, combined with renovation, each winter

are necessary to maintain heavy yields.

In new districts, such as South Gippsland, inoculation has been

shown to be necessary. Lucerne grown in these parts, e.g., Toora,

Foster, &c., but unthriftily. When inoculated soil from Bacchus Marsh
or Werribee is added, the plants thrive amazingly. This suggests that

the bacteria responsible for nitrogen fixation in lucerne may be absent

from some districts of the State in which the plant has not hitherto

been cultivated.

Minor Crops.

Besides the development of our staples, wheat, dairying, and live

stock, attention needs to be given to what might be termed minor crops.

There are four worthy of special attention—flax, sugar beet, tobacco,

potatoes.

Flax.—Victoria has been interested in the flax industry for many
years. Prior to the war, the industry was confined to the growth of a

few hundred acres in the Drouin district. During the war, the produc-

tion of flax became of great importance to the Imperial Government
for the manufacture of aeroplane cloth.

Prior to the war, 80 per cent, of the world's flax fibre was produced
in Russia. Owing to the scarcity of fibre, and the destruction of the flax

industry in Belgium and Russia, fibre became very scarce in Britain,

and flax culture became profitable to farmers. The British Government
has purchased the whole of the 1918 and 1919 Australian crop of flax

fibre at £170 per ton.

There is no doubt that the price of linen goods will remain at a high

level for many years, because the flax industry of Europe has become
absolutely disorganized. There is a fine opportunity to establish this

industry on a firm basis in Victoria. The value of linseed and flax

products imported into Australia last year amounted to £1,890,000, and
rhere is no doubt that the whole of the raw material could be grown in

Victoria.

Flax can be growm almost to perfection in Drouin, Moe, Koo-wee-rup,
and Bunyip Swamps, the Traralgon Flats, Sale, Portarlington. The
crop requires the same treatment as oaten hay, and the Government
has guaranteed the farmers £6 per ton for green flax for the 1919 crop.

The Commonwealth Flax Committee has asked the Government to

guarantee £5 per ton for the next three years, and if the Government
accepts the recommendation, it will enable a new agricultural industry

to be established in the Commonwealth. Besides the fibre, flax is grown
for seed pur{X)ses. In the wheat-belt of Argentina, India, Canada, and
United States of America, there are millions of acres of land devoted to
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flax for sefd purposes. Crops being raised for seed require the same
treatment as wlieat, and can be harvested with a stripper or harvester.

The average yield is about 10 bushels per acre, and the seed is worth

15s. to £1 per bushel at the present moment. The imports of linseed

into i^ustralia are valued at £500,000 per annum. There is no reason

why the linseed required for Australia should not be raised in Victoria.

Sugar-beet.—Another minor industry which gives great promise is

sugar-beet. It so happens that the only sugar-beet factory in Australia

is located in one of the driest belts of territory in Gippsland.

In European countries, and America, sugar-beet is one of the most

profitable crops that can be grown. Its culture has revolutionized agri-

culture wherever it is introduced, and raises the production of all crops

grown in rotation with it.

In America, the sugar-beet industry has made tremendous strides.

In one district of !N"orthern Colorado which I visited, a company was
formed in 1901. In that year, 739 farmers grew sugar-beets for the

company. In 1915, there were 5,456 farmers growing beet for the com-

pany. It is evident that the direct and indirect benefits to these farmers

must be considerable, because they can produce potatoes, lucerne, and
cereals to perfection, and unless the beet gave better returns than these

crops, they would not continue its cultivation in increasing areas every

year.

The future of the beet-sugar industry will be judged from the results

obtained at Maffra. A study of the distribution of the rainfall at

Maffra for the past twenty-five years shows that, in the majority of

seasons, the rainfall during the growing period of the crop is insufficient

to assure profitable production.

This will, however, be remedied by the provision of irrigation facili-

ties on the j^ewry and Boisdale flats. Provision is being made for the

erection of a large storage reservoir on the Macalister River, which will

provide irrigation water for at least 10,000 acres of the richest land

in Gippsland. This will enable the beet industry to be established on

a sound footing, and will enable full crops of beets to be obtained every

year. The Maffra factory has had many ups and downs, but, in spite

of short acreages, indifferent crops, and obsolete machinery, the industry

pays its way. When irrigation facilities are provided, and the limiting

factor to profitable culture removed, the sugar-beet industry will become

an important source of wealth to the State.

Tobacco.—Another industry which promises to become an important

source of wealth is the tobacco industry. Over £1,000,000 worth of

tobacco is imported into Australia every year. Tobacco will grow well

in most parts of Victoria, and there is an extensive area of country in

l^orth-eastern Victoria where the soil and climate are eminently suitable

for its production. For many years farmers have grown tobacco, but

until recently the prices were not satisfactory. Special varieties of seed

were some time since introduced from America, and experiments made
in curing the leaf by a special process called flue-curing, and the results

have been most satisfactory. The quality of the leaf has greatly

improved, and so also has the price. One of the advantages of the

flue-curing system is that the curing of the leaf may be absolutely con-

trolled, and the tobacco treated in this way has been found much
superior to that cured in open sheds.
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Last jear the Department of Agriculture secured over 2s. per lb.

for tlie tobacco raised on experimental plots at Gapsted. Two acres of

tobacco produced over i ton of cured tobacco leaf, which realized £110

—

a very fine return from 2 acres.

The industry has an opportunity for great expansion. The British

and American companies operating here want Australian flue-cured

tobacco leaf, and are prepared to pay good prices for it. They have

offered, through the Board of Trade, to purchase 2,000,000 lbs. of Aus-

tralian-grown flue-cured leaf for a period of three years. For the

lemon-coloured cigarette leaf they are prepared to give 23. 6d. per lb.

for 250,000 lbs., and 23. per lb.' for 750,000 lbs. of bright flue-cured

tobacco. These prices are highl,y satisfactory, and should act as an

incentive to the establishment of the industry on a sound basis.

These are a few of the directions in which Victorian Agriculture may
be developed. I have not referred to political factors, which influence

agriculture as a Avhole—transportation problems, efficient railways, good

roads, liberal system of land settlement, conservation of water, opening

up of new markets abroad, installation of bulk-handling for our wheat

crop. These are political questions, and the farmers will shortly have

an opportunity of discussing these with our masters—the politicians.

The farmers have the power—and they are beginning to see it and
organize for it—to direct public attention on right lines towards these

important questions. They hold the key to the political citadel.

A NEW NOXIOUS WEED EXTERMINATOR.

Farmers throughout the Dominion will be interested to hear that

both gorse and blackberry have at last been conquered. For some time

past the Agricultural Department, as well as many well-known farmers,

have been testing the claims made by the New Zealand Coal Tar Pro-

ducts, Limited, for their weed exterminator knoAvn as "Dominion Weed
Destroyer." This new product has a deadly efl^ect on gorse, blackberry,

and Californian thistle. The Agricultural Department have carried

out several experiments around Wanganui with excellent results. These
experiments wore carried out on gorse patches of various ages. Old
l)lants 5 and 6 feet in height were killed in a few days, while the yonngei-

growth was apparently dead in as many hours. " Dominion \y('('(!

Destroyer " is a product of coal tar, and is something quite new for this

purpose. It is simply diluted with water and sprayed on with an ordi-

nary garden spray. It is non-poisonous to stock, and eventually acts as a

fertilizer to the soil. Grass may be sown a few weeks after the spraying
without any ill effects on the germination of the seed.—New Zealand Dairyman.
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IS CHANGE OF SEED NECESSARY IN THE
CULTIVATION OF POTATOES?

By J. T. Ramsay, Potato Expert.

The eliangiiig of seed potatoes from one soil to another is a procedure

Vvhich for years has supplied subject for argument amongst growers,

without any definite conclusions being arrived at.

The opinions of those interested in the industry vary widely. Some
growers contend that the seed for heavy land .should be secured from

a crop grown on light soil, and vice versa.

In many districts, the consensus of opinion is that the produce of

warm climates should be sown in cold districts, and vice versa.

It is asserted by other growers that degeneration can be prevented

and disease-resistant power enhanced by a change of seed, and so on
"

ad infinitum.

N'one of these opinions are backed up by tangible proofs, and there

is quite a lot of variation in the particular beliefs of the believers.

Growers in the southern States of United States of America show an

increasing tendency to obtain their seed from the northern States, even

though the expense involved is material. Terry, in his A.B.C. of Potato

Culture, page 71, states that he would prefer northern to southern grown

.seed for i^lanting in the south.

He gives no reason for this, and submits no i)roof of the higher

efficiency of the " northern " seed, neither does he recommend nor

condemn the use of " southern-grown " .seed in the northern States

—

which would also be a change of seed.

W. P. Wright, of the Kent Horticultural Committee, England,

in an article contained in the Standard Encyclopapdia of Modern Agri-

culture, vol. 1, page 23, says :
—

" Varieties tend to deteriorate, although

the process is greatly retarded by frequent change of seed." This opinion

is not supported by any evidence submitted, nor is any recommendation

made as to what particular or general change would be beneficial.

Prof. Wright, of the West of Scotland Agricultural College, an.ri W.
Bruce, B.Sc, F.H.A.S., of the East of Scotland Agricultural College,

in a joint article in the same work, vol. 10, page 24, state:
—''The

'seed' by which the jjotato is usually i^ropagated is not the true seed,

the latter being used solely for the production of new varieties. This

has 'been suggested as one reason why all varieties tend to degenerate

rapidly if more than ordinary care be not taken in the selection of

tubers. To counteract this, special attention is given to such points

as the choice of variety, selection of strain, changn of seed, and it?

preparation and storage."

Here, again, no recommendation is made as to what change of seed

would be likely to improve production.

Heine, for years the leading German writer on potato culture, pro-

nounced degeneration to be unavoidable and the introduction of new
varieties a necessity; Avhile Westermaeier, who succeeded Heine, differed

from this.

Eraser, in his book, The Potato, page 51, says, " It is often advised

that potatoes (for seed) be obtained from another soil and from a mo.re

northern (i.e., colder) latitude, if vigour and delayed maturity are

desired, and from a southern (i.e., warmer—he writes of U.S.A.
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conditions) latitude, if earliness is sought; but, generally speaking,

potatoes bred for a district do better there than elsewhere. Few Euro-
pean varieties are worth growing in America, and any introduction

requires acclimatization and selection."

Bailey, of Cornell University, in Cornell Bulletin 25, page 175,

lodges a criticism against the comparison of seed changed from one

district to another. He believes the variation in productiveness to be

due much more to the stock itself—how the plants have been grown and

A Plant Worthy of Reproduction.

handled in previous years—than to any influence of soil or latitude.

He further points out the ohvious fact that it would be impossible to

procure seed stock from different growers which would be sufficiently

uniform for comparative experimentation.

Gerard, who had probably a wider experience than almost any other

investigator on the subject of potato-culture, in his Recherches sur la

Culture de la Pomme de Terrc, states :
—

" It is an opinion quite broadly

held that varieties of potatoes cultivated in the same region are certain
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to degenerate. It is a frequent thing to hear large buyers or

starch manufacturers (Gerard writes of European conditions) declare

that, after having imported and placed at the disposal of growers,

varieties of potatoes noted for their large crops, they have seen them
give excellent results the first year, fall away the second year, and give

results even lower than native potatoes in the third year. This is

indeed true, hut by no means inexplicable; the degeneration which one

sees in this circumstance does not result from the natural weakening

of the variety; it simply results from the entire lack of care with

which the plants to be perpetuated are chosen. All the good tubers

are sold to the market, and it is from the inferior, discarded tubers,

that has been demanded a continuation of the qualities they cannot give.

I have demonstrated practically, and have established the fact that if

suitable tubers are selected for planting, and the cultivation accom-

plished with the needed care, the quality and the quantity of the crops

will be maintained under all satisfactory conditions."

Here we have a strong note against change of seed, with some logical

backing, which in the case of the advocates of change is always lacking.

These quotations show that amongst those who have written on this

question there is much difference of opinion as to the necessity or other-

wise of changing seed.

The opinions of the advocates of change of seed appear to be based

on a belief in the inevitable senility of plant life, but they do not

produce any evidence to support this theory, which is not capable of

rational explanation.

Further they seem to ignore the fact that cultivated crops, i.e., plants

of high economic value, are cultivated under what are practically arti-

ficial conditions. That being so, it is only reasonable to understand that^

when the high standard of those artificial conditions demanded for the

maximum results are not maintained, owing to, say, bad farming, neglect,

or climatic cause, deterioration of the particular species under cultiva-

tion must follow.

Conditions do obtain whereby a change of seed is justified. Several

of such conditions are cited herewith :

—

The seed may be non-productive.

It may be unsuitable for the soil in which it is grown.
It may be of a variety not desired by the buyers in the place where

it is marketed.

It may be comprised of so many varieties as to render it useless

for sale for seed purposes.

The crop may be grown in a climate so warm as would make it

impossible, without facilities for cool storage, to carry seed

over from season to season in good condition.

It will be noted that, with the exception of the last-mentioned cir-

cumstance, all other reasons for changing seed are within the control

of the growers. Their control lies in the amount of care expended on
the selection of suitable seed, and its storage.

My own opinion is that, given seed of a fair to good standard of

prolificacy, and a district suited to the cultivation of the potato, there

is no reason why a grower should ever have to import new seed stock.

Change of seed is made, firstly and lastly, to secure better returns. The
one reason why any parcel of seed gives better returns under the same
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conditions than auotlier is that tlic i)arff'l in-odiicing greater yields has

superior virility.

Virility of seed depends entirely on the treatment meted out to it

in selection and storage. Selection and storage, then, are the vital points

to Avhich the grower should direct his attention.

When growers pay i-easoiiable attention to selection of suitable seed

and its storage, the superstitious beliefs in the efficacy of " change of

seed " Avill be laid.

Supporting the contention that selection of seed is superior to

merely changing, the following actual experience may be again recorded.

One of the competitors in a Victorian Agricultural Society's field crop

competition for potatoes went to the trouble of selecting seed for 1 acre

specially for the competition. Unfortunately for him, the quantity

he secured for this purpose was sufficient to plant only three-fourths of

an acre, and his entry, owing to the conditions of the competition, was
disqualified. At his request, the rate per acre produced on an adjoining

field planted with the same seed without selection, was compared with

crop on the area planted with selected seed.

The soil, manuring, and cultivation in each case was identical, the

only difference being that one block was planted with selected seed,

while the other was planted wath the ordinary run of seed from the

previous season's crop. The results ohtained were as here given :

—

Produce from selected seed . . 9 tons 9 cwt. per acre.

Produce from unselected seed . . 5 tons 18 cwt. per acre.

Increased yield due to selection . . 3 tons 11 cwt. per acre.

This illustration shows an increase of over 60 per cent, in favour of

selected seed, which should impress, even if it dee? not convince sceptics.

Another case worthy of note is that of Mr. Kenny, manager of the

Orphanage, Ballarat. Fully twenty years ago, Mr. Kenny secured a

]>arcel of seed. Since then he has used no other. By selecting from

his best plants each year, he has not only maintained the productiveness

of this strain, but has improved it.

Further proof of the lack of necessity for changing seed is afforded

in the following report on a test between home-grown and imported

seed conducted by the Department of Technical Instruction in Agricul-

ture for Ireland, copied from their official Journal, Volume XIX.,

part II., page 186. The report states:

—

*' The opinion is widely held that it is necessary to introduce a ciiange

of seed potatoes more or less frequently if the best results are to be

obtained. This belief was known to be well founded in England. No
data, however, regarding this matter were available for this country, and

the Department decided that nsefnl information might be collected if

experiments were conducted on a uniform basis in every county in

Ireland. Such tests were instituted in 1914 and repeated on exactly

the same lines in 1915 and 1916.
" The experiment was designed to ascertain :

—

(a) "Whether any advantage is to be gained in Ireland by intro-

ducing a change of seed potatoes, and

(/)) If so, whether the seed potatoes should be procured from

Clreat Britain or from another ])art of Ireland.
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'' In order to eliiuiiiate all factors which iiii^'ht affect the yield other

than that with which the experiment was directly concerned, seed was
obtained early in 1913 from a common source in Ulster, and sent to six

centres to be grown there for a number of years; each season part of
the produce being returned and distributed to Agricultural Instructors

for the purposes of the experiment. Unfortunately, the potatoes grown
at the English centre were all disposed of at the end of 1915 (due to the

war) ; consequently, only two years' results from English seed are avail-

able.

''The centres at which the seed was grown are as follows:

—

1. Ulster—Cookstown, Co. Tyrone.

2. Munster—Clonakilty, Co. Cork,

3. Leinster—Glasnevin, Co. Dublin.

4. Connaught—Athenry, Co. Galway.
5. Scotland— Dumfries, Dumfriesshire.

6. England—St. Ives, Huntingdonshire (1913 and 1914 only).

" During each of the first two years, seed was obtained from all the six-

centres, and in 1916 from all the centres except England, and after being-

graded as uniformly as possible, was distributed to the Agricultural

Instructors by whom the tests were carried out. The seed for the 1916

experiments had been grown three years at each centre, for, as already

explained, the original stock was sent out by the Department in 1913,

The variety was ' Up-to-Date.'
" As a basis for comparison, a plot was included on which was planted

the farmers' own seed of ' Up-to-Date.'
" The results have been summarized in the briefest form in the follow-

ing table :

—

Change of Seed Experiment.—^Summary of Eesults.
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'' It is probable that as regards (1) the nefed for a chano^e of seed

potatoes and (2) the merits of one district over another in producing
good seed climate is the chief determining factor. Bearing this in

mind, and having regard to the varying climatic conditions which
prevail in different parts of Ireland, it is not advisable to confine the

analysis of the results to the general average return of all the centres.

Therefore, the average returns for each province should be studied, and
it may be of assistance in interpreting the results if the order of merit

Planting Machine Used by Mr. J. Gibson, Dalmore.

of the diiferent plots as regards average total yield be shown in the

following manner :

—

In Ulster.—-Ist, Home-grown seed; 2nd, Connaught; 3rd, Ulster;

4th, Scotland; 5th, Leinster; 6th, Munster.

In Munster.—1st, Home-grown seed; 2nd, Connaught; 3rd, Scot-

land; 4th, Ulster; 5th, Leinster; 6th, Munster.

In Leinster.—1st and 2nd (equal). Home-grown seed and Con-
naught; 3rd, Scotland; 4th and 5th (equal), Ulster and Mun-
ster; 6 th, Leinster.

In Connaught.—1st, Connaught; 2nd, Scotland; 3rd, Home-grown
seed; 4th, Ulster; 5th, Munster; 6th, Leinster.

"The following conclusions may be drawn from the results:— (1)
where sufficient attention is devoted to the selection and treatment of

home-grown seed potatoes, the frequent introduction of new seed is

Unnecessary; (2) as good crops may be obtained from seed grown in

Ireland as from imported seed."

There is but one method by which potatoes may be selected for seed

so that the standard of trueness to type and yielding capacity may be
maintained unimpaired, and that is, by selecting from the field crop
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while the crop is green and growing, the seed intended for the following

season's planting. Seed selected in this way can be chosen from the

most desirable plants, i.e., those plants which are healthiest, most
vigorous, and producing the greatest number of marketable sized tubers.

It stands to reason that seed selected from such stock must produce
plants of more vigour than seed taken promiscuously from a heap where
fit and unfit are mixed. At no time other than when the plants are

growing can this rigorous selection of the most likely to be fit be made.

The average grower of any quantity of potatoes may be inclined to

think that this care entails more trouble and cost than the crop is worth,
but it is not so. For those who plant large acreages each year, and who,
therefore, require many tons of seed, the work of selecting can be carried

out in the following manner:—Suppose a grower plants 50 acres of

potatoes yearly; that in normal seasons he gets 5 tons per acre, and
that he wishes to select his seed with a view to improving his stock. At
the rate of sowing of 12 cwt. per acre, it takes 30 tons to plant 50 acres.

Since 6 acres of crop, at 5 tons per acre, gives 30 tons, it follows that if

sufficient seed for 6 acres, viz., 3 tons 12 cwt., were rigidly selected each
year, and a 6-acre area planted with them, the grower would then have
a yearly stud plot producing tubers of a high standard sufficient to plant

the whole of his 50 acres. The rate of planting has been, for the j^urpose

of illustration, taken as 12 cwt. per acre, but this may vary according
to the size and the spacing of the sets. Probably the rate of production
of the stud plot, too, will vary, and be nearer to 10 tons, on the average,

than the 5 tons mentioned in the calculation.

CURING OF LEMONS WITH VASELINE.

A Scone orchardist, anxious to keep some of a good crop of lemons
for summer use, recently sought information as to the efficacy of a

vaseline treatment and the comparative values of curing treatments.

The Department's reply was a.s follows:

—

The following experiments with Washington navel oranges and lemons
were carried out fortnightly, commencing 14th June, 1918, and ending
7th August, 1918, at Yanco Experiment Farm:

—

Fruit wrapped and packed in paper-lined cases; also in sand.

Fruit vaselined and packed in paper-lined cases; also in sand.

Fruit unwrapped and packed in paper-lined cases ; also in sand.

Fruit dipped in borax and packed in paper-lined cases ; also in sand.

The results from those unwrapped and those treated with borax were
not satisfactory, those that had received a coating of vaseline keeping
best of all. The lemons so treated kept in perfect condition from June
to January, though it would not be advisable to store for market past
November on account of the deterioration of the fruit beyond this month.

—Agricultural Gazette, !N".S.W.
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PEAR GROWING IN VICTORIA.

(Continued from page 595.)

Bi/ E. Wallis, Orchard Supervisor.

RAISING YOUNG PEAR TREES.
In the propagation of young pear trees, certain precautions are

required, and if these be not observed the trees, in after years, will fail to

give the best results. It is essential that the intending planter should,

where ]>ossible, see that his young trees have been properly worked, so

that when they arrive at a bearing age they may not be handicapped' in

their career.

In the past, the matter of parentage, both of the stock and the scion,

has in many cases not received proper attention with a view to profitable

pear growing; in fact, to the average planter, it has been a matter of

indifference. Such apathy has probably been due in a great measure to

ignorance of the importance of this aspect of propagation and its effect

upon the future of the trees.

It is difficult to understand this neglect, for the principle involved

—

selection—has long been practically recognised, with splendid results, in

the raising of both flowers and vegetables. But with the propagation of

young pear trees, and, in fact, fruit trees generally, the matter of

selection has been confined chiefly to the choice of varieties, no systematic
attention being given to the character of the trees from which buds and
grafts have been taken.

No one who has studied the question, and taken established trees as

a guide, has any doubt as to the direct effect of selection of buds or

grafts from trees of good bearing habit upon the career of fruit trees;

and it is certain that much of the barrenness of pear trees, so often

found in orchards, is due to their having been worked upon unsuitable
stocks, or with buds or grafts taken from trees of unfruitful habit.

The Stock.

The stock has a direct effect upon the scion. In the case of the pear
worked on the quince stock, the resultant tree is considerably dwarfed;
whilst if the reverse plan be adopted of working the quince on the pear,

the growth is increased. This bears out the rule that '' like produces
like," which is further evidenced where the pear sucker is used as a

stock. Fonnerly, it was a common practice with propagators to work
the pear on pear suckers, and even at the present time it is not
totally unknown, owing, no doubt, to such stocks being so easilj

obtainable. Most of our nurserymen, however, having in mind the

future welfare of the trees, have discontinued the practice. When
this stock is used it will be found tliat after the tree is established

the suckering habit becomes very pronounced, the entire surface of

ground planted Avith such trees often becoming covered with sucker

growths from roots interfered with during the ploughing operations.

This suckering is not only detrinu^ntal from a cultural stand-point, but.

worse still, is distinctly harmful to the bearing habit of the aifeeted

trees, notwithstanding the attention which may be given by scientific

pruning, &c., in order to induce a fruitful condition of the trees.

In Plate No. 26, a tree of the Williams' Bon Chretien variety, grown
on sucker stock, is illustrated. Tliis tree, although about ten years old,
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has at no time borne any profitable quantity of frnit, owing to the deple-

tion of the fruit buds, due to the suckering habit. In old-established

orchard districts, large numbers of similarly affected trees are usually

to be found.

For the majority of troubles affecting pear trees a remedy may
usually be applied, but when trees are rendered barren, or practically

so, by this method of propagation, it is better not to waste valuable time
in trying to overcome the trouble by scientific means, but rather to

make room for trees worked in the proper way. Various other stocks

have been used from time to time on which to work the pear, including
the pear seedling, pear cutting, pear root-graft, whitethorn, and others.

Plate No. 26 —Pear-tree -worked on suckers, -with consequent
suckering habit.

Raising pears from cuttings is not a satisfactory commercial proposi-

tion, as they are not readily struck in this way, and even when struck,

the root system of the cutting does not make for free growth in the

tree like that of the seedling. It is found, however, that cuttings taken
from seedling trees strike more readily than those from trees of a

worked variety, and perhaps experiments conducted along this line may
produce a free-rooting stock worthy of being perpetuated.

Some growers claim to have influenced shy-bearing varieties, such
as Winter Nelis, by striking cuttings from a Williams' Bon Chretien
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tree, and using the roots for root-grafting tlie variety desired to be

influenced.

Although there may be a difference of opinion as to the relative

qualities of stocks used for some fruits, it is almost universally agreed

that the pear seedling so far has given the best results as a stock upon
which to work selected varieties of the pear. It is known as a " fI'ee

"

stock, and trees Avorked upon good specimens are generally influenced

into thrifty growth.

"With seedling pears, however, if the seed is obtained without dis-

crimination as to variety, there is usually great variation in their

growth and general appearance, some being clean and erect in the stem,

whilst others may be thorny and othei"wise undesirable from a top-grafting

point of view.

As the pear seedling, generally speaking, possesses such desirable

.qualities in regard to its influence upon growth, non-suckering, &c., any
deficiency in the other respects mentioned may be overcome.

For instance, by selecting seed from the Oriental type of pear, such

as Kieffer or Garber's Hybrid, which claim part parentage from the

Chinese Sand Pear, a more even class of seedling is produced, and one

more thrifty in growth and cleaner in the stem. In America, where
the pear blight is such a menace to the pear-growing industry, it is

found that seedling stocks raised from the Oriental type are more
resistant to the disease; and in Victoria we know that the "several

varieties of this strain are practically immune from Pear Scab, and may
be classed as clean, free-growing trees.

Considering these facts, and the general effect of this stock upon
the worked trees, the seed of the varieties mentioned may be recom-
mended as highly suitable for the production of seedling stocks, and
more satisfactory generally than the seed of most other kinds—certainly

more so than that of mixed varieties.

The difficulty is to obtain sufficient quantititi.^ of seed for the

purpose of raising seedlings. In pre-war times, large quantities of pear

seed and seedlings were imported from Prance, America, and Japan

;

but as the Kieffer pear is used largely for canning purposes by jam
factories, it should be possible to secure the pips from the discarded

cores of the pears used in this Avay. If the pips were saved, it would
assist to supply the local demand for pear seed for the purposes of pear-

stock production, notwithstanding the fact that the fruit of the Kieffer

variety does not, as a rule, produce as many pips as some other varieties,

such as Broompark, the seed of which also produces a good stock, but

not so generally suitable as Kieffer.

Plump, well-developed seed from good specimen fruits produces the

best seedling growths. The ideal way of gathering the seed of pears

is to allow the fruit to become quite ripe, or, in fact, decomposed, when
the seed may be readily washed out. A state of decomposition in the

fruit does not similarly affect the seed, which remains fresh and fertile,

although placed in such an environment. In fact, this is nature's

way of preparing the seed for its germination.
If pear seed be removed from ripe or decomposed fruit, it will be

found that the covering or skin of the seed is comparatively soft, but
if allowed to become dry, the skin soon becomes hard and tough, and
it is this hardness which makes the germination of pear seed so pro-
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tracted after its being sown in tlie ordinary way. It appears to the
writer that if the seed, after removal from the fruit, were either sown
at once or placed in some medium, such as sand or light loam, till time
of sowing in late winter, germination would be greatly facilitated. If
it be desired to hold the seed for future use, it should be thoroughly
dried before storing, otherwise it may become mouldy, and thus
i-endered useless.

It is the practice in the nursery to sow the seed thickly in drills

about 1 inch deep and 18 inches apart, but it may also be broadcasted
with equally good results. The soil should be of a light loamy
character.

1"^?

CRAFTING

Plate No. 27.

The year following the sowing of the seed, the seedlings may be
planted out in nursery rows about 9 inches to 12 inches apart, and if

growth has been satisfactory, they should be budded with varieties

desired during the following late summer. If stocks are weakly, they
should be allowed to grow for another year before being budded, or

they may be grafted in the early spring.

The Scion.

Cuttings taken from trees for use as scions should be taken from
one-year old matured wood of trees known to be of good bearing habit.

As a rule, at the time of grafting, i.e., early spring, the wood from
previous season's growth is mostly matured, except in the case of shoots
taken from centres of densely growing trees. Such immature wood
must be avoided for grafting purposes. Grafting wood should be cut
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from tlie tree in early winter and heeled in the ground in a shaded

situation, so as to keep the buds in a dormant condition till the wood is

used. At the time of grafting, the sap movement in the stock should he.

more active than that of the scion.

D

B

Plate 28.- Section of a pear tree originally -whip-grafted. A,
where graft was made

;
B, Stock ; C, Scion ; D, Line of

demarcation.

Making the Union.

The method of uniting the stock and the scion in nursery Avork is

generally done by using what is knovim as the whip or tongue graft.

This form of grafting is recommended where the two parts to be joined
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5-

Plate 29. — Rod or

single-stemmed pear-

tree, produced from
a base graft.

are of equal or nearly equal diameter. In Plate

No. 27, the details of the operation are shown.

The end of the stock is cut off obliquely, and like-

wise the scion; they are then tongued as shown in

A. Care should be taken that all cuts are cleanly

made, wdth no ragged edges.

After the wood has been prepared in the way
mentioned, the tongue in the scion is inserted

gently into the corresponding cut made in the

stock, care being taken that the respective barks

on one side at least are placed in direct contact

with each other, as shown in B. After^ the

junction is neatly made as described, a strip of

thin calico, about i inch wide, prepared with

grafting wax, and of sufficient length to cover the

cuts and exclude the air, is wrapped neatly round

the graft, as seen in C ; this completes the opera-

tion.

Plate 'No. 28 depicts part of a stem section of a

pear tree about 40 years old which was originally

whip-grafted, an indication of which still remains

at the spot, marked A. The part B is the stock,

C the scion, and D the line of demarcation be-

tween stock and scion. The annular markings,

each one representing the annual growth of the

tree, may he clearly seen. Unfortunately, when

the writer obtained this specimen, the tree had

been badly mutilated, and thus only half the

diameter of the stem is shown.

As pear seedlings cannot be relied upon to grow

miiformlv with clean, erect stems, discrimination

in the method of grafting will need to be con-

sidered. For instance, as a rule, few stocks

amongst the seedlings will be found to have clean

and erect stems, and this defect will preclude the

propagator from top-grafting them. Any of the

seedling?, however, that have the desired quality

for top-grafting, may be so worked from about 12

to 18 inches from the surface of the ground, at

which point the head or primary framework of

the tree will develop.

The Rod or Single=stemmed Tree.

In cases where the seedlings are rough in the

stem and undesirable for top-grafting, it is better

to use the base-graft, or work them by budding.

By adopting either of these methods, a new stem

for the tree is created, and if allowed to grow

unchecked, is known as a rod or single-stemmed

tree. This form of tree is preferred by many
growers, as it may be shortened back after plant-

ing to any height desired, and thus unifonnity in

the heiffht of the stems of the trees is assured.
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_

With the base-graft, only one good bud on the scion is required thi«
being sufficient to form the stem or rod; and by using this method of
grafting, the smallest seedlings may, if desired, be worked.

Plate 30.
Fig. 1.—Base graft with rough callus. Fig. 2.—Base graft with clean union.

Plate No. 29 illustrates a rod or single-stemmed tree produced from
a base-graft. The letter A indicates where the graft was made, and
the figures represent the height in feet of the young tree.
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Plate 31.—Branched pear-tree as

usually sent from the nursery.

In some cases, it is bettei* to make
the base-graft slightly above the sur-

face of soil in order toi insure a clean

union, for, owing to the irritant action

of some soils on the callus, a very rough

union is made, as seen in Plate No. 30,

Fig. 1, A. Fig. 2, A, shows a base-

graft with a clean union.

The Branched Tree.

The branched tree may be produced

either by top-grafting, base-grafting,

or budding. When the method of top-

grafting is employed, a scion compris-

ing three or four buds is grafted at

the height of the stem desired for the

tree to branch. These buds will, under

proper coiiditions, break away into

active growth, and produce a primary

framework for the tree.

If it be desired to produce a branched

tree fro^m a single-stemmed tree created

by buddinp; or base-grafting, it is

necessary to pinch off, about Decem-
ber, the top Oif the young rod growing

in the nursery rows. The result of

this interference with the growth of

the young rod is that the terminal

buds are stimulated into active growth,

and thus form a branched tree. Such

a tree is illustrated in Plate No. 31.

It will be seen by reference to this

olate that the young tree was pinched

back at a point marked A. As a re-

sult, the sap was concentrated in the

six terminal buds, all of which shot

out into active growth, as shown in the

plate. At planting time, two or three

of these slioots may be removed at their

base, and a well-balanced head will

result.

Budding.

Budding Is, perhaps, the more satis-

factory way of working the pear, and

if the seedlings are too small for tak-

ing the bud th« first season after seed

is sown, it is better to allow them to

remain in the nursery for another year,

by which time they will have become

good specimens for budding. Budding

also makes a nice clean stem, and does

not produce any unsightly callus, as in

the case of some base-grafts.
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A single robust pear bud possesses all the factors necessary for

producing a pear tree in the same way as the greater number in the

case of the top-graft.

The operation of budding is performed while the sap is in an active

condition, while, of course, grafting is done when the sap movement is

commencing in the early spring.

The selection of buds for best results is not confined only to those

from good-bearing trees, but the physical quality of the buds themselves

must also be considered. As the young wood from which the buds are taken

is not as a rule fully matured at the time of budding, care must be exer-

cised in choosing good, healthy buds from present season's wood. It will

generally be found that the two or three buds nearest the base of the slioot

are not wcdl developed, and these, as Avell as those at tlie terminal part of

the shoot, should be discarded for budding purposes in favour of the

better-matured buds usually found on the intermediate part. All flat

or doubtful buds should also be rejected.

It will usually be found that the wood of established orchard trees

is more matured at budding time than that of nursery trees, and for

this, and the other reasons already mentioned, the former should be

selected, where possible, to provide the buds.

Generally late in February, or during March, according to climatic

conditions, is the best time for budding operations to be performed.
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The reason for doing the work at this time is that, with the lessened

sap movement of the season, the bud and the stock are simply united

Plate 33.—Young pear trees propagated by budding.

Fig. 1.—Rod or single-stemmed pear tree. Fig. 2.—Branched tree.

and not forced into growth till the following spring. Such budding

is known as the dormant bud.
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When budding, it is necessary to have suificient sap for the bud to

slip into position Avithout any undue pressure, and even a cold change
in the weather at this time will be sufficient to make the conditions

unfavorable for budding to be successfully performed. With the recur-

rence of a warm day or two, however, it will be found that the sap flow

becomes stronger again, enabling the operation to be resumed.

Assuming, then, that the wood for budding has been secured, the

bud for insertion in the stock is removed from the selected shoot, as

depicted in Plate No. 32, A. In cutting out the bud, the cut should

be made at the basal end of the bud, and at this point a thin wedge-like

Plme oi. Rows of young- pear trees in the nursery ready for

planting.

end is made, tapering off very thinly at the toj), which form allows of

the easy insertion of the bud into the prepared cut. A thin layer of

wood is removed with the bud, and in the case of the pear bud, it is

found more satisfactory to allow the wood to remain attached to the bud
as shown in C. If this wood be removed, a deep cavity in the bud is

exposed, making it more likely for the bud to dry out. B shows a front
view of removed bud.

In order to insert the bud into the stock, a T-shaped cut is made in

the stock by first making a vertical incision through the bark about
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1 inch long, and a horizontal cut to form the T, as shown in D, In
making the cross-cut, the knife should be forced gently in a downward
direction, thus forming a slight lip, which facilitates the insertion of

the bud. If the sap movement in the stock is fairly free, the bud will

slip into its position without any undue pressure being used. After
the insertion of the bud in the T cut as shown in E, it is tied round
firmly and snugly with raffia, which is a fibre obtained from the palm.
This completes the operation, as seen in F.

It is found .that if buds are placed on the south side of the stock,

or on the side least exposed to drying winds and sun, the success of the

operation will be more assured. After the lapse of about two weeks
after budding, it will usually be found necessary to cut the ties, owing
to their becoming too taut, consequent on the swelling of the bark caused

by the restriction of the sap movement.

In Plate ISTo. 33 is shown two young pear trees worked by budding.
Fig. 1 being a rod or single-stemmed tree, and Fig. 2 a branched tree.

The letter B in each case shows where stocks were budded.

Plate No. 34 shows rows of young pear trees ready for planting out

in the orchard.

The most satisfactory trees for planting, if single-stemmed trees are

not used, are those of medium size, fairly short in the stem, well balanced

with three or four leading shoots, fairly uniform in their development,

and with a good root system.

Owing to the pear tree being naturally of an upright-growing habit,

the distance from the surface of the ground to the first branch of the

young trees should not exceed 15 inches. Such short-stemmed trees

assist the orchardist in his subsequent work of shaping the limbs

obliquely, which is quite a difficult task with high-stemmed trees.

THE SUGAR INDUSTRY.

The general superintendent of the Bureau of Sugar Experiment Sta-

tions in Queensland (Mr. H. T. Easterby), has stated that probably the

estimate for the 1919 sugar crop was in the region of 155,000 tons, which
was considerably lower than that formed in May. This was due largely
to the long and continued drought and damage by frosts in the southern

sugar districts. Fortunately the sugar content in the cane was very
high, otherwise the output would have been lower. Compared with last

year there would be a reduction of 35,000 tons of sugar made, and the

total Avould be 152,714 tons less than the amount manufactured in 1917.
The variations were due largely to climatic reasons, but the high prices

of implements and fertilizers, and the scarcity of fertilizers during the
past few years, had had a deterrent effect upon the production.
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THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE DAHIY INDUSTRY.
By J. S. McFadzean, Senior Dairij Supervisor.

A general improveineiit in any line of a2;ri('ultiire necessitates much
patient, as well as forceful advocacy. Throughout the whole of Victoria
I here is very urgent need for special effort towards improving the dairy
herds. The annual loss to the State, as well as to the individual farmers,

owing to the keeping of inferior dairy cattle is enormous; and the neces-

sity for improvement should be urged at all times. The high prices ruling
for farming requirements, such as manufactured foodstulfs, clotlung,

harness, implements, and machinery, as well as the increased cost

of hired labour, are a severe tax ou the farmer's income. Certainly
the present high value of butter-fat assists him to meet his heavy outlay,

but the balance is against him, and it is very evident that the dairying
business is in serious need of au increased " per cow" production. The
dairy farmer usually stocks up his grazing land to what it can carry,

therefore production cannot be raised by keeping additional stock; but
by culling out inferior producers and the better feeding of the good
cows, there is the possibility of nearly every farmer increasing his dairy
returns by fully 50 per cent.

Dairying has always been more or less profitable, but if it were only
a sprofitable as it could be made, many more people would take it up,
and many who now turn to the city would remain on the land. That
dairying has in the past brought in a fair return is largely consequent
on the favorable natural conditions. No other country has such general
advantages in climate, soil, and water supply; yet nowhere is there more
carelessness displayed in regard to dairy management. jSTot only are
inferior cows kept, but hundreds of farmers do not grow any regular
supply of fodder for their stock; and poor as the cattle are in dairy
quality, they cannot even do their best because they are not properly
fed.

There is ample evidence that the poor butter-fat returns obtained
by many farmers is the result of mismanagement. There are instances
all over the State of good dairy returns being obtained on farms adjacent
to those where the yields are far from satisfactory; and in making a
living the farmer with good cows has not to expend the same energy as
those whose herds are not carefully selected. It should be the aim of
every farmer to breed still better dairy stock until each member of his
herd averages fully 300 lbs. of butter-fat per year. Until that standard
is reached he has no reason to feel satisfied with the returns; and once
having attained a 300 lbs. average he will continue to work for one still

better. The apparent hesitancy amongst dairymen to begiti thi.s desired

progressive movement is owing to the fact that they can and do make a

living from a much lower standard of production in their herds. Tliey

somehow lack incentive to depart from the ordinary line of work and
strike out for really substantial profits. The city business man will leave

nothing undone to get the most from his business. He will work at his

account books late in the night and early in the mornings, and he will

spend large sums in advertising i.n order to bring in greater returns; but
there are very few farmers who' will use a Babcock tester after dark to see

what each cow is worth to them, and to pay a reasonable price for a first-

class dairy bull with which to breed better heifers is an investment that
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eoinparatlvely few farmers undertake. Plain business nietliod applied to

dairy farming is all that is required to make the returns therefrom fully

satisfactory. More systematic Avorking in the early stages of building up
the dairy herd would make the fanner's work much more remunerative;

and his income would allow of much more pleasure and comfort than at

present falls to his lot.

It is the business of every one to see that nothing preventable

impedes rural production, and also that everything possible is done to

assist it. That there is great room for improvement in dairy returns

is seen everywhere. Inquiry made last year into the yields of a number
of herds in several dairying districts showed that very few indeed of

these were bringing in reasonably adequate returns from butter-fat.

Frequently the butter-fat returns no more than pay for the cost of

grazing the cows, and it is on the sale of pigs and calves raised on the

skim milk that the small annual profit is made. Dairying tests con-

ducted at Agricultural Shows also demonstrate what poor butter-fat pro-

ducers many cows are. In one of these tests eight cows, presumably
the pick of as many herds, and selected on appearance, gave less than

7 lbs. of butter-fat amongst them for the two milkings, and one of them
gave only j lb. of butter-fat in the day.

The results of herd-testing in the great grass-producing district of

Colac has shown that about 25 per cent, of the cows tested are

unprofitable as dairy stock ; in other words, nearly every dairyman
who is running 'a herd of 20 cows is grazing and milking

fully five of these for no profit whatever. The contrary side

to this is revealed by the dairy tests at a few shows held in

districts where some of the dairy farmers have been breeding from
selected dairy stock, and have tested the butter-fat producing qualities

of their cows, for in those places the yields of the cows in the dairy tests

are all that could be desired. Further, in the Government testing

of pure-bred herds some very fine results have been obtained. For
instance, out of 1,166 Jerseys tested during the past seven years, only

7.5 per cent, were below the required standard ; and out of the 285 tested

during last year only 6.5 per cent, were below the standard, while the

average yield of the 275 Jersey cows and heifers gaining their certificates

last year was 625 gallons of milk and 344 lbs. of butter-fat per head in

a 273 days' test.

Before the introduction of the present system of testing pure-bred

dairy cattle, many people held the belief that pure stock were not the

best for dairy work; but it is certain that there are no herds of cattle

in Australia, either crossbred or pure-bred, which could successfully

compete with these Victorian Jerseys in butter-fat production. There
are other breeds of pure-bred cattle in these tests which have also made
big records, though the quality of these breeds is not so uniformly high,

yet high enough to show that amongst all the pure-bred dairy cattle

there are many cows far above crossbred stock in butter-producing

qualities, and that every farmer desiring to improve his herd can turn to

pure-bred stock with the certainty that he will be able to buy stud

bulls to bring about the required result.

Where consistently big returns, such as are obtained from these pure-

bred cows under the Government herd-test, are before every farmer who
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reads liis weekly paper, suggesting to liim the necessity of herd improve-

ment, it might be expected that a general move on this line would take

place, but farmers as a rule are lamentably slow in giving up haphazard

working for systematic methods, even with the sure prospect of getting

much greater profit from their work.

Probablj^, as with the horse-breeding industry, it will eventunlly

become necessary to legislate to prevent the use of mongrel and inferior

sires. If this were done, the average annual production of dairy herds

would show immediate improvement. Almost every dairy farmer is

fully aware that it is possible to increase the butter-fat production of

the average dairy herd by breeding from better dairy stock. They
all know that heifers sired by a bull which comes of a good dairy family,

and which is of good dairy type, will become profitable cows if properly

fed. Most farmers know that an acre of ground properly cultivated

and cropped will more than keep a cow well fed all the year through.

The difficulty is to bring the majority of them to apply their knowledge
so as to get the desired results of increased profits.

Should drought, floods, or fire devastate the farm, the assistance of

the Government is at once sought to provide fodder, or to replace the

stock lost; yet departmental advice on how to guard against such losses

by proper fodder conservation in times of plenty is given little heed to,

and in the selection of dairy stock the fanner usually claims to have
faultless judgment. While the welfare of individual dairy farmers

is primarily their own concern, their success has direct bearing on the

butter factories, local markets, railways, and the State generally. In-

creased State production is the result of increased individual production,

and consequently it is with the individual producers that the State's

progress rests. Better agricultural production, therefore, is, or should

be, the concern of every one, for all are more or less dependent thereon

;

and certainly the earning and consequent purchasing ability of dairy

farmers is of direct importance to all who have business with them.

In the endeavour to encourage dairy farmers to so plan their work
that they will get better returns from capital invested and labour

expended, the Department of Agriculture has for years past been giving

lectures on matters connected with dairying, but the results have been

far from satisfactory. There is always some little good resulting from
these departmental efforts, but not by any means as much as might be

expected; and it would appear that in order to make the results more
generally effective it will be necessary to enlist the services of those

whom the welfare of the dairy farmer more directly concerns, viz., the

business people of each dairying centre. Where agriculture is prosper-

ing the business population of the nearest town participate in the

prosperity; and if by organized effort of the townspeople the farming-

community can be in any way assisted, such assistance will be well

repaid in increased business.

In every centre of any agricultural importance there are societies

established for the express purpose of increasing rural production; but

the offering of prizes at an annual show is the main line of their work-
ing. Lectures on various subjects by departmental officers are

arranged, and occasional cropping or cultivation contests are more or

less regularly carried out hy agricultural societies; and it would appear

that if herd-testing is to become general and made successful, it will be
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by the aid of these societies, or through associations formed on similar

lines amongst the business people in each dairying centre.

Colac has set the example in thus forming and carrying on a herd-

testing association; and that this is being run on right lines is shown
by the Avidespread interest being taken *in the work. Not only is there

great interest shoAvn in the herd-test by local residents, but there have

already been some eighteen inqniries froni districts all over the State

in regard to the worTcing of these tests. This shows the movement is

growing, for it can be said to their credit that very few inquiries,

j)rompted by mere curiosity, will be found emanating from any rural

community. " J^o inquiry, no interest," is usually the rule.

This Colac association has now been in existence three years, and
has gained in popularity meanwhile. Its working system is simple

in the extreme. The cash cost to the dairy farmer is, for a 40-cow

herd, about 2.5s. for the outfit of scales and bottles, and an annual sub-

scription of 2s. 9d. per cow to cover cost of testing and secretarial work.

Each member of the association takes his own samples on one regular

day—two milkings—in each month, and the samples are carried free

to the factory where the testing is done. The testing officer of the

association, who is paid £200 a year for his services, is provided with a

room, steam, and other working conveniences by the Colac Dairy Com-
pany in its factory premises; and from there all the returns are

forwarded to the farmers as soon as made up. All necessary printing

and stationery are provided by the Department of Agriculture free of

cost. One specific instance of the value of this work is contained in a

report showing that a herd of 60 cows has been culled down now to 45

head, yet the owner this past year obtained 1,500 lbs. of btitter-fat more
than formerly, and besides has been saved the labour of dealing with

the fifteen unprofitable cows. " Better cattle, better feed, " should be

the motto of every dairying conimnnity. Systematic fodder-growing,

herd-testing, stud bull selection, and economic feeding of dairy cattle

will enable nearly every dairy farmer in the State to considerably

increase his income. Departmental advice and instruction on all these

matters are available where required, and all that is needed is the

interested local effort. Properly organized dairy improvement associa-'

tioDS is the great need in the dairying districts throughout Victoria,

and their fonnation would soon bring about definite advancement in

farm profits.

There has been a sudden and unprecedented incursion of flying-foxes

into the Albion Pai*k (N'.S.W.) district, the batg having taken up their

abode in a deep gorge at Croome, known as " Foxes Gully." The foxes

are so ravenous that they are devouring- half-grown peaches. The local

residents are banding themselves together to deal with the foxes in their

haunts, where they hang from the branches of the trees in the daytime.

An application has been made to the Grovernment for a supply of am-
munition to enable the gunmen to attack the pest before the orchards

are ruined. The early appearance of the flying-foxes is said to be due

to the dryness of the weather inland, which has forced them coastwards

in search of food.

17045.—

2
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MAJEURES AND FERTILIZERS FOR TOBACCO.

By Temple A. J. Smith, Tobacco Expert.

Tobacco is not an exhaustive crop, compared with such products as

wteat, oats, potatoes, &c. As a general rule, fertilizers are not applied,

but there can be no doubt certain forms should be used, as the tobacco

plant, though not a gross feeder, takes its requirements from the soil

in a short growing period of from twelve to twenty weeks, and the

quicker the plants grow the better the quality of the tobacco, and at

lie same time less working of the land and attention to the crop is

required. Consequently, the up-to-date grower should see that the land

is well supplied with a liberal supply of the necessary plant foods.

A yield of tobacco totalling 1,875 lbs. weight of cured leaves and
stalks, which is a fairly large average return, takes from an acre the

following apiounts of the chief plant foods :

—

Nitrogen . . .

.

. . 65 lbs.

Potash . . . . . . 89 lbs.

Phosphoric Acid . . . . 8 lbs.

It will be seen from these figures that tobacco requires a large amount
of potash, a lesser quantity of nitrogen, and a small quantity of phos-

phoric acid.

Nearly all Victorian soils are well supplied naturally with potash,

and nitrogen can be obtained in sufficient quantities by fallowing and
good cultivation. In most eases lime and phosphoric acid are the two
chief wants in most cases, and where lime is deficient, applications of

sulphate of lime, " gypsum," or ground limestone, in quantities ranging
from 5 cwt. per acre, to 2 tons per acre, will be found beneficial. The
effect of fairly large applications of lime will be to sweeten an acid soil,

destroy the larvae of insects, release potash already in the soil, and in-

crease nitrification, thus ensuring a greater supply of nitrogen. Lime will

also improve the mechanical condition of the soil. One application of

lime will show results in the soil over a period of from six years to

ten years, or more, according to the quantity used.

Nitrogen has the effect of stimulating the growth of the crop, and
the production of a larger and heavier' yield. Too much nitrogen,

however, is liable to encourage a coarse tobacco leaf, with a heavy
nicotine content, which is not desirable in the lighter tobaccoes. "Where
nitrogen is required, red blood gives best results. Potash gives quality

to the tobacco, and improves its burning powers. Care should always
be taken to use only high-grade potash fertilizers—sulphate of potash
being the best—as the low-grade potash fertilizers, such as Kainit and
chloride of potash, have a detrimental effect on the burning of the leaf.

One to 2 cwt. of sulphate of potash is a good dressing. Phosphoric
acid has the effect of assisting the early growth of the crop, and main-
taining its health, and hastening maturity, an important matter with
the tobacco erop, as every week that tobacco is unnecessarily in the field

means more work in attention to suckers, and greater risk in loss from
frost, hail, or other troubles.

Superphosphates supply phosphoric acid in the most available form,

and applications of from 1 to 2 cwt. per acre will be of great value
in ensuring a crop and lessening the growing period by two to three

weeks.
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For rich soils, no manure is required for the first crop, but later on,

as more crops are taken off, superphosphates should be used.

Ordinaiy farm manures cause a heavy growth of coarse leaf, whicli

is undesirable, especially as the demand at present is almost altogether

for the lighter types of tobacco leaf; but where light and sandy soils

are being used, well-rotted farm manure will be found very beneficial

in supplying both humus and food supply.

Time to Tkansplant.

Transplanting season may be approximately stated as from the Ist

of October to the 15th of January, and it is wise to put the plants out as

eoon as they are ready, that is, when the leaves are from 2 to 3 inches

in length. The cautious grower will have relays of plants coming on
to cover the risk of a failure of those just planted, which may oceux

through cut-worm, frost, or other causes. Very early planting is not

always desirable, as if a cold change takes place after planting the

young plants do not thrive, and growth is at a stand-still. This is a

condition to be avoided at all costs, as continuous growth is essential

to a healthy crop ; moreover, the longer period of growth tends to greater

loss and labour, as well as giving greater chances for the appearance of

cut-worms and weeds. Experience has proved that November and
December are the best months for transplanting, and many good and
cheaply grown crops have been put out up to the end of January.

In all cases, but particularly for late planting, thorough cultivation

is essential. Fallowed land, well and consistently worked to make a

good seed-bed and conserve moisture, will also get rid of insect pests

and release greater supplies of plant food, besides saving much work
in weeding and later inter-cultivation.

Distances to Plant.

The usual distance to plant is 3 feet each way, but insufficient

attention is given to this important work. Where the soil is rich, and
the crop is liable to grow too strong and coarse, closer planting in the

rows will be found to counteract these defects. Three feet between

the rows has been found the most desirable distance, as it enables a

horse to work between the plants with the least damage to the crop;

but when it is desired to produce a finer texture in the leaf and ripen

the crop earlier, 2 feet, and even 18 inches, will be found advisable.

Cigar leaf, which should be thin in texture and delicate in flavour, is

especially suited to close planting in the rows. Deep planting is better

than shallow, and the plant should be set to a depth that will leave

the heart level with the surface, and the leaves closed to cover the heart

from the direct rays of the sun. Here, again, the advantage of thorough

cultivation will be observed.

In all cases where possible, the use of a tobacco transplanting machine
will be found to do the work better and easier than hand planting.

Two to 3 acres per day can be set out, and the plants watered at the

same time, and if required manured; though broadcast manuring a

couple of weeks before transplanting will be found more efficacious

in the end.

Transplanting machines were a few years ago imported from
America, but are now manufactured in Wangaratta, by Mr. Albert

Smith, for a cost of £22 lOs. per machine.
22
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EGG PULP AND COOL STORAGE.

By A. V. D. Rintoal, Assistant PouUry Expert.

The future expansion of the poultry industry, not only in Victoria,

but right through the Commonwealth of Australia, must depend, to a

large extent, upon either an enormous increase in the population, or

else an export trade, or both the foregoing conditions. There can be no
question that eggs in the shell would fetch the highest price, but, at

the same time, this is the most expensive method of exporting, and
further, they would have to be shipped in a chamber by themselves at

a special temperature of about 32° to 34° Fahr. Cheese, fniit, and
other products would impart a flavour to the eggs, consequently a special

chamber would have to be reserved, .and for some years to come, should

such chamber space be made available, there would undoubtedly at times

be difficulty in making full and regular use of it.

Egg pulp must therefore form the basis of successful export, and it

is by no means too early for the breeders to get together to consider

the pooling of their supplies, and to make the necessary arrangements
for marketing their produce overseas next year. Great Britain presents

virtually an unlimited market with annual importations averaging fully

£12,000,000 per annum. Besides having an almost unrivalled climate, we
possess the additional advantage that our eggs at their time of plenty,

and when in their best condition, can be exported to arrive overseas

when eggs are scarce there, and so fetch the highest prices. Frozen tins

of pulp may be shi])ped Avith meat, rabbits, &c., in small or large quan-
tities without requiring a special chamber to themselves.

The supervision which the Department of Agriculture has exercised

over the export of rabbits has resulted in noteworthy success, banks
readily advance money against shipment, insurance companies quote the

lowest possible rates, and the produce is eagerly sought in the London
market, whilst further distinction was achieved by the award of gold

medal for Victorian frozen rabbits and poultry at the International

Exhibition at San Francisco. Rabbits, however, are' a pest, and exter-

mination is most desirable, eonsequently if their export is effected on
such careful and systematic lines, it is of supreme importance that the

utmost care be taken in relation to the export of eggs. Mr. M. K.
Jenkins, Assistant Bacteriologist, and other experts of the United States

Department of Agriculture, have for a number of years very carefully

studied the preserv,ation of eggs, and much of their work has been
published in United States Bulletins 224, 391, and 775, in which elabo-

rate details are given regarding causes of failure, and methods to secure

best results, amongst which are the following:

—

1. Hands and uniform must be kept clean.

2. Do not use any apparatus coming in contact with eggs unless it

has previously been both washed and sterilized.

3. Breaking the Eggs.—Grasp the egg with the thumb, first and
second fingers of the right hand. Give the egg a quick blow on the

sharp point of the knife with sufficient force to make an even cut just

through the shell and its membrane. Quickly turn the crack upwards
so there will be no leakage from the. egg while it is being transferred
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from the knife to the cup. With the first and second fingers on the ends

of the e^^, use the tips of the thumhs to pull the halves of the shell

apart. To empty the shell, turn each half directly upside down so that

they do not touch each other, and drain for about three seconds. Do
not let the cups touch the knife,.

4. When Separating White from Yolk have three cups on the tray.

Put two on the side which gets the best light, far enough back to be able

to crack the eggs on the knife Avell beyond the cups. Put the other cup

on the other side of the tray behind the breaking place on the knife.

Put the white into the first cup, the yolk into the second—the other cup

on the opposite side is for soft or doubtful eggs. Never separate dirty

eggs by the shell method.

5. Drying Fingers.—Only the tips of the fingers should touch the

eggs. They should be dried frequently on tissue paper.

6. Use two cups, and unless bad eggs are prevalent, put two and no

more into each cup before emptying.

7. Smell and look at every cup of eggs carefully before emptying.

8. When emptying cups, pour out eggs, then touch edge of cup
against inside of tin at least 2 inches below the rim. Do not therefore

fill the tins too full.

9. Eggs to he Discarded.—Musty, mouldy, and sour eggs, eggs with

bloodys or green white mixed rots, eggs with a stuck yolk, white rots,

and eggs with a bad odour.

10. Cleaning after a Bad Egg.—Remove -all pieces of apparatus with
which the egg has come in contact, and wash the hands before getting

clean equipment. For instance, if the infected egg has reached the cup,

a recently sterilized knife and cu]) will be required, or if the egg spattered

on the tray, the entire outfit will have to be replaced. When a bad egg
is present in the cup with tlie good ones, lall must be thrown away.
Spooning or pouring out what can be seen of a bad egg is not allowed.

11. Have cups, knives, trays, and collecting buckets washed and
sterilized at noon and again at night.

12. Never break eggs while the room is being swept, or for one hour
afterwards.

There are virtually throe styles of P-llp, (a) the Whole Egg, (/>)

Whites only, (c) Yolks only, and packing should be undertaken in

accordance with actual market returns. The breaking room should be

as near as possible to the freezing chamber, to prevent deterioration and
admission of bacteria, and the more frequently eggs are consigned, and
the more sanitary conditions under which they are produced, are im-

portant factors in determining the condition in which the pulp will

eventually be opened up. It is, of course, preferable that all eggs

should be candled before being handed over to the breakers, though this

will not, by any means, automatically remove all the eggs unsuitable for

pulp. By proper care the organisms of the coli group may be almost

eliminated, and careful grading in the candling room saves considerable

loss of time in the breaking room due to changing soiled apparatus,
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wiashing hands, iVc. There is alwa^'s, however, a tendency in commercial
houses for both the candlers and breakers to keep the records of losses

as low as possible, and after rejecting a certain number of eggs, to pass
some that really should be discarded. This emphasizes the necessity for

the strictest possible supervision on the part of the officer in charge, in

order to maintain the highest possible standard of purity.

In hot weather there is alway? a larger number of lower-grade egga,

containing a considerable number of broken yolks, whilst the vitelline

membranes are often so weak that the white cannot be separated from
the yolk, and so cannot be packed separately. For the highest class of

export trade, therefore, only the best spring eggs should be used.

.Vttenfion must be paid in equipping a plant to the height of 'break-

ing stands, tables, and stools, in order to make the work as comfortable
as possible, so as to secure the maximum output. In an American
packing-house, where fifty-two girls were employed, the following equip-
ment was supplied:—Four thousand three hundred and twenty linen

towels, 6 inches square, for wiping hands after washing, and for drying
fingers during eggbreaking. (Each towel was used once and then
laundered.) Breaking knives, 134; cups, 379; trays, 61; egg separators,

97; aluminium spoons, .57.

The Rejection of Eggs During Grading.

The sense of smell plays an important part in the grading of break-
ing stock, as is shown by the fact that approximately half the rejected

eggs in a commercial plant were eliminated on account of a bad odour.
Of these about half were of musty odour, and the other half had bad
odours of various kinds, which were attributable to a number of causes.

Eggs stored temporarily in the same room as fruit absorb the odours
of these fruits. Eggs with the odour of kerosene are not uncommon,
as kerosene is sometimes used for vermin spray in fowl sheds, whilst

at times nest eggs containing naphthalene may cause trouble. Sour
eggs are contaminated with organisims of the B. Coli group. Care
should he exercised in grading eggs with abnormal odours. All eggs,

even though they appear sound, should be smelled carefully, and if

any doubt as to whether the odour is due to absorption or spoilage, the

questionable egg is discarded. Musty eggs have a characteristic odour
and taste. In some cases the odour resembles that of old fillers; in

others, that of certain weeds, tir spoiling hay or chaff. As its condition

can not be seen by the candle, a musty egg must be detected by its odour
out of the shell. This odour is not always expelled by cooking. The
possible presence of such an egg. and the unfortunate results, which are

likely to occur if it is present in cake, make egg breakers realize that

eggs must be graded out of the shell as well as by candle.

Egg handlers frequently do not distinguish hetween mouldy and
musty eggs, although the two are different. The mouldy egg is caused
by the growth of moulds in the egg substance, and has an odour charac-
teristic of damp cellars. The musty es^g usually is normal in appear-
ance, and frequently resembles a perfectly fresh egg. Occasionally,

however, a musty egg, with a green white, is encountered. Most musty
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eggs are fairly sterile, very few containing bacteria. The ammoniacal
nitrogen found in musty eggs is not excessive.

The cause of niustiness in eggs is unknown. The theory advanced
by the trade is that it is due to absorption from surrounding materials.

If, however, this is the case, it is difficult to explain why it does not

become weaker as the Qg,g ages in the shell in the frozen state ; also why
the odour in cakes does not always disappear in baking. Other types

of odours do not remain with such persistence. The cause of musty
eggs is still unknown.

Soft Eggs.—These represent a transition stage between edible and
inedible eggs. If the yolk breaks, or is found to be broken when the

egg is opened, it is necessary to determine whether or not it is fit for food.

An egg with simply a ruptured vitelline membrane is not rejected, but
if other signs of deterioration, such as whitish streaks in the yolk, or

a muddy white, are present, it is not considered edible. Sometimes it

is found that the yolk of an egg appears very weak before the candle,

and, on breaking, its outline is practically lost because the yolk material

has so quickly intermingled with the white. This type of egg is known
in the trade as a " running egg," and is discarded. The soft eggs with
the whitish streaks in the yolk, and the " running eggs," very closely

approximate the degree of physical deterioration found in mixed rots.

Soft eggs sometimes have a sour odour, in which case they are heavily

Infected with bacteria. The giiiding yjrinciple to be followed in the

grading of soft eggs is to reject every egg that has an odour, or a yolk

which shows any signs of deterioration other than the rupture of the

vitelline membrane.

White and Mixed Rots.

The eggs with white and mixed rots, or eggs with the yolk partially

or entirely mixed with the white are advanced forms of the soft egg.

These eggs are generally recognisable ^before the candle.

Cool Storage of Eggs in the Shell.

According tu the United States Bureau of Markets 6.595,850 cases

of 360 eggs, valued at $70,487,212 were stored durinsr 1917-18; which,

at present rates of exchange, represents over £15,000,000 worth. A
careful investigation was carried out by Mr. M. K. eTenkins. Assistant

Bacteriologist, on the following lines :

—

(1) The relative keeping quality of fresh, heated, sound, dirty

and cracked eggs.

(2) The relation of the month of storage to preservation.

(3) Efficiency of the commercial grading of eggs for cold storage.

^4) Analysis of bad eggs developing in commercially-packed eggs

during storage. —

(5) Relation of care in initial grading to the development of bad
eggs during storage.
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(6) Rate of evaporation of moisture from eggs.

(7) Rate of absorption of moisture by faso and fillers.

(8) Physical and cbemieal rbanges in ogf^s during storage.

(9) Absorption of foreign flavours during storage.

Pr..\X OP rNVKSTIGATIOX.

The eggs used were pr.odueed in the middle west corn belts, and
shipped east in refrigerator cars, taking from three days to seven days
en route. As soon as received, they were transferred to a commission
house equipped with chill rooms, a candling and a breaking room, all

of which were refrigerated. The examination of the different classes

of eggs to determine the relative deterioration consisted in determining
the quality of the eggs in the shell hx candling, and out of the shell by
appearance, odour, and chemical analysis. The method of separating
the edible and inedible eggs by candling and breaking was the same as

that followed commercially in up-to-date candling and breaking rooms.
The inedible eggs detected by caiidling correspond to those found by
the dealers in grading eggs for market, and the bad eggs detected by
breaking represent those that would be found when the eggs were opened
by the consumer. The eggs were stored at a temperature of from
30° to 33^ Fahr.

Results of thk Tn^vestigatiox.

The loss in commercial fresh eggs with clean, sound shells was found
to be negligible during a period of eleven months. The principal types
of bad eggs found were green whites, crusted yolks, mouldy eggs, mixed
rots, and wliite rots. The first two types are characteristic of Ava.shed

eggs, after storing. Unfortunately it is not possible to detect all washed
eggs by inspection of the shell before storing. If the shell of a fresh

egg is dirty, its liability to spoil during holding hi cool storage is

markedly increased. Among commercial dirty eggs are found some
soiled with fseces, mud, and blood, as well as stained eggs showing evi-

dence of having been washed, or having come in contact with the wet,

muddy feet of hens or w^et nests. Bacteria and moulds can penetrate
wet shells even though unhrol'cn, and cause the ogg to rot. It is gene-
rally recognised that eggs, with damaged shells, will not keep in storage.

The most common form of deterioration of the cracked egg is through
mould, and where the shells are dirty, as well as cracked, the losses are
very heavy. Only eggs with clean, sound shells should ever be stored.

Relation of Quality to Pkeskkvation.

The initial quality of the eggs influences, to a large extent, their pre-

servation by cold storage. It does not follow, however, that, because
many of the eggs marketed in the summer months are shrunken and
heated and do not keep well in storage, the eggs as laid by the hen in

summer are not initially as good in quality as those laid in the spring.

If summer eggs are delivered to store within forty-eight hours of being
laid there is a negligible loss. The bad eggs show a .slight breaking down
of Ihe yolk. Eggs with green whites, or crusted yolks, are rarely found
amongst summer eggs, because the natural condition of the shell is
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not disturbed tlirougli soiling, washing, or contact with damp surrounxi-

higs. Only the best eggs should be u.sed for storing, aiid new cases with
new fillers are desirable.

Relation' of Month to Storage.

The best results have been obtained froui early spring eggs, which
is accounted for by the fact that almost all the spring eggs are fresh,

)iot sbrunken, and have not been exposed to bigli temperatures before

storing. Under-grade eggs, thpse which are dirty, small, shrunken, or

heated, should be niai'keted at once in the shell. The number of bad
«ggs found by candling amongst first-grade spring eggs averaged about
one per ease, as compared with six per ease in summer-packed, first-

grade eggs. The presence of dirty eggs is attributed directly to over-

sieht or carelessness in the initial sorting of the eggs for storage.

Shrinkage of Eggs, and Absorption of Moisture by Case and Fillers.

The changes in weight of eggs, case, and fillers were investigated by
Mr. Jenkins in three different storage rooms. All weighing was done in

the room where the eggs were held, as it was found that the cases and
fillers frequently gained in weight if removed to a higher temperature.
A sensitive scale was used. First the gross weight was found, then the

eggs were transferred to a second case, and the fillers and the case

weighed. After weighing, the eggs Avere returned to the original case

and fillers, so that the periodical weighings were made on the same
cases, fillers, and eggs. In about nine months there was an increase in

weight of 9.32 per cent, for the fillers and flats, and 4 per cent, for the

•cases, due to absorption of moisture, against a shrinkage in weight of

the eggs of about 5 per cent. Most of the moisture absorbed by the

<'ases and fillers came from the water evaporating from the eggs.

Physical and Chemical Changes in Eggs During Cold Storage.

During the commercial holding of eggs in cold storage the air space

increases in size because of the evaporation of moisture; the white

becomes thinner, and eventually loses its opalescence. After six or

seven months the white usually develops a yellowish tinge. The
slightly yellow colour does not destroy the beating quality of the white,

nor the porcelain white colour of the resulting froth. The yolk mem-
brane weakens slowly, but if the eggs are fresh on storing, most of them
can be separated even after storage for eleven months. If the physical

condition of the egg is weakened through its being stale, or heated, or

both, separation is difficult after it has been held in storage for only a

few months. The amount of ammoniacal nitrogen in eggs graded as

edible by candling and breaking was found to rise from 0.0016 to 0.0036

per cent, after seven months' storage.

Absorption of Foreign Flavours During Storage.

A slight flavour is noticed in cool storage eggs when soft boiled or

poached. The flavour is not so marked in the white as in the yolk

(which contains a large percentage of fat). When closed, the storage

room itself has some odour.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF LIME IN AGRICULTURE.

By Temple A. J. Smith, Tobacco Expert.

One of tlie most important factors required to make a success of

agricultural pursuits by soldier settlers and others is a plentiful supply

of cheap lime. There is abundant evidence that such is the case, and

as many of the returned men are taking up small holdings of from 5 to

20 acres for market gardening and intense farming, steps should be

taken to insure an ample supply of lime at as cheap a cost as possible.

The majority of these small holdings are situated near the city, and
consist of sandy soils naturally deficient in this important element. No
soil is complete without a fair percentage of available lime, and it is

almost impossible for any soil devoted to intense culture to contain too

much.

To keep a soil sweet and in proper condition to produce legumiinous

and other crops to the fullest advantage, lime should be used in quanti-

ties of from half a ton to 5 tons per acre, and such applications would
very often mean the difference between success and failure. It is not
intended to suggest that lime only is required, but it is certainly one of

the first treatments any soil should receive, where such soil is known
to be wanting in this particular element.

The effects of liming are many and various, and are not as fully

realized as should be the case.

Liming neutralizes acid in the soil, and makes it more alkaline,

reducing the amount of sorrel and greatly increasing the growth of

pease, beans, lucenie, and all other crops. It causes nitrification to a

greater extent, thus providing more nitrogen—one of the most necessary

plant foods—for the crop's benefit. In addition, liming sets free the

otherwise locked up potash in the soil, and so allows the crop the us€

of another important plant food that might without liming be unused.

Applications of lime kill the larvae of insects, and so save much loss to

market gardeners in time and material.

Soil temperatures are raised where lime is applied, and quicker

growth naturally follows. The quality of both green feed and vegetables

is better where there is sufficient lime available, and provided fertilizers

are used in proper quantities, the soil will go on producing for a longer

period. The mechanical effect of lime is also valuable, as it renders

a clay soil more friable by drawing together the smaller particles, so

making the land more easily worked; in a sandy soil it has the opposite

effect, closing it and making it hold moisture better. Lime in itself

has an affinity for moisture, and its presence enables the soil to retain

moisture longer and to a greater extent.

There are three kinds of lime on the market, all of which are more
costly to the fanner than they should be. One is burnt lime—limestone

from which the moisture has been expelled by heat. This form of

lime is valuable for swamp lands, especially those containing large

amounts of undecomposed vegetable matter, whioh it assists in breaking

dowTi, and thus renders such soils useable much earlier than if left to
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time and nature. Burnt lime is liable to deteriorate, as it absorbs water
from the atmosphere, and for these reasons should be obtained fresh from
the limeworks and applied as soon as possible. It should be ground
fine for preference when it can be applied more easily and evenly than
in the lump. To apply burnt lime to soils already poor in humu3
(decaying vegetable matter) is a mistake, as it is liahle to burn and
destroy this valuable constituent.

Ground limestone is the unburned limestone simply ground fine,

and though not as powerful as the burned time, is safer and more easily

a'pplied to most soils. In order to obtain the same amount of actual
lime per acre, twice ihe quantity should be applied as compared with
burnt lime. It is about half the price, con»sequently the freight and
spreading are the only two disadvantages. It is slower in its action

than burned lime, but is much easier to handle and spread.

Gypsum, or sulphate of lime, is found in natural deposits in very
large quantities, and where easily procurable, pays well for distribution

upon the soil and grass lands. It takes two and seven-tenths, or roughly
three times as much gypsum to give the same effect as burned lime.

There are enormous deposits of this form of lime at Lake Boga, and
in other parts of the State, but railway freights are too high to allow
of its being used in places where its great value would be felt.

There are almost unlimited deposits of limestone in the Northern,
North-eastern, Western, and Gippsland Districts, which, if properly
handled and distributed, would really be huge sources of national wealth.

The cost of quarrying and grinding the stone should not exceed 5s. 6d.

per ton, and if it could be obtained throughout the State at anything
like this price, there is no doubt that its value would soon become known,
-and what is now but idle wealth would be helping to increase our primary
production. »

FARM TOTES FOR OCTOBER, 1919.

STATE RESEARCH FARM, WERRIBEE.

By H. C. Wilson, Manager.

The Season.—^The end of the present month brings us to the brink
of harvest, and the crops throughout the district are light.

The dry winter and spring experienced this year has shown very

clearly the great necessity for carefully fallowing the land as a prepara-

tion for hay or grain crops. During the month 140 points of rain have
been recorded, 90 points of which fell on 21st and 22nd October, and
this timely fall insured the season's harvest.

It is estimated that from 25 to 30 cwt. per acre will be cut from 300
.acres of wheat and oats sown for hay on fallow.
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The rainfall for the year to date is as follows :

—

Points.

January . . . . . . 55

February . . . . . . 288

March . . . . . . 536

April . . . . . . 76

May . . . . . . 146

June . . .

.

. . 119

July . . . . . . 134

August . . . . . . 67

September . . . . . . 91

October . . . . . . 140

Total . . . . 1,652

The total rainfall for the months April to October inclusive, i.e., the

growing period of crops, was 773 points, which is much below the

average for many years past.

The Coming Harvest.—Hay-cutting will be commenced immediately.

Grain crops, where long enough, will be cut with a binder and threshed

on account of the very high value of straw this season.

The following areas promise fair returns :

—

200 acres of shandy hay (Algerian oats and Warden wheat).

estimated return 30 cwt. per acre.

140 acres of oaten hay (Algerian oats), estimated return 1 ton

per acre.

90 acres of barley (Oregon Cape), estimated return 18 bushels

per acre.

220 acres of wheat varieties for distribution to faiiners as pure

seed, estimated return 14 bushels per acre, in addition to

100 acres of Experimental wheat, oats, and barley crops.

Total 750

In addition to above crops, 60 acres have been seeded to rape, and
300 acres are under irrigation, sown Avith lucerne and grass mixtures.

It has become very apparent that the dry season lasting till the

relief rain that fell on 21st and 22nd October has had a very disastrous

effect on the crops and the dry farming area. White heads can be

noticed throughout the entire areas, and the crops generally had no

opportunity of stooling, and are therefore thin as well as very short.

The making of luc(!rne hay has been the first harvesting operation of

the season. During the month approximately 25 tons were harvested

from an area of 26 acres. The weather during the earlier part of the

month was very favorable for this work.

Generally the first crop of lucerne is regarded as inferior in quality

on account of the presence of weeds and grass. This season, however,
a very clean sample of hay has been gathered from the first cut.
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Cultural Operations.

FaUoiving.—During tlie month the fallowing of 100 acres was com-
pleted. This brings the total to 650 acres, and finishes the work for

the season.

Cultivation of Fallows.—One hundred and fifty acres of the early

fallows have been harrowed, and this work of cultivation will be con-

tinued whenever horses are available throughout the harvesting months.

Lucerne Seeding.—Seventy acres of lucerne on irrigation land has
been drilled during the month with 12 lbs. lucerne seed and 1 cwt. of
superphosphate per acre. This operation was carried out by means
of the ordinary seed drill, and half the amount of seed manure was
sown each way across the field at right angles.

Muria, of the State Research Farm Red Poll Herd ; died
during October.

Lucerne Renovations.—One hundred acres of lucerne has been top-
dressed during the month with 2 cwt. super per acre. This completes
the area under irrigation to be renovated this season.

Live Stock.

Horses.—Sixteen foals by the Clydesdale stallion, Baron Wigton,
have been dropped to date. These foals seem a particularly fine lot,

and are the first that have been got by this sire since his addition to our
stud. Thirty of the farm mares are being put to Baron Wigton this

season, together with 20 farmers' mares of the district.

By the addition of this season's lucerne hay to the ration which is

being fed to the draught horses of the farm, a very marked change in
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condition has been noticed. The animals have put on flesh considerably

and dropped their winter coats.

Cattle.

Unfortunately I have to report that our high butter-fat producing
cow, Muria, whose record has not been beaten iu Australia, died during
the month. She did not show signs of any ailment and died suddenly
while grazing on a lucerene area.

Muria, which had reached her fourteenth year, produced from 25th
July, 1914, to 25th July, 1915, 14,972 lbs. milk, 884.16 lbs. butter-fat,

and 1007.94 lbs. commercial butter, computed on 14 per cent, overrun.

The average butter-fat test during the whole period was 5.91,

Mubia's Government Test Records.

Year.
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has been fouBd that the SuiTolks are particularly vigorous at mating
time, and it will be interesting to see how the young Border Leicester

rams will compare with them in this respect under identical conditions.

This mating also affords a comparison in the two breeds as fat lamb
producers.

Irrigation.

Irrigation has been carried on during the past month, and the whole
of our established lucerne and sown grass areas have now received their

second watering. The results point to a heavy harvesting season.

A field of 26 acres, which was irrigated in early August, was har-

vested during the month and yielded approximately 25 tons of clean,

good quality hay, and other fields, totalling 150 acres, will be cut within

a fortnight.

Notes on Experimental Plots, Werribee Research Farm,
October, 1919.

By George S. Gordon, Field Officer.

The early sown crops are the most promising, and the October rain

will be of more use to late varieties than early ones; but, on the whole,

this year's tests will be instructive regarding moisture and drought-

resistance rather than the prolificacy of the crops under normal con-

ditions.

Green Manurial Rotation Field.—The second " feed " on the rape,

barley, and oat plots in this yield has been completed, and the rain

will enable a further one to be obtained before the plots are summer
fallowed for next season's wheat crop. The peas plots are now being

fed off for the first time this season. In the wheat section for 1919

the crops following the " ploughed-in " crops of rape, barley, peas, and
rye and vetches are looking better than those on the plots where similar

forages were fed off in 1918. To some extent, this is probably due to

the later ploughing, and therefore somewhat inferior texture of the soil

on the " fed-off " plots. The best wheat plots at present appear to be

those following:—(1) Peas, (2) rape, and (3) bare fallow, while the

worst are those following barley.

Permanent Manurial Field.—All the superphosphate dressed plots

in this field show out to advantage, and the growth varies according to

the amount of fertilizer which each received. The plots receiving the

heaviest dressings of superphosphate are the most forward. The crop

on the manured plot, besides being thin, short, and spindly, is only in

the " short-blade " stage of growth, while those that received superphos-

phate are not only in head, but most of the plants are well past the

flowering stage and show greatly increased growth. In addition to

the larger yields obtained from the fertilized plots owing to the plant

food supplied by the super, the earlier ripening is of value in many
districts, as it helps the heads to " fill " with plump grain before the

hot drying winds of summer draw off the moisture from both soil and
plants. Harvesting can also commence earlier.

Variety {or " Seed ") and Selection Plots.—In common with the other

sections, these plots have suffered by the dry season, but the new cross-

bred wheats " Gallipoli " (Club x Yandilla King) and "Graham'"
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{Indian 8 x Comeback) are holding tlieir own well. Tlie avei-age

yield of these crossbreds in -J-acre plots at Werribee during the past

four years in comparison with standard wlu-ats such as Federation and
Yandilla King is as follows:

—

Gallipoli, 20.9 bushels j)er acre.

Graham, 20.6 bushels per acre.

Yandilla King, 18.7 bushels per acre.

Federation, 17.8 bushels per acre.

The bulk, Gallipoli, at present grown in large plots, is not absolutely

fixed in type, but it must be admitted that any wheat which can yield

a bag to the acre more than Federation, as shown, above, must have some
inherent prolific quality in its composition worthy of testing and devel-

loping to the greatest possible extent. To this end, sixty selections of

Gallipoli Avere last year grown in Centgener rows and carefullj^ noted,

harA'Osted, &e. Seed from the best of these, together with a number of

other selections made last year, were sown in this year's Stud Cereal

and Long Row plots. These new selections are now giving promise of

improved type and probably even better yields. The grain is also

attractive in appearance, and in competition with other varieties a bag
of Gallipoli, exhibited by the Research Farm. Avas awarded first prize

at the recent Werribee iVgricultural ShoAV.

FARM NOTES FOR OCTOBER.

RUTHERGLEN EXPERIMENTAL FARM.

By F. B. O'Keefe, Manager.

The weather for the month has been exceptionally dry, only 68 points of

rain being recorded, Avhilst the aA^erage for a number of years is approxi-

mately 2 inches. This diminished rainfall, following on the droughty con-

ditions prevailing for the past tAvelve months, and coupled with the fact

that last year's falloA\' season was so very short, has caused the almost
total failure of the majority of crops throughout the Ruthei-glen

district. Only those planted on fallow land Avill give a fair return,

while the crops on land ploughed just previous to seeding Avill not be
worth harvesting. Up till the 20th of the month prospects seemed fair,

but on the date mentioned Ave experienced a scorching hot day Avith

raging winds, Avhich culminated in a precipitation of a slight rainfall

(almost 2 points) ; this blasted the hopes of any but a very liglii return

from crops sown on unfalloAA^ed land.

The position with regard to pasture is not so serious. Practically
all stock is, so far, in good condition. Eavcs for tlu> most part are fat

enough for slaughter, but lambs are, if anything, a little backward in

Condition. It is hard to understand the reason for this; it is possibly
due to the fact that dams are very low, and that the lambs are not taking
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sufficient water, or perhaps the ewes may not he drinking enough with

the result that the milk yield is limited.

Though the stock is in good condition, the outlook for the future

is not promising. Pasture supply is limited, and unless we have a good

fall of rain within a month or so, there will be something approaching

a water famine among those stock-owners who depend on tanks and

dams for their supplies. The more provident farmers are taking

advantage of the dry spell to clean out and deepen their dams, to lessen

the chances of a recurrence of the shortage.

Pasture and Fodder Supply.

Grass paddocks are carrying a fair sole of feed. Rape cix)ps are

being spelled, and will probably provide a green pick later to carry us on

till stubble is available. On account of the leanness of the season, it

has been difficult to provide a good bulk of feed, and rape crops, though

their yield has been light, have given a fresh bite at a critical period.

Millet planted in I^o. 12 has not appeared jibove ground, and no
return is now expected from it.

Ci-ops.~-The rainfall from 1st May to 31st October of the present

year was 7.56 inches, the greater part of which fell in May and June;

The crops promised Avell in September, but the continued hot dry

weather has since destroyed hope of a bounteous harvest. In the

south end of N^o. 10 field, 60 acres of fallow, which was planted witb
Algerian oats, will yield about 30 cwt. of hay per acre. Field No. 8,

planted with barley, at south side, will average about 10 bushels per

acre; whilst Warden wheat should yield 30 cwt. of hay per acre. One
silo (110 tons) has been filled with forage. In addition, there are

seven straw stacks, which, if necessary, will be damped with molasses

solution and fed to stock to supplement the hay and silage cut this year.

Paddocks No. 5 (25 acres). No. 13 (45 acres), and No. 15B (30

acres), soMai with Federation wheat, will probably average 10 bushels

per acre.

Fodder Crops.—Fifty acres of rape in No. 14 has been fed off, whilst

a further 50 acres in No. 15 is being reserved to assist in tiding us over

the period until stubble paddocks are available. Lucerne planted in

Wallace Paddock is making very poor growth, and requires a good
downpour to bring it along. According to present indications, it will

be necessary to replant it in autumn if weather conditions are then

favorable.

Live Stock.

Horses.—-All horses except those actually being used have been
turned out to grass. Horse-work in vineyard has been completed for

the season, which will allow a further reduction in the number to be
hand-fed.

Dairy Herd.—Daiiy cows and young stock are in good condition, the

milk yield from cows being 25 lb. per head per day. The fodder fed to

the herd consists of green oats and peas along with natural pasture.

Sheep.—Shearing is finished, and the wool has Ijeen forwarded for

;ippraisemeint. The clip was quite equal to last season in quality, the
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quantity being a little in excess. Ewes with lambs at foot are in

splendid condition ; three of them were awarded first prize in pen of fat

sheep at the local Show. Lambs, however, are not doing so well. The

slow development may be due to lack of pure water, and an endeavour is

being made to keep them on paddocks where they will have access to

troughs supplied by well at Black Dog Creek.

Border Leicesters.—These have lambed very irregularly, the lambing

period spreading over several months. As in the case of flock ewes,

lambs lack the bloom of past seasons! One hundred and fourteen per

cent, of lambs were dropped.

Weaners, which are being fattened on Experiment Field, are doing

well; these were purchased at "Wangaratta during June for 13s. lid.

each. They returned 6s. worth of wool, and now weigh 90 lbs. each

live weight.

Swine.—Thirty^-seven pigs are now on hand. Ten baconers and a

back fatter were sold at "Wangaratta market on 21st; the baconers

realized £4 14s. each, and the back fatter £10. A further twenty-five

stores are coming on well, and should be saleable within the next two

months. The Experimental Plot of artichokes planted near stye are

well above the ground, and look very vigorous.

EXPERIMENTAL PLOTS.

By T. M. Whelan, Field Officer, Rutherglen Experimental Farm.

Stud Cereal Section.—This area is looking well and showing a

tendency to ripen. Fields in these single rows look very promising,

showing the good effect of regular intertillage.

Rotation Section.^Wheats in this section were in the early part of

the month superior to fallows, but since the 20th, which was a very

trying day, they have gone off considerably, whilst fallows continue to

make vigorous growth and show no bad effect from the dry conditions

prevailing.

Permanent Fertilizer Triah.—^The plots manured with stable manure
alone show to much better advantage than those fertilized with stable

manure and lime, the latter showing a tendency to burn up under exist-

ing dry conditions. In all cases where nitrogenous manure has been

applied in any shape or foma the crops show to a more marked degree

the effect of drought. In Plot No. 8, however, where the nitrogenous

element was broadcasted in spring, the effect is not so noticeable.

The plots given the heavier dressings of phosphatic manures appear

to advantage, though the theory is generally accepted that heavy dress-

ings of " super " tend to burn the crops during dry seasons.

Cultural Trials.—In this section the well worked fallow shows to

advantage, and is in striking contrast with plot ploughed at seeding

time. This latter is a miserable failure, not being equal to farm areas

put in under similar conditions.

Variety Wheat Trials.—In this section early maturing wheats are

considerably better than late maturing varieties. Four stand out pro-

minently, viz., Crossbred 4, Comeback, Gluyas, and King's Early.
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Silage Crop.—The 3 acres seeded for silage at the north end of Field

No. 2 yielded about 36 tons of green stuff, equivalent to about 9 tons of

haj; this amount and the green oats from Field No. 4 filled the all-wood

silo.

Cultural Operations.—^All fallows have been spring-toothed and

levelled down with spike roller. As portion of Field No. 2 was very

foul with wild oats, it was fed off with sheep prior to cultivating. This

should insure a cleaner wheat crop next season.

No. 3 Field.—Barly and early maturing wheat in this field are

ripening rapidly and point to early harvesting. They are fairly well

headed and should give a fair yield.

Graded Seed Tests.—In these the marked difference noticeable at

germination in favour of graded seed seems to have entirely disappeared,

and the quantity and quality of grain harvested will be watched with

interest.

In the early sown plots of Sunset wheat the yield promises to be

light, whilst in the later-sown the prospects are good. In practically

all cases the early-maturing varieties have done best this season.

Flax.—All flax plots are ripening evenly ; early sown is maturing well

and shows no ill-effect from drought. According to tests conducted at

the Glass House the water requirements of this plant from its flowering

stage are considerably less than that of cereal crops.

Feeding-off Tests.

The plots were graded as follow*:—On 15th inst., 25 weaners,

averaging 82.4 lbs., were put on Plot No. 30, and 26, averaging 83 lbs.,

were placed on Plot No. 19. They were left there for twelve days,

when plots were cleaned up; the lambs were then weighed, and the

former showed an increased average weight of 7.8 lbs., and the latter a

gain of 6.0 lbs., a total increase of 351 lbs. for the lot, which at 5d. per
lb. equals £7 6s. 3d., or 2s. 9d. per head.

It was noticeable that these sheep first ate out wild oats and other

grass before taking to the Wimmera rye-grass, which may have been a

little over-ripe. However, when they commenced to eat the rye-grass

they appeared to relish it. Possibly when acclimatised this grass will

do even better than it has in this test.

A TOTE ON THE ECONOMY OF SFLOS IN FARM
MANAGEMENT.

[The following article is reprinted from the Journal of the Royal
Agricultural Society of England, Vol. 79, pages 120-3. Except for the

difference in the time of the seasons the article applies equally to

Victorian as to English condition.]

The most important problem of the present time for those interested

in Farm Management is how. and by what means, the increased wages
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bill is to be met. It is essential for the benefit of tlie country at large,

and especially for the populous and over-crowded towns, that the pro-

duction of the soil should be increased, not only above pre-war times,

but that it should be maintained at a higher productive standard

than it has attained to at the present day. With an abundant sup])ly of

potash and other artificial manures, with the arable lands being
thoroughly cultivated and cleaned of weeds, in addition to being drained
where necessary, and with a considerable increase of labour, there is no
doubt that it is a possible and not a difficult matter for the agricultural

production of this country to show a substantial increase. In bringing
back our lands to similar fertile conditions ,as was the case in the sixties,

it must be recognised that manual labour plays an important part. In
fact all the farming operations already mentioned as desirable to restore

the fertility of our soil lare dependent on labour. With the establish-

ment of the Wages Board, resulting probably in shorter hours, and
certainly in increased pay, labour is not the same cheap commodity it

was even before the commencement of the war. J^either would one wish

to see it. Farmers as a rule welcome the advent of a better time for the

farm hands—good eottages, and more time to devote to their home
duties—and they raise no objection, provided that prices will be main-
tained at such a point as to allow a fair profit, together with interest on
capital and working expenses connected with fann management.

The question therefore arises hoAv is the cost of labour to be met in

the future, or rather, how is labour to be economized? One naturally

turns to labour-saving machinery and labour-saving methods of farm-
ing, and it is in connexion with the latter point that a consideration of

the economy of silage is involved. Silage has generallj- been regarded as

an alternative to the hay crop, but it is as a substitute for the root crop

that it is now being extensively used in the eastern counties. Of all

the purely agricultural crops on the farm none require so much labour

as roots. The frequent ploughing, cultivating, and harrowing, all require

a certain amount of manual labour, whilst one is entirely dependent
upon the farm hands in some form or other for the hoeing, singling,

pulling, and carting where necessary; and with this laborious work
must be included the pitting, cleaning, and slicing of the roots. From
the spring days of April, when mangold seed is planted, till the roots are

consumed by the stock in the following spring, labour is reqnii*ed in

order that the crop may perform its allotted task. .As the conditions

of root growing have changed in regard to this important item of labour,

can we not profit by the experience of America, where high wages have
ruled for many years?

It will be found that in the United States the acreage of roots culti-

vated for j)urely agricultural purposes is comparatively almost nc-gligible,

and as la substitute for winter feeding to cattle the silo is much in evi-

dence. The making of ensilage i"? no new idea with the American fanner,

but it has demanded increased attention for the last thirty years, and
at the present time it is difficult in some districts to visit a farm hoine-

stead of any pretensions and not find an up-to-date silo. The feeding

of ensilage has become of such natipnal importance in the States that

when it was proposed last year to restrict the use of iron and steel bv
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25 per cent, on tlie previous years, it caused such a flood of protests at

Washington that the following statement was issued :
—" The War

Industries Board, being mindful of the importance of silos as a means
of stimulating production and of preserving food, will look with favour
upon their construction," and the proposed 25 per cent, reduction was
not enforced. In 1882 there were only ninety-one silos erected in the

United States; in 1914 this had increased to 750,000. At a congress in

Chicago of the American Meat Packers' Association, the President
stated that he was looking to the silo to help to save the situation as

regards the threatened beef famine which is in sight in the United States.

If, therefore, the silo is such an important factor in America, with
similar conditions of labour as our oAv'n, must we not seriously consider

the advisability of looking into the matter Avith the object of ascertain-

ing if it is not worth while adopting the silo system in our management
of the farm. It may be correctly stated that ensilage was on trial in

this country some thirty years since, and did not oatch on, yet a few
farmers made ensilage then, and have continued to use the silo up to

the present time. Undoubtedly the present-day method of making silage

is a vast improvement on the old manure-heap practice, with its un-
warranted waste. Just previous to the war a few wood stave silos were

erected on the American principle in this country, but owing to the

restriction on timber during the past few years, this had to be discon-

tinued. Those farmers who were fortunate enough to have their silos

erected at pre-war prices have reaped an immense advantage.

Most farmers have a fairly accurate idea of the cost of mangold at

pre-war prices up to the time they were carted off the land, but even

then there was no allowance made for pitting, carting home, and pre-

paring. During the past four years, the expense in cultivating root lands

has enormously increased, and labour which could not be spared from
the roots was badly needed elsewhere, so consequently other crops had
to suffer for the want of it. As to the cost of ensilage, it was estimated

at under 9s. per ton in 1914. In the same year, a silo with capacity for

160 tons was filled with maize, the produce of 12 acres, and it main-
tained seventy-five head of stock for twenty weeks without any roots

—

straw and cake being the only additional feed. This works out at some-
thing under Is. per week per head; but it must be added some ten

calves were included in the number, the rest being twenty-five milch

cows and some of their produce as yearlings and two-year-olds.

Like other commodities, one can readily under-tand there is good
silage and bad silage; some which nnimals will readily consume, and
some which does not appeal to stock. Decayed and mouldy silage it is

not advisable to feed, and given to horses may result in «erious loss;

and as it is difficult to avoid at times pieces of mould getting into the

manger, it is not recommended as a food for horse stock, but to all

cattle, sheep, and swine it may be-fed with the greatest confidence and
with excellent results. But it must not be forgotten that there is a con-

siderable wastage of food-values in the process of making silage. Lawes
and Gilbert found that in a stack silo this loss amounted to no less than
30 per cent., and the analysis of maize silage in a stave silo at Wye
showed likewise that the chemical changes were attended with serioiis

depreciation of value.
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The system of silage farming can be applied to nil varieties of soil,

but it appears to liave special advantages on wet, heavy land and on
light sandy—the two most difficult classes of land to cultivate at a

profit. On the heavy soil, the wheat 'stubble can be ploughed up in the

autumn, it can have another ploughing at the end of March, -and maize

can be ploughed in at the rate of 2 bushels per acre by means of a small

drill attached to the plough about the middle of May. In a dry spring.

a fallow will have been made of the land, and if, as is customary, everj'

alternate furrow is planted, the single furrow hoe will soon be able to

commence work between the rov/s and the more this implement of

husbandry is in use the better the crop, the fewer the weeds and the

better condition the soil will be in for the following crop. On the poor

light land soil, oats and tares, at the rate of 1 bushel of the former to 2

of the latter, with a few beans to hold the tares up, can be drilled in

the early autumn, and with twice harrowing in the spring no further

expense is necessary till the crop is ready to place in the silo. In June
the soil is then broken up and usually a crop of turnips or mustard can

be obtained. Most farmers, carrying a flock of breeding ewes on light

soil, know the difficulty of obtaining feed of a succulent natvire in a dry

July when all crops are parched from a ])rolonged drought. With a

full silo there is no scarcity, and one great advantage of silage is that

if it is not required one year it can be used the next. At the present

time over-yeared silage is being fed on an adjoining farm, and, to all

appearances, it is equal in quality to that consumed the previous year.

Dairy farmers were at one time under the impression that the smell

from silage might be detrimental to the keeping of milk. Such, however,

is not the case; some milk sellers who have continually fed silage during

the winter months for many years past have never had a complaint in

this respect from their London buyers.

In 1SS6-7, some experiments were carried out by Dr. J. Augustus
Voeleker on behalf of the Royal Agricultural Society at Wohurn, the

special object being to ascertain the value of grass silage as against grass

made into hay. The results arrived at after feeding two lots of bullocks,

one on silage and one on hay, appear to have been only slightly in

favour of silage. This is not surprising, considering grass is

not a suitable crop to put in a silo. However, one can really

see that a crop of oats and vetches (tares), grown on arable

land in practically half a season, will show a considerably

better result than a crop of grass converted into silage. The Journal

of the Board of Agriculture, of May last, in giving the advantages of

silage, states:
—"Stock fed on silage made from leguminous crops, i.e.,

clover, lucerne, sainfoin, and vetches, Avill require less oilcake than stock

fed on roots; moreover such crops tend to incrciase the fertility of the

land." "The labour -involved in feeding silage is very much less than

that of feeding roots."

The two items mentioned, increasing the fertility of the soil and
economizing labour, are two points which no one can afford to over-

look in the present-day management of the farm, and the experience of

many farmers in the eastern countips is that silnge is an aid to the

attainment of both these ends.
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CO-OPERATION FOR FARMERS.

Some time ago we pointed out to farmers, especially to those just

settling on newly-acquired land, the many benefits which some system of

co-operation in the work of clearing the land, planting, hai-vesting, and

marketing the crops, and various other matters incidental to the

farming business. In the past, and, to some extent, at the present day,

neighbour helped neighbour, and the help was reciprocated to their

mutual benefit. Where this was not the case, each individual producer

made use of animal power far in excess of what is absolutely required

to effect the object in view. The same theory holds good with respect

to clearing, fencing, stumping, and many other works on the farm.

We see strong men toiling single-handed at a work which, with the help

of a couple of neighbours, could be done in a quarter of the time, and
without any of the exhausting labour otherwise required. As an illus-

tration which will commend itself to all scrub farmers, let us take the

work of burning off. Sometimes a lucky burn will leave very little

after-work to be done, but often a very bad burn happens, and every

stick of timber almost has to be handled. A man working alone must
do a tremendous lot of axe-work to enable him to pile up the timber in

heaps. He has to cut the logs into lengths such as his strength is eqtial

to carryiqg. He will thus make but a small impression by the end of

the day on a 5-acre patch of badly burnt scrub. Now, suppose that he

has a dozen neighbours all employed at the same work, or even on a

different class of work, such as stumping, pulling or husking corn,

digging potatoes, or planting some crop. If these men would all

combine to assist each other, it is clear that the work of burning off

would be enormously lightened. A tree which -the individual would
have to cut up small, to enable him to deal with it, would be picked up
bodily by six men and carried off with ease, all the axe-work being

saved. It might be argued that, while these men are helping their

neighbour, the work on their own farms is at a standstill. So it is

—

for a day or two, but now those who assisted the first man are in their

turn assisted to plant, gather the crop, bale their hay, or to do any
other work which may be pressing, and, so far from their having lost any
time, their own work is far more expeditiously done by the assistance

thus given. Again, take the case of a man having 10 acres of lucerne

cut and just ready to cart in. Every one knows the disastrous effect

of heavy rain on lucerne hay lying in the field. Rain is threatening, and
the individual works himself and his horses from dawn to dark, and
then finds that he cannot save his crop; but the neighbours come along
with their teams, and the whole is safely got in before the storm. This
is the commencement of co-operation, and it is easy to see how it works
beneficially to all concerned. Now we go a little further, and come
to marketing. In the neighbourhood of towns it is a common thing for

a man to yoke up a horse, or perhaps two, to cart in three or four
bags of corn, some potatoes, cabbages, eggs, &c. This takes the whole
day probably, and he expends sufficient labour on the business to

perform double the work. His neighbours do the same thing. Now,
if we count up the hours so lost by each individual, reckon the labour
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which all tliose horses and iiioii vmxld have got through in the day, and
add to tliis loss the ])i-ohahle exi>eiiditur(' of" a few shillings on creature

comforts in town, Ave sliall find that the sum tot^al will amount to more
than the profit on the goods sold. If all those men -were to combine
and send their ])roduce to town in a couple of big waggons, in charge
of two or three of themselves, the work would be equally well done, and
at a minimum exi)enditure of cash and labour. Why should every

housewife collect a few dozen eggs, a few pounds of butter, honey, and
other minor farm products which are her own ])articular province, and
at the Aveek's end drive to tOAvn with a cargo weighing, ])erhaps, a

hundredweight ? Would it not be far more profitable for all if these

things were handed over to one individual to take to market and dispose

of? There Avould be uo middlemen's profits, no commissions to come
off the returns, and thus there Avould be an end of what is not unknown
to many farmers- -namely, aii account sales, with expense.-; ]»iled up
to a greater figure than the sale money, and a respectful request to the

sender to remit the balance. Here, then, is Avhere co-operation comes
in again.

Some think that a co-operative store would be a panacea for the

disabilities upon Avhich farmers labour in the matter of disposing

of their ])roduce and purchasing sup])lies. Kut it sliould be

remembered that a store, to be a financial success, must be
managed by smart business men. Farmers may be shrewd aud
intelligent enough, but they have not been brought up as business

men—that is, as shopkeeper, financiers, bookkeepers, and commercial
travellers; and however carefully a set of directors might think

they- Avere managing the business, they must, in the long run, go
to the Avail. Auction sales are thought to be fair and above-board

methods of doing business. But here again the farmer is " euchred.'"

The auctioneer may be a straight, fair-dealing man, anxious to get the

best price for the goods he is selling. It is the buyers, OA'er whose bids

he has no control, who combine to keep doAvn prices. What is easier

than for a lot of professional buyers, all knoAvn to each other, to

combine to offer up to a certain figure and no higher? The majority

of fanners are in a far different position to the Avool-grower. If, at

wool sales, prices do not suit the seller, he can afi'ord to AvithdraAV his

lots and store them. He is not in any immediate hurry. The Avool

is an excellent asset. It Avill keep, and money can ahvays be raised

on it. The farmer's goods are perishable. If they are not sold, he

cannot raise money on many of them. The farmer himself is probably
in urgent Avant of money to carry out some Avork or get in some crop.

The buyers know all this, and thus are able to get the produce at a

figure which Avill leave them a handsome profit. It is little they care

for the farmers. The best plan for the farmers of a district is to

organize themselves into a society. But they Avill say they have done

this all over the State. There are farmers' as.sociatious and butter

and cheese factories and creameries, many of these co-operative, in the

State. Leaving out the work of these factories, there are the associa-

tions and societies. What have these dr<ne for the fanners? With the

exception of a few, they have done nothing more than collecting sub-

scriptions and holding an annual sIioav, AA'hich latter Avould appear to
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be the sole aim and end of most farmers' associations. Xow, these

societies could do a vast amount of valuable work lor their members,

provided that those members also do their share of the work. They

should act as agents for the farmers; they should have their own reliable

agent in every considerable town, to whom they would consign the

l)roduce of various kinds intrusted to their care by the farmers. They

could arrange sales and prices in advance, by which action farmers

would have no need either to hawk their produce, or, if unable to sell, to

leave it to rot in the barn or town store. Then, again, the society could

act as buyers for their district. Goods bought wholesale are always

(cheaper than good.s bought retail. Thus the farmers could send iiu orders

for 20 tons of seed potatoes instead of paying through the nose for 1 ton.

It would be the same with all farm necessaries,- including sacks and

implements of all kinds. There is no need to enumerate all the advan-

tages this method of supply would bring in its train; they should be

sufficiently obvious to all interested in buying in a cheap market and

selling in a dear one.

There is, however, one thing which might be dcme by these societies,

which, if well thought out and well carried out, would prove a blessing

to many: We allude to the formation of a fund out of which -farmers

who require a small loan to tide them over a temporary difficulty could

be assisted, and that with no loss of self-respect, for they could demand

the loan as a right under certain conditions. There should be nothing

of the land bank about this scheme. A little farther back we spoke of

most men spending a shilling or two in town when bringing in their

produce. Suppose that these shillings (which most can well afford, or

they would not spend them) were subscribed weekly to a fund operated

upon by the president and committee of a farmers' association. In a

district where 100 farmers are resident, if each were to subscribe, say.

Is. or 2s. weekly (the eggs would provide so much money and a good

deal more, or they should do so, on a well-managed farm), these weekly

deposits, to use a convenient term, would, at Is. per week, produce £260,

and, at 2s., £520 in one year. For the first year after the formation of

the fund, no borrowing should take place. The money would be placed

out at interest for short periods, by which means the fund would be

considerably increased. ISTow, when a farmer wanted a small sum,

say from £5 to £25, he could borrow it for a short term at low interest,

and repay the principal and interest by easy instalments. The fund

would thus take the form of a savings bank, in which the farmer receives

interest on his money, and on which he can draw for an emergency on

the most favorable terms, fair security being given for the repayment.

Such a scheme appears to us feasible, but would naturally require care-

ful elaboration, and could only be successful by the hearty co-operation

of the farmers themselves. That the advantages of complete co-operation

are not seen and seized upon by all our farmers is one of those things
" which no feller can understand." See how easy it works out. A man
goes into a shop to buy a pound of tea. The price is 2s. Suppose he

took a chest. Then the price is Is. 8d. And so with all goods, the greater

the quantity purchased the less has to be paid. What more need be

said on this subject? —Queensland AgriciiUvral Journal.
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RAINFALL IN VICTORIA.

Third Quarter, Year 1919.

Supplied by R. F. Griffiths, Acting Commonwealth Meteorologist.

District.
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Rainfall in Victoria^—continued.

District.
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THE ICELAND POPPY DISEASE.

By C. C. Brittlehank, Plant Pathologist.

During the past fcAV years, Iceland poppies have been subject to

a disease which, in some cases, has killed oft" 80 or 90 per cent, of these

plants in a garden. As a rule, the time of attack, or, at any rate, the

time when the disease is first noticeable, is just as, or slightly before,

the buds are formed, but plants are liable to become affected at all stages

of their growt;li.

Symptoms of the Disease.

Affected plants assume at first a slightly wilted appearance; later,

the base of the leaf and flower stalks become brown, and decay. In mild
attacks, a few leaves only are afl^ected, and the^'e dying give the plant a

ragged and unsightly appearance. Many of these slightly affected

plants throw out numerous tufts of undersized leaves, which cause the

plant to become dense and bushy. Such plants seldom, if even, reach
the flowering stage, owing to the dense mass of foliage retaining

moisture, which is favorable to the development of the disease.

Cause of the Disease.

For some time the cause of this disease was unknown, but early in

this year a species of Phytoplithora was isolated from specimens for-

warded to this ofiice. This genus contains the well-known Irish Potato
Blight, and several others equally destructive to their respective

hosts.

CONTKOL.

Complete control of the disease is obtained by the use of copper soda
mixture—6 lbs. bluestone, 9 lbs. washing soda, and 50 gallons of water.

The mixture is sprayed on the plants, AVhich from their structure convey
the liquid to those parts where most needed. Very young plants should
be sprayed with a mixture one half strength of tliat given above.

ORCHARD AND GARDEN NOTES.

The Orchard.

E. E. Pescott, F.L.S., Pomologist.

Spb.'AYING.

The spray pump should now bo in thorough working order, so that

the various spring sprayings may be carried out with as little interrup-
tion as possible. It is always wise to clean out the pump after each
spraying, so that it will be ready for the next mixture. Putting a

different spray in a pump barrel that has not been washed out, very often
causes the formation of a sediment, which blocks the nozzle and inter-

rupts the work.
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During November it will be necessary to spray for codlin motb,

peach aphis, pear slug, and various leaf-eating insects. In addition,

black spot of the apple and pear, shot hole, and other fungus diseases

must be kept in check. As various sprays are required for all of these

troubles, the necessity of always having a clean pump is evident.

At the present time the best spray for peach aphis is strong tobacco

solution, and the same spray may also be used for the pear slug. Arsenate

of lead is the better spray for this latter insect, but it should not be used

when the fruit is approaching the ripening stage ; hellebore may also be

used for the slug with good effect.

As a preventive against codlin moth, the trees should be kept well

sprayed with arsenate of lead. The first spraying should

have been given at the time of the falling of the petals ; the second spray-

ing, owing to the rapid expansion of the fruit, should be given a fortnight

later. After that the grower must use his own judgment as to the neces-

sity for subsequent sprayings. If the moths be at all prevalent, other

sprayings will be quickly necessary.

As the woolly aphis is increasing at this time of the year, it will

mean a saving of a large number of buds if this insect be sprayed.

Nicotine solution, pine spray, or lime sulphur may be used with good

effect.

Cultivation.

The work of ploughing and harrowing should be completed imme-
diately. All crops for green manure should be now under cover, and if

the orchard soil is at all heavy or stiff, the grower should make up his

mind to grow a crop next season, in order that this condition may
be reduced.

The orchard should be kept free from weeds, not only for the con-

servation of moisture, but in order to do away with all hiding places of

the Rutherglen fly, cutworm moths, &:c.

General Work.

Grafted and newly-planted trees should be frequently examined, and
given an occasional watering and overhead spraying, in order to en-

courage their growth, and to prevent loss of moisture from the foliage.

It is also advisable to mulch young trees with light grass, or straw mulch-
ing not too rich in animal manure.

The disbudding of unnecessary shoots and the pinching back or stop-

ping of growths, to prevent their becoming unduly long, may now be
carried out. This work is particularly important on young trees.

Graft ties should be examined, and the ties cut wherever any growth
is being made. Where the grafts are likely to make any long growth,
they should be well staked and tied.

Citrus trees may be planted out, and, after planting, they should be
watered and mulched.

Vegetable Garden.

Tomato plants should now receive attention every day; laterals will

require pinching back; crowded bunches and shoots should be thinned;
the plants should be well tied to the stakes, and liberal supplies of water
and manure should be given. One or two more plantings of tomato
plants may still be made, so that there may be strong, sturdy plants
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for the production of late fruits. By planting three or four successions

of plants, it is possible to have a good supply of fruits from December
to June. Pull up and burn all plants showing any signs of disease.

Celery may now be sown for winter crops. French beans should be
largely sown. Cucumber, melon, pumpkin, and all seeds of this family
may now be sown in the open.

Where these plants are already growing, the longest and strongest

runners may be pinched back, to throw the strength into flowering and
lateral growths. Watch the plants for mildew, and use sulphur freely

wherever present, especially on the young plants.

Peas, lettuce, radish, turnip, cabbage, and sweet com seeds may be
sown this month. Seedlings from former sowings may be planted out,

and it would be well to dip the whole plant in water before planting.

This greatly assists the young plants while taking hold of the soil in

their new location.

Frequent waterings and frequent cultivation will now be necessary;
and all weeds must be hoed or hand-weeded out; mulching with stable

manure will greatly assist the plants.

A few beds should now be deeply worked, adding a liberal dressing of

stable manure. These plots will then be ready for the celery, cabbage,
and other seeds planted during this month.

Flower Garden.

Continue to plant out the various bedding and foliage plants, corma
of gladioli, and seed of such tender annuals as Phlox Drummondi,
balsam, zinnia, nasturtium, celosia, aster, cosmos and portiilaca.

While seeds planted out in the open germinate and grow fairly well,

it is advisable during the summer months to plant these in sheltered seed
beds, or in a canvas or calico frame. The protection need be on the one
side only, preferably the west or north-west; the seedlings are then pro-

tected during the hottest part of the day. At the same time the shading
should not be sufficient to unduly " draw " them.

The seeds should not be deeply sown, and all waterings should be
light. A little water, often, should be the rule for seedlings. Annuals
require plenty of room when planted out in the garden. Being quick
growers, they are generally gross feeders, and they must have space to

develop a good root system. Feeding, too, with liquid manure is helpful
when they are reaching the flowering stage.

Dahlias may now be planted out, either from tubers or from young
rooted cuttings. These will give good early summer blooms. For
autumn and show blooms, the planting should be deferred until the
middle of December.

Herbaceous and succulent plants should be staked for protection;
included in this section are delphinium, gladiolus, perennial phlox,
nidbeckia, &c. These plants will all benefit from liberal mulchings and
watering with liquid manure when approaching the blooming period.
Spring flowering bulbs, corms, and tubers should now be lifted and
stored.

The soil surfaces will now benefit from frequent hoeings and stirrings.

Constant waterings will be required if the weather be hot or windy,
the cultivation should quickly follow the waterings in order that th«
moisture may be thoroughly conserved. Mulching with stable manur»
is also beneficial at this season.
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HEMINDEHS FOR OECEIVIBEH.

LIVE STOCK,

Horses.—All farm horses in constant work at this season should be well fed

with last year's chaff or a mixture of old aftd new, to which a liberal supply of

oats has been added. New chaff or hay alone is not recommended, as it haa

not tlie sustaining powers of old hay, and is liable to give rise to digestive

troubles. Horses require water at frequent intervals; keeping theni for a long

time without water, and then allowing them to drink to excess is injurious.

An occasional feed of green stuff will be beneficial. In the event of this

beincr unobtainable, give at week-ends a bran mash, to which is added five or

six packets of Epsom salts.

Mares which are away from foals for any length of time should have a

portion of milk taken from them before foal is allowed to run with them, other-

wise serious results may accrue to foal. Good results follow an allowance of

chaff and oats to mares and foals running in paddocks, more especially where

feed is short.

At this season the Bot Fly is about, and horses should be frequently examined
for the eggs of this fly. Tlie neck, forelegs, and jaws are the parts where the

eggs are deposited. Either the use of the singeing lamp under affected parts or

the application of kerosene will destroy the eggs.

Cattle.—Provide succulent fodder and plenty of clean water and shade.

The silo is the cheapest method of providing succulent fodder, and costs less than
10s. per ton. Limewash the cowbails. it helps to keep down flies. Provide " lick

"

in trough, consisting of salt 20 lbs., bone meal 20 lbs., and sulphate of iron ^ lb.

Look out for milk fever. Read up method of treatment in Year-Book of Agricul-

ture, June, 1905. Have cows' milk weighed, and tested for butter fat. Rear heifer

calves from cows giving satisfactory results. Continue giving milk at blood heat

to calves. Be careful to keep utensils clean, or diarrhoea will result. Do not give

too much milk at a time for the same reason. Give half-a-cup of limewater in

the milk to each calf. Let them have a good grass run or lucerne, or ^ lb.

crushed oats each per day in trough. Dehorn all dairy calves, except those
required for stud or show purposes.

Pigs.—Sows.—Supply those farrowing with plenty of short bedding in well-

ventilated sties. Those with litters old enough may be turned into grass run.

All pigs should be given a plentiful supply of clean water. Read Bulletin No. 16.

Pig raising and fattening with present price of pollard and bacon should b^
highly profitable.

Sheep.—When the season is unfavorable, mate only young, well-grown, best-

mouthed ewes. When good, join shapely good-fleeced rams with all good ewes
procurable. Dispose of all faulty-mouthed ewes, inferior-fleeced wethers, and all

coarse-flock sorts of any sex or age, in best condition and at any time

now possible. Those in more favoured areas can replace with younger,
better, finer-grade sorts. Where ewe lambs are intended to be held for future

breeding, see that the cross results in shafty, fine to medium grade fleeces,

as well as a shaply frame. Allow rams to remain with the ewes seven weeks,
this period admitting of any ewes coming in season the second time. It is

rarely necessary to join more than 3 per cent, of 2 tooths, 3 per cent, of 5 and 6

year olds, or 2 per cent, of 2, 3 and 4 year old rams, unless with young ewes.

Where conditions justify it, 4 per cent, of vigorous matured rams witli aged coarse

crossbred ewes will bring a greatly increased number of twin lambs. Clear wool
and burrs from about the pizzles of rams, and cut hoofs into shape before

mating. Ewes should be of one breed, or as near one cross as possible, to ensure
an even and rapid dropping. Merino and fine cross ewes are in season earliest,

first cross or half-breds later, and all ewes with a preponderance of British

blood later still. It is useless to join rams with ewes until their proper time
of coming in season. Ewes carry their lambs four months, four weeks, four

days, or roughly, five months.
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PoxJLTKT.—Add a little peameal to morning mash and give less bran. Feed
equal parts wheat and heavy oats at night. Supply plenty of green food—at thi»

time, lettuci- is iiivahialjle. Avoid salt meat of any dcscriptioii. Put Douglas
nii.\turc in drinking water when r(<|uircd. Keep aniplf supplies of sand, ashes.

&c., in pens, and moisten same. This will enable the birds to keep tliemselves

eool and clean. Top oil' geese, ducks, and cockerels for the Christmas markets.
Hens will do better this month by having free range. Remove all male birds

from flocks, as infertile eggs will keep longer and command a higher price.

CULTIVATION.

Farm.—Cut hay in late districts. Cut oats and barley in early places.

Finish planting potatoes. Put in late maize for fodder, also millet and imphee.
Plough fire-breaks where required. Get stackyard and stages ready for hay.

Orchard.—Keep the surface loose and free. Suppress weeds. Spray a»
often as necessary for codlin moth and pear slug. Mulch and spray young
trees and grafts with water in the early morning during hot weather.

Vegetable Garden.—Keep the surface hoed, and allow the plants plenty of

moisture. Stake, pinch out, manure, and water tomatoes. Pinch back long
runners of pumpkin and melon family. Sow autumn and winter varieties of
cabbage and cauliflower. Plant out seedlings in cool weather. Sow French
beans. Cease cutting asparagus beds, and top-dress with manure.

Flower Garden.—Plant out dahlias and gladioli for autumn blooming. Lift
and store spring flowering bulbs. Stake, tie, and train growing plants. Sow
zinnias and asters. Layer carnations, camelias, daphnes, &c. Water well and
keep the surface loose. Keep rose beds fairly dry.

Vineyard.—Inspect young grafted vines (field or bench) ; suckering and
removal of scion roots should be carefully attended to—See Journals for Septem-
ber and October, 1917. Tie up young vines. Beware of cut worms on young
vines—See Journals for July, 1911, and September, 1913. Tying up of bearing
vines, if practised, should be completed early in month. Avoid excessive and
indiscriminate topping, far too frequent in Victoria. Scarify, if soil is not suffi

ciently loose, and after heavy rain or irrigation. Look out for oidium and repeat
sulphurings on first appearance of disease. Keep a sharp look-out for Downy
Mildew.

Cellar.—Fill up regularly and keep cellars as cool as possible.

Indications are that the two dreaded foreign foes of wheat, flag smut,

and take-all will not become widespread in the United States. The
United States Department of Agi-iciiltiire announces that the two States

where these diseases appeared, Indiana and Illinois, have taken steps

that will prevent tlie spread of the diseases from the infected fields, and
that .should wipe out in a few years the infection in fields where it

exists.

Indiana officials came to the recent heai'ing in Wasliington with

adequate safeguards already placed. Shortly after the hearing,

Illinois established similar safeguards. All the infected wheat in

both States is under control and will be disinfected before any use

whatever is made of it. All straw and stubble are to be burned,

thrashing machines ar<' to be thoroughly disinfected, and no wheat is

to be gro^vn in infected areas for several years.—Sendee and Begulatory Announcements, Unite^r] States Department

of Agriculture.
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Neptune "A" Prepared Spraying Oil

Contains over 85% of a heavy bodied Red Mineral

Oil and is an absolutely deadly insecticide.

Neptune Lime and Sulphur
Is a concentrated Solution, and can be used even

when the trees are in full bloom without harming the

trees.

Berger*s Arsenate of Lead
Will not scorch the trees or wash off, yet deadly

to all parasites.

Spray your trees with Neptune "A" Prepared

Spraying Oil during the winter months, following

it up with Lime and Sulphur and Arsenate

of Lead, and beautiful, clean, spotless fruit will be

the inevitable result.

NEPTUNE OIL CO. Ltd.
10-12 QUEEN ST.

MELBOURNE
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Full Supplies Full Supplies

LYSAGHT'S
-ORB-

CORRUGATED ROOFING IRON
is again in full supply throughout Australia and is obtainable

from all leading Ironmongers and Timber Merchants

Australia's

WAGON 99

Hildyard Steel Wheel Wasoni at

the Front. They are now fitted

with twin roller bearings, 33 per

cent, saved in draft. More durable
than ever. Lets wear and tear.

No boxes to crack. We guarantee
tben. The rolleri run is oil in dustproof races. They are now perfection, and we can supply to

cany all weights as usual lor wool, wheat, or farm. Ordinary axles supplied if preferred.

J J Gordav ' Ardlethan) says.---"The 5 ten, tl in. and iO in. dia. wheel wagon you supplied me
mn* tplendid. 1 am putting 60 bags of wheat on t horset. That proves its light draught."

Send for
Catalog Now HILDYARD WAGON WORKS, :iirSS?:°v,;, VIC.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
MELBOURNE, VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA

BEE-KEEPING
IN VICTORIA

By F. R. BEUHNE, Government Apiculturist

Comprising 128 pages, divided into 25 chapters (illustrated)

dealing with various phases of Bee-keeping, and specially

adapted to Australian conditions. Suitably indexed.

Price ONE SHILLING

TWO SHILLINGS

Paper Covered

Cloth Bound

Postage; Commonwealth, I/I§d. ; New Zealand, 3d.; British & Foreign, 5Jd.

Applications, accompanied by Postal Note covering price and postage, to be

forwarded to the Director, Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, Victoria
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Poultry for Settlers

SITTINGS OF EGGS
May now be booked from the Poultry Pens at

:: :: the Research Farm, Werribee :: ::

1. PURE COSH (World's Record Strain)

£2/2 -

2. From Trapnested Hens with an average of

269 mated to Cocks from a 282 Hen
£2 2-

3. MORITZ X COSH £1 \ •

4. From Trapnested Hens, 240 to 273, mated

to Cocks from a 275 Hen
£11-

5. RHODE ISLAND REDS (Pure Dalrymple)

£1/1/-

Note.—W. N. O. Mullane's Champion Burnley Pen (1914-15), which established

a still unbeaten world's record, was the progeny of a hen hatched from a sitting

from these yards. The pen realized £75.

To allow for infertile eggs, sixteen eggs vsrill be
forwarded for each sitting. No guarantee of
fertility or replacements will therefore be made.

A Limited Number of Cockerels
from above strains are available.

Postal Order or Cheque should accompany Order, which
should be addressed to the

MANAGER, RESEARCH FARM, WERRIBEE
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'lu^Ioossoms
AND THEIR.

VALUE—
A\/'HEN the blossoms

come early and

open all together, the

best crops of fruit are

set. Why ? Because

the early blossoms are

the strongest ; the late

ones are the weaklings,

and these, too, open

when there is danger

from hot winds and

thrips.

Gargoyle Prepared Red Spraying Oil invigorates the tree -strengthens

the buds—hastens their opening—brings them out together, and thus

insures a good crop of fruit.

Gargoyle Prepared Red Spraying Oil is the proved destroyer of Aphis,

Scale, Red Spider, and other suckmg insects.

If not obtainable from your storekeeper, write direct to us. It's made

in Australia. Look for the Red Gargoyle on the container.

(b.^3ST^B

Vacuum Oil Company
Proprietary Limitad

S 4

irepared Red OprayingOil \ m'
jj

^
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PAMPHLETS
New Series

Obtainable from the Director of Agriculture, Melbourne,

Free on Application.

J. SILO CONSTRUCTION.
2. HINTS FOR NEW SETTLERS. T. A. J. Smith.

3. APPLE GROWING FOR EXPORT. P. J. Carmody.

5. CIDER MAKING. ./. Knight.

7. CITRUS FRUIT CULTURE. E. E. Pescott.

8. BUILDING HINTS FOR SETTLERS.
A. S. Ktnyon, C.E., and others.

9. TOBACCO CULTURE. T. A. J. Smith.

10. SILOS AND SILAGE. G. H. F. Bak>rr.

11. THE BEET SUGAR INDUSTRY AND CLOSER SETTLE-
MENT. //. T. Easterby.

12. WORMS IN SHEEP. S. S. Cameron, D.V.Sc, M.R.C.V.S.

13. CHEESE MAKING (Cheddar). C. S. Sawers.

14. FARM BLACKSMITHING. G. Baxter.

15. BROOM FIBRE INDUSTRY. T. A. J. Smith.

16. THE PIG INDUSTRY. P. T. Archer.

19. LIME IN AGRICULTURE. Dr. S. S. Cameron and others.

20. NUMERICAL SYSTEM OF PACKING APPLES. E. Meekinq.

21. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS— 1912=13,
W. A. X. Robertson, li.V.Sc.

22. WHEAT & ITS CULTIVATION. A.E.V. Richardson, M.A., B.Sc.

23. HINTS ON PACKING AND FORWARDING FRUIT FOR
EXPORT. J. G. Turner.

24. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS— 1913-14.
W. A. X. Robertson, B.l'.Sc.

25. SUCCESSFUL POULTRY KEEPING, ETC. A. Hart.

26. TOMATO CULTURE IN VICTORIA, .s. A. Cock.

27. SUMMER FODDER CROPS. Temple A. J. Smith.

29. THE BEE-KEEPING INDUSTRY IN VICTORIA. F. R. Beuhne.

30. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS— 1914=15.
W. A. X. Robert-son, B.V.Sc.

32. CITRUS CULTURE IN VICTORIA. .*?. A. Cock.

33. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS-19I5-16.
W. A. X. Robertson, B.V.Sc.

35. SUMMER BUD or YEMA GRAFT OF THE VINE.
36. EVAPORATION OF APPLES.
39. POTATO CULTURE.

Also Leaflets on Foul Brood of Be«s. Trantferring Beei, Feeding Cows for Milk
Production, Mammitis or Gorget in Dairy Cows, Some Vintage Considerations.
Anthracnose or Black Spot of the Vine, Notes on Anthracnose or Black Spot of the
Vine, Downy Mildew of the Vine, Notes on Downy Mildew, Shipment of Grapes and
other Soft Fruits, Diseases of Fruit Trees and their Treatment, Cut Worms, Insect

Pests of the Potato.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
VICTORIA

JOURNAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 64 pp. Illustrated.

The Journal is issued monthly, and deals v.ith all phases of up-to-date agriculture.

The subscription, which is payable in advance, and includes postage, is 3s. per annum

for the Commonwealth and New Zealand, and 5s. for the United Kingdom and foreign

countries. Single copy, 3d. New volume commences with the January number of

each year.

A limited number of the issues comprising Volumes III. (1905), 8 parts, exclusive

of February, March, April, and May, out of print; IV. (1906), 9 parts, exclusive of

Parts 7, 8, and 9 (July, August, and September) out of print; V. (1907), and VI,

(1908), 12 parts each; VII. (1909), 10 parts, exclusive of Parts 2 and 10 (February

and October) out of print ; and VIII. (1910), 12 parts, are at present in stock, and

will be supplied at the foregoing rates. The parts forming the current volume may also

be obtained. A few bound copies of Volumes VIM. (1910). IX. (1911), 11 parts,

exclusive of February, X. (1912), 6 parts, exclusive of January, February, March,

July. September, and October, and XI. (1913), 11 parts, exclusive of June, are at

present available. Price, 5s. per volume. Postage: C, 3^d. ; N.Z., Is. 2d.;

B. &F..2s. 4d.

YEAR BOOK OF AGRICULTURE FOR 1905. 448 pp., 200 illustrations, 2

coloured plates. Cloth, 3s. 6d. ; paper, 2s. 6d.
"

; B. & F.. cloth

Cooke. £l Is.

paperPostage: C. cloth 2id
Is. 6d. , paper Is. 4d

Postage: C, 5d.; N.Z. lOd

OF SHEEP-SHEARING SHED. 2s. 6d.

2d.; N.Z.. cloth 9d.. paper 8d.

AUSTRALIAN FUNGI. By Dr.

B. & F.. Is. 8d.

PLAN AND SPECIFICATION
Postage. Id.

MILK CHARTS (Monthly and Weekly), I/- per dozen, post free; Cabinet. 2/- per

dozen. When ordering, dairy farmers should mention " Monthly " or " Weekly."

By Professor A, J. Ewart. Gooernment Botanist.

WEEDS. POISON PLANTS. AND NATURALIZED ALIENS OF VICTORIA.
2s. 6d. Postage: C..\^d.: N.Z..5d.; B. & F.. lOd.

PLANTS INDIGENOUS TO VICTORIA. Vol. II.. 1 0». Postage : C, 26.;

N.Z..8d.; B. &F.. is. 4d.

By C. French, F.E.S., Government Entomologist.

DESTRUCTIVE INSECTS OF VICTORIA. Parts I.. II., III.. IV.. V., 2s 6d.

each. Postage: Parts I. and III.. C. Id.; N.Z., 3d.; B. & F.. 6d. each. Parts

II. andlV.. C, lid.; N.Z.. 4d.; B. & F.. 8d. each. Part V.. C. Id.; N.Z.,

4d.: B.& F.. 7d.

Application, accompanied by Postal Orders or Notes,

must be made to

The Director of Agriculture, Melbourne
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Made in [31 I |tO |^/llV|l. Made in

Australia |DL^/Ca^3 I ^^ I X C Australia

(Copper Sulphate)

E.S.A. High-Grade Bluestone for Spraying, Pickling, and Battery Purposes

Approximate Analysis—Copper Sulphate 99.15 per cent.

SOLE AGENTS-

ELDER, SMITH, & CO., LIMITED
ADELAIDE: MELBOURNE: SYDNEY: BRISBANE:

27-31 Currie St. 84-88 William St. 12 Martin Place 334-338 Queen St.

PERTH: St. George's Terrace

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. VICTORIA

YEAR BOOK OF AGRICULTURE
FOR 1905

44S Pages 200 Illustrations 2 Coloured Plates

ri..»L Q- CJ . n«n<k«i 7» fiJ Posiage: C.. cloth 2146.. paper 2d.; N.Z.. el«»fc 9i,.
tloth, i%. bd.

;
paper, a. od. p,per ea. : b. .nd f.. doth u. 6d.. !>.?«. u. 4J.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, MELBOURNE, VICTORIA. AUSTRALIA.
NOW AVAILABLE /

.

Hr/.L/mN 31.

BEE-KEEPING in VICTORIA
By F. R. BEUHNE, Government Apiculturist.

Comprising 126 pages, divided into 25 chapters (illustrated) dealing with various phases of

BEE-KEEPING, and specially adapted to Australian conditions. Suitably indexed.

Price: ONE SHiLLING. Postage: Commonwealth. Id. ; New Zealand, 2'id. ; British and Foreign. 5d.

Applications, accompanied by Postal Note covering price and posta£-e, to be
forwarded to the Director, Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, Victoria.

JERSEY BUTTER^^BULLS^^
Apply-

C. GORDON LYON, "Banyule," Heidelberg, Victoria

.Vutbiiritv: .Vi.iiEKT J. MitlllW, Go\einnie]it Printer, Melbourne.



Why not

Better

Stock ?

Fowls, Cattle,

Horses, all

thrive on -
-Ql^

f / *

MAIZE PRODUCTS

"Polly" Brand Feed
"POIjLiY" brand feed is just maize with the germ and surplus starch

removed, toasted and made appetising, then disintegrated into powder and put up

ready for mixing and immediate use. Is rich in Protein, viz., 20 per cent,

guaranteed-

COWS fed on "Polly" Feed will yield 20 per cent, more milk.

HORSES thrive better on "Polly" Feed because the heavy and indigestible starch

proportion is removed and the feed is muscle and bone forming.

"POIiIiY" FEED does not weevil or germinate and it does not turn rancid with age.

Maize Products "Oil Meal"
MAIZE Olli MEALi is toasted and tasteful, does not germinate or turn rancid

with age or storage. Ready for use as a mash at a moment s notice.

CALVES thrive on "OIL MEAL" better than any other.

POULTRY of all kinds do better with "OIL MEAL" than with any other.

FATTENING PIGS.—For fat bacon nothing is more successful for weight and flavor.

MAIZE OIL MEAL differs from our "Polly" Brand Feed in that the latter is

cheaper and produces bone and muscle, whereas Maize Oil Meal produces bone,

muscle, fat, and a glossy and beautiful coat.

"MAIZE OIL MEAL"
Put up in 100-lb. bags.

POLLY" BRAND FEED
Every bag guaranteed.

Write for prices and further particulars

MAIZE PRODUCTS PTY. LTD.
FOOTSCRAY, VICTORIA 'Phones—Footscray 367. 368



PICTURESQUE VICTORIA

Summer Excursions
The Victorian Railways issue Summer Excursion

Fares to the Seaside, Mountains, Rivers, Lakes,

and Caves, from 1st November till 30th April

MOUNT BUFFALO
Excursion Fares all the year

round

First-Class Special Inclusive

Week Tickets

covering Transport and Accommodation,

at the " Government Chalet," are issued

on Mondays by the 6.15 a.m. train, and

on Fridays by the 4 p.m. Express train,

at £6/10/-

Excursionists wishing to travel by motor from
Bright may do so, weather permitting, on payment

at Bright o( 5/- extra.

Special Inclusive Week

Excursion Tickets

including Accommodation, &c.

HEALESVILLE
Rail, Coach Drives. &c., ^£3/3/-

WARBURTON
Rail, Coach Drives, &c., £3/1 0/-

Lakes Entrance & Buchan Caves
including Rail. Boat, Motor Car, and Motor
Launch Transport, Accommodation. Coach

Drives, and Motor Launch Trips.

Victorian Government Tourist Bureau
Opposite Town Hall, Collins Street, Melbourne

Full Information supplied in regard to Excursions, Tourist

Resorts, Accommodation, &c. Tickets issued daily

Handboo\s, Maps, and Hotel Guides Free on application.

Telephone Nos. 2898
and 2899 Central

GEO. H. SUTTON.
Secretary for Railways.



Vol. XVII. THE BEET SUGAR INDUSTRY. Part 12.

[Registered at the General Post Office, Melbourne, tor transmission by Post as a Newspaper

PRICE THREEPENCt. (Annual Subscription—Victoria, Inter-Stats, and N.Z., 3/-; British and Foreign, 5/-.)



A Splendid

Proposition

wmmim^ 'l/wwAl^h

BRUNNINGS DROUGHT-RESISTING FODDERS

Progressive men realize that special drought-resisting pastures

must be provided for stock during the Summer months.

JVrite for Booklet- "SUMMER FODDERS IN VICTORIA"—FREE

RHODES GRASS
A POSITIVE DROUGHl

RESISTER
Splendid Summer Fodder, produces

abundant, nutritious herbage, which

is readily eaten by all live stock.

Absolutely an asset to a dairy farm;
also a useful hay grass.

SUDAN GRASS
Will Yield up to Four Cuttings of

Hay in One Season

Because of its drought-resistant pro-

perties, Brunning's Sudan is particu-

larly adapted for dry, arid areas.

Excellent Fodder for all live stock ;

useful for ensilage.

IMPHEE or PLANTERS' FRIEND
A Hardy Variety of Sorghum. Can be grown with success in Gippsland. Not susceptible

to Frost. Useful for Pasture and Ensilage. Splendid Drought Resister.

F. H. BRUNNING PTY. LTD.

— "Everything for the Farm"

64 ELIZABETH STREET, MELBOURNE



THE JOIJKNAL
OF

THE DEPARTMENT OF AGIUCULTURE,

"V"IOTOR,I.A., J^XJST:RA.1LjTA..

CONTENTS.—DECEMBER, 1919.
PAOK

<Juyen Farm Competition—Report of the Judge ... H. A. M-uUett, B.Ag.Sc. 705

The Sugar Beet Industry ... ... ... .. W. L. Williajiis 722

.Standard Te.st Cows—Report for Quarter Ended 30th Septetnber, 1919- 730

Poultry Ailments ... ... ... A. V. D. Rinloul ayid H. F. Clinlon 744

Farmers' Field Day at Longerenong Agricultural College ... ... . 750

Tobacco Culture ... ... ... ... Temple A. J. Smith 755
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COPYRIGHT PROVISIONS AND SUBSCRIPTION RATES.

The Articles in the .Journal oi the Department of Agriculture of Victoria are

protected by the provisions of the Copyright Ace. .
Proprietors of newspapers wishing

to rei)ublish any matter are at liberty" to do so. provided the .Journal and author are.

both acknoivledged.

The Journal is issued monthly. The subscription, which is payable in advance

and includes postage, is 3s. per a-.num for the Commonwealth and New Zealand, and

5s. for the United Kingdom and Foreign Countries. Single copy, Threepence.

Subscriptions should be forw.arded to the Director of Agriculture, Melbourne.

A complete list of the various ])ublications issued by the Departinent of Agriculture

will be supplied by the latter.



W. & W. 702

METAL FENCES & GATES
SUPREME FOR QUALITY OF MATERIAL AND WORKMANSHIP

THIS IS THE
STRONGEST
GATE MADE

INSIST ON
CYCLONE
EVERY TIME

Y\^. 215. Cyclone Diamond Gate. 4 ft. high (Regd.).

CYCLONE METAL GATES ALWAYS HANG TRUE

GET OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

Cyclone Pty. Ltd.
459 Swanston Street. MELBOURNE

Also at Sydney and Adelaide

JERSEY BUTTER^^BULLS^^
Apply—

C. GORDON LYON, "Banyule," Heidelberg, Victoria

LA MOTTE AYRSHIRES
Bull Calves hy Stuart of Gowrie Park
Whose dam IDA OF GOWRIE PARK gave 11,917 lb?, milk, 5. 08 lest.

689 lbs. butter in nine months.

a^^ Ensure herd success by securing a bull with this dairy record behiod him.

S. ALLAN JOHNSON, La Motte, WOODEND



It has many uses
apart from Spraying —

^

The "KEROTIN" Spray Pump
will give splendid service in all kinds of orchard
and garden spraying, and also may be used for

washing down windows, buggies, stabler, or

yards— as well as for lime-washing fowl-houses
and sheds. An ordinary kerosene tin acts as the
reservoir, and a continuous, line spray is main-
tained without any waste of emulsion. It is

handy to use— requires very little effort—and
doesn't give you that painful elbow "kink" which
attends the working of an ordinary hand syringe.

Prices range from

211- ^
upwards, according to style, as follows :—With Hose and
Spray (no bucket)— Iron air chamber, 21/-; Brass air

chamber, 24/-. With Hose and graduating Spray, suitable

alike for spraying and lime-washing— Iron air chamber, 23/-;
Brass air chamber, 26/-. Accessories — Galvanized wrought
iron extension pipe, with elbow to suit spray, and to fit connec-
tion for use on Fruit trees—4 ft. long, 2/9 each extra. 5 ft.

long, 31- each extra. 6 (t. long, 3/3 each extra.

39 1 -403 Bourke Street
Melbourne

324-330 Pitt Street
Sydney

PARSONS BROS. & CO.
-Propy. Ltd.-

OATMEAL, SPLIT PEAS, and

PEARL BARLEY MILLERS
and'CORNINA" MANUFACTURERS

ARE

BUYERS of OATS, PEAS,

BARLEY, and MAIZE.

SEND SAMPLES OF YOUR
GRAIN TO US.

BOX 53,

G.P.O.. MELBOURNE.
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MiMMm^xx^Am
British,American Australian

Leading Makers
2-60 H.P. ON EASY TERMS.

Brand new Kerosene and Petrol Engines of stationary, portable and tractor
types at less than present-day cost.

"Tangyc," "Lister." ''Kynocti" (British), "Fuller & Johnson,"
"Alamo" (American), McDonald's "ImperiHr' (Australian*.

Let us know the size of Engine you require and what you want it for,
when a member of our firm will call and talk the matter over with you.

In addition we have quite a number of slightly-used engines by the «hove
makers. Some have been used for a few ^ avs only in running city factories
during recent strikes, others 'mostly small ones under 10 h p. have been taken
in part payment of large new engh-.f s Every one has been thorouuhly ovei hauled
and tested, under our pe sonal supervision, in our new enijiiieering works. If
required, we jiive a written guamntte with every engine before deliv ry and
send an e.>;pert to instruct buyer in working for a week free of charge.

OUT THEY GO AT COST!
Plus a email percentage of profit.

Get particulars now of Special Easy Terms Offer for "Foden" Tractors and
Brown & Mavs Portab'e Steam Engines. Enquiries cost nothing.

110-114 STURT ST., SOUTH MELB.

TREES and SCRUB
ST. JOHN'S WORT
THISTLES BRIARS
BLACKBERRIES
BOXTHORN
COUCH FERNS
FURZE SORREL

.WEED, SCRUB,
^B TREE KILlES

[poTsonI

Noxious Weeds
Every square foot of ground is valuable now-a-
days—far too valuable to be usurped by un-

desirable weeds and scrub. Why should they
sap the vitality out of ground which should
contribute to your storehouse or granary ?

"VALLO" Brand Weed
Scrub and Tree Killer

is the speedy, sure, and economical means of
cutting short their existence. "VALLO" is not
an experiment. It is an absolute exterminator
of any and every kind o'f noxious growth.
Whether your trouble be giant trees or common
sorrel, put "VALLO" on the job and you'll be
impressed by what it can do.

Manufactured by

A.Victor LEGGO & CO.
Melbourne — Sydney — Brisbane
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Bonedust, Superphosphate,
And Other High-Grade Fertilizers. Poultry Bone Grit, Meat Meal, Cattle Lick

DELIVERED AT RAILWAY STATION, FOOTSCRAY, OR ON WHARF, MELBOURNE

BONEDUST :: ::

MANUFACTURERJ. COCKBILL,
OFFICE: 407 POST OFFICE PLACE, MELBOURNE

BONES BOUGHT. CONSIGN TO ME, FOOTSCRAY. Telephone 2098.

Ten Years
Practical Tests

The Renowned

"BLUE BELL"
Arsenate of Lead

Secure your orders at once.

F. W. PRELL & CO., 31 Queen St., Melbourne

SOLE VICTORIAN AGENTS

'Phone
7419

Central The Australasian Mutual Insuranee

Society Ltd.
400-2 Collins St.,

MELBOURNE.

Live Stock
Insured

at Lowest Current Rates

obtainable in Australia.

OTHER DEPARTMENTS OF BUSINESS,

nre. Marine, Fidelity Gmaraatee, Plate

GlaM, Perianal Accideat and Sickaex,

EapUreri' Liability, Workateo'i Compea-

atiaa. 'ablic Rifk, HaUr Car, aad Barclary.

INSURE WITH THIS SOCIETY. AND RECOMMEND IT TO YOUR NEIGHBOURS
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Have You Received
Your

IRON AGE
Book?

If not, send your address, when one will be posted by return mail. It

illustrates and describes over 30 varieties of "IRON AGE" Implements.

HARROWS. CULTIVATORS. PLOUGHS. WHEEL HOES.

SEED AND FERTILIZER DRILLS, ETC.

As Illustrated: "IRON AGE" No. 6 Horse Hoe & Cultivator—Fig. 188

With depth regulator attachment. Wheel and regulator work together, but either may be

adjusted separately. Price—Complete, £ 4/9/-

V""^ Proprietary Limited
Collins St.,

MELBOURNE
Estd. 59 Years.

LOANS ON FARMS
Up to two-thirds of valuation in sums from £50 to £2,000, re-

payable by instalments spread over a period of 21\ years.

Interest 6 per cent, per annum.

SPECIAL TERMS FOR DISCHARGED SOLDIERS AND DEPENDANTS,

also those who were in RED CROSS and TRANSPORT SERVICES, up to

three-fourths of valuation, repaj'able by mstalments spread over a period

of 30J years. Interest 5| per cent.

NO CHARGE FOR MORTGAGE DEED
Application forms obtainable at any Branch of The State Savmgs Bank.

State Savings Bank,
Head Office—Elizabeth Street,

Melbourne

GEO. E. EMERY,
Inspector-General.
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WORKS ON VITICULTURE
(Translated from the French by R. Dubois

and W. Percy Wilkinson.)

TVINE-MAKING IN HOT CLIMATES. By L. R003. Cloth, I9.

Postarje : C, IM. ; N.Z., 5d. ; B. & F., lOd.

FIRST STEPS IN AMPELOGRAPHY. By Marcel Mazade. Cloth, la.

Paper, (3d. Postage: C, id. ; N.Z., 2(1. ; B. & F., 4d.

TRENCHING AND SUB-SOILING FOR AMERICAN VINES.
Paper, M. Postage: C, Id.; N.Z., 3d. ; B. & F., (id.

NEAV METHODS OF GRAFTING AND BUDDING AS APPLIED
TO RECONSTITUTION W^ITH AMERICAN VINES. Paper, (id.

Postage: C, Id.; N.Z., 2d.; B. & F., 4d.

AMERICAN VINES : THEIR ADAPTATION, CULTURE,
GRAFTING, AND PROPAGATION. By P. Viala and L. Kavaz.

Cloth, 2s. Paper, Is. Postage: C, Ud. ; N.Z., 5d. ; B. & F., lOd.

STUDIES ON \iriNE STERILIZING MACHINES. By U. Gayon.
Paper, 9d. Postage: C, ^d. ; N.Z., 2d. ; B. & F., 4d.

MANUAL OF MODERN VITICULTURE: RECONSTITUTION
WITH AMERICAN VINES. By G. Foex. Paper, 9d. Postage :

C, Id. ; N.Z., 4d. ; B. & F., 8d.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
MELBOURNE, VICTORIA. AUSTRALIA

BEE-KEEPING
^== IN VICTORIA -^

By F. R. BEUHNE, Government Apiculturist

Comprising 128 pages, divided into 25 chapters (illustrated)

dealing with various phases of Bee-keeping, and specially

adapted to Australian conditions. Suitably indexed.

Price - - ONE SHILLING - Paper Covered

TWO SfflLLINGS - Cloth Bound

Postage: Commonwealth, i/ljd. ; New'Zealand, 3d.; British & Foreign, 5id.

Applica«ions, accompanied by Postal Note covering price and postage, to be

forwarded to the Director, Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, Victoria'
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Turns
"The Weight of

the Crank
Starts

and as slow as you wish

—for the Sharpies skims perfectly clean, regard-

less of whether you turn fast or slow. So,

when tired, simply turn slower

—

you can't
lose cream for the wonderful Suc-

tion-feed drinks up the milk only as fast

as it can be perfectly separated.

The Sharpies Separator runs very

lightly at any speed, for the bowl

hangs from a smgle frictionless

ball bearmg, running in a constant

bath of oil, same as the enclosed

gears. Again the Sharpies Tubu-
lar bowl IS remarkably

light. Since it contains no

discs whatever . The
normal speed of the

Sharpies is only 45 revo-

lutions per minute—most

other separators must be

run at 55 to 60 turns per

minute, or they lose

cream to the amount of

7 to 13 lbs. per cow per

year on the average farm.

If you drop considerably

below 45 revolutions -=^

with a Sharpies, you will still skim perfectly clean, and get all the cream

possibl(

SHARPIES
^^ SUCTION-FEED qCream separatoK

Easy to Wash. The Sharpies has no discs to be washed- just a simple tubular bowl

with one small piece in it. This tubular bowl is broadly patented. A brush

cleanses it quickly and it can be put together almost instantly. Its long, narrow shape

creates double the skimming force over the disc-filled bowls found in other

separators. Sharpies is

—the only separator that skims clean at widely varying speeds

—the only separator that skims faster when you turn more quickly

—the only separator that delivers cream of unchanging thickness— all speedt

—the only separator with just one piece in the bowl—no discs, easiest to clean

—the only separator with knee-low supply tank and a once-a-month oiling system

Newell & Co., Melbourne John Bridge & Co.. Sydney
Agents Elder Smith & Co., Adelaide Clark & Fauset, Brisbane

Chas. Atkins & Co., Perth J. R. Green, Launceston
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES
, VICTORIA DOCK

The Stores have a capacity of 743,980 cubic feet

insulated, and are capable of holding 372,000

boxes of butter, or 248,000 cases of fruit,

or 335,000 carcasses of lamb and mutton.

Electric motor power totals 900 H.P.

Produce can be placed on conveyors at any point and mechanically

carried to any chamber in the building, or conveyed from the chambers

direct into the ship's hold.

The Railway Department Goods Sheds
are adjacent to and connected with the Cool Stores by direct lines ; delay

and exposure of produce through shunting in the Spencer-street yards, or

cartage, are thus avoided. The Stores are situated in close proximity to

the Victoria Dock, where vessels drawing up to 30 feet of water can be

berthed ; excellent facilities for the efficient and economical treatment and

shipment of frozen and perishable products are provided.

Expert Officers are connected with every Branch, so that

any one requiring information regarding the production, preparation, and

shipment of produce can rely upon being promptly supplied with up-to-

date information upon all matters.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES

VICTORIA DOCK

i*£iCiliti6S are provided for producers and smaller exporters of the

various kinds of produce, so that direct shipments on their own account

may be undertaken. The Government ownership and conduct of Cool

Stores places producers in an independent position, and, in addition,

preserves an open channel for the carrying on of the export trade in

perishable products.

The Department of Agriculture will receive,

handle, freeze, store, and ship Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Fruit, Meat,

Poultry, Rabbits and Hares, &c., for producers and exporters.

Produce to the value of over £30,000,000 has been treated

at the Government Cool Stores.

GOVERNMENT COOL STORES, VICTORIA DOCK (Dudley St.)

Telephones

:

Office: 10383 Central. SuperinteDdent and Engineer-in-Cbarge : 10382 Ceatral.

SCALE OF CHARGES, ETC.

and further particulars may be obtamed upon application to the

exports superintendent, department of agriculture,

Produce Offices, 605-7 Flinders Street. Melbourne.

Telephone 9380 Central.
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DOOKIE AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
Provides Special Facilities for Practical and Scientific Agricultural Education

Notable Agriculturists say that this College offers the best
agricultural education and practical training in the world

THE COLLEGE TEAR COMMENCES IN MARCH STUDENTS MAY BE ENROLLED AT ANY TIM

Altmrnatice Courses—
(a) Diploma Course

(b) Oae Year's Course.

Thr
Total Fees—

£25/-/- per annum.

Tbc collate coBtains modem and well eqaipped laboratory and lecture hall, single bedrooms, rccreatioa ta4
sports grounds.

Of rbe 5,913 acres of (arm land at Dookie, 1,000 acres were put under crop by students last season; and cbaapM*
prizes were won for sheep and pigs at the lajt Royal Agricultural Society's Show.

FARM SUBJECTS.—Agriculture, Animal Husbandry, Poultry, Fruit Growing,
Butter and Cheese Factory Management, Building Construction for Farmers.

EACH BRANCH UNDER SPECIALLY TRAINED EXPERTS

LONGERENONG AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
SESSIONS COMMENCE MARCH AND SEPTEMBER

This College is specially adapted for Junior Students from 14 years of afe
AREA OF FARM. 2,336 ACRES

MAIN BRANCHES OF FARM WORK.—Grain Growing. Fat Lamb Raising, Dairyiaa.
Irrigation of Fodder Crops, Fruit, &c.

Total Fees—£25 per annum.

Full particulars obtainable from T. J. PURVIS, Esq., Secretary, Council of Agricultural Educati*a,
Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, or the Principals of the Colleges.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE

VETERINARY SCHOOL
Complete Courses of Instruction are conducted in all Subjects for the Degre* i>f

Bachelor of Veterinary Science (B.V. Sc), and for the License (L.V. Sc).

Veterinary Snr^'^ons possessing the abo'"^ aualif«-j*tions are elipib'e f<^T rei;istratiofi

under the Veterinary Surgeons Act (Victoria) and for Veterinary Appointments in the

Commonwealth and State Services and in the Army Veterinary Corps.

For full particulars apply

—

The DIRECTOR. Veterinary School. PARKVILLE. VICTORIA

The Bangalow,

Craigieburn.

The Queensland Molasses Co.

Dear Sir,

Plepse find enclosed cheque
for Mollerne of which I have
made an extended test with
satisfactory results. It did
not increase the milk but
prevented a decrease, and the
cows seemed to like it very
much. 1 can do with a truck
load, say si.\ tons, as I set the
lower freicrht If you can send
it on next week you can let mo
know.

I am.

Yours faithfully.

(%(/.) William D.McCallnm

9 S^-^-.
«•-)



FullReward
YOUR LABO^>Â

Obtain the maximum prices and most prompt

returns by consigning all your produce to us.

Agents in all leading towns can be consulted at any

time. Liberal advances made against consignments.

MBRKFTtCOLllNSS'4
MF-LBOURNe



NATIONAL TRUSTEES
Executors & Agency Company of Australasia Ltd.

DIRECTORS

:

HON. WALTER MADDEN, Chairman and Managing Director.

EDWARD FITZGERALD, Esq., LL.D. MICHAEL MORNANE, Esq. HON. DUNCAN E. McBRYDE.
HENRY MADDEN, Esq. Brigadier-General H. E. ELLIOTT, C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O.. D.C.M.

This Company Acts as Executor or Joint Executor of Wills, Adminii^trator, Trustee of
Settlements, and Agent for Absentees under Power of Attorney.

MONEY TO LEND ON BROAD ACRES AND FARM LANDS

Offices— 1 1 3 Queen St. (Corner of Little Collins-st.), Melbourne

MONKEY "=^1"= "WALLABY" JACKS
For

GRUBBING
TREES
and

STUMPS
and

GENERAL
HEAVY
UFTING

Onr complete illustrated catalo{ it free, if yoa have one mc it, if Ten haven't WRITE US TO-DATI

TREWHELLA BROS. Pty. Ltd., TRENTHAM

^PRODUCERS!

YouWantWhatYour Land Needs
BUT YOU WANT IT CHEAPER

Get the Fertilizer Profits Yourselves by taking Shares in

The Phosphate Co-operative Company of Australia Limited
(REGISTERED)

Authorized Capital - - £300,000
SHARES. £3 EACH MINIMUM HOLDING. 5 SHARES MAXIMUM. 60 SHARES

of which £1 is payable on application and £1 on allotment, balance in instalments over (wo years.

A FARMERS' ORGANIZATION
Directors :—W. C. Hill, M.H.R. (President V.F.U.). Chairman ; P. H. H. Ibbott (Managing Director V.P.C.) ; Geo.

H. Morton (Victorian Farmers Union) : Wm. Thain (Director V.P.C.) Augustus Wolskel (Heathcote Chemical Co.)

£85.000 WORTH OF SHARES ALREADY SUBSCRIBED FOR BY 3.000 FARMERS

Standarci Superphosphate will be manufactured from South Sea

REGISTERED OFFICE -
(^auru, &c.), or Florida Rock

545 Little Collins Street,

MELBOURNE.
JAS. B. ROBERTSON,

Acting Secretary.



NOXIOUS WEEDS
FARMERS— don't let the weeds get a first mortgage on your land. The Most Effective,

Safest, and Cheapest Method of ERADICATING WEED PESTS is by using

"CACTUSENE" A—B—and—C GRADES
Applied by means of an Atomiser, as shown below

Easiest Method
of Killing

BLACKBERRY.

CALIFORNIAN
THISTLE.

BATHURST BURR,

St. JOHN'S WORT.

SWEET BRIAR.

RECOMMENDED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE OF VICTORIA
IVe have hundreds of 'Uesiimonials from satisfied clients.

Easiest Method
of Killing

CACTUS.

LANTANA.

RAGWORT,

STINKWORT,

BOX THORN

Manufactured
by CACTUS ESTATES LTD.,

60 QUEEN ST.

MELBOURNE

"BULLDOG " Burnt & Unbumt
(cSb°"n«e) Agricultural Lime

For Orchards. Crops, and Pastures

Its use is strongly recommended by all experts, and those who have

had practical experience. Any quantity supplied at shortest notice.

For applying to land we recommend onr "Ajax" Lime Spreader

Rale) and fall parHculan from Dittrihuion—

CURDIE'S RIVER X. CURPHEY Pty. LitCl.

Telcpiune—Central 2807 225 Coppin Street, Richmond, Victoria

RaeiSTBRED Trade Mark

Works—

BURNT LILYDALE LIME
FOR THE LAND

Farmers who have not used Burnt Lime should try it. The action

of Burnt Lime on the land is Iminediate. The demand for Building

Lime having slackened owing to the War, Farmers have the opportunity

of getting a supply of the well-known Lilydale Lime.
ANALYSIS go as high as 98% Calcium Oxide.

Ap^y—

DAVID MITCHELL ESTATE, p^S,,.. OLIVER'S LANE, MELBOURNE
Works—Cave Hill. Lilydale. TeL Lilydale 4. TeL Central 5726.



Get Your Tractor Now
Some of these fine days you will be buying

a tractor. When you do, it will be because

you believe you are getting your money's worth.

You need not take any chances. You can

just as well be sure when you buy that you are

getting the most for your money.

We can take you to Titan 10-20 owners

who will give you the facts about tractor opera-

tion ; w^e can show you tractor records and

tractor features, that you, yourself, can verify;

and we can give you the real reasons w^hy

w^hen you buy a tractor you should buy a

Titan 10-20.

You cannot begin too soon lo get posted on

tractors. There is a lot to learn but it pays to

know. Let us send you a Titan 1 0-20 pamphlet.

Then step in and talk it over with the local IHC
agent first time you're in town.

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY OF AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD.
543-555 BOUKKE STREET, MELBOURNE

Agencies throughout Victoria and the Riverina
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OUYEN FARM COMPETmON.

Beport of the Judge, H. A. Mullett. B.Ag.Sc, Chief Field Officer,

Department of Agriculture.

TEN YEARS' PROGRESS.

Ten years ago the inhabitants of that vast tract of land between

Woomelang and the Murray, bounded on the west by the South Aus-

tralian border, could (if Mildura were excluded) probably have been

counted on the fingers of one hand. At that time the railway between

Woomelang and Mildura passed through what seemed an unbroken
sandy wilderness of mallee scrub.

To-day, for miles along this line and along the newer Ouyen-
Murraj'ville line, the bush has been pushed back, often as far ae tLe
eye can see, disclosing typical rolling mallee country, dotted with farm-
steads. In 1909, in the whole area, there were but 200 acres under
cultivation; in 1910, 60,000; while by 1918 it could be said that a new
province had been definitely added to our wheat belt, with some 350,000
acres under cult'vation, yielding several million bushels of wheat. Such
is the way settlement proceeds in the Mallee.

The pace at which these Mallee farms have been imj^roved, though
severely handicapped during the war period, has not been less rapid.

It is a striking indication of their present status that the Ouyen Agri-
cultural Society has been able this year to inaugurate a successful
Farm Competition, in which one or two of the farms exhibited would
compare quite favorably with those in districts settled for the past half-

century. Incidentally, the holding of the competition reflects the keen
spirit of enterprise and progress that pervades the newer Mallee
Settlements. •

Special Conditions in the Mallee.

In judging the farms one could not but be impressed with the fact
that here conditions and requirements differ materially from those in

the older settled wheat districts, but, as elsewhere, the main problem of
18156.
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the first settlers has been to secure from the cropping, sufficient cash

returns to clear their block, and erect the necessary improvements.

Practically all the competitors, starting with green mallee blocks, have

been able to clear them, erect substantial improvements, and maintain
an average of over 1,000 bags of wheat annually for each year of

occupation, notwitlistanding the 3 914 drought, when very little wheat
was harvested.

The clearing of the scrub and the growing of the first three or four

crops of wheat are achieved at an exceedingly low expense, because both

operations go hand in hand, so that, paradoxical as it may seem, there

is probably no virgin country in Victoria which has so readily paid its

way during the pioneering stages as this apparently arid region, with
its dense thickets of scrub.

Mr. Tyers, of Galah (donor of the prize), and the Judging
Stevrards. ( Mr. Tyers is standing between the two cars).

But it must be recognised that once the block is freed of mallee

shoots the maximum crops cannot be produced on a 12 to 14-inch rain-

fall by sowing wheat year after year on the stubble, and that careful

attention to the seed, to the use of manure, and crop rotation, is even

more necessary than in more favoured districts further south.

Other points that need special attention in the Mallee are fodder

conservation and water storage for the home and the live stock. Again,

if the natural herbage is to be most profitably utilized, if weeds like wild

oats and wild mustard are to be kept in check, if the light, sandy soils

are to be compacted and fertility maintained, sheep are essential.

These farms in the newer Mallee arc to-day just at the parting of

the ways—much of the pioneering work has been done, the need for

the stubble burn is passing, the financial pressure is easing—yet many
find it difficult to break away from the traditional continuous cropping
methods which in the past have served them well.

But hore and there are a few who have made the change, and this

Competition, if it does nothing else, will have succeeded admirably if

it serves to direct attention to the newer methods which are being shown
to be most ])rofitable.
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The Competition,

Seven farms were submitted for competition, and half a day was

devoted to an inspection of each. The marks, details of which will

be found elsewhere, were allotted according to the scale of points pre-

pared by the locai society.

Improvements, plant, and implements, crops, fallow, live stock,

water supply, fodder reserves, and subdivision were among the subjects

to which detailed attention was given on each farm.

Considerable keenness and praiseworthy willingness to answer all

questions put by the judge were exhibited by the various competitors,

and, judging by the several innovations, repairs to fences, water supply,

farm buildings, implements, &c., Avhich bore evidence of having been

recently carried out, the competition had resulted in inducing partici-

pants to effect useful improvements.

Mr. Gniel's Horses.

Results.

The winning farm was that of R. C. F. Gniel, of VValpeup, with

a total of 189 points; E. A. Hanner, of Ouyen, was second, with 111;

and H. Vallance, Walpeup, third, with 106.

Mr. Gniel's farm was strong in every department except sheep. The
homestead and farm buildings were attractively situated, extremely

well laid out, and neatly kept. Special attention had been paid to water

supply, fodder reserves, and to the economical lay-out of the farm build-

ings. The wheat crop was excellent, and the fallow well worked and

contained a high ])ercentage of moisture. The farm was well sub-

divided, and adequate wind-breaks and shelter belts had been left. The
horses were in splendid condition.

Mr. Harmer's farm was specially well subdivided, and the outfit

of plant and implements notably complete and well cared for. There

were ample reserves of fodder and water.

Mr. Vallance was one of the few who kept sheep. He showed a fine

oat crop. The stable was lofty and of the 'Miead to head " type, with

central feed alley. There was a large area of well-worked fallow.

1 2
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Messrs. Hunt and Giles, who also had well-developed farms, and
kept sheep, lost marks heavily in the cropping department. Mr. Giles

had the he^t sheep, and Mr. Hunt the best lambs.

Mr. Barratt's fencing was the most substantial. His method of sub-

division was good, but he had few farm buildings, and, together with

Messrs. Lang and Hunt, had very small reserves of hay.

Details of the marks allotted are attached and discussed under their

appropriate headings.

Details op Results.
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varieties of wheat sown were Federation, Yandilla King, Dart's Im-

perial, Warden, and Mae's White. The Mac's White, though tall, Avas

not equal to the rest of the crop in yield of grain.

It has been Mr. Gniel's policy ever since he cleared the block (which

was timbered with pine, hopbush, buloke mallee) to concentrate all

his efforts on 200 acres of wheat. The aim has been to carry out each

operation thoroughly, especially at the most suitable time. The points

to which special attention has been directed are the conservation of

moisture by working the fallow shallowly as soon as possible after every

good fall of rain, and the sowing of the crop the moment the condit ons

are favorable, as early as April and not later than the end of May.
The following are the individual operations involved in raising the

crop—there were nine cultural operations in all :—The fallow was

thoroughly ploughed in July ; subsequently it was harrowed twice, scari-

fied, and harrowed again before harvest. After harvest it received two

further harrowings, and was scarified and drilled in April and early

May. Sixty pounds of seed was used and 35 lbs. of superphosphate.

View of Crop on Winning Farm.

The effect of this policy of concentration as against the spreading

of one's efforts over a larger area of stubble land is reflected in the

general air of neatness and prosperity about this farm, of which more

will be said later.

The area of wheat cropped by the average competitor was about

twice that of Mr. Gniel, i.e., about 400 acres, a considerable proportion

of which was sown on stubble land. In two cases the whole of the crop,

averaging 560 acres, had been sown on stubble, and was practically a

complete failure. On the average, only 40 per cent, of each crop was
sown on fallow land. Wherever the stubble crops and fallow crops had
been sown alongside one another, there was a marked difference in

favour of the fallow.

Mr. Harmer's crop consisted of 335 acres, 220 acres of which were

sown on fallow. The best portion of this consisted of 50 acres of

Currawa; other varieties were Yandilla King on stubble, Turvey, and

Gluyas; 50 lbs. each of seed and superphosphate were used.
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There was a tendency among the competitors to favour a bushel of

wheat and 50 lbs. of superphosphate as giving better results than the

usual 45 lbs. of seed and 30 lbs. of manure. At the experimental plots

conducted at Cowangie and Carwarp by the Department of Agriculture

it has been shown that 60 lbs. of superphosphate is the most profitable

dressing.

Oats are not very popular in the Mallee, but sooner or later farmers

will have to grow them in rotation with wheat as a preventative of

takeall; they can be successfully grown Avhen given proper treatment.

A particularly good crop of 65 acres was gro-vvTi this year by Mr. N.
Vallance; it stood quite 2 ft. 6 in. high, and was very well headed,

though loose smut was present. Advantage had been taken of the early

rains to plough the land in February and early March. It was har-

rowed and drilled immediately with 40 lbs. of Algerian oats and 45

lbs. of superphosphate per acre. The crop Avas fed off to sheep during

May and June, and subsequently renovated with the harrows in August,
which gave it a fresh start. There is no doubt that this harrowing
considerably benefited the crop.

Mr. Lang, another of the competitors, is strongly in favour of har-

rowing after the crop is up, in the case of wheat—that is, on any of

the firmer soils.

Fallows.

The dryness of the season and consequent shortage of grass had
interfered with the normal fallowing operations. Two competitors

had no fallow at all. Mr. Vallance had 200 acres; it was ploughed in

June and July, subsequently it was harrowed twice. There were a few
weeds, and the moisture content was fair.

Mr. Harmer's fallow, comprising 180 acres, had been similarly

treated. Many weeds were present which another stroke of the harroAv

would have eliminated.

The best fallow was shown by Mr. R. C. F. Gniel. There was, how-
ever, only 70 acres. The moisture content was excellent, having been

preserved by a splendid mulch some 2^ inches deep. The paddock was
ploughed in July to 4 inches with a mouldboard plough ; it was sub-

sequently harrowed twice, then scarified.

The average rainfall of the Mallee is not sufficient to grow maximum
crops of wheat. Careful fallowing is the method by which the rainfall

of any one year can be supplemented. If, after every inch of rain, the

surface is kept. lightly stirred with the harrows, the springtooth, or the

scarifier, if necessary, the loose soil acts as a blanket, and evaporation
is reduced to a minimum.

It has been proved that 4 inches of rain can be conserved in this

way. In the Mallee every inch of rain available to the j^lants means
a couple of bushels of wheat extra to the acre. Care must be taken,

however, that light sandhills, which are liable to drift, are not unduly
worked; if the sand is very loose, there is no necessity to work it, except

for the purpose of killing weeds.

Improvements and Conveniences.

Mention has been made of the fact that some of the farms are sur-

prisingly well improved. In these cases the home, farm buildings, and
conveniences, though unpretentious, have been erected on a plan at

once attractive and utilitarian.
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Those of Mr; R. C. F. Gniel are especially noteworthy. The house,
nestling among a shelter belt of pines and sugar gums, is situated at
the end of a well-kept drive, flanked Avith gums. The entrance gate
on the road, the garden fence, and the fencing enclosing the farmyard
are extremely neat,, and painted white, the posts being neatly shaped.
The orchard and vegetable garden are enclosed by a neat wire-netted

^
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enclosure is provided. The buildings all have iron roofs and neatly

dressed bush-i)ine walls. The stable is slabbed, and the horses are

separately stalled, the feeding arrangements being situated at the head

of the stalls and near the chaff house. The roof is, however, somewhat
low.

The general effect of neatness is greatly enhanced by the attention

that has been paid to the true alignment of the various buildings.

Horses and live stock are not allowed to wander over the paddock
which constitutes the farm-yard; consequently it was well grassed and

Mr. Giles' Cool Cellar.—Double-roofed, Brick, Efficiently-
Ventilated.

quite free from the objectionable loose dust which forms such a charac-
teristic feature about the average Mallee homestead. A number of
" native olives " or " cabbage bushes," dotted here and there, provide a

grateful shade. The fowl-yard and pig?tye are located beneath some of

these. The fencing is substantial, neat, and well-stayed. It is not, how-
ever, yet sheep-proof. The gates about the farmstead are good.

The residences of Messrs. Hunt and Giles are each worthy of men-
tion as well-kept home-like places; each has a netted garden. Mr.
Giles' homestead is noteworthy for a most up-to-date cool cellar—

a
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very important accessory to life on a Mallee farm. The walls, floors,

and stairway are of brick, and a special fireplace and chimney acts as

a' ventilator.

The cellar has a double roof, and is dust and fly proof. The
cost is given at £50 for materials and £10 for labour.

Mr. Lang had the water piped on to his house from the dam, and in

Mr. Hunt's case piping was in the course of installation.

Messrs. Hunt, Harmer, and Gniel have repair shoj^s with a full

kit of tools—an important consideration in the Mallee. Mr. Giles has

the best implement shed. The waggon could be driven right through,

so that backing was unnecessary.

Two of the competitors had little or no farm buildings. Some of

the main faults were—scattered buildings, stables too near the house, on

the windward side of it, and inconvenient feeding arrangements.

Messrs. B'arratt, Vallance, and Hunt alone have sheep-proof fences.

Barb-wired and Mallee gates figure largely on all properties except

"Cabbage Bushes" or "Native Olive"

-that, of Mr. Hunt, where their place is taken by economically con-

stnicted home-made gates of wood. The fencing of Mr. Barratt is

most substantial. The fences of boundary and main subdivision are

rabbit-proof, elsewhere they are sheep-i)roof. The whole of the fencing
is strongly stayed and well strained, and especially commendable.

SUBDIVISION AND WATER SUPPLY.

Subdivision.

The following factors govern the subdivision of the average Mallee
farm :

—

From the point of view of working the block, the most economical
position for the homestead and buildings is, of course, in the centre,

but a number of considerations usually render it necessary to place
the homestead elsewhere. In the first place, it is essential to have the
buildings situated near an adequate water supply. West of Cowangie
water can be obtained by bores; but elsewhere, except where stock and
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domestic cliannels are available, dependence must be placed on dams.
Owing to tbe pervious nature of tlie soil, tbe run-off is not great, and

an area of from 10 to 50 acres on tbe most suitable spot must be

reserved uncultivated as a catcbment for tbe main dam. Somewbere
in this vicinitv is usuallv tbe b^st situation for tbe bomestead.
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In planning tlie erection of the subdivisional fences it is necessary
to consider accessibility to water and the farm-yard, and the dimensions
of the paddocks. In addition, any plan should allow for future develop-
ment being made without unduly interfering with the original plan.
If stock are to be easily watered, it is necessary to provide access to

the central dam by means of a race, or by grouping the paddocks around
the water catchment. Again, it is important that the teams should be
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Sketch Plan sho^ving Method of Lay-out of Homestead and
Farm Buildings adopted by Mr. R. C. F. Gniel, Walpeup.

able to go to and from work by the shortest route possible. Xear the

liouse there should be several horse paddocks of from 10 to 20 acres

each, and the main farm paddocks, if possible, should be rectangular,

about one and a half times as long as they are broad, and of similar

dimensions. Unless there are sufficient paddocks of similar area, it will

l)e difficult later to work the fann on a satisfactory rotation system.

Shelter belts should be left or planted, preferably in the corners.
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The subdivision of the farms of both Messrs. Hariner and Hunt

is on good lines. Mr. Harmer's farm is subdivided into seven pad-

docks, five of which are either 80 acres or multiples of 80. A glance

at the plan will show that the farm had first been divided into four

equal parts by fences which bisected each of the sides. One of these

had been further subdivided into three paddocks about the homestead.

Communication between this and tlie remaining paddocks is effected

by means of a race.

Mr. Hunt's fann is much larger in size, and there are, consequently^

more paddocks. They are somewhat uneven in size, and inaccessible

except round the boundary road or through each other. It would be

])ossible, hoAvever, by means of a race, to render the whole of the pad-

dooks accessible to the farm-yard. There are Avater catchments and

Mr. Gniel's Fine New 3,320-yard Dam. " Spoil " placed round
the bank continuously and Concrete Chute provided.

dams in every paddock but one, so that there is no necessity to have-

access to a central dam. The presence of Avell-kept shelter belts of pines

in the corner of each paddock gave a comfortable, park-like ajjpearance

to the whole place. The entrance to this farm, like that of Mr. Har-

mer's, straggles over a cultivation paddock, when it would have been

quite simple to provide a short, direct entrance along a fence line.

The subdivision of the properties of Messrs. Gniel, Giles, and

Earratt has also been well arranged. Though Mr. Barratt's farm
contains only five paddocks, it is nevertheless capable of future expan-

sion on sound lines.

Water Supply.

The " run-oil" "' in the Mallee is exceptionally low, and the evapora-

tion is in the vic'nity uf 8 feet a year. In addition, the soil is loose,

and easily scoured, while drains are readily silted up by wind-blown

sand. These points must be taken into account in sinking dams for

a Mallee farm. An area of from 10 to ."iO acres, according to the site-

and the size of the dam, must be .«et aside and left uncultivated to

provide sufficient catchment. Channels must be ])loughed and delved to
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dram this area, and especially to tap any road surface available. Atten-

tion is necessary from time to time to see that they are not being silted

up.

The drains should pass through a small excavation just before

entering the main dam, so that the water will deposit its silt. The
evai:)oration is so high that shallow dams are Uiseless. The " spoil " or

excavated dirt should be placed completely around the banks to lessen

evaporation. The water may be carried into the dam by means of a

pipe, or a gap may be left in the bank.

The total capacity' of the water storage for a Mallee farm should be

at least 5,000 cubic yards, though some fai-ms depend solely on one good

dam of a couple of thousand yards. It is important to batter the sides

carefully, and to provide a chute for the water to enter the dam, so that

ero.sion and consequent silting may be prevented. On no account should

stock be' permitted access to the dam, as they break down the sides,

pollute the water, and, if they swim in it, will carry off considerable

quantities on their hides. Sheep are, however, les.s objectionable, and

may help in puddling a dam that is not holding well. Dams of less than

1,000 yards capacity are practically useless in the Mallee.

The provision for water made by Mr. Gniel consisted of two dams,

one of 2,100 cubic yards, and another of 3,320 cubic yards. The latter

dam was a model. Its depth was 12 ft. 6 in. The sides were battered

at a two to one slope, the spoil being placed continuously around the

top. The cost of construction was £142.

Particularly interesting was the provision of a concrete chute to

take the inflowing water. The chute was made simply by stretching a

length of 3-ft. wire netting, suitably dished, down one of the sides, and

spreading on it an incli or so of concrete. The surface was then given

a cement skin. In all, £2 10s. worth of cement was used.

The second dam was also well made, and provided with a galvanized

iron chute. The water was pumped out into a capacious iron trough.

From these dams the drains spread out fan-like over the catchment.

The following also possessed dams of good type :—'Messrs. Harmer,
Vallance, and Giles. In several cases the storage capacity was much
below the standard required, and in some there was little water remain-

ing. Mr. Lang has a windmill on his dam, and Mr.. Hunt has installed

an engine.

PLANT AND liYlPLEMENTS.

The plant and implements were, on the whole, of a high standard.

Whatever else he may have lacked, no competitor was seriously short of

necessary implements. Some of them, however, were content to accept

a high rate of depreciation by leaving such implements as harvesters,

drills, binders, Sze., out in the sun.

Stump-jump cultivating implements are, of course, essential. Both
mouldboard and disc ploughs were common. The favorite cultivating

implement is the scarifier, usually 11-tine. The disc cultivator is

occasionally found necessary on fallows dirty with melons and " rolly-

polys." Several of the competitors have found the springtooth culti-

vators valuable for working up the fallows in front of the drill. This

cultivator does not wallow or drag in loose ground like the scarifier

;

but, of course, it is not very effective in killing weeds. Springtooth cul-

tivato]',s stand the rough work well, though a few tines are broken on the
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stumps in frasty weather. Stump-jump harrows are largely relied on

for working over fallows.

Disc drills are much used during the first few years of cultivation,

and then the tendency is to go in for hoe-drills. Strippers are found

on every farm, ami are especially useful for sa>ing vnluahle " cocky

Portion of Yard of Winning Farm, slio-wing Barn, Implement
Shed, Reserve Hay Stack, &c.

Mr. Hunt's Six-furrow Stump-jump Disc Ploug-h.

chaff." The harvester is also largely in use. On one farm there Avas

a header, and it had given satisfaction. The remaining plant was
similar to that found on the average wheat farm.

The hest set of implements was possessed hy Mr. Harmer, and it

was in first class order. This set cost over £1,000. Well-kept sets

were also shown by Messrs. Giles, Hunt, and Gniel. A good kit of
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tools and duplicates is kept by Mr. Harmer, -Mr. Hunt, and Mr. Gniel.

Mr Giles has no engine, but depends on a powerful liorseworks, driven

by four horses, to cut chaff.

FODDER CONSERVATION.
It is not sound practice to farm anywhere in the Victorian wheat

belt without at least a year's supply of fodder on hand for the horses,

i.e., 5 tons of hay, or its equivalent, per horse. Provision, preferably
of oats, should also be made for the sheep.

In the drier Mallee the provision is doubly important, because the

risk of crop failure is proportionately greater. Four of the com-
petitors had a year's supply of hay on hand (one of them two) ; one
had no hay whatever.

Mr. Gniel had three stacks, totalling 100 tons ; one of them enclosed

in a mouse-proof enclosure. Messrs. Giles, Vallance, and Warner
possessed over 50 tons of hay each. Messrs. Hunt and Gniel had
stored large reserves of " cocky chaff " from the winnower in well-

roofed sheds. iCircular receptacles of bush posts and wire netting,

about 9 feet high and 16 feet in diameter, are almost equally useful.

They can be erected at a cost of about £5 or £6.

LIVE STOCK.
Horses.

The horses throughout the district were in the pink of condition at

the time of judging. They were, on the whole, a very serviceable lot,

though, as a rule, did not show uiuch size or many signs of good breed-

ing—it being somewhat difficult to get good sires in the Mallee. Some
of the competitors ap])earec] to be holding too many horses for the size

of their blocks.

Mr. Hunt possessed, perhaps, the most even lot; but they were not

in such good condition as those of Messrs. Harmer and Gniel. The
young horses in all three lots were good. Mr. Giles' horses showed a

good deal of Shire blood. Mr. Lang had two excellent mares. Portion
of Mr. Vallance's team was away.

Sheep.

The value of sheep to the Mallee farmer, as soon as the state of the
fencing permits, cannot be overstated.

Sheep make the best use of the pastures indigenous to the wheat
belt, and in this country will thrive where cattle will stavve. They
keep weeds in check; clean, work, and fertilize the fallows; help to

consolidate light soils, and are useful in grazing off rank crops and
turning drought-stricken wheat crops into some profit.

The two natural controlling factors in the Mallee largely deter-

mining which class of sheep are likely to be most profitable are the
scantiness of the summer herbage and the dust. Mallee farms are,

therefore essentially suited to fat lamb raising as against wool pro-
duction.

A quick maturing fat lamb, such as is produced by one of the long-
woolled or the Down breeds on cross-bred ewes, is likely to give the
best results. The farmer should buy a good line of cross-bred sheep,,

and, after taking about three crops of lambs from them, fatten them;
off.
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Some of the flocks had apparently been bred up by retaining the

progeny of cross-breds mated to Lincoln rams, and then once more
introducing Lincoln blood. The wool, of course, had deteriorated, but

the lambs were good.

It is variously estimated that the average Mallee block, when
cleared up, will carry from 100 to 150 sheep, allowing for 250 acres of

crop and 180 to 200 acres of fallow. Probably if the sheep are lambed
down, and carried well, the lower figure will be nearer the mark.

One competitor has carried an average of 150 sheep for the past

four years, during which time he has cropped an average of 260 acres,

and maintained 130 acre^s of fallow. Last year his returns from sheep

were £200 gross. This year the paddocks have been eaten bare already,

but the sheep could be very profitably utilized in eating off poor crops of

oats and wheat. In so doing, it is important to subdivide the paddocks

with temporary fences and clean up each in turn.

Another competitor maintains about 100 ewes. In 1918, 88 dry

ewes yielded 1,056 lbs. of wool, valued at £66; 100 ewes last year pro-

duced 1,060 lbs. of wool, valued at £57. This year they average 11 lb.

of wool the head. Fifty lambs were sold on the 1st of August for

22s. 6d. ; they averaged 40 lbs., dressed weight, at 14-15 weeks.

The ewes were mostly three-quarter bred Lincolns, which accounts

for the low price of the wool.

Messrs. Giles, Hunt, Barratt, and Yallance alone of the competitors

possessed sheep. Those of Mr. Giles were a line of fairly large-framed,

superior woolled sheep, in good condition. Mr. Hunt's sheep were a

mixed lot ; the lambs were mostly prime. Messrs. Vallance and
Barratt both had three-quarter bred Lincoln ewes. Mr. Vallance is

now mating Ideal rams with his ewes. Mr. Barratt's were not in good

condition.
Other Live Stock.

Owing to the quantity of rough feed and the absence of sheep-

proof fences, most Mallee farmers keep cows instead of sheep during

the first four or five years of occupation. They bring in steady returns

from week to week, and it is surprising to see the cream that goes away
from Mallee stations during the winter and spring. Five or six milk-

ing cows are usually kept. They will milk for nine or ten months,

averaging, perhaps, £2 per \veek per herd for half that period. Often

there is an abundance of feed on which young cattle may be profitably

fattened.

The type of cow for the Mallee farmer is undoubtedly the dual

purpose animal, that can be fattened if necessary, and whose offspring

possess good frames.

Mr. Lang usually has from twenty to thirty-five head of cattle.

He milks two cows, and lets several suckle their calves. He also buys

other young stuff. An average of £100 a year clear profit can be made
in this way. Mr. Hunt also had a number of good beef sorts.

A pig or two, and generally half a hundred fowls can be profitably

utilized on every Mallee farm.

LAND NOT UNDER CULTIVATION.
Most of the competitors had the land well cleaned up and

" snagged." On some blocks the feed was scanty. Mr. Hunt's paddocks

deserve special mention, as in addition to there being fair grass, no
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shoots and but few snags, fire-breaks 20 feet wide had been ploughed
round each paddock.

CONCLUSION.

To sum up, there is no doubt that Victoria has a splendid asset i«

her new Mallee Settlements. The next decade is sure to witness
immense strides in this unique district.

The history of numbers of the settlers has shown that wheat-growing
there is highly profitable when sound lines are followed. Some of

them have been indicated in this report. It is likely to be still more
profitable in the era of high prices for primary products now entered
upon.

Two things hinder advancement—they are lack of capital and
lack of knowledge. Many unfortunately lack the necessary capital to

immediately put their ideas into practice; others, with or without
capital, are still wedded to unsound methods.

To-day the Mallee is suffering from a harvest failure, which could
have been largely minimized had proper methods been followed. The
immediate i^roblem is, therefore, one of reconstruction. The necessity
for the provision of adequate reserves of fodder and water is once more
sharply impressed on those who unfortunately lack these vital sup-
plies. And the extreme importance of carefully-worked fallows has
again been conclusively demonstrated. There is no doubt that the
present dry spell will, just as did the drought in 1914, cause thousands
to flock to the banner of " Better methods."

I have to thank the Acting Secretary, the gentlemen who acted as

stewards, and those who provided their cars, for their assistance and
courtesy during the work of judging, and also the various competitors
for their acceptable hospitality.

HOW TO GROW WATTLE.
The following is the best method of germinating wattle seed and

] laiitirig out the seedlings:—
1. Collect and clean the seed; label and put away in a dry place.

2. Sow the seed during the spring months (not when collected).

3. Sow in a shallow box, flower-pot, or in open ground.
4. The soil for the box, &c., should consist of a mixture of sand,

a quarter to a half of alluvial soil, and a quarter of broken
charcoal.

5. Sow the seed thinly and press fii-mly into the receptacle used,

covering over to the thickness of the seed with fine sifted

soil.

6. Water copiously and afford ishade at the early stages of ger-

mination.

7. Finally, pot singly in flower pots, or in positions in open
ground, selecting a dull or rainy day for the operation.

• The young plants should be about 3 to 4 inches long when planted
in their permanent positions.—-J. PI. Maiden (Agricultural Gazette of
New South Wales).
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THE BEET SUGAR INDUSTRY.

By W. L. Williams, Manager, Beet Sugar Factory, Majfra.

Why the Industry Should be Developed.

The World's Beet Sugar Industry was launched in the beginning of

the nineteenth century, and has made such rapid and sound progress
since then, that just prior to the great war it was responsible, under
white labour, for approximately half the world's production of sugar,

and for a remarkable increase in the production of cereals and in the
rearing of stock wlierever the industry was established. Its greatest

stronghold has been, and still is, in Europe.

It was introduced to America with some trepidation, because of the

competition that had to be met from the many adjacent cheap labour
cane sugar areas and the necessity for meeting higher costs of material,

and the employment of a more independent and costly class of labour.

In spite of these difficulties the industry has developed there to such an
extent that it now produces about 75 per cent, of the sugar grown in the

United States, and its economic and decentralizing value has become so

evident that the Grovernment is epergetically using every reasonable

means to encourage its expansion.

Its value to America, where labour and other conditions are very
similar to our own, is prc^bly the best index of what it might become to

the temperate zones of Australia if rightly encouraged and developed.

There has been some question as to whether Australia might not

produce too much sugar should further factories be established, but

such a view makes no allowance for the progress we have every reason

to expect. To allay any fears, it may be of interest to mention that

recently much anxiety was expressed as to how a surplus of cane sugar

produced in 1917-18 in Queensland might be disposed of, and factory

extension was promptly discouraged; yet, inside of twelve months, the

expected surplus had resolved itself into a shortage, and we are now
actually importing sugar and are likely to do so for some years to come.

For national strength and safety, and in justice to the cramped
European races requiring more favorable living conditions and better

opportunities, it appears to be a duty as well as a privilege to rapidly

expand our population, and thereby increase our production and eon-

sumption of foodstuffs, of which sugar is such a necessary and increas-

ingly important item. Our preserved fruits, condensed milk, and con-

fections are winning increased favour and demand at home and abroad,

and these will absorb largely increasing quantities of sugar. Further-

more, the world to-day is short of sugar to the extent of 3,000,000 tons

a year, with a growing demand, equal to at least 10 per cent, per

annum, as people are coming to realize that sugar, once a costly luxury,

is now undoubtedly a ehea]) and most effective energy-producing food.
.

Most of all, the economic advantages, due to the encouragement of

such counti-y industries as the beet sugar business which rapidly inten-

sifies all' otlier production and adds to the wealth and comfort of pro-

ducer, labourer, and consumer, must attract the thought and attention

of those who desire to develop our great resources to the best advantage.
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For these reasons tlie beet sugar industry, with its favorable wbite

labour conditions, is likely to hold a strong position in the production of

what we might rightly term a staple food product, and in the promotion

of closer settlement and intense farming.

A Brief Account of Sugar Beet Growing in Victoria.

It will not be out of place to touch very lightly on the genesis of the

beet sugar industry in Victoria. Its difficulties and discouragements

may act as danger signals against faulty methods, while the advantages

observed may help to pilot any extension of this valuable industry along

safe and successful lines.

From 1866 until 1898 the industry in Victoria was toyed with in a

perfunctory Avay without any success from a manufacturing point of

view, though some sugar was actually manufactured at the Anakies Mill

in 1873. Some very useful and promising experiments were carried

out in the growing of sugar beet, chiefly in Gippsland and the Western

District, indicating that our climatic and soil conditions are reasonably

favorable. Very successful plots, both as regards tonnage and sugar

content, were grown in the Port Fairy, JSJ'arre Warren, and Maffra

districts, "and more recent experiments tend to confirm the opinion that

Victorian conditions are generally favorable to the growing of beet.

The districts with a suitable rainfall, however, at present offer the

most favorable field for the extension of the industry, though, taking

into consideration the question of sugar content, surety of yields, and
convenience of handling the beets in the drier areas under irrigation,

irrigable areas may eventually prove most desirable. At one time it

was thought that irrigation would be detrimental to sugar content, but

in actual experience it is found that an .abundance of moisture

applied in the early-growing period, with comparatively dry and
sunshiny conditions towards maturity, is more conducive to high
purity, good sugar content, and regular yields, than those uncertain,

irregular climatic conditions which so often result in a dry-growing
period, with excessive rains at maturity, thereby producing low-grade
beets. Victoria has not yet had occasion or opportunity to broadly
determine which is the more favorable, but as in America, it is likely

that both irrigable and good rainfall areas will produce profitable beets,

the irrigated areas being more costly, but more reliable than the non-
irrigated.

The fact that numerous but small test plots right back in 1887-1890
indicated favorable possibilities for beet-sugar growing, was not suffi-

cient to prove that the industry under ordinary business conditions,

where all manner of contingencies and difficulties have to be met and
allowed for, could become a financial and commercial success; and in

1898 the industry was put to a definite, and what was expected to be a

fairly complete test.

After some years of organizing, a Company was formed, and a sub-

stantial and w^ell-equipped factory was constructed at Maffra, said to

be capable of treating 400 tons of beets per day. A considerable area

of beet was planted in the spring of 1897, but a dry summer was ex-

perienced. In the autumn of 1898, the factory treated some 9,000 tons
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of beets, yielding 504 tons of white granulated sugar, as well as a quan-

tity of raw sugar and molasses. The sugar found a ready market,

but the season ended with a heavy loss, and growers generally seem not

to have secured profitable yields at the low rates then prevailing for

beets. The factory operated for a second season, and treated the

product of 1,500 acres, or some 6,000 tons of beets, for 307 tons of sugar.

Neither field nor factory results were satisfactory, and the accumulated
losses of the two seasons were isuch as to compel the Company to suspend
operations, while the growers were far from successful with their crops.

At the same time, there were definite indications that a well-managed
factory operating to capacity should produce a high grade of sugar,

and run profitably; and in the field some of the crops proved that pro-

fitable yields of high-grade beets could be grown under right conditions.

The failure seems chiefly to have been due to insufficient rainfall,

accentuated by inexperience and faulty cultivation, and inefficient

business and technical control in the factory, resulting in costly running

and a low extraction of sugar. Excepting the climatic influences, the

other reasons for difficulties during the initial stages of this new industry

were to be expected, and a longer experience should gradually have

eliminated them. The adverse influence of a light and erratic rainfall

could certainly have been modified by better methods of cultivation, but

climatic conditions were undoubtedly responsible in the main for

failure. At this stage, the plant and buildings had cost the company,

approximately, £75,000, and as the Government had advanced the com-

pany £63,000, it took possession, and retained the mill inactive, but in

good order, for a term of ten years, during which time a number of

experimental beet crops were grown in the district. Owing to a revival

of interest by the Government and district farmers. Dr. Walter Maxwell

was, in 1909, invited to report on the industry and its possibilities. He
recommended that the factory be re-opened as an experimental concern,

and be supported by the Government until such time as beet growing

should develop sufficiently to enable the mill to be placed on a commer-

cial and profitable basis. An American manager was appointed, and

the mill re-opened in 1910, under the control of the Department of Agri-

culture, with the following results :

—

1910-11.

458 acres were harvested for 5,970 tons of clean beet, producing 482 tons of

sugar, and a quantity of molasses and beet pulp, very suitable for stock feed.

The rainfall was exceptionally good, and the ])rice paid for beets was Ifis. per

ton. With the heavy expense of re-opening, and the small turnover, the factory

was naturally run at a loss.

1911-12.

7.")2 acres were liarvesti'd foi- ;i.'.)7.") Un\> of licet, iinxlucinu :A\) tons of sugar.

The Boi-sdale Closer Settlement Estate Ijccaiiie associated witli the industry by

agreement that each block should provide 10 acres of sugar beet per annum.
Owing to the unavoidable late preparation, and a dry-growing period, the crops

were disappointing, and the factory was operated at a loss.

The price jiaid for beets was £1 per ton. plus a bonus of 5s. 4d. granted to

offset the low yields, and because of the higli sugar content of the beets.

1912-13.

900 acres were harvested for (5,208 tons of beet, producing 648 tons of sugar.

The season was dry until harvest time, and rain came at a period when it reduced

the sugar content without materially increasing the tonnage. The ])rice ])aid

for beets was £1 per ton.
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On 31st December, 1912, the assets were taken at an operating valuation, and
a first balance-sheet was prepared for the six months ending 30th Jiuif. 1013.

£ 8. d. £ .y. (/.

Liabilities at 30tii June,

1913 .. .. 86,276 14 11

£86,276 14 11

Assets — Land, Plant,

Equipment, &c. . . 64,647 2 5
Debtors, &c . . 4,377 5 10

Stocks .. .. 13.673 6 2
Loss, half-year after charg-

ing Interest and Depr-^-

eiation .

.

.'. 3,579 6

£86.276 14 11

1913-14.

1.000 acres were harvested for 7,432 tons of beet, producing 920 tuns of sugar.
Tlie price of Ijeets was 23s. per ton. Another dry period was experienced, and
the compulsory growing of beet on both the Boisdale and Kilmany Closer
Settlement Estates was discarded, as they were found unreliable without irriga

tion. Beet-growing by the factory was also discontinued. Where irrigation

was tried, the results proved most satisfactory, but the settlers did not then
show sufficient interest to encourage the Government to proceed with an irriga-

tion scheme.

Liabilities at 30th June,

1914

£

100,906 17

£100,906 17 7

Assets—Land, Plant,

Equipment, &c.

Debtons, &c
Stocks

Profit qnd
LossA/c 3, .179 6

Loss for year
after In-

terest and
Deprecia-

tion 10.304 1.1 1

63,927 6

3,309 15

19.786

<l

13,883 15 7

£100,906 17 7

1914-15.

990 acres were harvested for 8,843 tons of beet, producing 1,182 tons of sugar.
Tlie price of beets was 23s. per ton. Although a dry year, a very favorable fall

of rain during the growing season occasioned a satisfactory crop, but it was
estimated that 1,500 tons of beets were diverted for stock feeding piirposes.

Liabilitie.s at 30tli June,
191-)

>l

107,657 5 9

£107,657 5 9

<h

Assets—Land, Plant,
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£ s. d.

Liabilities at :JOth June,

1916 .. .. 96,663 S 9

under war conditions, only a small acreage was planted, but the financial result

was comparatively good. The price paid for beets was 25s. per ton.

£ 5. d.

Assets — Land, Plant,

Equipment, &c. . . 57,007 10 10
Debtors, &c . . 2,842 13 5
Stocks .

.

. . 16,955

Profit and
Loss A/c 16,669 6 2

Loss for year,

after In-

terest and
Deprecia-

tion 3,188 18 4
19,858 4 6

£96,663 8 9 £96,663 8 9

1916-17.

1,320 acres were harvested for 15,159 tons of beet, producing 1,948 tons of

sugar. The price of beets was 27s. 6d. per ton. Floods destroyed some 300 acres

of the area planted, otherwise the season was good, and the factory was enabled

to run to much tetter advantage on the improved tonnage, showing a profit of

£8,013 13s. 2d.

£ s. d.

Liabilities at 30th June,

1917 .. .. 121,159 1

£121,159 1

d.

Assets — Land, Plant,
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1918-19.

1,009 acres were harvested for 12,289 tons of beet, producing 1,263 tons of

sugar. The price of beets was 27s. 6d. per ton. Although the tonnage was
satisfactory, a dry spring and summer, followed by a wet autumn, was respon-
sible for an abnormally low sugar content, which very adversely influenced the
sugar yield and financial results.

Liabilities at 3Uth June,

1919

d.

104,188 19 11

£104,188 19 11

Assets—Land, Plant,

Equipment, &c.

Debtors, &c.

Stocks
Profit and

Loss A/c 9,976 19 10
Loss for year,

after In-

terest anrl

Deprecia-
tion

52,909 12

4,101 17

35,418 13

<L

1,781 K; 9 11,758 10 7

£104,188 19 11

Analysis of Profit and Loss Accounts.
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Maffra Sugar Factory Manufacturing Results.
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The diffusion juice is heated and run into earbonatation tanks, where
it is treated with lime milk and earbon-di-oxide gas drawn fi*om the

lime-kiln. This is the chief refining process, the impurities being largely

decomposed and precipitated, and the juice sterilized.

The lime with the impurities is removed by forcing the juice through

frame filter presses lined with double layers of cott/On duck. The juice

is given a second earbonatation and filtering, and is then run to the

sulphur tanks, where it is treated with sulphurous acid, and well heated

to further purify and clarify it. Following another filtration, the thin

refined juice is taken to the quadruple-effect evaporators, where the

excess moisture is removed by boiling under the influence of a vacuum.
The concentrated juice is filtered and taken to a large vacuum pan, where
it is boiled to a mass of sugar grain and molasses, termed melada. This

melada is run into high speed centrifugal machines, whereby the molasses

is separated from the sugar crystals, which are washed, dried in a

granulator, and bagged ready for consumption. Eight tons of good
quality beets effectively treated should produce 1 ton of white granulated

sugar.'

The first molasses is re-boiled for a second-grade sugar and molasses,

and this sugar is mixed with the fresh juices and further refined to

white sugar. The second molasses is either re-boiled for a third sugar,

or if final, is sold for stock food molasses, or used for the manufacture
of methylated spirit.

The Maffra factory cuts about 200 tons of beets a day, but with

increasing costs of material, labour, &c., it would naturally run to much
greater advantage if re-modelled on a 500-ton basis. Large quantities

of coal, bags, filtering material, limerock, and manufacturing supplies

are used.

About 140 men are required for factory operations. All mechanical

repairs are effected on the spot, as the. plant has to run continuously

day and night for three or four months.

The technical results are carefully watched, and manufacturing

results regulated throughout by comprehensive chemical analyses.

A live sugar factory stimulates a country district to a remarkable

degree, and is a great acquisition, attraction, and advantage to all

parties, particularly to the farmers' sons, as it distui'bs the ordinary

monotony of farm life.

Wholesale sugar prices since the re-opening of the factory have been

approximately as follows:

—

1910
1911

1912
191 :^

19U

£ s. d.
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STANDARD TEST COWS.

Rbpobt for Quarter ending 30th September, 1919.

The report contains the records of 148 cows which have qualified

for certificates out of a total of 171 which completed the term during
the quarter.

A particularly striking yield is tliat of the imported Jersey, " Mer-
cedes N"oble Queen/' which is a Jersey record for the test, exceeding as

it does by 52.06 lbs. the fine record of 576.91 lbs. made by " Tiddlewnnks
II. of Holmwood " last year. " Mercedes Noble Queen's " yield of
628.97 lbs. has been surpassed by only two cows in the test—^the Red
Poll " Muria," with 705.88 lbs. of butter-fat, and the Ayrshire, " Linda
of Gowrie Park," with 640.50 lbs.

Individual returns are as follow:

—

W. K. ATKINSON, Swan Hill. (Shorthorn.)

Comiileted since last report, 4. Certificated, 4.
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Mrs. A. BLACK, Terang. (Jersey.)

Completed since last report, 1. Certificated, 1.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, Werribee. (Friesian and Red Poll.)

Completed during the year, 21. Certificated, 16.
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GEELONG HARBOR TRUST, Marshalltown. (Ayrshire.)

Completed since last report, 9. Certificated, 9.
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A. JACKSON, Glen Forbes. (Jersey.)

Completed since last report, 5. Certificated, 6.
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C. G. KNIGHT, Cobram. (Jersey.)

Completed since last report, 5. Certificated, 5.
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C. D. LLOYD, Caumold. (Jersey.)

Completed since last report, ti. Certificated, 0.
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T. MESLEY, Dalyston. (Jersey.)

Completed since last report, 2. Certificated, 2.
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W. PARBURY, Warburton. (Jersey.)

Completed since last report, 7. Certificated, 6.

Name of Cow.

Verbena

Golden T.eaf

Rosebud of Brookfield
Flower of Brooxfleld

Songstress

Jewel

M
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Miss BRUCE REID, Bundoora. (Jersey.)

('ompleted since last report, p. Certificated, 6.
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A. SPIERS, Nalangil. (Ayrshire.)

Completed since last report, 8. Certificated, 7.

Name of Cow.
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W. WOODMASON, Malvern. (Jersey.)

Completed since last report, 6. Certificated, 6.
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not be deterred by the fact that the cows quoted are pure bred. The
claim for the pure bred is not that its yield is necessarily higher, but
only that it is more likely to transmit to its progeny whatever virtues it

may itself possess.

Gremd Summary of Government Herd Test, Season 1918-19.

Cows over 4 years of age.

Hree<i

.
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ERRATA.

GrOVERNMENT HeRD TeST 1918-19.

In the Seventh Annual Report on Herd Testing, which appeared in

the Sept«mher issue of .the Journal of Agriculture, the following errors

occurred in the " Order of Merit " portion :

—

The butter-fat yield of " Tiddlewinks II. of Holmwood

"

appeared as 567.91 lbs. instead of 576.91 lbs.

"Royal Rose's" yield was printed as 446.90 lbs. of fat; this

should have been 466.90 lbs. She would thus be eighteenth

in the list instead of twenty-seventh. ,

" Muria's " milk yield appeared as 7,006 lbs. instead of 7,066 lbs.

" Marian of Ayrshire Banks' " 365.15 lbs. of butter fat should

have been 361.15 lbs.

"Crystal of Rythdale's" milk yield was given as 8,970 lbs.

instead of 8,979 lbs.

" Beauty of Retreat " was described as " Jersey " instead of

" Ayrshire."

" Briar's " milk yield was given as 7,783 lbs. ; the correct figures

are 6,783 'lbs.

" Pet of Ayrbank" should have read " Pet of Retreat," and the

8,798 lbs. of milk with which she was there credited

should have been 6,418 lbs.

"Madrigal's" milk yield, given as 11,375 lbs., should have been

11,372 lbs.

" Pansy's Promise " appeared as a " Shorthorn " ; she should

have been described as a " Jersey."

The average test of " Empire IV. of Melrose " should read 5.36

instead of 4.36.

Great care should be exercised in manuring grass land. An injudicious

application of chemical fertilizers often proves more harmful than

beneficial by encouraging the growth of weeds and gross_ feeding plants,

to the suppression and overcrowding of the finer leguminous and more

nutritious grasses. Thus it is clear that a well-arranged system of

fertilizing is essential to secure success, and it must also be remembered

that conditions of climate and soil and other points peculiar to the

locality must receive due consideration.
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POULTRY AILMENTS.

By A. r. D. TiiutouJ. Astsistant Paultry Expert, and 11. F. Clinton.

Prevention is better than Cure.

The [)riiK'ipal ailments met with by the utilit}^ poultry-keeper< are

generally traceable to one or other of the following causes :—

-

1. Faulty Mating.—A decidedly weak point in the present system of

conducting egg-laying competitions lies in the fact that far too much
attention is paid to the actual score, and comparatively little notice is

taken of the constitution of the competing birds. The result is tliat

stud sales depend over much on '^ score " pedigrees, and some weedy
specimens at times are used as a foundation for future flocks. Score

should always be secondaiy to constitution, and mating specimens wliich

hick stamina is a distinctly faulty mating, and a predisposing cause of

many of the ailments to which poultry are subject.

2. Improper Feeding.—Over-stimulating foods—frequently concomi-

tant with high fecundity—are liable to affect the digestion, cause a high
blood pressure, and probably result in liver trouble.

3. Incorrect Housing.—This is the primary cause of most of the

respiratory troubles. Whilst an abundance of fresh air is eminently

desirable, a direct draught is highly dangerous. Dampness is equally

risky, and is frequently^ brought about by soakage of rain-Avater from
the roof. Where spouting is rejected on account of the temporarily in-

flated price of galvanized iron, a trench should be cut of sufficient depth

to carry away the water and prevent soakage in the fowl-house.

There are, of course, a number of other factors which influence the

well-being of the flock, such as the introduction of fresh stock into the

yard without previously isolating such birds for ten days or a fortnight,

insanitary methods, overcrowding, &c. As a general rule, birds which
have. been sick are not desirable in any of the breeding pens, conse-

quently such birds are only worth " table " price, and would not pay for

treatment more highly skilled than that which the experienced poultry-

man can give. The tale is told of a ,<tudent who, on being questioned
on the treatment of some more or less complicated ailment, abruptly

replied, " Axe, quicklime." It must be admitted that an outbreak may
often be averted by the prompt destruction of an afi^ected bird, and whilst

simple treatment for various complaints is suggested, the question, "Is
it worth while trying to save?" should invariably be carefully con-

sidered on the poultry farm. A few pens should be provided on every

))oultry farm for isolation purposes, and the moment any signs of sick-

ness appear the bird should promptly be isolated. Common indications

of approaching illness are recorded by Pearl and Curtis as folloAvs :

—

Symptoms. Ailittnifs thereby indicated.

Abdomen swollon .. Pei'itonitis; dropsy; white diarrhoea.

Abnormal breathinir .. Respiratory diseases; arsenical poisoning;
gapes.

Choking . . Arsenic poisoning.

Comb pale .. ... Tubcrciilosi.s ; dropsj', white diarrhoea.
Comb dark .. Liver disease; congestion of the hings; black-

head.
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Si/mptoins. Ailments thereby indicated.

Comb yellow .

.

Livn- disease.

Convulsions .. Metallic poisoniiig.

Cough . . . . Diseases of the ri'spiiatory system.

Crop enlarged and hard . . .. Crop bound.
Diarrhoea .. .. .. Poisoning; black-head: tuberculosis: cliulera

;

roup.

Emaciation .. .. Tuberculosis; wliitr diairlKea: mites.
Eye. discharge from .. Catarrh; roup.
Face swollen . . . . .

.

Roup.
Mouth—mucous discharge .. Congestion of the lungs: pneumonia: gapes.
Mouth—white cheesy patches .. lloup; canker.
Paralysis .. .. .. Poisoning; apople.xy; heat prostration.
Skin—scaly and encrusted . . Favus.
Thirst—excessive .. Hypertrophy of the liver; peritonitis: tape

worms.

Whilst the foregoing are general symptoms of the ailments indicated,

it should be frankly admitted that a proper diagnosis is the work of a

.specially qualified scientist, and where sickness occurs, full details

should at once he submitted to the Chief Veterinary Officer, Department
of Agriculture, Melbourne. Ordinary symptoms of indisposition are as

follows :

—

Lack of a]:)petite.

Hutiched-up appearance.
Discoloration of comb and wattles.

Feathers loose and dull.

General inanition.

Avoidance of other birds.

Dead birds should ahvays be burned instead of being buried, as the

danger exists that soniebow they may become exposed, and further infec-

tion result.

Catarrh.

A common complaint, attacking the air passage—similar to the

early isttiges of roup—and is caused by exposure, dampness, or faulty
housing. Affected birds should be provided with well-ventilated

quarters.

Bronchitis.

This complaint sometimes follows catarrh, being an extension of

inflammation to the mucous membrane of the bronchial tubes. The
distinguishing characteristic is rapid breathing, with a slight rattling

noise.

Roup.

A quarantinable affection in Victoria. The symptoms in the early

stages are somewhat similar to those of catarrh, accompanied by fever

and general lassitude. In a few days there is a swelling of the face, with
cheesy matter round the eyes, and a very off"ensive breath, which is a

feature of this complaint. The course of the disease—unless the issue is

almost immediately fatal—is usually somewhat prolonged. Immediate
isolation is necessary in the case of affected birds, and it is generally

better to destroy them and burn the carcass tban to attempt to eft'ect a
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cure. Where, however, this is attempted, it is desirable to place the

bird in clean quarters free from draught, feed it on soft food, and

administer a tonic.

Diphtheritic Roup (Avian Diphtheria).

Some authorities apparently differ on the question whether avian

diphtheria is a stage or form of the same disease as ordinary roup.

Diphtheritic roup is distinguished from usual roup by the formation of

tough membraneou.s growth, particularly on the mucous surface of the

mouth and throat. According to Mr. F. V. Theobald (Parasitic Diseases

of Poultry), the epizootic form can often be prevented by immediate

isolation, and the addition of salicylic acid to the drinking water, which

should be administered sparingly—equal parts of water and a 10 per

cent, solution of salicylic dissolved in alcohol being allowed. The mouth
should be freed from all growths, and if the membrane under the growth

is found white and unhealthy, it should be dressed with 10 per cent,

solution of salicylic acid. Only in the early stages, however, is it worth

while attempting treatment. This ailment comes under the quarantine

regulations.

Aspergillosis (Mycosis of the Air Passages.)

The first sjnnptoms usually are loss of appetite, followed by abnormal

thirst. Next comes rise in temperature and heavy breathing, accom-

panied by a rattling sound, due to the vibration of the mucous in the

trachea. Diarrhoea follows with subsequent emaciation, and death gene-

rally occurs in from one to six weeks. This disease is frequently

mistaken for tuberculosis. It is, however, caused by aspergillus mould
growing in the mucous membrane of the air passage. These moulds are

inhaled or swallowed with the food from dead organic matter, such as^

straw, &c. To avoid risk of infection, well-ventilated houses should

be used, and mould}'' litter should be avoided, and care taken that no
mouldy grain is fed to the birds.

Tuberculosis.

This complaint is fortunately not so prevalent as might be expected,,

and is rarely found in young stock. The principal external symptoms
are increasing emaciation, general debility, and diarrhoea. Any attempt
at cure is impracticable.

Pneumonia.

The symi)toms are abnormal thirst, lack of appetite, and constipation,

with rapid and laboured breathing. The progress is very rapid, on

account of the extreme feverishness. It is very rarely that a cure is

effected, and the attention involved in nursing affected birds is consider-

able.

White Diarrhoea.

This is not uncommon among chickens (especially those artificially

hatched and brooded), generally occurring between the first and third

week of their lives, although cases may occur up to, in chickens, six

months old. There are various contributing factors, such as (a) breeding

stock which lack constitutional vigour, (b) faulty incubation or brood-

ing, (c) lack of proper ventilation, (d) overcrowding, (e) improper
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food, (fcc. The disease is undoubtedly infectious, and, according to Dr.

Pearl, may be attributed to one or other of the following organisms:

—

(1) Coccidium tenellum, or cuniculi producing the disease called

coccidiosis.

(2) Bacterium pullorum, producing bacillary white diarrhoea.

(3) Aspergillus fumigatus and allied species, producing asper-

gillosis or brooder pneumonia of chicks.

The symptoms are in general the same for the different form.s of the
•disease. Affected chicks show indifference to what goes on about them,
isolate themselves from the rest of the flock, their wings droop, and weight
is lost. There is a characteristic white discharge from the vent. Death
•occurs very rapidly, and preventive measures are the best treatment.

"Thorough disinfection of premises and equipment, including incubators
.and brooders, is necessary. To make sure of avoiding the disease, only

thoroughly wholesome and readily digestible food should be given to

young chickens.

Fowl Cholera.

Fowl cholera, according to Dr. Pearl, is a virulent, usually fatal, and
highly infectious disease. It is entirely distinct from the 'ordinary forms
•of enteritis. Fowl typhoid and infectious leukaemia are often mistaken
for cholera. It is caused by a minute organism, bacillus avisepticus

(B. bipolaris septicus).

The earliest indication of this ailment is a yellow coloration of the
urates, or that part of the excrement which is excreted by the kidneys.
This is normally pure white, though at times tinted with yellow as a

result of other disorders than cholera. In regard to the yellow or green
-excreta, Hadley says this is a very characteristic symptom. The excre-

ment of normal fowls is not yellow, and when it is green it is a dar^-
green, approaching black. In cholera, both yellow and green are bright,

the green being almost an emerald green. These different colours may
•occur either together or .separately, and are generally accompanied by
diarrhoea and thick mucous. In the early stages of the disease, the excre-
ment consists entirely of urates mixed with colourless mucous. Generally
the diarrhoea is a prominent symptom. Soon after the first symptoms
appear the bird separates itself from the flock, the feathers become ruffled,

the wings droop, and the head is drawn down towards the body. "Weak-
rioss develops, and heavy drowsiness sets in. The crop is nearly always
<listended with food, and apparently paralyzed. Generally there is intense
thirst. Death generally occurs within a few hours to several days. The
majority of the flock may be lost in a few days, or a few at a time for
several weeks. Infection is transmitted generally through the food or
•drinking water becoming contaminated with the excrement of sick
birds, through eating part of the bodies of dead infected birds, or
inhalation of the germs or dust suspended in the air may cause further
infection.

Treatment.—There is really no certain cure, and dead birds should
'be thoroughly destroyed by fire. All the litter and droppings should be
scraped up and burnt, and the houses. &c., thoroughly sprayed with
.strong disinfectant.
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Black.head (Infectious entero hepatitis).

This disease is quickly fatal among turkeys. According to Theobald

Smith, the cause is a minute parasitic jirotozoon known as amoeba melea-

gridis.

In the liver there are circular spots, representing partial necrosis of

the livery tissue, and in these spots the same kind of organisms are

also present in great numbers.

Cole and Hadley claim that the causative organism belongs to another

group of protozoa, known as coccidia.

The symptoms occur generally in turkeys from two to ten weeks

old. After preliminary dullness, weakness develops, the wings and

tail droop, and there is discoloration of the head, giving rise to the

name black-head.

Treatment.—Whilst 15 grains of catechu to the gallon of drinking

water is believed to be beneficial, it does not pay to waste much time

on ailing birds.

Coccidiosis.

This is produced by small protozoan j^arasites in the intestinal tract.

Fantham has shown that the coccidia which attack grouse are equally

injurious to young fowls and pigeons, whilst some writers have suggested

that the coccidium of the rabbit is identical with that of fowls. Fantham
gives results clearly disproving this. The symptoms are dullness,

diarrhoea, and debility. The liver becomes enlarged, and disfigured with

white or yellow spots. Salmon suggests sulphate of iron or catechu, but

treatment is rarely profitable.

Emphysema.
This rarely occurs amongst chickens. The skin puffs out owing to

the presence of air in the tissues beneath the skin. The writer has seen

only two affected birds. The treatment appears to be to puncture the

skin with a sterilized needle, to allow the air to escape.

Crop=Bound—Impaction of the Crop.

This is generally due to some obstruction of the passage from the crop

to the stomach. Feathers, fibrous matter, or straw may be responsible.

The first treatment is to administer salad oil, and try and knead up the

mass that has formed in the crop. Failing this, a cut should be made
about an inch long, and the contents of the crop removed. The crop

may then be rinsed out with a weak solution of permanganate of potash.

In sewing up, the inner skin of the crop should be sewn up separately,

before attempting to sew up the outer skin. This is an extremely simple

little operation.

Egg-Bound.

Where a bird has any difficulty in passing an egg, castor oil should

be administered at once. Should this prove ineffective, a few drops

of tincture of iodine should be added to boiling water in a jug, and over

this the vent should be steamed. If by any chance the egg should become
broken in the oviduct, the utmost care should be exercised to remove all

of the shell, as otherwise broken pieces of shell may cause considerable

damage to the wall of the oviduct.
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Vent Gleet (Cloacitis).

This oiifensive complaint is gpuorally transmitted tlirougii the male

bird. Salmon remarks that the first symptom observed is the frequent

passage of excrement voided in small quantities almost as rapidly as it

reaches the cloaca, which becomes tender and irritable, giving the bird

the sensation of fullness, and producing spasmodic contractions. In

the early stages the mucous membrane is red, dry, swollen, and hot,

Mild this is followed in a day or two by a discharge which is at first thin

and watery, but soon becomes white, prurulent, and offensive. This

discharge collects upon the skin and feathers about the vent, obstructs

the passage, and irritates the parts with which it coined in contact. The
soiled skin becomes red and inflamed, and ulcers may be started. Wright
recommends 30 grains of Epsom salts to be administered, with an injec-

tion twice a day of 4 per cent, solution of cocaine, and immediately after-

wards a solution of nitrate of silver, 4 grams to the ounce. An injection

of acetate of lead, 1 drachm to the pint, may also prove useful. Sore

places may be dusted with iodoform or aristol. Owing to the nature of

this trouble, it is generally preferable to destroy affected birds at once.

Bumble=foot.

This is due to an abscess in the ball of the foot, which may have
been caused by too high perches, very narroAV perches, or wounds caused

by sharp substances, such as a nail, broken edge of glass or crockery, &c.

The treatment consists in opening up the foot and squeezing out the

core. The wound should then be bathed with mild antiseptic, and the

region of the wound painted with tincture of iodine. A piece of clean

rag should be tied over the wound for a few days to keep the dirt out.

Apoplexy (Haemorrhage of the Brain).

Generally the affected bird drops dead or paralyzed without any
previous sign of illness. Post-mortem examination shows clotted blood

on the brain. The death is caused by the rupture of a blood-vessel and
the consequent pressure on the brain, due to the blood which escapes.

The cause of the rupture may be an unhealthy condition of the walls

of the brain blood vessels. Preventive treatment should consist of

increased supply of green food, with less stimulating foods.

Heat Prostration.

This is similar to the foregoing, but for the fact that the blood-

vesi-^els are not actually ru])tured. Plenty of shade should be pro-
vided, and overcrowding avoided.

Favus.

This appears at first as a scaly crust on the unfeathered parts of
the head, and spreads over the rest of the head and neck. It is due to

a fungus, Achorion schonleinii. The scab should be softened with oil

and removed. Then paint the affected parts with tincture of iodine.

A mixture of lead and sulphur has also been found effective.
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FARMERS' FIELD DAY AT LOXGERENONG
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.

(Extracted from the Wimmera Star.)

There was a large gathering of farmers from all parts of the district

at the Longerenong Agricultural College on Saturday afternoon, when
the annual field day was held. The Council of Agricultural Education

was represented by Messrs. G. A. Sinclair, G, Osborne, T. Grant, and T.

J. Purvis, the secretary. The visitors were welcomed at the entrance

to the experimental fields by Mr. G. H. Osborne, who outlined the inten-

tions of the council regarding the forwjird policy in connexion with

agricultural education.

Mr. J. McRae, on behalf of the Uorsham Agricultural Society,

introduced Mr. A. E. V. Kicliardson, the Superintendent of Agriculture,

who gave an exposition of the results obtained on tlie experimental plots

at Longerenong for the past six years.

Mr. Richardson, in the course of an interesting series of lecturettes,

piloted the visitors through the various experimental plots, explaining

the objectives of each group, and summarized the results which had
been obtained. He stated that the season had been abnormally dry,

the rainfall for- the past year having been only 10.44 inches, whilst the

fall during the grooving period of the ci'Op was but 3.vS6 inches. This
was the kind of year which gave a crucial te^t of the merits of good and
indifferent methods of farming. Only those who practised thorough
methods of cultivation i-ould expect to secure satisfactory crops in a

season such as the present. In favorable seasons a man could fling

seed on indifterentlv-prepared land and expect to reap a profitable c^oo,

but in a season such as this only those who worked the land thoroughly

\vould show profitable returns. The use of moisture-saving fallows was
the foundation for profitable cropping in the Wimmera. Early fallow-

ing and thorough working cf the fallows were of fundamental imj3ortance
for raising crops. But more than this was essential for complete success.

Liberal manuring, a good system of crop rotation, the use of suitable

rypes of wheat, and judgment both in the time and rate of seeding are

also essential. The experimental plots at the college wei-e designed to

test the merits of the various methods of cultivation and to bring home
to the farmer in concrete fashion the results which would follow the

adoption of the various methods. In addition, the Department sought

to test the value of crops not generally grown in the district, and, if

possible, to produce new and more prolific varieties to replace tliose now
in cultivation.

The rotation plots were tben described by Mr. Ilichardson. The
rotation field was divided into 2.3 |-acre plots, arranged to test the merits
of eight different systems of crop rotation. There were really eight

different methods of farming being tested on these plots. They were
designed to test what yield of wheat might be expected when the wheat
was grown in different ways. The rotations under test were (1) wheat
continuously; (2) wheat after hare fallow; (8) Avbeat after bare fallow,
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oats; (4) wheat, pasture, bare fallow
; (5) wheat, oats, peas; (6) wheat,

oats, pasture, bare fallow; (7) wheat, rape, barley, peas; (8) wheat,
barley, peas.

These plots excited great interest. Where wheat was grown con-

tinuously the crop was hardly worth harvesting. Wild oats and other
weeds had practically taken possession of the land. On the other hand,
the wheat alternated with bare fallow was remarkably even, heavy, and
promised 20 bushels of wheat per acre. Both of these methods of

farming must ultimately prove unprofitable, said Mr. Richardson, for

the reason that they precluded the farmer from carrying live stock,

and so the fertility of the land must ultimately decline. Wheat growing
and sheep farming must be indissolubly linked to achieve the best net

profits from wheat. The three-course rotation of wheat, Wimmera rye

grass, fallow, created great interest. The Wimmera rye grass was a

type peculiar to the Wimmera. It was introduced over 40 years ago,

and had become thoroughly acclimatized. It was a different species

from either Italian or perennial rye grass, and was especially suited to

Wimmera conditions. Its botanical name was Lolium subulatum. It

had great grazing value, was permanent in character, and very much
hardier than either of the other rye grasses. Sheep and cattle had
done well on it this year, and, despite the unfavorable season, the body
of grass was considerable. One important point to settle was whether
it was possible to get rid of it easily when preparing the land for wheat.
That point was being tested. The growth of the Wimmera rye grass

on the pasture plot was superior to the growth of oats sown on wheat
stubbles. Thus in the rotation wheat, oats, bare fallow, the oats sown
on the stubbles were practically a failure. On the other hand, in the

wheat, barley, fallow rotation, the barley sown on stubble land promised
a good return. The barley crop showed up to much greater advantage
than either oats or wheat when sown on stubble land. Where wheat
followed peas in a rotation, the crop was much lighter than where wheat
followed bare fallow. In a wet year, or in a favorable season, the
return after peas would equal, or even exceed, the return from fallow.

The manurial tests were designed to test the merits of different

fertilizers over a series of years. The results of experiments here con-
clusively demonstrated that liberal dressings of superphosphate were
more profitable than light dressings. On the experimental plots, the
most profitable dressing during the past six years was 2 cwt. of super-
phosphate. The whole of the cropped area on the farm had been treated
with 1 cwt. of superphosphate for the past four years, and the average
yields were much higher than those of previous years. Heavy dressings
not only fed the wheat crop and gave the heaviest returns the rainfall

spould allow, but they also fed the grass which followed the wheat, and
so increased the stock-carrying capacity of the land. Wheat farming,
to be profitable, must be carried out in combination with sheep. The
farmer must look to the carrying capacity of his farm as well as his
wheat crop for full profits. Hence the heavy manuring not only gave
big returns with the wheat crop, but left sufficient phosphoric acid to

'stimulate greatly the stubble grazing, and thus increase the stock-
carrying capacity.
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The farjutTs th(?n visited the tliix ]ilots. variety and rate of sowing

tfests, barley plots, forage plots, and graded seed tests. The flax

plots were of especial interest. Mr. Richardson stated tliat over

£1,500,000 worth of flax products were imported annually into

Australia. Practically the whole of the flax could bo gi'own in Victoria.

The fibre flax was especialh' .suited to the cool districts of Gippsland,

but the seed types could, no doubt, be grown successfully in the more
favoured districts. The variety flax plots showed great differences.

One variety, a fibre selection from Werribee, was 3 ft. 6 in. high, whilst

seed from the Drouin district averaged about 2 feet high, and commerciai

linseed was less than 1 foot high. Mr. Richard>:on explained that flax

could be grown and harvested jn the same way as wheat.

The following return regarding the manurial tests at the college

over a period of six years is of interest :—

-

No manure per acre

Basic slag, 1 cwt. per acre

Super., h cwt. ])er acre .

.

Super., J cwt. per acre . .

Basic slag, ^ cwt. ])er acre

Super., 1 cwt. per acre .

.

Super., 2 cwt. per acre . .

Super., 1 cwt. per acre . .

Lime, 5 cwt. per acre

Super., 1 cwt. per acre . .

Nitrate of soda, 4(1 lbs. per acre

Yield
per acre.
Bushels.

26-0
28-3
31-4

31-2

32-5
34-9

31-8

32-3

Iiicreasp

over no
manure.
Bushels.

2-3
5-4

6-5
8-9

6-3

^;llno of

iticrease

at 4s. ])er

bushel.
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he was the more appreciated. (Applause.) Victoria was very fortu-

nate in having the services of a man of such attainments as Mr.
Richardson possessed. The farmers appreciated Mr. Richardson's

visits very much, and also his manner in imparting his knowledge and
instruction regarding the production of better crops. On behalf of

the Horsham Agricultural Society and the visitors, he had very much
]deasure in proposing a A''ote of thanks to Mr. Richardson for his

attendance. (Applause.)

Mr. Richardson, who was received with applause, said that he did

not propose to detain those present very long. The vote of thanks

should not have been accorded to him, but to those who had listened to

him, for he had experienced a rare pleasure in having such a large

number of appreciative hearers. (Hear, hear!) The Agricultural

Department was fortunate in having on its field staff some ex-students

of the colleges, who had done excellent work for the country and the

producer. A great deal of the success which had been attained in the

experimental plots at Longerenong was due to Mr. Tulloh, one of those

ex-students, and a small but enthusiastic band of workers associated with

him on the staff. (iYpplause.) It was gratifying to the Council of

Agricultural Education to see the gradually increasing numbers present

at the field days. When the first field day was held seven years ago,

there were 35 present. If the attendances continued to increase, the

Council would have to consider the question of enlarging the hall to

accommodate the farmers who attended. (Hear, hear!) In the course

of his remarks in the field, Mr. Osborne had outlined some of the projects

the Council had in view for the betterment of agriculture in Victoria.

One of the great obstacles to the prqmulgation of agriculture had been
the lack of funds. In the United States of America, such Colleges

were splendidly equipped and endowed, and the staft's, who were paid
very liberally, rendered great service to the country. In Victoria, there

were about 100 students of agriculture, and there should be at least

1,000. There were 150,000 men engaged in agriculture, and it seemed
to be a striking thing that fewer than 100 sent their sons to institutions

of this kind. He would like the fanners of the district who were
satisfied with the plots and the equipment of the College, and had seen

the fine young fellows who were students, to get to work and support it.

They should stand behind the movement for agricultural education, and
insist on Parliament voting increased money for the purpose. If funds
were provided, the fanners and the people of Victoria would not have
any cause for regret that they had assisted in a great cause. (Applause.)

The Chairman said that the societies of the district had a proposal,

of which Horsham had unanimously approved, to endow a scholarship

at the College, open to sons of members. (Hear, hear!) The cost of

the first year was £25, and for each succeeding year, when there would
be two scholarships, £50. The Royal Agricultural Society was offering

a prize for a farm competition. The Horsham Agricultural Society
had been able to give prizes for several years for crop competitions,
thanks to the public-spiritness of two of its members, Messrs. J. "W.

Power and J. McRae. (Applause.) It was flattering to know that the
Royal Agricultural Society had decided to follow such a good example
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as that set by Horsham. (Hear, hear!) He proposed a cordial vote

of thanks to Mr. Drevermann and his staff, and thanked members of the

Oouucil who were present at the function. (Applause.)

Mr. Drevermann sincerely thanked those present for their vote of

thanks. It was not necessary to enlarge on the fact that he was very

pleased to see visitors at the field days and on other occasions.

This was the seventh annual field day. (Hear, hear!) He
was pleased to see so many visitors, but he had expected

inore. The time devoted to hearing Mr. Richardson's exposition was
time well spent. (Applause.) After referring to the honour roll, Mr.
Drevermann extended a hearty invitation to all to inspect the farm
buildings, equipment, and stock. He was sure that they would notice

that many improvements had been effected during the past twelve

months.

Mr. Grant remarked that some of those present may think that the

Council was lacking in interest, as it had not been represented on
previous occasions. That was not because it did not take a great

interest in the College and the annual field day, but because Mr, Drever-

mann, and the staff under him, would satisfy the visitors to the fullest.

(Applause.) He assured them that he did not think a field day would
pass in the future without representation of the CJouncil. (Hear, hear!)

With reference to the remark that the Royal Agricultural Society had
followed the lead of the Horsham Agricultural Society in instituting

farm competitions, he was a member of the committee, which was only

too glad to follow the lead of sensible men. (Hear, hear !) In listening

to Mr. Richardson, he could not help thinking that he was the right

man in the right place. (Applause.) As an old fanner, now living

amongst the " dead-beats " at Geelong (laughter), he had enjoyed himself

very much. (Hear, hear!) The Council Avas going to get a little more
financial assistance from the Government, and, under tlie direction of

Mr. Richardson, who had brought back much valuable information from
America, it was going to make a progressive movement as far as funds
would peraiit. If the farmers would back the Council up it would be
successful. They should make their homes on the land more attractive,

and not build houses in the city which should be on the farms. They
should see that their boys received a good education, so that when they

entered a college they would be in a position to grasp the instruction

and readily assimilate the scientific principles underlying agriculture.

Inspection of Farm.

Under the guidance of Mr. Drevermann and Mr. Munro, the farm
manager, the visitors inspected the farm buildings, equipment, and live

stock, the appearance of which was very favorably commented upon.

An interesting tour concluded a very instructive afternoon.
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TOBACCO CULTURE.

(Continuerl from page 675.)

By Temple A. J. >^mith, Tohacco Expert.

Intercultivation and Care of the Crop During Growth.

For ibe lirst week after the jilauts are put out very little progrest^

will be noticed, and sliould the weather be hot and dry, the leaves of the

tobacco will probably wither, and little of the plant will be visible. On
the other hand, if the weather be moist, the plants will be easily dis-

cernible in the rows from the first. A week after planting fresh

rooting will have taken place J'.nd the plants will begin to show up
along the rows.

Provided the land has been well pre])ared, no cultivation should be

necessary until at least a fortnight after transplanting, but any plants

that have failed to strike should be replaced by fresh ones, and these

must be put in by hand.

Should the soil crust or cake round the plants, as sometimes happens
after heavy rains, it should be loosened with a hand hoe, care being

taken not to injure the plant in the operation.

As soon as the plants have rooted and can be seen plainly in the

rows the horse-hoe or -scuitier should be run between the rows, to keejt

the soil loose and prevent the growth of weeds. The first hoeing should

be from 4 to 5 inches deep, and each subsequent hoeing shallower until

the last, which should merely skim the surface. Three to four hoeings,

each at an interval of a fortniglit, are generally all that are required.

In a fortnight the young plants will be too large to permit of a horse

being worked through witliout danger of breaking the leaves. The
hand hoe should be used between the plants in the rows to loosen the

soil and check weed growth. Some growers hill up the plants when they

attain a height of about a foot, by drawing the soil up and around the

individual plants with the hoe, and the practice is a good one if winds
are bad and liable to bend the plants over, thus making the stalk

crooked and rendering them awkward for splitting at harvest time.

Another practice sometimes followed is to prune the four lowest

leaves off each plant, but it is doubtful whether any advantage is gained

by so doing. These leaves are of little value, but if left on the plants

serve the purpose of protecting the better leaves above them from contact

with the soil, thus keeping them cleaner. They also shade the soil near
til,' roots in dry weather and prevent the sun scorching the butts of the

Two Common Pests.

Cut-wonna at times cause trouble by eating the plant stem through
just beneath the surface of the soil, and if these pests are doing much
damage they may be easily poisoned. Baits of bran steeped in water,

molasses or sugar, and arsenic should be spread on the area to be

planted in the evening after sunset, when the cut-worms come to the

-!urface. The proportions of the mixture are:—^1 lb. of paris green <>r
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arsenic to 50 lbs. of bran, witli sufficient water and molasses to

rhoroiighly moisten the whole, the bran being poured into the solution,

which .should be kept well stirred until tlie water is all absorbed.

Horn-worms or caterpillars, " the larA'fc of the Sphinx moth," often

cause much trouble during the growing period of the crop and some-
times attack the plants at all times from transplantation up to harvest.

They commence to live on the plant from the time they are hatched
until they mature, and must either be taken off by hand or the plants

aiTected should be sprayed with a solution made of 1 lb. of paris green

to 200 gallons of water, applied by a knapsack spray pump, the nozzle

being so adjusted as to throw a fine, misty spray over the plant. The
young tender leaves in the centre of the plant are those most liable to

damage, and care should always be taken to spray this portion
thoroughly as soon as the caterpillars make their appearance. In certain

seasons very little trouble is experienced from this pest, while in other?

it is serious and causes a considerable amount of woi*k. During the

hotter parts of the day they •usually shelter under the leaves.

Removal of Flower.

In eight to ten weeks the flow^er bud should make its appearance, and
this should be taken out of all plants not intended to be kept for seed.

Where the plant is strong and healthy no leaves are taken with the bud
unless the season is getting late and it is the desire of the grower to

hasten the ripening process. If the latter is the case the four top

leaves can be taken wnth the bud, the stalk being broken oif below the

leaves. As a general rule sixteen to twenty leaves can be well matured
on a good, healthy plant grown in good soil. If only from eight to ten

leaves are left on they are liable to be coarse and strong, and the class

of leaf now required by manufacturers is the lighter, thinner textured

type. On poorer soils fe\:er leaves are left to mature, and the exact

)nmiber to each plant is a matter for the judgment and experience of

the grower to decide.

Suckering.

After topping, the tobacco, in its effort to produce seed, will send
out suckers fi'om the junction of the leaf with the stalk, and these must
be nipped out by hand as they appear; the process being called sucker-

ing. Care must be taken to break these off before they reach 4 inches
in length, otherwise they will draw too heavily on the plant and reduce

the yield, and also cause the plant to become tough and difficult to

remove. They should always be broken out sideways, as to pull them
downward will break the leaf immediately beneath, and cause loss.

Suckering in some seasons has to be done two or three times, in each
succeeding suckering the number of suckers being less than at first.

Varieties are now being produced Avhich sucker much less than the
earlier kinds, one of the latest productions being known as the One-
sucker Tobacco Plant.
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TRACTOR TRIALS AT WERRIBEE.

On tlie 18th. and 19tli September last demonstrations of tractoi'-drawn

farm implements, arranged by the Royal Agricultural Society of Vic-

toria, took place at the Werribee Research Farm. The exhibition was
under the supervision of Mr. IT. C. "Wilson, manager of the Research
Parm, who has submitted the following report of the trials to the Royal
Agricultural Society :—

As your Committee decided that the tractors and implements entered

were to be shown for exhibition purposes only, it is somewhat difficult

to give a full report on the two days' activities.

Implemeis^ts Workikg on Fallowed Ground.

The implements specified hereunder were tried out on 2-acre allot-

ments of fallowed land each, day of the trials :—

-

1. Gribbins and (company's Combined Stump Jump Skimmed Plough
and Drill. This was drawn 'by six horses, and appeared to be a very

good implement for^ lighter soils or fallow land to be sown in early

autumn.

2. Mitchell and Company's Patent Driven Tine Harrows, drawn by
.*ix horses. This harrow is an improvement on the ordinary one by
the addition of strengthening steel studs on the back teeth. It did good
work on the fallow.

3. H. V. McKay's Sunder Cut Stump Jump Disc Cultivator, drawn
by six horses. This is a first-class machine for working up fallows

that are weedy and set by heavy rain.

4. H. V. McKay's Suntyne Drill, which, combines spring-tooth culti-

vation of fallows and seeding of grain in one operation. It was drawn
by six horses. It is a very useful drill to save labour at seeding time
on ploughed land.

.5. H. V. McKay's Suncleave Disc Cultivator drawn by six horses.

A good disc implement for working up fallows set by heavy rain.

6. The International Harvester Company's Tractor Disc Harrow,
drawn by I.H.C. Titan Tractor, with patent peg-tooth lever harrows
attached. It proved a particularly good soil pulverizer.

7. The International Harvester Company's Combined Spring Tooth
Cultivator and Seed Drill, drawn by four horses. This is a very useful

combined cultivator and drill for seeding fallows in the autumn.
8. The International Harvester Company's Twelve-foot Spring Tooth

Cultivator, drawn by I.H.C. Titan Tractor. A large implement that

does efficient work on fallows not badly infested with weeds. It would
require eight horses to draw it.

9. T. Robinson and Company's Thirteen Disc Forbes One-way Culti-

vator. This is a very good machine for working up fallow ground in

late spring or autumn.
10. The John Kerr Ideal Harrow, drawn by three horses. The draft

of this implement is so designed that the front set of teeth of the harrow
will not be forced deeper into the soil than those of the back. It proved
to be a good soil tiller.
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11. W. J. Gaston's Scarifier. This luacliine, which can be drawn
by six horses, did excellent work on the furrow, is particularly suited

for loamy soils tlisit liiive become weedy after ploughing'.

Tractor Demonstrations.

The interest displayed by the visitors in the farm tractors shows their

growing- popularity, and the fact that there are no authoritative

figures of the cost of working the various kinds of machines is a disap-

pointment to many farmers and others.

The tractors were stai'ted with their complement of plough at 1.20

p.m. on each day of the trials. The area of land allotted to each was
•3 acres, with the exception of Jelbart's No. 18, which was allotted

fi acres. The area selected was generally fairly uniform and flat, the

soil a clay loam, which was firm and lieavy for the ploughs. The
depth of ploughing was fixed at 4 inches. One steward was elected to

attend every tractor in the field, and six Werribee farmers acted as

moving stewards to advise and help when necessary.

The following tractors ploughed on both days of the trials :

—

No. 1. Jelbart's No. 18 Tractor. E.H.P., 4.5. Revolutions per

minute, 400. Working speed. If miles per hour. This tractor pulled

21 furrows each 7 inches wide to a depth of 4 inches. Ploughs manu-
factured by T. Robinson and Company, Footscray. This tractor, which
seemed to be the most powerful on the ground, burnt crude oil after

the first ten minutes on benzine and kero.-eue.

No. 2. A. H. McDonald and Company. E.A.A. Imperial Oil Trac-

tor. B.H.P., 45. Revolutions per minute, 500. "Working speed, 2\

miles per hour. This tractor drew one 6-furrow McKay disc plough

and one 4-furrow Mitchell disc plough each day of the trial, cutting

7-inch furrows to a depth of 4 inches. The fuel used was low-grade-

kerosene with benzine to start.

No. 3. A. H. McDonald and Company. E.A.E. Imperial Oil

Tractor. B.H.P., 45. Revolutions per minute, 500. Working-

speed, lA miles per hour. This machine drew three 6-furrow McKay
disc ploughs, each cutting 7-inch furrows to a depth of 4 inches. The
fuel used M^as the same as their E.A.A. Imperial Oil Tractor.

No. 4. A. H. McDonald and Company's S.D. Light Weight Imperial

Oil Tractor. E.H.P., 22-o. Revolutions per minute, 500. Working
speed, 2^ miles per hour. This tractor, which was in operation on

the first day of the trial only, pulled a 4-furrow disc Mitchell plough,

each furrow cutting 7 inches to a depth of 4 inches. The fuel used was
low-grade kerosene with benzine to start.

No. 5. The luternational Harvester Cqmpany's Titan Tractor.

E.H.P., 20. Drawbar, 10. Revolutions per minute, 500. Working
speed, 21 miles ])er hour. Pulled 4-furrow mould board tractor plough
to a depth of 4 inches, each furrow cutting 10 inches. Fuel used wa.s

low-grade kerosene with benzine to start.

No. 6. Clutterbuck Brothers' Bates' Steel Mule. B.Il.P., 26.

Draw'bar, 13. Revolutions per minute, 850. Working speed, 2\ miles

])er hour. Pulled 5-furrow, cutting 1\ inches. Fuel used was low-

grade kerosene with benzine to start.
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No. 7. Tarrant Motors Proprietary Limited. Fordson Tractor.

B.H.P,, 22. Revolutions per minute, 1,000. Working speed, 3^
miles per hour. Pulled 4-furrow T. Robinson and Company set disc

plough, each furrow cutting 7 inches to a depth of 4 inches. The plough-

ing with this tractor should have been reduced to 2^ miles per hour, as

the discs scattered the soil rather much, leaving large furrows. The
mould-board, however, would have done the work at this speed much
more efficiently. The fuel used was low-grade kerosene with benzine to

start.

No. 8. Pacific Commercial Company's Cletrac Tractor. B.H.P., 20.

Revolutions per minute, 1,200. Working speed, 3 to 3^ miles per hour.

This tractor pulled 3-furrow mould-board Mitchell ploughs, each furrow
cutting 8 inches to a depth of 4 inches. The fuel used was low-grade
kerosene with benzine to start.

'No. 9. G. V. Davis' Samson Tractor. B.H.P., 24. Revolutions
per minute, 1,000. Working speed, 3 miles per hour. It pulled
one 4-furrow McKay disc plough. Fuel was low-grade kerosene with
benzine to start. This tractor was at work on the second day only of the
trials.

Note on the Ploughing.

It was apparent to all that the disc ploughs were the lightest of
draft under the conditions, but that the mould-boards in most cases did
the best work.

NOTES ON EXPERIMENTAL PLOTS, STATE RESEARCH
FARM, WERRIBEE, NOVEMBER, 1919.

By G. S. Gordon, Field Officer, State Research Farm.

Crops Generally.

During the greater portion of the month the Weather has been com-
paratively mild, cool, and pleasant, with an absence of the high winds
often experienced at Werribee. This, despite the continued light rain-
fall, is enabling the crops to mature gradually and the grain to fill better
than would have been the case had hot and dry windy conditions fol-

lowed the unfavorable growing period mentioned in these notes during
the past few months.

Permanent Rotation Field.

The hay plots in this field have been harvested and the produce
weighed. The yields illustrate the advantages derived from fallowing
and crop rotation; but the table below, giving the total and average
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yields of hay (Algerian oats) from foni' of tlie rotations during tlie

past five seasons, is more iiistiiictive and reliable as a gnide to tlie vahu'

of rotation.
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Summary of Feeding-off Tests.

Green Manurial Rotation Field—Season 1019.
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FARM NOTES FOR i\0VEMJ3ER. 1919.

EXPERIMENT FARM, RUTHERGLEN.
(P. B. O'Keefe, Manager.)

TheTaiufall for the month was only 53 points, but as it fell in th»'

early part of the month, it materially helped in filling the heads of

those crops which were at a standstill. The total rainfall from 1st

January to end of this mouth was 12.23 points, being approximately
S inches less than the average for the same period. t

Fodder Supply.
^

Rape crops were grazed early iu the month, and those fields from
which hay has been carted provided a fresh bite for stock. A very thin

crop of millet in No. 12 field will be fed off, and land prepared for

next seaison's wheat crop. This millet and hay crop stubble will provide

sufficient feed to carry on until grain stubble is available. If a

shortage should occur, we will fall back on our silage and chaffed stravi-

with ]nolasses to tide over the lean period.

Crops.—Hay cutting has been completed, and stacking and harvest-

ing of grain crops is being pushed on with. Almost 200 acres have been

cut for hay, the yields varying from 10 to 40 cwt. per acre. The be-st

yields so far obtained are 40 cwt. per acre from Algerian oats in ISTo.

10 field, 35 cwt. hay from Warden wheat in N'o. 8 field, 18 bushels

barley from Xo. Sa field, and 4G liushels from early-sown Federation

wheat in the Experimental field. These yields may be regarded as

remarkably good in such a dry season. As the crops varied so much,
it is hard to accurately estimate the amount which will be gathered; so

far as we have gone, it appears that we will have a total of over 200 tons

of hay. Barley on stubble land is yielding five bags per acre, and the

yield from the wheat and oat crops will be better than was expected.

Thirty acres of peas were raked, but the violent storms experienced since

have done much damage.
LivK Stock.

Horses.—Teams at grass commenced to lose condition, therefore,

they have been brought in, and are being fed once daily, so as to keep
them in condition for next season's work; this will be commenced as

soon as harvesting is completed.
Dairy Herd.—All cattle are in good condition, but yield of milk,

on account of scarcity of water and green feed, is shrinking. The
average yield of cows for month was 68 gallons per head, with an

average t&st of 3.8. The best yielder was cow " Magpie," on her second

calf; she gave 90 gallons with a 3.9 test. There are at present in milk

two first-calf heifers by Ayrshire bull now on the place; this bull was
purchased on his dam's butter-fat return. One of these heifers, " Cream
Horn " ex late " Cornu," after milking for thirteen months, \s yielding

10 lbs. milk per day with a 4.5 test, and is proving difficult to dry off.

She calved at fifteen months old, at end of October, 1918, and up to

1st November, 1919, had yielded 455 gallons of milk with a 4 per cent.

test; this represents 182 lbs. butter fat, or, roughly, 210 lbs. commercial

butter. As milk produced is sold at Is. per gallon, the cash returns

from this heifer amounts to £22 10s., or, taking butter at Is. per lb.,

the return would be £10 10s. with the addition of by-products.
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The second heifer inentioued, " Ruby," ex " Pearl " (" Pearl " ex

"Gemmy") ex "Alee of Willow Vale," after being six weeks in milk

yielded 70 gallons of milk, with an average test of 4.1 for the month,
'fudging by the returns from tliese heifers, it appears, that they are

going to uphold the butter-fat producing reputation of their -ancestry

on the sire's" side.

Sheep.—Two hundred lambs havt bef'i, shorn; 130 have bee. i left

unshorn, as it is intended to sell them, but the market is so

uiwc-ertain that they may have to be shorn and held to a later date. "Wool

from flock ewes was appraised on 25th, and realized up to 18id. per

lb., the lowest price for fleece wool being 15d. per lb. for Leicester.

Wenners were grazed on experimental feeding te.--!s consisting of

2 acres of peas. Fifty-one were put on and grazed for twenty-one day.s.

Avhen they showed an increase of 4.5 lbs. per head, live weight, thi*

being considerably less proportionately than the gain 6.9 lbs. per head
made on Wimmera rye grass, a much smaller area upon which the,y were
grazed for twelve days only.

Siviroe.—There are 36 pigs still on hand. Eight of those most
forward are being prepared for Christmas market on 15th December.

Additions to sties are being pushed on with, and feeding tests will

be commenced at an early date.

EXPERIMENTAL WORK.
The officer in charge of the Experiment Field reports that harve.stiug

operations commenced with the cutting of flax and the stripping of

early-sown wheat, as well as oats and barley crops. Linseed is also

being stripped. Fields in all cases exceeded our most sanguine expec-

tations, as the following figures indicate:

—

Field No. 3.—
Early sown wheats.

—

Federation, 46 bushel^s per acre.

College King, 46 bushels per acre.

Marshalls, 43 bushels per acre.

Late sown wheat.—

-

Federation, 33 bushels per acre.

Flax.—
No manure.—

-

Height, 22 inches.
\ r r

Yield, 1,450 lbs. per acre. f
"^'^

"'^'''•

Bor:e and superphosphntes.

—

Height, 28 inches. } j.
,

' Yield, 3,000 lbs. per acre, j" ^" ^^^'^''^

As has been shown in the past, for this district early sowing and heavy

dressings of phosphatic manure are highly profitable, no matter

whether the season be extremely dry, like the present (12.53 points of

rain for the year), or excessively wet. Only in those plots where

nitrogenous manure has been used is there any evidence of burning

noticeable.

Ci^LTUR.vL Operations.

The following areas have been jjloughed up in readiness for

seeding:—Four-acre silage plot at nortli end of No. 2 field; plot.« which

were cut for silage in No. 1 field ; and .ill feeding-off areas.
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BARLEY AND WHEY FOR PIGS.

For some years we have known that harley was a good i>ig feed,

and urged its raising for that ])urpose. Barley makes a very good

nurse crop for lucerne or clover, and its splendid feeding qualities for

both swine and cattle make it a desirable crop.

The recent reports of feeding experiments carried on at the Wiu-
eonsin experiment station show barley to be somewhat more valuable

than maize. We had held until this experiment was conducted that

maize was a little superior to barley, although we knew the Danish
farmer valued barley a little higher than maize for feeding swine.

We were also surprised to note that the pigs receiving barley and
whey did better than those receiving tankage and maize. We aj)-

preciated thatVhey contained 0.8 per cent, albumen, but did not think

that sufficient to supplement either barley or maize and make it a

suitable ration for producing swine economically.

The pigs receiving barley and Avhey charged £1 13s. lid. for each

100 lbs. of gain made, calculating barley at farm prices, which was
3s. 6d. per bushel, and estimating 100 lbs. of whey at one-fourth tlie

price of a bushel of corn. The whey was actually worth Is. 9-|. per

100 lbs., compared with tankage at £22 18s. 4d. per ton. Compared
with middlings at £9 3s. 6d. ])er ton, AVhey was worth 2s. Bid.

per 100 lbs.

It should be borne in miud that not all ])rotcins are ca])al)le of

producing good growth. Protein is made up of several substances

called amino acids. Some have termed them building stones. A grain

may have only fifteen of these building stores, and the problem of the

feeder is to supplement the other three, as a perfect protein like the

protein of milk contains eighteen. It is, therefore, plain that some
feed containing these amino acids, Avhich are lacking in grain, i>; the

one to supplement the feed to make the largest gains.

Farmers taking their milk to the cheese factory may seriously con-

sider a ration of ground barley and whey for swine. In the northern

part of our country w^here maize is not a sure crop, barley can he

grown, and when supplemented witli either whey or skim-milk produces

fine pork.

—

Kimlmll's Dairy Farmer.

ORCHARD AND GARDEN NOTES.

E. E. Pescott, F.L.8., Pomologist.

The Orchard.

As a preventive against codlin moth, apple and pear trees should be

sprayed with arsenate of lead whenever there is danger from the

prevalence of the moth. One of the secrets of success in codlin moth
spraying is the destruction of as many as possible of the insects of the

first brood. Thus, if particular care is given to the early sprayings,

keeping the fruit covered with spray fo,r a month or six weeks after

setting, this result is easily accomplished. Some growers prefer to
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gather all fruit infected by the first brood, spraying only for the second

and later broods. Even if all the fruits attacked are gathered, which
very rarely happens, the grower suffers from the loss of fruit, which hp
can ill afford, unless his crop be a heavy one.

Another feature for consideration is the fact that the presence of

any arsenical spray on the foliage is responsible for the destruction of

the pear and cherry slug, root-borer beetle, and all forms of leaf-eating

insects.

Spraying the cherries for the slug will now be necessary. Arsenate
of lead may be used, provided the fruit is not far advanced. Hellebore,
and also tobacco water, are effective against this pest.

Cultivation.

All orchard soils should be kept well worked durii\g the summer
months. It is very essential that the trees should have an abundant
supply of moisture during the whole of the growing season.

This will mean an increased supply of fruit buds for the next
season, consequently the frequent summer cultivation of the soil will

be a necessity if the health and vigour of the trees are to be maintained.
Excessive transpiration is often the cause of loss of young trees and

of new grafts. They are found to part with a large amount of moisture,
and are not able to obtain or retain sufficient for their nourishment;
they then very soon wither and die. The soil around these should always
be kept well s"tirred; they may also be given a good straw or grass
mulching, and an occasional overhead sprinkling will greatly benefit

them.

The planting out of citrus trees may be continued, sheltering the
tender plants from winds with hessian or breaks of scrub.

The general aims in summer cultivation should be to maintain a

good loose earth mulch during the whole season, and to keep down all

weeds and useless orchard growths.

Pruning.
Summer pruning may now be commenced, particularly on apple^

pear, and plum trees. The removal or reduction of surplus leader

growths, the shortening of unduly long laterals, and the thinning out

of crowded shoots, will all tend to strengthen other parts of the tree

and to increase the development of new fruit buds.

Vegetable Garden.

Tomatoes will require much attention ai this time of the year. It

the plants have been well looked after, they should be making vigorous

growth. It will be to advantage to tie the plants to stakes, training ,

them to two or three main growths, and pinching out all laterals as they

come.

The plants should be well watered, and occasionally a handful of

bonedust and blood manure mixed should be forked in around the roots.

Where stable manure is used, it should be used as a mulch, forking b
in every three or four weeks, and making a fresh mulch.

All plants of the cucumber and melon family should now be con

stantly supplied with ample water. Pinch out unnecessary lateral

growths, and also the terminals.
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The following seeds may now be sown :—French beans, cabbage and
cauliflower for winter crops, parsnip, lettuce, and celery.

The side sheets of celery plants should be removed, afterwards earth

ing up the plants. Asparagus beds should be top-dressed, and allowed

to grow without any more cutting. The vegetable beds will need
frequent forking and hoeing to keep the soil sweet, and to keep down all

weeds.

The Flower Garden.

Plant out dahlias this month; green plants early, and plants grown
from tubers later in the month. Water well at planting, and keep well

cultivated afterwards.

Rose bushes and beds may be given a good mulch with light stable

manure, straw, grass, or lawn clippings. The beds should be kept
rather dry, so as to allow the plants to rest before the autumn period of

growth.

Sow seeds of cosmos, asters, zinma, balsams, cockscomb, and other
late summer and autumn blooming annuals.

Cut down delphiniums that have yielded their first crop of flowers,

so as to allow a succession of flowers to come.

Daffodil, hyacinth, tulip, ranunculus, anemone, and other bulbs and
tubers may be taken up and stored; while gladioli corms may still be
planted.

The garden must be kept well watered and cultivated, so as to tide

the plants over the hot and dry season.

REJVIiriDEHS FOH JilNUflRY.

LIVE STOCK.

Horses.—Stabled.—Over-stimulating and fattening foods should be restricted.
Water should be allowed at frequent intervals. Rub down on coming into stables
in an overheated condition. Supply a ration of greenstulF, where possible, to all

horses. Brood mares should be well fed on succulent food if available; otherwise,
oats and bran should be given. Foals may with advantage be given oats to the
extent of 1 lb. for eacii month of age daily. Provision should be made for shade
shelter for paddocked horses.

Cattle.—Provide succulent fodder and plenty of clean water and shade.
Provide " lick " in trough, consisting of salt 20 lbs., lime 20 lbs., superphosphate
5 lb., and sulphate of iron 1 lb. Limevvash the cow bails, it helps to keep downi
flies. Provide calves, if possible, with good grass run, or lucerne hay or oats in a
trough.
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Pigs.—Supply short bedding in well-ventilated styes. Keep styes clean and
dry, and feeding troughs clean and wholesome. Sows suckling young should be

well fed to enable tlieni to produce ])lenty of milk. Give young pigs pollard and
skim milk in separate trough as soon as they will take it, and keep them fatten-

ing from the start to get them oil" as early as jxissible. Give a tablespoonful of

bone meal or superphosphate per 100 llis. live weight in food daily. If pigs are

lousy, dVess with kerosene emulsion or sulphur and lard, rubbing well into

crevices of skin, and disinfect styes. Plenty of water should be available for

them to wallow in in hot weather.

Sheep.—The vari(tus lireeds of ewes come in season approximately during the

following months:—Merinoes and comebacks, Xovember and December; Cross-

breds, January and February, Pure British breeds, February and March. Be
sure of ample rams running with them. Mate best rams first. Clean up with
those not qiiite so good. L'se only rams witli width and substance, and never
inferior-fleeced ones. Rams during summer are rarely to be seen working in

the day time. Breed from only good-fleeced, roomy, sound-mouthed ewes this

season. Keep in view wool production as well as a shapely, thick, forequartered
e\'])ort carcass. Meat and wool will be always amongst the foremost commodities
in demand. Two-tooth ewes, if well grown, can be bred from " if they're big

enough they're old enough," but they must be well treated throughout. Purga-
tive drenches, worm pills, &c., should be given to any ewes hollow and ofl' their

feed, lambs scouring, or grown sheep showing vmhealthy discharge, as the case>

may lie. In persistent instaiu'es, the second and third doses. Healthy sheejj

ari' rarely tly-blown. •

Poultry.—Separate the sexes ; the cockerels should now be fattened and
marketed. Grade the young stock according to age and size, otherwise the younger
birds will not thrive. Avoid overcrowding. Do not force pullets too much with
animal food; build them up with a good variety of food, but avoid maize, and
give but little meat. Increase the green food ; thoroughly spray houses and
perches with an emulsion of kerosene and soapsuds, or a solution of carbolic acid

1 in 60. Keep water vessels in shady spot, and renew water twice daily.

Moisten dust bath.

CULTIVATION.

Farm.—Get all crops harvested and stacked as soon as possible. Horse-hoe
maize, potatoes land other summer crops. See to insurance of stacks of grain
and hay.

Orchard.—Keep the soil well scarified and weed free. Cultivate after
irrigation or rain. Do not allow the surface to become caked. Spray against
eodlin moth, pear slug, vine caterpillar, and woolly aphis. Summer prune
strong growing shoots and laterals.

Vkoetable Garden.—Plant out all seedlings, when ready, from former sowings.
Stir an(f mulch the surface. Dig each plot as it becomes vacant. Sow seeds of

cauliflower, cabbage, peas, French beans, Kohl Eabi, &c.

Flower Gakden.—Keep the soil moist and cool by watering, hoeing, and
mulching. Stake tender and lengthy plants. Water and shade young plants.

Sow pansy, Iceland poppy, cosmos, aster, &c.

ViNEYAED.—Summer bud or Yema grafting may be practised in January,
though February is the usual month. (See Journals, January and February,
1916.) This is the slackest month in un-irrigated vineyards—all ordinary work
should be completed before Christmas. It is only exceptional operations, such
as scarifying after rain, sulphuring in case of odium, or spraying for downy
mildew (see Journal for November, 1917), that must be carried out. In irrigated
vineyards the application of water, and the cultivation it necessitates, require
attention.

Cellar.—Fill up regularly and keep cellar as cool as possible. Towards end
of month commence to make preparations for the coming vintage.
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Three Valuable Millets

Japanese: millet is ex-

cellent fodder of exceedingly

rapid growth, standing 6 to 8

feet high. its drought resisting

qualities render it a valuable green

feed when pastures are short. Rich

in milk producing properties, and

yields a much heavier crop than llie

Grasses and Clovers generally used.

Special re-cleaned Japanese Millet,

9d. per lb. ; 74 8 per cwt.

HUNGARIAN MILLET

HUNGARIAN MILLET
grows to a height of from

2 to 3 feet. Stock eat it

greedily, seemingly preferring it to

almost any grass. The plant makes

good green stuff for any stock, and

no farm should be without a few

acres of it. It yields a remarkable

abundance of green herbage. Hun-
garian Millet, re-cleaned, 6d. per

lb. ; 50/- per cwt.

EGYPTIAN or PEARL MILLET

EGYPTIAN MILLET is one of the

most wonderful forage plants that

have ever been introduced. Stock

eat it with great avidity. It can be cut

three or four times, sprouting readily and

growing rapidly after each cutting. It is

probably fully equal to Sweet Corn for

fodder, and will yield live times the

quantity on the same ground. If you have

riot tried it before give it a trial this

season. 4 lbs. of seed are sufficient for

an acre. Price, 2/- per lb.

LAW, SOMNER
Pty. Ltd.

Seed and Plant Merchants

139-141 SWANSTON ST., MELBOURNE
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Neptune "A" Prepared Spraying Oil

Contains over 85% of a heavy bodied Red Mineral

Oil and is an absolutely deadly insecticide.

Neptune Lime and Sulphur
Is a concentrated Solution, and can be used even

when the trees are in full bloom without harming the

trees.

Berger's Arsenate of Lead
Will not scorch the trees or wash off, yet deadly

to all parasites.

Spray your trees with Neptune "A" Prepared

Spraying Oil during the winter months, following

it up with Lime and Sulphur and Arsenate

of Lead, and beautiful, clean, spotless fruit will be

the inevitable result.

NEPTUNE OIL CO. Ltd. ]irJZV:.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

YEAR BOOK OF AGRICULTURE
:FOR 190S

448 Pages 200 Illustrations 2 Coloured Plates

riAfk ?« fill • nsn*r 7« (\A ^o./a«e .- C. cloth 2>^d.. paper 2d.: N.Z.. eknh 9a,.ciom, i%. oa. , paper, a. oa. p,p„ ga. ; b. .nd f.. ciotb u. 6d.. p«p.t. i.. 4J.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, MELBOURNE. VICTORIA. AUSTRALIA.
NOW AVAILABLE :. BULLETIN SI.

BEE-KEEPING in VICTORIA
By F. R. BEUHNE, Government Apiculturist.

Comprising 126 pages, divided into 25 chapters (illustrated) dealing with various phases of

BEE-KEEPING, and specially adapted to Australian conditions. Suitably indexed.

Price: ONE SHILLING. Postage: Commonweahh, Id. : New Zealand, 25d. ; British and Foreign. 5d.

Applications, accompanied by Postal Note covering price and postare, to be
forwarded to the Director, Department of Agriculture, Melbourne, Victoria.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA

NOW AVAILABLE
To Owners of Pedigreed Stock of all kinds

DAIRY FARMERS. AND OTHERS

The Department has compiled a

Stock Breeding Record Book

Comprising Table of Service and Due Dates, Females with Record

of Progeny, Sires with Record of Service. General Service Record,

:: :: Pedigree Charts, and Butter Record for Dairy Stock :: u

This Book contains 234 pages on stiff paper, and is strongly bound in half leather

P • 1 f\ let A limited number available. ^^^^^^^^—
I nee, lU/D Postage—Victoria and other States 1/6, New Zealand. 2/8. extra.

Applications accompanied by Postal Note or Cheque, covering Price and Pottage, to be

forwarded to the Director of Agriculture, Melbourne, Victoria.

Remittances from beyond the Commonwealth to be made by Post Office Order.
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Full Supplies Full Supplies

LYSAGHT'S
ORB-

CORRUGATED ROOFING IRON
is again in full supply throughout Australia and is obtainable

from all leading Ironmongers and Timber Merchants

Australia's

WAGON

"

Hildyard Steel Wheel WaEont M
the Front. They are now fitted

with twin roller bearing*, 33 per

cent, saved in draft. More durable
than ever. Lets wear and tear.

No boxes to craclt. We guarantee
thefli. The rollers run ia oil in dustproof races. Tliey are now perfection, and we can supply to

carry all weights as usual (or wool, wheat, or farm. Ordinary axles supplied \l preferred.

J J Gordar Ardlethan) eays:—"The S ten, II in. and ifl in. dxa. wheel wagon you supplied km
runt tpUndid. 1 am putting 60 bags of wheat on i horttt. That provet its light draught."

&end for
Catalog Now HILDYARD WAGON WORKS, si~3^,;;s;?;..

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, VICTORIA
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OT suns and caustic sprags harden and constrict the bark of old trees. This
interferes with the flow of sap and weakens both tree and fruit.

Gargoyle Prepared Red Spray'ng Oil softens and loosens the bark, giving full

play to the sap stream. It is thus the best ally of cultivation and manuring.

Gargoyle Prepared Red Spraying Oil is a tree tonic; it rejuvenates ihe trees and
reclolhes them with young vigorous shoots, enabling the tree to bear healthy,
profitable crops. Many a satisfied user has said "truly Gargoyle Prepared Red
Spraying Oil gives new trees for old."

Gargoyle Prepared Red Spraying Oil is the proved destroyer of Aphis, Scale R»d
Spider, and other sucking insects.

If not obtainable from your storekeeper, write direct to us. It's made in Australia.
Look for the Red Gargoyle on the container.

Gf^n^
Vacuum Oil Company

Proprietary Limited

*Z^t l*f
S5

PreparectReJSprauinqOil
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PAMPHLETS
New Series

Obtainable from the Director of Agriculture, Melbourne,

Free on Application.

1. SILO CONSTRUCTION.
2. HINTS FOR NEW SETTLERS. T. A. J. Smith.

3. APPLE GROWING FOR EXPORT. P. J. Carmody.
5. CIDER MAKING. J. Knight.

7. CITRUS FRUIT CULTURE. E. E. Ptirott.

8. BUILDING HINTS FOR SETTLERS.
A. S. Ktnyon, C.E., and others.

9. TOBACCO CULTURE. T. A. J. Smith.

10. SILOS AND SILAGE. G. H. F. lUbr.

11. THE BEET SUGAR INDUSTRY AND CLOSER SETTLE-
MENT. H. r. Easterhy.

12. WORMS IN SHEEP. .<?. S. Cameron, D.V.Sc, M.R.C.V.S.
13. CHEESE MAKING (Cheddar). C. S. Sawers.

14. FARM BLACKSMITHING. G.Baxter.

15. BROOM FIBRE INDUSTRY. T. A. J. Smith.

16. THE PIG INDUSTRY. P.T.Archer.

19. LIME IN AGRICULTURE. Dr. S. S. Cameron and othtrs.

20. NUMERICAL SYSTEM OF PACKING APPLES. E. Meekinq.

21. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALL10NS-I912.13.
W. A. X. Robertson, B.V.Sc.

22. WHEAT & ITS CULTIVATION. A.E.V. Richardson, M.A., P.Sc.

23. HINTS ON PACKING AND FORWARDING FRUIT FOR
EXPORT. J. G. Turner.

24. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS— 1913-14.
W. A. X. Robertson, B.V.Sc.

25. SUCCESSFUL POULTRY KEEPING, ETC. A. Hart.

26. TOMATO CULTURE IN VICTORIA, .s. A. Cock.

27. SUMMER FODDER CROPS. Temide A. J. Smith.

29. THE BEE-KEEPING INDUSTRY IN VICTORIA. P. R. Benhne.

30. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS-1914-I5.
W. A. X. Robertson, B. V.Sc.

32. CITRUS CULTURE IN VICTORIA. .V. A. Cock.

3i. GOVERNMENT CERTIFICATION OF STALLIONS-1915-16.
W. A. X. Robertson, B. V.Sc.

35. SUMMER BUD or YEMA GRAFT OF THE VINE.
36. EVAPORATION OF APPLES.
39. POTATO CULTURE.

Alto Leaflets on Foul Brood of Beet, Transferring Bees, Feeding Cows (or Milk
Production, Mammitis or Gorget in Dairy Cows, Some Vintage Consideration^.
Anthracnose or Black Spot of the Vine, Notes on Anthracnose or Black Spot of the
Vine, Downy Mildew of the Vine, Notes on Downy Mildew, Shipment of Grapes and
other Soft Fruits, Diseases of Fruit Trees and their Treatment, Cut Worms, Insect

Pests of the Potato.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
VICTORIA

JOURNAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 64 pp. Illustrated.

The Journal is issued monthly, and deals v.'ith all phases of up-to-date agriculture.

The subscription, which is payable in advance, and includes postage, is 3s. per annum
for the Commonwealth and New Zealand, and 5s. for the United Kingdom and foreign

countries. Single copy, 3d. New volume commences with the January number of

each year.

A limited number of the issues comprising Volumes III. (1905), 8 parts, exclusive

of February, March, April, and May, out of print; IV. (1906), 9 parts, exclusive of

Parts 7, 8, and 9 (July, August, and September) out of print; V. (1907), and VI.

(1908), 12 parts each; VU. (1909), 10 parts, exclusive of Parts 2 and 10 (February

and October) out of print; and VIll. (1910), 12 parts, are at present in stock, and

will be supplied at the foregoing rates. The parts forming the current volume may also

be obtained. A few bound copies of Volumes Vlll. (1910), IX. (1911), II parts,

exclusive of February, X. (1912), 6 parts, exclusive of January, February, March,

July, September, and' October, and XI. (1913), II parts, exclusive of June, are at

present available. Price, 5s. per volume. Postage: C, 3^d.; N.Z., Is. 2d.;

B. & F.,2s. 4d.

YEAR BOOK OF AGRICULTURE FOR 1905. 448 pp., 200 illustrations. 2

coloured plates. Cloth, 3s. 6d. ; paper, 2s. 6d. Postage: C, cloth 2id., paper

2d.; N.Z.. cloth 9d., paper 8d. ; B. & F.. cloth Is. 6d. , paper Is. 4d.

AUSTRALIAN FUNGL By Dr. Cooke. £lls. Pos/a^e .- C, 5d.; N.Z. lOd.;

B. & F.. Is. 8d.

PLAN AND SPECIFICATION OF SHEEP-SHEARING SHED. 2s. 6d.

Postage, Id.

MILK CHARTS (Monthly and Weekly), I/- per dozen, post free; Cabinet. 2/- per

dozen. When ordering, dairy farmers should mention "Monthly " or " Weekly.*

By Professor A. J. Ewart. Government Botanist.

WEEDS. POISON PLANTS. AND NATURALIZED ALIENS OF VICTORIA.
2s. 6d. Postage: C. Ud.; N.Z., 5d. ; B. & F.. lOd.

PLANTS INDIGENOUS TO VICTORIA. Vol. II.. lOs. Po5/a^e .- C. 2d.

;

N.Z..8d.: B. &F.. I». 4d.

By C. French, F.E.S., Government Entomologist.

DESTRUCTIVE INSECTS OF VICTORIA. Parts I., II., III.. IV.

each. Postage : Parts I. and III.. C. Id.; N.Z., 3d.: B. & F.. 6d.

II. andlV.. C. IJd.: N.Z., 4d.; B. & F.. 8d. each. Part V.. C.

4d.: B.&F.. 7d.

, v.. 2s. 6d.

each. Parts

,
Id.; N.Z..

Application, accompanied by Postal Orders or Notes,

must be made to

The Director of Agriculture, Melbourne
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Poultry for Settlers

ORDERS for COCKERELS
for delivery from 1st March, 1920

May now be booked from the Poultry Pens at

:: :: the Research Farm, Werribee :: ::

1. PURE COSH (World's Record Strain)

£2 2 -

2. From Trapnested Hens
£2/2/- and £1/1/-

3. MORITZ X COSH £1/1-

4. RHODE ISLAND REDS (Pure Dalrymple)

£1 1 -

Note. W. N. O'Mullane's Champion Burnley Pen (1914-15), which established

a still unbeaten world's record, was the progeny of a hen hatched from a sitting

from these yards. The pen realized £75.

A Limited Number of Cockerels
from above strams are available.

Postal Order or Cheque should accompany Order, which
should be addressed to the

MANAGER, RESEARCH FARM, WERRIBEE

By Auilinritv: Aiiiekt J. :\liiLErr. G.nernnipnt Printer, Mflboiiiu,



Why not

Better

Stock ?

Fowls, Cattle,

Horses, all

thrive on °"vQl-

MAIZE PRODUCTS
46Polly" Brand Feed

"POIiIjY" brand feed is just maize with the germ and surplus starch

removed, toasted and made appetising, then disintegrated into powder and put up

ready for mixing and immediate use. Is rich in Protein, viz., 20 per cent,

guaranteed.

COWS fed on "Polly" Feed will yield 20 per cent, more milk.

HORSES thrive better on "Polly" Feed because the heavy and indigestible starch

proporiion is removed and the feed is muscle and bone forming.

"POIiLY" FEED does not weevil or germinate and it does not turn rancid with age.

Maize Products "Oil Meal"
MAIZE OIL. MEAIi is toasted and tasteful, does not gerniinate or turn rancid

with age or storage. Ready for use as a mash at a moment's notice.

CALVES thrive on "OIL MEAL" better than any other.

POULTRY of all kinds do better with "OIL MEAL" than with any other.

FATTENING PIGS.- For fat bacon nothing is more successful for weight and flavor.

MAIZE OIL MEAL differs from our "Polly" Brand Feed in that the latter is

cheaper and produces bone and muscle, whereas Maize Oil Meal produces bone,

muscle, fat, and a glossy and beautiful coat.

"MAIZE OIL MEAL"
Put up in 100-Ib. bags.

"POLLY" BRAND FEED
Every bag guaranteed.

Write for prices and further particulars

MAIZE PRODUCTS PTY. LTD.
FOOTSCRAY, VICTORIA 'Phones—Footscray 367, 368



VICTORIAN l^^^^^m^VS" RAILWAYS

PICTURESQUE VICTORIA

Summer Excursions
The Victorian Railways issuer Summer Excursion

Fares to the Seaside, Mountains, Rivers, Lakes,

and Caves, from 1st November till 30th April

MOUNT BUFFALO
Excursion Fares all the year

round

First-Class Special Inclusive

Week Tickets

covering Transport and Accommodation,

at the " Government Chalet," are issued

on Mondays by the 6.15 a.m. train, and

on Fridays by the 4 p.m. Express train,

at £6/10/-

Excursionists wishing to travel by motor from

Bright may do so, weather permitting, on payment
at Bright of 5/- extra.

Special Inclusive Week

Excursion Tickets

including Accommodation, &c.

HEALESVILLE
Rail, Coach Drives. &c.. ic3/3/-

WARBURTON
Rail, Coach Drives, &c., £3/10/-

Lakes Entrance & Buchan Caves

including Rail, Boat, Motor Car, and Motor
Launch Transport, Accommodation, Coach

Drives, and Motor Launch Trips.

Victorian Government Tourist Bureau

Opposite Town Hall, Collins Street, Melbourne

Full Information supplied in regard to Excursions, Tourist

Resorts, Accommodation, &c. Tickets issued daily

Handbooks, Maps, and Hotel Guides Free on application.

Telephone Nos. 2898
and 2899 Central

GEO, H. SUTTON.
Secretary for Railways
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New York Botanical Garden Library

3 5185 00265 1063




